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THE

EARL OF BEACONSFIELD, K.G.

AND HIS TIMES.

CHAPTER I.

THE TURNING OF THE TIDE.

ON the death of Lord Palmerston Earl

Kussell was placed at the head of affairs,

and the leadership of the House of Com-
mons was intrusted to Mr. Gladstone.

Witli the exception of a few unimportant

changes the cabinet remained unaltered ;

but though the members were the same,

the policy of the administration was to be
j

very different from what it had been in the

past. By the removal of the late prime
minister all Liberal opposition to the cause

of reform had been silenced, and the new

government entered upon office pledged to

consider the questions of the extension of

the franchise and the redistribution of seats.

The parliament of 18G6 was opened, much
to the joy of the nation, by Her Majesty in

person; this being the first appearance in

public of the queen since her bereavement.

For some days the Houses, as is the cus-

tom upon the assembling of a new parlia- i

mont, were occupied with the swearing in
'

of their members and other preliminary
formalities. The speaker had also to be

;

elected. The choice of the House of Com-
j

mons fell for the third time upon Mr.

Evelyn Denison, who,
" from his thorough

VOL II

knowledge of the orders and methods of

parliament, his clearness and readiness in

delivering opinions in matters of the greatest

intricacy, and his impartiality in judging on

all occasions," was specially qualified to

fill the office, which required, according to

Mr. Disraeli,
"
the courage of the English

gentleman with the purity of the English

judge." The selection was unanimously

approved of, and from both sides of the

House nothing was heard save praise at so

happy an appointment.
" You have to-day, sir," said Mr. Disraeli

(Feb. 1, 1866), "been re-elected to the

chair for the third time. I have myself

always been of opinion that re-election

to the chair is, in fact, a greater distinc-

tion than the original choice. Political

manoeuvres and parliamentary passions

may contrive to raise an individu.il to the

elevated post you now occupy, but they

cannot keep him there. For that result

the possession of great and personal quali-

ties is necessary natural courtesy, ade-

quate learning, firmness, and impartiality ;

and, above all, that inspiring sense of

honour which is our surest guide in the

1
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perplexities of public life, and which ever

has been, and I trust ever will be, the

characteristic of English gentlemen. It is

because the House sees that you, sir, pos-

sess those qualities that you have been

re-elected to the chair for the third time

this day ;
and it is because we feel, on this

side of the House, that you possess those

qualities, that I am authorized on behalf of

gentlemen here to offer you the tribute of

our respect and congratulation."

These preliminaries settled, the formal

opening of the proceedings of parliament

took place. The speech from the throne

was read by the lord-chancellor, and con-

tained little with which the country was

not already familiar. A marriage had been

arranged between the Princess Helena and

Prince Christian of Schleswig
- Holstein.

The death of the king of the Belgians,

the uncle of Her Majesty, was an event

to be deeply lamented. The relations of

England with foreign powers were friendly

and satisfactory. Allusion was then made to

the renewal of diplomatic relations with

Brazil, to the treaty of commerce with

Austria, to the injuries inflicted on Ameri-

can commerce by cruisers under the Con-

federate flag, to the Jamaica insurrection,

to the disaffection in Ireland, and to the

progress of the cattle plague. Measures

were promised on the subject of capital

punishment ;
the bankruptcy and other

laws were to be amended and consolidated;

and the oaths taken by members of parlia-

ment were to be altered, Mrith a view to

getting rid of unnecessary declarations and
of invidious distinctions between members
of different religious communities. Respect-

ing the question of parliamentary reform

it was said :

"
1 have directed that infor-

mation should be procured in reference to

the right of voting in the election of mem-
bers to serve in parliament for counties,

cities, and boroughs. When that informa-

tion is complete the attention of parliament
will be called to the result thus obtained

with a view to such improvements in the
laws which regulate the right of votin" in

the election of members of the House of

iomrnons as may tend to strengthen our

free institutions and conduce to the public

welfare."

The address was agreed to without a

division in the House of Lords. In the

Commons The O'Donoglme endeavoured

;o insert a paragraph calling upon ministers

to examine into and remove the disaffection

in Ireland, but the suggestion was defeated

on a division by 346 to 25 votes.

The first subject which attracted the

attention of the legislature was the cattle

plague. The disease was now carrying off

some seven thousand animals a week, and

it was feared that not only would the food

supply of the nation be seriously interfered

with, but that, unless immediate steps were

at once taken to check the spread of the

infection, it would in the future be almost

impossible to stamp it out. Accordingly,

a few days after the assembling of parlia-

ment, Sir George Grey moved for leave to

bring in a bill to amend the laws relating

to infectious diseases in cattle. All means

of cure, he said, had failed, and the time

had now arrived for prompt action on the

part of the government. He proposed that

all infected animals should be slaughtered,

that strict regulations should control the

movement of live cattle by railway and road,

and that compensation should be granted

to the owners of the slaughtered cattle out

of funds locally raised and locally distrib-

uted. The bill met with much criticism.

Mr. Ward Hunt, an experienced practical

agriculturist, did not consider the safe-

guards proposed as sufficient. Mr. Bright

opposed the principle of compensation.

With compensation he believed that the

slaughter would be unnecessary and mon-

strous in amount. It was also contrary

to the principle adopted by parliament
on past occasions of public suffering, to

vote money out of taxes to remedy a

misfortune of that kind; it was a griev-

ance, he declared, which every tax-payer
would complain of if his money were

applied to the compensation of well-to-do
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farmers and rich landowners who might
suffer from the infliction.

Mr. Disraeli was in favour of the

bill. He supported the principle of com-

pensation, and differed wholly from the

view taken upon the subject by Mr.

Bright. "Now I hope it will be under-

stood," he said (February 15, 1866),
"
that

I uphold the principle of compensation,
not merely as a matter of justice to those

whose property is destroyed by order of

the local authority, but also as a matter

of public prudence, and for the general

advantage of the country. I confess that,

unless I believed it to be necessary for the

general advantage, I should not support the

principle of compensation. I admit that

those who suffer under visitations like that

we are endeavouring to mitigate, ought to

receive some assistance extra from that

which they may acquire by their own
exertions. But I must also admit that

public subscriptions are the natural resource

to appeal to under ordinary circumstances;
and if all we had to consider were the

losses of the farmers, it would be, I think,

a legitimate question to discuss whether

their losses should not be supplied by their

own exertions, and by private sympathy
and charity. But a great principle is here

involved. I believe that by admitting the

principle of compensation you are indirectly

preventing the spread of the calamity
which we are now endeavouring to eradi-

cate. It is on that ground I support the

provisions of this bill." This view was

undoubtedly based on just grounds. The
farmer or squire' was not to be compensated
because he had lost his cattle from disease,

but because he had lost his cattle by comply-

ing with the orders of the government, which

directed that property should be destroyed
for the public good. Under such circum-

stances it was only fair that compensation
should be tendered for the loss of valuable

animals, which might perhaps have been

saved had their owners been permitted to

have recourse to the remedies that were

then so freely being suggested. In spite,

however, of all the precautions of the

government it was some months before the

disease was stamped out.

The condition of Ireland was now a sub-

ject of grave anxiety to the authorities.

Fenian disaffection was again busy in the

towns and counties of the emerald isle,

tempting the population to regain their

ends by open revolt. Arms and money
were secretly sent across the Atlantic from

America, to help the Irish in their attempts
at resistance. Depots and manufactures of

arms were established all over the island to

furnish the rebels with guns and ammu-

nition, when the fitting moment arrived for

the rising. Agents were wandering over the

country engaged in enlisting the peasantry

to form themselves into a body to attack

the government. Efforts had been made

by the Fenians to tamper with the loyalty

of the troops quartered in the island, and it

was feared not without some success. The

disaffection increased so rapidly in the

counties of Cork, Tipperary, Waterford,

and Dublin that the lord-lieutenant was

compelled to recommend the suspension of

the Habeas Corpus Act. "The state of

affairs," he wrote to the government,
"
is

very serious. The conspirators, undeterred

by the punishment of so many of their

leaders, are actively organizing an outbreak

to destroy the queen's authority. Sir Hugh
Rose details the various plans they have in

contemplation, and he draws no exaggerated

picture. There are scattered over the

country a number of agents who are

swearing-in members, and who are pre-

pared to take the command when the

moment arrives. These men are of the

most dangerous class. They are Irishmen

imbued with American notions, and pos-
sessed of considerable military experience.

There are 340 such men known to the police

in the provinces, and about 160 in Dublin.

There are several hundred men who have

come over from England and Scotland, who
receive Is. 6d. a day, and are waiting for

the time of action. Any one may observe

these men loitering about at the corners of
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the streets. As to arms, we have found

no less than three regular manufactories

of pikes, bullets, and cartridges in Dublin.

. . . The most dangerous feature of the

present movement is the attempt to seduce

the troops. ... I have watched every

symptom here for many months, and it

is my deliberate conviction that no time

should now be lost in suspending the Act.

I cannot be responsible for the safety of

the country, if power is not forthwith given

to the government to seize the leaders."

Thus advised, the catinet resolved not to

turn a deaf ear to the suggestion. Sir

George Grey introduced a bill to suspend

for a limited period the Habeas Corpus Act

in Ireland, and an important debate followed

upon the proposal. The bill was to give

power to the lord -lieutenant to detain in

custody any suspected person whom he

might have already arrested, and with the

concurrence of six members of the privy

council in Ireland to arrest any other per-

sons thought to be suspicious characters,

between the February of 1866 and the

March of 1867, and detain them up to that

time without the prisoners having recourse

to any legal remedy. The measure was

approved of by Mr. Disraeli in a somewhat

critical speech. He had listened, he said

(February 17, 1866), with much concern

to the suggestions before the House. For

a government to come forward to suspend
the most precious constitutional right of the

people was an act which required on their

part the greatest courage ;
and if a parlia-

ment conceded such a measure it was
obvious that it must be done with the

utmost reluctance. He therefore could not

blame ministers because they had hesitated

in coming forward to make that proposi-
tion. But he blamed their delay, their

want of prescience and energy on former

occasions. He condemned the conduct of

the government in having repealed last

session an Act* passed in the reign of George
* 50 George III. " An Act for more effectually prevent-

ing the administering and taking of unlawful oatlis In Ire-
land, and for the protection of magistrates and witnesses
in criminal cases."

the Third, which empowered the govern-

ment of Ireland "to arrest all vagrant

strangers who had no ostensible home, who

could give no satisfactory account of them-

selves, and could allege no legitimate occu-

pation." Had that Act not been repealed

much of the danger and injury to which

Ireland had already been subjected might
have been prevented, without infringing

upon the rights of orderly and loyal men.

It was, however, no use lamenting what

might have been done
; they were to con-

sider how they should now act. In the

present disaffection in Ireland he saw

an attempt upon the majesty of England.
It was not directed against the predom-
inance of party, or against the authority

of any particular institution or establish-

ment, but it aimed at the throne of England
and at the greatness of the empir.

" Under these circumstances," said Mr.

Disraeli, with that freedom from factious

opposition which always characterized his

policy when facing the Treasury bench,
" under these circumstances, I cannot hesi-

tate to give a complete support to the pro-

position of the government. Whether the

preceding policy of the government did

encourage such a state of affairs as now
exists in Ireland is a legitimate subject for

future parliamentary question and investi-

gation; but all that the House has to con-

sider now is whether the statement of the

present condition of Ireland made by the

secretary of state is a correct one. Who
can doubt it ? Who can doubt these facts,

which are known in their general character

to all of us ? Her Majesty's government
asks us to legislate upon events and circum-

stances of which we ourselves are the com-

petent judges. They do not come here as

in old days with a conspiracy in a green

bag, to startle the country by sudden reve-

lations into violent courses. They have

given us a statement of the condition of

a portion of Her Majesty's dominions, of

which we from our own experience are

competent judges. 1 do not for one moment
question the authenticity of the statement
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made by the secretary of state, and I can-

not for a moment hesitate as to the course

T shall pursue with regard to it. But if

the House consent as I hope it will, and

consent unanimously to this proposition ;

if we are prepared to give the ministry,

with respect to this and to all arrangements
connected with this subject, a unanimous

nnd unwavering support, I would impress
also upon the House the immense import-
ance of the utmost promptitude of action.

It is not merely that promptitude of action

may prevent immediate and future calamity
and mischief, but if parliament be unani-

mous in supporting Her Majesty's ministers

in this proposition, and prompt in carrying
the measure into effect, there is a propor-

tionately better chance of diminishing the

period during which this exceptional state

of affairs is to continue. It is therefore in

the interest of the liberty of Ireland itself,

it is in favour of its freedom and the con-

tinuance of its privileges, that I say it is

our duty and our policy if we consent, as I

doubt not we shall consent, to the measure

of the government, that we should support
those regulations by which the passage of

this measure shall be carried without a

moment's delay. I trust that the House

will, by its cordial and unanimous support
of the government, show to Europe that we
are resolved to maintain the majesty of the

crown of England, and that the people of

this country prepared as they are on all

occasions to legislate for their fellow-sub-

jects in Ireland in a spirit of conciliation

and of justice are resolved that no foreign

conspiracy shall deprive Her Majesty of

one of the most valuable portions of her

dominions."

On a division leave was given to in-

troduce the bill by 364 to 6 votes, and

the measure subsequently passed through
all its stages without further discussion.

It was then immediately sent up to the

T [ouse of Lords, where its progress through
the chamber was equally rapid. It has been

said that no statute was ever passed with

so much celerity as this, the lirst Act of

the new parliament. The power it ex-

tended to the authorities in Ireland was of

much service, but still throughout the year
Irish sedition was a troublesome thorn in

the side of England.
The question of the oaths taken by

members of parliament next attracted

attention. During the preceding session

it had been complained of by the Eoman
Catholics that there were clauses in the

oath to which papists strongly objected,

and a measure had been introduced for

assimilating the oath to be taken by the

members of all religious communions with-

out distinction
;
this measure had passed the

Commons, but had been thrown out by the

Upper House. Prompted by the Catholic

interest, the government now resolved to

bring in a bill which would redress all

the grievances complained of. The task

was intrusted to Sir George Grey. The

time had arrived, he said, when one general
oath should be sworn to by. all members of

parliament indifferently. It was now no

longer necessary, he thought, to maintain the

portion of the oath relating to abjuration
or supremacy or the maintenance of the

established church, as the existing law

was quite strong enough for the purpose,

lie therefore proposed that the present
oath should be repealed, and the following
form substituted :

"
I, A 15, do swear that

I will faithfully bear true allegiance to Her

Majesty Queen Victoria, and defend her to

the best of my power against all conspir-

acies whatever which may be made against

her power, crown, or dignity."

This exchange was critically examined by
Mr. Disraeli (March 8, 1866). He admitted

that in the precise form in which the

Eoman Catholic oath then stood there

was something obsolete and invidious, yet
no one had pretended for a moment that

the oath constituted anything like a prac-

tical grievance. It was always unwise to

disturb oaths of a political and parlia-

mentary character, unless there was some

urgent necessity to do so. In an ancient

and historic country it was impossible that
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oaths should not possess some reference to

the past, and even some looking forward

to the future. If England were a new

community establishing herself in the

backwoods, she could construct an oath,

no doubt, of what might be called abstract

application. But they could not act on

mere theoretical principles in a complex

society and in an ancient country famous

for its history like England ;
and therefore,

when no practical grievance arose, a meas-

ure should not be interfered with. Nor

was he in favour of omitting the clause

which compelled the Roman Catholic to

swear that he would do no hurt to the

established church. "For my own part,"

said Mr. Disraeli,
"
I have ever been of

opinion that the established church of this

country does not depend upon oaths. I

think the Church of England in all its

branches is too strong, too deeply rooted

in the affections of the people and tradi-

tions of the country, to depend for its

maintenance upon any form of words of

that character. I have never raised the

cry of 'the church in danger' which has

sometimes been imputed to me by gentle-
men opposite, without, I think,due reflection.

I have often thought that if a severance took

place between church and state, the state

would be in danger; but I never thought
the church would be in danger. I think

it is of great importance that the state

should be religious. I think it may be

doubted whether it is of advantage to the

church that the church should be political.

But I have ever been of opinion that by
severing the union between the church and
the state you would lower the sanctions of

public conduct in this country, and would

gradually but certainly reduce government
to be a mere affair of police."
He was not opposed, he continued, to the

construction of a uniform oath to be taken

by all members of the House. But to frame
such an oath was no easy task. To con-
struct an oath which should neither offend
the consciences of Roman Catholics nor
omit anything which Protestants deemed

important was a matter of much difficulty.

Nor did he think the solution now arrived

at by the government was satisfactory. He

objected to a merely bald declaration of

loyalty to the present sovereign. An oath

of allegiance should be dynastic. The

great object of an oath of allegiance was

to preserve from anarchy and to secure

order; therefore the oath ohould not merely
include the queen, but " her heirs and suc-

cessors as limited by the Act of Settlement."

He also objected that in the oath framed

by the government no reference was made
to the supremacy of the crown. The

meaning of the words supremacy of the

crown signified that the majesty of the law

of England should be recognized that in

all the courts established by law the law

of the queen should be supreme. He con-

sidered this a grave omission. Still he

would not oppose the measure, because

he was anxious that a uniform oath should

be constructed. If the two points he sug-

gested were included in the bill he believed

the difficulty would be solved, and an oath

drawn up which both Protestant and Papist
would not object to swear to. These recom-

mendations were accepted, and the bill,

after a little discussion in the Upper House,
became law.

Mr. Disraeli was, however, to reserve the

keenness of his criticism and the power of

his eloquence for the one great measure
of the session. After the pledges given
both by the prime minister and the chan-

cellor of the exchequer, it was impossible
that the question of reform could any
longer be deferred. Mr. Bright had been

active during the winter in stimulating the

passions of the country, so that the subject
should not die out and be quietly shelved

as heretofore. There can be little doubt, how-

ever, that if ministers had been permitted
the alternative, they would have preferred
to delay for a season any measure dealing
with so vexed a matter as parliamentary
representation. The House had been newly
elected

; members had spent vast sums for

the privilege of being seated on the green
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benches of the pupuhir chamber, and such

individuals were certainly not anxious to

advocate a bill the effect of which might
soon compel them to have recourse to the

expenditure from which they had just

escaped, with heavy debts and diminished

balances at their bankers'. Still the govern-
ment felt that the question which had been

so long tampered with, then deferred, and

then dropped altogether, could no longer be

postponed and must resolutely be taken in

hand. Severe opposition was to be ex-

pected, but it was hoped that the Liberal

majority would be strong enough to defeat

all party manoeuvres, and eventually enrol

the new scheme upon the statute-book.

Accordingly (March 12, 1866) Mr. Glad-

stone, before a House crowded in every part,

rose to ask leave to bring in a bill for the

better representation of the people. The

bill was a compromise between the extreme

radical and the more conservative projects

of the Liberal party, and like most compro-
mises it failed to satisfy either section. It

was too mild and moderate for the Radicals,

and yet it was too destructive for the Liberals

represented by Mr. Lowe and Mr. Horsman.

At the close of his speech Mr. Gladstone

thus summed up the provisions of the

measure which the government proposed
to introduce. " The first is," he said,

"
to

create an occupation franchise in counties,

for houses alone, or houses with land,

beginning at 14 rental, and reaching up
to the present occupation franchise of 50.

The second is, to introduce into counties

the provision that copyholders and lease-

holders within parliamentary boroughs shall

be put upon the same footing as freeholders

in parliamentary boroughs now stand upon
for the purpose of county voting, without

any alteration in the relative amounts of

qualification for household and copyhold
as compared with freehold. The third is a

savings-bank franchise, which will operate
in both counties and towns, but which may,
we think, have the more sensible operation
in the counties. In towns we propose,

first, to place compound householders on

the same tooting as ratepaying house-

holders. We propose to abolish tax and rate

paying clauses ; we propose to reduce the

10 clear annual value to a 7 clear annual

value
;
and to bring in the gross estimated

rental taken from the rate-book as the

measure of the value, thus, pro tanto,

making the rate-book the register. We
propose, also, to introduce a franchise on

behalf of lodgers, which will comprehend
both those persons holding part of a house

with separate and independent access, and

those who hold part of a house as inmates

of the family of another person. The quali-

fication for the suffrage in these classes will

be the 10 clear annual value of apart-

ments, without reference to furniture.'
1

In the debate that ensued, which ex-

tended over several nights, all the parlia-

mentary ability of the House was enlisted.

It was on this occasion that Mr. Lowe,

not unmindful of the manner in which

the Liberals had behaved to him when
under the harrow of Lord Robert Cecil,

opposed the reform bill of the government
in a series of speeches which for close

reasoning, brilliant diction, and mordant

invective are among the finest speci-

mens of oratory of this century. Witty
and eloquent as were the speeche.' of

Mr. Disraeli, it must be confessed tnat

during the reform debate it was Mr. Lowe
who was the most brilliant and the most

formidable antagonist of the government.
What Mr. Disraeli was in 1845 to the

cause of free trade, so Mr. Lowe was in

I860 to the cause of reform. In all his

attacks upon the bill, and in all his stric-

tures against the venality and ignorance of

the working classes,* Mr. Lowe was warmly
* " You have had the opportunity of knowing some uf the

constituencies of this country, and I ask, if you want venal-

ity, ignorance, drunkenness, and the means of intimidation

if you want impulsive, unreflecting, and violent people,
where will yon go to look for them to the top or to thr

bottom? It is ridiculous to blink the fact that, since the

Rfform Act, great competition has prevailed amongst the

voters of between j20 and .CIO rental the 10 lodging
and beerhou.se keepers. . . . We know what sort of

persons live in these small houses ; we have all had experi-
ence of them under the name of

'

freemen,' and it would be

a good thing if they were disfranchised altogether.
*

Mr.

Lowe, March 13, 1*66.
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supported by Mr. Horsman; indeed it was

the
"
superior person" who was the first to

exhibit, in no latent fashion, his hostility to

the government measure. It was owing to

this opposition that Mr. Bright passed upon
the twin deserters from the Liberal cause a

criticism which has since become historical.

" The right honourable gentleman
"
[Mr.

Horsman], he said,
"
is the first of the new

party who has expressed his great grief,

who has retired into what may be called

his political cave of Adullam, and he has

called about him every one that was in

distress and every one that was discon-

tented. The right honourable gentleman
has been long anxious to form a party
in this House. There is scarcely any one

on this side of the House who is able to

address the House with effect, or to take

much part in our debates, whom he has

not tried to bring over to his party or

cabal
;
and at last the right honourable

gentleman has succeeded in hooking the

right honourable gentleman the member
for Calne. I know there was an opinion

expressed many years ago by a member of

the Treasury bench and of the cabinet, that

two men would make a party. When a

party is formed of two men so amiable, so

discreet, as the two right honourable gentle-

men, we may hope to see, for the first time
in parliament, a party perfectly harmonious
and distinguished by mutual and unbroken
trust. But there is one difficulty which it

is impossible to remove. This party of two
reminds me of the Scotch terrier, which
was so covered with hair that you could
not tell which was the head and which was
the tail of it."*

At a meeting held by the Conservative

party it was unanimously resolved to op-
pose the reform bill

; and the hands of the

*
JIi. Lowe was, however, not to be attacked with impu-

nity, and he speedily retorted upon Mr. Bright, "Dema-
gogues," he said,

"
are the commonplaces of history they

are found everywhere where there is found popular commo-
They have all a family likeness. Their names float

hghtly ou the stream of time; they finally contrive to be
handed down somehow, but they are as little to be regarded
for themselves as the foam which rides on the top of the
;ormy wave, and bespatters the rock it cannot sliakr

"

Conservatives were considerably strength-

ened by an amendment proposed by Earl

Grosvenor, who had hitherto been regarded

as a stanch adherent of the administration,

and whose opposition plainly showed that

the Whig element in the Liberal party
were far from satisfied with the govern-
ment measure. The amendment was as

follows :

" That this House, while ready
to consider, with a view to its settlement,

the question of parliamentary reform, is of

opinion that it is inexpedient to discuss ;i

bill for the reduction of the franchise in

England and Wales until the House has

before it the entire scheme contemplated

by government for the amendment of the

representation of the people."

This amendment altered the current of

the debate. Mr. Gladstone declared that

he would not only resist the amendment,
but would treat it as a vote of want of

confidence. Both sides put forth all their

strength in attacking and defending the

clauses of the reform bill, and from the

evidently divided state of the Liberal party
the Conservatives, aided by the venomou

eloquence of Mr. Lowe and the jealousy o.

the Palmerstonian Whigs to the measure,
did not despair of victory. On the eighth

night of the debate (April 27, 1866) Mr.

Disraeli rose to attack the bill, and in a

speech which lasted nearly three hours

lucidly laid before the House his objec-
tions to the government scheme, the views

of his party upon the subject, and the

reasons which led him to give his vote

in favour of the amendment. He briefly
alluded to the previous measures of par-

liamentary reform, and denied that the

present parliament was especially pledged
to introduce a bill to amend the represent-
ation of the people; indeed if ever there

was one less pledged it was the present

parliament. What then, he asked, was
the origin of this 7 franchise bill ?

" The

origin of it is this," he answered, "that
some eighteen or nineteen months ago the

chancellor of the exchequer came down to

the House one fine summer morning appro-
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priatod to one of those dreary debates on

the 6 franchise, to which we all look back

with a feeling of horror made a most re-

markable speech, in which he established

the franchise on the rights of man, and

at the same time announced his conviction

that the working classes of the country, on

whom he delivered a high panegyric, pos-
sessed no share, or only an infinitesimal

share, of that franchise; the inevitable con-

sequence being that a large measure should

be brought forward, as an approximation
to the rights of man, to confer the suffrage

on the working classes. That speech was

received with enthusiasm by a party in

this House not a numerous party, but

represented by great talent in one indi-

vidual by commanding talent while among
his followers are men of activity."

His great objection to the bill, continued

Mr. Disraeli, was that he could not under-

stand it, he could not calculate its conse-

quences or fathom what might be the effect

of its provisions, unless he had before him
the further measures that had been pro-
mised. If the bill passed it would lead to

such confusion, that if it became the duty of

ministers to advise a dissolution of parlia-

ment, they would have to hold an autumn
session for the purpose of revising and

modifying the bill before they could dis-

solve. If passed alone, it would not only

perpetuate the existing anomalies in the

county representation, but would augment
them. He was perfectly willing to con-

sider the question of extending the county
franchise. He had never been a stickler for

a contracted or exclusive county franchise
;

but then it must be a county franchise

a suffrage exercised by those who had a

natural relation to the property and

industry of the county, and who would be

not strangers, but members of the local

community. If the changes proposed were

made before the boundaries of boroughs
were settled, the whole representation of

some counties would be thrown into the

hands of the working-class electors who
lived outside the present borough bound-

VOL. II.

aries as at Rochdale, Birmingham, Halifax,

and elsewhere but who were essentially

a part of the borough constituency. Again,
if no allotment bill were brought in, a great

difference would be made to the county

representation by the sudden conversion

into county voters of the populations of

a large number of manufacturing towns,

which had no borough members and which

had sprung into importance since 1832.
"
Now, I ask again," inquired Mr Disraeli,

"is this a state of affairs which ought to

be permitted ? If you pass this bill with

all these anomalies left unremedied what,

I ask, will be the condition of the county
constituencies ? I take it for granted
there may be individuals in this House who
think otherwise, but I will not dwell upon
such eccentric opinions I take it for

granted that the great body of the mem-
bers of the House of Commons wish to

maintain the legitimate influence of the

landed interest of England,- as being one

of the best securities certainly for public

liberty, and the only security for our local

government I take it for granted, I say,

that is the feeling of both sides of the

House. Why, then, should you make
these great changes, and make them in

this imperfect manner, instead of having
before you, as this amendment asks you
to have, a complete scheme ? .

I will ask the House for a moment to

consider what will be the effect upon the

county constituencies of the admission into

them of the population of those boroughs
which are not parliamentary boroughs.

This is the next step in considering the effect

of this bill upon the county constituencies.

The House knows very well that, in almost

every county in England, there are towns

whose population exceeds 5000 which are

not represented. Many of these are rural

towns, and have a keen interest in the prop-

erty and industry of the counties in which

they are situate
;
and the admission of the

population of these towns into the county
constituencies would not make much differ-

ence, as they would have a community ol

2
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interest and of feeling with the counties, and

would doubtless vote for those men who

would best represent the interests of the

county. But in cases where large towns

have sprung into sudden population in con-

sequence of some particular and distinctive

industry, what would be the effect of per-

mitting the population of such towns sud-

denly to exercise the franchise of the county,

in which they have only a limited interest ?

Why, such a change must of necessity lead

to great inconvenience and injustice, and

must sensibly operate in reducing the

legitimate power for we ask no more of

the landed interest.

"In the bill of 1859, referred to by
the hon. member for Birmingham the

other night, there was an allotment of

seats of which he spoke with some con-

tempt, although he was obliged to admit

that it was of such a character that there

was not a single unrepresented town of

20,000 inhabitants, and scarcely one of

15,000, not provided for, and that the effect

of admitting the population of the unrepre-
sented towns into the county franchise was

proportionately relieved. As to the effect of

the unrepresented towns, by the reduction of

the franchise, on the county constituencies

the answer ofgovernment now, no doubt, will

be,
' Wait until you see our bill for the re-

distribution of seats.' My first and principal

reply to that would be,
'

If we consent to

the second reading of this bill to-night, what

security have we that the subsequent meas-
ures which the amendment calls for, and
which we all know to be absolutely necessary
for the proper understanding of this bill, will

be passed ?' No speech that we have heard
has met this argument. . . . Well, then,
under these circumstances, I address to

the government these questions What are

you going to do for the counties ? You are

going to increase the representation of

the boroughs, and are going, we will say, to

transfer the representation of some of the
small boroughs to larger boroughs, and thus
so far to relieve the county constituencies
from the possible danger of being to a great

extent absorbed by the population of these

towns
;
but at the same time what are you

going to do for the counties ? Are you, in

the first instance, going to add some mem-
bers to the counties as well as to the large

towns ? Or are you going to add a great

many members to counties and some to large

towns ? On what principle are you going to

act ? Are you going to establish plurality of

representation while you shrink from grant-

ing plurality of voting to the constituent

body ? Are members to come here to

represent numbers and not opinions ? I ask

these questions because upon your deter-

mination respecting them our decision with

reference to the amount of the county fran-

chise entirely depends. Or have you found,

as others have found before you, and as I

have no doubt Lord Eussell in the course

of his numerous studies and experiments
has discovered, that this would be a plan

extremely inconvenient, if not impossible ?

It would not faithfully represent the

country. Would you, therefore, have re-

course to a system of further division of

counties, and perhaps of the great boroughs
and cities ? We want your decision on these

points, because upon your determination

depends the judgment we can arrive at as

to the amount of the county franchise. . . .

"
Now, I have not the slightest doubt to

what all these fine measures would lead. 1

have ne\er believed that they would end in

the destruction of the country. I have too

much confidence in the country for that. ]

think there are sense and creative spirit

enough in this country to form a govern-
ment. But what I think is that they will

end in the destruction of Parliament. You

may get rid of the House of Commons 1

hope you will not destroy England. Now,

suppose the present government make up
their minds as for aught I know they have

made up their minds to do to meet the

question on a great scale, and astonish

the House with a great scheme founded on

their own statistics. Suppose they say,
' We

are prepared to disfranchise eighty-seven

boroughs which have not 500 electors. We
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cannot give them entirely to the land
;

it is

not practicable. But we will endeavour to

approach a fair balance in the constitution,

and will as far as possible represent popula-

tion and property blended, and at the same

time we will every now and then allot for

representation some distinctive interest."

Suppose they do that, what would be the

consequence ? If the House will permit

me, I will tell them.
" This will probably occur first. I do not

suppose you would have, as some think,

a parliament which would not have the

confidence of the country. If you had elec-

toral districts to-morrow you would have

a very great, parliament, for the character

of individuals and the representation of

great interests command public respect in

Kngland. You would have every great land-

owner in this House, every great manufac-

turer, and some merchants. But in a short

time you would find that you did not have

that hold over the executive which you had

under the old system. The want of diver-

sity of elements in this House would cause

tli.it. In proportion as your command over

the executive fades, your great proprietors

and your great manufacturers will cease to

care to belong to the House of which the

inilucnee and importance proportionately
diminish. Then the story will be, that the

I louse of Commons is not what it was. So

you will extend the franchise again, and you

may go to manhood or universal suffrage,

but you will not advance your case. You
will have a parliament then that will

entirely lose its command over the

executive, and so it will meet with less

consideration and possess less influence
;

because the moment you have universal

xiij/'niye it always happens that the man who
elects despises the elected. Iff sni/s,

' I am
as good as he is, and altJiouyh 1 sent him
to parliament, I have not a bcttsr opinion

of him tlitin, I have of myself.' Then
when the iiouse of Commons is entirely
without command over the executive, it

will fall into the case of those continental

popular assemblies which we have seen rise

up and disappear in our own days. There

will he no charm of tradition; no pre-

scriptive spell ;
no families of historic

;
none of those great estates round

which men rally when liberty is assailed ;

no statesmanship, no eloquence, no learning,

no genius. Instead of these, you will have

a horde of selfish and obscure mediocrities,

incapable of anything but mischief, and

that mischief devised and regulated by the

ra.u'ing demagogue of the hour !

"

.Mr. Disraeli then touched upon the reduc-

tion of the borough franchise, and the wish

of the government to introduce the working
classes to their fair share in the constituent

body. It was not a question whether they

were afraid of the working man, but whether

they could improve the English consti-

tution. "Now, I hold the English con-

stitution," he said,
" not to be a phrase,

but to be a fact. I hold it to be a polity

founded on distinct principles, and aiming
at definite ends. I hold our constitution to

be a monarchy, limited by the co-ordinate

authority of bodies of the subjects which are

invested with privileges and with duties for

their own defence and for the common

good the so-called estates of the realm.

One of these estates of the realm is the

estate of the Commons, of which we are

the representatives. Now, of course, the

elements of the Commons vary, and must

be modified according to the vicissitudes and

circumstances of a country like England.

Nevertheless, the original scheme of the

Plantagenets may always guide us. The

Commons consisted of the proprietors of

the land after the barons, the citizens and

burgesses, and the skilled artisans. Well,

these are elements I wish to see in them,

which I wish to preserve, and, if necessary,

to increase; but I wish also to retain the

original character of the constitution. I

wish to legislate in the spirit of our consti-

tution, not departing from the genius of

the original scheme. The elements of the

estate of the Commons must be numerous,

and they must be ample in an age like this,

but they must be choice. Our constituent
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body should be numerous enough to be inde-

pendent, and select enough to be responsible.

We, who are the representatives of the

Commons, do not represent an indiscrim-

inate multitude, but a body of men endowed

with privileges which they enjoy, but also

intrusted with duties which they must

perform."

The Conservative party, he asserted,

did not wish to exclude the working
classes. They desired that the choicest

members of the working classes should

form a part of the estate of the Com-

mons; but they recoiled from a gross

and indiscriminate reduction of the fran-

chise.
" The question is, said Mr. Disraeli,

"have the working classes or have they
not a fair proportion of that estate of the

Commons of which they are entitled to

be members ? I do not say they have. I

say that you should inquire that you
should pause that you should obtain suf-

ficient information, before you make a

change ; but, above all, that you should

act in the spirit of the English consti-

tution. I think that this House should

remain a House of Commons, and not become
a House of the People, the House of a mere

indiscriminate multitude, devoid of any
definite character, and not responsible to

society, and having no duties and no privi-

leges under the constitution. Are we to

consider this subject in the spirit of the

English constitution, or are we to meet it

in the spirit of the American constitution ?

I prefer to consider the question in the

spirit of our own constitution. In what I

say I do not intend to undervalue Ame-
rican institutions; quite the reverse. I

approve of American institutions, for they
are adapted to the country in which they
exist. The point I would always consider

is, whether the institutions of a country
are adapted to the country where they
are established. But I say none of the
conditions exist in England which exist in

America, and make those institutions flour-

ish so eminently there. If I see a great
body of educated men in possession of a

vast expanse of cultivated land, and behind

them an illimitable region where the land-

less may become landowners, then I should

recognize a race to whom might be in-

trusted the responsibility of sovereign

power. The blot of the American political

system is not essential to it, but accidental
;

it is those turbulent and demoralized mobs

which exist in the cities of the sea coast

which constitute so great a reproach to

American institutions. If, however, you
introduce those institutions into England,
I believe the effect would be disastrous.

You would not gain that which is excellent

in the American system, but that which is

not an essential quality, though a most dis-

graceful and demoralizing accident. You
would have the rule of mobs in great

towns, and the sway of turbulent multi-

tudes And if a dominant multitude were

to succeed in bringing the land of England
into the condition of the land in America,

they would after all get but a limited area,

and that only after a long struggle, in the

course of which the great elements of our

civilization would disappear, and England,
from being a first-rate kingdom, would

become a third-rate republic."

Then in tones of haughty reproof he

passed on to criticise the remarkable epistle

of the member for Birmingham. During
the Easter recess, Mr. Bright, with that

gross abuse which so often characterizes his

virulent partisanship, had penned a singular

epistle to a meeting held at Birmingham
to consider the terms of the reform bill.

"Parliament," he wrote, "is never hearty
for reform or for any good measure. It

hated the bill which repealed the corn law

in 1846. It does not like the franchise

bill now upon its table. It is to a large

extent the offspring of landlord power in

the counties, and of tumult and corruption
in the burghs; and it would be strange if

such a parliament were in favour of freedom

and of an honest representation of the

people. But notwithstanding such a parlia-

ment, this bill will pass if Birmingham and
other towns will do their duty. There is
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opposed to it the Tory party, of whose

blindness and folly we have abundant proofs
in all its history. We have no reason now
to expect from it a wiser course; and we
have a small section of men who do not

accept the name of Tory, but zealously do

its work. These combine to form a con-

spiracy on which all the hopes of Mr.

Disraeli and the Opposition are based. I

think a more dirty conspiracy has not been

seen in the House of Commons during

many generations. What should be done

and what must be done under these circum-

stances ? You know what our fathers did

thirty-four years ago, and you know the

result. The men who in eveiy speech they
utter insult the working men, describing
them as a multitude given up to ignorance
and vice, will be the first to yield when the

popular will is loudly and resolutely ex-

pressed. If Parliament Street from Charing
Cross to the venerable Abbey were filled

with men seeking a reform bill, as it was

two years ago with men come to do honour

to an illustrious Italian, these slanderers of

their countrymen would learn to be civil if

they did not learn to love freedom." Per-

haps there are others besides "
these slander-

ers of their countrymen" who require to be

educated as to the advantages of civility.

Demagogues who pose as the parasites of

tin! working classes are always very sensi-

tive when the lower orders are abused; yet
where the higher classes are concerned,

detraction and offensive imputations, it

would seem, are, in the estimation of these

mob orators, but the legitimate expressions
of political vocabulary.

This vulgar document, every line of

which cast a reflection upon the assembly
to his connection with which Mr. Bright
owed whatever of fame or notoriety he

possessed, was now to be commented
on by Mr. Disraeli.

" Some of my friends,"

he said, "have spoken with indignation
of the manifesto which the member
for Birmingham" (mark the studied omis-

sion of the "honourable") "has thought
fit to publish. My feeling when I read

that letter was not a feeling of indignation,

nor was it one of contempt nothing of the

kind; it was a feeling of mortification; I

felt I had totally misunderstood the charac-

ter of the individual with whom we had

been so long in communication, which I

thought was at least dignified. I thought,

for example, that the member for Birming-
ham was proud of being a member of the

House of Commons, and I confess I saw

with satisfaction that the House of Com-

mons sometimes seemed not disinclined to

be proud of him. But that he should leave

us only to hold us up to public obloquy
was to me a cause, not of indignation, but of

disappointment ;
that he should speak of us

in a manner utterly deficient in feeling and

candour, wanting alike in truth and taste,

was I speak it unfeignedly most painful.

He was the last man, knowing what I know
of him, in this House, that I should have

supposed would hold up the House of Com-

mons to public reprobation,, almost with the

truculence of a Danton."

Then Mr. Disraeli criticised the reck-

less charges brought forward by Mr.

Bright. The member for Birmingham had

declared that the Conservatives were always
anxious to plunge the country into war in

order to divert the people from civil pro-

gress, and that all
" the abject misery and

wretchedness which the people of England
have endured" were due to the action of the

Tory party.
"What war," asked Mr. Disraeli,

" had his followers plunged the country
into? Was it the Crimean war? Were the

Tories the authors of that ? Why, did not

Mr. Cobden himself declare solemnly to the

House that if Lord Derby's government had

not been turned out of office in 1852 the

Crimean war would never have happened ?

Had not the Tory party employed every fair

means to prevent the Italian war ? And
could not the same answer be returned as

to the war between Denmark and Germany,
and the war between the North and the

South in America ? It was the Tory party
who had frankly and manfully endeavoured

to prevent such wars
; but it was the
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Liberals, by their meddlesome interference,

and by their promises of help held out and

then repudiated, who had encouraged resist-

ance, and had caused nations to drift into

hostilities.

:

But, sir,
'

continued Mr. Disraeli,

"the hon. gentleman is not content with

imputing to us an anxiety to involve the

country in external calamities; he says

the Tory party have been the cause of all the

abject misery and wretchedness which the

people of England have endured. Now, I

will take the last thirty years they have

been dinned into our ears often enough at

these Liverpool banquets* and I ask any

man, whether he sits on this or that side

of the House, what has been the conduct of

the Tory party in this respect ? During the

last thirty years there have been twenty-

eight measures introduced into this House,
the object of which has been to ameliorate

the condition of the people to reduce their

hours of labour, to secure for them the pay-
ment of their wages in coin of the realm,

to save them from torture and oppression
in the mine and in the colliery, to extend

to all engaged in their ingenious arts, in the

bleaching-ground, in the printing works,
the benefits of that successful amelioration

which had been introduced into the cotton

and woollen factories. All these measures
were passed with immense difficulty. Never
was an opposition exercised stronger, more

resolute, more pitiless, than that which was

organized against these measures. But they
passed. And who passed them ? Not one

of those measures hit was proposed by a

gentleman sitting upon these benches. Not
one of those measures was passed but by
the united energies of (lie Tory party. And
who opposed them? The Liberal govern-
ment of that day generally opposed them

;

but they were opposed mainly and chiefly
by the influence of one individual, who
offered, as he does on all occasions when he
opposes anything, an opposition that is

Dunne Easter week various important Liberal meetingshad been held at Liverpool, which were attended by several
cabinet ministers, who pledged themselves to stand or fall

by the reform bill.

formidable because it is able who threw

all his energy and eloquence into the

resistance to those claims, and who for a

time retarded their advancement
; but, not-

withstanding his power of organization

notwithstanding his energy and eloquence

he was ultimately defeated, and that was

the member for Birmingham !"

Mr. Disraeli concluded by stating that he

should vote for the amendment moved by
Lord Grosvenor. He could not approve
of the present reform bill. The principles

upon which parliament ought to proceed
with this question of reform should be

English, and not American upon the prin-

ciple that their assembly was the House of

Commons, and not the House of the People,

and that it represented a great political

order, and not an indiscriminate multitude.

They should weigh votes instead of count-

ing them. They should not build up the

constituent body on the rights of man
;

they should not intrust the destiny of the

country to the judgment of a numerical

majority. And it was because he wished

to avert from this country such calamities

and disasters that he opposed the bill.

The scene that ensued upon the division

was one of the most exciting that the House

of Commons has ever witnessed. It was

impossible to decide from the deafening
shouts that arose from the "

ayes
" and the

"
noes," when the speaker put the question,

which party was to be victorious. As the

division proceeded the verdict was antici-

pated by eager members. Mr. Walpole

passed along the front Opposition bench,

and whispered to Mr. Disraeli that the

ministerial majority was six. The result

was, however, soon known. The "noes" had

been "told," and the numbers " 313
"
were

murmured throughout the House as the

strength of the Opposition. Such a collec-

tion of votes was larger than the Liberals

had feared or the Conservatives had hoped ;

and though the numbers for the government
were not yet ascertained, the strength of the
" noes

"
created the intensest excitement

on the Conservative benches. Then the
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government teller walked up the House,

and the stillest silence prevailed as the

speaker read out the issue of the struggle.

Ayes to the right, 318
;
noes to the left,

313 : the amendment of Lord Grosvenor

had been defeated by a majority of five.

No sooner had the decision been uttered

than the pent-up excitement of the House

gave way, and cheer followed cheer in

quick succession till it seemed as if quiet

would never be restored. The Conserva-

tives cheered frantically at the encouraging
result of the division

;
the Liberals hur-

rahed at the very top of their voices to

prove that they were not disappointed ;

whilst Mr. Lowe, waving his hat and

shrieking himself purple, looked the very

picture of boisterous enthusiasm and satis-

fied revenge. When silence had been re-

stored, Mr. Gladstone said
"
I propose to

fix the committee for Monday, and I will

then state the order of business." The divi-

sion was among the largest that has ever

taken place. Out of 658 members, inclu-

sive of the speaker, 631 had voted.

Such a victory was equivalent to a

ministerial defeat, and during the Sunday
that followed the greatest excitement pre-

vailed as to the course the government
would adopt Would ministers resign ?

Would they dissolve parliament ? As

they had a majority, would they still

feel themselves bound to fulfil the pledges

they had given and proceed with the

bill ? All kinds of rumours flew about

London during that memorable Sunday
afternoon, and gossip of the most con-

llicting description was circulated in Pall

Mall only to be contradicted in St. James'
Street. Shortly after the House assem-
bled on Monday all doubts were set at

rest. Mr. Gladstone rose and said that
the government did not see, in the result

of the late division, any reason or warning
against persisting in the eflbrts they were

engaged in to amend the representation of

the people. Ministers would stand or fall

by the bill, but as yet the bill had not

fallen. He therefore proposed to introduce

the distribution of seats bill, and the bills

for Scotland and Ireland. The decisive

battle had still to be fought.

On the following Monday (May 7, 1866)

Mr. Gladstone laid before the House the

bill of the government for the redistribution

of seats. The principle of the bill was

that of practically disfranchising a number

of small boroughs, grouping several otherb

into oue constituency, and taking one mem-
ber from certain small boroughs which had

hitherto sent two representatives to parlia-

ment. By this arrangement forty-nine seats

were obtained. The seats thus gained Mr.

Gladstone proposed to distribute among
populous counties to the number of twenty-
six

;
to give an extra representative to

Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds,

and Salford; to create the Tower Hamlets

into two divisions with two members each
;

to create seven new electoral boroughs

(Burnley, Staleybridge, Gravesend, Hartle-

pool, Middlesborough, Dewsbury, and the

university of London) with one member

each, and to make Chelsea and Kensington
a borough returning two members. The

remaining seven seats were allotted to

Scotland.

In the debate on the second reading
of the bill Mr. Disraeli addressed the

House (May 14, 1866). He did not rise so

much to oppose the measure as to express
his own views upon the subject. He
advised the House gravely to reflect upon
the manner in which it was proposed to deal

with the small boroughs.
"
Now, I apprehend," he said,

" or will at

all events accept, that the real cause of all

these reform bills which have been intro-

duced since the passing of the great measure

of 1832 has been to render this House a

more complete representation of the couutry
and of its various attributes. It is not

difficult, it requires no profound or adroit

statesmanship, to secure for the great pro-

ducing interests of this country an ample
and a satisfactory representation. The
counties of England offer to the land,

with its various products and its accumu-
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lated capital, a natural and an easy mod

of being represented in parliament. The

chief seats of industry furnish competen
men in sufficient numbers to represent th<

wealth, the ingenuity, and the skill of ou:

manufactures. Perhaps the mode by which

a merchant may get into this House is no

altogether so easy and obvious. But stil

we know that there are, and that there

must always be, influential constituencies

connected with the commerce and naviga-

tion of the country to which a merchant

of eminence may appeal with confidence

for support. But there are a variety oi

interests in England, and connected with

England, not only various but important
and material interests, which cannot be

ranged under the three heads of land,

manufactures, or commerce. There are a

variety of important trading interests of

that character. There are also classes

which are, perhaps, the most educated

and enlightened in the country, and most

considerable in their influence upon that

public opinion which ultimately regulates
our affairs I mean the professional classes.

And in employing that term, I do not refer

merely to the learned professions, one of

which cannot sit in this House and another

will not; and, although I should deplore
the time when we had not in our active

legislation a sufficient number of gentlemen
of the long robe, and should regret our again

having an indoctum parliamentum, I would
refer particularly to those who, in the

present day, carve out their fortunes and
obtain their incomes by the application of

science to social life, like the great body
of civil engineers, for example, men, too,
of letters, and all those who pursue the
liberal arts as a profession. But, besides

all these, we are to recollect that England
is the metropolis of a colonial empire;
that she is at the head of a vast number
of colonies, the majority of which are yearly

increasing in wealth
;
and that every year

these colonies send back to these shores
their capital and their intelligence in the

persons of distinguished men, who are

naturally anxious that these interests

should be represented in the House of

Commons. And last, and perhaps the

chiefest, there is our great Indian empire.
It was always the boast of this country
that that distant, extensive, and gorgeous

appanage was always represented in the

House of Commons, and that no question
could arise without the House, from the

very bosom of its members, and not merely
from official sources, being able to command
the assistance and information of men of

accurate knowledge, and of the soundest

judgments upon the matter."

How then, Mr. Disraeli proceeded to

inquire, could those various interests and

individuals be represented in the House
of Commons unless the small borough

system was retained, or some substitute

furnished ? Owing to the feeling, now
on the increase, which caused consti-

tuencies to select as their members men
who lived in their neighbourhood and of

whom they knew something, half of the

House of Commons was really shut to all

the considerable interests which were not

ranged under the heads of laud, manufac-

tures, and commerce, to all the professional

lasses, and to the due representation of

;heir colonial and Indian interests. To
;hose unclassed interests, to the man who
lad made the East his particular study, to the

man who was a great authority on finance,

;o the man who was a master of Indian

jolitics and the like, the preservation of

Jie small borough system was of the great-

:st service. In his opinion the House of

Commons would lose influence, if it were

inly represented by landlords and manu-
acturers. Yet by the measure before them
he very boroughs which had returned to

he House representatives of the financial,

colonial, and Indian interests were to be

virtually disfranchised; and the House was
.ailed upon to attack about half of the

whole number of boroughs in the country.

Then, mindful of the suggestions for reform
hat he himself had brought forward, Mr.

3israeli proceeded to show that there was
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no inconsistency in the objections to the

L'ovrrmnent scheme that lie was now raising.
" It may be said," he observed,

" that the view

I am now pressing upon the consideration

of the House is inconsistent with those views

which I have so long and so frequently

urged as to the claims of the counties for

i ncreased representation. I tliink the House,

if it will deign to reflect for a moment,

will find no inconsistency so far as I am
concerned in the matter. In the year 1848,

in answer to Mr. Hume, when he brought

forward his motion for parliamentary re-

form, I first in detail laid before the House

the claims of the counties. Mr. Hume's

argument was this: he said that popula-

tion was the only principle upon which

representation ought to be settled.
' There-

fore,' he said,
'

you must disfranchise the

small boroughs, and give their represen-

tatives to the great towns.' In general that

was the scheme and the theory of Mr.

Hume. Well, in 1848, it was my duty to

reply to Mr. Hume's annual motion. I

then, for the sake of argument, accepted his

premises ;
but I arrived at a different con-

clusion namely, that you must give the

representatives taken from the small

1 iroughs, not to the great towns, but to the

counties. Mr. Hume was the most good-

natured of men, an indefatigable member of

parliament, but he had certainly one fault :

\\c would deal with every subject; and in

dealing with parliamentary reform he did

not bring to its consideration adequate

knowledge, and could not clearly discern

the right conclusion to be drawn from his

own premises. We went on thus for several

yrurs, and when Lord John Russell, in 1852,

in liis reform bill proposed a considerable

disfranchisement of the smaller boroughs,

he also proposed that almost all their

members, to the number, I think, of forty-

five, should be given to counties, and he then

said publicly that he did so in consequence
of the views which I had placed before this

House, feeling it impossible to resist the

conclusion at which they pointed. But,

although Lord John Russell accepted my
VOL. II.

premises, I never adopted his conclusions;

I never proposed that all those members

should be given to the counties, because I

knew that by this remarkable system of

small boroughs now under discussion the

counties did find a countervailing and

compensatory influence, which, though it

might not fully satisfy their just claims, did

afford in a certain degree if not a complete,

an ample representation of the landed

interest Therefore, I did not counsel a

violent change, such as the destruction of

the small borough system would involve,

bound up as it is with so many other im-

portant interests. I was for keeping things

as they are, for I have always felt that the

partial representation of the landed interest

by means of these small boroughs gives

some variety, some valuable variety, to the

representation, supplies a certain element

of independent character, and on the whole,

I think, has acted beneficially upon the

constitution of this House.".

Mr. Disraeli next discussed the general

scheme of the bill How were all those new

seats to be obtained ? By what arrange-

ment were they to have counties sending in

their six members and cities their three

members, giving so much uniformity of

elements and character to the representation

in that House? It was to be effected by
what was called a system of grouping. His

objection to that system of grouping, which

consisted entirely of grouping representative

boroughs, was that it aggravated anomalies,

and that by a process of wanton injustice.

It succeeded only in producing an in-

complete and imperfect local representation,

whilst it involved a double expenditure.

In Scotland, it was true, the system of

grouping was successful
;
there the boroughs

grouped were unrepresented, whilst the

English boroughs to be grouped were

represented, which made all the difference.

<; But am I therefore an opponent," he

asked,
"
of the system of grouping ? Far

from it. I think it is one that well deserves

the earnest consideration of the House; it

is a powerful and an efficient instrument,

8
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if used with vigour and discretion. But

where I think it might be of great advan-

tage would be if we were to leave the

present boroughs alone, and yet avail our-

selves of their redundant representation,

applying the principle of grouping to our

unrepresented boroughs. Now, I am quite

certain if that were done, as I say, with

vigour and discretion, you would add con-

siderably to the efficiency of the constitu-

encies, and at the same time you would

go a great way towards the solution of

those immense difficulties connected with

the county franchise which beset every

ministry who attempt to deal with this

question, and which the present ministry
have not attempted to encounter. Let me

give a striking illustration of what would

be the effect of adopting the system of

grouping our unrepresented towns. I do

not know that the advantage of the system
could be put in a more striking manner
than by reference to some places with which
the House is familiar. Now, take the first

of the new boroughs to be enfranchised

and I willingly and cordially approve the

proposition to enfranchise them. Let me
take the town of Middlesborough, in York-

shire a town which has very recently risen

into existence, principally from the iron-

stone of the Cleveland hills. In 1859 it

was impossible we could give a represen-
tative to Middlesborough ;

'but it is now a

town of 19,000 inhabitants, and, no doubt,
it is increasing rapidly. That population
is not so very large and extensive that its

claim to a representative, if there was not a

convenient opportunity for entertaining it,

should disturb the country by the agitation
for a measure of reform. I do not, however,
find fault with the government for the

proposal to enfranchise it, because I have

great confidence in its future; but close

to Middlesborough is an important and

flourishing town, Stockton-on-Tees, with a

population of 13,300. I would join the two,
which would make an electoral popula-
tion of 32,300. That is the way in which
I would treat Middlesborough." And after

a similar fashion he would deal with

the boroughs of Dewsbury, Burnley, and

Staleybridge.

He objected to the bill because it

was immature, had been drawn up care-

lessly, and was to be considered hurriedly.

It appeared to him that both the House

and the country were in ignorance as to

how they should proceed in the matter,

and ignorance could never settle a question.
"
Questions," he said,

" must be settled by

knowledge, and it is not the vexation of

an opposition, from whichever side of the

House it may come, that prevents this bill

from advancing. It is that we none of us

see our way. I say it with a frankness

that I trust will be pardoned, I do not

believe the question of parliamentary
reform is thoroughly understood by the

country is thoroughly understood by this

House
;
and although I dare only utter it

in a whisper, I do not believe that it is

thoroughly understood by Her Majesty's

government. I remember often with

pleasure a passage in Plato where the

great sage descants upon what he calls

' double ignorance,' and that is where a

man is ignorant that he is ignorant. But,

sir, in legislating there is another kind of

double ignorance that is fatal. There is, in

the first place, an ignorance of principles,

and, in the second, an ignorance of facts.

And that is our position in dealing with

this important question. There is not a

majority in this House that can decide

upon the principles upon which we ought
to legislate in regard to this matter

;
there

is not a man in this House who has at his

command any reliable facts upon which he

can decide those principles. But then the

question arises What are we to do ? I

admit the difficulty. I do not shut my
eyes to the position in which we are

placed. The country, the House of Com-

mons, the ministry although it may seem

an idiomatic, it is a classical phrase, as it

was used by Dean Swift are in a scrape.

I should despair of escaping from this per-

plexity and this predicament, had I not an
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unlimited confidence in the good-nature
and the good sense of the House of Com-
mons. We must help the government.
We must forget the last two months.

The right lion, gentleman must recross

the liubicon
;
we must rebuild his bridges,

and supply him with vessels.* The right

hon. gentleman is in a position in which

he can retire from this question of reform

for the moment with dignity to himself and

to his colleagues. He must not sacrifice

his country, his party, or his own great
name to a feeling of pique. He is still

supported by a majority; he is not in the

position of a minister whose reputation and

the fortune of whose cabinet are staked

upon individual measures in a House
\vhrivin it is known that he is in a

minority. That has been the unfortunate

position of others, but it is not his. He

occupies a far different position. In defer-

ence to what I believe to be the wish of

the country and the desire of the House
of Commons, what has he to do?"

In conclusion, Mr. Disraeli advised Mr.

Gladstone to abandon his scheme of group-

ing represented boroughs, to prepare care-

fully collected statistics of the borough and

county franchise, and then in the ensuing
session to lay before the House a measure

which would command the sympathy of

the country and receive the approval of

parliament.

These suggestions the government de-

During the Knstcr recess Mr. Gladstone visited Liverpool,
and in a lung speei h announced the resolution of the govern-
inrut tu stand or fall by their reform bill. "Having
pri'dured this measure," he said, "founded in a spirit of

nii'deraiinn, we hope to support it with decision. It is not

in inir power to secure the passing of the measure; that

rests inure with yon, and more with those whom you
represent, nnd of whom you are a sample, than it does
with us. Still we have a great responsibility, and are

conscious of it; and we do not intend to flinch from it.

\Ve stake unrselve.s we stake our existence as a govern-
ment and we also stake our political character, on the

tdopttod of the bill in its main provisions. You have a
rirjit to expect from us that we should tell you whnt we
mean, and that the trumpet which it is our business to blow
should give forth no uncertain sound. Its sound has not

been, nnd, I trust, will not be uncertain. We have passed
the Rubic'in we have broken the bridge, nnd burned the

boats In hind us. We have advisedly cut oil the means of

retreat, nnd having done this, we hope that, as far as time
is yet permitted, we have done our duty to the crown and
to the nation.''

clined to accept. Ministers declared that

the bill they had framed was a measure of

sound and constitutional reform, and they
refused to pay any heed to what they con-

sidered as the retrograde and unworthy
counsel of the Opposition. A new element

was now introduced into the debate by Sir

Rainald Knightley, the stanch Tory mem-
ber for Northamptonshire, who moved that

provision should be made for the better

prevention of bribery and corruption at

elections. In spite of the opposition of the

government the motion was carried against

ministers, much to the glee of the Conser-

vatives, by a majority of ten. The system
of grouping the boroughs proposed by the

government was then discussed, and ap-

peared the chief object of contention on

this occasion. Capt Hayter moved "That

this House, while ready to consider the

general subject of a redistribution of seats,

is of opinion that the system of grouping

proposed by Her Majesty's government is

neither convenient nor equitable, and that

the scheme is otherwise not sufficiently

matured to form the basis of a satisfac-

tory measure." A discussion followed upon
this amendment, which continued for four

nights. The tone adopted by the Conser-

vative party was that the system of group-

ing boroughs was wholly new in England,
that it destroyed the existence and identity

of constituencies, and that it was unnatural,

because there was not only little harmony
between the boroughs to be grouped,
but in many cases positive antagonism.
Mr. Lowe, amid loud laughter, declared

that the proposed system of grouping was
like asking a man to marry several wives,

nay worse, it was like asking him to marry
several widows. Mr. Disraeli also spoke,

reiterating his former objections and enter-

ing into statistics not necessary now to

repeat. So firm and united was the House
of Commons in favour of the amendment
that Mr. Gladstone declared that the

government had not at any time stated

the principle of grouping to be vital to the

bill. The object of Captain Hayter was
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therefore attained by this admission, and

he consequently declined to persevere with

his amendment.

The fate of the two bills for the Ke-

presentatiou of the People's Bill and

the Kedistribution of Seats' Bill had

been referred to the same committee

became every day more apparent. The

general feeling of the House was opposed

to them, and ministers were soon forced to

see that it was useless to continue fighting

for a losing cause. Upon the proposal of

Mr. Walpole to fix the county occupation

franchise at 20 instead of 14, Mr. Dis-

raeli spoke in favour of the amendment.

He maintained that the first thing to be

done was to ascertain the general character

of the county population; and so far from

consisting, as Mr. Cardwell had asserted,

simply of farmers and farm labourers, it

would be found that after all the unrepre-

sented towns over 5000 inhabitants had

been estimated, there would be a village

population in the counties equal to all the

population of the represented towns. That

part of the population half of the nation

ought to be secured the fair and legitimate

exercise of its suffrages, without the inter-

ference of a strange element which had no

interest in common with it; and if that

could be done by a 10 franchise, he

should be perfectly willing to consent to

such an extension. But as yet, he said,

he was quite in the dark as to the

moves of the government.
" The government, I admit," he avowed,

"when they brought forward their bill

for the redistribution of seats, did offer

to the House a clear and distinct pro-

gramme of the mode in which they thought
the claims of the counties in that respect

ought to be met. It was most unsatisfac-

tory nothing could be more unsatisfactory
still it was clear and definite. But the

government, night after night, have given
up every part of that programme, and, if

he could infer anything clearly from the

speech of the secretary of state [Mr. Card-

well] in the matter, the whole affair is

now in n%bil>us. There is not a question

respecting the direct representation of large

bodies of the people not now represented,

that is not completely unsettled and thrown

upon the table for discussion. We have no

plan on the part of the government to guide

us
;
we have no means by which we can

arrive in the least degree at what the views

of the government are
;
and until we have

some idea of that, I confess myself totally

incapable of entering into the question as

to whether the franchise for counties should

be 50 or 30, or 14 or 10. I am per-

fectly ready to support a 10 qualification

for counties, if it is a bona fide qualification.

If the inhabitants of the counties, whatever

may be their pursuits and calling if that

moiety of the English nation which is

described by the secretary of state as

a collection of farmers and farm labourers

if that moiety of the English nation

are to be permitted to enjoy their fran-

chises without interference from strange

elements, and from bodies which really

have distinct interests of their own, often

directly represented in these towns if all

that were fairly arranged I should be the

last person in the world who would shrink

from a large and liberal settlement of the

question."

The amendment of Mr. Walpole was

negatived by a majority of fourteen. The

ministerial victory was, however, but short-

lived. The next dispute in committee was

as to the basis of value according to which

the franchise was to be fixed. The govern-
ment proposed to adopt the rental as the

standard of value, whilst the Opposition
desired that rating should be made the

basis. Lord Dunkellin moved an amend-

ment to that effect, and on a division

ministers found themselves in a minority
of eleven. This defeat was decisive of

the fate of the government. Lord Russell

tendered his resignation, which was ac-

cepted, and Lord Derby received Her

Majesty's commands to form a cabinet.
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CHAPTER II.

THE RESOLUTIONS.

ON Lord Derby being commanded to

form an administration, certain futile pre-

liminary negotiations were entered into.

The incoming prime minister, aware that the

Conservative party were in a minority in the

House of Commons, tendered proposals to

the leaders of the disaffected Whigs. Office

was offered to the Earl of Clarendon and

others, but declined
;
the refusal was, how-

ever, accompanied by a statement made

by Lord Grosvenor that though these mem-
bers of the Whig party were unanimous in

coming to the conclusion that they ought
not to accept office, yet they were prepared
to give the new government an independent

support Thus foiled in his efforts to effect

a coalition with the "cave of Adullam,"
Lord Derby now looked exclusively among
his own supporters. Nor was his search

bootless, for the ministry he framed was

undoubtedly a strong one. With the excep-
tion of that stanch representative of the

English squirearchy, Mr. Henley, who did

not hold a portfolio, the new government

comprised all the more prominent ability of

the Conservative party. Lord Chelmsford

sixain took his seat upon the woolsack. Mr.

Disraeli once more controlled the expendi-
ture of the country as chancellor of the

exchequer ;
the foreign office was presided

ovei by the sound common sense and the

profound knowledge derived from blue-

liook literature of Lord Stanley; at the

home office the amiable and accomplished
Mr. Spencer Walpole, who had deserted a

lucrative practice at the chancery bar for

politics, held the seals
;

to the Earl of

Carnarvon, who ever since he had been

complimented by Lord Derby upon his

maiden speech had been rapidly rising in

the opinion of the country as an orator,

author, and statesman, the welfare of the

colonies was intrusted
;
at the India office sat

Viscount Cranbourne, better known as Lord

Robert Cecil, the caustic critic of the actions

of the Liberal party in the House of Com-

mons, and outside parliament the brilliant

reviewer of Liberal policy and exponent of

Conservative tenets in the periodical litera-

ture to which he anonymously contributed ;

General Peel, whose practical acquaintance
with military details had made him an

authority in the House of Commons on all

subjects relating to the army, was at the

war office ; Sir Stafford Northcote, whose

sound financial theories gave confidence

to the commercial classes, was appointed

president of the board of trade; Mr.

Gathorne Hardy, whose assiduous attention

to parliamentary duties, whose biting elo-

quence and searching criticisms, and whose

devotion to the cause of the church had

now made him a great power in the coun-

try, sat at the poor-law board
;
the parlia-

mentary experience of Sir John Pakingtou
was to be made use of at the admiralty ;

the Duke of Buckingham presided over the

council, Lord Malmesbury held the privy

seal, Lord John Manners looked after the

woods and forests, and the popular Marquis
of Abercorn crossed St. George's Channel

as lord-lieutenant of Ireland. The minor

appointments in the administration were

filled up by a similar recognition of parlia-

mentary ability and Conservative fidelity.

On his re-election as one of the mem-
bers for Buckinghamshire, owing to his

seat having been vacated by his accept-

ance of office, Mr. Disraeli took the oppor-

tunity to address his constituents at

some length upon the present position

of affairs and the future policy of the
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government. He explained that, though

every nation in Europe was armed to the

teeth and standing in a menacing attitude,

there was no occasion for England to be

called upon to abandon her declared prin-

ciple of non-interference. Nor was this

isolation humiliating to us.
" The abstention

of England," he said,
" from any unnecessary

interference in the affairs of Europe is the

consequence, not of her decline of power,

but of her increased strength. England is

no longer a mere European power she is

the metropolis of a great maritime empire

extending to the boundaries of the furthest

ocean. It is not that England has taken

refuge in a state of apathy that she now
almost systematically declines to interfere

in the affairs of the continent of Europe.

England is as ready and as willing to inter-

fere as in old days when the necessity of

her position requires it. There is no power,

indeed, that interferes more than England.
She interferes in Asia because she is really

more an Asiatic power than an European.
She interferes in Australia, in Africa, and

New Zealand, where she carries on war

often on a great scale. Therefore it is not

because England does not recognize her

duty to interfere in the affairs of the con-

tinent of Europe that persons are justified

in declaring that she has relinquished her

imperial position, and has taken refuge in

the otium cum dignitate which agrees with
the decline of life, of power, and of pros-

perity. On the contrary, she has a greater

sphere of action than any European power,
and she has duties devolving upon her on a

much larger scale. Not that we can ever

look with indifference upon what takes

place on the continent. We are interested

in the peace and prosperity of Europe, and
I do not say that there may not be occasions

in which it may be the duty of England to

interfere in European wars."

Then after having stated that the relations

between England and America were most
cordial, and that it would be the duty of the

government to check the excessive emigra-
tion going on in Ireland, which he viewed

; as a great political and social calamity to

that country, Mr. Disraeli passed on to the

exciting question of the hour, the question

which had overthrown the late government,
and which, it was said, the present cabinet

were unfit to deal with parliamentary
reform.

"
I hear very often," he said,

"
or per-

haps I should say I read very often, that

the subject of parliamentary reform is the

great difficulty of the present ministry,

and will be their stumbling-block. I am

quite of a different opinion. I see no diffi-

culty in the subject at all
;
and if we

stumble, rest assured we shall not stumble

over the subject of parliamentary reform.

If parliamentary reform is to be dealt with,

I consider that the present government
have as good a right to deal with it as any

body of statesmen in existence. The great
reform bill of 1832 was mainly devised by
Lord Derby, and was entirely carried by
his energy; and with regard to the only
measure since the great reform bill on the

subject of parliamentary reform ever men-

tioned with respect, why I myself brought
it in. I have remarked during the recent

campaign in the House of Commons that

every division that took place, and every

strong manifestation of opinion which was

expressed, ratified the principle upon which

the bill of 1859 was founded. And, night
after night, sitting in that house opposite to

me, distinguished Liberals of all hues rose,

and in a tone of courteous penitence

publicly avowed how much they regretted

they had voted against the bill of 1859.

Gentlemen, I want to know under such

circumstances what is to prevent us, if the

question is to be dealt with, dealing with it

in as efficient a manner as any other body
of public men ? We understand it, or at

least we ought to understand it, better than

several who have dealt with it. I cannot,

therefore, at all agree that the subject of

parliamentary reform will be a source of

trouble to the present ministry, or that it

will be one of the causes of their downfall,

if it ever occur.
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"
Having said this, I frankly tell you

I am not going to give any pledge on

the part of Her Majesty's government
that when parliament meets next year we
are going to deal with the question of

parliamentary reform. We hold ourselves

perfectly free to do that which is best

for the country. I see no downcast or

disconsolate faces in consequence of this

announcement. At the same time it is my
duty to assure you that, if we do deal with

the subject at any time, we shall deal with

it in the spirit of the English constitution.

We shall not attempt to remodel the

institutions of the country upon any foreign

type whatever, whether it be American or

whether it be French. I attribute the

failure of the late government in dealing
with this subject to the confusion of ideas

which prevailed amongst them upon the

very principles on which they ought to

legislate. It was impossible clearly to

understand whether their measure was

founded on the rights of man or the rights
of numbers. We who opposed their views do

not recognize that the rights of man should

prevail in our legislation, or that a numerical

majority should dictate to an ancient nation

of various political orders and classes like

the present. What we want to see is,

whenever any increase in the electoral con-

stituency of this country takes place, that

it should take place in unison with the con-

stitution of the country. What we wish is

that the electoral power should be deposited
with the best men of all classes, and that is

the principle upon which, if called upon, we
shall propose to legislate."

Mr. Disraeli thus concluded: "We
are sometimes taunted with not having
a policy. Persons who say that are

generally eccentric individuals who are

peculiarly interested in some fantastic

scheme in which they think are involved

and invested all the causes of national

prosperity and popular greatness. We do

not pretend to have a policy, if that is

a definition of a policy. But our policy,

to our minds, is definite and distinct; it is

to uphold our constitution in church and

state. It is to bring in all those measures

and to pursue in every respect that policy

which will secure to this country the con-

tinuance of prosperity and peace. That

appears to me to be the policy which ought
to be pursued by an English ministry ;

and

if it be pursued in spirit and in truth it

will entitle them to, and will obtain for them,

the confidence and the respect of their

fellow-countrymen."
The Conservatives acceded to office at a

troublous moment in the history of Europe.
In spite of all the efforts of France, England,
and Russia to prevent hostilities, war had

broken out between Prussia and Austria.

The dispute arose nominally out of the

eternal Schleswig-Holstein question, but

really as to whether Austria or Prussia

was to be supreme in Germany. The

Austrian governor of Holstein had con-

voked an assembly of the states to meet,

which aroused the jealousy of Prussia, who
marched her troops into Schleswig and

asserted her right to a joint occupation

of the duchy. Upon this Austria retired.

The Prussian governor of Schleswig now
issued a proclamation to the inhabitants

of Holstein, in which he declared the

provisional government . abolished, and

appointed a Prussian president for the

administration of affairs of both the duchies

of Schleswig and Holstein. Against these

proceedings Austria protested, accusing
Prussia of a violation of the Gastein

convention, by which it had been agreed
that Prussia was to possess Schleswig and

Austria Holstein. This protest was in

vain and war was declared, which soon

extended the area of its hostilities. The
conflict that ensued eventually ushered

in the unification of Germany. Saxony,

Hanover, Hesse Cassel, and Nassau resolved

upon carrying into execution a decree of

the Frankfort Diet, that the forces of the

different states, members of the Bund, should

be mobilised. Pnissia objected; her objec-

tions were not listened to, and war broke

out between Prussia and Saxony and the
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other states. Austria supported Saxony;

then Italy, deeming it a fit moment to ob-

tain Venetia, declared war against Austria ;

and thus a large portion of Europe was

once more engaged in hostilities.

We know the end of the struggle. The

Prussians entered Hanover and occupied

Dresden; at Custoza the Italians were

defeated twice by the Austrians
;
twice the

Prussians were repulsed in Galicia; the

Hanoverians were defeated at Langensalza;

then came the victories of Prussia over

Austria at Nachod, at Trautenau, at Mun-

chingratz, and the crowning triumph at

Sadowa. Peace was signed at Prague.

Austria recognized the dissolution of the

German Bund, and consented to a new
formation of Germany in which she should

take no part. The duchies of Schleswig and

Holstein were transferred to Prussia, and

Austria paid a large sum to defray the ex-

penses of the war. Peace was also entered

into between Austria and Italy, which

resulted in the latter power gaining Venetia

and the Quadrilateral. As one of the conse-

quences of this war Prussia incorporated
with her dominions Hanover and other

states, and thus laid the foundation of the

united Germany which now exists.

In this struggle England took no part.

Lord Derby declared that the conduct of the

government with regard to the war would
be to maintain a strict and impartial

neutrality between the contending parties.

He, however, professed himself ready at any
time, when there was the slightest gleam
of hope that the good offices of an English

government might lead to a termination of

the struggle and to the restoration of peace,
to place the services of his cabinet at the

disposal of the other neutral powers, so that

the horrors of war might be terminated.

The Conservative government, though
coming into power at the close of the

session, had many important matters to

consider. There were questions relative to

the deposition of Governor Eyre and the
Jamaica insurrection, to the supplemen-
tary estimates which had to be moved, and

to the terrible panic in the city owing to

the list of commercial failures which every

day occurred, and which created the deepest

anxiety throughout the country all of

which had to be dealt with and discussed

by ministers. Thanks, however, to the

efforts of unscrupulous agitators, the most

prominent then of all subjects was the

question of parliamentary reform. With

a Conservative government in power, the

lower orders, worked upon by their mis-

chievous and self-seeking leaders, had come

to the conclusion that reform would again

be shelved, and that all hope of an extension

of the suffrage would be at once crushed.

Yet the government had given no grounds
for so hasty a judgment. The prime minister

had expressed himself cautiously as to any
future measure, but certainly not in a

hostile tone.
"
Nothing," said Lord Derby,

" would give me greater pleasure than to

see a very considerable portion of the class

now excluded admitted to the franchise; but,

on the other hand, I am afraid that the

portion of the community who are most

clamorous for the passing of a reform bill

are not that portion who would be satisfied

with any measure such as could be approved
of by the two great political parties in

the country. I do not mean to say it is

an argument against introducing it, but I

greatly fear that any such measure would

not put a stop to the agitation which pre-

vails, and would only be made a stepping-

stone for further organic changes. As I

said before, I reserve to myself the most

entire liberty as to whether the present

government should, or should not, undertake

in a future season to bring in a measure for

the amendment of the representation of the

people."

Mr. Disraeli had, as we have seen,

expressed himself with equal caution

upon the subject, though in more encour-

aging tones
;
but the masses, turbulent,

ignorant, and out of work, and completely
under the influence of their unscrupulous

agents, had made up their minds that the

Conservative party was hostile to the cause
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of reform, and that their object could only

be attained by assuming a threatening atti-

tude. Meetings were held ut Primrose Hill

and at Trafalgar Square, where speakers,

who could obtain notoriety after no other

fashion than by a base and disloyal agita-

tion, vehemently denounced the policy of

the government, of which they knew no-

thing, to a rabble composed of the scum and

outcast of London, who no more represented
the sober, intelligent working classes de-

sirous of the franchise than our convicts

represent the honesty and industry of the

country. It was arranged that a monster

meeting should be held in Hyde Park, when
certain conclusions, based upon spite and

inspired by ignorance, which were ambi-

tiously termed "
resolutions," were to be

passed condemnatory of all opposition to

the cause of reform. The government,

however, fully alive to the dangers which

might ensue from the assembling in

our chief public park of all that was

vile and disorderly, promptly forbade

the meeting. A notice to that effect

was delivered to Sir Richard Mayne,
the chief commissioner of police.
" There is nothing," said Mr. Walpole, the

home secretary, in defence of the instruc-

tions which he had issued,
"
in the notice

signed by Sir Richard Mayne to imply that

processions, orderly conducted, are illegal

there is nothing in that notice to prevent

persons from holding meetings in the usual

way for the purpose of discussing politics

or any other subject ;
but I think that any

one holding the office which I have the

honour to hold is bound to attend to the

public peace of this metropolis ;
and if he

believes that the parks, which are open by
the permission of Her Majesty for the

benefit of all Her Majesty's subjects, are

likely to be devoted to any purpose that

would interfere with the quiet recreation of

the people, and might lead to riot and dis-

orderly demonstrations, he would be most

blanianle if he did not issue an order

similar to that which I have given."
In refusing this permission Mr. Walpole
VOL. II.

was acting strictly within his right. The

law officers of the crown, in 1855, when a

similar question arose as to the right of the

public to hold meetings in the parks, had

laid it down that
" there is a right in point

of law to close the gates and exclude the

public from the parks," and that "the

authority to close and to exclude the public

from the parks is that which every land-

owner has to prevent the public from tres-

passing on his lands
;
for we are of opinion

that the public have not acquired any legal

right to use the parks by reason of the

continued user under the license and by
the favour of the crown." Because ignorant

men had been permitted, by the leniency of

the authorities, to spout blasphemy and

sedition beneath a particular tree in Hyde
Park to an audience which would listen

to anything so long as it was subversive

of all that upheld order and morality, it did

not necessarily follow that in moments of

crisis such permission should not be with-

held. We may ignore what is simply

contemptible, but when the contemptible

has on certain occasions within it the

elements of danger, authority is right

to step in and vigorously to interfere.

With that majestic derision of all de-

cisions opposed to his self-established

ruling so characteristic of the true dema-

gogue, Mr. Bright now came upon the

scene. He ignored the verdict of the law

officers of the crown, and bade turbulence

exhibit its mischievous power.
" You have

asserted your right," he said,
"
to meet on

Primrose Hill and in Trafalgar Square. I

hope after Monday night no one will doubt

your right to meet in Hyde Park. If a

public meeting in a public park is denied

you, and if millions of intelligent and honest

men are denied the franchise, on what

foundation do our liberties rest, or is there

in the country any liberty but the toleration

of the ruling class? This is a serious

question, but it is necessary to ask it, and

some answer must be given to it"

The advice was acted upon. The venal

and disreputable who arrogated to them-
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selves the title of "reformers" found

themselves excluded from the park, at the

railings of which they had assembled by
thousands. Then followed the struggle

between authority and license, between

discipline and disorder. The police were

overpowered,the slender barriers were broken

down, and the next moment, like a sewer

that has burst its flood-gates, the unsavoury

tide of humanity flooded the park, spread-

ing devastation and confusion wherever it

flowed. For hours the reign of law was

suspended. Flower beds were trodden

down, gravel paths were broken up, the

iron hurdles were flung aside or used as

weapons to charge the out-numbered police,

whilst the well-kept grass was turned,

beneath the tread of many men, into a

miry bog. As if this was not sufficient,

small bands, to prove how worthy they
were of the franchise, paraded up and down
the more silent streets, and smashed the

windows of unpopular politicians. The

member for Birmingham had every reason

to be proud of the new adherents that had

swelled his following.

This disgraceful episode led to some

parliamentary criticism. A few of the

more prominent Eadicals complained of

the course the government had pursued.
Mr. Disraeli defended the conduct of the

home secretary. However much, he said

(July 24, 1866), they might deplore what
had occurred however easy it might be,

after the event, to be as profoundly sage as

some of those who had favoured the House
with their opinions he thought on the

whole that every prudent man would have
taken the same course as that which the

government had pursued, and which their

predecessors in office had acknowledged
that they themselves would have taken.
"
Surely," said Mr. Disraeli,

"
if we calmly

consider what has occurred, I think there

cannot be two opinions, except among those

gentlemen who intend to deliver speeches
in Hyde Park, that meetings for political
or religious purposes ought not to be

encouraged in that locality. I think the

reasons that have been given are quite

unanswerable; but perhaps I may be per-

mitted to remind the House, in addition to

what has already been said, that in all those

public parks which during the last few

years have been happily established in our

great towns, it is a standing rule that no

public meeting should be held in them for

any political or religious discussion. Thus

the common sense for which the English

people are distinguished has brought them

to the same conclusion that the practical

men have adopted, who are responsible for

these matters in the metropolis."

Mr. Disraeli was, however, careful to draw

the distinction between the intelligent and

respectable working classes, who were really

earnest in their advocacy for the extension

of the franchise, and the ruthless rabble who
looked upon a political demonstration as

synonymous with ribaldry and robbery.

"As far as regards the working classes,"

he continued,
" from all that I have heard,

from all we know of them, it never for a

moment crossed the mind of the govern-

ment that it would be the real working
classes who were holding this meeting that

would be authors of riot and disturbance.

What we said was that a meeting of this

kind would tend possibly and probably to

riot and has it not? Riot may be going

on even at this moment. I live close to the

spotwhere these disturbances have occurred,

and I do not know this night if I shall get

home safely, if indeed l>y this time I still

have a home to go to. Having then had a

good opportunity of observing the turbulent

among the people who form these meetings,

I am bound to say that they are not of the

working classes, and that they are very
different from the sensible and well-meaning

subjects of Her Majesty whom they taint.

But the tendency of those meetings though

very honest and honourable gentlemen may
be the promoters of them, and though they

may be attended by many sensible and

loyal subjects of Her Majesty is to give
an occasion for all the scum of a great city
to take advantage of the circumstance, and to
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conduct themselves in tin 1 ma r which

has unfortunately taken place." Mr. Dis-

raeli concluded by denying that he and his

party were opposed to public meetings being
held by the working classes. He was, on

the contrary, in favour of public meetings
of the working classes on subjects in which

they took an interest. He believed public

meetings properly held, and at the proper
time and place, to be most desirable. He

regarded them under such circumstances

as one of the great political safety-valves
to which the country should trust So far

from discouraging them, he would allow of

no impediment to public meetings of the

working classes at the right time and place
on political subjects, confident as he was

that it was to the advantage of society that

such meetings should take place. But he

was positive that unless they were held

at the proper time and place they gave the

opportunity for riot, tumult, and disturb-

ance. Indeed, he argued, that what had

occurred had only proved the soundness of

his view.

The agitation which had thus set in as to

the necessity of reform continued throughout
the year. During the recess, though other

subjects were attracting public attention

the outbreak of cholera, the commercial

depression, the floods in Derbyshire and

Lancashire, the distress in the east end of

London, and the like yet the one question
of parliamentary reform was ever being
brought forward for discussion, to the ex-

clusion and overshadowing of all other

topics. Reform demonstrations were held

at Birmingham, at Manchester, at Leeds,
at (ilasgow, at Dublin, and at London, \vliere

Mr. 1 '.right was ever busy abusing the

government, girding at Air. Lowe as the

traducer of the working classes, and urging
his hearers to press on their agitation for

restoring the British constitution with all

its freedom to the I'.ritish people.
The English people, as Mr. Disraeli more

than once said, are among the most excitable

when once their passions have been fully
aroused. The subject of parliamentary

reform had hitherto been treated by the

nation at large with an indifference which

bordered on contempt The proposals of

Lord John Russell, the various motions

of Mr. Locke King, the amendments of

Mr. Baines, all had fallen somewhat flat

both upon the House of Commons and

the country. Even the bill of Mr. Disraeli,

which both parties in the state were now

agreed upon in regarding as the soundest

measure upon the subject that had as yet
been introduced, had created nothing of

the stir and agitation which characterized

the discussion of the first reform bill.

The proceedings of 1859 had been, as

we have said, more of a parliamentary
mano3uvre than in obedience to a national

wish. But now, as the eloquence of Mr.

Bright lashed the latent passions of mankind
into fury and into action, like some angry
blast which rouses the sleeping wavelets of

the sea into a storm, Englishmen arrived

hastily at the conclusion that the franchise

must and should be extended. Agitation,

detraction, and the bitterest partisanship
sounded throughout the land. Reform was

now an absolute necessity for the welfare

of the state
;
and the neglect with which

the question had been treated during the

last three decades was amply atoned for

by the virulence and the vehemence with

which its claims were advanced on all sides,

and forced down the throats of the in-

different and the apathetic. One enlightened
artisan a blower of glass and of his own

trumpet declared, amid the boisterous

cheers of his followers, his resolve to

obtain reform. "The question was," he

cried, with the grace of diction peculiar
to these self-constituted leaders of the

masses, "would they suffer these little-

minded, decrepit, hump-backed, one-eyed
scoundrels who sat in the House of Com-
mons to rob and defraud them any longer
of their rights whether those who had

squandered the people's earnings like water

should continue to do so ? From one end

to the other of this land their fiat had gone
forth that they meant to be free. What
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had Lord Derby done ? He had translated

Homer. But he could not make one of

those beautiful specimens of glass work

which had been carried in procession that

day. There was not a stocking-weaver in

Leicester, or a clodhopper in the kingdom,

rendering service to the state, who was not

quite as useful as Lord Derby. What the

people meant to do was to drive the devil

out of the House of Commons and let God

Almighty in." Such was the eloquence

which, Mr. Bright having struck the key-

note, now sounded from the platforms of

"League" meetings in almost every town

and village throughout the kingdom. Eeform

had developed from a party cry into a

national demand.

Upon so keen an observer of the tide of

human affairs as Mr. Disraeli the setting
of the current towards reform was not lost.

The chancellor of the exchequer watched

the agitation as a statesman and as the

practical man of the world. He saw that

it was useless further to shelve the subject,
and that the matter must be resolutely
taken in hand and thoroughly dealt with.

As he himself afterwards said, a question
which had been tossed to and fro during
the last fifteen years, and which had
determined the fate of two cabinets, could

no longer be adjourned. It was a sub-

ject no longer to be the sport of schem-

ing agitators or the hobby of independent
members, but to be gravely considered

by the government and exhaustively
treated. It was true, as he had before

remarked, that there was no such word as

"finality" in English politics; but the hour
had arrived when the question, for a time
at least, must be settled; and the only
manner in which it could be settled was
by generously acceding to the demands of

public opinion.

At the opening of parliament (February
5, 1867) the programme of the cabinet
was laid before the country, especial
prominence being given to the topic
which had created such discussion dur-

ing the autumn and winter of the past

year. "Your attention," said the royal

speech,
" will be again called to the repre-

sentation of the people in parliament, and

I trust that your deliberations, conducted

in a spirit of moderation and mutual for-

bearance, may lead to the adoption of

measures which, without unduly disturbing

the balance of political power, shall freely

extend the elective franchise." Little delay
was allowed to intervene after this state-

ment had been made. The session was

essentially to be one for the discussion of

reform, and no time was lost before the

question was brought forward.

A few days after the meeting of the

Houses, Mr. Disraeli rose (February 11) to

introduce the government scheme. He began
with the request that the subject should

no longer be regarded as a party question.

It was, in his opinion, expedient that

parliamentary reform should no longer be

a question which should decide the fate

of ministries. He had arrived at that

conclusion from the simple but irresistible

reason that all parties in the state had

attempted to deal with the subject, and

all had alike failed. The Whigs had failed

to deal with it in 1852
;

the coalition

government of Lord Aberdeen had failed

to deal with it in 1854
;
the Conservatives

had failed to deal with it in 1859; the

moderate Liberals under Lord Palmerston

had failed to deal with it in 1860
;
and

again in 1866 Earl Russell had attempted
to deal with the question, and had failed.

He then proceeded to trace the seeds of

the present demand for a change to the

disfranchisement of the labouring classes in

1832, a step which he had always considered

a great error. He would not go so far as to

say that since that date the claims of the

working classes had been treated disrespect-

fully by the House of Commons
;
but he felt

himself forced to admit that such claims had
been met too often in an Epicurean spirit

which would do anything for present quiet.
As yet no scheme had been introduced which
was calculated to settle the controversy.
It was the House of Commons not a
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political party, not any political leader

which had disturbed the settlement of

1832
;
and it was the House of Commons,

and not any party, which had baffled every

effort to pass a reform bill. The Conser-

vatives had religiously observed the clauses

of the bill of 1832
;
and it was not until

Lord John Russell himself had proposed

to tamper with the measure that the Con-

servatives felt themselves at liberty to act

in the matter as they deemed best And

since that date they had never posed as the

opponents of reform.
"
It was not," said Mr. Disraeli,

"
until

1851 and 1852, when dark rumours were

abroad as to the intentions of Lord

John Russell, who in a very solemn

manner in this House had pledged him-

self on the faith of the Whigs to the

principle of finality, that the Conservative

party had to consider what course to take

if Lord John Eussell should recede from

that undertaking. I believe I may say

that was a subject which was considered

by the most eminent and leading men

many now departed or lost to us men held

in the highest honour for their integrity and

public spirit, like the late Duke of Rich-

mond, Lord George Bentinck, Mr. Bankes,

and others who sat in this House and

many who still live and were in intimate

communication with Lord Derby; and they

came to the resolution that if Lord John

Russell gave up the Act of 1832, nothing

would induce tJiem to take up a position of

opposition to parliamentary refoiin. And
tfieir course has been consistent throughout.

There ncrcr was d bill brought forward on

the subject of which the second refuting was

opposed by us."

Since the House of Commons had in-

curred a peculiar responsibility in the

matter of reform, Mr. Disraeli proposed
to take the House into his confidence, and

ask its co-operation. He did not desire

to relieve the government from its due

share of responsibility, but he wished the

former failures to be avoided; and he

thought that if the House would afford

ministers some intimation as to its views

on the main points of controversy by resolu-

tions before a bill was introduced, much

loss of time and needless discussion might
be spared. The resolutions he proposed for

that purpose were as follows :

"
1. That the number of electors for counties

and boroughs in England and Wales ought to be

increased.
"

2. That such increase may best be effected by
both reducing the value of the qualifying tenement

in counties and boroughs, and by adding other

franchises not dependent on such value.

"3. That while it is desirable that a more

direct representation should be given to the

labouring class, it is contrary to the constitution

of this realm to give to any one class or interest a

predominating power over the rest of the com-

munity.
"4. That the occupation franchise in counties

and boroughs shall be based on the principle of

rating.
"

5. That the principle of plurality of votes, if

adopted by parliament, would facilitate the settle-

ment of the borough franchise.

"6. That it is expedient to revise the existing

distribution of seats.
"

7. That in such revision it is not expedient
that any borough now represented in parliament
should be wholly disfranchised.

"
8. That in revising the existing distribution of

seats this house will acknowledge as its main con-

sideration the expediency of supplying represen-

tation to places not at present represented, and

which may be considered entitled to that privilege.

.

"
9. That it is expedient that provision should

be made for the better prevention of bribery and

corruption at elections.
"

10. That it is expedient that the system of

registration of voters in counties should be assimi-

lated as far as possible to that which prevails in

boroughs.
"

1 1. That it shall be open to every parliamen-

tary elector, if he thinks fit, to record his vote by
means of a polling-paper duly signed and authen-

ticated.
"

12. That provision be made for diminishing
the distances which voters have to travel for the

purpose of recording their votes, so that no expen-

diture for such purpose shall hereafter be legal.
"

13. That a humble address be presented to Her

Majesty, praying Her Majesty to issue a royal

commission to form and submit to the considera-

tion of parliament a scheme for new and enlarged

boundaries of the existing parliamentary boroughs
where the population extends beyond the limits

now assigned for such boroughs ; and to fix, sub-
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ject to the decision of parliament, the boundaries

of such other boroughs as parliament may deem

fit to be represented in this House."

Mr. Disraeli was perfectly aware to what

charge he would lay himself open by asking

the House of Commons to consider the

resolutions he had brought forward, and he

thus concluded :

"Do not let the House suppose that

we are asking them to go into committee,

and allow us to propose resolutions be-

cause we are angling for a policj'. We
are not angling for a policy. We have

distinct principles which will guide us, and

which we wish the House to sanction. But

there are several subjects besides those

which I have indicated, if not of equal still

of very great importance in the happy
settlement of this question, upon which it

would be desirable that the opinion of the

House should be given ;
and on these sub-

jects we should defer to the opinion of the

House. If we go into this committee to

move resolutions, in the application of those

principles we should consult in every way
the sense and accept the suggestions of the

House. And although we are not prepared
in any way to shrink from the leading

principles of the policy that we hope may
be sanctioned, we still believe that on a

question of this paramount importance, if

the House deigns to co-operate with us

and come into council with us, many
suggestions of great value will be made
which may add to the fulness and comple-
tion of the consummation. I can only say,
on the part of my colleagues, that those

suggestions will be received not only with

candour, but, if found to deserve the accept-
ance of the House and appear for the

public advantage, they will be accepted
with gratitude. We shall enter into the

committee and avail ourselves of all that
the learning, the genius, the experience of

the House can suggest for the solution of

this question, and to all we shall give a
cordial and candid deference.

"The course we adopt," continued Mr.

Disraeli, "is not one flattering to our-

selves" an admission which drew from

Mr. Bright a peculiarly offensive cheer;

"but it is more flattering to assist, how-

ever humbly, in effecting that which

we think for the public good, than to

bring forward mock measures which we

know the spirit of party will not pass.

And let me tell the member for Birming-

ham, who gave me that ironical cheer, that

there are others besides himself who think

that it is desirable that this question should

be settled, but who wish it to be settled in

the spirit of the English constitution. Of

course, it would be very agreeable to us to

bring forward at once a complete measure

backed by a confiding majority, and having
the assurance of settling a question which

engages the attention of a great nation.

None of my colleagues pretend to be

superior to

' The last infirmity of noble minds.'

But this is not a time in which we are

to consider the complacency of ministers, or

even the pride of parties. I earnestly hope
that the House of Commons will rise to this

occasion. I earnestly hope that the House

of Commons, in unison with that gracious

speech which Her Majesty delivered to her

parliament, authorized by antecedent cir-

cumstances and urged by the necessity of

the case, will divest itself of party feeling,

and give ministers on this, if on no

other occasion, the advantage of its co-

operation and cordial support."

This hope was not to be gratified.

Neither the action nor the proposals of

the government met with parliamentary

approval. It was not the province of the

House of Commons, as Mr. Disraeli himself

had so often ruled, to suggest a policy to

ministers, but to deliberate upon the policy

which ministers laid before it. The House

of Commons was not the executive, but the

chamber of registry to the executive. It was

alleged that the course taken by the govern-
ment was not calculated to advance the ques-
tion of reform. As ministers had no reason

to fear a repetition of the tactics of 1859,
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it would be far wiser for them, it was

suggested, to abandon the preliminary stage

of proceeding by resolutions, and bring in

their bill at once. The appeal of the chan-

cellor of the exchequer to the House of

Commons was ignoble ;
it signified in plain

English, sneered the Opposition,
"
Say

what you like to us, only for God's sake

leave us our places." Then the extreme

Radicals complained of the vague charac-

ter of the resolutions, and objected, from

what they could gather of their nature, to

the policy indicated. They asserted that

no measure for the improvement of the

representation of the people in parliament

would be satisfactory unless it was based

upon the principle of the people themselves

being directly and personally represented,

instead of such representation being virtual

and sectional. The only manner, they

declared, in which direct and real represen-

t at inn could be effected was by means of

residential and registered manhood suffrage

protected in its free and honest exercise by
the ballot. Mr. Disraeli was pressed to

give further information as to the views of

the government upon the subject, but he

declined to state any particulars until the

hour had arrived for him to explain the

nature of the proposed resolutions.

The excited curiosity of the nation was

soon satisfied. Early in the afternoon of

February 25, 1867, Mr. Disraeli rose to

n lake his eagerly expected statement The

House was crowded in every part, members

.sitting upon the floor and gladly availing

themselves of the most uncomfortable situa-

tions sn long as they offered a coigne of

vantage. Tlir pillories allotted to strangers,

and to those who had the privilege of

entrance, were so thronged that several

peers and anil assudors had to be excluded

from the scene. It was even with difficulty

that room was obtained at the bar for the

Prince of Wales. The lobby was full of

constituents sending in cards to members

which were never delivered, or praying to

be taken in under the gallery, or vainly

waiting in the hope of succeeding some

bored or hungry stranger who might vacate

his seat. In Westminster Hall and outside

the House a large crowd had assembled,

eager to pick up any intelligence that might
leak out from the popular chamber. Amid
this scene of excitement Mr. Disraeli, in the

usual calm and passionless manner with

which he began his speeches, proceeded to

open his case. He did not, he said, rise to

condemn the great Act of 1832, but, what

he had attempted in 1859, to improve and

complete that Act

"Sir," he exclaimed, "the men who

devised and carried the Eeform Act of

1832 were statesmen, and their names

will live in history. They encountered

a great emergency, and they proved them-

selves equal to the occasion. A national

party, a party which is nothing if it be not

national, had by too long a possession of

power shrunk into a heartless oligarchy.

The Whig party seized the occasion which

was before them, and threw the government
of this country into the hands of the middle

classes. Never, to my mind, was any politi-

cal experiment more successful. Never has

a country been better governed, to my
mind, than England has been during the

last thirty years. Never during a like

period have the annals of the House of

Commons been more resplendent But,

sir, there was a deficiency in that Act

I will not say an intended deficiency, but

one which certainly arose from want of

useful information on an important part of

a great question ;
and perhaps, without any

offence to the lion, gentlemen opposite, I

might say that omission was perhaps more

naturally made by a party which, generally

speaking, had built up their policy rather

upon Liberal opinions than upon popular

rights. The political rights of the working
classes which existed before the Act of

1832, and which not only existed but were

acknowledged, were on that occasion dis-

regarded and even abolished; and during

the whole period that has since elapsed,

in consequence of the great vigour that has

been given to the governmentof this country,
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and of the multiplicity of subjects of com-

manding interest that have engaged and

engrossed attention, no great inconvenience

has been experienced from that cause. Still,

during all that time there has been a feeling,

sometimes a very painful feeling, that ques-

tions have arisen which have been treated

in this House without that entire national

sympathy which is desirable. Well, it is

our business on this occasion, in the first

and most important place, to endeavour to

offer some proposition to the House which

will restore those rights that were lost in

1832 to the labouring class of the country,

and which will bring back again that fair

partition of political power which the old

constitution of the country recognized, and

which, if practicable, it seems to me that

all of us are desirous should be accom-

plished. There is a very great difference

between the period of 1832 and the period
of 1867. In the period of 1832 parlia-

mentary reform was a subject to fire the

imaginations and excite the passions of all

men. It was one which banded parties

together with a heat and with a power
such as very rarely occur. But on the

present occasion there is great unanimity
on the subject. We who have succeeded

to the place which we occupy in the spirit

of the constitution, finding that question

unsettled, and by universal consent requir-

ing settlement, can appeal with confidence,
as I now understand, to the candid inter-

pretation of the House of Commons upon
our plans and motives, and can count even
on the support, of course the discriminating
but still the not less generous support, of

our political rivals."

Having delivered himself of this intro-

duction Mr. Disraeli proceeded to deal in

a plain, business-like fashion with the

resolutions. He proposed four new fran-

chises. First, an educational franchise,
which would include persons who had
taken a degree, ministers of religion, and
others. Second, a savings-bank franchise,

whereby a deposit of 30 and a retention

of it for one year would give a qualification.

The third new franchise would be the pos-

session of 50 in the public funds
;
and the

fourth the payment of twenty shillings in

direct taxation. He calculated that under

the first franchise the addition of voters

in boroughs would be 10,000 ;
under the

second, 35,000 ;
under the third, 7000 ;

and

under the fourth, 30,000.

With regard to the resolution affirm-

ing that the principle of plurality of

votes would facilitate the settlement

of the borough franchise, since ob-

jections had been raised against it he

would not recommend it to the House.
" A very great error has prevailed/' said

Mr. Disraeli in defence of this resolution,
"
as to the meaning which the government

associated with this plurality of voting.

Our intention was that any person who

possessed one of the four new franchises

that I have mentioned, if he were an

occupier in a borough or if he had a right

to vote for a member of parliament, should

vote not merely for the occupation qualifi-

cation, but also for any one other of the

new franchises which he might possess. We
believe that if that principle were adopted,

it might have led to results very satisfactory

to large numbers of the people of this coun-

try ;
but we are bound to state frankly that

this is not a view of the case which, if we
are permitted to bring in a bill, we shall at

all insist upon. It seems to us that it is

not desirable to make any proposition on

these questions which we have not a fair

prospect of carrying to a successful issue
;

and therefore, although I myself believe

that it is a principle well worthy of our

consideration, for it involves nothing invidi-

ous in its character, applying alike to all

classes, yet it is not one which I am now in

any way recommending to the House, or

announcing that we should act upon if

we had permission to bring in a bill."

Since parliament, continued Mr. Disraeli,

had committed itself to the principle that

i rating should be the basis of the occupation

franchise, he had adopted that principle;
and he proposed a 6 rating franchise
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for boroughs, which he estimated would

give an addition of 130,000 voters. He
also suggested that the four new franchises

should be extended to the counties, and

that the occupation franchise in counties

should be reduced from 50 to 20
;
these

difl'erent franchises would add 82,500 to

the county electors. Thus, by this measure,

there would be in round numbers an addi-

tion to the constituencies of 400,000 votes.

The manner in which the remaining
resolutions were to be treated can be

briefly dealt with. Yarmouth, Lancaster,

Keigate, and Totnes were to be disfran-

( liisrd, and twenty-three boroughs with less

than 7000 inhabitants were to have one

member each. Of the thirty seats thus at

the disposal of the House, Mr. Disraeli pro-

posed to allocate fourteen to new boroughs

in the northern and midland districts, fifteen

to counties, and one to the London Uni-

versity. The new parliamentary boroughs

were llartlepool, Darlington, Burnley, Staley-

bridge, St. Helens, Dewsbury, Barnsley,

Middlesborough, one town in the Black

Country, Croydon, Gravesend, and Torquay.

The second division of the Tower Hamlets

was to return two members. The following

county divisions were to have two additional

members each North Lancashire, North

Lincolnshire, West Kent, East Surrey,

Middlesex, South Staffordshire, and South

Devon. South Lancashire was to be divided,

and to have one additional member.

"I have now fulfilled my task," concluded

Mr. Disraeli. "I told hon. members who
made inquiries since the time when the

resolutions were laid on the table that I

had taken a note of them, and that at the

proper time I would explain to the House

the application which the government re-

commend should be given to the principles

expressed in the resolutions. I trust that

the House will candidly consider the obser-

vations I have made. It will be our duty
on the passing of the resolutions to introduce

a bill, and I think that its provisions are

such as will on the whole satisfy public

opinion and the requirements of the case.

VOL. II.

It will add something like one-third to

the constituency, and cause a considerable

addition to the number of voters belonging

to the working classes. I hope, therefore,

it will be fairly considered that they have

resumed their ancient position in the par-

liamentary scheme of this country. At

any rate, Her Majesty's government have

brought forward, I will not call it an honest

bill, because that epithet has been used so

often of late that it might lead to angry

recrimination; but they have brought

forward a sincere bill, which they are

prepared to carry. Moderate it may be

in spirit, but essentially practical, and

which I earnestly hope will be backed by
the good feeling of an united people."

Such were the chief features of this

measure, which from the haste with which,

as it afterwards transpired, it had been

prepared was nicknamed "the Ten Minutes

Bill."

The proposals which the chancellor of

the exchequer had laid before the House

failed to throw oil upon the troubled

waters. The bill was hotly objected to

by the leading members of the Opposition.

Mr. Lowe, who immediately succeeded Mr.

Disraeli, complained that the resolutions of

the government had no more to do with

the plan of the government than Squire

ThornhiU's three famous postulates had to

do with the argument he had with Moses

Primrose when, in order to controvert the

right of the clergy to tithes, he laid down

the principles that a whole is greater than

its part, that whatever is is, and that three

angles of a triangle are equal to two right

angles. In the first place, he said, they had a

speech which told them notliing; then they

had resolutions which told them little more

than nothing; then they had the reasons,

which came afterwards instead of before,

why the resolutions were proposed instead

of the bill And what, he asked, were these

wonderful resolutions ? They were mere

hungry and empty abstractions which gave

no definite idea whatever ; they were simply

abstract propositions which could neither be

5
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said to be true nor false, and only derived

meaning when applied to the details of the

thing with which they had to deal, which

was not abstract, but concrete. What the

House wanted was a real and definite

scheme, and not mere general principles

which a philosophical mind might extract

from the details of a measure. The resolu-

tions were no framework at all, but an

elastic band which would hold whatever

was put into it. Between the proposals

and the resolutions there was no connection.

One of the proposals in the new bill was

that the franchise in towns should be

reduced to a 6 rating qualification a

proposal which at once disposed of the

first four of the resolutions !

" Let us,"

cried Mr. Lowe, amid strong expressions

of approval in the House, "bid a long
adieu to shams and pretences. Let us

deal with the matter frankly. Let us call

upon the government to withdraw their

resolutions, to introduce a bill, and to

bring the matter to an issue fairly and

plainly in the old English fashion, and

deal with it in our own downright way.
There is no danger, there is every safety,

in such a proceeding. But there is enor-

mous danger in throwing the question loose

before the House. Every member will be

urged by his constituency, and we shall

be hounded on by a portion of the press,
who will point out one member after

another who seems to hang back in the

race for bringing down the institutions of

this country as speedily as possible to the

level of democracy. Therefore I appeal to

you to act boldly and decidedly. Touch
the nettle with timid hand, it stings you
and you drop it

; grasp it firmly, you are

unhurt and tear it up by the roots."

Mr. Bright was of the same opinion.
The resolutions should be at once with-

drawn, since to discuss them would be
waste of time. Nothing, he said, had tended

so much to Americanize the House of Com-
mons as the proposals which the govern-
ment had just made, yet the chancellor

of the exchequer was ever vaunting the

superiority of Westminster over Washing-
ton. What took place at Washington?
The heads of departments, under the

president, did not make their appearance

in the House of Representatives or even in

the Senate. Those two assemblies discussed

any measures they liked
; they passed any

measures they liked, and it was not neces-

sary that they should consult the president

or his ministers. So here. Ministers were

to sit on the Treasury bench doing nothing,

proposing nothing, while the chancellor of

the exchequer was to stand at the counter

in a decorous garb, as if he were at Swan

& Edgar's, and ask whether there is
"
any-

thing more, gentlemen, you would like?"

Could there be anything more crude than

the resolutions? Would the proposals they

had listened to settle, or do anything to

settle, the question of reform ? It was

assumed that the House was unanimous

for something, and would have a reform

bill
;
but there was an essential difference,

and a perilous one, between a reform bill

and a reform.

Mr. Gladstone did not agree with many
of the calculations that the chancellor of

the exchequer had arrived at. He contended

that the lateral franchises would not touch

the labouring classes at all, and as the 6

rating franchise would not admit more than

100,000 voters the Conservative measure

was less satisfactory than the bill he himself

had introduced last year, which had proposed
to admit 200,000 of the working classes.

He was of opinion that the resolutions

should be withdrawn, and he pointed to

the concurrence of two such opposite spirits

as Mr. Lowe and Mr. Bright as a significant

indication of the feeling of the House on

the subject.

There could be no two opinions as to the

almost general wish on the Opposition
benches that the resolutions should be

withdrawn. The Conservative view of

the case, however, as impressed upon the

party by their leader, was that the question
of reform should be definitely settled, and

that they should proceed in such a manner
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as would enable the House to come to an

agreement on the subject. The resolutions,

it was asserted, were not crude and frag-

mentary, since they embraced all the points

which had been so frequently discussed.

If the House would co-operate with the

government in considering the resolutions,

ministers would be furnished with starting-

points for the settlement of the question.

What had happened in the past ? Within

a period of fifteen years the country had

listened to six different bills on the subject

of reform, and yet the only two points upon
which a conclusion had been arrived at were

the rating qualification in boroughs and the

county franchise. To proceed by resolution

was therefore, argued the Conservatives, the

wiser course. Every resolution which passed

would embody a principle which would form

a good foundation for further proceedings.

It would be of great advantage to both

sides of the House, to have an opportunity
of discussing in detail the principles upon
which it was proposed to legislate. The

government had no intention of abandoning
their executive functions, for they would

stand or fall by those principles which they
believed to be just and vital, and therefore

'ntial to the proper working of the con-

stitution. The only difference would be,

that in one case the government would

be in the position of a judge acting on his

own interpretation, and in the other of a

judge aided by a jury.

Still the Opposition failed to perceive the

advantages of this arrangement. To proceed

by resolutions, they declared, was not a

position proper to ministers of the crown.

The government should bring forward their

proposals in a bill, which parliament could

accept or reject as it thought proper. That

was the constitutional mode of acting, whilst

the tentative process of ascertaining what

would pass the House in order that it might
be introduced in a bill, was a humiliating

abrogation of the duties and responsibilities

of the executive. At first Mr. Disraeli, in

spite of the cries of "Withdraw" with which

he was greeted by the Opposition when he

rose to reply, declined to abandon his origi-

nal intention. He would proceed, he said,

by the resolutions, and not by a bill The

agreement between Mr. Bright and Mr.

Lowe was no doubt very striking, but there

was one thing perfectly evident, and that

was that both these gentlemen were very

anxious that the proposed bill should not

pass they were in harmony so far that the

Conservative measure was not to be a

successful one. He would, continued Mr.

Disraeli, of course not insist upon any
resolution that would lead to mere idle

controversy ;
but many of the resolutions

were really of a very important character,

and he desired to have a distinct opinion

of the House upon them. As the debate

was about to be adjourned he would, how-

ever, in the interim see what resolutions

could be withdrawn.

No statesman was a more finished tacti-

cian than Mr. Disraeli, and careful reflection

soon convinced him that it would be unwise,

in face of the marked hostility of the Oppo-

sition, to carry out his plan of proceeding

by resolutions. He resolved, therefore, to

abandon the scheme which had so strongly

roused the ire of the Liberals, and introduce

a bill The next day (February 26, 1867)
he went down to the House, and amid

general cheering announced the decision

the government had arrived at "
I do

not wish," he said,
"
to put a severe inter-

pretation upon anything which has been

said by gentlemen in the course of our

debates; but from the spirit of courtesy

that has been exhibited by the House, I

think it right to take the earliest oppor-

tunity of saying that Her Majesty's govern-

ment, considering all that occurred in the

House yesterday, and with a feeling on

their part still that their mode of procedure

would be extremely advantageous for the

advancement of the question, and every

day more and more convinces them of the

propriety of the course they took I say

Her Majesty's government are of opinion

that they should best promote the course of

public business and their own object in
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dealing with this question in not asking

the House to proceed any further with the

consideration of those resolutions, but to

allow me on the earliest practicable oppor-

tunity to introduce a bill." He hoped

in the first week of the ensuing month

to be prepared to lay before the House the

measure of the government.
An unexpected event was, however, now

to interfere with this arrangement. As in

1859 there had been differences in the

cabinet concerning the reform measures

about to be introduced, which had led to

the resignation of Mr. Walpole and Mr.

Henley ;
so now in 1867 dissensions arose

upon the same subject, and the Earl of

Carnarvon, Lord Cranbourne, and General

Peel felt themselves compelled, owing to

the opinions they held upon the question of

reform, to tender their seals of office and

separate themselves from the Conservative

cabinet. Their places were at once filled

by Sir Stafford Northcote, who succeeded

Lord Cranbourne at the India office
; by

the transfer of Sir John Pakington from the

admiralty to the war department ;
and by

the Duke of Buckingham replacing the Earl

of Carnarvon at the colonial office. At the

same time Mr. Corry succeeded Sir John

Pakington at the admiralty, and the Duke
of Richmond became president of the board

of trade.

This secession naturally led to a series of

explanations. The first to touch upon the

disclosures which subsequently followed was

Sir John Pakington, who on his re-election

at Droitwich informed his constituents, with

a frankness somewhat unusual in a cabinet

minister, of the circumstances which had

occasioned the ministerial embarrassment.

It was owing to these revelations that the

measure in support of the resolutions

introduced by Mr. Disraeli had been

called "the Ten Minutes BilL" They all

knew, said Sir John, that it was on Feb-

ruary 23rd that the cabinet council had
decided upon the reform bill which was
to be proposed to parliament. Two days
after that decision had been arrived at,

the chancellor of the exchequer was to

explain the bill to the House of Commons.

That day was a Monday. On the Saturday

before the cabinet, apparently unanimous,

had separated, and Lord Derby had hastened

to Windsor to lay before the queen the de-

tails of the reform bill Early on Monday

morning an urgent message was sent to the

ministers to attend at the house of Lord

Derby on important business. No such

summons had been anticipated, and conse-

quently it was with difficulty that ministers

were found
;

it was, therefore, nearly half

past one before they all met. The council

was then informed that Lord Cranbourne

and Lord Carnarvon had seceded, objecting

to the details of the bill, which they all

thought had been unanimously adopted

on the Saturday. Here was a pretty busi-

ness ! It was now two o'clock
;
at half-past

two Lord Derby had to address the whole

Conservative party in Downing Street, and

at half-past four Mr. Disraeli was to unfold

the reform scheme before the House of

Commons ! Literally the cabinet had not

more than ten minutes to make up their minds

as to what course to adopt. The public

knew the rest. Ministers determined to

propose, not the bill agreed to on the Satur-

day, but an alternative measure which had

been contemplated in the event of their large

and liberal scheme being rejected by the

House of Commons. It was very easy to

be wise after the event. Ministers had been

told that the course they had taken was

vacillating, and considered chiefly with a

view of keeping the cabinet together.

Perhaps if ministers had possessed more

time for consideration they might have

adopted another course
;
but they had not :

they were driven to decide upon a line of

definite action within the limits of little

more than ten minutes. If the cabinet had

made a mistake, and he would not say that

they had not, in discarding their original

scheme, he would ask their censors to con-

sider what they themselves would have

done under the circumstances. The only

honourable course, continued Sir John, open
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to a minister who had made a mistake was

to retrace his steps, lie frankly owned

I hut the government had been in error in

yielding to colleagues who differed from

them. He himself had deeply felt that as

a minister he had been committed to a

false position, in allowing a measure to be

brought before parliament which he did

not consider the best one available. The

ministry of Lord Derby, however, had now
taken the manly course and had retraced

I 1 n i r steps. They felt that, however painful

the act might be, they must part with those

colleagues who took a less liberal view of

the reform question than did the majority
of the cabinet, and they had determined to

bring in the measure which they had pre-

viously intended and previously matured.

This frankness was imitated by Lord

Derby. On meeting his peers after this

division among his followers, he said he

would state without reserve or concealment

the present position of the government, and

the circumstances which had led to it.

" When I took office," he said,
"
I did

so practically unpledged on the subject of

reform. An agreement, however, was soon

come to between my colleagues and myself,

that it was impossible altogether to ignore
that question ;

but we felt that the only
mode of bringing it to a successful issue

was to invite the House of Commons to

consider what compromise would be accept-
able to all parties ;

and with that view it

letermined to proceed by resolutions.

Unfortunately the House of Commons did

not think fit to adopt that mode of proceed-

ing, and the government was consequently

deprived of a great advantage, being unable

to collect the general feeling and desire of

the House on the main points. Two schemes

were originally brought under the considera-

tion of the government, and both differed as

to the amount and extent of the franchise.

The more extensive of the two schemes was
that to which the resolutions had originally

pointed, and more especially the fifth, under

which would have been introduced the

system of plurality of votes, which might

allow us to extend the franchise lower than

\vr otherwise would. One distinguished

member of the cabinet entertained strong

objections to the course pursued, but in

order to secure unanimity waived those

objections. I then hoped that the larger

and more comprehensive scheme would

have been fixed on; but, to my surprise and

regret, I found that two of my most valued

colleagues, on reconsideration, disapproved
of the scheme, and felt compelled to with-

draw the assent they had given to it. Of

course I at once relieved the third colleague
from the assent he had given ;

and it then

became necessary for the government to

consider what course they would adopt

Ultimately we determined to submit to the

House of Commons a measure which we
did not consider thoroughly satisfactory,

but which we hoped might for a tune settle

the question. But it very shortly became

obvious that on neither side of the House
would the proposition of the government
meet with a concurrence, and therefore it

became necessary last week to consider

whether we should adhere to our second

proposition or revert to the first We
resolved on taking the latter course. Our
scheme will in a short time be laid before

the other House of parliament"
The objections of the three members who

had felt it their duty to desert the cabinet

were now laid before parliament All three

of the ex-statesmen avowed their fears

that the measure about to be introduced

would be too democratic in its character,

and thus endanger the stability of the

constitution. The clause as to household

suffrage, modified by certain compensa-
tions, had been the stumbling-block which

none of them could get over.
" The

measure," said Lord Carnarvon, and he

represented the feelings of many of the

Conservative party on the occasion,
"
ought

not to be a one-sided one
;
and while we

admitted a full proportion of the working
classes, we should not admit them in such

proportions and under such conditions as

would place them in absolute pre-eminence
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and control over all other constituents. I

shrink from a class government of whatever

kind
;
I shrink from the dead uniformity of

any one class, or interest, or opinion ;
I

shrink from sweeping away all intervening

barriers, and reducing the complicated

system of English constituencies to two

clearly defined and perhaps ultimately

hostile classes a rich upper class on the

one hand, and a poor artisan class on the

other. . . . I do not want to go into details;

but I saw great reason to fear that the

results of the measure would effect an

enormous transfer of political power, and

alter the character of five-sixths of the

boroughs of this country that the principles

might be good in theory, but the compensa-
tion in practice was illusory. I felt that I

could not be a party to a change of so very

great and extensive a character."

Both General Peel and Lord Cranbourne

expressed similar sentiments. "
It was not,"

said General Peel,
"
until the fifth resolu-

tion was proposed that fatal fifth resolu-

tion by which it was proposed to extend

the franchise down to household suffrage,
that I found myself unable to agree with

my colleagues, and I then and there tendered

my resignation. I objected to it, in the

first place, on the ground that it could not
be carried out in conformity with the

fourth resolution, which said that no class

should have a predominant influence in

the representation. I also objected to it

because I thought that in many instances
it would entirely overwhelm and swamp
the old constituency, especially in small

boroughs. ... I therefore refused to take

any share in the
responsibility of the

measure." He had no faith, continued the
ex-war -secretary, in the compensations
with which household suffrage was to be

accompanied, for forty years' parliamentary
experience had convinced him that a

security as a security was worth nothing ;

but being assured by his colleagues that
the measure was conservative, and knowing
that no settlement could ever be carried
without some mutual sacrifice of opinion, he

had yielded at first, until he discovered that

both Lord Carnarvon and Lord Cranbourne

had independently, by an examination

of the figures, come to the same conclu-

sion as himself that the proposal would

swamp the present constituency in small

boroughs ;
then he had no alternative but to

tender his resignation. Lord Cranbourne en-

tered upon an explanation to the same effect.

The result of the recent changes was given
to the House by Mr. Disraeli (March 5, 186 7)

at some length. He stated that the govern-
ment had originally contemplated a measure

different from that which he was then

explaining, but which they had felt them-

selves obliged to relinquish. They would,

however, now return to their original policy.

He vindicated the government from the

charge that they had neglected for a long

period the consideration of the important

subject which now so much engaged the

attention of parliament, and that it had

been taken up by them without sufficient

thought, with indifference, and after a delay
characterized probably by negligence.

"Now, sir,"he said, "there is no foundation

for that charge. Early in the autumn Lord

Derby wrote to me and told me that, after

grave deliberation, he had arrived at the

conclusion that it was absolutely necessary
to deal with the question of parliamentary

reform, and that it must be dealt with in

no niggard spirit. That communication was

made to me by Lord Derby early in the

autumn, and he requested me to give my
best attention to the subject. I do not

say that Lord Derby, charged with the

responsibility of state affairs, and anxious, if

possible, to bring to a happy solution one

of the most difficult problems of modern

politics I do not say that the feeling or

even the conduct of Lord Derby, in the

interval between the time when he made
that communication to me and the first

meeting of the cabinet, was not modified,

as the conduct of every public man must
be modified, by the circumstances of the

time, by the temper of the nation, by
observation of general or particular opinions,
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by acquaintance with the obstacles which

he should have to encounter, and the

various combinations which it might be

necessary to enter into to obtain the ml
which he desired. He must, indeed, be

constituted differently from other states-

men if his course were not modified, even

sometimes arrested, by such circumstances.

But this I will say of Lord Derby, that

what was his first opinion early in the

autumn is his last opinion, and it is one

upon which he is prepared to act. Sir, we
had more than the hope, we had the

expectation, that we should have been able

to propose to the House a measure conceived

in the spirit which had influenced Lord

Derby when he made that communication

to me in the autumn, and sanctioned and

supported by all his colleagues. After

having entertained, however, an expectation
of that character, we were unhappily, and

I must say unexpectedly, disappointed in

that hope.
"

Sir, I impugn no man's conduct under

these circumstances. I am confident, for

my own part, that every member of the

cabinet of Lord Derby, whatever his opinion
on the subject or whatever the course he

may have taken, acted only in duty and in

honour. That, however, being the case,

called upon somewhat unexpectedly to

arrive at a decision, and feeling that he

had entered into an engagement witli his

sovereign and with his country to bring
this question, if possible, to a solution, Lord

Derby sanctioned the measure which on the

25th of last month I brought before the

House. Upon that measure I shall make
one remark. " The House," said Mr. Disraeli,

throwing a new light upon the statement of

Sir John I'akington, "must not think, because

we were unable to carry into effect the more
considerable measure which we had planned,
that we had recourse to a scheme which we
had only suddenly adopted. The measure

I proposed on the 25th of February
was one which had engaged our attention,

and especially the attention the mature

attention of Lord Derby. We had always

been of opinion that if, unfortunately, we
should not be justified in introducing the

measure which we wished, that was the

one which ought to be brought forward,

because it could be defended upon principle.

I speak of it with impartiality, because it

is not and need not now be concealed that

it was not the one which I myself should

have preferred; but it is one in my opinion

which I could consistently and honourably
recommend to the House, because it is

founded upon a principle, and between that

measure and the policy which Lord Derby
would have preferred there is in our belief

no other course possible.

"The principle upon which the measure

which I described on the 25th of February
is founded is this it seeks to restore, and

would restore, the labouring classes to that

place in our parliamentary system which

they forfeited by the Act of 1832. If, for

example, it had been carried, the constit-

uency of England would have consisted

probably, allowing for double votes, of

1,400,000 persons, and the labouring

classes would have possessed of that constit-

uency exactly one quarter. Then, take the

great landed proprietors and the various

classes in connection with them, and give

another quarter to them, and the moiety
of the constituency between those two sec-

tions would have been left to the various

sections of the middle class. That, there-

fore, was a policy which was founded on a

principle, for it would have offered to

the country a constituency which bore in

its various classes a due and harmonious

relation to each other, and which, adapted
no doubt to different places and to ditl'ur-

ent circumstances, would have placed the

working class in the position from which

they were expelled in 1832. That was a

measure, moreover, which we had reason

to believe might have been accepted by

parliament It was brought forward by
a united cabinet, and we entertained an

expectation that there were many influen-

tial gentlemen opposite who would have

accepted it
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" But what was the fact ? I must say

this, though individually I was not surprised

at the result, that it did not give satisfac-

tion to the great Conservative party of the

country. I am not speaking merely of those

influential gentlemen who have the honour

of representing the Conservative party in

this House, though I have reason to believe

that they entirely represent the feeling of

the country in this respect ;
but I may say

this, that not a day elapsed after the

measure was brought under the considera-

tion of the House without persons of the

highest authority in the country, men of

the greatest stake and standing who are

distinguished by what are called Conserva-

tive opinions, expressing their regret that

this measure had been adopted, and that

the course which Lord Derby was supposed
to uphold and which, indeed, he had, with-

out circumlocution, taken the opportunity
of intimating to his followers his wish to

support had not been pursued. Sir, there

was a general feeling throughout the

country, or at least, through the most

important members and communities con-

nected with the Conservative party, that

the question of the introduction of the

working classes into our parliamentary
system should not be dealt with in a

contracted spirit.
"
Then, sir, how did that proposition fare

with gentlemen opposite, on whose support
in some degree we had hoped we might
have counted ? Why, the very next day,
the right hon. gentleman the member for

Lancashire called his friends together
very properly, for I do not condemn his
conduct or the decision at which they
arrived and after consultation they came
to the conclusion that the proposition was

unsatisfactory, and that no settlement could
be

satisfactory unless it were based on a
5 rating* (Cries of "No, no!" from the

' On Febinary 26 a meeting of the Liberal members had
been held at Mr. Gladstone's house, at which it was decided

aside the
resolutions, and to urge the government to

g m a bill at once. By the spontaneous action of the
t the

necessity for adopting this course was super-

Opposition.) That, at all events, was the

information which reached us. Probably it

was not ajcurate, and much of the informa-

tion that reaches you about us is equally

unauthentic. I think, however, it will not

be disputed that our proposal was not

popular with the Liberal party, and that,

in fact, some counter-proposition was to be

made. It seemed to us, therefore, that we
were fast sinking into that unsatisfactory

state which distinguished last session, when

one proposition was met by another not

materially differing from it, and that the

attempt to bring this great question to a

solution would have been fruitless in the

present as it had been in preceding sessions.

But, sir, we are conscious that there is some

difference between this and the preceding

session; and we did believe and hold that if

the question were not seriously and earnestly

and vigorously grappled with, it would not

be for the honour of parliament or the

advantage of the country.
"
Well, sir, under these circumstances,

Lord Derby called his colleagues together,

and wished them to reconsider the course

which had been pursued, and the course

which he had formerly and originally

wished to pursue. And he expressed his

strong opinion, that the course which he

originally wished to pursue was the only
one that would lead to a solution which

would be satisfactory to the country and

enable parliament to agree to a measure,

and would, on the whole, be most conducive

to the interests of the country, present and

future. I regret to say that under these

circumstances, although a majority of the

cabinet supported Lord Derby, we had the

great misfortune of losing three of our

colleagues.
"

Sir, I know there may be some in this

House who think that the circumstance of

losing colleagues, although it may be a dis-

agreeable incident, is one which, like many
of the casualties of life, must be encountered

and endured. Some, indeed, think that the

breaking up of a cabinet is like the break-

ing up of a social meeting, and that these
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tilings are easily forgotten and passed over.

But I see some right hon. gentleman

opposite who have had the misfortune of

parting with colleagues, and I think they
will agree with me that the disruption of

that tie, that separation from men with

whom you have long been bound by a

tie of the most intense interest that of

attempting to manage the affairs of a great

country in the hope that you may be con-

tributing to the public welfare is one of

the saddest and most painful incidents that

can occur. I rank it among the calamities

of life. If my resignation of office could

have prevented that unfortunate result,

that resignation was at the command of my
noble friend. It was at his command then,
as it has always been. And whether I

have sat on that side of the House or on

this, those who know me know that I have

always said that no personal sacrifice on

my part should I hesitate to make to main-
tain a united party or a united cabinet.

But the state of affairs would not have been

bettered by my retiring from oflice. We lost

colleagues with whom it was a pride and

pleasure to act; and my own consolation

under the circumstances is, that I feel cer-

tain the services of such men, whatever

may become of myself, will not be lost to

their country. And there is one among
them whose commanding talents, whose
clear intelligence, capacity for labour, and

power of expression will always, I am sure,

qualify him for taking a leading part in the

affairs of this country.
"
But, sir, it is unnecessary, as I am sure

it must be painful
1

, to touch upon these

personal questions. The spirit of honour
and the sense of duty will maintain us, I

hope, in the trial which we are now under-

going. Lord Derby, had he quitted office,

would only have increased the embarrass-
ment which public men now feel. He
retains office with the most earnest deter-

mination to carry into effect the policy
which he approves. I hope that, without

entering into any unnecessary details, which

might afford amusement to the curious, but
VOL. II.

which feeling this House has at all times

repudiated, it will be thought that I have

fairly placed before the House the position

in which the cabinet is placed. It is our

business now to bring forward as soon as

we possibly can the measure of parliamen-

tary reform which, after such difficulties

and such sacrifices, it will be my duty to

introduce to the House. Sir, the House

need not fear that there will be any evasion,

any equivocation, any vacillation, or any
hesitation in that measure. That measure

will be brought forward as the definitive

opinion of the cabinet, and by that defini-

tive opinion they will stand."

Some excitement was now created amid

a certain section of the Opposition as to

the meaning implied in the words reverting
to

" our original policy." Did they mean that

a Conservative government was about to

introduce a democratic reform bill ? If so,

it was inquired, how could such incon-

sistency be defended ? In 1859 the present
cabinet changed their opinions and brought
in a reform bill, for up to that date, it was

alleged, they had been anti-reformers. But
on abandoning office they also abandoned

their conversion to reform
; and it was only

after an interval of nine years, when the

Conservative party returned to the Treasury
bench, that they again became interested

in the subject, and the country saw a

second conversion. Such conduct was

politically wrong and morally indefensible.

No party could hold itself free, and then

the moment it found itself in office turn

round upon the opinions it had persistently
maintained in opposition. The examples, so

often relied upon, of the Duke of Welling-
ton and Sir Robert Peel, confirmed rather

than shook this view of matters. The
Duke of Wellington, the most popular and

powerful man of his time, having carried

Catholic emancipation, was driven from

office, which he never resumed
;
his influ-

ence was lost, and for a tune his party was
shattered. Then, thanks to Sir Robert Peel,

the party were re-united and re-seated in

power. Soon afterwards free trade was
6
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brought forward, and once more the leaders

were driven from office and the party

broken up. Still there was this great

difference between those statesmen and

the present : both the duke and Sir Robert

were sincerely converted, and commanded

great parliamentary majorities. But the

present government were in a confessed

minority in the House of Commons
;
and

driven from office in 1859, they changed

their opinions and opposed the bill of

1860. The Conservatives were now in

power and reconverted
; yet what proof,

it was asked, had parliament that the

second conversion was a whit more sin-

cere than the first? especially since the

new conviction had been promulgated
that reform was not a question which

should decide the fate of governments;
and the present cabinet had given a

choice of measures with perfect indiffer-

ence as to which should be accepted

acting more like auctioneers than minis-

ters, and knocking down the constitution

to the loudest bidder ? What was this

"original policy?" It was a policy which,

if there were any truth in language, there

was not a member of the cabinet who did

not a year ago condemn as a policy of

revolution. And now it was to be intro-

duced by the Conservative party ! Thus

argued a few of the more malicious of

the Liberal party.

On the other hand, the Radical section

were not opposed to the action of the

cabinet, and saw no inconsistency in the

proceedings of ministers. Reform, they
said, was a necessity ;

and had Lord Derby
met parliament and declared that he had no

measure of reform to offer, and would resist

all proposals for the extension of the fran-

chise, the first week of the session would
have been to him and his government a week
of extermination. Lord Derby saw that

grievances must be redressed, and was
therefore in favour of a wide extension

of the suffrage. "What objection was there

to that course ? Household suffrage was
in boroughs the true basis of the franchise

The people of the country had been taught

to dread a large increase in the number of

votes at elections. Why ? Because they

ntertained some sort of idea that the

things which were safe in the hands of

one million would be unsafe in the hands

of two millions as if, asked the Radicals

indignantly, the second million of their

ountrymen would not be filled with

;he same ideas as the first million, and

would not have the same interest in the

well-being of the country ? Every one

desired to have the question of reform

settled; and if the government would intro-

duce a liberal and generous measure, it

would not be opposed simply because it

was brought forward by a Conservative

cabinet.

The scheme of the government led to

many enthusiastic hopes and anxious fears.

Many of the Radicals fell under the im-

pression that since the Conservative govern-

ment had resolved to deal with the question

of reform, the measure about to be intro-

ducedon the principle of "dishing the

Whigs" would be far more wide and

extensive than could have been expected,

had "the educated section of the Liberal

party" been intrusted with framing the

details of the bill; consequently these gentry

were very jubilant. On the other hand,

several of the more old-fashioned Con-

servatives were in terror lest the measure

should be based upon the suggestions raised

by agitators out of doors, and the "
leap in

the dark" land them in the quagmire of

socialism, to the sinking of rank, property,

and education by the sheer force of num-

bers. These fears were removed and these

hopes depressed by a few words of sound

common sense from the then Lord Stanley.
"
Right hon. gentlemen," said he, alluding

to certain observations given forth by Mr.

Horsman and Mr. Lowe as to the Radical

tendencies of the Conservative government,
" have spoken as if it were the intention of

those who sat upon these benches to go
in a more democratic direction than even

gentlemen opposite would be inclined to
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take, and to bring in a bill which would

reduce the franchise to an excessive extent.

I say plainly and frankly that I can con-

ceive no circumstances which would render

the adoption of such a course by us in our

position either expedient or honourable,

even were any who sit on these benches

))rc]i;ired to follow it I say this distinctly,

t>ecause I wish to save some hon. members

on that side of tne House disappointment
If the hon. member for Calne [Mr. Lowe],
or any of those who sit near him, believe

seriously that it is the intention of the

government to bring in a bill which shall

be in accordance with the view which has

always been so ably and so consistently

advocated by the hon. member for Birming-

ham, they are greatly mistaken."



CHAPTEE TIT.

THE R E F It M BILL.

THE curiosity of the country as to the
"
original policy

"
of the government had not

long to wait before it was fully gratified.

A fortnight after the ministerial explana-

tions with regard to the divisions in the

cabinet had been made public, Mr. Disraeli

again rose before a crowded and excited

House (March 18, 1867) to ask leave to

introduce a bill
" further to amend the law

for regulating the representation of the

people in parliament." His speech on the

occasion was clear and exhaustive, but

adorned with few of those passages of

eloquence which generally render his par-

liamentary oratory so eminently readable.

The principles of political representation, he

began, had of late years been so profoundly
and so extensively discussed and investi-

gated that it was scarcely necessary on this

occasion for him to advert to them. He
proposed, therefore, to confine his observa-

tions to two points. He would endeavour,
in the first place, clearly to convey to the

House the object of the government in

the bill
;
and secondly, he would detail the

means by which that purpose, in their

opinion, could be accomplished. It would
be for the House, first, to decide whether
that object was desirable; and secondly, if

desirable, whether the means which he

proposed were adequate.
In the first place, his object was, not

only to maintain, but to strengthen the

character and functions of that House.

They were peculiar in any popular assem-

bly; not only rare, but perhaps unex-

ampled in any other which had existed.

The House of Commons had combined
national representation with the attributes
of a senate. That peculiar union had
been owing to the variety of elements of

which it was formed. Its variety of charac-

ter had given to it its deliberative power, and

it owed to its deliberative power its general

authority. He wished, not only to maintain,

but to strengthen that character and those

functions; and he believed that, in the

present age and under the existing cir-

cumstances of the country, the best way to

do so was to establish them on a broad

popular basis. He knew that there were

some persons in whose minds the epithet

which he had just used might create a feel-

ing of distrust, but he attributed the senti-

ment of alarm which was associated with it

to a misapprehension of its meaning, and

to that perplexity of ideas which too often

confounded popular privileges with demo-

cratic rights. They were not identical.

They were not similar; more than that,

they were contrary. Popular privileges

were consistent with a state of society in

which there was great inequality of condi-

tion. Democratic rights, on the contrary,

demanded that there should be equality of

condition as the fundamental basis of the

society which they regulated.

Now that was, he thought, a distinction

which ought to be borne in mind by the

House in dealing with the provisions of the

bill which he was about to ask leave to

introduce. If that bill were a proposal that

Her Majesty should be enabled to concede

to her subjects, with the advice and con-

currence of her parliament, a liberal measure

of popular privileges, then there might be

many of its provisions which would be

regarded as prudent, wise, and essentially

constitutional. If, on the other hand, it

were looked upon as a measure having for

its object to confer democratic rights, then

he admitted much that it might contain
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might be viewed in tin; light of being

indefensible and unjust. They did not,

however, live under a democracy, and the

I impositions which lie was about to make

certainly had no tendency in that direction.

(Icnerally speaking, and looking to what

had occurred since the Reform Act of

1832 was passed, to the increase of popu-

lation, the progress of industry, the spread of

knowledge, and the ingenuity of the country
in art, he was of opinion that numbers,

thoughts, and feelings had since that time

been created which it was desirable should

be admitted within the circle of the consti-

tution. He wished that admission to take

place in the spirit of their existing institu-

tions, and with abated due deference to the

traditions of an ancient state. In dealing

with the question of the distribution of

]
>wer in such a state which was really the

question before them he would, in the first

place, call the attention of the House to

that part of it which was perhaps the most

important, and which certainly to the

greatest extent commanded the interest of

the public. He alluded to the franchise,

and especially that which should prevail

in towns. He would ask the House at

the outset to consider the principles upon
which the occupation franchise in boroughs

ought to rest, and upon which it was expe-
dient to base it. In 1832 the borough
franchise was founded on the principle of

value. Those who paid 10 for the house

in which they lived, subject to certain

regulations as regarded rates and residence,

had the borough franchise conferred upon
them. He believed that franchise might
be fairly considered as having been an effi-

cient and satisfactory franchise, and as

having in its generation operated with ad-

vantage to the country. His own opinion
from the commencement had always been,

that seed was sown in that arrangement
which would necessarily in the course of

time lead to some disturbance. That was,

however, a question of controversy, and he

would not indulge in controversy at that

moment It was, nevertheless, a historic

fact that only twenty years after the passing

of the great measure of 1832 the principal,

or at least one of the principal authors of that

measure [Lord John Russell] announced that

the arrangement which had been entered

into, especially with respect to the borough

franchise, was no longer satisfactory, and

invited the House to consider a new arrange-

ment which might command a more com-

plete assent That was a fact which could

not be denied. The proposition which was

made at the period to which he referred,

in order to allay discontent and meet the

requirements of the time, by the statesman

who, upon the whole, had taken nearly

the most prominent part in the passing of

the Act of 1832, involved a diminution of the

value on which the borough francliise was

established. That proposition was received

with no satisfaction, and from that period

up to the present and fifteen years had

since elapsed the question had more or

less engaged public attention, and had been

taken up by public men who had brought
forward various schemes with a view to the

solution of the difficulties by which it was

surrounded. All those schemes had in their

turn proved to be unsatisfactory, and all

had been unsuccessful
;
but every one of

them had been distinguished by one charac-

teristic, that the only remedy proposed was

a diminution in some form or another, or in

some degree or another, of the value on

which the borough franchise had been based

in 1832.

The House would easily recall to its

recollection the combination of figures

which had been submitted to the notice

of parliament on that subject. They had

before them 8 and 7 rating or rental, 6

in every form, and they now heard of other

figures. No proposition, however, which

had as yet been put forward had given

satisfaction, because the country, and the

House reflecting the feeling of the country,

had felt that by none of the changes sug-

gested was a settlement of the question

likely to be insured. In 1866 a bill had

been introduced with the same object as
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that which he had risen to ask for leave to

bring in namely, to amend the law for the

representation of the people in parliament.

That bill was avowedly not founded on a

principle ;
it was avowedly founded, as far

as he could understand, on expediency. Mr.

Gladstone, who was its powerful advocate

in the House, distinctly laid it down in

the course of his argument on the subject

that it was necessary there should be an

admission of the working classes into the

constituencies
;

that in accordance with a

figure which he had fixed upon, he calcu-

lated that a certain portion of them would

be admitted, but that if another figure were

adopted which he named, he thought the

number admitted would be excessive, and

he therefore recommended the first figure as

that which, upon the whole, would furnish

the best and safest solution of the difficulty.

The proposal of Mr. Gladstone, therefore,

involved no principle. It might have been

an appropriate arrangement, but it was

essentially an expedient.

The House knew what took place during
the long discussions in which they were

engaged last year. It was generally felt

that the proposal of the late government
afforded no prospect of a satisfactory settle-

ment of the question. A very considerable

amount of time had been employed last

session in a very unsatisfactory manner
until at length the House took the matter
into its own handb, and in one of the largest
divisions which ever occurred, asserted a

principle with regard to the borough fran-

chise which was carried by a majority.
That principle was that the borough fran-

chise should be founded on rating.
"The House will admit," continued Mr.

Disraeli,
" that the statement I have made

is fair and accurate No one questions for

a moment that the government fully real-

ized the importance of that decision. Of
course, if they had not acknowledged its

importance they would not have retired
from a position of power; but they felt

that the decision at which the House of

Commons had arrived was one opposed

to the whole policy which they had pur-

sued during the session. I do not say that

every gentleman on both sides of the House

who contributed to that division I do not

say that every one in a division which

numbered above 600 members had nar-

rowly investigated and pursued to the last

consequences all that must follow from the

assertion and adoption of that principle ;

but it happened, as happens in all popular

assemblies, that a great decision was arrived

at by the unerring instinct of the House.

The House felt that for the last fifteen

years this question of the borough fran-

chise had not been treated in a satisfac-

tory manner by any government which had

attempted to deal with it, and that the time

had come when some principle should be

laid down in a distinct and decided manner

for the guidance of those who might have

to offer propositions to the House on the

subject.
"
I take it for granted that if ever there

was a decision of the House of Commons
which meant something it was that deci-

sion which determined the fate of the

Ministry; and if anything ever had the

character of authority in this House at

all, it was the vote arrived at on that occa-

sion. The House, I assume, meant by the

decision it arrived at that the person who
was to be intrusted with a vote to elect

members of parliament should be one with

respect to whom there should be some guar-
antee and security for the regularity of his

life and the general trustworthiness of his

conduct; and the House thought that the

fact of a man being rated to the relief of

the poor, and being able to pay his rates,

gave that fair assurance which the state

had a right to require. I take it that vote

of the House of Commons meant this :

If you are going to invest men with the

exercise of public rights, let that great trust

be accompanied with the exercise of public

duty. I take it for granted that was what

the House of Commons meant. It meant

that the being rated to the poor and the pay-

ing of the rates constituted a fair assurance
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that the man who fulfilled those conditions

was one likely to be characterized by regu-

larity of life and general trustworthiness of

conduct That is a principle which the

House thought ought not to be lost sight

of, but should be a sine qua non in the

settlement of the borough franchise."

Having therefore, proceeded the speaker,

to consider that question, he had accepted

as a guide that decision of the House of

Commons, placing on it what he deemed

to be its real interpretation. He believed

that the House had resolved and wished

that the borough suffrage should be bound

up and united with the duty of paying
rates for the maintenance of the poor, and

paying them really that, in fact, a bond

fide rating franchise was what the House

of Commons meant by the resolution it

adopted. Accepting the decision of the

House with that interpretation, he had

then to consider how such a proposition

could be united with the principle of value,

which hitherto had been and still was the law

of the country with respect to the borough

franchise, and which without exception

during all the discussions on the subject

for the last fifteen years had been accepted

by parliament. The result of that attempt
had not been satisfactory. In accepting
a real and genuine principle of rating

as a basis, he found the moment he

had endeavoured to connect it with value

disturbing elements, which promised no

prospect of solution, and gave no chance

of permanency. Therefore, under those cir-

cumstances, in the course of consideration

he proposed to examine the whole question

of occupation in boroughs, and see what

would be the effect of the application of

the principle of genuine rating without refer-

ence to value.
" Let me call the attention of the House,"

he said,
"
to some figures, which will be in

the hands of members immediately and in

greater detail. There are in the boroughs
of England and Wales 1,367,000 male

householders, of whom there are at present

qualified to vote 644,000. There would,

therefore, remain unqualified 723,000. In

applying the principle of a franchise

founded on being rated to the poor, and

of personal payment of the rates, we found

that out of these 723,000 now disqualified,

or rather not qualified for voting under

the existing law, we should at once have

had to take away 237,000 that is to say,

that beneath the 10 line which now quali-

fies there are 237,000 persons who are rated

to the poor, and who pay rates, and who if

the law were so changed that value should

not be an element would then be qualified

to vote for members of parliament Now,
if you add these 237,000 persons who are

rated to the poor, and who pay their rates,

to the 644,000 who are at present qualified,

you will find that there would be 881,000

persons fulfilling the required conditions

that is to say, almost exactly two-thirds

of the whole of the householders in the

boroughs of England and Wales. There

would still remain 486,000 who would

not be qualified under these circumstances,

because they do not pay rates personally.

A great deduction must be made from those

486,000 on account of persons who might
claim to pay the rates

;
but a great amount

of those 486,000 persons would still remain

without the opportunity of being rated to

the poor, because there are certain Acts of

parliament, some of a general and some of

a local character, by which the landlord

compounds for the rates of his tenants,

who, in consequence, are called compound
householders, and most of these are under

the operation of the Act with the details

of which every gentleman in the House

is familiar the Small Tenements Act*

There are fifty-eight boroughs which are

entirely under the operation of that Act,

and there are ninety-eight boroughs in

which certain parishes only are under the

operation of the Act
" In considering the settlement of the

franchise for boroughs, and the possibility

of attempting to establish it, not on the

The Small Tenements Act regards the rating of premise*

down to the limit of X10.
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fluctuating principle of value, which is only

a question of degree which may vary, and

which we might be called on to change

from year to year, it is impossible not to

take into view the peculiar position of the

compound householders. And the question

arises, Ought a compound householder to

have a vote ? Well, sir, in our opinion,

assuming that the House is of the same

opinion, that the foundation of the fran-

chise should be rating and a payment of

rates, and that that is adopted by the

House, not as a check, as some would say,

but, on the contrary, as a qualification, and

because it is the best evidence of the trust-

worthiness of the individual, we have no

hesitation in saying ourselves that we do not

think that the compound householder, as

a compound householder, ought to have a

vote. But we are far from saying that any

person who is a compound householder

from the effect of Acts which have been

passed for the convenience of vestries,

should be deprived of the opportunity of

obtaining and enjoying this right which

persons in the same sphere of life may
have granted to them, and which, for aught
we know, these compound householders may
be equally competent to possess and to exer-

cise. And therefore we should have to

consider whether it might not be possible
in the case of compound householders who
are deprived of rating for the moment by
Acts to which I have referred, either of a

general or local character whether it might
not be possible to give them the oppor-

tunity of accepting the public duty, and in

consequence the public right, which others
in the same sphere of life and influenced
in their conduct by the same conditions of

existence might possess; and taking this

general view of the question, seeing the

impossibility of settling it on any principle
connected with value, and that it is only
by taking the rating principle in its com-
pleteness and authenticity that you can

get one on which you can rest a perfect
settlement, our opinion is, and we shall
make that, proposition to the House, that

we should establish the franchise in the

boroughs on this principle, that any man who

has occupied a house for two years, and been

rated to the relief of the poor and pays his

rates every householder under these condi-

tions should enjoy the borough franchise.
"
By that means the 237,000 persons who

are now rated, and pay their rates, would,

of course, be at once qualified. But with

regard to the compound householders, we

propose that every facility should be given

to them
;

that they shall be allowed to

enter their names upon the rate-book, to

fulfil the constitutional condition to which

I have adverted, and then they will, of

course, succeed to the constitutional right

which is connected with it. Sir, if we

pursue that course you have your borough
franchise fixed upon principle ; you know

where you are
; you know that the power

of electing members of parliament must be

exercised by men who, by their position in

life, have shown that they are qualified for

its exercise. And meeting the difficulty of

compound householders by the provisions

which are in the bill, and which will give

them every facility to claim the exercise of

the same right on condition of fulfilling the

same duty, the whole of the 723,000 house-

holders in the boroughs of England that are

at present not qualified to vote for members

of parliament will be qualified by the bill

I am asking leave to introduce. Nor will

there be a man among them who, if he

deserves the franchise, may not possess it."

Mr. Disraeli then criticised the plan

popular with some persons, and which was

held forth as a more satisfactory settlement

of the question than the one he had pro-

posed on the part of the government that

the suffrage should be established on a 5

rating.
"
Now, sir, I must say," he con-

tinued,
"
having had very much to consider

these questions, I know of no Serbonian

bog deeper than a 5 rating would prove
to be. Just let the House see how it stands.

In the present state of the law, as I shall

show to the House, if the interpretation we
have placed on the great vote of last year be
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n sound one, ami if it be not a sound one

it proves the House of Commons was trilling

with the question there really is no such

thing as a 5 rating you let in a very

large and very indiscriminate number to

the enjoyment of the right without the

preliminary performance of duties; and
when they are let in you leave a great many
behind them who, because others are let in,

immediately cry out to be admitted. Then
where is your settlement ? There is no

more reason why a 5 rating should give a

qualification than one of 4. But then I

am told that this great difficulty is to be

entirely overcome by a violent change to

be effected in the law of England. Nominal
5 raters are to be turned into bond fide 5

raters by the operation of the law, and no

Englishman who pays less than that sum
is to enjoy the privilege of voting. All

below that line are, in fact, to be taken

out of the sphere of self-government, and

deprived of the opportunity which the

humblest now possess, and would possess
under the plan we propose, of performing

public duties, and consequently of obtaining

public rights. I can imagine no scheme

more injurious I may say more fatal

than a proposition of this kind; and it

Mvtii.s to me that if we were to adopt it

manhood suffrage would be the logical and

necessary consequence, and that every man
who finds that he is in a position in which

he may not be permitted to fulfil a consti-

tutional condition which may give him a

constitutional right, would naturally fall

back into the arms of the lowest agitators,

and feel that his only chance of ever obtain-

ing the rights of constitutional citizenship
would be by a process which has not hither-

to been recognized by any authorities in

this country."
Mr. Disraeli then stated the other fran-

chises which the bill proposed. All per-

sons who paid twenty shillings annually in

direct taxation and by direct taxation he

meant the payment of income tax and

assessed taxes (but not including licenses of

any kind) should have a vote.
"
Thus,"

VOL. II.

he argued,
" we build up the constituency,

which would establish the franchise in the

boroughs upon two great principles the

payment of direct taxation and the pay-
ment of rates. But it has been urged that

the enjoyment of this franchise, founded

upon the payment of direct taxes, is one

which would not be enjoyed as intended in

a great degree by the class whose influence,

it is said, our proposition may assail
;
that

is to say, that most of them are house-

holders, and therefore they would not enjoy
this franchise. Therefore, we meet that

objection by proposing that a person who

pays twenty shillings direct taxation, and

who enjoys the franchise which depends

upon the payment of direct taxation, if he

is also a householder and pays his rates

may exercise his suffrage in respect of both

qualifications." The bill would also give

votes to the holders of deposits in the

savings-banks, and of funded property to

the amount of 50.
" Then there is the

educational franchise," continued Mr.

Disraeli.
"

It has been said that if you
introduce a suffrage founded upon the

payment of direct taxation it would supply
means for exercising the vote to those per-

sons who otherwise would have it under the

educational franchise. To a certain degree

there is truth in that; but having taken

some pains to investigate what would be

the operation of such a franchise, I am
bound to say that there are many persons
in whose condition the House would be

deeply interested, some of whom would not

have any opportunity, either as householders

and this would be peculiarly the case in

counties or as payers of direct taxation, of

exercising the suffrage, but who are pecu-

liarly qualified to exercise such a trust.

Among others the position of ministers of

religion is very remarkable. I am speak-

ing of ministers of all sects. I find men
who entirely devote their lives to solace or

to elevate the sense of existence, are men
who under this franchise would exercise,

and I think admirably exercise, a certain

degree of political influence, but who, either

7
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as householders or as payers of income tax

especially to the amount of twenty shillings,

would certainly be debarred from the fran-

chise. I therefore trust that the House

will allow these three franchises to pass."

Mr. Disraeli next stated the additions

his measure would create in the borough

constituency. "I do not think," he said,

"
that it is our business to act the part of

electioneering agents, and to make estimates,

always of a most speculative character, of

the number of persons who will vote under

the plan we propose. That is not our busi-

ness as ministers in parliament. We are to

see who, under the laws of this country, are

to have the opportunity of acquiring a vote.

And allow me to remind the House of the

nature of the arguments which are always
used by those who are the promoters of in-

creased suffrage. They are always founded

upon the number of the population. But

the business of the House of Commons
in proposing or in passing laws upon this

subject is to ascertain as far as possible

the number who will be admitted under

the particular measure. They are not to

estimate a thing which, after all, can only
be done in a speculative manner the

number who may be tempted, in conse-

quence of the passing of the bill, to register
their suffrages. Their business is simply to

pass those laws which they think will con-

duce to the welfare or safety of the countiy.

Well, I say that if this bill be carried there

is not a man, whether he be a ratepayer

paying a rental of less than 10, or a com-

pound householder, who may not qualify
himself if he choose. In the new boroughs,
to which I will afterwards advert, the

estimated number of voters will be 68,000.
The number of direct taxpayers who would

probably vote in boroughs will be very
considerable. The public departments have
no means of offering to the House any
recent information upon this subject, and
it would probably take months to obtain

any. Making due allowance, however, for

the increased property and assessed taxes

probably at the rate of twenty-three per

cen t. since Mr. Macaulay's returns were

made to the House, I should think that the

number who would qualify in boroughs

would greatly exceed 200,000. The educa-

tional franchise would in the boroughs give

35,000 voters, the fundholders' franchise

25,000, and the savings-bank franchise

45,000. You would thus have more than

a million of voters who could qualify them-

selves in the boroughs for the exercise of

the franchise. It has been said that they

will not choose to avail themselves of that

great right. I regret to hear that opinion,

but I venture to doubt its correctness. But

still, whatever may be our opinion, it is the

duty of the House so to deal with this

question that those whom they believe to

be qualified for the exercise of this privilege

shall have that opportunity ;
and the duty

of parliament ceases when that has been

accomplished."
Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to consider

the question of the county franchise. He

proposed that those new suffrages should

be extended to the counties; but in con-

sequence of the great difference which

prevailed between counties and boroughs
he did not propose, under any circumstances,

that any person should exercise the privilege

of voting twice. Then as to the amount of

the occupation in counties. When he last

made some observations to the House upon
that subject, he stated that the government

thought, on the whole, that the county

qualification had better be placed at 20

rating. When he made that statement he

made it with a feeling on the part of the

government that the opinion of the House

of Commons ought to be consulted upon
the subject, and because, also, they believed

that the House had never had the oppor-

tunity of arriving at any decided opinion

upon the matter. The question had really

never been put fairly before the House.

When Mr. Locke King and others had

come forward with propositions to reduce

the occupation for counties to 10, the

House had been always asked to consider

these propositions in an isolated manner.
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Now, he thought, and he hclieved that the

House had been long of the same opinion,
that the question ought to be considered

in conjunction with those of analogous
character, and ought not to be treated in

an isolated manner. They depended upon
each other, and he looked upon all those

attempts to reduce the county franchise as

barren of results; and as a proof of the

correctness of that opinion, he might also

remark that they had been barren of

consequences. No one ever felt that a

satisfactory settlement would be likely to

result from those debates.

"Last year," he continued, "there was
an Opportunity when the reform bill was

before the House when the mind of the

House was accustomed to consider in all

its details and in all its ramifications the

principles of parliamentary representation

there was, I say, at that time a fair oppor-

tunity for discussing this question in a

satisfactory manner, and for arriving at a

satisfactory settlement. But this subject,

always unfortunate, was never more unfor-

tunate than on that occasion, because a

great party scene and division took place

at the beginning of the evening destined

for its discussion. It was brought on in

a languid House in a very thin House. It

was decided, I grant, in a very full House,
but it was discussed in an unsatisfactory
and feeble manner. My opinion is a per-

fectly impartial one, for I myself took part
in the debate. The division was taken in a

full House, and the majority was not only
a very slight one, but the question was

decided upon a principle which the result

of the session showed was not the con-

viction of the House of Commons. Well, if

the House of Commons meant anything it

meant that rating should be the principle

of the franchise, and I believe that decision

In i* been received by the country as one of

the soundest at which the House of Com-
mons ever arrived. Well, we should have

been glad if the question had been calmly
and completely discussed, and, at whatever

opinion the House of Commons had arrived,

we should have accepted that opinion as a

wise and a sound one. In endeavouring,

however, to bring forward a complete

measure, and as far as we can to offer

a definite and definitive position to the

consideration of the House, Her Majesty's

government gave much attention to this

question of the county occupation fran-

chise
;
and on the whole, they believe that

the qualification that would be most advan-

tageous and most satisfactory would be a

15 rating, and that is the amount at which

tJiey are determined to fix it. That would

qualify 171,000 additional householders

for the exercise of the franchise. The

savings-bank franchise will give 40,000 ;

the fundholders franchise 25,000 ;
and

the educational franchise 44,000 voters. A
very large number, exceeding 150,000, will

vote in virtue of the payment of direct

taxes. No doubt many of these would

possess double qualifications, but there will

still be an addition to the county franchise

of upwards of 300,000 voters."

Passing on to the distribution of seats,

Mr. Disraeli made the following observa-

tions: "Now, sir, this is a question that

very greatly interests the public mind, and

I know there are members on both sides of

the House who take a very deep interest

in it. The proposition which I made upon
a previous occasion has been described as

quite inadequate to the occasion and to

the circumstances in which the country is

placed ;
and we have heard that it is an

insufficient response to the demands of the

public voice. I am perfectly ready to meet

these objections, though I have no desire

upon an occasion such as this to invite

controversy, for I have no doubt there will

be opportunities hereaiter for entering upon
matters of detail. It is said that there

should be a much larger scheme of disfran-

chisement; that at the very least every
town of 10,000 inhabitants or less should

lose a member, and some say we should

even go further than that We are also

told that a third member should be given
to many places, and thus, by a process of
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disfranchisement and cumulative votes, at

last a perfect representation of the people

would be accomplished. We have given

the subject the great consideration which

it deserves. My own opinion is that the

votaries of this new system are not very

numerous in the country, and I doubt

whether they are very numerous in this

House
;
but its advocates are no doubt in

many cases men of distinguished ability

and high character, and persons whose

opinions upon any public subject will com-

mand and deserve attention.
" But whatever may be the number of

those persons who advocate three-cornered

constituencies and cumulative voting, there

is no doubt that a very great noise has

been made by them. I am willing to

admit that, as far as the articles and the

letters in the newspapers are concerned,

the question is settled
;
but I have always

observed that those articles and letters

I do not wish to speak slightingly of

t/iem, for I have written leading articles

for newspapers myself have one distin-

guishing characteristic, and that is, that

they always assume there is only one side

of a question ;
but their writers are wise

in their generation, because if they did not

act on that assumption nobody at the

moment would read their productions. As,

then, the question of three-cornered con-

stituencies and cumulative votes has been

brought before the consideration of the

House, I, and others who are near me,
will meet the question frankly and fully.

The House will not, I am sure, permit the

introduction of any controversial matter

upon the present occasion; but it has a

right to hear the opinions of the govern-
ment upon a question, and therefore I say
that, having considered the matter without

prejudice I am sure, and having com-

pletely and thoroughly tested it at every
point and tried it in every quarter, our

opinion is that the scheme is erroneous in

equity, and would be so in practice.
"There are only two courses to follow

if you wish to improve the representation

of the people by a redistribution of seats ;

there is no middle course. You must either

create a new electoral map of England, or

you must deal practically with the circum-

stances before you, and follow the line to

which I at this moment refer, and which 1

think the government has followed. With

regard to the proposition that there should

be a complete revision of the representative

system of the country as far as electoral

localities are concerned, if I may presume
to give advice to the House of Commons,
I would say, do not make that a question

to be settled by a parliamentary majority,

or accepted on the authority of any minis-

try whatever. It is a subject too vast and

too deep for us to treat of and deal with

without preliminary investigation conducted

by persons of the highest standing, and

character, and experience, and learning in

the country. When in possession of the

result of their accumulated knowledge and

of their mature thought and great experi-

ence, a popular assembly might weigh their

opinions, and a practical ministry might

embody their resolutions. There is no

other means by which you can deal with

this proposition; but if you are not of

opinion that the electoral map of England
should be reconstructed, then you must

proceed prudently and practically ; you
must inquire what unrepresented places ought,

fairly speaking, to be represented, and you

ought not to lose the opportunity then offered

of giving the teeming multitudes of the coun-

ties as far as you can that direct represen-

tation which they want, and which indirectly

I admit they possess. These are two prac-
tical points which you ought to have before

you. There is no medium between deal-

ing with the whole question in a vast

and solemn manner, by means adequate for

the settlement of so great a matter, and

the prudent, practical method which 1

mentioned.
"
Well, sir, we are not prepared to take

the first course, although I do not say it is

unworthy of deep and respectful consid-

eration
;
we therefore propose to follow the
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second, and we have found towns in this

country which we think ought to be re-

presented, and whose representatives would

bring fresh vigour to this House. The

population of the counties, invigorated and
vivified with the new franchises which you
are giving it, will demand direct repre-
sentation in this House; and you ought to

move in that direction as far as you can,

so that counties may no longer be said to

be represented only indirectly by small

boroughs. I am of opinion that this may
be done without any very serious dis-

turbance of our representative system.
Whatever you do, your representation must
In-

fairly distributed over the country; if

you give a greater preponderance to one part
at the expense of another, you create two

nations
;
there will be a want of sympathy

and cordiality between the parts, and you
will, in fact, be going back to the principles

of the Heptarchy."
The government proposed with the thirty

seats that would be obtained from the process
of disfranchisement to give, as Mr. Disraeli

had suggested in his former bill, a repre-

sentative to Hartlepool, Darlington, Burn-

Icy, Staleybridge, St. Helen's, Dewsbury,

I'.arnsley, Middlesborough, Wednesbury,

Croydon, Gravesend, and Torquay, and two

representatives to the Tower Hamlets. In

respect to the counties, they proposed to

divide North Lancashire, North Lincoln-

shire, West Kent, East Surrey, Middlesex,

South Staffordshire, and South Devon,

giving them two members each, and, divid-

ing South Lancashire, to give it also an

additional member. They also proposed to

give a seat to the London University.

Mr. Disraeli thus concluded :

"
I hope

that the House will candidly consider this

measure. As far as we are concerned, we
have spared no pains, no thought, and have

not shrunk from what was more important,

perhaps, in endeavouring to bring it before

the House. 1 will not advert unnecessari I y

to the circumstances attending the framing
of this measure, which has now been brought

the House of Commons under very

great difficulties and at very great sacrifices.

I do not wish to disguise that 1 have felt

great chagrin and great mortification in

connection with what has taken place ;
but I

believe I have done my duty, and under the

circumstances I do not think I could have

done other than I have. In attempting
to bring the question to this point we have

lost those whose absence from our councils

we more than regret ;
we have had to appeal

to a high-spirited party to make what, no

doubt, to some was to a certain extent a

sacrifice of principle, much sacrifice of

sentiment, and much sacrifice of interest.

But we have not appealed in vain, because

the members of that party were animated by
the same feeling which influenced us a

sense of duty and conviction ; they felt that

the time had arrived when this question

must be dealt with and settled extensively

and completely. I hope, therefore, the

House of Commons will give this measure

a fair and candid consideration. We believe

it is one which, if adopted in spirit, will

settle its long differences; and that it is

qualified to meet the requirements of the

country. I am told for certain there are

objections against it, but I beg to remind

the House of the distinctions which we
draw between popular privileges and

democratic rights. I am told that in tliis

measure there are checks and counterpoises,

and that it assumes in this country the

existence of classes. If there are checks

and counterpoises in our scheme, we live

under a constitution of which we boast

that it is a constitution of checks and

counterpoises. If the measure bears some

reference to existing classes in this country,

why should we conceal from ourselvci, or

omit from our discussions the fact, that this

country is a country of classes, and a

country of classes it will ever remain ?

What we desire to do is to give every one

who is worthy of it a fair share in the

government of the country by means of the

elective franchise ; but, at the same time,

we have been equally anxious to maintain

the character of the House, to make
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propositions in harmony with the circum-

stances of the country, to prevent a

preponderance of any class, and to give a

representation to the nation."

At the very outset the bill encountered

an opposition which plainly proved that, if

the measure was to become law, it would

have to undergo considerable alterations,

additions, and emendations. No sooner had

Mr. Disraeli taken his seat, than Mr. Glad-

stone rose to sound the first note of hostility.

The leader of the Opposition regarded
the figures cited by Mr. Disraeli as errone-

ous and visionary, and looked upon the

alleged new voters as little more than men
in buckram. He did not believe that

140,000 voters, after allowing for double

qualifications, would be admitted by extend-

ing the franchise to all who personally paid
their rates. Nor did he place much faith

in the three safeguards proposed the per-
sonal payment of rates, the length of

residence, and dual voting. The first was

fundamentally wrong. If household suffrage
was to be established let it be established

freely, and not leave it to the wealthier

classes in a parish to enfranchise or dis-

franchise the other classes at pleasure. To
the proposition for dual voting he was

warmly opposed. Dual voting would be

a gigantic instrument of fraud, and wake
a proclamation of a war of classes. Mr.

Lowe was of the same opinion, only more

bitterly expressed. Mr. Roebuck considered

that all the objections against the measure

might be arranged in committee, but that if

the bill were rejected, and the government
thrown out, a deadlock would follow. Mr.
Beresford Hope was sarcastic upon a Conser-
vative government outbidding the Liberals

in a Liberal market, and denounced the bill

as a two-faced measure, which might either

prove so restrictive as to take away with
one hand what it seemed to give with the

other, or else entail household suffrage in a
most dangerous form. In reply Mr. Disraeli

defended his statistics from the accusations
of inaccuracy brought forward by Mr. Glad-
stone, and maintained that the principle

upon which he proposed to establish the

borough franchise was an English principle,

a constitutional and sound principle, which

would recommend itself to the conscience

and conviction of the country, and one

which held out the prospect of security and

peace. Under no conditions, in spite of

the hint that had been thrown out, would

the government introduce household suffrage

pure and simple. There was no inconsis-

tency in the Conservative party a party

which eight years ago had attempted to the

best of their ability and at great sacrifice

to grapple with the question introducing

and carrying through a reform bill. He

hoped the House would give to his proposi-

tion a dispassionate consideration, and prove
that there was a sincere desire to bring to

a satisfactory issue a question that had too

long existed unsettled. Let them not decide

too rashly against a measure which they had

never seen.
"
I think it would be wiser at

least," he concluded,
"
to take this bill and

read it before you decide upon its merits.

I believe that it at least has this great

object it seeks to bring about the settle-

ment of a question deeply interesting to

the people, in a manner conservative in

the highest sense of the institutions of the

country."

His advice was accepted, and leave was

given to bring in the bill.

Upon the second reading the Opposition

opened its batteries in downright earnest

(March 25, 186*7). The debate lasted two

nights, during which all the details of the

bill were subjected to the closest inspection.

The criticism of Mr. Gladstone was the

most effective and exhaustive. As the bill

was then framed he declared it could not

pass. He laid before the House the altera-

tions and additions he desired to be effected.

A lodger franchise must be inserted.

Measures must be taken to prevent traffic

in the votes of the lowest classes of

householders. The distinction between

the lowest classes of householders must be

abolished. The tax-paying franchise and

the dual vote, which was almost univer-
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sally condemned, must be abandoned. And
in addition to these rejections the re-

distribution part of the scheme must be

enlarged, and the county franchise reduced.

Mr. Gladstone then examined the facilities

proposed to be given to compound house-

holders, arguing that by requiring the per-

sonal action of the householder and the

personal payment of rates calculated on

the full ratable value, the would-be voter

would be fined nearly fifty per cent., and in

some cases would have to pay his rates

twice over. He insisted that it was not

payment of rates, but a man's condition in

life, his presumable character and independ-

ence, which ought to be the criteria of his

fitness for the franchise. He condemned

the bill as admitting a principle with need-

less breadth, but limiting its application by
restrictions which would exclude at least

two-thirds of those who appeared to be

admitted. Mr. Bright was very bitter

against the measure. The real object of

the scheme was, he said, to introduce to the

suffrage about as many men as would be

admitted by an 8 tenure. Why then, he

asked, talk of household franchise ? The

government were renewing the error of

1832 by excluding the working classes

from the franchise. The bill was unsatis-

factory, and was the product, not of the

friends, but of the enemies of reform.

Touching the working classes, there was

nothing in the bill clear, or generous, or

statesmanlike. If it were passed, it would

spread universal dissatisfaction throughout
the country. Willingly would he give
the warmest support to a fair and honest

measure. "
I hate the ways," he cried,

"
I

scorn the purposes of faction
;
and if I am

driven now, or at any stage of this bill, to

oppose the government, it is because the

im'asniv they have offered to us bears upon
its face marks of deception and disappoint-

ment, and because I will be no party to any
bill which would cheat the great body of

my countrymen of the possession of that

power in this House on which they have

set thi'ir hearts, and which, as I believe, by

the constitution of this country, they may
most justly claim."

In a careful and vigorous speech (March

26, 1867), Mr. Disraeli vindicated the

provisions of his measure. He was per-

fectly ready to consent to some important

modifications of his scheme, and to abandon

some of the securities which had been the

object of especial animadversion in the

House. He never deemed that he could

draw up a bill which would not require

candid consideration in committee.
" As if

a reform bill," he exclaimed,
"
of all bills in

the world, proposed to be read the second

time, any one could expect it to pass the

third reading in the exact shape in which

it was then presented to the House !

" But

he certainly did expect fair criticism, and

he strongly objected to the imperious tone

of the speech of Mr. Gladstone. Then he

proceeded to discuss in detail the objections

which had been raised against his measure,

and the insertions that had been suggested.

To the lodger franchise he was favourable;

indeed, he considered himself the father of

that suffrage, since he was the first minister

who had ever proposed its adoption by the

House
;
and if satisfactory arguments should

be urged in its favour in committee no

doubt the House would adopt it Nor was

he prepared to insist upon the dual vote,

which had been originally intended to

provide against the swamping of the middle-

class voters. In the same tone of tolera-

tion and compromise he discussed one by
one the objections that Mr. Gladstone had

brought forward to the government scheme.

The House of Commons was, he said,

eminently a practical assembly, and it was

the business of ministers to introduce and

pass a measure of reform ; that could only
be effected by deferring to the wishes, not

only of his opponents, but of his supporters.

He would endeavour not to disregard

opinions, and when consistent with his

past professions he would not persist in

opposition. "One word before I conclude,"

he said in a peroration the earnest dis-

interestedness of which at once appealed to
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both sides of the House, and was greeted

with loud and general cheering
" One

word before I conclude. I hear much oi

the struggle of parties in this House, and

I hear much of combinations that may
occur, and courses that may be taken,

which may affect the fate of this bill. All

I can say on the part of my colleagues

and myself is, that we have no other

wish at the present moment than, with

the co-operation of this House, to bring

the question of parliamentary reform to

a settlement. I know the parliamentary

incredulity with which many will receive

avowals on our part that we are only in-

fluenced in the course we are taking by a

sense of duty; but I do assure the House

if they need such assurances after what we
have gone through, after the sacrifices we
have made, after having surrendered our

political connections with men whom we
more than regarded I can assure them no

other principle animates us, but a conviction

that we ought not to desert our posts until

this question has been settled. Eest assured

that it is not for the weal of England that

this settlement should be delayed. You

may think that the horizon is not disturbed

at the present moment. You may think

that surrounding circumstances may be

favourable to dilatory action. Some of

you may think, in the excitement of the

moment, that ambition may be gratified,

and that the country may look favourably

upon those who prevent the passing of this

bill. Do not believe it. There is a deep
responsibility with regard to this question,
which rests not upon the government merely
but upon the whole House of Commons.
We are prepared, as I think I have shown,
to act in all sincerity in this matter. Act
with us, cordially and candidly, and assist

us to carry out as we are prepared to do
as far as we can act in accordance with the

principles which we have not concealed
from you this measure, which we hope
will lead to a settlement of the question
consistent with the maintenance of the

representative character of this House. Act

with us, I say, cordially and candidly : you
will find on our side complete reciprocity of

feeling. Pass the bill, and then change the

ministry ifyou like."

Amid much enthusiasm the bill was then

read a second time.

We have no intention of recording step

by step the progress of this measure in

committee. When the novelty of objection
has worn off, nothing is drearier than to

read speech after speech replete with the

same arguments and the same repetitions.

The details of a reform bill, however wisely

conceived, are not inexhaustible
;
and by

the time three or four of the ablest speakers
in parliament have discussed dual voting,
the rate-paying clauses, the "

compound
householder," the lodger franchise, the occu-

pation franchise in counties, cumulative

voting and the rest, little remains to excite

the attention of the listener or the reader,

bored perhaps already with the subject,

and still more bored when that subject is

treated by inferior minds, who talk only
for talking's sake or to prove their activity
to their constituents. We shall content

ourselves with but a brief sketch of the

history of the bill before it was enrolled

on the statute-book, save when we have

to touch upon those passages of arms,

which enlivened the dulness of debate, be-

tween Mr. Disraeli and his opponents on

either side of the House.

The bill was to be discussed in com-

mittee April 8, 1867
;
but between the

second reading and that date various events

had occurred of some importance to the

fate of the measure. In the first place, a

deputation from the Eeform League had
waited upon Mr. Gladstone, and had re-

quested him to use his influence to get rid

of the savings-bank clauses, on the ground
of the intense selfishness of depositors in

savings banks as a class. Then a depu-
tation from the same body had waited upon
.he prime minister and the chancellor of

he exchequer, urging the abandonment of

.he residential qualification and the rating

clause, and the adoption of the lodger frau-
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chise. But must important of all, a meeting
of some 240 Liberal members had been

held at the house of Mr. Gladstone, to

deride upon the future course of action.

At the suggestion of the leader of the

Opposition, Mr. Coleridge, then one of

the meml)ers for Exeter, was to be com-

missioned on the House going into com-

mittee on the bill to move the following

amendment: "That it be an instruction

to the committee that they have power
to alter the law of rating, and to provide
that in every parliamentary borough the

occupiers of tenements below a given rat-

able value be relieved from liability to

personal rating, with the view to fix a

line for the borough franchise at which

all occupiers should be entered on the

rate-book, and should have equal facilities

for the enjoyment of such franchise as a

residential occupation franchise." In the

course of the discussion Mr. Gladstone

admitted that the borough franchise and

lodger franchise might be dealt with in

committee
;
but with regard to personal

rating they must put a gentle pressure on

the government, and grant the committee

power to alter the law of rating, so as to

(li-al with the exemption from personal

liiihility below a certain line.

And now opposition arose from a quarter
where it was the least expected. Since the

death of Lord Palmerston, Mr. Gladstone

had occupied the position of leader of the

Liberal party in the House of Commons.

Essentially a man of books, and lacking
the tact and nice consideration of the man
of the world, his following soon showed

symptoms of insubordination under his

guidance. Several of the Liberals were

olli'iided by the domineering tone of their

leader, by his intellectual arrogance, which

commanded all that he suggested to be

implicitly carried out, by the passionate

bigotry with which he adhered to his

own opinions and tolerated no interfer-

ence, and by the various little tricks of

temper and disposition which stu<lr:its,

born to shine in the closet, so often dis-

vou n.

play when called upon to control the

proceedings and influence the minds of

men. A small band of Liberals declined

to consider themselves as sheep and Mr.

Gladstone as the bell -wether, and to fol-

low where he chose to take them
; they

murmured at having their hands tied by
a minute instruction such as that which

their chief had forced upon the party. It

was not pleasant, as even a newspaper

strong in the Liberal cause declared, for

men " to be handed over bound hand and

foot to a leader who simply called them

together to tell them what he intended to

do, and who seemed to expect that when

he spoke the only duty of his followers was

to nod assent" A meeting of the disaffected

was held in the tea-room of the House of

Commons, when a proposal was formally

made and carried to cut down the instruc-

tions; and a deputation waited upon Mr.

Gladstone to inform him of what had been

done. To avoid an open division, and after

this defection almost certain defeat, Mr.

Gladstone arranged to limit the instruc-

tions to the first clause of the resolution.

Nicknames are soon given in the House of

Commons to men and measures; and as the

Liberal members comprising this meeting

kept more or less together during the

subsequent discussions on the reform bill,

they came to be popularly known as the
" Tea-room party."*

Three days after the collapse of this

elaborate instruction the work of the com-

mittee began in real earnest. Mr. Gladstone

moved an amendment upon the clause pre-

scribing the new borough franchise, with the

object of making the direct and personal

payment of rates by the householder not

essential to the franchise. He therefore

When the Hnn.se of Commons assembled (April R), Mr.

Locke asked whether, in the event of the second claa-e

being withdrawn from the instructions, government would

ncfi-pt the first, Mr. Disraeli at first declined to answer a

hvjx'i lirlic;il question, but nn being assured that it hud been

put witli the knowledge of Mr. Coleridge, he said that govern-
ment " had all along prc>umed the committee would hjive

power to alter the rating, so that to induce them to accept
it did nipt require even a (-entle pressure." He alMi i :

it would have ("-en a" well IliHt the mover of the resolution

slu'iild lni>e declared his own intention*.

8
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proposed to insert in the qualifying clause

these words " Whether he in person or

his landlord be rated to the relief of the

poor," and a debate lasting two nights

followed upon this amendment. The Con-

servative party were of opinion, that to

strike out rating from the qualifications

for the franchise was contrary to the whole

current of recent legislation and to all the

elements of national representation. In

fixing on rating as a qualification, the

government had acted in accordance with

all former precedents, while every attempt
to extend the franchise by drawing the

line at a lower figure of occupation had

failed. The principle of the bill was that

of self-election as opposed to a fixed line

that all should be admitted to the electoral

body who chose to open the door for them-

selves. On the other hand, the Liberals

declared that the bill opposed great barriers

to enfranchisement
;
the rates of two-thirds

of the houses under the value of ten pounds
in boroughs were compounded for, and as

the occupiers of those Houses would prac-

tically remain disfranchised, the bill would
do little towards enfranchising the working
classes in towns. The object of the amend-
ment was, that every person who had the

borough franchise should be put on the

same footing. At that time the law

required the occupier to be on' the rate-

book, and the payment of the landlord

was, for the purpose of enfranchisement,
the tenant's payment. Why for the

purposes of disfranchisement alter the

law ? Mr. Disraeli declined to support
this amendment, for from the principle of

personal rating ministers had resolved not
to swerve. It was on this occasion, when
refuting the arguments of the Liberals, that
Mr. Disraeli passed the well-known criticism

on the eloquence of Mr. Beresford Hope.
It was during the discussion upon this

reform bill tint the animosity which
Mr. Disraeli excited among the dis-

affected of his own party reached its

height. By a certain section of the Con-
servatives the policy of the chancellor of

the exchequer was openly opposed; but not

content with attacking the opinions of

Mr. Disraeli he himself was branded as a

dangerous adventurer, to be cried down in

newspapers and to be shown up in reviews.

No adjective was too venomous to describe

his teaching, no epithet was too base to

fling at himself personally. It is pleasant

to think that some who at that time were

among the bitterest enemies of Mr. Dis-

raeli, afterwards frankly admitted that

their estimate both of the policy and of

the man had been utterly wrong, and

amply atoned for their unjust suspicions by

loyally giving in their adherence to their

once much -abused leader, and in several

instances of becoming his sincere and at-

tached friends. Of this little band of jealous

and malicious secessionists Mr. Beresford

Hope was a prominent personage. His

wealth, his intellectual activity, his alliance

with one of the proudest houses in England,
his ownership of the cleverest journal that

the weekly press possessed, all tended to

raise him to a position of authority among
the disaffected, and to have his advice

listened to with deference. He did not

believe in Mr. Disraeli
;
he refused to

accept his dangerous teaching ;
he declined

to range himself among his supporters.

Mr. Beresford Hope would, in spite of

his Dutch descent, have perhaps seen no

impropriety in himself leading the House

of Commons and in being admitted to the

councils of the cabinet
;
but to him, the de-

scendant of an Amsterdam merchant, it was

strongly repugnant that one who was the

descendant of a Venetian merchant should

be the representative of the English gentry
and the animating spirit of a Tory adminis-

tration.
" I am prepared," said Mr. Hope

after having given his reasons, if spiteful

distortions of facts and vulgar personalities

can be called reasons, why he supported the

amendment of Mr. Gladstone
"
I am pre-

pared for anything which I may hear. I

have since the great Conservative break-up
of 1846 been longer out of parliament than

in it
;
because although I have ever been a
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Conservative or Tory, I never would full

down and worship the golden image set up
in the deserts of Arabia. I have been a

free lance long enough not much to mind

whatever may happen to me : and I can say
that sink or swim, dissolution or no dissolu-

tion, in or out of the next parliament, I for

one, with my whole heart and conscience,

will vote against the Asian mystery."
Mr. Hope can scarcely be said to have

scored a great triumph on this occasion. He
had planned an elaborate attack, had carried

it out with some eloquence, and had in return

expected a smart onslaught.
"

I know that

for saying what I have done," he cried,
"

I

shall subject myself to pointed gibes from

OIK- member of this House; but I am old-

fashioned enough to think that pointed

gibes from some quarters may be a real

compliment to an honest man." Mr. Dis-

raeli was, however, often in the habit of

disappointing those who trusted to obtain

notoriety by receiving a reply to their

attacks, passing such onslaughts by in dis-

dain and treating them as if they had never

In 'I'll delivered. On this occasion he cer-

tainly condescended to notice the comments
of Mr. Beresford Hope, though he did not

indulge in many "pointed gibes;" he con-

tented himself with making a few remarks

which will perhaps be remembered long
after the individual who excited them
has been forgotten. "Now, sir," said Mr.

Disraeli (April 12, 1867), defending the

provisions of his bill, "I shall not notice

some remarks made by the lion, gentleman
the member for

, Stoke-upon-Trent [Mr.
Beresford Hope], because he evidently

expected that I was going to make a

very elaborate reply to what he said. I

answer him that 1 listened with the greatest

pleasure to the invective which he delivered

against n;e. His style is very ornamental

to discussion, but it requires practice. And
so far as my honourable friend, displayed
his talents to-night, I listened with the

greatest satisfaction. All his exhibitions in

this House are distinguished by a prudery
which charms me; and when he talks of

Asian mysteries I may perhaps by way of

reply remark that there is a Batavian grace

about his exhibition which takes the sting

out of what he has said." When the style

of oratory indulged in by Mr. Beresford

Hope is remembered the charm of man-

ner, the polished poses, and the dignified

utterances which characterize the consum-

mate speaker the expression "I'.atavian

grace
"

is very happy.
At the close of the debate upon Mr.

Gladstone's amendment a division was

taken, when amid tumultuous cheering from

the Conservative party, a majority of twenty-

one voted for the government This victory

plainly showed that the Liberals were dis-

united, and that several of them, casting off

their fealty to their leader, gave their sup-

port to the ministry. Mr. Gladstone had

several other important amendments which

he had intended to introduce, but after this

defeat he felt it would be -useless to bring

them forward. In a letter to Mr. Craw-

ford, one of the members for the city of

London, who had inquired whether the

other amendments would be moved, Mr.

Gladstone thus wrote " The country can

hardly now fail to be aware that those

gentlemen of the Liberal party whose con-

victions allow them to act unitedly on the

question are not a majority, but a minority,

in the existing House of Commons; and they
have not the power they were supposed
to possess of limiting or directing the

action of the administration, or shaping
the provisions of the reform bill. Still,

having regard to the support which my
proposal with respect to personal rating

secured from so large a number of Liberal

members, I am not less willing than here-

tofore to remain at the service of the party
to which they belong; and when any suit-

able occasion shall arise, if it shall be their

wish, I shall be prepared again to attempt
concerted action upon this or any other

subject for the public good. But until

then, desirous to avoid misleading the coun-

try and our friends, I feel that prudence

requires me to withdraw from my attempts
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to assume the initiative in amending a meas-

ure which cannot perhaps be effectually

amended except by a reversal, formal or

virtual, of the vote of Friday the llth;

for such attempts, if made by me, would,

I believe, at the present critical moment

not be the most likely means of advancing
their own purpose. Accordingly I shall

not proceed with the amendments now on

the paper in my name, nor give notice of

other amendments such as I had contemp-
lated

;
but I shall gladly accompany others

in voting against any attempt, from what-

ever quarter, to limit yet farther the scanty
modicum of enfranchisement proposed by
the government, or in improving, where

it may be practicable, the provisions of

the bill"

During the whole time the reform bill

was being discussed in committee Mr.

Disraeli was always at his post. He did

not leave the work of supervision to a sub-

ordinate, but with his own lips refuted

arguments, accepted suggestions, and stated

the policy of the cabinet. He spoke over

three hundred times, and was in reality the

government throughout those memorable

weeks of constant and suggestive criticism.

The reform bill was the work of Mr.

Disraeli, and of him alone. He had "edu-

cated
"
his party to accept his teaching, but

the education had only been acquired at

the expense of almost hourly lessons from

the master. "If we wish to make progress
with this bill," cried Mr. Bernal Osborne,
"
let us have no law. Let us rely on the

chancellor of the exchequer. I say this

without any innuendo respecting his sin-

cerity. I always thought the chancellor of

the exchequer the greatest Radical in this

House. He has achieved what no other

man in the country could have done. As I

have said before, he has lugged up that

great omnibus-full of stupid, heavy country

gentlemen. I only say
'

stupid
'

in the

parliamentary sense. It is a perfectly par-

liamentary word. He has converted these

Conservatives into Radical reformers. In

fact, the chancellor of the exchequer is the

ministry by himself, for it could not exist a

day without him, and all the rest who sit

near him are most respectable pawns on

the board, their opinion being not worth a

pin ;
when I hear the chancellor of the

exchequer say a thing I know it shall and

will be so." We do not quote this passage
to prove that we agree with Mr. Osborne's

estimate of the political views entertained

by Mr. Disraeli, but as an acknowledgment
of the vigilance and dominating influence

then exercised by the chancellor of the

exchequer.
In committee the bill underwent, as Mr.

Disraeli had anticipated, numerous changes.

These changes the chancellor of the ex-

chequer courted, for he knew no reform

bill would be acceptable unless both sides

of the House raised suggestions. Com-

promise was to be the essence of the

measure. One by one Liberal suggestions

were accepted and Conservative proposals

abandoned, and vice versa. The "compound
householder

"
was thrown over

; Yarmouth,

Lancaster, Reigate, and Totness were dis-

franchised
;
the government had proposed

to cut down all constituencies under 7000

to one member each
;
an amendment was

moved to enlarge the minimum to 10,000.

and carried in spite of the opposition oi

the government ;
a third member was added

to Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, and

Leeds. Indeed, before the bill came on for

the third reading it had been so changed as

in some measure to justify the charges of

certain disappointed Conservatives that the

bill was in no sense the same bill which

the government had introduced. Several

of the demands brought forward by Mr.

Gladstone had been granted. The lodger

franchise had been given; the distinctions

between compounders and noncompounders
had been abolished

;
the taxing franchise

and the dual vote had been omitted
;
the

re-distribution of seats had been enlarged

fully fifty per cent.
;
the county franchise

had been reduced ;
the voting papers had

been omitted
;

and the educational and

savings-bank franchises had been thrown
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over. The "
Conservative surrender," sneered

the foes of the bill, had been thorough. "A
clear majority of votes," wrote a reviewer

in a Conservative organ, "in a clear majority
of constituencies, has been made over to

those who have no other property than the

labour of their hands. The omnipotence of

parliament is theirs."

Upon the motion to read the reform bill

the third time (July 15, 1867), Mr. Disraeli

rose to defend the changes that had been

effected in the measure. Both the bill and
its author had been bitterly inveighed

against by Lord Cranbourne and Mr. Lowe
in what the chancellor of the exchequer

very justly called "two very violent

speeches that is, speeches very abusive of

the measure before the House, and very
abusive of the ministers who have intro-

duced it" Nothing, indeed, could be more
acrid and unjust than the concluding re-

marks of Lord Cranbourne's speech, which

imputed the most interested motives to Mr.

Disraeli, and declared that the Conservative

party under his teaching had been false to

the articles of their political creed. "After

all," said Lord Cranbourne,
" our theory of

government is not that a certain number of

statesmen should place themselves in office

and do whatever theHouse of Commons bids

them. Our theory of government is that

on each side of the House there should be

men supporting definite opinions, and that

what they have supported in opposition they
should adhere to in office

;
and that every

one should know, from the fact of their

being in office, that those particular opinions
will be supported. If you reverse that, and
declare that, no matter what a man has

supported in opposition, the moment he

gets into office it shall be open to him to

reverse and repudiate it all, you practically

destroy the whole basis on which our form

of government rests, and you make the

House of Commons a mere scrambling

place for office. You practically banish all

honourable men from the political arena,

and you will find, in the long run, that the

time will come when your statesmen will

become nothing but political adventurers
;

and that professions of opinion will be

looked upon as so many political manoeuvres

for the purpose of attaining office. . .

I entreat hon. gentlemen opposite not to

believe that my feelings on this subject are

dictated simply by my hostility to this par-

ticular measure, though I object to it most

strongly, as the House is aware. But even

if I took a contrary view if I deemed it

to be most advantageous I still should

deeply regret that the position of the

executive should have been so degraded
as it has been in the present session ;

1

should deeply regret to find that the House
of Commons has applauded a policy of

legerdemain ;
and I should, above all things,

regret that this great gift to the people if

gift you think it should have been pur-
chased at the cost of a political betrayal
which has no parallel in our parliamentary
annals, which strikes at the root of all

that mutual confidence which is the very
soul of our party government, and on which

only the strength and freedom of our repre-

sentative institutions can be sustained."

The man who cried,
" Pass the bill, and

then turn out the ministry if you will,"

should certainly not have been accused of

having employed selfish and interested

tactics to gain his ends. Mr. Disraeli saw

that the nation was resolved upon having
a reform bill, and that the only measure

which would receive the sanction of the

House and the country was one founded

upon a broad basis. Provided no sacrifice

of principle was demanded, he had been

willing to act as the majority in the Lower

House required, and in several instances he

had granted concessions which he would

far rather have not made. Still, as he was

aware that the bill could only become law

by each party acting in a spirit of compro-

mise, he had no alternative. However, in

all that he had accorded there was nothing

inconsistent with his past professions and

with the traditions of his followers. He
had introduced a bill which was national

without being democratic, and conservative
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without being exclusive. Mindful of the

agitation which had immediately followed

the first reform bill for a further extension

of the franchise, he desired to frame such

a measure of reform as would satisfy the

country without degrading it, and settle the

question for some considerable time. To

effect these ends he had long been of opinion
that no settlement of the question would be

complete or satisfactory unless its basis rested

on household suffrage, under certain condi-

tions,* and he believed that the provisions
he had suggested as to the personal payment
of rates and residence afforded as much

security as could well be obtained. The
bill which had been drawn up was at

once, as Lord Derby characterized it,
"
large, extensive, and Conservative," and

would effect a settlement which, for a long
time to come, would be considered satis-

factory.

Mr. Disraeli's defence of his measure
was unanswerable. He vindicated himself

from the charges of inconsistency which
had been levelled against him, for during
the last fifteen years he had maintained
the opinions he now held. In 1852, when
Mr. Hume brought forward the question of

parliamentary reform, in a very compre-
hensive manner it was his (Mr. Disraeli's)

duty, as the organ of the cabinet, to express
the opinions of ministers upon the subject.
"
Upon that occasion," he said,

" with the

full authority of a unanimous cabinet,

expressing the opinions of Lord Derby's
government with regard to the question

1 "
It may be said, yon have established a democratic

government in England, because yon have established house-
hold suffrage, and you have gone much further than the
measures which you previously opposed. Well, now, let me
we if there is anything in that. Now, I am not at all pre-
pared to admit that household suffrage, with the constitutional
conditions upon which we have established it namely, resi-
dence and rating has established a democratic government.
Hut it is unnecessary to enter into that consideration, because
we have not established household suffrage in England.
There are, I think I may say, probably 4 000,000 houses in

England. Under our ancient laws, and under the Act of
Lord Grey, about 1,000,000 of those householders possess
the franchise. Under the new Act of 1*67 something more
than 500,000 will be added to that million. Well, then, I
want to know if there are 4,000,000 householders, and
l,i>00,000 in round numbers have the suffrage, how can
household suffrage be said to he established in England ?"
Speech at Kdlubiiryh, October 2'J, 1867.

of parliamentary reform, I expressed our

opinion that if that subject were again

opened and its immediate re-opening we

deprecated the fault which had been com-

mitted in 1832 in neglecting to give a due

share of the representation to the working
classes ought to be remedied. That was in

the year 1852, when with the full authority

of the cabinet I said that no measure

of parliamentary reform could be deemed

satisfactory which did not remedy the

great fault of the settlement of 1832
;
and

I then contended, as I have since, that

before the settlement of 1832 franchises

existed which were peculiar to the work-

ing classes, and that although the precise

character of those franchises could not

perhaps have been entirely defended, they
should certainly not have been destroyed

without the invention of fresh franchises

more adapted to the times in which we live

and to the requirements of the classes con-

cerned." So much for his inconsistency and

for that of the Conservative party.

Mr. Disraeli then came to the year 1858,

when his party had again to consider the

question of reform.
"
It was proposed,"

he continued,
"
upon that occasion, in the

cabinet of Lord Derby, that the borough
franchise should be founded upon the

principle of household suffrage. It is

very true that that proposition was not

adopted ;
but it was not opposed, so far

as I can charge my memory, on any

political ground ;
it was not adopted by

many members of the cabinet, because

they believed that if a scheme of that

kind were brought forward it would re-

ceive no support, generally speaking, in

the country. That opinion of Lord Derby's

government, I may say, was ultimately
formed on no mean knowledge ; elaborate

machinery was had recourse to in order

to obtain the information necessary to

form an accurate opinion on the subject,

and the general tenor of the information

which reached us certainly forced us to

the conclusion that there was an insuper-
able objection on the part of the constitu-
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curies at that time against any redm lion
of the. borough franchise whatever. That

this was a true conclusion, and that the

information which led to that conclusion

was correct, there can be no doubt
;

for

although we were forced to quit office by a

resolution declaring that a reduction of the

borough franchise was expedient, those who
succeeded us failed in carrying any measure

of that kind, and remained in office for years
without at all departing from their inaction."

At the same time Mr. Disraeli was careful

to state that in 1859 the cabinet of Lord

I terhy was unanimous, that if they attempted
to reduce the borough qualification which

then existed they nmst have recourse to hoiise-

l/n/il
xitj/'i-iiye, whatever might be the conclusion.

Why then, he asked, were the Conservative

leaders tricky and false to their principles,

as had been alleged, for introducing in 1867

a measure they had agreed upon in 1859 ?

With regard to the working classes, con-

tinual Mr. Disraeli, he had no sympathy
with those politicians who approved of

"the enfranchisement of a certain and

favoured portion of the working classes;"

who were assured by their flatterers that

they were "
very much superior to every

other portion of the working classes;" and
who were to be invested with the franchise
" on the implied condition that they were

to form a certain Praetorian guard, and

prevent every other portion of the work-

ing classes of this country from acquiring
the prhileiv, and thus those other portions
would be shut out from what is called the

pale of the constitution." He opposed such

proposals, preferring to appeal to the sym-
l>athies of the great body of the people.
"The working classes," he asserted, "will

now probably have a more extensive

sympathy with our political institutions,

which, if they are in a healthy state,

ought to enlist popular feeling, because

they should be embodiments of the popular

requirements of the country. It appeared
to us that if this great change were made
in the constituent body, there would be a

better chance of arriving at the more

patriotic and national feelings of the

country than by admitting only a more

favoured section, who, in consideration of

the manner in which they were treated,

and the spirit in which they were addressed,

together with the peculiar qualities which

were ascribed to them, would regard them-

selves as marked out as it were from the

rest of their brethren and from the country,

and as raised up to be critics rather than

supporters of the constitution. These were

our views, and we retain the conviction

which guided us in 1859, and from which

if we have deviated, it was only for a

moment, and because we thought that on

this question it was impossible to come

to any solution except in the spirit of

compromise and mutual concession."

Upon the Conservative government acced-

ing to office, continued Mr. Disraeli, it was

found absolutely necessary to deal with the

question.
" We came into, power," said he,

"
unpledged ;

and I have heard with some

astonishment reproaches in regard to our

change of opinion. I am not here to defend,

to vindicate, or even to mitigate every

expression I may have used on this subject

during the course of many years; but I

can appeal to the general tenor of the

policy we have recommended. I have

always said that the question of parlia-

mentary reform was one which it was

quite open to the Conservative party to

deal with. I have said so in this House

and on the hustings, in the presence of

my countrymen, a hundred times. I have

always said, and I say so now, that when

you come to a settlement of this question,

you cannot be bound to any particular

scheme, as if you were settling the duties

on sugar ;
but dealing with the question on

great constitutional principles, and which

I hope to show have not been deviated

from, you must deal with it also with a

due regard to the spirit of the tune and

the requirements of the country." He then

touched upon the alterations that had been

effected. He denied that the changes in

the bill had been due to the dictation of
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the Opposition. The dual vote had been

abandoned a fortnight before Mr. Gladstone

had imperiously commanded its desertion.
"
It was given up," quietly remarked the

speaker,
" in consequence of the unanimous

reprobation of that political device by the

Conservative party." The security of the

two years' residence had been abandoned

because on a division the government were

defeated by a large majority, and because

many of the Conservatives were opposed to

it. The county franchise had been reduced

at the express wish of the Conservative

squirearchy. The "
fancy franchises

"
had

been abandoned because the lodger fran-

chise had been accepted by the House, and

it was quite unnecessary to have the fancy
franchises when the lodger franchise had

been adopted. Nor had there been any

great deviation of principle or anything

astounding in the acceptance of the lodger

franchise, since the lodger franchise was
one of the propositions contained in the

Conservative bill of 1859.* He, however,

frankly admitted that many of the securi-

ties and precautions he had framed had

been yielded ;
but they had been aban-

doned not always or in the greatest degree
at the bidding of his opponents, whilst

some of them had been given up to the

* In a recent decision (December 21, 1881) the Court of

Appeal has thus laid down the law as to the vexed question
of what constituted the distinction between a lodger and an

occupying tenant. "
It was a very difficult question," said

the Master of the Rolls, who delivered the judgment,
" and

he was unable to find an exhaustive definition of the term

'lodger.' He thought it right, therefore, to say that
the meaning of the term 'lodger,' or the term 'occupying
tenant,' must depend very much on the circumstances in each

particular case, but that was to lay down what would be of

very little assistance to revising barristers. He said, there-

fore, that in his opinion, where the owner of a house did not
let out the whole of the house, but retained part of it for his
own residence, where he retained the passages and staircases,

reserving to the inmates the right of ingress and egress, and
where he reserved the rights of control over the premises,
such as the turning out of the lodgers, the landlord was the

occupying tenant and the other inmates lodgers. But where
the landlord let out each floor separately, reserving to his
tenants the rights to the passages and staircases, and exer-
cised no control over the whole of the house except the right
to enter the various rooms for purposes of repairs, then
the inmates were occupying inhabitants and entitled to the
franchise." By this decision a vast number of persons, who
were not intended by the original framers of the reform bill
to have a vote, will be admitted tn the franchise. It is to be
hoped that the attention of parliament will be directed to
this matter.

general feeling of the House. If the dicta-

tion of Mr. Gladstone had been imperious,

it had certainly not been very successful;

for out of the twenty-six considerable

divisions that had been taken upon the

measure, the leader of the Opposition had

been defeated in eighteen. Mr. Disraeli

then proceeded to argue that the whole

character of the bill had not been altered,

as its enemies asserted. On the contrary
the bill, though adapted of course to the

requirements of the year in which they
were legislating, was, at the same time,

in harmony with the general policy which

the Conservative party had always main-

tained.

He closed with an attack upon Mr. Lowe.

Mr. Lowe had indulged in the most gloomy

prophecies as to the future of the country,
and had accused the government of carrying
their measure by treachery. "I was looking

to-day," he said as he concluded a speech
which Mr. Disraeli vowed reminded him
of the production of

" some inspired school-

boy,"
"
I was looking to-day at the head of

the lion which was sculptured in Greece

during her last agony after the battle of

Chaeronea, to commemorate that event; and

I admired the power and the spirit which

portrayed in the face of that noble beast

the rage, the disappointment, and the scorn

of a perishing nation and of a down-trodden

civilization, and I said to myself,
' Oh for

an orator, oh for an historian, oh for a

poet, who would do the same thing for us!'

\V e also have had our battle of Chseronea
;

we have had our dishonest victory. That

England that was wont to conquer other

nations has gained a shameful victory over

herself; and oh that a man would rise

in order that he might set forth, in words

that could not die, the shame, the rage,

the scorn, the indignation, and the despair
with which the measure is viewed by every

Englishman who is not a slave to the tram-

mels of party, or who is not dazzled by the

glare of a temporary and ignoble success!"

Of what treachery had he been guilty ?

asked Mr. Disraeli.
" The right honourable
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gentleman," he said,
" concluded his attack

upon us by accusing us of treachery, and

by informing us that he is going to support
all those measures which he has hitherto

opposed in this House though I believe

he advocated them elsewhere anil that he

will lean I suppose to those Australian

politics which rendered him first so famous.

The right honourable gentleman told us,

that in the course we are pursuing there

is infamy. The expression is strong, but I

never quarrel with that sort of tiling, nor

do I like on that account to disturb an

honourable gentleman in his speech, par-

ticularly when he happens to be approaching
his peroration. Our conduct, however,

according to him, is infamous that is his

statement because in office we are sup-

porting measures of parliamentary reform

which we disapprove and to which we have

hitherto been opposed. Well, if we disap-

prove the bill which we are recommending
the House to accept and sanction to-night,
our conduct certainly would be objection-
able. If we, from the bottom of our hearts,

do not believe that the measure which we
are now requesting you to pass is on the

whole the wisest and best that could be

passed under the circumstances, I would

even admit that our conduct was infamous.

But I want to know what the right honour-

able gentleman thinks of his own conduct

when, having assisted in turning out the

government of Lord Derby in 1859 because

they would not reduce the borough fran-

chise he, if I am not greatly mistaken,

having been one of the most active mana-

gers of that intrigue the right honourable

gentleman accepted office in 1860 under

the government of Lord Palmerston, who,
of course, brought forward a measure of

parliamentary reform which it would

:i]>pear the right honourable gentleman
also disapproved, and more than disap-

proved, inasmuch as, although a member
of the government, he privately and suc-

cessfully solicited his political opponents
to defeat. And yet this is the right hon.

gentleman who talks of infamy ! Sir, the.

VOL. II.

prognostications of evil uttered by the

noble lord (Lord Cranbourne) I can respect,

because I know they are sincere; the

warnings and the prognostications of the

right honourable gentleman I treat in

another spirit For my part I do not

believe the country is in danger. I think

England is safe in the race of men who

inhabit her
;
that she is safe in something

much more precious than her accumulated

capital her accumulated experience; she

is safe in her national character, in her

fame, in the tradition of a thousand years,

and in that glorious future which I believe

awaits her."

This was the last speech upon the third

reading of the bill. On Mr. Disraeli taking

his seat the speaker put the question, "That

this bill be read a third time." A loud

and general cry of "Ay" was the reply;

and amid tumultuous cheering that so

vexed a subject as parliamentary reform

had at last been settled, the further ques-

tion,
" That the bill do pass," was declared.

Into the history of its progress through
the Upper House we need not enter at

length. The peers resolved not merely to

form themselves into a chamber of registry,

but to act with perfect independence and

to carefully consider the provisions of the

bill. Various amendments were proposed,

but the measure underwent little substantial

alteration. The resolution of Lord Halifax,

the quondam Sir Charles Wood of budget

fame, as to the inadequacy of the redistri-

bution scheme, was negatived by a large

majority. The amendment of Lord Cairns,

raising the lodger franchise from 10 to

15, was first carried
;

but a few days

afterwards, on the motion of Earl Russell,

the lodger qualification was restored to its

original condition of a 10 rental
;
clause

five, which reduced the copyhold qualifica-

tion from 10 to 5, was struck out by a

considerable majority; the proposal of Lord

Cairns for the representation of minorities

in three-cornered constituencies was carried

by an immense majority. After a some-

what keen contest the amendment of Earl

9
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Grey, that boroughs with less than 12,000

inhabitants should only return one mem-

ber, was negatived ;
the proposal of Lord

Lyveden, to disfranchise all boroughs with

less than 5000 inhabitants, was rejected by
a large majority; and the bill was read a

third time and passed in the House of

Lords, August 6, 1867. The debate on

the measure was brought to a close by
Lord Derby.

"
I have had the honour,"

he said,
" of holding a seat in one or the

other houses of parliament for five-and-

forty years, and during that space of time

I do not recollect another instance of a

measure of such vast importance, and

involving such great and extensive change,

passing through parliament with so little

display of party spirit, or so little of

acerbity and acrimony, as have marked

the progress of the bill to which your

lordships have just given your assent.

. . . No doubt we are making a great

experiment, and taking a hap in the dark
>

but I have the greatest confidence in the

sound sense of my fellow-countrymen, and

I entertain a strong hope that the extended

franchise which we are now conferring upon
them will be the means of placing the

institutions of this country on a firmer

basis, and that the passing of the measure

will tend to increase the loyalty and
contentment of a great portion of Her

Majesty's subjects."

On the bill being carried down to the

House of Commons, the amendments of

the peers were taken into consideration.

Upon only three of the amendments did

a contest ensue; the first was as to the

representation of minorities, which was

agreed to
;
the second, which restricted the

number of votes of the electors of the

city of London to three, was also accepted ;

but the third, which authorized the using
of voting papers, was rejected by a large

majority. The Upper House acquiesced
in this revision of their proceedings by
the Commons, and the bill received the

royal assent, August 15, 1867.
Such was the history of this memorable

measure, which put an end, as Mr. Disraeli

said, to the monopoly of reform which the

Liberals asserted that they only had the

right to enjoy, and which also proved that

the Tory party was indeed the national

party. During the earlier decades of the

century the object of the Whigs had been

twofold to extend the suffrages of the

people, and to keep the Tory party from

office. For a time they succeeded
;

the

reform bill of 1832 was passed, and the

Tories were excluded from power. Then

came the reaction
;

a storm arose upon
the subject of free trade, and the Tories

once more were seated in Downing Street.

And now it wa3 that Lord John Russell,

seeing his rivals in power, began to find

out flaws in his own handiwork, and to

declare that not only the reform bill was

a failure, but that a new measure was

absolutely necessary.
" This discovery,

however," said Lord Malmesbury pointedly,
" was not made until a Tory government
had come into office. Then commenced an

agitation which resulted in one reform bill

after another; and the country finding that

it was a perpetual see-saw between reform

bills and governments, became weary of the

procrastination which was the inevitable

consequence of party conflicts." The Con-

servatives resolved to take the matter out

of the hands of the Liberals and to settle

the question, not permanently, for
"
there

is no finality in politics," but at least for

a time. Their reform bill had no pre-

tensions to being considered perfect, for it

was a bill of compromise ;
the House of

Commons was taken into partnership, and

because the bill was one of compromise,
and unlike the other reform bills that had

been brought forward, it became law.

In the framing of the measure there had

been no violation of Conservative principles.

The question of the franchise had become

a simple sliding scale, and for years the

leaders of the Conservative party had

come to the conclusion that there was
no resting

-
place to be found but in

household suffrage under certain restric-
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tions. There was no secret as to this

opinion, for it was openly avowed. Mr.

1 (Israeli was in favour of it; Lord Derby
was in favour of it; when Lord Carnarvon

was paying a visit to Lord Malmeslmry,
the subject was discussed.

"
I am quite

sure he [Lord Carnarvon] is so truthful,"

said Lord Malmeslmry to his peers, when

introducing; the bill owing to the illness of

Lord Derby,
" and has so good a memory

that he will bear me out, when I remind

him that long before this question was dis-

cussed in the cabinet, even I believe before

, we were a government, when he did me the

honour of paying me a visit in the country,
we had a long conversation upon this very

important subject I then told him in

distinct terms that, in my opinion, there

was no resting-place short of household

suffrage, and that I believed the adoption
of that suffrage afforded the only hope of

passing a reform bill." The reform bill

of Mr. Disraeli was Liberal and yet Con-

servative, and consequently the most com-

prehensive measure that had ever been

introduced. It was Liberal in the highest

sense, because it was generous and tolerant

without being revolutionary; it was Con-

servative in the highest sense, because it

was national yet discriminating, patriotic

but not exclusive. It desired to see men
in communities, and not communities only

represented in the House of Commons. It

wished that the opinions of large minorities

.should be declared, and net be shut out

from representation, It extended electoral

rights to all worthy of enjoying the privilege,

and yet avoided the evils of democracy. It

might be considered "a leap in the dark;"
but its provisions have since testified that

it was a leap which ought to have been

made, and that in spite of the supposed
darkness no danger has been sustained on

alighting.
"

I have had great satisfaction,"

said Her Majesty when dismissing the

houses, "in giving my assent to a bill for

amending the representation of the people
in parliament. 1 earnestly trust that the

extensive and liberal measure which you

have passed may effect a durable settle-

ment of a question which has long engaged

public attention
;
and that the large num-

ber of my subjects who will be for the first

time admitted to the exercise of the elective

franchise may, in the discharge of the duties

thereby devolved upon them, prove them-

selves worthy of the confidence which

parliament has reposed in them." That

hope has not been belied.*

During the recess Mr. Disraeli was in-

vited by a section of his supporters to

Edinburgh. Owing to clerical topics which

so often enter into the history of politics,

the tone of Scotland is liberal liberal in

its religious feeling, in its commercial am-

bition, and in its agricultural tendencies.

Yet where the rival policy prevails, it

would be impossible to find within the three

kingdoms a Conservatism more pure and

yet more ardent, when circumstances call

it forth, than that displayed north of the

Tweed. Scottish Conservatism is impreg-
nated with the national characteristics of

the inhabitants
;

it is loyal, yet critical, as

becomes a reflective people ;
it is persever-

ing, and not discouraged by defeat
; sober,

yet earnest in the advocacy of its prin-

ciples ; hard, yet open to conviction
;
and

though stanch in its adherence, ever

mindful that there is no question but which

has two sides. An Englishman is often Con-

servative owing to his social surround-

ings, or because the tenets of Conservatism

pander to his prejudices; a Scotchman, on

the contrary, since he attaches himself to a

minority, is Conservative because he has

studied the subject and thought it out, and

has arrived at the conclusion that Con-

servatism is more favourable to the moral

welfare and material prosperity of a coun-

try than the creed, with its dangerous

developments, of the Liberal party. After

Itrfurm Acts were passed for Scotland and Ireland tho

fiillnwiiig wir. In tlie Scotch counties the ownership
franchise was reduced to "hinds and heritages" of the

yc
julv value of A'6, and a .14 occupation franchise ei-tiib-

ii-tird. The Scotch boroughs received a household and a

lodger fitiiH'liir-e. In Ireland no change wa-> made in the

ci'iniiv coiMitui'nrir* ; but the borough franchise was further

1
reduced to a I rating occupation.
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the passing of the reform bill the Scotch

Conservatives resolved to give a banquet
in honour of the event. Mr. Disraeli was

invited and accepted the invitation.

The speech he delivered on the occasion

\vns foreshadowed by certain observations

which fell from his lips a few weeks pre-

viously to his travelling north, at a dinner

given to the ministers at the Mansion

House. "
I have seen in my time," said

Mr. Disraeli, addressing the lord mayor,
"
several monopolies terminated, and re-

cently I have seen the termination of the

monopoly of Liberalism. Nor are we to

be surprised when we see that certain

persons, who believed that they had an

hereditary right whenever it was necessary
to renovate the institutions of their country,
should be somewhat displeased that any
other persons should presume to interfere

with those changes which I hope, in the

spirit of true patriotism, they believed

the requirements of the state rendered

necessary. But I am sure that when the

hubbub has subsided when the shrieks

and screams which were heard some time

ago, and which have already subsided into

sobs and sighs, shall be thoroughly appeased

nothing more terrible will be discovered

to have occurred than that the Tory party
has resumed its natural functions in the

government of the country. For what is

the Tory party unless it represents national

feeling ? If it do not represent national feel-

ing Toryism is nothing. Ifc does not depend
upon hereditary coteries of exclusive nobles.

It does not attempt power by attracting to

itself the spurious force which may acci-

dentally arise from advocating cosmopolitan

principles, or talking cosmopolitan jargon.
TJie Tory party is nothing unless it represent
and uphold the institutions of the country.
For what are the institutions of the coun-

try ? They are entirely in theory, and

ought to be, as I am glad to see they are

likely to be in practice, the embodiment of

the national necessities,and the only security
for popular privileges. Well then, I cannot

help believing that because my Lord Derby

and his colleagues have taken a happyoppor-

tunity to enlarge the privileges of the people
of England, we have not done anything but

strengthen the institutions of the country,

the essence of whose force is that they

represent the interests and guard the rights

of the people."

At the banquet in the Edinburgh Corn

Exchange (October 29, 1867), Mr. Disraeli

expressed similar views, and narrated at

some length the story of the passing of the

reform bill. He vindicated the government
scheme of reform, and proved that the Con-

servative party were perfectly at liberty to

deal with it. He then made the remark

which led to so much comment and spiteful

criticism at the time.
" Seven memorable

years," he said,
"
elapsed, from 1859 to 1866,

when Lord Derby was called again to power,
and during these seven years the question
of parliamentary reform was before the

public mind and under the examination

of parliament. During that period of seven

years, with the advice I may say under

the instructions of my colleagues, I ex-

pressed the principles upon which any
measure of parliamentary reform ought to

be established. Now mark this, because

there are things which you may not have

heard in any speech which has been made
in the city of Edinburgh, we had to prepare
the mind of the country, and to educate if it

be not arrogant to use such a. phrase to edu-

cate our party. It is a large party, and

requires its attention to be called to ques-
tions of this kind with some pressure. We
had to prepare the mind of parliament and

of the country on this question of reform."*

The remarks of Mr. Disraeli upon anta-

gonism to progress are worthy of study.
* Mr. Disraeli, contrary to his usual custom, thus replied,

in a letter to the Times, to a misrepresentation made by
Karl Rus&ell in the House of Ix>rds :

"
Sir Lord Russell observed last night in the House of

Lords that I
* boasted at Edinburgh that whilst during seven

years I opposed a reduction of the borough franchise, I bad
been all that time educating my party with the view of

bringing about a much greater reduction of the franchise

than that which my opponents had proposed.' As a general
rule I never notice misrepresentations of what I may have

said
;
but as Ihis charge was made against me in an august

assembly, and by a late first minister of the crown, I will

not refrain from observing that the charge has no founda-
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Talking of the bill of 1832, he said" You

piissrd a reform bill then, and everybody
was frightened ; they were so frightened
that they collected together and believed

that the only security against further dan-

ger was in associating together to prevent
further rli;m<_'c. Now we all feel what an

error was that. It is as fallacious an

opinion in politics as in science to suppose
that you can establish a party upon resist-

ance to change; and for this reason, that

change is inevitable in a progressive

country. Change is inevitable, but the point
is whether that change shall be carried out in

deference to the manners, the customs, the laws,

the traditions of the people, or whether it shall

be carried in deference to abstract principles

and arbitrary and general doctrines. One
is a national system ;

the other, to give it

the worst epithet it may deserve, is a

philosophical one. But although they bot h

have very great advantages, this must be

remembered the national system is sup-

ported no doubt with the fervour of

patriotism ; the philosophic has a singular

exemption from the force of prejudice ;
but

the national system, although it may occa-

sionally represent the prejudices of a nation,

never injures the national character, while

the philosophic system, though it may occa-

sionally improve by its advanced views the

condition of ike country, precipitates progress,

and may occasion revolution and destroy

dates."

Certain matters of local and temporary

importance, now forgotten, but which at

lion. Nothing of the kind was said by me at Edinburgh.
I said there that the Tory party, after the failure of their bill

of 1851*. bud been educated for seven years on the subject of

parliamentary reform, and during that interval had arrived

nt live conclusions, which, with their authority, 1 had at

various times announced, viz. :

"
1. That the meaMire should be complete.

"2. That the representation of no place should be entirely

bragatfdi"
8. That there must be a real boundary commission,

u
4. That the county representation should be considerably

increased.
"
5. That the borough franchise should be established on

the principle (if rating.
" This is what I -aid at Edinburgh, and it is true.

"
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

"
1!. DISKAKI.I.

" DOW.MNO STRKET. March 6, 1868.*

the time created no little stir, next attracted

his attention. Sir George Sinclair of Thurso

was one of the disaffected Conservatives,

and had declined to allow his name to be

inserted in the list of stewards of the

banquet The current number of the Edin-

burgh Review had contained a very jubilant

article upon the review of the session, in

which the
"
inconsistency

"
of the Conserva-

tives was very unfavourably compared with

the straightforward and honourable course

invariably pursued by the Liberals upon the

subject of reform; the Tory organ of the

Quarterly Review had also written a very

partial and bitter article, entitled
" Con-

servative Surrender," in which the conduct

of Mr. Disraeli was severely handled, whilst

the party, under the guidance of their
" un-

scrupulous leader," was charged with yield-

ing all the principles they had formerly

maintained. These matters were touched

upon by Mr. Disraeli :

"
Pardon," he said, alluding to the deser-

tion of the recalcitrant baronet, "some feeling

on my part, when I remember that it is in

consequence of my conduct in consequence
of our unprincipled withdrawal of securities

and the betrayal of our friends, who insisted

upon being betrayed that I miss to-day the

presence of one of rny oldest and most valued

friends. I should have liked to have been

welcomed by his cordial heart, and with the

ripe scholarship which no one appreciated
more than myself. He has commemorated

the withdrawal of his confidence in a letter,

which, strange to say, has not a quotation.

No one could have furnished a happier one
I can picture him, sir, I can picture him to

myself at this moment, in the castellated

shades of Thurso, with the Edinburgh Review

on one side, and on the other the ' Conser-

vative Surrender.' The man who lias

written the summary of the session in the

Edinburgh is not mounted, I fear, on the

tiery barb of Francis Jeffrey. 1 should say
that the article was written by a very clever

man, who has made a very great mistake.

I see many gentlemen who have doubtless

been, as magistrates, like myself, inspector*
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of peculiar asylums. You meet there some

cases which I have always thought at the

same time the most absurd and the most

distressing. It is when the inmate believes

that all the world is mad, and that he him-

self is alone sane. But to pass from such

gloomy images, really these Edinburgh and

Quarterly Reviews no one more admires than

myself. But I admire them as I do first-

class, first-rate post-houses, which in old

days, for half a century or so, to use a

Manchester phrase,
'

carried on a roaring
trade.' Then there comes some revolution

of progress which nobody can ever have

contemplated. They find things are altered.

Boots of the ' Blue Bell
'

and the chamber-

maid of the ' Red Lion
'

embrace, and they
are quite of accord in this in denouncing
the infamy of railroads."

Mr. Disraeli thus concluded :

"
Now,

my lords and gentlemen, I have always
considered that the Tory party was the

national party of England. It is not

formed (f a combination of oligarchs and

philosophers who practise on the sectarian

prejudices of a portion of the people. It is

formed of all classes, from the highest to

the most homely, and it upholds a series of

institutions that are in theory, and ought
to be in practice, an embodiment of the
national requirements and the security of

the national rights. Whenever the Tory
party degenerates into an oligarchy, it

becomes unpopular ; whenever the national

institutions do not fulfil their original
intention, the Tory party becomes odious

;

but when the people are led by their natural

leaders, and when by their united influence
the national institutions fulfil their original
intention, the Tory party is triumphant,
and then, under Providence, will secure the

prosperity and the power of the country."
My lords and gentlemen, the times in

which we happen to meet are no doubt
serious. . . . I am the last man
who would attempt to depreciate the
difficulties which a British minister has
to meet, or would attempt to exaggerate

the qualities which my colleagues possess

Indeed, when I remeuiber the interests

of these British Isles, so vast, so various,

and so complicated when I even recall

to recollection the differences of race,

which, however blended, leave a very

significant characteristic when I recollect

that the great majority of the population

of the United Kingdom rise every day
and depend for their daily sustenance

on their daily labour when I recollect

the delicate nature of our credit, more

wonderful in my opinion than all our

accumulated capital when I remember

that it is on the common sense, the pru-

dence, and the courage of a community
thus circumstanced that depends the fate

of uncounted millions in ancient provinces,

and that around the globe there is a circle

of domestic settlements that watch us for

example and inspiration when I know that

not a sun rises upon a British minister

that does not bring him care, and even

inexpressible anxiety an unexpected war,

a disturbed and discontented colony, a pes-

tilence, a famine, a mutiny, a declining

trade, a decaying revenue, a collapse of

credit, perhaps some insane and fantastic

conspiracy I declare I feel very often, I

wonder where there is the strength of heart

to deal with such colossal circumstances.

But when I withdraw from the pressure of

individual interest, and take a larger and

deeper view of human affairs, I recognize that

in this country, whatever may have been the

tumult and the turmoil of our now almost

countless generations, there have been three

master influences that have at all times

controlled and commanded our powers and

passions, and they are industry, liberty, and

religion. So long as this sacred combination

influences the destiny of this country it will

not die
; history will recognize its life, not

record its decline and fall. It will say, this

is a great and understanding people; and it

is from such materials we make the magni-
ficence of the nation establish the splendour
of the terrestrial globe."
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AFTER the wearisome debates and still more

wearisome divisions upon the reform bill,

members had looked forward to an uninter-

rupted enjoyment of sport and rest during

ihe recess. Hunting, covert shooting, and

pleasant sojourns in southern clitnes were,

however, for a time rudely interfered with

by the necessities which compelled minis-

ters to hold a winter session. The arrogance

of a savage potentate had forced us to engage
in one of our "little wars," and the expendi-

ture that had ensued rendered an appeal to

parliament at once advisable. Theodoras,

King of Ethiopia, out of pique that a letter

whirh he had despatched to Queen Victoria

had remained unanswered, resolved to avenge
himself by imprisoning all the Europeans
he could lay hands on within his dominions.

Among the captives were several British

subjects, including Captain Cameron, the

English consul at Massowah, and Mr.

Kassam, the special envoy of Her Majesty
to the ruler of Abyssinia ;

the remainder of

the prisoners were French, Italians, and a

few C.Tiuun missionaries engaged in the

work of converting the natives of Ethiopia

to Christianity. Itemonst ranees proving in

vain with King Theodore, the government
at home determined to send a military

expedition to A.byssinia, which was to be

entirely fitted out in India, and intrusted

to the euinmand of Sir Robert Napier, an

Indian ollieer of engineers, afterwards Lord

Napier of Magdala. The capital of Abys-
sinia was Magdala, a fortress crowning a

steep and almost impregnable height, and

it was within its walls that the captives

were confined. The object of the expedi-

tion was to march upon this capital, through

a wild and dangerous country, and e.iTect

the release of the prisoners.

' The sovereign of Abyssinia," said Her

Majesty in the speech from the throne at

the meeting of the Houses November 19,

1867,
"
in violation of all international law,

continues to hold in captivity several of my
subjects, some of whom have been specially

accredited to him by myself; and his persist-

ent disregard of friendly representations has

left me no alternative but that of making
a peremptory demand for the liberation

of my subjects, and supporting it by an

adequate force. I have accordingly directed

an expedition to be sent for that purpose

alone; and I confidently rely upon the

support and co-operation. of my parliament
in my endeavour at once to relieve their

countrymen from an unjust imprisonment,
and to vindicate the honour of my crown."

To carry on the necessary operations the

sum of two millions was required, and the

chancellor of the exchequer lost no time in

making his appeal to this addition to the

ordinary grant for the ensuing financial

year. He passed in rapid review the trans-

actions which had rendered the expedition

necessary the imprisonment of Consul

Cameron and Mr. Kassam, the refusal of

King Theodore to listen to reason, the

negotiations with the Indian government as

to the fitting out of an expedition, and the

reluctant decision arrived at by the cabinet

to resort to force. The interests of the

country, however, demanded that the honour

of the sovereign should be vindicated.
"
I will not," said Mr. Disraeli (November

26, 18C7), "dwell upon the high duty of

"rescuing the subjects of Her Majesty from

captivity, because that consideration is really

involved in the honour of the crown. 1

shall not conceal from the House the great

reluctance with which Her Majesty's govern-
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ment arrived at this resolution. Nothing

but the conviction that it was our duty to

take such a course would have induced us

to corne to that decision. It is, I admit, a

vexatious thing that we should be obliged

to have recourse to arms, in order to control

a sovereign like the King of Abyssinia. I

feel that if there ever was a case in which

a great nation, governed by a sovereign like

ours, could show magnanimity and forbear-

ance this was one. Magnanimity and for-

bearance, however, have limits; for though
in public as well as private matters, when
an insignificant or an unworthy individual

wishes to fasten a quarrel upon you,

magnanimity and forbearance would be

shown by every right-minded man, we
know that practically speaking there is a

limit to the exercise of these qualities, which,
if persisted in, would assume the character

of pettiness and timidity. Now magnani-

mity and forbearance had in this case been

exercised by Her Majesty in an eminent

degree. Every pacific means which it was

possible to take had been taken by Her

Majesty's government. I am not speaking
of the present government merely, but of

her advisers at all times. We believed,

therefore, that the period had arrived when
it was absolutely necessary to the interests

of this country that there should be a

recourse to arms, in order to vindicate the

honour of the throne and to obtain that

justice without which the possession of

power would to my mind have no charms.

We must remember that even from the

saddest circumstances some useful moral

may generally be drawn and some advan-

tage obtained; and I think that in the

present instance we may arrive at this

conclusion, that hereafter it may be wise to

be more cautious in opening relations with

sovereigns such as the King of Abyssinia.
I cannot help feeling also that whan we are

going to war, not to obtain territory, not to

secure commercial advantages, but for high
moral causes and high moral causes alone

that it is perhaps well in an age like the

present, which certainly is distinguished by

an almost absorbing love of wealth and

power, that the country should feel, as 1

believe it does fe3l, that there is something
more precious than power and wealth."

Mr. Disraeli concluded by estimating the

cost of the expedition at four millions
;
the

sum of two millions, however, was only
asked for at present, since that amount

could be spent within the financial year,

and because if King Theodore should sur-

render his prisoners without an actual war

taking place, two millions would represent
the cost of the march to Abyssinia. The

estimate, however, fell much below the

mark.

The chief opponent to this extra grant
was Mr. Lowe. He blamed the govern-
ment for commencing the war without

notice to parliament, and for withholding
information from the House during the last

session. He disapproved of the expenses
of the Indian troops employed in the

expedition being charged on the Indian

revenues. Then he exaggerated the diffi-

culties the expedition would have to contend

with, and predicted that the most dismal

consequences would ensue from our rash-

ness. What route, he asked, was to be

adopted ? Was it true that the base of

operations fixed upon was miles away from

any water ? Was the expedition entered

upon with the idea that King Theodore had

the prisoners in his possession, or not ? If

the king had not, there was no use in attack-

ing him in order to rescue them
;
and if he

had, he would most probably retire with

them into some part of the country in

which it would not be easy to get at him.

How would the troops meet the danger to

which they would be exposed during the

rainy season ? The passes were of such a

character that men and animals could only

proceed in single file, therefore one mule

turning restive or one man falling down from

sunstroke or illness would stop the advance

of the whole force. And so forth, and so

forth. The House of Commons is the most

patient and grateful of all audiences when

special and original information is put before
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it, but it has never paid much heed to manu-

factured erudition and to facts and statistics

studied for the express purpose of making
a speech. Sir Robert Napier had declared

that the march to Magdala, in spite of

restive mules, the rainy season, sunstroke,

narrow passes, and the rest of it, was

perfectly feasible, and members preferred

to believe the conclusions of a distin-

guished soldier rather than to place their

faith in the bilious broodings and second-

hand references of Mr. Lowe.

The additional grant was agreed to by a

large majority, and as this was the chief

business for which the House had assem-

bled, parliament was adjourned to the

second week of the following February.
The year closed amid much depression,

owing to the Fenian agitation, the revela-

tions of the intimidation practised by
trades-unionists, the strikes in different

branches of industry, and the colliery

explosions which now sounded throughout
the country.
The first subject which attracted the

attention of parliament on its re-assembling
was the measure introduced by Mr. Disraeli

for the prevention of bribery and corruption
at elections. Of late years an impression
had prevailed in the House of Commons
that the electoral committees, whose duty
it was to determine the rights of conflict-

ing claimants to a seat and to fathom the

iniquities of electoral corruption, did not

work well; they were tribunals lacking
the judicial qualifications necessary for the

labours imposed upon them, and it was
feared that their decisions were often not

untainted with party bias. A select com-
mittee had been appointed to investigate
the question, and the result of its examina-
tion had been to recommend a thorough

change in the law and practice of parlia-
ment The House of Commons had hitherto

enjoyed the exclusive right of dealing with
the elections of its own members

; the

member who was unseated for bribery
was only unseated by the jurisdiction of

the electoral committee, which was com-
VOL. II.

posed entirely of members of the House of

Commons
;
and after the same fashion all

rival claims to a seat were settled. It was

now proposed that the House of Commons
should abandon this privilege, and hand over

its jurisdiction to the judges of the superior

courts at Westminster. The suggestion was

approved of both by the representatives

and their constituents, when opposition was

met with from a quarter which had not

been anticipated.

The judges strongly objected to this

addition to their duties, and were of

opinion that the exercise of such juris-

diction might bring discredit upon their

judicial character. The lord chief-justice,

the eloquent and discriminating Sir Alex-

ander Cockburn, as the representative

of the sentiments of his colleagues, ad-

dressed a forcible letter to the lord

chancellor upon the change.
" In confor-

mity with your lordship'? wishes," wrote

the lord chief-justice,
"

I have consulted

the judges, and I am charged by them, one

and all, to convey to you their strong and

unanimous feeling of insuperable repug-
nance to having these new and objectionable

duties thrust upon them. We are unani-

mously of opinion that the inevitable

consequence of putting judges to try
election petitions will be to lower and

degrade the judicial office, and to destroy,
or at all events materially impair, the

confidence of the public in the thorough

impartiality and inflexible integrity of

the judges, when, in the course of their

ordinary duties, political matters come

incidentally before them. . . . The
functions which the judges are called upon
to discharge are altogether beyond the scope
of the duties which, on accepting the office

of judges, we took on ourselves to fulfil

We are at a loss to see how parliament can,

with justice or propriety, impose on us

labours wholly beyond the sphere of our

constitutional duties, and which no one

ever contemplated the possibility of our

being called upon to perform. I have

further to point out, that we are thoroughly
10
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satisfied that the proposed scheme is imprac-

ticable, and that the performance by the

judges of the onerous duties which this

bill proposes to cast on them is neither

more nor less than a sheer impossibility.

The time of the judges is known to be

more than fully occupied. We would

venture to ask which court is to be sus-

pended in order to furnish judges even

for occasional petitions, to say nothing
of the trial of petitions after a general

election, when, if any material portion of

the work of trying petitions is to be done

by the judges, Westminster Hall would have

to be shut up altogether ? Is a judge to

set aside her Majesty's commission, and

leave the gaols undelivered, and cases

untried, while he is occupied in investi-

gating the unclean doings in a corrupt

borough ?
"

The lord chief-justice con-

cluded by recommending that, instead of

intruding upon the time of the judges,
certain distinguished barristers should be

appointed to undertake the trial of election

petitions ;
and he trusted that the lord chan-

cellor, as the head of the profession, would

protect the bench,
"
against this, in every

respect, most objectionable measure."

These remonstrances, coming from such

a quarter, carried great weight with the

government ;
and it was proposed that

the scheme of the select committee should

be modified and in the place of the superior

judges a court consisting of three persons
should be specially appointed for the trial

of petitions. It fell to Mr. Disraeli (Feb.

13, 1868) to lay the altered proposal before

the House. His speech, as was always his

custom when dealing with constitutional

subjects, is replete with historical interest.
"
I rise," he said,

"
to ask permission of the

House to introduce a bill to amend the laws

respecting the trial of controverted elections

by this House, and also to prevent bribery
and corruption at parliamentary elections.

The first of these subjects has engaged the

attention of the House frequently, I might
almost say periodically, for now nearly a

century. I need not remind the House

that, within a comparatively modern period

of our parliamentary history, petitions with

respect to controverted elections to this

House were decided by a committee con-

sisting of all the members of the House,

and were frequently the subjects of party

struggles. It is, I am sure, unnecessary

for me to remind the House that the ter-

mination of the longest, the most powerful,

and perhaps we may say the most pros-

perous administration that this country

ever knew the administration of Sir

Eobert Walpole was brought about by
a division upon the Chippenham election

petition.* Even in the time of Sir Eobert

Walpole there were members of this House

who were sensible of the great outrage

upon the principles of public justice, and

indeed upon the propriety of public life,

which took place in consequence of issues

of fact and issues of law being decided

in such a manner. But the formation of

opinion in those days was slow
;
and more

than a quarter of a century elapsed before

the strong feeling of the House of Com-

mons permitted one of its members to

introduce a measure which boldly struck

at this evil. It was indeed, I believe, a

predecessor in the seat which I now hold,

a member for the county of Buckingham

(Mr. George Grenville) who brought in the

famous statute which, having by the prin-

ciple upon which it was founded terminated

the system of party struggles upon the

subject of controverted elections for nearly

a quarter of a century, regulated those

matters.

"The principle of the Grenville Act

was that a certain number of gentlemen
should be chosen by lot to try each

petition ;
and for seventy years afterwards,

though altered and amended and in some

degree improved, the principle of the

* The opposition of Sir Robert Walpole to the war with

Spain had rendered him very unpopular, for a war with Spain
was, as Burko truly described it, a war for plunder. The

majority of the minister had rapidly dwindled down to three,

and on the occasion of the Chippenham election petition

coming before the House even that majority could not be

commanded. For the first time for twenty years Walpole
found himself in a minority, and accordingly resigned office.
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Orenville Act was never departed from.

As late as the year 1839, shortly after I

entered the House of Commons, election

committees were still appointed by lot.

At that time the Grenville Act had been

so modified that the names of thirty-three

gentlemen were drawn from a vase by
the clerk at the table

;
it was open to the

petitioner on the one hand, and the respon-

dent on the other, to strike off eleven

names from this list, and the residuum of

the eleven formed the election committee.

Notwithstanding the various improvements
which were at different times introduced

into the Grenville Act, there were still

constant complaints of the unsatisfactory

character of the jurisdiction in respect to

controverted elections. There were allega-

tions of great and unnecessary expense,

of great inconsistency and uncertainty of

decision, and of total incapability on the

part of the tribunal to prevent the corrupt

compromise of petitions which had been

presented. In the year 1839 Sir Robert

Peel, who was then in Opposition and

could give all his time to the subject,

devoted his great intelligence and his

unrivalled parliamentary knowledge to the

question, and brought in a bill the object

of which was to improve the jurisdiction

of this House with regard to controverted

elections, specially by increasing the respon-

sibility of the members of the committees.

But notwithstanding that the bill was

introduced by Sir Robert Peel, whose

intelligence and experience few could rival,

it was not successful. It was repealed two

years afterwards, and various measures were

introduced and amended at various times

until in the year 1848 the present procedure

was adopted by the House.

"The great object of the Act of 1848

was to give a legal character and shape
to the whole procedure with regard to

controverted elections. In the first place,

the House transferred the whole of its

authority to a newly established tribunal

called the Committee of Elections, which

was composed of six gentlemen appointed

by the speaker by his warrant, but sub-

ject to the approbation and sanction of

tin- House. They are gentlemen eminent

among us for their high character, their

great parliamentary experience, and also

for their professional acquirements. The

Committee of Elections has the power,

under the existing Act, of selecting a

committee of four members from the whole

body of the House, and a fifth member to

act as chairman, from a panel previously

selected from those elements of the House

which give the best promise of impartial

and able supervision and presidency. The

members thus selected take their oaths

solemnly and in public at this table, to

execute justice and maintain the truth.

The witnesses are examined on oath, the

petitioner and the respondent both appear
before the committee by their counsel, the

decisions and the precedents of the superior

courts are quoted and followed, and the

decision of the committee is final and

conclusive. I think hon. gentlemen will

agree with me that, if we did not depart

from the fundamental principle of our

present jurisdiction and action in respect

of controverted elections, it would be totally

impossible to form a tribunal more likely

to prove satisfactory or more calculated to

arrive at a true verdict on the facts before

them. Yet that tribunal has not proved

satisfactory, and at no time perhaps have

there been more than recently greater com-

plaints and charges against the inefficiency

and unsatisfactory character of that tribunal

Every one will admit that notwithstanding
all the precautions we have availed our-

selves of, as exemplified in the existing

Act, the expenditure upon these election

petitions has not diminished, but I believe

I may say they have been considerably

iucreased; that the decisions of the com-

mittees have been uncertain and therefore

unsatisfactory ;
and that they have offered

no obstacle whatever to the growing practice

of corrupt compromise, by which, in the

process of withdrawing petitions, a veil is

often thrown over more flagrant transactions
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than any which are submitted to scrutiny

and investigation."

Such being the case, continued Mr. Dis-

raeli, both the House and the government
had come to the conclusion to transfer the

jurisdiction of the committees to another

tribunal to the Court of Queen's Bench

and that all the forms of an action at law

in a criminal case were to be observed,

except that the judge was to be unaided

by a jury. That scheme, however, it was

not in his power to propose, after the

strong expression of opinion passed upon
it by Her Majesty's judges.

" I know
not what the House may feel under these

circumstances," proceeded Mr. Disraeli
;

" but I must say on the part of the

government, that having given to this

expression of opinion their utmost and most

anxious consideration, we have not felt it

our duty to advise the House of Commons
to thrust those duties upon the judges of

the land, or to place themselves I will

not say in collision but in painful rela-

tions to a body so exalted and so much
entitled to our reverence and respect. I

confess that when I remember that this

is a body of men practised in the forma-

tion of just opinions, from multifarious

circumstances, T could not presume to

maintain any opinion contrary to theirs

upon such a subject. The idea has never

for a moment been permitted to cross our

mind, that those who have arrived at what
I am sure is their sincere and solemn

convictions were influenced in any degree

by any considerations of their own per-
sonal inconvenience. Although the high-
est authority has told us that even in

Olympian dwellings there are those who
are not superior to the infirmities of human
nature, I may say on the part of Her

Majesty's government that we feel we can
no longer attempt to influence the judges
in this matter, and that we have received

their decision with mortification and disap-

pointment." Since his original scheme was

disapproved of by the bench, Mr. Disraeli
had come to the conclusion to create a

court composed of three eminent members

of the legal profession, who were not only
to decide upon all election petitions, but

also to hear appeals from the decisions of

revising barristers.

To make an end of this subject, we must

anticipate a few months. The proposal of

the government was neither acceptable to

the House nor to the country. Members
had no objection to the principle of trans-

ference of jurisdiction, but they refused to

transfer such authority except to the superior

judges : rather, they said, than accept the

decision of an inferior tribunal they would

retain their power in their own hands.

Mr. Disraeli admitted the validity of such

objections, and substituted another scheme.

He suggested that two judges of one of

the superior courts of law at Westminster

should be appointed to investigate peti-

tions or controverted elections on the spot:

and that to obviate the difficulties raised

by the lord chief-justice, such judges
should cease to be ordinary judges when

appointed to that office, but should become

members of the privy council and consti-

tute part of the judicial committee. This

scheme was more generally approved of,

but on discussion was somewhat modified.

Mr. Disraeli proposed that instead of two

judges only one judge should be selected,

from a rota to be formed by arrangement

among the judges of the superior courts,

to conduct the trial of election petitions.

This modification was accepted and the bill,

which was to be limited to three years so

as to see how the system worked, eventu-

ally became law in the next session.

The exchange from trial by election com-

mittees, with their conflicting decisions and

strange mode of accepting evidence, to trial

by trained judges, practised in all the lore

and arts of judicial investigation, has been

very beneficial to all the parties concerned.

Delay, partiality, expense, and perversion

of justice are happily conspicuous by their

absence under the new arrangement. The

judges make their report, and it appears,

according to the rule subsequently laid
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by Mr. Disraeli, that the House of

Commons has now no alternative but to

accept the decision of the judges and to act

upon their conclusions. The sitting mem-

ber for Stroud had, February, 9, 1875, been

declared by the election judge not duly

elected; but when the new writ was about to

be issued a minority in the House objected

to the proceeding. Mr. Disraeli rose up
and declared that the House of Com-

mons could not refuse to issue a writ for

Stroud without abrogating the Election

Petition Act and without asserting the

authority of the House "independently of

the other estates of the realm." He then

referred to the Election Petition Act, and

said, "In that Act there were certain powers

given to the judges which the House of

Commons waived, after ample discussion,

after great thought, and with a due sense

of the sacrifices they were making. If we
were now to announce that because the

decision of a judge acting under such

authority does not please us, we are to

come to a decision contrary to that which

according to the provisions of the law has

been made public, I can only look upon
it that if this motion were carried the

authority of that Act would be entirely

superseded. I am not prepared, however, to

supersede or abrogate that Act. I believe

that it has worked well for the country
and for the House of Commons." He con-

cluded by trusting that the House would

not allow itself to deviate into a path so

dangerous and difficult as the one that had

been indicated.' He was sure if it did it

would open up a scene of confusion which

would not easily end, and no question of a

contest would ever come before the House
without some proposition being made, so

unconstitutional in its character that the

result would be the degradation of the

authority of parliament and the reduction

of all their powers to make themselves use-

ful to the country. This opinion impressed
itself upon the House, and the course

advised by Mr. Disraeli was acted upon.
The blue riband of political life was now

to be conferred upon Mr. Disraeli. At last

all the difficulties which had barred the

path of his advancement were to be sur-

mounted, and he was to receive the reward

which his arduous labours and his organ-

izing genius so richly deserved. From

Wycombe to Windsor had been a severe

intellectual march, testing all the powers
of endurance, all the nerve of courage,

all the discipline of self-control, all the

patience and faith of self-confidence, all

the tact and fertility of resource. The end,

however, had been reached, and the laurel

wreath was to encircle the brows of the

victor. The man whose first words in the

House of Commons had been drowned in

shouts of derision, was now, solely by the

aids of a mighty intellect, a rare courage,

and a perfect temper, to be not only the

leader in the assembly which had scorned

him, but of the country which had so

frequently misjudged his earnestness and

doubted his consistency. The party which

had so slowly and jealously given in their

adherence to his authority now frankly

admitted save the exception which made
the unanimity all the more conspicuous
that their suspicions in the past had been

groundless, and that it was by the prescience

and directing counsels of their real chief that

their body had developed into a formidable

power in the state and their principles had

been made acceptable to the nation. In

the elevation of a man lacking the advan-

tages generally attached to lofty station, the

country, too, was to see that the proudest

post in the realm was not reserved merely
for those of a privileged class, but was open
to all who had the genius and the industry
to command it. The position occupied by
Mr. Disraeli reflected honour not only upon
himself, but upon the liberalism, in the best

and truest sense of the word, which under-

lies the institutions of the country.

Lord Derby had been for some time in

failing health. His old enemy the gout
had been very troublesome ;

the duties and

cares of office harassed him; and he felt

that if he was to enjoy the remaining years
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that might be spared him, it would be

absolutely necessary to be released from all

political responsibilities. He tendered his

resignation to Her Majesty, and at the same

time spoke in the handsomest terms of

Mr. Disraeli, pointing him out as the only

possible prime minister at that moment

who could and ought to lead a Conservative

cabinet. The recommendation was at once

acted upon. General Grey the same Grey
who had been the successful candidate at

High Wycombe in 1832 was despatched

from Osborne bearing an autograph letter

from the queen to Mr. Disraeli, announcing
that he had been selected as successor to

Lord Derby, and commanding him 'to sub-

mit what alterations in the cabinet his

experience suggested.' The elevation of the

chancellor of the exchequer was received

with a chorus of approval. It was felt that,

in the absence of Lord Derby, the only

statesman whose claims upon the party to

lead a Tory administration were indisput-

able was Mr. Disraeli " The chancellor of

the exchequer," wrote the Times, "has served

the Conservative party for more than twenty

years. He slowly reconstructed its parlia-

mentary organization, and has thrice brought
it into power. By the public he has always
been regarded as the ruling spirit of the

cabinet, and it has been evident to all men
that the reform bill of last session was only
carried by his courage, his readiness, and

his unfailing temper in the House of Com-
mons. The time has arrived for the servant

to become the master
;

nor could Mr.

Disraeli have accepted a lower place with-

out a loss of dignity which would have been

unworthy of himself and discreditable to

his party." The incoming prime minister

made only a few changes in his cabinet.

It was necessary to have an accession of

* There had been no slight put upon Lord Chelmsford by
this change. When Lord Chelmsford had been intrusted

with the Great Seal he had been made clearly to understand

by Lord Derby that at some future time it might become

necessary for him to make way for a chancellor of greater

debating power, an arrangement which Lord Chelmsford had

frankly accepted. Mr. Disraeli had long regarded Sir Hugh
Cairns as the ablest man at the bar; and now that he had
the opportunity of availing himself of the eloquence of Sir

Hugh, he did not scruple to take advantage of the arrange-

strength to the debating power in the House

of Lords, and Lord Chelmsford was succeeded

on the woolsack by the able and eloquent

Sir Hugh Cairns, then created Lord Cairns.*

Mr. Ward Hunt stepped into the place at

the exchequer vacated by the promotion

of Mr. Disraeli. Sir John Pakington was

transferred to the war office, and was

succeeded at the admiralty by Mr. Corry.

Sir John Karslake became attorney-general,

with the popular Sir Charles Selwyn as

solicitor -general. The other ministerial

appointments remained unaltered.

As Mr. Disraeli proceeded on foot from

Downing Street to the House of Commons

he was warmly cheered by the crowd,

which had assembled in the Palace Yard to

give him a welcome, and there was not a

vacant seat in the popular chamber when

he rose to make his personal statement.

His speech was short and in the best

taste.
"
I have to ask the House," he said

(March 5, 1868),
"
to allow me to make a

few remarks in consequence of the change

which has taken place in my relations to

the House since I last had the honour

of addressing it. The retirement of Lord

Derby from the chief conduct of affairs was

unexpected. Personally as well as polit-

ically devoted to him, as were his colleagues,

they were unreasonable in their expecta-

tions, and shrank from realizing the immense

loss they must experience from being de-

prived of his guidance and his services. I

have no language which can describe my
sense of those services; but I will not

attempt for an instant to dilate on the

career or character of Lord Derby. I feel

that it would be a great want of propriety

both in taste and sentiment were I to do so.

I hope and believe that Lord Derby will be

restored to health, and not only to health

ment which had been entered into between Lord Derby and

Lord Chelmsford.
" We may state on the best authority,"

said the Times,
"
that the terms of Mr. Disraeli's letter to

Lord Chelmsford were courteous, and even flattering; stating,

in effect, that although Mr. Disraeli could not, from various

circumstances, offer the noble lord the position he held in the

late administration, yet that it would afford him the greatest

pleasure if the noble lord would point out any other mode in

which he might request Her Majesty to signify her apprecia-
tion of his distinguished services."
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but to enduing health; and in that case ho

must always exercise in this country that

influence over public affairs which is the

consequence of his great position and greater
character. Least of all should 1 think it

necessary to touch on that character in this

House. It is our pride and boast that he

lived long amongst us, and that this is the

arena in which were disciplined that polit-

ical experience and those parliamentary

accomplishments for which he is so dis-

tinguished. I might add that I am here

surrounded by many who have a personal
recollection of that brilliant perception, of

that fiery eloquence, which he certainly

possesses more than most of the men I have

been acquainted with. If I were which I

will not to touch on any characteristic of

Lord Derby, there is one which I should

notice, because it is one of the principal
causes of the great grief which his late

colleagues experience at this moment, and

because it is a trait in his character little

known to the world, I mean his great

CM] larity for labour. He was always the most

Imrd-working member of his cabinet; nor

do I think that any more lucid master of

details ever existed
" On the retirement of Lord Derby, Her

Majesty was most graciously pleased to

intrust to me the office of forming a

government Under any circumstances I

should think no one, when such a trust

has been proposed to him, would not feel

that if accepted he must incur a great

burden and encounter great difficulties
;

and though in my case there are personal

and peculiar reasons which aggravate that

burden and multiply those difficulties, yet

I did not think that I could with self-

respect refuse an offer of such a character.

I trusted to the support of my colleagues ;

I trusted to the sympathy of a generous

party ;
and perhaps I may be permitted to

say, I trusted to receiving fair and impartial

treatment from a House of parliament in

which I have now passed half of my exist-

ence. Under these circumstances I have

presumed to undertake the office
;
and I

am bound in gratitude to all of those who
are now my colleagues to express my sense

of the generous manner in which they have

granted me their assistance.
"
In circumstances of this nature, when

a new government is formed, it is not

unreasonable that the House of Commons
should expect some intimation of the

principles on which the new administra-

tion is established. But I apprehend that

in the present instance that desire will

be limited and modified
;

because it is

known that, in succeeding to the position

of Lord Derby, I have succeeded to the

principles on which he established his

administration some years ago, and which

he has more or less advocated and upheld
for the last twenty years, maintaining an

unbroken and unswerving course. For

twenty years past I have been in confi-

dential co-operation with Lord Derby, and

I must, therefore, be cognizant of the

principles and opinions he holds on all

the great questions of the day. With

respect to the foreign policy of the present

administration, we shall follow that course

which has been pursued under the guidance
of my noble friend near me [Lord Stanley],
I believe I may say, with the approbation
of parliament, and I think I may add, with

the confidence of Europe. That policy is a

policy of peace not of peace at any price

for the mere interests of England, but a

policy of peace from the conviction that

such a policy is for the general interests of

the world. We do not believe that that

policy is likely to be secured by a selfish

isolation on the part of this country; but,

on the contrary, we believe it may be

secured by sympathy with other countries,

not merely in their prosperous fortunes, but

in their anxieties and troubles. If such a

policy be continued I have no doubt, when
the occasion may arise and periodical

occasions will arise when the influence of

England is necessary to maintain the peace
of the world that influence will not be

found inefficient, because it is founded on

respect and regard. With reference to our
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domestic policy I say at once that the present
administration will pursue a liberal policy.

I mean a truly liberal policy a policy that

will not shrink from any changes which

are required by the wants of the age we
live in, but will never forget that it is our

happy lot to dwell in an ancient and his-

toric country, rich in traditionary influences,

that are the best security for order and

liberty, and which form the most valuable

element of our national character and our

national strength." Mr. Disraeli then con-

cluded by deploring the miserable condition

of Ireland, but regretted that it was abso-

lutely necessary, as a means of protecting
the Irish people from the machinations of

an unprincipled foreign confederacy, still to

maintain the suspension of the Habeas

Corpus Act.

The condition of Ireland was now the

first question which attracted the attention

of the government. Turbulent and dis-

affected as had been the state of that

unhappy island during this century, it had
seldom been in a situation more calculated

to create anxiety and alarm thaa at that

period. Troops garrisoned her county
towns, men-of-war were anchored in her

harbours ready for any emergency, while

cruisers sailed around her coast to protect
her shores from transatlantic invaders.

The Habeas Corpus Act was suspended,
but it was evident that in spite of all the

precautions of the government the Irish,

aided by funds from America and exas-

perated by the inflammatory teaching of

the Fenians, were only biding their time

to unite in a general rising against English
rule. An important debate on the condition

of Ireland was ushered in by Mr. Maguire,
one of the members for Cork, who moved
for a committee to inquire into the state of

the sister isle. He took the view familiar

to us all at the present day. He held that

England was bound either to pursue a just

and enlightened policy towards Ireland, or

to allow her to govern herself. The chief

causes which were at the root of Irish

discontent, he asserted, were the land

grievance and the existence of the estab-

lished church. Until the tenant got security

for his improvements and was protected
from the rapacity and caprice of his land-

lord, it would be in vain to hope for tran-

quillity. It was useless to issue another

royal commission, for Ireland would not

be content with anything short of a prac-
tical redress of her grievances. He called

upon the House to deal with the Irish dif-

ficulty in a comprehensive and patriotic

spirit; by so doing they would conciliate

all classes of the people, extirpate Fenian -

ism, and lay the foundation of a state of

things which would redeem a nation and

save an empire.
In answer to this appeal, Lord Mayo,

the chief secretary for Ireland, stated the

view which the government took of the

condition of Ireland. He did not deny
that much discontent and disloyalty pre-

vailed, but he argued that those feelings

were confined to a much lower class than

had been known in similar periods of dis-

affection. All the landed gentry and all

the classes largely interested in trade had

held scornfully aloof from Fenianism
;

it

was only among the peasantry and the

artisans in the large towns that the move-

ment had taken root. The real strength of

Fenianism lay in the United States
;
and if

the connection with the States could be cut

off for a few months, the conspiracy would

collapse. Lord Mayo then denied that Ire-

land was an oppressed country, and misruled

by England for the benefit of Englishmen.
If Ireland was tyrannized over the tyrants
were Irishmen, for the whole of the execu-

tive the bench, the municipal authorities,

and the constabulary were in the hands of

the Irish, and a more exclusively national

government it was impossible to create.

Nor was it true 'that Ireland was a decay-

ing country. Within the last twenty years
there had been a great increase in the

acreage under cultivation, in the value

of live stock, and in other agricultural

produce ; wages also had risen, roads had
been improved, railway communication
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had been extruded, and crime and

pauperism had much diminished. That

improvement the government proposed to

encourage. A liill would shortly be brought
in which, providing an easy means of secur-

ing compensation for improvements, would

increase the leasing powers of limited owners

and would contain provisions for the en-

couragement of written contracts. With

regard to education, it was proposed to

confer a charter on a new Catholic uni-

versity. Touching the Irish Church, that

church was then being inquired into by a

commission appointed at the instance of

Earl Russell, and until the report had been

issued it was impolitic to deal with the

subject If the equalization of church

establishments in Ireland were demanded,
it must be done by the process of levelling

:-ds, and not downwards. The over-

throw of the Church in Ireland would

alienate many friends, whilst it would fail

to conciliate a single enemy. Lord Mayo
concluded by deprecating the adoption of

rash or precipitate measures.

The debate was continued for four nights,
and most of the leading members of the

took part in the discussion. Mr.

strongly objected to the Irish

policy of the government On the church

question it was, lie said, inaction, on the land

question procrastination, and on education

retrogression. The establishment of a

Unman Catholic university would simply

encourage the propagation of Ultramontane

doctrines, both in religion and politics.

Never, declared Mr. Horsman, could Ire-

land be ruled without coercion until the

principle of religious equality had been

adopted, until the feeling of insecurity
which was driving the tenant farmers

from the country had been removed, and
until all classes were united in one great

system of unsectarian education. Mr.

Lowe, whilst approving generally of the

polity of the government, regretted the

determination not to touch the Irish

Chxirch
;

it was a scandalous misappropria-
tion to devote the revenues of the church

VOL. II.

exclusively to the religion of less than ten

per cent, of the population. Mr. Mill was

of opinion that the great want of Ireland

was security of tenure. Mr. Bright desired

the disestablishment and disendowment of

all churches alike; the regium donum should

go as well as the Maynooth grant;* the

whole of the church property, he said,

being Irish property, it should be disposed
of in accordance with the desires of the

Irish people.

Towards the close of the debate, on

the fourth night, Mr. Gladstone addressed

the House. The elevation of his rival

to the post of premier seemed to have

sharpened the spiteful jealousy with which

he was ever accustomed to regard the

position and actions of Mr. Disraeli; and

in order to gratify his spleen, he was

prepared in a moment to sacrifice the

convictions of a lifetime.- The Liberal

party were divided, but upon one point

they were united the disestablishment of

the Irish Church. No statesman had more

earnestly advocated the union of church

and state and the evils consequent upon a

policy of disestablishment than Mr. Glad-

stone. As the young Tory member for

Newark he had written a work warmly,
and almost illogically, upholding the neces-

sity of the existence of an established

church where a state is actuated by

religious motives. He had, within a few

months of his scandalous apostasy and

nefarious bid for power, stoutly maintained

The Roman Catholic College of St. Patrick at JL.ynoolh,
in the county of Kildare, was founded in 1705, according to

the provisions of an Act of the Irish parliament, for the

education of persons destined for the Roman Catholic

priesthood. It was built at a cost of 32,000, and was

supported by an annual parliamentary grant. A lay college
was opened in 1802, dependent on voluntary subscriptions.

But in 1845 the college was placed on a new footing, and

permanently endowed for the maintenance and education

of 500 students and twenty senior scholars. The regium
donum. or royal gift, to the amount of 600, was granted
in 1672, as secret service money, by Charles II., to be

distributed annually among the Presbyterian clergy of

Ireland, Having been discontinued, it was renewed in

16!tO by William III., who increased the gift to 1200.

George I. granted a considerable sum for the relief of

ministers belonging to the Presbyterians, Independents, and

Baptists in 17-23. The gift was further augmented to

2200 in 1784, to 5000 in 17!>2, and to i'.'K'.i.'iS in

1856. On the disestablishment of tin- Iri.-h Church b"th

the Maynooth grant and the regium dtmum were abolir-lvd.

11
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that neither the position nor the revenues

of the Irish Church ought to be tampered
with. Let us support this assertion by a

few quotations from his published works,

his speeches, and his correspondence.
In his work,

" The State in its Relations

with the Church," published in 1838, Mr.

Gladstone had thus written of the Irish

Church :

" A common form of faith binds

the Irish Protestants to ourselves, while they

upon the other hand are fast linked to Ire-

land; and thus they supply the most natural

bond of connection between thetwo countries.

But if England, by overthrowing their

church, should weaken their moral position,

they would be no longer able perhaps no

longer willing to counteract the desires of

the majority, tending under the direction

of their leaders, however, by a wise policy

revocable from that fatal course, to what

is termed national independence." Again,
in the same work Mr. Gladstone had said

"He had no hesitation in stating that he

considered the established church [in

Ireland] the great bond of union between

the two countries
;
and if ever that un-

fortunate event should arrive when they

should rashly lay their hands on the property

of the church to rob it of its rights, that

would seal the doom and separate the

connection between the two countries" Three

years earlier, in a speech upon the

Appropriation clause, Mr. Gladstone had
thus refuted a very popular notion.
'' The great grievance complained of in

Ireland was that the Protestant establish-

ment there was paid for by the Roman
Catholic inhabitants. Was it so paid for ?

Were tithes paid for that purpose, or were

not tithes rather a part of the surplus

profit of the land, which went not to the

cultivator of the soil, but to the owner of

it ? Tithe was paid by the landlord, and

the grievances on this point complained of

by the people of Ireland were rather in

theory than in reality."

We make one further quotation, and

it shall be of a later date. Dr. Hannah,
the warden of Glenalmond, Perthshire,

after a certain section of the Liberal party
had been agitating for the disestablishment

of the Irish Church, was anxious to ascer-

tain the views of Mr. Gladstone upon the

subject. The divine received the following

reply "It would be very difficult for me,"

wrote Mr. Gladstone (June 9, 1865),
"
to

subscribe to any interpretation of my
speech on the Irish Church like that of

your correspondent, which contains so

many conditions and bases of a plan foi

dealing with a question apparently remote,

and at the same time full of difficulties OE

every side. My reasons are, I think, plain

First, because the question is remote, and

apparently out of all bearing on the practical

politics of the day; I think it would be for

me worse than superfluous to determine

upon any scheme or basis of a scheme

with respect to it. Secondly, because it

is difficult; even if / anticipated any likeli-

hood of being called upon to deal with it, I

should think it right to take no decision

beforehand on the mode of dealing with

the difficulties. But the first reason is

that which chiefly weighs. As far as I

know, my speech signifies pretty clearly

the broad distinction which I make between

the abstract and the practical views of the

subject. And I think I have stated strongly

my sense of the responsibility attaching to

the opening of such a question, except in a

state of things which gave promise of satis-

factorily closing it. For this reason it is

that I have been so silent about the matter,

and may probably be so again ;
but I could

not as a minister and as member for Oxford

allow it to be debated an indefinite number
of times and remain silent. One thing,

however, I may add, because I think it a

clear landmark. In any measure dealing
with the Irish Church, I think (though 1

scarcely expect ever to be called on to share

in such a measure) the Act of Union must
be recognized and must have important

consequences, especially with reference to

the position of the hierarchy." The letter

concluded with the hope that Dr. Hannah
would "see and approve my reasons for
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not wishing to carry my ov:n mind further

into a question lying at a distance I cannot

/r." Thus from 1835 to 1865 we

have it in evidence that Mr. Gladstone had

no intention of carrying out those schemes

which three years later he brought into

such prominence.
The cry of disestablishment was, how-

ever, too serviceable for party ends and

interested motives not to be taken advan-

tage of, and Mr. Gladstone, in spite of all

past professions to the contrary, loudly

sounded it; and as its brazen tones fell

upon his once disaffected followers, divisions

ceased and intestine feuds were silenced.

As Paris to Henry IV. was well worth

a mass, so to the leader of the Opposi-
tion the Treasury bench was well worth

bidding for at the expense of principles

which until recently had been somewhat

ostentatiously proclaimed.

Mr. Gladstone accused the government
of failing to realize the grave fact that a

crisis in the Irish question had been reached.

Ireland had been exhausted by emigration,

the liberties of her subjects had been con-

stantly interfered with by the repeated

suspension of the Habeas Corpus, and

Fenianism had now invaded England. He
discussed at length the Irish policy of

the government, and deemed it thoroughly

unsatisfactory. But the key-note of his

opposition was sounded when, amid thun-

dering cheers from his supporters, he

declared that the Church of Ireland as a

state church must cease to exist. Such a

t;i^k, he said, was not beyond the courage
and the statesmanship of the British legis-

lature. He concluded by recommending
Mr. Maguire to withdraw his motion.

Should the prime minister not satisfy the

wishes of the House, it would be the duty
of the Opposition to ask for a decided

opinion upon the question before them.

livlund must now see that parliament was
in stern earnest in the matter.

Mr. Disraeli brought the debate to an end

(March 16, 1868). He began by stating
that all the evils complained of by Mr.

Gladstone had been in existence when the

Liberals were in power, and yet nothing had

then been done to redress them. "
Sir, the

right lion, gentleman, when he rose to-night,

made a charge against the government
He made at the same time an announce-

ment of startling importance; for he told

us that the crisis of Ireland had arrived,

and that the measures of Her Majesty's

government had proved that they did not

realize that fact. And as the right hon.

gentleman proceeded it appeared that the

crisis of Ireland which has just arrived

was the culminating point of a controversy
which had existed for seven hundred years.

I could not but feel that I was indeed the

most unfortunate of ministers, since at the

moment when I arrived by Her Majesty's

gracious favour at the position I now fill,

a controversy which had lasted for seven

hundred years had reached its culminating

point, and I was immediately called upon
with my colleagues to produce measures

equal to such a supernatural exigency. I

was very anxious to know what could be

the circumstances which had brought about

a conjuncture so startling and unprece-
dented. I watched with interest the right

hon. gentleman as he proceeded; and when,

as. I thought, with dangerous candour he

began to intimate to the House the elements

of the portentous crisis, it appeared that

the first of the elements was the existence

of Fenianism. But I am not aware that

Her Majesty's government are peculiarly

responsible for the existence of Fenianism.

When we acceded under the auspices of

Lord Derby to office, two short years ago,

Fenianism existed, and the suspension
of the liberties of the people of Ireland

had taken place under the auspices and

advice of the right hon. gentleman. He
was himself a member of the government
to whom the fatal secret of Fenianism was

first communicated, and he came down to

this House to propose those extra -legal

remedies with which the country is now too

familiar. This is the first element of the

crisis. Therefore, so far as the first element
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of the crisis is concerned, the right lion,

gentleman did not feel at that moment the

necessity of the violent course which he

recommended at the conclusion of his

oration this evening.
" But the right hon. gentleman pro-

ceeded to say that there was another

cause and another element which had

produced this awful crisis. And what

was that ? It was Irish emigration which

had brought about this critical state of

affairs, and which called for these instan-

taneous and violent remedies. The right
hon. gentleman, however, himself admitted

that the emigration from Ireland had some-

what subsided. There certainly was a time

when the emigration was greater than at

present, and when the announcement from

Ireland of the thinning of its population
excited alarm and apprehension in this

House and throughout the country. And
who was one of the ministers, and one of

the most influential ministers of England,

during all that period? The right hon.

gentleman. With two of the elements of

his crisis the right hon. gentleman was as

silent as a mouse the whole time. He never

made this arraignment of the Church of

Ireland, which indeed for many years he

vindicated with so much eloquence and

power of reasoning, and he never for a

moment alluded to the critical state of

affairs. There was also a third element of

the crisis
;
and what was that ? It was the

education of the people of Ireland. But
the people of Ireland were not educated

only yesterday. The people of Ireland

have had for a considerable period the

advantage of a system of education under

circumstances more favourable than the

people of England have had. For thirty

years, more or less, the people of Ireland

have had great advantages of popular educa-

tion, and the fruits of that education cer-

tainly within the last ten years have been

very perceptible. But although everybody
is perfectly conscious of the beneficial effects

of education in Ireland, the right hon.

gentleman, notwithstanding he was so con-

versant with all the consequences of educa-

tion in that country, never came forward

until now to state that the education of the

people of Ireland necessitated the course

which he has suddenly called xipon the

House to take. But there was one more

element, and that completes all the in-

gredients of this awful crisis. And what
is that ? The parliamentary reform bill,

which fortunately, and in spite of the efforts

of the right hon. gentleman, was passed last

year. That is the fourth element of the

crisis, and in consequence of that you are to

destroy the Irish Church. . . . These

are the four ingredients which the right
hon. gentleman has brought before us, as

accounting for a state of affairs which he

describes as the crisis of Ireland; all the

elements of the crisis being elements of a

somewhat obsolete character, and having no

evident relation to the course which he

recommends."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to defend the

programme of the government as announced

by Lord Mayo, using very much the same

arguments as the Irish secretary had em-

ployed. Upon the question of the Irish

Church he spoke at some length.
" The

established Church of Ireland," he said, "is,

I frankly admit at once, not in the condition

in which I should wish to see a national

church. The condition in which I should

wish to see a national church would be this

that the whole population of the country
should be in communion with it. That

would be a perfect and completely national

church. But in a land where complete
toleration fortunately flourishes, that is not

an ideal of a church that will probably be

ever realized. Well, then, we must advance

to the position of an established church

which is not supported by the whole popula-
tion of the country, but by only a part of

it. That in my view would still be a very

great advantage. I think there is nothing
that we should be more deeply impressed
with than the importance of connecting the

principle of religion with government. If

you once divorce political authority from
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the principle of religion, I do not see what

you can come to hut a mere affair of

police. If you admit that it is wise to

connect the principle of religion with

government, the mind is naturally hrought
to endowment. It is the practical mode
of carrying the system into operation. It

gives a corporate character to the religious

principles which influence men."

Such a church, continued Mr. Disraeli,

steadied faith and was a bulwark alike

against incredulity and fanaticism. He
was in favour of the principle of endow-

ment; nor did he consider that principle

opposed to the Irish character and dispo-

sition. The Irish were essentially a religious

race.
"
If there is a people," said Mr.

Disraeli,
" who may be described as the

most religious people in the world, it is

the people of Ireland. It is there no affair

of race
; and whether a man be Presby-

terian, or Anglican, or Roman, religion is

one of the great elements of his life, and

the day does not pass without religious

convictions exercising an immense influ-

ence over his actions. Now, I say that a

religious people will always be in favour

of ecclesiastical endowments. They may
quarrel among themselves upon particular

points, but a religious people will always
Ix; in favour of co-operations that give

importance and precision to their convic-

tions
;
and therefore I think that we are

embarking in a very dangerous course

when, at a period at which no one could

have anticipated it, a right lion, gentleman
of great standing in the country comes
forward suddenly, as it were from ambush,
and announces that he proposes to destroy
an institution which he has himself often

advocated, and which he has told us to-

night has existed from the time of the

Tudors." Mr. Disraeli then begged members
of the House to realize the gravity of the

question. Let them, he said, not be hurried

into a decision which, if carried out and
followed to its consequences, would give
a new colour to their society, and alter

all the principles upon which they and

their forefathers had acted for years.

They should not decide upon such a

question without an appeal to the nation.

If the Church of Ireland were violently

abolished, such an act would add im-

mensely to the elements of discord in

that country. He objected, therefore, to

any proposal for the destruction of the

established church in Ireland. Then, mind-

ful of what years ago he had said as to an
" absentee aristocracy and an alien church,"

he thus defended himself * :

"
I have been reminded in the course of

this debate of expressions which I used five-

and-twenty years ago. I could remind other

gentlemen of expressions they used on the

same subject five-and-twenty years ago; but

I do not much care for that sort of thing.

With reference, however, to that passage

which has been quoted from a speech made

by me, I may remark that it appeared to

me at the time I made it that nobody
listened to it. It seemed to me that I

was pouring water upon sand, but it seems

now that the water came from a golden

goblet. With regard to the passage from

that speech there are many remarks which,

if I wanted to vindicate or defend myself,

I might legitimately make. I might remind

the House that speech was made before the

famine and the emigration from Ireland,

and the whole of that passage about the

starving people and the amount of popu-
lation to the square mile no longer applies.

I might remark that speech was made be-

fore the change in locomotion and the sale

of a large portion of the soil of Ireland,

which has established a resident proprie-

tary instead of an absentee aristocracy;

though, so far as I can collect, the absentee

aristocracy seems more popular than the

resident proprietary. All this I might say;

See vol. i., p. 70. Mr. Bright had alluded to this

speeeh. "The prime minister himself," he said (March 18,

1868),
"
in speaking of it, called it an '

alien church.' Bear

that phrase in mind. It is a strong phrase a phrase wo
can all understand and we know that (he right honourable

gentleman is a great master of phr.i-es. He >ays a word

upon something; it sticks; we all remember it, and this is

sometimes a great advantage. 'Alien church
'

is .

the name he gives it." Mr. Bcrnal Osborne also twitted the

prime minister upon baring employed the phrase.
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but I do not care to say it, and I do not

wish to say it, because in my conscience

the sentiment of that speech was right. It

may have been expressed with the heedless

rhetoric which, I suppose, is the appanage
of all who sit below the gangway ;

but in

my historical conscience the sentiment of

that speech was right." Mr. Disraeli con-

cluded by expressing his approval of the

measure the government were about to

introduce
;
he believed they were on the

eve of a policy for Ireland which would

.reconcile races, settle a community, and ter-

minate the sorrows of afflicted centuries.

At the request of the leader of the Oppo-
sition, Mr. Maguire withdrew his motion,

expressing himself as being quite satisfied

with the result of the debate.

Mr. Gladstone was not slow to carry out

his resolve, and to exhibit on the occasion

the ardour and vindictiveness peculiar to

the renegade who denounces what he once

devoutly upheld. A week after the debate

on the condition of Ireland, Mr. Gladstone

gave notice of his intention to move the

now historical resolutions. These resolu-

tions were three in number :

"
First, that in the opinion of this House it is

necessary that the established church of Ireland

should cease to exist as an establishment due

regard being had to all personal interests and to

all individual rights of property ;

"Secondly, that subject to the foregoing con-

siderations it is expedient to prevent the creation

of new personal interests by the exercise of any
public patronage, and to confine the operations
of the ecclesiastical commissioners of Ireland to

objects of immediate necessity or individual rights

pending the final decision of parliament ;

"And third, that an address be presented to

Her Majesty humbly to pray, that with a view to

the purposes aforesaid Her Majesty be graciously

pleased to place at the disposal of parliament her

interest in the temporalities of the archbishoprics,

bishoprics, and other ecclesiastical dignities and
benefices in Ireland and in the custody thereof."

Mr. Disraeli expressed his desire to meet
the attack of the leader of the Opposition
at the earliest opportunity, and fixed Mon-

day, March 30, 1868, as the date for the

commencement of the debate. During the

interval that ensued between the moving of

the resolutions and the elaborate discussion

that was to take place upon them, the

country was much agitated. Conservative

associations were busy circulating pam-

phlets and getting up meetings, so as to

prepare the country for the grave revolution

in the constitution that was meditated.

The Anglican clergy, who regarded the

attack upon the Irish establishment as the

precursor of their own overthrow, were loud

in their denunciations of the leader of the

Opposition and of the wrecking policy of the

Liberal party. The fall of the Irish Church,

it was vehemently asserted, was the thin

end of the wedge, which was to split up the

English constitution and lead to the sever-

ance of church and state, the confiscation

of ecclesiastical property, the downfall of

the House of Peers, a raid upon the landed

interest, and even to an attack upon the

stability of the throne. Constituents im-

plored members who represented their

views to be firm and united in resisting

the insidious advances of the enemy; and

addresses from Conservative societies poured
in upon ministers approving of their policy

and encouraging them in their resolve to

oppose the tactics of the democratic element.

In response to an address from the Con-

servative and Constitutional Association to

this effect, Mr. Disraeli wrote to Lord Dart-

mouth, the president: "We have heard

something lately of the crisis of Ireland. In

my opinion, the crisis of England is rather at

hand
;
for the purpose is now avowed, and

that by a powerful party, of destroying that

sacred union between the church and state

ivhich has hitherto been the chief means of

our civilization, and is the only security for

our religious liberty." In reply to another

address, Lord Derby thus alluded to the

confidence he reposed in his successor as

the leader of the national party :

"
It was

not without a pang, and only under a

conviction of the absolute necessity of the

step, that I found myself compelled to ask

permission to withdraw from the service of

a sovereign to whose gracious favour I am so
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deeply indebted, and to sever my official

connection with a party which for so many
years has honoured me with its confidence,

and for many members of which I enter-

tain a personal as well as political regard.

It was, however, very satisfactory to me to

be empowered to transfer the office which

I had the honour of holding to one whose

co-operation and friendship I had enjoyed
for more than twenty years, and who, I am

persuaded, will prove himself not unmind-

ful of those great constitutional principles

which it has been the study of my life to

uphold, and to which, so far as my health

will permit, I shall not cease to give my
earnest, though unofficial support"
On all sides the position and future of

the Irish Church was the one absorbing

topic of discussion. It was as warmly
attacked by those who sought its degrada-

tion, as it was upheld by its advocates and

Hpporters. The question admitted of two

interpretations, each diametrically opposed
to the other. According to the Liberals,

who were almost universally in favour of

disestablishment, the Irish Church as it then

existed was an act of injustice towards the

vest of Ireland. It was estimated that

the Episcopalians in Ireland in connection

with the church numbered scarcely more
than some 600,000 persons, and yet for that

small population two archbishops and twelve

bishops were maintained, with the command
of a capital of nearly 12,000,000 sterling.

The objects too, it was asserted, for which

the Irish Church had been established had

tailed. As a religious institution it had been

a deplorable mistake. " The original hope,"
said Mr. Bright,

"
clearly was that the

people of Ireland would be drawn from

the Church of 1'ome and brought into

harmony with the Church of England;
but I venture to say that, from the time

of the establishment of the Protestant

Church in Ireland until now, it could not

be shown, reckoning the people as all

Catholics on the one side and Protest ants

on the other, that you have really added

by a hundred persons, perhaps not by one

person, to the number of Protestants. The

thing has been an entire failure, and

deplorable and ludicrous as an engine for

converting the Catholics. It has not only
not made the Catholics in Ireland Pro-

testant, but it has made them more intensely
Roman than they are found to be in almost

any other country of Europe or America.

I think it could be demonstrated that

the existence of the Protestant Church in

Ireland, be it missionary or not in pretence,
has not only not converted the Catholics,

but it has made it absolutely impossible
that anybody else could convert them ;

because, if you look and see how the Pro-

testant Church is connected with the state

and with the politics of the country, with

supremacy, the landed proprietary, the

Protestant party, and all the dark records

of past time, you may understand that its

effect has been to make Catholicism in

Ireland not only a faith; but absolutely

patriotism ;
and I might ask everyone who

now hears me whether, if he and his fore-

fathers had been placed in Ireland as the

Catholic population there have been placed,

he would not have felt that to throw ofl

his allegiance to his own co-religionists, and

to enter the portals of the garrison church,

would have been not only a change of

faith, but a denial almost of his birth and

country."

Nor, itwas alleged, as a political institution

had the Irish Church been a success. As it

had failed to convert the Roman Catholics,

so, declared the Liberals, it had failed to

secure the Union. Agitation, disaffection,

and hostility to England were as rife as

ever throughout the southern and western

counties of the Emerald Isle. And the

cause of this feeling was to be traced to

the existence of the church of the minority

being created the church of the majority.

The Church in Ireland was the church of

conquest, for by no possibility, it was

asserted, could the church of a small min-

ority of Protestants remain for 300 years

established in the midst of a nation of

Papists except by the power of conquest.
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Hence Eonian Catholicism had become
all the stronger from the hatred with

which the poor Irish regarded the religion

of their oppressors. Every attempt at

conversion had failed, and intense was the

bitterness that had been created between

the Protestant landlord and the Popish

peasant. For 300 years there had been a

perpetual protest against such a state of

things on the part of the people of Ireland.

To the Irish, Protestant ascendancy had

been associated for the last three centuries

with every form of injustice of which Ire-

land had complained, whether connected

with the confiscation of Irish soil, or with

the terrors and cruelties of the penal code,

or with the administration of the law.

The Irish Church was to the Irish Catholics

the representative of the causes of their

miseries, and a sign of defeat and oppres-

sion, which only exasperated their sufferings

and made their humiliation more keenly
felt. Without the disestablishment of the

Irish Church, it was useless to expect that

the relations between England and Ireland

could be other than they had been in the

past.

"When I look at this measure of dis-

establishment," said Mr. Bright, "I look

at it as tending to a more true and solid

union between Ii eland and Great Britain.

I see it giving tranquillity to our people,

greater strength to the realm, and new
lustre and new dignity to the crown. I

dare claim for this bill the support of all

thoughtful and good people within the

bounds of the British empire, and I cannot

doubt that it will be accompanied by the

blessing of the Supreme in its beneficent

results
;
for I believe it to be founded upon

those principles of justice and of mercy
which are the glorious attributes of His

eternal reign." We know how these pious

anticipations have been realized. Since the

disestablishmentof the Irish Church the con-

dition of Ireland has steadily deteriorated

the mischievous power of the priests has

been strengthened, outrages of the most
terrible character have been of frequent

occurrence, rebellion has stalked through
the land openly proclaiming revolt, and

never has it been more necessary to make

appeal to the severities of Coercion Acts.

The remedy, instead of curing the disease.

has developed it and made the malady
infectious.

The Conservative party entertained a very
different view as to the benefits to be derived

i; jm the dethroning of the Irish Church.

Such spoliation, they said, could only be

effected at the expense of the coronation

oath and the Act of Union. It was true that

what one parliament created another might

destroy ;
but the Irish Church was not the

creature of an Act of parliament it was

the result of a solemn treaty entered into

between England and the then Irish parlia-

ment, and the legislation with respect to it

was merely the seal and the ratification of

the treaty. According to that treaty it was

proposed by the Irish ministry
" That the

Church of England and Ireland, as now by
law established, be united into one Protest-

ant Episcopal Church, to be called the

United Church of England and Ireland,

and that the continuance and preservation

of the said United Church of England and

Ireland shall be deemed and taken to be an

essential part of the Union." The treaty, in

short, bound up the established clrurch of

Ireland with the constitution, and until the

constitution was destroyed the maintenance

of the Irish Church would have to remain a

perpetual obligation on the state. Abolish

the Irish Church, they cried, and the Union

was in jeopardy.
"
I feel," said the famous

Lord Plunket/'that the Protestant establish-

ment of Ireland is the very cement of the

Union. I find it interwoven with all the

essential relations and institutions of the two

kingdoms, and I have no hesitation in ad-

mitting that if it were destroyed the very
foundations of public security would be

shaken, the connection between England and

Ireland dissolved, and the annihilation of

private property must follow the ruin of

the property of the church."

Why, then, asked the Conservatives
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was tlic Church in Ireland to be disestab-

lished .' Il was aiis\vcivd that the existence

of the Irish Church was a grievous in-

justice, because it possessed property that

was wrongfully taken from the Unman
Catholics. Uut if appeal were made to the

ancient history of the Irish Church, it was

evident that the property of the Protestant

Church in Ireland had never been in the

possession of the Roman Catholic Church.

The church of the minority had never

encroached upon the funds of the majority.
"

1 do not believe," said the eloquent bishop
of Peterborough,

" that one shilling of the

tithe rent-charge, or that one acre of glebe
land in Ireland ever belonged to the church

of the majority. Tithe was paid for the

first time within the pale after the synod of

Cashel, when the Church of Ireland, though
the Roman Catholic Church, was the church

of the Anglican minority ;
and the Ulster

glebes were given to the Protestants of

Ulster surely at a time when it was dis-

tinctly known that the Protestant Church

was the church of the minority. / contend

Hint the church of the minority, standing
on the land of the minority, teaching the

faith of the minority, paid by the minority,
is not yuilty of that misappropriation of the

funds of the majority with which it is

charged." To disestablish the Irish Church,
said the Conservatives, would be a policy

most unsound. It would create disaffec-

tion among the loyal Irish Protestants,

and cause the Popish peasant in Ireland

to sink into a deeper darkness, owing to

the absence of that elevating and civil-

iziug inlluence then exercised by the more

highly educated Protestant clergy. It was
a precedent fraught with every danger.
The disestablishment of the Irish Church
would lead eventually to the disestablish-

ment of the Church in England, and of the

Church in Scotland. It was the beginning
of the end

;
confiscate the property of the

church and the confiscation of the land

would follow. There was no necessity for

the measure. The Irish Protestant clergy
had done their work excellently well during

VOL. II.

the last fifty years, and were honoured and

trusted by the peasantry, even by the Roman
Catholic peasantry, around them. There

had been no cry for disestablishment, for

no one had wished it or asked for it.* The
Liberals were, however, fighting among
themselves, and thoroughly disorganized;
and a measure to disestablish the Irish

Church was a cunning party move emi-

nently calculated to restore peace and

harmony among the split-up sections of

the Opposition.-f-

So argued the Conservative party, and

recent events across St. George's Channel

have proved how accurately they foretold

the results which would follow the dis-

eytablishing of the Irish Church. It has

impoverished the Protestant clergy with-

out gratifying the Popish peasant ;
it has

endangered the Union, for never was the

demand for Home Rule among the Irish

more angry and more unanimous; it has

excited the Roman Catholic hierarchy to

plead for further favours, and to become

mutinous on refusal
;
and it has led to the

agitation of the Laud League, and to

the infamous attacks upon the rights of the

landlord. The church has fallen, the land

is to follow her example. "Revolutions,"

said Dr. Magee, "commence with sacrilege

and go on to communism
; or, to put it in

the more gentle and euphemistic language
of the day, revolutions begin with the

church and go on to the land."

On the memorable Monday Mr. Glad-

stone rose, in a House crowded in every

part, to bring forward his resolutions. He

began by formally moving that the Acts

relating to the Irish Church be read. This

"We are of those who think that the notion of settling
the Irish Church question by simply confiscating the property
of the Protestant Church and abolishing its principles, is a
foolish notion, and ought to be opposed as foolish, futile,and

wrong." Tablet, May, 1867.

f" Wo hear it openly avowed that this move was wanted

in order to re-unite the Liberal party. Those who compose
that party are, it is said, so divided in their opinions that

something of this sort was allutely necessary to bring them

together, and that a flag 1ms thus been raised under which

they will all rally. I wonUi vrnture to ask yon whether you

really think that this is jn-titi.ihli' ? Is it right that Ireland

should wantonly be made the battlefield of parties ?
"

Earl

Grey to John lirlykt.

12
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request was at once met by a motion that

the Act of Union be read. Some discussion

arose, and it was eventually agreed that

only such clauses of that Act as touched

upon the Irish Church should be read,

which was accordingly done.* At the

wish of a member the Act of William

and Mary, prescribing the coronation

oath, was also read. These preliminaries

settled, the leader of the Opposition then

moved that the House go into committee

on the resolutions of which he had given
notice. Mr. Gladstone was, however, not

to proceed on his work of destruction

unchecked. Lord Stanley now moved
"That this House, while admitting that

considerable modifications in the tempo-
ralities of the United Church in Ireland

may, after the pending inquiry, appear
to be expedient, is of opinion that any

proposition tending to the disestablishment

or disendowment of that church ought to

be reserved for the decision of the new

parliament."

The debate lasted four nights, and was

characterized by much eloquence, passion,

and party personalities. Mr. Gladstone

declared that the time had come when
the established Church in Ireland should

cease to exist as an establishment. There

ought to be an end in Ireland to all

endowments, and to all grants from the

consolidated fund, to any religious de-

nomination whatever. With regard to

the residue, every just claim should be

satisfied, and then the surplus treated as

an Irish fund applicable to the exclusive

benefit of Ireland. "What we have had

and have to do," he said in conclusion,
"
is to consider well and deeply before we
* "

By the fifth article of the Union it is declared that

the continuance and preservation of the said United Church,
as the established Church of England and Ireland, shall be

deemed and taken to be an essential and fundamental part
of the Union. By fundamental is meant with reference to

the subject-matter, such an integral part of the compact of

union formed between the two kingdoms as is absolutely

necessary to the support and sustaining of the whole fabric

and superstructure of the union raised and built thereupon ;

and such as being removed would produce the ruin and
overthrow of the political union founded upon this article

ns its immediate basis." Lord llenborough, House of
Lords, May 13, 1805.

take that first step in an engagement such

as this
;
but having entered into the con-

troversy we must quit ourselves like men,
and make every effort to remove what still

remains of the scandal and calamity of the

relations between England and Ireland, and

use our best exertions to build up with the

cement of honour and concord the noble

fabric of the British empire." Lord Stanley

urged the House to adopt his resolution.

He frankly admitted that the ecclesiastical

establishment of Ireland was not all that

it should be, and that there were scandals

in it which ought to be removed
;
but at

the same time he advised that all legislation

in the matter should be reserved for a new

parliament. The work of the session was

sufficient for the session, without entering

upon an Irish Church agitation. Whenever
action was necessary the government would

not be unprepared for it
;
but action at that

time was impossible, and ministers objected

in any way to pledging the judgment of

the next parliament.
Lord Cranbourne was very bitter against

the amendment, and charged the cabinet

with ambiguous motives. He expressed

himself as a stanch advocate of the prin-

ciple of establishments, and would not

be false to that principle ;
disestablish-

ment would simply irritate and insult

the feelings of one-third of the popu-
lation in Ireland, and that the wealthiest

and most influential. He described the

amendment as
" a more than Delphic

resolution," since it gave no clue to the

policy of the cabinet. Remembering the

events of last year, could the declarations

of any subordinate minister, he asked, give

a satisfactory pledge for the course Mr.

Disraeli might adopt ? In 1865 Lord

Stanley had seconded a resolution which,

like the one then before the House, made

general admissions and pleaded for delay,

and the end of it was household suffrage.

If the present amendment were carried, was

the House sure that the Irish Protestant

members would not be found, perhaps next

year, voting humbly with Mr. Disraeli for
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the disestablishment of the Irish Church ?

The ambiguity of the amendment indicated

either no policy at all, or a policy which

ministers were afraid to avow. He con-

demned such a system of management as

unworthy of the House of Commons and

deg Hiding to the functions of the executive.

He was prepared to meet the resolutions

with a plain straightforward negative ;
but

he would be no party in supporting an

amendment the object of which was merely
to gain time, and to enable the government
to keep the cards in their hands for another

year, so as to shuffle them as they pleased.

Mr. Gathorne Hardy made a most eloquent
defence perhaps the most brilliant speech
on this occasion from the Conservative

benches in the Lower House in favour

of the maintenance of the Irish Church,
and delivered several pointed thrusts as

to the suddenness of Mr. Gladstone's

conversion upon the subject. Mr. Lowe

inveighed against the Church in Ireland

as if it had been a communion composed

entirely of venal and inebriated working
men. " You may call it sacred," he cried,

vi in may unite it by Acts of Parliament

to the English Church, you may, like

Mt'zcntius, link the dead with the living.

His object was to kill
;
for he knew that

coupling with a dead body would be death

to the living. Your object is to save, and

yet you adopt the same process. You see

the living Church of England, the dying
Church of Ireland. Why are you so

anxious to unite them, seeing how much

they are different ? You put machinery
in motion which may destroy the Irish

Church, and which may involve the

English Church also. Rely on it, all

your efforts are in vain. You may do

your utmost; but you will not save the

Irish Church, nor will the country give

you the power of having the pleasure of

destroying her. You will not be able to

piay over again your game of last year.
The net of the fowler will not again
ensnare the birds. The Irish Church is

founded on injustice, on the dominant

rights of the few over the many, and it

shall not stand. You call it a missionary

church : if so, its mission is unfulfilled. It

has utterly failed. It is like some exotic

brought from a far country, tended with

infinite pains and useless trouble. It is

kept alive with the greatest difficulty and

at great expense, in an ungenial climate

and an ungrateful soil. The curse of

barrenness is upon it. It has no leaves,

puts forth no blossom, and yields no fruit.

Cut it down
; why cumbereth it the ground ?

"

Mr. Lowe was also very personal in his

comments upon the career and character of

the prime minister. On the last night
of the debate Mr. Disraeli addressed the

House (April 3, 1868).
"
Sir," he said,

" the right hon. gentleman
the member for South Lancashire has moved
that we should go into committee of the

whole House upon the subject of the Irish

Church, in order that he may propose reso-

lutions which he has placed upon the table.

We have not at present to discuss those

resolutions, which would lead us into mat-

ters of great detail, of constitutional interest,

and of legal difficulty, which might divert

us from the general topic which now en-

gages our attention. I apprehend that so

far as the right hon. gentleman is concerned,

there is no mistake as to his general mean-

ing ; for, although he has not yet had an

opportunity of moving his resolutions, he

has expressed the outline of the policy
which he proposes that this House and

the country should adopt. I apprehend
that I am not in any way misrepresenting
his meaning, or misinterpreting his ex-

pressions, a thing most foreign from my
intention, when I say that the right hon.

gentleman proposes to terminate the con-

nection between the state and the church,

so far as Ireland is concerned, which in

neological phrase is styled disestablish-

ment; and that he proposes a policy, which

first partially, and in the end completely,
would accomplish the disendowment of

the Church of Ireland. I believe I have

correctly expressed what the right hon.
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gentleman lias stated, or rather intimated,

and what if opportunity offered he would in

more detail bring under our consideration.
"
Well, sir, this question having been

brought before the House and the coun-

try somewhat suddenly, as all will admit,

the government had to consider what was

the proper mode in which to encounter

it. They might have moved the '

previous

question
'

to the motion for going into com-

mittee. That is a course which upon the

same subject was, I believe, adopted by our

predecessors three years ago ;
and it is a

course which is much approved by those

who have experience of parliamentary life

when they deal with difficult questions.

It might have been prudent three years

ago to meet this motion by moving the

previous question. But I think myself,

considering the circumstances under which

this question is now brought forward, not

by an isolated and independent member
of parliament, but by a party of consider-

able power, by the leader of the Opposition
of this House, and under circumstances, as

it appears to us, of precipitation, and con-

sequently being a question which attracts

and even alarms the public and the House
it would have been unwise of us to have

taken refuge in a course at all times

ambiguous and not altogether satisfactory.
"
Well, sir, a motion to consider the

condition of the Irish Church, or strictly

speaking, to go into committee for that

purpose, we might have met with a direct

negative ; but what would have been the

inevitable inference which would have been

drawn from such a course on our part ? It

would have been said we were of opinion
that no change, no improvement, no modifi-

cation was necessary, expedient, or desirable

in the condition of the Church in Ireland.

That was not the conclusion we wished to

express. That was not our opinion ;
and I

will meet in due course the demand of the

right hon. gentleman who has just sat down
[Mr. Cardwcll] on this subject that, so far

as we are concerned, there shall be a clear

and intelligible issue. But if it were our

opinion that the condition of the Church in

Irelandwas susceptible of beneficial changes.-

how could we, without exposing ourselves

to the grossest misrepresentation of our

views, have met the motion with a direct

negative ? Who can doubt what would

have been the inference drawn ? In their

speeches hon. gentlemen would have asked,
'

Is the old reign of bigotry never to cease ?

Are you resolved to oppose all improve-
ments ? Are you prepared to deny that

there are any anomalies to be corrected in

arrangements which were settled, hastily

settled, at a period of great political excite-

ment forty years ago? Are you doggedly
determined to say that there is no possible

room for improvement in the condition of

the Irish Church ?
' We know that would

have been the general tenor of the speeches

of hon. gentlemen opposite ; and, sir, not

only towards those reproaches, but because

we are of opinion that considerable modifica-

tions may be made in the temporalities of

that church highly to the advantage of tho

church itself, we could not take the course

of meeting a motion of this kind with a

direct negative. What was the third means

open to us ? To move an amendment. An
amendment has been moved by my noble

friend the foreign secretary, which has

been the object of much criticism, as

has been every amendment moved since

I have sat in this House; but I am pre-

pared to maintain that this amendment

is drawn in strict accordance with parlia-

mentary experience and precedent. We
took that course, acting on the example of

the most eminent men that ever controlled

the affairs of the House of Commons, and

we took it believing that it was the one

most advantageous to the public interests.

"Now, sir, when Sir Robert Peel was

the leader of the Opposition of that long

opposition, the opposition of seven years

during the seven years' war, when the

circumstances of the House were not very
different from those which now prevail,

when there was, as there has now been for

many years in this House, a balanced state
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of parties, ami when every year there was

not one but more than one struggle for

power between the great parties on one

(Tension when, as on the present occasion,

a motion was to be met by an amendment,
the invariable advice of Sir Robert Peel

was this :

'
If you are obliged to have an

amendment, never attempt to express your

policy in an amendment. If you attempt
to express it fully, yon will produce a long
and cumbrous document, which will open
an immense number of issues, and which

must bring about very protracted discus-

sions. If, on the other hand, you adopt

concinnity of expression and condensation,

you will be accused of ambiguity and equi-
vocation. The province of a party is to

express and vindicate its policy in debate.

Your amendment should never be incon-

sistent with your policy, but you must fix on

some practical point which, if carried, would
defeat the motion of your opponent.'

"Now, sir, I think that very sound

advice, and it has been invariably fol-

lowed, not only by Sir Robert Peel's friends,

but by his distinguished opponents. If you
look to all the amendments drawn up upon
all great occasions by Sir Robert Peel's

party and by Lord Russell's party, you
will find that the adoption of that advice

has been the invariable rule. Well, with

this view, in drawing the amendment Her

Majesty's ministers fixed on two points
which they thought essentially practical

which, if the House accepted them, would
defeat the motion of the right hon. gentle-

man, and which are perfectly consistent

with the policy I am prepared to explain,

expound, and uphold. These two points
have already been mentioned to the House
in the observations which I took the liberty
of making when the hon. member for Cork

[Mr. Maguire] brought forward his motion
on the state of Ireland. I mentioned then

that in our opinion, so far as the Church
in Ireland was concerned, it was most

expedient that we should await the report
of the royal commission which has been

recently appointed, and which has been

extremely industrious, as we have reason

to believe, in its labours. That report
we believed would be in our possession, 1

will not say in an early part of the session,

but in the spring of this year."

That was one position he took up, Mr.

Disraeli continued. There was another.

He denied the moral competence of that

House of Commons to enter on a discussion

of the question with a view to its settlement.

He did not resist the motion on the ground
that that parliament was a moribund parlia-

ment Nothing of the kind. Although that

might be the last session of the present

parliament, and although when an election

took place for a future parliament the

appeal might be made to a larger con-

stituency, he did not for a moment bring
forward those circumstances as the basis

of the argument that that House was not

morally competent to deal with the ques-

tion. He rested it precisely on another

reason: he said that when a fundamental

law of the country was called into question,

though technically and legally the House

had a right to do anything within the

sphere of the House of Commons, it was

not morally competent to decide such a ques-

tion if those who had elected it had not, in

the constitutional course ofpublic life, received

some intimation that such a qitestion was to

come before it.

"Well, now, I ask," he proceeded, "had

the country the slightest intimation during
the last few years previous to or during
the period of the political existence of this

House has it had the slightest intimation

that this important, tliis all-important ques-

tion, not only from its specific nature but

also from the ulterior consequences which

it may induce, would be brought under

discussion in parliament ? I appeal to the

programme of the prime minister of the

time, which recommended a dissolution of

parliament and explained his policy to the

country. There is not the slightest allu-

sion to the state of the Irish Church in

that programme. We know very well from

the correspondence which has taken place
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between a prelate of the Irish Church,

himself a man of eminent abilities and

accomplishments, and the right hon. gen-
tleman although the letter appeared to

take the right hon. gentleman by surprise

the other night we know that the right

hon. gentleman at the time of the dis-

solution had not the remotest idea that

the Irish Church would become the great

subject of discussion.* Sir, it is impossible
to suppose that the right hon. gentleman is

not sincere in anything which he writes

at the moment he writes it, and I have not

the slightest doubt that that was as honest

a letter as even the right hon. gentleman
ever wrote. I do not throw the slightest

suspicion on that letter. But after all,

what was the character of it ? Is it not

a record of the fact that only three years

ago the right hon. gentleman treated the

question of the Church in Ireland as one

which was totally without the pale of

modern politics that he thought it could

never be revived or restored, and that, if it

were, he saw immense difficulties arising

from the Articles of Union ? But if it

were revived or restored, and if these diffi-

culties were mooted, his imagination could

not conceive the possibility that in such a

subject he should be mixed up. Well, that

is evidence of what our leading men men
who guided the opinion not of their party

only but of the country thought of this

great question. If that is not complete evi-

dence of the view taken by Lord Palmer-

ston and one of his chief ministers in

this House with regard to the question of

* At the time of the Oxford University election of 1865
Mr. Gladstone thus wrote to an eminent dignitary of the

church, who had made his vote conditional upon being satis-

fied as to Mr. Gladstone's views upon the future of the Irish

Church: "The question of the Irish Establishment," replied
Mr. Gladstone, "is remote and apparently out of all bear-

ing upon the practical politics of the day." And again,
"

I think I have marked strongly my sense of the responsi-
bility attaching to the opening of such a question. One
thing I may add, because' I think it a clear landmark. In

any measure dealing with the Irish Church (though I

scarcely expect ever to be called on to share in such a

measure'), the Act of Union must be recognized and must
have important consequences, especially with reference to the

position of the hierarchy." It was Mr. Gathorne Hardy who
referred to this letter, much to the annoyance of Mr. Glad-
stone.

the Church in Ireland and its political posi-

tion, I say that no evidence can satisfy

any person. Notwithstanding all this, the

question is suddenly brought before us.

"Now, sir, I take no exaggerated view

of even the Articles of Union. I have not

for a moment pretended that the Articles

of Union between the two nations are

irreversible. I have not for a moment

pretended that the Articles of Union, and

the great Acts of parliament which were

passed to carry them into effect, cannot by
the consent of the sovereign and of the

estates of the realm be changed or modified.

And this I will venture to say, that they

are, as I think all must acknowledge, among
the most solemn muniments of the nation,

and I do say that it is preposterous that we
should be asked to reverse such solemn

muniments at eight days' notice. In the

course of this debate I have heard hon.

gentlemen, referring to the Articles of

Union and these Acts of parliament, make
remarks which seemed to me to strike at

the root of all social security and political

stability. We have been told that these

Articles were negotiated between a Protest-

ant parliament in Dublin and a Protestant

parliament in London.
"

Sir, you cannot trifle with the history

of our country in that way. What was the

Bill of Eights ? Are you prepared to give

up the Bill of Rights because it was passed

by a parliament of boroughmongers ? If

you adopt the principle of analyzing sa

finely the constituent elements of the public
bodies that have negotiated and agreed to

the great documents which are the charters

of the people's rights, you may invali-

date our prime liberties and level a blow

against the security of property and order,

which has hitherto been the pride and

the boast of this country. Taking these

two points, we endeavoured to comprise
them in the amendment. We expressed
in the amendment the opinion that until

we had the report of the royal commission

it would be inexpedient for the House to

enter into the consideration of the Church
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in Ireland
;

and at the same time we

expressed our opinion that the decision

u
i

11 1 these great points should be reserved

for the new parliament. And then we
are told that because we used the word

"reserve" a strictly parliamentary word

we invited the next parliament to enter

into a discussion of this question. Now
you may depend upon it that the next par-
liament will not much care for our invitation.

If we think we are going to hoodwink or

lead the next parliament, or to deprive it of

its fair privileges or prerogatives, we shall

commit one of the greatest blunders ever

committed by man. Why, sir, in the free

and frank expression of parliamentary

language, it is perfectly open to me or

to any one else to contest the moral com-

petence of this House to do a particular

act ; but surely hon. gentlemen would

hurdly have such language used in a formal

resolution. Therefore in that amendment
we did not state that the House was not

("in
|
iftent to enter into the discussion of

this matter; but instead of using such

explicit language we put it in a quieter

and softer phrase, and said that the dis-

cussion ought to be reserved for a future

parliament."
Mr. Disraeli then touched upon the

hostility towards himself of one who had

recently been his col-league. It is seldom

either wise or generous to allude to feuds

which have arisen from mistaken motives,

and which have subsequently ended in the

most amicable and confidential of reconcilia-

tions; but since the differences then existing
Lord Cranbourne and Mr. Disraeli

mutters of notoriety and public com-

ment, they cannot be entirely passed over

here. We have nothing to show that, on

the part of Mr. Disraeli, there was at this

I inif any strong feeling of animosity towards

his late colleague. Occasionally Mr. Dis-

raeli allowed himself to comment upon the

charges brought against him by his assail-

ant, but, considering the provocation he
had received, never in tones of the bitter-

ness that might have been expected from

one who was a master of satire, and who

openly held that invective was an ornament

of debate. Towards Mr. Disraeli, however,
Lord Cranbourne was as severe as he was

unjust. He thoroughly misunderstood the

policy of the prime minister, and conse-

quently often arrived at the most unflatter-

ing of conclusions. He looked upon Mr.

Disraeli as a clever adventurer who, to suit

his own ambitious ends, had sacrificed his

party and his convictions to obtain and hold

office. He looked upon him as a leader

who had "educated" his followers until he

had succeeded in compelling them to aban-

don every distinct principle they had for-

merly maintained. He considered that Mr.

Disraeli, though calling himself a Conser-

vative, had handed the constitution over to

the masses, and had swamped an intellec-

tual minority by admitting an ignoble and

ignorant majority to the suffrage. Such

conduct was treachery of the basest descrip-

tion, and deserved to be openly exposed.
And it must be confessed that Lord Cran-

bourne was no lenient critic. Both in

parliament and in the periodical literature

with which he was connected, the late

secretary for India held up, with a bitter

tongue and equally bitter pen, Mr. Disraeli

to scorn. It is an episode in political

history we have no wish to dwell upon.
The most brilliant men have had to admit

that they have at times misinterpreted a

policy and misjudged a character; and there

have been few statesmen who, throughout
a long political life, have not had occasion

to regret expressions which had been better

left unsaid, and criticisms which had been

better left unwritten. The once member for

Stamford has been no exception to this rule.

The cordial political intimacy which after-

wards existed between the pungent critic

and the object of his wrath is the best

answer to the hasty and acrid comments

passed upon Mr. Disraeli at this time by
the then Lord Cranbourne, and the hand-

somest acknowledgment by their author

that such animadversions had been totally

undeserved.
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Mr. Disraeli now alluded to the comments
of Lord Cranbourne upon the amendment
moved by Lord Stanley. "Perhaps I ought
to notice," he said, "the remarks which

were made by the noble lord the member
for Stamford. The noble lord saw in this

amendment, of which I have given the

House the plain history I say the plain

and true history the noble lord saw in the

language of the amendment great cause for

mistrust and want of confidence. He saw

immediately that we were about to betray
the trust with which he deems us to be

invested. The noble lord is at no time

wanting in imputing to us the being influ-

enced by not the most amiable motives

which can regulate the conduct of public
men. I do not quarrel with the invective

of the noble lord. The noble lord is a man
of great talent, and he has vigour in his

language. There is great vigour in his

invective, and no want of vindictiveness.

I admit that, now speaking as a critic, and

perhaps not as an impartial one, I must

say I think it wants finish. Considering that

the noble lord has studied the subject, and

that he has written anonymous articles

against me before and since I was his

colleague I do not know whether he wrote

them when I was his colleague I think

it might have been accomplished more ad

unguem. There is one thing which the

noble lord never pardons, and that is the

passing of the Eeform Act of last year.
But I put it to the House what would

have been the general state of affairs if

the counsels of the noble lord upon that

subject had prevailed, instead of the sug-

gestions which I made and which the House

adopted ? Now that we are free from the

heat and the great difficulties and per-

plexities of the last session, and can take,

I hope, a fair view of what occurred, I would

express my opinion and I think it is not

peculiar to myself that we passed last year
a most beneficent and nobla Act. I have
not the slightest apprehension and I do
not speak of my personal connection with
the matter, but as the first minister of the

crown I look with no apprehension what-

ever to the appeal that will be made to the

people under the provisions of the Act. I

believe you will have a parliament returned

to this House full of patriotic and national

sentiment, whose decision will add spirit to

the community and strength to the state.

"
Sir, the only objection which I have to

these attacks of the noble lord is that they

invariably produce an echo from the other

side. That, it seems to me, is now almost

a parliamentary law. When the bark is

heard on this side, the right hon. member
for Calne [Mr. Lowe] emerges, I will not say
from his cave, but perhaps from a more

cynical habitation. He joins immediately
in the chorus of reciprocal malignity, and

" '
Hails with horrid melody the moon.'

"The right hon. gentleman has been

extremely analytical upon the amendment

of my noble friend the amendment, that

is, of the government, moved by my noble

friend
;

and his
'

zigzag
'

commentary,
founded on the assumption of circumstances

that never occurred, and motives that never

influenced us, was amusing at the moment*
But how far does that commentary agree

with the real statement I have given of the

cause and origin of this amendment ?

" The right hon. gentleman was extremely
exuberant in his comments upon my charac-

ter and career. I will not trouble the House

with a defence of that character and career.

I have sat in this House more than thirty

years, and can truly say that during that

time comments upon my character and

career have been tolerably free. But the

House has been the jury of my life, and it

allows me now here to address it
;
and

therefore here is not the place in which I

think it necessary to vindicate myself. The
* Mr. Lowe complained that the government had by a kind

of ''zigzag policy" contrived to make the question of the

Irish Church excessively complicated. He sneered at Mr.

Disraeli's letter to Lord Dartmouth, and declared that the

Protestant party would not be "
gulled

"
by it. He also said

that Mr. Disraeli had reached " his culminating point of

audacity." Indeed, the whole speech was in the excellent

taste to be expected from one who had acquired his parlia-

mentary eloquence in the legislature of an ex-convict settle-

ment.
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lion, gentleman the member for Calne is a

very remarkable num. He is a learned

man, though ho despises history. He can

chop logic like J)ean Aldrieh
;
but what is

more ivin:irk;ilile tlian his learning and his

logic is that power of spontaneous aversion

which particularizes him. There is nothing
that he likes, and almost everything tliiit he

hates. He hates the working classes of

Kngland. He hates the Eoman Catholics

of Ireland. He hates the Protestants of

Ireland. He hates Her Majesty's ministers.

And until the right hon. gentleman the

member for South Lancashire placed his

hand upon the ark, he seemed almost to

hate the right hon. gentleman the member
for South Lancashire. But now all is

changed. Now we have the hour and the

man. But I believe the clock goes wrong,
and the man is mistaken.

"Let me now ask the attention of the

House to the proposition before us. If I

have for a moment trespassed upon their

attention they will allow me to say that it

has been in fair self-defence. I have never

attacked any one in my life (cries of "Oh!"

and "J'n'l!") unless I was first assailed.

Now, sir, no one can deny this, that the

propositions of the right hon. gentleman
are very considerable. They are vast and

violent. All admit that, (cries of
" No !

'").

Well, hon. gentlemen say
" No ;

"
but to

disestablish an institution that has existed

300 years, that is in the possession of

property, that is certainly supported by
the sympathies of a great part of the popu-
lation of the country to propose to subvert

such an institution, without now going
into the merits of the case, is surely a

vast and violent change.
"
Well, then, the first question I will ask

is,
'

Why this change ?

'

and upon that

point we have had no satisfactory answer.

We HIV told that there is a crisis in Ireland,

and the hon. member for Birmingham the

other night, with, I must say, one of those

characteristics which he invariably displays,
but in an agreeable manner, that of misre-

presentation, said that I denied that then
VOL. II.

was anything critical in the state of Ireland,

and that Ireland was, so far as my opinions

were concerned, in a perfectly satisfactory

state.* Why, sir, I never said that Ireland

was in a satisfactory state. In a great

debate like this the House will, I am sure,

be indulgent to me if I touch upon some of

these topics. I denied that there was an

Irish crisis according to the interpretation

of the member for South Lancashire. The

member for South Lancashire, when the late

parliament was dissolved not four years ago,

was of opinion that the Irish Church was a

question totally out of the pale of modern

politics. He seemed to shrink from the

profanation of the idea that he or any
human being could ever disturb it. And

yet he is the man who comes forward to

abolish that institution. Well, I must look

to the grounds upon which he founds such

a violent proceeding. He said there was a

crisis in Ireland, and as I thought at the

time with dangerous candour he analyzed
that crisis and gave its causes and its

elements. And what were they ? Fenian-

ism was one. Feniauism when he was a

minister was rampant and mysterious, and

the more dangerous because it was mysteri-

ous. Fenianism now is not rampant ;
we

think we have gauged its lowest depths,

and we are not afraid of it That is one

of the evidences and elements of this crisis.

Does it not seem rather strange that though
Fenianism was so critical when he was a

minister we heard nothing of the crisis,

but when I am minister and Fenianism is

so subdued it is made the principal argu-

ment for a revolution ?

"
Well, what was the second element of

the right hon. gentleman? He said there

was a startling and dangerous emigration

from the country. I never liked the emi-

gration from Ireland. I have deplored it.

I know that the finest elements of political

"We had a declaration from the right hon. gentleman

at the head of the government that there was no crisis at

all that, in point of fact, the condition of Ireland was a

normal condition, and that there was no necessity for any-

thing romnrkable or unusual in the legislation thnt was

required." Mr. Bright, March 31, 1868.

13
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power are men, and therefore I have not

sympathized with the political economists

who would substitute entirely for men
animals of a lower organization. I never

heard an opinion of that kind from the

right hon. gentleman. I have always under-

stood that the right hon. gentleman and his

friends looked on 'the depletion' of Ireland

not without satisfaction. But this I know,
that the emigration from Ireland has lasted

now for a considerable number of years,

during most of which the right hon. gentle-

man was a leading minister of the crown,

and yet he never said that in consequence
of that emigration the state of Ireland was

critical. And I know that now when I

have the honour to be a minister of the

crown, and view still with anxiety the emi-

gration from that country, though I have

the satisfaction of seeing that it is reduced,

the right hon. gentleman says this also is

an element in the crisis of Ireland. Well,

then, how am I to understand that the

second element of the crisis is one which

can really be advanced as an argument in

favour of a great revolution ?

"
Then, sir, another element of .the right

hon. gentleman was education. The people
of Ireland were so educated that you must

destroy the Irish Church. Well, the people
of Ireland have been educated a great num-
ber of years, thank God; and I wish the

people of England had been educated as

well. I am not aware that the education

of the Irish people during the two short

years that we have sat upon this bench has

created the Irish crisis. The education of

the Irish people has been very advantage-
ous to them; and I am not aware that I

have been one of the members of this

House who have done anything to restrict

that education. As for the fourth cause

of the crisis, I should have thought that,

having passed a reform bill last year, that

was a reason why we should have lost no
time in passing a reform bill for Ireland.

Instead of doing that we are to acknow-

ledge a crisis. I say, under these circum-

stances, I was certainly justified in utterly

repudiating the principle upon which the

whole policy of the right hon. gentleman
is founded namely, that there is a crisis

in Ireland; but the hon. member for Bir-

mingham is not justified in saying, from

my adoption of that argument, that I assert

that the state of Ireland is perfectly satis-

factory, that nothing need be done, and

that the whole agitation is a delusion.
" As I cannot admit that there is a crisis

in Ireland according to the views of the

right hon. gentleman the member for South

Lancashire, I will state my view of the con-

dition of Ireland. I do not think there is

an Irish crisis, but if there be one it is not

occasioned by any of the causes mentioned

by the right hon. gentleman. But I say*

and I have said it very often, that the

condition of Ireland is, on the whole, not

entirely satisfactory. The general proposi-

tion the right lion, gentleman has placed
before us is the foundation of what I look

upon as a great change, and I may say a revol-

ution in our policy ;
and the circumstances

on which he based it ranged over 700 years.

The premises from which the right hon.

gentleman drew his deductions were 700

years. Well, how can we, when a great

statesman comes forward all of a sudden,

like a thief in the night, and recommends

a course so vast and violent that as yet we

have got, as it were, only into the ante-

chamber of the great discussion it will

involve I say when the right hon. gentle-

man brings forward such vast premises, and

draws his conclusions from them, what can

we do, in the first instance, at least, but

take general views ? If a man tells me
that my country is in a critical state in

consequence of the misgovernment of 700

years, as a sensible and prudent man I

must take general views; but I take gen-
eral views within a very limited range. I

compare the state of Ireland and its people,

not when they were under the tender mer-

cies of ancient historical characters, but

I take a limited practical view. Is the

condition of the Irish people now worse

than it was before the Union ? So far as
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inv researches guide inc you find the people

of Ireland are in a much lietter position-

They are in the enjoyment of social and

political rights they did not then possess ',

they are better fed, better clothed, and

better paid than they were. So much for

the working population. The middle class

are more wealthy and more enterprising;

and the landlords, upon whom such attacks

are made, have an advantage which Eng-
lish landlords do nut always have they

get their rents paid.* Is the condition of

Ireland worse at this moment, when we
are called upon precipitately to take this

serious step, than it was during the revo-

lutionary war ? Were the people then

better clothed and better fed ? were their

wages higher or as high ? You know they
were not. Take the time when the tithe-

proctors were fighting the people. Was the

condition of Ireland then to be at all com-

pared with its condition now ? Is it not an

absolute fact that all classes of the popula-
tion in Ireland at this moment are more

prosperous, are wealthier, are in the enjoy-
ment of political and social rights which

their ancestors and predecessors did not

enjoy fifty years ago? Is it not true that

the working population are at this moment
in the enjoyment of a higher rate of wages,
and consequently in a higher state of social

enjoyment, than at any previous period of

their history ?

"
Well, sir, that has been urged it has

never been answered. The chief secretary
of the lord-lieutenant, in a statement full of

the most accurate information and weighty

argument, placed that before the House,
and not a single gentleman opposite for a

moment impugned the accuracy of his facts

or the soundness of his conclusions. Well,
how are we met ? A statesman who, in

this position of affairs, makes the enormous
sacrifice of all the convictions of his life,

tells us that the state of Ireland is so criti-

cal that he must do that which only three

* Thanks to the abolition of the Iris.li Church and the
other pri'.hUory measures of a Liberal Irish policy, the
tame cannot now be said.

years ago, when mentioned, struck him with

such inexpressible horror, he said the ques-

tion was without the pale of political debate.

I want to know on what ground he does

this. The candid ingenuity of several

gentlemen opposite gives us the ground
the evils of Ireland. We have proved that

the country is richer, the people are more

prosperous, the landlords have their rents,

the middle-class are perpetually engaging
in speculation and shares, and the working

population have doubled their wages. Since

that has been proved and acknowledged
even by hon. gentlemen opposite, because

it could no longer be denied, the whole

thing this wide-spread discontent, this

constant disaffection, and the perilous posi-

tion of the Church in Ireland is explained

by the fact, the recent discovery, that

though the evils of Ireland are not ma-

terially increased there are moral evils,

there are sentimental evils to be redressed.

We are called upon now to argue the ques-

tion not as in recent times when we had

to discuss the political and material condi-

tion of Ireland, but we are asked to take a

vast and violent step because the people of

Ireland are suffering under a moral, or, as

it has been styled, a sentimental grievance.

,

"
Well, sir, I am not the man to despise

a sentimental grievance. I think he takes

a very contracted view of life and of human
nature who despises the sentimental griev-

ances of a nation
;
but when we have to

deal with sentimental grievances, and when

in consequence of sentimental grievances

we are asked to make very material changes,

I think every candid mind will agree that

we ought to proceed with caution. Though
we may be ready to make very great sacri-

fices to soothe the pride and gratify the

feeling of race, still to take some precipitate

step and fail in accomplishing our desire

would be disastrous to the state and humili-

ating to the statesman. Now, what are

those sentimental grievances of the Irish

people ? I am not conscious that I have

ever been deficient in sympathy for the

I risli people. They have engaging qualities
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which I think every man who has any
heart will respect. But I must say nothing

surprises ine more than the general con-

duct of the Irish people on this subject of

sentimental grievances. They are a race

who are certainly among the bravest of the

brave, most ingenious, witty, very imagin-

ative, and therefore very sanguine ;
but for

them to go about the world announcing
that they are a conquered race, does appear
to me the most extraordinary thing in the

world. All of us, nations and individuals,

are said to have a skeleton in the House.

I do not say that I have not one. I hope I

have not if I had I would turn the key
upon him. But for the Irish ostentatiously
to declare that they are a conquered race

is very strange. If they really were a

conquered race, they are not the people who

ought to announce it. It is the conquerors
from whom we should learn the fact, for it

is not the conquered who should go about

the world and announce their shame and

humiliation.
" But I entirely deny that the Irish are a

conquered race. I deny that they are more
of a conquered race than the people of any
other nation. Therefore, I cannot see that

there is any real ground for the doleful tone

in which they complain that they are the

most disgraced of men, and make that

the foundation for the most unreasonable

requests. Ireland is not one whit more

conquered than England. They are always

telling us that the Normans conquered
Ireland. Well, I have heard that the

Normans conquered England too, and the

only difference between the two conquests
is that while the conquest of Ireland was

only partial, that of England was com-

plete. Then they tell us that was a long
time ago, but since then there was a dreadful

conquest by Cromwell, when Cromwell not

only conquered the people, but confiscated

their estates. But Cromwell conquered
England. He conquered the House of

Commons. He ordered that bauble to be

taken away, in consequence of which an
hon. member, I believe of very advanced

Liberal opinions, the other night proposed
that we should raise a statue to his memory.
But Cromwell not only conquered us, but

he forfeited and sequestrated estates in

every county in England. Well, sir, then

we are told that the Dutch conquered

Ireland, but unfortunately they conquered

England too. They inarched from Devon-

shire to London through the midst of a grum-

bling population. But the Irish fought
like gentlemen for their sovereign, and

there is no disgrace in the battle of the

Boyne, nor does any shame attach to the

sword of Sarsfield. I wish I could say
as much for the conduct of the English
leaders at that time. Therefore the habit

of the Irish coming forward on all occasions

to say that they are a conquered race, and

in consequence of their being a conquered
race they must destroy the English institu-

tions, is a most monstrous thing.
" Then we are told that the Church in

Ireland is a badge of this conquest. Well,

sir, I will not go into the question as to the

origin of the Irish Church. I hope that

nothing shall induce me to enter into a

controversy as to whether St. Patrick was a

Protestant or not. But I ask this plain ques-

tion from this conquered race who attain

an eminent position in every country where

wars are successful why is the Church of

Ireland more a badge of conquest to the

Pioman Catholics of that country than the

Church of England is to the Dissenters ?

There is this difference, that according to

their own story countless generations almost

have elapsed since the Eoman Catholics

were in possession of these churches in

Ireland, while in England there was a

great change within comparatively modern

times, the fact being that one meets almost

every day in England the descendants of

some one or other of the ejected ministers;

but we never meet a burly nonconformist

who tells us that he is a member of a con-

quered race, and that he regards the Church

of England as a badge of conquest. The Dis-

senter disapproves of the church, and he

hopes some day to terminate its existence
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us an establishment, but he considers him-

self to be on perfectly equal terms. As far

as their relation to the church establish-

ment is concerned, what difference is there

between the Koinan Catholics of Ireland

and the Nonconformists of this country,
who are among the most wealthy, influen-

tial, and intelligent of Her Majesty'ssubjects,

scores of whom, moreover, occupy seats in

this House at the present moment ? If

there is any difference, the feelings of the

English Dissenter ought to be more bitter

limn those of the Eoman Catholic. That

is, therefore, another point, so far as senti-

mental grievances are concerned, of which

I really do hope we shall hear no more.

"Now, sir, I come to a more practical

part of the question. {Ironical cheering.) I

understand that cheer, but we shall never

come to a solution of any of those questions
unless we first arrive at clear ideas of what

we mean. You wish to convey in that

cheer that I have been speaking on subjects
not germane to the question in hand. My
answer is that it is impossible for any one

to grapple with the real points before us,

unless we clear the atmosphere of these

nebulous illusions. Unless we get rid of
'

conquered races,' of '

badges of conquest,'
and things of that kind, we cannot realize

what it is we have to do. We must be

very cautious in respect to the great ques-
tion now before the House and the country
when we find it started by a man so eminent

as the right hou. member for South Lanca-

shire on premises so utterly and absurdly
fallacious. 1 say that it is not right to

disestablish the Irish Church; and of this

I am quite certain, that it never can be

right to argue that question on an assumed
and fallacious crisis, which any man who
has any knowledge of life knows has no

existence. I have brought the discussion

to this point, and I want now to ask the

Hi msc to consider how we who sit on this

bench have dealt with those grievances
of Ireland on which I have touched. I

say that during the period when I have
had any lead in public life now, I am

sorry to say, more than twenty years I

have acted conscientiously on one principle

alone, and there has not been a gentleman
on this bench, or on the opposite bench

when we were in Opposition, but gave me
on that point unswerving and complete

sympathy and adhesion. In what I recom-

mended to be done I had the sanction and

support of all my colleagues now in the

present cabinet, of all who sat in a respon-
sible position on the bench opposite, and,

I can say, even the sanction of the noble

lord the member for Stamford."

Mr. Disraeli then sketched the history
of the policy of the Tory party towards

Ireland.
" What was the policy we pursued with

respect to Ireland ? Our policy was one

of conciliation. Most of us entered public
life when there had been the fiercest acri-

mony between Irish parties. Some lion,

gentlemen now sitting in this House can

hardly realize the sentiments then enter-

tained towards one another by the Irish

members of different religions, and English
members of different parties who sympa-
thized with their co-religionists. But about

twenty-five years ago English statesmen had

arrived at a conclusion, advantageous both

for England and Ireland, that we should

have a policy of conciliation, and that we
should endeavour as far as we could to

remove anomalies, soften asperities, and

encourage between the two religions and

races a more living and direct sympathy.
The principles of our policy were first,

in Ireland to create and not destroy ;
and

secondly, to acknowledge that you could

not in any more effectual way strengthen
the Protestant interest than by doing justice

to the Roman Catholics. On those prin-

ciples we acted. The right hon. and gallant

gentleman the member for Huntingdon

[General Peel], in a speech which he made
last night, and which the House heard

with that interest with which it always
welcomes the observations of the right

hon. gentleman, alluded with pride, and

with justifiable pride, to what he had
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done with regard to the appointment of

Eoman Catholic chaplains in the army.
The right hon. gentleman, though he took

that course spontaneously, did so entirely

with the sympathy of his colleagues.

"The House will remember that much
discussion occurred on a recent occasion

respecting the appointment of Eoman
Catholic chaplains in gaols.* That measure

was not proposed by us, but the govern-
ment of that day were in great stress

concerning it, and we supported them,

although they were opposed by many of

their own party, and although many on

this side of the House disapproved the

course they took. We, however, were

convinced that course was based on right

principles, and it would not have been

adopted but for our assistance, to which

a speech of unrivalled power by the right

hon. member for Oxfordshire [Mr. Henley]

largely contributed. On a subsequent occa-

sion we had before us the oath to be taken

by the Eoman Catholics. I have seldom

considered a question which occasioned me
more anxiety and pain, but it was brought
to a satisfactory conclusion greatly by
the influence of hon. gentlemen on these

benches
;
and the oath which was ultimately

adopted, with slight variations, by parlia-

ment was drawn by the present lord

chancellor of England, who, I believe, was

never suspected of being false to the prin-

ciples of Protestantism. Through all these

endeavours to carry out a principle of con-

ciliation I have invariably been supported

by my right hon. friend the secretary for

the home department. In the same spirit

we have brought forward a proposition
to grant a charter to a Eoman Catholic

university. I need not comment upon
the 'zigzag' criticisms of the right hon.

member for Calne, but I understand our

proposal has been commented upon during

my absence this evening.
"
Sir, I believe that proposal was perfectly

consistent with the principle we have laid

down, that in Ireland the wise policy is to

Fee vol.
i., p. 524.

create and not to destroy, and to strengthen
Protestant institutions by being just to the

Eoman Catholics. Sir, I believe the pro-

posal to grant a charter to a Eoman Catholic

university was conceived entirely in that

spirit. Hon. gentlemen opposite say
' Take hold of Trinity College ; appropriate
its property, destroy its constitution, tear

its charters to shreds
;
that is the way to

conciliate the people, that is the way to

reconcile parties and creeds in Ireland.'

But that is not the policy which I and my
colleagues conceived. We have determined

to create, and never to destroy, in Ireland.

There has been too much destruction, I

say ;
therefore we shall maintain all we

have said in support of our proposition for

a charter. I do not wish to conceal that

it is one which I believe responds to the

legitimate demands of the Eoman Catholics.

It will at the same time maintain that great

University of Dublin, which is one of the

greatest universities in the country.
" No one will question for one moment

but that there is a want of educational

means for the higher classes of the Eoman
Catholic population in Ireland, though peo-

ple may differ as to the way by which

it should be satisfied. I say it is wise to

satisfy that want by a mode which creates,

and does not destroy. That is in accordance

with our uniform policy, and in conformity
also with the policy which hon. gentlemen

opposite have hitherto pursued with the

same integrity of purpose and sincerity of

feeling as we believe we are able to claim

for ourselves. And why have hon. gentle-

men opposite pursued this policy with us ?

Because the experience of the past has

taught us that it was wise to do that which

would of all things tend to effect a recon-

ciliation between creeds and classes, and

put an end to the unsatisfactory state of

feeling in Ireland. We have been subjected

to the usual taunts
; nothing is so easy as

to say that we do this thing to gain the

Catholic vote, that we do another to obtain

a majority or maintain a position. But
whether in office or in Opposition, it has
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been the same, and these taunts pass by us

without the slightest effect upon our course.

The same taunts, indeed, have been levelled

at our opponents, but never by inc.
"
Well, let us look at this policy as

applied to the Church in Ireland, which is

the question before us. We have attempted
to conciliate creeds. We have endeavoured

to bring about a state of society by which

every man in Ireland should feel that he

was in a position of the same equality as

he would enjoy in England. Whether the

measures were proposed and passed by us

or by our opponents, I do not think that

policy has hitherto been unsuccessful.

There has been a difference in the tone

even of the members of this House as com-

pared witli what it was a quarter of a

century ago. Out of this House there has

been a very great change. But what is the

policy of the right hon. gentleman? He
comes forward to propose a change which
will at once outrage the feelings and touch

the dearest sentiments and interests of a

large and very influential portion of the

population of Ireland. Year after year we
have in this House endeavoured to secure

to the, lloman Catholics, and especially to

the Eoman Catholics of Ireland, the full

and free exercise of their religion. There

is not a gentleman opposite, however he

may vote, who does not in his heart know
that is true. I am not referring to a session,

1 am not referring to a parliament, but I

am referring to the long and patient and

continuous policy which we have pursued
even under the unfavourable circumstances

and discouragements of opposition the

policy that the Eoman Catholics should

have a full and free exercise of their

religion; and although it entailed upon us

much prejudice and misapprehension among
friends whom we respected and regarded,
we were firm to that policy, because we
believed it to be right and wise, and that

it would lead to that general sympathy and
conciliation to which I have adverted.

" But what does the right hon. gentleman
propose ? Have the Protestants of Ireland

no interest in their faith ? Have they no

regard for their church? Has their history

not identified them with that institution ?

Have the Protestants of Ireland no senti-

mental feelings which are to be regarded ?

And what are we to think of the statesman

who, having, as I suppose, sanctioned the

policy which I have indicated, conies for-

ward at this moment to introduce to us not

merely a measure but a policy which must

revive all the acrimony of which we had

hoped to get rid which must call into

existence all those inveterate and rancorous

feelings which we have sought to eradicate

which places all classes and creeds in au

adverse position, and renders that country

again the scene of every hostile passion, of

every sentiment which is opposed to that

political tranquillity which all great states-

men have striven to produce ? . . .

" The policy recommended by the right

hon. gentleman, the member for South

Lancashire, involves issues in my mind
much more important than the government
of Ireland. And I would ask the House
for a moment to consider what would be

the effect of the proposal of the right hou.

gentleman upon the property of the country.

Now, I am not going to impress upon the

House the importance of respecting a pre-

scriptive title of 300 years. I recognize

fully that there is a difference, so far as

the state is concerned, between public and

private property. But the various shades

between them, although they are numerous,

blend, and dangerously blend, and it is of

much importance that when you deal even

with public property you should deal with

it in a manner so thoughtful, so learned,

and so wise that you should not endanger
the principle of private property. All that

I pass aside, and I leave it to gentlemen
on both sides well to weigh what may
be the consequences of interfering with a

prescriptive title of 300 years. What effect

it may have on the estates of the great city

companies I stop not to inquire. What
effect the principle by which it is recom-

mended in Ireland may have even upon the
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estates of private individuals whose pro-

perty has arisen from the plunder of the

church I stop not to ask. I believe there

are abbeys in Ireland, and there are many
in England, that are no longer enjoyed by
abbots. I do not dwell upon these things.

I remind the House on the general con-

sideration not to forget them. I view with

great jealousy the plunder of a church, be-

cause, so far as history can guide me, I have

never found that churches are plundered

except to establish or enrich oligarchies ;

and although it may be a very liberal

movement to attack an ecclesiastical in-

stitution, I have never found that the

consequences were in favour of liberty or

enlightened feeling.
" But what I want to impress upon the

House is this, that there is a new view of

the case with regard to the question of

property in the course adopted by the right

hon. gentleman. The principle of property
is contested in the age in which we live. I

am not alarmed by that, because I think

the principle of property may be established

on the strongest and soundest arguments
that the human intellect can conceive. But

we cannot shut our eyes to what the hon.

member for Birmingham calls
' the spirit

of the age,' and which entirely influences

him in the advice which he gives to the

right hon. gentleman the member for South

Lancashire. In the present day the prin-

ciple of property, even of private property,
has been contested

;
and Ireland unfortun-

ately is not an exception to the countries

in which that political dogma has been

promulgated. Observe what the proposition
of the right hon. gentleman involves. I

can understand a man, for example, taking

up this position 'Three hundred years

ago the churches of Ireland were ministered

by priests of the Eoman Catholic faith, and
were filled by communicants of the Roman
Catholic creed. You. ejected our ministers

300 years ago, you expelled our congre-

gations and drov them to a distant part of

the island. Now our opportunity is come
the hour and the man have both arrived

now we will regain what we have lost, and

the Protestant populations and the Protest-

ant ministers shall leave the churches.'

That, undoubtedly, would be a violation of

property ;
the prescription of the Protestant

population, of three centuries' duration,

would be violated
;
and to that degree the

principle of property would be outraged.

But then the principle of property would be

vindicated in a much higher degree by the

principle of restitution, and so it might be

contended that there was no violation of

property at all. These persons might say,

'We are only restoring property to the

original owners, and we announce it as a

principle so sacred that even 300 years of

abuse shall not prevent us from acknow-

ledging its sacredness.'
" But the right hon. gentleman docs

nothing of the kind. He goes to the

Church of Ireland, he takes all its pro-

perty, and he does not tell us what he is

going to do with it. There is no restitution

to palliate or excuse the proceeding; it is

sheer confiscation. And therefore I say
that the principle proposed for your sane

tion in this scheme, by which the right hoi .

gentleman can pounce upon all the property
of the Church in Ireland and not tell you
what he is going to do with it, is an outrage

and a violation of the principle of property,

than which nothing greater or more enor-

mous can be conceived. In a parenthesis
the right hon. gentleman told us that the

property would be preserved and only used

for Irish purposes."

What, asked Mr. Disraeli, were those

Irish purposes ? Deduction of the duties

upon whisky would be an Irish purpose;
was that what Mr. Gladstone meant ?

He hoped the House of Commons would

not consent to move in the dark on

such an important subject. The pro-

position of Mr. Gladstone involved an

attack on the principle of property, which

had never yet been he would not say
mooted in parliament, but which had

scarcely found a place in the speculations

of the most abstract philosophers. For,
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although there had been propositions before

to attack the property of national insti-

tutions, no proposition of that kind had

ever been made by a minister of the crown,

or one standing in the responsible position

of leader of the Opposition. No one had

ever yet attempted to attack the public

property of the country, who had not at

the same time indicated to the country
with what intention he laid hands upon
the property which he thus appropriated.

Knowing what they all know, that the

plunder of churches, which were the pro-

perty of the people, had never yet produced

anything for the people, Mr. Disraeli

(In laved that they ought to look carefully

at that proposition, which left them entirely

in the dark. They ought to look with the

greatest jealousy on such a proposition. He
could not under any circumstances agree

that it should be appropriated to what in

Liberal language was called a secular pur-

pose. A secular purpose was always a job.

Church property was the property of the

people set apart for a specific purpose
their spiritual instruction. There was a

great lack of funds for spiritual instruction.

The religious education of the people had

been much neglected in England owing to

the great plunder of the church, and the

plunder of the church had invariably been

iln' appropriation of public property to

private individuals.
" There is another subject," he continued,

"
to which before I sit down I must call the

serious consideration of the House. I feel

that I have unfortunately somewhat tres-

passed upon their attention, but the House
is generous, and it feels that this is an

occasion on which it is scarcely an intrusion

"ii my part to crave their indulgence. I

have to place before them one of the greatest

issues ever offered to their consideration,

and that somewhat suddenly. The conflict

has come upon us when wo little expected

it, and it is necessary that the House and

the country should understand what they
have to decide. The right lion, gentleman
who preceded me [Mr. Cardwell] was

VOL. IL

nervously alive upon that subject He said,
' We must have a clear and intelligible issue

before the country.' Well, so far as I am
concerned, the issue shall be clear and

intelligible. I have touched upon this

question with regard to Ireland by itself,

and I have shown how completely contrary
to the policy which the wisest statesmen

have pursued, even at great personal sac-

rifice, for a quarter of a century, is the policy

suddenly recommended to us by the right

hon. gentleman the member for South

Lancashire. No more conciliation
;
no more

hope of reconciling creeds and classes
;
no

more hope by prudent arrangement of

securing in a country of anomalies, no doubt,

and full of historical difficulties, what 1

thought we were arriving at, by achieving
that equality in the state which the subjects

of the queen enjoy in England.
" All that is past. The great philosophers

and physicians of the state are of opinion

that such equality can only be accomplished

by outraging the dearest feelings and in-

vading the interests of a population not

inconsiderable, very influential, and the

most important portion of the Irish people.

The policy of conciliation, sanctioned by
Peel, supported with admirable eloquence

by Graham, from which Palmerston did not

recoil, to which Lord Eussell give his

adhesion, and to which I once thought the

right hon. gentleman opposite would have

worked with me it is gone. For Protestant

ascendency, which really no longer existed,

is to be substituted, I suppose, Papal su-

premacy. All that we have attempted for

years to accomplish is to be obliterated, and

Ireland is still to be the scene of faction, is

still to be the difficulty of England. That

is what you are bringing about at a moment

when we seemed on the verge of accomplishing

what for a quarter of a century we have been

labouring for.
" I have asked the House to consider the

altered circumstances of the case, and I

have begged the House to reflect for a

moment on what might be the influence

on property of the policy recommended by
14
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the right hon. gentleman. I now come

to another and more important ulterior

consequence. If that policy is carried into

effect, the connection between the state and

the church in Ireland ceases; the govern-
ment of Ireland is divorced from the

principle of religion, which hitherto has

been acknowledged as part of our national

policy. Now, what is meant by the union

between church and state ? In this crisis,

I say, it is of great importance that we
should fully understand what we mean by
a connection between church and state. I

will give my version of it. / understand by
it that authority is to be not merely political;

that government is to be not merely an affair

of force, but is to recognize its responsibility

to the Divine Power.
"
Sir, we have discarded the divine right

of kings, and properly discarded it, because

the divine right of kings led to the abuse

of supernatural power by individuals; but

an intelligent age will never discard the

divine right of government. If government
is not divine, it is nothing. It is a mere
affair of the police-office, of the tax-gatherer,
of the guard-room. Now, sir, any man who
has had any experience of affairs knows
this that every year government becomes

more difficult. It is its connection with the

religious principle it js not the guard-room,
it is not the police-office, it is not the tax-

gatherer which enables it to rule the

nation. You must educate educate the

people. You must reform the criminal, you
must establish asylums to meet all the

wants of injured and suffering society.
These are the duties of government. In
their performance the government is per-

petually applied to, is perpetually called

upon; and how are we to perform those

offices unless we are in connection with

religious bodies ? It is the principle of

religion which makes a government sensible

and conscious that it has to perform these

duties; and having to perform these duties,

it requires an agency oy which it can accom-

plish them.
" I am totally at a loss to see how we can

connect government with religion except by
an establishment. One of the things which

the right hon. gentleman who preceded me
wanted was an intelligible issue. I give
him a clear and intelligible issue. I want

to know how we can connect the government
with religion except by an establishment.

It is very true that in a country like

England, where we have the advantage
of complete toleration, we may have an

establishment which is not the church that

represents the entire majority of the country:
but we cannot judge of the influence of an

established church by the mere influence

of its ministers or by the number of those

in communion with it. We must recollect

the influence which the existence of such

an establishment has on those who are not

communicants with that church. The great

sectarian parties of this country, so full of

learning and spirit, so highly disciplined

and organized what would they have been

without the Church of England, the arche-

type which produced the great competition
of charity which is the characteristic of the

age and the century in which we live ?

"
Well, if you admit this principle you

ought to hesitate very much as to the course

you are taking. What are you doing as

regards Ireland ? Are you prepared to say
that the government in Ireland shall be

a government disconnected from the prin-

ciple of religion ? Are you prepared to say
that ? If you are not prepared to say

that, how is government in Ireland to be

connected with the principle of religion ?

Tell me that. Will you endow the Presby-
terian Church in Ireland ? Why, all the

objections which you allege against the

Anglican Church will equally apply to the .

Presbyterian Church. Its population is not

more considerable. Well, will you connect

with the state the lloman Church 1 (Ones

of "No !") You say
' No !

'

AVe know there

are some persons who say
' Yes !

'

But

you are right in saying
' No !

'

There is

no doubt it is utterly impracticable. The

United Kingdom is a Protestant kingdom.
The people of the United Kingdom are a
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Protestant people. They defend and cherish

a Protestant throne, and any attempt in

Iivlaud to establish a Roman Church in

connection with the state is a dream which

no practical man would allow himself to

indulge in.

"
Well, if you cannot establish the Kirk, if

you cannot establish the Church of Rome,
then if you are going to destroy the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church, you come to this

point you will have a government in Ireland

that is not connected with the religious

principle. This appears to me to be a

logical consequence; and at this moment, if

you believe with me that the union between

church and state is a great security for

civilization and for religious liberty I say,

if you agree with me in this you must

acknowledge that there is no possible means

by which you can maintain that union but

by maintaining the Church in Ireland. Re-

form or modify her if you will, make her

more efficient if you can
;
but unless you are

prepared to give up the connection between

church and state, which is the connection of

authority tempered by the civilizing power
of religion, you must maintain the church.

You cannot stir from the position ; you must

accept one of these two alternatives."

Mr. Disraeli then touched upon his letter

to Lord Dartmouth. Some hostile criticism

had been passed upon it. Mr. Goschen

had asserted that the prime minister had

written " a letter to the clergy telling them
that the church was in danger ; they have

all preached in consequence, and this has

produced a considerable effect." Mr. Cole-

ridge had spoken to the same purport. Mr.

l.\ve, who " misdated the letter, misquoted
the letter, and misconceived the letter," had

declared that Mr. Disraeli had penned the

epistle with the object of exciting the

Protestant feelings of the country. In

refutation of these comments, the prime
minister remarked that his letter had not

been written to a clergyman but to a lay-

nian, and that there was nothing about

Protestant feeling in it.
"
I did not say,"

cried Mr. Disraeli, "that the church was in

danger. I said the state was in danger.
Terminate the connection between the state

and the church
;

divorce authority from

the religious principle ; you will find the

state in danger, not the church, when it

thus loses the high sanction and the high
influences which animate a nation. I ask

again, is it or is it not true that if the policy
of the right lion, gentleman is adopted you
terminate the connection in Ireland between

government and the church ? Is it or is it

not true ? Let us have a clear answer to

that. (Opposition cheers.) You admit it.

Can you resist the consequences of your
admission ? (Cries of

"
Hear, hear !" from

the Opposition.) Your '

Hear, hear !' will

some day be remembered by yourselves
with astonishment, and perhaps remorse.

There is more in that
'

Hear, hear !' than

you or than England conceives. You will

terminate the connection between church

and state in Ireland
; why should you stop

there? If the '

hear-hearers
'

are to have

their way I can completely understand

the policy that is brought before us. But

what I want is that the House of Commons
and England should understand what is the

clear and intelligible issue the right hon.

gentleman the member for Oxford is so

anxious to ascertain. Well, if you adopt
the principle of separation between church

and state in Ireland, there is no reason why
you should not adopt it in Scotland. The

Church of Scotland has in its communion

only a minority of the people, and I want

to know upon what principle you can

maintain the Kirk in Scotland if you do

not maintain the Church in Ireland. Well,

then, it is admitted that the majority not

being within the pale of the Scottish Kirk,

Scotland may also follow the policy of the

right hon. member for Lancashire. Why
stop at Scotland ? Are you prepared for

the ulterior consequences of this policy ?

That is what I want to have thoroughly

understood by the people of this country.

Let there be, as the hon. member for Oxford

says,
'
a clear and intelligible issue.' Well,

the church falls in Ireland, it falls in Scot-
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land, but it is never to fall in England,
because the right hon. gentleman says there

are millions upon millions of churchmen in

England. That is rhetoric, it is not reason.

Why, the hon. member for Birmingham,
that great master of the mind of the right

hon. member for South Lancashire we
have heard of educating ; why, he too can

educate- that hon. gentleman will take

the census returns, and with that analysis

which his shrewd intellect is so well able

to regulate and control, he will prove that

it is a very clear conclusion, from the statis-

tical documents in his hand, that the union

between church and state that union

between authority and religion which

has humanized authority, civilized this

country, and secured to us civil and religi-

ous liberty cannot be maintained."

Mr. Disraeli then proved, from a certain

letter which he held in his hand, that the

Welsh were beginning to cry out that they
too had a church question to deal with, as

well as the Irish. On what principle, he

asked, could the House refuse to apply to

Scotland and Wales what was about to

be applied to Ireland ? They were about

to attempt to introduce a most dangerous

precedent.
"
I know very well," he said

in conclusion,
" the difficulties we have to

contend with now. I know very well what
are the powers that are now, and have been
for some time, meeting together and joining
to produce the consequences which some

anticipate, and which I hope may yet be

defeated. No man can have watched what
has taken place in this country during the

last ten years without being prepared, if he
be of a thoughtful mind, for the crisis of

this country. I repeat the expression that

I used in my letter to Lord Dartmouth,
that the crisis of England is now fast arriv-

ing. High-Church Ritualists and the Irish

followers of the Pope have been long in

secret combination, and are now in open
confederacy. It is a fact. It is confessed

by those who attempted to prevent this

combination, to mitigate the occurrence, to

avoid the conjuncture which we always felt

would be most dangerous to the country.

They have combined to destroy that great

blessing of conciliation which both parties

in the state for the last quarter of a century
have laboured to effect. I am perfectly
aware of the great difficulties that we have

to encounter. I know the almost super-
human power of this combination. They
have their hand almost upon the realm of

England. Under the guise of Liberalism

under the pretence of legislating in the

spirit of the age they are, as they think,

about to seize upon the supreme authority
of the realm. But this I can say, that so

long as, by the favour of the queen, I stand

here, I will oppose to the utmost of my
ability the attempt they are making. I be >

lieve the policy of the right hon. gentleman,
who is their representative, if successful,

will change the character of this country.

It will deprive the subjects of Her Majesty
of some of their most precious privileges,

and it will dangerously touch even the

tenure of the crown."

At the close of the debate the govern-
ment were defeated on the two divisions

that took place. Upon Lord Stanley's

amendment the majority against the govern-
ment was sixty, whilst the motion of Mr.

Gladstone to go into committee was carried

by a majority of fifty-six. The Liberal

press now strongly urged upon ministers

that it was their duty in face of their defeat

to tender their resignation, and give place

to the Opposition. Mr. Disraeli declined

to accede to these demands, and was conse-

quently abused in the most virulent manner

for thus clinging to the sweets of office.

The simple truth was that the government
refused to regard the House of Commons
as representing the opinions of the nation

upon the Irish Church question; and until

the country had been appealed to ministers

considered themselves as perfectly justified

in remaining on the Treasury bench. The

House then rose for the Easter holidays.

The severe strictures passed upon the

disloyal conduct of the Eitualists at the

close of Mr. Disraeli's speech upon the
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Irish Church were not long to remain

unchallenged. They had given rise to

much comment among our Romanizing
clergy, in which the sweetness of the

Christian character was not particularly

conspicuous, and the prime minister was
called upon to substantiate his assertion.

A Rev. Mr. Baker, the vicar of Addington,
in Buckinghamshire, and one of the con-

stituents of Mr. Disraeli, despatched a

letter to Hughenden, shortly after the

Easter recess had been ushered in, request-

ing some information upon the matter, and

regretting that so sweeping a charge had
been made. He received the following

reply :

"HUOHENDEK M.\NOR, Maundy Thursday, 1868.

" REV. SIR, I have just received your letter, in

which, as one of my constituents, you justify your
right to ask for some explanation of my alleged
assertion that the High-Church Ritualists had
been long in secret combination, and were now in

open confederacy with Irish Romanists, for the

destruction of the union between church and state.

I acknowledge your right of making this inquiry ;

and if I do not notice in detail the various sug-

gestions in your letter, it is from no want of

courtesy, but from the necessity of not needlessly

involving myself in literary controversy. You are

under a misapprehension if you suppose that I

intended to cast any slur on the High Church

party. I have the highest respect for the High
Church party. I believe there is no body of men
in this country to which we have been more in-

debted, from the days of Queen Anne to the days
of Queen Victoria, for the maintenance of the

orthodox faith, the rights of the crown, and the

liberties of the people. In saying this, I have no
wish to intimate that the obligations of the country
to the other great 'party in the church are not

equally significant. I have never looked upon the

existence of parties in our church as a calamity,

I look upon them as a necessity, and a beneficial

necessity. They are the natural and inevitable

consequences of the mild and liberal principles of

our ecclesiastical polity, and of the varying and

opposite elements of the human mind and charac-

ter. When I spoke I referred to an extremefaction
in the church of very moderate date, that does not

conceal itt ambition to destroy t/te connection be-

tween church and slate, and which I have reason

to believe ha* been for some time in tecret combina-

tion, and it now in open confederacy, with t/te

Irish Romanists for the purpose. The Libera-

tion Society, with its shallow and short-sighted

fanaticism, is a mere instrument in the hands of

thU confederacy, and will probably be the first

victim of the spiritual despotism the Liberation

Society is blindly working to establish. As I hold

that the dissolution of the union between church

and state will cause permanently a greater revolu-

tion in this country than foreign conquest, I shall

use my utmost energies to defeat these fatal

machinations. Believe me, rev. sir,

" Your faithful member and servant,

"B. DISRAELI."

Irish business had so absorbed the atten-

tion of the legislature during this part of

the session that little progress had been

made with the other measures before the

House. What with the debates on the

motion of Mr. Maguire, and on the resolu-

tions of Mr. Gladstone, the sittings of tho

chamber had been fully occupied. The

army and navy estimates had been delayed

beyond the usual time, owing to the illness

of Mr. Cony, whilst the measures intro-

duced by the government, such as the

Bribery Bill, the Bankruptcy Bill, the Irish

Reform Bill, and others, had still to be dis-

cussed in committee. It was evident that

the labours of the session were to be con-

fined almost exclusively to Irish questions.



CHAPTEE V.

THE VERDICT OF THE NEW CONSTITUENCIES.

DURING the few clays that intervened

before the re-assembling of parliament,

the question of the Irish Church was the

one topic uppermost in men's minds. The

victory of the Liberals had encouraged
the enemies of Establishment to further

efforts, whilst it proved to the Conservative

party the absolute necessity of union and

determination in their opposition to the

proceedings of their rivals, if success was to

be hoped for. Meetings were held all over

the country, at which the Irish Church

was vindicated or denounced; newspapers
broke out into abuse of Mr. Gladstone, or

of the cabinet which opposed his views
;

political associations flooded the kingdom
with party pamphlets discussing the subject
in. the most partial and one-sided fashion

;

the extreme Eitualists showed, by their

behaviour on the occasion, how true had

been the statement of Mr. Disraeli as to

their disloyalty, since they openly united

themselves with the Papists, and were

among the most venomous of the critics

upon the position of the Irish Church and
the utility of her Protestant clergy. Never
had the sister country taken such an interest

in the affairs of Ireland.

Of all the meetings held by the Liberals,

the one assembled under the auspices of

Earl Eussell, in St. James' Hall, London,
was the most significant of the agitation
then being carried on for the disestablish-

ment of the Irish Church. It was there

declared that the Irish Church was in such

a position as not to admit of any argument
in her defence, and that a policy of dis-

endowment was the only one to be adopted.
"
I think the people of Ireland," said Earl

Eussell, "are entitled to demand that all

Her Majesty's subjects in that country

should be placed upon a footing of

equality, and it is rather a secondary

question whether that equality should be

obtained by endowment of all the different

communions, or by the disendowment of

them all. (Loud cries of
'"
Disendowment!")

I do not disguise my preferences on that

subject; but I say, at once, that as I

perceive that the Protestant people in

general of England and Scotland do not

wish to endow all these communions, and

on the other hand that the Eoman Catholics

in Ireland do not wish to accept any en-

dowment, I at once discard any preferences

of my own, and seek for general disendow-

ment." The resolutions proposed in favour

of disestablishment and disendowment were

then carried by acclamation. A similar

meeting was at the same time held by the

"United Protestant Defence Committee,"

which was largely attended, its proceedings

being characterized by equal ardour and

harmony in resolving not to break up
" the

last link of the Union," the Irish Church.

Subsequently a more influential meeting
was held under the presidency of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, at which all

the more prominent members of the Con-

servative party were present, to protest

against the proposed measure of disestab-

lishment.

The House of Commons re-assembled

April 20, 1868, and within a few days
the consideration upon the resolutions of

Mr. Gladstone was resumed. In spite

of the exhaustive manner in which the

question of the Irish Church had been

discussed before Easter, it still occupied
another three nights before the main issue,

the cessation of the state church as an

establishment, was to be decided. All the
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well-worn arguments as to the utility or

failure of the Irish Church, the danger
of tampering with the Act of Union and

alienating the religious property of the

country, the necessity of redressing Irish

grievances and the like, were again freely

gone into by both sides of the House
;
and

if such arguments failed to throw any new

light upon the question, they at least served

to pass the time, and to exhibit the activity

of representatives to admiring constituents.

Mr. Disraeli declined to let the House be

hurried in the matter. When applied to,

in order that the division might be hastened,

he remarked that as ministers felt the ex-

treme importance of the issue, they would

all'onl every facility for the discussion of

the subject. He declined, therefore, to in-

terfere in any way with the full and free

expression of the opinions of every mem-
ber who desired to declare his views on

a question which, it was not concealed,

must lead to great and even revolutionary

changes. Nor, it must be admitted, were

members at all unwilling to avail them-

selves to the full of the freedom accorded

them by this permission.
Mr. Disraeli wound up the debate (April

30, 1868) on the first resolution. He ob-

jected, he said, to the disestablishment of

the Church in Ireland because he thought
it. would he most injurious to that country.

He believed such a measure would revive

and exasperate all those religious animosities

which the wiser legislation of the last thirty

years had attempted to subdue. Disestab-

lishment would be a very great injury to

Ireland, and the plea upon which it was

recommended would not bear analysis. If

the Church in Ireland was to be disestab-

lished, and its property confiscated because

it had not fulfilled the purposes for which

it was instituted, what a dangerous pre-
eedent would be introduced! "Are there,"

asked Mr. Disraeli, "no other institutions,

and very rich institutions too, that do not

fulfil the purposes for which they were

instituted ? Look to the great Companies
in the city of London. Look to the Fish-

mongers' Company, or to the Drapers'

Company, or to the Company of Merchant

Taylors. They have large estates
;
but the

Company of Fishmongers does not fulfil

the purposes for which it was instituted.

They no longer take care to provide us

with fresh fish. The Drapers sell no cloth;

and I have often dined with the Merchant

Taylors, and I have never, I believe, met

my tailor. Yet these are societies in

possession of vast estates, and in Ireland ;

and they are societies which have been

instituted for particular purposes that we

might have excellent cloth and fish, and

that our clothes should be cut in the proper
fashion. They do ~-iot fulfil any of those

purposes ;
and I want to know, therefore,

if you confiscate the property of the Irish

Church on the ground that it does not fulfil

the purposes for which it was instituted,

on what ground can you oppose the attempt
to confiscate the estates of those great guilds

and companies ? Therefore we believe that

if this resolution be carried it will aggravate

the animosities of the Irish people and

injure Ireland. We regard it as a retro-

grade act and a retrograde policy. And
we believe, too, that if this resolution be

carried you will shake the principle of

property throughout the kingdom."
*

The defeat of the government was almost

a foregone conclusion. The majority against

ministers was 65
;
for Mr. Gladstone's reso-

lution, 330
; against, 265. When the num-

bers were declared Mr. Disraeli rose up and

said :

" The vote at which the committee

has now arrived has altered the relations

between the government and the House of

* Has this belief not been fully justified by subsequent
events ? Already the Liberals are looking with greedy eyes

towards the revenues of the great city companies, and are

desirous of interfering with the vested interests of the landed

gentry. In spite of the emancipation of the Papists, in

spite of the abolition of the Irish Church, and in spite of

the operations of the recent Land Act which has given the

sum of .100,000,000 as a douceur to Irish tenants, Ireland

is innri- dissatisfied than ever. Even a So-called Liberal govern-
ment is forced at the present day to rule the island by the

severities of Coercion Acts, by doubling the Irish police and

annv, bv placing twelve counties under a kind of martial

law, and by keeping political opponents for months in gaol

without a trial. So much for the blessings that were

to ensue from the disestablishment and disenjowment of

the Irish Church !
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Commons; and therefore, as it is necessary
for us to consider our position, I shall, witl

the permission of the House, move the

adjournment of the House till Monday."
Humour was, as usual, busy with every

species of gossip and report upon the

course the government were to adopt; but

all prognostications were soon silenced by
the ministerial statement made by Lord

Malmesbury in the House of Lords and

by the premier in the House of Commons.
Mr. Disraeli prefaced his statement by a

few remarks. He alluded to the circum-

stances under which the government had

taken office, to the successful carrying of

the reform bill, and to the happy manner
in which affairs both at home and abroad

had been conducted. He denied the truth

of the accusation that the government were

unworthily clinging to office, or that there

was anything unconstitutional in governing
the country by a minority. In 1852 the

Conservative cabinet resigned on a defeat,

though begged by their opponents to remain

in office. In 1869, on a defeat, the Conser-

vative cabinet, though requested by Lord

Palmerston neither to dissolve nor resign,

appealed to the country; "which was," said

Mr. Disraeli,
"
as constitutional a course as

resigning, and our conduct showed on that

occasion there was no unworthy clinging
to office on our part." Then as to govern-

ing by a minority :

"
It is very true," said

the prime minister, "that, told by the head,
we have never had a majority of pledged

partisans ;
but there have been relations of

courtesy and cordiality between the govern-
ment and the great body of the House, and
we were allowed to carry on affairs as I

li.ve shown, not unsuccessfully because

the majority of the House did think that

under the circumstances of the case it was
to the advantage of the country that we
should continue to administer its affairs.

It is not wise on the part of the House of

Commons to analyze with too close a scru-

tiny the elements by which a ministry is

carried on. To do so would vitiate the

practical qualities for which this House is

celebrated." He then instanced the case

of Lord John Russell, who for no less a

term than five or six years carried on the

government with a minority
"
being mor-

ally supported by a majority, as we have

been supported by a majority."

Mr. Disraeli proceeded to state the course

he had felt it his duty to take under the

circumstances. He had waited upon the

queen, and had laid before Her Majesty
the position of the government, and the

position of parties, and the position of the

country with respect to them. "
I told

Her Majesty," said Mr. Disraeli,
" that

under the circumstances the advice which

her ministers would, in the full spirit of

the constitution, offer her, would be that

Her Majesty should dissolve this parlia-

ment, and take the opinion of the country

upon the conduct of her ministers, and on

the question at issue. But, at the same

time, with the full concurrence of my col-

leagues, I represented to Her Majesty that

there were important occasions on which

it was wise that the sovereign should not

be embarrassed by personal claims, how-

ever constitutionally valid and meritorious
;

and that if Her Majesty was of opinion

that the question at issue could be more

satisfactorily settled, or that the interests

of the country would be promoted, by the

immediate retirement of the present govern-
ment from office, we were prepared to quit

Her Majesty's service immediately, with no

other feeling but that which every minister

who has served the queen must entertain

viz., a feeling of gratitude to Her Majesty
for the warm constitutional support whicl

she always gives to her ministers, and 1

may add for it is a truth that cannot be

concealed for the aid and assistance which

any minister must experience from a sover-

eign who has such a vast acquaintance with

the public affairs. Sir, I in fact tendered

my resignation to the queen. Her Majesty
commanded me to attend her in audience

on the next day, when Her Majesty was

pleased to express her pleasure not to

accept the resignation of her ministers,
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niul her iviuliiic.ss to dissolve parliament

so soon as the state of public business

would permit. Under these circumstances

I advised I lor Majesty that, although the

present constituency was no doubt admir-

ably competent to decide upon the question
of the disestablishment of the church, still

it was the opinion of Her Majesty's minis-

ters that every effort should be made that

the appeal should, if possible, be directed

to the new constituencies which the wisdom

of parliament provided last year ;
and I

expressed to Her Majesty that, if we had

the cordial co-operation of parliament, 1

was advised by those who are experienced
and skilful in these matters, that it would

be possible to make arrangements by which

that dissolution could take place in the

autumn of this year."

This decision of the government was

received with strong marks of disappro-

bation from the Opposition; Jlr. Gladstone,

Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Bright giving vent to

t lii-iv dissatisfaction in no measured terms.

Indeed Mr. Bright went so far as to say,

that it was merely for the sake of pro-

longing his own term of office that Mr.

Disraeli had made so outrageous a demand

upon the indulgence of parliament. Mr.

I 'Israeli was also taken to task for making
an undue use of the name of the queen.
The subject again came up for discussion,

owing to what the Opposition considered

as a discrepancy in the ministerial state-

ment.. Mr. Disraeli had said that he went
down to Osborne and advised a dissolution,

but if Her Majesty should see fit not to

accept that advice, he tendered his resig-

iiiitinn. To the Upper House the Duke of

Richmond stated that "The prime minister,

on the part of his colleagues, tendered to

his sovereign the resignation of their offices

on
Kriiliiy afternoon. Her Majesty took

time to consider the matter, and received

the prime minister again in audience upon
Saturday." Thus, according to the Duke
of Richmond, the resignation was offered

first, and nothing then mentioned as to

the dissolution. The duke had also said

VOL. II.

that in case of any difficulties being thrown

in the way of the government, the queen
would make no objection to a dissolution,

and that whether the appeal were made
to the old or new constituencies would

depend upon the course of events, but

that the consent of 1 ler Majesty had been

obtained to either. Mr. Gladstone wished

to have this discrepancy cleared up, and

questioned the prime minister upon the

matter. Did Mr. Disraeli tender his

resignation, and was the proposal to dis-

solve an afterthought? Or did he offer

Her Majesty one of two alternatives to

accept his resignation, or to agree to a

dissolution ? Also, did he suggest that

the appeal to the constituencies should

be deferred for six months, until the new

Reform Act came into operation, or did

he suggest the appeal to be made to the

present constituencies ?

Mr. Disraeli at once replied to these

queries :

" When," said he,
"

I attended

Her Majesty at Osborne, after acquainting

Her Majesty with the position of the

government, I at once recommended that

in the present state of affairs, not only in

justice to the government, but for the sake

of the great issue at stake, parliament

should be dissolved immediately, or as soon

as the state of public business permitted."

Mr. Bright
" Did you recommend an

appeal to the present constituencies ?"

Mr. Disraeli
" The hon. member has

interposed with a matter that has nothing
to do with the question. I recommended

the dissolution absolutely and unequivo-

cally, without reference to any particular

circumstance, as soon as the state of public

business should permit. I said afterwards

that I had hoped that by giving up all

other bills which we had introduced, and

by confining our attention to supplemental

reform measures, if the House acted cordi-

ally with me, a general election might take

place by an appeal to the new constituen-

cies. As I was the person who had audi-

ence of Her Majesty, I think my statement

should be taken
;
but if any one of my
In
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colleagues has elsewhere made a statement

which conveys a different impression, the

logical procedure would be, that that col-

league should be called upon to explain

the discrepancy." A very natural answer

to somewhat impertinent questions.

Mr. Disraeli, though in a minority, yet

with the rod of dissolution in his hand was

now master of the situation. If the Oppo-
sition refused to agree to the. measures he

laid before it, the prime minister could

fairly state that he had been forced to

appeal to the existing constituencies
;

hence the new parliament would have to

be dissolved at a very early stage of its

existence, so as to allow the new constitu-

encies to exercise the franchises which had

recently been conferred on them. The

Opposition, aware of this, did all in their

power to irritate ministers by entering upon
a most vindictive and factious course of

procedure. The second and third resolu-

tions of Mr. Gladstone were proceeded
with and carried, the government declining
to divide against them.* Several motions

were also made by various members, in

order to define the status of other religious

bodies in Ireland who received aids or con-

tributions from the state. And now a

somewhat lively scene ensued. We know
that thieves, so long as their attention is

absorbed by conducting the proceedings
of a robbery, act in perfect unison and

* Mr. Gladstone's resolutions, as finally reported to the

House, were in these words :
'

1. That it is necessary that

the established church of Ireland should cease to exist as an

establishment, due regard being had to all personal interests

and to all individual rights of property. 2. That, subject
to the foregoing considerations, it is expedient to prevent
the creation of new personal interests by the exercise of

any personal patronage, and to confine the operations of

the ecclesiastical commissioners of Ireland to objects of

immediate necessity, or such as involve individual rights,

pending the final decision of parliament. 3. That an
a Mr ss be presented to HIT Majesty, humbly to pray that,
with a view to preventing, by legislation during the present
session, the creation of new personal interests through
the exercise of any public patronage, Her Majesty would
be graciously plea.-ed to place at the disposal of parlia-
ment her interest in the temporalities of the archbishoprics,
bishoprics, and other ecclesiastical dignities and benefices in

Ireland, and in the custody thereof. 4. That when legisla-
tive effect shall have been given to the first resolution of this

committee, respiting the established church of Ireland, it

is right and necessary that the grant to Maynooth and the

Kegium Donum be discontinued, due regard being had to
all personal interests."

harmony ;
it is when the theft has been car-

ried out that altercations and quarrels arise

as to the division of the booty. The truth

of this remark was now to be exemplified by
the conduct of the spoliators of the Irish

Church. Mr. Sinclair Aytoun proposed a

resolution, that when " the Anglican Church

in Ireland is disestablished and disendowed

the grant to Maynooth and the Begium
Donum shall be discontinued

;
and that

no part of the secularized funds of the

Anglican Church, or any state funds what-

ever, be applied in any way or under any
form to the endowment or furtherance of

the Eoman Catholic religion in Ireland, or

to the establishment or maintenance of

Komau Catholic denominational schools

or colleges." This resolution led to some

warm discussion, during which Mr. Disraeli

left the House.

Mr. Ayrton, the member for the Tower

Hamlets, whose suave demeanour and

high-bred manner, coupled with his pol-

ished deference to the rules of the House,

fully entitled him to act as the arbiter on

all occasions where parliamentary etiquette

was concerned, commented severely upon
the absence of the head of the government

during the discussion by the committee

of so important a question. Mr. Disraeli

happened to re-enter the chamber when

Mr. Ayrton was laying down the law as

to the duties of the leader of the House,

and on the conclusion of the lecture, the

premier rose to vindicate his conduct in a

few words. The duties and privileges of

the leader of the House were, he said, very

considerable
;
but he thought they ought to

be exercised with moderation, and perhaps

he might presume to say with some degree

of modesty. If he were to take every

opportunity of speaking upon every sub-

ject, and were he to thrust himself forward

against the view of the House in order to

give members his opinions upon every possi-

ble topic, perhaps he should by so doing not

altogether fulfil the duties of the leader of

the House, and might lose the regard and

respect of those among whom he sat. No
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doubt when Mr. Ayrton had arrived at the

position of leader of the House, the conduct

of the debate would be very different.

"Still," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
1 am of opinion

that the manner in which I attempt to

perform my duties as leader of this House
is preferable to that ideal which, on several

occasions, the hon. member for the Tower

Hamlets has offered to the admiration

of this assembly." Then he justified his

alisrnce by the following reason, which

certainly did not tend to smooth matters.
' What lias recently occurred has amounted

to what I have always contemplated would

take place and what will be repeated. There

has been a quarrel among the hon. gentle-

men opposite for the plunder, and I do not

think that it was my duty to give an opinion

upon such a subject." It only showed, he

continued, that those who had introduced

the resolutions had introduced into the

country the elements of confusion.

This sneer appears to have been severely
felt by Mr. Bright, and the combative

man of peace was not slow to retort

upon the prime minister with irrelevant

comments and distorted interpretations,

which might be suitable to a meeting-

house, but which were certainly out of

place iii the House of Commons. After

having expressed his approval of the policy
of Mr. Gladstone towards the Irish Church,
Mr. Bright proceeded to attack Mr. Disraeli

for having changed his views upon the

subject, and for having unnecessarily intro-

duced the name of the queen into debate.
"
I have not," he said (May 7, 1868),

" been

endeavouring to climb the ladder of parlia-

mentary promotion and notoriety. No, sir,

I have only had the single object so far

as I have had anything to do with Irish

questions to promote what appeared to

be just to that country, and which would

tend to the advantage of the United King-
dom. The right hon. gentleman the other

night, with a mixture of pompousness and

sometimes of servility, talked at large of the

interviews which he had with his sovereign.
1 venture to say that a minister who

deceives his sovereign is as guilty as the

conspirator who would dethrone her. I do

not charge the right hon. gentleman with

deceiving his sovereign ;
but if he had not

changed the opinion which he held twenty-

five years ago, and which he has said in the

main was right, then I fear that he has not

stated all that it was his duty to state in

the interviews which he had with his sover-

eign. Let me tell hon. gentlemen opposite,

and the right hon. gentleman in particular,

that any man in this country who puts the

sovereign in the front of a great struggle

like this into which it may be we are about

to enter who points to the Irish people,

and says from the floor of this House
' Your queen holds the flag under which we,

the enemies of religious "quality and jus-

tice to Ireland, are marshalled I say that

the minister who does that is guilty of a

very high crime and a great misdemean-

our against his sovereign and against his

country. And there is no honour, and

there is no reputation, there is no glory,

there is no future name that any minister

can gain by conduct like this, that will

acquit him to posterity of one of the most

grievous offences against his country which

a prime minister can possibly commit."

, These observations were as spiteful as they

were irrelevant. If Mr. Bright had wished

to vent his venom upon Mr. Disraeli, he

should have availed himself of his oppor-

tunity at the time when the ministerial

statement was made, and not have relieved

himself of his acrid burden days after when

the discussion had been solely confined to

the affairs of the Irish Church. But men,

when smarting under a reproof which they

feel to be just, are always anxious to retali-

ate, whether in or out of season, to prove

that they are not suffering from the stings

of conscience
;
and the accusation of Mr.

Disraeli as to the quarrel about "
the plun-

der" had struck home to many a pious

mind among the Opposition. Consequently
the prime minister contented himself with

briefly alluding, in a few words of scorn,

i
to the remarks of Mr. Bright.

"
1 shall not
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condescend," he said,
"
to notice at length

the observations of the hon. member for

Birmingham. He says that when it was

my duty to make a communication to the

House, of the greatest importance, and

which I certainly wished to make as I

hope I did make it in a manner not

unbecoming the occasion, I was at once
'

pompous and servile.' Well, sir, if it suits

the heat of party acrimony to impute such

qualities to me, any gentleman may do so
;

but I am in the memory and in the feeling

of gentlemen on both sides of the House
and fortunately there are gentlemen on both

sides of this House they will judge of the

accuracy of this representation of my con-

duct. It is to their feeling and to their

sentiment on both sides of the House that

I must appeal ;
and no words of mine, if

the charge be true, can vindicate me. The

hon. gentleman says that he will make no

charge against me and then he makes

insinuations which, if he believes, he ought
to bring forth boldly as charges. I defy
the hon. member for Birmingham, notwith-

standing his stale invective, to come down
to the House and substantiate any charge
of the kind which he has presumed only to

insinuate. Let him prefer those charges ;

1 will meet him
;
and I will appeal to the

verdict only of gentlemen who sit on the

same side of the House as himself."

This challenge Mr. Bright did not accept.

The traducer when openly confronted in-

variably takes refuge in silence or shifty
disavowals. Mr. Bright has, in the course

of his long political life, reconciled many
diverse acts and opinions to himself; he

has assailed the court and the cabinet,

and he has gone to the one and held the

seals in the other; he has assailed sine-

cures, and he has held them
;

he has

assailed Coercion Acts, and he has parti-

cipated in the passing of them. It would,

however, be curious to learn by what

process of reasoning lie has reconciled a

systematic course of acidulated animadver-
sion towards his political opponents with
the profession of u creed of such exquisite

purity and simplicity as to be superior
to the influence of rank, to the control

of a priesthood, and even to the ordinary

language of social intercourse.

The resolutions of Mr. Gladstone having

passed the House, the answer of Her

Majesty to the address presented in pur-
suance of the third resolution was awaited

with some anxiety. It was feared by the

Liberal party that the Conservatives, who
looked upon the address as an objectionable
interference with the prerogative of the

crown, might have suggested to the royal
mind to return an answer unfavourable to

the hopes of the majority of the Commons.
These fears were soon removed by Her

Majesty replying in such a manner as to

show there had never been any intentiou

of allowing the prerogative to oppose the

desire of parliament. The answer of the

crown was as follows :

"
I have received your address, praying

that with a view to preventing by legis-

lation during the present session the crea-

tion of new personal interests through the

exercise of my public patronage, I would

place at the disposal of parliament my
interest in the temporalities of the arch-

bishoprics, bishoprics, and other ecclesias-

tical dignities and benefices in Ireland, and

in the custody thereof. Kelying on the

wisdom of my parliament, I desire that my
interest in the temporalities of the United

Church of England and Ireland in Ireland

may not stand in the way of the considera-

tion by parliament of any measure relating

thereto that may be introduced in the pre-

sent session."

These preliminaries settled, Mr. Gladstone

at once moved for leave to bring in a bill

"
to prevent for a limited time new appoint-

ments in the Church of Ireland, and to

restrain for the same period in certain

respects the proceedings of the ecclesiastical

commissioners for Ireland." Upon the

second reading of this Irish Church Sus-

pensory Bill a long discussion ensued,

iu which Mr. Disraeli took a prominent

part. In laying his measure before the
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llniise, Mr. Gladstone said thut it was

a necessary consequence of his second ;

resolution
;
and if they were to carry into

j

ellect the resolutions which the House
J

luul agreed to by a large majority, it was

imperative to prevent embarrassments by

putting a stop to the creation of new vested

interests. It was his wish to bring about

by the measure religious equality in Ireland

by disestablishment and general disen-

duwmeut, by the repeal of the Maynooth
Act, and the discontinuance of the Begium
Donum. In disestablishing the Irish

Church he emphatically disavowed the

idea of establishing any other religious

communion, and he had at last resolved

to abandon for Ireland the maintenance

in any form of a salaried or stipendiary

clergy.

After speeches from Mr. Gathorne Hardy.
Lord Elcho, Mr. W. E. Forster, find others,

Mr. Disraeli addressed the House. He be-

gan by explaining the reasons wliich in-

duced him to oppose the bill, though he had

not opposed the second and the third of the

resolutions of Mr. Gladstone. "The right,

hon. gentleman," lie said (May, 22, 1868),
" who introduced the second reading of the

bill this evening, seemed to complain very
much that I should offer any opposition to

his motion, on the ground that the minis-

try had not opposed the second and third

resolutions, which he previously moved. We
did not oppose those resolutions, because,

as I described them, we looked on them as

corollaries of the first resolution: and the

right hon. gentleman admitted the justice

of that description. It does not follow that,

when we oppose a policy, we are bound to

oppose it on every stage. Common courtesy
and common sense teach us that such a

way of conducting public business would be

utterly impracticable. We had taken on

the resolutions of the right hon. gentleman
two divisions in full Houses, and therefore

1 only followed parliamentary custom in

announcing, that though we objected to the

second and third resolutions as strongly as

to the first, yet we should be content not to

take any further division on them, express-

ing only our protest against them, but that

we should reserve our parliamentary right,

when the resolutions assumed the shape
of a bill, to express our dissent from the

measure.
"

1 apprehend that the course we took

was not only convenient to the House, but

consonant with common sense. To say
that because we did not take further divi-

sions on the second and third resolutions

we are therefore estopped from opposing
the bill is a proposition which every per-

son, on reflection, will feel to be one that

cannot be sustained. But the right hon.

gentleman, not content with maintaining
that we are unreasonable in opposing the

bill, because we did not oppose, except by

protest, the second and third resolutions,

says that we ought to support the bill.

The right hon. gentleman said,
' Not only

am I astonished that you 'oppose the bill,

but I had every reason to believe that you
would deem it your policy and an advan-

tage to support it, because you have con-

sented to the appointment of a committee

to investigate the condition of the Irish

Church; and as you yourselves admit the

possibility of the committee proposing con-

siderable modifications in the temporalities

of the Irish Church, what could be more

convenient than that in the meantime you
should pass a suspensory bill which would

prevent the creation of any new vested

interest, which it would be very incon-

venient for you to have to deal with by
after legislation ?

'

"
I am perfectly willing so far to agree

with the right hon. gentleman, that if he

will undertake in committee to propose
clauses providing that all the resources

which may accrue from the suspended

bishoprics and rectories should, when our

ultimate legislation is decided upon, be

apportioned and secured to the established

church in Ireland, I will consider his pro-

position of supporting the present bill with

feelings very much inclined to accede to

his request. But the right hon. gentleman
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forgets that he introduces to our notice a

bill which contains no provisions of that

nature. He does not secure that the results

of the suspension of these benefices will be

apportioned hereafter to the benefit of that

Establishment which we seek to uphold,

but, on the contrary, he has to-night given
a new version of his policy ; and, alarmed

by an impression in the House that led to

the proposal of a very awkward motion

namely, that he was prepared, when the

results of suspending those benefices had

accrued, to allot the sums thus acquired to

the advantage of another church, that is,

the Roman Catholic Church the right hon.

gentleman comes down to-night and tells

us most distinctly that his policy is that

none of the sequestered revenues of the estab-

lished church in Ireland shall be appor-
tioned to the maintenance of the religious

institutions of any other creed whatever.
"
Well, what is the consequence ? The

right hon. gentleman has come down to-

night to give us new expression of his

policy, to propose that church revenues

that funds which have been consecrated

to religious purposes shall in future be

applied to secular uses. Therefore, the ques-
tion has assumed quite a different aspect

to-night. Sir, I am as much opposed to

the new scheme of the right hon. gentle-
man as to the one that he was accused of

holding during the late debate, and which
this evening he has repudiated. I am
myself entirely opposed to applying any
property which has been once devoted to

spiritual purposes, to what are called secu-

lar uses. I know of no instance in which

appropriations of that kind have ever

occurred in which they have not ended
either in the advantage of some individual or

of some family ; or, if there has been some
more plausible appropriation for a public

j

purpose, it has been applied with the

utmost wastefulness, and ultimately with

complete misapplication. On these grounds,
then, I vindicate my opposition to the bill

ot the right hon. gentleman, and I cannot

agree to support it."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to defend

the Irish policy introduced by Lord Mayo,
and which had been assailed by the Oppo-
sition. He denied that the government
had ever proposed to endow a Roman
Catholic university ;

" on the contrary,

there was from others a proposition that a

Roman Catholic university should receive

an endowment, and that endowment was

refused by us." He also denied that the

government proposed to pay the Roman
Catholic clergy or to increase the Regium
Donum. Having contradicted these false

accusations, he touched upon the motive

of the Opposition in introducing the bill,

which was "justice to Ireland" justice

must be done to the Irish people.
"
Now,

who are the Irish people ?
"

asked the

prime minister.
" The Irish people," he

answered, "consist of several races and of

several religions, and the hon. member
wants us to do something to satisfy a

portion of the people who may be, and

probably are, the majority. But it does

not follow that because you do something
which you assume may please the majority,

you will not offend a very large and very

powerful minority of the people; and in

your accounts and your calculations as to

the character and effect of your policy it

is the most unwise thing in the world to

disregard the feelings and the interests of

powerful minorities. For what will be the

consequence of disregarding the feelings

and the interests of powerful minorities ?

Why, that your scheme of conciliation,

your attempt to pacify a country and

to establish what you call "justice for

the people," would probably end in your

creating among other classes, who are now

satisfied and content, the same discontent

and dissatisfaction which you allege to pre-

vail in that portion of the nation which

you describe as, and which may be, the

majority.
"
Now, I say there is not that similarity

between the cases of Ireland and Scotland

which the hon. gentleman [Mr.W. E. Forster],

as is common, assumes to exist. In the
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fii>t place you must, as wise and practical

men, deal with what exists. Here is a

church established for centuries in Ireland

with a very powerful and numerous body
in direct communion with it, and supported
also by the sympathies of another numer-

ous body, who, though not in direct com-

munion with it, look upon it with respect
and reverence. And you must remember
that a mass of population like the Protest-

ant population of Ireland never existed in

Scotland as opposed to the Presbyterian
form of worship. It never existed; and,
1 here fore, there is no real similarity between

the two countries. And even if there had

been, we must remember that what we have

to deal with in Ireland exists at present,

lias been settled for a great number of

years, and is now part of history, having
settled itself by the force of circumstances

over which we ourselves have no control.

. . . . The statesman who embarks
in such a crusade, and who, without the

slightest regard to the feelings and interests

of the great body of the Protestant popu-
lation in Ireland, acts in complete disregard
of those feelings and interests, but yet sup-

poses that he is going to establish a system
in Ireland which is to cure all evils and
to satisfy all persons, is embarking in one

of the wildest enterprises that ever the

disordered imagination of man conceived."

Nor could he, continued Mr. Disraeli,

refrain from considering the question with

ivi'erence to the larger issue which was at

stake, and any one who considered it with

ii total disregard to consequences was not

taking that sound view of the circumstances

with which they had to deal, which the

necessity of the case required.
" I say this

act is the first step to the disestablishment

<>f tlic
J:'/ii//ifih Church, You may draw

distinctions; you may sa\ it applies only
to Ireland

; you may say that the church

as established in Ireland is different from

the church as established in England ; but

you have not proved that. Sitting opposite
to me are many gentlemen who on other

occasions have proved just the reverse, and

have alleged all the charges they have made

against the Church in Ireland against the

Church in England also. The most that

could be urged by those who dissent from

me on the other side of the House is that

it is a difference in degree ;
but I say the

principle involved is the connection of a

religious establishment with the state, and

the question is whether you will have it

or not. I have heard some comments made,

to-night upon observations I made early in

the controversy. I made none that I regret

or did not make advisedly; and I do believe

most solemnly, so far as the policy which

is the consequence of the alleged crisis in

Ireland is concerned and can influence us,

it is one that will bring about a crisis in

England that is my opinion and which,

if pursued, will disturb the social system of

this country to its very centre. I believe

that this is an opinion very prevalent in

the country, and that every day it grows

stronger and wider among those classes

who think and reflect, and who never act

until they have thought and reflected.

"An hon. gentleman accused me of raising

a ' No Popery' cry. Allow me to say I have

not heard that cry; but I have heard a cry

raised in this country now that I never

heard before, and that is the cry of
' No

Protestantism.' I have heard it frequently,

and read of it in various places. It is not

for me to refer to expressions which are

not used in this House; if I had heard

them here, I should have noticed them

before. That is the only cry I have heard

connected with this matter, and it is one

extremely novel in this country. I am not

here to impress upon the House my views

of what the public feeling is upon this

all-important question. I know nothing

more idle than to go out of your way to

give your own opinion as to the public

sentiment of the day; that will and must

declare itself, not from what we state in

this House, but from the deep and earnest

feelings of the people; and I only make

use of these observations in answer to

j

those who have alleged a view of the
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public sentiment of the country of a very
different character. When I am told that

we have attempted to raise a cry, when I

am told that the country disregards any

appeal to it upon this all-important subject,

when I am told that there is only one opinion
in the country and that is in favour of

the policy of the right hon. gentleman the

member for South Lancashire, I am bound

to assert that the result of my observation,

information, and experience is of a totally

different character. I do not wish to dwell

upon that now, but I say that my experience
and my conviction upon that subject are of !

a totally different character.
"
I believe in this country there is very

great agitation upon this subject. I believe

there is a strong feeling that the right hon.

gentleman has embarked in a mostdangerous

policy, that its consequences may be most

serious to the country, that they may dim

the splendour of the British crown, and

lower the character of the people of Eng-
land. I believe that to be the opinion
of the powerful classes in this country of

classes powerful not from station merely,
but from the possession and exercise of

virtues, and who never interfere in political

affairs except from the strongest motives

of public duty. If this be a right view,
or even an approximately correct view, it

is most unwise to disregard or affect to

despise it. It is not by managed majorities
it is not by such means that you can

change the opinion of a country. I do not

say that we are right, I do not say that

you are wrong. The observation I have
made is a general and a true one. What-
ever is the opinion of the people of England
upon this great question whether they will

maintain the connection between church and

state, and whether they believe that such a

connection is necessary for the happiness of

the people and the security of the realm I

whatever may be their opinion upon the
'

subject rest assured that that opinion will !

be asserted and will be triumphant."
The fate of this measure is well known.

In spite of the opposition of the Conserva-

tive party, the second reading was carried

by a large majority, and the bill passed

through the popular chamber with but few

modifications. In the Upper House it,

however, met with a very different recep-

tion. After a warm and brilliant discussion,

which lasted three nights, the second read-

ing of the bill was rejected by a majority of

ninety-five. The measure was therefore

dropped for the session.

The debates in the House of Commons

upon the condition of Ireland and the

futiire of the Irish Church had so mono-

polized the attention of the public as to

cause much legislative business to pass

unnoticed. Yet the session had been a

useful and an active one. In spite of the

heat of the climate, the restive mules, the

narrow passes, and the rest of the gloomy

forebodings of Mr. Lowe, the Abyssinian
war had been brought to a successful end.

The prisoners had been released, the almost

inaccessible fortress of Magdala had been

destroyed, and the mortified King Theodore

had perished by his own hand. "
I rise,"

said Mr. Disraeli (July 2, 1868), when pro-

posing a vote of thanks to the forces engaged
in the expedition,

"
I rise to move that

the thanks of this House be given to those

who planned and accomplished one of the

most remarkable military enterprises of this

century. When the invasion of Abyssinia
was first mooted it was denounced as a rash

enterprise, pregnant with certain peril and

probable disaster. It was described, indeed,

as one of the most rash undertakings which

had ever been recommended by a govern-
ment to parliament. The country was

almost unknown to us, or known only as

one difficult of access, and very deficient

in all those supplies which are necessary
for an army. Indeed, the commauder-in-

chief, in order to enter the country which

he was about to invade, had to construct a

road over a wall of mountain, using the bed

of an exhausted torrent for this purpose,
and actually entered a high table-land, wild

and in great part barren, continuously inter-

sected with chains of mountains of a very
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high elevation, sometimes breaking into

and ravines which appeared un-

fathomable. Yet over this country, for

more than 300 miles, he guided and

Mislained a numerous host many thou-

sands of fighting men, as numerous a

following of camp attendants, and vast

caravans of camels which in number ex-

ceeded both. He led cavalry and infantry
over this country ; and, what was perhaps
the most remarkable part of this expedition,
he led the elephants of Asia, bearing the

artillery of Europe, over African passes
which might have startled the trapper and

appalled the hunter of the Alps. When he

arrived at the place of his critical rendez-

vous, he encountered no mean foe ;
and if

the manly qualities of the Abyssinians sunk

before the resources of our warlike science,

our troops had still after that engagement
to scale a mountain fortress of such intrinsic

strength that it would have been impreg-
nable to the world had it been defended by
the persons who assaulted it. But all these

difficulties and all these obstacles were

overcome by Sir Robert Napier, and that

was accomplished which not one of us ten

years ago could have fancied even in his

dreams, and which must be peculiarly inter-

esting to Englishmen under all circumstances

to recall to mind the standard of St. George
wu hoisted on the mountains of Rasselas."*

After commenting iu eulogistic terms

upon the military qualities of Sir Robert

Napier, and upon the courage and endurance

exhibited by the other officers engaged in

the expedition, Mr. Disraeli thus concluded:
" When it was first announced that Eng-

land was about to embark on a most costly
and perilous expedition merely to vindicate

This sentence was much ridiculed at the time. A- if,

nil. .I'.lniM'iL \\li.-ii lie wrote Ratselcu ever thought of

iiii acin.d Ahy.ssinia! The probability is that when Johnson
'-< he did think of and describe an actual Abvs-

1 In' r< untry of AbvsMiiia was familiar to him. When
mi ndwnadottt at IVmlmikc he had read a " \.

. a P. I-:K
[o i .i.-nit, and ntwequentl;

bad I ram Int. .1 it. (Sec
"

I'.. ..- \\cll," vol. i. p. 58; vol. iii.
\\, 7.)

'Hi.' heights i .n which "tin standard of Si. (icurge \v.is

hc.i.ti'd" were no doubt accurately dc.-crihed by Johnson in

bis novel, and might therefore with perfect consistency be

-tyled by Mr. Di.-raeli as "the mountains of K.i^ili-."

VOL. II.

the honour of our sovereign, and to rescue

from an unjust but remote captivity a few

of our fellow-subjects, the announcement

was received in more than one country

with something like mocking incredulity.

But we have asserted the purity of our

purpose. In an age accused, and perhaps

not unjustly, of selfishness and a too great

regard for material interests, it is something
in so striking and significant a manner for

a great nation to have vindicated the higher

principles of humanity. It is a privilege

to belong to a country which has done such

deeds. They will add lustre to the name

of this nation, and will beneficially influence

the future history of the world." The vote

of thanks was then unanimously passed.

Among the measures which almost

silently, so absorbing was the interest in

Irish matters, became law during this

session the following are the most impor-

tant: The work of parliamentary reform

was completed by extending the franchise

and enlarging the basis of representation in

Scotland and Ireland ;
in the drawing up

of both these reform bills the Opposition

played an important part, and the govern-

ment on more than one occasion was forced

to accept the suggestions of their opponents.

The boundaries of boroughs in England and

Wales were defined by a boundary bill which,

after much discussion, passed both Houses.

The bill which had been discussed last

session with regard to the trial of election

petitions by the judges of the land was now
enrolled upon the statute-book. The long-

contested church-rate question was settled

by the bill founded on Mr. Gladstone's

scheme abolishing the compulsory payment
of church rates

; and, lastly, a bill was

introduced and became law which trans-

ferred all the electric telegraphs in the

kingdom to the state.

Shortly before the dissolution of parlia-

ment Mr. Disraeli made a speech out of

doors which attracted much attention, and

led to some little discussion in the House

of Commons. At a banquet in Merchant

Taylors' Hall the prime minister spoke
16
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upon his favourite subject, and which was

all the more his favourite since the principle

was now endangered, the union of church

and state.
" The constitution of England,"

he said (June 17, 1868),
"

is not a paper
constitution. It is an aggregate of institu-

tions, many of them founded merely upon

prescription, some of them fortified by
muniments, but all of them the fruit and

experience of an ancient and illustrious

people. And the consequence of this

peculiar constitution has been this one

experienced by no other European nation

that in England society has always been

more powerful than the state; for in

moments of difficulty and danger, in mo-

ments of emergency, there has always in

this country been something round which

men could rally, and by those means we
have achieved the two greatest blessings of

civilized communities, which are seldom

reconciled the enjoyment alike of order

and of liberty. Now, among these institu-

tions not the least considerable is the church
;

and it is in the alliance between church

and state an alliance between equal and

independent powers, which entered into a

solemn covenant for the national good
that one of the principal causes may be

recognized why we have enjoyed those two

great blessings of freedom and order. To
that union we are indebted for this great

result, that the exercise of authority in

England has been connected with the

principle of religion a union which, even

in rude times, made power responsible, and

which prevented government, even in com-

paratively barbarous periods, from degener-

ating into mere police, a union which in

happier times has elevated, and purified,

and ennobled the exercise of power. And,

my lords and gentlemen, in the age in which

we live, the duties of government each year
become more social than political. I am at

a loss to know how these duties can be ful-

filled if the state be not in intimate relation

with an oro^er of men set apart, and who,

by their piety, their learning, and their

social position, not only guide and control.

but soften and assuage, the asperities of

conflicting creeds."

Then directing the attention of his

audience to foreign affairs, Mr. Disraeli

passed upon the foreign policy of the

late government this severe stricture.

" When we acceded to office the name
of England was a name of suspicion and

distrust in every court and cabinet. There

was no possibility of that cordial action

with any of the great powers which is the

only security for peace; and, in consequence
of that want of cordiality, wars were fre-

quently occurring. But since we entered

upon office, and public affairs were adminis-

tered by my noble friend [Lord Stanley]

who is deprived by a special diplomatic

duty of the gratification of being here this

evening, I say that all this has changed;
that there never existed between England
and foreign powers a feeling of greater

cordiality and confidence than now prevails;

that while we have shrunk from bustling

and arrogant intermeddling, we have never

taken refuge in selfish isolation
;
and the

result has been that there never was a

government in this country which has been

more frequently appealed to for its friendly

offices than the one which now exists."

This criticism was not to pass unchal-

lenged. A few days after these remarks

had been delivered Mr. Grant Duff called

upon the prime minister to explain his
" wild words," and to prove how Lord

Clarendon, who during part of the rule of

the late government presided at the foreign

office, had been "that troubler of Israel

whose designs, whose machinations, whose

un-wisdom were such that cordial co-opera-

tion between the great powers of Europe
was rendered wholly impossible?" In

reply Mr. Disraeli said (June 25, 1868)

that his observations did not apply to Lord

Clarendon, who had only succeeded to office

for a few months, and therefore could not

be responsible for a system which had

unfortunately prevailed for many years, but

to Earl Eussell. He maintained the truth

of his remarks. " As T am asked," he snid,
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'

F must state without any equivocation

whatever that what I said at the meeting

in the city expresses the literal truth. I

believe that for five, six, or seven years,

dating from the period when a nobleman,

once a distinguished member of this House

[Lord John Ilussell], took the management
of foreign affairs in 1859, they were con-

ducted, to use one of his own famous

expressions, as they seldom have been since

the accession of the house of Hanover."

After a few words from Mr. Gladstone

objecting to the tone of "inflated and

exaggerated eulogy
" which Mr. Disraeli

had employed to describe both himself and

his policy, the subject dropped.

On the eve of the prorogation Mr. Dis-

raeli, at a banquet at the Mansion House

presided over by the lord mayor, again

(July 29, 1868) addressed a few words to

the country. He spoke of the activity of the

session and of the various new measures

that had been enrolled upon the statute-

book. He congratulated his audience upon
the friendly relations which existed between

England and all foreign powers. But it

\vas his remarks upon the burning question
of the hour, the approaching general elec-

tion, which were listened to with the

deepest attention.
" It is impossible," he

said,
" not to be sensible of the great occa-

sion which is now at hand. I think he

would not be a wise man, who for a moment
would attempt to speak of that occasion in

other terms than those which would do

justice to its magnitude. But we have

been told, in the bourse of the struggle of

the last two years, that the confidence we

reposed in the great body of the people was

misplaced, and that the moment they pos-
sessed the power of the suffrage we should

find them giving rein to the wildest

ideas, and evidencing that they meant to

cxi'irise that power in a mariner most

dangerous to the institutions of the coun-

try. I confess I see no evidence before

me which would justify this suspicion.
On the contrary, I believe the great body
of the people are prepared to exercise the

power with which they have been invested

in a spirit of prudence and patriotism.

When I remember what the constitution

of England is that the constitution oi

England proposes to itself two great objects,

to maintain at the same time political liberty

and religious freedom I have no doubt

that the English people, who will thor-

oughly understand the issue at stake and

what is involved in it, will behave in the

manner that becomes the descendants of

a great people, and will prove that they
are worthy of the privileges which the pre-

sent generation has generously and wisely
bestowed upon them. Therefore, instead

of feeling any apprehension of the issue

which the people of the country are called

upon to decide, I must express my opinion,

knowing how high and how deep the inter-

ests affected are, that the decision is safer

in their hands than it would have been in

a more contracted circle, probably of a more

refined and educated character. Over-refine-

ment and over-education lead very often to

a perversity of opinion and an affectation

of philosophy that do not deal with those

vigorous and robust principles upon which

the nation is now called upon to decide

with the success and completeness which

attend an appeal to a larger and more

national constituency." We shall see how
this confidence was justified.

Parliament was prorogued July 31, 1868,

and the queen's speech was read by com-

mission. After alluding to the bills that

had received the royal assent, to the peace-
ful condition of Europe, the success of the

Abyssinian expedition, and the restoration

of comparative quiet to Ireland, the speech
thus concluded: "It is my intention to

dissolve the present parliament at the

earliest day that will enable my people
to reap the benefit of the extended system
of representation which the wisdom of

parliament has provided for them.* I

look with entire confidence to their proving
*
Arrangements had been made by which the elections

tinder the new law might take place in the autumn, so that

the new parliament might be enabled to hold a short session

before the expiration of the year.
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themselves worthy of the high privilege

with which they have thus been invested,

and trust that, under the blessings of

Divine Providence, the expression of their

opinion on the great questions of public

policy which have occupied the attention

of parliament and remain undecided, may
tend to maintain unimpaired that civil and

religious freedom which has been secured

to all my subjects by the institutions and

settlements of my realm."

And now began the canvass for the

most remarkable general election that had

taken place since the election consequent

upon the passing of the first reform bill.

The country was divided into two distinct

camps, and the battle-cry was clear and

unmistakable. Was the Irish Church

to be severed from the state, or was it

to be maintained ? That was the all-

important question, and to that issue

party hostilities had now been narrowed.

Around Mr. Gladstone were those who
advocated his policy simply because it was
his policy, the Nonconformists who hoped
that the downfall of the Irish Church would

be the precursor of the overthrow of the

Church of England, the Papists who saw the

prospect of further advantages to Ireland

and to the increase in the influence of

their church, and the men who, regarding
all religion as a detestable superstition, were

only too glad to have an opportunity of

making an attack upon any distinct creed.

Among such company did the once vehe-

ment defender of the alliance between
church and state now find himself. Around
Mr. Disraeli were rallied the Anglican

clergy minus the disloyal and schismatic

ritualists, the landed gentry who ever in

the hour of her extremity had rallied to the

defence of the church, the more respectable
class of manufacturers and tradespeople
who were averse to government being freed

from the restraints of religion, and a few,
a very few, of the Liberal party who openly
and

disinterestedly disapproved of the tactics

of their leader, and gave their vote against

spoliation and a form of rule which, if

carried out to its logical conclusion, would

be degraded into
'' a mere question of

police."

The interval between the prorogation of

the old parliament and the time appointed
for electing the new was busily employed

by both parties in the prosecution of their

canvass. Mr. Gladstone was the first to

throw himself into the contest, and to sound

the trumpet which was to cause the walls

of the Irish Church to fall down. "You
cannot amend the church," he cried to his

constituents in his electioneering pilgrimage

throughout Lancashire,
"
in one respect or

direction without offending in some other

respect or direction, and making the case

worse than before. The reason of it is that

there is no basis. It is wholly disabled and

disqualified for performing the purposes
for which it exists ; and consequently I

spoke in literal truth, and not in mere

sarcasm, when I said, 'You must not

take away its abuses, because if you take

them away there will be nothing left.
' '

" Let us make a new treaty," said Mr.

Bright in Limerick, the city of the violated

treaty. "Let us make a new treaty not

on parchment, not bound with an oath.

Its end should be this justice on the part

of Great Britain, forgiveness on the part of

Ireland. It shall be written in the heart

of three nations, and they would pray to

the common Father of all, in whose hands

were the destinies of nations and of states,

that He would make it last for ever and

ever." Other prominent Liberals addressed

their constituents in similar terms, and the

election fever reached its height when in

the second week of November a proclama-
tion was issued for dissolving the present

parliament, and ordering the writs for a

new one to be returnable on the tenth of

December next.

Mr. Disraeli had taken matters more

calmly than his rival. It had been an

unusually hot summer, and the prime
minister had been content to pass the

months of August and September quietly

at Ilughenden, trimming his roses, and
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nnuising himself by reading the comments

(if hostile newspapers on his appointment
of Lord Mayo as governor-general of India,

and his recommendation of the Marquis of

Abercorn for a dukedom. He did not issue

his address to the electors of Buckingham-
shire until the first day of October. In

that document he laid down the course

he would pursue. Mr. Gladstone, he said,

had seized the occasion of an expiring

parliament to recommend a change of the

fundamental laws of the realm, and to

propose a dissolution of the union between

church and state; to such a policy the

government would offer an uncompromising
resistance. He entered upon a compre-
hensive view of the conduct of affairs

since the accession of the Conservative

government to office in 1866. His policy

had been distinctly that of Lord Derby,

with whom he had worked in unbroken

harmony for twenty years. Parliamentary

reform, which "had embarrassed and en-

feebled several administrations," had been

satisfactorily settled, "broad in its prin-

ciples, large and various in its provisions,

but, as we believe, in unison with the

character of the country, and calculated

to animate the spirit of the community
and add strength and stability to the

state." The matter of Abyssinia, that
"
legacy of insult and difficulty," had been

victoriously ended. With regard to naval

and military subjects, "The strength of

the navy was materially increased, the

defences of the country much advanced,

the soldier admirably armed, and enlist-

ment become so popular that, not only is

Hie voted number of our forces no longer

in arroar, but many thousand veterans who

were about to claim their discharge have

ivniaincd in the army. Such great results

have, of course, not been obtained without

an increase of our expenditure, but the

expenditure has been an object of the

first necessity ;
and while it has been

defrayed without adding to our taxation,

it has entailed no burden on posterity."

Fenianism had also been practically crushed.

and it was the earnest wish of ministers

to do full justice to Ireland.

The address then concluded in the

following words: "In this state of affairs

we had reason to hope, and it was gener-

ally contemplated by the country, that

we might have tranquilly wound up the

business of the session, and then asked,

according to the provisions of the great

statute which we had just passed, the

pubb'c verdict on our conduct. Had it

been propitious we might, by the favour

of the sovereign, have continued to serve

Her Majesty and enjoyed an opportunity

of effecting those legal and social improve-

ments which are so much required, and to

the necessity of which we had proved we

were not insensible. Had the verdict been

adverse we should have retired from office

without a murmur, conscious that when we

had the opportunity we endeavoured to do

our duty, and still prepared, .as representing

one of the great parties of the state, to

co-operate with our rivals in public life

for the public good. This, the natural

current of events, was to be interrupted

The leader of the Opposition in the House

of Commons seized the occasion of an

expiring parliament, which had proclaimed

its inadequate representation of the country,

to recommend a change of the fundamental

laws of the realm and to propose a dissolu-

tion of the union between church and state.

Her Majesty's government offered and will

offer to this policy an uncompromising
resistance. The connection of religion with

the exercise of political authority is one

of the main safeguards of the civilization of

man. It instils some sense of responsibility

even into the depositories of absolute power.

But under any circumstances the absence

or the severance of such a tie will lower

the character and duties of government
and tend to the degradation of society.

But it is urged that in the present instance

the application of the new policy is only

to be partial, and that only one portion of

Her Majesty's dominions Ireland is for

the present to be submitted to the revolu-
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tion
;
and on this plea that in Ireland the

members of the established church form

only a minority of the population. If this

numerical test is to be accepted, its applica-

tion cannot be limited to Ireland; and if in

a country of entire toleration a local instead

of an imperial gauge be adopted, the re-

ligious integrity of the community will

soon be frittered away. Instead of Ireland

being made an exception to the fundamental

condition of our constitution, there are

many secondary reasons why the estab-

lished church should be maintained in that

country. Its subversion would aggravate

religious hostility and party rancour; would

suppress a resident class of men whose

social virtues are conducive, as all agree,

to the welfare of the country, and would

further diminish the security of property

in a land where its tenure and enjoyment
are not as unquestioned as they have

hitherto been in other parts of Her Ma-

jesty's dominions. But even in Great

Britain the spoliation of the Church of

Ireland would not be without its effect.

Confiscation is contagious; and when once

a community has been seduced into plunder,

its predatory acts have seldom been single.

There are, however, weightier reasons why
this new policy should be resisted. The

religious liberty which all Her Majesty's

subjects now happily enjoy is owing to the

Christian Church in this country having

accepted the principles of the Eeformation,

and recognized the supremacy of the sover-

eign as the representative of the state, not

only in matters temporal, but in matters

ecclesiastical. This is the stronghold of

our spiritual freedom. So long as there

is in this country the connection, through
the medium of a Protestant sovereign,

between the state and the national church,

religious liberty is secure. That security

is now assailed by various means and on

different plans; but amidst the discordant

activity of many factions there moves the

supreme purpose of one power. The

philosopher may flatter himself he is

advancing the cause of enlightened pro-

gress ;
the sectarian may be roused to

exertion by anticipations of the downfall of

ecclesiastical systems. These are transient

efforts
;
vain and passing aspirations. The

ultimate triumph, were our church to fall,

would be to that power which would sub-

stitute for the authority of our sovereign

the supremacy of a foreign prince, to that

power with whose tradition, learning, dis-

cipline, and organization our church alone

has hitherto been able to cope, and that

too only when supported by a determined

and devoted people."

Unlike Mr. Gladstone, who found that

after a few years every constituency which

he represented had become wearied and

disgusted with that development of his

political views which to the ordinary mind

appeared like the grossest inconsistency,

and consequently declined to return him,

the prime minister knew that his seat was

assured, and that he need not trouble him-

self in the matter. On Lord Mayor's day
he came up to town, and was vociferously

cheered at the Mansion House banquet when

he replied to the toast of Her Majesty's

ministers. He referred to the reform bill,

and gave it as his opinion that the measure

would work satisfactorily. Alluding to the

desire for spoliation with which the politi-

cal atmosphere was charged, he begged the

city of London to recollect that, as owners

of property, they were interested in main-

taining the rights of property. The relations

between France and Prussia were at that

time much strained; and as Lord Stanley
had been successful in arranging the

dispute with America as to the Alabama

claim, the prime minister suggested that

the rival powers would do well to invoke

the aid of the English foreign secretary to

settle their differences. As to the result

of the general election he had no fear. His

opponents were very confident and very

arrogant.
" But I have never," he said,

" found boastfulness and braggadocio of the

slightest utility. Our opponents, indeed,

have settled everything. They have ex-

hausted all the arts of unanimous audacity.
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Hut 1 think ] have read somewhere that it

is the custom of undisciplined hosts on the

eve of a battle to anticipate and celebrate

tlicir triumph by horrid sounds and hideous

yells, the sounding of cymbals, the beating
iif drums, the shrieks and springs of bar-

liiiric hordes. But when all has occurred,

it is sometimes found that the victory is

not to them, but to those who are calm and

collected: the victory is to those who have

arms of precision, though they may have

made no noise to those who have had

the breechloaders, the rocket-brigade, and

the Armstrong artillery." He was not

intimidated, and he humorously concluded

by hoping that when next year he should

be called upon to return thanks for the

cabinet, his observations on the political

situation might be remembered.

Mr. Disraeli again alluded to the politi-

cal situation on the day of his election

(November 19, 1868). He claimed credit

for passing the reform bill, he praised

the diplomatic skill of Lord Stanley, he

defended the expenditure of the govern-

ment, and he deprecated the haste of Mr.

Gladstone in dealing with the question of

the Irish Church. Turning to foreign

all'airs, he asserted that when Lord Derby
came into office, thanks to the policy of Earl

Ilussell, England found herself estranged
from France, Germany, and Russia. Her
relations

" were relations of courtesy, but

not of confidence." Happily confidence

and sympathy now reigned in the stead

of the results of the Kussell foreign policy.

"All our interests," said Mr. Disraeli, "lie

in the preservation of the peace of Europe;
and we value our influence, because by
u>iiig it we believe we can assist in the

maintenance of that peace." As to Fenian-

ism, he stated what he had always main-

tained, that it was a plant of foreign growth,
and arose out of the American civil war.
" In America," he said,

" where a great

many military men were Irish and the

Irish are a valorous and adventurous people

they had acquired great skill and experi-

ence, and they knew that in Ireland there

is always a degree of morbid discontent

which they believe they might fan into

ilame, and which might lead to the revo-

lutionary result they desired. The whole

nature of the race will account for it An
Irishman is an imaginative being. He lives

on an island in a damp climate, and con-

tiguous to the melancholy ocean. He has no

variety of pursuit. There is no nation in

the world that leads so monotonous a life

as the Irish, because their only occupation

is the cultivation of the soil before them.

These men are discontented because they
are not amused. The Irishman in other

countries, where he has a fair field for his

talents in various occupations, is equal, if

not superior, to most races
;
and it is not

the fault of the government that there is

not that variety of occupation in Ireland.

I may say with frankness that I think it

is the fault of the Irish. If they led that

kind of life which would invite the intro-

duction of capital into the country, all this

ability might be utilized; and instead of

those feelings which they acquire by brood-

ing over the history of their country, a

great part of which is merely traditionary,

you would find men acquiring fortunes, and

arriving at conclusions on politics entirely

different from those which they now offer."

Mr. Disraeli was elected without opposition.

The sanguine predictions of the prime
minister as to the result of the elections

were not to be fulfilled. In spite of certain

prominent reverses, the tone of the country
was adverse to the maintenance of a Con-

servative cabinet. In the English counties

the Conservatives, as a rule, headed the

poll; but in the boroughs the Liberals,

with scarcely any exceptions, added largely

to their majority. Scotland and Ireland

were also the opponents of the Conserva-

tive policy. Several important reverses,

however, occurred, which afforded no litfle

consolation to the depressed Conservative

interest. Mr. Gladstone was rejected by
South-west Lancashire, and had to take

refuge in Greenwich
;
the successful candi-

dates being Mr. Cross, afterwards the ablest
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home secretary who has ever held the seals,

and Mr. Turner. Indeed Lancashire proved
its loyalty to the government in 110 unde-

cided fashion. In spite of his strong family

interest, the Marquis of Hartington failed

to win the honest Lancashire vote in the

northern division, and was defeated by a

son of Lord Derby. For the north-eastern

and south-eastern divisions the returns

were all Conservative. In Eadical Man-
chester a Conservative headed the poll;

whilst Salford, Preston, Blackburn, and Bol-

ton returned two each ; Ashton, Clitheroe,

and Staleybridge one each the total being

twenty-one Conservatives against eleven

Liberals for the county and boroughs.

Still, in spite of these and other triumphs,

the general policy of the country was

markedly in favour of the Liberal cause.

The following shows the total number of

votes recorded on each side, with the

Liberal balance :

Liberal Conservative Liberal

vote. vote. majority.

England & Wales, 1,231,450 824,056 407,393

Scotland, . . 123,410 23,391 100,01!)

Ireland, . . 53,379 36,083 17,297

1,408,239 883,530 524,709

Two hundred and twenty-seven persons,

who had no seats in the House of Com-
mons at its dissolution, were returned to

the new parliament. On the other hand,

many well-known members were excluded

from the walls of St. Stephen. On the

House assembling the eye looked in vain

for the familiar faces of Lord Hartingtou,

Eoebuck, Bernal Osborne, Milner Gibson,

Horsman, Sir John Karslake, Baron

Rothschild, Mill, and others. The prophe-
cies of Mr. Lowe and those who thought
with him that the reform bill Mrould lead

to an invasion of the constitution by the

working man and by demagogues of a

revolutionary stamp, were completely fal-

sified. Without an exception, whenever

during the general election the candidate

of the working classes presented himself, he

was ignominiously defeated.

The prime minister had appealed to the

country, and the verdict had gone against

him. To continue in office with an Oppo-
sition which would be supported in the

new parliament by a majority of over a

hundred was out of the question. Two
alternatives presented themselves to the

mind of Mr. Disraeli. Should he meet

parliament and court inevitable defeat ?

or should he bow to the feeling of the

country, so plainly expressed, and resign

at once? He decided upon the latter

course.
"
If parliament were sitting," he

wrote in the circular which he addressed

to his supporters in both Houses (Dec. 2,

1868), "I should not have adopted this

course
;
but as the public acts of a ministry

should not be misunderstood, and as there

are no other means of explaining their

motives, I have taken the liberty of thus

addressing the Conservative members in

both Houses of parliament. When Her

Majesty's government, in the spring of this

year, were placed in a minority in the

House of Commons on the question of

disestablishing the Church in Ireland, they
had to consider that the policy proposed
had never been submitted to the country,

and they believed that the country would

not sanction it. They therefore felt it

their duty to advise Her Majesty to dis-

solve parliament; but to make an appeal to

the obsolete constituency would have been

an absurdity, and the candid opinion of

the country coincided with that of parlia-

ment, that no course could be satisfactory

unless the voices of the enlarged electoral

body were ascertained. All means were

therefore taken by the ministry to expedite

that appeal, and a special statute was passed
for the purpose. Although the general
election has elicited in the decision of

numerous and vast constituencies an ex-

pression of feeling which in a remarkable

degree has justified their anticipations,

and which in dealing with the question in

controversy no wise statesman would dis-

regard, it is now clear that the present
administration cannot expect to command
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the confidence of the newly elected House
of Commons.

"Under these circumstances, Her

Majesty's ministers have felt it due to

their own honour and to the policy they

support not to retain office unnecessarily
for a single day. They hold it to be

more consistent with the attitude they
have assumed and with the convenience of

public business at this season, as well as

more conducive to the just influence of

the Conservative party, at once to tender

the resignation of their offices to Her

Majesty rather than wait for the assem-

bling of a parliament in which, in the

present aspect of affairs, they are sensible

they must be in a minority. In thus

acting Her Majesty's government have

seen no cause to modify those opinions

upon which they deemed it their duty
to found their counsel to the sovereign,
on the question of the disestablishment

and disendowment of the Irish Church.

They remain convinced that the proposition
of Mr. Gladstone is wrong in principle,

probably impracticable in application, and if

1
iracticable would be disastrous in its effects.

While ready at all times to give a fair

consideration and willing aid to any plan for

the improvement of the Church in Ireland,

to the policy which they opposed last ses-

sion rife as they believe it to be with

many calamities to society and the state

they will continue, in whatever position

they occupy, to offer an uncompromising
resistance."

The course pursued by Mr. Disraeli

on this occasion, though it was without

precedent, met with the full approval
of the nation. It was considered manly,

generous, and honourable. Though Mr.

Gladstone had been a somewhat mal-

evolent and acrimonious rival, there was

nothing small or spiteful in the disposition
of the dethroned premier. He did not

recommend to Her Majesty either Lord

Russell or Lord Granville as the minister

pointed out by the country to form an

administration, but he frankly declared

VOL. II.

that it was in Mr. Gladstone, and in Mr.

Gladstone alone, that the dominant Liberal-

ism in the kingdom had confidence. Upon
that recommendation Her Majesty acted,

and Mr. Gladstone was summoned to

Windsor and commanded to form a cabinet
" Mr. Disraeli," said a weekly journal, "is a

splendid gambler, and when he loses he

knows how to lose like a gentleman."
Mr. Disraeli did not retire into opposition

without receiving expression of the royal

approval in recognition of his services. He
declined all honours for himself, but it was

with deep gratitude and unfeigned joy that

he saw the woman to whom he had been so

much indebted, and whose love was as the

light of his life, raised by the personal wish

of the queen to the peerage as Viscountess

Beaconsfield of Beaconsfield.

The administration formed by Mr. Glad-

stone was certainly a strong one, and was

drawn entirely from the " educated section

of the Liberal party." Mr. Gladstone was

of course first lord of the treasury ;
Lord

Hatherley, better known in the House of

Commons, and afterwards in Lincoln's Inn,

as Sir William Page Wood, held the great

seal
;
Mr. Lowe was chancellor of the ex-

chequer ;
Mr. Bruce was home secretary ;

Lord Clarendon controlled our foreign

affairs
;
Lord Granville was at the colonial

office
;
Mr. Cardwell was at the war office

;

the Duke of Argyle was Indian secretary ;

Mr. Childers was at the admiralty ;
Lord

Hartington was post-master general ;
and

Mr. Bright, after a few sanctimonious obser-

vations to his constituents as to his wish

to remain among his own people, exercised

the necessary self-denial and took office as

president of the board of trade. Earl

Eussell and Sir George Grey declined to

enter the administration. Sir Eoundell

Palmer, the ablest counsel at the bar, being

opposed to the government on the Irish

Church question, also remained outside the

cabinet. The new parliament was opened

by royal commission early in the second

week of December, when its duties were

confined to the election of a speaker, the

17
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swearing-in of members, and the other pre-

liminary formalities. These completed, the

House of Commons adjourned to February

16, 1869, when the practical opening of the

session took place.

The ministerial programme was a full

one, and gave promise of much legisla-

tive activity on the part of the govern-
ment. The estimates for the expenditure
of the coming financial year were to

be framed " with a careful regard to the

efficiency of the services, and they will

exhibit a diminished charge upon the

country." The mode of conducting parlia-

mentary and municipal elections was to be

inquired into, in order to provide
" further

guarantees for their tranquillity, purity, and

freedom." Bills for "the extension and

improvement of education in Scotland, and

for rendering the considerable revenues of

the endowed schools of England more

widely effectual for the purposes of instruc-

tion," would be introduced. A measure

would be brought forward for applying the

principle of representation to the control of

the county rate by the establishment of

financial boards for counties. The subject
of bankruptcy would be considered. But
the burning question of the hour the Irish

Church was referred to only in general
terms. " The ecclesiastical arrangements of

Ireland will be brought under your con-

sideration at a very early date
;
and the

legislation which will be necessary in order

to their final adjustment, will make the

largest demands on the wisdom of parlia-
ment. I am persuaded that in the prosecu-
tion of the work you will bear a careful

regard to every legitimate interest which it

may involve
;
and that you will be governed

by the constant aim to promote the welfare

of religion through the principles of equal

justice; to secure the action of undivided

feeling and opinion in Ireland on the side

of loyalty and the law; to efface the memory
of former contentions, and to cherish the

sympathies of an affectionate people." The
Houses were also informed that the rela-

tions of England with all foreign powers

continued most friendly ;
that negotiations

had been entered into with the United

States for the settlement of questions which

affected the interests of the two countries ',

that in spite of the differences between

Turkey and Greece there was no serious

interruption of tranquillity in the Levant;*
that disturbances had occurred in New
Zealand ;( and that the Habeas Corpus Act

would no longer be suspended in Ireland.

In the debate upon the address Mr.

Disraeli said a few words. He had heard

with entire satisfaction of the relations

which subsisted between England and the

foreign powers. He was glad that the

differences between Turkey and Greece

had been settled.
" I trust," he said, giv-

ing another proof of the sympathy he

always expressed towards Turkey
"
I trust

that among the not least favourable con-

sequences will be that the organized system

by which the Porte has been continually

assailed of late will probably cease; that

this considerable check will afford a moral

lesson to the habitual disturbers of the

peace in that quarter of the world; and

that the Turkish government will have the

opportunity of devoting its energies to the

development of the resources of that country,

still for its richness unrivalled, and in which,

I believe, they will find the best mode of

extricating themselves from financial diffi-

culties, which, though considerable, are not

more so than those of many other countries."

He was also glad to observe that the esti-

mates were to be framed, not only with

regard to economy, but with regard to the

efficiency of the public service. "I am con-

vinced," he said, reiterating the opinion he

had delivered in more than one budget

*A conference had opened at Paris, January 9, 1869,

touching the dispute between Turkey and Greece. The

negotiations lasted ten days, and it was agreed that Greece

should for the future abstain from forming bands within her

territory to act against Turkey, and take the necessary
measures to prevent the armament in her ports of vessels

intended to aid any attempt at insurrection within the

dominions of the Sultan.

fThe natives in Poverty Bay, New Zealand, had risen,
November 10, 1868, and massacred the settlers. Subse-

quently 200 of those concerned in the outrage were slaiu by
a British force despatched to Poverty Bay to avenge tlie

deed.
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speech,
" that the mere curtailment of ex-

penditure without reference to efficiency,

is one of the unwisest courses which it is

possible to adopt, because the inevitable

result is that it leads to a great reaction of

profusion, and that you subsequently find

you have as large an expenditure as you
had before the reduction, with the addi-

tional disadvantage of an inefficient service

in the interval. I therefore highly approve
that the reductions are to be made on the

principle of efficiency, and I have no doubt

that, guided by that principle, the result

will be satisfactory to the public." He

regretted the omission from the speech of

any mention of a general measure of popular

education, and supposed that the subject

was now indefinitely postponed. He con-

cluded by alluding to the new materials of

which the House was composed.
" A new

House," he said,
"

is necessarily in a great

degree inexperienced ;
but I hope I may

be permitted to express my firm conviction,

that though the materials of the House may
be novel the country will find that the legis-

lation which has led to the introduction of

that novel material was not a mistake ; that

this House will not be less efficient than

those which have preceded it
;
and that

both iu the fair manner in which its

members will consider questions and the

business-like method in which they will

apply themselves to carry any great bills

\\liirh may be necessary, they will so

conduct themselves as to maintain the

ri'jmtiition of this House and win the con-

fidence of the country."
But the engrossing subject of the session

was the future of the Irish Church; and

until it was known how Air. Gladstone

would deal with the question, neither the

public nor the House took much interest

in the other details of legislation that were

now brought forward. The curiosity of the

country was, however, not severely tested,

and expectation was soon gratified. Mr.

Gladstone had at the meeting of parliament

arranged that on the first of March he

would introduce his bill. When the day

arrived for the premier to carry out his

promise, the House was crowded iu every

part by anxious and excited listeners. In

a speech of three hours' duration Mr. Glad-

stone explained the provisions of his bill,

and the policy -it would effect The Irish

Church was to cease to be recognized by
the state January 1, 1871, though the date

might be altered if the House thought fit

The technical disendowment was to begin

on the second reading of the bill. The

Irish ecclesiastical commission was to ter-

minate its existence on the final passing
of the bill, and to be succeeded by a new

commission which was to carry out the

transition from the present state of the

church to that of a free episcopal church :

no new vested interests were to be created

during the transitional period. The right

of appointing Irish bishops was to be

abandoned by the crown, and the Irish

bishops were no longer to have seats in

the House of Lords. A governing body,

representing the clergy and the laity of

the Irish Church, was to be elected, and

legally incorporated by the government. The

union between the churches of England
and Ireland was to be dissolved, and the

Irish ecclesiastical courts abolished. Mr.

Gladstone then touched upon vested inter-

ests, the principles on which the property

of the church was to be divided, and the

control and appropriation of the revenues

which would remain after all claims had

been satisfied. He estimated the gross

value of the Irish Church property at

16,000,000. From this was to be deducted

the life interests of incumbents of all

kinds, which would amount to 4,900,000 ;

compensation to curates, 800,000 ; by

compensations, 900,000 ;
and Maynooth

engagements, 1,100,000. With the large

surplus he proposed to make provision for

the blind, deaf, and dumb, and other chari-

ties and lunatic asylums for the relief of

unavoidable calamity or suffering, but not

so as to cancel the obligations of property

for the relief of the poor.

Mr. Gladstone thus concluded: "I
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believe I have now gone through the

chief of these almost endless arrangements;
and I have laid, as well as I am able, the

plans of the government before the com-

mittee. I will not venture to anticipate

the judgment of the committee
;

but I

trust it will be of opinion that it is at

any rate a plan loyal to the expectations
we held out on a former occasion, and loyal

to the people of England who believed our

promises. I hope also that the members
of the committee may think that the best

pains we could give have been applied in

order to develop and mature the measure
;

and I say that with great submission to

the judgment of gentlemen on this and on

the other side of the House. It is a subject
of legislation so exceedingly complex and

varied, that I have no doubt there must

be errors, omissions, and many possible

improvements ;
and we shall welcome from

every side, quite irrespective of differences

of opinion on the outlines of the measure,

suggestions which, when those outlines are

decided on, may tend to secure a more

beneficial application of those funds to the

welfare of the people of Ireland.
" I trust, sir, that although its operation

should be stringent, and although we have

not thought it either politic or allowable

to attempt to diminish its stringency by
making it incomplete, the spirit towards

the Church of Ireland as a religious com-

munion in which this measure has been

considered and prepared by my colleagues
and myself has not been a spirit of unkind-

ness. Perhaps at this time it is too much
to expect to obtain full credit for any
declaration of that kind. We are undoubt-

edly asking an educated, highly respected,

and generally pious and zealous body of

clergymen to undergo a great transition
;

we are asking a powerful and intelligent

minority of the laity of Ireland in connec-

tion with the established church to abate

a good part of the exceptional privileges

they have enjoyed ;
but I do not feel that

in making this demand on them we are

seeking to inflict an injury. I do not

believe that they are exclusively, or even

mainly, responsible for the errors of English

policy towards Ireland : I am quite certain

that in many vital respects they have suf-

fered by it. I believe that the free air they
will breathe under a system of equality and

justice, giving scope for the development of

their great energies with all the powers
of property and intelligence they will bring
to bear, will make that Ireland they love a

country for them not less enviable and less

beloved in the future than it has been in

the past. As respects the church, I admit

that, almost without exception, I do not

know any country in which so great a

change, so great a transition, has been pro-

posed for the ministers of a religious com-

munion who have enjoyed for many ages

the preferred position of an established

church. I can well understand that to

many in the Irish establishment such a

change appears to be nothing less than

ruin and destruction. From the height
on which they now stand the future is to

them an abyss, and their fears recall the

words used in
"
King Lear" when Edgar en-

deavours to persuade Gloucester that he has

fallen over the cliffs of Dover, and says :

" Ten masts at each make not the altitude

Which thou hast perpendicularly fell ;

Thy life's a miracle."

And yet but a little while after, the old

man is relieved from the delusion, and

finds that he has not fallen at all. So, I

trust that, when the fictitious and adven-

titious aid on which we have too long

taught the Irish establishment to lean is

removed, it will place its trust in its own

resources, in its own great mission, in all

that it can draw from the energy of its

ministers and members, and the high

hopes and promises of the gospel that it

teaches, and will find that it has entered

upon a new era of existence an era

bright with hope and potent for good.

"At any rate, I think the day has

certainly come when an end is finally to

be put to that union, not between the
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church and religious association, but

between the establishment and the state,

which was commenced under circumstances

little auspicious, and has endured to be a

source of unhappiness to Ireland and of

scandal and discredit to England. This

Mir;isure is in every sense a great measure;

great in its principles, great in the multitude

of its dry, technical, but nevertheless inter-

esting details, and great as a testing measure,

for it will show for one and all of us of what

mettle we are made. Upon us all it brings
a great responsibility. We upon this bench

are especially chargeable, nay, deeply guilty,

if we have either dishonestly, or even pre-

maturely or unwisely challenged so gigantic
an issue. I know well the punishments
that follow rashness in public affairs, and

that ought to fall on those men those

Phaetons in politics that, with hands

unequal to the task, attempt to guide the

chariot of the sun. But the responsibility

passes beyond us, and rests on every man
who has to take part in the discussion and

the decision on this bill. Every man

approaches the discussion under the most

solemn obligation to raise the level of his

vision and extend its scope in proportion
to the greatness of the matter in hand.

The working of our constitutional govern-
ment is itself on its trial

;
for I do not

believe there ever was a time when the

wheels of legislative machinery were set

in motion, under conditions of peace and

order and constitutional regularity, to deal

with a question greater and more profound.
And more especially, sir, is the credit and

fame of this great assembly involved
;
this

assembly, which has inherited through

many ages the accumulated honours of

brilliant triumphs of peaceful but courage-
ous legislation, is now called upon to

address itself to a task which would indeed

have demanded all the best energies of the

very best among your fathers and ancestors.

I believe it will prove to be worthy of the

task. Should it fail, even the fame of the

House of Commons will suffer disparage-

ment; should it succeed, even that fame.

I venture to say, will receive no small, no

insensible addition."

Mr. Disraeli briefly replied. Neither he

nor his followers, he said, had changed
their opinions as to the policy which Mr.

Gladstone had "so fully, so adequately, and

so eloquently" placed before the House.

The Conservative party still looked upon
disestablishment as a great political error

;

they still looked upon the disendowment

of a church, particularly when its property
was to be applied to secular purposes, as

mere and sheer confiscation. Under ordi-

nary circumstances, therefore, he would

have felt it his duty to resist the motion;
but the circumstances were not ordinary.
" I would not pretend," he said, with his

usual parliamentary loyalty,
" that this

new House of Commons can be at all

fettered by the decision at which the late

House of Commons arrived; but that

decision must be taken in conjunction

with the decision of the wuntry at the

general election, and the course of the

then existing government in consequence
of that decision of the country. Under

these circumstances I feel it is our duty
to take a different course from that which

otherwise we might have felt it our duty
to pursue. I take the fair interpretation

of the decision of the country at the general

election to be this, that it was the opinion
of the country that the right hon. gentleman
should have the opportunity of dealing with

the question of the Church in Ireland. I do

not understand that the country pledged
itself to support any particular measure.

No particular measure was then before it ;

but it declared and decided in a manner

which could not be mistaken, that the right

hon. gentleman should have a fair and full

opportunity of dealing with the question of

the Church in Ireland. I cannot therefore

take this occasion, which might otherwise

have been a most legitimate one, of pre-

venting the right hon. gentleman from

placing his policy before the country ;
and

I shall advise none of those whose conduct I

can influence to oppose the motion."
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As it was of importance to study the

details of the bill, Mr. Disraeli concluded

his remarks by hoping that an interval of

three weeks would be allowed to elapse

before the second reading came on. To

so long a postponement Mr. Gladstone

objected, as he was desirous of sending the

bill up to the Lords as speedily as possible,

and he felt it his duty to take the second

reading before Easter. After some discus-

sion Thursday, March 18th, was fixed upon
as the date when the debate upon the

second reading was to begin.

At the time appointed Mr. Disraeli was

the first to open the debate upon the second

reading. He began by agreeing with the

statement made by Mr. Gladstone when

introducing the measure, that "a gigantic

issue
"
was being submitted to the House,

for "a more profound question had never

been brought under the consideration of

parliament." If ever there was an instance

which required on the part of the House of

Commons its utmost judgment and delibera-

tion, and also much self-control and mutual

forbearance, it was the measure now laid

before them to disestablish the Irish Church.
"
It is more than 200 years since," said

Mr. Disraeli,
"
gigantic issues were decided

on by the House of Commons. They were

decided then with an earnestness of con-

viction not inferior to that which I am
sure pervades this assembly now, but,

unfortunately, with a degree of passion
and prejudice on both sides which turned

out to be very detrimental to the country.
The decision pronounced by the House of

Commons at that time on gigantic issues

was followed by a period of civil discord,

not more distinguished for its long duration

than for the costly sacrifices which both

sides in the contest had to endure. That

period of civil war was followed by one
of violent tranquillity if I may so style
it but one in which certainly the prin-

ciples of civil and religious liberty did not

flourish. At length the two parties, alike

irritated and exhausted, terminated this

great experimental chapter of our history

with a passionate carelessness that recalled

the old state of affairs, without securing

any of those objects for the attainment of

which they had originally entered into the

contest. Now, I cannot help feeling that

what passed in the time of our predecessors

may be profitable for us to remember
;
and

that we may derive some instruction from

it, and may resolve that, whatever may be

the ultimate decision of parliament on this

gigantic issue, the country, which we fully

represent, shall at least have the satisfaction

of knowing that we have arrived at the

conclusion to which we may come in the

light of reason, in the healthy atmosphere
of instructed public opinion, with a deep
sense of individual responsibility on the

part of every member of this House,
and after the most vigilant and mature

deliberation."

The measure before them, continued Mr.

Disraeli, proposed to accomplish two objects.

The first was to sever the union between

church and state, which, for the conveni-

ence of debate, was called disestablishment.

The second was to empower the state to

seize the property of a corporation, which,

for the convenience of debate, was called

disendowment. He would ask the House

to allow him to make a few general
observations upon disestablishment and

disendowment. They were, to his mind,

totally different matters, though they were

frequently mixed up together, and the con-

sequences of the one attributed to the other.
" Now, sir, with regard to disestablishment,

I myself am much opposed to it, because I

am in favour of what is called the union

between church and state. What I under-

stand by the union of church and state is

an arrangement which renders the state

religious by investing authority with the

highest sanctions that can influence the sen-

timents, the convictions, and consequently
the conduct of the subject ; while, on the

other hand, that union renders the church

using that epithet in its noblest and

purest sense political ;
that is to say, it

blends civil authority with ecclesiastical
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influence
;

it defines and defends the rights

of the laity, and prevents the church from

subsiding into a sacerdotal corporation. If

you divest the state of this connection, it

appears to me that you necessarily reduce

both the quantity and the quality of its

duties. The state will still be the pro-
tector of our persons and our property, and

no doubt these are most important duties

for the state to perform. But there are

duties in a community which rather excite

a spirit of criticism than a sentiment of

enthusiasm and veneration. All or most

of the higher functions of government
take education for example, the formation

of the character of the people, and con-

sequently the guidance of their future

conduct depart from the state and become

the appanage of religious societies, of the

religious organizations of the country

you may call them the various churches if

you please when they are established on

what are called independent principles.
"
Now, the first question which neces-

sarily arises in this altered state of affairs is

are we quite certain that in making this

severance between political and religious

influence we may not be establishing in a

country a power greater than the acknow-

ledged government itself ? I know this is

a very philosophical age. I know there are

many who consider that the religious influ-

ence ia a waning influence, and that it is a

mark of an enlightened statesman to divest

the exercise of authority as much as possible
of any connection with religion. These are

not my views. I do not believe that the

influence of religion is a waning influence

in public affairs. I have for a considerable

time, rather been of opinion, that we are on

the eve of a period when the influence of

religion on public affairs may be predomi-
nant. It is very difficult in a popular

assembly, as we all know, to touch upon
subjects in which religion is concerned

;

and thirty years ago or so, when questions
connected with religion were first constantly

cropping up, if I may use the expression, in

this House, it was curious and interesting

to observe how both sides mutually agreed

that, as it was necessary to legislate on

these questions, parliament should confine

its attentions as much as possible to the

mere technical details of the bills before

it, avoiding any unnecessary reference to

religious sentiment or principles. All this,

however, has entirely changed. The reli-

gious principle, its influence upon men,

its material consequences in endowments,

in ecclesiastical establishments, in sects

and synods how far it is necessary in

the exercise of political power that it

should to a certain degree be consecrated,

and how far it is necessary for the enjoy-

ment of religious liberty that the civil

authority should exercise some control

upon the religious organization of the

country these have now become not only

political questions, but the greatest of politi-

cal questions. It is impossible for us any

longer to avoid that discussion. All we can

do is to meet these questions fully and

frankly, and, if possible, in a spirit of

charity and of good temper, placing upon

any expressions used on either side a

favourable and friendly construction. I

can only say that, if I make any of those
'
rhetorical mishaps

'

which are necessarily

incident to our free habit of discussion in

this House, I am sure no gentleman opposite

or on my side of the House will suppose
for a moment that I wish to wound his

feelings or offend his conscience.
" When we have to decide whether we

can dissociate the principle of religion from

the state, it is well to remember that we

are asked to relinquish an influence that is

universal. We hear in these days a great

deal of philosophy. Now it is my happi-

ness in life to be acquainted with eminent

philosophers. They all agree in one thing.

They will all tell you that, however bril-

liant the discoveries of physical science,

however marvellous those demonstrations

which attempt to penetrate the mysteries

of the human mind, wonderful as may be

these discoveries, greatly as they have

contributed to the comfort and conveni-
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ence of man, or confirmed his consciousness

of the nobility of his nature yet all those

great philosophers agree in one thing that

in their investigations there, is an inevitable

term where they meet the insoluble, where all

the most transcendent powers of intellect dis-

sipate and disappear. There commences

the religious principle. It is universal, and

it will assert its universal influence in the

government of men.
"
Now, I put this case before the House.

We are asked to commence a great change,
for it is impossible to consider the effect

of this measure merely with the limited,

though important bearing, which is on the

face of it. The right hon. gentleman has

himself given a frank and fair warning to

parliament. He has told them he was

going to call for their decision upon a

'gigantic issue.' He has himself admitted

that a greater or more profound question
was never submitted to parliament. When.,

therefore, we are called to the considera-

tion of these circumstances, it is absolutely

necessary that we should contemplate the

possibility of our establishing a society in

which there may be two powers, the poli-

tical and the religious, and the religious

may be the stronger. Now, I will take

this case. Under ordinary circumstances,

a government performing those duties of

police to which it will be limited when the

system has perfectly developed the first

step of which we are called upon to take

to-night such a government under ordi-

nary circumstances will be treated with

decent respect. But a great public question
such as has before occurred in this country,
and as must periodically occur in free and

active communities a great public question

arises which touches the very fundamental

principles of our domestic tranquillity, or

even the existence of the empire ;
but the

government of the country, and the religious

organizations of the country, take different

views and entertain different opinions upon
that subject. In all probability the govern-
ment of the country will be right. The

government in its secret councils is calm

and impartial, is in possession of ample
and accurate information, views every issue

before it in reference to the interests of all

classes, and takes, therefore, what is popu-

larly called a comprehensive view. The

religious organization of the country acts

in quite a different manner. It is not

calm, it is not impartial ;
it is sincere, it

is fervid, it is enthusiastic. Its information

is limited and prejudiced. It does not view

the question of the day in reference to the

interests of all classes. It looks upon the

question as something of so much impor-
tance as something of such transcendent

interest, not only for the earthly, but even

for the future welfare of all Her Majesty's

subjects that it will allow no consideration

to divert its mind and energy from the

accomplishment of its object. It, therefore,

necessarily takes what is commonly called

a contracted view. But who can doubt

what will be the result when, on a question
which enlists and excites all the religious

passions of the nation, the zeal of enthusiasm

advocates one policy, and the calmness of

philosophers and the experience of states-

men recommend another ? The government

might be right, but the government would

not be able to enforce its policy; and the

question might be decided in a way that

might disturb a country or even destroy an

empire.
"

I know it may be said that, though
there may be some truth in this view

abstractedly considered, yet it does not

apply to the country in which we live, be-

cause this is a country in which we enjoy

religious freedom and in which toleration is

established, and because only a portion of

Her Majesty's subjects are in communion
with the national church. I draw a very
different conclusion to that which I have

supposed and I believe fairly supposed
as the objection made to the argument I am
now offering. It is because there is an

established church that we have achieved

religious liberty and enjoy religious tolera-

tion
;
and without the union of the church

with the state I do not see what security there
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would be either for religious liberty or toler-

ation. No error could be greater than to

suppose that the advantage of the established

church is limited to those who are in com-

munion with it. Take the case of the

Roman Catholic priest, lie will refuse

and in doing so he is quite justified, and

is, indeed, bound to do so he will, I say,

refuse to perform the offices of the church

to any one not in communion with it-

The same with the Dissenters. It is quite

possible it has happened, and might hap-

pen very frequently that a Roman Catholic

may be excommunicated by his church, or

a sectarian may be denounced and expelled

by his congregation ;
but if that happens in

this country, the individual in question who

has been thus excommunicated, denounced,

or expelled, is not a forlorn being. There

is the church, of which the sovereign is

the head, which does not acknowledge the

principle of dissent, and which does not

refuse to that individual those religious

rites which are his privilege and consola-

tion. I therefore hold that the connection

between church and state is really a

.u'uarantee for religious liberty and tolera-

tion, that it maintains, as it were, the

standard of religious liberty and toleration

jn-t as much as we by other means sustain

the standard of value. If you wish to break

up a state, and destroy and disturb a country,

you can never adopt a more effectual method

for the purpose than by destroying at the

same time the standards of value and

toleration.

"Now, I would wish to make one or two

observations on the
1

question of disendow-

ment. I consider that if the state seizes

the property of a corporation without alleg-

ing any eause, it is spoliation. But if the

state alleges some penal cause for its

violence, though it may be an unfounded,

tyrannical, and oppressive one, then I

understand the act of the state to be con-

fiscation. I make that distinction between

the two processes, and I think the House
will find that there is something in it. I

am not about to uphold the doctrine that

VOL. II.

there is no difference between corporate

and private property. I acknowledge the

difference fully and frankly. The state

has relations with all property; but the

relations of the state with private and with

corporate property are of a different charac-

ter. I would attempt to express them thus.

The relations of the state to private property
are the relations of a guardian. The rela-

tions of the state to corporate property are

those of a trustee. The duty of a guardian
to his ward is mainly to protect his ward.

The duties of a trustee are of a more com-

plicated character. Undoubtedly his first

duty is to see that the intentions of the

founder are fulfilled, as far as the varying
circumstances of generations will permit.

I will make the admission, for I wish to

argue the case fairly, that unquestionably,

if he finds that the resources at his com-

mand are extravagantly beyond what are

necessary for the object in view, or that the

purpose of the trust is pernicious, it is his

duty to consider by what means a redistri-

bution of those funds and of that property

may be safely accomplished. But this I

do lay down as a principle which I will

maintain against all comers, that under no

circumstances whatever ought a trustee to

appropriate to himself property of which he

is the fiduciary. If that were permitted,

there would be no security whatever for

property of any description. A minister

might throw his eye upon any wealthy

corporation and say,
'

I will confiscate this

property and apply it to the partial dis-

charge of the national debt, or to the entire

discharge of the floating debt ;' or he might

say,
' Taxation is never very popular ;

the

taxation of this country which I rule is on

the whole founded on just principles ; but

there are great murmurs not only against

taxes, but also rates
;
I will confiscate the

property of this corporation, and I shall

consequently be enabled sensibly to relieve

the country, and thus, of course, obtain a

irivat increase of power and popularity.'

But if that course were pursued I am certain

that the tenure of no property would be

18
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safe, and the credit of the country must

collapse.

"Having made these observations with

respect to private and corporate property,
I would now ask permission to state the

grounds why I am, on the whole, entirely

opposed to confiscating the property of cor-

porations, why I view it alike with dislike

and suspicion. The reason is that, in the

first place, whatever may have been the

origin of corporate property whether

the gift of the nation, which was rarely

the case, or the donation of individuals, as

was generally its source one thing is

clear, that it is, from its use and purpose,

essentially popular property the property
of the nation, though not of the state.

The second reason why I dislike all con-

fiscation of corporate property is, that I

find that no great act of confiscation was

ever carried into effect without injurious

consequences to the state in which it took

place. Either generally speaking it has

led to civil war or established, what in the

long run is worse, a chronic disaffection

for ages among the subjects of the crown.

But if there be any corporate property the

confiscation of which I most dislike, it is

church property, and for these reasons

church property is to a certain degree an

intellectual tenure; in a greater degree, a

moral and spiritual tenure. It is the fluc-

tuating patrimony of the great body of the

people. It is, I will not say the only, but

even with our most developed civiliza-

tion it is the easiest method by which the

sons of the middle and even of the working
classes can become landed proprietors, and

what is more, can become resident landed

proprietors, and fulfil all the elevating
duties incident to the position. But there

is another reason why I am greatly opposed
to the. confiscation of church property, and

that is, because I invariably observe that

when church property is confiscated, it is

always given to the landed proprietors.

"I hope that in this House I shall not

be accused of being opposed to the interests

of those connected with the land of this

country. 1 look upon the laud tenure of

this country as, on the whole, one of the

most beneficial and most successful institu-

tions that has been created out of the feudal

system. It is a tenure that, by dispersing
over the soil a number of residents deeply
interested in it, has secured local govern-

ment, which is the best safeguard of political

liberty; and, on the other hand, it is a

tenure which, while it has attained for us

these great social and political advantages,
has been consistent with making the soil

of this country, on the whole, the most

productive in the world that is to say,

not only in the Old World but in the New
World you cannot find a tract of land of

equal size with that of the United Kingdom
which is so generally and so uniformly pro-

ductive. Therefore, I think I am justified

in saying that it is a tenure which, both on

account of its social and political advantages,
and the great material consequences it

has secured to the country, may be truly

described as one of the most advantageous.
I have not the slightest objection myself
to the landed proprietors of the country

increasing their wealth and increasing their

power, so long as they do it by legitimate

means by the improvement of their estates,

or in the fulfilment of those duties which

the constitution of their country so gener-

ously, but wisely, has assigned to them.

We know very well that the landed interest

of this country will have their position

examined and challenged, as every institu-

tion and class in this age will be; yet I

believe that, for the reasons I have indicated,

they will give a triumphant answer, and

issue from that scrutiny with the approba-

tion and sympathy of the great body of

their countrymen. But I am sure of this,

they cannot, especially in this age and in

the circumstances under which we live,

take a more short-sighted course to increase

their property and their influence than to

have any hand in sacrilegious spoliation."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to consider

what would be the probable consequence
of the course which Mr. Gladstone recom-
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mended. Tlio government of Ireland was
not a strong one; its sanctions were less

valid than those of the government of

Midland. It had not the historic basis

which England had. It had not the

tradition which the English government
rested upon. It did not depend upon
that vast accumulation of manners and
customs which in England were really
more powerful than laws and statutes.

The government of Ireland was only

comparatively strong from its connection

with England ;
and the reason the govern-

ment of Ireland was a weak government
was, that a considerable portion of the

inhabitants of Ireland were disorderly and

discontented. He would not investigate
the causes, alleged or real, of Irish discon-

tent. They were like Martial's Epigrams ;

some were just, some unjust; some were

well-founded, some fantastical; some were

true, some false. But no one denied that

discontent existed; and no one denied

that among the causes of Irish discontent

was, that a powerful clergy, exercising
their influence over numerous congrega-

tions, had no connection with the state.

lUit what was the policy of Mr. Gladstone?
'

Ireland is discontented
; one of the causes

of its discontent is that a church is not

connected with the state
;
I will regenerate

the country, and I will have three churches

not connected with the state." What must
l>e the consequences of such a policy ?

Would they have a better chance of

encountering Irish discontent when three

churches were disconnected with the state

than when they had only one ? How would
it work ?

" There will be great discontent

in Ireland," replied Mr. Disraeli, "and when-
ever there is great discontent in Ireland,

the church that is not connected with the

state always supplies a body of learned,

disciplined, and eloquent men who are the

exponents of that discontent. Well, you
will then have discontent in Ireland, and

you will have three bodies of learned,

organized, and eloquent men who will only
be doing their duty to their congregations

by being the exponents of this great dis-

affection. It is not a wild assumption on

my part if I were to suppose that with

tlie cause of the next great Irish discontent

the land may le in some degree connected ;

and what will be the necessary and natural

feelings of the three churches on the land

question ? I do not, as some do, I do

not myself contemplate the immediate

cessation of all dogmatic differences between

the three churches. I am in hopes that

year after year any asperity of this kind

arising from such a source may be softened
;

but I think I may venture to say this

that there will be one dogma in which the

three churches will entirely agree, which

will be as unanimously adopted as any
that may be sanctioned by any impending
oecumenical council ;

and that dogma will

be this that the clergy of the three

churches, whether they were disendowed

in the reign of Queen Elizabeth or in the

reign of Queen Victoria, have all been

equally ill-treated. And where there is

this general discontent upon the land ques-

tion they will naturally say
' We entirely

agree with the feeling of the nation, the

land question is a question that must be

settled.' They will say 'The people have

lost the great estate which belonged to the

church as their trustees, and where it is

neither the clergy who were disendowed in

the reign of Elizabeth nor the clergy disen-

dowed in the reign of Queen Victoria will

be able to tell you.' Therefore, I have not

the slightest doubt myself that the general

discontent prevailing from the city of the

Tribes to the capital of the linen manufac-

ture, will find learned, earnest, and eloquent

exponents of the wrongs of the country
without any reference to differences in

religious creed. The land question will

assume many forms with one purpose.

The multiplied demand will be irresistible

unless we meet it with an alternative, and

what that alternative is I will notice sub-

sequently. Such, in my mind, are the

probable I will not say immediate con-

sequences, but consequences that will
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occur in the early experience of many
men who sit in this House, of the policy
of disestablishment in Ireland, as it is

advised by the right lion, gentleman the

first minister. And such are the prospects
which disestablishment affords us of render-

ing a people contented and a government

strong."

NOT, continued Mr. Disraeli, would the

policy of disendowment be a whit more

promising. Mr. Gladstone proposed to

deprive the Protestant Church in Ireland

of its property. The natural question
that immediately arose was Why ? Did

anybody claim the property ? Nobody
claimed it. Did Mr. Gladstone believe

that any other church would use the

property with more advantage? Certainly

not, for he did not propose to give it to

any other church. Was the tenure of the

property of the church unsatisfactory and

feeble ? Quite the reverse. On the con-

tary, it was the strongest tenure in the

country ;
and it did not merely depend

on the Act of Settlement, as the estates

of most gentlemen did, because it had a

prescription of three centuries. One was

naturally and necessarily anxious to know
under those circumstances when no one

asked for the property, when Mr. Glad-

stone even did not pretend that any other

church would carry out the intentions of

the founders better than the Protestant

Church, and when he did not deny that

the tenure of the Protestant Church was a

complete and powerful tenure why he

deprived it of its property. That was a

natural question to ask, and it was one on

which they ought to have a satisfactory

answer. According to Mr. Gladstone, the

reason why the Protestant Church in Ireland

was to be deprived of its property was

that the feelings of the Eoman Catholics

in Ireland were hurt by the Protestants

having endowments, although the Eoman
Catholic Church wished to depend on vol-

untary contributions, and although they
were clearly of opinion that, because the

Protestant Church was endowed, that was

the reason why the Protestant Church in

Ireland was a comparative failure. That,

exclaimed Mr. Disraeli, was the most extra-

ordinary reason that had ever yet been

adduced by a minister for a great act of

confiscation, and it behoved the House

well and narrowly to consider it. It was

an entirely new principle to take away the

property of one corporation because there

was another body jealous of that corpora-
tion having the property. It was not only
a new principle, but a new principle which

might be applied to all kinds of property,

and for that reason, because it had no pecu-
liar reference to corporate property. It did

not touch any of the attributes of corporate

property, whether good or evil. Mr. Glad-

stone, as the representative of the state,

which was the great trustee in the matter,

confessed that the property of the Protest-

ant Church in Ireland was not greater than

its needs. He confessed that the provisions

for the management of that property were

not only good, but excellent and admirable.

Mr. Gladstone did not for a moment pre-

tend that he had any other body in his

eye that could carry out the intention of

the original founder or donor better than

the body whose property he was going to

confiscate. It was not in his character as

a fiduciary, or with reference to corporate

property particularly, that this rule was

laid down. It was a new principle that

might be applied to private property to-

morrow. It was the principle of forfeiture

without a pretext. It was a new principle

since they had had a settled constitution,

and since they came to live under the laws

of progressive civilization. Otherwise it

was an old principle enough, because it was

the principle of tyranny and oppression in

the darkest ages.
" But now," proceeded Mr. Disraeli, "see

in what inscrutable mischief we may be

landed if this principle is sanctioned. It

cannot be confined to corporate property,
because it has no affinity to corporate prop-

erty. Apply it to private property. We
are so used to plundering churches, that
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the moment a corporation is known to be

in possession of a large property an hon.

member gives notice of his intention to

bring the subject before the House. The

fact is that our eyes are shut to the enor-

mity of the circumstances when they are

tested by objects with which we are daily

familiar. Therefore, let us try this prin-

ciple, which is an open principle, and not

peculiar to corporations, and apply it to

private property. I will ask the attention

(if the House to this part of the subject.

In Ireland," said Mr. Disraeli, creating

much laughter by putting an hypothetical
case of the extension of the principle to

private property, "there are many estates

many large and many rich estates, and

they belong, most of them, to Irish gentle-

men. There are also many Irish gentlemen
in Ireland, amiable and accomplished men,
the most agreeable companions in the world,

but who have not large estates, and some
of whom have no estates at all. After the

announcement by the right hon. gentleman
of this startling principle of sheer forfeiture,

without the application to the property of

any other machinery to carry out the inten-

tionsof the founders after the proclamation

by the right hon. gentleman of this astound-

ing principle what will be the natural

course of an Irish gentleman in the position
I have described ? His argument would be

this 'We find ourselves in an anomalous

position. Our breeding is not inferior to

that of our habitual companions. Our
education is the same. Our pursuits are

similar. We meet in the same hunting
field. We drink the same claret. We
stand opposite to each other in the same

dance. And our feelings are hurt by some
of our companions having estates of 6,000,

or 8,000, or 10,000 a year, with broad

acres and extensive woods. We know well

the spirit of the age, that the sentiment of

selfishness is not to be tolerated. We do

not ask for the estates of our more fortunate

o'tiipanions. All we ask is that you will

take their estates away from them, and

establish, as one of the great principles nf

Irish regeneration, social equality ;
and let

all Irish gentlemen, like the Roman Catholic

Church in Ireland, live upon voluntary con-

tributions.' And yet this is the great

principle which I am told several hon.

gentlemen opposite have pledged them-

selves to support, and that without even

being acquainted with it."

It might be said there was a distinction

between corporate and private property,

and therefore he might be accused of press-

ing the case too much in the instance he

had given. He did not think so. He
believed it was not peculiar to corporate

property, and that those gentlemen who had

private property would do well to consider

whether it did not touch their case. But

he was willing to apply it to corporate pro-

perty.
"
I speak," he continued,

"
in the

capital of an ancient nation, remarkable

above all the nations of the world for its

rich endowments. Charity, in its most

gracious, most learned, and -most humane

form, has established institutions in this

country to soften the asperities of existence.

There are three great hospitals alone in

this city, endowed with estates which

would permit them to rank with some

of the wealthiest of our peers. Their

united revenues alone considerably exceed

100,000. The House knows well these

great establishments St. Bartholomew's,

St. Thomas's, and Guy's. But there are

other hospitals in the country, where the

physicians are not less celebrated, the

surgeons not less skilful, the staff not less

devoted, and which give all their energies,

thought, learning, and life to mitigate the

sufferings of humanity. Well, I say, would

it not, according to the new views and the

new principle, be as painful as the existence

of an endowed Protestant church is to the

Roman Catholic hierarchy in Ireland, for

these eminent physicians and surgeons and

their devoted staff to feel that their greatest

efforts were often unable to accomplish all

that they desired, and that their position as

a voluntary body sometimes entailed upon
them humiliation. Why should not the
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minister come forward in a like spirit with

that which now seems to inspire all his

policy, and concede to these gentlemen that

the painful anomaly should be terminated,

and that St. George's Hospital, Middlesex

Hospital, University College Hospital, and

perhaps Westminster Hospital, all depend-

ing upon voluntary contributions, should be

placed on a footing of equality with those

great institutions which by their endow-

ments imparted to those connected with them

a factitious importance in the profession,

by the process of depriving these latter of

their estates ? Well, there might, no doubt,

a good deal be said in favour of that view.

The minister would have 120,000 a year
to dispose of, and he could in the hand-

somest manner give it to the farmers of

England towards the reduction of the county
rates. And I ask you seriously, if you are

to adopt these principles for Ireland, is it

possible that you should not apply them

also to England ?
"

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to explain
that the scheme of confiscation could not

be carried out without the co-operation of

the victims. Three temptations were held

out to the Irish Protestant clergy to join

in the operation. Their vested interests

were to be respected ;
but that went for

nothing, since no minister could propose
such a measure as the bill before the House
without that proviso, which was a mere

commonplace of confiscation. Then the

glebe-houses of the Irish clergy were to

be given to them, but charged with a price,

and their life interests were to be capi-

talized. Yet, asked Mr. Disraeli, what

security was there that another measure

of confiscation might not follow ? And as

to the proposal for the extinction of the

tithe-rent charge, he predicted that the

end of the whole operation would be that

the property of the church would go
into the pockets of the landlords.

"
Well,"

said Mr. Disraeli,
" the landlords of Ireland

have had a slice of that property before.

For thirty years they have had 100,000

a year. They have probably had 3,000,000

of that property ;
and what good has it

done them ? Is the state of Ireland more

tranquil and serene, or have they better

preserved the institutions to which they
were devoted, because they for a moment

accepted any share of that plunder ? Why,
we all know that nothing of the kind has

followed. And what is it that is now pro-

posed ? Why, a scheme which, when we
come to investigate it, clearly shows that

the whole of the tithe-rent charge is to

be absorbed in the land. The right hon.

gentleman says that every landowner may
buy up the tithe-rent charge on his land,

when his tithe-rent charge will be instantly

absorbed in his land
;
and then if the land-

owner will not buy the tithe-rent charge,

the right hon. gentleman makes out a

compulsory account by which the land-

owner shall seem to buy it. But the result

is that the whole of the tithe-rent charge
will be immediately absorbed in the land,

and that there will be a complicated system
of pecuniary transactions extending over a

period of forty-five years. Five and forty

years' engagements of Irish landlords ! and

that, too, in a country which confiscates

church property in a country where there

is a laud question looming in the future !

Do you not think that the landlords will

want justice done to the land ? Do you
not think they will come forward and say,
'

Well, if the land question must be settled,

we will take a part in its settlement ?'

Depend upon it when the great rising

occurs when the great demand to which

I have referred is made and expounded

by the eloquence and learning of the

clergy of the three churches the Irish

landlords will wonderfully sympathize with

that new Act of Settlement."

After having objected to the disposal of

the surplus, and to the proposed mode
of dealing with the Maynootli grant and

the Rcgium Donum, as direct breaches of

solemn engagements, Mr. Disraeli thus

concluded :

"
Now, sir, this is to be the

remedial policy for Ireland. You have

been disturbed and distracted by a cleigy
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not connected with the state, and therefore

you are now to have three sets of clergy
not connected with the state. You have

complained over and over again that one

of the great evils of Ireland was the want
of a variety of classes. But here is an Act
which destroys a class. You have told us

night after night that the curse of Ireland

was the want of resident proprietors, but

here is legislation to do away with a great
number of resident proprietors. The curse

of Ireland, as every one knows, is its

poverty, but here is an Act to confiscate

property ! I said there was an alternative.

When I ventured to express to the House
the probable consequences of this scheme
of the right hon. gentleman, I stated to

the House that they must contemplate the

possibility of great and continued discon-

tent in Ireland
;
that that discontent would

le connected with the question of the tenure

of land ; that the clergy, disendowed accord-

ing to their own statements at different

periods, but both of them agreeing that

they had been disendowed, would become
the natural and powerful mouth-pieces of

this general discontent
;
and that you

would have to yield to the demands
which the whole nation through its most

powerful organs would advance, and with

which demands I venture to say the Irish

landlords would unite. Their claim would

be for restoration. All classes would call

upon you to restore the popular estate which

you have confiscated, and whatever differ-

ence of opinion might still subsist between

different churches, all churches would agree
that Irish property was national property.
I say, then, that you would have to consent

to that restoration unless you took refuge
in an alternative. I think the alternative

would be this. I think you might resist

what was culled a restoration of their rights,

and which would probably bring about a

scene of universal tumult. Instead of

complying with this demand you would

say to them ' There shall be religious

equality between the two countries. You
disendoiccd clergy shall not have yi'ound

to complain of being treated differently

from any clcryy, and we will apply to the

Church in England the same principles

which we have applied to the Church

in Ireland.' That conclusion appears

to me to be inevitable. I have no

doubt that there are some gentlemen who

hear me, who would not regret such a

consummation. I am perfectly aware that

there are gentlemen sitting in tlu's House

who approve such a policy; and that

they have in the country a party which

likewise approves such a policy. But I do

not approve such a policy; and I am sure,

whatever their majority may be, they will

not grudge me the right of asserting in this

House the propriety of my opinion. Sir,

I believe that that result will be inevitable.

Indeed, it may be inferred from the

language of the prime minister that he

himself, though he may not now approve,

still contemplates it Now, I cannot believe

that the disendowment of the Church of

England could occur without very great

disturbances. I am convinced that it

might lead to consequences, which those

who have not given a very long considera-

tion to the subject may think impossible

or remote. I believe that these conse-

quences would be near at hand. England
cannot afford revolution. England baa had

her revolutions. It is indeed because she

had revolutions about 200 years ago, before

other nations had their revolutions, that

she gained her great start in wealth and

in empire.
"
Now, sir, what have we gained by

those revolutions ? A period of nearly
200 years of great serenity and the secured

stability of the state. I attribute these

happy characteristics of our history to the

circumstance, that in this interval we did

solve two of the finest and profoundest

political problems. We accomplished com-

plete personal and, in time, complete polit-

ical liberty, and combined them with order.

We achieved complete religious liberty, and

we united it with a national faith. These

two immense exploits have won for this
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country regulated freedom and temperate

religion ; and these blessings we have, I

am bound to say, secured mainly by the

action sometimes the unconscious action

but entirely by the action of the two

great parties in the state. I have often,

when I have had to consider the history
of what are called Whigs and Tories, been

surprised that after great national vicissi-

tudes, and notwithstanding the enormous

blunders and mistakes which confessedly
both have made, and the occasional violence,

not to say faction, of their conduct which

our annals record these two great parties
should always reappear. That fact proves
that there must be something very deep in

their roots, and that they must have touched

the heart of the people. Speaking now,
not as a partisan, I believe the Tory party,
however it may at times have erred, has

always been the friend of local government,
and that the instinct of the nation made
it feel that on local government political

freedom depended. It has been the glorious

privilege of the great Whig party to achieve

religious liberty, because by as wise an

instinct they felt that religious liberty

must be based on the connection between

civil authority and ecclesiastical influence.

These have secured to us the advantages
we enjoy. In this age we seem to have

forgotten by what heroic efforts the great

blessings of regulated freedom and tem-

perate religion have been secured, and how
much they have tended to the greatness
and the glory of our common country.
Custom has made this a strong, and
tradition has made it a wise nation.

There are now high-flying statesmen who
make war on tradition and scorn custom.

I, for one, will not take upon myself
the responsibility of their courses. I

have expressed feebly, but freely, as our

political life permits, my view of the

policy of the right lion, gentleman at the

head of the government. I believe the

bill he has introduced for the disestab-

lishment and disendowment of the Church

in Ireland to be a dangerous measure, and

I leave its consideration with confidence

to the prudence and patriotism of par-

liament."

The debate on the second reading of the

bill was carried over four nights, and gave
rise to an exhibition of parliamentary

eloquence such as the present generation

have seldom witnessed. On the Liberal

side of the House the speeches which were

listened to with the deepest interest were

those delivered by Mr. Gladstone, Mr.

Bright, Sir Eoundell Palmer, and Mr. Lowe.

Among the Conservatives the two most

effective speeches were those made by Dr.

Ball, who had been the attorney-general for

Ireland in the late Conservative adminis-

tration, and by Mr. Gathorne Hardy. The

eloquence of Mr. Gathorne Hardy, during
the debates upon the Irish Church bill,

occupied very much the same position as

had the eloquence of Mr. Lowe during the

debates upon the reform bill introduced

by the Liberal government. The speeches

of Mr. Gathorne Hardy earnest, logical,

convincing, and full of the fire of the born

orator and of the resources of the practised

debater were those which were most

eagerly read by the public, Avlrich most

represented the views of the cultivated

section of English society, which were the

most heartily cheered by the Conservative

party in the House of Commons, and were

the most difficult for the ministerialists to

meet and refute. As in I860 the speeches

of Mr. Lowe cast in the shade the speeches

of Mr. Disraeli, so now in 1809 it was

considered that the eloquence of the leader

of the Opposition had to yield the palm to

the brilliancy of his active and incisive

lieutenant.

Amid much excitement the second read-

ing was carried by a majority of 118 ayes,

368
; noes, 250. The result of this division

was regarded, so far as the House of Com-
mons was concerned, as decisive of the fate

of the bill. The House now adjourned for

the Easter recess.



CHAPTER VI.

REPOSE.

ALMOST immediately on the re-assembling
of parliament after the holidays, the Irish

Church bill became the subject of much
discussion and minute criticism in com-

mittee. Mr. Gladstone was anxious that

the measure should be sent up early in the

session to the House of Lords, so that

the peers might have ample opportunity
to consider its details, and not offer as an

excuse for its rejection a want of sufficient

time for the examination of its clauses. In

spite of the analysis and numerous objec-
tions to which the bill was subjected in

the Lower House, it rapidly passed through
committee. The leader of the Opposition,
aware that in the face of the majority the

prime minister commanded it would be

futile to attempt to defeat the measure,
exercised all his efforts to temper the

harshness of certain of its clauses by the

suggestion of amendments, which would
to some extent break the downfall of the

Irish Church and ameliorate the condition

of her clergy. He was especially anxious

that the second clause of the bill, which

proposed the dissolution of the legislative
union between the churches of England
md Ireland, should be omitted. He desired

to retain the identity of doctrine, worship,

discipline, and government between the two
churches provided Tor by the Act of Union
a maintenance which he proved would not

I'M \ent the disestablishment and disendow-

iiicnt contemplated by the bill. There was
no need, he said, to sever the tie between

ivli^ion and the crown. Unless the clause

wriv struck out the religious equality aimed
at would not be gained. As long as the
I 'ope remained at Rome the Roman Catho-
lic Church would be an established church,
not only in Ireland, but wherever she

VOL. n.

existed; and therefore, to be fair to both,

the Episcopalians ought to enjoy the same

advantage of having a supreme head.
" The omission of the second clause," ex-

plained Mr. Disraeli (April 16, 1869),
"
will

leave the committee free to decide upon all

the points which are affected by the policy

of the first minister. They may, if they

choose, entirely despoil the Irish Protestant

Church ; they may banish the bishops

from the House of Lords
; they may close

the ecclesiastical courts
; they may termi-

nate every ceremony, every privilege, and

every practice which hitherto they have

held up to odium and alleged to be the

cause of national jealousy and discontent :

but that they may do by maintaining the

Union complete, by not disturbing the ar-

ticles of one of the most solemn muniments

of the kingdom. They may permit the

sovereign of England to maintain her

salutary privilege of guarding the doctrine,

of vindicating the discipline, of regulating

the worship of the church, and of securing

for it a temperate and equitable govern-
ment sources in my mind of security

to the state and guarantees for the pro-

gress and permanence of civilization." The

amendment was, however, rejected by a

majority of 123, on the ground that it was

incompatible with the scope of the bill, and

that the Irish Church when once disestab-

lished had no right to have identity of

doctrine and worship with the English

Church secured by law
;
since the chief

characteristic of an establishment was that

its laws were the laws of the land.

Another important discussion took

place upon the disendowing clause, which

! proposed to vest all the property of the
'

church in commissioners to be appointed
19
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by the bill. Owing to the absence of Mr.

Disraeli at this time from temporary indis-

position, Mr. Gathorne Hardy was intrusted

with the charge of the amendments drawn

up by the leader of the Opposition. Mr.

Hardy moved to postpone the transfer of

church property to the commissioners for

another year ;
the additional year being,

in his opinion, absolutely necessary for the

carrying out of all the preliminary arrange-
ments. This amendment was, however, to

meet with the same fate as its predecessor,
and was rejected by a large majority.
Indeed all the amendments proposed by
Mr. Disraeli, which had for their object a

generous increase in the compensation
allowances to the Irish clergy, were de-

feated. Mr. Gladstone was conscious of

his power, and despotically wielded it

he would suffer no tampering with the

integrity of his measure.

After the various disputed points the

compensation of curates and incumbents,
the power of the Irish Church to hold lands,

the commutation and redemption of life-

interests, the treatment of the glebe-houses
and of private endowments, the Maynooth
and Eegium Donum clauses, and the like

had been settled, the motion for the final

stage of the bill, the third reading, was
moved (May 31, 1869) exactly three months
from the time when the measure was first

introduced in the House of Commons.
At the close of the debate on the third

reading Mr. Disraeli delivered at some

length a critical and condemnatory judg-
ment upon the policy of the government.
He began by instituting a comparison
between the Ireland of the past and the

Ireland of the present. In former days,
he said, when the disorders and discon-

tents of a portion of the Irish people
were brought under the consideration of

parliament, there was only one specific for

the grievances then felt. Statesman and

agitator, Whig and Tory, all agreed that

the causes of those discontents and disturb-

ances were political, and therefore that the

remedy for them should be of the same

character. Hence, year af Ler year, specifics of

that kind were brought forward by ministers

parliamentary reform, municipal reform,

jury reform, great schemes of national

education and great systems of national

police all of which were to ameliorate

the condition of the people of Ireland. Yet,

notwithstanding those various measures of

improvement, it was discovered necessary
to introduce periodically an arms bill or

insurrection act. And why ? Because all

public men, and all parties, persisted in

shutting their eyes to the real cause of

Irish disturbance and discontent. Every
one refused to recognize that such cause

was a physical cause, and produced by

physical circumstances, which probably no

statesman and no party could attempt to

remedy or encounter. Yet the simple cause

was now better understood; for the House

knew that such discontent was occasioned

by the fact that more than a quarter of the

people of Ireland consisted of paupers, and

of paupers in a helpless condition. On a

square mile in Ireland, with reference to

the cultivated portion of the country, there

was a population greater than was to be

found in any European or even Asiatic

country. That population depended for

their subsistence upon the humblest means

with which ever any race of men were

content.

"All these facts," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
are now recognized, and some light can

be thrown upon the state of Ireland.

But at that period those who had to con-

sider it were perplexed and appalled by the

difficulties they had to encounter. They
had recourse to political palliatives, and

they trusted they might at least gain time.

When you conceive the position of a

country where one-fourth, and more than

one-fourth, of the population were paupers,
and paupers in a hopeless condition when

you know, as may be proved from docu-

ments on this table, that there were 600,000
families in Ireland who were only employed
for twenty out of the fifty-two weeks in the

year you can form some idea of a national
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condition which does not prevail in any
other part of Europe. Eecollect also that

the population in this state of extreme

adversity was not a stolid one, brutalized by
their condition, as has sometimes happened
in other parts of Europe, but a nation of

much susceptibility, of quick feeling and

imagination, ready to place themselves

under the leading of any impassioned orator

who called upon them to assemble and

discuss the grievances of their country,

or quick to yield to all the subdolous ma-

chinery which constitutes a secret society.

And so you had in Ireland gigantic public

meetings, on a scale that never took place

in any other country as at Clontarf and

Tara; or on the other hand, you had Ribbon

societies and organizations of that kind. All

this time this country was governed by
a peculiarly weak administration. With
institutions which from circumstances were

necessarily, even if of a beneficial kind, of

a limited influence, you had to encounter

elements of disorder and disturbance in

Ireland with the weakest administration

that was probably ever devised by man.
" Well now, under such circumstances,

every one felt that the position of Ireland

was one which would always constitute the

difficulty of a British minister
;
and one of

the most eminent of British ministers [Mr.

Pitt] acknowledged that Ireland was his

ililliculty. He only acknowledged that that

was his fate which was the destiny of every
minister of every party who attempted to

meet such circumstances
;
and everybody

felt that nothing but some great event,

impossible to contemplate, could possibly

remedy a state of affairs so anomalous

and so irregular as that which prevailed
in Ireland. A revolution might have

produced the necessary consequences and

changes in any other country; but a revo-

lution in Ireland seemed impossible, and
a human ami political revolution was im-

possible in Ireland from its connection

with England. But a revolution did take

place : not one of those great changes
produced by political parties, because it

was an event which destroyed parties ;
not

produced by political passions, because it

appeased and allayed all political passions

one of the most appalling events that

have occurred in modern times, perhaps
the most awful and appalling event that

ever happened with reference to any

European country. The limited means of

sustenance by which those two millions

of hopeless paupers had existed suddenly

vanished, as if stricken from the soil.

They perished by thousands and tens of

thousands. Emigration followed famine

and disease.
" In the course of a year after that

emigration you had to pass in this House

an Act of confiscation of many estates in

that country; and so far as revolution

is concerned, there is no revolution of

modern times which ever produced changes
so extensive as were occasioned by the

famine, by the emigration; and by the

Encumbered Estates' Act of 1849, passed
in this House. Well, when the two coun-

tries had somewhat recovered from these

appalling circumstances, when the earth-

quake and the fire had passed, and the

still, small voice of counsel was heard, it

did appear both to England and Ireland

that if ever there was an opportunity in

which the terrible state that had so long

prevailed might be terminated when we
could prevent its ever being repeated that

opportunity had arrived. Costly as may
have been the price, great as may have

been the sacrifice, there was at least some

compensation in the conviction that so far

as the two countries were concerned there

was, at least, the opportunity of estab-

lishing a system different from that fatal

condition which had almost for centuries

baffled the devices of ministers and the

noblest aspirations of a great people."

Since the date of that terrible famine,

proceeded Mr. Disraeli, a new policy had

been adopted both by Whig and Tory
towards Ireland. "To secure the due

administration of justice, to open to all

creeds and to all races the fair career of
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merit, to soften, without having recourse to

those violent changes which would alarm

the interests and perhaps outrage the

feelings of any considerable part of the

Irish people to soften, I say, those

anomalies which as yet prevailed in their

social system to mitigate and countervail

them that was the policy of the English

government ;
and whoever might form that

government, whatever party might sit on

the Treasury bench, that was the system
followed and which has for years invariably

prevailed." There was no captiousness, no

suspicion ;
on the contrary, both parties

exhibited on every occasion even an eager-
ness to support a policy of that kind. And
the most beneficial results had ensued to

Ireland, during the last twenty years, from

the carrying out of that policy. The most

considerable industry of the country had
been completely reorganized, on conditions

highly favourable to the labourers on the

soil. The wages of agricultural labour had
almost doubled, and a system of continuous

labour had sprung up. Capital had poured
into the country to be applied to the

development of Irish manufactures. Trade
had increased, and the hopeless pauperism
which formerly reigned in the island had

disappeared. Such had been the conse-

quences of a generous and sympathizing

policy during the last two decades.

Then the Fenian conspiracy broke out.

Upon a right appreciation of that conspiracy,
declared Mr. Disraeli, depended the question
whether the policy about to be adopted by
Mr. Gladstone was a wise, just, and neces-

sary policy, or whether it was a policy most

dangerous and fatal to the country. The
Fenian conspiracy was an entirely foreign

conspiracy. It did not arise from Ireland,
and it was supported very slightly from
Ireland. The whole plan and all the

resources came from abroad; and the

people of Ireland, as a people, repudiated
the conspiracy.

" From the commence-
ment," said Mr. Disraeli, "the persons
who got up the conspiracy the originators
and abettors of it were persons influenced

by obsolete traditions as to the condition

of Ireland and the temper of the Irish

people ;
and when they applied their pre-

parations to Ireland, they found out the

great mistake they had made in assuming
that they were dealing with Ireland as it

was at the commencement of the century.

No doubt there are people in Ireland

who will at all times sympathize with a

political movement of any kind. A very

lively people, with not too much to do

and little variety of pursuit, will always
have among them a class of persons ready
to busy themselves with any mischief that

is going on. There is a certain class in

Ireland who are in the habit of saying
what they do not mean, and of doing that

which they never intended. But no class

of any importance, no individuals of any

importance, ever sanctioned the Fenian

movement
; they repudiated it

; they felt

that it was an anachronism, that it origin-

ated in obsolete traditions, and was devised

by people who were perfectly unaware that

the Ireland upon which they were operating

was the Ireland in which there had been

the portentous revolution I have referred to.

"
If this view be correct, I say that the

inference I have a right to draw is this

that the Fenian conspiracy having been

completely baffled, having been met, I hope
I may be allowed to say, with courage
and wisdom, and having been completely

put down, it ought to have been allowed

to pass away, and that the improvement
in the condition of Ireland ought to have

been permitted to proceed ;
so that in the

course of time, in another ten or even

twenty years and what are twenty years

in the history of a very ancient nation

like Ireland, and a nation which has passed

through such vicissitudes ? we had a right

to believe that Ireland would have been in

much the same condition as England or

Scotland."

But now, deplored Mr. Disraeli, a Liberal

government had stepped in, resolved upon

rescinding the whole policy of conciliation

carried on for the last thirty or forty years.
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The Fenian conspiracy, it declared, was a

proof that the whole country was in a state

of disaffection, and therefore some plan
must be adopted to propitiate the Irish

nation.* Hence the bill to abolish the

Protestant Church in Ireland
;
hence that

measure of great change and great dis-

turbance for it was impossible to have

great change without great disturbance.

He would not, continued Mr. Disraeli,

repeat the general objections he had

before brought forward against the bill.

He still considered it a revolutionary

measure; that it weakened the character

of civil power by divorcing it from the

religious principle which had hitherto

strengthened and consecrated it; and that

it was a measure which would not increase

the confidence in property in England.
All those opinions he still held, though

having before expressed them he should

now be silent upon them. Yet he had

full right to ask, would the abolition of

the Protestant Church and the confiscation

of its revenues restore tranquillity and

contentment to Ireland ? He was sure

they would not. Ireland was in a lawless

condition, and outrages on men and cattle

were of frequent occurrence
; yet in the

most disturbed districts the Protestant

clergyman was not shot at, his barns

and ricks were not burnt, and his cattle

stood in their stalls unmaimed. "
If,"

asked Mr. Disraeli, and the question was

a difficult one for the government to

answer,
"
If the persons who commit

these outrages are discontented with the

" The Irish people were assumed to have a real griev-
ance. Agitators, it was said, took advantage of it to stir

the chronic discontent with English rule. Let the grievances
b removed, and they would be satisfied and loyal. For a
hundred years this had been the theory of the English Liberal

jiavtv. The events so far had not corresponded to it, for the

w hl' histnry of the century had been a history of concession,
and the discontent was wide and defiant as ever. The

attempt, however, was to be made once more. The English
do not see that to remove even just grounds of

complaint is made useless by the form in whicli the

cnMiv-sion is made. They never legislate beforehand with
a di-in- tn be just; they wait for rebellion or danger of

it, and then they yield without dignity and without

deliberation. What they give is accepted without gratitude,
and is regarded only as a victory won in the campaign
which is being fought for the independence of Ireland."

English in Ireland, vol. iii., p. 676

landlord or with the class to which he

belongs, and prove their discontent in the

manner that has lately been exhibited,

why should they not assault the clergy-

man if they are discontented with him

or with the class to which he belongs ?

But, on the contrary, the clergyman is in

a state of complete security; he makes

no complaint of the circumstances of the

locality in which he passes his existence;

and so far as his letters are concerned, you
would never suppose that his country was

disturbed."

The proposal to abolish the Irish Church,

he frankly avowed, was nothing less than

a pandering to socialism. The property of

the Protestant Church was to be confis-

cated because the Roman Catholic Church

was discontented.
" What does that

amount to?" asked Mr. Disraeli "To a

recognition of the principles of socialism.

A man comes forward and says,
'
I am

a poor man, and I am discontented because

another man has an estate and a park.

I do not want his estate and park, because

I know that every man cannot expect
to have an estate and a park ;

but take

them away from that other man and my
political views are met.' Well, that is

socialism, and it is the policy which Her

Majesty's ministers now propose to adopt"
The House had no evidence before it,

continued Mr. Disraeli, to justify or even

to colour the great changes which were

proposed. The course the government
were pursuing would outrage the feelings

and sensibly injure the interest of a con-

siderable portion of the Irish nation. It

would break up the system of general

conciliation which hi the past had been

pursued. It would be the precursor of a

similar revolution in tlw tenure of land. It

would encourage the policy of Rome to

convert Ireland into a Popish kingdom.
There would be feuds between the Protest-

ant element and the Catholic element for

ascendency ;
there would be feuds between

the landlords and the peasantry as to the

ownership of the soil
; the power of the
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crown would lose its hold upon the people;
and the unity of the Union would be

endangered.
" You are commencing a policy," said

Mr. Disraeli in conclusion, "which will

inevitably lead to such results. It was
because we thought the policy of the

right hon. gentleman would lead to such

results that we opposed it on principle ;

but when the House, by a commanding
majority, resolved that the policy should

be adopted, we did not think it consistent

with our duty to retire from the great
business before us, and endeavoured to

devise amendments to this bill, which I

do not say would have effected our purpose,
but which at least might have softened the

feelings, spared the interests, and saved

the honour of those who were attacked

by the bill. In considering these amend-

ments, we were most scrupulous to propose

nothing that could counteract and defeat

the main principles of the policy of the

right hon. gentleman. We felt that to do

that would be to trifle with the House,
would not be what was due to the right

hon. gentleman, and could not effect the

purpose we had before us. There was not

an amendment which, on the part of my
friends, I placed on the table that was
not scrupulously drawn up with this con-

sideration
;

there was not one of those

amendments which, in my opinion, the

right hon. gentleman might not have

accepted, and yet have carried his main

policy into effect. What the effect of

carrying these amendments might have

been I pretend not now to say ;
but at least

if they had been carried, or if the right hon.

gentleman himself had modified his bill in

unison with their spirit, there was a chance

of our coming to some conclusion which
would have given some hope for the future.

"
I ask the House to recollect at this

moment the tone and spirit in which these

amendments were received. Eash in its

conception, in its execution arrogant, the

policy of the right hon. gentleman, while it

has secured the triumph of a party, has

outraged the feelings of a nation. If the

right hon. gentleman had met us in the spirit

in which we met him, at any rate we should

have shown the Protestants of Ireland

that whatever might be the opinion of

the majority upon the state necessity of the

policy of the government, there was a

desire in parliament to administer it in

a spirit of conciliation towards those who,

as all must acknowledge, are placed in a

position of almost unexampled difficulty

and pain. But not the slightest encourage-

ment was given to us
;
no advance on our

part was even accepted by the right hon.

gentleman, who has insisted on the hard

principle of his measure
;
and it has become

my duty upon this, the last day, to comment

upon the character of that principle and

the possible consequences of its adoption.

I know very well the difficult position in

which we are placed to-night ;
I know very

well it would be more convenient if we did

not ask for the opinion of the House to-night,

and allow this third reading to pass unchal-

lenged ;
but I confess I could not reconcile

that course with my sense of public duty.

If this bill be what I believe it to be, it

is one that we ought to protest against to

the last
;
and we cannot protest against

it in a manner more constitutional, more

parliamentary, more satisfactory to our

constituencies and to the nation, than by

going to a vote upon it.

" We know very well you will have

a great party triumph, a large majority,

and we shall have what is called
' loud

and continued cheering.' But remember

this that when Benjamin Franklin's mis-

sion was rejected* there was loud and

continued cheering, and lords of the

privy council waved their hats and

tossed them in the air. But that was the

commencement of one of the greatest

*
Benjamin Franklin, at the time of the dispute between

England and the American colonies, was provincial agent in

England. He was a warm opponent of the Stamp Act, as

his examination at the bar of tlie House of Commons plainly

reveals. At the outset of the contest he was truly desirous

of effecting a reconciliation between the mother country and

the colonies ; but on finding his efforts useless he returned to

Philadelphia.
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struggles this country ever embarked in
;

it

was the commencement of a series of the

greatest disasters England ever experienced.
And I would recommend the House to feel

at this moment this solemn moment
that this is not a question like the paper

duty, not a party division on some colonial

squabble ;
we are going, if we agree to this

bill to-night, so far as the House of Com-
mons is concerned, to give a vote which

will be the most responsible public act that

any man on either side of the House ever

gave. You may have a great majority now,

you may cheer, you may indulge in all the

jubilation of party triumph ;
but this is a

question as yet only begun, and the time

will come, and come ere long, when those

who have taken a part in the proceedings
of this House to-night, whatever may be

their course and whatever their decision,

will look upon it as one of the gravest
incidents of their lives, as the most serious

scene at which they have ever assisted.

I hope that when that time shall come,
none of us on either side of the House will

feel that he has by his vote contributed to

the disaster of his country."
In reply Mr. Gladstone declared that he

was only carrying into effect the policy of

the authors of the Union, who had pledged
themselves to establish religious equality
in Ireland. He also denied that his measure

was harsh and illiberal. "The church,"

he said in conclusion,
"
may have much to

regret in respect to temporal splendour,

yet the day is to come when it will be said

of her, as of the temple of Jerusalem, that

'The glory of the latter house is greater
than that of the former;' and when the

most loyal and faithful of her children will

Irani not to forget that at length the par-
liament of England took courage, and the

Irish Church was disestablished and dis-

endowed." On a division there appeared,
for the third reading, 361

; against, 247

majority, 114.

The bill upon being sent to the Upper
House was met at first with some show of

"^position ;
but the peers, aware that the

nation was in favour of the measure, thought
it now prudent not to repeat the tactics

of last year, and after certain compromises
had been agreed upon, gave their sanction

that the Protestant Church in Ireland be

disestablished and disendowed. It was on

this occasion that Lord Derby raised his

voice for the last time, in the chamber

which had so frequently resounded with

his fiery eloquence, in denunciation of the

measure. " My lords," he said,
"
I am an

old man, and, like many of your lordships,

past the allotted span of threescore years
and ten. My official life is at an end, my
political life is nearly closed, and in the

course of nature my natural life cannot be

long." He thus concluded :

"
If it be for

the last time that I have the honour of

addressing your lordships, I declare that it

will be to my dying day a satisfaction that

I have been able to lift up my voice against

the adoption of a measure, .the political

impolicy of which is equalled only by its

moral iniquity." Lord Derby died October

23, 1869, in the seventy-second year of his

age.
" He will long live," said the Times,

"
in memory as one of the most remarkable

and indeed irresistible men of our time a

man privately beloved and publicly admired,

who showed extraordinary cleverness in

many ways ;
was the greatest orator of his

day ;
and was the most brilliant, though

not the most successful, parliamentary
leader of the last half century."

It is easy to be " wise after the event," as

Mr. Disraeli more than once said
;
but to

be wise before the event is statesmanship

of the highest order. It is melancholy to

think how all the prophecies given forth by
Mr. Disraeli and the other representatives

of the Conservative party as to the conse-

quences that would ensue from the downfall

of the Protestant Church in Ireland have

been fulfilled. It was predicted that the

disestablishment of the Irish Church would

weaken the power of the crown in Ireland
;

at no time in the history of Ireland has

the royal supremacy been more openly dis-

regarded and set at defiance than during
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the last ten years. It was predicted that

Rome would wield an authority over the

island such as the Papacy had seldom be-

fore exercised; never has Ireland been more

submissive to the behests of the Vatican

than she has been during the last ten years.

It was predicted that by the disestablish-

ment of the Protestant clergy, the Irish

peasantry would lose the help afforded

them by landlords who were well to do,

who were sympathetic, and who were

always resident
; many of the Protestant

clergy on receiving their compensation
allowances have quitted the country and

entered upon colonial or continental chap-

laincies, thus leaving the Irish peasant to

the tender mercies of an impoverished and

Scheming priesthood. It was predicted that

Ireland, having found that a course of intimi-

dation was the only method to obtain her

ends, would, on the overthrow of the Irish

Protestant Church, make other demands

upon the state, and press her suit by
menace; recent events have plainly revealed

the nature of the demands of Ireland and

the resources Irishmen have adopted to en-

force obedience to their requests.

All that was foretold has come to pass.

The Irish Church has been disestablished

and disendowed, without affording any
satisfaction to the Roman Catholic hier-

archy or the Roman Catholic clergy in

Ireland. The peasant has raised his voice

in angry tones for the land until we see

rents unpaid, landowners unable to obtain

labour, the murder of unarmed and help-
less squires, the mutilation of cattle, and
the reign of terror introduced by the Land

League in full swing. What a picture for

a civilized country to gaze upon ! The
crown scorned and defied, the law set at

nought and made contemptible, the right
of property assailed, the safety of the per-
son no longer respected, trade at a complete
standstill, a nation sunk in the grossest

superstition, whose policy is communism,
whose industry is spoliation, and whose
law is resistance these are the advantages
which a Liberal government has offered to

Ireland
;

these are the means by which

the difficulties of the situation have been

surmounted
;

these are the results of a

Liberal interference, first with the church

and next with the land, which was to quell

disturbance and promote content. The

Conservative party proved themselves in-

deed wise before the event
; yet it must be

a miserable pride that can find any consola-

tion in seeing how faithfully what had been

predicted has been carried out

With the enrolment of the Irish Church

bill on the statute-book the legislative

labours of Mr. Disraeli during the session

came to an end. Mr. Disraeli took no part

in the discussion of the assessed rating act,

which removed a grievance that had long

been complained of; and he was equally

silent on the settlement of the bankruptcy

question, on the abolition of imprisonment
for debt, on the endowed schools bill, and on

the repeal of the fire insurance duties. As

leader of the Opposition, and supported

by such able L'eutenants as Mr. Gathorne

Hardy, Mr. Ward Hunt, and Sir John

Pakington, there was no necessity for him

to busy himself with the minor matters of

legislation. His system showed signs of

nervous exhaustion, and his medical adviser

had recommended him rest and quiet. He
absented himself from the public gaze,

and whilst enjoying the rural charms of

Hughenden was no doubt conjuring up
before his mind the grace of a Corisande,

the religious fervour of a Miss Arundel,

the charms of a strong-minded Theodora,

and the vacillations of a Lothair, which

next year were to excite in no ordinary

manner the interest of the social and

literary world. During this period of re-

pose only once, save when he touched upon

purely local topics in his own county, did

Mr. Disraeli address himself to an audience

outside the House of Commons.

On the occasion of a banquet at the Trinity

House, which was attended by the members

of the cabinet, and by several of the more

prominent among the Opposition, Mr. Dis-

raeli was present. Here it fell to his lot to
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administer a sharp rebuke to Mr. Lowe,

who,with his customary aggressive vulgarity,
liiul introduced political subjects at a non-

political dinner. It was at the moment
when the Irish Church bill was being
discussed in the House of Lords, and the

peers, in suggesting their various amend-

ments, had, according to Mr. Lowe, placed
the House of Commons in a very painful

position.
" The clear and definite outline

we had drawn," said the chancellor of the

exchequer, "becomes blurred and indistinct;

all sorts of I will not say tricks experi-

ments are tried on our performance; and

we are compelled to stand by with our

arms folded to watch this excruciating

process, without being allowed to interpose
a word. That is no doubt a painful position
for the House of Commons to be in; but

the darkest night is nearest the dawn, and
we console ourselves with the reflection

that after these alterations have been made
in our performance it will return to us, and

we shall have to give it the final touch.

And we are not without hope that we may
be enabled to reform what has been blurred,

to restore the outline and make the picture,

if not exactly the same as before, yet so

much the same, at least, as to be satisfactory
in all points of view." There had been no

necessity for Mr. Lowe to make any allusion

to the Irish Church bill; but he knew he

was in the presence of several distinguished
members of the Opposition, and his genial
nature could not refuse the opportunity of

gratuitously giving vent to a little spite.

For this exhibition of uncalled-for malice

Mr. Disraeli very properly took Mr. Lowe
to tusk. Speaking in the name of the

honorary brethren, he said,
"
Perhaps in

the execution of your duties, Mr. Deputy
Master, you may experience cares and
anxieties not less than those which the

chancellor of the exchequer has with so

much tact and taste recalled to our recol-

lection, and sure I am you will feel this.

AVI Kit ever may be your public duties, you
iray encounter them successfully with the

temper and forbearance which generally in

VOL. II.

public affairs meet their due reward ;
and

you may feel sure in the transactions of

public life, that there is no wise rule that it

is more sedulously our duty to observe than

this that it is unwise to introduce difficult

subjects upon which men may differ, when

it is unnecessary to obtrude them on public

notice." The rebuke was richly deserved,

and was unanimously cheered by the

assembled guests.

At the opening of parliament by com-

mission the following year (Februaiy 8,

1870), Mr. Disraeli came forward to criticise

the policy of the government. He confined

himself almost entirely to the condition of

Ireland, in which unhappy island dis-

content and agitation were as rife as ever,

and where dangerous efforts had been

made for the release of the imprisoned

Fenians. In spite of the disestablishment

of the Irish Church and the promises

of the government to introduce a land

bill, agrarian outrages still continued,

and unpopular landlords were ruthlessly

shot down by masked men from behind

hedges. The clergy desired further conces-

sions to be made to them, the Protestant

party were sullen and irritated, whilst the

peasantry, excited at the prospect of a

land bill, raised their voices in urging the

most outrageous demands. The newspapers

were full of treason and disaffection, and

the turbulent and unscrupulous Fenian was

the hero of the hour. So glaring was

the agitation that it had to be noticed in

the speech from the throne. "The recent

extension of agrarian crime," said the com-

missioners, "in several parts of Ireland,

with its train of accompanying evils, has

filled Her Majesty with painful concern."

To what cause, asked Mr. Disraeli, could

that sad state of things be attributed ? One

by one the grievances put forward as the

very source and fountain-head of Irish

revolt had been removed or redressed.

Justice was not mal-administerecl, ecclesi-

astical equality had been established, a

once seditious priesthood had ranged them-

selves as the supporters of a Liberal goveru-
20
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merit, and organized agitation had been

checked. The cause of all that disturbance,

exclaimed Mr. Disraeli, was not the agitator,

not the Fenian, but the Irishman, who had

misinterpreted the policy of the government.
He had rushed into a state of

" riotous

hallucination." He had suddenly assumed

that a great change was about to occur in

his position a change which, if it were

accomplished, would destroy civilization and

resolve society into its original elements.

Yet was not Ireland justified, he inquired, in

putting that erroneous interpretation on the

policy of the government ? Had ministers

taken any steps to remove that false im-

pression, and to guide the mind of the Irish

people to a right conception of the state of

affairs and a due appreciation of the in-

tentions of the government? The policy of

Mr. Gladstone had been openly and frankly
avowed. The prime minister had declared

that the state of Ireland was due to Pro-

testant ascendency, and that it was his

mission to put an end to Protestant ascend-

ency. Protestant ascendency, Mr. Glad-

stone had said, was at the bottom of all

the disorders and all the grievances and

misery of Ireland
;

it was a tree which
had produced three branches of

"
predomi-

nant perniciousness," extending into the

church, the land, and the education of

the country.

Consequent upon those statements of

the prime minister, continued Mr. Disraeli,

there had sprung up in the mind of Ireland

an idea that the destruction of Protestant

ascendency was connected with the Fenian

conspiracy. Irishmen argued that if it

had not been for Fenianism the Protestant

Church in Ireland, which they had been
educated to believe was a "

badge of con-

quest
"
and a "

source of infamy," would
still have been in existence. Hence a feel-

ing of gratitude had arisen in the island

towards those Fenians who had been cap-
tured by the government, and who were

paying the penalty of their agitation by
imprisonment. Petitions poured in upon
the government, praying for the release of

the prisoners. The government adopted
half measures. It issued a partial amnesty,
and certain Fenians were liberated from

gaol. Naturally those still in confinement

murmured against so invidious an act, and

also demanded their liberty. Addresses

from amnesty associations, requesting a

general release of all Fenian captives, were

sent to the government, but refused
;
and

to such refusals were to be traced the agita-

tion that had ensued, the increase of crime

and outrage in Ireland, and the necessity

to despatch troops from England to be

quartered in the disaffected districts. The

disestablishment of the Irish Church was

already beginning to bear its evil fruit.

" The Irish people," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
naturally thought that with the destruc-

tion of the Protestant Church the offences

of these imprisoned men ought to be con-

doned. That is the reason why you have

such a strong feeling among the Irish

people on behalf of the Fenians, and that

is the real cause why you have had all

this terrible excitement in Ireland, and why
you have been called upon to do an act

which would be a blow to all government

namely, without security, and on no

intelligible plea, suddenly to open the gates

of all the prisons of the country, and free

men who were condemned by the solemn

verdict of juries, and after trials the justice

and impartiality of which have certainly

never been impugned even by the Fenians

themselves."

So much, exclaimed the leader of the

Opposition, for the first great cause which

had brought about the condition then com-

plained of in Ireland. But there wa, also

another great cause well deserving of con-

sideration. The freeing of the political

prisoners was to be followed by the freeing

of the land. What had been predicted was

to take place: first the destruction of the

church, then the destruction of the sys-

tem of land tenure. The Irish, explained
Mr. Disraeli, argued somewhat after this

fashion: "The Irish Church is abolished;

the bishops and rectors are deprived of
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their property. The next grievance is the

land Is it not a natural consequence that

if you settle the question of the Irish Church

by depriving the bishops and rectors of their

property, you will settle tlie question of the

land by depriving tJie landlords of llieir

property ?" That of course, they all knew,
was not the policy of the government ;

but

it was none the less the inference of the Irish

people. So confident were the Irish of an

analogous policy being applied to the land

to that which had been applied to the

church, that they had openly declared

that nothing short of perpetuity of tenure

would be satisfactory. Nor, complained
the speaker, had the government taken

measures to correct that false impression.
Irish members went about the country,
the lord-lieutenant himself held a public

meeting on the subject, and it was openly
avowed that fixity of tenure was the only
reform that would satisfy the nation. "We
must be firm," was the cry, "we are sure

to get what we want if we are firm; but

nothing must satisfy you except fixity of

tenure." Yet all the while the government
had not attempted to contradict that view,

or to guide the ignorant peasant to the

right path. It was not until their own can-

didate the late law adviser of the castle

[a Mr. Heron] was defeated, that ministers

began actively to bestir themselves.
" Horrible scenes of violence," said Mr.

Disraeli,
" had all this time been occur-

ring in Ireland, but the government
would never move. Landlords were shot

down like gamo ; respectable farmers were

ln'Mh-ii to death with sticks by masked
men

;
bailiffs were shot in the back

;

policemen were stabbed
;

the high sheriff

of a county, going to swear in the grand

iury, was fired at in his carriage and

dangerously wounded
;

households were

blown up, and fire-arms surreptitiously
obtained. All this time the government
would not move; but the moment the

government candidate was defeated on the

hustings a government candidate pledged
to confiscation, pledged to a course of

action which would destroy all civil gov-
ernment the moment that occurred there

was a panic at the castle, there was

confusion in the council; the wires of

Aldershot were agitated, troops were put
in motion, sent across from Liverpool to

Dublin, and concentrated in Waterford,

Tipperary, and Cork. And all this because

the candidate who was prepared to sup-

port the government had lost his election."

Indeed Mr. Disraeli did not hesitate to

declare that the Liberal government, when
it suited their own ends, had stimulated

disaffection in Ireland
;
and it was only

when such disaffection was prejudicial to the

interests of their party that they resolved

to repress it, and govern the island with

troops and artillery.

Nor was this accusation unsupported

by evidence. The lord-lieutenant of Ire-

land had gone about the country advo-

cating fixity of tenure, alluding to the

"glories of Vinegar Hill," and supporting
his views by the most incendiary speeches ;

yet he had never been reprimanded,

simply because his offensive words and

actions were of service to the Liberal

cause. Colonel Greville -Nugent had been

raised to the peerage by Mr. Gladstone,

and the son had succeeded to the seat

of the father, pledged to promote com-

plete amnesty for the Fenian prisoners

and fixity of tenure, or, in plain English,

the transferring of one man's property to

another. The late law-adviser of the castle

was the government candidate, and he came

forward, it was said, attired in a green
scarf to address his constituents. "

I know

nothing," said Mr. Disraeli, amid much

laughter, "of the green scarf which he is

said to have worn
;
but I think it highly

probable that he did attire himself in that

way, for his mind seems thoroughly perme-
ated with that hue, as appears from all his

observations." Whether Mr. Heron wore a

green scarf or not, the views he held were

certainly curious for one who posed as a

government candidate. If he was not

a Fenian, he was a fair imitation of one.
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He came forward as the advocate of the

immediate release of the Fenian prisoners,

he gave three cheers for the prisoners, he

tickled his audience with revolutionary

doctrines, and of course he was in favour

of fixity of tenure. Happening, however,

to be opposed by a real Fenian (O'Donovan

Eossa), Mr. Heron was defeated.
"
It is

astonishing," remarked Mr. Disraeli, "what

a preference is always given to the genuine
article."

In conclusion, Mr. Disraeli said that

if the measure the government intended

shortly to introduce respecting the tenure

of land in Ireland would be a jusb and

prudent measure, it would receive the cor-

dial support of himself and his party. If

they were to have a bill on the tenure of

land brought in, it ought to be considered

free from party feelings, and with the

anxious desire, not to satisfy the wild

vagaries of the Irish people, but to lay
the foundation of the future welfare and

prosperity of Ireland. "But," said Mr.

Disraeli, in his most solemn tones, "I
do wish to impress upon the House the

great responsibility which they incur on

this subject. This is still a new House of

Commons. Men have entered it who are

proud, and justly proud, to be members of

such an assembly; but they may depend
on it, that if they do not resolve to con-

sider the question of Irish government not

only in a large but a firm spirit if they
think it possible that the spirit and sense

of the people of England will long endure

the chronic state of disturbance that now

prevails in Ireland they are much mis-

taken. And they may be equally certain

that when this parliament comes to a con-

clusion, which they had entered with so

much pride and with so much justifiable

self-complacency, if they err in the course

they take on this question if they sanction

a policy which, if unchecked, must lead to

the dismemberment of the empire and even
to the partial dissolution of society they
will look back on the day they entered

parliament with very different feelings

]
from those which now influence them,

and they will remember this House of

Commons with dismay and remorse."

After a few words from Mr. Gladstone

denying the inferences which the leader

of the Opposition had drawn from the

policy of the government, the address was

agreed to without opposition.

The system of land tenure in Ireland

was, as Mr. Disraeli had more than once

admitted, far from satisfactory. It was

based on injustice to the tenant, and gave
rise to grievances which demanded the in-

terference of the legislature. "I consider,"

said Mr. Bright,
"
this Irish land question

one of the greatest and most difficult that

was ever considered by an administrator, or

that ever was submitted to a parliament."

The land was in the hands of very few

proprietors, and the tenant was a tenant-

at-will. The landlord received his rent,

and did little to the soil
;
the tenant was

content if he could pay his rent, and

generally declined to put any surplus he

might possess into the land, since he enjoyed

no security that he would be recouped for

any improvements he effected. On the

contrary, it was far from improbable that

if the tenant greatly improved his property,

the rent would be raised or placed in the

hands of a more desirable occupier. Added

to this injustice, since the cultivation of

land was almost the only industry of the

country there was excessive competition
for eveiy patch of ground ;

and thus the

struggle for life and the means of living

placed the tenant almost at the mercy of

the proprietor of the soil. Such briefly

was the Irish land question.

The attention of the country had more

than once been directed to the evils which

prevailed across St. George's Channel. In

1833 the House of Commons had been

called upon to consider the grievous posi-

tion of the occupiers of the soil in Ireland.

So impressed had been Sir Eobert Peel

with the evils complained of, that in

1843 he appointed a commission the

well-known Devon commission to inquire
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into the subject of the occupation of land

in Ireland. Two years later the report

of the commission was issued, and the late

Lord Derby strongly urged upon the

government of the day to act upon the

recommendations of that commission. His

advice was, however, not followed. "
Now,"

said Mr. Gladstone,
" had those recom-

mendations been acted upon at the time,

it is probable that at this moment no

Irish land question would be before the

House for discussion. I do not say they
would have removed every difficulty, but

certainly they would have removed so

much of the difficulty that the removal

of the remainder would have been easily

and promptly accomplished." Since the

date of that commission legislation had

interested itself in Irish matters, but

without any good re'sult. The Encum-

bered Estates Act, which had been passed
to relieve impoverished Irish landlords of

their burdens and to introduce capital into

the country, had worked more harm than

good ;
the Irish pooi law bill had failed to

grapple with the pauperism of the island
;

and emigration, which was banishment

under another name, had been looked upon
with aversion by the Irish peasant, who
more than any other peasantry is fondly
attached to the soil of his country.

These evils the Liberal party had resolved

to redress. There had been no secret that

the disestablishment of the Irish Church

was to be followed by an Irish land bill.

During the past autumn and winter Liberal

members had wandered from one town to

another, openly declaring that at the com-

mencement of the ensuing session the first

important question which would attract the

attention of the government would be the

settlement of land in Ireland.
" We pro-

pose," said Mr. Bright, "a new conquest
of Ireland without confiscation and without

blood, with only the holy weapon of a frank

and a generous justice, which is everywhere

potent to bring together nations which

have been long separated by oppression
and neglect Now, from this new policy

we hope for great changes in Ireland
;
not

that Ireland is to be made a paradise, but

that Ireland shall be greatly improved. It

may be probably it is, or will seem like

the language of great exaggeration if I

quote the lines of Pope in one of the most

exquisite poems in our language :

' Then crime shall cease, and ancient fraud shall

fail,

Returning Justice lift aloft her scale,

Peace o'er her realm her olive wand extend,

And white-robed Innocence from heaven descend.'

I say that this may appear the language of

great exaggeration ;
but if we are able to

suppress conspiracy, if we are able to banish

agrarian crime, if we can unbar the prison

doors, if we can reduce all excess of military

force, if we can make Ireland as tranquil as

England and Scotland now are then, at

least, I think we may have done something
to justify the wisdom and statesmanship

of our time."

To this
" new policy

"
the Conservative

party had no objection, provided the

Liberal land bill ushered in reform, and

not confiscation.
"
Let," they cried,

" the

claim of the tenant be admitted and

respected; but, on the other hand, the

proprietary rights of the landlords must

be firmly maintained." Much interest was

therefore excited as to the manner in which

the government would deal with the dith'-

culty ;
and when Mr. Gladstone, the week

after the opening of parliament, rose to

move for leave to bring in a bill to amend

the law relating to the occupation and

ownership of land in Ireland, the House

was crowded in every part. Nor was this

interest not unmingled with fear. As the

disestablishment of the Irish Church was

looked upon as the forerunner of the dis-

establishment of the Church of England,

so it was thought that a change in the land

laws of Ireland might also pave the way
for a change in the land laws of England.

Briefly summarized the measure of Mr.

Gladstone was as follows: It proposed the

enlargement of the power of the limited

ownor in regard both to lease and rate
;
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aid was to be granted by loans of public

money to occupiers disposed to purchase
the cultivated lands in their possession,

where the landlords were willing to sell
;

facilities were also to be given to landlords

by means of loans to prepare waste land

for occupation, by the making of roads and

the erection of necessary buildings ;
such

transactions were to be managed by the

board of works in Dublin. As strict free-

dom of contract had been proved to be a

great evil, it might be necessary to prescribe

by law in certain respects the terms and

conditions on which land might be held

in Ireland. With regard to occupation,
the new law would be administered by a

court of arbitration and a civil bill court

(which would be the civil side of the

court of quarter -sessions, and presided
over by an assistant-barrister), with an

appellate tribunal consisting of two, and
in case of necessity three, judges of assize

;

the judges having power to reserve a case

for a court for land cases in Dublin, to be

composed of equity and common law judges.
" At present," said Mr. Gladstone,

" there

are four descriptions of holdings in Ireland

which I have thought it my duty to keep

specially in view. The first of these is

the Ulster custom.* This custom, where
it exists, the bill will convert into a law,

to which the new courts will give effect.

The second class of holdings are those

which prevail under customs and usages
other than that of Ulster; and these too

are to be legalized, subject to the restriction

that the tenant may claim the benefit of

them as an absolute right only in cases

where he is disturbed in his tenancy by
the act of his landlord, if he has not been

* The Ulster custom was the tenant-right system with
variations. So long ns & man paid his rent he was allowed
to remain the occupier of his holding; on giving up his

land lie was entitled to claim compensation for unexhausted

improvements, and was at liberty to sell the good-will of his
farm for what it would command in the market. The Ulster

system was only a custom, though exercising something like
the force of law. The bill of Mr. Gladstone, as we see,

developed the custom into a legal institution. It failed,

however, to define the Ulster custom, since that custom
was not capable of definition. The Ulster custom varied
in different districts, and even on different estates, in the
same county.

evicted for non-payment of rent, and has

not sub-let or sub-divided his holding
without the landlord's consent. All arrears

of rent and all damages done by the tenant

to the farm may be pleaded by the landlord

as a set-off, and the landlord may bar the

pleading of any such custom, if he chooses

to give his tenant a lease for not less than

thirty-one years."

Where the buildings were not connected

with any custom, there would be a scale of

damages for evictions. In cases of evic-

tion the following would be the scale:

If the holding was not valued in the

public valuation over 10 a year, the judge

might award the holder a sum not exceed-

ing seven years' rent; between 10 and

50 a year, a sum not exceeding five

years' rent; between 50 and 100 a

year, a sum not exceeding three years' rent;

and above 100 a year, not exceeding two

years' rent.

For the purpose of promoting improve-

ments, advances of money would be author-

ized to landlords, to enable them to defray

any charge raised against them in the way
of improvement in the case of tenants

retiring by an act of their own. The

principle on which Mr. Gladstone proposed

to deal with improvements was, that they
must have a rentable value and be suitable

to the holdings, and the burden of proof

would be laid on the landlords. In other

words, improvements would be the work of

the tenant, and the landlord was to show

that they were not necessary; and the

measure would not be limited to future

improvements, but would be extended to

those already made. No claim would be

allowed for any improvement made twenty

years before the passing of the Act, unless

it was an improvement of the nature of

a permanent building, or a reclamation

of land.

With regard to lands under lease, a

landlord might exempt his lands from

being subject to any custom except the

Ulster custom, provided that he agreed to

give his tenant a lease for thirty-one years;
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but the lease was to leave to the tenant at

the close of that term a right to claim

compensation under three heads tillages

and manures, permanent buildings, and

reclamation of lands.

From the moment the bill passed every
Irishman would be absolutely responsible

for every contract into which he entered.

Non-payment of rent would be held as a

bar to any claim on the landlord, reserving,

however, discretion to the courts in certain

cases. Notices to quit would have to be

for twelve months instead of six, and dated

from the last day of the current year. In

conclusion, the county cess was to be

assimilated to the poor-rate. In every
new tenancy it would have to be paid
in moieties by landlord and tenant as

the poor-rate was then paid, and in every
old tenancy of 4 a year the occupier
would be at once relieved.

There was no opposition on the first

reading of the bill. In the absence of Mr.

Disraeli, owing to temporary indisposition,

Mr. Gathorne Hardy again undertook the

duties of the leader of the Opposition. He
refrained from discussion until the details of

the bill were before the House. It was, how-

ever, his wish and that of the Conservative

party generally, he said, to deal with the

measure in a candid and conciliatory spirit.

The scheme of Mr. Gladstone possessed

one great advantage ;
it was very simple

and easy to be understood. The slowest

mind could without difficulty grasp what

the Irish land bill proposed to do. It upset
the theory that the landlord was the absolute

master of his property, in admitting the

tenant to a certain partnership in the land

he cultivated. The tenant had the power
to claim compensation for improvements
when disturbed in the possession of his

land, and all improvements were judged
the work of the tenant unless the landlord

could show cause to the contrary. In fact,

the clauses of the bill were drawn up with

the one object, that as long as the tenant

paid his rent he should not as a rule be

turned out of his holding ;
and even when

turned out he should be entitled to full

compensation for all substantial improve-

ments he had effected.

So far so good ;
but on a closer exam-

ination of the details of the measure the

Conservative party found certain objections,

which they did not hesitate to bring for-

ward. First, it was complained that the

Ulster tenant right had not been clearly

defined
;
and the absence of such explana-

tion would lead to great difficulties.
"
If

it was left," said Mr. Henley, "to the

courts of law to determine what was the

principle of tenant right in each particular

case of dispute, all he could say was God

help the tenants and the landlords who fell

into the hands of the lawyers to settle the

meaning of custom or usage." Then the

clauses as to
" disturbance

"
and "

eviction
"

were disapproved of. It was declared that

the bill left the landlord in such a position

that his tenants might be doing every act

which they ought not to do, and yet the

law left the owner no power of interference,

except under a penalty which in many
cases might be ruinous. No man, it was

said, could call himself master of his own
land if he could not remove a tenant except

by paying a certain portion of the value of

the land. In forcing from the landlord the

fine on eviction they were, pro tanto, confin-

ing the right of the landlord with regard to

his property. The bill, too, it was argued,

put a penalty upon the indulgent landlord,

and gave a premium to the hard and grasp-

ing landlord. The Ulster tenant right was

also considered both stupid and unjust.
"
It was stupid," it was said,

" because it

professed to give a man an interest in the

land, whereas it really made him bury his

capital during the whole time of his occupa-

tion, and in all probability prevented him

from cultivating the land as he should

cultivate it. Again, as to selling the good-
will of the farm, the tenant was selling that

which he had no right to sell, and there-

fore the custom was unjust." Yet the crea-

tion of a system analogous to the Ulster

tenant right was attempted by the bill of
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Mr. Gladstone. The principle also was

questioned of presuming that all improve-

ments were the work of the tenant, unless

the landlord could prove the contrary. As

a matter of fact, it was argued that im-

provements were seldom solely the work

of the tenant
;
in the majority of cases,

though the tenant supplied the manual

labour, the materials required for the

improvements were furnished by the land-

lord. It was also suggested that there

should be a limit in point of time, after

which the tenant should not be entitled

to claim compensation for improvements.
It was feared that the bill would introduce

an enormous amount of litigation. Ireland,

under the provisions of the bill, would, it

was said, be very much like a cow with the

landlords holding the horns, the tenants the

tail, whilst the lawyers filled their pails

with the milk. Still, in spite of these

objections, Mr. Gladstone had no reason to

complain of the reception his measure had

met with.

Mr. Disraeli did not address the House
until at the close of the debate on the

second reading (March 11, 1870). The

bill, he said, was not an agricultural, but

a political bill. He did not mean that it

was a revolutionary bill; but it was a bill

the object of which was, not to improve
the cultivation of land, but to improve the

relations between important classes of Her

Majesty's subjects. And he congratulated
the Irish landlords as a body of coming so

well out of the inquiiy. "Now, sir," he

said,
" a minister who would come forward

and propose to deal to meddle, I would
rather say with the relations between
landlord and tenant, would undertake a

task from Avhich, I think, the most ex-

perienced and most resolute man would

shrink, unless there was an urgent necessity
of state for doing it. I myself acknowledge
that the circumstances of Ireland are such
as not only to justify the minister, but to

call upon him to ask the attention of Par-

liament to this question, and invite it to

come to some decision upon it. Sir, I will

not enter, or attempt to enter, into the long

catalogue of the various and complicated

causes which have brought Ireland, so far

as the relations between the proprietor and

the occupier of the soil are concerned, into

such a position that it becomes the duty of

the minister and of parliament to legislate,

or propose to legislate, upon the subject.

But although I shrink from, and from fear

of wearying the House avoid that topic,

I may be permitted, I hope speaking, as

I trust I shall to-night, with the utmost

impartiality, and not appearing here, as

some hon. gentlemen do, as the advocate

either of the tenant or the landlord in

particular I hope I may be allowed to

congratulate the landlords of Ireland upon

this, that the result of all these investiga-

tions, of this protracted discussion, and of

the scrutinizing mind of the public of this

country being brought to bear on this sub-

ject, has been that it has greatly cleared

their reputation and strengthened their

position. They cannot be accused of

rapacity who, it is proved, receive a lower

rent than the landlords of England ; they
cannot be accused of ruthlessness when the

solitary instances, with pain and difficulty

brought forward against them, are instances

of a very few men of crazy imagination

and conduct
;
and if we were to make a

selection in England in the same spirit

we might perhaps find a few individual

proprietors influenced by similar feelings."

After eulogizing the accuracy and ex-

haustiveness of the report of the Devon

commission, Mr. Disraeli turned upon Mr.

Horsman, who had declared that ever since

the issue of that report the land question in

Ireland had been trifled with by successive

ministries.
" That is a very grave accusa-

tion to make against public men," said Mr.

Disraeli.
"
Having been connected with

two ministries who have endeavoured to

deal with this question, who have given to

its consideration great thought and labour,

and who were prepared to stand or fall by
the measures which they introduced, 1 must

though, I hope, with good temper
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utterly repudiate the imputation of the

right hun. gentleman. And I am bound

to say from what I know of public life,

such as I can observe from rny seat in this

House, I have no reason to believe that

those who sit opposite me, and who in the

course of their career have also been

responsible for bills to establish more satis-

factory relations between landlord and

tenant in Ireland I say I do not believe,"

continued Mr. Disraeli with his accustomed

generosity,
"
that they were animated by

any other spirit than we were. I cannot

for one moment believe that they trifled

with this question ; but, on the other hand,

I am confident that they gave to it all the

pains which learning and research could

bring to the solution of this difficult

question, and that they were prepared to

exert the utmost of their parliamentary
influence to carry the result of their

deliberations into effect. The right hon.

gentleman the member for Liskeard [Mr.

Horsman] was himself, I believe, secretary*
to the lord-lieutenant for no brief period. I

never understood that he introduced any
bill with regard to the land of Ireland, or

indeed brought in any bill upon any subject

whatever connected with Ireland during his

term of office. But we never placed upon
the conduct of the right hon. gentleman
that uncharitable interpretation which he

has been pleased to place upon the conduct

of those who fill both this and the opposite

benches, who did attempt to deal with this

question. Both sides of the House acknow-

ledge that the right hon. gentleman the

member for Liskeard is a superior person.
\\'he u he did not introduce a bill upon the

Irish laud; when he did not during his

tenure of office introduce a' bill upon any
subject whatever in connection with that

country ; when, on quitting oflice, he in-

formed us, to my wonder and surprise and

especially to the astonishment of the Earl

of Mayo, that he had not brought forward

* Mr. Horsman WAS chief secretary for Ireland from
1856-57: he reined on the ground that the work of the
office was | ( H. l

VOL. 11.

any measure on any subject whatever, be-

cause he found that his office was a complete

sinecure, we, still knowing what a superior

person the right hon. gentleman was, did

not put an uncharitable interpretation on

his conduct, but said, 'This is a part of

some profound policy which will end in the

regeneration of Ireland and in the consoli-

dation of Her Majesty's United Kingdom."

Having finished baiting Mr. Horsman,
much to the amusement of the House, the

leader of the Opposition proceeded to show

that, so far from the Conservative party

having ignored the condition -of-Ireland

question, they had, years before the intro-

duction of Mr. Gladstone's measure, endeav-

oured to settle Irish matters on a more

satisfactory basis. When the Conservatives

had been in power in 1852 four bills,

adopting every recommendation of the

Devon commission, and which formed a

complete code as regards Ireland, had been

brought forward. A change of government,

however, prevented those measures then

being discussed. Had they passed, there

would have been no necessity foj the

debate on the present land bill. Yet,

during the interval between 1852 and

1860, almost all the suggestions brought
forward in those four Conservative bills

had been adopted by the government of

the day. The limited owner had been

invested with power to make improvements
and to charge them upon the inheritance

;

the leasing powers of the Irish proprietor

had been extended
;
the limited owner had

been permitted to enter into contracts with

the tenant all these changes had been

suggested in the four measures advocated

by the Conservative party, and all these

changes had now become law. Again,

every provision in the bill brought for-

ward by the Conservative government in

1852, to regulate the relations between

landlord and tenant in Ireland, had been

accepted by the Liberals and inserted in

their bill of 1860. One suggestion, how-

ever, the Liberals did not accept They
omitted that vital clause in the bill of

21
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1852 which gave compensation to the ten-

ant for improvements, and retrospective

compensation. Nor had he, frankly avowed

Mr. Disraeli, changed his opinions. In 1852

he had been in favour of giving compen-
sation to the Irish tenant for his improve-

ments, and within due limits and with

necessary conditions of prudence and dis-

cretion he was in favour of retrospective

compensation ;
and he was still influenced

by those opinions. Those compensation
clauses which had been suggested in the

bill of 1852 he saw inserted in the measure

now before the House, and that alone was

sufficient for him to assent to the second

reading of the bill.

Still, though he gave his assent to the

principle of the bill, Mr. Disraeli did not

approve of all its details. He did not

approve of the provision which assumed

that all past improvements had been made

by the tenant, instead of by the landlord.

Such a conclusion was an impolitic act,

and would be an injustice to the land-

lord. The wisest course he suggested
would be to fix the onus proband/i on

neither party. He also objected to the

proposition of the government relating to

the Ulster custom. "
What," he asked,

"
is

the first clause of the bill respecting the

legality of what is called the Ulster tenant-

right custom ? It is neither more nor less

than asking parliament to legalize the

private arrangements of every estate in

the North of Ireland. What is the Ulster

custom ? No one has pretended to tell us.

There is no such thing as an Ulster custom.

There are a variety of customs as respects

tenant right in Ulster, as there are a great

many such customs in the other parts of

Ireland; but there is no gentleman who
can tell us what the Ulster custom is. . . .

No one pretends that there is any custom

of Ulster. There is no prescription, because

it is not ancient; there is no certainty,

because it varies under every rule. Then I

want to know in what manner you will

deal with this question of Ulster custom.

Besides, even if it ware a custom, I very

much doubt the propriety, as a general

principle, of legalizing customs. The moment

you legalize a custom you fix its particular

character ; but the value of a custom is its

flexibility, and that it adapts itself to all the

circumstances of the moment and of the local-

ity. All these qualities are lost tlie moment

you crystallize a custom into legislation. Cus-

toms may not be as wise as laws, but they

are always more popular. They array upon
their side alike the convictions and preju-

dices of men. They are spontaneous. They

grow out of man's necessities and inventions ;

and as circumstances change and alter and

die off, the custom falls into desuetude, and

we get rid of it. But if you make it into

a law, circumstances alter, but the law

remains, and becomes part of that obsolete

legislation which haunts our statute-book

and harasses society. Therefore, I say, as

a general principle, I am against legalizing

customs. You cannot, if you are to legalize

custom, legalize the custom of Ulster,

because it does not exist. But if it did

exist, what is the reason that you should

have special legislation for the custom of

Ulster ? These agricultural customs exist

in other parts of Ireland; you have pro-

vided for them in your bill. Why should

there be two clauses one for the Ulster

and one for the other customs ? Protesting

against legalizing customs, I say that if the

House in its wisdom decides upon that

course, it will be expedient to get rid of

this special legislation for Ulster, and to

support a general clause upon the whole

subject of legalizing the agricultural cus-

toms of Ireland."

Continuing his criticism, Mr. Disraeli

said he objected to the clause in the bill

relating to the compensation to be given
for occupation ;

such a clause in his opinion

terminated at one fell swoop all moral rela-

tions between the owner and the occupier. It

was not possible to convert the relations

between landlord and tenant into a purely
commercial relation

;
there was something

in the inevitable consequences of local

circumstances and local influences that
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would always prevent such a consumma-
tion. Still, even if such relationship were

possible, it was a relationship that could

never be established in the case of circum-

stances such as mainly existed in Ireland-

If ever there was a state of society in which

the relations between the landlord and ten-

ant should be paternal, it was in a country
where a man was the farmer of an acre

and where a man paid two pounds for his

annual rent. Under the old state of things
the Irish landlord was the patron and

the Irish tenant was his client
;
and if the

tenant begged, owing to a bad season, to

have his rent reduced or for a little delay
in payment, he seldom appealed in vain to

the facility and good-nature of the landlord.

But under the present bill what inducement

was there to the Irish landlord to show any
consideration to his tenant? The tenant

was no longer to be a client, but a copar-
cener with the landlord. He was to have as

much interest in the estate as the landlord;
and he had the power of claiming seven

years' rent from his landlord, to be increased

by at least three years' more, if he left to

his landlord unexhaiisted improvements.
What inducement then had the landlord

to suffer inconvenience or to forbear from

vindicating his rights ? "Yet," remarked Mr.

Disraeli, "this is the position in which you
propose to place landlord and tenant for the

future, terminating all those moral relations

which have prevailed and even in the most

unhappy times have been extensively exer-

cised."

Mr. Disraeli also objected to that clause

in the bill which was to permit advances
of public money to be made to the Irish

tenant, in order to help him to purchase
the freehold. The object of the bill, said

he, should be to make the Irish tenant

more efficient, to make his tenure as

secure as possible without trespassing on
the legitimate rights of property, and to

encourage him to dedicate and devote
all his resources to the cultivation of

the soil. Instead of pursuing those aims,
the bill, if passed, would simply induce the

tenant to divert a portion of the capital

which he ought to devote to the cultivation

of the soil to the attainment of quite

another object No policy could be more

unwise than one which tended to make,

at the same time, of one man an inefficient

tenant and a poor proprietor. It was per-

fectly true, proceeded Mr. Disraeli, ever

prepared to find his own words thrown

against him and to defend his consistency,

that in the Conservative land bill, which

had been prepared by Lord Mayo, there

had been a provision to make advances

to tenants under certain conditions. But

what was the object of those advances?

To assist the tenant in a better cultivation

of the soil; to help him to drain his land, to

fence it in, and to make buildings, and thus

really to increase the capital devoted to the

cultivation of the soil A. very different

object from that which the present propo-

sition of the government had in view!

After criticising the course proposed to

be taken with reference to purchases under

the Landed and Encumbered Estates Act,

and after branding the bill of Mr. Gladstone

as complicated, clumsy, and heterogeneous,

Mr. Disraeli passed on to say a few words

as to the tribunals proposed by the measure.

He did not believe in the courts of arbitra-

tion that were to be established, and still

less did he believe in the appeal to the

assistant-barrister, who in consequence of

the state of Irish society was "always
careful to be non-resident," and who was

perhaps ignorant of the difference between

"a grass field and a field of young oats."

But, if the decision of the courts of

arbitration was unsatisfactory, and if the

decision of the assistant-barrister was also

unsatisfactory, the discontented suitor could

appeal, and on appeal the case was to be

tried before the judges of the assize.

"Well," observed Mr. Disraeli, "that

sounds very grand and very satisfactory.

There are few gentlemen on this or on the

other side who do not know something of

assizes and of the judges of assize. The

judges of assize are men whose every hour
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and half-hour are mapped out before they
embark on their great enterprise. The

judges of assize are on Monday in this town,

on Wednesday in another town, and on

Friday in a third. They are followed by an

excited and ambitious bar, with their car-

riages and the railways full of briefs full of

the great trials which are coming on causes

which have engrossed and excited an anxious

society for months, and from which they
are to gain immortal honours to be re-

turned for boroughs, to be made solicitor-

generals, and to rise to the highest positions

on the bench. Well, when the judges come

to the first town where those great exploits

are to be fulfilled and those great feats

accomplished, where multitudes are waiting
to receive them, and where the galleries

are full of ladies particularly if the cases

are of a delicate character all this great

business is to be arrested because the first

cases to be brought before the judges of

assize are appeals from the assistant-

barristers on the relations between landlord

and tenant in Ireland. Why, sir, we know

very well what will happen. Those appeals
will demand from the judges of assize the

concentration of their whole intellect. They
will have to investigate the circumstances

of a mode of life with which they are little

acquainted, and which their acuteness alone

will enable them to detach from the en-

tanglements of local lawyers. They will

have to go into accounts
;
and they will

have, in the language of this bill, to do

that which judges of assize will do with

great care and the most solemn sense of

responsibility to enter on the 'moral

conduct" of the parties, and see how far

that 'moral conduct' affects the contract

between landlord and tenant. And what
will happen ? Either their whole time will

be taken up by this duty or what is more

likely, the duties will be performed in a

most unsatisfactory and perfunctorymanner.
You know something of this now in Ireland.

You have an appeal from the civil bill court

to two judges of assize
;
and is that which

takes place, when those appeals are made,

a satisfactory mode of administering British

justice ? No. Matters are hurried over,

and questions are decided in a manner that

gives little satisfaction
;
and every person

present, except the suffering plaintiff or

defendant, is delighted, because they are

dying to hear the blazing eloquence of the

great counsel who are ready to open causes

with which these questions from the civil

bill court interfere. Therefore I think,

whether I look to your primary court

or your court of appeal, the prospect is

unsatisfactory." Instead of the formation

of those tribunals Mr. Disraeli suggested
that judges should be specially sent down,
as in England under the late Election Act,

to perform the necessary duties
;
and this

suggestion was all the more feasible since

the Irish bench was not sufficiently em-

ployed either for the benefit of the state

or for the happiness of the judges.

In conclusion, Mr. Disraeli strongly

protested against all interference with

freedom of contract, since he looked upon
freedom of contract as

" one of the greatest

securities for the progress of civilization."

For a country to suspend its freedom of

contract, the state must be in a most

dangerous or diseased condition. "I cannot

bring myself to believe," he said,
" that the

condition of Ireland is such as to justify

us in adopting what appears a permanent

departure from one of the cardinal prin-

ciples of a free and progressive state. I

think we ought to hesitate before we

adopt such a course. I feel the difficulties

which the government have to encounter

in dealing with this question. I am per-

fectly ready to consider it in any way in

which we can possibly advance their general

policy, without compromising what I must

look upon as a sacred principle. I think

the House ought to discard all pedantic

scruples and all party feeling in dealing

with existing circumstances
;
and I think

we should be prepared, as far as existing

ircumstances are concerned, to support

the general policy of the government, and

not to hesitate even when we believe that
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it touches upon and injures general prin-

ciples which we may consider of vital

importance in the government of the

country. But although the exigencies of

the state situation may demand and

authorize such a course, that is perfectly
different from our going out of our way
permanently and completely, and announc-

ing that Ireland is in such a condition

that we cannot allow the two most con-

siderable classes in the country for the

landlords and the tenants are after all

(In 1 two most considerable classes in the

country to enjoy the first and most

beneficial privilege of civilized life. . . .

I know well that the condition of Ireland

may act upon the decision of this House
in the conduct of this bill. I, who am

offering to this bill no factious opposition,

who have given to it as I promised a

candid consideration, and who I trust,

with the modifications which argument
and reason may bring about, will yet be

able to give it a cordial support, am most

anxious that hon. gentlemen, on whatever

side they sit, will not decide upon the fate

of Ireland, in the most interesting and

important relations of its most important

classes, in a spirit of panic. Do not let

us vote upon this subject as if we had

received threatening letters as if we

expected to meet Eory of the Hills

when we go into the lobby. No. Let

us decide upon all those great subjects
which will be brought under our con-

sideration in committee as becomes mem-
bers of the House of Commons

;
for depend

upon it, if we are induced in a hurry
and with precipitation to agree to such

monstrous enactments as that the Irish

people should not have the power, for

instance, of entering into contracts with

each other, the time will come a more

tranquil and genial hour as regards Ireland

than the present when the reproach we
shall receive upon (lie subject will be

made from Ireland itself, and they will

say of the English people, 'They treated

us in our hour of dilliculty as men who

neither comprehended justice nor deserved

freedom.'
"

The second reading of the bill was carried

by a large majority: ayes, 442; noes, 11.

Among the minority the most conspicuous

name was that of Mr. Henley.
We have no intention to discuss at length

a measure which was supposed to effect a

full and final settlement of the Irish land

question, but which has instead rendered

Ireland more discontented, more turbulent,

and more aggressive in her demands than

she was before Mr. Gladstone entered upon
his policy of governing the island according

to "Irish ideas." The Irish Church bill

gave a blow to religion in Ireland, from

which the country has never recovered;

the Irish land bill undermined the security

of property, and hence agrarian outrages,

ruined landlords, and the seditious state of

things now prevailing across St George's

Channel That the scheme of Mr. Glad-

stone was not considered incapable of

improvement, was evident from the fact

that when the bill was carried into com-

mittee it was threatened with no less than

300 amendments. The first important
debate took place in committee upon the

third clause, which provided for compen-
sation in absence of custom.

Mr. Disraeli moved (April 4, 1870) that

the compensation for eviction should be

limited by the insertion of the words,
" in

respect of unexhausted improvements made

by him or any predecessor in title, and

of interruption in the completion of any
course of husbandry suited to the holding."

As ministers had come to the conclusion

to remodel the clause, so as to separate

compensation for improvements from com-

pensation for eviction, the amendment of

Mr. Disraeli struck at one of the main

ideas of the bill. This meditated separation,

said Mr. Disraeli, made the bill entirely

diiieiviit from the measure which he

and his party had voted in debate. It

introduced into the bill the principle that
" the termination of an occupancy was a

grievance fur which the tenant ought to be
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compensated," and that therefore occupation

involved a right of property, in fact a right

to a third of the freehold. Such a prin-

ciple, argued Mr. Disraeli, would affect

the security of all landlords throughout
the United Kingdom, and yet bring no

advantage to Ireland.
" The landlord would say," continued Mr.

Disraeli with rare prescience, 'We must both

stand upon our rights. This new-fangled

law, which has given you a contingent
remainder to the third of my freehold, has

at least given me this security, that if you
do not pay me your rent I may get rid

of you.' We have heard a great deal

of evictions under different forms and

circumstances
;
but this bill provides what

I should describe as a species of natural

eviction. When a tenant does not pay
his rent, the landlord may get rid of him

without his claiming a third of his free-

hold as compensation. Every one must

feel that, if only in self-defence, the landlord

will avail himself of that position, the only

position of strength left him. He will wait

till the tenant does not pay his rent and,

as far as I have heard, the class of tenants

for whom we are legislating in this excep-
tional way have the habit of falling into

arrear with their rent; the landlord will

avail himself of the power which is placed
in his hands, and then what will occur ?

You will have farms consolidated, and the

very farmers for whom you are taking this

perilous step will be swept from the surface

of the soil. Either the landlord will entirely
assert his authority, or the tenant, finding
himself in this position, will revert to those

rural ethics with the consequences of which
we are all familiar. There will be a new

grievance, the payment of rent; and the

non-payment of rent will become a prin-

ciple asserted "by the same rural logic, the

startling consequences of which have filled

the mind of the country with apprehension
and horror almost every day. The argu-
ment of the Irish tenant belonging to the

very class that you think you are now
setting up by this violation of the funda-

mental law of the country will be to this

effect, 'I have lost my holding because I

did not pay my rent; can anything be

more flagrantly unjust than that a man
should be deprived of his contingent right

to a third of the freehold because he does

not pay his rent ?' That is a natural view

which may lead to a much more successful

agitation than any we have yet heard of.

The question is unanswerable
;
we may

think it is abstractedly unreasonable, but

it is the necessary result of our legislation.

And what will be the consequence ? Why,
that payment of rent will become a griev-

ance, and you will find yourselves in

exactly the same position in which you
are now placed. There will be great

complaints of vexatious and tyrannical

evictions, and on the other side, the most

violent means by which the supposed rights

of the occupiers to property in the soil

may be vindicated will be resorted to.

And so far from the improvement of

the country terminating all these misun-

derstandings and heartburnings, which we
seem now so anxious upon both sides of

the House to bring to a close, you will have

the same controversies still raging, only

with increased acerbity, and under circum-

stances and conditions which inevitably must

lead to increased bitterness and increased

perils to society." The appeal of Mr. Dis-

raeli for the government to return to their

original scheme was, however, in vain. The

amendment was rejected by a large ma-

jority ayes, 220
; noes, 296.

On the following night the government
carried an amendment establishing the right

of an evicted tenant to compensation,
" for

the loss which the court shall find to have

been sustained by him in quitting his hold-

ing." Some sharp discussion ensued as to

the questions of tenant right, free contract,

improvements, and advances to tenants
;

but eventually the bill was read a third

time and issued from the House of Com-
mons without bearing upon its face many
substantial alterations. In the Upper
House the peers, after much discussion,
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contented themselves with prescribing only
two amendments of importance to the

consideration of the popular chamber
tin.! reduction carried by the Duke of

liiclimond in the general scale of com-

pensation, and the reduction from thirty-

one to twenty-one years of the duration

of lease excepting landlords from the

operations of the bill. These amendments
the government requested the peers to

reconsider, and after further discussion,

which ended in the adoption of modifica-

tions of no serious character, the Irish

land bill was finally enrolled on the

statute-book.

Side by side with this measure was

another scheme of the government, which

was attracting far more attention than their

settlement of the land question in Ireland,

and which created no little excitement in

the Nonconformist world. The ignorance
which had been permitted to prevail among
the lower orders had long been considered

a disgrace to the country, and Mr. Disraeli

\vl leu in power had given his attention to

the subject, and had been most desirous

to introduce an educational scheme so as

to remove a national scandal which had

too long been allowed to exist.* It was

therefore with no little chagrin that he saw
the measure which he had so long been

advocating fall to the hands of his rivals,

and the Liberals about to reap what the

* "
\Vitli regard to the question of education, ever since I

lia\e 1'ivn iii public life 1 have, done everything I possibly
could to promote the cause of the education of the people

generally. I have done so because I have always felt that

with the limited population of this United Kingdom, com-

pared with the great imperial position which it occupies
with reference to other nations, it is not only our duty, but it

is an absolute necessity, that we should study to make every
nmn the most effective being that education can possibly
constitute him. In the old wars there used to be a story
that one Knglishman could beat three members of some
other nation; but I think if we want to maintain our

power we ought to make one Kiiglishman equal really in the

business of life to three other men that any other nation can
furnish. I do not see how otherwise, with our limited

population, we ean fultil the great destiny that I believe

awaits us, and the great position we occupy. Therefore, so
far as 1 am concerned, whether it be a far greater advanced

system of primary education whether it bo that system of

competitive examination which I have ever supported, though
I am not nneonscious of some pedantry with which il is

accompanied or whatever may be the circumstances. I shall

rvrr be its supporter." "-//mA at I'.dliibunjli, (>dvlnr

M, 1867.

Conservatives had sown. Alone of all

European countries, England had tolerated

a system which allowed more than two-

thirds of her juvenile population to grow

up without receiving elementary education.

In every village and in every town were

to be met men and women who could not

read a line in a book or write their own

names, and who at the earliest moment
their strength permitted had been sent to

labour in the fields and the workshop, or

despatched to service or the factories, as

utterly destitute of any educational advan-

tages as if they had been the offspring of

the most benighted savages. A few schools

of the Church of England and a few

schools of the Nonconformists had strug-

gled to dispel the prevailing darkness
;
but

it had been asked often and often, both by

philanthropist and statesman,- of what use

were such private, and frequently struggling

institutions, to the multitude who could not

avail themselves of their advantages ? As

well feed a regiment with a few loaves.

Shortly after the land bill had been intro-

duced, it fell to the lot of Mr. Forster, to

whose department the question belonged,

to explain the provisions of the Elementary
Education Act the government intended to

bring forward. The scheme was not a

complicated one. Efficient school provision

was to be secured by enactment in every

district in England where it was wanted.

The districts were to be the civil parishes ;

and once England was divided into dis-

tricts, steps would be taken to ascertain

the educational provision and their wants.

If in any district the educational facilities

afforded a due amount of primary secular

instruction, such district would not be dis-

turbed so long as it continued to be supplied

with educational facilities. Schools entitled

to government aid would have to be efficient,

according to the standard which parliament

from time to time might set up. Inspection

would no longer be voluntary, and every

school would require to submit to an in-

spection without any denominational con-

ditions. A conscience clause was also to
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be attached to every school as the condition

of any grant ;
and such clause would apply

to every kind of school, whether Church of

England or of any other persuasion. With

regard to what was perhaps the most

important feature in the bill, compulsory

provision of schools, it was considered that

no central authority could undertake to

supply schools all over England ;
and as

voluntary local efforts had failed, the want

was to be supplied by local taxation under

local management, to be supplemented by
a government grant, but with central super-

vision and inspection. For such purpose
there would be a power to unite parishes

together, since the requirements of the

town and country districts were so different

that it became necessary to have some

power of the kind. It was, however, not

contemplated to make the area of the school

unions the same as that of the poor-law
unions. The local boards of management
were to be elected in towns by the town

council, and in the country by the select

vestries
;

if there was no select vestry then

by the vestry. School fees would not be

given up, but there would be a power in

exceedingly poor and destitute districts to

set up free schools, subject to the approval
of the central boards, and also to give free

tickets, but with due care that they attach

no social stigma. The question of local

rates was a very delicate matter
;
the rate

would not be a special one, but would be

levied with the poor rate
;
and there would

be a power in the bill, wherever the charge
exceeded threepence in the pound, that it

should be supplemented by a grant. The

local boards would have a discretion either

to establish fresh schools, or to assist the

existing schools
;
but if they assisted one

they would have to assist all, and not to

select any one for the bestowal of their

favours. With respect to religious instruc-

tion, the discretion of the local boards would

not be interfered with. To effect compul-

sory attendance, power would be given to

school-boards to frame by-laws to compel
attendance between the hours of twelve

and five, unless reasonable cause could be

alleged. Those by-laws would be approved

by central authority, and laid before parlia-

ment. The question of the number of

attendances would be left as a matter of

detail for the local board to decide.
" The

system," concluded Mr. Forster, "may be

described as the education of the people's

children, by the people's executive, under

the control and supervision of the people's

representatives."

The measure was at first favourably re-

ceived, but on a closer examination of the

bill the conflict of opinion became severe.

Two societies were formed representing the

antagonistic views upon the subject. The

Educational League proposed to provide for

the local support of schools from the rates

alone
;
on the other hand, the Educational

Union insisted that the schools should be

supplemented by subscriptions and by the

pence of -the children. The League was in

favour of enforcing attendance at school by
direct compulsion, the Union by indirect

compulsion; theLeague opposed all religious

teaching in rate-supported schools, whilst

theUnion recommended a general conscience

clause. The Nonconformists, as a body,
voted for secular education, whilst many of

the Liberals and all of the Conservatives

objected to a system of education from

which religion was excluded. The religious

question was the one great difficulty with

which the government had to grapple. The
Nonconformists declined to enter into any
compromise whatever upon the subject ;

no

aid from the state, they declared, ought to

be granted to any schools but those which

were conducted on strictly secular and
undenominational principles. The govern-

ment, however, did not see their way to

adopt a system of secular education pure
and simple ; they proposed that all schools

existing under the charge of religious com-

munities (the schools of the Church of

England, the schools of the Church of Eome,

&c.) which became affiliated to the edu-

cational scheme of the government, and

obtained government aid, should accept a
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ii'iicc clause, by means of which the

religious convictions of parents and children

should bt> scrupulously attended to in the

instruction given during the regular school

hours. To this proposal the Nonconformists

objected, and since the government would
not accede to their demands much of the

dissenting interest eventually became alien-

ated from the Gladstone administration.

Mr. Disraeli did not speak upon the sub-

ject until the bill was considered in com-

mittee. He addressed the House on the

occasion of Mr. Gladstone expressing the

readiness of the government to adopt
the amendment of Mr. Cowper-Temple, to

exclude from all rate -built schools every
catechism and formulary distinctive of

denominational creed, and to sever alto-

gether the relation between the local school-

boards and the denominational schools,

leaving the latter to look solely to the

central grants for help. Mr. Disraeli said

(June 16, 1870) that as the country had
decided that national education was to be a

religious education he failed to see how, if

the amendment of Mr. Cowper-Temple were

accepted, the country could have a religious
education. He had been prepared to sup-

port the bill as introduced by Mr. Forster,

but the measure then before the House was
a new bill. It was easy to say that no

catechism or formularies should be used in

those schools distinctive of any particular

denomination, but what did such refusal

signify? "As far as I can ascertain," he

said,
"
the new scheme would be this

that although no creed nor catechism

of any denomination is to be introduced,

yet the schoolmaster would have the power
and opportunity of teaching, enforcing, and

explaining the Holy Scripture when he
reads. Now, he cannot do that without

drawing some inferences and some con-

clusions, and what will those inferences

and conclusions be but dogmas ? They
may not be the opinions of the rector,

nor of the Presbyterian minister, nor of

the Nonconformist minister, but they are

the opinions of the schoolmaster. You
VOL. n.

are contemplating the establishment of a

class who must be endowed with great

abilities, and who certainly will have to

perform most important functions and

to exercise great powers, and I want to

know in the present state of affairs where

these schoolmasters are to be found ? You
will not intrust the priest or the presbyter
with the privilege of expounding the Holy

Scriptures to the scholars ;
but for that

purpose you are inventing and establishing

a new sacerdotal class. The schoolmaster

who will exercise these functions, and who
will occupy this position, will be a member
of a class which will in the future exercise

an extraordinary influence upon the history

of England and upon the conduct of Eng-
lishmen."

The adoption of this amendment led

to much discussion. It was asked, what

was a formulary? Was the Nicene Creed

a formulary ? Was the Apostles' Creed

a formulary ? Was the Lord's Prayer a

formulary ? The amendment was branded

as a trap for morbid and scrupulous con-

sciences, and would only be favourable to

those who desired to create discord. Still,

in spite of the various objections brought
forward against the measure, the Education

Bill, like its companion the Irish Land Bill,

became law with very few alterations made
in its clauses. The compromise adopted by
the government had been maintained, and

the denominational system was continued,

but not extended. Religious inspection
was withdrawn, though religious instruction

was permitted under certain conditions.

The measure when put into operation has

worked well
;
and thanks to its clauses, the

next generation will not find themselves

deprived of those elementary educational

advantages which every nation in Europe
had granted for years to their children,

but which England alone, until the bill

of 1870 was included in the statute-book,

had denied.

New brooms, we are told, sweep clean
;

and the political besom wielded by Mr.

Gladstone was certainly active, even if

22
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it was not employed with much benefit.

Most statesmen, on acceding to power,
would have been satisfied with attempting
to carry out an Irish policy during the first

months of their tenure of office. But Mr.

Gladstone had resolved not only to effect

reform, but to effect his reforms all at once.

He had severed the church from the state

in Ireland, and at the same time he had

introduced his Irish Land Bill. Carrying
out the policy of the Conservative party,

he had added an Education Act to the

statute-book. Yet these reforms failed to

content his restless and varied activity ;
and

with an Irish Church Bill, an Irish Land

Bill, and an Elementary Education Act on

his hands, he must needs occupy himself with

the abolition of purchase in the army, and

with a Ballot Act. With the details of

several of these measures Mr. Disraeli did

not trouble himself. He intrusted the

work of criticism to his colleagues, and

he had no reason to regret the confidence

he reposed in his able lieutenants.

Mr. Disraeli possessed one of the greatest

gifts necessary for the leadership of an

Opposition he knew when and how to

wait. He saw Mr. Gladstone in com-

mand of an immense majority, and that

for the moment it was impossible that

the Conservatives could effect a successful

resistance against the strong tide of a

general reform which was then in full

flow. But he also saw that the Liberal

party was far from united, that the prime
minister was a man more calculated to

alienate his followers than to command
their adhesion, and that the administration

was composed of such discordant elements

as to cause feuds and jealousies inevitably
to break out and perform the work of the

Opposition. There was no hurry, and
it was idle to force the hand of time.

It was true that Mr. Gladstone was the

popular man of the hour, that reform
was acceptable, and that the Liberal party
was in command of the political situa-

tion; yet Mr. Disraeli well knew that

the day would most assuredly arrive

when the nation would chafe under the

rule of Mr. Gladstone, when reform would

be looked upon as synonymous with an

irritating interference, and when the

Liberals, discontented and disorganized,

would fall an easy prey to a judicious

and well-planned assault of the foe. He
could afford to wait. Time would fight

on the side of the Conservative party,

and no other ally was then necessary.

Accordingly Mr. Disraeli stayed at home,
or corrected his proof-sheets, or went out

to dinner, as the humour suited him
;
he

entered upon a brief period of well-earned

repose.

The strained relations which had during
the last few years existed between France

and Prussia now broke out into an open
and terrible war. The expedition to Mexico

had turned out a failure, and it was neces-

sary, if the Emperor Napoleon wished to

divert the hostile criticism of Paris from

his dynasty, to fully occupy the mind of the

French with serious and absorbing topics.

When two nations cordially hate each

other, there is never any very great difficulty

in finding some cause which will create a

quarrel. France was resolved to make war

upon the detested Prussians, all the more

detested since the overthrow of Austria
;

and she soon discovered an excuse to force

the hand of her foe. The crown of Spain
had been going a begging, and at last the

Spanish cabinet had resolved upon proposing

Leopold, hereditary prince of Hohenzollern-

Sigmaringen as a candidate for the throne.

The feeling in France was antagonistic

to seeing
" the sceptre of Charles the Fifth

confided to a Prussian prince," and the

French cabinet avowed their intention of

using all their strength to prevent the

election of Leopold, and requested the co-

operation of England in warding off an act

which would endanger the peace of Europe.

This favour was complied with, and Lord

Granville at once penned a despatch to

Berlin directing Lord A. Loftus, the English
minister there, to appeal to the " wise and

disinterested magnanimity" of the King of
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Prussia not to support the candidature of

1'nnre. Leopold; whilst at the same time

our ambassador at Madrid was urged to

use every pressure with the Spanish

government so as to
" induce them to

abandon the project of conferring the

throne of Spain on Prince Leopold."
The condition of affairs between the two

countries became daily more critical. No
answer had as yet been returned by Prussia

to the demands of the French government ;

the King of Prussia was at Ems taking
the waters, and thither M. Benedetti was

despatched to obtain a prompt reply to

the conditions which France had brought
forward. The tone of Prussia was firm and

dignified. The offer of the crown of Spain
to Prince Leopold was not, she said, an

affair which concerned the Prussian govern-
ment. The North German government had

no desire for a war of succession, but if

France wished to proceed to hostilities on

account of the choice of a king of Spain,
such a proceeding on her part would be an

evidence of a disposition to quarrel without

any lawful cause. Still, if France chose to

go to war, North Germany was prepared
to defend herself. In an interview with

M. Benedetti the King of Prussia admitted

that he had consented to the Prince of

Hohenzollern's accepting the crown of

Spain, and that having given his consent

it would be difficult for him to recall it.

And now an event occurred which it was

hoped would solve
1

the difficulty. Prince

Antoine of Hohenzollern informed the

Spanish ambassador at Paris that he had

withdrawn the candidature of his son

Prince Leopold, as he was determined not to

allow a secondary family question to grow
into a pretext for war. But France had
resolved upon entering into hostilities, and
declined to be satisfied. The renunciation

of the Spanish crown by Prince Leopold
had put an end to the original cause of the

dispute, yet France refused to regard the

a Hair as finished without obtaining a

more complete satisfaction from Prussia.

The King of Prussia was to pledge him-

self that never on any luture occasion

would he allow of any similar candidature.
" Nous demandons" said the Due de Gram-

mont,
" au JRoi de Prusne de defend au

prince de Hohenzollern de revenir sur sa

resolution. S'U le fait tout ["incident est

termini." Such a demand could not be

justified, and war ensued.
" The guarantees demanded from Prussia,"

said M. Rouher, addressing the Emperoi

Napoleon on the occasion of the reception

of the senate at St Cloud, "have been

refused, and the dignity of France has

been disregarded. Your Majesty draws

the sword, and the country is with you,

trembling with indignation at the excesses

that an ambition over-excited by one day's

good fortune was sure, sooner or later, to

produce. Your Majesty was able to wait,

but has occupied the last four years in per-

fecting the armament and the organization

of the army." The emperor thus replied:
"
I was gratified to learn with what great

enthusiasm the senate received the declara-

tion which the minister of foreign affairs has

been instructed to make. Whenever great

interests and the honour of France are at

stake, I am sure to receive energetic sup-

port from the senate. We are beginning
a serious struggle, and France needs the

co-operation of all her children. I am very

glad that the first patriotic utterance has

come from the senate. It will be loudly
re-echoed throughout the country."
The German view of the case was dif-

ferent. An address had been issued by the

town council of Berlin to King William of

Prussia. It thanked the king for having

repelled the unheard-of attempt made by
France upon the dignity and independence
of Prussia; and since war had been declared

by foreign arrogance, every German in the

fatherland would do his duty. In reply

the king said, "God knows I am not answer-

able for this war. The demand sent me I

could not do otherwise than reject My
reply gained the approval of all the towns

and provinces, the expression of which I

have received from all parts of Germany,
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and even from Germans residing beyond
the seas. The greeting which was given
me here on Friday last animated me with

pride and confidence. Heavy sacrifices

will be demanded of my people. We have

been rendered unaccustomed to them by
the quickly-gained victories which we
achieved in the last two wars. We shall

not get off so cheaply this time
;
but I know

what I may expect from my army and

from those now hastening to join the ranks.

The instrument is sharp and cutting. The

result is in the hands of God."

Such was the origin of the war which

resulted in the overthrow of the Bonaparte

dynasty, and in the elevation of Germany
as the dominant power of Europe. France

had indeed to pay a bitter penalty for her

high-handed and outrageous act of aggres-

sion. Until defeat after defeat had softened

the sympathies of mankind, and until the

greed of Germany, stimulated by conquest,
had shown itself almost insatiable, the

public voice of Europe loudly condemned
the conduct of France, and warmly approved
of the resistance of Prussia.

" The ruler of

any country," said Mr. Disraeli in the few

observations he made on this occasion con-

cerning the rival powers (July 15, 1870),
"who at this time disturbs the peace of

Europe incurs the gravest political and
moral responsibility that can ever fall to

the lot of man. I hear superficial remarks
made about military surprises, the capture
of capitals, and the brilliancy and celerity
with which certain results may be brought
about. These are events of a bygone age.
In the last century such melodramatic

catastrophes were frequent and effective;
we live in an age animated by a very
different spirit. The fate of a great country
like France or Prussia cannot be ultimately
affected by such incidents; and the sovereign
who trusts to them will find at the moment
of action that he has to encounter, where-
ever he may be placed, a more powerful
force than any military array, and that is

the outraged opinion of an enlightened
world."

Before the prorogation of parliament Mr.

Disraeli thought it his duty to ascertain

clearly what was the position of England
with regard to the belligerents, and to the

obligations she had entered into (August

1, 1870). The treaties guaranteeing the

neutrality of Belgium and Luxembourg, as

well as the treaty of Vienna, should, he

declared, be maintained.* He wished the

country to be prepared, and not to be taken

aback as she had been at the time of the

Crimean war. The policy of England
should be not only neutrality, but " armed

neutrality," ready for any emergency that

might arise.
" Were our armaments," he

asked, "in a condition to enable us to adopt
this policy ?" In what condition was our

navy ? In what condition was our army ?

In what condition were our volunteers ?

Those questions were all the more neces-

sary to put since the government had

* A considerable sensation was at this time being created

by the publication in the Times of a projet de traite some
months since offered to Prussia by France, and again sub-

mitted during the late negotiations. "Deeming it useful

to draw closer the bonds of friendship which unite them,"
it was provided by Article 1 that France should recognize
Prussian acquisitions in the German war

; 2, that Prussia

should facilitate the acquisition of Luxembourg by France ;

3, France would not oppose a Federal Union of North and
South Germany ; and 4,

u On his part, His Majesty the King
of Prussia, in case His Majesty the Emperor of the French

should be obliged by circumstances to cause his troops to

enter Belgium or to conquer her, will accord the succour

of his arms to France, and will sustain her with all his

forces of land and sea against every power which, in that

eventuality, shall declare war upon her." The 5th and
last article provided for " an alliance offensive and defensive,

which they solemnly engage to maintain." M. de Lavalette

assured Lord Granville that the plan contained in the projet
de traite was one which "had originated with M. de Bis-

marck, and had been the subject of some conversation with

M. Bcnedetti ; but it never had any serious basis, and was

rejected by both parties." Count Bismarck, on the other

hand, wrote: "The document published by the Times con-

tains one of the proposals which have been made to us since

the Danish war by official and unofficial French agents, with

the object of establishing an alliance between Prussia and

France for their mutual aggrandizement. I will send the

text of an offer made in 1866, according to which France

proposed to aid Prussia with 300,000 men against Austria,

and to permit Prussia's aggrandizement by six or eight
millions of subjects in return for the cession to France of the

district between the Rhine and the Moselle. The impos-

sibility of agreeing to this course was clear to all except
French diplomatists. On this proposition being rejected, the

French government began to calculate upon our defeat.

France has not ceased to tempt us with offers to be carried

out at the cost of Germany and Belgium. In the interests of

peace I kept them secret. After the Luxembourg affair the

proposals dealing with Belgium and South Germany were

renewed." The Due de Grammont publicly defied Count

Bismarrk to name one fact in support of his insinuations.
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adopted a policy of retrenchment The

country must not be taken by surprise.

There must be no repetition of the humili-

ating scenes which led to the Crimean war.
" Let us," he said,

"
profit by that experience.

Let the government of the country feel that

the House of Commons, without respect to

person or party, is prepared to give them a

hearty support. Let them speak to foreign

powers with that clearness and firmness

which can only arise from a due conception
of their duties and a determination to fulfil

them. '

If that course is taken by the

government I more than hope, I believe,

that this country will not be involved in

war. I believe more than that I believe

that the influence of England, especially if

combined with the influence of the other

great neutral powers, may speedily secure

the restoration of peace."

In reply Mr. Gladstone described our

position to be one of strict neutrality not

an " armed neutrality," but a secure neut-

rality, backed and sustained by adequate
measures of defence. "Happily," he said,
" we have peace establishments which are

not only in the highest efficiency, but

capable of easy and rapid expansion, and

the reductions which have been made
have promoted instead of diminishing our

strength. We have now an army of 89,000

and a reserve of 41,000, as compared with

87,500 regulars and 19,000 reserve in 1868;
and a strong concentrated system of naval

defence in every way superior to the old

sporadic system." Before the session closed

the safety of Belgium had been assured. A
new and triple treaty had been signed by

England, Prussia, and France, with the

object of maintaining intact the independ-
ence and neutrality of Belgium, as provided
in the quintuple treaty of 1839. In the

event of either belligerent violating that

neutrality, England was to co-operate witli

the other in such a manner as might
be mutually agreed upon to insure its ob-

servance.

If the duties of leader of the Opposition
sat somewhat lightly upon Mr. Disraeli

during this session, he at least had not been

idle. After an absence of a quarter of a

century, he returned to the arena in which

he had gained his first triumphs. Early in

the May of this year appeared his novel
"
Lothair." The discussion as to the dises-

tablishment of the Irish Church had turned

the attention of Mr. Disraeli to religious

topics. He saw the country fighting against

three powerful influences, each struggling

for the mastery, and each with its ranks

crowded with followers Anglicanism,
Roman Catholicism, and the various forms

of free-thought He resolved to write a

book in which those three creeds should

be portrayed, and the nature of their teach-

ing discussed. He selected a young and

wealthy but somewhat undecided peer as

his hero, who successively lost his heart to

three heroines, who stood as types of the

three different forms of faith. Corisande

represented Anglicanism, Miss Arundel

the creed of Rome, and Theodora free-

thought In the end Lothair married

Corisande, and thus Anglicanism gained
the victory. When a man who has ruled

cabinets writes a book he is sure of readers
;

and to describe the success which " Lothair"

achieved we must go back to the days when
"
Waverley

"
first made its appearance, when

the
" Pickwick Papers" made the name of

Charles Dickens famous, and when " Uncle

Tom's Cabin" first made us realize the

horrors of slavery. The book was sub-

scribed for by every library in the kingdom;
it was read everywhere; it was reviewed

everywhere ;
it was translated into every

language in Europe. Seldom had publishers

brought out such a financial success; seldom

had an author been more talked about Yet

as a literary effort "Lothair" cannot be said

to have added to the reputation of the man
who wrote "

Coningsby
"

the best political

novel in our language. As in all Mr. Dis-

raeli's works of fiction, the book abounds in

witty and amusing dialogue, in charming

descriptions of scenery which remind us of

Octave Feuillet, and in clever delineation

of character
;
but it must be confessed that
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Lothair himself fails to excite our sympathy,
that the story often flags and becomes dull,

and that the style is in many places tawdry
and slipshod in the extreme. It is no

injustice to the author to assert, that had

the novel been written by an unknown

man, it would scarcely have attracted ordi-

nary attention.

The introduction to the book is, however,

of much interest, since it throws a light upon
the political teaching of Mr. Disraeli. We
there read what was the object with which
"
Coningsby,"

"
Sybil," and " Tancred" were

given to the world. The origin and char-

acter of political parties in England, their

influence on the condition of the people of

the country, some picture of the moral and

physical condition of that people, and some
intimation of the means by which it might
be elevated and improved those were

themes which Mr. Disraeli said had long

engaged his attention, and those he dis-

cussed in his three celebrated romances.

"Coningsby," "Sybil," and "Tancred," he

said, constituted a real triology.
" Born in a library,"'he wrote,* "and trained

from early childhood by learned men who
did not share the passions and the pre-

judices of our political and social life, I had

imbibed on some subjects conclusions dif-

ferent from those which generally prevail,
and especially with reference to the history
of our own country. How an oligarchy
had been substituted for a kingdom, and
a narrow-minded and bigoted fanaticism

flourished in the name of religious liberty,
were problems long to me insoluble, but
which early interested me. But what most
attracted my musing, even as a boy, was the

elements of our political parties, and the

strange mystification by which that which
was national in its constitution had become

odious, and that which was exclusive was

presented as popular.
" What has mainly led to this confusion

of public thought and this uneasiness of

society is our habitual carelessness in not
*
Reprinted from the Introduction to

permission of Messrs. Longmans.

Lothair
"

by the

distinguishing between the excellence of

a principle and its injurious or obsolete

application. The feudal system may have

worn out, but its main principle, that the

tenure of property should be the fulfilment

of duty, is the essence of good government.
The divine right of kings may have been a

plea for feeble tyrants; but the divine right
of government is the keystone of human pro-

gress, and without it governments sink into

police, and a nation is degraded into a mob.
" National institutions were the ramparts

of the multitude against large estates

exercising political power derived from a

limited class. The church was in theory,
and once it had been in practice, the

spiritual and intellectual trainer of the

people. The privileges of the multitude

and the prerogatives of the sovereign had

grown up together, and together they had

waned. Under the plea of liberalism, all

the institutions which were the bulwarks

of the multitude had been sapped and

weakened, and nothing had been substituted

for them. The people were without edu-

cation; and relatively to the advance of

science and the comfort of the superior

classes, their condition had deteriorated,

and their physical quality as a race was
threatened. Those who in theory were the

national party, and who sheltered them-

selves under the institutions of the country

against the oligarchy, had, both by a mis-

conception and a neglect of their duties,

become, and justly become, odious
;
while

the oligarchy, who had mainly founded

themselves on the plunder of the popular

estate, either in the shape of the posses-

sions of the church or the domains of

the crown, had by the patronage of certain

general principles which they only meagerly

applied, assumed, and to a certain degree

acquired, the character of a popular party.

But no party was national : one was exclu-

sive and odious, and the other liberal and

cosmopolitan.
" The perverse deviation of political par-

ties from their original significance may at

first sight seem only a subject of historical
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curiosity, but they assume a different char-

acter when they practically result in the

ulation of a people.
" To change back the oligarchy into a

generous aristocracy round a real throne ;

to infuse life and vigour into the church, as

the trainer of the nation, by the revival of

Convocation, then dumb, on a wide basis,

and not, as has been since done, in the

shape of a priestly section
;

to establish

a commercial code on the principles suc-

cessfully negotiated by Lord Bolingbroke
at Utrecht, and which, though baffled at

the time by a Whig parliament, were

subsequently and triumphantly vindicated

by his political pupil and heir, Mr. Pitt
;
to

govern Ireland according to the policy of

Charles I. and not of Oliver Cromwell
;
to

emancipate the political constituency of

1832 from its sectarian bondage and con-

tracted sympathies ;
to elevate the physi-

cal as well as the moral condition of the

people, by establishing that labour required
ii -ulation as much as property; and all

this rather by the use of ancient forms

and the restoration of the past than by

political revolutions founded on abstract

ideas, appeared to be the course which the

circumstances of this country required,

and which, practically speaking, could only,

with all their faults and backslidings, be

undertaken and accomplished by a recon-

structed Tory party."

This was the aim which Mr. Disraeli set

before him
;
and to make the public familiar

with his teaching he embodied his views

in the form of fiction. In "
Coningsby

"

the derivation and character of political

parties were discussed
;

in
"
Sybil

"
was

portrayed the condition of the people ;
and

in "Tancred" the duties of the church were

laid down. "
It will be seen," writes Mr.

Disraeli,
" that the general spirit of these

productions ran counter to the views which

had been long prevalent in England, and

which may be popularly, though not alto-

gether accurately, described as utilitarian.

They recognized imagination in the govern-
ment of nations as a quality not less im-

portant than reason. They trusted much
to a popular sentiment, which rested on an

heroic tradition and was sustained by the

high spirit of a free aristocracy. Their

economic principles were not unsound, but

they looked upon the health and knowledge
of the multitude as not the least precious

part of the wealth of nations. In asserting

the doctrine of race, they were entirely

opposed to the equality of man, and similar

abstract dogmas which have destroyed

ancient society without creating a satis-

factory substitute. Resting on popular

sympathies and popular privileges, they
held that no society could be durable

unless it was built upon the principles of

loyalty and religious reverence."



CHAPTEE VII.

LIBERAL LABOUKS.

THE comparative repose which Mr. Disraeli

had enjoyed during the last session was not

to be of long duration. Important events

were occurring which required careful in-

vestigation on the part of a leader of the

Opposition, for already the Liberal govern-
ment were beginning their work of national

degradation and interference with domestic

interests which was, three years later, to

lead to their overthrow amid the well-

merited contempt, not only of their own

countrymen, but of the foreign powers.

Politics, diplomacy, and cruel war were

busy re-arranging the map of Europe.
The biter had been terribly bitten; and

the hordes of Germany, not content with

Sedan and the downfall of the Bonapartist

dynasty, were surrounding Paris, refus-

ing to quit French soil until their stern

demands had been fulfilled to the letter.

The King of Italy, finding the moment

opportune, marched his troops into Home
and proclaimed the city, in spite of the

pope and the whole college of cardinals,

as the future capital of his dominions.

"With Home for our capital," cried Victor

Emmanuel,
"
I have fulfilled my promise,

and crowned the enterprise which was

begun twenty -three years ago by my
magnanimous father. Italy is free and

united henceforth, and depends upon her-

self alone making her great and happy.
We entered Koine by our national right,

and shall remain there, keeping the

promises solemnly made to ourselves of

freedom to the church and the indepen-
dence of the Holy See in its spiritual min-

istry and its relations with Catholicity."
America was again agitating, in a somewhat

aggressive tone, for the settlement of that

l"n,i;-vexed question the Alabama claims,

and of the other grievances of which she

complained. But the topic which especially

interested England at this time, and aroused

all her indignation, was the calm and inso-

lent repudiation by Eussia of the clause

in the treaty of Paris relating to the neu-

tralization of the Black Sea.

Ever since the conclusion of the Crimean

war, that clause had been rankling in the

mind of Eussia very much as the possession

of Alsace and Lorraine by Germany rankles

now in the mind of France. As long as

that article in the treaty of Paris was

binding and complied with, so long was

Eussia, in the eyes of the patriotic Mus-

covite, humiliated where she was the most

sensitive, and prevented from being the

mistress of her actions. The Black Sea

is virtually a Eussian lake
;
and it was

the just opinion of the powers which drew

up the articles of peace at Paris, that

unless some control was <3xercised over

the movements of Eussia in those waters,

she would ever continue to be a source

of anxiety to Turkey and of menace to

Europe. Accordingly it was stipulated in

a clear and special article, that the power
of the Muscovite in the Euxine should be

limited. It was agreed upon that the

Black Sea should be neutralized; that its

waters should be open to the merchant

marine of all nations, but not to any ships

of war; that there should be no military

arsenals on its banks
;
and that Eussia and

Turkey should mutually engage to maintain

in the Black Sea only a specified number

of light vessels for the service of the coasts.

Such importance did Lord Palmerston place

upon these stipulations that he declared,

that unless they were complied with peace

was out of the question. Eussia agreed to
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the terms imposed upon her
;
and it was

then ddinitely laid down in the treaty of

Paris that "the Black Sea is neutralized;

its waters and its ports, thrown open to

the mercantile marine of every nation,

are formally and in perpetuity interdicted

to the flag of war either of the powers

possessing its coasts or of any other

power."
Good faith or the ordinary sentiments of

honour have never been very conspicuous
in the proceedings of Muscovite diplomacy;
and Russia had secretly resolved, when

pledging herself to the clauses of the treaty
of Paris, to repudiate those which galled
her at the first fitting opportunity. That

moment had now arrived. Prussia and

France were too absorbed in cutting each

other's throats to abandon such delightful

work for the consideration of a treaty
framed fourteen years ago, and which

merely crippled the activity of Eussia in

the Euxine. If the Euxine had been the

lihine, and Turkey a German principality,

then the question would have had a real

and practical interest; but with Paris

besieged, and peace only to be purchased
at a most cruel price, what cared France

for Eussia and her fleet ? she had enough
to do to think of her own humiliation.

Since her late defeat and degradation
Austria was of little account in the family
of nations. There was therefore only

Kngland; and since the accession of the

I .i In 1 nil government to power, the impres-
sion in every city on the Continent was
that nothing would induce England to go to

war. She might be defied and insulted with

impunity, it was sneered, as she was then

too immersed in extending her commerce,
in stimulating Irish agitation to pave the

way for legislative reforms, in revising the
" harum-scarum

"
budgets of her wondrous

chancellor of the exchequer, in introducing
a cheese-paring economy, and in impairing

efficiency which she called retrenchment,
to dream of hostilities or to object to the

gauntlet even when flung in her face. She

would pen despatches, she would make
VOL. IL

endless appeals to the principles of a high

morality, she would agree to an arbitration

but fight most certainly she would not

Her own aim, no matter under what provo-

cation, was to amass bullion, not to shed

blood
;
she was willing to sink her prestige,

provided her commerce only developed. So

thought Eussia, and events proved that she

had judged aright.

A few weeks before the meeting of parlia-

ment Prince Gortschakoff had informed the

English government that Eussia declined

any longer to be bound by the hateful

clause in the treaty of Paris. The articles

in the treaty, he said, had not been strictly

kept by the other powers, and Eussia saw

no reason why she should not follow suit

in the work of repudiation.
" Our august

master," wrote the prince to the Eussian

ambassador at the court of St. James's, "can-

not admit that treaties violated in their

essential and general clauses should con-

tinue to be binding in those clauses which

affect the direct interests of his empire.

His Imperial Majesty cannot admit, in fact,

that the security of Eussia should rest upon
a fiction which has not withstood the ordeal

of time, and that it should be endangered
in .consequence of his respect towards

engagements which have not been per-

formed in all their integrity. Eelying on

the sense of equity of the powers signataries

of the treaty of 1856, and the consciousness

these have of their own dignity, the emperor
bids you declare that His Imperial Majesty
can no longer consider himself bound to

the terms of the treaty of March 18, 1856,

in so far as these limit his rights of

sovereignty in the Black Sea. That His

Imperial Majesty considers it his right and

his duty to give notice to His Majesty
the Sultan of his withdrawal from the

special and additional convention annexed

to that treaty, which iixes the number and

the size of the men-of-war which the two

powers bordering on the Black Sea reserve

to keep in the said sea. That he conveys

loyal information of this to the powers and

guarantors signataries of the general treaty,

23
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of which the special convention constitutes

an integral part. That in this respect he

replaces the Sultan in full possession of all

his rights in the same manner as he reclaims

his own. In the discharge of this duty you
will be careful to state, that our august,
master has no other object in all this be-

sides the security and dignity of his empire.
It is by no means the intention of His

Imperial Majesty to revive the Eastern

question. On this, as on all other points,

he harbours no other wish than the main-

tenance and consolidation of peace. He
entirely adheres otherwise to the general

principles of the treaty of 1856, which have

established the position of Turkey in the

European concert. He is prepared to come
to an understanding with the powers who

signed the treaty, either with a view to

confirm its general stipulations, to renew

them, or to substitute for them any other

arrangement which may seem equitable and

calculated to insure the peace of the East

and the European balance of power. His

Majesty is convinced that this peace and
this balance of power will receive an addi-

tional guarantee by being laid on more just
and solid bases than those arising from a

position which no great power could accept
as a normal condition of existence."

A lengthy diplomatic correspondence
ensued, conducted on the part of Lord
Granville with the most perfect taste and

temper, but which failed to move " our

august master
"

from his purpose. Had
Lord Granville been inspired by Lord
Palmerston instead of by Mr. Gladstone, and
had he been empowered to state that unless

Eussia withdrew her isolated and imperti-
nent demands, our troops would again land

upon her shores and our fleet once more
anchor in her waters, a very different

solution of the question might have been

anticipated ; for, like all bullies, Eussia

has ever been the first to submit to firm

and decided measures when arrayed against
her. Such a course was, however, not
to be adopted. When a nation declines to

support her opposition by an appeal to

arms, a conference generally comes to the

rescue. An assembly of the representa-

tives of the powers interested in the treaty

of Paris assembled in London,
"
to discuss

the questions which are raised in connec-

tion with the communications in the circular

of the imperial Eussian cabinet." There

was no discussion. The whole thing was

a farce, for it was known before the con-

ference had assembled that England had

agreed to the wishes of "our august master."

Still such a meeting was considered to tone

down the slight put upon a country that

had once been governed by a Chatham,

a Pitt, and a Palmerston. Eepudiation is

of course repudiation, whether it be by a

circular or by a conference
;
but in the

one case it is brutal and direct, in the

other it is more finished and in order.

It is the difference between a pecuniary

obligation being offensively ignored by the

personal action of the debtor, and the claim

being politely set aside by his trustees.

It was under such circumstances that the

Houses met, February 9, 1871. The speech
from the throne was evidently the work

of the prime minister, for it was the longest

and wordiest that the annals of parliament
have ever had to record. Mention was

made of the war between France and Ger-

many, and of the rights and duties of

neutrality which England had strictly dis-

charged. Congratulations had been offered

to the King of Prussia on his acceptance of

the title of Emperor of Germany. A joint-

commission had been appointed to settle

the disputes between the United States and

the territories of British North America,

and also to consider the Alabama claims.

The establishment of a prince of the house

of Savoy on the Spanish throne was approved

of, as was " a marriage between my daugh-
ter Princess Louise and the Marquis of

Lome." Allusion was then made to the

diplomatic burlesque being acted in London.
" I have endeavoured in correspondence
with other powers of Europe to uphold
the sanctity of treaties, and to remove any

misapprehension as to the binding character
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of their obligations. It was agreed by the

powers, which had been parties to the treaty
of 1850, that a conference should meet in

London. This conference has now been for

some time engaged in its labours ;
and I

confidently trust that the result of its

deliberations will be to uphold both the

principles of public right and the general

policy of the treaty, and at the same time,

by a revision of some of its conditions in a

fair and conciliatory spirit, to exhibit a

cordial co-operation among the powers with

regard to the Levant
;

"
in other words, to

abandon all clauses vital to our interests,

but to strenuously uphold such as were
not disputed. The verbose and exhausting
document then concluded with the measures

that were to be brought forward. It was

evidently to be a busy session. There were

to be introduced bills as to the abolition of

religious tests in the universities of Oxford

and Cambridge, as to ecclesiastical titles,

the disabilities of trade combinations, the

constitution of courts of justice and appeal,
the adjustment of local burdens, and the

licensing of houses for the sale of intoxicat-

ing liquors. We shall see how these prolific

promises were fulfilled.

In the debate on the address, Mr. Dis-

raeli spoke at some length. They had
re-assembled, he began, to encounter a

state of affairs that all must admit to be

greatly complicated, and not devoid of

danger. At the outbreak of the hostili-

ties between France and Germany, he had

recommended that the government should

adopt the policy of armed neutrality. The

operation of an armed neutrality was three-

lull 1. Its first tendency was, of course, to

prevent, its second to shorten war; and
in the third place, when pacification was

contemplated, to insure the acceptance of

just and temperate terms of peace, so that

the seeds of future disquiet and inevi-

table struggle should not occur at the very
moment when general tranquillity appeared
to be about to be accomplished. The last

instance of an armed neutrality had been

the occupation of the Danubian provinces

by Austria; and no one would deny that

that act on the part of Austria greatly

tended to shorten the Crimean war. Such

a policy, however, had not been adopted

by the government, and perhaps ministers,

from their point of view, were in the right.

An armed neutrality was a very serious

thing for a nation that for a year and a

half had been disbanding its veterans
;
an

armed neutrality was a very serious thing

for a nation with skeleton battalions, and

attenuated squadrons, and batteries without

sufficient guns, and yet more guns than

gunners ;
an armed neutrality was a very

serious thing for a nation without a mili-

tary reserve
;
and an armed neutrality was

a very serious thing for a great naval power

which, during the last year and a half,

had left off ship-building, had reduced her

crews, had failed to furnish due artillery to

her men of war, and had not increased her

stores. Under such a system of reduction

and retrenchment an armed neutrality was

of course impossible. Still, had an armed

neutrality been adopted, had England re-

solved to maintain the guarantees entered

into by the treaty of Vienna, the war, if it

could not have been prevented, would at

least have been shortened, and have been

instrumental in obtaining just and temper-
ate terms for the discomfited, and have

given a different character to Europe.
"
For," said Mr. Disraeli, "let me impress

upon the attention of the House the char-

acter of this war between France and

Germany. It is no common war, like the

war between Prussia and Austria, or like

the Italian war in which France was

engaged some years ago ;
nor is it like

the Crimean war. This war represents the

German revolution, a greater political event

than the French revolution of last century.

I don't say a greater, or as great a social

event. What its social consequences may
be, are in the future. Not a single principle

in the management of our foreign affairs,

accepted by all statesmen for guidance up
to six months ago, any longer exists. There

is not a diplomatic tradition which has not
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been swept away. You have a new world,

new influences at work, new and unknown

objects and dangers with which to cope, at

present involved in that obscurity incident

to novelty in such affairs. We need to have

discussions in this House about the balance

of power. Lord Palmerston, eminently a

practical man, trimmed the ship of state

and shaped its policy with a view to pre-

serve an equilibrium in Europe. But what

has really come to pass? The balance of

power has been entirely destroyed, and the

country which suffers most, and feels the

effects of this great change most, is

England."

Then, by an easy transition, Mr. Disraeli

proceeded to show that, owing to the de-

struction of this balance of power in Europe,
Kussia had not hesitated to withdraw from

her solemn obligations. Eussia had repudi-
ated the treaty of 1856. There was nothing
in diplomatic history so unqualified as the

repudiation of the settlement of 1856 by
Eussia. He was not about to inveigh

against the designs of Eussia. "Eussia,"

continued the leader of the Opposition,
"has a policy, as every great power has

a policy, and she has as much right to

have a policy as Germany or England. I

believe the policy of Eussia, taking a gen-
eral view of it, to have been a legitimate

policy, although it may have been inevit-

ably a disturbing policy. When you have
a great country in the centre of Europe,
with an immense territory, with a numerous
and yet, as compared with its colossal area,
a sparse population, producing human food

to any extent, in addition to certain most
valuable raw materials, it is quite clear

that a people so situated, practically with-

out any seaboard, would never rest until it

found its way to the coast, and could have
a mode of communicating easily with other

nations and exchanging its products with

them. Well, for two hundred years Eussia

has pursued that policy; it has been a

legitimate though a disturbing policy. It

has cost Sweden provinces, and it has cost

Turkey provinces. But no wise statesman

could help feeling that it was a legitimate

policy a policy which it was impossible to

resist, and one which the general verdict of

the world recognized that Eussia should

find her way to the sea coast. She has

completely accomplished it. She has admi-

rable seaports ;
she can communicate with

every part of the world, and she has profited

accordingly. But at the end of the last

century she advanced a new view. It

was not a national policy; it was invented

by the then ruler of Eussia a woman, a

stranger, and an usurper and that policy

was that she must have the capital of the

Turkish empire. That was not a legitimate,

that was a disturbing policy. It was a

policy like the French desire to have the

Ehine false in principle. She had no

moral claim to Constantinople ;
she did

not represent the races to which it once

belonged; she had no political necessity

to go there, because she had already two

capitals. Therefore it was not a legitimate,

but a disturbing policy. As the illegitimate

desire of France to have the Ehine has led

to the prostration of France, so the illegit-

imate desire of Eussia to have Constanti-

nople led to the prostration of Eussia."

Mr. Disraeli then criticised the conduct

of the government in objecting to the

repudiation by Eussia of the treaty of

Paris. He did not think the course pur-

sued was a wise one. Ministers should

have protested against the note of Prince

Gortschakoff, and have said at once that

Eussia must take the consequences of such

a step. Had the government thus acted,

in all probability nothing more would have

been heard of the meditated repudiation.

What were the circumstances under which

the treaty of Paris was negotiated? He
had never been one of those who considered

the Crimean war a great mistake. He con-

sidered that it might have been prevented,

but when war had been declared he believed

it was a just and necessary war
;
and he

believed that never had a war been carried

on for a nobler purpose or with purer inten-

tions. There was a great demur at the time
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as to the terms of peace, since they were

not thought adequate. Still in his opinion,

remarked Mr. Disraeli, the treaty was

admirable because it devised a plan for

neutralizing the Black Sea, which abso-

lutely, so far as human arrangements could

control affairs, really prevented that part of

the world from again disturbing the general

peace. That treaty was a magnanimous
treaty, and was so regarded by Russia. It

did not call upon Russia to yield up any of

her provinces, nor did it call upon her to

pay a heavy indemnity ;
but it terminated

the naval preponderance of Russia in the

Black Sea, and thus secured peace in the

future. Yet that result, for which such

sacrifices had been made, was now to be

abandoned ! To obtain that result the

allies expended 300,000,000 of treasure,

lost invaluable human lives, fought four

pitched battles, and entered upon two of

the most terrific assaults ever known in

the history of sieges. Hardly a family
in England, from the haughtiest to the

humblest, but had some painful recollec-

tion of the sufferings and sacrifices of that

war. Mothers, whose sons had fallen in

that pitiless war, enjoyed the proud con-

solation that their children had died for

their country. But now that consolation

was to be taken away ;
those brave young

men did not die either for the honour or

the interest of their country it was all

moonshine !

"
I think," cried Mr. Disraeli,

" that the mothers
'

of England will feel

very differently in future, and the sons

of England too will not be lavish of their

lives if this mockery is to occur."

Mr. Disraeli then turned his attention to

matters across the Atlantic. He bitterly

complained of the arrogant and offensive

tone adopted by the United States towards
this country, when advancing their claims

for grievances to be redressed. The United
States could be courteous to Germany and
to Russia

;
but when they entered into com-

munications with England they expressed
their opinions after the most disrespectful
fashion. AVhat was the reason, asked Mr.

Disraeli, why the government and people

of England were treated by the government
of the United States in a different manner

from that in which other countries were

treated? "The reason of this offensive

conduct of the United States," he answered,
"
is this. There is a party in America who

certainly do not monopolize the intelligence,

the education, and the property of the coun-

try, and who I believe are not numerically
the strongest, who attempt to obtain politi-

cal power and to excite political passion

by abusing England and its govern-

ment, because they believe they can

do so with impunity. These are the last

men who would take this tone if they

thought England would resent such con-

duct
;
but the idea is impressed upon them

that they may insult the government of

England with impunity. You may say if

they have no really hostile intent, and it is

a mere electioneering game, is it not better

for us to be forbearing and contemptuous ?

Well, it is not exactly that. The danger is

this habitually exciting the passions of

millions some unfortunate thing happens,
or something unfortunate is said in either

country; the fire lights up, it is beyond
their control, and the two nations are

landed in a contest which they can no

longer control or prevent. As there is to

be a commission it would be a very good

opportunity for us to come to some clear

understanding on the subject, and let it be

known that England cannot be insulted or

injured with impunity. Though I should

look upon it as the darkest hour of my life

if I were to counsel or even support in this

House a war with the United States, still

the United States should know that they
are not an exception to the other countries

of the world that we do not permit our-

selves to be insulted by any other country
in the world and that they cannot be an

exception. If once our naval and military
establishments were in that condition in

which I hope on Thursday or some early

day we shall find they are if once it is

known that Her Majesty's dominions cannot
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be assaulted without being adequately
defended all this rowdy rhetoric which

is addressed to irresponsible millions, and

as it is supposed with impunity, will I

believe cease."

This patriotic warning was certainly not

given before it was required. The foreign

policy ofthe Liberal party for Lord Palmer-

ston was no Liberal in the present accepta-
tion of the name has never been a strong
feature in their administration of affairs; but

on the accession of Mr. Gladstone to office

so sensitive was the new prime minister to

the commercial interests of his supporters,

that it was scarcely possible for his govern-
ment to appear more meek and submissive

when corresponding with a foreign power.
The despatches that were forwarded from

Whitehall to Paris, to Berlin, to Vienna, to

St. Petersburg, and to Washington, were

written in so humble and apologetic a tone

for presuming to interfere and presuming to

give advice and presuming to object, as to

excite the contemptuous laughter of every

secretary of embassy who perused them.
"
It is perfectly idle," wrote a continental

newspaper,
"
to talk of the attitude of Eng-

land, inasmuch as its policy admits of but

one attitude that of obliteration." Our

opinion was not asked, our voice in the

councils of Europe had no weight, and our

remonstrances passed unheeded. Sir Eobert

Peel spoke truly when he said, "We are

most unpopular abroad
;
we have lost caste

abroad." Still this was only the beginning
of things ;

we had to descend to far lower

depths of national degradation before the

Conservative reaction set in, and landed us

upon the heights we once occupied.
A few days after the debate on the

address Mr. Disraeli again (Feb. 24, 1871)

spoke upon this act of repudiation by
Bussia. A more important theme, he

said, could not engage the attention of

parliament ;
and upon a right appreciation

of all the circumstances connected with
it the future power of England greatly

depended, and more than that, the fortunes

of no inconsiderable part of the globe. It

was necessary clearly to understand the

question. In repudiating the conditions

of the treaty of 1856, which referred to

the neutral character of the Black Sea,

Eussia had repudiated the very gist of

the whole subject, the very essence of the

treaty. What was the history of that

treaty ? It was briefly this. After much

correspondence had passed between Lon-

don and Vienna, Paris and St. Petersburg,

it was ascertained that peace might be

negotiated on four points. The first point

referred to the government of the Princi-

palities. The second to the free navigation

of the Danube. The third point was that

some means were to be invented for ter-

minating the naval supremacy of Eussia

in the Black Sea. The fourth point referred

to the future protection of the Christian

subjects of the Porte. A conference was

held at Vienna, Eussia having intimated

that she was prepared to negotiate on

those four points that was to say, having
admitted the principle which those four

points embodied. The result of the nego-

tiations was shortly this : The first two

points, as framed by the allies, were after

discussion admitted by Eussia. The fourth

point, which referred to the protection of

the Christian subjects of the Porte, was

never brought under formal discussion at

the conference
;
but Eussia privately inti-

mated that she would accede to that fourth

proposition, and so no difficulty arose in

that case. But with regard to the third

point, when the conference had to de-

cide upon the means by which the naval

supremacy of Eussia was to be terminated

in the Black Sea, great difficulties arose. It

appeared that Eussia having admitted the

principle of the third point, the allies, with

great courtesy and wisdom, suggested that

Eussia should herself propose the means

by which that result should be attained.

But, after waiting for instructions from

St. Petersburg, the Eussian negotiators

declined to do that; and therefore the

proposition of the allies for establishing

the neutral character of the Black Sea
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was brought forward, and that proposition,

after considerable delay, and after waiting

again for instructions from St. Petersburg,

was utterly rejected by Eussia.

The state of affairs, then, was this

Eussia had consented formally to the

first two propositions, and privately to the

fourth. The government of the Principal-

ities, the free navigation of the Danube,
the due protection of the Christian subjects

of the Porte, not by one power, but by all the

powers those points were all conceded;
and the point upon which the negotiations
for peace were broken off was the neutral

character of the Black Sea. A great respon-

sibility therefore rested upon the negotiators
of the allies, and especially upon the English

government, which took so eminent a lead

in those negotiations. Was the war to

be continued ? Was immense treasure to

be further expended, and great sacrifices

of human life to be incurred, for that

unsettled point the neutralization of the

Black Sea? It was an awful responsibility,

no doubt, to decide on that point; but

responsibility in a free state was not, or

should not be, a source of annoyance to

individuals, but rather of honourable pride;
and it would be well for the House to

remember, so far as England was concerned,

who were the statesmen upon whom that

great responsibility peculiarly devolved.

The prime minister was Lord Palmerston;

who, however some of his last feats of

foreign policy might be questioned, must
be admitted by all to be a man who had
a most vigorous perception of what were
the interests and duties of his country, and
who at that time was unquestionably in

the full exercise of his powers, and with

no apparent diminution of that decision

and that spirit with which he had always
conducted foreign affairs. The secretary of

state for foreign affairs was Lord Clarendon.

The negotiator who represented England at

Vienna was a nobleman who was a member
of the House of Commons for nearly half a

century, who had the largest experience
of public affairs of any individual of their

time, who had occupied every olhce, from

paymaster of the forces to president of

the council, and who had been for seven

years prime minister of England Earl

Eussell.

Those were the men, continued Mr. Dis-

raeli, upon whom, so far as England was con-

cerned,peculiarly devolved the responsibility

of decidingwhether,under the circumstances,

the war should be pursued. TJicy did not

hesitate, in order to obtain the neutrality

of the Black Sea, as it was expressed in tlie

treaty of Paris negotiated the following year,

to recommend their sovereign to prosecute the

war, and not to cease until the allies had

effected a settlement similar to that which

Russia had rejected. The war consequently
continued another year; and the House

and the country had never forgotten the

circumstances great glory and honour to

the allies and to Eussia also, much exhibi-

tion of heroic conduct on both sides, and

on both sides no doubt unprecedented

suffering. In the course of another year
Eussia was exhausted, and the treaty of

Paris was negotiated. And what was that

treaty ? Eussia was exhausted
;
but the

allies, victorious and triumphant, though

thdy had incurred immensely increased

expenditure, and endured aggravated sacri-

fices of life, did not demand from Eussia

the Crimea, which they might have restored

to Turkey. They did not demand any

indemnity for the expenses of the war.

All the points in that treaty, except the

neutrality of the Black Sea, had been

offered by Eussia at Vienna in the

preceding year, and therefore had been

obtained by their negotiators in the first

instance
;
but as a full satisfaction, as a

settlement that completely justified the

great exertions and sacrifices that had

been incurred, as a settlement which they

believed would secure the peace of the

world, so far at least as that portion

of it was concerned, they insisted that

the neutrality of the Black Sea should be

accomplished.

Mr. Disraeli here briefly alluded to cer
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tain correspondence then lying on the table,

and which caused no little sensation at the

time. Sir Andrew Buchanan, our repre-

sentative at St. Petersburg, having informed

Lord Granville of the repudiation by Eussia,

held himself in readiness to demand his

passports, imagining that hostilities would

ensue. Hostilities did not ensue, but the

English government sent Mr. Odo Eussell

to Berlin to ask the advice of Prince Bis-

marck. The German chancellor recom-

mended a conference; as we know, his

counsel was accepted; and the conference,

by meekly granting the demands of Eussia,

averted all chances of war. It appears,

however, that at his first interview with

Prince Bismarck, Mr. Odo Eussell plainly
declared that the question, as it then stood,

was of such a nature as to compel England,
with or without allies, to go to war with

Eussia. This bold assertion, it afterwards

transpired, was made solely on the author-

ity of Mr. Odo Eussell, and was, some three

weeks later, repudiated by Mr. Gladstone in

the House of Commons, who said that the

envoy had had no authority for making
such a statement. Mr. Disraeli complained
that no immediate contradiction had been

given by the government to this assertion

of Mr. Odo Eussell [now the right hon.

Lord Odo Eussell].
" For a special envoy," cried Mr. Disraeli,

"
to declare to a foreign minister that, with

or without allies, we were prepared to go
to war for a particular object, is one of the

most decided announcements ever made

upon political affairs. Admit that he had
no authority to make the declaration an
admission which is overwhelming in its

incredibility why was no despatch written

by the secretary of state to contradict the

declaration ? Why was no printed record

made with the frankness becoming an Eng-
lish government, so that the indiscretion of

the special agent should not be concealed
from us ? Why did we not learn that, at

the moment when Her Majesty's govern-
ment heard of such an announcement, the

special envoy was told by a flash of light-

ning that he had exceeded his authority ?

Sir, there is not a line, not a scrap, not a

jot to this effect
;
and until the inquiry was

made and the answer given by the right

hon. gentleman, no one doubted for a

moment, looking to the character of the

official papers, that the declaration was

made by authority, and that Mr. Odo
Eussell was sent to Count Bismarck to

make it."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to discuss

the reasons given by Mr. Gladstone for

consenting to this ignoble repudiation by
a great power of its honourable pledges.
"
I have now, sir," he continued,

"
placed

before the House these remarks, the object

of which is to show, first, that I was entirely

justified in the description I gave of the

condition relating to the neutrality of

the Black Sea in the treaty of Paris on

the first night of the session that it was

the cardinal point of British policy ;
that it

was always so considered
;
that for it, and

for it alone, the war was continued and the

greatest sacrifices made. I think I have

also shown, from the papers furnished us

by the government, that until within a

brief space which we shall probably hear

more about on another occasion the cab-

inet was faithful and firm to this policy,

and that men of the vast experience of our

ambassador at the court of St. Petersburg,

and the great ability of our special envoy
at the court of Versailles, were instructed

and, I think, admirably instructed how
to treat such a violation of the law of

nations and of public morality. And now,

sir, having, I hope, placed this matter fairly

before the House, let me advert to the

remarkable manner in which my obser-

vations upon that head were met by the

right hon. gentleman on the first night of

the session. I had endeavoured to recall

to the recollection of the House the vital

importance of the neutralization of the

Black Sea. I did not enter into any proof

of a policy which I believe was supported

by the people of this country and by the

majority of the House, and upon which it
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appealed to me it was then far from neces-

sary to enter into any controversy. I was

content to confine myself to an opinion
as to the vital importance of the neut-

ral ixation of the Black Sea, What said the

right lion, gentleman ? Lest I may be

accused of inaccuracy, I avail myself of a

memorandum containing, I believe, an accu-

rate report of the statement made by the

right hon. gentleman. He entirely joined
issue with me as to the vital importance
of the neutralization of the Black Sea. He
said, 'That was never, as far as I know, the

view of the British government' The right
hon. gentleman said :

' In this House, in the year 1856, I

declared my confident conviction that it

was impossible to maintain the neutrali-

zation of the Black sea. I do not speak
from direct communication with Lord

Clarendon; but I have been told since his

death that he never attached value to that

neutralization. Again, I do not speak from

direct communication, but I have been told

that Lord Palmerston always looked upon
the neutralization as an arrangement which

might be maintained and held together for

Tliis opinion is at direct variance with Lord I'nlmer-

aton's published correspondence. Upon the four points (the

Principalities, the free navigation of the Danube, Russian

supremacy in the Black Sea, and the independence of the

Porte) Lord Palmerston distinctly writes to Lord John
Russell that

"
the two important points of the four are the

first and the third." The third point was the one which
" would afford us security for the future," and was the chief

object
"
for which we undertook the war;

" and if peace was
drawn up contrary to its demand,

" we should receive the

general condemnation which we should rightly deserve."
"
Austria," he writes,

"
evidently means to throw us over on

the third point ; and if that is to happen, the sooner we are

undeceived as to her intentions the better. Her substitutes

for a narrow limitation of the Russian Black Sea fleet are,
as you say, futile. The opening of the Straits would be a

standing danger to the Sultan with no compensating advan-

tage; but, on the contrary, with probable inconvenience to

Knglaml and France. The maintenance by us and the

French of permanent fleets in the Black Sea to counter-
balance the fleet of Russia is simply a mauraise plaisanterie.
The stipulation that Russia should not have a larger fleet

than she now bus, even assuming that the sunken ships are

not to count, would still leave her with too powerful a naval

force; and it must be remembered that it is easy to build
steamers which, though unarmed at first, may easily be

rtrcngtboied and turned into ships of war." To Lord John
Kutsell, March 28, 1855. Again: "We ought to stand
firm as to having all the stipulations about the Black Sea
made parts of the treaty between Russia and all the belliger-
ents. I can fancy how I should be hooted in the Hoti^c of

Commons if I were to get up and say that we hud agreed to
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a limited number of years,* but which, from

its character, it was impossible to maintain

as a permanent condition for a great settle-

ment of Europe.'
"
Now, sir, upon these startling observa-

tions of the right hon. gentleman I will

make one or two remarks. And, first,

when the right hon. gentleman says the

vital importance of the neutralization of

the Black Sea was never, as far as he knew,
the view of the British government, and

that he had declared his confident convic-

tion in 1856 that it would be impossible to

maintain it, I would observe that the right

hon. gentleman unintentionally of course

conveyed an erroneous impression to the

House by allowing himself to mix up his

own individual opinions with those of the

British government. [Mr. Gladstone '

No,

I do not admit it.'] Does the right hon.

gentleman complain of the accuracy of the

report ? Of course, I shall take any explan-

ation which the right hon. gentleman has

to offer; and if he said exactly the reverse

of what is attributed to him, no one will

congratulate the House and the country
more sincerely than I shall. But, sir. when

an 'imperfect and unsatisfactory arrangement about one of

the most important parts of the whole matter, as a personal
favour to Count Bnol or to save the amour propre of Russia.

I had better beforehand take the CI:ilt*rn Hundreds." To
Lord Clarendon, Norember 26, 1868. Once more : Karly
in 1856 Count Bnol, in the name of Austria, had proposed
as an acceptable variation of the disputed fourth point that
" no fleet and no naval station of any country should be per-
mitted in the Black Sea." This suggestion Lord Palmerston

branded as
'

impertinent ;

"
he would have the Black Sea

clause as originally drawn up. and if Russia refused the war
should proceed.

" We know," he writes,
"
the exhaustion,

the internal pressure, difficulties, and distress of Russia quite
as well as Buol does; but we know better than he does our

own resources and strength. He may rest assured, however,

that we have no wish to continue the war for the prospect of

what we may accomplish another year, if we can now obtain

peace upon the conditions which we deem absolutely neces-

sary and essential ; but we are quite prepared to go on if

such conditions cannot be obtained. The British nation is

unanimous in this matter. I say unanimous, for I cannot

reckon Cobden, Bright, & Co. for anything; and even if th

government were not kept straight by a sense of our public

duty, the strong feeling which prevails throughout the

country would make it impossible for us to swerve." To

Sir Hamilton Seymour. January 24, 1856. So much for

the accuracy of Mr. Gladstone's assertion. As the reformers

in 1832 went for
" the bill, the whole bill, and nothing bat

the bill," so stout-hearted Lord Palmerston went for
"
the

Black Sea clause, the unaltered Black Sea clause, and nothing
but the Black Sea clause." See " Life of Lord Palmerston,"

by the Hon Evelyn Ashley, vol. ii., pp. 85, 87, 105, and 107.

24
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the right lion, gentleman talks of the views

of the British government, and brings for-

ward himself as an authority, allow me to

inform the House because some time has

elapsed, and we fortunately have a good

many young members among us, and some

old ones that when the right hon. gentle-
man made this speech against the importance
of the neutralization of the Black Sea in 1856

he was not a minister of the crown, nor was
he the leader of the Opposition. The right
hon. gentleman was connected in this House
with a minute coterie of distinguished men,
who had no following in the country at the

time. They were condemned by the country
on account of their conduct with respect to

this very question of the Black Sea and

Turkish affairs generally.
"
Eightly or wrongly I will not enter

into the question now the country was

convinced that the Crimean war was

occasioned by the lukewarmness and the

hesitation of this small body of distin-

guished men. But of these distinguished
men the most unpopular in the country was

the right hon. gentleman ; because, when
war was inevitable, and was even declared

by the cabinet of Lord Aberdeen, the right
hon. gentleman at that time having the

control of the finances, it became neces-

sary that he should propose the ways and

means for carrying on the war, and the

country was of opinion that the proposals
of the right hon. gentleman were not

adequate to the occasion, and were not

such as the honour and interest of England
demanded. The people of England remem-
bered a celebrated item moved by the right
hon. gentleman in committee of supply

namely, a vote proposed by him, in a spirit

of ironical finance, for the despatch of Her

Majesty's Guards to Malta and back again.

They never forgot and never forgave that

item. They foresaw then, with an instinct

of Englishmen which it is impossible to

deceive, that we were bound to prosecute a

war in a spirit which must bring calamity
and disaster upon the country. Such was
the position of the right hon. gentleman ;

and, therefore, the House must not be in-

fluenced by his statement of the views of

the British government of that time. He
did not represent the British government.
He represented no party in this House, nor

any party in this country.
"
I come now to the statement of the

right hon. gentleman about Lord Clarendon

and Lord Palmerston. It was a very respon-

sible thing, I ventured to say, to advise

the continuance of the war in 1855. But

almost as responsible a thing, in my opinion,

is it to impute to statesmen of great

eminence, and now unfortunately departed,

opinions not only which they did not hold,

but which were contrary to their convic-

tions, which contradicted their whole policy,

and which would intimate that public men

of the highest distinction who proposed a

policy, in enforcing which the treasure oj

the country was expended without stint,

and the most precious lives of the country

were sacrificed, were laughing in their

sleeves at the excitement of the nation. I

would make one remark respecting those

extraordinary quotations of the opinions
of Lord Clarendon and Lord Palmerston

as to the neutralization of the Black Sea.

Nothing can be more inconvenient and inju-

rious to the privileges of this House than

such quotations by ministers of the private

opinions of their colleagues and especially

if those colleagues are deceased. Why, we
are so punctilious on these matters that a

minister is not even permitted to quote
from a despatch without laying it upon the

table. There would be an end to all free-

dom and force of discussion if it were in the

power of a minister to get up and say
' You have taken such and such a view of

affairs, but your facts are wrong,' and thus

to carry away the House by some declara-

tion of which we had no proof whatever.

Every one must feel that we cannot be too

rigid in the application of our rules on such

matters
;
and even if the right hon. gentle-

man was convinced that these were the

private opinions of Lord Clarendon and of

Lord Palmerston, he was not justified in
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referring to tlie private conversations of

ministers who are since dead.
"
I am not lierc to vindicate the honour

either of Lord Clarendon or of Lord Palm-

erston. There are those in this House

connected with Lord Clarendon by blood,

and who, moreover, resemble him in his

capacity of conducting public affairs. An
eminent relative of Lord Clarendon has a

seat in this House, and upon him hhmiM

devolve the duty of defending the noble

furl's memory from such niisstatements.

Nor am I here to vindicate the honour of

Lord Palmerston
;

but I may make one

observation with regard to that distinguished

man, because it may throw some little light

on these painful disclosures which have

agitated and surprised so many persons.

We have also had it stated in 'another

place' that Lord Palmerston made some

light observation to a diplomatist who

spoke to him on the subject of our policy
with regard to the Black Sea.* Now,

everybody who knew Lord Palmerston well

knew this of him that with a smiling
countenance he often evaded inconvenient

discussions on serious affairs. Lord Palmer-

ston was a man who, when most serious,

availed himself very often of the weapon of

banter
;
and not merely the diplomatist in

question and I do not seek to inquire who
he is but many diplomatists, if they would

only acknowledge it, would confess that

\\lieu they have wearied Lord Palmerston

with their grave assiduity, or have attempted
to pump Lord Palmerston with their prac-

tical adroitness, he has often unsheathed

his glittering foil, and has soon disarmed

and disabled inconvenient opponents. Lord

Palmerston was a master of banter, and

disliked discussion of grave matters when
not in his cabinet .or in this House. But

I cannot refrain from recording my solemn

eonvietion, that the policy of Lord Palm-

erston with respect to maintaining the

" Gfncral Ignntieff told me that he remarked to Lord

I'ahiu'rstmi,
'

Th<-si> aiv stipulation* which yuu cumiot ex-

pirt will lu^t long;' and Ixrnl I'uhnrrstnn replied, 'They
will last ten years.'" Lord Crtim-illr, House of Lords,

t'fl/ruary 14, Ib71.

neutrality of the Black Sea never wavered

for a moment, and that nothing but secur-

ing that great condition of the treaty of

Paris would have reconciled him to the

comparative leniency of the other terms.
"
Now, sir, I hope I have vindicated

myself from the charge that I was not

authorized in the description which I gave
the first night of the session, of the import-

ance of the neutrality of the Black Sea;
that I was not justified in saying that it

was the cardinal principle of the settlement

of 1856; that these were the opinions of

Lord Palmerston, Lord Clarendon, and Lord

Eussell
,
that they broke up the negotiations

at Vienna
;
and that the war was renewed,

or rather continued, solely with the view

to maintain that condition. I think I have

shown that the policy then adopted by Her

Majesty's government was the policy not

only of Lord Clarendon, but that it must

also have been that of Lord Granville up
to a very recent period."

Next to the ignominious character of the

policy of the government, was its discredit-

able supervision of our finances. Mr. Lowe

undoubtedly enjoys the reputation of being

the worst chancellor of the exchequer that

ever controlled the purse of the nation. He
had had no preparatory training in the

framing of budgets ;
he had exhibited no

special aptitude for dealing with accounts
;

he was far from an authority on matters of

commerce or on political economy ;
and in

addition to a sublime self-confidence which

scorned advice, he was the victim of certain

crotchety ideas which were most dangerous

for a finance minister to entertain. His

appointment as chancellor of the exchequer

was viewed with terror and indignation by
all the commercial classes, and the manner

in which he drew up his "harum-scarum

budgets
"

fully justified the light in which

he was regarded by practical business men.

Shortly after Easter Mr. Lowe introduced

his financial statement, and it at once en-

countered severe opposition. The excess of

expenditure over revenue was estimated at

something more than 2,500,000. To meet
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of our financial system. I think it does

form a due proportion, and I would resist

any attempt to diminish its fair share of

the national burden, which the figures I

have quoted show it bears. It is for the

House, however, to say whether they will

sanction the course which the government

proposes for our adoption. The question
is one on which it will ultimately be forced

to express its opinion. The country, when
it clearly comprehends that the government
are laying down a system of raising the

revenue for the future by direct taxation,

will, I cannot help believing, support its

representatives in resistance to such a

policy."

The Liberal majority, however, rallied to

the rescue of Mr. Lowe, and saved the
" sweet simplicity

"
of his budget. The

House had disapproved of the match tax,

and it had been withdrawn
;
the doubling

of the succession duties had been disap-

proved of, and withdrawn; and the mode
of computing the income tax by a per-

centage had also been withdrawn. To

disapprove of the raising of the income

tax to twopence, after the rejection of two

successive budgets, would have caused the

government to seriously consider the ques-
tion of resignation, since it is the custom

of the ministerial party always to support
the financial proposals of the cabinet. The

dissatisfied Liberals were not prepared to

push matters to this extremity; and the

budget, though it considerably weakened

the hold the government had upon the

country, was accepted.

Prominent among the reforms that the

Gladstone cabinet was anxious to effect was

the reorganization of the army. When

patronage and privilege were being vigor-

ously attacked on all sides, it was scarcely

probable that the system of military pro-

motion, which was then dependent more

upon the command of bullion than of brains,

would long survive. Among all the powers

England stood alone in preferring the sys-

tem of promotion in her army by purchase
to promotion by merit. With the exception

of certain branches of the service, an officer

obtained his commission by purchase, and,

save in war time, obtained his promotion
after the same plutocratic fashion. A man

grown grey in the pursuit of arms, but

whose balance at his agent's would not per-

mit him to buy the grades above him, saw

the company to which he aspired or the

rank and duties of a field-officer intrusted

to some comparative youngster, whose purse
was perhaps better filled than his head.

A commission then represented personal

property, and had two prices put upon it

the regulation price, which was simply

nominal, and the real price, which, accord-

ing to the competition excited, was often

far more than the regulation price. The

subject had frequently come up for discus-

sion and inquiry; still the result arrived at

was generally in favour of a continuance

of the purchase system. All Englishmen
were brave; and it was considered far more

advisable that an English officer, whilst

possessing the national courage, should at

the same time be a gentleman accustomed

to the ways and fashions of gentlemen, than

some enlightened member of the masses with

only brains and a baptismal certificate, who

might murder the language of his sovereign,

eat like a ghoul at mess, and fail to com-

mand the respect of the privates in the

regiment. The system of purchase had

been warmly approved of by such great

soldiers as the Duke of Wellington and

Lord Eaglan, and had been considered by
them to further promotion and retirement,

and to secure physical efficiency among the

officers. Doubtless the system had its

advantages as well as its drawbacks
; still,

as Lord Derby remarked, no institution

was tenable in England which could not

be defended by arguments intelligible to

the mass of the constituency, and in the

public mind the impression prevailed that

promotion by purchase was unfair, unsound,

and afforded undue and corrupt advantages
to the rich.

The task of army reform was intrusted

to Mr. Cardwell. His scheme was clear
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nnd easily to be grasped. lie proposed to

substitute promotion by merit for promo-
tion by purchase, and to effect a thorough

reorganization of the army by combining
the different forces of which it was com-

posed the regular army, the militia, the

reserves, and the volunteers. The proposal

was thus divided into two heads the

abolition of purchase, and the scheme of

reorganization. As the session advanced

it became evident, from the opposition

which the measure for the abolition of

purchase encountered, that the second head

the scheme of reorganization would

have to be sacrificed. Mr. Cardwell

supported the views of the government
with great ability. He traced the history

of the purchase system. The practice of

purchase, he said, had been co-existent with

the existence of the English army ;
it had

been prohibited by William III. for a

short time, but had been revived in 1701,

and shortly afterwards rules and regula-

tions had been drawn up respecting it.

In 1857 a royal commission had been

appointed to inquire into the system; and

the report issued by the commissioners

showed how carefully both sides of the

question had been investigated. On the

one side it was contended that the system
of purchase was vicious in principle, repug-
nant to public feeling, and inconsistent

with the honour of the military profession;

it impaired the efficiency of the army by

giving an undue pre-eminence to wealth,

discouraging exertion, and depressing

merit ;
it encouraged habits of expense,

and dissipation injurious to discipline and

embarrassing to the poorer officers
;
whilst

the difference between the regulation price

and the real price paid for commissions led

to traffic and bargaining among the officers,

whereby a mercenary feeling was created

in men "whose guiding principles should

be a nice sense of honour and a disin-

terested attachment to the public service."

On the other hand, the commissioners

declared that the feeling of the army was

generally in favour of the continuance of

the system of purchase, on the ground that

it facilitated retirement and was a security

against favour. They, however, pointed

out that, since the command of a battalion

was a most important trust, no man ought
to have the lives of his fellow-subjects

committed to his charge unless he was

fully competent to undertake the duties

placed in his hands. The commissioners

therefore recommended that, with regard

to the command of a battalion, the system
of purchase should be abolished. Fourteen

years, remarked Mr. Cardwell, had passed
since that recommendation had been issued,

and the government had now resolved to deal

with the question. The purchase system
was to be abolished, due regard being paid
to compensation; and promotion in the

army was to be for the future on the prin-

ciple of selection.

The objections to this scheme came

chiefly from the Conservative party, and

they were far from being ill-considered or

unpractical. It was said that promotion

by selection would end in promotion by
favouritism, that the abolition of the pur-
chase system would entail an enormous

outlay upon the country, that the qualities

and gifts to be possessed by an officer

could not be discovered by a system of com-

petitive examinations, and that the abolition

of purchase would tend to alter the relations

between the officers and their men.

Mr. Disraeli left the discussion of the

details of the bill to his military supporters;
but on the occasion of the amendment of

Colonel Lloyd-Lindsay against the abolition

of purchase, he said (March 17, 1871) a few

words. He did not consider the provisions
of the measure, on the whole, satisfactory.

He did not ask for minute details
;
but he

should like to see more clearly the means

by which the army was to be made more

efficient, by which ample and adequate
reserves were to be obtained, and by
which the whole of their military means

and arms were to be placed under one

simple and supreme organization. The

bill, he thought, was very slight and
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of our financial system. I think it does

form a due proportion, and I would resist

any attempt to diminish its fair share of

the national burden, which the figures I

have quoted show it bears. It is for the

House, however, to say whether they will

sanction the course which the government

proposes for our adoption. The question
is one on which it will ultimately be forced

to express its opinion. The country, when
it clearly comprehends that the government
are laying down a system of raising the

revenue for the future by direct taxation,

will, I cannot help believing, support its

representatives in resistance to such a

policy."

The Liberal majority, however, rallied to

the rescue of Mr. Lowe, and saved the
" sweet simplicity

"
of his budget. The

House had disapproved of the match tax,

and it had been withdrawn
;
the doubling

of the succession duties had been disap-

proved of, and withdrawn
;
and the mode

of computing the income tax by a per-

centage had also been withdrawn. To

disapprove of the raising of the income

tax to twopence, after the rejection of two

successive budgets, would have caused the

government to seriously consider the ques-
tion of resignation, since it is the custom

of the ministerial party always to support
the financial proposals of the cabinet. The

dissatisfied Liberals were not prepared to

push matters to this extremity; and the

budget, though it considerably weakened

the hold the government had upon the

country, was accepted.

Prominent among the reforms that the

Gladstone cabinet was anxious to effect was

the reorganization of the army. When

patronage and privilege were being vigor-

ously attacked on all sides, it was scarcely

probable that the system of military pro-

motion, which was then dependent more

upon the command of bullion than of brains,

would long survive. Among all the powers

England stood alone in preferring the sys-

tem of promotion in her army by purchase
to promotion by merit. With the exception

of certain branches of the service, an officer

obtained his commission by piirchase, and,

save in war time, obtained his promotion
after the same plutocratic fashion. A man

grown grey in the pursuit of arms, but

whose balance at his agent's would not per-

mit him to buy the grades above him, saw

the company to which he aspired or the

rank and duties of a field-officer intrusted

to some comparative youngster, whose purse
was perhaps better filled than his head.

A commission then represented personal

property, and had two prices put upon it

the regulation price, which was simply

nominal, and the real price, which, accord-

ing to the competition excited, was often

far more than the regulation price. The

subject had frequently come up for discus-

sion and inquiry; still the result arrived at

was generally in favour of a continuance

of the purchase system. All Englishmen
were brave; and it was considered far more

advisable that an English officer, whilst

possessing the national courage, should at

the same time be a gentleman accustomed

to the ways and fashions of gentlemen, than

some enlightened member of the masses with

only brains and a baptismal certificate, who

might murder the language of his sovereign,

eat like a ghoul at mess, and fail to com-

mand the respect of the privates in the

regiment. The system of purchase had

been warmly approved of by such great

soldiers as the Duke of Wellington and

Lord Eaglan, and had been considered by
them to further promotion and retirement,

and to secure physical efficiency among the

officers. Doubtless the system had its

advantages as well as its drawbacks
; still,

as Lord Derby remarked, no institution

was tenable in England which could not

be defended by arguments intelligible to

the mass of the constituency, and in the

public mind the impression prevailed that

promotion by purchase was unfair, unsound,

and afforded undue and corrupt advantages
to the rich.

The task of army reform was intrusted

to Mr. Cardwell. His scheme was cleur
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nml easily to be grasped. lie proposed to

substitute promotion by merit for promo-
tion by purchase, and to effect a thorough

reorganization of the army by combining
the different forces of which it was com-

posed the regular army, the militia, the

reserves, and the volunteers. The proposal
was thus divided into two heads the

abolition of purchase, and the scheme of

reorganization. As the session advanced

it became evident, from the opposition
which the measure for the abolition of

purchase encountered, that the second head

the scheme of reorganization would

have to be sacrificed. Mr. Cardwell

supported the views of the government
with great ability. He traced the history
of the purchase system. The practice of

purchase, he said, had been co-existent with

the existence of the English army ;
it had

been prohibited by William III. for a

short time, but had been revived in 1701,

and shortly afterwards rules and regula-

tions had been drawn up respecting it.

In 1857 a royal commission had been

appointed to inquire into the system ;
and

the report issued by the commissioners

showed how carefully both sides of the

question had been investigated. On the

one side it was contended that the system
of purchase was vicious in principle, repug-
nant to public feeling, and inconsistent

with the honour of the military profession ;

it impaired the efficiency of the army by

giving an undue pre-eminence to wealth,

discouraging exertion, and depressing
merit

;
it encouraged habits of expense,

ami dissipation injurious to discipline and

embarrassing to the poorer officers
;
whilst

the difference between the regulation price
and the real price paid for commissions led

to traffic and bargaining among the officers,

whereby a mercenary feeling was created

in men "whose guiding principles should

be a nice sense of honour and a disin-

terested attachment to the public service."

On the other hand, the commissioners

declared that the feeling of the army was

generally in favour of the continuance of

the system of purchase, on the ground that

it facilitated retirement and was a security

against favour. They, however, pointed
out that, since the command of a battalion

was a most important trust, no man ought
to have the lives of his fellow-subjects

committed to his charge unless he was

fully competent to undertake the duties

placed in his hands. The commissioners

therefore recommended that, with regard
to the command of a battalion, the system
of purchase should be abolished. Fourteen

years, remarked Mr. Cardwell, had passed
since that recommendation had been issued,

and the government had now resolved to deal

with the question. The purchase system
was to be abolished, due regard being paid
to compensation ;

and promotion in the

army was to be for the future on the prin-

ciple of selection.

The objections to this scheme came

chiefly from the Conservative party, and

they were far from being ill-considered or

unpractical. It was said that promotion

by selection would end in promotion by
favouritism, that the abolition of the pur-
chase system would entail an enormous

outlay upon the country, that the qualities

and gifts to be possessed by an officer

could not be discovered by a system of com-

petitive examinations, and that the abolition

of purchase would tend to alter the relations

between the officers and their men.

Mr. Disraeli left the discussion of the

details of the bill to his military supporters;
but on the occasion of the amendment of

Colonel Lloyd-Lindsay against the abolition

of purchase, he said (March 17, 1871) a few

words. He did not consider the provisions
of the measure, on the whole, satisfactory.

He did not ask for minute details; but he

should like to sec more clearly the means

by which the army was to be made more

efficient, by which ample and adequate
reserves were to be obtained, and by
which the whole of their military means
and arms were to be placed under one

simple and supreme organization. The

bill, he thought, was very slight and
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shadowy. Still, though he objected to

many of its details, lie would give the

measure his support. "I cannot," he said,
" because I find the bill inadequate on the

whole, and less vigorous and decisive than

I imagined, reconcile it to myself, or bring

my mind to think that it is my duty to

oppose the main question that is before

us namely, the second reading of the

bill. But I do so, I confess, with the

conviction that if we go into committee

on the bill it will not be a formal com-

mittee, but a veal working committee
;
that

the provisions of the measure may be

strengthened; that we may see in this

bill something of that doctrine of evolution

which is so fashionable at present ;
and

that the tentative efforts and certain indi-

cations and dispositions of Her Majesty's

government, which are now only faintly

adumbrated, may by the encouragement and

interference of the committee be brought
out in substantial legislation ;

in fine,

that we may see many of their suggestions
carried out in vigorous, masculine, and

commanding provisions."

Then he touched upon the question of

abolishing the system of purchase. It was

one of those subjects which had perplexed
mankind for a considerable period. A great
deal might be said on both sides

;
it was a

question very much belonging to the same

class as marriage with a deceased wife's sister.

Each side was convinced that its solution

was the only one absolutely necessary for

the welfare of society; while calmer minds,
who did not take so extreme an interest

in the subject, were of opinion that,

whichever way it might be decided, it

was possible affairs might go on much
the same. But as the question of purchase
had now assumed a financial character,

it was of the utmost importance that

the House of Commons should proceed

cautiously and prudently in the matter.

"I would say at once," he continued, "if

there be a great desire in the country,

upon a question like purchase, that we
should put an end to it, a minister would

in my opinion be most unwise to oppose

it, provided he is convinced that the

country really understands the question
and fully knows the cost about to be

incurred in order to obtain the satisfaction

of that desire. If the country is suddenly
become so squeamish and scrupulous that

it cannot endure the idea of the state selling

a commission if that be the passion of the

people at present I am quite of opinion
that that is a sentiment that ought to be

well considered and perhaps deferred to by
a minister. But I say, before a minister

assents to some proposition which is sup-

ported by public passion and which may
be a source of considerable expenditure,
he ought to be sure that the country

really comprehends the question before it;

and that when people say they are ready
to make a sacrifice to effect their object,

they may not afterwards repent of their

generous indiscretion, and turn round on

the government and say, 'See in what

disaster you have involved us.' Therefore,

as far as the question whether the state

should sell a military commission or not

is concerned, if the country is of opinion
that it is a violation of that sublime

equity which becomes a nation, and can

afford to pay for what they desire, I think

a minister is quite justified in proposing
and prosecuting a scheme for the purpose."

The amendment of Colonel Lloyd-Lindsay
was to the effect, that the demands upon the

exchequer did not justify at present any
vote of public money for the extinction of

purchase in the army. The government
had estimated some 8,000,000 as sufficient

to be devoted to the compensations conse-

quent upon the abolition of purchase. Mr.

Disraeli, however, considered that the coun-

try must be prepared to pay a far larger

amount
;

still that was a question for

committee, and he suggested that Colonel

Lloyd-Lindsay should withdraw his amend-

ment and allow the bill to pass the second

reading without a division. "This is a

subject," concluded Mr. Disraeli,
" which

at this moment engages not only the
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attention of this country, but of Europe

generally. The eyes of Europe are on

England reorganizing her army. It is

therefore of importance that we should

on the main question show, if possible, an

unbroken front. I expressed the same
views on the first night of the session. I

then took the liberty of intimating my
opinion that whatever might be the measure

of the government when introduced, so long
ns it was a land fide, measure for the

iv< utilization of the army and I do not

think any candid person can doubt the

1 1 nila us of the measure, though he may
believe its provisions to be inadequate
it should receive at our hands the fairest

consideration. The aniimis of the measure
is surely good, and the proposal of the

government is the first attempt to weld
the three great arms of the country the

regulars, the militia, and the volunteers

into one great force. Though many of us

may think that the machinery proposed is

not sufficient for its purposes, these are not

in my opinion reasons sufficient to justify
us in opposing in any way the second

reading." Mr. Disraeli therefore advised

Colonel Lloyd-Lindsay to withdraw his

amendment, and to leave his suggestions
to be discussed in committee. The advice

was acted upon, and the bill was read a

second time.

Still the measure encountered the fiercest

opposition, as clause by clause came under

discussion. The military element in the

House of Commons formed itself into a

little band of
"
obstructionists," and carried

out its thoroughly discreditable tactics with

such skill and tenacity as to make Mr.

(ihul.-itone cry out, after an irritating and

misspent four months, that unless the

Opposition mended its ways legislation
would be physically impossible. The
"colonels" were then setting an example
which was afterwards to be closely fol-

lowed by the home rulers. So completely
had the obstructionists succeeded in their

designs, that in the second week of June
Mr. Cardwell felt himself compelled to

VOL. II.

announce that in consequence of the

opposition to the bill the government
would abandon part of their measure, and

only insist upon the purchase clauses and

the transfer of power over the militia

and volunteers from the lords-lieutenant

to the crown. To this course Mr. Disraeli

(June 12, 1871) strongly objected. He had

accepted the bill as a whole, and not as a

part, and on that understanding had advised

his followers to agree to the second read-

ing. He regarded the bill as the result

of the decided wish of the country for

the reorganization and improvement of

the forces, and because it would establish

an efficient army founded on an adequate
reserve. He protested against the course

the government was taking, since ministers

were not complying with their engagements
to establish an efficient army founded on an

adequate reserve. The question of purchase,

though an important, was by no means a

paramount or even essential part of the

bill, and that interpretation had been

accepted by the government. He had

never recognized the abolition of purchase
as the principle of the bill for the reorgan-
ization of the army, and he declined to

regard the question in that limited and

restricted light. The discussions on the

subject of purchase had opened very serious

objections to the proposition of the govern-
ment. It had been felt that the abolition

of purchase would involve the country in

vast and indefinite expenditure, and that it

would abolish an existing system without

proposing any substitute in its place.
" In

the face of those great objections," said Mr.

Disraeli,
"
I do not think that Her Majesty's

government are entitled to press forward

the abolition of purchase, and at the same

time avoid the fulfilment of the object

which the country proposed to itself,

and which I think Her Majesty's govern-
ment are bound to accomplish. If it is

their opinion that they have not time during
the present session adequately and com-

pletely to deal with it, if they think that

they cannot pass a measure which will
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fulfil the expectations of the country and

the necessities of the state, it is open to

them to withdraw their measure and intro-

duce one next session which will deal with

the whole question in all its bearings ;
and

I cannot but believe that that course would

be far more satisfactory to the country.
The country never can be satisfied by a

mode of dealing with so great a question as

the military organization of the country in

a manner so imperfect, and now apparently
so hurried, and so little calculated to meet

the expectations entertained throughout the

country when parliament assembled. Under

these circumstances I must enter my protest

against the conduct of the government. I

do not see how, if they withdraw those

important provisions for welding together
the regulars, the militia, and the volunteers,

and proceed only with the provision for

the abolition of purchase, they can ask the

House to read such a measure a third time.

This is not the bill to which we gave our

assent on the second reading. Her Majesty's

government are not treating the House in

a straightforward manner in pursuing that

course. There is a want of candour and

ingenuousness in their conduct, which I

should be sorry to see distinguish the

conduct of any public men
;
and so far as

I am personally concerned, I feel some

humiliation in having been induced to

advise my friends to agree to the second

reading of a bill, which I now find with-

drawn as to all the important provisions

which induced me to give that advice to

my friends."

Mr. Gladstone replied in his most

shrewish tones. He was not surprised at

the sentiment of humiliation experienced

by Mr. Disraeli, for the recent proceedings
of the Opposition had certainly given
occasion for such a feeling. As to the want

of candour and ingenuousness on the part
of the government, that was no doubt

very painful also for Mr. Disraeli to

bear. Still he denied that the govern-
ment had not been straightforward in

their proceedings. The government had

never regarded the abolition of purchase as

a very secondary portion of the bill. It

had been the chief subject of discussion

during the last few months, and had been

regarded both by the House and the country
as the very essence of the measure. He
had no intention of withdrawing the bill,

continued the prime minister, though he

was much obliged for the advice; but he

purposed to lighten the bill of various

clauses, in order to get it through during
the present session. The government
were not to blame for their abandonment

of the second part of the scheme
;
such

desertion was due entirely to the Opposi-

tion, who, by their factious conduct, had

done all in their power to make legislation

a physical impossibility.

After a few weeks' more discussion, the

bill passed through the Lower House. "The

colonels
"
had been' silenced by a strong

hint from Mr. Cardwell, that if he chose he

could stop the payment of extra-regulation

money by putting the law in force. The

trousers pocket is a very sensitive portion

of the human frame, and the military

element thought it better to desist from

their peculiar tactics, and not make an

enemy of one who was too powerful to be

attacked with impunity. The bill was

therefore read a third time, and sent up
to the House of Lords. In its altered

form it abolished purchase, deprived the

lords-lieutenant of counties of their former

power of appointing officers in the militia,

restored the government of the army to the

state, and enabled parliament to fix from

year to year the number of militia.

The tone of the Upper House, as was to

be expected from the strong Conservative

element in its opposition, was adverse to

the measure. All the old stock objections,

which had been so freely employed in the

House of Commons, again did good service

to damage the government plan. The pur-
chase system, it was asserted, afforded a

cheap scheme of retirement, and secured

a rapid flow of promotion ; purchase and

professional education were quite com-
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pntible things; the officers as a body were

opposed to the measure ; there was no

necessity for its introduction
;

it would

saddle the country with a vast expenditure;

and, in short, everything good in the new
scheme could be obtained without the aboli-

tion of purchase. The two ablest speeches
in favour of the bill were those by Lord

Sandhurst and by Lord Derby, who alone

of the Tory peers of note approved of the

ministerial scheme. On a division the peers
resolved not to allow the bill to pass the

second reading, until they had before them
a comprehensive plan, by a majority of

twenty-five.

And now it was that Mr. Gladstone

adopted a course which was the sensation

of the session, and proved, what political

history has always taught, that the Liberal

party, when it suits their purpose, are as

eager to claim the protection of the pre-

rogative as they are on other occasions to

denounce it. So zealous was Mr. Gladstone

now in the cause of prerogative that, like

most converts, he overdid his part, and was

content to unduly magnify the power of

the crown in order to gain his ends. He
declared that since the system of purchase
was only rendered legal by royal warrant,

the government had advised Her Majesty
to take the decisive step of cancelling the

royal warrant under which purchase was

legal. That advice had been accepted and

acted on by the queen ;
a new warrant had

been framed in terms conformable with the

law, and consequently purchase in the army
no longer existed. Such an announcement

created the wildest excitement, and was

regarded as the most outrageous inter-

ference with the rights of the constitution

that had occurred during the last century.

Mr. Disraeli was the first to rise, and to

pass his opinion on this government by

coup /t'i'ttit. He wished to know (July 20,

1871) why, if Mr. Gladstone was justified

in adopting that high-handed course, he

had not at once so dealt with the question?

Why had he not saved that paralysis of

parliament during the last six months,

which had been mainly caused by appealing
to the House of Commons to pass the army
regulation bill ? Numerous measures called

for by the country had been delayed, owing
to the discussion that had arisen on that

bill; and yet the House was calmly in-

formed that there had been no necessity
for such debate, and that the whole question
could have been simply settled by the action

of the royal warrant !

"
I am not here,"

said Mr. Disraeli severely,
"
to dispute the

prerogative of the crown; but that is a very
delicate subject, and I very much doubt the

wisdom of the minister who attempts to cut

the Gordian knots which every now and

then have to be encountered in dealing with

popular assemblies by an
'

appeal to the

prerogative of the crown. I hope the pre-

rogatives of the crown may long exist and

be long exercised for the advantage of

the country, for the maintenance of our

liberties, and the general welfare and in-

terest of the community at large. But no

minister acts in a wise manner who, on

finding himself baffled in passing a measure

which he no doubt believes of importance,
but which it is impossible, after all that has

occurred in this House, can be considered

free from something of the passion of

politics, comes forward and tells the House

that he will defy the opinion of parliament,
and appeals to the prerogative of the crown

to assist him in the difficulties which he

himself has created."

The conduct of the prime minister on

this occasion met with almost universal

disapproval, and was rightly regarded as

"part of an avowed and shameful con-

spiracy against the undoubted privileges

of the other house of parliament." A
fierce discussion arose as to the legality of

the interference that had been adopted,
and the consensus of public opinion was

strongly averse to so curt and imperious

a proceeding. It was said that the govern-

ment had been guilty of a grave breaeli

of constitutional usage in having brought

army purchase within parliamentary juris-

diction, and when outvoted by the peers
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had treated the Upper House with con-

tempt. The course taken by ministers was

unprecedented ;
it was an unreal triumph,

which had strained and discredited the

constitution of the country. The permis-
sion of the sovereign had been obtained

on false grounds. It was alleged that

when Her Majesty had been advised to

issue the royal warrant, she had been

expressly told that she was not exercising
an act of the prerogative, but of statutory

right. Yet the law distinctly showed that

the warrant was not a statutory right, but,

on the contrary, the issue of it was an act

of the highest and most stringent preroga-
tive. Such a flourishing of the prerogative
in the face of one of the estates of the

realm was not, it was sneered, to be ex-

pected from a government that had osten-

tatiously proclaimed the liberalism of its

actions.

Ministers had placed themselves in an

awkward position, from which there was
no escape. Either they had obtained the

permission of the sovereign for the issue of

the warrant through misrepresentation, or

they had appealed to a mischievous exercise

of the prerogative worthy of the days of

Laud and Strafford.
" The ministers must

take their choice between these two alterna-

tives," said Lord Cairns
;

"
either there was

no advice whatever tendered to the sovereign
as to the character of the warrant, or else

the advice tendered was what the govern-
ment stated in this House to have been

tendered namely, that the sovereign was

signing this warrant, not in the exercise of

her royal prerogative, but in execution of a

power and duty reposed in her by statute.

That advice, I maintain, was not warranted

by fact; and we have got here what is

absolutely without precedent, a government
convicted on their own confession of having

upon an important crisis, not intentionally,

not wilfully, but in sheer and now admitted

ignorance, misrepresented to their sovereign
the character of the act which she was

called upon to perform, and of having
advised her that she was merely exercising

j

a statutory power when in reality she was

performing an ad of the most stringent pre-

rogative."
*

So domineering and so unprecedented
was the conduct of the government con-

sidered by the peers, that a vote of censure

was passed. It was moved by the Duke of

Puchmond,
" that this House, before assent-

ing to the second reading of the Army lle-

gulation Bill, desires to express its opinion
that the interposition of the executive

during the progress of a measure submit-

ted to parliament by Her Majesty in

order to attain by the exercise of the pre-

rogative, and without the aid of parliament,

the principal object included in that measure,

is calculated to depreciate and neutralize

the independent action of the legislature,

and is strongly to be condemned." The

motion was carried by a majority of eighty.

The Peers, having thus delivered themselves

of their parliamentary bile, proceeded to

consider the clauses of the bill, and passed
them without a division.

Whatever opinion be entertained as to

the high-handed proceedings adopted by
Mr. Gladstone and few will deny that

such proceedings treated the House of Lords

cavalierly, and were inconsistent witli the

action of constitutional government there

can be but little doubt that the abolition

of purchase has worked beneficially for the

army. It has substituted promotion by
merit, instead of promotion by money.
Since first commissions can now only be

* The supposed statutory power under which the warrant
was issued was 4!) Geo. III., c. 126, s. 7. Some years later

(May 13, 1870) Mr. Gladstone thus gave his version of this

transaction :

" The ground for the exercise of that preroga-
tive was this : It had been brought to the knowledge not only
of the government, but of parliament and of the entire com

munity, that there was bound up with the working of the

system of purchase a system of flagrant illegality an illegality

in many instances mixed up with personal complications, but

at any rate an illegality of the nature and character of which
there was not the slightest doubt an illegality which was
imbedded in the system of extra-regimental prices for com-
missions

;
and that system was inseparable from the system of

purchase. It was to put a stop to an
illegality, and for no other

purpose, that the prerogative of the crown was exercised."

Still, it may be asked, were the system of purchase and the

system of over-regulation prices so bound up together that

the one could not be settled without attacking the other? and
was it absolutely necessary to summon the aid of the royal

prerogative to make legal a measure which government had

proposed and parliament hid rejected?
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obtained through the system of competi-
tive examinations, the intellectual tone of

the officers now compares favourably

with that of other nations, which under

the old plan was certainly not the case.

The system of selection, though it has

occasionally resulted in abuses, has been

administered, as a rule, without creating

those results which were so gloomily prophe-
sied

;
and since an educational standard

has been adopted instead of a pecuniary

one, the social tone of the army has not

deteriorated. The anomalies which formerly
existed are now things of the past. We no

longer see the incompetent man placed in

a position of high command because he had

the requisite sum at his banker's to advance

his interests
;
the poor but able officer no

longer finds his promotion barred by the

system of extra-regulation prices ;
whilst

the young man just passed out of Sand-

hurst has every inducement to look upon
the army as a professional career, and not

as an idle occupation.
Ireland during the session still continued

to absorb much of the attention of the

government. In spite of the overthrow

of the Irish Church, the provisions of the

land law bill, and the clemency extended

towards dangerous rebels, Ireland refused

to be content or to desist from the dirty

work of agitation and conspiracy. The
secret societies were as busy as ever in-

citing the peasantry to commit agrarian

outrages, and to enter upon open rebellion

against the government. So grave were

the disorders that existed in Westmeath
and its neighbourhood, that Lord Harting-

ton, the chief secretary for Ireland, had to

appeal to the House for a committee to

investigate the causes which had led to the

reign of terror that there prevailed, and to

obtain additional powers for the govern-
ment. Ho drew a melancholy picture of

the influence which the Riband society

exercised, how murders were committed,
how landlords were unable to enforce the

commonest rights of property, and how
fanners were crippled in their efforts to

obtain labour. Yet the government, he

said, had not been remiss. The police had

been strengthened at the expense of the dis-

affected districts, detectives had been freely

employed, and the gaols were crowded with

the prisoners that had been made. But

such precautions and the infliction of such

punishments had been in vain. So per-

fect was the organization of the conspiracy,
that the Riband leaders could successfully

defy the government. He did not ask,

continued Lord Hartington, for a com-

mittee to provide a remedy, for that was

the duty of ministers; but he wanted a

committee to be formed so as to secure

a thorough investigation of the case, and

thus satisfy the House that when the gov-
ernment asked for any further powers their

demand would be justified by necessity.

There had been a precedent, he argued, for

such a request. In 1852 a committee had

been constituted, at the instigation of

Mr. Napier, to inquire into the state of

Armagh, Monaghan, and Louth. He con-

cluded by moving "that a select committee

be appointed to inquire into the state

of Westmeath and certain parts adjoining
of Meath and King's county; the nature,

extent, and effect of a certain unlawful com-

bination and confederacy existing therein;

and the best means of suppressing the

same."

The opportunity which this appeal to

the House offered for an attack upon the

government was not lost upon the leader of

the Opposition. He was not surprised, said

Mr. Disraeli (February 27, 1871), that Lord

Hartington should feel some dismay at

coming forward to make such a propos-
ition. Considering, he sneered, that two

years had passed of constant legislation by
a government elected for the purpose of

introducing an entirely new system in the

administration of Ireland, it must certainly

be painful to have to admit that the labours

of the last two sessions had been spent
in vain. Then as to the committee which

was at first to have been a secret committee,

but on reflection the idea of secrecy had
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been abandoned, lie asked,
" Have the

government well considered the effect of

making such an announcement to the world,

and expressing an opinion that it was neces-

sary to have a secret committee to consider

the condition of a portion of Ireland? Why,
the telegraphic cable must have flashed the

announcement to America forty-eight hours

ago, and what do you think must have

been the effect of it on those treasonable

confederacies which are always in action

and are at this moment in action, as we
know against the authority ot England ?

What must have been the effect of such

an announcement ? It must have produced
a conviction in their minds that the govern-
ment found the whole state of society in

Ireland undermined, and that the authority
of the queen was in imminent danger. To
announce forty-eight hours after this that

it is not the intention of the government to

propose a secret committee, indicates a tone

of levity in dealing with a great question
which ought not to pass unnoticed.

"
Surely a minister who proposes a secret

committee on the condition of Ireland, by
that proposition alone incurs the gravest

responsibility. Now, to-night we find it is

not to be a secret committee, and then, to

our great surprise, we find that it is also a

committee which is not to devise means
for remedying the evils complained of.

Then what is the committee to do ? Ob-

serve the description of this district of

Ireland, where there are not only these

evils, but these spreading evils observe

the description of it given by the minister.

It is brief and terse in the extreme. He
tells us it is intolerable. He tells us the

state of Ireland is intolerable that the

state of a great portion of Ireland is in-

tolerable, and therefore will want inquiry.

Well," for the remark was met with cries

of No ! no !

" that the state of a county
in Ireland is intolerable. Is it reduced to

that ? Is a county in a state so intolerable

that you must come to a senate to ask for

a committee to inquire into it ? Can you
not get out of the difficulty without coining

to the House of Commons, and asking it to

appoint a secret committee to devise means

to govern a county ?

"Well, sir, secrecy is given up and de-

vising means is given up ;
so the question

is,
' What is this committee to do ?

'

Every

impartial member on either side of the

House must have felt the difficulty, and

asked himself that question. Why, the

secretary of the lord lieutenant gave us

ample explanations as to the various means

by which he might have gained complete
information on all points which the govern-
ment required to guide them in order to

meet the evils of this district
; and, indeed,

under the very Act [Peace Preservation

Act] which we passed last year, they have

powers extraordinary powers ;
so that, for

instance, if there is a felony committed in

a district, they can summon witnesses before

them and examine them, even although
such witnesses may not be connected with

the felony. Why, what power has a com-

mittee of the House of Commons compared
with this power ? I would impress on the

House the inexpediency of assenting to a

committee which is to relieve the gov-
ernment from their responsibility as an

executive.
" But the noble lord, who says he will

never appear in the sheet of a penitent
and holding the taper of remorse,* told us

to-night that, whatever the original inten-

tions of the government were, it is not

their intention now to ask this committee

to devise any means to suppress the evils

of which they complain, and which they
describe as intolerable. I would say myself
at once that, so far as I am concerned,
I am perfectly prepared to support the

government in any demand they may make

upon their own responsibility to terminate

an evil which they describe, and I believe

justly describe, as intolerable. There is no

need to enter into an antiquated history

* "
I beg to say for myself and for the government, that I

do not feel in the least that I appear here in the character of

a penitent in a white sheet, or that the proposal which I now
make invohes any confession of failure on the part of the

government." Lord Harlington, Feb. 27, 1871.
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of the horrors of Pubaudism to induce the

House of Commons to come to this con-

clusion. We know the evil.

" The evil is intolerable and ought to be

put down, and we are prepared to support
Her Majesty's government if, in the exercise

of their constitutional functions, they come

forward and propose a measure, instead of

asking the House of Commons to enter

upon an inquiry into the matter. The

matter is urgent, and the business of a

committee is necessarily always long. A
committee to do what? to examine

ollicers of the government, to examine

magistrates, to call for information from

a miscellaneous multitude of witnesses ?

Why, a committee of inquiry for such

purposes is always in existence. It is

the cabinet of the queen. They have the

best information, and they are selected

men, who are supposed to be most com-

petent to decide on that information
;
and

on the results of their deliberations and on

their convictions they ought to introduce a

measure, and not move for a committee,
when the state of an Irish county is

intolerable. Let the standing orders be

suspended if the case is urgent.
" The noble lord has made some reference,

from that richness of precedent with which

he has been crammed on this occasion, to

what occurred in 1852, and in the midst of

the distress of this regenerating government
of Ireland, supported by a hundred legions,

and elected by an enthusiastic people in

order to terminate the grievances of that

country and secure its contentment and

tranquillity, he must needs dig up our

poor weak government of 1862, and say,
' There was Mr. Napier, your attorney-

general, he moved for a committee, and

you were a member of that cabinet.' If
I had had a majority of one hundred behind

my back, I would not have moved for that

committee. I did the best I could, and I

passed a good bill by a respectable majority.
But was the situation in which I was placed
similar to the situation of Her Majesty's

present ministers ? Look for a moment to

the relations wnich this government bear

to the House of Commons with regard to

the administration of Ireland. The right

lion, gentleman opposite [Mr. Gladstone]

was elected for a specific purpose : he was

the minister who alone was capable to cope

with these long-enduring and mysterious

evils that had tortured and tormented the

civilization of England. The right lion,

gentleman persuaded the people of England

that, with regard to Irish politics, he was in

possession of the philosopher's stone. Well,

he has been returned to this House with

an immense majority, with the object of

securing the tranquillity and content of

Ireland. Has anything been grudged him?

Time, labour, devotion whatever has been

demanded has been accorded, whatever has

been proposed has been carried. Under his

influence and at his instance we have legalized

confiscation, consecrated sacrilege, condoned

high treason ; we have destroyed churches, we

have shaken property to its foundation, and

we have emptied gaols; and now he cannot

govern a county without coming to a parlia-

mentary committee! The right honourable

gentleman, after all his heroic exploits, and

at the head of his great majority, is making

government ridiculous.
" If he persists in this absurd suggestion,

I shall leave it to fortune to decide what

may be its results. If he will bring for-

ward a measure, an adequate measure, a

measure which will meet the evil, he will

be supported. The late secretary of the

lord lieutenant knows very well what is

the measure that will meet the evil, because

he plaintively asked the magistrates at

Meath what he should propose to help
them out of their difficulties

;
and they

met in quarter-sessions, passed a resolution,

and told him what was necessary. What
the magistrates told the late secretary of

the lord lieutenant will be the ground-

work, the gist, and the pith of the measure

which Her Majesty's government must

bring forward. Under certain circum-

stances they will have to suspend the

Hubeas Corpus Act; but after the llasliy
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speeches of the right hon. gentleman oppo-
site upon that subject, we must have a

parliamentary committee as a veil in order

that he may save his self-love."

An amusing debate ensued, in which

Mr. Bernard Osborne and Sir Eobert Peel

took high honours
;
but though several of

the Liberals disapproved of the action of the

government, on a division, the motion for

the appointment of a select committee was

accepted by a large majority.

During this session one of those occasions

arose in which it fell to the lot of the leader

of the Opposition to unite in graceful accord

with the government.
" In turning to

domestic affairs," said the queen in the

speech from the throne,
"
I have first to

inform you that I have approved of a

marriage between my daughter Princess

Louise and the Marquis of Lome, and I

have declared my consent to this union in

council." If the nation was not wildly
enthusiastic at the idea of this approaching

marriage, it expressed no signs either of

indifference or of disapproval. The Princess

Louise had not come prominently before

the country as had her sisters, the Prin-

cess Royal and the Princess Alice. But it

was known that she was a young lady of

considerable talent; and since her future

husband gave promise of one day attaining
to distinction from his literary powers,
his eloquence, and his assiduity, it was

hoped that the marriage had in it all the

elements of a happiness based on a similarity
of tastes. A few persons perhaps regretted
that a princess of the blood should marry
out of her rank, whilst others again expressed
themselves as delighted that her royal

highness was not to fall to the lot of a
"
beggarly German." There was no enthu-

siasm, yet there was no coldness.

On the occasion of the settlement of

the dowry upon the Princess Louise, Mr.

Disraeli said a few words. Mr. Gladstone

moved a resolution, which was seconded

by the leader of the Opposition, granting
an annuity of GOOO to her royal high-

ness, to be further supplemented by a

dowry of 30,000. To this arrangement
there was but one dissentient voice. Mr.

P. A. Taylor, one of those aggressive and one-

idea'd Eadicals who occasionally irritate the

House of Commons, was of opinion that the

supplementary grant should come out of

the civil list, and that the expenses of our

monarchial establishment were far too

heavy; the queen, he said, had some

600,000 a year, whilst " the ruler of the

great nation across the Atlantic" had but

5000 a year. Mr. Disraeli rose up to

answer the shallow and unsound objections

of the man who, by a mean and ignorant

opposition, sought to obtain mob popularity.

"I am not going," he said (February 16,

1871),
"
to compare the relative position of

our own sovereign with that of the sovereign

of any other state; but I cannot help notic-

ing one remark the hon. gentleman made.

He said it was not with kings or emperors
he wished to compare the position of Her

Majesty, but that he would rather cross the

Atlantic, and make a comparison of Her

Majesty's position with that of the sovereign

of the United States. I do not think that

we ought really on this question to go into

a policy of pounds, shillings, and pence ;

but if these matters are brought under our

consideration, it is hardly possible to leave

them quite unnoticed. If we cross the

Atlantic we should find that the sovereign

of the United States the sovereign people
is paid through its representatives in both

houses of parliament an annual salary far

exceeding that of the solitary sovereign of

this country."

Having thus disproved the assertion

so often made that the republican form

of government across the Atlantic is

cheaper than our own system of constitu-

tional monarchy, Mr. Disraeli proceeded to

discuss the question at issue. The case

was really very simple. He had never

expressed his approval of the principle on

which the civil list was founded. It was

founded on an old traditional feeling, that

the country ought to guard against the

crown being in possession of property to
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an amount that might be dangerous to the

1 i I >c !( ies of the people. Now, as the income
of the sovereign was less than that of several

of her subjects, it was too absurd to legislate

any longer upon those old political supersti-
tions. In his opinion, it would have been

much better originally if the government
of Lord Melbourne, when the settlement of

the civil list was fixed upon, had proposed
Mutt the crown estates should be intrusted

to the sovereign. Those estates were suffi-

cient for the personal comfort and dignity
of the crown, and they might have been

enjoyed by the crown with the same

powers and conditions as apply to all other

estates in the country, and which would

have allowed the younger children to be

amply supported. Had that been done

appeals like the one then before the House
would need never to have been made, and

misrepresentations as to the position of the

crown would never have circulated in the

country. The duty of the House, however,
was to act according to the spirit of the

agreement that was entered into with Her

Majesty in 1837, and support the crown in

its becoming comfort and dignity.

In conclusion, Mr. Disraeli touched upon
the, nature of the marriage of the princess,

and upon the remark of Mr. Taylor that,

since the princess was about to ally herself

with a subject, she had forfeited her claim to

the grant. "It must have been clear," con-

tinued the leader of the Opposition,
"
for a

i inisiiU'i-able time, to any one who gives

any attention to these matters, that a great

change was inevitable in the domestic

relations between the crown and its sub-

jects. For a considerable period the area

out of which consorts for members of the

royal family could be selected has been

artificially diminished. J'y the constitution

of the country no prince of the Latin race

could intermarry with one of our royal
house. It was quite clear when the revo-

lution commenced in Germany, and the

mediatizing of so many reigning houses

in that country occurred when many of

the reigning houses of Germany who pro-
VOL. II.

fessed the Protestant faith disappeared
that a considerable change was at hand.

To me, under these circumstances, the fact

of a princess of our royal house marrying
one of Her Majesty's subjects is really as

wise as it is romantic. That the hou. gentle-

man [Mr. Taylor], who professes to be a

great propagator of democratic principles,

should make such a circumstance the

ground-work of an argument against the

proposition of Her Majesty's government

appears to me surprising. I confess I have

another reason in support of this proposi-

tion, totally irrespective of that feeling of

loyalty which I am sure is shared by lion,

members on both sides of the House, and

even by the lion, gentleman who has just

addressed us. I confess I feel some satis-

faction even, I will say, exultation that

for the first time a princess of the royal

house of England is to be married to a

member of the House of Commons. I have

such affection for this House that I confess

I am not insensible to this honour. Our

brother member [the Marquis of Lome]

certainly has not been very long among
us

;
but I believe I may say, without using

any words but those of truth, he has gained
our sympathies by his intelligence and by
his breeding. The House of Commons will,

I think, seize a very unfavourable oppor-

tunity if this were the first occasion on

which it could successfully oppose such a

grant as that which the right lion, gentle-

man has offered to our consideration."

The vote was then agreed to, Mr. Taylor

appearing as the sole representative of the

opposition.

A similar discussion arose on the motion

for an annuity to be granted to Prince

Arthur. Mr. P. A. Taylor, of course,

objected ;
but on this occasion he was to

a certain extent supported by Mr. Dixon,

one of the members for Birmingham. Mr.

Dixon proposed that the annuity should be

reduced from 15,000 to 10,000, giving

as his reasons for the reduction that there

was among the working classes a large

amount of republicanism; that there was

26
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a feeling abroad that republican institu-

tions were less costly than monarchy, with

its excrescences flourishing around a throne
;

and that " the working classes were not

children iu the art of government, and

would not long continue to support pomp
and luxury at one end of society, while at

the other there are millions of hard-working
men engaged in a desperate hand-to-hand

struggle with pauperism." Mr. Disraeli

opposed the amendment, on the grounds that

he had brought forward when the question
of the settlement of the Princess Louise

was under discussion. As to the remark

of Mr. Dixon upon the connection between

poverty and the working men, he made a

few observations worth remembering.
"The hon. gentleman, the member for

Birmingham," he said (July 31, 1871),
"
talks of the working classes, and talks of

them as if they were paupers. Now I must

say on the part of the working classes, on

whom he says I have had the honour of

conferring the franchise, that I protest

against that description. The working
classes are not paupers; on the contrary,

they are a very wealthy class they are the

ivcalthiest in the country. Their aggregate
income is certainly greater than any other

class
;
their accumulations are to be counted

by millions; and I am not speaking merely
of the deposits in savings banks, but of

funds of which I am aware they are in

possession, and which are accumulated to

meet their trade necessities and to defend

their labour and rights, which can also be

counted by millions; and therefore I pro-
test against that language which would

hold out to foreign countries, who would

listen to the eloquence that evening of

the hon. member, that the great body of

the working classes iu this country are

in a state of pauperism." Then, as to

the comparative cost of republicanism and

monarchial institutions, Mr. Disraeli re-

peated what he had before said, that the

comparison was not in favour of the former.
" So far as I can form an opinion upon it,

the cost of republican government is much

more considerable than that of our monar-

chial government. Though you generally

pay the principal personage in the republic

only a few thousands a year, yet if you pay
all the members of congress, all the coun-

sellors who add the weight of their advice,

like the hon. member for Birmingham, not

exactly at the same rate, but at a relative

rate, I think you will find the aggregate
much more considerable than the cost of

monarchy to this country, even if you

forget that we have takenfrom Her Majesty
the possession and enjoyment of her real

estate."

Of the various stormy scenes which the

imperious proceedings of Mr. Gladstone

occasioned during this session, none were

more tempestuous than those which broke

out upon the discussion as to the adoption
of vote by ballot. Ever since the days ot

Addison the question of the ballot had been

frequently brought before the notice of the

House of Commons. For years it had been

the subject of annual motions
;

it had been

the one point to which the Chartists had

attached the greatest importance ;
it had

been the loudest of all the cries which the

advanced section of the Liberal party had

raised, and it had ever met with the united

and vehement opposition of the Conserva-

tives. On the one side it was said that the

vote by ballot would remove from men the

temptation either to bribe or intimidate,

that it would cause elections to be con-

ducted in an easier and more orderly

manner, and that it would do away with

all that system of terrorism by which, when

openly giving his vote, the tenant feared

his landlord, the workman his employer,
and the tradesman his customer. On the

other hand, it was advanced that the fran-

chise was not a right, but a trust, and

therefore should be discharged iu public,

so that all might see that the voter was

acting fairly ;
that secret voting would

give rise to numerous abuses
;
that it was

unmanly to conceal one's opinions, and

was "un-English" the last objection being

iu the eyes of many unanswerable, and
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in itself quite sufficient to condemn the

innovation.

For sonic forty years Mr. Gladstone

had been an open and consistent opponent
of the ballot; but the evidence taken on

the elections of the year 18G8 before a

committee of the House of Commons, had

convinced him that he had entertained a

wrong view of the question, and that it was

useless any longer to delay legislation on

the subject. The tendency of the late

reform bill had also helped to strengthen
him in his change of opinion. The suffrage

was no longer a trust, but a right placed in

the hands of all. "The position of the

question," he said, "has been very largely
altered by the extension of the constitu-

ency. Let us consider what that extension

is
;

it is an extension nominally from a 10

suffrage to household suffrage ;
but really,

virtually and in principle, an extension

that is unlimited. When we have adopted
household suffrage, we have, I think, prac-

tically adopted the principle that every man
who is not disabled in point of age, of crime,

of poverty, or through some other positive

disqualification, is politically competent to

exercise the franchise." The principle of

open voting was, therefore, to be deserted

by him, as the principle of the union

between church and state in Ireland had

been deserted.

The task was intrusted to Mr. Forster,

and before Easter the ballot bill was, by

arrangement, read a second time without a

di vision. The object of the measure was

clearly put before the country. The bill

was to apply to municipal as well as par-

liamentary elections. No paper except
the official paper was to be used; in other

words, the object of the ballot was not to

be defeated by the use of a somewhat
limilar paper which would enable it to be

ascertained how the vote had been given.

The voting paper was not to be presented to

the voter until he entered the voting booth.

The voter was not to be permitted to put

any mark xipon the voting paper except
that which was necessary to show for whom

the vote was given. When a voting paper
had once been put in the box, the box was

not to be opened except under such pre-

cautions as should secure the inviolability

of the vote. The same penalties should be

attached to personation as were attached to

bribery and treating ;
the candidate should

lose his seat through procuring, or attempt-

ing to procure, personation. The old plan
of nominating candidates and making the

final declaration of the poll was abolished.

Such were the chief clauses in the bill,

and they encountered much opposition, not

only from the Conservative and independ-

ent members of the House, but also from

several of the Liberal party who were hos-

tile to the ballot. The tactics which recent

events have made too familiar to us were

freely employed. The bill was to be talked

out; amendment after amendment was pro-

posed, and speech after speech delivered,

until it seemed hopeless that the bill would

ever get through committee. Mr. Gladstone

now proposed to his followers that, since it

took two parties to create a dispute, the

Liberals should not answer the Conserva-

tives, and leave the Opposition to tire them-

selves out. So faithfully was his advice

accepted that on the occasion of Mr.

Newdegate rising to conclude a speech,

the Liberal party gradually quitted the

chamber until the benches on their side

of the House were tenanted by two or

three ministers and a few private mem-
bers. This conduct was repeated, but the

Opposition were not to be silenced; and

during the next five weeks Mr. Beresford

Hope, Mr. Lowther, and others rose up con-

stantly to attack the government, while Mr.

Forster, whose patience was admirable, was

left to carry on a single-handed defence.

The introduction of the ballot was

stanchly opposed by Mr. Disraeli. He
denied that the country wanted the measure,

and regretted that it had been brought
forward to the exclusion of other legis-

lative acts which were urgently needed.

He showed that opposition to the ballot was

no new-fangled Tory doctrine, but that it
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had been disapproved of centuries ago by
the very men who were then fighting the

prerogative for the liberties of England. In

the most memorable parliament that ever

sat in England, the Long Parliament, it

was proposed, he said (June 29, 1871), that

members should be elected by the ballot-

box, but that proposition was negatived by
a considerable majority. Every one would

agree that the members of the Long Parlia-

ment were as a body devoted to public

liberty, yet in the opinion of that assembly
the ballot did not possess advantages which

rendered its adoption advisable. The Long
Parliament and those who took part in

the debate were levellers, antinomians, and

fifth monarchy men came to the conclu-

sion that the franchise was a great political

privilege granted to the elector by the com-

monwealth for the common good, and that

there was no security for its full enjoyment
and exercise except publicity.*

"
They wished the franchise therefore,"

said Mr. Disraeli, comparing the reasons

why the Commonwealth rejected voting by
ballot with the reasons why the nineteenth

century Liberal party advocated it
"
They

wished it therefore to be exercised not to

satisfy the self-complacency of the indi-

vidual, but with a due respect for common
sense and the public opinion of the

country, and influenced by all those

doctrines and all that discipline of party
which they believed to be one of the

best securities for public liberty. The men
of that time were devoted to principles of

democracy, but they had the advantage of

being acquainted with its errors, and even

with its excesses. But they felt there was

in the great principle of government they

upheld the democratic principle some-

thing which in their eyes excused many
errors and palliated many excesses; and

that was the public spirit it created in a

community, and without which it believed

that no community could prosper. But

what is now the system we are recom-

mended to adopt ? We announce ourselves

'See Journals of the House of Commons for the year 1G50.

as trembling at the accession of democracy.
It is from our fears of democracy that we
are recommending this new policy. Yet

we are professing a plan which allows

democracy to commit all the errors which

the Long Parliament was aware of, and all

the excesses which were practised by them

at the very time they conducted this debate
,

and we are taking steps to destroy the very

principle which in their view compensated
for these errors and excesses, and was the

best security for public liberty."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to show how
false were the objections against open voting.

At first the cry had been raised that the

tenant had been coerced by his landlord
,

and when that had been proved a complete

delusion, it began to be asserted that it

was the manufacturer who was the stern

oppressor of those he employed.
" The

scene is changed," laughed the speaker ;

"it is not the landlord who tyrannizes over

his tenant any longer ;
it is our own friend

the manufacturer that mild and pros-

perous, truly liberal and enlightened man,
who was always voting for the reduction

of the county franchise. He is brought
forward to us now as the oppressor of those

whom he employs, and it is to guard against

his influence his injurious and perhaps

unprincipled influence that we must en-

tertain the ballot." But was that the truth \

No important class in the country called

out for the ballot. In the rural districts

they did not want it. The employer of

labour in towns, the foreman and the

mechanic, were all quite strong enough to

take care of themselves
;
the great centres

of industry in the towns were too indepen-
dent to trouble themselves about the ballot.

The only persons anxious for it were the

petty shopkeepers. "There is a class," con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli,
" who always want

the ballot, and that is the small tradesmen

in the towns. It is a respectable class a

class of many virtues
;
but I do not think

it is a class that ought to give a tone to

the political life of the country. I say this

the more because it has always appeared
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to me, that the desire of the ballot by the

i lass of small tradesmen is founded upon a

IM Tvorse and even morbid sentiment. No
trade has so great vicissitudes as the retail

trade
;

the retail trader is the victim of

the caprice of his customers
; lie is subject

to the adroit competition of unscrupulous

rivals, and sometimes he is assailed by
the emulation of co-operative stores. The

consequence is that the vicissitudes of the

retail trader are very considerable; and

when the small tradesman makes up his

accounts, and he finds that he has lost a

customer here and a customer there, the

way in which he accounts for it is not by
considering the caprice of human nature, or

the skilful competition of his rival, but by

remembering some promise which he made,
and which he did not fulfil at the last

Crucial election. It is a mania, a weakness
which pervades the class

; they really be-

lieve that Mr. Blank and Lady Dash have
withdrawn their custom because a year

ago they ,i;ave. an ambiguous answer to an

:i]>l>eal; while the persons themselves no
doubt have entirely forgotten the incident,

have withdrawn their custom for an en-

tirely different reason, and are probably

.dealing with a tradesman of entirely
different opinions from themselves. So
much for intimidation."

Nor, he passed on to say, was the ground
that open voting encouraged bribery less

fallacious. Bribery was less prevalent than

it was ten years ago ;
but to check it they

must look to elevating the tone of public

morality, and not to legislation. He feared,

however, it would always in a measure exist.

Political bribery was a fitful quality in Eng-
land

;
it came periodically and at particular

times in the history of the country. When-
ever a very powerful and wealthy class arose

in England and in a country of great
commercial energy rich classes would

periodically appear nothing could prevent
it asserting a claim to the possession of

political power ;
and whenever a new class

of that kind arose bribery would always be

rife when an election was held.
"
It was

so," he said, "in the time of Sir Robert

Walpole, when there were the Turkey
merchants, men who had made great

fortunes; they attacked all the boroughs,
and turned the country gentlemen out.

Then followed the nabobs men who had

made great fortunes in India; and after

them came the West Indian planters, and

in the time of the war the government
loan merchants; but I believe that at no

period has this country ever been more free

in its parliamentary affairs from bribery
than it was in the years that immediately

preceded the Reform Bill of Lord Grey. It

happened to be in a time of tranquillity,

when no great changes were occurring,

and when no new class was treading upon
the heels of those in power, and when the

elections of members for this House were

purer than usual. It shows that we are

not making progress ;
but that it is a fitful

influence in our political life namely, the

employment of corrupt means to obtain a

seat in this House. We have had the age
of railway directors; we have had the

age of the great contractors for public
works

;
and we have had the age of

nuggets ;
and in the experience of gentle-

men now sitting in this House, we have

had elections which were a disgrace to the

country."

Yet, continued Mr. Disraeli, those evils

had been much mitigated of late years.

The provision of local investigation in

the Act of 1868 had dealt a severe blow

against bribery. At the last general elec-

tion, though political passions ran high,
there was the most marked diminution

in bribery proceedings. The adoption
of the ballot would not, however, tend

to improve matters. By the substitu-

tion of secret for open voting bribery and

personation, owing to the difliculties of

detection which would then follow, would

be largely on the increase. There was no

necessity for the change. The franchise

was as much a trust as it ever was. The
Reform Act of 1867 had not introduced a

revolutionary clement into the constitu-
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encies, or caused members to be no longer
elected for the House of Commons upon
the old principles of the British constitution.

There was not a single elector who did not

possess more than one qualification before

he could exercise the vote. Even the house-

holder of the town had to own a house, to

be rated, and to have a very long residence

before he could vote. And with regard to

the other electors the qualifications were

higher and more various. There was not

a single voter who was not a qualified

voter, and who did not vote, in virtue of

a qualification which it was not easy to

obtain without a character and without

energy. So much for the assertion that

since the late reform bill the franchise

was no longer a privilege ! The intro-

duction of the ballot was only part of a

system, the object of which was to oppress
and alarm the public mind by constant

changes. New systems of government, new

principles of property, every subject that

could agitate the minds of nations, had

been brought forward and patronized until

the country, anxious and harassed, knew
not what next to expect.

" This arrangement about the ballot," con-

cluded Mr. Disraeli, "is part of the same

system, a system which would dislocate all

the machinery of the state, and disturb and

agitate the public mind. If, therefore,

for no other reason, for that alone I shall

resist it under every form and in every
manner. But I know to-night we may
have to encounter an apparent defeat.

Yes, there is a mechanical majority, a

majority the result of heedlessness of

thought on the part of members of par-

liament, who Avere so full of the Irish

Church, and of questions of economy at

the last election, that they gave pledges
in favour of the ballot without duly con-

sidering the question. There are a great

number of gentlemen who when they came

into parliament were opposed to the ballot,

but who in a conciliatory age like this

have put aside their opinions and heed-

lessly adopted this doctrine. These are the

elements of which this mechanical majority
is composed ;

and however triumphant that

majority may be to-night, its triumph will

only be for the moment. There is a cele-

brated river which has been the subject of

political interest of late, and with which

we are all acquainted, which rolls its

magnificent volume clear and pellucid in

its course, but which never reaches the

ocean
;

it sinks into mud and morass, and

such will be the fate of this mechanical

majority. The country is entirely against

the proposed change. The conscience of

the country is against it. We have had

no exhibition out of doors, or any feeling

in favour of it. It is an old-fashioned

political expedient ;
it is not adapted to

the circumstances which we have to en-

counter in the present ;
and because it has

no real foundation of truth or policy it will

meet with defeat and discomfiture."

In its passage through the House of

Commons, the ballot bill, thanks to the

"mechanical majority," succeeded in defeat-

ing the tactics of the Opposition. Mr.

Disraeli spoke more than once against the

measure, and invariably regretted its intro-

duction. He complained that important
matters such as the recommendations of

the sanitary commissioners, the establish-

ment of a tribunal of ultimate appeal, the

administration of the admiralty board, and

various financial questions had been put
on one side in order that the ballot bil'

might be discussed. "Why," he asked,
"
is all tins old stuff brought before us ?

Only because the prime minister has been

suddenly converted to an expiring faith,

and has passionately embraced a corpse."

Why should they spend nights and morn-

ings upon such " a worn-out antiquated

frivolity as secret voting?" No one wanted

the bill, no one was anxious for the ballot,

the whole thing was simply occupying

precious time which might be far better

employed.
" This bill," he said in the debate on the

third reading (August 8, 1871), "is probably
about soon to leave us. I reret its intro-
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duction, not merely on the grounds I have

referred to, but because generally speaking
1 think it a retrograde measure. We have

liei'ii now for nearly fifty years trying to get

politics out of holes and corners. We began

bygetling them outof OldSarum andGatton.

There was real
'

secret voting.
1

I acknow-

ledge that thirty-five or forty years ago
there was a plausible case to be made out

for the ballot
;
and I think the case for the

ballot might be strong if the principle be

just that the franchise is a trust a principle
in politics which has unfortunately been

accepted by this House for a long time, and

which those who have been great leaders

of opinion have promulgated, but against
which I have always protested, because if

the elector is a trustee he may fairly say,
'

If there is a trust there must be unlimited

confidence; you have confided to me this

office, and I ask of you, the state, in turn

to protect me in its exercise
;
and I cannot

be protected unless I have the advantage
of recording my vote without being respon-
sible to anyone ; you have chosen me to

be your trustee, I demand that I may be

allowed completely to fulfil that trust.'

]5ut all that is past; it is acknowledged
now that the franchise is not a trust, but

that it is a political privilege, and like all

political privileges.it must be exercised for

the common good, and cannot be exercised

for the common good unless it is exercised

publicly. The moment you had a qualified

but largely expanded constituency, you
altered all the conditions of the case. If

you pass this bill you will be taking a

retrograde step in divorcing political life

from publicity. Without publicity there

can be no public spirit, and without public

spirit every nation must decay."
The "

retrograde step" was deferred for a

season. On the bill being sent up to the

House of Lords its rejection was moved by
Lord Shaftesbury on the plea of the late-

ness of the session. After a brief debate,
in which the Duke of Somerset bitterly

attacked the government, the scheme of

secret voting was defeated by a majority

of two to one. Indeed, so wide and formid-

able was the difference of opinion between

the peers and the government that only

forty-eight peers could be induced to vote

for the ballot bill at all, the remainder

of the Liberal peers preferring to stay

away. Contents, 48; not contents, 97

majority, 49.

Parliament was prorogued August 21,

1871. Of the numerous measures which

had been so boastfully announced at the

beginning of the session as about to be

introduced, but few received the royal

assent Bills had been brought forward

and then abandoned ;
the House had sat

far into August and yet little legislative

results had been obtained ;
there had been

incessant wrangling between the Treasury

bench and the Opposition ;
and the session

closed amid much uneasiness and dis-

approval. Mr. Gladstone had tried to do

too much, and to please everybody, and the

consequence was that he had done very

little and displeased everybody. It was felt

throughout the country that parliament

had failed, both in legislation and in its

function of supervising administrative busi-

ness. The budget had been a blunder. The

naval and military estimates were heavy,

yet the state of the army was not satis-

factory, and that of the fleet far from tended

to inspire confidence. The abortive licens-

ing bill of Mr. Bruce had irritated the

publican interest. The local taxation bill,

which was to redress so many grievances,

had broken down The "
great unwashed "

had been rendered furious by the govern-
ment first forbidding a " demonstration

"
to

be held, and then countermanding the order
;

whilst the Irish, on being refused permis-

sion to assemble in Pho3nix Park to pray
for the liberation of the military prisoners

confined for Fenianism, loudly complained
of the favouritism shown to the English
"
republican," who was permitted to roar

himself hoarse in Trafalgar Square and

Hyde Park, whilst the Hibernian, when he

met to ventilate his grievances, was charged

by cavalry and attacked by police. On all
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sides there were irritation, discontent, and

riot.
"
It is the most unlucky government

that ever was," cried the Duke of Somerset

when opposing the ballot bill.
"
Every day

brings some new misfortune to the govern-
ment. Whether one takes a walk through
the parks, through Trafalgar Square, or

even along the Thames embankment, every-
where evidence is to be found how the

government have mismanaged affairs. What
a mess they have made of it in the park
here and in the park in Ireland! Their

army cannot march, and their ships cannot

swim. It is a very unfortunate circum-

stance that the government should go on

blundering in that way."

During the recess ministers amused them-

selves by touring about the country con-

tradicting all the statements of their

enemies, vindicating their actions in the

past, and, as Mr. Disraeli said, living in
"
a blaze of apology." In spite of all their

eloquence, however, the country declined

to come to any other conclusion than that

arrived at by the Duke of Somerset, that

the government had " made a mess of it."

Whilst his rivals were busy excusing the

failures of the last session, Mr. Disraeli

addressed himself but once to the country.
It was on the occasion of the dinner given

by the Hughenden Horticultural Society.
Her Majesty had for some time past been in

failing health, and much anxiety was felt

by the better classes in the country about

her condition. At the same time it must
be admitted that there was a large section

of the people who grumbled severely at

the secluded life led by the queen, and who

asserted, being ignorant of the state of her

health, that it was the duty of Her Majesty
to come forward from her retirement, and to

dispense the hospitalities and fulfil the social

obligations expected from the throne. The

success which had attended upon the eleva-

tion of the French republic had caused a

feeling among the more ignorant and easily

prejudiced in the country in favour of

republican institutions; and it was asked

both in ribald verse and still more ribald

caricature what use was there in possess-

ing a social ornament to the constitution if

no state balls or concerts were ever given,

if all the royal palaces were closed, if levees

and drawing-rooms were never held, and if

royal and other illustrious personages who
visited our shores were received neither at

Windsor Castle nor Buckingham Palace,

but had to content themselves with the

accommodation afforded by an hotel ? If

the sovereign was too stricken with grief

to carry out the duties imposed upon her

by her lofty position, let her abdicate and

give place to the heir-apparent. Or better

still, shrieked the republican division, let

monarchy be abolished, and the simple and

economical institutions now in vogue both

across the Channel and across the Atlantic

be adopted.
So sneered and spoke certain among

the masses, and their words did not meet

with entire disapproval. It was to correct

this impression that Mr. Disraeli made a

few remarks which created no little sensa-

tion at the time. He explained that the

sovereign of these realms did not neglect

her constitutional duties, and that it was

only from ill health that she was debarred

from performing her social duties.
" The

health of the queen," he said, "has for

several years been a subject of anxiety to

those about her, but it is only this year that

the country generally has become acquainted
with the gravity of her condition. I be-

lieve I may say there is some improvement
in Her Majesty's health, but I fear it will

be a long time before it will recover the

average condition; and I do not think we

can conceal from ourselves that a still

longer time must elapse before Her Majesty
will be able to resume the performance of

those public and active duties which it was

once her pride and pleasure to fulfil I say
her pleasure to fulfil, because they brought
her into constant and immediate contact

with her people. The fact is, we cannot

conceal from ourselves that Her Majesty is

physically and morally incapacitated from

performing those duties; but it is some con-
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solation to Her Majesty's advisers to know

that, with regard to those much higher

duties which Her Majesty is called upon
to perform, she still performs them with a

punctuality and a precision which have

certainly never been surpassed, and rarely

equalled by any monarch of these realms.

. . . There is not a despatch received

from abroad, or sent from this country

abroad, which is not submitted to the

queen. The whole of the internal admin-

istration of this country greatly depends

upon the sign manual, and of our present

sovereign it may be said that her signa-

ture has never been placed to any public

document of which she did not know the

purpose, and of which she did not approve.

Those cabinet councils of which you all

hear, and which are necessarily the scene

of anxious and important deliberations, are

reported and communicated on their ter-

mination by the minister to the sovereign,

and they often call from her critical remarks

requiring considerable attention; and I will

venture to say this, that no person likely to

administer the affairs of this country would

treat the suggestions of Her Majesty with

indifference, for at this moment there is

probably no person living who has such

complete control over the political condi-

tion of England as the sovereign herself.

. . All who have served her will admit

that when her ministers have been selected

by her, in deference to what she believes to

be the higher interests of the state and the

opinion of the country, she gives to them

a complete confidence and an undeviating

support. But although there never was a

sovereign who would less arrogate to herself

any power or prerogative which the con-

stitution does not authorize, so I will say
there was never one more wisely jealous of

the prerogatives and privileges which the

constitution has allotted to her, because she

believes that they are for the welfare of

her peopla"
No sooner had this speech been delivered

than attention was at once drawn to the

words "physic lly and morally incapaci-

VOL. II

tated." Mr. Disraeli denied that he had

said "morally," and therefore the objection

to his observation at once fell to the ground.
To be physically incapacitated is one thing,

to be morally, is a very different matter.

Still, in spite of the denial, the subject was

not permitted for some time to drop. It

suited the malice of certain political oppo-
nents to decry Mr. Disraeli, and to make out

that the man who was, of all English prime

ministers, the most jealous of any tamper-

ing with the prerogative, was attempting to

bid for republican support by directing a

"pointed and precise" attack against the

sovereign, in order to tarnish the lustre of

the crown.

Before the year closed republicanisn in

England, however, received a blow which

at once crushed its rising efforts. The

Prince of Wales, on returning from a visit

to the seat of Lord Londesborough, had

been attacked by typhoid symptoms, and

was lying dangerously ill at Sandringham.
When the sad news was made public, the

most ardent loyalty was restored to the

nation. All the ribald caricatures, all the

lying stories which had been so freely cir-

culated, all the sham hostility which had

been directed against the throne, at once

disappeared and were forgotten. There was

only one prayer throughout the country
that it might please God to restore the

heir-apparent to perfect health, and thus

create rejoicing in every heart The inter-

est in all other topics died away for the

one question of the hour, to which alone

the nation cared for a reply, was "How
is the prince ?

" As the bulletins were

issued they were perused by an eager and

anxious crowd, and their contents flashed

forth to every town and village in the

kingdom. All Europe looked on with

astonishment and with reverence. At a

time when republicanism was supposed to

be in the ascendant, this devotion to the

cause of monarchial government, this un-

feigned attachment to the royal family, and

the sincerity of the grief which the illness

of the heir-apparent excited amid all classes

27
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of the nation, caused men, who had taught
that the influence of a crown was a delu-

sion and a throne a symbol of oppression,
to re-consider their opinions, and to admit
that in England, at least, the principle of

royalty was as firmly settled in the hearts

of the people as it was honoured and beloved.

Happily, as we know, the prince slowly
but steadily recovered, and was shortly
afterwards enabled to receive from his

future subjects such an ovation as seldom
falls to the lot of man. His illness cannot
be said to have been sent in vain, since it

effectually dispelled the clouds of calumny
and disloyalty which had for some little

time past been gathering around the

throne.

The queen, ever sensitive of the attach-

ment of her people, did not permit the loyal

sympathy which had been called forth to

pass unacknowledged. She thus testified

her thanks :

' WINDSOR CASTLE, Dec. 26, 1871.
"
The queen is very anxious to express her deep

sense of the touching sympathy of the whole
nation on the occasion of the alarming illness of

,

her dear son, the Prince of Wales. The universal

feeling shown for her by her people during those

painful, terrible days, and the sympathy evinced

by them with herself and her beloved daughter,
the Princess of Wales, as well as the general joy
at the improvement in the Prince of Wales' state,
have made a deep and lasting impression on her

heart, which can never be eflaced. It was indeed

nothing new to her, for the queen had met with
the same sympathy when, just ten years ago, a

similar illness removed from her side the main-

stay of her life, the best, wisest, and kindest of

husbands.

"The queen wishes to express, at the same time,
on the part of the Princess of Wales, her feelings
of heartfelt gratitude, for she has been as deeply
touched as the queen by the great and universal

manifestation of loyalty and sympathy.
" The queen cannot conclude without expressing

her hope, that her faithful subjects will continue
their prayers to God for the complete recovery of

her dear sou to health and strength."



CHAPTER VIII.

"CONSERVATIVE PRINCIPLES.

THE shadows which coming events cast

before them were deepening and lengthen-

ing. The disintegrating influences which

a few months later were to shatter and

overthrow the Gladstone administration

were making themselves palpably felt, and

were full of ill omen to all who had the

interests of the Liberal party really at heart.

1 1 \\ as evident that on the various questions

which had arisen there was so much diver-

sity of opinion as to render it hopeless to

expect that union could long prevail, and

ministerialists present an unbroken front

to the attacks of a patient, but vigilant

Opposition. As he critically examined his

followers before preparing for action, Mr.

(Hailstone saw the elements of discord in

every section, and that mutiny was only

watching its opportunity to sound the cry
(if disaffection. The clergy were fast desert-

ing from his ranks, since they never knew
from one session to another whether it was

to fall to their lot to share the same fate as

that of their brethren of the sister Church

in Ireland. The Nonconformists were agi-

tating violently against certain provisions

in the education bill, and threatened, unless

their demands were complied with, to with-

draw altogether their allegiance from the

ministry. Several of the Liberal landed

gentry were rendered hostile by the clauses

of the Irish land bill, fearing that such a

measure would eventually lead to a reduc-

tion of rent in England, and to a change
for the worse in the relations between

landlord and tenant. In commercial circles

the "sweet simplicity" of the
" harum

scarum" budgets of Mr. Lowe were ad-

versely commented upon in every bank

parlour and almost every counting-house.
The loss of the Captain and of the

Megcera had shaken the confidence of

the nation in the administration of naval

affairs. The abolition of the purchase

system, though the reform wa3 to be

commended, had caused the army to look

upon the government as an aggressive and

meddlesome foe. The licensed victuallers,

irritated at the interference with the licens-

ing question, were preparing to go over in

a body to the Opposition. The American

claims, which had meekly been admitted

by ministers, had angered and humiliated

the country, which very justly felt that

the authorities at Washington were pre-

suming on our good-nature or timidity.

Yet, as if this discreditable state of things

had not in itself been sufficient to make

the nation sullen and depressed, Mr. Glad-

stone must needs go out of his way to

throw more dirt upon his already amply

bespattered administration. The appoint-

ment of Sir Eobert Collier to a seat at the

judicial committee of the privy council, was

one of those insolent and infamous jobs

only to be expected from a government
which was ever lauding the lofty morality
of its motives and the single-minded char-

acter of its political ambition. It was a

job worthy of the worst days of Sir Eobert

Walpole or the Duke of Newcastle, and

based on grounds which even the most

brazen attorney who had ever saved his

client through a flaw in the indictnu-iit,

or through quibbles of the most shuffling

character, would have hesitated to advance.

The subtlest and most unscrupulous of the

friends of the prime minister felt themselves

at a complete loss how to defend and throw

a glamour over so strained and arrogant a

proceeding. Sir Eobert Collier, the attorney-

general to the government, had to be pro-
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vided for. A vacancy occurring, he had

been appointed a judge of the court of

Common Pleas for a few days only, in

order to qualify him to be a paid member
of the judicial committee of the privy
council it having been specially enacted

by a statute passed only the last session,

that no one could be appointed a member of

such judicial committee who was not, or had

not been, a judge
"
of one of Her Majesty's

superior courts at Westminster, or a chief-

justice of the high court of judicature at

Fort - William in Bengal, or Madras, or

Bombay, or of the late supreme court of

judicature at Fort-William in Bengal ;" the

object of this provision being, of course,

only to transfer men of trained judicial

experience to the committee of the privy

council, which was to be the new court of

appeal. The vacant appointment had been

tendered to three judges, and had been

refused, since the salary was not sufficiently

tempting; it was then offered to Sir Eobert

Collier, and accepted. Sir Eobert was, as

we have said, the attorney-general of the

government, a distinguished counsel if you
will, but of course possessed of no judicial

experience whatever. To qualify him for

his new duties, it was necessary to adopt a

course which even the typical Jesuit would

have thought a little too shifty and evasive.

The late attorney-general was accordingly

appointed to a vacant puisne judgeship in

the court of Common Pleas
;
and having

aired his new wig and robes for a couple
of days on the bench, was straightway
transferred to the judicial committee of

the privy council.

So glaring a setting at nought of the

spirit of an act of parliament was a pro-

ceeding which did not pass unnoticed or

uncondemned. Eemonstrances against this

colourable and manufactured qualification,

which had been deemed sufficient to give
an ex-attorney-general a seat in the new
court of appeal, poured in xipon both

Mr. Gladstone and the lord chancellor

from Liberals of all shades of opinions.
" From every member of the legal profes-

sion," wrote the Lord Chief-Justice Cock-

burn, a stanch Liberal, to the prime minister,

"with whom I have been brought into con-

tact in the course of the last few days, I

have met with but one expression of opinion

as to the proposed step an opinion, to use

the mildest term I can select, of strong

and unqualified condemnation. Such, I can

take upon myself to say, is the unanimous

opinion of the profession. I have never

in my time known of so strong or uni-

versal an expression I had almost said

explosion of opinion." Still, in the face

of all protest, this evasion of the spirit

of the law was carried out, and Sir

Eobert Collier took his seat at the judicial

committee.

This disgraceful act was to be repeated
in another instance, which created almost

equal scandal. The rectory of Ewelme,
ever since the days of James I., had been

annexed to the Eegius professorship of

divinity of the University of Oxford; but

during the last session an Act had been

passed severing the rectory of Ewelme from

the Eegius professorship. Still, when this

separation took place, it had been specially

stipulated that the rectory should never fall

into the hands of one who was not a mem-
ber of the convocation of the University
of Oxford. The meaning of this provision

was, of course, very simple ;
it meant that

only a man trained and educated at Oxford

should enjoy the fruits of the rectory. But

Mr. Gladstone proved himself as equal in

evading the spirit of the law in this case

as he had been in the Collier appointment.

The living of Ewelme became void, owing
to the promotion of Dr. Payne Smith to

the deanery of Canterbury. Mr. Gladstone

then presented a Mr. Harvey, a member of

the University of Cambridge, to the vacant

rectory. And now the same farce was to

be gone through as had been acted with

such success by the late attorney-general.

The spirit of the law was to be evaded,

whilst the letter was strictly to be carried

out. As Sir Eobert Collier had been ap-

pointed a judge to qualify himself for a
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seat on the judicial committee, so this Mr.

Harvey was admitted a member of the con-

vocation of Oxford, and thus rendered fit

to enjoy the emoluments of a living which

had been intended to be held by a real, and

not a nominal son of Oxford, precisely as

the seat in the new court of appeal had

been intended to be occupied by a real, and

not a nominal judge.
To the ordinary mind there can be but

one opinion as to these appointments ; they
were made in open defiance of provisions

specially drawn up to avoid such jobbery
as had actually occurred. No man whose

sense of common honesty is not blinded by
party bias, or warped by the delusions of

false logic, can fail to see that the appoint-
ment of Sir Eobert Collier, who was in

reality a barrister and not a judge, to the

judicial committee of the privy council was

contrary to the true interpretation of the

act of parliament; and that the appoint-
ment of Mr. Harvey, who was a Cambridge
man, and not an Oxford man in the true

sense implied by the statute, should never

have been made. But the mind of Mr.

Gladstone is, as we all know, of no ordi-

nary calibre; it is too "pious," too "earnest,"

too "thorough and intense" to be influ-

enced bythose common principlesof political

honour and morality which usually guide
and control the actions of inferior statesmen.

It is a mind which, when arraigned at the

bar of political criticism, has much to be

answerable for. It has suffered its gifted

possessor to be, within the space of five

decades, the hope of stern, unbending tory-

ism, and afterwards the hope of a loose and

flexible republicanism; it lias suffered its

gifted possessor to be the stanch upholder
of the union between church and state, and
afterwards the dissolver of such union

;

to be the opponent of the expenditure
of the Crimean war, and yet to hold

the seals of office as chancellor of the

exchequer in the very administration whose

extravagance he condemned
;

to be the

denouncer of the income tax when in oppo-
sition, and then to be the first to fall back

upon its convenient aid when in power ;
te

be the opponent of the ballot, and then to

be its champion ;
to be the proclaimer of a

policy of non-reduction in Irish rents, and

then to be the introducer of the Irish land

bill; to be the avenger of "atrocities" when

Turkey is the offender, but to be silent

when Poles and Jews are the victims of

Kussian brutality and intolerance; to

solemnly affirm in the House of Commons,
on the occasion of Sir Robert Peel's amend-

ment to the resolution moved by the Whig
ministry in 1839, that

"
It is not fitting

that this House should adopt a proceeding

which has the appearance of calling in

question the undoubted right of the House

of Lords to inquire into the state of Ireland,"

and to dispute that right in 1882; in short

to be the advocate of one class of measures

one session and the opponent the next It

is not therefore, perhaps, a matter of much

surprise that a mind so "pious" and "ear-

nest," or, perhaps, to speak more correctly,

a mind so vacillating and elastic, should

have found nothing deserving of reproach

in such evasions as were necessary to estab-

lish the appointments of Sir Robert Collier

and the Rev. William Wigan Harvey. It

is pleasant to think that throughout the

long political career of Lord Beaconsfield,

the great Conservative chief was never

under the influence of idiosyncracies which

impelled him to commit acts which might
be branded in terms so harsh and plain as

scarcely to be permissible even in that

veiled form which is called "a parlia-

mentary sense."

The Houses re-assembled February 6,

1872. In the speech from the throne

mention was made of the happy recover)'

from his recent illness of the Prince of

Wales, of the intended settlement of the

Alabama claims by arbitration at Geneva,

of the question of the San Juan water

boundary, and of the bills for the im-

provement of public education in Scotland,

for the amendment of the licensing system,

the regulation of mines, and the establish-

ment of secret voting. It was also saii
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that Ireland was "
free from serious crime,"

and that several measures of administrative

improvement for Ireland would be intro-

duced. After the mover and seconder of

the address had delivered themselves of

their elaborate opinions and studied com-

ments, Mr. Disraeli reviewed in a somewhat

'engthy speech the political situation. He

began by humorously protesting against

ministers during the recess going about

the country to vindicate their conduct,

and living
"
in a blaze of apology." If their

conduct required vindication the House of

Commons, he hinted, was the proper place
to make their apologies; so that after the

rest of the recess they might return fresh

to their work, as was the fashion in the

good old parliamentary days. He then

passed on to repeat his objections to the

ballot bill, which he regretted was to

be again introduced to the exclusion of

measures especially sanitary measures

that were really needed. There was no

occasion for such an Act. Secret voting,

it had been said, was the practice of all

free states
; yet it was well known that

neither in the United States, with one

exception, nor in Australia, with the ex-

ception of South Australia, was the voting
secret. Nor was it true that the ballot

bill was inevitable because every man in

England now had a vote. Every man
in England did not have a vote, since

according to the census returns only one

person in fifteen enjoyed the privilege of

voting.
" I for my part," Mr. Disraeli said,

" much regret that the government press

on the measure
;
and I shall offer to the

principle of the bill an unceasing and

unflinching opposition. We have now for

long generations been building up in this

country a great fabric of political freedom,

and we have founded that fabric upon

publicity. That has been the principle of

the whole of our policy. First of all, we

made our courts of law public ;
and during

the last forty years we have completely

emancipated the periodical press of Eng-

land, which was not literally free before,

giving it such power that it throws light

upon the life of almost every class in this

country, and I might say upon the life of

almost every individual. It seems to me,

therefore, most inconsistent that in defer-

ence to a now obsolete prejudice for such

I will venture to call it we should deviate

from that principle of publicity, and throw

a veil of secrecy over the conduct of the

most important body in this country the

constituent body, a body which I maintain

is as independent as it is powerful." With

a numerous and powerful constituency acts

of oppression, he declared, could not now

to any great extent be exercised
;
and since

local investigation by the judges of the land

had been established, bribery had much
diminished. He did not expect to be

successful in obtaining a majority against

the bill; still the measure would throughout
its progress in the House meet with his

strenuous and consistent opposition.

The claims of America, as interpreted

by the treaty of Washington, next came

within the criticism of Mr. Disraeli. A
few words as to this treaty, which was

characterized throughout its proceedings

by the meekness and indecision peculiar

to a Liberal foreign policy. The raids

which the Alabama and other privateers

escaping from our ports had made upon
American property, during the late war

between the North and the South, had

caused much indignation in the United

States. Diplomacy had for some time

past been endeavouring to settle the claims

which America had advanced. That the

Alabama and the other privateers had been

guilty of offences demanding redress was

admitted both by the Liberals and the

Conservatives
;
and when the latter were

in power Lord Stanley, as foreign secretary,
had endeavoured to arrive at a satisfactory
settlement of the question, but without

success, owing to the additional demands
then brought forward by America. There

was no dispute as to the Alabama griev-
ances

;
but mixed up with those grievances
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were a mass of indirect exactions which

could not be admitted by England. .Mr.

Reverdy Johnson had crossed the Atlantic

to arrange these indirect claims and the

other points that were under investigation;

but being a man of a kindly and susceptible

nature, he was so overcome with the hospi-

talities and social attentions he received,

that he consented to the drawing up of a

treaty which by his own countrymen was

considered far too favourable to English
interests. The treaty was rejected by the

United States, and Mr. Reverdy Johnson

was recalled.

His successor was Mr. Motley, the

historian, and the interrupted negotiations
were at once resumed. It was agreed,
since all questions had to be referred to

the senate of the United States, that a

conference should take place at Washington,
attended both by commissioners from the

United States and from England ;
and that

the matters in dispute should be settled on

principles so broad and comprehensive as

to serve as precedents on future occasions.

The following rules were laid down for the

guidance of the commissioners :

"
1. That a neutral government is bound, first, to

nee due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming,
or equipping within its jurisdiction of any vessel

which it has reasonable ground to believe is in-

tended to cruise or carry on war against a power
w ith which it is at peace ; and also to ue like

diligence to prevent the departure from its juris-

diction of any vessel intended to cruise or carry
on war as above, such vessel having been specially

adapt r<l in whole or in part, within such jurisdic-

tion, to warlike use.
"

2. Not to permit or gutter either belligerent to

make use of its ports or waters as the base of

naval operations against the other, or for the

purpose of the renewal or augmentation of mili-

tary supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men.
"

3. To exercise due diligence in its own ports
and waters, and as to all persons within its

jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the fore-

going obligations and duties.
"
It being a condition of this underatandin.<;, that

these obligations .should in future be held to be

binding internationally between the two countries."

According to these rules the treaty of

Washington was drawn up, and it was

hoped that the preliminary difficulties had

been settled. The English commissioners

hail consented, with a deference which

created some hostile comments at home,

to the demands of the United States, when

a new difficulty now appeared. It had

been agreed that the points contested

should be decided by arbitration; but on

the framing of the treaty the English
commissioners had made their American

colleagues clearly to understand that the

only matters to be considered by the

arbitrators were the direct ravages com-

mitted by the Alabama and the other

privateers, whose depredations had occa-

sioned the treaty. The United States,

however, now brought forward a series of

indirect claims "growing out of the acts

of certain vessels, in respect of which the

government of the United States alleges

that Great Britain has failed to perform
some international duty." These indirect

claims may be thus summarized :

1. The losses occasioned by the transfer of the

American shipping trade to the British flag.

2. The considerable expenses imposed on the

United States by the necessity of chasing the

privateers.

3. The losses from the increase of insurance

premiums.
4. The enlarged war expenditure caused by the

prolongation of hostilities.

After much discussion these indirect

claims were virtually waived by the

government of the United States; but

at the time when Mr. Disraeli alluded

to our relations with America, in his

comment upon the speech from the throne,

they were still being brought forward for

settlement. These diplomatic proceedings
Mr. Disraeli now passed under review.
" Ever since I have sat in this House,"

he said,
"
I have always endeavoured to

maintain and cherish relations of cordiality

and confidence between the United King-
dom and the United States. I have felt

that between those two great countries the

material interests were so vast; were likely

so greatly to increase, and were in their

character so mutually beneficial to both
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countries, that they alone formed bonds of

union between them upon which public
men might count with confidence. But

I could not forget that in the relations

between the United States and England
there was an element also of sentiment,

which ought never to be despised in

politics, and without which there cannot

be enduring alliance. When the unhappy
civil war occurred, I endeavoured therefore

as far as I could to maintain in this House
a strict neutrality between the northern

and southern states. There were no doubt

great differences of opinion, as must occur

in events so momentous. Those differences

of opinion were shared by hon. members
on both sides of the House

;
but as regards

the House of Commons, it is a fact that

throughout that great struggle there was
never a party fight of any kind in this

House upon the subject. There were some
at a particular time for a long time during
that contest who were anxious to obtain

the recognition of the southern states by
this country. I never could share that

opinion ;
and I am bound to say that my

friend the late Lord Derby, with whom I

acted whether in government or in opposi-
tion in perfect accord, was equally opposed
to that policy, as was his son the present
Earl of Derby. We were of opinion that,

had that recognition occurred, it would not

have averted the final catastrophe ; nay, it

would not have procrastinated it, and it

would at the same time have necessarily
involved this country in a war with the

northern states, while there were circum-

stances then existing in Europe which
made us believe that the war might not

have been limited to America."

Holding those views, and professing that

friendship, continued Mr. Disraeli, he

wished to regard all proceedings touching
the welfare of the United States in an

amicable light. When in office he had been

the first to propose that the Alabama
claims should be referred to arbitration.
" That act on our part," he remarked,
'

proved the sincerity of our opinions, and

I do not for a moment doubt, and have
not for a moment doubted, the wisdom of

that policy which recommended the settle-

ment of those claims by arbitration." The

treaty, however, negotiated by Lord Derby
had been rejected by the United States

because it expressly shut the government of

Washington from preferring under its pro-
visions those very indirect claims about which

there had been so much dispute. Those "wild

and preposterous
"

claims, Mr. Disraeli

asserted, could not for one moment be seri-

ously considered. He did not oppose the

treaty of Washington that had been entered

into, though he objected to several of its

clauses; but both he and his followers had

thought it unwise to challenge it in parlia-

ment, partly because it had been held by high

authority to be legally complete when it

was signed. Still there must be no two

opinions as to the meaning of that treaty.

According to ministers the treaty excluded

the indirect claims; but the United States

appeared, from recent correspondence, to

be under the impression that the treaty

admitted the consideration of those claims.

There must be, he warned, no confusion

of ideas; no floundering in "a Serbonian

bog of diplomacy;" it was the duty of

the government to speak out clearly and

frankly.
"
It is a question," said Mr. Disraeli,

amid the cheers of the House,
"
that

ought to be met with entire frankness

and friendship. Her Majesty's govern-
ment should say

' We have signed this

treaty, and we have our interpretation of

it
; you have, much to our astonishment,

placed upon it an interpretation perfectly

different. It is impossible for us to consent

to conditions which the honour of this

country forbids, which the ordinary calcu-

lations of prudence that should govern and

regulate the proceedings of all states con-

demn, which are too monstrous to enter

into the heads of any practical and respon-

sible statesmen. And as it is impossible
for us to accept your interpretation, we
ask you whether you will not on reflection
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believe that ours is tlie just and true inter-

pretation, and if you do come to that

conclusion we are prepared to adhere to

every letter of our engagements; but if

you will not do this, then we ask you to

cancel with no ill-feeling a document

which was intended to conciliate and

cement the feelings of friendship between

t\vo great countries, but which has unfor-

tunately led to results so opposite and so

mischievous.'
"

Mr. Disraeli then concluded with a grace-
ful allusion to the recovery of the Prince

of Wales, and to the joy with which that

event had been hailed by the nation. "The

unexpected and startling events," he said,
" connected with the illness of the Prince

"t Wales have evoked and manifested the

deep loyalty of this country and the per-

sonal affection which is felt by the people
towards the prince. After all his sufferings,

it must be an ennobling solace to him to

feel that he possesses the affection of his

fellow-countrymen. And we in this House
of whom there is probably not one who

is not personally acquainted with the prince
know that he is entirely deserving of

their confidence and their affection." Mr.

(Hailstone in reply contended that the

treaty could not be read in two contradic-

tory senses, and therefore needed no further

elucidation
;
he admitted that Mr. Disraeli

had always treated American affairs with

the judgment and discretion of an en-

lighteneil patriot; and he concluded by
asserting that the indirect claims could

not be considered by any nation possessing
a spark of honour or spirit. The motion

for an address to the crown in answer to

the speeeh was then agreed to, and the

debute, came to an end.

One of the first subjects which engaged
the attention of the re-assembled House of

Ci >ninions was the election of a speaker.
Mr. John Evelyn Denison, after filling the

chair with the unanimous approval of the

House during the last fifteen years, had
earned his well-deserved repose, and had
been raised to the peerage as Viscount

VOL. II.

Ossington.* He had entered parliament
as a warm supporter of Mr. Canning, and

had held office under that brilliant genius
as one of the Lords of the Admiralty.

Though Mr. Denison had never taken an

active part in politics, his name will best

be remembered as a social reformer from

the Act which bore his name.f His grace-

ful dignity, his knowledge of the rules of

the House, his exquisite impartiality, and

a temper which, though never ruffled, could

never be taken advantage of, caused him

to be one of the most able as well as

the most popular speakers that had ever

occupied the chair. A vote of thanks was

eloquently proposed by Mr'. Gladstone, and

seconded by Mr. Disraeli.
"
You, sir," said the leader of the Opposi-

tion, addressing Mr. Denison for the last

time in his capacity as the arbiter of

debate,
" have brought to that chair parlia-

mentary learning, varied accomplishment,
and especially that refined taste and that

high breeding which, whatever may happen
to us, I trust will ever be the character-

istics of the House of Commons. As to

that spirit of impartiality, so important
in the position which you occupy, I

should not be doing justice to my own

feelings and what is much more import-

ant, I should not be doing justice to the

cause of political truth were I not to

bear witness that, although we belong to

different political connections, during the

long period that you have filled that chair

no cloud ever rose between us. And when,

*
By constitutional usage it is customary in the case of a

speaker of the House of Commons, on his final retirement

from the chair, to address the crown to confer upon him
" some signal marlc of royal favour." This request is

responded to on the part of the sovereign by the elevation of

the retiring speaker to the peerage, and by a message to the

HotiM' uf (.'ominous recommending that pecuniary provi.-ion

lie nude for the support of the dignity. Every speaker

during the present eeiitury has been raised to the
]

Mr. Addington was created Viscount Sidmonth ; Sir

John Milford, Baron Kedcsdale ; Mr. Abbot, Baron

Colchester; Sir Charles Manner- Suitrn, Viscount Can-

terbury ; Mr. James Abereromby. Baron Dunfermline ;

Mr. Slmw-Lefevre, Viscount Kversley ; and Mr. Denison,

Viscount Ossington.

f By the Deuison Act guardians were prohibited from

making the education of the children of paupers a condition

of out-iloor relief.

28
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sir, during that period I was called on
to discharge the principal business in this

House, I am sure I should not have been

equal to the occasion, or obtained from the

House its generous and indulgent accept-
ance of my efforts, had I not been sustained

by the valuable and vigilant aid which you
afforded to me, and which was absolutely
inestimable. I trust that in the compara-
tive retirement which awaits you your
health will be restored, and that you will

be enabled to resume in the service of the

country the exercise of those talents which
we so highly appreciate. In another house

of parliament I am sure you will not forget
that in which have been passed more than

two-thirds of your life, and in which you
have obtained such eminent distinction. I

am sure also I am not misinterpreting the

sentiments of all who are present, when I

say that your authority here will never be

appealed to but with reverence and respect,

and your name never mentioned but with

esteem and affection." The chair thus

vacated was then filled by Mr. Henry
William Bouverie Brand, the present

speaker, who had long served as
"
whip

"

to the Liberal party.

Acting in accordance with the duties of

a leader of the Opposition as laid down

by him when replying to Mr. Ayrton, Mr.

Disraeli was content with a general super-
vision of matters, and left the details of

debate, especially during the weeks which

preceded Easter, to his colleagues. He took

no part in repelling the ill-conditioned

attack upon the expenditure of the civil

list revenues made by Sir Charles Dilke;
he allowed the vote of censure upon the

government in consequence of the Collier

and Ewelme rectory scandals to be moved
without any biting comments issuing from

his lips ;
and he was equally silent upon

the unsavoury subject of the Contagious
Diseases Act, upon the burials bill, the par-

liamentary and municipal elections bill, the

question of education in Scotland, and the

regulation of mines. Even the "sweet

simplicity" of Mr. Lowe's financial state-

ment failed to arouse him out of his discip-

lined reticence.

But if Mr. Disraeli was silent in the

House, he made ample amends for all

lack of parliamentary criticism in the

brilliant speech he delivered during the

Easter recess at Manchester. The enthu-

siasm with which he was received on his

visit to this city plainly showed that the

tide of Conservative reaction had begun to

set in. Wherever Mr. Disraeli went vast

crowds cheered him to the echo
;
and on his

being made the central figure at a "demon-

stration" held at Pomona Palace, over two

hundred Conservative and constitutional

associations from all parts of Lancashire

despatched their representatives to present
him with addresses. It is estimated that

on that occasion over forty thousand per-

sons were crowding the palace and its

grounds, whilst the surrounding streets

were completely blocked by the mob. The

event of the week was, however, the speech
delivered by Mr. Disraeli on Conserva-

tive principles, in the Free Trade Hall

(April 3, 1872), before one of the largest

audiences that had ever assembled in the

city. It is a masterly exposition of the

creed of Conservatism, of what Conserva-

tism wishes to uphold, and of what it is

prepared to abolish.

To understand the tone of some of

the remarks we must remember that

during the previous few months Sir Charles

Dilke had been stumping the country,

preaching a kind of republicanism and

water, and especially attacking the civil

list and the expenses of royalty. Happily
his statements were so full of inaccuracies,

that they only tended to do hurt to the

cause he advocated, and to cover him

with well-merited ridicule. On the occa-

sion of Sir Charles bringing his imaginary

grievances before parliament, the
"
citizen

"

was very judiciously snubbed by Mr.

Gladstone.
" The whole notions," said

Mr. Gladstone,
"
entertained by my hon.

friend about the enormous accumulations

by the crown whether from the civil list
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or from any other source are utti'ily

visionary and groundless. I do not possess,

I am not authorized to give, and I am sure

the House of Commons does not wish to

receive I believe that if offered it would

indignantly repel it any minute informa-

tion on the subject ;
but I say, and know

the truth of my words, that nothing could

be more visionary than the opinions enter-

tained on this point by my hon. friend."

These misstatements and other topics

then attracting public attention furnished

Mr. Disraeli with texts for his discourse as

he faced the immense audience gathered to-

gether within the walls of the Manchester

Free Trade Hall. After a few preparatory
remarks he plunged at once into his subject

the views and teaching of the Conserva-

tive party.

"Our opponents assure us," he said,
" that the Conservative party have no

political programme; and, therefore, they
must look with much satisfaction to one

whom you honour to-night by considering
him the leader and representative of your

opinions, when he comes forward at your
invitation to express to you what that pro-

gramme is. The Conservative party are

accused of having no programme of policy.

If by a programme is meant a plan to despoil

churches and plunder landlords, I admit we

have no programme. If by a programme is

meant a policy which assails or menaces

every institution and every interest, every

class and crcry calling in the country, I
admit we hare no programme. But if to

have a policy with distinct ends, and these

such as most deeply interest the great

body of the nation, be a becoming pro-

gramme for a political party, then, I

contend, we have an adequate programme,
and one which, here or elsewhere, I

shall always be prepared to assert and to

vindicate.
"
Gentlemen, the programme of the Con-

servative party is to maintain the constitu-

tion of the country. I have not come down
to Manchester to deliver an essay on the

English constitution
;
but when the banner

of republicanism is unfurled when the

fundamental principles of our institutions

are controverted I think, perhaps, it may
not be inconvenient that I should make

some few practical remarks upon the charac-

ter of our constitution upon that monarchy,
limited by the co-ordinate authority of

estates of the realm, which, under the title

of Queen, Lords, and Commons,* has con-

tributed so greatly to the prosperity of this

country, and with the maintenance of which

I believe that prosperity is bound up.

"Gentlemen, since the settlement of that

constitution, now nearly two centuries ago,

England has never experienced a revolu-

tion, though there is no country in which

there has been so continuous and such con-

siderable change. How is this ? Because

the wisdom of your forefathers placed the

prize of supreme power without the sphere
of human passions. Whatever the struggle

of parties, whatever the strife of factions,

whatever the excitement and exaltation of

the public mind, there has always been

something in this country round which all

classes and parties could rally, representing

the majesty of the law, the administration

of justice, and involving, at the same time,

the security for every man's rights and the

fountain of honour. Now, gentlemen, it is

well clearly to comprehend what is meant

by a country not having a revolution for

two centuries. It means, for that space,

the unbroken exercise and enjoyment of the

ingenuity of man. It means, for that space,

the continuous application of the discoveries

of science to his comfort and convenience.

It means the accumulation of capital, the

elevation of labour, the establishment of

those admirable factories which cover your

district; the unwearied improvement of the

cultivation of the land, which has extracted

from a somewhat churlish soil harvests

more exuberant than those furnished by
lands nearer to the sun. It means the

continuous order which is the only parent

Mr. Disraeli made a little slip here: the estates of the

realm are not "
Queen, Lorda, and Commons," but the Lords

Spiri'iui] tlie Lords Temporal, and the Commons.
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of personrl liberty and political right. And
you owe all tl:ese, gentlemen, to the throne.

" There is another powerful and most

beneficial influence which is also exercised

by the crown. Gentlemen, I am a party
man. I believe that, without party, parlia-

mentary government is impossible. I look

upon parliamentary government as the

noblest government in the world, and cer-

tainly the one most suited to England.
But without the discipline of political

connection, animated by the principle of

private honour, I feel certain that a popular

assembly would sink before the power or

the corruption of a minister. Yet I am not

blind to the faults of party government.
It has one great defect. Party has a

tendency to warp the intelligence, and
there is no minister, however resolved he

may be in treating a great public question,
who does not find some difficulty in eman-

cipating himself from the traditionary pre-

judice on which he has long acted. It is,

therefore, a great merit in our constitution

that, before a minister introduces a measure

to parliament, he must submit it to an in-

telligence superior to all party, and entirely
free from influences of that character.

"
I know it will be said that, however

beautiful in theory, the personal influence

of the sovereign is now absorbed in the

responsibility of the minister. I think you
will find there is great fallacy in this

view. The principles of the English consti-

tution do not contemplate the absence of

personal influence on the part of the sovereign;
and if they did the principles of human
nature would prevent the fulfilment of such

a theory.* Gentlemen, I need not tell you
that I am now making on this subject

abstract observations of general application

to our institutions and our history. But
* " The people of tins country are under a great mistake

if they suppose that the sovereign does not exercise a real,

salutary, and decided influence over the councils and govern-
ment of the country. The sovereign is not the mere

automaton, or puppet, of the government of the day. She
exercises a beneficial influence and control over the affairs of

the state ; and it is the duty of the minister for the time

being, in submitting any proposition for the assent of Her

Majesty, to give satisfactory reasons that such propositions
are called for by public policy, and justified by the public

take the case of a sovereign of England who

accedes to his throne at the earliest stage

the law permits, and who enjoys a long

reign take an instance like that of George
III. From the earliest moment of his

accession that sovereign is placed in con-

stant communication with the most able

statesmen of the period, and of all parties.

Even with average ability it is impossible

not to perceive that such a sovereign must

soon attain a great mass of political infor-

mation and political experience. Informa-

tion and experience, gentlemen, whether

they are possessed by a sovereign or by the

humblest of his subjects, are irresistible in

life. No man, with the vast responsibility

that devolves upon an English minister, can

afford to treat with indifference a suggestion

that has not occurred to him, or information

with which he had not been previously

supplied. But pursue this view of the

subject. The longer the reign, the influence

of that sovereign must proportionately in-

crease. All the illustrious statesmen who
served his youth disappear. A new genera-

tion of public servants rise up. There is a

critical conjuncture in affairs a moment
of perplexity and peril. Then it is that the

sovereign can appeal to a similar state of

affairs that occurred perhaps thirty years

before. When all are in doubt among his

servants he can quote the advice that was

given by the illustrious men of his early

years; and though he may maintain himself

within the strictest limits of the constitu-

tion, who can suppose when such informa-

tion and such suggestions are made by the

most exalted person in the country that

they can be without effect ? No, gentlemen ;

a minister who" could venture to treat such

influence with indifference would not be a

constitutional minister, but an arrogant idiot.

interests. If the sovereign is not satisfied with the advice

tendered to her if, either from the suggestions of her own
mind, or from objections which may be suggested to her by

[the Prince Consort], Her Majesty is of opinion that she will

not accept the advice of the responsible minister of the

crown, the course of the crown and the minister is equally

open. The course of the crown is to refuse to accept that

advice of the minister, and the inevitable consequence to the

minister would be the tender of his resignation.
1
'

Speech of
Lord Derby. JIantard, vol. cxxx., p. 103.
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"
Gentlemen, the influence of the crown

is not confined merely to political affairs.

England is a domestic country. Here the

home is revered and the hearth is sacred.

The nation is represented by a family the

royal family; and if that family is educated

with a sense of responsibility and a sen-

timent of public duty, it is difficult to

exaggerate the salutary influence they may
exercise over a nation. It is not merely an

influence upon manners
;

it is not merely
that they are a model for refinement and
for good taste they affect the heart as well

as the intelligence of the people ;
and in the

hour of public adversity, or in the anxious

c"n juncture of public affairs, the nation

rallies round the family and the throne,

and its spirit is animated and sustained by
the expression of public affection."

Mr. Disraeli then referred to the charges

brought forward by Sir Charles Dilke. Sir

Charles had said in his notorious speech
at Newcastle, that the position and direct

cost of royalty to the country was about a

million a year.
"
Gentlemen, there is yet one other

remark that I would make upon our

monarchy, though, had it not been for

recent circumstances, I should have re-

frained from doing so. An attack has

recently been made upon the throne on

account of the costliness of the institution.

Gentlemen, I shall not dwell upon the fact

that if the people of England appreciate the

monarchy, as I believe they do, it would
be painful to them that their royal and

representative family should not be main-

tained with becoming dignity, or should fill

in the public eye a position inferior to some
of the nobles of the land. Nor will I insist

upon what is unquestionably the fact, that

the revenues of the crown estates, on which

our sovereign might live with as much

ri^ht as the Duke of Bedford or the Duke
of Northumberland has to his estates, are

now paid into the public exchequer. All

this, upon the present occasion, I am not

going to insist upon. Wlmt 1 ntr any is

this, that there is no sovereign fy of any first-

rate state which costs so little to the people as

the sovereiynty of England. I will not com-

pare our civil list with those of European

empires, because it is known that in amount

they treble and quadruple it
;
but I will

compare it with the cost of sovereignty in

a republic, and that a republic with which

you are intimately acquainted the republic
of the United States of America. There is

no analogy between the position of our

sovereign, Queen Victoria, and that of the

president of the United States. The presi-

dent of the United States is not the sovereign
of the United States. There is a very near

analogy between the position of the presi-

dent of the United States -and that of the

prime minister of England, and both are

paid at much the same rate the income of

a second-class professional man."

He then proceeded to sketch the consti-

tution of the United States. The sovereign
of the United States was the people, and

the United States consisted of thirty-seven

independent states, each with a sovereign

legislature. Besides those there was a

confederation of states to 'conduct their

external affairs, which consisted of a house

of representatives and a senate. There

were 285 members of the house of represen-

tatives, and there were seventy-four mem-
bers of the senate, making altogether 358

members of Congress. Each member of

Congress received 1000 sterling per annum.
In addition to that he received an allowance

called
"
mileage," which varied according

to the distance which he travelled, but the

aggregate cost of which was about 30,000

per annum. That made 389,000, almost

the exact amount of the civil list of Eng-
land. Yet that was not all. Every
member of every legislature in the thirty-

seven states \\as also paid. There were,

he believed, 5010 members of state legis-

latures, who received about 350 dollars

JUT annum each
;
5010 members of state

legislatures at 350 dollars each made

1.7:>3,500 dollars, or 350,700 sterling a

year. Thus the immediate expenditure for

the sovereignty of the United States was
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between 700,000 and 800,000 a year.

Again, members of royal commissions in

England were unpaid, but in the United

States every member of commissions was

paid. So much for the cheapness of a

republican form of government.
Mr. Disraeli next touched upon the con-

stitution of the House of Lords. It was
not merely the authority of the throne that

was disputed, but the character and influ-

ence of the House of Lords that were held

up by some to public disregard. He would
not stop to offer any proofs of the advan-

tage of a second chamber
;
for that subject

had been discussed ever since the estab-

lishment of the government of the United

States, and all great authorities, American,

German, French, Italian, had agreed that a

representative government was impossible
without a second chamber. And it had been,

especially of late, maintained by great politi-

cal writers in all countries, that the repeated
failure of what was called the French

Eepublic was mainly to be ascribed to its

not having a second chamber.
"
But, gentlemen," he continued,

" how-
ever anxious foreign countries have been

to enjoy this advantage, that anxiety has

only been equalled by the difficulty which

they have found in fulfilling their object.

How is a second chamber to be constituted ?

By nominees of the sovereign power ? What
influence can be exercised by a chamber of

nominees? Are they to be bound by popu-
lar election ? In what manner are they to

be elected? If by the same constituency
as the popular body, what claim have they,
under such circumstances, to criticise or to

control the decisions of that body ? If they
are to be elected by a more select body,

qualified by a higher franchise, there im-

mediately occurs the objection, why should

the majority be governed by the minority ?

The United States of America were fortu-

nate in finding a solution of this difficulty ;

but the United States of America had ele-

ments to deal with which never occurred

before, and never probably will occur again,

because they formed their illustrious senate

from the materials that were offered them

by the thirty-seven states. We, gentlemen,
have the House of Lords, an assembly which

has historically developed and periodically

adapted itself to the wants and necessities

of the times.
" What is the first quality which is

required in a second chamber? Without

doubt, independence. What is the best

foundation of independence? / Without

doubt, property. The prime 'minister of

England has only recently told you, and

I believe he spoke quite accurately, that

the average income of the members of the

House of Lords is 20,000 per annum. Of

course there are some who have more and

some who have less
;
but the influence of a

public assembly, so far as property is con-

cerned, depends upon its aggregate property

which, in the present case, is a revenue of

9,000,000 a year. But, gentlemen, you
must look to the nature of this property.

It is visible property, and therefore it is

responsible property, which every ratepayer

in the room knows to his cost. But it is

not only visible property ;
it is, generally

speaking, territorial property ;
and one of

the elements of territorial property is that

it is representative. Now, for illustration,

suppose which God forbid there was no

House of Commons, and any Englishman
I will take him from either end of the

island a Cumberland or a Cornish man,

finds himself aggrieved. The Cumbrian

says, 'This conduct I experience is most

unjust. I know a Cumberland man in the

House of Lords, the Earl of Carlisle or the

Earl of Lonsdale
;
I will go to him

;
he will

never see a Cumberland man ill-treated.'

The Cornish man will say,
'
I will go to the

Lord of Port Eliot
;
his family have sacri-

ficed themselves before this for the liber-

ties of Englishmen, and he will get justice

done me.'
" But the charge against the House of

Lords is that the dignities are hereditary,

and we are told that if we have a House

of Peers they should be peers for life. There

are great authorities in favoxir of this, and
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even my noble friend near me [Lord Derby]
the otber day gave in his adhesion to a

limited application of this principle. Now,

gentlemen, in the first place let me observe

that every peer is a peer for life, as he

cannot be a peer after his death
;
but some

peers for life are succeeded in their digni-

ties by their children. The question arises,

who is most responsible a peer for life

whose dignities are not descendible, or a

peer for life whose dignities are hereditary ?

Now, gentlemen, a peer for life is in a very

strong position. He says, 'Here I am; I

have got power and I will exercise it.' I

have no doubt that, on the whole, a peer for

life would exercise it for what he deemed

was the public good. Let us hope that.

But, after all, he might and could exercise

it according to his own will. Nobody can

call him to account; he is independent of

everybody. But a peer for life whose digni-

ties descend is in a very different position.

He has every inducement to study public

opinion, and, when he believes it just, to

} Irlil
;
because he naturally feels that if

the order to which he belongs is in constant

collision with public opinion, the chances

are that his dignities will not descend to

his posterity."

He was, therefore, not prepared to believe

that a solution of ,any difficulties in the pub-
lic mind on that subject was to be found

by creating peers for life. He knew there

were some philosophers who believed, that

the best substitute for the House of Lords

would be an assembly formed of the ex-

governors of colonies. He had not sufficient

experience on that subject to give a decided

opinion upon it. When the Muse of Comedy
threw her frolic grace over society, a retired

governor was generally one of the charac-

ters in every comedy. He was inclined to

believe that an English gentleman born

to business, managing his own estate,

administering the affairs of his county,

mixing with all classes of his fellow-men,

now in the hunting field, now in the railway

direction, unaffected, unostentatious, proud
of his ancestors, if they had contributed to

the greatness of their common country

was, on the whole, more likely to form a

senator agreeable to English opinion and

English taste than any substitute that had

yet been produced. Again, there was some

advantage in political experience. He re-

membered the time when there was a

similar outcry against the House of Lords,

only more intense and powerful, but arising

from the same cause. A Liberal govern-
ment had been installed in office, with an

immense Liberal majority. They proposed
some violent measures. The House of Lords

modified some, delayed others, and some

they threw out. Instantly there was a

cry to abolish or to reform the House of

Lords, and O'Connell was sent on a pil-

grimage over to England to excite the

people in favour of this opinion. What

happened ? There was a dissolution of

parliament. The great Liberal majority
vanished. The balance of parties was re-

stored. It was discovered that the House

of Lords had behind them at least half of

,the English people. They heard no more

cries for their abolition or their reform, and

before two years more passed England was

really governed by the House of Lords,

under the wise influence of the Duke of

Wellington and the commanding eloquence
of Lyndhurst; and such was the enthusi-

asm of the nation in favour of the second

chamber 'that at every public meeting its

health was drunk, with the additional senti-

ment " Thank God, there is the House of

Lords."

From the Upper to the Lower House

was an inevitable transition. "Gentle-

men," continued Mr. Disraeli,
"
you will

perhaps not be surprised that, having
made some remarks upon the monarchy
and the House of Lords, I should say

something respecting that House in which

I have literally passed the greater part of my
life, and to which I am devotedly attached.

It is not likely, therefore, that I should

say anything to depreciate the legitimate

position and influence of the House of

Commons. It is said that the diminished
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power of the throne and the assailed author-

ity of the House of Lords are owing to the

increased power of the House of Commons,
and the new position which of late years,

and especially during the last forty years,

it has assumed in the English constitution.

Gentlemen, the main power of the House
of Commons depends upon its command
over the public purse and its control of the

public expenditure ;
and if that power is

possessed by a party which has a large

majority in the House of Commons, the

influence of the House of Commons is

proportionately increased, and, under some

circumstances, becomes more predominant.

But, gentlemen, this power of the House of

Commons is not a power which has been

created by any Reform Act, from the days
of Lord Grey in 1832 to 1867. It is

the power which the House of Commons
has enjoyed for centuries which it has

frequently asserted, and sometimes even

tyrannically exercised. Gentlemen, the

House of Commons represents the con-

stituencies of England ;
and I am here to

show you that no addition to the ele-

ments of that constituency has placed the

House of Commons in a different position
with regard to the throne and the House
of Lords from that it has always consti-

tutionally occupied. We speak now on

this subject with great advantage. We
recently have had published authentic

documents upon this matter, which are

highly instructive. We have, for example,

just published the census of Great Britain,

and we are now in possession of the last

registration of voters for the United King-
dom. Gentlemen, it appears that by the

census the population at this time is about

32,000,000. It is shown by the last registra-

tion that, after making the usual deductions

for deaths, removals, double entries, and so

on, the constituency of the United Kingdom
may be placed at 2,200,000. So, gentlemen,
it at once appears that there are 30,000,000

people in this country who are as much

represented by the House of Lords as by
the House of Commons, and who, for the

protection of their rights, must depend

upon them and the majesty of the throne.

"And now, gentlemen, I will tell you
what was done by the last Eeform Act.

Lord Grey, in his measure of 1832, which

was no doubt a statesmanlike measure,

committed a great and for a time it

appeared an irretrievable error. By that

measure he fortified the legitimate influ-

ence of the aristocracy, and accorded to

the middle classes great and salutary fran-

chises
;
but he not only made no provision

for the representation of the working
classes in the constitution, but he absolutely

abolished those ancient franchises which

the working classes had peculiarly enjoyed
and exercised from time immemorial. Gen-

tlemen, that was the origin of Chartism, and

of that electoral uneasiness which existed

in this country more or less for thirty years.

The Liberal party, I feel it my duty to say,

had not acted fairly by this question. In

their adversity they held out hopes to the

working classes, but when they had a strong

government they laughed their vows to

scorn. In 1848 there was a French revo-

lution and a republic was established. No
one can have forgotten what the effect was

in this country. I remember the day when

not a woman could leave her house in

London, and when cannon were planted on

Westminster Bridge. When Lord Derby
became prime minister, affairs had arrived

at such a point that it was of the first

moment that the question should be

sincerely dealt with. He had to encounter

great difficulties, but he accomplished his

purpose with the support of a united party.

And what has been the result ? A year

ago there was another revolution in France,

and a republic was again established of the

most menacing character. What happened
in this country ? You could not get half a

dozen men to assemble in a street and

grumble. Why ? Because the people had

got what they wanted. They were content

and they were grateful."

The constitution of England, however, he

continued, was not merely a constitution
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in state, it was a constitution in church

and state. The wisest sovereigns and

statesmen had ever been anxious to connect

authority with religion some to increase

their power, some perhaps to mitigate its

exercise. But the same difficulty had been

(\lTienced in effecting that union which

had been experienced in forming a Second

Chamber either the spiritual power had

usurped upon the civil and established a

sacerdotal society, or the civil power had

invaded successfully the rights of the

spiritual, and the ministers of religion had

been degraded into stipendiaries of the

state and instruments of the government
In England they accomplished that great
result by an alliance between church and

state, between two originally independent

powers ;
and that union had contributed

for centuries to the civilization of the

country. Yet there had been the same

assault against the Church of England
and the union between the state and
the church as there had been against the

monarchy and against the House of Lords.

It was said that the existence of noncon-

formity proved that the church was a

failure. He drew, however, from those

premisses an exactly contrary conclusion;

and he maintained that to have secured

a national profession of faith with the

unlimited enjoyment of private judgment
in matters spiritual was the solution of

the most difficult problem, and one of the

triumphs of civilization.

Nor did he consider that the existence of

parties in the church had proved its incom-

petence. Parties had always existed in the

church
;
and some have appealed to them as

arguments in favour of its Divine institu-

tion, because in the services and doctrines of

the church had been found representatives
of every mood in the human mind. Those

who were influenced by ceremonies found

consolation in forms which secured to them
" the beauty of holiness." Those who were

not satisfied except with enthusiasm found

in its ministrations the exaltation they

required; while others, who believed that

VOL. II.

"the anchor of faith" could never be safely

moored except in the dry sands of reason,

found a religion within the pale of the

church which could boast of its irrefragable

logic and its irresistible evidence. Those

who advocated the abolition of the union

between church and state had not, in his

opinion, carefully considered the conse-

quences of such a course. The church was

a powerful corporation of many millions of

Her Majesty's subjects, with a consummate

organization and wealth which in its ag-

gregate was vast. Restricted and controlled

by the state, so powerful a corporation might
be only fruitful of public advantage ;

but it

became a great question what might be

the consequence of the severance of the

controlling tie between those two bodies.

The state would be enfeebled, but the

church would probably be strengthened.
Whether that was a result to be desired

was a grave question for all men. For

his part, he doubted whether it would be

favourable to the cause of civil and religious

liberty. There was a common idea that if

the union between church and state was

severed, the wealth of the church would

revert to the state; but it would be well

to remember that the great proportion

of ecclesiastical property was the property
of individuals. Take, for example, the fact

that the great mass of church patronage
was patronage in the hands of private

persons. That could not be touched

without compensation to the patrons, for

that principle had been established in the

late Irish bill, where there was very little

patronage. And in the present state of

the public mind on the subject, there

was very little doubt that there would be

scarcely a patron in England irrespective

of other aid the church would receive

who would not dedicate his compensation
to the spiritual wants of his neighbours.

"
It was computed," proceeded Mr. Dis-

raeli,
" some years ago that the property of

the church in this manner, if the union

was terminated, would not be less than

between 80,000,000 and 90,000,000; and

29
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since that period the amount of private

property dedicated to the purposes of the

church has very largely increased. I there-

fore trust that when the occasion offers for

the country to speak out, it -will speak out

in an unmistakable manner on this subject;

and, recognizing the inestimable services of

the church, that it will call upon the govern-
ment to maintain its union with the state.

Upon this subject there is one remark I

would make," he continued, alluding to the

hostility of the dissenters to denominational

education. "Nothing is more surprising
to me than the plea on which the present

outcry is made against the Church of

England. I could not believe that in the

nineteenth century the charge against the

Church of England should be that church-

men, and especially the clergy, had educated

the people. If I were to fix upon one

circumstance more than another which
redounded to the honour of churchmen, it

is, that they should fulfil this noble office
;

and, next to being
' the stewards of Divine

mysteries,' I think the greatest distinction

of the clergy is the admirable manner in

which they have devoted their lives and
their fortunes to this greatest of national

objects.
"
Gentlemen, you are well acquainted in

this city with this controversy. It was
in this city I don't know whether it

was not in this hall that that remarkable

meeting was held of the Nonconformists

to effect important alterations in the

Education Act, and you are acquainted
with the discussion in parliament which

arose in consequence of that meeting.

Gentlemen, I have due and great respect
for the Nonconformist body. I acknow-

ledge their services to their country; and

though I believe that the political reasons

which mainly called them into existence

have entirely ceased, it is impossible not

to treat with consideration a body which

has been eminent for its conscience, its

learning, and its patriotism. But I must

express my mortification that, from a

feeling of envy or of pique, the Noncon-

formist body, rather than assist the church

in their great enterprise, should absolutely

have become the partisans of a merely secular

education. I believe myself that without

the recognition of a superintending Pro-

vidence in the affairs of this world all

national education will be disastrous, and

I feel confident that it is impossible to

stop at that mere recognition. Eeligious

education is demanded by the nation

generally and by the instincts of human
nature. I should like to see the church

and the Nonconformists work together;

but I trust, whatever may be the result,

the country will stand by the church in

its efforts to maintain the religious educa-

tion of the people. Gentlemen, I foresee

yet trials for the Church of England ;
but

I am confident in its future. I am confident

in its future, because I believe there is now
a very general feeling that to be national it

must be comprehensive. I will not use the

word 'broad,' because it is an epithet applied

to a system with which I have no sympathy.
But I would wish churchmen, and especially

the clergy, always to remember that in

our 'Father's House are many mansions,'

and I believe that comprehensive spirit is

perfectly consistent with the maintenance

of formularies and the belief in dogmas,
without which I hold no practical religion

can exist."

The next topic which attracted the atten-

tion of Mr. Disraeli was the condition of

the people. What was the condition of the

great body of the people ? In the first place,

they had for centuries been in the full

enjoyment of that which no other country
of Europe had ever completely attained

complete rights of personal freedom. In

the second place, there had been a gradual,

and therefore a wise, distribution on a large

scale of political rights. During the last

forty years, and especially in the north of

England, wages had been raised and toil

had diminished; and increased means and

increased leisure were the two civilizers of

man. That the working classes of Lanca-

shire and Yorkshire had proved not unr
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worthy of those boons might be easily

maintained
;
but their progress and eleva-

tion had been during that interval wonder-

fully aided and assisted by three causes,

which were not so distinctly attributable

to their own energies. The first was the

revolution in locomotion, which had opened

the world to the working man, which had

enlarged the horizon of his experience,

increased his knowledge of nature and of

art, and had added immensely to the salu-

tary recreation, amusement, and pleasure

of his existence. The second cause was the

cheap postage, the moral benefits of which

could not be exaggerated And the third

was that unshackled press which had fur-

nished the working man with endless

sources of instruction, information, and

amusement.

"Gentlemen," he said, passing on to

examine the condition of the peasant,
"

if

you would permit me I would now make
an observation upon another class of the

labouring population. This is not a civic

assembly, although we meet in a city. That

was for convenience
;

but the invitation

which I received was to meet the county
ami all the boroughs of Lancashire, and I

wish to make a few observations upon the

condition of the agricultural labourer. That

is a subject which now greatly attracts

public attention.* And, in the first place,

to prevent any misconception, I beg to

express my opinion that an agricultural

labourer has as much right to combine for

the bettering of his condition as a manu-

facturing labourer or worker in metals. If

the causes of his combination are natural

that is to say, if they arise from his own

feelings and from the necessities of his

own condition the combination will end in

results mutually beneficial to employers
and employed. If, on the other hand, it

is factitious, and he is acted upon by
extraneous influences and extraneous ideas,

the combination will produce, I fear, much
loss and misery both to employers and

Joseph Arch was then agitMing for the formation of a
labourers' union similar to the trades' unions of the cities.

employed ;
and after a time he will find

himself in a similar or worse positioa

Gentlemen, in my opinion, the farmers oj

England as a body cannot afford to pay
higher wages than they do now, and those

who will answer me by saying that they
must find their ability by the reduction of

rents are, I think, involving themselves

with economic laws which may prove too

difficult for them to cope with. TJie profits

of a farmer are very moderate. The interest

upon capital invested in land is the smallest

that any property furnishes. The farmer

will have his profits and the investor in

land will have his interest, even though

they may be obtained at the cost of chang-

ing the mode of the cultivation of the

country. Gentlemen, I should deeply

regret to see the tillage of this country

reduced, and a recurrence to pasture take

place. I should regret it principally on

account of the agricultural labourers them-

selves. Their new friends call them Hodge,
and describe them as a stolid race. I must

say that, from my experience of them, they
are sufficiently shrewd and open to reason.

I would say to them with confidence, as

the great Athenian said to the Spartan who

rudely assailed him,
'

Strike, but hear me.'
"
First, a change in the cultivation of the

soil of this country would be very injurious

to the labouring class
;
and secondly, I am

of opinion that that class, instead of being

stationary, has made, if not as much progress

as the manufacturing class, very considerable

progress during tJie last forty years. Many
persons write and speak about the agricul-

tural labourer with not so perfect a know-

ledge of his condition as is desirable. They
treat him always as a human being who, in

every part of the country, finds himself

in an identical condition. Now, on the

contrary, there is no class of labourers in

which there is greater variety of condition

than that of the agricultural labourers. It

changes from north to south, from east

to west, and from county to county. It

changes even in the same county, where

there is an alteration of soil and of con-
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figuration. The hind in Northumberland

is in a very different condition from the

famous Dorsetshire labourer the tiller of

the soil in Lincolnshire is different from

his fellow agriculturist in Sussex. What
the effect of manufactures is upon the

agricultural districts in their neighbour-
hood it would be presumption in me to

dwell upon ; your own experience must tell

you whether the agricultural labourer in

North Lancashire, for example, has had no

rise in wages and no diminution in toil.

Take the case of the Dorsetshire labourer;

the whole of the agricultural labourers

on the south-western coast of England for

a very long period worked only half the time

of the labourers in other parts of England,
and received only half the wages. In the

experience of many, I dare say, who are here

present, even thirty years ago a Dorsetshire

labourer never worked after three o'clock

in the day ;
and why ? Because the whole

of that part of England was demoralized

by smuggling. No one worked after three

o'clock in the day for a very good reason

because he had to work at night. No far-

mer allowed his team to be employed after

three o'clock, because he reserved his horses

to take his illicit cargo at night and carry
it rapidly into the interior. Therefore, as

the men were employed and remunerated

otherwise, they got into a habit of half

work and half play so far as the land

was concerned; and when smuggling was
abolished and it has only been abolished

for thirty years these imperfect habits of

labour continued, and do even now continue

to a great extent. That is the origin of the

condition of the agricultural labourer in the

south-western part of England.
" But now, gentlemen, I want to test

the condition of the agricultural labourer

generally ;
and I will take a part of Eng-

land with which I am familiar, and can

speak as to the accuracy of the facts I

mean the group described as the south-

midland counties. The conditions of labour

there are the same, or pretty nearly the

same, throughout. The, group may be

described as a strictly agricultural com-

munity, and they embrace a population of

probably a million and a half. Now, I

have no hesitation in saying that the

improvement in their lot during the last

forty years has been progressive and is

remarkable. I attribute it to three causes.

In the first place, the rise in their money

wages is no less than fifteen per cent. The

second great cause of their improvement is

the almost total disappearance of excessive

and exhausting toil, from the general intro-

duction of machinery. I don't know whether

I could get a couple of men who could or,

if they could, would thrash a load of wheat

in my neighbourhood. The third great

cause which has improved their condition

is the very general, not to say universal,

institution of allotment grounds. Now,

gentlemen, when I find that this has been

the course of affairs in our very consider-

able and strictly agricultural portion of

the country, where there have been no ex-

ceptional circumstances, like smuggling, to

degrade and demoralize the race, I cannot

resist the conviction that the condition of

the agricultural labourers, instead of being

stationary, as we are constantly told by
those not acquainted with them, has been

one of progressive improvement; and that

in those counties and they are many
where the stimulating influence of a manu-

facturing neighbourhood acts upon the land,

the general conclusion at which I arrive is

that the agricultural labourer has had his

share in the advance of national prosperity."

It was far from his object, Mr. Disraeli

continued, to maintain that there was nothing
to be done to increase the well-being of the

working classes of the country, generally

speaking. There was not a single class in

the country which was not susceptible of

improvement ;
and that made the life and

animation of society. But much depended

upon the working classes themselves
;
much

also might be expected from that sympathy
between classes which was a distinctive

feature of the present day; and, in the last

place, no inconsiderable results might be
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obtained by judicious and prudent legis-

lation. Still, in attempting to legislate

upon social matters the great object was

to be practical to have before them some

distinct aims and some distinct means by
which reform could be accomplished. For

example, public attention ought to be con-

centrated upon sanitary legislation. That

was a wide subject, and if properly treated,

comprised almost every consideration which

had a just claim upon legislative interfer-

ence. Pure air, pure water, the inspection

of unhealthy habitations, the adulteration of

food, those and many kindred matters might
be legitimately dealt with by the legislature.

"
Gentlemen, I cannot impress upon you

too strongly my conviction of the importance
of the legislature and society uniting together
in favour of these important results. A
great scholar and a great wit, 300 years

ago, said that in his opinion there was a

great mistake in the Vulgate, which as you
all know is the Latin translation of the

Holy Scriptures, and that, instead of saying
'

Vanity of vanities, all is vanity' Vanitas

vanitatum, omnia vanitas the wise and

witty king really said Sanitas sanitatum,

omnia sanitas* Gentlemen, it is impossible
to overrate the importance of the subject
After all, the first consideration of a minister

should be the health of the people. A land

may be covered with historic trophies, with

museums of science and galleries of art,

with universities and with libraries ; the

people may be civilized and ingenious;
the country may be even famous in the

annals and action of the world : but, gen-

tlemen, if the population every ten years

decreases, and the stature of the race every
ten years diminishes, the history of that

country will soon be the history of the past."

The state of public affairs next came
under the review of Mr. Disraeli. He
could not pretend that their position either

at home or abroad was satisfactory. At
home, at a period of immense prosperity,
with a people contented and naturally

This was the "policy of sewage" sneered at by the

Liberals.

loyal, they found to their surprise the

most extravagant doctrines professed and

the fundamental principles of their most

valuable institutions impugned, and that

too by persons of some authority. That

startling inconsistency was accounted for,

he explained, by the circumstances under

which the Gladstone administration had

been formed. It was the first instance in

his knowledge of a British administration

being avowedly formed on a principle of

violence.

"It is unnecessary for me to remind you,"
said he, addressing a Lancashire audience

which had turned out Mr. Gladstone and

Lord Hartington, "of the circumstances

which preceded the formation of that

government. You were the principal
scene and theatre of the development of

statesmanship that then occurred. You
witnessed the incubation of the portentous
birth. You remember when you were

informed, that the policy to secure the

prosperity of Ireland and the content of

Irishmen was a policy of sacrilege and

confiscation. Gentlemen, when Ireland was

placed under the wise and able adminis-

tration of Lord Abercorn, Ireland was

prosperous, and I may say content. But
there happened at that time a very peculiar

conjuncture in politics. The civil war in

America had just ceased; and a band of

military adventurers Poles, Italians, and

many Irishmen concocted at New York
a conspiracy to invade Ireland, with the

belief that the whole country would rise

to welcome them. How that conspiracy
was baffled, how those plots were con-

founded, I need not now remind you.
For that we were mainly indebted to

the eminent qualities of a great man just
left us.-f You remember how the con-

stituencies were appealed to, to vote against

the government who had made so unfit an

appointment as that of Lord Mayo to the

viceroyalty of India. It was by his great

t Lord Mayo was assassinated at Port Blair, February 8,
1872. "The queen has lost in him," said Mr. Disraeli," a devoted servant of inestimable value."
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qualities when secretary for Ireland, by his

vigilance, his courage, his patience, and

his perseverance that this conspiracy was

defeated. Never was a minister better

informed. He knew what was going on

at New York, just as well as what was

going on in the city of Dublin. When
the Fenian conspiracy had been entirely

put down, it became necessary to consider

the policy which it was expedient to pursue
in Ireland; and it seemed to us at that

time that what Ireland required, after all

the excitement which it had experienced,
was a policy which should largely develop
its material resources. There were one or

two subjects of a different character, which,

for the advantage of the state, it would

have been desirable to have settled, if that

could have been effected with a general
concurrence of both the great parties in

that country. Had we remained in office,

that would have been done. But we were

destined to quit it, and we quitted it without

a murmur. The policy of our successors

was different. Their specific was to despoil

churches and plunder landlords, and what

has been the result? Sedition rampant,
treason thinly veiled, and whenever a

vacancy occurs in the representation a

candidate is returned pledged to the dis-

ruption of the realm. Her Majesty's new
ministers proceeded in their career like a

body of men under the influence of some
delirious drug. Not satiated with the

spoliation and anarchy of Ireland, they

began to attack every institution and every
interest, every class and calling in the

country." Mr. Disraeli then complained of

the reforms in the army, which had ended

by creating a standing army and in with-

drawing the militia from all local influences;

of the mismanagement of the navy, and

the profligate expenditure that had been

incurred
;
and of the suggestions brought

forward by Mr. Lowe in his budget

speeches.

"But, gentlemen," he summed up, "as

time advanced it was not difficult to

perceive that extravagance was being

substituted for energy by the government
The unnatural stimulus was subsiding.

Their paroxysms ended in prostration.

Some took refuge in melancholy, and their

eminent chief alternated between a menace

and a sigh. As I sat opposite the Treasury

bench, the ministers reminded me of one

of those marine landscapes not very unusual

on the coasts of South America. You behold

a range of exhausted volcanoes. Not a flame

flickers on a single pallid crest. But the

situation is still dangerous. There are

occasional earthquakes, and ever and anon

the dark rumbling of the sea,"

Turning to foreign affairs Mr. Disraeli

condemned, as he had before in the House

of Commons condemned, the repudiation

by Eussia of the Black Sea clause in

the treaty of Paris, and the humiliating

compliance of the government with such

repudiation.

"What will be the consequence of this

extraordinary weakness on the part of the

British government," he said, "it is difficult

to foresee. Already we hear that Sebasto-

pol is to be re-fortified, nor can any man
doubt that the entire command of the Black

Sea will soon be in the possession of Eussia.

The time may not be distant when we may
hear of the Eussian power in the Persian

Gulf, and what effect that may have upon
the dominions of England and upon those

possessions on the productions of which

you every year more and more depend, are

questions upon which it will be well for

you on proper occasions to meditate." With

regard to their relations with the United

States, Mr. Disraeli expressed the same

opinions as he had before delivered in

the House of Commons. He blamed the

government for drawing up a treaty which

was capable of two interpretations, and he

frankly declared that on no grounds could

the indirect claims be admitted.

"Gentlemen," he said in conclusion, "don't

suppose, because I counsel firmness and

decision at the right moment, that I am of

that school of statesmen who are favourable

to a turbulent and aggressive diplomacy.
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/ have resisted it during a great part of my
I am not unaware that the relationsii/C.

of England to Europe have undergone a

vast change during the century that has

just elapsed. The relations of England to

Europe are not the same as they were in

the days of Lord Chatham or Frederick the

(In at. The Queen of England Jias become

the sovereign of the most powerful of Oriental

states. On the other side of the globe there

are now establishments belonging to her,

teeming with wealth and population, which

will, in due time.cxercise their influence over

tin) distribution of power. The old estab-

lishments of this country, now the United

States of America, throw their lengthening
shades over the Atlantic, which mix with

European waters. These are vast and novel

ek'ments in the distribution of power. I

acknowledge that the policy of England
with respect to Europe should be a. policy

of reserve, but proud reserve ; and in answer

t" those statesmen, those mistaken states-

men, who have intimated the decay of the

]Mi\\vr of England and the decline of its

resources, I express here my confident con-

viction that there never was a moment in

our history when the power of England
was so great and her resources so vast

and inexhaustible.
1 And yet, gentlemen, it is not merely

our lleets and armies, our powerful artillery,

our accumulated capital, and our unlimited

credit on which I so much depend, as upon
that unbroken spirit of her people, which I

believe was never prouder of the imperial

country to which they belong. Gentlemen,
it is to that spirit that I above all things
trust. I look upon the people of Lanca-

shire as a fair representative of the people
of England. I think the manner in which

they have invited me here, locally a stranger,
to receive the expression of their cordial

sympathy, and only because they recognize
some effort on my part to maintain the

greatness of their country, is evidence of

the spirit of the laud. 1 must express to

you again my deep sense of the generous
manner in which you have welcomed me,

and in which you have permitted me to

express to you my views upon public affairs.

Proud of your confidence and encouraged

by your sympathy, I now deliver to you, as

my last words, the cause of the Tory party,

the English constitution, and of the British

empire."

This speech was a brilliant success, and

created a profound impression throughout
the country. At a time when every interest

in the kingdom was being put under the

harrow of revolution which was called re-

form, and when every institution was being

undermined, it was satisfactory to find that

that there was a party in the state hostile

to revolutionary innovations and content to

stand upon the old paths. The country had

been wearied and irritated with a domestic

policy that was confiscation, with a foreign

policy that was concession, and with a fin-

ancial system which was based upon an

increased income tax. The country had had

enough, and to spare, of legislative overhaul-

ing and of domineering administrative inca-

pacity, and wanted only rest and opportunity
to introduce and develop the social reforms

she had long been agitating for. Mr. Glad-

stone had so "plundered and blundered," that

if the House of Commons had been compelled
to shut its doors for a term of years, the

suspension of that branch of the legislature

would have been regarded by the nation as

a positive relief. No class, no calling, was

safe so long as the splenetic dissatisfac-

tion with everything and everybody which

characterized the prime minister was per-

mitted to vent itself upon the existing

institutions of the country.

As men during the turbulent days of

France were wont to ask, with almost

as much truth as humour in the ques-

tion,
" Under what government do we

live this morning?" so England, under

the sway of this meddlesome administra-

tion, was daily nervous and inquisitive

as to what special interest and institution

was about to be harried. Would it be next

the turn of the Church of England to be
"
reformed," or of the lauded interest, or of
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the Upper House, or of the city companies,
or of the railways, hospitals, gas and water

monopolies, or of what ? From what diplo-

matic guarantees were we next to withdraw,
what concession of territory were we next

to grant, what clause in a treaty written in

the blood of her sons was England next to

sanction the repudiation of these were

questions which were bitterly asked, and

the responses they educed shook the public
confidence and aroused the public indigna-
tion. But here Mr. Disraeli stepped in

with the programme of the Conservative

party, and the contrast between the prac-
tice of the Ministerialists and the creed of

the Opposition was positively refreshing.

Under Conservatism the power of the

throne was still to exercise its influence

over the legislature, of which it was ever

to form part ;
the second chamber was still

to display its moderating wisdom and to

appeal in seasons of crisis to the sober

second thought of the nation
;
the church,

in spite of intestine feuds and external

attacks, was still to maintain its alliance

with the state for the purification of public

morality and the preservation of sound

religious teaching. Those institutions Con-

servatism pledged itself at Manchester to

strengthen and uphold, and from that date

a marked reactionary feeling set in against
the pernicious and arrogant interference of

modern Radicalism.

High and low, rich and poor, all came
under the influence of this reaction.

Arrayed against the government were the

majority of the clergy, of the dissenting

interest, of the military element, of the

licensed victuallers, and of the patriotic
in spirit. The working man, who had
made the first use of his exercise of the

franchise by bringing in a Liberal adminis-

tration, now sorely repented of his mistaken

zeal, and was amongst the most enthusiastic

of the supporters of a Conservative policy.

The cheers with which he had greeted Mr.

Disraeli at Manchester were taken up by
all the sons of toil, and made to re-echo

throughout the land. For the working man

the Liberal government had done nothing.

The abolition of the Irish Church had not

benefited him; the clauses in the Irish land

bill failed to interest him
;
he was indif-

ferent to the abolition of purchase, and to

the charms of secret voting. All that a

Liberal government had done for him was

to have him turned out of his village

ale-house at an earlier hour than he was

accustomed to, and thus to "rob a poor man
of his beer." One of the most prominent
features of the Conservative reaction which

now set in was the vast influx of the work-

ing classes into the ranks of those who

opposed the policy of Mr. Gladstone.

When the time came not for some months

yet for members to appeal to their con-

stituencies, not a few of the Conservative

triumphs then won in the ballot sheds

were due to the teaching of this speech at

Manchester, to the warnings it sounded,

and to the advice it gave.

A few weeks after his return from the

north, Mr. Disraeli was called upon to take

part in one of those formal festivities which

his presence so often graced. No man, as

we have before had occasion to remark,

was more happy in the peculiar style of

oratory he affected on occasions of ceremony
than the late Lord Beaconsfield. When he

consented to preside at the unveiling of a

statue of some distinguished person, or to

open a public hall, or to attend the anni-

versary of an hospital, or to propose or reply

to some toast at a public banquet, he in-

variably acquitted himself to the delight

and amusement of all assembled. Next to

Charles Dickens, he was the best after-

dinner speaker of his day. He had a

combination of gifts not often to be met
with in the same person. He was humorous,

witty, and often flippant, yet never once

was he undignified ;
no matter what was

his subject, no matter whether his treat-

ment was comic or severe, whether he was

laudatory or condemnatory, his manner

was always full of dignity. Like the great

Chatham, he was on all public occasions

ever mindful that familiarity breeds con-
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t, iinil that men areas much impressed

by the style and manner in which a speech
is delivered as by the words that are uttered.

He invariably acted on the advice given by

Canning to a young politician of much pro-
-" When you speak always remember

you are a gentleman." In the records of

Hansard it would be impossible to find a

man who possessed more the varied gifts

of the born orator passion, wit, humour,

invective, and the lucid marshalling of the

ideas he has to put forward than Mr.

Disraeli; yet often as he spoke both in and

out of the House of Commons, deep and

personal as was the animosity he kindled,

his worst foe never accused him of being

forgetful of his sense of dignity, and of

the proper respect due to himself and

liis audience. Indeed, he was sometimes

accused of carrying this cold and lofty

demeanour to such an extent as to be
"
theatrical." It is curious to notice how

often, whenever Mr. Disraeli had to remon-

strate against the boisterous behaviour of

the House of Commons, the words "dignity
of debate

"
occur.

The popular King of the Belgians being
<>n a visit to our shores at a time when
the Literary Fund dinner was about to be

given, had graciously consented to take the

chair on the occasion. The compliment
was appreciated by a large assembly of

guests, consisting of statesmen, politicians,

and the more distinguished among the

representatives of literature, science, and

art. Never in the annals of the Fund had

so many eminent names been placed on the

list of stewards, never had so numerous

a gathering sat down to table, as at the

memorable dinner of May 8, 1872. It fell

to the lot of Mr. Disraeli to propose the

health of His Majesty, and nothing could

be more felicitous than the few remarks he

made in discharging this agreeable duty.
His speech is perhaps the best specimen we
have of his more finished style of after-

dinner oratory. The allusion to Belgium
and her first sovereign was in excellent

tu^te; the comment of a monarch presiding
VOL. II.

over a republic of letters was also very

happy.
"
Sire," he said, and it was remarked that

Mi. I (Israeli, always obedient to his sense

of the dignity of things, was the only speaker

during the evening who thus addressed the

royal chairman "Sire, forty years ago a

portion of Europe, and one not the least

fair, seemed doomed by an inexorable fate

to permanent dependence and periodical

devastation. And yet the conditions of

that country were favourable to civiliza-

tion and human happiness: a fertile soil

skilfully cultivated, a land covered with

beautiful cities and occupied by a race

prone alike to liberty and religion, and

always excelling in the fine arts. In the

midst of a European convulsion, a great

statesman resolved to terminate that de-

plorable destiny, and conceived the idea of

establishing the independence of Belgium
on the principle of political neutrality.

That idea was welcomed at first with

sceptical contempt But we who live in

the after generation can bear witness to

the triumphant success of that principle,

and can now take the opportunity of con-

gratulating that noble policy which conse-

crated to perpetual peace the battle-field

of Europe.
" Such a fortunate result was, no doubt,

owing in a great degree to the qualities of

the race which inhabited the land. They
have shown on more than one occasion,

under severe trials, that they have possessed

those two qualities which can alone enable

a nation to maintain the principle of neut-

rality alike energy and discretion. But we

must not forget that it was their fortunate

lot that the first monarch who ascended

their throne was the most eminent states-

man of the nineteenth century. With

consummate prudence, with unerring judg-

ment, with vast and varied experience, he

combined those qualities which at the same

time win and retain the heart of communi-

ties. We can especially at this moment

remember with pride that he was virtually

an English prince not merely because he

30
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was doubly allied to our royal race, but

because he had been educated and with his

observant mind such an opportunity was

invaluable he had been educated for years
in this country in the practice of constitu-

tional freedom. And when he ascended

the throne he proved at once that he was

determined to be, not the chief of a party,
but the monarch of a nation.

"When he left us Europe was disheartened

The times were troublous and menacing,'
and all felt how much depended upon the

character of his successor. In the presence
of that successor it does not become me
it would be in every sense presumptuous
to offer a panegyric. But I may be per-

mitted to speak of a public career in the

language of critical appreciation ;
and I

think that all will agree that the King
of the Belgians, from the first moment at

which he entered into public life, proved
that he was sensible of the spirit of the age
in which he lived, that he felt that authority
to be revered must be enlightened, and that

the seat of no sovereign was so secure as

that of him who had confidence in his

subjects. The King of the Belgians, our

sovereign chairman, derived from his royal
father another heritage besides the fair

province of Flanders: he inherited an affec-

tion for the people of England. He has

proved that in many instances and on many
occasions, but never, in my mind, with more

happy boldness than when he crossed the

Channel, and determined to accept our

invitation and become the chairman of the

Eoyal Literary Fund. With what felicity

he has fulfilled his duties this evening you
are all witnesses. I have been connected

with your society for many years, as those

who preceded me with my name also were

long before; and I think I can venture to

say that in your annals none of those who
have sat in that chair have performed its

duties in a manner more admirable. It is

something delightful, though at first sight

inconsistent, that the republic of letters

should, as it were, be presided over to-day

by a monarch
;
but if there be a charming

inconsistency in such a circumstance, let us

meet it with one as amiably flagrant and

give to our sovereign chairman to-night a

right royal welcome. It is with these feel-

ings, gentlemen, that I now propose to you
'The Health of His Majesty the King.'"
The business of the session was not very

important, and Mr. Disraeli contented him-

self less with elaborate criticisms passed

upon the measures then being introduced,

than with a general supervision of affairs,

so that no delay should be occasioned or

factious opposition set on foot. There was,

however, not much to engage his attention.

Mr. Gladstone was doing his best to anger
and divide his mechanical majority, and

with such success that Mr. Disraeli more

than once, with his customary political

chivalry, came to the aid of his rival

instead of enjoying the malicious confusion

that had been created. So especially was

this the case throughout the negotiations

with the United States, that the prime
minister publicly thanked the leader of the

Opposition in the House of Commons for

the course he had pursued.
"
I am glad to

take this opportunity," said Mr. Gladstone

when replying to a criticism of Mr. Disraeli

upon the treaty of Washington (June 28,

1872), "of rendering to the right hon.

gentleman, as an opponent, my testimony
to the signal prudence and forbearance

with which he has conducted himself,

and for the example which he has set to

others, during the whole of the anxious

period of the present session since the

controversy with the United States began."

Though silent in the House of Commons,
Mr. Disraeli again addressed himself to the

country a few weeks before the session

closed. Entertained at the Crystal Palace,

at a public banquet given in his honour

by those who supported and followed him,

he carefully explained the difference that

existed between the principles of Conser-

vatism and Liberalism. He saw that the

day was not far distant when his party
should again be called to power; and it

was right that the country should be fully
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informed as to those points upon which

the one political section differed from the

other. In his speech at Manchester he

had expounded the creed of Conservatism ;

in his speech at Sydenham he was to

estimate it in relation to its rival faith;

at the one place he had been a dissecter, at

the other he was to be a comparative

anatomist.

He began (June 24, 1872) by explaining

how the Toryism of the past had departed
from the truth and purity of its original

teaching. Some years ago, he said, the

Tory party had experienced a great and

\ ed overthrow. A long course of

power and prosperity had induced it to

sink into a state of apathy and indiffer-

ence, and it had deviated from the great

principles of that political association which

had so long regulated the affairs and been

identified with the glory of England.
Instead of the principles professed by Mr.

Pitt and Lord Grenville, and which those

great men had inherited from Tory states-

men who had preceded them not less

illustrious, the Tory system had degenerated
into a policy which found an adequate
basis on the principles of exclusiveness

and restriction. The Tory party, unless

it was a national party, was nothing. It

was not a confederacy of nobles, it was

not a democratic, multitude
;

it was a party
formed from all the numerous classes in

the realm classes alike and equal before

the law, but whose different conditions and

different aims gave vigour and variety to

their national life.

"
Gentlemen," he said,

" a body of public
men distinguished by their capacity took

advantage of these circumstances. They
seized the helm of affairs in a manner the

honour of which I do not for a moment

question, but they introduced a new system
into our political life. Influenced in a great

degree by the philosophy and the politics of

the Continent, they endeavoured to substi-

tute cosmopolitan for national principles ;

and they baptized the new scheme of politics

with the plausible name of
'

Liberalism.'

Far be it from me for a moment to intimate

that a country like England should not

profit by the political experience of Con-

tinental nations of not inferior civilization;

far be it from me for a moment to maintain

that the party which then obtained power,
and which has since generally possessed it,

did not make many suggestions for our

public life that were of great value, and

bring forward many measures which, though

changes, were nevertheless improvements.
But the tone and tendency of Liberalism

cannot be long concealed. It is to attack

the institutions of the country under tJie

name of Reform, and to make war on the

manners and customs of the people of this

country under the pretext of Progress.

During the forty years that have elapsed

since the commencement of this new

system although the superficial have seen

upon its surface only the contentions of

political parties the real state of affairs

has been this: the attempt of ene party

to establish in this country cosmopolitan

ideas, and the efforts of another un-

conscious efforts sometimes, but always

continued to recur to and resume those

national principles to which they attribute

the greatness and glory of the country.
" The Liberal party cannot complain that

they have not had fair play. Never had a

political party such advantages, never such

opportunities. They are still in power;

they have been for a long period in power.
And yet what is the result? I speak not,

I am sure, the language of exaggeration
when I say that they are viewed by the

community with distrust and, I might even

say, with repugnance. And now, what is

the present prospect of the national party ?

I have ventured to say that in my opinion

Liberalism, from its essential elements,

notwithstanding all the energy and ability

with which its tenets have been advocated

by its friends notwithstanding the advan-

tage which has accrued to them, as I will

confess, from all the mistakes of their

opponents is viewed by the country with

distrust. Now, in what light is the party
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of which we are members viewed by the

country, and what relation does public

opinion bear to our opinions and our

policy ? That appears to me to be an

instructive query ;
and on an occasion like

the present it is as well that we should

enter into its investigation as pay mutual

compliments to each other, which may in

the end perhaps prove fallacious."

The Tory party, he proceeded, had three

great objects. The first was to maintain

the institutions of the country not from

any sentiment of political superstition, but

because it believed that they embodied the

principles upon which a community like

England could alone safely rest. The prin-

ciples of liberty, of order, of law, and of

religion ought not to be intrusted to indi-

vidual opinion or to the caprice and passion
of multitudes, but should be embodied in a

form of permanence and power. Toryism
associated with the monarchy the ideas

which it represented the majesty of law,

the administration of justice, the fountain

of mercy and of honour. It knew that in

the estates of the realm and the privileges

they enjoyed was the best security for

public liberty and good government. It

believed that a national profession of faith

could only be maintained by an established

church, and that no society was safe unless

there was a public recognition of the Provi-

dential government of the world, and of the

future responsibility of man. Yet it was a

curious circumstance that, during all those

same forty years of triumphant Liberalism,

every one of those institutions had been

continuously attacked and assailed. And
what had been the result? For the last

forty years the most depreciating compari-
sons had been instituted between the sover-

eignty of England and the sovereignty of

a great republic. The country had been

called upon in every way, in parliament,

in the press, by articles in newspapers, by

pamphlets, by every means which could

influence opinion, to contrast the simplicity
and economy of the sovereignty of the

United States with the cumbrous cost of

the sovereignty of England. And what

had been the answer of the country? The

people of England had expressed, in a

manner which could n t be mistaken, that

they would uphold the ancient monarchy
of England, the constitutional monarchy of

England, limited by the co-ordinate auth

ority of the estates of the realm, but limited

by nothing else. So far as those institu-

tions of the country the monarchy and

the lords spiritual and temporal were

concerned, public opinion was in favour

of those institutions, the maintenance of

which was one of-the principal tenets of the

Tory party, and the existence of which had

been unceasingly criticised for forty years

by the Liberal party.
"
Now, let me say," he continued,

" a

word about the other estate of the realm,

which was first attacked by Liberalism.

One of the most distinguishing features

of the great change effected in 1832 was,

that those who brought it about at once

abolished all the franchises of the working
classes. They were franchises as ancient

as those of the baronage of England; and,

while they abolished them, they proposed
no substitute. The discontent upon the

subject of the representation which has

from that time more or less pervaded our

society dates from that period, and that

discontent, all will admit, has now ceased.

It was terminated by the Act of parlia-

mentary reform of 1867-68. That Act was

founded on a confidence that the great body
of the people of this country were ' Conser-

vative.' When I say
'

Conservative,' I use

the word in its purest and loftiest sense.

I mean that the people of England, and

especially the working classes of England,
are proud of belonging to a great country,

and wish to maintain its greatness that

they are proud of belonging to an imperial

country, and are resolved to maintain, if

they can, their empire that they believe,

on the whole, that the greatness and the

empire of England are to be attributed to

the ancient institutions of the land.

"Gentlemen, I venture to express my
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opinion, long entertained, and which has

never for a moment faltered, that this is

the disposition of the great mass of the

people ; and I am not misled for a moment

by wild expressions and eccentric conduct

which may occur in the metropolis of this

country. There are people who may be,

or who at least affect to be working men,

and who, no doubt, have a certain influence

with a certain portion of the metropolitan

working classes, who talk Jacobinisn. But,

gentlemen, that is no novelty. That is not

the consequence of recent legislation, or of

any political legislation that has occurred

in this century. There always has been a

Jacobinical section in the city of London.

I don't particularly refer to that most

distinguished and aiHuent portion of the

metropolis which is ruled by my right hon.

friend the lord mayor. Mr. Pitt complained
of and suffered by it. There has always
Keen a certain portion of the working class

in London who have sympathized per-

verse as we may deem the taste with the

Jacobin feelings of Paris. Well, gentlemen,
we all know now, after eighty years' experi-

ence, in what the Jacobinism of Paris has

ended, and I hope I am not too sanguine
when I express my conviction that the

Jacobinism of London will find a very
dill'erent result.

"
I say with confidence that the great

body of the working classes of England

utterly repudiate such sentiments. They
have no sympathy with them. They are

Knglish to the core. They repudiate

cosmopolitan principles. They adhere to

national principles. They are for main-

taining the greatness of the kingdom and
the empire, and they are proud of being

subjects of our sovereign and members of

such an empire. Well, then, as regards the

political institutions of this country, the

maintenance of which is one of the chief

tenets of the Tory party, so far as I can

read public opinion, the feeling of the

nation is in accordance with the Tory
party. It was not always so. There was a

time when the institutions of this country

were decried. They have passed through
a scathing criticism of forty years; they
have passed through that criticism when
their political upholders have, generally

speaking, been always in opposition. They
have been upheld by us when we were

unable to exercise any of the lures of power
to attract force to us, and the people of this

country have arrived at these conclusions

from their own thought and their own

experience."

He then repeated what he had before said

at Manchester as to the established church.

No institution of England, since the advent

of Liberalism, had been so systematically

assailed as the established church. They
were first told that the church was asleep ;

and it was very possible, as everybody,
civil and spiritual, was asleep forty years

ago, that that might have been the case.

Now they were told that the church was too

active, and that it would be destroyed by
its internal restlessness and energy. He
saw in all those efforts of the church to

represent every mood of the spiritual mind

of man, no evidence that it would fall, no

proof that any fatal disruption was at hand.

He saw in the church an immense effort

to rise to national feelings and recur to

national principles. The Church of Eng-
land, like all their institutions, felt it must

be national, and it knew that, to be national,

it must be comprehensive.
"
Gentlemen," continued Mr. Disraeli,

"
there is another and second great object of

the Tory party. If the first is to maintain

the institutions of the country, the second

is, in my opinion, to uphold the empire of

England. If you look to the history of

this country since the advent of Liberalism

forty years ago you will find that there

has been no effort so continuous, so subtle,

supported by so much energy, and carried

on with so much ability and acumen, as the

attempts of Liberalism to effect the disinte-

gration of the empire of England And of

all its efforts, this is the one which has been

the nearest to success. Statesmen of the

highest character, writers of the most dis-
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tinguished ability, the most organized and

efficient means, have been employed in this

endeavour. It has been proved to all of us

that we have lost money by our colonies.

It has been shown with precise, with mathe-

matical demonstration, that there never

was a jewel in the crown of England that

was so truly costly as the possession of

India. How often has it been suggested
that we should at once emancipate ourselves

from this incubus ! Well, that result was

nearly accomplished. When those subtle

views were adopted by the country under

the plausible plea of granting self-govern-

ment to the colonies, I confess that I myself

thought that the tie was broken. Not that

I for one object to self-government. I can-

not conceive how our distant colonies can

have their affairs administered except by

self-government. But self-government, in

my opinion, when it was conceded, ought to

have been conceded as part of a great policy

of imperial consolidation. It ought to have

been accompanied by an imperial tariff", by
securities for the people of England for the

enjoyment of the unappropriated lands which

belonged to the sovereign as their trustee, and

by a military code which should have precisely

defined the means and the responsibilities by
which the colonies should be defended, and by

which, if necessary, this country should call

for aidfrom the colonies themselves. It ought,

further, to have been accompanied by the

institution of some representative council in

the metropolis, which would have brought
the colonies into constant and continuous

relations with the home government. All

this, however, was omitted because those

who advised that policy and I believe

their convictions were sincere looked upon
the colonies of England, looked even upon
our connection with India, as a burden

upon this country, viewing everything in a

financial aspect, and totally passing by those

moral and political considerations which

make nations great, and by the influence of

which alone men are distinguished from

animals.

"Yet what had been the result of that

attempt during the reign of Liberalism for

the disintegration of the empire ? It had

entirely failed. But how had it failed ?

Through the sympathy of the colonies with

the mother country. They had decided

that the empire should not be destroyed,

and no minister in England would do his

duty who neglected any opportunity of

reconstructing as much as possible the

colonial empire, and of responding to those

distant sympathies which might become

the source of incalculable strength and

happiness to the hand.
"
Gentlemen, another great object of the

Tory party, and one not inferior to the

maintenance of the empire, or the uphold-

ing of our institutions, is the elevation of

the condition of the people. Let us see in

this great struggle between Toryism and

Liberalism that has prevailed in this country

during the last forty years, what are the

salient features. It must be obvious to all

who consider the condition of the multitude

with a desire to improve and elevate it, that

no important step can be gained unless you
can effect some reduction of their hours of

labour and humanize their toil. The great

problem is to be able to achieve such results

without violating those principles of econ-

omic truth upon which the prosperity of all

states depends. You recollect well that

many years ago the Tory party believed

that these two results might be obtained

that you might elevate the condition of the

people by the reduction of their toil and the

mitigation of their labour, and at the same

time inflict no injury on the wealth of

the nation. You know how that effort was

encountered, how these views and principles

were met. by the triumphant statesmen

of Liberalism. They told you that the

inevitable consequence of our policy was to

diminish capital, that this, again, would lead

to the lowering of wages, to a great dimin-

ution of the employment of the people, and

ultimately to the impoverishment of the

kingdom.
" These were not merely the opinions

of ministers of state, but those of the
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most blatant and loud-mouthed leaders of

the Liberal party. And what has been the

result ? Those measures were carried, but

("irric.d, as I can bear witness, with great

difficulty and after much labour and a long

struggle. Yet they were carried
;
and what

do we now find ? That capital was never

accumulated so quickly, that wages were

never higher, that the employment of the

people was never greater, and the country
never wealthier. I ventured to say a short

time ago, speaking in one of the great cities

of this country, that the health of the people
was the most important question for a

statesman. It is, gentlemen, a large subject
It has many branches. It involves the

state of the dwellings of the people, the

moral consequences of which are not less

considerable than the physical. It in-

volves their enjoyment of some of the chief

elements of nature air, light, and water.

It involves the regulation of their industry,
the inspection of their toil. It involves the

purity of their provisions, and it touches

upon all the means by which you may wean
them from habits of excess and of brutality.

Now, what is the feeling upon these subjects
of the Liberal party that Liberal party
who opposed the Tory party when, even in

their weakness, they advocated a diminution

of the toil of the people, and introduced

and supported those Factory laws, the prin-

ciples of which they extended, in the brief

period when they possessed power, to every
other trade in the country ? What is the

opinion of the great Liberal party the

party that seeks to substitute cosmopolitan
for national principles in the government
of tliis country on this subject? Why,
the views which I expressed in the great

capital of the county of Lancaster have been

held up to derision by the Liberal press. A
leading member a very rising member, at

least, among the new Liberal members
denounced them the other day as the '

policy
of sewage.'

"
Well, it may be the '

policy of sewage
'

to a Liberal member of parliament. But to

one of the labouring multitude of England,

who has found fever always to be one of the

inmates of his household who has, year

after year, seen stricken down the children

of his loins, on whose sympathy and material

support he has looked with hope and con-

fidence, it is not a '

policy of sewage,' but a

question of life and death. And I can tell

you this, gentlemen, from personal conver-

sation with some of the most intelligent of

the labouring class (and I think there are

many of them in this room who can bear

witness to what I say), that the policy of

the Tory party the hereditary, the tradi-

tionary policy of the Tory party, that would

improve the condition of the people is

more appreciated by the people than the

ineffable mysteries and all the pains and

penalties of the ballot bill. Gentlemen, is

that wonderful ? Consider the condition

of the great body of the working classes

of this country. They are in possession of

personal privileges of personal rights and

liberties which are not enjoyed by the

aristocracies of other countries. Recently

they have obtained and wisely obtained

a great extension of political rights ;
and

when the people of England see that under

the constitution of this country, by means
of the constitutional cause which my right

honourable friend the lord mayor has pro-

posed, they possess every personal right of

freedom, and according to the conviction

of the whole country, also an adequate
concession of political rights, is it at all

wonderful that they should wish to elevate

and improve their condition ? and is it

unreasonable that they should ask the legis-

lature to assist them in that behest as far as

it is consistent with the general welfare of

the realm ?

"
Why, the people of England would be

greater idiots than the Jacobinical leaders

of London even suppose, if, with their

experience and acuteness, they should not

long have seen that the time had arrived

when social, and not political improvement, is

the object which they ought to pursue. I have

touched, gentlemen, on the three great objects

of the Tory party. I told you I would try
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to ascertain what was the position of the

Tory party with reference to the country
now. I have told you also with frankness

what I believe the position of the Liberal

party to be. Notwithstanding their position,

J believe they are viewed by the country
with mistrust and repugnance. But on all

the three great objects which are sought by

Toryism the maintenance of our institu-

tions, the preservation of our empire, and
the improvement of the condition of the people

I find a rising opinion in the country

sympathizing with our tenets, and prepared,
1 believe, if the opportunity offers, to up-
hold them until they prevail."

Mr. Disraeli then made special reference

to the representatives of the Conservative

associations before him. " Before sitting

down," he said,
"
I would make one remark

particularly applicable to those whom I

am now addressing. This is a numerous

assembly ;
this is an assembly individually

influential
;

but it is not on account of

its numbers, it is not on account of its

individual influence, that I find it to me

deeply interesting. It is because I know
that I am addressing a representative

assembly. It is because I know that there

are men here who come from all districts

and all quarters of England, who represent
classes and powerful societies, and who meet

here not merely for the pleasure of a

festival, but because they believe that our

assembling together may lead to national

advantage. Yes, I tell all who are here

present that there is a responsibility which

you have incurred to-day, and which you
must meet like men. When you return to

your homes, when you return to your coun-

ties and to your cities, you must tell to all

those whom you can influence that the time

is at hand, that at least it cannot be far

distant, when England will have to decide

between national and cosmopolitan princi-

ples. The issue is not a mean one. It is

whether you will be content to be a com-

fortable England, modelled and moulded

upon continental principles and meeting in

due course an inevitable fate, or whether

you will be a great country an imperial

country a country where your sons, when

they rise, rise to paramount positions, and

obtain not merely the esteem of their coun-

trymen, but command the respect of the

world.

"Upon you depends the issue. Whatever

may be the general feeling, you must re-

member that in fighting against Liberalism

or the continental system you are fighting

against those who have the advantage of

power against those who have been in high

places for nearly half a century. You have

nothing to trust to but your own energy
and the sublime instinct of an ancient

people. You must act as if everything

depended on your individual efforts. The

secret of success is constancy of purpose.

Go to your homes, and teach there these

truths, which will soon be imprinted on the

conscience of the land. Make each man
feel how much rests on his own exertions.

The highest, like my noble friend the chair-

man, may lend us his great aid. But

rest assured that the assistance of the

humblest is not less efficient. Act in

this spirit, and you will succeed. You
will maintain your country in its present

position. But you will do more than that

you will deliver to your posterity a land

of liberty, of prosperity, of power, and of

glory."

The uneventful session came to an end,

August 10, 1872. There had been very
little to record, and still less for history to

remember with any pride or satisfaction.

With the exception of the Ballot Act, no

measure of any note had become law. The

arbitrators were busy at Geneva deciding

the Alabama claims, and the result of their

ruling was that with regard to the two

privateers, the Alabama and the Florida,

Great Britain had been guilty of not carry-

ing out the provisions of the treaty; but

with regard to the conduct of the other

privateers she was not to blame. To settle

all claims the arbitrators mulcted England
of some three millions a settlement of the

dispute to which Sir Alexander Cockburn,
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\vho was the arbitrator for England, strongly

obj ectcd. Another dispute was also decided

against us. The right to the possession of

the island of San Juan had been referred to

the arbitration of the Emperor of Germany,
and the result of the investigation had been

that the island was awarded to the United

States. The government were so enamoured

with the system of arbitration and when
it is known that a nation will not engage
in hostilities under any provocation, it is a

VOL. IL

curious coincidence that arbitration always
decides against her that it was fortunate

that Germany then preferred no claim to

Heligoland, or Spain to Gibraltar, or Italy to

Malta, or Russia to India, or the United

States to the West Indies, or any power, in

fact, to our wealth or possessions, else the

desires of such amongst us who wish our

country to be a mere group of islands in

a northern sea, and not an empire, might

perhaps have been fully gratified

31



CHAPTEE IX.

A CHECK.

ME. GLADSTONE had been so encouraged by
the success which had attended upon the

carrying out of his
"
Irish ideas

"
that he

resolved once more to court the favours of

fortune. He had interfered with the eccle-

siastical system of Ireland, he had inter-

fered with its land system, he was now to

interfere with its educational system. A
humorous cartoon represented the political

situation. Over a wild course Mr. Glad-

stone, dressed as a jockey, was seen sending
a powerful steeple-chaser, ticketed "Liberal

Majority," at a stiff stone wall, on which

was written "
Irish University Bill ;" in the

background were two big jumps, labelled

"Irish Land Bill" and "Irish Church Bill,"

which had just been successfully taken.

The question asked by the caricature was,
" Would he clear it ?

" The history of the

session of 1873 is chiefly occupied with the

answer to this query.
The Houses re-assembled the first week

in February, and among the most important

paragraphs in the speech from the throne

was the following :

" A measure mil be

submitted to you on an early day for

settling the question of university educa-

tion in Ireland. It will have for its object

the advancement of learning in that portion
of my dominions, and will be framed with

a careful regard to the rights of conscience."

The condition of university education in

Ireland was somewhat curious. There were

the University of Dublin, represented by

Trinity College, which was the alma mater

of the Protestant party, and the Queen's

University (consisting of the colleges at

Belfast, Cork, and Galway), which was

established on a strictly secular basis.

Thus to the Irish Papist the advantages
of a university education in his own land

were practically denied. As a Eoman
Catholic he was refused permission to

enter himself on the books of Trinity

College, Dublin, and as a conscientious

Eoman Catholic he could not take part
in a system of education, as at the Queen's

University, which was wholly and purely
secular. What the Irish Papist wanted,

and what the Irish hierarchy and clergy
had frequently agitated for, was a chartered

university especially devoted to the instruc-

tion of Eoman Catholics; but this request
successive governments had refused, on the

grounds that such an institution would tend

to lower the national standard of education,

and that it was unadvisable to endow a

sectarian establishment out of the public
funds.

To meet the difficulty and settle, as he

called it, the "last social and religious griev-

ance" of Ireland, Mr. Gladstone brought
forward a scheme of university education

which he hoped would satisfy both the

prejudices of the Protestant and the exclu-

siveness of the Papist. Stated briefly it

was as follows. The University of Dublin

was to be the one central university of the

country, to which were to be affiliated

Trinity College, the colleges of Cork

and Belfast, and the unchartered Eoman
Catholic University. The Queen's College

at Galway, since it had failed to attract an

adequate number of students, was to be

abolished. The University of Dublin, un-

like that of London, was not to be a mere

examining board, but a real university,

with professorships, fellowships, and the

due appliances of lecture-rooms. In order,

however, to avoid disputed topics, no chairs

for theology, moral philosophy, or modern

history were to be founded. The theo-
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logical faculty was to be taken away from

Trinity College, and placed in the hands of

the representative body of the Irish dis-

established church. The government of the

new university was to be vested, in the first

instance, in a council of twenty-eight per-

sons not yet selected, but to be afterwards

named in the bill
;
further vacancies were

to be filled up by the crown for a certain

number of years, and afterwards by a mixed

system of co-optation and election, in which

the preponderating power would ultimately

devolve on the affiliated colleges. To sup-

port this university Trinity College was

annually to contribute 12,000, whilst the

remaining revenues were to arise from a

charge on the consolidated fund of 10,000

a year. Trinity College, and each of the

other affiliated colleges, were to be allowed

to draw up schemes for their own govern-
ment.

Such were the main provisions of the

much-talked-of Irish University Bill. "The
fabric which we seek to raise," concluded

Mr. Gladstone in laying his measure be-

fore parliament, "is a substantive, organized

system, under which all the sons of Ireland,

be their professions, be their opinions what

they may, may freely meet in their own
ancient, noble, historic university for the

advancement of learning in that country.*
The removal of grievance is the negative

portion of the project ;
the substantive and

positive part of it academic reform. We do

not ask the House to embark upon a scheme
which can be described as one of mere
innovation. We ask you now to give to

Ireland that which has been long desired,

which has been often attempted, but which
has never been attained

;
and we ask you

to give it to Ireland in founding yourselves

upon the principles on which you have

already acted in the universities of England.
We commit the plan to the prudence and
the patriotism of this House, which we
have so often experienced, and in which the

* Mr. Gladstone sketched with mncli erudition the history
of the University of Dublin, and showed that, according to

the original design of the founders, there were to be other
c> lieges besides Trinity in the University of Dublin.

country places, as we well know, an entire

confidence. I will not lay stress upon the

evils which will flow from its failure, from

its rejection, in prolonging and embittering

the controversies which have for many, for

too many years, been suffered to exist. I

would rather dwell upon a more pleasing

prospect upon my hope, even upon my
belief, that this plan in its essential features

may meet with the approval of the House

and of the country. At any rate, I am con-

vinced that if it be your pleasure to adopt

it, you will by its means enable Irishmen

to raise their country to a height in the

sphere of human culture such as will be

worthy of the genius of the people, and such

as may perhaps emulate those oldest and

possibly best traditions of her history, upon
which Ireland still so fondly dwells."

The measure at once encountered o

violent and unanimous hostility. Like

the other "Irish ideas" of Mr. Gladstone,

it was an unsatisfactory compromise, and

failed to please any one party. As the

Irish Church Bill had irritated the Protest-

ant without gratifying the Papist, as the

Irish Land Bill had mortified the landlord

and yet had not satisfied the peasant, so

this Irish University Bill alienated the Pro-

testant party without pleasing the Papists.

It was opposed by the Roman Catholic

prelates, by many of the English and Scotch

Liberals, by the entire Anglican party, and

by the Protestant Nonconformists. It was

a measure which had been drawn up to

catch every vote, and had failed to com-

mand a single one. No sooner was it

laid before the House than objection

after objection against the aims and pro-
visions of the bill sounded throughout
the chamber. One of the first points

raised was that the names of the mem-
bers who were to form the council had

not been inserted in the bill. Who were

they to be ? it was asked. It had been

admitted by Mr. Gladstone that upon the

ordinary members of the council the success

or failure of the whole scheme depended,
and that those members were to be the
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"main strength and force" of the governing

body. They were to appoint professors,

adjudge prizes and emoluments, affiliate

colleges, and exclude and include both sub-

jects and persons. In short, the council

was to be all-powerful, and yet the House,
it was indignantly cried, was not to know
the names of those to whom such absolute

authority was to be intrusted ! Again, it

was asked, how was this council to be com-

posed ? Was it to be sectarian or partly
sectarian and partly unsectarian, or wholly

educational, or partly sectarian and partly
educational ?

" Was it fair," members

cried,
"
to ask the House to adopt a measure

the whole future consequence of which

depended on the composition of the council

which it would bring into existence? Was
it fair to ask the House to constitute a

tribunal of unknown persons, and arm them
with gigantic power ? Was it right to ask

the House to perform a work without know-

ing the character of the work which it was
asked to do, but for which it would be held

responsible for all time ? Was it equitable
to ask the House to set its hand and seal

to a deed of which it ignored the contents ?

It was not."

Then it was alleged that though the bill

pretended to extend the powers of the

University of Dublin, it really extinguished
them. What the measure did was to

substitute for Dublin University a new

university composed of different materials,

and governed by a council whose compo-
sition and character were as yet unknown.

Why should Dublin University, which had
handed on the torch of learning since the

days of Elizabeth, be abolished ?
" Who

are some of the men," asked Mr. Gathorne

Hardy,
" who have been brought up in this

great university ? She was the alma mater

of Burke, greatest of philosophic states-

men; of men of letters like Goldsmith and

Swift; of orators like Grattan and Shiel
;

of divines like Archer, Butler, and O'Brien
;

of mathematicians like MacCullagh and

Hamilton
;

of physicists like Eobinson

and Eosse; of chancellors like Plunket or

Cairns. She has acquired an indefeasible

title to the veneration and love of Irish

citizens. Modern English judges might
have been added to the list; and on the

Irish bench sit men of different creeds

who have been trained under her care

and competed for her honours. It is this

institution which you are called on to

destroy." There was no need, it was

contended, for the establishment of any
new university, for in the universities

already in existence there had been no

proved incompetency ;
nor were those

universities themselves, if reform were

desired, unwilling to extend their doors,

to improve their means of education,

and carry into effect all changes deemed

necessary.

The bill, it was said, was not intro-

duced to meet an educational want, for

no one denied that education in Dublin

College and the Queen's Colleges had reached

a high standard
;
but it was introduced to

please the Roman Catholic prelates. Yet

the Irish hierarchy would be no more

content with the new university than they
had been content with the Queen's Colleges,

for the new university was after all only
a larger Queen's university.

" Who asks

for this bill ?" cried Mr. Horsman with his

caustic bluntness. "Who accepts it? Who
is benefited by it ? It pleases nobody. It

settles nothing. It unsettles everything
and everybody. The Protestants do not

want it
; they have no grievance ; they

ask for nothing except to be left alone.

Their only grievance has been created

by this bill. Episcopalians, Presbyterians,

Wesleyans, all tell you they are satisfied

Avith the present state of things. It is

working well and doing good, and there

is nothing they complain of except your
own foolish and mischievous disturbance.

Nobody in Ireland wanted the bill. No
Liberal wanted it, for the whole Liberal

party with one consent have been shaking
in their shoes ever since the measure was

jrought in. No Conservative wanted it.

The Roman Catholic prelates refuse a
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compromise, and have cursed the bill

unrnimously and altogether. Then, siiuv

no one wants it, withdraw the bill; for it

lias hitherto been a rule in legislation that

there shall be no great disturbance of the

existing state of things, unless the change

is asked for by some class of the community
and benefits some class." This suggestion,

however, Mr. Gladstone refused to accept ;

on introducing his scheme he had declared

that he would stand or fall by the bill, and

he would calmly abide the result of the

division.

On the second reading Mr. Bourke moved
the following amendment: "That this

House, while ready to assist Her Majesty's

government in passing a measure '
for the

advancement of learning in Ireland,' regrets

that Her Majesty's government, previously
to inviting the House to read this bill a

second time, have not felt it to be their

duty to state to the House the names of

the twenty-eight persons who it is proposed
shall at first constitute the ordinary mem-
bers of the council." Mr. Disraeli spoke
in favour of the amendment, and his speech
decided the fate of the bill.

He begged the House (March 11, 1873)
to ascertain what was the real issue of the

measure before it. So many remarks had

been made that it was difficult to know
what was in the bill and what was not.

Mr. Vernon Harcourt, he remarked, had

asserted that the "
gagging clauses

"
(those

clauses which placed a stigma upon the

study of philosophy and modern history)
were dead. Mr. Canhvell had said that

i \i ry point of controversy in regard to the

bill hail been surrendered. Others had
offered similar statements. Yet Mr. Glad-

stone had not corroborated such assertions
;

all that the prime minister had said was
that every disputed point would be fully
diseussed ill committee. Of course, if the

House went into committee, all those points
would be fully discussed. "What on earth

else, inquired Mr. Disraeli, did they go
into committee for but to discuss them ?

Therefore, as there was no proof before

him that the government had relinquished

a single clause in the bill, he had no

alternative but to examine the details of

the measure as they had been originally

brought forward.
" Under these circumstances," he pro-

ceeded,
"
I must consider the bill as it has

been presented by the right honourable

gentleman [Mr. Gladstone], and as it has

been explained in the speech in which he

introduced it Sir, I will consider the

measure first upon its merits. I will not

now inquire what are the causes of its

introduction into the House, or what may
be the consequences of the measure if it is

passed. I think the fairest and most proper

mode is to consider it first on its merits.

I object to the bill for many reasons, and I

object to it first because it is a proposition

to institute a university which is not uni-

versal. Now, I do not pretend for a moment

to say that I expected the new University

of Dublin should teach everything, nor am
I sure that it would be easy to fix upon

any university, ancient, modern, or mediae-

val, which did fulfil that condition. But

this I say with some confidence, even to

the right hon. gentleman, whose academic

knowledge is so great that there is no

instance, at least none with which I am

acquainted, in mediaeval or modern times,

of any attempt to establish a university

for the study of the faculty of arts, the

most generous of all the faculties, where

there has been simultaneously a proposi-

tion to emasculate that faculty and to

mutilate that generous study.
" Of that I believe there is no instance.

And in arguing this case I must virtually

consider that the proposition for the new
l"ni\ ersity of Dublin is a proposition for an

institution founded mainly to enter into

the studies comprehended in the faculty of

arts. No doubt there are other faculties

that will be connected with the university

when established ;
but after the speech of

the right hon. gentleman, and after the

manner in which he dilated on that par-

ticular faculty, I assume indeed, the right
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hon. gentleman admitted it himself that it

was to secure a faculty of arts for the people
of Ireland that this great institution was

to be established. Well, I say there is

no instance whatever of a* proposition to

institute a university founded mainly for

the study of the faculty of arts, where at

the same time it was proposed to mutilate

that faculty, and interdict the study of some

of its most important "brandies.

" But before I touch on that part of the

subject, in order to prevent any confusion,

I would remind the House of an important

provision in this bill which has been very

slightly touched upon in the course of the

debate, and which cannot be considered

under the head of the faculty of arts, and

that is the proposition to transfer the

faculty of divinity from Dublin University
to another body. Now, in the first place

I doubt I more than doubt the power
to transfer a faculty in this country. A
faculty in foreign universities is a corporate

body, and you can transfer a corporate

body. There are instances in foreign

universities in which a faculty has been

transferred from a university in one part of

Germany to a university in another part,

and with that faculty would of course

have been transferred its property ;
but a

faculty in an English university and

Dublin University follows the system of the

English universities is not incorporated.
" A faculty, as I understand, is not incor-

porated in the University of Dublin. This

is not a mere technical objection it is not

a mere affair of words. What will happen
in this case ? First of all, instead of trans-

ferring the faculty to the new body called

the Irish Church body, you must legally

destroy the faculty of divinity in Dublin

University. You must then create a faculty

of divinity in the Irish Church body, and

you must confiscate the property of the old

faculty of divinity, and finally you may
transfer that property to the Irish Church

body. But the House will see this is a

very strange and violent proceeding. It is

not at all to be effected by the bill which is

now before us. And this leads me to ask the

House to consider this point What is the

necessity of depriving Dublin of its ancient

and famous faculty of divinity? I can

easily conceive that in olden days, when

the university was founded on tests and

so far as Trinity College is concerned it is

virtually free from tests, for it is not the

fault of Trinity College that it is not eman-

cipated from them I can easily conceive

that in the olden days of tests, and when

there was a faculty of divinity with com-

pulsory attendance, there might have been

an overwhelming majority in the House

who, if it had the opportunity, would have

abolished such a faculty. But that is no

longer the case
;
and if the university is to be

open to all, without compulsory attendance,

why, I ask, is this faculty of divinity, which

has been so long a brilliant, a successful,

and a famous faculty, to be abolished ?

" There is another point connected with

this, also of much importance. The faculty

of divinity in Dublin has the high privi-

lege of conferring degrees : does the right

hon. gentleman propose by this bill, if he

succeeds in the previous part of his opera-

tion, to transfer the privilege of conferring

degrees in divinity to the Irish Church

body ? That ought to be answered. If he

does not, the Protestant Episcopalian popu-
lation of Ireland will be placed in this

remarkable position, that there will be no

power in Ireland to confer a degree in

divinity. That is a matter for consider-

ation. But perhaps the right hon. gentle-

man will say it is his intention that the

Irish Church body, to whom the faculty is

to be transferred, should have the power
of conferring degrees in divinity. I should

like to know from the right hon. gentleman
whether that is his intention. Perhaps he

will say that the sixteenth clause provides
for this. Now, when I look at the sixteenth

clause, I find that religious bodies in Ireland

shall have the power of conferring degrees.

Now, is that a serious provision, or is it not ?

Are we to understand that the mumpers
and jumpers are all to have the power of
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conferring degrees ? This clause is to trans-

fer to reliyious bodies the power of conferring

s\ It is an extraordinary proposition.

I remember a few years ago there was a

sect peculiar to Ireland called the "White

Quakers. They had a grievance, and they
communicated frequently with me upon it.

I did not clearly see it, and I did not bring
it before the House. I had a becoming

prescience, for if I had taken xip their

case they might have conferred a degree

upon me.*
"
I think this a monstrous proposition

to abolish the theological faculty of a

university like Dublin, to transfer the

privilege of conferring degrees in divinity,
I will not say to an unknown, but certainly
to an untried body, however respectable,
and by virtue of a clause if the clause

lias that virtue, which I doubt which

]
'units any religious body in Ireland to

confer a degree. To confer a degree is a

prerogative of the crown, and it ought to

be one of the most precious prerogatives
of the crown. I thought we were living in

times in which we were so shaping our

course and taking such means, that a period
had arrived when a degree would be highly
valued, and the delegation of such a pre-
i.>-ativ<>

liy the crown would be considered

by any corporate body one of the greatest
honours and privileges. It does not appear
so from the conduct of Her Majesty's gov-
ernment Look at this clause it is a short

one; it will be found it is only a saving
clause: and I doubt very much whether
under that clause such a privilege can be

exercised. In what a position you place
the whole population of Ireland connected

with the Anglican Church if, when the bill

is passed, there be no power in Ireland to

confer a degree in divinity ! This point has

not as yet been brought out in discussion,

Karly in the nineteenth century a sect called the White
Quakers created some commotion in Ireland. They appeared
in the streets dres.-ed in white, and went about indoors in a
state of nudity, in imitation of our 6rst parents in their con-
dition of innocence. They made a profession of continency,
and condemned marriage because it was not known in para-
dise, of which they considered their sect an emblem, and
themselves imitators of Adam and Eve.

and it seems to ine to be one of much

importance. I find there are prejudices

on the subject in many quarters, but I must

express my great regret that in the new

university the right hon. gentleman has

not proposed a faculty of theology. I do

so upon this ground whatever may be

your arrangements, I do not think you will

be able to prevent the study of theology

to a certain degree in any university, and

hence you will find yourselves in a position

of embarrassment.
"
Recently," continued Mr. Disraeli,

"
I

was looking over a programme of lectures

on Oriental literature, about to be given
next term in the University of Cambridge.
I have no doubt that many gentlemen have

perused with interest the same programme.
Lectures are to be given by most eminent

men in Sanskrit, in Hindustanee, in Hebrew,

and in Arabic. I remember the lectures of

the professor of Arabic are to be upon the

Koran
; he is to give a series of lectures to

undergraduates at Cambridge on the Koran.

There is nothing in this bill to prevent a

professor of Arabic in the new university

giving a series of lectures on the Koran
;

there is nothing to prevent him giving a

series of lectures on Buddhism, on the

religion of the Vedas, or on that of Zoro-

aster. If professors are competent to

lecture with ability on such subjects, we
all know what a spell they can exercise

over their audiences. Their enthusiasm and

erudition, and the mystical element con-

nected with such studies, make a combin-

ation which has an entrancing effect on

youthful students. Their lectures will be

attended, but by whom ? By youths who
are not educated in the religion and theology
of their own country. A professor may
not contrast Christianity with Buddhism

or with the Koran, and so you bring about

a state of things in which the youth of

that university are acquainted with the

dogmas of every religion except their own.

This is a preposterous proposition, and it

shows you are entering upon an unnatural

course when you begin in a university by
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destroying the sources of knowledge. A
university should be a place of light, of liberty,

and of learning, ft is a place for the cul-

tivation of the intellect, for invention, for
research

;
it is not a place where you should

expect to find interdiction of studies, some of
tliem the most interesting that can occupy the

mind of man.
"
Now, sir, though I will treat it very

briefly, I must say something about the

extraordinary clauses that attempt to inter-

dict the public study of some of the greatest

subjects which hitherto have engaged the

intellect of men, and which clauses, we have

been told, but not on sufficient authority,

have been withdrawn from the bill. If I

had the slightest information that they
would be withdrawn, I should only be too

glad not to touch upon them. I must press

upon the House that we have had no satis-

factory evidence of the kind. We must

remember we are embarked upon the dis-

cussion of one of the most unfortunate

measures that could be brought before the

consideration of parliament important,
not so much for the specific object which

appears to be the ultimate result of this

measure, if it be passed, but because of

the great principles which are involved in

many propositions which are contained in

this bill. I treat the proposition to omit

from a new university founded, above all

things, for the study of the faculty of arts

the study of philosophy, as one of the most

astounding that could have been made
;
and

that it should have been made by a British

minister in the House of Commons, of all

places, and by the minister who is the

leader of the Liberal party, does indeed

astonish me."

He had always considered, continued Mr.

Disraeli, that some knowledge of the laws

which regulated the mind, and of the prin-

ciples of morality, made the best foundation

for general study. But if ever there was a

period in which a minister founding a new

university should hesitate before he dis-

couraged the study of metaphysics and

ethics, it was the age in which they then

lived. That was essentially a material age.

The opinions which were then afloat, which

had often been afloat before, and which had

died away, were opposed to all those con-

victions which the proper study of moral

and mental philosophy had long established.

And that such a proposition should be made
with respect to a university which had pro-

duced Berkeley and Hutchison made it still

more surprising. They lived in an age
when young men prattled about protoplasm,
and when young ladies in gilded saloons

unconsciously talked atheism. Yet that

was a moment when a minister, called upon
to fulfil one of the noblest duties which

could fall upon the most ambitious states-

man namely, the formation of a great

university formally came forward and

proposed the omission from public study
of that philosophy which vindicated the

spiritual nature of man. Mr. Gladstone

might perhaps say that he had not abol-

ished the study of philosophy, either mental

or moral, for all who attended the projected

university might prosecute that study. They

might, but they would not. The fact was

that all the encouragement was given to

other studies. Those studies were abstruse,

and they would naturally find that when
the honours and the emoluments were given
to other studies, those which were abstruse

and difficult would not be pursued.
" What I want to impress on the House,"

said Mr. Disraeli,
"
is that this monstrous

proposition, while it will do a great deal of

harm, will not even effect its purpose. How
can you prevent lectures on philosophy ?

For instance, suppose the Latin professor

wants to give a series of lectures, as the

Arabic professor may on the Koran, it is

very natural that he should give lectures

on Lucretius. Indeed, at this moment it

is a probable circumstance. The waning

reputation of English scholarship has lately

been vindicated by an admirable edition of

Lucretius, which does honour to Cambridge,
and is worthy of the days of Bentley. I

refer to the edition of Lucretius by Professor

Munro. Now an accomplished professor
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in the new Dublin University might take

Munro's "
Lucretius," and give lectures on

that work. What becomes of his students ?

They will soon find themselves involved in

the atomic theory, and will have protoplasm

enough if they read the work witli the

discrimination which under the lecturer's

inspiring guidance of course they would.
" There is scarcely a theory of Darwin

which may not find some illustration there,

and the student may speculate on the origin

of things and the nature of Providence ;

and what is the consequence? Why, in

this university, once so celebrated for its

moral and mental philosophy, the professor

will he addressing a body of students totally

unprepared by previous studies to bring
into intellectual play the counteracting in-

fluences which any youth could do who had

been properly schooled in the more modern,
the advanced and improved, philosophy of

the times in which we live, and in the

mental discoveries which have been made
in England and Germany. The student

may be learned in the gardens of Epicurus,
but everything that has been discovered by
the great thinkers of our generation is to

be entirely unknown to him. I need not

pursue this subject further. How can a

professor lecture on Aristotle, Plato, or

ric.To without lecturing on philosophy?
Is he always to be lecturing to a class of

students unarmed and undisciplined in the

profound and rich learning which is the

boast of modern ages ?
"

Mr. Disraeli then touched upon the omis-

sion of the study of modern history from

the scheme. Mr. Gladstone, he said, might
try to vindicate that omission, because

modern history did not figure in the curri-

culum of the old universities. That, how-
ever, was no adequate excuse for a great

university reformer, or for a statesman who
was about to establish a new university.
Kven in their old universities, at least for

the last forty years, they had been en-

deavouring to expand the curriculum.

They had introduced new sciences
; they

had introduced the study of history ;
and

VOL. II.

though it might not be found in the old

curriculum, every one, he thought, would

assume that if a new university were about

to be founded the study of modern history

would constitute a part of the faculty of

arts. It was as extraordinary for Mr. Glad-

stone to fix on an age of material scepticism

to abolish the chair of philosophy, as it was

remarkable for him to determine not to

have a chair of modern history at a period

and in an age when the study of history

had become a science, and when, indeed,

there were many principles of historic

criticism then accepted which were as cer-

tain as the propositions of Euclid.

"But the right hon. gentleman will, I

think," Mr. Disraeli passed on to say,
" find

even in the study of history that his object

is not attained, and that, directly and colla-

terally, there will be constant controversies

in the university on historic matters, though
there may be no professors to guide and

enlighten the students. But, so far as I

can read the bill, and it is the only point

with reference to this part of the subject

which I will now make, it is not merely the

study of modern history which is forbidden.

It seems to me that the professor of ancient

history will also be involved in great peril.

For instance, the mind of Europe, and I

might say of America, has been formed by
two of the smallest states that ever existed,

and resembled each other in many parti-

culars. Both were divided into tribes; both

inhabited a very limited country, and not

a very fertile one. Both have left us a

literature of startling originality ;
and both

on an Acropolis raised a most splendid

temple. I can conceive the unfortunate

professor in the new university, restricted

in his choice on so many subjects, deprived
of divine philosophy, not permitted to touch

on the principles of ethics, looking around

him at last with some feeling of relief, and

fixing for his lecture upon the still teeming

and inexhaustible theme of Athenian genius

He would do justice to the Athenian tribes

their eloquence, their poetry, their arts,

and their patriotic exploits. But what if

32
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the professor lecturing on ancient history

were to attempt to do the same justice to

the tribes of Israel ? He could hardly deal

thoroughly with Hebrew history without

touching on the origin of the Christian

Church, and then it would be in the power
of a single one of his audience to threaten

the professor, to menace him for the course

he was pursuing, and to denounce him to

the council, who, if they had a majority
and a majority of one would do might

deprive him of his chair, and his chair of

a man venerable for his character and

illustrious for his learning."
That objection brought Mr. Disraeli to

the consideration of the council of the new

university. The power of the council was,

he said, to be unlimited and uncontrolled,

and when the House considered that a

majority of one could exercise a complete

authority over the professors, the examina-

tions, the lectures, and the books to be

studied, he was of opinion that the exercise

of such power was unadvisable. The council

was to be composed of "eminent men of

moderate opinions "to the number of twenty-

eight. The Protestants would choose their

representatives, the Eoman Catholics theirs,

and the result would be constant divisions.

Dissensions must naturally arise from the

party elements of which the council was

composed. The Eoman Catholics, who had
an inexorable objection to united education,

would, if the bill became law, make every
effort to secure a Eoman Catholic majority

upon the council, and through that majority
to obtain complete control over Irish uni-

versity education. Nor could he, observed

Mr. Disraeli, blame them for that course.

The first duty of the Eoman Catholics was

to maintain their inexorable principle as

they regarded it
;
the next was to make the

most of the circumstances which they had

to encounter
;
and those who thought that

by saying that the Eoman Catholics were

opposed to the bill, and the Protestants were

opposed to it, that therefore the measure

must be adjudged a just one those who

thought that by expressing such platitudes

they were really offering unanswerable

syllogisms to the House, only gave another

proof that the affairs of man were not regu-

lated and ruled by logic.

"Now, I would say one word," continued

Mr. Disraeli,
"
upon the position of the Irish

Eoman Catholics, particularly in reference

to this matter. They are no supporters

of ours. They have never supported us,

although, as far as I am concerned, I should

express now what I have ever felt my
respect for an ancient race and an ancient

faith. But I regret the position in which

they find themselves. That position, how-

ever, is in a great degree owing to their own

exertions. We have had many allusions

in tliis debate to the conduct of the late

government with respect to this subject.

These allusions have been made in parlia-

ment before, but slightly and casually, and

I have listened to them with a silent smile.

I have always been of opinion, as a general

rule, that there is no waste of time in life

like that of making explanations. One

effect of the imputations that have been

made upon myself, and I think I may
answer for my colleagues not only upon
this but upon other matters has been to

make us at least charitable to our immediate

opponents ;
and they never hear from me

taunts about their secret correspondence

and communications with parties with

whom they ought not to hold those com-

munications, or as to the stories which are

prevalent in this House, because I have not

the smallest doubt that in their case they
are as utterly false as they are in our own.

"
Now, let me, as the direct subject is

before us as these were not casual ob-

servations about a policy framed to catch

the Irish vote, or what was called by a high

authority at the commencement of the

debate, piscatorial efforts* to obtain Irish

influence and support for the government
let me make one or two remarks upon the

conduct of Her Majesty's late government
It was Mr. Horsman who branded the "measures of

conciliation
"
brought forward both by the Tory and Liberal

governments to humour Ireland as "piscatorial efforts to

catch the Irish vote."
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with regard to this very question of Irish

university education. Sir, the late Lord

Derby was certainly not an enemy to a

system of united education. He might be

said to have been its creator, and among the

great services to his country of that illus-

trious man I know none that were more

glorious. He never flinched in his opinions
on that subject The matter of Irish

education was brought before him shortly

after the formation of the government of

1866. But by whom was it brought ? It

was brought before his consideration by
men who possessed,and who justly possessed,
the entire confidence of the Protestant

Church and the Protestant University of

livluml. It was at their instance that his

attention was first called to the matter.
" Let me remind the House for though

it is minimi history I may be pardoned for

referring to it let me, I say, remind the

House of the general system under which

Ireland was governed a few years ago, a

system, however, which had prevailed for a

considerable time. It was a system which

endeavoured, not equally, but at the same
linn- L:i:iilu;illy to assist, so far as religion
and education were concerned, the various

creeds and classes of that country. It had
in its rude elements been introduced into

Ireland a very considerable time back
;
but

during the present century it had been

gradually but completely developed, and it

was called, or has been called of late y<

concurrent endowment. I am not going to

entrap the House into a discussion on the

merits of concurrent endowment, for con-

current endowment is dead, and I will tell

you in a few minutes who killed it. But
this I will say of concurrent endowment,
that it was at least a policy, and the policy
of great statesmen. It was the policy of

Pitt, of Grey, of Russell, of Peel, and of

Palmerston. The Protestant Church of

Ireland under that system had held its

property, of which, in my opinion, it has
been unjustly and injuriously deprived. The
Roman Catholics had a magnificent and

increasing collegiate establishment The

Presbyterians had a Eegium Donum, which

I always was of opinion ought to have

been doubled. So far as Lord Palmerston

was concerned and Lord Palmerston was

always called the Protestant Premier he

had prepared, and had himself recommended

in this House, to secure to the Roman
Catholics their glebes.

" That policy is dead. But, when Lord

Derby had to consider this question, he had

to consider it under the influence of that

policy. Devoted as he was to the cause of

united education, it was his opinion, on the

representations which were made to him

by those who represented the Protestant

Church, the Protestant College, and the

Protestant University of Ireland, that the

position of Roman Catholics with respect

to university education was, I will not say
'

scandalous,'* but one which demanded the

consideration of statesmen. Propositions

were made, and placed before liim. It

became our duty, according to our view of

our duty, to place ourselves in communi-

cation with the Roman Catholic hierarchy.

We thought that was the proper course to

pursue that it was better to attempt to

bring about a satisfactory settlement, of

which there appeared to be some probability,

by such straightforward means rather than

by dark and sinister intrigues. Two Roman
Catholic prelates were delegated to this

country to enter into communication with

the government Unfortunately when the

time had arrived, power had left Lord Derby,
and I was his unworthy representative. I

did not think it my duty, or for the public

service, to place myself in personal com-

munication with those gentlemen ;
but two

of my colleagues did me the honour of

representing me and the government on that

occasion one of them eminent for his

knowledge of Ireland and of the subject, the

late Lord Mayo ;
and the other a man distin-

guished for his knowledge of human nature,

the late lord privy seal (Lord Malmesbury).
And I am bound to say that they repre-

* Mr. Lowe had said that the education at the Queen's

Colleges was "
scandalously bad."
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seuted to me and I mention them as

competent judges of the matter that those

negotiations were conducted by the Koman
Catholic prelates with dignity and moder-

ation. Sir, I may have been too sanguine ;

but there was a time when I believed that

some settlement of this question, honour-

able and satisfactory to all classes, might
have been made. I am bound to say that

no offer of endowment was made by the

government. I am still more bound to say
that no offer of endowment was urged

although it might have been mentioned

by the Eoman Catholic prelates. . . .

It is unnecessary to dwell on these par-

ticulars. The -right hon. gentleman [Mr.

Gladstone] says I burnt my fingers on that

occasion. I see no scars. The right hon-

ourable gentleman opposite was a pupil of

Sir Eobert Peel. He sat in the cabinet of

Lord Palmerston, who was supposed to be a

devoted votary of the policy of concurrent

endowment. The right honourable gentle-
man suddenly I impute no motive, that

is quite unnecessary but the right hon-

ourable gentleman suddenly changed his

mind, and threw over the policy of con-

current endowment mistaking the clam-

our of the Nonconformists for the voice

of the nation. The Eoman Catholics fell

into the trap. They forgot the cause of

university education in the prospect of

destroying the Protestant Church. The right
honourable gentleman succeeded in his ob-

ject. He became prime minister of England.
If he had been a little more patient, without

throwing over concurrent endowment, he
would perhaps have been prime minister

as soon. The Eoman Catholics had the

satisfaction of destroying the Protestant

Church of disestablishing the Protestant

Church. They had the satisfaction before

the year was over of witnessing the dises-

tablishment of the Eoman Catholic Church
at Eome. As certain as we are in this

House, the policy that caused the one led

to the other. It was the consistent and
continuous achievement of a man who is

entitled above all others to the reverence of

Protestants and that is Cardinal Cullen.

For if there be one man in the world more

than another to whom the fall of the Papacy
is attributable, it is his Eminence. He was

and has been the prime promoter in this

country of the alliance between Liberalism

and the Papacy. And now, sir, see what

has occurred. The Eoman Catholics, having
reduced Ireland to a spiritual desert, are

discontented and have a grievance; and

they come to parliament in order that they

may create for them a blooming garden of

Eden.

"The prime minister," proceeded Mr.

Disraeli, indulging in one of those personal
attacks upon Mr. Gladstone which the

House of Commons always loved, and which

on this occasion was richly deserved,
" the

prime minister is no ordinary man. I am

very glad that my sincere compliment has

obtained for the right honourable gentleman
the only cheer which his party have con-

ferred upon him during this discussion.

The right honourable gentleman had a

substitute for the policy of concurrent

endowment, which had been killed by the

Eoman Catholics themselves. The right

honourable gentleman substituted the policy

of confiscation. You have had four years of

it. You have despoiled churches. You have

threatened every corporation and endowment

in the country. You have examined into

everybody's affairs. You have criticised every

profession and vexed every trade. No one is

certain of his property, and nobody knows

what duties he may have to perform to-morrow.

This is the policy of confiscation as compared
with that of concurrent endowment. The
Irish Eoman Catholic clergy were perfectly
satisfied while you were despoiling the Irish

Church. They looked not unwillingly upon
the plunder of the Irish landlords, and they

thought that the time had arrived when the

great drama would be fulfilled, and the spirit
of confiscation would descend upon the

celebrated walls of Trinity College, would
level them to the ground, and endow the

university of Stephen's Green.
"
I ventured to remark at the time when
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the policy of the right honourable gentleman
was introduced that confiscation was con-

tagions. I believe that the people of this

country have had enough of the policy of

confiscation. From what I can see, the

House of Commons elected to carry out

that policy are beginning to experience some

of the inconveniences of satiety ;
and if I am

not mistaken, they will give some intimation

to the government to-night that that is their

opinion also. I conclude from what has

passed, that we shall not be asked to divide

u IHIH the amendment of the honourable

member for King's Lynn [Mr. Bourke]. Let

me say on the part of the honourable mem-
ber that the object of his motion has been

much misunderstood, and misunderstood es-

pecially by the right honourable gentleman
the prime minister. The right honourable

gentleman is greatly mistaken if he supposes,
in the first place, that his was a party motion.

It is nothing of the kind. It was a spon-
taneous motion on the part of the honourable

nienilier, and had been adopted by him in

consultation with only a few academic

sympathizers, who I believe chiefly sit on

the other side of the House, and has been

brought forward simply because there

seemed to him to be a strange apathy with

regard to this question in this bewildered

assembly, and because he thought that some
discussion would make us understand the

question more fully than we appeared at

first to do.
" When the right honourable gentleman

introduced this measure, after listening to

his speech, I humbly requested three weeks

in which to consider it a period of time

which did not appear to me to be unreason-

able. That request the right honourable

gentleman with great amiability refused.

He told me that I was not to judge of the

measure by his perhaps too lengthy address,

l'cause when the bill was placed in my
hands, as it soon would be, I should find it

of the simplest possible character. I think

by this time the right honourable gentleman
has discovered that my request was not

unreasonable, and that the House of Com-

mons has discovered that three weeks was
not too long a period in which to study a

composition so peculiar and so complicated
in its character.

"Although I was far from willing to

make this question the basis of anything
like a straggle of party although, on the

contrary, I have endeavoured to prevent
such a struggle I have been hindered in

that endeavour by the right honourable

gentleman himself. It is the right honour-

able gentleman himself who has introduced

so much passion, and so much, I may almost

say, personal struggle into this question. It

was the right honourable gentleman who, as

the first minister of the crown, in intro-

ducing a question of a nature somewhat

abstruse, and which to the majority of the

honourable members of this House must
have been not easy to comprehend, com-

menced his harangue by saying
'
I am

introducing a measure upon which I intend

to stake the existence of the government'
That was in my opinion an unwise and

rather an arrogant declaration on the part
of the right honourable gentleman. I have

certainly known instances where ministers

introducing into this House large measures

which had been prepared with great care,

and feeling for them as much solicitude as

the right honourable gentleman does for

this bill I have certainly known instances

where, after protracted debates, and when

opinions appeared to be perhaps equally
balanced in this House, ministers have felt

themselves authorized, under such circum-

stances, to say that they were prepared to

stake the existence of their government

upon the question at issue.
"
But, on the other hand, I do not recall an

instance of any minister who, on an occasion

similar to the present, prefaced a laborious

exposition, which by its very length and

nature showed that it dealt with a subject
which only the transcendent powers of the

right honourable gentleman could make
clear and lucid to the House, by saying
' But I tell you, in the first place, that I

stake the existence of the government upon
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it.' I trust the right honourable gentleman
has profited by the remarks which have been

made in the course of this debate, and that

he now feels that upon the occasion of intro-

ducing this measure his vein was somewhat

intemperate. No one wishes to disturb the

right honourable gentleman in his place.

If the right honourable gentleman intends

to carry out a great policy that of confis-

cation I wish at least that he shall not be

able to say that he has not had a fair trial

for that policy. I wish the House and the

country fully to comprehend all the bear-

ings of that policy of the right honourable

gentleman. But, sir, although I have not

wished to make this a party question,

although I certainly have no wish to disturb

the right honourable gentleman in his seat,

although I have no communication with any
section or with any party in this House I

may say, with any individual but my own
immediate colleagues I must do my duty
when I am asked, 'Do you or do you not

approve of this measure.' I must vote

against a measure which I believe to be

monstrous in its general conception, per-
nicious in many of its details, and utterly
futile as a measure of practical legislation."

Throughout the debate Mr. Gladstone

had no fears as to the result, for he

patronized Mr. Bourke and assured him
that the amendment would be negatived.
To his astonishment, however, he found

that when the House divided ministers

were in a minority: the numbers being,
for the second reading of the bill, 284;

against it, 287.

As the prime minister had distinctly
stated that the government would stand
or fall by the measure, he had now no
alternative but to fulfil his pledge. "I
have to announce to the House," he said

(March 13, 1873), "that in consequence of

the division which took place at an early
hour yesterday morning, Her Majesty's
ministers have thought it their duty
respectfully to tender to Her Majesty
the resignation of the offices which they
hold. Her Majesty has been graciously

pleased to accept those resignations." The

House then adjourned for a few days,

in order that the necessary arrangements

consequent upon a ministerial resignation

might be carried out. Mr. Disraeli was at

once sent for, and commanded by the queen
to form an administration. Owing to the

political situation he, however, then deemed

it his duty to decline the high honour placed

upon him. In the House of Commons the

Conservative party were in a minority ;
it

was the aim of the Radicals to turn out a

Liberal government, and in its stead to

substitute a weak Conservative cabinet,

which must in the course of things be soon

overthrown
;
then the Radicals, conscious

of their power, would reconstruct their

own party on a new platform pledged to

more extreme measures, and would possess

a dominant influence in the Liberal govern-

ment that would again be placed in office.

These tactics Mr. Disraeli quickly saw

through, and thought the country would

be best served by his refusal of power.

He admitted to Her Majesty that he was

quite prepared to form an administration

which would conduct the affairs of the

country efficiently, but that he could not

undertake such a duty in the present House

of Commons. On the other hand, owing
to the pressing state of public business, he

could not conscientiously advise a disso-

lution; therefore, such being the case, he

respectfully declined to form a government.

This decision was disapproved of by the

Liberals, who contended that no leader of

the Opposition should thwart the policy

of a government unless he was prepared

himself to accept the responsibility of office.

" My lords," said the Duke of Richmond,

when explaining the situation to his peers,

"the theory that the party of which Mr.

Disraeli is the head ought to carry on the

government, even though they are in a

minority, is one of a very peculiar character,

for it is perfectly evident that if it were

carried out to its fullest extent the admin-

istration of public affairs in this country

must come to a dead -lock. I believe
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Mr. Disraeli has adopted the course which

he ought to have taken, and that in future

it will be said that the position he now

occupies sheds additional lustre on his

name as one of the greatest statesmen of

the day."

The Liberal governmentwas reconstructed,

and again held the seals of office. Mr. Glad-

stone, in the brief statement he made to the

House, felt that under the circumstances

there was no other course open to him.

Yet he was not anxious to be restored to

power, nor had he much confidence in

the future of his administration. " I felt

reluctance," he said, "to resume office

personally from a desire for rest, the title

to which had possibly been in some degree

earned, so far as it can be earned by labour.

I felt this reluctance also politically, because

I do not think that, as a general rule, the

experience we have had in former years of

what may be called returning or resuming

governments has been very favourable in

its character." Such a return, he continued,

might be the lesser of two evils, yet it was
not a thing in itself to be desired. Still,

the Liberal government had resumed their

offices, and having resumed them he pro-,

mised ministers would endeavour fully and

honourably to discharge the duties apper-

taining to them.

Mr. Disraeli then entered at considerable

length upon an explanation of the course

he had pursued (March 20, 1873). "I
think it may be convenient," he began,
"that I should, as clearly as I can, place
before the House exactly what part I have

taken in these recent transactions, and give

fully the reasons for the counsel which I

presumed to offer Her Majesty under the

circumstances. It was on this day week,
when I was about to enter the House of

Commons, that I had the honour of receiving
a letter from the queen, informing me that

Mr. Gladstone I am correct in mentioning
the right hon. gentleman's name had just

quitted the palace, having offered his own

resignation and that of his colleagues to

Her Majesty in consequence of the vote

at which the House of Commons arrived

on the preceding Tuesday, and that Her

Majesty had accepted those resignations.

The queen inquired from me whether I

would undertake to form a government,
and commanded my attendance at the

palace. When I was in audience I inquired

of Her Majesty whether she wished that

I should give a categorical answer to the

question asked in Her Majesty's letter, or

whether she desired that I should enter

fully into the political situation. Her

Majesty was graciously pleased to say

that she should like to have an answer

to that question, and that afterwards she

wished me fully and freely to speak upon
the present condition of affairs. The ques-

tion being whether I would undertake to

form a government, I at once said that I

believed I should have no material difficulty

in forming an administration which could

carry on the affairs of this country with

efficiency, and be entitled to Her Majesty's

confidence
;
but that I could not undertake

to conduct Her Majesty's affairs in the

present House of Commons.

"After that I proceeded with Her

Majesty's permission to lay before the

queen the reasons which had induced me
to arrive at this conclusion, and I will

now, in as succinct a manner as I can,

give these reasons to the House. I called

Her Majesty's attention to the fact that,

although the course of the public elections

during the last two years* had shown, in a

manner which I think must be acknow-

ledged by all impartial persons, that there

was a change, and even a considerable

change in public opinion, and in favour

of the party with whom I have the honour

to act in parliament, still it was a fact

which ought to be placed clearly before

Her Majesty, that the right hon. gentleman

opposite notwithstanding all these gains

by the Conservative party was supported

by a very large majority, and that I could

In 1870 the government had won four seats and lost five;

in 1871 the gain was reduced to one scat and the losses rose

to six; whilst in 1872 there were seven defeats, und the

government could not boast a single victory.
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not place that majority at a figure which

could be accurately expressed, unless I

stated that it approached more nearly to

ninety than eighty. I believe I was correct

in saying the majority of the right hon.

gentleman was eighty-eight.
" Then I called the attention of the queen

to the fact that the recent division indicated

no elements to which I could look with any
confidence to obtain subsidiary or extraneous

aid which would in any considerable degree,

or perhaps in any degree whatever, modify
the numerical position of the right hon.

gentleman; that the discomfiture of the

government was caused, and the majority

against them created, by the vote of a

considerable section of the Liberal party,

consisting of Irish members, who might be

fairly described as representing the Roman
Catholic interest, and that there was no
common bond of union between myself
and that party. I stated that they would

act and most honourably act with a

view to effect the object which they wish

to accomplish, namely, the establishment

of a Eoman Catholic university; that, in

my opinion, that question had been definitely

decided by the nation at the last general

election, but that, totally irrespective of that

national decision, events had occurred in

parliament since which rendered it quite

impossible for me to listen to any sugges-
tions of the kind, because since the last

general election the endowments of the

Protestant Church of Ireland had been
taken away from it a policy which I

entirely disapproved, which I had resisted,

and which they had supported ;
and which,

having been carried into effect, offered in

my mind a permanent and insurmountable
barrier to the policy which they wished to

see pursued.
"Under these circumstances I had to

place before Her Majesty that I, with my
colleagues, should have to conduct her

affairs in a House of Commons with a
most powerful majority arrayed against
us. I had to point out to Her Majesty
that this was a position of affairs of which

I had some personal experience, that I

believed it to be one detrimental to the

public interest; that it permitted abstract

resolutions on political affairs to be brought

forward by persons who had no political

responsibility, and that those resolution?

were referred to afterwards, and precipi-

tated the solution of great public questions

which were not ripe for settlement. I

represented to Her Majesty that this

was a state of affairs which diminished

authority, weakened government, certainly

added no lustre to the crown, but, above

all, destroyed that general public confidence

which is the most vigorous and legitimate

source of power. Under these circum-

stances I felt it my duty to ask Her

Majesty graciously to relieve me from

the .task which she had suggested to my
consideration."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to explain

why he had not suggested a dissolution,

and offered some interesting remarks upon
the subject.

"
Now, sir, it will be asked, and has been

asked, no doubt, in every street and every

chamber in this town, why, when being

able to form an efficient administration, and

having been summoned to the councils of

Her Majesty deprived of the assistance

of her previous advisers, the only obstacle

before me being that I had to encounter a

hostile majority in the House of Commons
it will be asked, I say, why, under these

circumstances, I did not advise Her Majesty
to dissolve parliament. To that point, with

the permission of the House, I will now

address myself. Sir, a dissolution of par-

liament is a political function respecting

which considerable misconception exists.

It is supposed to be an act which can

be performed with great promptitude, and

which is a resource to which a minister

may recur with the utmost facility. But

the fact is that great mistakes prevail

respecting this important exercise of the

prerogative. A dissolution of parliament
is a very different instrument in different

hands. It is an instrument of which a
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minister in office, with his government
established, can avail himself with a facility

of which a minister who is only going to

accede to office is deprived. A minister in

oflice, having his government formed, with

many indications probably of the critical

circumstances which may render it impera-
tive on him to advise the sovereign to

exercise this prerogative, has the oppor-

tunity of disposing of the public business

preparatory to the act which he advises.
" But the position of a minister who is

only going to accede to office is, in this

respect, very different In the first place,

he has to form his administration, and that

is a work of great time, great labour, and
of great responsibility. It is not confined

merely to the construction of a cabinet,

which, when you are honoured by the con-

fidence of many companions in public life,

is often the least difficult part of the task
;

but it requires communication with probably
more than fifty individuals, all of them

persons of consideration, with whom you
must personally confer. The construction

of a ministry falls entirely on the individual

intrusted with its formation.* It is a duty
which can be delegated to no one. All the

correspondence and all the interviews must
be conducted by himself; and without

dwelling on the sense of responsibility in-

volved, the perception of fitness requisite,

and the severe impartiality necessary in

deciding on contending claims, the mere

physical effort is not slight; and two-thirds

It is only witliin a very recent period that the selection
of the prime minister has been distinctly acknowledged as
tin' five choice of the crown. The prime minister as the
minister in whom the crown li is placed its constitutional

confidence, and who is responsible to the sovereign for the
government of the whole empire it is now conceded, should
be the free choice of the crown it>elf.

"
I offered no opinion,"

said Sir Robert Peel in 1845,
"
as to the choice of a sn

That it almott the only act ichich it the personal act of
the sovereign ; it i.< for the sovereign to determine in
ichom her confilenre thai! be placed." Still, ns no minNi, T
'-in govern the country for any length of time who does not

i he ri'iifidvnce of the House of Commons, any undue
i-.tercise of the royal prerogative is thus restrained. As the

prime minister is the special choice of the crown, so those
who form a ministry arc the special choice of the prime
minister ; and as this special choice entails much corre-

spondence, Mr. Disraeli knew what he was saying when he
declared that "the mere physical effort" upon the new
premier was not "

slight."

VOI. II.

of the new ministers also must appeal for

re-election to their constituents.

"As a matter of time, that materially

affects the position of the government.
Now in the present case it would not have

been possible for me to have formed a

government, and to have placed it on that

bench and in the other House in working

gear, until Easter. Well, the holidays would

have intervened. After the holidays it

might have been possible, by having re-

course to methods I greatly disapprove

namely, provisional finance, by votes of

credit, or rather votes on account, and

by taking a step which, for reasons I

will afterwards give, I highly reprobate,

namely, accepting the estimates of our

predecessors it might have been possible

to have dissolved parliament in the early

part of the month of May. But when the

month of May arrived, this question would

occur What are you going to dissolve par-
liament about ? There was no particular

issue before the country ;
at least it cannot

be pretended for a moment that there was

any one of those issues before the country
that have previously justified extraordinary
dissolutions of parliament questions which
the country wished passionately to decide,

and when in a political exigency of that

kind a minister is perfectly justified in

having recourse to provisional finance, or

any other means by which he can obtain

the earliest decision of the country.
"
I wish the House for a moment to con-

sider impartially what was the real position
of affairs. Her Majesty's ministers had

resigned. Her Majesty had called on the

leader of the Opposition to form a ministry,
while he had nearly a majority of ninety

arrayed against him. It was in his opinion

necessary, of course, in the circumstances,

to appeal to the country, in order that that

majority might be changed, probably into

one though perhaps not of that amount
in his favour. But if that be the real state

of the case, if there was no issue before

the country for I do not suppose any one

would maintain that the Irish University
33
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Bill was a question on which we could

dissolve the right hou. gentleman by dis-

solving might have wished to punish those

who voted against him
;
but I could not

take that course, for I was one of the

criminals. If the case be as I state, that

we could not carry on affairs without an

appeal to the country upon grounds which

would justify the constituencies in giving

us a majority, is it not quite clear that we
could not appeal to the country without

having a matured and complete policy ?"

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to show it

was impossible for an Opposition, suddenly
called upon to express its views, to have a

"matured policy" to present to the country.
An Opposition was essentially a critical

body ;
it was not, and could not be, a con-

structive one. How could the Conservative

party, therefore, asked Mr. Disraeli, dissolve

parliament and appeal to the country for

its confidence without guiding it, since an

Opposition could never for a moment rival

the information possessed by a government
with regard to all public questions ? "Until

we were in office," he said, "and had the

means of considering and maturing our

policy on the subject, the House must feel

that would have been impossible. We
should have had to go on that and other

matters with a blank sheet of paper to the

constituencies. "Would that, I ask, have

been an appeal becoming us to make to a

sensible people like the English nation ?"

Without possessing the special informa-

tion obtained by a government, what could

the Conservative party say to the country

upon such subjects as local taxation, the

compensation awarded by the tribunal of

Geneva, and the state of foreign affairs, for
"
greater changes have occurred in Europe

since the government of 1868 than were
effected by the congress and the treaty of

Vienna?" Then there would be the finance

to consider, and here Mr. Disraeli took the

opportunity to defend the financial adminis-

tration of his own government. "I men-
tioned to theHouse just now the necessity, in

case we dissolved parliament in the month of

May which would be the earliest possible

period of accepting the estimates of our

predecessors which are on the table. As a

general rule, and at all times, I highly

reprobate that course. Nothing but a

political exigency, nothing but the exist-

ence of a question on which the country
is passionately determined to have an in-

stant decision, can justify a minister in

taking that course. But look to our parti-

cular position with respect to this subject ?

You must remember that at the last general

election the country was particularly ap-

pealed to on the head of expenditure. The

expenditure of the government of which I

was the head was denounced as 'profligate;'

and the manner in which it was so held up to

the people of this country greatly influenced

the elections, quite as much as the question
of that unfortunate institution, the Irish

Church, the spoliation of which, I believe, is

not now so popular as it was at that time.

I speak with due diffidence on the point ;

there are alterations made in the mode of

keeping the accounts since the election of

1868
; but, making all the deductions I can

on this head, it does not appear to me that

the expenditure of the country at the present
moment is less than it was when it was

denounced at the election of 1868. I cer-

tainly do not wish on this occasion to make

any charge against the present government ;

but this I may say, it is a subject most

important and interesting to the people of

England, and one which, if I were a respon-

sible minister to-morrow, it would be my
first task and effort to scrutinize with a

view to find out whether there was any

ground for the denunciation of the expendi-
ture of 1868, and whether there are adequate

grounds for the expenditure which at pre-

sent prevails. This is a most grave business,

which cannot be done in a moment. The

estimates of this country cannot and ought
not to be settled by a few Treasury clerks.

I have endeavoured to impress upon the

House more than once and generally

speaking the principle has been accepted
that expenditure depends upon policy ;
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and, therefore, before we could decide what

was the fitting expenditure of the country,

especially in armaments, we must be

minutely and accurately informed what

are our engagements and relations with the

various powers of the world."

Mr. Gladstone had complained that Mr.

Disraeli had not exhausted all the means
at his disposal before refusing to take office.

This accusation Mr. Disraeli denied, and in

refutation read to the House the following

passage from his letter to the queen: "The

charge against the leader of the Opposition

personally, that by his 'summary refusal'

to undertake your Majesty's government
he was failing in his duty to your Majesty
and the country, is founded altogether upon
a gratuitous assumption by Mr. Gladstone,

which pervades his letter, that the means
of Mr. Disraeli to carry on his government
were not 'exhausted.' A brief statement

of facts will at once dispose of this charge.
Before Mr. Disraeli, with due deference,

offered his decision to your Majesty, he

had enjoyed the opportunity of consulting
with those gentlemen with whom he acts

in public life, and they were unanimously
of opinion that it would be prejudicial to

the interests of the country for a Conserva-

tive administration to attempt to conduct

your Majesty's affairs in the present House
of Commons. What other means were at

.Mr. Disraeli's disposal? Was he to make
overtures to the considerable section of the

Liberal party who had voted against the

government namely, the Irish Eoman
Catholic gentlemen ? Surely Mr. Glad-

stone couldv. not seriously contemplate this.

Impressed from experience obtained in the

very instances to which Mr. Gladstone

refers of the detrimental influence upon
government of a crisis unnecessarily pro-

longed liy hollow negotiations, Mr. Disraeli

humbly conceived that he was taking a

course advantageous to the public inter-

ests, and tending to spare your Majesty

unnecessary anxiety, by at once laying
before your Majesty the real position of

allairs."

Mr. Disraeli then alluded to the cabinet

of 1852, when Lord Derby, much against

his will, had to take the reins of govern-

ment. He knew, therefore, what it was to

govern with a minority, and nothing would

induce him to repeat the experiment.
"
I

know well," he said, "and those who are

around me know well, what will occur

when a ministry takes office and attempts

to carry on the government with a minority

during the session, with a view of ultimately

appealing to the people. We should have

what is called
'

fair play ;

'

that is to say,

no vote of want of confidence would be

proposed, and chiefly because it would be

of no use. There would be no u-holesale

censure, but retail humiliation. A right hon.

gentleman will come down here, he will

arrange his thumb-screws and other instru-

ments of torture on this table we shall

never ask for a vote without a lecture ;
we

shall never perform the most ordinary

routine office of government without there

being annexed to it some pedantic and

ignominious condition.
"
I wish to express nothing," he humorously

continued,
" but what I know from painful

personal experience. No contradiction of

the kind I have just encountered could

divest me of the painful memory; I wish

it could. I wish it was not my duty to

take this view of the case. In a certain

time we should enter into the paradise of

abstract resolutions. One day hon. gentle-
men cannot withstand the golden oppor-

tunity of asking the House to affirm, that

the income tax should no longer form one

of the features of our ways and means. Of

course a proposition of that kind would be

scouted by the right hon. gentleman and

all his colleagues ;
but then they might

dine out that day, and the resolution might
be carried, as resolutions of that kind have

been. Then another hon. gentleman [Mr.

Hylands], distinguished for his knowledge
of men and things, would move that the

diplomatic service be abolished. While

hon. gentlemen opposite were laughing in

their sleeves at the mover, they would vote
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for the motion in order to put the govern-
ment into a minority. For this reason :

'Why should men/ they would say, 'govern

the country who are in a minority?' totally

forgetting that we had acceded to office in

the spirit of the constitution, quite oblivious

of the fountain and origin of the position

we occupied. And it would go very hard

if, on some sultry afternoon, some hon.

member [Mr. Trevelyan] should not 'rush

in where angels fear to tread/ and success-

fully assimilate the borough and the county
franchise. And so things would go on

until the bitter end until at last even the

Appropriation Bill has passed, parliament
is dissolved, and we appeal to those mil-

lions who, perhaps six months before, might
have looked upon us as the vindicators of

intolerable grievances, but who now receive

us as a defeated, discredited, and degraded

ministry, whose services can be neither of

value to the crown nor a credit to the

nation.
"
Well, sir," concluded Mr. Disraeli, "with

these views, I think the House cannot be

surprised that I should have felt it my
duty, in concurrence with all those with

whom I have acted in public life, humbly
to represent to Her Majesty that I did not

think it would be for the public advantage
or for the honour of the crown that, under
such circumstances namely, the existence

of a powerful majority against us we
should attempt to conduct Her Majesty's
affairs. ... I am quite aware that the

counsel I humbly recommended to Her

Majesty in these negotiations may have
been disappointing to some of my sup-
porters in this House, and to many of

my supporters in the country ; but I would
fain believe that, when they have given
a mature and an impartial consideration

to all the circumstances, they will not visit

my conduct with a verdict of unqualified
condemnation. I believe that the Tory
party at the present time occupies the
most satisfactory position which it has held
since the days of its greatest statesmen, Mr.
Pitt and Lord Grenville. It has divested

itself of those excrescences which are not

indigenous to its native growth, but which

in a time of long prosperity were the con-

sequence partly of negligence, and partly

perhaps, in a certain degree, of ignorance
of its traditions. We are now emerging
from the fiscal period in which almost all

the public men of this generation have

been brought up. All the questions of

trade and navigation, of the incidence of

taxation and of public economy, are settled.

But there are other questions not less im-

portant, and of deeper and higher reach

and range, which must soon engage the

attention of the country. The attributes

of a constitutional monarchy whether the

aristocratic principle should be recognized in

our constitution, and if so, in what form?
whether the commons of England shall

remain an estate of the realm, numerous

but privileged and qualified, or whether they

should degenerate into an indiscriminate

multitude ? whether a national church

shall be maintained, and if so, what shall

be its rights and duties? the functions of

corporations, the sacredness of endowments,

the tenure of landed property, the free dis-

posal and even the existence of any kind of

property all those institutions and all

those principles which have made this

country free and famous, and conspicuous
for its union of order with liberty, are now

impugned, and in due time will become

great and 'burning' questions. I think

it is of the utmost importance that when
that time which may be nearer at hand

than we imagine arrives there shall be in

this country a great constitutional party,

distinguished for its intelligence as well as

for its organization, which shall be compe-
tent to lead the people and direct the public

mind. And, sir, when that time arrives,

and when they enter upon a career which

must be noble, and which I hope and

believe will be triumphant, I think they

may perhaps remember, and not perhaps
with unkindness, that I at least prevented
one obstacle from being placed in their

way, when as the trustee of their honour
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and interests I declined to form a weak

nml discredited administration."

No one reading this speech by the light

of subsequent events can come to any other

conclusion, than that the decision arrived at

by Mr. Disraeli was that of the wise and

patient statesman he invariably revealed

himself at those seasons when judgment
and prescience were required.

The House now settled down to the work

of the session, and ministers attempted to

carry out some of the more prominent
measures which they had inserted in their

ambitious programme. The next occasion

which called forth the opposition of Mr.

Disraeli was when, on the second reading
of the Burials Bill (March 26, 1873), he

moved that the bill be read "
this day six

mouths." Mr. Osborne Morgan had during
the last four years been petitioning the

House of Commons to redress the alleged

grievances endured by the Dissenters, so

far as the right of burial in a parish

churchyard was concerned. The corpse
of a Nonconformist was not permitted to

be buried in the churchyard of the parish

church, unless the burial service appointed

by the Church of England was at the same

time read over the grave by a clergy-
man of that church. Mr. Morgan wished

to remove this restriction
;

and he had

brought in bills, which hitherto had been

rejected by the House, with the object of

allowing the Dissenters in a parish to

be interred iii the parish churchyard, and

the services over the grave to be performed

by Dissenters, and after the fashion they
desired. To this bill the Anglican party

strongly objected, and their hostility found

a warm supporter in the leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. Disraeli contended that the rights
of all parishioners with respect to burial,

whether Churchmen or Nonconformists,
were identical. The Nonconformist had as

much right to be buried in the parish

churchyard as the Churchman
;
nor did the

Churchman enjoy any privilege which was

denied to the Nonconformist. It might

be argued that the church was national

property ; but even if that were so, which

was a contested point, the Dissenters by

refusing to pay church rates had publicly

recognized that the churches and church-

yards belonged to Churchmen. "Having
taken up their position," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
they must abide by its consequences. If

the churchyards are national property, let

the nation support them. If they are

national property reimpose the church

rates, and let the Dissenters pay up all

arrears which unquestionably are due to

the country. I am perfectly willing myself
to rest the whole of my opposition to this

measure upon that case. By the abolition

of church rates, and by throwing the main-

tenance of the fabric of the churches and

of the churchyards upon Churchmen, the

Nonconformists have placed themselves in

such a position that they are not justified

in interfering with the conditions upon
which they are allowed to use church-

yards." The Dissenters, he continued, had

their own burial-grounds and the public

cemeteries; why should they, therefore,

agitate to be interred in the parish church-

yards, especially since their original ob-

jection to churchyards had been because

those places were consecrated ? On what

plea, he asked, did the Dissenter want to

go back from his unconsecrated ground
to the consecrated churchyard ? It was

an inconsistency, he said, not easy to

explain. The Dissenters had no grievance,

and if the Nonconformist body wished to

use the parish churchyards they must use

them upon every principle of law and

equity in other words, upon the con-

ditions imposed by those to whom they

belonged. The concluding words of advice

which Mr. Disraeli here gave to the Dis-

senting interest will bear translation from

the pages of
" Hansard."

" And now, before sitting down, I would

make one remark to my Nonconformist

fellow-countrymen on this matter. About

forty years ago an Act was passed in this

country the Reform Act of Lord Grey
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which invested the Nonconformist and

Dissenting bodies in this country with

great power. Whether it was intended

or not, it is unnecessary now to consider;

but there is no question that they gained

a preponderance of electoral and political

power under that Act I must say out of

proportion to their population and their

wealth I will not say to their intelligence

and public spirit, for they have always
been distinguished in those respects. That

power which they gained forty years ago

they have used with great energy and with

admirable organization. I do not for a

moment pretend to say, that there have not

been many instances in which they have

used it wisely. So long as they main-

tained toleration, so long as they favoured

religious liberty, so long as they checked

sacerdotal arrogance, they acted according

to their traditions, and those traditions

are not the least noble in the history of

England. But they have changed their

position. They now make war, and

avowedly make war, upon the ecclesi-

astical institutions of the country.* I

think they are in error in pursuing that

course. I believe it is not for their own
interest. However ambiguous and dis-

cursive may be the superficial aspects of

the religious life of this country, the

English are essentially a religious people;
and I am much mistaken if there be not,

even among those who may be apparently
in careless communion with its rites, a

feeling of reverence and affection for the

church. They look upon it instinctively
as an institution which vindicates the

spiritual nature of man, and as a city of

refuge in the strife and sorrows of existence.
"
I want my Nonconformist friends

to remember that another Act of Par-

liament has been passed affecting the

circumstances of England since the Act
of 1832. It appeals to the heart of the

country. It aims at emancipation from

* Mr. Miall, though always in a minority, had been very
husy with his motions for the disestablishment of the Church
of England.

undue sectarian influence; and I do not

think that the Nonconformist body will

for the future exercise that undue influence

upon the returns to this House, which they

have now for forty years employed. I

address gentlemen of great acuteness ;
and

though they may not touch upon the

subject themselves, I dare say there is

more than one member present who has

the same opinion as myself upon that

subject. Let them not be misled by the

last general election. The vast majority

arrayed against us was not returned by the

new constituencies. It was the traditional

and admirable organization of the Dissenters

of England that effected the triumph of the

right hon. gentleman. They were animated

by a great motive to enthusiasm. They saw

before them the destruction of a church. I

do not think that at the next appeal to the

people, the Nonconformist body will find

that the same result can be obtained. I say

not this by way of taunt, certainly not in

a spirit of anticipated triumph. I say it

because I wish the Nonconformist body to

pause and think, and to feel that for the

future it may be better for them, instead of

assailing the church, to find in it a faithful

and sound ally. There is a common enemy
abroad to all churches and to all religious

bodies. Their opinions rage on the Con-

tinent. Their poisonous distillations have

entered even into this isle. We see ancient

dogmas, thrice refuted, dressed up again in

the garb of specious novelty, and again

influencing the opinions of men. What
I want to see is a cessation of this war

between the Nonconformist body and the

Church of England. Let them be allied

against the common enemy, and resist the

influence of those who, if successful, will

degrade man and destroy civilization."

On a division the amendment of Mr.

Disraeli was rejected by a majority of

sixty-three, and the bill read a second

time. It was not, however, as we shall

see, until some years later that the Burials

Bill was entered upon the pages of the

statute-book.
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Owing to what Mr. Crawford called the
" burst of prosperity

"
which the country

was thru enjoying, the purse of the nation

was well lined. Trade was brisk, wages
were high, labour was in full demand, and

the consequence was that more spirits were

consumed, more tobacco smoked, and more

tea and coffee drunk, with the pleasing

result of enabling a chancellor of the ex-

chequer to come before the House of Com-
mons and own that he had a surplus of

nearly five millions to deal with. The fact

that there was a surplus was received with

cheers by both sides of the House, but the

mode in which Mr. Lowe proposed to deal

with taxation owing to this most satisfac-

tory balance met with almost unanimous

disapproval. The only benefits he intended

to confer upon a long-suffering and heavily-

burdened community were to reduce the

sugar-duties a farthing in the pound, and to

take off a penny of the income tax. These

reductions were not very graciously received,

and the government were loudly urged to

utilize the surplus for a more marked relief

of the income tax, and especially of the bur-

dens of local taxation. Mr. W. H. Smith,
as the representative of a constituency
in which local taxation was severely felt,

came to the rescue of the oppressed middle

classes, and moved an amendment, when the

report of the sugar-duty reduction was

brought up, to the effect that "
before decid-

ing on the further reduction of indirect

taxation, it is desirable that the House
should be put in possession of the views

of the government with reference to the

maintenance and the adjustment of direct

taxation, both imperial and local." This

amendment was opposed by Mr. Lowe in

his rudest and most "colonial" manner.

The government, he said, had already com-

plied with the conditions of the amendment,
and therefore there was no need further to

delay matters. In his budget he had aimed

at the reductions of direct and indirect

taxation balancing each other; the poor,
who paid the indirect taxes, were entitled

to have as much relief as the rich who paid

direct taxes. The motion of Mr. Smith, he

asserted, would upset the budget; because

after that part which was to benefit the

poor was struck out, the government would

not go on with that which relieved the rich.

It was simply a motion to manipulate the

surplus for the exclusive benefit of the rich

and of the landed interest; and those who

thought that such a proposal would not

work discontent, must regard the working
classes as either saints or idiots. He saw

perfectly what was the game of the Oppo-

sition, but, for his part, he was resolved to

have justice done to the poor working man.

Mr. Lowe concluded by declaring that the

government would treat the motion of Mr.

Smith as an affront and a vote of censure.

Then he asked, with a sneer, if the govern-

ment were defeated, what course would the

Opposition pursue? Were they prepared

with a plan, or was another fortnight to be

consumed in another ministerial crisis to

end as before ?

It was touching to see the man who,

a few years ago, had exhausted all the

coarsest terms of abuse in the parliamen-

tary vocabulary to describe the character

and habits of the working classes, now

appearing in the light of their patron and

protector. Mr. Lowe posed as " the poor
man's friend;" and, like all men who under-

take a new role somewhat late in life, he

overplayed his part.
"
It is not because the

chancellor of the exchequer cares for the

poor," laughed a witty member, "but be-

cause he carries the bag."

The amendment was so completely in

harmony with the views of the leader of

the Opposition that it was only to be

expected that it would receive his vigorous

support. The expectation was realized. In

a careful and critical speech (May 1, 1873),

Mr. Disraeli came to the aid of his friend.

The amendment was perfectly reasonable

and natural.
"
It is imiversally acknow-

ledged," he said, "that this country is at

the present moment in a state of great pros-

perity ;
that the wealthy are very wealthy ;

that the labouring classes are in the enjoy-
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ment of higher wages than probably at any

period of our history have been received

by them
;
and that that high rate of wages

has been combined with less toil than they
have hitherto been subjected to. And yet
there is no question that a considerable

portion of the population of this country,

a very large class, a class entitled in every
sense to our respect and consideration

classes, I may say, that we have been accus-

tomed to look up to as the very marrow of

our population, and on whose sense of order

and reverence for law we have greatly

depended for the security of the common-
wealth are in most straitened circum-

stances, that they feel even intensely the

pressure of taxation, and that their condition

is aggravated, if not occasioned, by the high

prices which now prevail, caused by that

very prosperity which has made the rich

more rich, and which has given to the

working classes that welfare which is uni-

versally admitted to exist." Yet that class,

he remarked the only suffering class then

in existence had been especially exempted
by the chancellor of the exchequer from
relief. With such a surplus in hand, he

suggested that the income tax should be

further reduced, and that local burdens

the rates in the towns and local taxation

on the land should be alleviated.

The motion which Mr. W. H. Smith had

brought forward asked the government to

consider, since the income tax and local

taxation pressed so severely on a section

of the community, whether they could not

meet the exigencies of the case and offer

some satisfactory solution of those difficul-

ties. "Well, what is the answer of the

right hon. gentleman?" said Mr. Disraeli,

commenting sarcasticallyupon the ungentle-
manlike reply of Mr. Lowe. "I will not

* Lord George Hamilton was perhaps the severest critic

on this occasion. "The chancellor of the exchequer," he
said,

" had addressed the Opposition in terms which, as a

young member of parliament, he hoped never to hear again,
le very much questioned the advantage of a classical educa-
tion, if it would not make a man express himself in terms
:aa coarse and more polite. He should not like to reply to
he chancellor of the exchequer in words similar to his own ;

but he wished to remind the House that in u speech niadt
j

criticise the answer of the chancellor of the

exchequer with the severity with which it

has been criticised by many hon. gentle-
men.* I do not view that answer in that

spirit of indignation which has pervaded
the House. The answer of the chancellor

of the exchequer was certainly expressed
in language and conveyed in a manner to

which we are not used in this House. But
I take a more charitable view of it than

my hon. friends. I look upon it rather as

an indication of what may be the juvenile
ardour of some primitive assembly which

has inherited, and I hope may excel, the

traditions of our parliament. It is not every

one of its who has had the good fortune of

dwelling in the Antipodes. What says the

chancellor of the exchequer ? ... He

says,
' What do you mean ?

'

I will not

say he said it rudely. I will not resent

his having accused an assembly of English

gentlemen of being influenced only by greed
and selfishness, because I have indicated the

school in which these expressions probably
were learnt. But the chancellor of the

exchequer says,
' What is to happen if you

carry this resolution ?
'

Well, that which

might happen if we carried this resolution

might be what happened before
;

it is not

the first budget of the chancellor of the

exchequer that has been humbly criticised.

This is not a budget that has been received

with indignation and treated with contempt.
It has been treated, I think, with reason

and courtesy. The chancellor of the ex-

chequer asks us, What will happen ? I say
that will happen probably, or might happen,
which happened before. The chancellor of

the exchequer will take back his budget ; he

will reconsider it, and he will give us a bud-

get which may unanimously pass, and which

may in some degree satisfy the country."

by the right hon. gentleman about three years and a half

ago, in addressing an audience in the West of England, he

pointed out that there were certain duties incumbent upon
:hc Opposition, and that one of them was 'to moderate the

insolence too apt to he engendered by great prosperity.' If

the chancellor of the exchequer were correct in that definition

of the duties of an Opposition, it must be admitted that in

one individual case they had lamentably neglected their

duty."
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MY. Disraeli then proceeded to refute

the assertion of Mr. Lowe, that indirect

luxation w;is paid by the poor and direct

taxation by the rich. The local taxa-

tion of the United Kingdom amounted to

25,000,000 a year, and the moiety of that

was raised from those who were not wealthy.

They had also in evidence that of this

25,000,000 the working classes contrib-

uted 5,000,000. Therefore the question
could not be solved by simply saying, that

indirect taxation was paid by the poor
and direct taxation by the rich. At that

moment the revenue raised was 90,000,000 ;

it was easily raised, and with the exception
of the sum exacted by local taxation, created

little distress. It was estimated that the

working classes numbered 21,000,000 out

of the total population of the United King-
dom, and that they contributed 30,000,000

out of this 90,000,000. Nor, considering
their number and their incomes, was that

an immoderate contribution. In no country
in the world were the working classes more

lightly taxed than in England. He there-

fore protested against the argument of the

chancellor of the exchequer, that indirect

taxation was to be reduced because it was

specially paid by the poor. And what was
the benefit, he asked, to be derived by the

working classes from this boasted philan-

thropy ? A reduction in the sugar duties

of a farthing in the pound, by which the

working man might save some ninepence
in the year ! If the chancellor of the ex-

chequer considered indirect taxation pressed
so heavily on the poor, why did he not

reduce the duties on tea, coffee, tobacco,

and spirits ? But the working classes were

interested in other matters besides finance,

and in addition they knew perfectly well in

what light they were regarded by Air. Lowe.
"
If you will go to them," remarked Mr.

Disraeli,
" and say,

' The chancellor of the

exchequer has taken up your cause
; he is

going to reduce the duty upon sugar,' they
will say,

' We know something about this

gentleman ;
we have got his character of us

stuck up on our mantlepieces ;
we do not

VOL. II.

care about his farthing philanthropy; but

we should like to know what he and his

colleagues mean to do about the master and

servant question, and several other questions

of that kind.'
"

The chancellor of the exchequer, con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli, had been entirely

misled in the course he had adopted. No
reduction of taxation was requisite, so far

as the wealthy classes and the great body
of the working classes were concerned. It

was the poor man of the middle classes,

who felt the weight of the income tax, and

the agricultural interest, which had to bear

a disproportionate burden of the local taxa-

tion of the country, who really needed relief.

The question of local taxation had been fre-

quently before the country, and with their

present surplus in hand the government
should at once revise 'and remodel the

matter. He did not wish to treat the subject

as a party question, and it was absurd for

ministers to jump to the conclusion that the

motion before the House was to be viewed

as a vote of censure. "It is extraordinary,"

said Mr. Disraeli,
"
that a motion of this

kind should immediately be stigmatized as

a vote of censure on the government We
are, I am sorry to say, too much accustomed

to such remarks from Her Majesty's min-

isters, and I wish gentlemen on both sides

well to consider this habit which the present

government have of viewing every indepen-
dent movement on the part of the House

of Commons as a vote of censure. It is a

habit really fatal to all parliamentary inde-

pendence, and if it is allowed to pass without

comment and unchecked I really see very
little use in the House of Commons evei

assembling. A vote of censure we have

heard of before. I have on other occasions

attempted to vindicate the independent

right of this House to express its opinion

upon great subjects of policy, without its

being supposed necessarily to involve a vote

of censure on the government. But of all

questions, questions of finance are ever held

to be subject to independent criticism on

the part of the House of Commons; and the

34
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utmost indulgence is shown to the feelings

and suggestions of members, because under

such circumstances it is known that they
are acting under the immediate impulse of

their constituents." He therefore consid-

ered that Mr. Lowe had been exceedingly
ill-advised in declaring that the government
would look upon this motion 'as a vote of

want of confidence. The threat was, how-

ever, sufficient to intimidate the House, and
the motion was negatived without a division.

Upon the one great measure of the session

the Judicature Bill, which reformed the

appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords,

terminated the distinction between law and

equity, and united in one great tribunal all

the higher courts of justice Mr. Disraeli

more than once commented in its passage

through the House of Commons. His

observations, however, do not call for any
special notice. The administration of justice

was, he said, very dear to the people of

England, and he considered the judicature
of the country . admitted of reform. He
eulogized the House of Lords for the un-

exceptionable manner in which they had
administered justice in the past. He con-

sidered that the provisions of the bill should

extend to Scotland and Ireland, and he
refuted the popular notion that it was a

breach of privilege for the House of Com-
mons to interfere with the drawing up of

a bill on legal procedure introduced by
the Peers. Shortly after this measure had
become law the session came to an end.

And now it was that during the repose of

the recess the country openly proclaimed
in the most marked manner its dislike to the

past Liberal policy, and its attachment to

the Conservative cause. The development
of this dislike had been gradual, but pro-

gressive. In almost every seat which had
been rendered vacant since the general
election by the retirement of a member of

the administration, the government candi-

date had been defeated: When the lord

advocate, on being appointed lord-justice

clerk, had vacated his seat for the University
of Glasgow in 1869, he was succeeded by a

Conservative. On the appointment of Mr.

H. A. Layard as ambassador at Madrid, in

1870, the borough of Southwark was repre-

sented by a Conservative. At the death of

the judge advocate, in the April of 1871, a

Conservative headed the poll at the election

for the city of Durham. Upon the appoint-

ment of Mr. Vivian as permanent under-

secretary for war, in the September of the

same year, a Conservative had been returned

for Truro. When that highly honourable

job was effected by which Sir Robert Collier

had taken his seat on the judicial com-

mittee of the privy council, in the November

of 1871, a Conservative had represented

Plymouth. On the elevation of the Irish

solicitor-general to the bench, late in the

year 1872, the borough of Londonderry had

been awarded to the Conservative party.

And in the autumn of the next year, when

Mr. Glyn was rewarded with a peerage,

Shaftesbury fell into the hands of a Con-

servative
;
so with Renfrewshire when Mr.

Bruce gained his baron's coronet; and so

with Dover when Sir George Jessel took

his seat on the bench as master of the rolls.

In both instances these ardent Liberals

were succeeded by Conservatives. Nor were

these the only losses sustained in 1873 by
the government party. Hull, Greenock,

Dundee, East Staffordshire, Exeter, and

Huntingdon, all gave their votes in favour

of the policy of the leader of the Opposition,

and swelled the ranks of Conservatism. As
a set-off against these successes the govern-

ment could only claim the victories at

Taunton and Bath
; yet in neither of these

places could they count a seat gained.

With regard to the election of Bath, Mr.

Disraeli played a part which created much
comment at the time. Mr. Forsyth, a

counsel of distinction, was fighting in the

Conservative interest to be returned as

member for Bath, and it was expected
that the election would result in another

triumph for the Opposition. Lord Grey
de Wilton had written to Mr. Disraeli,

expressing his conviction that the country
was on the eve of another Conservative
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victory. He received the following reply :

"
I am much obliged to you for your

Bath news. It is most interesting. It is

rare a constituency has the opportunity
of not only leading, but sustaining public

opinion, at a critical period. That has been

the high fortune of the people of Bath, and

they have proved themselves worthy of it

by the spirit and constancy they have

shown. I cannot doubt they will continue

their patriotic course by supporting Mr.

Forsyth, an able and accomplished man,
who will do honour to those who send him

to parliament For nearly five years the

present ministers have harassed every trade,

worried every profession, and assailed or

menaced every class, institution, and species
of property in the country. Occasionally

they have varied this state of civil warfare

by perpetrating some job which outraged

public opinion, or by stumbling into mis-

takes which have always been discreditable

and sometimes ruinous. All this they call

a policy, and seem quite proud of it; but

the country has, I think, made up its mind
to close this career of plundering and

blundering."

This letter, it must be admitted, was
most injudicious, and caused the wavering
Liberals in the west of England to unite

again cordially with their party. There

was nothing new in this epistle; for Mr.

Disraeli, as we have seen, during the last

few months was ever girding in the House
of Commons at the government for having
committed mistakes, for having "legalized

confiscation," and for having harassed every
interest. Yet it was one thing to attack

the policy of ministers in his place in

parliament as leader of the Opposition, and
another thing on the eve of a contested

election to irritate those, who might have

deserted to the Conservative ranks, by
including them in his sweeping condemna-
tion of the past acts of the government.

Many of the Bath Liberals frankly owned
that they were disgusted with the numerous
errors of which their leaders had been guilty

with the isolated foreign policy of the

prime minister, with the financial proposi-

tions of the chancellor of the exchequer,

with the conduct of domestic affairs by the

home secretary, with the oversights of the

admiralty, and the rest of the ministerial

mistakes. The charge that the government
had "blundered" did not therefore anger

these western Liberals, for they were now

the first to admit the fact; but "plundered"
was quite another accusation. Plundered

was a word that could only refer to the

Irish Church bill and the Irish land bill,

and for both those measures the Liberals

had enthusiastically voted. The indiscreet

" Bath letter
"
caused the vacillating mem-

bers of the party, who were not hostile to

the return of Mr. Forsyth, to reconsider

their position ;
and since they did not

acknowledge that the two Acts which they

had enrolled in the statute-book for the

welfare of Ireland deserved to be branded

as "plundering," they refused to stultify

themselves by indirectly admitting the

charge in the support of a Conservative

candidate. Mr. Forsyth was not returned,

and his defeat was attributed in no small

degree to the fact that, intoxicated by the

success of the hour, Mr. Disraeli in an

evil moment had permitted himself to be

aroused out of his disciplined reticence and

commit a great blunder.

To stem the tide of this reactionary

feeling, and to propitiate the country, Mr.

Gladstone during this period of autumnal

hostility effected certain beneficial changes
in his administration. Private feuds had

interfered with the course of public busi-

ness, for it was now divulged, much to

the amusement of a cynical world, that the

members of the government were far from

being a happy or united family. Ministers

sat at the same council board who, outside

political life, cordially detested each other;

parliamentary secretaries met at the Trea-

sury, and transacted their official business

through a clerk because they were not on

speaking terms with one another; whilst

heads of departments worked their private

secretaries to death in filling quires of
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government paper full of mutual recrimina-

tions. Mr. Gladstone endeavoured to smooth
over these feuds and jealousies by certain

removals acceptable to the country. lie

took upon himself the offices of first lord

of the Treasury and chancellor of the

exchequer, and Mr. Lowe was transferred

to the home office. Mr. Bruce, who, as

home secretary, had shown much weakness

and vacillation upon the licensing question,
was raised to the peerage and appointed

president of the council in the stead of

the Marquis of Ripou, who had resigned.
Mr. Childers, disgusted that the duties of

the exchequer had not been intrusted to

his hands, gave up the chancellorship of

the duchy of Lancaster, and Mr. Bright, the

opponent of sinecures, reigned in his place.

Other minor changes were also carried out,

which, if they caused the Liberal adminis-

tration to work more smoothly, at the

same time rendered it more toothless.

These alterations were, however, viewed
with little interest, for it was evident to

all that the day was near at hand when
ministers would be called upon to give up
their seals and to carry their venom and

mordancy to the other side of the House.

Whilst the tide had thus turned which
was to bear him upon its ample flood to

office, Mr. Disraeli travelled north, and
became the hero of a public reception at

Glasgow. The students of the university
in that ancient city had shown their

appreciation both of Conservative prin-

ciples and of the great exponent of those

principles by electing Mr. Disraeli as their

lord rector. It was to deliver his inaugural
address that the leader of the Opposition
had gone north, there to meet the youths
who had done him honour, and to lay
before them that course of action most
calculated to lead to success in life. The
address is one of Mr. Disraeli's most
finished compositions, and is remarkable
for the prominence given, in a somewhat
material and sceptical age, to the necessity
of being under the influence of true religion.
Three points the lecturer especially brings

before his audience : the necessity of

acquiring self-knowledge, the necessity of

knowing what is the spirit of the age, and

the necessity of the religious principle.

The address was listened to with marked

attention. The subject, the speaker, the

recollections the strange career of Mr. Dis-

raeli called forth, all served to create the

deepest impression upon the audience. Who
better able to preach the gospel of success to

a body of young men on the eve of their

start in life than he who, by his own talents

and exertions, had risen from a stool in an

attorney's office to preside over the for-

tunes of a cabinet ? Who better qualified

to advise a course of rigid self-examination

before entering upon a career, than he who
had so carefully and so accurately dissected

his own powers and promptings as to pre-

dict his future ? As a lad, Mr. Disraeli

had known that genius was working with-

in him, and he had vowed that the world

should recognize it; and the world had

recognized it. He knew that he possessed

the gift of all those qualities which, when
fused together, make the born orator

;
and

in the hour when his maiden speech was

ridiculed and shouted down, he had fore-

told foretold at the moment when an

ordinary mind would have been crushed

by failure and mortification that the time

would come when the House would hear

him; and the hour had come. He knew
that he was to be a leader of men, and

that it was his mission to regenerate and

reorganize a great political party ;
and in

spite of obstacles such as no other poli-

tician had surmounted, in spite of feuds,

jealousies, and mutinous divisions, he had

given a creed to his followers, and had re-

ceived an obedience from those under his

command such as few political chiefs had

ever before enjoyed. Who, then, was better

able to lecture upon success than he who
had attained it ? Who better able to preach

introspection than he who had practised
it to such purpose ? Who better able to

suggest the discovery of the spirit of the

age than he who had found it, inspired
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it, and turned it to his own ends? No
wonder that the ambitious student, with

the unknown future before him, with his

fortune to carve out, with fond hopes and
earnest prayers centred in him, hung upon
the words of his lord rector, anxious to

learn how success was to be achieved, and

eager to embark upon the struggle.
The youth, began Mr. Disraeli (November

19, 1873), who wished to succeed in life and
to obtain that position to which his char-

acter and capacity entitled him, had need

of two kinds of knowledge : self-knowledge,
and the faculty of comprehending the spirit

of the age. At the first blush it seemed

that self-knowledge was not very difficult

of attainment ; for if there was any subject
on which a person could arrive at accurate

conclusions, it should be as to his own dis-

position and his own talents. But it was
not so. The period of youth in that respect
was one of great doubt and difficulty; it

was a period alike of false confidence

and unreasonable distrust, of perplexity, of

despondency, and sometimes of despair. It

had been said by an eminent physician
that there were very few persons of either

sex who had attained to their eighteenth

year who had not contemplated withdraw-

ing from the world withdrawing from
that world which, in fact, they had never

entered. Doubtless that morbid feeling
was occasioned in a great degree by a dread

of the unknown, but it was also much to be

attributed to, and it certainly was height-
ened by, ow ignorance of themselves.

How, then, he asked, was that self-know-

ledge to be acquired ? and where were they
to obtain assistance in that quest ? From
the family circle ? Its incompetency in

that respect was a proverb. Perception of

character was always a rare gift, but around
the domestic hearth it was almost unknown.

Every one was acquainted with the errone-

ous estimates of their offspring which had
been made even by illustrious parents.*
The silent, but perhaps pensive boy, was

Who was more misnndrrstood bv his parents than the
father of Lord Bccon>field?

looked upon as a dullard, while the flippancy
of youth in a commonplace character was

interpreted into a dangerous vivacity which

might in time astonish, perhaps even alarm,

the world. A better criterion ought to

be found in the judgment of those con-

temporaries who were our equals. But the

generous ardour of youth was not favourable

to critical discrimination : its sympathy was

quick ;
it admired and applauded ;

but it

lavished its applause and admiration on

qualities which were often not intrinsically

important, and it always exaggerated. And
thus it was that the hero of school and

of college often disappointed expectation in

after-life. The truth was, such a hero had

shown no deficiency in the qualities which

obtained him his early repute, but he had

been wanting in the capacity adapted to

subsequent opportunities.'

"Some are of opinion," remarked Mr.

Disraeli,
" that the surest judge of youthful

character must be the tutor. And there is

a passage in Isocrates on this head not

without interest He was an accomplished

instructor, and he tells us he always studied

to discover the bent of those who attended

his lectures. So, after due observation, he

would say to one,
' You are intended for

action, and the camp is the life which will

become you ;' to another,
' You should culti-

vate poetry ;

'

a third was adapted to the

passionate exercitations of the Pnyx ;
while

a fourth was clearly destined for the groves
and porticoes of philosophy. The early

Jesuits, who were masters of education,

were accustomed to keep secret registers of

their observations on their pupils, and gener-
ations afterwards, when these records were

examined, it is said the happy prescience of

their remarks was strikingly proved by the

subsequent success of many who had attained

fame in arts and arms. But the Jesuits,

gentlemen, whatever they may be now, were

then very clever men
;
and I must confess

that I am doubtful whether the judgment of

tutors in general would be as infallible as

that of Isocrates. In the first place, a just

perception of character is always a rare gift
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When possessed in a high degree, it is the

quality which specially indicates the leader

of men. It is that which enables a general
or a minister to select the fit instrument for

the public purpose ;
without which all the

preparations for a campaign, however costly

and complete, may be fruitless, and all

the deliberations of councils and all the

discussions of parliament prove mere dust

and wind. Scholars and philosophers are in

general too much absorbed by their own

peculiar studies or pursuits to be skilled in

the discrimination of character
;
and if the

aptitude of a pupil is recognized by them, it

is generally when he has evinced a disposi-

tion to excel in some branch of acquirement
which has established their own celebrity."

He believed, continued the speaker, that

it was best and inevitable, in the pursuit of

self-knowledge, that youth and all of us

should depend on self-communion. Unques-

tionably, where there was a strong predis-

position it would assert itself in spite of

all obstacles, but even then only after an

initiation of many errors and much self-

deception. One of the fruitful sources of

that self-deception was to be found in the

susceptibility of the youthful mind. The

sympathy was so quick, that youth was apt
to transfer to its own person the qualities

which it admired in others. If it be the age
of a great poet, his numbers were for ever

resounding in the ears of youth, who sighed
for his laurels; if a military age, nothing
would content him but to be at the head of

armies ; if an age of oratory and politics, his

spirit required that he should be a leader so

parties and a minister of state. In some
instances the predisposition might be true,

but it was in the nature of things that the

instances must be rare. In ninety-nine
cases out of one hundred the feeling was not

idiosyncratic but mimetic, and a quick sensi-

bility had been mistaken for creative power.
Then came to a young man the period of dis-

appointment and despondency. To publish

poems which no one would read ; to make
speeches to which no one would listen;
after reveries of leading armies and directing

councils, to find oneself, on his entrance into

the business of life, incapable of influencing

the conduct of an ordinary individual all

that was bitter
;
but all depended upon how

the lesson was received. A weak spirit would

not survive that catastrophe of his self-love.

He would sink into chronic despondency,

and, without attempting to rally, he wouLl

pass through life as a phantom, and bs

remembered, as an old man, only by the

golden promise of his deceptive youth. But

a man of sense would accept those con-

sequences, however apparently mortifying,

with courage and candour. He would dive

into his own intelligence, he would analyze
the circumstances of his failure, he would

discriminate how much was occasioned by

indigenous deficiencies, and how much was

to be attributed to external and fortuitous

circumstances. And in that severe intro-

spection he might obtain the self-knowledge
he required; his failures might be the

foundation of his ultimate success
;
and in

that moral and intellectual struggle he

might discover the true range of his powers,
and the right bent of his character and

capacity. So much for self-knowledge a

subject that for ages had furnished philoso-

phers with treatises.

Then there was the second kind of know-

ledge, proceeded Mr. Disraeli. Assuming
that youth had at length attained that in-

dispensable self-knowledge, and that it had

an opportunity, in the pursuits of life, of

following the bent of its disposition, had it

that other kind of knowledge which was

required ? did it comprehend the spirit of

the age in which its faculties were to be

exercised ? Hitherto it had been as an

explorer in a mountain district. It had

surveyed and examined valleys, it had

penetrated gorges, it had crossed many a

ridge and range, till at length, having
overcome all obstacles, it had reached the

crest of the commanding height, and like the

soldiers of Xenophon, it beheld the sea.

But the sea that it beheld was the ocean

of life ! In what vessel was it going to

embark? With what instruments was it
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furnished ? What was the port of its des-

tination ?

"
It is singular," said Mr. Disraeli,

" that

though there is no lack of those who will

explain the past, and certainly no want of

those who will predict the future, when the

present is concerned the present that we
see and feel our opinions about it are in

general bewildered and mistaken. And yet,

without this acquaintance with the spirit

of the age in which we live, whatever our

culture and whatever our opportunities, it is

probable that our lives may prove a blunder-

When the young king of Macedon decided

that the time had arrived when Europe
should invade Asia, he recognized the spirit

of his age. The revelations of the weakness

of the great king, which had been made

during the immortal expedition of the Ten

Thousand, and still more during the cam-

paigns of Agesilaus, had gradually formed a

public opinion which Alexander dared to

represent. When Caius Julius perceived
that the colossal empire formed by the

senate and populace of Rome could not be

sustained on the municipal institutions of a

single city, however illustrious, he under-

stood the spirit of the age. Constantine

understood the spirit of his age when he

recognized the sign under which he was
resolved to conquer. I think that Luther

recognized the spirit of the age when he

nailed his Theses against Indulgences to the

gates of a Thuringian church. The great

princes of the 'house of Tudor, and the

statesmen they employed, were all persons
who understood the spirit of their age."

Still it might be said, he remarked,
" Those were heroic instances. A per-

ception of the spirit of their age might
be necessary to the success of princes and

.statesmen, but was not needful, or equally

needful, for those of lesser degree." He
thought there would be fallacy in that

criticism, and that the necessity of such

knowledge pervaded the whole business of

lil'p. Take, for example, he instanced, the

choice of a profession ;
a knowledge of

the spirit of the age might save a young

man from embracing a profession which

the spirit of the age doomed to become

obsolete. It was the same with the pursuits

of commerce. Such knowledge might guard
a man from embarking his capital in a

decaying trade, or from forming connections

and even establishments in countries from

which the spirit of the age was gradually

diverting all commercial transactions. A
knowledge of the spirit of the age, he

maintained, was necessary for every public

man; and in a country like England, where

the subject was called upon hourly to

exercise rights and to fulfil duties which,

in however small a degree, contributed to

the aggregate of that general sentiment

which ultimately governed states, every

one was a public man, although he might
not be a public character.

Yet it did not follow, 'because the spirit

of the age was perceived, that it should

be embraced, or even that success in life

depended upon adopting it. What he

wished, said the speaker, to impress upon
his audience was that success in life de-

pended on understanding what the spirit

of the age was. The spirit of the age

might be an unsound and injurious spirit;

it might be the moral duty of a man, not

only not to defer to, but to resist it; and if

it were unsound and injurious, in so doing
he would not only fulfil his duty, but he

might accomplish his success in life. The

spirit of the age, for instance, was in favour

of the Crusades. They occasioned a horrible

havoc of human life
; they devastated Asia

and exhausted Europe; and in all proba-

bility, in acting in that instance according
to the spirit of the age, a man would have

forfeited his life, and certainly wasted his

estate, with no further satisfaction than

having massacred some Jews and slain

some Saracens.

"What then, gentlemen," he asked, "is

the spirit of the age in which we ourselves

live; of that world which in a few years,

more or less, you will have all entered
;

where you are to establish yourselves iu

life ; where you have to encounter in that
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object every conceivable difficulty per-

plexities of judgment, material obstacles,

tests of all your qualities, and searching
trials of your character

;
and all these cir-

cumstances more or less affected by the

spirit of the age, an acquaintance with

which will assist you in forming your
decisions and in guiding your course? It

appears to me that I should not greatly
err were I to describe the spirit of this age
as the spirit of equality ; but '

equality
'

is

a word of wide import, under which various

schools of thought may assemble and yet
arrive at different and even contradictory
conclusions. I hold that civil equality
that is, equality of all subjects before the

law, and that a law which recognizes the

personal rights of all subjects is the only
foundation of a perfect commonwealth,
one which secures to all liberty, order,

and justice. The principle of civil equality
has long prevailed in this kingdom. It has

been applied during the last half-century
more finely and completely to the constantly
and largely varying circumstances of the

country ;
but it had prevailed more or less

in Britain for centuries, and I attribute the

patriotism of our population mainly to this

circumstance, and I believe that it has had
more to do with the security of the soil

than those geographical attributes usually

enlarged upon.
"Another land, long our foe, but now

our rival only in the arts of peace, thought
fit, at the end of the last century, to recon-

struct its social system, and to rebuild it on

the principle of social equality. To effect

this object it was prepared to make, and it

made, great sacrifices. It subverted all the

institutions of the country : a monarchy of

800 years,whose traditionary and systematic

policy had created the kingdom; a national

church for, though Eomanist, it had
secured its liberties; a tenure of land which
maintained a valiant nobility that never
can be restored

;
it confiscated all endow-

ments and abolished all corporations,
erased from the map of the soil all the
ancient divisions, and changed the land-

marks and very name of the country.

Indeed, it entirely effected its purpose,

which was to destroy all the existing social

elements and level the past to the dust.

This experiment has had fair play, and you
can judge of its results by the experience
of eighty years.

"
It is not in Scotland," said Mr. Dis-

raeli,
" that the name of France will ever be

mentioned without affection, and I will not

yield to any Scotchman in my appreciation

of the brilliant qualities and the resplen-

dent achievements of its gifted people.

We are not blind to their errors, but their

calamities are greater than their errors,

and their merits are greater than their

calamities. When I heard that their bright

city was beleaguered, and that the breach

was in the wall, I confess I felt that pang
which I remember, as a child, I always

experienced when I read of Lysander

entering the City of the Violet Crown.

But, gentlemen, I may on this occasion

be permitted to say that of all the many
services which France has rendered to

Europe Europe, that land of ancient

creeds and ancient governments, and man-

ners and customs older than both not the

least precious is the proof she has afforded

to us that the principle of social equality is

not one on which a nation can safely rdy in

the hour of trial and in the day of danger.

Then it is found that there is no one to

lead and nothing to rally round. There

is not a man in the country who can

assemble fifty people. And rightly, since

for an individual to direct is an usurpation
of the sovereignty of the many. Those

who ought to lead feel isolated, and those

who wish to obey know not to whom
to proffer their devotion. All personal

influences are dead. All depends on the

central government, a sufficient power in

fair weather, but in stormy times generally
that part of the machine which first breaks."

Civil equality, continued Mr. Disraeli,

prevailed in Britain, and social equality

prevailed in France. The essence of civil

equality was to abolish privilege ;
the
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essence of social equality was to destroy

classes. If the principle of equality at the

present day assumed only those two forms,

he did not think there would be much
to perplex youth in its choice or in its

judgment as to their respective results.

But that was not so. The equality which

was now sought by vast multitudes of men
in many countries, which was enforced by
writers not deficient in logic, in eloquence,
and even learning, scarcely deigned to

recognize civil equality, and treated social

equality only as an obsolete truth. No
moral or metaphysical elements would

satisfy them. They demanded physical
and material equality. That was the

disturbing spirit which was then rising

like a moaning wind in Europe, and which,
when the youth before him entered the

world, might possibly be a raging storm.
" The leading principle of this new

school," explained Mr. Disraeli, ever firm

in his loyalty to
"
the side of the angels,"

"is that there is no happiness which is

not material, and that every living being
has a right to share in that physical
welfare. The first obstacle to their pur-

pose is found in the rights of private

property. Therefore, they must be abol-

ished. But the social system must be

established on some principle ; and, there-

fore, for the rights of property they would

substitute the rights of labour. Now, the

rights of labour cannot be fully enjoyed if

there be any limit to employment The

great limit to employment, to the rights
of labour, and to the physical and material

equality of man, is found in the division

of the world into states and nations. Thus,
as civil equality would abolish privilege,

social equality would destroy classes; so

material and physical equality strikes at

the principle of patriotism, and is prepared
to abrogate countries.

"
Now, I am addressing a race of men

who are proud, and justly proud, of their

country. I know not that the sentiment
of patriotism beats in any breast more

strongly than in that of a Scotchman.

VOL. II.

Neither time nor distance, I believe, en-

feebles that passion. It is as vehement

on the banks of the Ganges as on the

banks of the Clyde, and in the speculative

turmoil of Melbourne as in the bustling

energy of Glasgow. Why is a Scotchman

proud of his country? Because the remem-

brance of it awakes a tradition of heroic

exploits and inspiring emotions; of sacrifices

for its sake in the field and on the scaffold
;

of high examples of military skill and civil

prudence ;
of literary and scientific fame

;

of commanding eloquence and profound

philosophy, and of fascinating poesy and

romance all of which a Scotchman feels

ennoble his existence, and all of which he

is conscious have inevitably sprung from

the circumstances of his native land. So

that the very configuration of the soil and

the temper of the clime have influenced

his private virtues and his public life, as

they unquestionably have given a form and

colour to those works of creative genius
which have gained the sympathy and ad-

miration of the world.
"
No, gentlemen, it is not true that the

only real happiness is physical happiness;

it is not true that physical happiness is

the highest happiness; it is not true that

physical happiness is a principle on which

you can build up a flourishing and enduring
commonwealth. A civilized community
must rest on a large realized capital of

thought and sentiment; there must be a

reserved fund of public morality to draw

upon in the exigencies of national life.

Society has a soul as well as a body. The

traditions of a nation are part of its exist-

ence. Its valour and its discipline, its

religious faith, its venerable laws, its science

and erudition, its poetry, its art, its elo-

quence, and its scholarship, are as much

portions of its life as its agriculture, its

commerce, and its engineering skill. Nay,
I would go further; I would say that without

these qualities material excellence cannot

;

be attained.
"
But, gentlemen, the new philosophy

|

strikes further than at the existence of

35
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patriotism. It strikes at the home
;

it

strikes at the individuality of man. It

would reduce civilized society to human
flocks and herds. That it may produce in

your time much disturbance, possibly much

destruction, I pretend not to deny; but I

must express my conviction that it will not

ultimately triumph. I hold that the main

obstacles to its establishment are to be

found in human nature itself. They are

both physical and moral. If it be true, as

I believe, that an aristocracy distinguished

merely by wealth must perish from satiety,

so I hold it is equally true that a people
who recognize no higher aim than phy-
sical enjoyment must become selfish and

enervated. Under such circumstances the

supremacy of race, which is the key of

history, will assert itself. Some human

progeny, distinguished by their bodily

vigour or their masculine intelligence, or

by both qualities, will assert their supe-

riority, and conquer a world which deserves

to be enslaved. It will then be found that

our boasted progress has only been an

advancement in a circle, and that our new

philosophy has brought us back to that

old serfdom which it has taken ages to

extirpate.
" But the still more powerful indeed, I

hold, the insurmountable obstacle to the

establishment of the new opinions will be

furnished by the essential elements of the

human mind. Our idiosyncracy is not

bounded by the planet which we inhabit.

We can investigate space and we can

comprehend eternity. No considerations

limited to this sphere have hitherto fur-

nished the excitement which man requires,
or the sanctions for his conduct which his

nature imperatively demands. The spiritual

nature of man is stronger than codes or

constitutions. No government can endure

which does not recognize that for its founda-

tion, and no legislation last which does not

flow from this fountain. The principle may
develop itself in manifold forms shape
of many creeds and many churches; but
the principle is divine. As time is divided

into day and night, so religion rests upon
the providence of God and the responsi-

bility of man. One is manifest, the other

mysterious ;
but both are facts. Nor is

there, as some would teach you, anything
in these convictions which tends to con-

tract our intelligence or our sympathies.
On the contrary, religion invigorates the

intellect and expands the heart. He who

has a due sense of his relations to God is

lest qualified to fulfil his duties to man.

A fine writer of antiquity perhaps the

finest has recorded in a beautiful passage
his belief in Divine Providence, and in the

necessity of universal toleration :

u fain ouv, xal TaZry,, x.t.1 T& itdvT ael,

&i
/j,rj

Tab' sarh iv
yvu/J.rt fiXa,

KE/V&? r iKifit STOpy'irca, xayti rdSe.' *

These lines were written, more than two

thousand years ago, by the most Attic of

Athenian poets. In the perplexities of life

I have sometimes found in them a solace

and a satisfaction
;
and I now deliver them

to you, to guide your consciences and to

guard your lives."

On the evening of the same day which

had seen Mr. Disraeli installed as lord

rector, a banquet was given by the city of

Glasgow especially in the honour of the

leader of the Opposition. The lord provost
took the chair, and, unlike Mr. Lowe when

snubbed at the Trinity House dinner for

his want of tact, Mr. Disraeli carefully

avoided making any political allusions.

The dinner was a purely social gathering,

and the health of Mr. Disraeli was drunk

with much enthusiasm by the assembled

guests, who were far from all holding the

same political opinions.
"

I have always,"

said Mr. Disraeli in rising to return thanks,
"
thought it to be one of the happiest

circumstances of public life in England
that we have not permitted our political

opinions to interfere with our social enjoy-
* "

I would assuredly say that these, and all things which

happen to man, are the work of a Divine power. But if any
one is of another way of thinking, he may have his opinion
and I will have mine.*'

" The A^""*
"
of Sophocles.
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metits. I believe it is a characteristic of

the country ;
at least, I am not aware that

it is shared by any other. For instance, if

you are on the Continent, and wish to pay

your respects to a minister and go to his

reception, you are invited by the minister.

The consequence is you find no one there

except those who follow him. It is not so

in England. I remember some years ago

meeting, under the charming roof of one of

the most accomplished women of the time,

the most celebrated diplomatist of certainly

this half-century, and he said to me,
' What

a wonderful system of society you have in

England ! I have not been on speaking
terms with Lord Palmerston for three

weeks, and yet here I am; but you see I

am paying a visit to Lady Palmerston.'
"

Though Mr. Disraeli carefully avoided

touching upon political topics which might

give rise to dispute, he permitted himself

to make one or two remarks on his con-

nection with the Conservative party. He
alluded with just pride to his having led

his party for twenty-five years ;

"
there is

no record," he said,
"
I believe, in the

parliamentary history of the country of the

duration of a leadership equal to it" Sir

Robert Peel had led the Tory party for

eighteen years,
"
though unfortunately it

twice broke asunder;" and Lord John
liusscll had led one of the great parties

of the state seventeen years,
"
though at

last it slipped out of his hands." Then, in

order not to be accused of self-glorification,

Mr. Disraeli thus explained why he had
mentioned the subject, and by his explana-
tion refuted many idle stories and much
malicious gossip then current as to the

hostility of a certain section of the Conser-

vative party to his leadership.
" Do not

suppose," he said, "1 make these observa-

tions in any vain spirit The reason why I

have been able to lead any party for such

a period and under circumstances of some

diiliculty and discouragement, is that the

party with which I am connected is really
the most generous and the most indulgent

party that ever existed. I cannot help

smiling sometimes when I hear of those

convenient intimations given by those who

know all the secrets of the political world,

of the extreme anxiety of the Conservative

party to get rid of my services. The fact

is, the Conservative party can get rid of my
services whenever tliey give me any intimation

that such is tlieir desire. All I can say is,

whenever I have desired to relieve them

of it, they have only too kindly insisted on

riiy retaining the lead, and the only differ-

ence to me has been that they were more

indulgent and more kind. I will not tres-

pass on the rule of the evening by making

any further political allusion, but I hope

you will allow me to think that I was justi-

fied in making these remarks."

Addressing a commercial audience in one

of the greatest commercial cities in the

world at a time when owing to the vast

sums paid by France to Germany, and the

German demand for the establishment of a

gold coinage the money market was some-

what agitated, Mr. Disraeli briefly touched

upon the subject. He did not, he remarked,

observe that there were any symptoms in

the country of reckless speculation, or any
circumstances which could justify the alarm

that there was to be a collapse in Eng-
lish commercial prosperity. He attributed

the great monetary disturbance that had

occurred, to the great changes which the

governments in Europe were making to

establish a uniform gold standard of value,

since they declared that the prosperity of

England was due to her gold standard.
"
Now, our gold standard is," he said,

" an

invaluable arrangement I think that any

country which has a gold standard of value,

should, to use a celebrated expression, think

once, twice, and thrice before it gives it up.

But it is the greatest delusion in the world

to attribute the commercial preponderance
and prosperity of England to our having a

gold standard. Our gold standard is not

the cause of our commercial prosperity,

but the consequence of our commercial

prosperity ;
and it is very well for us to

have it: but you cannot establish a gold
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standard by violent means. It must arise

gradually from the large transactions of the

country, and the consequent command it

may have over the precious metals. When
the various states of Europe suddenly deter-

mined to have a gold standard,* and took

steps to carry it into effect, it was quite

evident we must prepare ourselves for con-

vulsions in the money market, not occasioned

by speculation or any old cause which has

been alleged, but by a new cause with

which we are not yet sufficiently acquainted,
and the consequences of which are very

embarrassing ;
and that is the reason I have

taken the opportunity of calling your atten-

tion to it.

" Take the case of Germany. At this

moment it is most remarkable, when there

has been such a want of a gold standard in

various parts of Europe, and even in Eng-
land, where the strain has been so great,

Germany has at this moment 50,000,000

sterling of gold coin virtually locked up ;

and it is locked up because it is the object

of Germany to substitute a gold coinage for

a silver coinage. While it has 50,000,000

value in gold coinage locked up, it has

80,000,000 or 90,000,000 of silver circu-

lating, and they know very well, if they
were to attempt to substitute violently the

gold for the silver coinage 50,000,000

of gold against 90,000,000 of silver the

consequence would be that the silver,

already reduced in value, would become

reduced still more, and the 50,000,000 of

gold would all leave Germany. The con-

sequence is that Germany is taking violent

steps to get rid of this silver. The other

day Germany sent a large amount of silver

to Calcutta, and Germany could only by
artificial means transmit it. The result

was for a considerable time you could not

buy a single bill on England. These are

all circumstances calculated to disturb the

course of commerce and manufacturing

arrangements.

* A commission had been sitting at Paris, at the time of
the Great Exhibition, with the object of establishing a
uniform coinage throughout the world.

"
Then, again, take the case of France

and America, which are floating on incon-

vertible paper ;
but France has also at this

moment 90,000,000 sterling in silver coin.

What must be the position of France with

all her silver already depreciated, if Ger-

many, to establish a gold standard, forces

her own silver into France ? France would

be in a position of much embarrassment,

and would make violent efforts to establish

as soon as she can a gold coinage at any
cost. Vast disturbance and fluctuations

must arise from such circumstances. I

regret to treat matters of this kind at a

moment like this, because they require to

be treated with more precision of language
and with greater patience than either I or

you can afford at this moment, but it did

appear to me a subject to which I ought to

call your attention.
" You are commercial men, interested in

the monetary system of the world
; you

ought to have your eye carefully upon the

efforts which are making to establish a gold

standard of value in Germany, in France,

and, soon you will find, also in America.

Legally, of course, there is a gold standard

in America, but virtually there is not.

Holland and all the Scandinavian states

have also established a gold standard,

probably to protect themselves from a

depreciated currency ;
and when countries

inundated with silver are trying to get
rid of it, convulsions must come, and no

one would be able to form an adequate
idea of the monetary arrangements of the

times in which he lives if he omits from his

consideration the circumstances to which I

have called your attention. I have drawn

your attention to it to-day because you
must know it is very difficult for me to

address you under the conditions in which

we meet. Munificent as is your hospitality,

and cordial as may be your reception, it

would scarcely do that our meeting to-day
should be a mere interchange of compli-
ments. To a certain degree that is very

agreeable ;
one glass of liqueur is appropri-

ate, but none of you would like to dine off
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ii liultle of maraschino. A famous monarch,

King Louis Philippe, once said to me that

he attributed the great success of the British

nation in political life to their talking poli-

tics after dinner. Gentlemen, unfortunately,

to-day that is the only subject on which I

may not enter, and therefore I hope that

will be some excuse if I have touched on a

question which is not a party question."

Before sitting down Mr. Disraeli expressed
to his guests how gratified he had been at

the reception accorded to him. He then

concluded by indulging in one of those

personal reminiscences which are always

interesting when revealed by the distin-

guished. "It is my first visit to your city.

I think it is nearly half a century since I

first visited Scotland. I remember it well,

not only because 1 saw for the first time a

memorable country, but because I made
the personal acquaintance and became the

guest of one of the best and greatest of

men, the Lord of Abbotsford. He was a

friend of my father, and he received me
with that kindness which the illustrious do

not, unfortunately, always bestow on the

young. I remember walking with him in

those new plantations of which he was so

proud, by the banks of that river Tweed
which he loved so well. He poured out all

the treasures of his fancy and his memory,
all the fire and music of his mind

;
he took

as much pains to interest and entertain me
as if, instead .of being an unknown youth, I

had been the lord rector of a famous uni-

versity. That was the good-nature of the

man, which was as great as his genius.
" How much has happened in those fifty

years a period more remarkable than any,

1 will venture to say, in the annals of man-

kind ! I am not thinking of the rise and

fall of empires, the change of dynasties,

the establishment of governments. I am

thinking of those revolutions of science,

which have had much more effect than any

political causes
;
which have changed the

position and prospects of mankind more

than all the conquests and all the codes

of all the conquerors and all the legislators

that ever existed. In that time, gentlemen,

you and your society have not been idle.

You have raised your town to a position

among the great cities of the world. Long

may you retain that position ; long may

you retain that energy which has rendered

your Clyde as famous as the Thames and

the Seine ; long may your factories be full

of creative life
; long may you appropriate

the metallic treasures of your teeming soil ;

long may your docks and harbours receive

and furnish navies. Under Divine Provi-

dence that prosperity will remain, if you

retain your public spirit. That depends

upon your patriotism and your self-respect,

and those sentiments can never in the

British isles assume a more legitimate and

fairer form than when they take the shape

of loyalty and freedom. Gentlemen, I drink

to your healths all."

It is not every day that a provincial

city has the honour of entertaining a visi-

tor who is at the same time a distinguished

man of letters, an eminent statesman, and

the leader of a great political party, and

the good people of Glasgow certainly could

not be accused of coldness or neglect to-

wards their guest The week spent within

the city was a busy one for Mr. Disraeli.

No sooner had he been installed as lord

rector of the university and entertained at

dinner, than he was presented with the

freedom of the city of Glasgow in a gold

box. In his brief reply on the occasion

Mr. Disraeli modestly stated that such an

honour had been conferred on him, not

because he was an author or a politician,

but because he was connected with the

University of Glasgow. It was a proof

of the sympathy which subsisted between

the city and the university.
" Gentle-

men," he said (November 20, 1873),
"

I

look upon that connection between the

city and the University of Glasgow as a

most valuable one, and which should be

ever cherished. There is not any city

connected with a university which has not

become illustrious. The mutual influence

of both institutions is most beneficial. On
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the one hand, it softens the habits of those

who are devoted to the busy purposes of

life
; while the contiguity of the university

to a great city like Glasgow, infuses a

knowledge of the world which those who
are secluded in cloisters cannot command.
I am happy to remember that this con-

nection of affection between these two

great institutions has always prevailed. I

have certainly read, at least, in works of

the last century, that there existed in this

city an example of a commercial and

literary association, which may, perhaps,
even now survive, which was illustrious

from its members, and in which the mer-

chants of Glasgow met names not second

to any in the roll of British worthies.

Adam Smith, known to the whole world

as the highest authority on one of the

highest of subjects ;
celebrated men of

science; philosophers, like the ingenious
Reid and the illustrious Hutchinson were

members of that association, and exercised

their influence upon the public mind and

spirit of this community. Nor need I

remind you that the connection with the

university has not been wanting in material

advantage to this great city. The dis-

coveries of philosophers in the university
have influenced most advantageously the

material fortunes of Glasgow. I need not

allude to the inventions of Black and others

which you have carried into practice, and

which have given such an impetus to your
industrial life

;
but I may perhaps be per-

mitted to say, as lord rector of the

university, that it would be most delightful

to me if I could hear of some public

acknowledgment on the part of some

distinguished citizen of Glasgow on that

subject, so that I might see the hall of our

university raised with becoming splendour
from the ground which is, unfortunately,
now unoccupied.

" I have observed that it is characteristic,

a happy characteristic, of the age in which

we live that men become their own executors,

and I should be delighted to hear of some
munificent endowment which would place

our university in the position which it

deserves. I feel confidence in appealing
to the wealthy citizens of this opulent city,

because it is, after all, in cities that en-

lightenment looks for its natural home
;

it

is here, as it is in great cities, especially

those that have been intellectually in-

fluenced by the existence of universities,

that we find letters, and arts, and science

flourish. The city, indeed, is the natural

home of civilization. It is in cities that

have been discovered those inventions

which have given an impulse to the edu-

cation of the human mind. Priests and

princes may have devised hieroglyphics

and cuneiform writing; but nobody will

deny that the alphabet was invented by
merchants and manufacturers. Therefore,

gentlemen, I trust that my election to the

great office to which I have been raised

may not be any impediment to the natural

flow of the dispositions of the citizens of

Glasgow, and that during the period that I

may exercise any influence over the conduct

of the university it will not be recorded as

one in which it made no advance in its

material fortunes.
"
Now, my lord provost and gentlemen,

let me offer you my thanks for the distinc-

tion which you have conferred on me

to-day. There is nothing which animates

public men more than the prospect that

they may obtain the sympathy and respect

of their fellow-citizens. It is acts like these,

and scenes like these, that sustain men in

the turmoil and struggle of public life.

Here we meet that approbation which is

the great meed of public efforts
;
to live in

the affections and afterwards in the memory
of our fellow-subjects is what every man
looks to as the chief object of his career.

I shall not forget the new position which I

have occupied this day. I shall show at

all times, not only that I am proud of the

distinction which you have conferred upon

me, but that I am faithful to the duties

which it entails; and if ever the rights and

interests of the city of Glasgow are invaded

or imperilled, there will be at least, I assure
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you, one burgess on whose efforts to main-

tain them you need not fail to rely."

Mr. Disraeli was, however, not to

be denied the pleasure of delivering a

political speech whilst staying in Glasgow.
From this welcome task he had been

debarred in his address to the students.

He had carefully avoided politics when
entertained at dinner by a mixed company.
It did not fall within his province to touch

upon the subject when presented with the

freedom of the city; but an excellent oppor-

tunity now offered itself, and it was instantly

accepted. Among those societies which

have for their object the spread of Con-

servative opinions, the strengthening and

developing of Conservative constituencies,

and the maintenance of Conservative or-

ganization, the Conservative Association of

Glasgow is among the most ardent and

active. As we have before had occasion

to remark, the creed of Conservatism is not

the popular faith north of the Tweed
;

still

where it flourishes it takes deep root in the

soil, and is rich and healthy in the fruit

it produces. For much of this fertility, the

ardour and loyalty of societies similar to

the Conservative Association of Glasgow is

answerable. Without the encouragement
and the political instruction offered by these

active communities, Scottish Conservatism

would rapidly lose its animating spirit and

the vigour of its coherence, and soon fall

into confusion, and perhaps into decay. It

was only natural that on so important an

occasion as the visit of the chieftain of the

party to their city, that the Glasgow Con-

servative Association should avail itself of

the moment to express its confidence in

the policy and principles of Mr. Disraeli.

Accordingly, an address was drawn up, a

meeting was convened, and after the flatter-

ing document had been perused and received

Mr. Disraeli rose up to return his thanks

(November 22, 1873).
After a few introductory remarks he

plunged into the middle of things by
criticising the government The min-

isters, he said, had lost few opportunities

of informing the country that they were

men distinguished for commanding talent,

admirable eloquence, and transcendent

administrative abilities. He disputed

none of those propositions, any more than

he did the prosperity of the country.

Ministers also stated that the country being

so prosperous, and they having all those

personal advantages, they had taken the

opportunity during the last few years of

passing measures of immense magnitude,

only equalled by the benefit they had con-

ferred upon the people. He did not ques-

tion the estimate arrived at by ministers

of their ability, or even for a moment their

own description of their achievements
;
but

he wanted to know what was the reason,

when the country was so prosperous, when

its affairs were administered by so gifted a

government, and when they had succeeded

during five years in passing measures so

vast and beneficent what was the reason

that Her Majesty's ministers were going
about regretting that they were so un-

popular ? That question, said Mr. Disraeli,

he had answered in his letter to Lord Grey
de Wilton, which had caused so much com-

ment He defended that letter* Ministers

might sigh and newspapers scream, but the

question was, was the statement a true one?

"You cannot answer statements of this

kind," he remarked,
"
by saying

'

Oh, fie !

how very rude.' You must at least adduce

arguments, in order to prove that the

statement which you do not sanction is

one that ought not to have been made.

And therefore I ask you to-day, in the first

place, is it or is not true that the Irish

Church has been despoiled ? Is it or is it

not true that the gentlemen of Ireland have

been severely amerced ? Is it or is it not

true that a royal commission has been

issued which has dealt with the ancient

endowments of this country in so ruthless a

manner that parliament has frequently been

No Conservative complained that the charges brought
forward in the

" Bath letter" were untrue; it was made a

mutter of complaint by some that such charges were unwise

to advance at a time when tl* votes of wavering Liberal*

might have been n>eful.
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called upon to interfere, and has addressee

the crown to arrest their propositions ?

Are these facts or are they not?
"
Well, I did then venture to say that

the ministers had ' harassed trades anc

worried professions,' as reasons why men

naturally become unpopular. Was that

true or was it not ? Because, after all,

everything depends on the facts of the

statement. I will not enter into a long

catalogue of trades, commencing with the

important trade [the iron trade] of which
we have heard so much, and which has

made itself felt at so many elections, down
to the humblest trade the lucifer-match

makers who fell upon their knees in Palace

Yard. I suppose there are some Scotch

farmers present, or at least those who are

intimately connected with them. I want
to know whether their trade was harassed

when a proposition was brought before the

House of Commons to tax their carts and

horses, and all the machinery of their culti-

vation ?
*

I know how the proposition
was received in England, and I doubt not

the Scotch farmers, like the English, felt

extremely harassed by it. I want to know
what is the reason why there is this crusade

throughout the country against Schedule D
of the income tax. The income tax has

been borne for thirty years with great self-

sacrifice, and endured with great loyalty

by the people of this country. It is at

this moment at the lowest pitch it ever

reached; how is it, then, that it is at this

moment more unpopular than it was at

any time during the long period we endured

it, and at a much higher figure ? It is on

account of the assessment of the trades of

England under that schedule. It is the

vexatious and severe assessment that has

harassed all trades under that Act, who are

not particularly pleased when, after paying
five quarters of income tax in one year, they
learn also that they are in arrears.

"Then, have the professions been worried ?

Is it not true that at this moment a royal

In his budget of 1871 Mr. Lowe had proposed "to tax
the machinery employed in the cultivation of .the soil."

commission is examining in London into

the grievances of 6000 officers ? Ask the

naval profession whether they have not

been worried. During the course of the

present government the whole administra-

tive system of the admiralty, the council

that had always a wise and vast influence

in the management of the navy, and the

peculiar and important office of the sec-

retary, were all swept away ;
and in spite,

I may say, of the nightly warnings of a

right lion, friend of mine,"f now lost to us

all and his country, the ablest minister of

the admiralty during the present reign

notwithstanding his nightly warnings that

they were so conducting the administration

of the navy that they would probably fall

into some disaster. His remonstrances

were in vain ; and it was not till the most

costly vessel of the state foundered, and

the perilous voyage of the Mejcera had been

made, that the country resolved to stand

it no longer: they rescinded the whole of

this worrying arrangement, and appointed a

new first lord to re-establish the old system.

Is that worrying a profession, or is it not?
"
Well, gentlemen, I can speak of another

profession a profession not the least con-

siderable in the state the civil service

profession. Has it been worried, or is it

now in a process of worrying, or is it not ?

There are many even in this room well

acquainted with the civil service in all its

departments. Let them decide. I might

say the same of the legal profession, for I

liave heard the lawyers on both sides of

the House, in the debates of last session,

agree in imploring the government not to

continue propositions which would infallibly

weaken the administration of justice in this

country. But with professions and trades

t is not merely those directly attacked,

rat it is every one, that is harassed and

worried, because no one knows whose turn

will come next."

Was it not true then, asked Mr. Disraeli,

f The Right. Hon. H. T. Corry. Mr. Corry was a lord of

he admiralty in 1841-45, secretary to the admiralty in

845-46 and in 1857-5!), and firbt lord of the admiralty
n 181T-68. He died Febiuary, 1873
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that ministers had attacked every class and

institution, from the highest to the lowest

in the country ? And had not jobs been

perpetrated that outraged public opinion?
Was it not the fact that two years ago

public opinion was outraged by persons

being appointed to important offices in

church and state in direct violation of

the language of Acts of Parliament?

that a dispensing power in that respect

was exercised by the minister that dis-

pensing power which forfeited the crown

of James II. ? Was not public indignation
roused to the highest pitch upon the Collier

appointment ? Were those acts perpetrated
or not, and did they outrage public opinion?

Every one knew that public opinion was

outraged.

"Now, I have given an answer," exclaimed

Mr. Disraeli triumphantly,
"
to the question

why the government, with transcendent

abilities, as they tell us, with magnificent

exploits which they are always extolling,

and with a country whose prosperity is so

palpable, are unpopular. I tell them why.

They have harassed and worried the country,
and there was no necessity for any of the

acts they have committed. I have put it

in condensed and, I am sure, accurate

language. There was a celebrated writer

[Dean Swift], one of the greatest masters

of our language, who wrote the history of

the last four years of the reign of Queen
Anne, which was the duration of an illus-

trious ministry.' I have written the history
of a ministry that has lasted five years,

and I have immortalized the spirit of their

policy in five lines."

He then turned the attention of his

audience to the business which would

engage the government at the reassembling
of parliament. War had broken out with

the Ashantees, and that, he supposed, would
be the h'rst topic brought forward. As yet

upon that subject his mouth was closed.
" The time will come," he said,

" no doubt,
when we shall know something of the

secret history of that mysterious mess of

the Ashantee war; but we have now but

VOL. n.

one duty to fulfil, which is to give every

assistance to the government in order that

they may take those steps which the in-

terests of the country require. I should,

indeed, myself, from my own individual

experience, be most careful not to fol-

low the example which one of the most

distinguished members of the present

administration pursued with respect to us

when we had to encounter the Abyssinian

difficulty. Mr. Lowe thought proper to

rise in parliament, when I introduced the

necessity of interference in order to escape

from difficulties which we had inherited and

not made Mr. Lowe rose in parliament
and violently attacked the government of

the day for the absurdity, the folly, the

extreme imprudence of attempting any
interference in the affairs of Abyssinia.

He laughed at the honour of the country,

he laughed at the interests of a few enslaved

subjects of the Queen of England being

compared, as he said, with the certain

destruction and disaster which must attend

any interference on our part He described

the horrors of the country and the terrors

of the clime. He said there was no pos-

sibility by which any success could be

obtained, and the people of England must

prepare themselves for a horrible catastrophe.

He described not only the fatal influences of

the climate, but I remember he described

one pink fly alone, which, he said, would eat

up the whole British army. He was as

vituperative of the insects of Abyssinia as

if they had been British workmen."

Then, discussing the question of further

parliamentary reform which had been hinted

at by the government, Mr. Disraeli denied

the necessity for any such measure.
"
I think I may say without conceit," he

said, "that the subject of parliamentary
reform is one that I am entitled to speak

upon at least with some degree of authority.

I have given to it the consideration of some

forty years, and am responsible for the most

important measure on the subject that has

been carried. I would say this, that it is

impossible to go further in the direction

36
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of parliamentary reform than the bill of

1867-68, without entirely subverting the

whole of the borough representation of this

country. I do not mean to say that, if

there was a place disfranchised to-morrow

for corruption, it would not be possible to

enfranchise a very good place in its stead
;

but, speaking generally, you cannot go be-

yond the Act of 1867 without making up
your mind entirely to break up the borough

representation of this country. The people
of Great Britain ought to be aware that that

is the necessary consequence."
Mr. Disraeli next touched upon the re-

lations between capital and labour, and
between the employers and the employed,
which caused him some uneasiness. If

there were any relations in the world, he

remarked, which should be those of

sympathy and perfect confidence, they
were the relations which should subsist

between employers and employed, and

especially in manufacturing life. They
were, in fact, much more intimate and

more necessary relations than those which
subsisted between landlords and tenants.

It was an extremely painful thing, he

said, that of late years they so frequently
heard of misunderstandings between the

employers and the employed that they
looked upon each other with suspicion
with mutual suspicion as if each were

rapaciously inclined either to obtain or

retain the greater share of the profits of

their trade a condition of things which

eventually resulted in strikes.

"Now I am not talking," he continued,
"
of demands for an increase of wages when

men are carrying on what is called a roar-

ing trade I believe that is the classical

epithet. When a roaring trade is going on,

I am not at all surprised that working men
should ask for an increase of wages. But
the trade sometimes ceases to roar, when

wages naturally, on the same principle,
assume a form more adapted to the circum-

stances. But, no doubt, during the last

twenty years there appears to have been,
not a passing and temporary cause of dis-

turbance, like the incidents of trade being

very active or reduced, but some permanent
cause disturbing prices, which alike con-

fuses the employer in his calculations as to

profits, and embarrasses the employed from

the greater expenditure which they find it

necessary to make. Now, I cannot but feel

myself having given to the subject some

consideration I cannot help feeling that

the large and continuous increase of the

precious metals, especially during the last

twenty years, has certainly produced no

inconsiderable effect on prices.
" I will not on an occasion like this enter

into anything like an abstruse discussion.

I confine myself to giving my opinion and

the results, and this moral, which I think

is worthy of consideration. If it can be

shown accurately and scientifically that

there is a cause affecting a prominent class,

reducing the average remuneration of the

employed, and confusing and confounding
the employer in his calculations as\o profits

if that can be shown, and if it is proved
to be the result of inexorable laws far

beyond the reach of legislatures, and of

circumstances over which human beings

have no control I think if that could be

shown, and employers and employed had

sufficient acuteness and knowledge and I

am sure that in Scotland there is no lack

of both it would very much change those

mutual feelings of suspicion and sentiments

of a not pleasant character which occasion-

ally prevail when they find that they are

both of them the victims, as it were, of

some inexorable law of public economy
which cannot be resisted. I think, instead

of supposing that each wanted to take

advantage of the other, they would feel in-

clined to put their shoulders to the wheel,

accurately ascertain whether this be true,

and come to some understanding which

would very much mitigate the relations

which subsist between them. I have little

doubt the effect would be to increase the

average rate of wages, with my views as

to the effect of the continuous increase of

the precious metals. But, at the same
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time, I have not the slightest doubt the

employer would, in the nature of things,

find adequate compensation for the new

position in which he would find himself."

Mr. Disraeli then concluded :

" There is

one point, before I sit down, to which I wish

to call your attention. Because, if I am
correct in saying that the question of the

relations between the employer and em-

ployed is the only one that gives me anxiety
at borne, there is a subject abroad to which

I think I ought, on an occasion like this,

to draw your notice ;
and that is the con-

test that is commencing in Europe between

the spiritual and temporal power. I look

upon it as very grave, as pregnant with

circumstances which may greatly em-
barrass Europe. A religious sentiment is

often and generally taken advantage of

by political causes which use it as a pre-

text; and there is much going on in Europe
at the present moment which, it appears
to me, may occasion soon much anxiety
in this community. I should myself look

upon it as the greatest danger to civiliza-

tion if, in the struggle that is going on

between faith and free-thought, the respect-
ive sides should only be represented by
the Papacy and the Red Republic. And
here I must say that if we have before

us the prospect of struggles perhaps

ultimately of wars and anarchy caused

by the struggle now rising in Europe, it

will not easily, be in the power of Eng-
land entirely to stand apart. Our connec-

tion with Ireland will then be brought

painfully to our consciousness, and I should

not be at all surprised if the visor of Home

Rule should fall of some day and you
beheld a very different countenance.

"
Now, I think, we ought to be prepared

for these events. The position of England
is one which is indicated, if dangers arise,

of holding a middle course upon these

matters. It may be open to England

again to take her stand upon the Refor-

mation, which 300 years ago was the

source of her greatness and her glory ;

aud it may be her proud destiny to guard
civilization alike from the withering blast

of atheism and from the simoon of sacer-

dotal usurpation. These things may be far

off, but we live in a rapid age, and my appre-

hension is that they are nearer than some

suppose. If that struggle.comes we must look

to Scotland to aid us. It was once, and I

hope is still, a land of liberty, of patriotism,

and of religion. I think the time has come

when it really should leave off mumbling
the dry bones of political economy, and

munching the remainder biscuit of an effete

Liberalism. We all know that a general

election is at hand. I do not ask you to

consider on such an occasion the fate of

parties or of ministers. But I ask you to

consider this, that it is very probable that

the future of Europe may depend greatly

on the character of the next parliament of

England. I ask you, when the occasion

comes, to act as becomes an ancient and

famous nation, and give all your energies

for the cause of faith and freedom."



CHAPTER X.

EESTOEED TO POWER.

THE leadership of the Opposition was now
to fall into other hands. Mr. Gladstone

had passed a doleful and anxious Christmas.

At every contested election a Conservative

headed the poll a fact which indicated

that the tide of popular feeling had now

definitely turned against a Liberal policy.

The prime minister was undecided what

course to adopt. In spite of defeat after

defeat he declined to believe that these

isolated cases of Conservative triumph re-

presented the general views of the nation,

but felt sure that if the country were ap-

pealed to in a body he would once again be

returned to office with a powerful majority.

Still he was opposed to the idea of a dis-

solution at that moment, knowing the in-

convenience it would occasion his followers,

and so finally buoyed himself up with the

hope that the financial schemes he was
about to bring forward would be instru-

mental in reorganizing his majority and in

propitiating the House and the people in

his favour. Parliament was to meet in the

first week of February, and the day was

rapidly approaching for that event without

any symptoms occurring of there being any
obstacle to the programme that had been

arranged. Ministers were quitting their

country houses, or hurrying home from the

Continent
; members were coming up one

after the other to town
;
the clubs were full,

and a busy session was anticipated.

Suddenly the government changed their

tactics. It would appear as if Mr. Glad-

stone had required something definite to

take place which was to help him out of

his state of indecision, and serve as a guide
to his future plan of action. That clue, he

considered, had now been given. A vacancy
had occurred in the representation of Stroud,

and the rival parties were straining every

nerve to secure the seat. By a tacit sort

of understanding throughout the country,

the result of the contest was to be typical

of the political views of the people: if a

Liberal was returned, the nation was still

in favour of Liberalism; if, on the other

hand, a Conservative was the victor, the

reaction had set in, and the government was

in a minority. To the delight of the Oppo-

sition, though the borough had hitherto been

Liberal, a Conservative was returned by
a large majority. At the same time,

whilst political feeling was absorbed in

the condition of things in the west of

England, events were happening in the

north very significant of the change that

was now apparent. The death of Sir

Joseph Cowen had created a vacancy in

the great commercial borough of Newcastle-

on-Tyne. The town had always been in

favour of the Liberal interest, and at the

last election a Conservative had been

defeated by more than 4000 votes. The

son of Sir Joseph now offered himself as

a candidate, and was returned; but the once

immense Liberal majority had dwindled

down to little more than 1000. These two

events appeared to have created a deep

impression upon Mr. Gladstone, and to

have forced his hand. With no prepara-

tory hints of the course he intended to

pursue, he suddenly issued his address,

announcing the dissolution of parliament.

The address was dated January 23, 1874,

and to the intense surprise of the country,

appeared in the newspapers of the follow-

ing day.

This vain and verbose composition fully

justified Mr. Disraeli entitling it as
" a

prolix narrative," since it filled three
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columns of an ordinary morning journal.

It was addressed to the constituents of

Greenwich, anil guve the reasons which

had induced the prime minister to make
a general appeal to the country. It

reviewed the past acts of the government,
and claimed credit for the measures that

had become law. It gave the history of

the last session, and stated that ministers

had come to the conclusion that it was

unadvisable to "carry on further work with-

out a fresh access of strength.
" The

question," it said, "whether members ought
to retain or to abandon office should be

decided by a general election, with the

opportunity which it affords for broad

declarations of policy and issues truly

national, and cannot be satisfactorily solved

by isolated contests, of which the issue is

in a greater degree dependent on close

discipline and finished and concentrated

organization." Then came the bribery

clauses, which were to propitiate the

country and buy the favour of the people.

If the Liberals were returned to power,
it was promised in the address that local

taxation should be diminished, the odious

income tax wholly repealed, and numerous

taxes remitted reliefs which could be car-

ried out owing to the large surplus in hand,

and by the readjustment of taxation. It

was also hinted that changes, if thought

desirable, might be effected in the franchise,

the land laws, the game laws, the licensing

laws, the Education Act, and the laws affect-

ing trades unions. The address then closed

with a panegyric upon the labours of the

Liberal party during the last forty years.
"
I am confident," said Mr. Gladstone,

"
that if now the present government be

dismissed from the service of their gracious
mistress and of the country, the Liberal

party, which they represent, may at least

challenge contradiction when they say that

their term of forty years leaves the throne,
the laws, and the institutions of the country
not weaker, but stronger than it found

them."

The address, even by the supporters of

Mr. Gladstone, was considered a mistake.

It was said that the prime minister should

have met parliament, should have definitely

introduced his financial schemes, and have

carried out his reforms, and then have

appealed to the country. Had that course

been taken the people would have known

exactly what was the policy of the govern-

ment, instead of being asked to decide upon

vague and indefinite proposals.

Mr. Disraeli was not slow to take up the

challenge of his antagonist. In his address

to the electors of the county of Bucking-
ham he replied to the appeal of the prime
minister. "The prime minister," he said,
" has addressed to his constituents a prolix

narrative, in which he mentions many of

the questions that have occupied, or may
occupy, public attention, but in which I

find nothing definite as to the policy he

would pursue except this, that having the

prospect of a large surplus he will, if

retained in power, devote that surplus to

the remission of taxation, which would be

the course of any party or any ministry.

But what is remarkable in his proposals is

that, on the one hand, they are accompanied

by the disquieting information that the

surplus, in order to make it adequate, must

be enlarged by an 'adjustment,' which

must mean an increase of existing taxes;

and that, on the other hand, his principal

measures of relief will be the diminution

of local taxation and the abolition of the

income tax measures which the Conserva-

tives have always favoured, and which the

prime minister and his friends have always

opposed." If returned to parliament, con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli, he would endeavour to

support all measures calculated to improve
the condition of the people.

" But I do

not think," he said, "this great end is

advanced by incessant and harassing legis-

lation. The English people are governed

by their customs as much as by their laws,

and there is nothing they more dislike than

unnecessary restraint and meddling inter-

ference in their affairs. Generally speaking,

I should say of the administration of the
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last five years that it would have been

better for us all if there had been a little

more energy in our foreign policy, and a

little less in our domestic legislation."

Mr. Disraeli then blamed the "
equivocal

and entangling engagements
"
which had

involved the country in the Ashantee war,

and considered that any question of a

further reform of the House of Commons
was both unwise and unnecessary. There

had always been, he said, a difference between

the franchises of the two divisions of the

country, and no one had argued more

strongly against the identity of suffrage
than Mr. Gladstone. The late Reform Act

was a large measure, which, in conjunction
with the ballot, had scarcely been tested

by experience; and the Conservative party,
which had proved that it was not afraid of

popular rights, would oppose further legis-

lation, which, if sanctioned, would amongst
other changes disfranchise at the least all

boroughs with less than 40,000 inhabitants.
"
Gentlemen," said Mr. Disraeli, in conclu-

sion,
"
the impending general election is

one of no mean importance for the future

character of this kingdom. There is reason

to hope from the address of the prime
minister, putting aside some ominous sug-

gestions which it contains as to the expe-

diency of a local and subordinate legislature,

that he is not certainly, at present, opposed
to our national institutions or to the main-

tenance of the integrity of the empire. But

unfortunately among his adherents some
assail the monarchy, others impugn the

independence of the House of Lords, while

there are those who would relieve parlia-
ment altogether from any share in the

government of one portion of the United

Kingdom. Others, again, urge him to

pursue his peculiar policy by disestablish-

ing the Anglican as he has despoiled the

Irish Church; while trusted colleagues in

his cabinet openly concur with them in

their desire to thrust religion from the

place which it ought to occupy in national

education. These, gentlemen, are solemn

issues, and the impending general election

must decide them. Their solution must be

arrived at when Europe is more deeply
stirred than at any period since the Refor-

mation, and when the cause of civil liberty

and religious freedom mainly depends upon
the strength and stability of England. I

ask you to return me to the House of Com-
mons to resist every proposal which may
impair that strength, and to support by

every means her imperial sway."

During the next few weeks the coxmtry
was under the influence of the stir and

turmoil of a general election. As the

struggle between the Liberal parties pro-

ceeded, it soon became evident how false

had been the move made by the prime
minister. No one was prepared for a dis-

solution, and those who found themselves

suddenly called upon to fight for their seats

were loud in their denunciations of this

sudden resolve sprung upon them by
Mr. Gladstone, and cordially agreed with

Mr. Disraeli that such conduct was "un-

English." The Conservatives, thanks to

their perfect system of organization, were

not taken unawares, and had everything in

order to give battle. Their ranks were full,

their discipline was excellent, and their
"
cry

"
appealed to the people. On the

other hand, the Liberals were at a dis-

advantage. They were not ready with

their candidates, their canvassing lists had

not been drawn up, and their camp was

weakened by divisions. The dissenting

interest, dissatisfied with the Education Act,

pledged itself not to vote for any candidate

who was not in favour of universal school-

boards, of one board school in each school dis-

trict, and the unconditional repeal of clause

twenty-five. At the same time the licensed

victuallers, irritated with the schemes of

the late home secretary, went over bodily
to the Conservative party. Thus became

cemented that union, which was so much
derided at the time, between " beer and

the Bible." The conduct of the Dissenters

in advocating a purely secular education

alienated many Liberals from the party
who were in favour of scriptural teaching,
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and greatly strengthened the hands of the

Conservatives. From the very commence-

ment of hostilities the issue of the struggle

was evident On the side of the Conserva-

tives were those who ordinarily constituted

the supporters of the party, and, in addition,

all who advocated Bihle education as against

secular instruction, together with that im-

mense community connected with the manu-

facture and sale of malt liquor. Against
this consolidated and aggressive force was

the ministerialist party, unprepared and

discouraged, stripped of numbers of its fol-

lowers to whom its economical reductions

had been inimical, and weakened by the

tactics of the discontented Dissenters.

Mr. Disraeli was busy in his own county

addressing his constituents. He had no

fears as to his seat, and he saw that office

would soon be his lot.
" The county of

Bucks," he said, "has always been a political

county, and I hope it will maintain its

reputation in that respect. Since the acces-

sion of the house of Hanover there have

Ixvn thirty prime ministers, and five of

them have been supplied by the county
of Buckingham. Surely, then, there must

be something in the air of Buckinghamshire
that is favourable to the growth of prime
ministers." He was in a few days to find

that air very favourable. In the different

speeches Mr. Disraeli made at that time

it was not difficult for him cruelly to

expose the mismanagement of affairs dur-

ing the mischievous reign of the Glad-

stone administration. He condemned the

confusion and poltroonery with which the

foreign policy of the Liberals had been

conducted; he found fault with the reduc-

tions that had been carried out only at

the expense of efficiency, and with the

whole system of the past financial policy.

Upon the latter point he spoke with much
sound sense. He would not discuss what
should be done with the vaunted surplus
until it had been realized

;
but he was

strongly opposed to the repeal of the income
tax in order that new tuxes should be levied,

which he supposed was the interpretation

of Mr. Gladstone's
"
readjustment of taxa-

tion." It was a policy which he could not

recommend. "Let us first realize the

surplus," he said.
" Let the financial year

be terminated. Let us see what we have

in hand, and let us distribute those means

in a manner which we think most advan-

tageous to the country."
His condemnation of the policy of

" econ-

omy
"
which Mr. Gladstone had instituted

should not be passed over.
" All ministers

of all parties," said Mr. Disraeli, "are

in favour of economy, but a great deal

depends upon what you mean by economy.
I venture to say, that I do not believe you
can have economical government in any

country in which the chief minister piques

himself upon disregarding the interests of

this country abroad, because such neglect

must inevitably lead us into expenditure,

and an expenditure of the kind over which

we have the least control. We are in the

habit of hearing it said (and nothing is more

true) that the most economical government
we ever had was the Duke of Wellington's

and why was it ? It was because the

Duke of Wellington paid the greatest pos-

sible attention, more than any minister who
ever ruled in this country, to the interests

and position of England abroad. . . .

But Mr. Gladstone's view of economy, or

rather the view of his own party and of

the school which he represents, is of another

kind. He says 'The English people do

not care for their affairs abroad. I don't

much care for them myself, but I must

have economy. I must discharge dockyard
workmen. I must reduce clerks. I must

sell the queen's stores. I must starve the

queen's services. I must sell the accumu-

lations of timber in the dockyards and

arsenals. I must sell all the anchors

belonging to the navy. I must sell'

which we were selling for the first year or

two 'half the ships in the navy. And
this is economy.' But allow me to say

that when Mr. Goschen the other day, in

addressing his constituents, as a sort of

defence of the government, said that the
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expenditure upon the Ashantee war was

not more than a million, one could not help

reflecting that perhaps all the discharged

dockyard labourers, all the reductions of

clerks, would not pay the interest upon
that million which had been wasted entirely

by a mistake of the government. I say
a mistake of the government, because Mr.

Gladstone himself said 'we had involved

ourselves in equivocal and entangling en-

gagements, and by that means we got into

the Ashantee war, and I hope it will be

a lesson to us.' But who involved us in
'

equivocal and entangling engagements ?
'

The minister who made this arrangement.
He condemns himself from his own mouth.

He ought not to have involved us in equi-
vocal and entangling engagements. If you

employ a person in your business as a

traveller, or if any of the farmers in this

room sent a person to act for him in some
distant market to buy stock we will say
in Scotland and he came back and told

you,
' I have bought the stock, but I have

bought it with equivocal and entangling

engagements/ what would you say ? You
would say,

' This will never do
;

'

and when

you began to rate your agent for getting

you into equivocal and entangling engage-
ments, would it be any answer if he said,
'

Oh, I am sorry for this: it will be a lesson

to me for the future
;
but I assure you I

have been 'most economical in my personal

expenses. I have always travelled by a

second-class train
;
and as for any refresh-

ments on the road, I have taken the tem-

perance pledge ?
' And that is the economy

of which Mr. Gladstone is so proud !"

By the middle of February the elections

were over. The fears of those who had

opposed the introduction of the ballot

had been to some extent realized. Eiots

had broken out in various parts of the

country. At Cinderford, in the Forest of

Dean, the disturbance was only suppressed

by the interposition of the military and

police ;
in North Durham, at Barnsley, at

Dudley, at Newcastle in Staffordshire, at

Nottingham, and at various places in the

" Black Country," stormy scenes had ensued.

In Ireland, also, there were several serious

struggles. The ballot, however, contrary
to the expectation of its friends, had proved
itself unfavourable to the Liberal cause.

The result of the electoral contest gave a

majority of fifty to the Conservative party.

In the face of such a verdict it was

impossible for Mr. Gladstone to think of

carrying on the government. Imitating

the precedent set by Mr. Disraeli in 1868,

he resolved to tender his resignation before

the meeting of parliament. Mr. Disraeli

was sent for, and at once set about to form

an administration.

The cabinet was a strong one, and with

the exception of Mr. Cross, consisted of

those who had held office on former

occasions. Mr. Disraeli was, of course,

first lord of the treasury ;
Lord Cairns was

intrusted with the great seal
;
Lord Derby

was at the foreign office
;
Lord Salisbury

at the India office
;
Lord Carnarvon at the

colonial office; Mr. Gathorne Hardy at

the war office; Mr. Cross at the home

office; Mr. Ward Hunt was first lord of

the admiralty ;
Sir Stafford Northcote was

chancellor of the exchequer; Lord John

Manners was postmaster-general; the Duke
of Eichmond was president of the council;

and the privy seal was held by Lord

Malmesbury. It will be noticed that the

chief secretary for Ireland, the presidents

of the board of trade and of the local

government board, and the vice-president

of the council on education, who had been

members of the cabinet under the adminis-

tration of Mr. Gladstone, were excluded by
Mr. Disraeli.

The other members of the ministry were

selected with equal judgment, and their

appointments gave full confidence to the

country. Sir Charles Adderley was at

the board of trade; Lord Henry Lennox

was chief commissioner of works ;
Lord

Sandon was vice-president of the council

on education
;
Mr. Sclater-Booth was presi-

dent of the local government board; the

Duke of Abercorn was lord-lieutenant of
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Ireland; and Sir Michael I licks Beach was

chief secretary. The law advisers of the

crown were Sir John Karslake and Sir

Iiichard I'aggallay.

Parliament met March 5, 1874, and

Mr. I'rand was unanimously re-elected as

speaker. A few days later the speech
from the throne was read by the lord

chancellor. It contained little of great

importance. It alluded to the marriage
of the Duke of Edinburgh with the Grand

Duchess Marie Alexandrovna of Russia, to

the conclusion of the Ashantee war, and

to the terrible famine then devastating

certain provinces of India. As to the

legislation that was to be effected, measures

were to be introduced to facilitate the

transfer of land, and to regulate the sale of

intoxicating liquors, whilst a royal com-

mission was to be appointed to inquire

into the working of the Act affecting the

relationship of master and servant. In

the debate on the address Mr. Disraeli

took part, though his remarks do not call

for any special mention.

One of the first matters which occupied
the attention of the new prime minister

was the vote of thanks accorded to the

troops engaged in the late Ashantee war.

Owing to the generalship displayed by Sir

Garnet Wolseley, the hostilities against the

natives had been brilliantly conducted and

rapidly carried through. It was necessary

to expedite proceedings in order to avoid

(icing overtaken by the fell summer climate;

the troops were hurried into the interior,

and the capital of the king of Ashantee was

soon a mass of charred ruin. As the fall of

Magdala had put an end to the Abyssinian

war, so the fall of Coomassie ended the

Ashantee war; and all that now remained

was to give praise and rewards to those

who had specially distinguished themselves

in the campaign. In moving the vote of

thanks (March 30, 1874) Mr. Disraeli

sketched the history of the expedition,

and passed high praise upon the forces

which, under their skilful commander, had

been successful in brilliantly and easily

VOL. II.

reducing the savage potentate to submis-

sion. He complimented the marines who

were commanded by Colonel Testing, and

the sailors under Captain Fremantle, for the

energy and gallantry they had displayed;

and he warmly eulogized the conduct of

Sir Garnet Wolseley, and of the officers

under his command, in marching through

the brush with a handful of troops, and

aiming so decisive a blow at the prestige

of the Ashantee monarch as the reduction of

Coomassie. " I am mistaken," he said,
"

if

these are not feats of arms which will not

be easily forgotten in this country. I know
it has always been a vulgar error to associate

military glory only with armies of great

magnitude. But that is not a just view to

take. Some of the greatest military feats

have been performed by very small armies.

In modern history nothing perhaps is more

illustrative of this truth than the conquest
of Mexico by Cortes. So great a result

effected by such slight means is not easily

matched in the history of man. Even in

our own times in that great Continental

war which occupied a great part of the

early portion of this century when hosts,

counted not only by hundreds of thousands

but by millions, were arrayed against each

other it was a small army, admirably

disciplined, which, to use the word of their

illustrious commander, would go anywhere
it was a small army like that, under our

matchless Wellington, which really decided

the fate of Europe. I am not wishing to

exaggerate the gallant deeds, of which we
are naturally proud, of Sir Garnet Wolseley
and his brave companions. I do not mean
to say that the engagements in which they
took part are to be counted among the

decisive battles of the world
;
but I think

we may say of them truly that they are

those deeds which thrill the hearts of

households, and which, by the examples

they offer of energy and endurance, sustain

and strengthen the tone of a nation." The

motion was then agreed to without one

dissentient vote.

In his address to his constituents Mr.

37
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Disraeli had given it as his opinion that

there was no necessity for any further

measure of parliamentary reform, and

shortly after having been summoned to

power he was called upon to express a

similar opinion to the House itself. The

question of assimilating the franchise in

counties with that of the towns had again
been brought forward by Mr. Trevelyan, who
had made that subject as much his hobby
as was the burials bill with Mr. Osborne

Morgan, or the temperance question with

Sir Wilfrid Lawson. Mr. Trevelyan intro-

duced his bill in a speech of marked ability.

He complained that since the last measure

of reform had become law, a great section of

the population of the country stood, as

compared to the rest of the nation, in a

position of political inferiority which was
in theory unjust, and in practice was full

of disadvantages of the gravest nature to

the excluded portion of the community.
Without identity of suffrage, he asserted,

the country would always have dissatisfied

classes, as no measure which did not assi-

milate the county and borough franchise

would stop the agitation for further exten-

sion. He denied that it was a sufficient

argument for indefinitely deferring so great
and necessary a measure of reform by
contending that it might have to be

accompanied by a rearrangement of repre-

sentation, which, when earned into effect

with the moderation and the caution that

marked all political changes in the country,
would be in itself absolutely desirable.

Why should the hedger, the shepherd, and

the ploughman, he asked, be treated as the

political inferior of the workman in the

towns ? These persons belonged to a tem-

perate, patient, and considerate class, loyal
to order and to religion. Mr. Trevelyan
concluded by asserting that the assimila-

tion of the county and borough franchise

could not be resisted on any intelligible

principle, and that it was the only course

to pursue to keep the agricultural labourer

out of the hands of the agitator and of the

emigration agent.

Among the most strenuous supporters of

the bill was Mr. W. E. Forster. Agricul-

tural labour, he said, was a new force

which ought to be admitted within the

constitution. If they made use of that

force it would assist the commonwealth ;

but if they did not utilize that force, it

would be employed against them. The power
of parliament would be increased by giving

the agricultural labourers votes, whilst that

power would be diminished by denying
them votes. The agricultural labourer was

now alive as to his rights, and claimed the

suffrage; he was no longer asleep or deaf

and dumb, but he had begun to express his

opinions on political affairs, to proclaim

his own grievances, and to declare his own

wrongs; whilst his leaders were a power
in the land. The agricultural labourer was

not a serf, and was it for county members to

exclude him ? Mr. Forster denied the validity

of the ordinary objections to the extension

of the franchise, and declared that without

the admission of the agricultural labourer

many of the pressing political questions of

the hour could not be settled.
" The agri-

cultural labourer," he concluded,
" claimed

the franchise ;
and public opinion, which

after all was the ruler of the country, was

coming every day more and more to the

conclusion that it would be only just, and

wise, and constitutional, and safe to grant

the claim."

Mr. Disraeli followed Mr. Forster, and at

some length refuted the scheme of the bill

by objecting to the alterations it would

effect in the representation of the country.

He began (May 13, 1874) by expressing
his surprise that, on the question of the

conceding of political privileges to classes

of their fellow-subjects, the expediency of

such a course had been advocated on the

plea that such privileges were the rights of

man. The right of certain classes to the

franchise had been put forward as the

basis of their legislation. The distribution

of political power in the community was an

affair of convention, and not an affair of

moral or abstract right, and it was only in
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(lint sense that the House could deal with

it. AViili regard to the classes which the

hill sought to invest with the franchise, he

had no hesitation in giving his opinion.
He hud no doubt, continued Mr. Disraeli,

lhat the rated householder in the county
was just as competent to exercise the

franchise with advantage to the country
as the rated householder in the towns,

lie had not the slightest doubt whatever,
that such an individual possessed all those

virtues which generally characterized the

Uritish people. And he had as little doubt

that if the rated householder in the county
possessed the franchise, he would exercise

it with the same prudence and the same
benefit to the community as the rated

householder in the town. But the House
must remember, he warned them, that the

classes who would receive the franchise

if that bill were passed, were not made

up of the simple materials which some
of the speakers in that debate had chosen
to assume.

"The right honourable gentleman," said

Mr. Disraeli, "who has just addressed us
with so much passionate fervour [Mr. W. K
Forster] said we were hound" to admit the

agricultural labourer to the franchise a

matter, according to the right honourable

gentleman, of vital importance. Unless we
admit the agricultural labourer to the fran-

chise, he asks, how are we to legislate upon
that important question, the relations be-

t ween master and servant, which he says is

a most pressing question, and must occupy
our attention next session ? Then, he asks,

without admitting the agricultural labourer

to the franchise, how are we to deal with the

liquor laws ? And, said the right honourable

gentleman, looking forward with severe

scrutiny, unless you enfranchise the agricul-
tural labourer, how are we to deal with the

huvs
ail'ecting the tenure of land? What

inference, sir, am I to draw from these

important observations coming from so

important a quarter? Why, that an im-
mediate dissolution is contemplated. I f t he

agricultural labourers are to send members

to the House of Commons to influence our

decisions on those questions, it must be

plain that the right honourable gentleman
and his friends have been trained so to

manoeuvre their forces as to bring about an

immediate dissolution, by which we can

alone obtain the verdict from the new
constituencies. Now, sir, the classes who
would be enfranchised by the bill of the

honourable gentleman [Mr. Trevelyan] are

really of a very various character. I speak
with some confidence as to the facts, because

it has been my duty to examine very much
into these details, and I have very little

hesitation in saying that if the bill were

passed the majority of those it would admit

would not be of (he labouring classes. The
honourable gentleman will be surprised to

hear that, as I shall show, the number of tlie

agricultural classes irould not by any means

amount to a moiety of those who would be

admitted. It is just as well that we should

have clear and accurate ideas on this

question.
"
Now, a word as to the agricultural

labourers. It is said although honourable

members opposite appear to have arrived

somewhat rapidly at a conclusion on a

matter as to which it is difficult to form

an accurate opinion that the agricultural
labourers demand the franchise.- Well,
the agricultural labourer throughout Great

Britain is certainly not an identic animal
He differs in every county, and he differs

in the same county very materially. The
condition of those who are labouring on the

land in the northern parts of England is one
of great comfort, and I may say of great

prosperity. The condition of the agricultural
labourer in some of the southern parts
is certainly very different It forms a

painful contrast; but that condition, I am
bound to say, has greatly improved since

the time when the agricultural community
expressed their opinion although the right
honourable gentleman the member for

Bradford [Mr. \V. E. Forster] says they
have now done so for the first time I

mean the time of the Swing riots, forty years
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ago, just on the eve of great political changes
in the country. The agricultural labourer,

if yon contrast his condition in 1830 or 1832

with the present time, even in the worst

parts of the southern counties of England,
has immensely improved. The average in-

crease during the last forty years in the rate

of wages, even in the most having been

criticised for my epithets, I will not say
'

degraded
'

part of the country population,
but where they enjoy less the comforts of

life, has certainly been 15 per cent. : some

say more
;
their toil has been greatly di-

minished by the introduction of machinery ;

and we cannot deny that although there

is room for improvement which I hope will

be accomplished their abodes are infin-

itely better. Well, sir, I am glad to hear

the agricultural labourer spoken of now
with such respect by honourable gentlemen

opposite. I remember the time when the

tone was different. The right honourable

gentleman the member for Bradford has in

the handsomest manner confessed that the

agricultural labourer is not a serf; but I re-

member that until very recently we were

always told that he was, and it is to me a sub-

ject of considerable satisfaction to hear his

virtues at last acknowledged by honourable

gentlemen opposite. But in making these

observations it does not at all follow that

because there is a movement in that class

at present a movement which I for one

look upon with no distrust and no fear, and

which I believe will ultimately, and I hope
will speedily, end in a change in their con-

dition very advantageous to the country
it does not, I say, at all follow that we
should immediately, without thought, with-

out the slightest reference to many weighty
considerations which I will endeavour

briefly to lay before the House that we

should, above all, in a moment of excite-

ment whatever may be the cause, however

just it may be, when there exist a variety

of circumstances, hopeful, I trust, for their

eventual benefit, but not conducive to calm

reflection and cool judgment I do not

think there is a primcifacie case for suddenly

advancing them to and investing them with

the franchise.
"
Sir, there is one excellent feature in this

movement among the peasantry of England,
and it is this : the stir that is being made

among them I am throwing aside particu-

lar instances of exaggeration and artificial

agitation which, I think, may be traced to

speculative individuals, who will always

have a hand in anything like a popular

movement but, generally speaking, the stir

in the agricultural community does not

in this instance, arise from any sense of

oppression. It is not sense of oppression

which has made them discontented with

their lot; on the contrary, although they

may not, taking them altogether, have risen

as rapidly as the other working classes, but

perhaps more regularly, still their condition

has always been one of progressive improve-
ment. But they feel that they live in a

time when great advances are made in all

classes, and they are not satisfied that they
have advanced sufficiently. But you neve-

find, generally speaking, that they impute
their condition to any oppression on the

part of their employers. This is apparent
from the absence of any acts of violence :

they are ready to argue their case. They

argue it often with great fallacy, and they
often decide upon a course which will end

in their disappointment. But as far as

the great body of the labouring population

is concerned, they are as little influenced

by embittered feelings as probably has

ever been known in a great popular move-

ment.
"
Now, sir, my great objection to the

bill of the lion, gentleman is this : that

there is no case in which large classes of

our fellow-subjects have been invested with

the franchise without a general distribution

of power in consequence being considered.

That is a point which has been most en-

tirely evaded throughout this debate, and

has only been noticed by the right lion,

gentleman the member for Bradford to

show that he was aware of the difficulty.

The right hon. gentleman with great skill,
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having announced to the House that lie

kin'w of the rock ahead, said there was

nothing in it, and avoided it altogether.

In fact, the only illustration upon which

the right lion, gentleman founded his belief

that there was nothing in the objection,

that you cannot invest large bodies of the

I>eople of this country with electoral privi-

leges without considering and reviewing
the redistribution of political power, was a

(imitation from his own poll-book, in which

he informed us that 3000 original electors

had been turned by me into 20,000, and

that I had not added members to Bradford.

Now, let us look at the case in a little more

business-like manner. I may remind hon.

members that in the year 1866 the House

came to a most deliberate I may say, to a

must solemn decision, in one of the fullest

Houses I recollect, that any enfranchise-

ment of large classes of the country must

be accompanied by a redistribution of seats.

That decision was come to in an important

division, for it virtually changed the govern-
ment. Well, in 1867 the then government

brought fin-ward a reform bill which greatly
increased the numbers of the constituency.
hid they attempt to do that without revising

and considering the subject of that redistri-

bution of political power ? There were at

that time forty-five seats at the disposal of

the government, obtained by the disfran-

chiseinent of small boroughs the total

disfranehisement of some, and the partial

disfranchisement of the rest. Of the forty-

five seats, twenty-five were allotted to the

counties and the rest to boroughs, including
one to a university. Therefore, the right
htm. gentleman will see that we acted

entirely in unison with the principle laid

down in the resolution
;
and we did it in

this way because it was argued that a man
who had a vote as a rated householder in

Bradford, if he passed the boundary of his

borough, might meet another rated house-

holder who had no vote
;
and that was an

anomaly. We found that unless we revised

and redistributed the parliamentary seats,

all those anomalies would be greatly aggra-

vated, by adding great numbers to the

constituencies.

"Let me mention to the House the

addition to be made to the number of

electors in England and Wales. I have

no data before me for a similar calculation

for Scotland and Ireland, though I have

details on other points. The boroughs for

England and Wales contain 1,800,000 in-
O

habited houses, providing for the register

1,250,000 voters : that is, the voters are to

houses as twenty-five to thirty-six. The

counties contain 2,500,000 houses, pro-

viding at present 720,000 voters, after

deducting 80,000 for qualifications within

the boroughs. Assuming that the county

householders would come upon the register

in the same ratio as borough householders

now come, the county voters, under the

bill of the lion, gentleman, would number

1,740,000, while the borough voters would

remain at the number 1,250,000 : that is to

say, household suffrage would add 1,000,000

to county voters, and cause county voters to

exceed borough voters by 500,000. And

now, as the result, 1,740,000 county voters

would return 187 members to parliament,

while 1,250,000 borough voters would

return 297 members. Is it possible, as

the right hon. gentleman says,
'

to be deaf

and blind
'

to facts and circumstances like

these ? Is it possible for any man with

the responsibility, I will not say of a

minister, but of a member of parliament,

to propose to legislate in that harum-scarum

way, on the ground that they are anomalies,

because a rated householder out of Bradford

has not a vote, and a rated householder in

Bradford has a vote? And is he to remedy
that anomaly by producing the exaggerated
and aggravated national anomaly which I

have pointed out ? I do not mean to say

there is no remedy except by resorting to

absolutely equal electoral districts. I do

not want to put the case on that extreme

position. st modus in rebus, and we
must remember that in all these questions

great difficulties can be avoided by an

assembly which has such past experi-
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ence of practical politics as the House of

Commons.
"But no one can deny that the conse-

quence of adopting the recommendation of

the hon. member for the Border burghs

[Mr. Trevelyan], and enfranchising these

classes, is that practically we must look

also to the redistribution of seats at the

same time. No one can deny that in so

doing we must move in the direction of

electoral districts. Why, all oin late legis-

lation for the last forty years, with respect

to parliamentary reform and the distribution

of seats, has been leading to electoral dis-

tricts; and though I for one should think it a

great misfortune if we entirely destroyed all

local influences and distinctions
; though

I believe, if we did, we should very much
weaken the spirit and character of the

country ;
and though I hold that we ought

to cling as much as possible to main-

taining those local influences and distinc-

tions still it is impossible not to see that

if you do reconsider and redistribute political

power in deference to these views, you must to

a great extent be approaching electoral dis-

tricts. I will take the whole population of

the United Kingdom at 31,450,000. Now,
divide that into equal electoral districts

;

it may never be divided into equal electoral

districts, but we must recollect that there

is a constant tendency to that. You would

have one representative for each 48,000 of

your population. What would be the effect

of that upon particular constituencies ? If

the country were divided into equal, or

anything approaching equal electoral dis-

tricts, the result would be this : in England
and Wales 147 boroughs out of a total

of 198 would lose their right to special

representation, as containing fewer than

48,000 inhabitants. Among them would

be Carlisle, I am sorry to say Gloucester,

the city of Oxford, Cambridge, Chester,

Tynemouth, Coventry, Chatham, Exeter,

and Northampton. In addition to the above

147 borough constituencies, four counties

in England and Wales would cease to be

specially represented. In Scotland, out

of a total of 22 boroughs, 13 would lose

special representation, including Perth and

Stirling; while in Ireland, out of a total

of 31 boroughs, 27 would be disfranchised,

including Deny and Waterford. Now, we

are approaching the possibility of such

consequences as these arising from our

dealing with the numbers in constituencies,

and I think it is well for hon. gentlemen to

pause and reflect a little on the possible

results of such a proposal. These results, as

/ have shown, would be that 147 boroughs in

England and Wales, 13 in Scotland, and 27

in Ireland that is, 187 constituencies in the

United Kingdom, out of a total of 420

would be disfranchised. If you go to that

excess, you must see that, in making a

movement of this kind without considering

those collateral conditions and arrange-

ments which are inseparably connected

with it, you are striking a blow, and a

fatal blow, at the borough constitution of

the United Kingdom."
He was not prepared, continued Mr.

Disraeli, to take that step. He believed

their system of borough representation was

one which, on the whole, had been very

favourable to the enlightenment and the

liberties of England and of the kingdom

generally, and he could not say that he

thought that was a policy which could in

any way be encouraged. He never had

been an upholder of small or close boroughs;
and as to those young gentlemen who wished

for introduction into public life, there were

many ways in which they could be intro-

duced without being coddled and nursed in

hot-houses of that kind. At the same time,

remarked Mr. Disraeli, he would be very

sorry to see the class of boroughs with

20,000 or 25,000 of population all erased

from the parliamentary map. Still they
must prepare themselves for that, if they
were about to effect such immense changes
in the representation of the country as

would produce that consequence that

nearly 2,000,000 of voters would be re-

presented by 187 members, and only

1,250,000 by nearly 300 members. It was
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quite cloar that the moment they had
'

passed an enfranchisement of that kind,

they must be prepared to have their time

entirely occupied in efforts to reassert the

balance of the constitution and obtain some

tolerable representation of the people of

England, which they should otherwise have

completely destroyed. There was no doubt

that through that variety of representation,

which was so much admired and appreci-
ate I, the boroughs of England had greatly
benefited.

"
Sir. these are the main reasons," con-

cluded the prime minister, "why I am

entirely opposed to the motion of the hon.

member for the Border burghs. I agree
with several hon. gentlemen who have

spoken in this debate, in thinking that it

is an unwise thing for a state always to be

speculating on organic change, especially in

a country like this, an old country, a country
influenced greatly by tradition, a country
\\hieh respects authority from habit, a

country which expects in the distribution

of political power that it should be invested

as much as possible with a venerable char-

acter. Nor can I shut my eyes to the fact,

that in this matter of organic change, and
in the redistribution of political power, our

course of late years has been very rapid
and decisive. I look forward to the con-

sequences of those measures whether they
be those for which I and my colleagues

were responsible, or those for which right

hon. gentlemen Opposite were responsible
with little alarm, with unshaken con-

fidence in the good sense of the people of

Knijland. But we must remember that they

have had a great meal to digest, and I am
not quite sure that they have yet entirely

assimilated the nutrition which ha-s been

profusfli/ *n]>i>!ic(l to them. We should not

now, in a most unnecessary manner, disturb

the political conscience of the country when,
as I think, the, public mind is not intent

upon change, and when the very class on

whose position the right hon. gentleman
the member for Bradford has most rested

his argument and his appeal namely.

agricultural labourers are only a portion,

and not the largest portion, of those

interested in this question. The mind of

that class is occupied, not with political

change, but rather with the elevation of

their social condition; and when the dis-

position of the country is favourable,

beyond any preceding time that I can

recall, to a successful consideration of the

social wants of the great body of the

people, I think it would be most unwise to

encourage this fever for organic change,

and that it would be most expedient for

the House of Commons by their vote to-

day to give a decided negative to the

motion of the hon. gentleman."
On a division the scheme of Mr.

Trevelyan was rejected by a majority
of 114.

The exchange from leader of the House

to leader of the Opposition had been so

repugnant to Mr. Gladstone that he had

resolved to withdraw himself from public

life.
" For a variety of reasons," he wrote

to Lord Granville, "personal to myself,

I could not contemplate any unlimited

extension of active political service; and

I am anxious that it should be clearly

understood by those friends with whom I

have acted in the direction of affairs, thai

at my age I must reserve my entire free-

dom to divest myself of all the responsi-
bilities of leadership at no distant time.

The need of rest will prevent me from

giving more than occasional attendance in

the House of Commons during the present
session. I should be desirous, shortly before

the commencement of the session of 1875,

to consider whether there would be advan-

tage in my placing my services for a time

at the disposal of the Liberal party, or

whether I should then claim exemption
from the duties I have hitherto discharged.

If, however, there should be reasonable

ground for believing that instead of the

course which I have sketched, it would be

preferable in the view of the party generally

for me to assume at once the place of an

independent member, I should willingly
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adopt the latter alternative. But I shall

retain all that desire which I have hitherto

felt for the welfare of the party; and if

the gentlemen composing it should think

fit either to choose a leader or to make pro-
vision ad interim with a view to the con-

venience of the present year, the person

designated would, of course, command from

me any assistance which he might find

occasion to seek, and which it might be in

my power to render."

This ignoble desertion of his party in the

hour of defeat, so characteristic of the man
who, whenever his presence at a moment
of great responsibility is particularly re-

quired, contrives to be absent or to intrust

an unpleasant duty to others, was much
commented upon. It was impossible not

to institute a comparison between Mr. Dis-

raeli and Mr. Gladstone. The one so patient,

vigilant, and cheerful in Opposition, ever

encouraging the despondency of his fol-

lowers by conjuring up dreams of a brighter

future, and never permitting his energies
to flag or his splendid courage to falter J

the other selfish and splenetic at his change
of fortune, eager to sneak off into retire-

ment, and to leave his supporters to their

fate and to the jealousies and divisions

which he alone could cement and control.

Both men were much of the same age, both

had passed through the same amount of

parliamentary toil, and if rest had been

necessary to the one it had also been neces-

sary to the other. In the face of subsequent
events it is absurd to assert that the man
who, whenever any particular subject ex-

cited him, came out of his retirement to

make long passionate speeches, who easily

endured what younger men would have

avoided when stumping the country to void

his venom upon the "unspeakable Turk,"and

the verbosity of whose harangues in Mid-

lothian were only equalled by the energy
with which they were delivered it is ab-

surd to hint that such a man was in need

of repose and was worn out. It is not every

one, however, who knows how to bear him-

self in the hour of defeat
;
the brave and

the strong hope on and endure, the weak

and the craven lose heart and find refuge

in a selfish retirement. During the earlier

part of the session Mr. Gladstone was sel-

dom to be found in his place, but resigned

what duties a divided Opposition had to

undertake to such lieutenants as Lord Hart-

ington, Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Goschen.

Upon the debate on the Scotch Church

patronage bill, however, the nominal leader

of the Opposition issued from his seclusion.

If ever proof was wanted of his being in

full physical and intellectual vigour it was

offered on that occasion. The object of this

bill was to abolish the system of lay pat-

ronage in the Established Kirk, and make it

over to the congregation. During the last

300 years there had been a warm agitation

among the inhabitants north of the Tweed

to be intrusted with the right of selecting

their own ministers. The Scotch, as history

teaches us, had always shown themselves

intolerant of any religious interference or

control
; they desired that all patronage in

the church should be transferred from the

individual to the congregation. The com-

municants and the congregation, it was

asserted, were the best judges of what kind

of presbyter would suit their religious

wants
;
and if they had the power on all

occasions of choosing their own clergy

there would be an end, at once and for

ever, of those feuds and heart-burnings

which had arisen when the lay patron had

appointed a minister not approved of by
his flock. This craving for independence
was of long date. So early as 1560 the
"
First Book of Discipline

" had laid down

the principle on which the appointment of

ministers should proceed. "This liberty,"

it said,
" with all care, must be reserved to

every several church, to have their votes

and suffrages in the election of their minis-

ters." A few years later the " Second Book

of Discipline," which, like its predecessor,

had received the approval of the General

Assembly, also protested against the system
of lay patronage. The suggestions were,

however, unavaili?ig; for in the Act passed
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towards tlic close of the sixteenth century,

giving the sanction of the civil power to

the Presbyterian form of church govern-
ment, it was provided that the preshytery
" be bound and astricted to receive and

admit quhatsumever qualified minister

presented be his majestie or uther laie

patrones."

Such was the state of the law until

the rise of the Commonwealth, when

patronage was abolished, and the right
of election vested in the people and

the presbytery. At the Restoration the

system of patronage was again intro-

duced, but thirty years later was again
abolished. Then came the Union of Scot-

land with England. Before that fusion

took place an Act of Security had been

passed in the Scottish parliament, declar-

ing that the Presbyterian form of church

government, as then established by law, was
to continue. That act was ratified at the

time of the Union
;
but in spite of this rati-

fication, five years after the two countries

had been united an Act was hastily passed

through parliament enforcing lay patronage
which had been abolished in 1690 upon

the whole of the people of Scotland. In

spite of individual protests and the constant

opposition of General Assemblies, that law

continued to remain in force. The General

Assembly had endeavoured to soften its

provisions by proposing the Veto Act, which

declared that the dissent of the majority
of the male heads of families in a parish,

being communicants, should be sufficient

to set aside a presentee. Disputes, how-

ever, constantly arose between the patron
and the congregations as to the legality of

the veto the patron asserting that it was
not an Act of Parliament, but only an Act
of the General Assembly, and therefore not

possessing the force of law
;
whilst the con-

gregations contended that, in the opinion of

the law officers of Scotland, the church had
full power to pass such an Act, and to see

that its clauses were duly carried out. At
last these contests resulted in the secession

of 1843 the most splendid instance of dis-
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interestedness which history, either secular

or ecclesiastical, affords. In the same year
which saw that memorable scene of dis-

ruption was passed the Act of Lord Aber-

deen, permitting ministers on their pre-

sentation to a congregation to undergo, if

necessary, a rigid examination in open court

as to the religious opinions they held, and

the ability they possessed to promulgate
them.

Such briefly was the state of the Kirk

when the Duke of Richmond rose before his

peers to introduce, on the part of the gov-

ernment, the church patronage bill. After

stating the reasons which had led minis-

ters to interfere in the matter, he propounded
his scheme. The Act of Lord Aberdeen,

which indicted such torture upon a nominee,

was to be repealed; church. patronage was

to be vested in the communicants of the

parishes under regulations which were to

be framed from time to time by the General

Assembly; and with regard to compensation,

patrons were to be entitled to compensation
to an amount not exceeding one year's

stipend, for the rights of which they were

to be deprived.

, The bill received the unanimous approval
of the Peers, and it was hoped that a satis-

factory solution of a long-vexed question
had been at last arrived at The introducer

of the measure was most careful to antici-

pate and answer the chief probable objection

to the scheme that it might serve as a

precedent to deal with the system of church

patronage in England. There was not the

slightest similitude, said the Duke of Rich-

mond, in the position of the law of patronage
in the two countries. They must look at

the question from a Scottish, and not from

an English point of view
; they must regard

it from the principles of the Act of Union,

and try and settle the matter upon Pres-

byterian principles as based upon the Act

of 1690, upon the Act of Union, and upon

subsequent statutes. In Scotland the price

of a next presentation was estimated at one

year's purchase, whilst in England it was

estimated at sixteen years' purchase. lu

38
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England church government harmonized
with the system of church patronage, but

in Scotland it had no sympathy with the

Presbyterian form of worship, or with the

Presbyterian form of church government.
" In the one case," said the Duke of Rich-

mond, "we have a liturgy; in the other

there is no liturgy at all. Therefore, in

the case of an English Church, you may
appoint a clergyman who may perform his

duties admirably with respect to the liturgy,
but that is not in the least degree depend-
ent upon the eloquence and talents of the

minister who conducts the service
; whereas,

in the Scotch Church, you must depend on

his talents and eloquence. Therefore, my
lords, you cannot draw any analogy what-

ever from the mode of conducting the

service
.

in the two countries
;
and I say

that the patronage with respect to England
and the patronage with respect to Scotland

in church matters are entirely different."

The passage of the bill through the Upper
House was rapid, and it was only when

brought forward in the Commons that it

had to encounter opposition. In the interest

of the Nonconformists, Mr. Baxter at once

rose to move an amendment against the

principle of the measure, declaring it

inexpedient to legislate without further

inquiry and information. He asserted

that neither the government nor the

House of Commons had sufficient infor-

mation as to the ecclesiastical position
and the feelings of the people of Scotland

to be able to legislate satisfactorily, and

suggested that a royal commission or

select committee should be appointed to

obtain the necessary information. Mr.

Baxter then sat down, and was replied to

by various members of the House
;
nor

was it expected that the debate would be

enlivened by any unusual display of elo-

quence. But the prospect of joining in a

theological strife was too strong for Mr.

Gladstone to resist. He had entered the

house unobserved, and when he stood up
at the table to address the chamber it was

some little time before members could

|

accustom themselves to the sight of his

unfamiliar presence. The first shock over,

the ex -leader of the Liberal party was

greeted with such a ringing cheer of wel-

come from his followers as to prevent him

speaking for a few moments. It was like

a favourite actor who has taken a farewell

of the stage again appearing on the boards.

Mr. Gladstone vehemently objected to

the bill It was dangerous and unfair. He

disapproved of the exclusive character of

the congregation which was to select minis-

ters
;
he was opposed to the compensation

clauses
;
and he considered that the aboli-

tion of patronage would work injustice to

the Free Church. "What are you going
to do," he asked,

"
for those people whom

you drove out of the Established Church

and compelled to find ministers for them-

selves, to build churches, manses, and

schools, and, in fact, to organize and pay
for the establishment of a complete system
of church government ? You compelled
them to do all this, and now you say, 'We
are going to adopt the same principles for

which you contended;' but you do not offer

to take those people back. If you did, I

should entirely approve of this bill." The

measure, if it became law, continued Mr.

Gladstone, would further the cause of dis-

establishment. He was no idolater of

disestablishment, though he had never re-

gretted the course he had pursued with

regard to the Irish Church indeed, he was

perfectly willing that his character should

be tried simply and solely by the proceed-

ings to which he was a party on that

occasion. In Scotland there had been no

general movement of principle towards dis-

establishment, and it was unwise to suggest

it, as the bill before the House undoubtedly

did, by declining to recognize the existence

of those great Presbyterian communities

which had been driven out of the church and

had been compelled to become Dissenters.
"
I think it unwise," concluded Mr. Glad-

stone,
"
to provoke this war, unwise to throw

nearly a moiety of the population of Scot-

land into the ranks of disestablishment,
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ami thus excite a fierce and probably a

prolonged and bitter controversy. I must,

\\hile admitting a hostility to the principle

of patronage to lie al the root of Scottish

I'lv-.Iivterianisin, support the amendment of

my right hon. friend, which I interpret as

meaning that other steps ougTit to be taken,

steps of justice, of propriety, of prudence
I iiii^ht even say of decency towards the

non-established bodies, before we proceed
to constitute the singular and unexampled
condition of privilege which is the immedi-

ate object of this measure."

Mr. 1 )israeli replied. He began by a grace-

ful allusion to the welcome reappearance of

the leader of the Opposition.
" This bill,"

he said (July 6, 1874),
" which in another

house of parliament was supported and

blessed by more than one colleague of the

right hon. gentleman the member for

( livemvieh, has, I am sorry to say, been

banned by that right hon. gentleman in

this House. If that were the only con-

sideration for his reappearance among us,

I would endure it, though witli regret, be-

cause I must express the general feeling of

the House that we have all missed him,

and I not the least. I have found the

conduct of debate much more difficult in

his absence, and as there appears to be for

the remainder of the session some pre-

ponderance of these peculiar subjects in

which ho is so remarkably interested, I

trust his appearance to-night will not be

a solitary one." Having delivered himself

of these prefatory remarks, Mr. Disraeli

proceeded to discuss the nature of the bill.

He pointed out the distinction between

Scottish and English ecclesiastical patron-

age.
" The great difference between them

is," he said,
" that the Scotch patron does

not in fact patronize, and that Scotch

patronage does not exact anything from
the patron. It is not patronage in the

English sense. That is about an accurate

summary of his peculiar position, although
we are obliged to use the word patronage,
because it is a word commonly accepted
when we speak on the subject, and a word

which enables us to understand what we
are talking about. Therefore, the fact is

that the bill is not about patronage at all

in the English sense, but refers to a question

whether there should or should not be a

new rule for selecting ministers in Scotland,

and whether the selection should be made

by every portion and class of the congre-

gation agreeing in the change which is

proposed." Then in answer to those who
asserted that the bill was a revolutionaiy

measure, divorcing the church first from

the crown and then from the land, Mr.

Disraeli carefully explained that the queen
was not the head of the Scottish Kiik.
" Her Majesty's connection with the Scot-

tish Kirk," he said,
"
though a gracious and

generous one, is not one similar to that

which exists in England ;
and I believe

that connection will continue represented,

as Her Majesty will be, by her lord high
commissioner on that interesting occasion

which is allowed to the Established Church

of Scotland to express their unanimous

approval of the proposition of Her Majesty's
ministers. Again, I want to know how the

fact of a patron by law renouncing the

exercise of an act of patronage which he

had never exercised can terminate the

connection of the kirk with the land. It

terminates the connection of the kirk with

an individual who is called a patron, but

the connection of the Kirk of Scotland with

the land is exactly the same. How incon-

sistent, then, it is to say the Kirk of

Scotland is to continue to enjoy her en-

dowments, and at the same time, by this

revolutionary Act, we are divorcing her

from the land she has been so long con-

nected with, and from which her income is

produced."
Mr. Disraeli next disputed the objections

that had been raised to ministers being
selected by the congregations. Selection, he

contended, was the peculiar privilege of the

congregations, and was a right which should

not be intrusted to those outside the congre-

gations. The idea of placing that power
in the hands of the ratepayers, as had been
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suggested, would be intolerable in Scotland,

and would receive no sanction from any
church, school, or body of men. To whom,
he asked, should they intrust it but to com-

municants and the members of the congre-

gation ? What more reasonable plan could

be proposed ? He then defended the amount
of compensation to be paid to patrons under

the bill, and pointed out that to substitute

the civil courts for the ecclesiastical courts,

as had been recommended, would be fatal

to the olive branch being held out to the

United Presbyterians and the Free Church.

Mr. Disraeli thus concluded :

"The right hon. gentleman [Mr. Glad-

stone] says that the Established Church

drove out the Free Church. That, however,
is not my view of the great Scotch religious

movement. I think the Free Church

resigned. They were not driven out, and

that places the Established Church in a

very different position from what it would

have occupied if it had driven the Free

Church out. The right hon. gentleman

opposite might as well say that we drove

him out of office. I say we did not drive

him out of office. He resigned office
;
and

having resigned, I say we are not at all

bound to invite him to return. But if we
drove him out, and a touch of remorse

influenced us, we might then have been

morally bound to do so. There is that

distinction also between the Established

Church and the Free Church. It never

entered into their heads to drive the Free

Church out. That was a most voluntary
and unexpected act. It might seem an

unreasonable one, but that it was an heroic

one we all agree. The right hon. gentleman
the member for Montrose [Mr. Baxter], who
has moved one of the oddest amendments
ever moved in this House, must allow me
to make one remark. He says he requires

more time. We bring forward a bill the

principle of which he is opposed to
;
but

he says,
' It is too late,' and therefore let it

be a little later. This is the result of the

whole proposition of the right hon. gentle-
man : 'What you are doing may be admir-

able, but I oppose it because it is too late
;

therefore put it off for another year and we
will consider it.' I do not think that the

right hon. gentleman will induce the House

to adopt that amendment. The right hon.

gentleman the member for Greenwich has

told us, that if there is one thing that he is

prouder of than another it is that of abolish-

ing the Irish Church
;
that he is more proud

of abolishing the Irish Church than of any
other deed in his illustrious career. He

says that he would desire nothing more

than that upon his tombstone should

be inscribed the destruction of the Irish

Church. (Cries of "No, no ! ") If I have

stated anything that is unfair I will recall

it
;
but I thought I heard the right hon.

gentleman say that he should wish that to

be upon his tombstone, or that there should

be some memorial of that sort. I would say

myself that in the anthology of memorable

epitaphs I doubt whether that will be

handed down to posterity. One thing, at

all events, I hope that upon that tomb-

stone we shall not see inscribed the destruc-

tion of another church."

The amendment of Mr. Baxter was nega-
tived by a large majority. The church

patronage bill was then earned through

parliament, and received the royal assent

August 7, 1874.

At the same time another ecclesiastical

measure was being discussed which attracted

far more attention, and was the subject of

far keener opposition, than the scheme for

the abolition of patronage north of the

Tweed. The disturbance and disobedience

caused by the rapid development of Ritual-

ism throughout the country had attained to

such a pernicious height, that it became

absolutely necessary to appeal to parlia-

ment to furnish extra powers to check and

suppress the innovation. The band of

disloyal clergy whose aim it was to Italianize

the Church of England declined, either by
the remonstrances of their bishops or the

admonitions of their judges, to be turned

from their purpose. The teaching of the

Keformation was openly reviled, and the
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Protestant rharacterof the Church of Eng-
land flatly denied. In every town through-
out the kingdom, and in many of our

villages, there was a church where the

'" mnion table was converted into an
"
altar," where the doctrine of the mass was

frankly proclaimed, where % the system of

the confessional was unblushingly practised,

where strange vestments were worn by the

clergy, where incense rendered the atmo-

sphere thick and oppressive, where banners

emblazoned with the sickly anatomy of

Romish idolatry stood against the walls,

and where little books of devotion, calmly

plagiarized from similar works by Popish
divines, were circulated among and studied

by the congregation. The vain pastor of this

bastard flock, often the veriest mediocrity,
who had barely escaped rejection in the

schools of his university, mimicked the

authority of Rome without having subjected
himself in the least to her severe discip-

line or unselfish obedience. He posed as

a
"
priest

"
with power to bind and loose,

and claimed to be styled
"
father," yet the

only law he obeyed was that of his own

interpretation, and any mandate which did

not please the warped and cloudy guide he

called his conscience he irritatingly ignored.
If remonstrated with he calmly referred his

bishop, to whom he had solemnly sworn an

unconditional obedience, to a solicitor, or

treated his lordship as one who was himself

in want of being enlightened as to the

means of grace.*
The consequences of these innovations,

and of this revolt against authority, were
in those districts where the congrega-

*"We are told tli.it we should govi rn the church by
fatherliness. Now I must be allowed to say that there is

sunn-thin;; very > -sided in this cry for futherlil.ess fnun
tin- lii-lmps wlicii they meet with no tilialness, and I should
like to have si Hue reciprocity. When a monition is to lie

linn;; buck in my face, and I am told that I air. 'mither a

tyntlcin.in nor a divine,' and that my conversion to Chris-

tianity is to he praytd fur. I must say I should like to see

n little lilialness on the part of those who arc dem.inding this

fatberllntt*. I honestly desire, as far as I can, to be

fatherly towards these men; but when I hear this advice

pivcn to us 1 am reminded of the solitary instance in which
a rnl.-r attempted to govern in this fatherly fa-hien, and
that his name was Eli, while his sons were Hophni and
rtiinebas." Hithnp of 1'tterlmrnuyh, lloust of l.ordt,

May 11, 1874.

tion was opposed to Ritualism to swell the

ranks of dissent, and to impoverish the

diocesan by incessant litigation.
Without

the aid of additional powers being conferred

upon him, the bishop was powerless to

make his authority felt; the refractory

"priest," amply supplied with funds by a

schismatic society, could appeal from court

to court and fairly exhaust the resources of

his pursuer. To deal with such scheming

gentry, the only course to adopt was to

apply for the treatment imposed by law

upon mischievous citizens, -f The clergy-

man of the Church of England who set

his bishop at defiance, who withdrew his

adherence from the Thirty-nine Articles,

and who availed himself of his position to

promulgate the teaching of an erroneous

opponent, was as fully deserving of punish-

ment as the naval or military officer who

disobeyed his commander, rejected the

articles of war, and employed his rank and

uniform to enter into secret machinations

with the enemy. Both were traitors in the

camp, and merited the condemnation meted

out to treachery.

To put a stop to these ignoble, yet most

dangerous tricks, the Episcopal body drew

up a measure which was to bring the

vagaries of such clergy more under the con-

trol of their congregations, and at the same

time to give the supervisors of the church in-

creased power of checking practices deemed

inconsistent with the character of the

Anglican communion. The task of intro-

ducing the new bill into the House of Lords

devolved upon the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, and most ably his grace acquitted

himself of the duty intrusted to him. He
alluded to the many painful cases of insub-

ordination which rendered it necessary to

bring forward "an act for the better

administration of the laws respecting the

regulation of public worship." The act

did not propose to change the laws ecclesi-

astical, but only to furnish the bench of

t
"

I confess I have no sympathy with men who thus pose
as martyrs, when they are really only playing the part of

anan lusts anil had citizens." (Jharge of tlit Blthop oj

Maiirfieiter, 1880.
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bishops with greater facilities in the admin-

istration of those laws. It was impossible,

said his grace, that the state of things at

present existing in the Church of England
could be permitted to continue. There

must be an end of the substitution of a

spurious Romanism for the doctrines of the

Church of England. The law of the Church
of England was clear and distinct. Every
clergyman at the time of his ordination

declared that he would listen to the ad-

monitions of those who might be set over

him
; and when he was licensed to any

curacy or to any place of preferment, he

again made a declaration of obedience to

the ordinary in all things lawful and honest.

It was laid down in the Canons that if

there were any doubt about the dress of the

clergyman, the matter was to be referred

to the ordinary, and he was to decide it.

If a question arose as to the meaning of

any passage in the Book of Common Prayer,
the parties were to come before the bishop;
and if not satisfied with his decision, before

the archbishop. Again, it was provided
that nothing should be put up in any
church without a faculty out of the bishop's
court. All those provisions showed what the

intention of the church was.
"
Certainly," said the archbishop,

"
it is

not her intention that any young and

inexperienced man, fresh from college,
who goes to a parish, should upset every-

thing that has been going on there

satisfactorily for perhaps fifty years be-

fore
;
but it is her intention that if he

wishes to introduce changes which in his

opinion will make the celebration of

divine worship approximate more nearly
to be what it ought to be, he should

apply to the ordinary." To prevent these

abuses the bill proposed to give to the

bishop that directory power as to worship
which, from various places in the Canons

and the Prayer Book, seemed to have been

intended in the constitution of the church.

The bishop was to be guided by the advice

of a board of assessors, clerical and lay.

Should any parishioner or the rural dean,

or the archdeacon, consider that the practices

of a given incumbent with regard to public

worship amounted to a grievance, he had

full power to lay his complaint before the

bishop ;
and if the bishop should think it

was a matter that ought to be inquired into,

he was to call his assessors together ;
and

if that tribunal should condemn the act or

acts in question, the bishop was to issue

his monition. An appeal was, however, to

be allowed to the archbishop, with a board

of assessors, whose decision was to be final.

"
My lords," said the Archbishop of Can-

terbury in conclusion,
"
it has been said that

we were coming to your Lordships' House to

propose what would be a revolution in the

Church of England. If it be a revolution

to say that the law ought to be obeyed if

it be a revolution to enable parishioners to

obtain their just rights without squandering
their money in needless costs if it be a

revolution to quietly and speedily put a stop

to the heart-burnings now complained of

then we must plead guilty to our plan

being one of revolution. The revolution

we propose to bring about is one of those

peaceable revolutions for which England is

famous among nations revolutions which

have quietly removed proved abuses, and

have saved many a venerable institution

which would otherwise have been destroyed,

not from any evil inherent in its nature,

but from abuses which have gathered round

it through its very antiquity."

The bill, though it was afterwards sup-

ported by Mr. Disraeli, was not a govern-

ment measure, and encountered no little

opposition in its passage through the Upper
House. The bench, as well as the cabinet,

were divided as to the benefit that would

result from the scheme when it became

law. The Bishop of Lincoln was in favour

of deferring legislation until Convocation

had had time to reform the rubrics. Lord

Shaftesbury objected to the power to be

bestowed by the bill on the bishops ;
no

one, he said, whoever he was, ought to

be intrusted with absolute power. Lord

Salisbury feared that the measure would
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put in jeopardy that spirit of toleration

upon which, as upon a foundation, the

Stately faliric of the church establishment

iv],
ii iMl. V;iri<ms ainciidments were pro-

posed in committee, and adopted; the most

important being the one suggested by Lord

Shafteslmry. It was proposed that one

ecclesiastical judge should preside in the

courts of Canterbury and of York, to be

appointed by the two archbishops with the

approval of the crown; and that before

siic.h judge, and not before the bishop of

the diocese, each case of complaint, if not

dismissed by the bishop as frivolous, was

to go for trial. With this amendment
inserted in the bill, and a few minor

alterations also effected, the measure passed
the Upper House without a division, and was

sent down to the Commons for approval.
In the popular chamber it became the

subject of a keener and warmer discussion.

The most formidable antagonist of the bill

was, however, Mr. Gladstone, who again came

out of his self-imposed retirement to take a

prominent part in the debate. He objected
to the measure as unnecessaryand intolerant.
'

I take my stand," he said,
"
upon the broad

ground that a certain decree of liberty has

1 11 permitted in the congregations of the

Church of Knglaud; that great diversity
exists in dill'ereiit parts of the country and

in dillerent congregat ions
;
that various cus-

toms have grown up in accordance with

the feelings and usages of the people; and

whether the practices that have so grown

up are or are not in accordance with the

law, I say they ought not to be rashly and

rudely rooted out." Mr. Gladstone con-

cluded by suggesting six resolutions which

he thought might form the basis of legisla-

tion so as to control the eccentricities of

individuals, without "proscribing all varieties

of opinion and usage among the many thou-

sand eongregations of the church distributed

through the land." The speech was passion-

ate and eloquent, but it failed to make much

impression on the House owing to the

pronounced llitualistie tendencies of the

speaker. The Lower Chamber as well as

the country was wearied with the fantastic

tricks played before high heaven by the

ceremonialists, and was determined that

the sect should be put down. Sir William

Vernon Harcourt stated the case boldly and

succinctly, and was loudly cheered by both

sides of the House for the open Protest-

antism of his opinions. What was required

by the nation, he said, and what parliament
had to do, was to reassert the unalter-

able attachment of the English people to

the principles of the Kefonnation. It was

necessary to show that the national church

of England was in reality what it ought to

be the church of a Protestant nation. If

the law was defective, if the rubrics were

obsolete, then let them be reformed and

enforced
;
but on no account must the dan-

gerous doctrine of "optional conformity
"
be

set up, which would allow any priest to do

what he pleased, and set at defiance those

principles of the Reformation which for three

centuries had been established by the law of

England.
Those who have studied the speeches of

Mr. Disraeli upon church and state will be

perfectly prepared for the course the prime
minister adopted on this occasion. He had

riot spared the Ritualists whenever he had

been forced to allude to their obstinate yet

underhand proceedings, and on this occasion

he was certainly not going to befriend their

cause. He, in common with all healthy-

minded Englishmen, considered them as a

mischievous, illiterate, and effeminate body.

In spite of their aggressive activity, and

of their love for being always before the

public, they had not boasted of a single

man within their ranks eminent as a

scholar, an orator, or a theologian. They
were pre-eminently the "

stupid party
"

in the church fond, with the fondness

of womenly men, of adulation from the

inane, of mysterious gestures since their

brains were incapable of conceiving ideas,

of many-coloured garments, of puerile sen-

timentalities, and of observances which

only exeited emotion among the weak and

hysterical. Had it not been for their per-
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sistent resistance to authority the names
of the leaders among the Ritualists would
have been utterly unknown; they were

men who had mistaken notoriety for fame,

obstinacy for firmness, and a childish

interest in worthless details for learning.
Such was not the school, nor were such the

men, that had ever inspired Mr. Disraeli

with sympathy. He at once took the

Public Worship Regulation Act under his

special protection, and through his advo-

cacy it became law.

"What," he asked (July 15, 1874), "is

the object of the bill which we are now

considering ? I will at first say what I

consider is not the object of it. It is not

the object of the bill to attack any of the

legitimate parties in the church. Were it

so, I certainly should not have facilitated

the discussion of its merits in this House.

I look upon the existence of parties in the

church as a necessary and beneficial con-

sequence. They have always existed, even

from apostolic times
; they are a natural

development of the religious sentiment in

man
;
and they represent fairly the different

conclusions at which, upon subjects that

are the most precious to him, the mind of

man arrives. Ceremony, enthusiasm, and

free speculation are the characteristics of

the three great parties in the church, some
of which have now modern names, and
which the world is too apt to imagine are

in their character original. The truth is

that they have always existed in different

forms or under different titles. Whether

they are called High Church, or Low Church,
or Broad Church, they bear witness in their

legitimate bounds to the activity of the

religious mind of the nation, and in the

course of our history this country is deeply
indebted to the exertions and the energy of

all those parties. The High Church party,

totally irrespective of its religious senti-

ments, fills a noble page in the history of

England, for it has vindicated the liberties

of this country in a memorable manner
;

no language of mine can describe the

benefits which this country has experienced

from the exertions of the evangelical school

at the commencement of this century ;
and

in the case of the Broad Church, it is as

well that a learned and highly-disciplined

section of the clergy should show at the

present day that they are not afraid of

speculative thought, or are appalled by the

discoveries of science. I hold that all these

schools of religious feeling can pursue their

instincts consistently with afaithful adherence

to the principles and practices of the Refor-

mation as exhibited and represented in its

fairest and most complete form the Church

of England. I must ask myself, What then

is the real object of the bill ? and I will not

attempt to conceal my impressions upon it,

for I do not think that our ability to arrive

at a wise decision to-day will be at all

assisted by a mystical dissertation on the

subject-matter of it. I take the primary

object of this bill, whose powers, if it be

enacted, will be applied and extended im-

partially to all subjects of Her Majesty,
to be this to put down Ritualism. The

right hon. gentleman the member for Green-

wich says he does not know what Ritual-

ism is; but there, I think, the right hon.

gentleman is in an isolated position. That

ignorance is not shared by the House of

Commons or by the country. What the

House and the country understand by
Ritualism is, practices by a portion of the

clergy avowedly symbolic of doctrines which

the same clergy are bound in the most solemn

manner to refute and repudiate. Therefore

I think there can be no mistake among prac-

tical men as to what is meant when we say
that it is our desire to discourage Ritualism."

Mr. Disraeli then defended himself and

his party from the taunt flung at the Con-

servatives by Mr. Gladstone, that after

promising the country tranquillity they
were doing their utmost, by tampering with

clerical topics, to excite the nation upon
church and religious questions. "As far

as I am individually concerned," continued

the premier,
"
I do not think the taunt

was just or deserved. I can say most

sincerely that I have never addressed any
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hotly of my countrymen for the last three

years without having taken the opportunity
of intimating to them that a great change
was occurring in the politics of the world;
that it would be well for them to prepare
for that change ;

and that it was impossible
to conceal from ourselves that the great

struggle between the temporal and spiritual

power, which had stamped such indelible

features upon the history of the past, was

reviving in our own time. I never spoke

upon these subjects with passion, nor did I

seek in any way at any time to excite such

feelings in the minds of those I addressed.

I spoke upon a matter which it was difficult

for the million immediately to apprehend,
and therefore it was not a topic introduced

in order to create political excitement. I

spoke from strong conviction, and from a

sense of duty, when I wished to direct the

public mind, as far as I could, to the con-

sideration of circumstances in which it was
so deeply interested, and which could not

fail to influence the history of the country.
I said then that it appeared to me to be

of the very utmost importance and I am
speaking now of the time when I addressed

a large body of my countrymen as lately as

autumn last I said then, as I say now,

looking to what is occurring in Europe,*

looking at the great struggle between the

temporal and spiritual power which has

been precipitated by those changes, of

which many in this House are so proud,
and of which, while they may triumph in

their accomplishment, they ought not to

shut their eyes to the inevitable conse-

quences I said then, and say now, that

in the disasters, or rather in the disturbance

and possible disasters, which must affect

Europe, and which must to a certain

degree sympathetically affect England,
that it would be wise for us to rally on
the broad platform of the Eeformation.

Believing as I do that those principles were
never so completely and so powerfully

* At this time there was a keen conflict in Germany and
Austria between ministers holding liberal opinions and the
Ultramontanea.
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represented as by the Church of England;

believing that without the learning, the

authority, the wealth, and the independ-

ence of the Church of England, the various

sects of the Eeformation would by this time

have dwindled into nothing I called the

attention of the country, so far as I could,

to the importance of rallying around the

institution of the Church of England, based

upon those principles of the Eeformation

which that church was called into being to

represent.
" I do not, therefore, think that the taunt

of the right hon. gentleman is one to which

I am liable. But I confess I have looked

forward, not without deep regret and appre-

hension, to the discussions which now

occupy us, and which will much more

occupy our time in the future, and with

that sense of responsibility' to which any
man whose mind is open to the vast con-

sequences involved cannot be blind. I

wish, I may add most sincerely and in the

strongest manner, that all should under-

stand that if I make the slightest allusion

to the dogmas and ceremonies which are

promulgated by the English Eitualists, I

am anxious not to make a single observa-

tion which could offend the convictions of

any hon. gentleman in this House. Whether

those doctrines which were quoted from

authoritative writings and from books by
the hon. member for Berkshire [Mr. Walter]

and which, I am sorry to say, are found

on too many of the library shelves and

tables of English clergymen "f whether

those doctrines are or are not adopted by
them whether they apply to the worship
of the Virgin, to the confessional, or to the

various subjects which were quoted by the

hon. member so long as those doctrines are

held by Roman CatJiolics, I am prepared to

treat them with reverence ; but what I object

to is, that they should be held by ministers of

our church who, when they enter the church,

f These books were,
" Four Cardinal Virtues," by the Rer.

Orby Shipley ;

" The Church and the World," and an essay

by Dr. Littlrdale, advoc.itins; *t:ijre effects as an aid to public

worship. The .speech of Mr. Walter will well repay perusal;
it was highly praised by Mr. Disraeli.

39
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enter it at the. same time with a solemn con-

tract with the nation that they will oppose

those doctrines and utterly resist them. What
I do object to is Mass in masquerade. To

the solemn ceremonies of our Eoman
Catholic friends I am prepared to extend

that reverence which my mind and con-

science always give to religious ceremonies

sincerely believed in
;
but the false position

in which we have been placed by, I believe,

a small but a powerful and well-organized

body of those who call themselves English

clergymen, in copying those ceremonies, is

one which the country thinks intolerable,

and of which we ought to rid ourselves.

The proposition before us is a moderate and

temperate one. No one can deny it is but

a measure of procedure ;
and I am prepared

to look upon it as a bill simple in its charac-

ter, and professing nothing more than that

which may be found in its clauses."

Mr. Disraeli concluded by fixing a day for

the discussion of the six resolutions brought
forward by Mr. Gladstone, and expressed
his desire that the question should be

settled as soon as possible.
" I shrink, I

must say," he observed,
" from the religious

and ecclesiastical agitation which I see

before me, and the consequences of our

neglecting to fulfil what I think may be

considered to be our duty in the present
instance to pass a measure temperate and

moderate, I believe, in its scope, as I know
it to be so in its conception. Further,

if we refuse to pass this bill, which is

essentially conciliatory, we may find our-

selves called upon to contend with far

greater difficulties, and be obliged to apply
as a remedy measures of a character far

more stringent measures of a character

which one does not wish to associate with

the feelings of religion, and with those

sentiments which hon. members on both

sides of the House equally honour and

appreciate sentiments of good-will to-

wards our neighbours with regard to those

religious opinions which they may respect

and revere."

The second reading of the bill was pro-

posed and carried without a division. This

unusual unanimity on the part of the

House of Commons was most significant

of the disapproval in which the teaching of

the Ritualists was held by the representa-

tives of the country. So decided a consensus

of opinion caused Mr. Gladstone to alter his

tactics. He withdrew his resolutions, since

the House by reading the bill a second time

without a division plainly proved that it

was anxious to go at once into committee.
"
I cannot in fairness," said Mr. Gladstone,

" do otherwise than accept that decision as

an expression of the desire of the House

that we should proceed to the consideration

of the bill in committee, without raising

any of those broad questions relating to

the grounds and proper limits of legislation

on ecclesiastical subjects which undoubtedly
are raised in the resolutions of which I have

given notice. Under these circumstances,

as my desire is that the provisions of the

bill should receive the very best form of

which they are capable, I do not intend

to move the resolutions." These obstacles

removed, the bill was discussed in commit-

tee, and matters for a time went smoothly.

The chief clauses of the measure were con-

firmed, and a few important amendments

approved of. Then occurred a conflict

which appeared to place the bill in great

jeopardy. An amendment was proposed,

giving the persons making complaint

against an officiating clergyman the right

of appealing to the archbishop, in case the

bishop refused to institute proceedings.

This suggestion was adopted by nearly

three to one. Mr. Gladstone warmly op-

posed it, and made a motion to rescind

the amendment on the ground that such a

right of appeal would be an unprecedented
interference with the relations between

suffragans and metropolitans. The House,

however, refused to support him, and a

majority of twenty-three decided against

his motion.

On the amendment being sent up for

consideration by the Peers, a small majority
declined to accept it. The archbishops
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were in favour of it, but nine bishops

proved themselves hostile. The Bishop
(if Winchester said he would trample his

episcopal robes under foot if he did not

believe, that Kpiscopacy was of divine insti-

tution
;
and if it was of divine institution,

then eacli bishop was ruler by divine right

in his own diocese. The Bishop of Lincoln

opposed the amendment, since it tended to

over-ride episcopal discretion, and set up a

pope at Canterbury and an anti-pope at

York. The lord chancellor, anxious to

avoid a collision between the two Houses,

proposed a temporizing amendment, which,

however, did not meet with much favour.

The most bold and out-spoken of the

peers was the Marquis of Salisbury, who

throughout the proceedings had looked

coldly upon the bill, and warmly disap-

proving of the House of Commons' amend-

ment, was not in the least intimidated at

the prospect of a conflict between the two

branches of the legislature.
"
If the safeguard of the bishop's veto

were done away with," he said, "he feared

that even although there might be no

resistance among the clergy, the life-

blood of the church would be drained,

because the candidates for holy orders

\vould fall off, not only in numbers but

in the quality of the men, inasmuch as

every man of independent mind would

shrink from exposing himself to the dangers
which the bill, if thoroughly carried out,

would involve. Much had been said of

the majority in
' another place,' and of the

peril in which the bill would be if the clause

under discussion were rejected. There was

a great deal of that kind of bluster when

any particular course had been taken by
the other House of Parliament. It should

be borne in mind that the majority was

only twenty-three, and that those who were

most interested in supporting the amend-
ment were the very persons who, above all

things, desired that the bill should pass.

It was absurd, then, to suppose that if

the clause were rejected there would not

be found twelve men among them with

sufficient common sense to accept the bill

without it, rather than lose it altogether.

He, for one, therefore utterly repudiated
the bugbear of a majority of the House

of Commons. It was, he contended, their

Lordships' duty to take the course which

they deemed right. Upon them rested the

responsibility of making a measure which

could be worked with safety to the peace,

prosperity, and order of the Church of

England, or one which would issue in

endless calamities and disasters." Acting

upon this advice the amendment was re-

jected by the Peers by a majority of twelve.

The bill was now reconsidered by the

Commons. Mr. Russell Gurney, who had

introduced the measure into the popular

chamber, was of opinion that, rather than

imperil the bill by a conflict which there

was not time, considering -the lateness of

the session, to fight out, the verdict of the

Upper House should be accepted and the

amendment be expunged. Sir William

Harcourt entertained the same views; he,

however, especially appealed to the prime
minister to vindicate the character of the

House of Commons against the strictures

passed upon it by Lord Salisbury. It was

not the province of a private member, he re-

marked, to vindicate the dignity and inde-

pendence of that chamber. " We have among
us," said he, looking at Mr. Disraeli, "a
man to whom the task belongs, and who
is adequate to its fulfilment We have a

leader of this House who is proud of the

House of Commons, and of whom the House
of Commons is proud. Well may the prime
minister be proud of the House of Commons,
for it was the scene of his early triumphs,
and it is still the arena of his later and

well-earned glory. Although we differ in

political principles, we all recognize that he

has ever maintained that dignified decency
which contributes so much to the well-

regulated conduct of public affairs; and

therefore it is that the right lion, gentleman
is not more admired for his talents than

he is respected for his behaviour in the

conduct of the business of this the first
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assembly of gentlemen in the world." He
therefore called upon Mr. Disraeli to defend

the House "
against the ill-advised railing

of a rash and rancorous tongue, even though
it be the tongue of a cabinet minister, a

secretary of state, and a colleague." He
then criticised the nature of the majority
in the Upper House which had rejected

the amendment, and entered into a long
and learned dissertation upon the nature

of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Sir William

concluded by imploring Mr. Disraeli to

stand fast by the Protestantism of the

country, asserting that so long as the premier

pursued that policy he would find support
in quarters perhaps where he least ex-

pected it.

The prime minister then rose to suggest

the course to be adopted.
" What is this

bill, and what does it ask ?
"

he began

(August 5, 1874).
"
I have endeavoured

before to describe it as a bill to put down

Ritualism, and some have excepted to that

description. I am here to repeat it, because

I believe it is a true and accurate description

of its purpose. We have been asked, 'What

is Ritualism ?' I think the answer to that

question is clear and short. I mean by
Ritualism the practice, by a certain portion
of the clergy of the Church of England, of

ceremonies which they themselves confess

are symbolical of doctrine which they are

pledged, by every solemn compact which

can bind men to their sovereign and their

country, to denounce and repudiate. And
of all the false pretences of this body of

men, there is in my opinion none more

glaring and pernicious than their pretend-

ing that they are a portion of the High
Church party of the Church of England.
The most eminent vindicators of that

Protestantism which they denounce may
be found among authors who profess High
Church opinions. The most able vindi-

cators of Protestantism, and the most able

opponents of the Church of Rome, are to

be found among divines of High Church

principles. In the most critical period of

the Church of England, and I may add

also of our public liberties in general, when
the bishops were sent to the Tower, the

majority of those bishops were bishops of

High Church principles. Well then, I say
that this bill, the purpose of which is to

put an end to and put down this small but

pernicious sect, is one which we ought not

to forfeit without due and grave considera-

tion. There is also another reason why
at this time I am most anxious that the

House should not take a false step in this

particular. I have hinted it before, but I

will now express it with more clearness.

My conviction is that, however tranquil

may be the general state of Europe and

indeed, with the exception of one unhappy

country,* it is a state of general tranquillity

there are agencies at work in it at this

moment which are preparing a period of

great disturbance. The disturbance may
not occur in my time, or while I am

standing on this side of the table
;
but I

am glad to know that on both sides of

the House there is a rising generation of

statesmen who will be competent to cope
with it; and I only wish to impress upon
their conviction that that great task is one

which they cannot avoid, and to which I

trust they will be equal."

Since the bill was of such importance
continued Mr. Disraeli, he could not counsel

any course which might imperil its fate.

He fully approved of the amendment
;
but

he must remember that when the bill was

sent down from the Peers for the con-

sideration of the Commons, the provision

made in that amendment was not contained

in it.
" Am I prepared," he asked,

"
to

forfeit all that has been accomplished in

this bill, in order merely to indulge in what

practically would be an empty protest

against the conduct of the majority in the

other House of Parliament ?" The House

of Lords, he said, was perfectly within its

right to accept or reject the amendment,

and he could not agree with those who con-

sidered the Peers had exceeded their just

* The Carlist war was then being waged in the northern

provinces of Spain.
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authority.
"

I am content," he said, proving
how sound and well balanced was his Con-

servatism,
"
to recognize that a majority of

the House of Lords has decided against

the opinion of the House of Commons. I

regret that decision
;
but I must respect

(lie independence of the other House, and

I cannot for a moment assert or maintain

that they have not exercised their rights,

privileges, and prerogatives in the course

which they have pursued and in the reso-

lution at which they have arrived." The

simple question, then, for them to decide

was this Would they accept the views of

the Peers and pass the bill, or oppose the

majority in the House of Lords and place
the bill in danger ? He was not in favour of

opposition.
"
I foresee," said Mr. Disraeli,

"
that if this bill does not pass into law parlia-

ment may be involved, and quickly involved,

in discussions which may be most inconven-

ient to the public interests, and which will

exercise a very deleterious effect upon the

general legislation of the country. There

is something in these questions of sucli

commanding, such alarming, and such ab-

sorbing interest, that a wise parliament
would never enter into them unless there

was a deep necessity. They distract the

public mind from the consideration of all

those measures -which are necessary for the

advancement of the country and the pro-

gress of the population ;
and if it were only

for that consideration, I should hesitate

before counselling a step which might
lead to such consequences." As it was

therefore absolutely necessary that the bill

should become law during the session, he

advised no hostility to the suggestions
moved by the Peers.

Then Mr. Disraeli alluded to the strictures

passed upon the House of Commons by Lord

Salisbury, and which had so excited the

wrath of Sir William Harcourt.
"
My noble friend," he said,

" who has

been referred to in the course of this debate,

was long a member of this House, and is

well known to many of the members even
of this parliament He is not a man who

measures his phrases. He is a great master

of gibes, and flouts, and jeers ;
but I do not

suppose there is any one who is prejudiced

against a member of parliament on account

of such qualifications. My noble friend

knows the House of Commons well, and

perhaps he is not superior to the considera-

tion that by making a speech of that kind,

and taunting respectable men like ourselves

as being a '

blustering majority,'* he pro-

bably might stimulate the amour propre of

some individuals to take the very course he

wants, and to defeat the bill. Now, I hope
we shall not fall into that trap. I hope
we shall show my noble friend that we
remember some of his manoeuvres when he

was a simple member of this House, and

that we are not to be taunted into taking a

very indiscreet step, a step ruinous to all

our own wishes and expectations, merely
to show that we resent the contemptuous

phrases of one of our colleagues." Mr.

Disraeli concluded by again advising his

followers to accept the views of the House

of Lords, and not to endanger a bill upon
which the heart of the people of England
was set.

His advice was accepted, and the Public

Worship Regulation Act was read a third

time in the House of Commons amid gen-
eral cheering.

It must be admitted that the results

anticipated from the passing of this Act

have not been attained. Yet the fault lies

not with the measure, but with those who
have to administer its provisions. So long
as the Episcopal bench displays its present

timidity, and the mandates of a court of

"
I have therefore to deny, in the most formal and

positive manner, that I ever used the phrase 'blustering

majority
'

with regard to the other House of Parliament. I

did use the word '

bluster,' but with this reference : it had
been argued by somebody in this Hou.se that we were bound
to takr u particular course, because the House of Commons
wus vi-ry resolved, and because, if we did not take that

course, this bill would be lost. I have always objected to

tho argument, when there is a difference of opinion between

the two Houses that it is the privilege of the Huu.se of Com-
mons alwrtvs to insist, and tin1

duty of the House of Lords

always to yield. It is not uncommon to use that argument
when we come to the last discussions in conflicts of that

kind, and I venture to think it is an argument of a nature

which may justly hr (if* ^-jatrd by the term 'bluster.'"

Lord Salisbury, lloufe of Lords, August 6, 1874.
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law are permitted to be calmly ignored by
the sentenced clergyman, it is scarcely

possible to expect any good from the

enrollment of the Public Worship Regula-
tion Act in the statute-book. It has not
"
put down Eitualism," because those who

have been intrusted with the suppression
of this pernicious schism have failed in

their duty. When the culpable leniency
and looseness with which the whole subject
has hitherto been treated is exchanged for

the firmness and severity the question

deserves, the wishes of Mr. Disraeli and

those who thought with him will be carried

out. It may be distasteful to prosecute a

man who possesses every virtue inscribed

upon the tombstone, yet if he persistently

continues to break the law, no more mercy
should be shown to him than to any other

mischievous and guilty citizen. It has

been considered no answer to the despotism
exercised by Charles I. that he was a faith-

ful husband and an affectionate father; and

in like manner it can be deemed as no

palliation for the offence of a clergyman

practising what has been forbidden, and

teaching what he has solemnly sworn not

to maintain, that he is hard-working, unself-

ish, and beloved by his parishioners. It

is a simple question whether the law is to

be obeyed or not, and the rebellious
"
priest

"

who refuses to give in his adherence to its

provisions puts himself on the same level

as any other law-breaker, and is equally

deserving punishment. When a vicar or

perpetual curate in the Church of England
who manipulates and interprets after his

own fashion the rubrics of the Book of

Common Prayer, and who uses his position

and authority to Italianize a Protestant

communion, is treated with the same rigour
as is meted out to a trustee who acts con-

trary to the provisions of his trust, then,

but not till then, can we hope for any
benefit to accrue from the passing of the

Public Worship Regulation Act. To brand

the Act, however, as a failure is to condemn
it before it has been properly worked and
set in operation ;

it has failed only because

the designs of those who drew up its clauses

have not been carried out.

As a pleasing change from the theological

bitterness which the conduct of this measure

through parliament frequently occasioned,

Mr. Disraeli was now called upon to take

the chief part in one of those ceremonies

where his ornate and formal eloquence was

always so effective. A bronze statue of the

late Lord Derby had been erected by public

subscription within the garden inclosure of

Parliament Square, and it fell to the lot of

the prime minister to perform the ceremony
of unveiling it. Before a vast audience, and

amid general cheering, Mr. Disraeli let fall

the canvas draped around the figure, and

disclosed the well-remembered form of

Lord Derby, represented in his robes as

chancellor of the University of Oxford. "
1

have unveiled," said Mr. Disraeli, when
silence had been restored,

" the statue of a

man who for half a century influenced the

opinion and largly contributed to the history

of his country. Although the high position

to which he was born may have facilitated

his entrance into public life, he was one of

those men who, under any circumstances

and in any lot, would have become memor-

able. His fiery eloquence, his haughty

courage, the rapidity of his intellectual grasp,

which probably never was surpassed, his

capacity for labour, and his mastery of

detail, which never were sufficiently appreci-

ated, because the world was astonished by
the celerity with which he despatched public

affairs all these combined to produce a

man who must have become celebrated

His statue looks upon that famous Parlia-

ment of England in both Houses of which

his public life was about equally divided.

Amid the great transactions of fifty years

he was one of those who took a leading part,

not only in those assemblies, but from out

of the great affairs of this empire during
that period there are three measures which

figure in colossal proportions, and which

were the result of his own individual energy
and creation. He abolished slavery he

educated Ireland and he reformed parlin-
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incut. Forty years ago, when the first

measure was brought forward with that

great object, it would have failed had it not

been for his bold determination
;
and only

within recent years, as prime minister of

England, he carried that great Act which

supplied the deficiencies and repaired the

injustice of the previous Act, because it

restored to the working classes of this

country those franchises which in 1832

they were deprived of.

" The sculptor who has raised this statue

equal to the great occasion has, in the

beautiful bronzes that relieve the pedestal,

commemorated other events in the life

of Lord Derby besides those which passed
in the senate and the council chamber.*

He has depicted him as the learned chan-

cellor of a renowned university, and as

the generous president of that committee

of charity and patriotism which, in an

unprecedented crisis in the history of the

industry of England, mitigated the suf-

ferings of the population of that great

county where he was born, where his ashes

repose, and which he loved so well. Lord

1 >crby was far too sensible a man to under-

value the advantages of wealth and lineage,

but he valued them because they grati-

fied his highest ambition, and they allowed

on his part a large performance of duty.

He was one of those rare characters that I

am proud to say can be found in no other

country but our own. He combined the

pursuit of politics with all the tenderness of

domestic life. We have raised this statue

to him not only as a memorial, but as an
i 'sample ;

not merely to commemorate, but

to inspire."

When one cabinet suddenly and unex-

pectedly succeeds another there is seldom

an opportunity for the immediate intro-

duction of an original policy. There is

little more to be done during the first

* These events, thus commemorated, are Lord Derby
advocating the almlitiun of slavery in the House of Commons
in lx;i3, his installation as chancellor of Oxford Univer>iiv

twenty years later, his attendance as chairman of the

Manchester Relief Committee in 1865, and his presence as

premier at a cabinet council in the year 1867.

session of office than to carry out the

measures brought forward by the outgoing

ministers. Within this limited sphere of

action the Conservative government had

been content to confine its labours.
" You

must look on Her Majesty's government,"

said Mr. Disraeli at a banquet given to the

ministers at the Mansion House towards

the close of the session,
" as a body of men

who have been called on unexpectedly to

assume the reins of power, and who, finding

themselves in that position, have dealt as

practical men as well as they could with

the urgent forces and business of the hour.

We are now on the eve of a period when

we shall have more time and more leisure

to consider the condition of affairs, and to

prepare such measures as we think are

necessary and adequate." Nothing very

original had been expected, and nothing

had been attempted. At the Treasury, at

the war office, at the admiralty, matters

had been conducted very much after the

same fashion as had been instituted by
the late heads of those departments.

Parliament was prorogued by commission

(August 7, 1874), and in the speech from

the throne the results of the session were

summed up.

The thanks of Her Majesty were ten-

dered "
for the readiness with which

you have made provision for my son,

Prince Leopold, on his attaining his

majority." The relations with all foreign

powers continued to be friendly,
" and the

influence arising from those cordial relations

will be employed, as heretofore, in maintain-

ing the obligations imposed by treaties, and

in promoting and consolidating the peace of

Europe." The famine in India had been

attended with little mortality, "a result

mainly attributable, under Providence, to

the precautions taken by my Indian

government The strenuous exertions of

my viceroy, and of the officers serving

under him, merit my high approbation."

Then allusion was made to the financial

policy of the chancellor of the exchequer.
"
I have seen with pleasure the considerable
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reductions which you have been able to

make in taxation. The total abolition of

the sugar duties will not only confer a

benefit on the consumers of an article in

universal demand, but will also prove of

much commercial advantage to the nation.

The removal of the duty on horses is

another measure well calculated to en-

courage the trade and industry of the

country. Concurrently with these remis-

sions, and with a further reduction of the

income tax to a rate which is little more
than nominal, you have been enabled to

make important grants from the general
revenue towards services which, though of

imperial concern, have hitherto been de-

frayed either exclusively or in an undue

proportion out of local rates." The aboli-

tion of patronage in the Church of Scotland

would, it was trusted, remove an ancient

cause of controversy and strengthen the

Kirk. Similar hopes were entertained as

to the Public Worship Eegulation Act. " The
Act for the better regulation of public

worship in the Church of England will, I

hope, tend to prevent or allay the unhappy
controversies which sometimes arise from

the difficulty experienced in obtaining an

early decision on doubtful points of law,
and a definite interpretation of the author-

ized form of public worship. Such contro-

versies, even when they occur between

persons loyally desirous to ccnform to the

doctrine and discipline of the Established

Church, beget serious evils; and their

speedy termination by competent authority
is a matter of grave importance to the

interests of religion." The speech closed

with a reference to the legal labours of

the session, and to the alterations effected

in the licensing system by Mr. Cross.

At the usual Guildhall banquet, held on

lord mayor's day, Mr. Disraeli was called

upon to return thanks for Her Majesty's
ministers. It was the only speech of

public importance that he delivered during
the recess. The prime minister was in

excellent spirits, and regarded the future

in a most sanguine mood. The country

was prosperous and content; the different

departments of the government were work-

ing most satisfactorily, and the deficiencies

left by the late administration were being

rapidly rectified. All was rose colour.
" This

is not the first occasion," Mr. Disraeli said

(November 9, 18*74), "on which I have

had, in this hall, the honour of returning
the thanks of Her Majesty's government
for the distinction which you have offered

us. Six years have elapsed since I had

that proud office to fulfil. And, my lord

mayor, I could not help reflecting, when

you proposed this toast, on what had

happened in those six years. More remark-

able events than probably have occurred

in any similar interval of modern history,

perhaps I might say of ancient history.

In that interval of time larger armies have

been brought into the field than are upon
record using instruments of destruction

which the most speculative men of science

fifty years ago could not have contem-

plated. During that interval empires have

been created and empires have disappeared

Eepublics have been proclaimed in sight of

your own cliffs and of your own dominions.

More sovereignties have been abolished than

during the revolutionary war
;
and among

them that immemorial and sacred throne,

which emperors and kings for centuries

had failed to control, has vanished like a

dream. Yet during all this period, amid

all this change and turbulence, the people

of England have remained tranquil and

content. It was not always so. But a

few years ago, comparatively speaking, in

the memory of many, I dare say of the

majority within this hall, the proclamation

of a republic in a neighbouring country

seemed the sign of sedition throughout the

whole of this country. This very city for

one day was virtually placed in a state of

siege. You had to appeal to the great

military genius of the age again to conduct

your operations. The civil power rallied

around him with a manifestation of patriot-

ism which will never be forgotten. Artillery

was planted upon your bridges, and for four
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and twenty hours women and children were

imt allowed to leave their roofs. It is im-

possible to refrain from asking what has

produced this great change ? It has

occurred because the people are contented;

they have obtained that which they most

earnestly desired, and because the legisla-

ture thought it was politic and just, it was

given with no grudging hand, and they
are tranquil because they are content."

The prime minister then referred to a

statement made by Mr. Gladstone in a

ivivut speech, that a Conservative govern-
ment could not last, because it had been

ic in mud by the Conservative working
dasses.

"
My lord mayor," he continued, "one of

the consequences of this change in public

feeling on the part of the people of this

country is although I have no intention

of touching on the forbidden province of

party politics, still, as a matter of fact and
as explanatory of my position at the present

moment, I may say one of the conse-

quences of this change of feeling is that

Her Majesty has called to her council a

Conservative administration. I have been

alarmed recently by learning, from what I

suppose is the highest Liberal authority,
that a Conservative government cannot

endure, because it has been returned by
Conservative working men, and that a

Conservative working man is an anomaly.
Wo have been told that a Conservative

working man cannot be Conservative, be-

cause he lias nothing to conserve he has

neither land nor capital; as if there were

not other things in the world as precidus
as land and capital ! My lord mayor, I

may be allowed in passing to observe that

there are things in my opinion even more

preeious than laud and capital, and without

which land and capital themselves would
be of little worth. What, for instance, is

land without liberty ? And what is capital
without justice ? The working classes of

this country have inherited personal rights
which the nobility of other nations do not

yet possess. Their persons and their homes
VOL. II.

are sacred. They have no fear of arbitrary

arrests or domiciliary visits. They know

that the administration of law in this

country is pure, and that it is no respecter

of individuals or classes. They know very

well that their industry is unfettered, and

that by the law of this country they may
combine to protect the interests of labour

;

and they know that though it is open to all

of them to serve their sovereign by land or

sea, no one can be dragged from his craft

or his hearth to enter a military service

which is repugnant to him. Surely these

are privileges worthy of being preserved ?

Can we therefore be surprised that a nation

which possesses such rights should wish to

preserve them ? And if that be the case,

is it wonderful that the working classes are

Conservative?"

Mr. Disraeli then concluded by briefly

referring to the labours of the past few

months, and to the general condition of the

country. He could look back, he said, to

the records of the last session with satisfac-

tion, as he believed there had been intro-

duced into the statute-book laws which had

met with the entire sympathy of the people
of England. He congratulated his audience

on the general condition of the country.

Seldom had England been more prosperous
and contented. There was a considerable

revival of trade, and a great promise of

increase in their commercial transactions.

The revenue was realizing all that was

expected from it As was England, so

were her foreign possessions and colonial

empire. The colonies were loyal and

flourishing, and it was certainly not the

policy of the Conservative party in any

way to detach themselves from all colonial

ties, and rid themselves of responsibility ;

on the contrary, they were resolved to con-

solidate and confirm that colonial empire.

The terrible famine in India had been

averted, he said, generously oblivious of

the "
gibes, and flouts, and jeers

"
of Lord

Salisbury,
"
by the sagacity and energy of

two persons the present viceroy of India

and my noble friend the secretary of state

40
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for India." With regard to foreign affairs

it was the wish of the government to main-

tain peace in Europe, and in that wish all

the powers agreed. "Her Majesty's govern-

ment," concluded Mr. Disraeli, "have on

every occasion been prompt and ready to

exert their influence in that manner they
believe best fitted to promote the blessings

of peace. They believe that moral influence

on the part of England is not to be despised;
but their definition of moral influence is

not giving advice which is not asked for.

They believe that when applied to by any
state for assistance in difficulties which

ought to be terminated, a generous adoption
of the position of adviser or mediator is

one which we should never refuse
;
and we

believe also that some moral influence may
be exercised at this moment when disorder

and confusion prevail in some countries,

which we regret, by exhibiting to Europe
the example of a state which has solved

the great political problem by combining
order with liberty, and which, if some of

those troubles which are anticipated may
occur, will, while it still vindicates the

principle of religious liberty, not shrink

from proclaiming the principle of religious
truth."

Some little excitement was created

owing to certain remarks in this speech

being keenly commented upon. At this

time the personal quarrel between Prince

Bismarck and Count Arnim, the late Ger-

man ambassador at Paris, was attract-

ing considerable attention
;
the count had

been arrested, his house had been forcibly
entered into, and his private and official

papers seized. It was said that Mr. Disraeli

strongly disapproved of these high-handed

proceedings, and that when in his Guildhall

speech he alluded to our working men not

being
"
afraid of political arrests or domicil-

iary visits," he was contrasting the security

enjoyed by an English artisan with the

insecurity to which a Prussian noble might
be subject. This interpretation Mr. Disraeli

contradicted. A paragraph was inserted

in the Times* in which it stated that

Mr. Disraeli did not mean to refer in any

way to the German government ;
that his

observations had nothing specially to do

with Count Arnim
;
and that in what he

said about arrests and domiciliary visits

he was simply thinking of the generally

deplorable condition of the continental

aristocracy, which, whether in Paris or

Berlin, in Vienna or St. Petersburg, was

never safe, when under suspicion, from

the pursuit of the spy and the visit of the

police official. This disclaimer was re-

garded by the enemies of the prime minister

as an acknowledgment that a grave mistake

had been committed, and as a clumsy
fashion of getting out of a difficulty. It

was said that Mr. Disraeli had been forced

to insert this apology at the instigation

of Prince Bismarck, and that he had

unnecessarily dragged his country through
the mire. " The classic land of liberty,"

said a French critic,
" has in its turn been

invaded; the prime minister of England
can no longer speak without incurring and

submitting to censure from Berlin." We
shall soon learn what truth there was in

this assertion.

* " An entirely unwarranted construction having been in

one quarter placed on the expressions used by the prime
minister at Guildhall on the subject of arbitrary arrests, we
are authorized to state that in making these observations the

case of Count Arnim was not present to his mind, for the

sufficient reason that the arrest of Count Arnim was not

arbitrary but in accordance with the laws of his country."

Times. November 16, 1874.



CHAPTEE XI.

"A CRUCIAL SESSION."

THE resolve which Mr. Gladstone had long
been meditating was now to be carried out.

I >isgusted with the Conservative triumph,
soured by the divisions among his party,
and absorbed in his new hobby, theological

pdtemioB, the ex-premier made up his mind,
not absolutely to quit political life, but at

all events to resign the leadership of his

followers. He saw no public advantage,
he wrote to Lord Granville, in contin-

uing to act as the leader of the Liberal

party, and that at the age of sixty-

five, after two and forty years of a

laborious public life, he thought himself

entitled to retirement. " This retirement,"

said Mr. Gladstone,
"
is dictated to me by

my personal views as to the best method
of spendiiig the closing years of my life. I

in 'I'd hardly say that my conduct in par-
liament will continue to be governed by
the principles on which I have heretofore

acted
;
and whatever arrangements may be

made for the treatment of general business,

and for the advantage or convenience of the

Liberal party, they will have my cordial

support." This decision was much regretted

by Iwth the political parties in the state
;

still it was felt that, considering the position
of public affairs, there was no occasion for

a very brilliant leader to conduct the duties

of an Opposition. If Mr. Gladstone wanted

rest, or was more interested in literary

pursuits than in the study of political

ninnu'uvres, now, if ever, was the time

for him to sever his connection with the

Liberal party. The Conservatives were for

a time firmly established in power ;
it was

useless therefore for a man of the calibre

of Mr. Gladstone to waste his time and

strength in attacks that must for the present
be fruitless

;
and since all that a leader of

the Opposition then had to perform was

to watch the bills introduced by the Con-

servatives, such a task might safely be

intrusted to a politician of inferior ability :

the more especially as it was understood

that Mr. Gladstone did not retire from

public life, but would always be at hand,

in seasons of emergency, to counsel and

direct his party.

The duty of selecting a successor to the

late leader exercised not a little the minds

of the Liberals. As Mr. Lowe had the gift

of creating sudden but fervid animosities,

his claims were at once set aside. Mr. Bright

was already a leader in the country, but he

was not suited for the leadership in parlia-

ment. Mr. Goschen had severed himself

from his party on the question of house-

hold suffrage in the counties, and was conse-

quently not in the running. Mr. Forster,

who at one time appeared the favourite on

account of his long and eminent services in

the state, was not quite in harmony with

the Nonconformists on several religious

questions ;
he declined, therefore, to allow

himself to be nominated, on the ground
that he could not reckon upon that general

support without which it would be impos-
sible for him to fulfil the duties of leader.

Finally the choice fell upon the Marquis
of Harrington, the heir to the dukedom of

Devonshire, whose social position gratified

that admiration for rank always conspi-

cuous among men of pronounced Eadical

opinions, whilst his intellectual gifts failed

to arouse the jealousy of the more eminent

among the party. The selection has been

a happy one. At first it was the fashion

to sneer at the position occupied by the

new leader, and to laugh at the idea of

a Lowe, a Forster, a Vernon Harcourt, a
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Bright, and a Goschen holding themselves

subject to a man who was indebted entirely

for his authority to the fact that he was

the eldest son of a duke. Yet Lord

Hartington, on the various occasions when
he has had to lay down a definite policy
to his party, has proved himself a man of

tact and excellent temper, of sound judg-

ment, of no little eloquence, and of con-

siderable debating power.
Parliament was opened February 5,

1875. At first it had been expected
that the Houses would have met under

the auspices of the presence of the queen ;

but, owing to the illness of Prince Leopold
from typhoid fever, Her Majesty was unable

to attend. From the contents of the speech
from the throne, an active session was

anticipated. Measures for simplifying the

transfer of land and completing the recon-

struction of the judicature were to be

introduced
;
the dwellings of the working

classes in large towns were to be improved;
the sanitary laws were to be consolidated

and amended, and steps were to be taken

to prevent the pollution of rivers
;

the

laws relating to friendly societies were to

be amended; a bill for the amendment
of the Merchant Shipping Acts was to be

introduced, as well as a measure for im-

proving the law as to agricultural tenancies
;

the better security of the subject from

personal violence was to be provided for,

and a public prosecutor appointed. With

regard to foreign affairs England was at

peace with all the powers; Spain had called

the Prince of Asturias to the throne under
the title of King Alphonso XII.; it was

hoped that the East African slave trade

would soon be extinguished; peace had
been maintained on the Gold Coast; the

adoption of a wise and humane system
of native administration in South Africa

would be considered
;
and the provinces of

India, thanks to an ample harvest, had been

restored to prosperity.

In the debate on the address Lord Hart-

ington came forward as the leader of the

Opposition, and criticised the policy of the

government. He considered the legisla-

tive proposals of the government as wise

and beneficent, and hoped that the pro-

gramme would be carried out. He, however,

regretted the omission of measures touching
local government and local taxation. Then

he was sarcastic as to the various reforms

which a perusal of Conservative newspapers
and of Conservative speeches had prepared
him to expect would follow from the estab-

lishment of a Conservative government,
and yet all mention of such reforms was

conspicuous by its absence. Eloquent Con-

servative journals, and still more eloquent
members of parliament, had constantly

declared that under the Liberal govern-
ment Ireland was in a state of disaffection.

Why then, Lord Hartington asked, was no

allusion made to Ireland ? He had ex-

pected to hear that the garrison in that

country was to be doubled, and martial law

proclaimed. What had Conservatives not

said as to the condition of the army and

navy under the Liberal government; yet
in the speech from the throne he heard

nothing of the grievances of officers to be

redressed, and nothing of additional ships

to be built ! Again, what had not been

alleged as to the condition of the colonies

and of the home affairs of the country
under the Liberal government, by the Con-

servative party when in Opposition ; yet
there was no mention made to remove

colonial abuses or to relieve taxation !

"
Now, I submit to the House," said the

leader of the Opposition in conclusion,

"that I have been drawing a picture which

is scarcely, if at all, exaggerated. The

materials for it I have drawn simply from

the declarations which have been made by
hon. gentlemen opposite, in thousands of

speeches and in newspaper articles, both

during the existence of the late government
and since their retirement from office. I

now commend to the House the careful

consideration of the difference between

the wise and temperate policy actually

presented by Her Majesty's government
for the consideration of this House, and
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that which from the writings and speeehes

to which I have referred we were not

unnaturally led to expect."

Mr. Disraeli replied. He began by grace-

fully alluding to the position occupied by
Lord Hartington, and to the advantage
of an Opposition possessing a leader. He
had learnt with great satisfaction that

ministers were to meet parliament with a

recogni/ed authority in one who would

undertake the chief business of their political

connection.
"
It has been the boast," said

Mr. Disraeli, "of the House of Commons
for a long period, that even when political

passion runs high and partywarmth becomes

somewhat intense, thereshould existbetween

those members of both parties who take any
considerable share in the conduct of their

business, sentiments of courtesy, and when
I lie public interest requires it even of confi-

deiice, which tend very greatly to facilitate

the business of the country to the public

advantage. I trust that feeling will in our

time never cease; and I can truly say,

without making or intending to make any
cil iservat ion of a personal or invidious nature,

for gentlemen on tliissideoftheHou.se, that

it is matter of satisfaction to us that the

ehief business of our opponents is to be

conducted by one who in the course of many
yea is in this House has obtained equally
our respect and our regard." Then as to the

wish expressed that the programme of the

session might be carried out, Mr. Disraeli

hoped that such w.ould be its fate, but it

was dangerous to prophesy. "At present
all I can say is," he replied,

"
that with the

assistance of the House it is our intention

to bring forward and carry the measures we
have enumerated

;
but you may have revo-

lutions, you may have great catastrophes,

you may have ecclesiastical misconceptions,

you may have a revival of those burning

questions which were the pride of the min-

istry of the noble lord and his colleagues.
I cannot answer for what may be the con-

seijuences if such unhappy circumstances

should occur; but at present this is our

pruiy-amme, and I trust that the business

of the session when it is over will offer

upon the whole a fair fulfilment of the ex-

pectations which we have held out" He
also said that, when the fitting moment

arrived, measures of local administration

would be introduced. Then as to the charge

of Lord Hartington,that there was a cont m -I

between the speeches made by Conservative

members and the articles written by Conser-

vative journals and the actual proceedings

of a Conservative government, Mr. Disraeli

thus replied :

"
I will not attempt to vie with the noble

lord in the masterly picture which he drew

of the contrast afforded between the meas-

ures brought forward by the Conservative

government and the speeches made I know

not where, and the articles written, which I

never read, by what he calls the Conser-

vative party. There is a most ingenious,

but at the same time most inconvenient

course which I have noticed among many
hon. gentlemen opposite and to night the

noble lord has assumed the habit as if he

had been born to it of seeking out the

most violent speeches made by the most

uninlluential persons in the most obscure

places, and the most absurd articles appear-

ing in the dullest and most uninfluential

newspapers, and saying these are the

opinions of the great Conservative party.

The great Conservative party has been

legitimately and I believe very fairly re-

presented on the bench opposite, when we
were enjoying that freedom which is the

noble appanage now of those whom I see

before me. The opinions of the Conservative

ministry are now expressed from this bench,

and we are responsible for them and will

not shrink from that responsibility. So I

must protest against the grotesque reminis-

cences of the noble lord." Mr. Disraeli

concluded by expressing sympathy for the

illness of Prince Leopold, and for the natural

anxiety of the sovereign.

Before the business of the session com-

menced in real earnest, a dispute between

the House and one of the constituencies had

to be settled John Mitchell, a well-known
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Irish agitator, had stood for Tipperary and

had been elected. The antecedents of

the man were most unfavourable. He had

been sentenced to transportation for his

share in the rebellion of 1848, had broken

his parole, and had fled to the United States.

There he became naturalized as an American

citizen, and had taken up his abode at New
York. A vacancy occurring in the represen-
tation of Tipperary, he offered himself as a

candidate and issued his address from across

the Atlantic. He was in favour of home

rule, of the destruction of the established

church, of universal tenant right, and of

the liberation of the Fenian prisoners. His

return was unopposed, and he landed at

Queenstown amid much cheering. That an

unpardoned convict should take his seat

in Westminster was, of course, out of the

question. Mr. Disraeli at once moved,
" That John Mitchell having been adjudged

guilty of treason-felony and sentenced to

transportation for fourteen years, and not

having endured the full term of his sentence

nor having received pardon under the great

seal, has become and continues to be in-

capable to sit in parliament." Some little

discussion arose upon the motion. If, as

the lawyers had decided, John Mitchell

could not be compelled to serve out his

original sentence and could not be proceeded

against for breaking prison, what was the

disability, asked the Opposition, under which
he laboured ? In reply the legal advisers of

the crown asserted, that as the man had
been adjiidged a felon and had not been

purged, either by pardon from the crown or

by having completed the term of his sen-

tence, he was still a felon, and as such could

not sit in the House of Commons. The

Opposition contended that this view of the

case was, if not incorrect, at least new, and

suggested that the question should be re-

ferred to the examination and decision of a

committee.

Mr. Disraeli, however, resolved upon

having no dallying with the matter; it

was not a party question, but a House of

Commons question, and the return of such

a man was an insult to the chamber, not

for an instant to be permitted.
" This is

a question," he said (February 18, 1875),
"
upon which the House of Commons ought

to decide, and to decide with promptitude.
I deeply regret that we are called upon to

decide it
;
but we have to do our duty, and

if we have let us do it completely. Do not

let us say -that we really do not know what

are our privileges. Do not let us say that

we must have a committee to examine into

musty precedents, and that we really have

so little confidence in our own intelligence

and our own resolution that a convicted

felon may come to this table, although
almost every member of this House disap-

proves his taking a seat, because no one has

the courage to come forward and ask the

House of Commons to declare it our law and

what is also the ancient law of the country.

I trust therefore that we shall decide, and

decide without doubt upon this question."

It was no part of his duty, contended

Mr. Disraeli, to inform the House what a

felon was or was not.
" But it is part of

my duty," he added severely,
"

if a felon is

returned to parliament, comes to this table,'

and claims to be a representative of the

people, so long as I am sitting in this place

to call upon the House of Commons to

avenge its outraged privileges and to say,

that 'until, either by the favour of the crown

or by your own dutiful conduct, you shall

have cleared yourself from this flaw, you
shall not take your seat in the House of

Commons.'
" What a striking contrast does

the frank and spirited conduct of Mr.

Disraeli on this occasion afford to the

evasive and half-hearted behaviour of Mr.

Gladstone under somewhat similar circum-

stances, which recent events have made us

far too familiar with ?

The motion of the prime minister was
then agreed to, and a fresh writ ordered to

be issued for Tipperary. The convict was

again returned by a large majority, but he

headed the poll in vain. The Irish court

of Common Pleas decided that the votes

given to Mitchell counted as nothing ;
and
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Captain Moon-, the Conservative candidate,

who li;ul come in as a very bad second,
was consequently pronounced member for

Tipperary.
Another instance of the freaks of a con-

st it uency at this time also exhibited itself.

The borough of Stoke-upon-Trent, which
had hitherto been considered a respectable
and intelligent constituency, raked amid
tlie dunghill of lost reputations, and selected

as their representative one who rejoiced
in the distinction of being

"
the most

unscrupulous maligner of his day." Dr.

Kenealy was one of those acrid and malevo-

lent minds which constant disappointment
and pecuniary difficulties so often create.

He had. written books and poems which
fell still-born from the press, and he had

gone to the bar, though he had failed to

attain any fame beyond that of an Old

ISailey lawyer of the second rank. Thanks
to the recommendation of the judge whom
he afterwards so unscrupulously calum-

niated, he was selected to wear the silk

of a queen's counsel. His conduct during
the celebrated Tichborne trial gave the

finishing stroke to his career
;

his ill-

lulaneed advocacy of the notorious butcher,

his clumsy but spiteful attacks upon the

bench, the gross and venomous suggestions

upon which lie based his line of defence,

are fresh within the memory of us all, and
are among the most degrading chapters
in the history of the bar. The man was
disbenched ami disbarred, and treated with

the contempt and disgust such a miscreant

deserved by all whose good opinion was
worth the having. A social pariah and
a le^al outcast, it pleased the insane taste

of the laliMe of the borough of Stoke

to select
"
the doctor

"
as their representa-

tive. He was returned, and proceeded to

Westminster to take his seat.

As an instance of the light in which Dr.

Kenealy was regarded, the newly-elected
member was unable to find any one to

introduce him. He walked up to the table

to take the oatli alone. "I have to point

out," said the speaker, "that according to the

usual practice of this House, when an lion,

member' appears for the first time in this

House it is necessary that he should be

introduced by two members. I now ask

whether there are two members of the

House present to introduce the hon. mem-
ber?" A dead silence followed this ques-
tion. No one was desirous of touching

pitch and being defiled.
" I am, sir, aware

of the practice," remarked Dr. Kenealy, in

his most humble tones;
" but I am not

aware of any rule or law of the House
to deprive a new member of the right of

taking the oath and his place in this House.

This practice of the House, I believe, has

been established since 1830." The speaker
declined to be drawn into an argument.
"
It is not for the lion member," he said

sternly,
"
to discuss the rules of the House.

At present all I have to do is to point out

to the House that the practice now observed

has been in existence since the year 1688."

This ceremony might have been insisted

upon, had not Mr. Disraeli generously come
forward to propose that the rule be dis-

pensed with. This intervention was both

kindly and just Dr. Kenealy, after all, had

been duly elected; he was not a convict; he

was willing to take the oath
; the rule as

to introduction had only been drawn up to

establish identity ;
and it was impossible

to think that on this side of Gehenna there

could be two Kenealys. An idle ceremony

ought not, therefore, to have barred the

entrance of the member for Stoke into the

popular chamber. "
I hope, sir," said Mr.

Disraeli (February 18, 1875),
" that in this

case the ordinary rules will not be enforced.

The identity of the new member," he sar-

castically remarked,
"
cannot, I believe, be

questioned. Although, for myself, I think

the rule in question an excellent rule and

it is one which I trust will be strictly

observed in the future yet I think then;

are circumstances connected with the pre-

sent case which render it desirable that

we should not insist upon its enforcement"

This suggestion was accepted. Dr. Kenealy
was permitted to take the oath, and for
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the first time since bis degradation he was

privileged to shake the hand of a gentle-

man.

The session was undoubtedly a dull one.

The measures alluded to in the speech from

the throne were introduced, but they gave
rise to no especial display of eloquence.
Mr. Disraeli himself spoke but seldom, con-

tenting himself with replying to questions,
and leaving it to his colleagues to carry

through the bills which belonged to their

respective departments. The only incidents

which tended to enliven the monotony en-

gendered by the consideration of necessary
but heavy legislative details, were the

numerous questions of
'

privilege
'

that

were constantly arising. "V^hat with the

sensitiveness of Dr. Kenealy, the irrita-

bility of the home rulers, and the revela-

tions as to the manipulation of foreign

loans, no sooner had one dispute been

settled than another quickly came on the

scene. The chief agitator was Dr. Kenealy.

Scarcely had he taken his seat without any
assistance from the usual "godfathers," than

he attempted to bring a member to account

for having severely criticised, out of parlia-

ment, the relations between the witness

Jean Luie and the member for Stoke during
the trial of the notorious claimant to the

Tichborne estates. It was, however, ruled

that at the time when such criticisms were

passed Dr. Kenealy was not a member of

parliament; that the criticisms were uttered

out of doors, and referred only to profes-
sional misconduct

;
and that it did not fall

within the province of the House of Com-
mons to notice anything said by its members
unless remarked of them in their parlia-

mentary capacity.
" Personal attacks," said

Mr. Disraeli, "are not necessarily questions
of privilege. To make it a question of privi-

lege a personal attack must be made in this

House, or it must be made against a mem-
ber of this House in his capacity as a

member of this House. In the present
case I do not find even the shadow of

privilege. The hon. and learned member
for Stoke comes forward and says he has

been accused, outside the House, of conduct

which certainly is as disgraceful conduct

as can well be conceived. But the words

were not spoken in the House of Commons,
nor at that moment was the hon. member
for Stoke a member of the House of Com-
mons. Therefore I think," sarcastically

suggested Mr. Disraeli,
"

it is very clear

that the course which the hon. member for

Stoke should take, if he be suffering under

this criticism and these allusions, is to appeal
to those courts of law with which he is so

intimately acquainted."

Foiled in this attempt, Dr. Kenealy now
made use of the House of Commons to pre-

sent petitions praying for the release of Roger
Castro from imprisonment, and at the same

time he accused the three judges who tried

the case of gross unfairness. Outside the

House of Commons the member for Stoke

freely indulged in the most virulent abuse

of the judicial bench, but at Westminster

he maintained a discreet silence. He had

given notice that he would bring the con-

duct of the judges before the House oi

Commons
;

but weeks passed, and the

threat remained unfulfilled. Such delay
created no little indignation. Mr. Mac-

donald, the working-man's candidate, boldly

told Dr. Kenealy that if there was any truth

in the statements he was laying before the

country, he was bound to carry out the

terms of his notice, and bring the matter

before the House of Commons. Mr. Bright
was still more outspoken.

"
It is not

right," said he,
"

to make such statements,

I will not say to defame, but to charge
eminent judges, and to create in the mind
of the people a belief that men upon their

trial before the judges and a jury of this

country cannot hope for fair, open, and

complete justice. I say he has no right to

do that, and leave a notice of that kind on

the paper week after week and month after

month
;
and I think the House ought to

insist that a question of this nature, upon
which so much hangs a question as to the

judgment of the House upon the character

of eminent judges that this question ought
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not to be left undecided. The House ought
to take some steps by which it shall either

be adjudged or got rid of for ever."

At last the pressure of the House and of

public opinion became too strong for even

Dr. Kenealy to resist, and amid a full

House, which listened to him in indig-

nant silence, he brought forward his long-

talked-of motion against the judges. He
asserted that the late government had acted

in an unjustifiable and unprecedented man-

ner in instituting a criminal prosecution

against
" the claimant ;" he denoxmced the

counsel for the prosecution for having pre-

sented forged evidence to the jury ;
and he

specially denounced the conduct of Lord

Chief-justice Cockburu for having pre-

judged the case by expressing his deter-

mination to convict the prisoner, and for

having made statements of fact on his own

authority to the jury. Under these circum-

stances he moved for the appointment of a

royal commission to inquire into the conduct

of the trial at bar of the Tichborne case.

In the debate that ensued Mr. Disraeli took

part. "The motion is made," he said (April

23, 1875),
"
in consequence of an alleged

miscarriage of justice a miscarriage due to

corrupt means and corrupt judges, and there

can be no more important question brought
under the consideration of the House of

Commons than a case of that kind, if it be

well founded. I have listened with much
attention and interest to the hon. gentleman,
and I have acted as impartially as one can

do upon matters which for a considerable

time have necessarily occupied the attention

of everybody in the country; and I am
bound to say, having listened to the hon.

gentleman, he does not appear to me to

have brought forward a case which would
in any way authorize the interference of the

House of Commons." Mr. Disraeli then

reminded the malignant ex-counsel that in-

stead of bringing the case before the House
of Commons he could have appealed to the

secretary of state against the conviction

of "
the claimant," yet he had not done so;

nor had he appealed to the lord chancellor

VOL. II.

against the conduct of the judges both of

which courses would have been wiser than

the one he had adopted.
" The hon. gentleman, however," con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli, "now comes to the

House of Commons complaining of a great

miscarriage of justice. He has a day
selected for hearing his case. He has an

opportunity of stating it fully and com-

pletely without any interference, if not to

a friendly, yet, I must say, to a most

courteous audience. He cannot, therefore,

say that he has not been able to do justice

to his case, or that he has appealed to those

who have not had the candour to give him

their calm attention. Yet what do we find?

What is the result of all these great and

solemn preparations ? Why is the House

of Commons arrested in the progress of its

labours ? Why are we threatened through-
out the land with horrible catastrophes and

impending revolutions ? For what ? To

listen to a thrice-told tale; and if it has

been told not without force, we must

remember that it has often been repeated,

and that the hon. gentleman comes this

evening with all the advantages of a

practised actor, who, after the provinces,

comes to seal his reputation on the metro-

politan stage." Mr. Disraeli then entered

at some length into the charges of mis-

conduct at the trial brought forward by
Dr. Kenealy, and showed without much
trouble that they were utterly unfounded.

And here he availed himself of the oppor-

tunity of passing an eloquent eulogium

upon the lord chief-justice.
"
It is against the lord chief-justice that

this charge is made. It is against his

corrupt misbehaviour that the country has

been agitated. What is the evidence that

has been brought forward to-night by the

hon. member for Stoke, in order to sub-

stantiate a charge which never ought to be

ventured upon unless it can be vindicated

by testimony of the most irresistible nature ?

Why, sir, we know something about Lord

Chief-justice Cockburn. He is a man of

transcendent abilities. He was for a con-

41
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siderable time a member of this House.

He did not belong to the political con-

nection of which I am proud to be a

member
;
but I was proud always of being

a member of the House in which Lord Chief-

justice Cockburn sat. His eloquence is

remembered in this House
;
and when he

left us to ascend to the highest tribunal

almost within the realm, he sustained the

reputation which he had attained here and

in the courts of his country with learning
and majesty. But it is not only as an

eminent judge that he has distinguished
himself. He has shown himself a jurist

and a publicist of the highest character

a man who can be trusted with the most

important national interests, and who at

a critical period vindicated those interests

and sustained the honour of his country.

But we must look to the idiosyncrasy of

individuals when we have to decide upon

questions like the present. The lord chief-

justice, although he is a man of great

learning, although he is a man equal to

the exercise of the highest functions, and

has employed a great portion of his life

in the gravest and most responsible pursuits,

yet he is a genial and social being also.

He is not one of those individuals who
enter saloons with Rhadamanthine gravity;
he seeks, and properly seeks, some dis-

traction from the cares and labours of a

most exhausting profession and position ;

and is it to be endured," asked Mr. Disraeli,

referring to a distorted accusation brought
forward that Sir Alexander Cockburn had
told a lady whom he met out at dinner

that he intended to sentence the claimant

to penal servitude, "that misrepresentations
of the casual conversation in society of

such a man are to be brought forward on

no authority whatever, and to be made the

foundation of the gravest charges in one of

the greatest assemblies in the world ? We
know very well there is nothing in my
mind more to be deprecated than the intro-

duction of this private gossip of private life

here. I have often the House will pardon
me for saying it heard what I never heard

when I first entered this House, of observa-

tions and opinions that have been expressed

by hon. gentlemen on either side in the

lobby repeated in debate. That I look upon
as a most loose and unmannerly proceeding.

. . . And so to-night, because the lord

chief-justice goes to a party and meets I

regret that the name of the lady has been

unfortunately introduced onewhom every-

body acquainted with her knows to be a

most charming lady I hope she will not

be too much mortified by her introduction

into this ruder society but because she,

being interested in the question, pressed

the lord chief-justice for an opinion, which

evidently by the first account he desired

to avoid and tried to parry with some of

that gay fun which is permitted under

the circumstances, all England is to be

agitated ;* we are advancing upon a

volcano, revolution is to happen to-morrow;

and if a certain resolution is not carried

this evening, to-morrow is to be marked

with the darkest fate, and probably even

this House of Commons may never again

assemble."

The business they had to consider, con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli, was the most absurd,

the most flimsy, the most preposterous

that had ever engaged the attention of

the House. The country had every con-

fidence in the judicial bench, and there

was no wish, except among a minority

misled for mischievous ends, to turn the

House of Commons into a great court of

appeal. "Let the House for a moment,"

concluded Mr. Disraeli, "consider what

would be the consequence of the adoption

of this resolution, throwing aside all those

melodramatic foreshadowings as to the

probable consequences of its rejection.

What must be the practical result if the

House were to adopt this resolution, and

were to act upon it ? The House of Com-
* This lady had said to the lord chief-justice that Lord

Rivers believed so firmly in
" the claimant

"
that she was of

opinion he would never give him up even if he was found

guilty. Whereupon the lord chief-justice jokingly said,
u Present my compliments to Lord Rivers, and tell him

that in that case he may probably have to accompany his

friend to penal servitude."
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mons would become a great court of appeal,

and we should at last have secured that

object which has ha Hied the ingenuity of

the most distinguished law reformers 'else-

where.' There is not a case that could be

tried in this country, the issue of which

would not have to be decided here
;
not

a question of master and servant that

would not certainly be brought before this

assembly. It might become a great court

of appeal, but it would soon, under such

circumstances, cease to be a House of Com-
mons. I trust that the House will show

to-night in a manner which cannot be

mistaken will show the country that it

has treated this question in the spirit

which it deserves, and that we have

availed ourselves of this opportunity which

has been given to the hon. gentleman in

a manner becoming this House, and I hope

reassuring to the country. The hon. gen-
tleman has had his occasion, he has been

before the assembled House of Commons
in no slight numbers, he has stated his

case with ability and art, he has had every

opportunity of marshalling his facts and

managing his inferences, he has put forward

his strongest points, and what have they
amounted to? They have amounted to

this to bring conviction to the minds of

every one who has heard him that all

this agitation, all this tumult that has

disturbed the country for months, had no

solid foundation
;
that there has been no

miscarriage of justice; and that England
and Knglislinicii may still be proud of

their institutions and confident in the

administration of the law."

On a division the motion of Dr. Kenealy
was rejected by a majority of 432 ay, 1

;

noes, 433. The solitary ay was Major
< >'< iorman.

The most dramatic incident of the session

was. ho\\e\ei, that which led to the rapid

passing of the Merchant Shipping Act

through the House. Mr. 1'limsoll, the

memher for Derby, one of the kindliest and

warmest-hearted of men, hut whose phil-

anthropic activity was somewhat injured

by an unsound impulsiveness and want of

tact, had taken the British merchant sea-

men under his special protection. He main-

tained that ships were sent to sea totally

unfitted for a voyage ;
that at the first storm

which tested their rotten timbers they sank

with all hands on board, and that then

their owners were handsomely recouped for

their loss by the insurance offices. He had

so persistently advocated the dangers to

which merchant seamen were liable from

the selfish cruelty of the "
ship-knackers,"

that the subject had been forced upon the

attention of the government, and the presi-

dent of the board of trade had been intrusted

with the duty of passing a measure through

the House, entitled, the Merchant Shipping
Bill. At the same time leave was given to

Mr. Plimsoll to bring in a measure of his

own upon the subject, which, since he

had made the matter a special study, it

was thought might help the government
in making their own scheme more spe-

cific and comprehensive. As the session

advanced, Mr. Disraeli, in the face of

measures which the country deemed more

important for as yet no great sympathy
had been evinced in favour of the shipping

bill, the country considering that the

dangers incurred by our merchant seamen

had been much exaggerated felt himself

bound to withdraw the measure intro-

duced by the president of the board of

trade in favour of the agricultural holdings

bill, which was then attracting much atten-

tion. Both bills could not be passed during
the session; and if one must be sacrificed,

Mr. Disraeli was of opinion that the measure

which the nation seemed somewhat apa-

thetic about should be thrown over. The

government, he said, were most anxious

to pass the merchant shipping bill, but

so much business stood in the way that

they found it impossible. It must therefore

be deferred to next session, when it would

be re-introduced at the first opportunity.

Upon hearing this decision, Mr. Plim-

soll, who was suffering from extreme

irritability of the nervous system, brought
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on by over-work in investigating the num-
erous cases of shipping frauds that came
within his notice, completely forgot him-

self. He lost his temper, and was loud

in his denunciations of the shipowners
who sat in the House, and of the un-

feeling conduct of the government in

abandoning a bill of so much urgency,
and which had to deal with the saving of

human life. He moved the adjournment of

the House. He entreated Mr. Disraeli "not

to consign some thousands of living human

beings to undeserved and miserable death."

He declared that, ever since the commercial

marine had been committed to the care of

the board of trade, matters had been getting
worse and worse,

" with the aid of ship-

owners of murderous tendencies outside the

House, and who are immediately and amply
represented inside the House, and who have

frustrated and talked to death every effort

to procure a remedy for this state of things."

Then becoming all the warmer in the heat

and bitterness of his advocacy, he asserted

that every winter hundreds and hundreds

of brave men were sent to death, their

wives were made widows, and their children

were made orphans, in order that a few

speculative scoundrels, in whose hearts

there was neither the love of God nor the

fear of God, might make their unhallowed

gains. "There are shipowners," he cried,
" in this country of ours who have never

either built a ship or made a new one, but

who are simply what are called
'

ship-

knackers,' and I accidentally overheard a

member of this House described in the

lobby by an ex-secretary of the Treasury
as a

'

ship-knacker.'"

This remark was met by loud cries of
" order

;

"
but Mr. Plimsoll was now in

too wild and vehement a state to be con-

trolled by the ordinary rules of debate.

He boldly accused a member of the

House by name of being a "ship-knacker;"
and when again called to order bawled

out,
"
I am determined to unmask the

villains who send to death and destruc-

tion
"

. He was not allowed to finish

the sentence. This time he had gone too

far, and he was called upon by the speaker
to explain whether he used the word
"
villains

"
with any reference to any mem-

ber of the House. Mr. Plimsoll angrily

replied that he did, and that he declined

to withdraw the expression ;
nor in spite

of all the persuasion of the speaker would

he consent to apologise. Mr. Disraeli,

as leader of the House, now moved that

Mr. Plimsoll should be reprimanded by
the speaker

" for his violent and dis-

orderly conduct." The member for Derby
then withdrew

;
but on it being represented

to the House that he was suffering from

great mental excitement, at the suggestion
of Mr. Disraeli it was agreed that the debate

should be adjourned for a week, and that

Mr. Plimsoll should not be required to

attend in his place during that interval.

The rest wrought the desired effect. At

the time appointed Mr. Plimsoll appeared
in the House, and apologised frankly and

sincerely for his conduct. Mr. Disraeli

rose and regretted that he had moved that

Mr. Plimsoll should be reprimanded. Had
he been informed when he proposed that

motion, that the hon. member for Derby
was in an ill state of health, he would have

taken another course.
" I should have felt,"

he said, "that the case was one of a peculiar

character, and to be treated in a very

different spirit. I should have looked upon
it as I look upon it now as a case of over-

strained sensibility in a man excited by his

devotion to a cause which however many
of us may differ as to the measures which

he proposes as remedies all must acknow-

ledge to be a great and a good cause." He

rejoiced to see Mr. Plimsoll again in his

place, and he felt sure the House would

receive the apology in the same spirit in

which it was offered. He therefore moved

that the order of the day be discharged;

the motion was then agreed to.

Thus ended this unhappy ebullition of

temper, yet it tended to serve the interests

of Mr. Plimsoll better than any other

scheme he could have planned. To the
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apathy of the country which Mr. Disraeli

had complained of with regard to our mer-

chant seamen, there had succeeded the

deepest interest in their fate. Mr. Plimsoll

was the hero of the hour. Meetings were

held at every seaport in the kingdom,

urging upon government to introduce a

measure which should prevent ships from

going to sea in an unseaworthy condition,

from being too heavily laden, and from

falling a prey to the wiles of the "
ship-

knackers." From the pulpit, in pamphlets,
in the daily journals, ministers were exhorted

to put a stop to the reckless proceedings of

shipowners. This enthusiasm was not to be

ignored. A temporary measure was rapidly

brought forward, and carried through the

House, which gave the board of trade for

a year extraordinary powers of detaining

ships, which caused shipowners to take the

responsibility of fixing a load line for each

separate cargo, which prohibited deck loads,

and which enacted that grain should not be

carried in bulk when it formed more than

a third of the cargo. Thus, as Mr. Disraeli

afterwards confessed, thanks to Mr. Plim-

soll, a measure became law in ten days
which under other circumstances would

have taken as many weeks.

Meanwhile the government was busy

carrying out its programme. Mr. Cross,

the home secretary, had early in the session

introduced his measure to facilitate the

improvement of dwellings for the working
classes in towns, which has been so instru-

mental in checking the spread of disease

among the lower classes, and in reducing
the mortality of the country. The object
of the bill was to put down "rookeries,"

and in their place to erect suitable tene-

ments to be inhabited by the poor, and so

avoid the evils of overcrowding and of the

want of proper sanitary appliances.* Mr.

It is much to be regretted that recent proceedings will

tend greatly to hamper the good which ought to result from
tin' development of this Act. When Mr. Cross's bill becnme
law it was understood that land occupied by buildings
condemned to destruction was to he kept for the erection

of new artisans' dwellings; and at first the Metropolitan
Board of Works stipulated whenever it sold land which had
been occupied, that for eighty years to come only working
men's houses should be erected upon it. Early in 1882.

Hardy had brought forward his regimental

exchanges bill, which rendered legal the

payment of money between officers who,

on account of health or for other reasons,

might wish to make exchanges of regiment

or station among themselves; the bill, he

said, would promote contentment, whilst it

would not entail any loss upon the public.

The budget had been laid before the

House after a plain business-like fashion.

It did not create much excitement, for

there was no deficiency to meet, nor a

substantial surplus to dispose of. The

chief feature was the proposal for the

gradual paying off of the national debt,

by the creation of a new sort of sinking

fund involving an annual charge in every

budget for 28,000,000. By this arrange-

ment the chancellor of the exchequer

calculated that by 1885, '6,800,000 of

debt would be paid off, and in thirty

years' time 213,000,000. The other meas-

ures of the session, in which, however, Mr.

Disraeli took no part, were the bills intro-

duced by Mr. Cross to modify the labour

laws, the friendly societies bill, which was

intrusted to the chancellor of the exchequer,

and the public health bill. In the House

of Lords the lord chancellor had reproduced

the judicature bill, and the land titles and

transfer bill. Owing to the opposition the

judicature bill encountered it was post-

poned, and a new measure of a temporary
character introduced.

The measure which was the first to

attract the attention of the prime minister,

was the one which had for its object

the apparently hopeless aim of rendering

Ireland tranquil. It was found necessary

still to continue exceptional legislation.

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, as secretary for

Ireland, was the spokesman of the govern-

ment in laying before the House the minis-

however, the board changed its views, insisting only that the

land so sold should be devoted to the purpose named for

the space of ten years. The result of this decision will of

course be that builders will run up shaky tenements simply

to 1 ist ten years and no longer. At the end of that time

there will be another eviction of the industrious poor, in order

to make room fur the erection of a class of houses that will be

more mmmeritive. It is hoped that the Metropolitan Board ..f

Works will be compelled to abide by it* orieiual ctiprls'"-
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terial measxire. It continued the repressive

Acts already in force, but with certain

mitigations. The lord-lieutenant was no

longer empowered to imprison persons in

proclaimed districts who might be found

abroad at night, nor summarily to suppress
seditious and treasonable newspapers. With

regard to the use of arms, the government
asked for a renewal for five years of those

restrictions contained in the Peace Preser-

vation Act forbidding such use. It was

also proposed to continue the Westmeath

Act for another two years.

On the second reading of the peace

preservation bill (March 23, 1875) Mr.

Disraeli addressed the House, defending
the government measure from the strictures

passed upon it by the Opposition. Lord

Eobert Montague had moved an amend-

ment condemning exceptional legislation

for Ireland
;
he considered that the time

had now arrived when, instead of perse-

vering perpetually in a system of coercion

for Ireland, they should make a stand, and

declare that such a system should continue

no longer. We give the reply of Mr. Dis-

raeli at length, since it has never formed a

portion of his published speeches. From
its contents we see the nature of the

objections of Mr. Butt, who was the chief

opponent to the bill, and how the provisions
of the measure differed from the Coercion

Act passed by the late government.
" This is a measure," began Mr. Disraeli,

"of necessity, framed in a spirit of concilia-

tion. It is a measure to preserve peace,
and therefore is unjustly represented by its

opponents as a measure to create coercion.

'What is in a name?' I think a moral

may be drawn on that question in this

night's debate, for it is only by representing
this measure to preserve peace as one to

create and enforce coercion that the argu-
ments of hon. gentlemen opposite have

found any substance or foundation. Now,
I would remark in the first place, in con-

sidering this bill, that, when it was first

introduced some sessions ago, it contained

many clauses which were principal subjects

of invective and opposing arguments by
those who now maintain similar opinions

with regard to this bill, and yet all these

clauses have been omitted. The chief

points which were brought under the

consideration of the House, and which

were held up to its indignation as viola-

tions of the liberty of the subject and

as proposals contrary to the traditional

freedom of this country, find no place in

the bill now under consideration. These

points were restrictions on a free press, the

establishment of what was then described

and denounced as
'

curfew,' and the power

given to magistrates of summarily closing

houses. These are the three things which

in former discussions were particularly

inveighed against as violations of the

liberties and rights of Her Majesty's sub-

jects. None of those matters are treated

of in this bill
;
and yet only by a side

wind have hon. gentlemen opposite, during

this discussion of two nights, had the

candour to admit that those main questions

of odium, according to their view of the

case, are entirely omitted from this bill.

Well, then, there are no doubt points

which we think it our duty to insist on, and

which I trust this House will by a com-

manding majority prove that we have not

been mistaken in recommending to the

House. The points which we insist on

are restrictions on the possession of arms.

When the hon. and learned gentleman
who has just addressed us [Mr. Butt], and

worked much on that subject, touched on

the clauses of the bill, he omitted to

remember that the restrictions on arms

were much modified in this bill as com-

pared with past bills. The hon. and learned

gentleman has said much upon domiciliary

visits, and that any policeman at his own

pleasure could make a domiciliary visit to

seize arms. It was never in the power of

any policeman at his own pleasure to make
a domiciliary visit. I believe such a power
was not given in any one of the Acts to

which the hon. and learned gentleman has

referred, and certainly it is not given in
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thu bill before the House. In former

days indeed, I believe, within the last

two or three years there were general
warrants intrusted to the police for a term

of three months, which they might use.

I will not say that was an abuse. It might
have been at the time a necessary arrange-
ment by our predecessors ;

but it is one

which we have terminated, and there are

only two places in Ireland where a general

power of that kind prevails.

"Well then, the hon. and learned gentle-

man said,
' What is the prospect for Ireland

if you are to proceed with this sort of legis-

lation ? It is very true you may modify
in id mitigate your bills

;
it is very true you

have omitted some odious clauses
;
but the

result is coercion, it always has been coer-

cion, and what security have we that again
in five years we shall not have a new bill

similar to this?' The hon. and learned

gentleman continued, 'This is not the way
you have dealt with England. England
was just as disturbed as Ireland

;
there was

as much sedition in England at the earlier

part of this century and indeed for the

first quarter of this century as in Ireland;

and yet you have not carried any coercion

bills for England. You carried no coercion

bills to meet the Corresponding Society or

any of the seditious combinations.' But

does the hon. and learned gentleman mean
to say that the suspension of the Habeas

Corpus Act, which was then unfortunately
too frequently resorted to, was not an act

of coercion ? The hon. and learned gentle-

man particularly alludes to the year 1819

when he says the state of England was

more dangerous and more menacing than

that of Ireland- when there was as much

sedition, as many secret societies, and as

lunch danger to the state impending and

yet we did not have recourse to a policy
of restriction and coercion.* What does

he say about the Six Acts, which were

introduced by Lord Sidmouth and Lord
*
In the summer of 1H10 occurred the Peterloo massacre.

The dutnrbuiCN \\hirh f!li \\vil this event were of so grave
a iKiturc. t!];it (lu- mivtrimifiit n>Mi]vnl upon introducing the

notorious Six Act*

Castlereagh ? Look at the names of those

Acts. The first of those Acts passed for

Kngland was an Act against the training of

people to the use of arms that was an Act

of restriction. The second Act authorized

justices of the peace to seize arms that

might be used for purposes dangerous to

the public peace ;
what does the hon. and

learned gentleman say to that ? The third

was an Act to prevent seditious meetings

and assemblies. The fourth was an Act

against blasphemous and seditious publi-

cations. The fifth was an Act containing

severe restrictions against the press. And
the sixth was an Act to prevent delay in

the administration of justice in the case of

certain misdemeanours. Certainly no coer-

cive legislation for Ireland has exceeded the

scheme which was devised and carried into

execution by these celebrated and odious

Acts. And that is an answer to the hon.

and learned gentleman's argument about

the hopelessness of this system of legislation

and the folly of supposing that Ireland will

ever be tranquil ;
because if the state of

England was then the same as the state of

Ireland now if that state was altered and

checked by coercive legislation why should

not Ireland in due season be as tranquil, as

prosperous, and as contented as England,

without the unhappy influence of excep-

tional legislation?"

Mr. Disraeli then for the moment turned

away from Ireland to indulge in a personal

statement. Ever since his Guildhall speech,

when he compared the insecurity of a foreign

aristocracy with the security enjoyed by
the British working classes, and his subse-

quent explanation of what he had been at

the time alluding to, the Liberals and

their journals had been as loud as they

were malicious in their jubilations over

the humiliation of the prime minister.

It was asserted that the explanation in-

serted in the Times had been wrung from

Mr. Disraeli by the menacing attitude of

Prince Uismarck who had demanded an

instant apology, and that the prime min-

ister had been forced, in the face of a
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scornful Europe, meekly to eat dirt and to

drag his country through the mire. How
true these reports were we shall now learn:

"Mr. Speaker," proceeded Mr. Disraeli,
"
there is one point to which the hon. and

learned gentleman adverted with regard to

myself, on which, with the permission of the

House, I will say a few words. It is always

disagreeable to enter into personal explana-

tions; but I hope that the House will allow

that I rarely trespass on them in this way.
The hon. and learned gentleman quoted a

passage from a speech which I made, not in

this House, but which at the time attracted

some public notice. I said then, as I say

now, that the working classes of England
inherit personal privileges which the nobil-

ity of other nations do not enjoy. That

is my opinion ; by that opinion I stand
;

and I shall always be prepared, when an

opportunity offers, to prove it. Well, a stupid
some think a malignant interpretation

was given to those words, and a ridiculous

story went about that in consequence of

using those words a representation was

made to Her Majesty's government, and

that I made an apology to a minister who
believed that he was referred to. I have

never gone out of my way to contradict this

story ;
but I think that, as an hon. gentle-

man has talked to-night about Her Majesty's

government truckling to Prince Bismarck,
the House will perhaps allow me to make
one remark. There is not the slightest

truth of any kind in the statement that

was made, that any allusion or remon-

strance direct or indirect, public or private,

by male or female was ever made to me,
or to any member of Her Majesty's govern-
ment upon that subject. When the erro-

neous charge was made, that I had alluded

to the conduct of Prince Bismarck of

whom I was thinking then as little as I

was thinking of Eory O'More I thought
it idle to answer the remarks in the news-

papers, for I never grudge them their sport
with public men

;
but when, after a few

days had passed, I found that one or two

journals were gravely announcing that the

peace of Europe was endangered by such

remarks, I thought the matter had become

ridiculously grave, and I asked a friend of

mine to put in a paragraph in the papers,

for which I have never been even thanked,

either by Prince Bismarck or by anybody
else."

Having made this statement, Mr. Disraeli

returned to his criticism of the bill.
" The

other points we have insisted upon," he

continued, after making a few remarks as

to the modifications introduced touching
the restrictions on the use of arms,

"
are

with regard to the taking of unlawful oaths

and the sending of threatening letters.

These are the points on which we have

insisted in this bill, which, I maintain, is

to preserve peace, but which is described as

a measure to inflict coercion. Who could

be injured who has ever been injured

by any of the arrangements contained in

these clauses ? Who are the persons who
send threatening letters in Ireland ? Many
of these letters are of a most mischievous

and disastrous character, and are often

characterized by a bloody truth which, a

very short time after a letter has been

received, is confirmed by the fact of assass-

ination. Who is in favour of extending

mercy to such men, or who can be opposed
to legislation against such practices ? It is

idle to tell us a story about the apprentice

of a butcher, or somebody, who sent a

threatening letter to his master in order

to get his wages increased. Of course, in

such a case there is no question of human
life

;
and there is no proposal which could

not be made to appear ridiculous if it were

illustrated by some extreme case of that

kind. But we who know the state of

Ireland- the House of Commons who

know that Ireland has suffered from the

tyranny of threatening letters, will not be

misled, I am sure, by remarks of that sort.

These, then, are the points upon which we

ask the House to support us in carrying

this bill. We do not attempt we do not

ask you, we do not wish you to interfere

with the freedom of the press. We do not
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ask you to re-cstablihh the 'curfew,' which

3 ime years ago you denounced with so

much eloquence. \Yc do not ask you to

give the nudist mi es the power of summarily

closing jiuljlic. houses. But we do ask you
to agree to restrictions upon arms, much
milder than those which were proposed and

curried by our predecessors restrictions

which more or less prevail in almost every

country, and which, as all agree, have been

exercised in Ireland, whatever party has

filled the councils of Her Majesty, with

teniperatcncss and moderation. We ask

you at the same time to assist us in pre-

venting the taking of unlawful oaths and

the transmission of threatening letters. We
ask you again what possible injury such

legislation can inflict on any innocent

being ? and to remember what support,

encouragement, and spirit it must give to

the loyal subjects of Her Majesty."
Mr. Disraeli then referred to the con-

tinuance of the Westmeath Act. He

briefly sketched the history of that Act

how the agrarian outrages which had

been committed in Westmeath necessitated

s]icci;il legislation ;
how such legislation

had been asked for by Lord Hartington;
how a committee sat to inquire into the

condition of the disaffected county ;
and

how ultimately the Act became law. "This

legislation, then," he continued,
" with

respect to the county of Westmeath, and

the general policy then adopted for sup-

pressing agrarian outrages there, was not

merely the policy of ,a minister, but was
the policy of the House of Commons. All

parties, represented by their chief men,
were persuaded on the grounds brought
forward by a minister well entitled to the

confidence of the country, that there was
in Wi'stmeath and in the adjoining districts

a dark conspiracy and sanguine confedera-

tii'ii which had more or less existed for

a century. AYe knew lici'nre those discus-

sions were finished, lie fore those investiga-
tions terminated, who the very assassins

were who were hired. We knew, I may
say, who was the king of the assassins,

VOL. TI.

the individual who exercised an irresistible

power in that county over a panic-stricken

people. Well, then, I say that policy was

adopted by the House of Commons. It

was their own policy, founded on the pro-

position of a secret committee at least, a

committee of great reserve, because we sat

with closed doors.* The House of Com-
mons was persuaded of the facts I have

stated. They were not the transient in-

cidents of a session or a year. The evidence

before us was that this was an ancient in-

stitution of murder, spoliation, and anarchy ;

and we knew we were dealing with that

which the greatest energy and the greatest
wisdom could not tame or subdue in the

course of a few years. I say, then, it is

idle for the hon. and learned gentleman,
and for other members who have spoken in

the same spirit, to pretend that we have

no evidence to justify us in again bringing
forward and continuing what is called the

Westmeath Act.

The Westmeath Act must be continued

from the conviction of the House of Com-
mons of its necessity a conviction founded

upon the information obtained by the com-

mittee, and from the deliberate, mature, and

defined opinion of parliament generally, that

this system of outrage must be put down.

Well, sir, I am surprised, remembering those

days, remembering the deep interest in that

committee, remembering that when the

House met every member of the commit-

tee was surrounded by his friends and

companions, who wished to obtain some

information of the startling and terrible

revelations that we had heard, remember-

ing all that, was it not astounding for it

was only five years ago that that occurred

to hear hon. gentlemen opposite men,

too, filling the great position of county

members, deeply and intimately connected

with that part of the country getting up
in their places, doubting, and more than

doubting, the existence of the conspiracy ?

As I have said in a former part of this work (see speech
on We.-tmcath Act), Mr. Israeli objected to a secret com-

mittee, hut at the special request nf Lord Hartington lie

consented to become one of its members.

42
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for one hon. member told us lie believed

llibbonism did not exist at all, and that

there was nothing like a system of terrorism

in Ireland that the whole thing was an

invention, or something to that effect* I

think that was astounding.
" There was once a member of this House,

one of its greatest ornaments who sat oppo-
site this box or an identical one, and indeed

occupied the place which I now unworthily
fill. That was Mr. Canning. In his time,

besides the discovery of a new world, dry

champagne was invented. Hearing every-

bodytalking of dry champagne, Mr. Canning
had a great desire to taste it, and Charles

Ellis, afterwards Lord Seaford, got up a

little dinner for him, care of course being
taken that there should be some dry cham-

pagne. Mr. Canning took a glass, and after

drinking it and thinking for a moment,
exclaimed ' The man who says he likes

dry champagne will say anything.' Now
I do not want to enter into rude contro-

versy with any of my hon. friends opposite
who doubt the existence of llibbonism

;
but

this I will say, that the man who maintains

that Eibbonism does not exist is a man
who ought to drink dry champagne.

"
Having touched upon a few points in

this debate and gathered some few ears in a

well threshed field, I wish the House before

it votes to clearly understand the issue

before us. Hon. gentlemen opposite can

hardly suppose that it is very agreeable
to our feelings to introduce bills which

they look upon as coercion bills. It is not

agreeable, nor is it flattering to the people
of England, that there should be a necessity
for such bills now in the government of

Ireland. If we declined to continue this

legislation, for which as ministers we are

not responsible, I dare say that the session

would be calmer
;
and though I cannot

doubt that, even if there were no coer-

cion bills, the fervid imagination of Irish

gentlemen would not fail in introducing a

* It was Mr. Biggar who made this assertion, and thus

showed how familiar he was with the condition of his

country.

sufficient number of agreeable grievances
to relieve the dulness of our parliamentary

life, still I think they will acknowledge
that, had we not brought forward this

measure, our business would have been

easier at least for the session. But hon.

gentlemen opposite argue as if it was the

interest of an English government to bring
in coercion bills for Ireland. They argue
as if the people of Ireland were watching
with eagerness the passing of this measure.

On the contrary, they only, like us, regret

the sad necessity for such proposals. But

what in the present case I wish to impress

upon hon. gentlemen opposite is this that

we do watch these proposals with some

satisfaction, from the conviction that the

spirit which animates them, instead of being
a fierce and suspicious spirit, such as has

often, I fear, in old days animated and

inspired our legislation for Ireland, affords

evidence of our desire to extend to that

country the same friendship which we
entertain for Her Majesty's subjects in

England. But we cannot shrink from

making proposals which we deem necessary

for the preservation of order in Ireland.

Hon. gentlemen opposite can hardly hope
that they can ultimately prevent this bill

being passed. They have given a fair

opposition to it
;

I entirely acknowledge

that, nor do I myself for a moment wish

that they should be debarred from an

adequate opportunity of expressing their

opinions.
"
But," said Mr. Disraeli, appealing to

the Home Rulers, who were then busy

agitating for the legislative independence
of Ireland,

"
if when this measure is passed,

they will in their counties assist us by

conveying to the people there the assur-

ance that these Acts are but a mitigated

continuation of that unhappy policy which

was inevitable under the circumstances ;
if

they will impress upon their constituents

the conviction, which when impressed upon
them by their leaders they will entertain,

that there is in the parliament at West-

minster and in this House of Commons a
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lonii fair, wish to act well with our Irish

brother representatives, and to assist them
in all their proposals which we believe are

really i'or tin! advantage, of the country
tliat this legislation which wo are now

proposing, ami which the great majority
of hoth sides of this House say with us

is inevitahle, is a solemn though sad duty
which we have inherited and which, filling

these places, our duty to the queen requires

that we should hring forward if they look

upon it in that light and acknowledge the

necessity for passing it, they will find, I

run sure, on both sides of the House a true

sympathy with their sincere efforts for the

advancement of Ireland in those many
'ires of which they have given notice,

some of which affect the rights and some

tin' material interests of the country. They
will find, I say, in the parliament of Eng-
land a sympathizing body, who will feel

proud when they confess that a true

experience of the House in which they
sit has proved to them that it is capable

of representing the United Kingdom."
The amendment of Lord Robert Mon-

tague was defeated by a large majority. It

was felt that, though the Fenian organi-

zation was no longer in a position to do

mischief, yet no little disaffection still

existed in many parts of Ireland, and

therefore it would have been most unwise

to abandon altogether the restraints and

rest riit ions of exceptional legislation. The
bill introduced by the Conservative govern-
ment was the first step towards a gradual
relaxation of the severity of former coercion

Acts; but such relaxation, it was considered,

should be gradual, and not sudden. By the

..a ion Act no new laws were

enacted, but only the existing laws con-

tinned, and in several instances modified.

To repeal all the clauses in the coercion

Acts would, in the uncertain state of Ire-

land, simply have resulted in a return to

the bloodshed and agrarian outrages which

had formerly disgraced that country. The

objects of the measure advocated by Mr.

Disraeli were to preserve peace in Ireland,

to keep capital in the island, and to givo

the inhabitants an opportunity of advancing

in the path of material progress and pros-

perity. That these ends were not attained

was due, not to the Irish policy of the Tory

party, but to the mischievous advice of the

Home Rulers being carried out in its stead.

During the. session the prime minister

did not take a prominent part in sup-

porting the different measures introduced

by his colleagues. He spoke but seldom,

leaving the bills brought forward by the

cabinet to the care and control of the

special ministers who had been intrusted

with the task of passing them through the

House. Air. Disraeli confined himself to

the general supervision of public business,

and to the various questions of privilege

which were constantly coming up for

decision. The tactics of the Opposition,

too, taxed his leadership not a little. 11 is

political foes, instead of presenting a dis-

tinct and united opposition, were broken

into three almost antagonistic sections.

There were the Home Rulers, who were

then planning their system of obstruction

which they afterwards so irritatingly but

successfully carried out; there were the

advanced Liberals, and there were the old-

fashioned Whigs. Each of these sections

had to be treated separately ;
and the

consequence was, as Mr. Disraeli after-

wards complained, that instead of having
to contend with one Opposition, he had to

contend with three distinct Oppositions.

To manage the House under these condi-

tions was a matter of some difficulty, and

interfered not a little with the progress

of public business. Though the prime
minister did not come prominently before

the country in delivering any great and

important speeches, he was far from idle
;

what with thwarting the machinations of

the obstructionists, refuting the arguments

of a sweeping and pernicious Liberalism,

and discussing in committee the objections

which a stubborn and exclusive 'Whiggism

advanced, his time was fully occupied.

One measure, however, Mr. Disraeli took
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under his special protection, and moved
the second reading of it. In the previous
session he had pledged himself to bring
the question of security for improvements

by agricultural tenants before parliament,
and he now proceeded to fulfil his promise.
The subject had frequently been discussed

in the House of Commons, and some thirty

years ago had been especially associated

with the name of Mr. Pusey, the member
for Berkshire. The object of Mr. Pusey,

who, according to Mr. Disraeli, was one of

the most distinguished country gentlemen
who ever sat in the House of Commons,
was to secure the tenant right of the

occupier, and at the same time to guard the

just rights of the owner. To use the words

of Mr. Pusey, his object was "to secure to

the tenant the advantage of his unexhausted

improvements, and to prevent the deteriora-

tion of the soil." The opposition his ideas

encountered was, however, too strong, and
he was ultimately compelled to relinquish
the struggle. The agricultural holdings

bill, which was introduced in the Upper
House by the Duke of Richmond, and of

which the second reading was moved by
Mr. Disraeli, carried out in the main the

views of Mr. Pusey, and accomplished all

he had been contending for.

" The question of land tenure," said Mr.

Disraeli (June 24, 1875), "has been much
examined with respect to a neighbouring

country Ireland. We have legislated upon
it

; and that no doubt has much tended also

to stimulate the feeling on the question.
But the view that Mr. Pusey took of this

matter is one which cannot be impressed
too completely on the House. When he
came forward to advocate what was then

for the first time called tenant right, it

was to protect, as he believed, the interests

of the owners of the soil- to place them
in a stronger position as well as to place
the occupiers in a juster position, and to

remove the only circumstance which, in

the arrangements of the different classes

connected with agriculture, might lead to

discontent, and be the pretext of ultimate

changes in the tenure of land or the con-

duct of estates which he deeply deprecated,
and which had nothing whatever to do with

the particular possible grievance which he

wished to combat. Well, these views are

now, as I said, still prevalent, and within

the last few years have considerably ex-

tended. No doubt if you take the case of

a tenant-at-will, a yearly tenant, it is to be

deprecated that he should be placed in a

position in which he is not protected so

far as regards the capital which he invests

in the soil
;
and it is no doubt a subject

to be lamented that there should be any
circumstances in existence which prevent
that application of capital to the soil which

it is the interest of all classes alike to

encourage. It is highly to be deprecated
at all times, that in the mutual arrange-
ments of classes like the owners and

occupiers of the soil of England classes

on whom we so much depend for the

good order of the country there should

be anything which would be the cause of

latent discontent or disturbance."

To obviate the possibility of any dis-

satisfaction arising, continued Mr. Disraeli,

the government had introduced their agri-

cultural holdings bill, which had passed

through the House of Lords without a

division. The measure proposed as a prin-

ciple to secure compensation to the tenant

for unexhausted improvements ;
and to the

owner, compensation for waste and injury

which resulted from the breaking of cove-

nants or contracts. Improvements were

divided into three classes, and different

conditions for compensation were attached

to the three classes. In the event of the

landlord and tenant disagreeing as to the

amount to be paid for compensation an

arbitrator was to be appointed; and if

that failed in settling the difficulty, appeal

might be made under certain circumstances

to the county court.
" The bill," said Mr.

Disraeli in conclusion,
"
meets, I think,

what is a want, and it seeks to do no

more. It is complete of its kind. It does

that which Mr Pusey was unable to do in
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his time. It classifies the different im-

provements in agriculture in a manner

which I tliink is comprehensive and com-

plete. I feel persuaded that if passed it

will act kindly and beneficially throughout
the agricultural world, and that it will

prove to be in every way adapted to

remedy and remove those evils of which

we are conscious and which we certainly

ought to get rid of."

This measure led to much discussion.

It was complained of by the Opposition,
that since the clauses of the agricultural

holdings were not compulsory, but purely

permissive, no real practical good would

result from the bill. It simply left matters

as they were before. It was true, argued
the advocates of compulsory legislation,

that on certain conditions compensation
was to be given to the tenant on the ex-

piration of his tenancy ;
but if the landlord

preferred to let his land, stipulating that

no such compensation was to be given,
there was nothing to prevent him from so

doing. Again, with regard to security of

tenure, the bill laid it down that one year's

notice was to be given, instead of the six

months which had formerly sufficed for

that purpose; yet if the landlord preferred
to give only six months' notice, he was

perfectly at liberty to act according to his

inclinations. Consequently the Opposition
strained every effort to compel the govern-

ment, by amendments and hostile criticisms,

to change the tone of the bill from being

permissive into being compulsory.
This Mr. Disraeli very rightly declined to

do. He had no intention of imitating the

policy of the late cabinet by indulging in a

system of harassing legislation. Landlords

and tenants could arrange their business,

without the state stepping in to interfere

with the freedom of contract. To suspend
freedom of contract in a country like, England
between two classes of the community, was.

he said, an evil which ought at all times to

be avoided. No case had been made out for

the adoption of compulsion. In various

counties in Lincolnshire, in Yorkshire, in

Nottinghamshire, and in other districts of

the country the "
customs," which practi-

cally governed all the relations between

landlords and tenants, and which had been

found by experience to work remarkably

well, were wholly permissive. Why then

should the bill, which was also permissive,

be a hardship or prove a failure ? Indeed,

he asserted that as long as rent was an

open question, any attempt in the direction

of compulsion must fail. What was to

prevent a landlord saying to his tenant,
" You can have your farm for nine years

at 1000 a year for the first eight years,

and 3000 for the ninth year, if you
avail yourself of the compulsory clauses

of the Act
;
but if you do not, the rent

for the ninth year will be as before,

1000?" Introduce compulsion, and the

landlords would take care on every occasion

to contract themselves out of it. It was

impossible to frame a measure which would

give satisfaction to all classes. The govern-

ment had drawn up a bill which laid down

all the great principles of tenant right that

had been contended for, and nothing could

be plainer or simpler than the means by
which the various matters in question

might be settled, both easily and without

expense. To those who did not want the

bill the option was given to them to come

under its provisions or not, as they pleased.

The principle of the bill, carefully explained

Mr. Disraeli, was to secure compensation
for unexhausted improvements; and the

measure indicated the mode by which com-

pensation was to be given to the tenant for

executing such improvements, provided they
were carried out with the consent of the

landlord.

"It may be all very well," said Mr.

Disraeli, alluding to the speeches of

Mr. Knatchbull-IIugessen, Mr. Lowe, Sir

Thomas Acland, and others, who were in

favour of compulsion
"
it may be all very

well for hon. and right hon. gentlemen to

treat with affected contempt the notion that

our legislation should be founded on per-

mission, but jin-missirc legislation is the
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character of a free people. It is easy to

adopt compulsory legislation when you
have to deal with those who only exist

to obey ;
but in a free country, and

especially in a country like England, you
must trust to persuasion and example as

the two great elements, if you wish to effect

any considerable change in the manners

aad customs of the people. Eight hon. and

hon. gentlemen opposite seem proud that

on all occasions they are the advocates of

compulsion in legislation. I do not envy
them the lordly attributes they arrogate

to themselves. I am not sorry," he laughed,
"

if they pursue a policy founded on the

principle of compulsion, because, I think,

so long as they do there is less chance of

their changing their position. I trust that

those who are sitting on this side of the

House will give no encouragement to a

policy which I believe to be so pernicious ;

that they will advocate that course upon

public measures which they believe to be

beneficial to the country; and that they
will trust to example and persuasion to in-

duce a free and intelligent people to adopt
their views and follow their example. . . .

I trust the House will not hesitate as to

the course it will take. We are no longer
threatened with a division to-night, but we
have had some counsels given to us which

would, if followed, paralyse our future

actions. I trust the House will not be in-

fluenced by them. Eest assured that we
are embarking in this bill in a business

which is dear to a great portion of the

people of this country, and which, if with

skill and temper it is carried into effect,

will, I believe, remove many causes of dis-

content and misunderstanding, and confirm

and increase those relations of confidence

and amity which have for so long a period,
and so greatly for the advantage of the

country, existed between the owners and

occupiers of the soil."

The counsels of the Opposition failed to

convince the majority in the House, and the

Agricultural Holdings Act was enrolled in

the statute-book as a permissive measure.

Towards the close of the session (August
4, 1875), Her Majesty's ministers were

entertained at a banquet at the Mansion

House. The health of the ministers was

drunk with much enthusiasm, and Mr.

Disraeli, on rising to return thanks, was

loudly cheered. His speech on that occa-

sion did not certainly tend to depress his

audience.

He did not know, he said, that repre-

senting Her Majesty's ministers he had

any gloomy intelligence for the citizens

of London. The country was prosperous
and the people were content. With regard
to foreign affairs peace prevailed, and in

his opinion peace would prevail. The

colonial empire had been consolidated and

developed. As to home affairs he was

somewhat alarmed that, as dessert to the

banquet, a critical summary of the session

was expected from him. "But perhaps,
with your indulgence," he said, addressing
the lord mayor,

"
I may make some not

party, but rather historical comments, on

what may have occurred in great places

during the present year. And here I would

observe that in considering affairs in our

parliament, and in endeavouring to form

a tolerably impartial judgment of what

occurs, especially in the most active house

of the legislature, there are two circum-

stances which it would be just and

convenient to remember. In the first

place, it should be recollected with regard
to the present session that it has been a

session in which, as the ministry, we were

called to perform that ceremony which, in

homely language but in popular phrase
is generally described in this country as
'

redeeming your pledges.' During the five

years we spent in opposition we endea-

voured to impress upon the country our

sincere convictions that the time had

arrived when political change was no longer

required, when the distribution of politi-

cal power was no longer the problem to

solve in the country, but that its intelli-

gence and energy should be directed to the

improvement and elevation of the condition
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of the people. We impressed upon the

public iniiul that sanitary reform, for ex-

ample, was the great object and need of the

day, including, in that phrase so little

understood, most of the civilizing influ-

ences of humanity.
" Well then, when we had acceded to

power it became our first duty, and I

can say our most ardent desire, to bring
into practice that policy which, in a place

scarcely less responsible than government
our place as a parliamentary opposition
we had ever advocated and enforced.

And this, among other reasons, is the

main reason why the government were

obliged to bring forward a greater number
of measures than under ordinary circum-

stances, and in an ordinary session, they
would have been inclined to produce. It

was a crucial session for a party acceding
to power ;

for it must be remembered and

admitted that the last session of parliament
was one which never gave an opportunity
to the present administration to announce
their policy in a way in which it could

be consistent with the public necessities

to bring it forward. There was another

circumstance which should be recollected,

in attempting to form an impartial opinion
on the conduct of the government and of

parliament during the session. The late

administration had one advantage over the

present, which cannot be denied. They had

to encounter a homogeneous opposition.

They brought forward their measures and

discussed them with the ability which men
of rniniiinnding talents possessed; we offered

our comments, and the House and the

country gave the verdict upon the issue,

and was content. But in bringing forward

our measures we do not meet a homo-

geneous opposition. We have to meet three

oppositions. AYe have to meet first our

predecessors in olliee, who would fain also

be our successors. We have to meet those

who with great ability develop and advo-

cate what may still be called the Whig
policy of the hour

; and when we have

combated, I will not say conquered, them

in argument, a new class of argument on

the same question is brought forward by
the powerful Radical party in the House

of Commons, and we have again to encoun-

ter this second opposition. But even when

that task is fulfilled the Irish party, the

Home Rule party, rise, and they view the

question of the hour according to their

aspect and according to their views and

wishes, and this third opposition must be

encountered by the government. I do not

say there are not advantages in this process.

I do not for a moment deny that it is of

importance and advantage to the state that

a public question should be viewed under

various aspects by the ablest men in the

country. It is possible that for the cause of

truth, and even for the advantage of the

statesmen who are responsible for the con-

duct of affairs, this parliamentary course

may not be inconvenient and unprofitable ;

but this I will say, that this new feature of

parliamentary life is a costly one as regards

time, and in a large and liberal view of the

conduct of public affairs those who are

unmindful of these circumstances are per-

sons incapable of offering a sober opinion
on the conduct of public life."

In addition to these disadvantages, con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli, there was also, when
the Conservative party acceded to power,
the Irish difficulty. Ireland was tranquil,

yet such tranquillity could only be main-

tained by the passing of laws which were

manifestly a deviation from the principles

of the constitution. The protection of life

and property, and the due administration of

justice, could only be secured by exceptional

legislation. Mr. Disraeli then entered into

the history of the measure brought forward

by the government for upholding peace in

Ireland, and repeated very much what he

had already said a few weeks before in

the House of Commons. The tactics of the

three-headed Opposition and the Irish ques-

tion naturally delayed, he said, the business

of the government ;
but as soon as theO '

opportunity offered the measures men-

tioned in the speech from the throne were
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brought forward. Dills for the improve-
ment of the dwellings of the artizans, for

the consolidation and reform of the sanitary

laws, and for the improvement of friendly

societies, had not only been introduced, but

had become laws. The laws regulating
the relations between the employers and the

employed had also been reformed.
" The legislation of labour, if I may so

call it," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
in this session of

parliament has terminated that distinction

between classes which has been so long

deprecated, and which, if it exists, renders

any union in society scarcely possible. For

the first time in the history of this country
the employer and the employed sit under

equal laws. No one can now be imprisoned
for breach of contract, while adequate civil

remedies have been furnished for that

occasion. The law of conspiracy has been

dealt with in such a manner that no longer
can it be said that an aggregate body of

men can be convicted of a crime of which,

if one had been tried individually by law, it

would be recognized that he was innocent."

In addition to these measures, summed

up Mr. Disraeli, the judicature of England
had been reconstructed and reformed, the

transfer of land in the country had been

facilitated, and a bill had been introduced

regulating agricultural holdings, which, he

believed, would tend greatly to elevate

and strengthen the landed interest. A ses-

sion that had busied itself with such details

might be called dull, but certainly could not

be called barren. Of the eleven measures

recommended to the faithful Commons in

the speech from the throne, nine had passed.
In conclusion, Mr. Disraeli explained the

conduct of the government in dealing with

the mercantile marine bill. To no measure

had the government given more consider-

ation, but its success from the first was
doubtful. When it was launched, it did

not glide into the current of the waters

with that grace and facility which con-

stitute a happy omen
;
sometimes it was

crank, sometimes it was waterlogged. The

public were indifferent to it, whilst the

Opposition attached 150 amendments to the

bill. Under the circumstances he therefore

felt it his duty to recommend that they
should not proceed with the measure. Then

occurred that dramatic scene with Mr.

Himsoll as the chief actor. The sympathies
of the country were excited in favour of

securing the lives of our brave mariners,

the Opposition ceased to suggest difficulties,

and the result was that a bill was passed
in ten hours which under other circum-

stances, would have taken ten days, and

perhaps weeks. Without that ebullition of

popular sentiment it would have been im-

possible to carry through such a bill. It

was precisely the aid and assistance desired

by the government.
"
Such, my lord mayor," concluded Mr.

Disraeli,
"

is the summary of the session.

You know the anxiety that is always felt

in this country about the harvest. From

February to August all sorts of rumours

are afloat. Now we hear that rains have

been endless, and that the rivers have

burst their banks. Now it is that the sun

is so scorching that the earth breaks into

fissures. Sometimes all our hay is spoiled ;

sometimes the wildness of the wind passes

over our cereal crops, and they lie prostrate

and desolate. But as time goes on, the

reactionary beneficence of Providence pro-

duces very different effects. The inunda-

tions subside, and the sufferers call for a

shower. The earth that was so baked

becomes manageable to the plough. The

crops that were prostrate are touched by
the zephyr and the sun, and rise again with

cheerful golden crests
;
and though our hay

harvest may be terribly damaged, we find

compensation in our wondrous roots. The

parliamentary harvest is like the harvest

of nature. All sorts of rumours and stories

are told from February till near the end of

July very little has been attempted, and
that little has not been done. Opposition
has been factious, and ministers have been

blundering ; but the time comes when the

legislative harvest is garnered ;
and when

the just and intelligent people of England
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look to the great result, they say that the

legislative labours of their representatives

have added to the great total of national

happiness."

The observations contained in this speech
led to some comment in the House of

Commons. On the occasion of the second

reading of the consolidated fund (appropria-

tion) bill, Lord Hartington, as leader of

the Opposition, objected to many of the

statements brought forward by the prime
ininister at the Mansion House banquet
He denied that the Opposition was a

divided body, or that its policy led to any

delay in the progress of legislation. He
could not [congratulate the cabinet upon
the measures it had brought forward, since

they were simply adopted from materials

which had been left in the pigeon-holes
of the different departments by the late

government. The labour laws were not so

much indebted to Mr. Cross as to the matter

accumulated at the home office by his pre-
decessor. And the same could be said with

regard to the artizans' dwellings bill, the

friendly societies bill, and the public health

bill.
" The government," said Lord Harting-

ton,
" have not, in their conduct of these

measures, established any principle for the,

guidance of the House, nor solved any pro-

blem, nor attempted to battle with any
difficulties

;
and the bills, such as they are

at this moment, are rather the bills of the

House than of the government." Ministers,

he continued, had no reason to boast of

their past labours; the time of the House
had been wasted

; questions of privilege and

other interruptions of the ordinary course of

public business had been constantly agitated,
which should never, under a wise leader-

ship, have been brought before the House
;

bills which were not wanted had been

passed, and bills which were much wanted
had been ignored or postponed ;

in short,

the session had been a failure.
"
I am

bound to express the opinion," concluded

Lord Hartington, "which I firmly entertain,

and which I believe will be re-echoed by
the country that, compared with many
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of its predecessors, this session has been

marked by feebleness; that it has been aim-

less and purposeless, and barren of all

benefit to the country and all credit to

parliament."

Mr. Disraeli followed the leader of the

Opposition.
" In war," he said (August 6,

1875),
"
there is a military evolution which

is well known. It commences with a thun-

dering cannonade. When the clouds are

dispelled some sharpshooters are seen

advancing to the front. Soon a mass of

infantry terrifies you by their compact
and serried ranks. Then come squadrons
of cavalry, trampling the earth, creating a

great dust, and waving sabres. But when
the clouds have vanished, you find that

your enemy has retired to a prudent dis-

tance, and this military evolution is called

covering a retreat. The noble lord to-night

has covered the retreat of his forces
;
but

while he has criticised what we have done

in this campaign, I am unable to criticise

the conduct of the noble lord and his

friends. They have done nothing, for the

simple reason that they have attempted

nothing. The noble lord has alluded to

my description in another place of the three

sections of the Opposition. I did not make
that reference that those who heard me

might infer that the Opposition being
broken into three sections was a source

of strength to themselves or embarrassment

to the government, but to show that the

representation of three sets of opinions

opposite to us, often contrary and some-

times contradictory, must necessarily lead

to considerable I will not say waste of

time, but expenditure of time. If the

noble lord, instead of being what he now

appears to have been, the sedulous and

silent critic of the government, had only

employed his energies and his constant

presence in disciplining his forces, and in

inspiring them with those homogeneous
sentiments upon which he now looks with

so much contempt, the noble lord might

to-night, when he entered upon the discus-

sion of the policy of the government and

43
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the conduct of the session, have brought
forward the cases of rival measures which

had been introduced to our notice, and

which were candidates for public approba-
tion. He might have referred to the long
and determined struggles he had made in

favour of some great object, and the hosts

even if they were in a minority which

had supported him, at least by their en-

thusiasm. But the catalogue of events, so

far as the Opposition is concerned, is a bar-

ren and ignominious one
;
and this attempt

at the end of the session to bring forward

a motion or rather, to make a speech of

this kind will not cover their failure.

The noble lord has talked of my historical

account. Well, we have had an historical

account from the noble lord this evening
of the doings of the session, and that with-

out the excuse of it being made after dinner.

Let us follow the noble lord in his criticism,

and see what is his case."

Mr. Disraeli then proceeded to refute

one by one the charges brought against the

government by the leader of the Opposi-
tion. If, he said, the labour laws were

indebted to the materials accumulated by
the late home secretary, all he could say
was that such information had never been

known to Mr. Cross. After the same fashion

he defended the other measures of the

government at which Lord Hartington had

sneered they were original in conception,
of great necessity, and warmly approved
of by the country. As to the bills that

had to be abandoned, such desertion was
one of the necessities of parliamentary life.

" The noble lord," asked Mr. Disraeli,
"
has

belonged to administrations in his time;
and did they not at the end of the session

give up measures ? Why, I found an eager-
ness on the part of the noble lord himself

to get me to give up our measures at the

beginning of July, or rather at the end of

June. Indeed, he has been educated in

the school of statesmen who have been so

accustomed to give up their measures that

in his most serious mood, and almost with

passionate fervour and glowing words, he

has attacked us night after night because

we did not begin in the merry month of

May to give up our measures." Proceed-

ing with his defence, the prime minister

denied that he had ever charged the Opposi-

tion, as Lord Hartington had stated, with

factious conduct.
"
It is not a charge," he

said,
" which I am in the habit of making.

I have passed a considerable part of my
time in opposition, and I acted freely when
I was in opposition ;

but I hope those to

whom I was opposed generally consider

that I was a fair opponent. I remember

Lord Palmerston's saying once, 'They accuse

us of faction, but faction is only another

man's action
;

'

and it struck me there was

pith in the remark." He had not accused

them of faction
; indeed, he had neve)

accused them in any way.
"
Well, another great charge," continued

Mr. Disraeli,
" which the noble lord makes

against the government is, that their

measures are wanting in principle. What

principle ? The principle in which it seems

they are wanting is the compulsory prin-

ciple, and the question is whether the

country is in favour of that principle ?

Laws ofgeneral application must be founded

on compulsion ;
but in this country, when

you are dealing with the manners and the

customs of some particular class, or trade,

or part of the population, if you have

recourse to the compulsory principle, you
will do nothing but create bitterness and

opposition. It is only by persuasion the

finest persuasion in the world, which is

example persuasion in action, that you
can influence, and modify, and mitigate

habits which you disapprove." It had also

been brought forward by the leader of the

Opposition, as a matter of complaint against

the government, that the constant questions

of privilege which had sprung up had

lowered the dignity of the House. But

was he, asked Mr. Disraeli, responsible for

those scenes ? Was he responsible for the

conduct of Dr. Kenealy, for the strictures

of the public press upon matters touching
the personal honour of a member of parlia-
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ment, upon the annoyance occasioned by
the constant noticing of strangers in the

gallery ? He was not. Throughout all

those proceedings he had adopted a policy

which upheld the dignity, the freedom, and

the power of parliament.
"

I have no

doubt," concluded Mr. Disraeli,
" that the

points which the leader of the Opposition

urged against me were well considered; that

the charges were well meditated
;
and that

he had the advice of those who have much

parliamentary experience as to the mode in

which he was to dispose his arguments and

accusations. I ask the House what case

has he made out ? Has he proved that we
have done nothing ? Has he proved that

he has done anything? I believe the

opinion of the country at this critical

moment, now that our labours are nearly
at an end, will be unanimous on the sub-

ject. The country will see in a few days,

in the most authentic and official record,

the catalogue of the labours of the House
of Commons. They are not discreditable

to the ministry. They are, I think, mani-

festly calculated to be beneficial to the

country. But I take no credit to myself,
whom the noble lord has made the author

of all these delinquencies. I take no credit

for that authentic catalogue of the achieve-

ments of parliament. Though I am placed
here to take some chief direction in the

conduct of the business of this House and

its general management, the House must

know full well that it is not my shoulders,

or the shoulders of a more gifted man than

I, that can bear this burden. I am assisted

by those who surround me, by colleagues
most able

;
and I will say this whether I

speak of parliament or of the cabinet the

most devoted colleagues a minister ever

possessed. But above all, and beyond all,

cabinet or colleagues, what the country is

most indebted to for the measures of

infinite benefit which have been brought
forward this year, and carried successfully,
is the patriotism of parliament, and the good

feeling and high spirit of gentlemen who
sit on both sides of the House."

Six days after this speech was delivered

"the catalogue of the labours of the House

of Commons "
was laid before the nation.

Parliament was prorogued by commission,

August 13, 1875. Allusion was made to

the past labours of the session. It was

hoped that the Peace Preservation Act,

while relaxing the stringency of former

enactments, was calculated to maintain

the tranquillity of Ireland. The Artizans"

Dwellings Act would, it was trusted, lead

to the decrease of many of the principal

causes of disease, misery, and crime
;
much

was also expected from the consolidation

and amendment of the sanitary laws. The

statutes for the amendment of the Acts

relating to master and servant and trade

offences, would place the relations of em-

ployers and employed on a just and equal

footing, and add to the contentment and

good-will of the people. The Agricultural

Holdings Act had greatly and beneficially

enlarged the powers of owners, limited in

interest, to offer to their tenants a sufficient

security for judicious outlay upon the farms

they occupied ;
and whilst maintaining ab-

solute freedom of contract, a presumption
of right had been raised under which a

new inducement would be given to expend

capital upon the improvement of land.

The speech then closed with remarks as

to the cordial relations that existed between

England and the foreign powers, and as to

the encouraging character of the revenue.

During the recess there was much to

excite and interest the country. The
Arctic expedition had sailed

;
and all news

as to the movements of the two vessels

despatched to discover the North Pole were

eagerly scanned, and gave much food for

scientific comment The burning questions

of labour and capital were again fiercely

discussed
;
and much criticism was passed

upon the labour Acts carried through

during the session by Mr. Cross. The

policy of Lord Carnarvon with regard

to our South African colonies a policy

which had for its object, to introduce a

federal constitution into the congeries of
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South African settlements analogous to

that which had been established in the
" dominion

"
of Canada also attracted at

this time considerable attention. The

journey of the Prince of Wales to India

was cordially approved of by the country;
and the progress of the prince throughout
his travels was closely watched by his

future subjects. It was an event, said

Mr. Disraeli, highly advantageous to His

Royal Highness, to the United Kingdom,
and to India. The tour of the prince was

all the more a subject of constant comment
from the disturbed condition of the countries

under the control of the Sultan, which it

was feared might again re-open the "Eastern

question." The province of Herzegovina
had broken out in revolt against Turkey,
and encouraged by the hope of foreign

help, was maintaining with fierce energy
the cause of the Christians against the

Moslems. The impoverished exchequer of

the Sultan was unable to bear the strain

put upon it; a deficit of over 4,000,000

was announced, and it was evident that

a crisis was at hand. Then came that act

of repudiation which caused such terrible

commotion throughout the financial world.

The Sublime Porte informed the world

how it intended to deal with its creditors
;

it drew up a financial scheme which

amounted to making a forced loan of

35,000,000 from the holders of Turkish

securities, at five per cent, per annum at par.

This act of quasi-national bankruptcy
stimulated the insurgents to further efforts;

and politicians looked uneasily to this

letting out of waters which might soon

flood Europe. Herzegovina adjoined Servia,

Montenegro, Bosnia, and on the west the

Austrian territory of Dalmatia the most
inflammable parts of Turkey. In those

countries the Mohammedan population
is little less than four to eleven to the

Christian population, and nowhere is the

animosity between those who profess the two

creeds more keen and bitter. As a rule

Turkey is lenient and tolerant to all persons

professing different religions ;
but owing to

the turbulent and mischievous character of

the so-called Christians in these disaffected

portions of the Ottoman empire, it had been

necessary for her to exercise her authority

over plotting Albanian, vindictive Greek,

and scheming Slav, with an iron hand.

She declared that, unless she kept that

population down by the stern arm of a

military despotism, the jealousies of race

and creed were so keen that the Slav

would make war upon the Greek, and the

Albanian upon his brother who followed

a different form of faith. All preferred to

make war upon the Turk; but failing the

Turk, rather than not fight at all they
would make war upon one another. Con-

sequently to such turbulent subjects the

Porte was not inclined to act with unusual

mercy ;
and the condition of the Christian

population in those districts, though they
had in a great measure to thank their own
rebellious conduct for the restrictions they
were made to endure, was certainly open to

reform. The insurrection in Herzegovina,

however, which had then spread to Bosnia,

taxed all the resources of Turkey ;
and

statesmen anticipated the collapse of the

Turkish empire. Yet Turkey was a neces-

sity to England and Austria against Russian

aggression ;
and diplomacy was set to work

to preserve the life of the " sick man," and

thus maintain peace in Europe. Count

Andrassy, the Austrian chancellor and

prime minister, drew up a note, to be

approved of by the other great powers,

containing a project of pacification for

the insurgent districts. And in her turn

Turkey, at the instance of that great

Northern power which is, as we all know,

ever sensitive in the cause of humanity,

provided the victims be neither Poles nor

Jews, had published a firman, granting

concessions to her Christian subjects.

Whilst Europe was thus being agitated,

Mr. Disraeli took the precaution to secure

the safety of our high-road to India. The

Khedive of Egypt had been leading the cus-

tomary luxurious and extravagant life of an

Oriental prince; and after having indulged in
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every pleasure and in gratifying every pass-

ing fancy, he woke up one morning to find

him.-vlf on the verge of bankruptcy. Life

without his palaces, his women, his yachts,
his Italian singers and French theatres,

would be worthless in his own eyes; money
therefore he must have. When the Suez

canal was completed, out of the 400,000

original shares into which the undertaking
was divided, the Khedive held nearly half

176,000 of the number. These shares

were now in the market
;
and Mr. Disraeli

at once availed himself of the opportunity
to let England have a dominant influence

in the affairs of the Suez canal, and bought
them on behalf of the government for

4,000,000 sterling. Never, since the day
when Canning, by a bold and sudden stroke

of policy, secured the Danish fleet, had any
personal act of a minister created so much
enthusiastic approval. The purchase on all

sides was vehemently applauded. It proved
that, after the years of humiliation and

degradation to which England had been

subject under a Liberal administration,

there was a statesman at the head of

affairs who, in the face of any European
complications that might arise, looked to

the future, and held in his own hand the

key to the path which led to our Indian

empire. It proved that the England which

had recently been treated with contempt
and derision by emperors and German

chancellors, was now under the rule of

one who declined to be ignored by foreign

councils, and whose voice would sternly
make itself heard should any settlement

be arrived at by foreign powers injurious
to English interests. It proved that Eng-
land was now fully alive to the fact that

slu; was no mere island in a northern sea,

only busy with her imports and her exports,
but a mighty empire resolved to take her

proper place in the future among the lead-

ing nations in Europe. It proved that

Mr. Disraeli had, what Mr. Gladstone has

ever shown himself incapable of creating,
a foreign policy.

The purchase of the Suez canal shares was

the first link in that chain of Imperialism

which Lord Beaconsfield welded together in

order to bar the southward march of Russia.

With the command of the canal in pur pos-

session, the free passage from the Mediter-

ranean to the Red Sea was assured, no matter

what power, in a possible scramble for

Turkish territory, might obtain possession of

Constantinople. The safety of our Indian

empire against Russian aggression was the

keystone of the foreign policy which the

late Conservative premier desired to see

carried out. The control of the canal

checkmated the designs of the Muscovite

in Europe, whilst the rectification of the

Afghan frontier presented a formidable

obstacle to any meditated invasion by
Russia of our Indian empire. Forewarned

was to be forearmed
;
and the adoption

of these two precautionary schemes had

long been in course of contemplation by
Mr. Disraeli. The embarrassments of the

Khedive offered him the opportunity of

carrying out his first idea
;
Lord Beacons-

field had, however, to wait some months

before disturbances in Afghanistan enabled

him to carry out the second.

To the critical condition of Europe during
the close of the year 1875 Mr. Disraeli was

fully alive. In his speech at the Mansion

House on Lord Mayor's day, he passed in

review the various questions which were

then agitating the public mind the decline

in trade, consequent upon the inflated com-

mercial prosperity of former years ;
the tour

of the Prince of Wales in India, which was

not "a mere journey forpastime or pleasure;'

the condition of our colonies
;
and the sani-

tary legislation of the past session. "A
policy," he said,

"
that diminishes the death-

rate of a great nation is a feat as consider-

able as any of those decisive battles of the

world that generally decide nothing." But

the words which were listened to with the

deepest interest were those which touched

upon the situation in eastern Europe.
"
It

would be affectation to deny," he said,
" that

a partial revolt in a province of European

Turkey has brought about a state of affairs
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which, in that part of the world, very often

becomes critical. In the present instance

the wise forbearance of the great powers

immediately interested in the question a

wise forbearance to which I beg to offer my
sincere testimony, and which cannot be too

highly appreciated produced an effect so

happy that at one moment, some months

ago, we had a right to believe that this

serious disturbance would immediately
cease. An unfortunate event, which I will

not dwell upon the financial catastrophe
of one of our allies revived the expiring

struggle, gave a new aspect to all the circum-

stances, and created hopes and fears in

quarters and in circles which before that

did not exist. It is impossible to deny that

circumstances of this character are critical,

but for my own part I have still great
confidence in that forbearance to which I

have referred. I believe that it will

continue to be exercised
;
and I have my-

self not only a trust but a conviction,

that means will be ascertained which

will bring about a satisfactory result

a result which will be consistent with the

maintenance of peace, and which will be

satisfactory to the public opinion of Europe.

My Lord Mayor, I will not contemplate

any other result, and therefore I will only

say that the interests which the imperial

powers have in this question no doubt are

more direct than those of Great Britain; but

though more direct they are not more

considerable, and those to whom the con-

duct of your affairs is now intrusted are

deeply conscious of the nature and magni-
tude of those British interests, and those

British interests they are resolved to guard
and to maintain."



CHAPTER XII.

IMPERIALISM.

THE prophecy which Mr. Disraeli had

uttered at the memorable banquet held at

the Guildhall, that the following year
would witness important events in the

East, was now being terribly fulfilled. The

situation was daily becoming more critical.

The insurrection in the provinces of Bosnia

and Herzegovina was spreading, and pro-

mised to be maintained with vigour. In

spite of the remonstrances of England, the

insurgents were receiving support from

Servia and Montenegro, and from various

Austrian subjects. It was the wish of our

foreign office that Turkey should deal with

the revolt herself, and not give it an inter-

national importance by appealing to the

great powers. The Porte was, however,
too incompetent and impoverished to act

upon these instructions; and as Turkish

inefficiency and exhaustion became more

and more apparent, it was suggested that

consuls from the different powers should

visit the disturbed districts, and obtain

from the rebels themselves a statement of

the grievances complained of. To this

proposition England was at first averse.

Lord Derby, however, finally consented,
" with reluctance;" still thinking that

" the

Porte should have dealt with the insurgents
without foreign intervention." The mission

of the consuls was not attended with success.

Turkey was lavish in promises of reform,

but these the rebels declined to accept
unless they were accompanied by European

guarantees.

The next step in the proceedings was
the publication of the famous "

Andrassy
Note." In this much-criticised document,

Austria, Germany, and Russia complained
that none of the reforms which Turkey
had so often pledged herself to carry

out had been effected, and that it was

now necessary to urge collective action

by the Great Powers, so as to compel the

Porte to redress the abuses which had given
rise to the present discontent. The Ottoman

empire was then requested to comply with

the following demands : The revenue

derived from Bosnia and Herzegovina by
indirect taxation was to be applied as here-

tofore to the general purposes of the Otto-

man empire ;
the income, however, to be

obtained by direct taxation was to be spent
on the provinces themselves Complete

religious liberty was to be established. The

system of farming the taxes was to be

abolished. Since the Mohammedans owned

much of the land, and the Christians tilled

it, the state was to be called upon to sell

portions of its waste lands to the peasantry
on easy terms. The carrying out of these

reforms was to be intrusted to the care

of a special commission, composed half of

Christians and half of Mohammedans. "
It

was clear," concluded Count Andrassy, who
had drawn up the note on account of his

intimate knowledge of Turkey, and who had

no wish to see a Slav rebellion spreading
on the borders of the Sclavonic provinces
of Austria,

" that the Turkish forces had

not succeeded in putting an end to the dis-

turbances. All the Christian populations
believed that the spring would bring them

reinforcements from Bulgaria, Crete, &c.

And it is to be foreseen that the govern-
ments of Servia and Montenegro, which at

present have great difficulty in holding
aloof from the movement, will be unable to

resist the current
;
and the present force of

public opinion in their countries has pre-

pared them to take speedy part in the

struggle."
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This note was dated "
Buda-Pesth, Decem-

ber 30, 1875," and was at once communi-

cated to the powers which had signed the

treaties of 1856. France and Italy, without

delay, agreed to the terms it contained
;

after some hesitation England consented

to give it "a general support."
" The pro-

posals of Count Andrassy," wrote Lord

Derby, "amount to little more than that

the measures for the improvement of the

condition of the non-Mussulman and rural

populations generallythroughout the empire,
which have been publicly proclaimed, should

be brought into practical application. Some
of these measures do not affect the Christian

subjects of the Porte alone, but would

benefit the whole population alike. . . .

Her Majesty's government do not, there-

fore, consider that the proposals of Count

Andrassy conflict with the ninth article of

the treaty of Paris
; they look on them as

being in the nature of suggestions or recom-

mendations for adoption by the Porte in its

endeavours to put an end to the insurrec-

tion, and as not involving any interference

in the relations existing between the Sultan

and his subjects, nor in the internal admin-

istration of his empire." Lord Derby con-

cluded by urging vigour and promptitude
in the execution of the promised reforms.

The note was delivered to the Porte, and

the Sultan expressed himself as willing to

comply with the demands it brought for-

ward. He replied, as he had frequently

before replied, that the abuses complained
of as existing in the Ottoman empire should

be fully redressed.

Such was the state of affairs in the East

when the Houses re-assembled at West-

minster. The speech from the throne was

almost exclusively confined to foreign

matters. The relations between England
and all foreign powers, it said, continued

to be of a cordial character. The shares

which had belonged to the Khedive of

Egypt in the Suez canal had been pur-

chased, and the government relied upon

parliament
"
to complete a transaction in

which the public interests are deeply in-

volved." The hearty affection with which

the Prince of Wales had been received

throughout India was a proof of the loyalty
of that country to the throne. " At the

time," said the speech,
" that the direct

government of my Indian empire was trans-

ferred to the crown, no formal addition

was made to the style and titles of the

sovereign. I have deemed the present a

fitting opportunity for supplying this omis-

sion, and a bill upon the subject will be

presented to you." Then mention was made
of the one great question which was attract-

ing such attention.
" The insurrectionary

movement, which during the last six months

has been maintained in the Turkish pro-

vinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and

which the troops of the Sultan have up to

the present time been unable to repress,

has excited the attention and interest of

the great European powers. I have con-

sidered it my duty not to stand aloof from

the efforts now being made by allied and

friendly governments to bring about a

pacification of the disturbed districts
;
and

I have accordingly, while respecting the

independence of the Porte, joined in urging
on the Sultan the expediency of adopt-

ing such measures of administrative reform

as may remove all reasonable cause of

discontent on the part of his Christian

subjects."

The debate on the address was confined

to the two subjects then uppermost in men's

minds the purchase of the canal shares

and the Andrassy Note. Mr. Disraeli

defended the purchase from the adverse

criticisms which a certain section of the

Opposition had passed upon it. It had

been asked, he said, (February 8, 1876)
" whether the government had embarked

in that speculation on account of the East-

ern question ? What member of the

government had ever used the words

Eastern question with regard to the Suez

canal?" " Why sir," he exclaimed, "the

relations between the British government
and the Suez canal are not relations of

yesterday. This is not a subject kept in
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obscurity by Her Majesty's government,
or tin- government that has preceded us,

who had also sonic experience of the Suez

canal and the nature and value of its

property. The interest we felt in the Suez

canal had many ram itications. When we
acceded to office two years ago, an inter-

national commission had only just ceased

its labours at Constantinople upon the dues

of the Suez canal, and upon the means of

ascertaining and maintaining a limit of

them, and it had arrived at reasons entirely

protested against by the proprietary. What
was the state of affairs there ? Lord Derby
had to deal with them. The proprietary
of the canal threatened, and not only
threatened but proceeded, to stop the canal.

They refused pilots ; they threatened to

change the signals ; they took steps which

would have intercepted that mode of inter-

course with India. Well, what course did

the English take ? We appealed to the

suzerain, then more powerful on such ques-
tions than at present. But it was with

extreme dilliculty it was only by exerting
our influence at Constantinople, and also at

Cairo by the influence, not only of the

suzerain, but of the Khedive himself, that

the mischief was prevented. And how
was it prevented ? Why, affairs had got to

such a point that a force of 10,000 men
was ordered to the scene of action

;
and it

\vas only at the last moment that the pro-

prietary of the canal gave up their hostile

operations, but under protest protest still

continually renewed calling upon the

1'orte as suzerain to re-imburse and com-

pensate them for the losses which they
had experienced by adopting the tariff

forced upon them. From that moment
it became a matter of interest, to those

responsible for the government of this

country, to see what could be done to

remedy those relations with the Suez canal.

It was a matter of immense difficulty, but

still it was not neglected by the govern-
ment

;
for during that period, on more than

one occasion, M. Lesseps came over here

himself, and entered into communication

VOL. II.

with us as he had before with our prede-

cessors, but there was no possible means of

coming to any settlement which would be

satisfactory to the proprietary.
"
Now, what was the peculiar influence

a very transitory influence, but still an

influence by which we managed to bring
about a tolerable state of affairs ? Why,
it was the influence of the suzerain and

the Khedive principally, of course, of the

Khedive. We found him, as governments
of England have generally found him, a

faithful ally ;
one disposed favourably to

consider every fair claim of this country.
It was the influence of the Khedive, who
was proprietor of a moiety, certainly of

two-fifths of the shares, that counteracted

the dissatisfied spirit of the proprietary.

But it suddenly conies to our knowledge
that the Khedive, on whose influence we

mainly depended, is going to part with his

shares. We received a telegram from Cairo

informing us that the Khedive was anxious

to raise a considerable sum of money on

his shares in the Suez canal, and offered

them to England. We considered the ques-
tion immediately, and it appeared to us

to be a complicated transaction one to

which there were several objections, and we
sent back to say that we were favourably

disposed to assist the Khedive, but that at

the same time we were only prepared to

purchase the shares outright What was the

answer ? The answer was that the Khedive
was resolved, if he possibly could, to keep
his shares, and that he could only therefore

avail himself of a loan. There matters

seemed to end. Then suddenly there came
news to the government of this country
that a French Society, the Soctitd Generate,

was prepared to offer to the Khedive a

large sum of money, very little inferior to

the 4,000,000, but on very onerous con-

ditions. The Khedive communicated with

us, and said the conditions were so severe

that he would sooner sell the shares out-

right, and, which I had forgotten to mention,

that in deference to his promise that

England should always have the refusal

44
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of the shares if he decided to sell them, he

offered them to the English government.
" It was absolutely necessary to decide

at that moment what course we should

take. It was not a thing on which we

could hesitate. We knew that on the

20th of November there was a French

society who was prepared I say nothing
about the terms, but they were severer than

ours to give the Khedive nearly 4,000,000

for his shares. Now, I must call the atten-

tion of the House to a remarkable diplo-

matic scene. The papers will, no doubt, be

laid on the table of the House
;
but I quote

from the French despatches in the Yellow

Book placed upon the table of the French

assembly. On November 20th it was be-

lieved in France that this French society

had got the shares, and the French minister,

M. Gavard, owing to the absence of the

French ambassador, was absolutely intrusted

to call upon Lord Derby I do not say for

the purpose of pumping him but to sound

him whether England would tolerate the

purchase of those shares by the French

society in question ;
and Lord Derby spoke

with the utmost frankness on the subject.

He said it was a very grave point ;
that he

did not think England would view with

favour the whole of the Khedive's shares

passing to the French company ;
that while

we accorded to M. Lesseps the glory of this

great work, and did not want the shares

ourselves, we should be very glad if the

Khedive retained his shares and that

things had gone on quietly, as we should

have trusted to his just management. But,
said Lord Derby, if you come to us for our

opinion as to what the feelings of England
would be in respect to the purchase of all

those shares by France, I will frankly tell

you that she would consider such a result

as a calamity, and I certainly could not

look with approval upon the accomplish-
ment of such an arrangement. Well, on

the 27th of November the French ambas-

sador, the Marquis d'Harcourt, returned to

England and called on Lord Derby upon
the same subject, the Suez canal shares of

the Khedive
;
and it was to ask an explan-

ation why England had bought them, and

what was the intention of England in so

doing. Therefore within those seven days,

between the 30th and the 27th, all those

various phases had occurred in the trans-

action, and during that period, having had

only forty-eight hours, we did arrive at our

decision.
" Lord Derby told the French ambas-

sador why we had decided. He said we
should have been very well pleased if

the thing had remained as it was
;
but that

England could not see with satisfaction all

those shares in the hands of one company,
and that therefore he had taken the step he

had come to inquire about. To pretend
that Lord Derby has treated this business

as a mere commercial speculation, as has

been stated, is idle. If he did not act

in accordance with the principles of high

policy, I should like to know what high

policy is
;
and how a man can pursue it.

Apart from looking upon this as an invest-

ment, if the shares had been offered, and if

there had been no arrangement of paying
interest for nineteen years, so far as I am
concerned, I should have been in favour of

the purchase of the shares. I should have

agreed with Lord Derby in thinking that

England would never be satisfied if all the

shares of the Suez canal were possessed by
a foreign company. Then, it is said, if any
obstacles had been put in your way by the

French proprietors of the canal, you know

very well that ultimately it must come to

force, and you will then obtain at once the

satisfaction you desire. Well, if the govern-
ment of the world was a mere alternation

between abstract right and overwhelming
force, I agree there is a good deal in that

observation
;
but that is not the way in

which the world is governed. The world

is governed by conciliation, compromise,

influence, varied interests, the recognition
of the rights of others, coupled with the

assertion of one's own
;
and in addition, a

general conviction, resulting from explan-
ation and good understanding, that it is for
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the interest of all parties that matters

should be conducted in a satisfactory and

peaceful manner."

Mi 1

. Disraeli then defended himself from

the charge that he had substituted a different

Eastern policy from that which was the

ancient policy of England.
"
I utterly

deny that," he said.
" The policy of Eng-

land in that part of the world is much
more simple than would be suspected
from the cloudy descriptions of it which

one sometimes encounters. England it a

Mediterranean power; a great Mediter-

ranean power. This is shown by the fact

that in time of war always, and frequently
in time of peace, she has the greatest force

upon those waters. Furthermore, she has

strongholds upon those waters which she

will never relinquish. The policy of Eng-

land, hmvcver, is not one of aggression. It

is not provinces she wants. She will not

interest herself in the redistribution of

territory on the shores of the Mediterranean,

as long as that redistribution does not

imperil the freedom of the seas and the

dominion which she legitimately exercises.

And therefore I look upon this, that in

the great chain of fortresses which we

possess, almost from the metropolis to

India, that the Suez canal is a means of

securing the free intercourse of the waters

is a great addition to that security, and

one we should prize."

With regard to the conduct of the govern-
ment in agreeing to support the Austrian

Note, no opposition was expressed. In that

matter all considered that ministers had

acted soundly and sensibly, whatever might
be the consequences which attended upon
the issue of the epistle. It was felt that

had England, in the face of the sanction of

the other powers, refused to recommend
the Porte to give a favourable consid-

eration to the demands of the Andrassy
Note, she would have placed herself in a

position of isolation which it was not

desirable for the country to take. By
refusing her sanction she would also have
incurred a great responsibility by suggesting

resistance to Turkey, and perhaps have been

involved in complications which would not

have been conducive to the maintenance

of peace. It was therefore universally ad-

mitted throughout the country that minis-

ters had acted with discretion
;

it was felt

that it would certainly have been impru-

dent, under such isolated circumstances, to

have supported the Sultan in choosing the

question of the government of a small

province like Herzegovina as the occasion

perhaps of deciding the fate of the Turkish

empire. Unless England was prepared to

support the Porte in resisting the demands

of the powers, she could not offer counsels

which might lead to resistance.
" It would

not do," said Mr. Disraeli,
"
to counsel the

Sultan to reject the Austrian Note, and

then, when he found himself opposed to

all the powers of Europe, shrink away and

say,
'We gave you that advice, but we are

not prepared to support you in acting upon
it'

"
Such craven meanness might be

expected from the government which tore

up the Black Sea treaty at the bidding of

Russia, and signed the Transvaal conven-

tion when biting the dust before the Boers,

but it was certainly not to be expected
from the government which was prepared

to throw the gauntlet in the face of Russia

rather than accede to the terms of a

peace incompatible with honour.

On the House going into committee of

supply, a few days after this debate, the

purchase of the canal shares was discussed

with some acrimony both by Mr. Lowe and

Mr. Gladstone. This opposition, however,

was ineffectual ;
and the sum of 4,000,000

was voted without a division. In spite of

all the prophecies then freely made to the

contrary, the undertaking has proved itself

a sound commercial success as well as a

brilliant stroke of policy; even Mr. Glad-

stone has recently been compelled to admit

that the transaction has already showed a

profit of more than cent per cent.*

"It is in the recollection of the House that ITfi.OOO

odd shari's in tin- Sue/ c:in:il wen- ]iurch:i<nl in is;;,
l,y

the government, and that the price given for them was
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The first move towards the consolidation

of Mr. Disraeli's Eastern policy had been

successfully made
;
the second was now to

be put in operation. The first move secured

the command of the highway to India, the

second was to strengthen the authority of

English sovereignty in India. It will be

remembered that in the speech from the

throne the following passage occurred :

"At the time that the direct government of

my Indian empire was transferred to the

crown, no formal addition was made to

the style and titles of the sovereign. I

have deemed the present a fitting oppor-

tunity for supplying this omission
;
and a

bill upon the subject will be presented to

you
"

In the second week of the session

that promise was fulfilled. Mr. Disraeli

rose (February 17, 1876) to ask leave to

introduce a bill which would enable Her

Majesty to add to the royal style and

titles appertaining to the imperial crown of

the United Kingdom and its dependencies.
The change contemplated by Her Majesty
referred to India.

" At the time," he

said, "when the government of India was

transferred to Her Majesty by the East

India Company, who were her trustees,

the propriety of some addition of this

kind to the royal style and titles was
felt by persons of considerable authority
in these matters, and was considered by
the government of that day, of which I

happened to be a member. The proposition
was not at that time adopted ; but, on the

other hand, it was not negatived. There

existed circumstances at the time which
made us think that it might be premature :

but the idea was not relinquished, and it

has been one that has often occupied the

speculations of those interested in Indian

affairs. Since that period since the

transfer of the direct government of India

to the queen the interest felt by the

4,076,000. That was at the rate of abont 15 per share.

. . It is stated that the present value of Suez canal
shares is about 78, and that is a price which has, I

believe, been recently obtained. . . . Consequently
there may be said to have accrued a gain of 4,750,000
on the purchase of the shares." Mr. Gladstone, March
81, 1881.

people of this country in India has greatly

increased. It has become every year

deeper and wider. I remember when I

first entered this House, now about forty

years ago, that there were I believe even

members of parliament who looked upon
India as a vast country which, generally

speaking, was inhabited by a single and by
a subjected race. But since then informa-

tion has been so much diffused among all

classes of our countrymen on the subject

of India, that even those who have the

most ordinary information are now well

aware that India is an ancient country of

many nations; that it is peopled by various

and varying races, differing in origin, in

language, in religion, in manners, and in

laws some of them highly gifted and

highly civilized, and many of them of rare

antiquity. And this vast community is

governed, under the authority of the queen,

by many sovereign princes, some of whom

occupy thrones which were filled by their

ancestors when England was a Eoman

province.
" The presence of the Prince of "Wales

in India has naturally increased and

stimulated this feeling of sympathy in

both countries. It is not for me to offer

compliments to a prince so near the

throne, but in fulfilling a public duty
the language of truth may be permitted ;

and I am sure that I am justified in saying

that, throughout this great enterprise, on

his part his demeanour and his conduct

have been such that he has proved that

it is not his birth only which qualifies him

for an imperial post. Under all these

circumstances we have considered that

the time has arrived when the original

intention of Her Majesty and her advisers

should be carried into effect
;
and I have

therefore to ask the House to-night to

introduce a bill which consists of only one

clause, which will enable Her Majesty, by

proclamation, to make that addition to her

style and titles which befits the occasion.

In taking this course I am following a

precedent, the validity of which I think
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cannot bo impugned. At the time of the

union with Ireland, in the Act of Union

itself, there was a proviso enabling the

sovereign, wlicn the Act was passed, to

announce by proclamation under the great

seal the style and title he would assume
;

and accordingly His Majesty, King George

III., issued a proclamation under the great

seal, and adopted the title of King of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland and its dependencies. I propose,
in the present instance, to take the same

course. I have to ask the House to-night

to give me leave to bring in a bill which

will enable Her Majesty to exercise her

high prerogative, and to proclaim the addi-

tion to her style and title which she deems

expedient and proper. I trust that the

House will support Her Majesty's govern-
ment in the course they are adopting;
because we have reason to feel that it is

a step which will give great satisfaction,

not merely to the princes, but to the

nations of India. They look forward to

sonic act of this kind with intense interest,

ami by various modes they have conveyed
to us their desire that such a policy should

be pursued. T cannot myself doubt that

it is one also that will be agreeable to the

people of the United Kingdom; because

they must feel that such a step gives a

seal, as it were, to that sentiment which

has long existed, and the strength of

which has been increased by time, and

that is the unanimous determination of

the people of this country to retain our

connection with the Indian empire. And it

will be an answer to those mere economists

and those foreign diplomatists who announce

that India is to us only a burden or a danger.

By passing this bill then, and enabling Her

Majesty to take this stop, the House will

show, in a manner that is unmistakable,

that they look upon India as one of the

most precious possessions of the crown, and

their pride that it is a part of her empire
and governed by her imperial tin-one."

At the very outset this request encoun-

tered the wrath of the Opposition. Mr.

Lowe was the most truculent and out-

spoken in his hostility to the measure.

He wished to know what was meant by

"imperial," and what was implied by the

word "
empress." The notion of the crown

of England being an imperial crown was,

he said, a very old one. At the time when

Henry VIII. had his quarrel with the court

of Rome, two successive Acts, declaring the

crown to be an imperial one, were passed.

That declaration was reiterated when James

I. succeeded to the crown of England and

Scotland; and it was again reiterated in

the year 1800, when the union between

Great Britain and Ireland was effected. It

was, therefore, perfectly well established

that the crown of the United Kingdom
of England, Scotland, and Ireland was

an imperial one. Yet what signified an

imperial crown ? It simply signified in

England, explained Mr. Lowe, that the

sovereign was as supreme in this king-

dom as an emperor was in his, and was

not subject to any potentate on the

earth. That being the meaning, what was

the state of the case with regard to India?

Was not India precisely in the position of

an imperial crown ? There was nobody
else who could set up any claim of suprem-

acy over Her Majesty, who held the

uncontrolled and undivided sovereignty of

India. Why, then, should Her Majesty be

called Queen of England and Empress of

India when the two titles signified the

same thing ? The title of emperor implies

that he is one who has gained his power

by the sword, and that he holds it by the

sword. Was it therefore wise and prudent,

Mr. Lowe asked, in dealing with a country
like Hindostan.to make a marked distinction

between the two countries by giving to Her

Majesty in England a title which implied

obedience to law, and in India a title which

implied the supremacy of force ? The title

of empress was associated with all that was

violent and debauched ;
the title of king or

queen had no such stigma attached to it.

Suppose Her Majesty assumed the title of

Empress of India, were they sure that such
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a title would be permanent ? They might
lose India, and then how would the parlia-

ment of the day feel when they came to

alter the style and to blot out India from

the titles of an English sovereign ? Again,
would not the colonies feel jealous at the

distinction conferred upon India ? If Her

Majesty was to be Empress of India, why
was she also not to be Empress of Australia?

Mr. Lowe then concluded by expressing his

warm disapproval of the measure, and hoped
that if his surmise was correct, and the title

to be conferred upon the queen was that of

Empress of India, the whole question would
be reconsidered by the government, and

placed in such a form as to be acceptable
to the House.

Mr. Disraeli at once replied to these flimsy

objections. He was not surprised, he said,

that Mr. Lowe, as the basis of his argument'
should have contemplated that India one day
would cease to belong to England. Mr. Lowe

was, however, the only member in the House
who would have offered an argument of

that kind. Mr. Lowe was a prophet, but he

was always a prophet of evil.
" Whether

retaining our rule in India, or attacking a

war in Abyssinia, I am always prepared to

hear from the right hon. gentleman a pro-

phecy of the dark-coming fortunes of this

prosperous country." Then, as to the state-

ment that neither Lord Palmerston nor the

late Lord Derby had attempted to make any
addition to the titles of the queen, the

reason given by Mr. Disraeli was unanswer-

able the Indian mutiny stood in the way.

"Why, when oxir swords were reeking with

carnage in terminating a mutiny of almost

unequalled magnitude, that certainly was
not a period when we could advise Her

Majesty to make any addition to her titles."

He denied that the colonies could be

aggrieved by the proposed title, because

the colonies were contained in Great

Britain and Ireland.
"
Therefore, as to

the alleged slur, I think, on the contrary,
it would be a slur to introduce the names
of the colonies into the bill. It would be

a slur to tell Australia and Canada, and

the men of New Zealand, 'You are to create

a specific title for the sovereign, and are

not to rank amongst the population of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-

land.'
"

The bill was brought in, he asserted,

because it would gratify the native princes,

would be pleasing to the many millions of

people who in India obey the rule of the

queen, and because it was a matter of high

policy that the step should be taken. He

hoped therefore, concluded Mr. Disraeli,

that permission would be accorded him to

introduce the bill. The motion was then

agreed to, and the bill read a first time.

Some objection was raised by a few

members at being asked to give their sanc-

tion to a measure the nature of which was

not wholly disclosed. In the event of the

passing of the royal titles bill, by what

title would Her Majesty be known ? Would
she be styled Queen of India, Empress of

India, or what ? This question Mr. Disraeli,

for constitutional reasons, then declined to

answer. The time for the second reading
of the bill was rapidly approaching, and

Mr. Samuelson, the member for Banbury,
therefore gave notice that on the motion

for the second reading he would move,
" That this House should not be asked to

read this bill a second time until the addi-

tion proposed to be made to the royal titles

shall have been stated by Her Majesty's

ministers, and until full opportunity shall

have been given for the consideration of

such addition."

The day for the second reading of the

bill was fixed for March 9, 1876. In

moving the second reading, Mr. Disraeli

began his speech by referring to the notice

of Mr. Samuelson. He thought that the

notice was unfair and improper.
" The

question was," he said,
" whether I was

prepared to inform the House of the title

which Her Majesty would be advised to

adopt with respect to the matter contained

in the bill before us, and my answer was,

that I was not then prepared to give the

information to the House. It appeared to

me that that appeal, as I ventured to remark,
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was unfair and improper, because, in the

first place, on a controversial matter, it

required me to make a statement respect-

ing which I could offer no argument, as

the wise rules of this House, as regards

questions and answers, are established. I

should, therefore, have had to place before

the House, on a matter respecting which

there is controversy, the decision of the

government, at the same time being inca-

pacitated from offering any argument in

favour of it. I thought the question was

improper, also, in the second place, because

it was a dealing with the royal prerogative

that, to say the least, was wanting, as I

thought, in respect. Both sides of the

House agree that we are ruled by a strictly

constitutional sovereign. But the constitu-

tion has invested Her Majesty with pre-

rogatives of which she is wisely jealous,

which she exercises always with firmness,

but ever, when the feelings and claims of

parliament are concerned, with the utmost

consideration. It is the more requisite,

therefore, that we should treat these pre-

rogatives with the greatest respect, not to

say reverence. In the present case, if Her

Majesty had desired to impart to the House
of Commons information which the House

required, the proper time would certainly
be when the bill in question was under the

consideration of the House. It would be

more respectful to the House, as well as

to the queen, that such a communication

should be made when the House was

assembled to discuss the question before

them
;
and such information ought not to

bo imparted, I think, in answer to the

casual inquiry of an individual member.
" From the beginning there has been no

mystery at any time upon this matter. So
far as the government are concerned they
have acted strictly according to precedent,
and it has not been in my power until the

present evening to impart any information

to the House upon the subject on which

they intimated a wish to be informed. But,

upon the first night, when T introduced this

bill, I did say, alluding to the prerogative

of the queen, and Her Majesty's manner of

exercising that prerogative, that I did not

anticipate diiliculties upon the subject To
this point, in the course of the few observa-

tions I have to make, I shall recur; but.

before doing so, I shall make some remarks

upon the objections which have been made
to a title which it has been gratuitously

assumed that Her Majesty, with respect to

her dominions in India, wishes to adopt.

It is a remarkable circumstance that all

those who have made objections on this

subject, have raised their objections to one

particular title alone. One alone has

occurred to them which primd facie is

rather an argument in favour of its being
an apposite title. No doubt other objec-

tions have been urged in the debate, and

I will refer to them before proceeding to

the other part of my remarks. It has been

objected that the title' of emperor and

empress denotes military dominion
;
that

it has never or rarely been adopted but

by those who have obtained dominion by
the sword, retained it by the sword, and

governed by the sword
; and, to use the

words of a right hon. gentleman [Mr.

Lowe] who took part in the recent debate,
' Sentiment clothes the title of emperor
with bad associations.'

"
Now, the House must at once feel what

vague and shadowy arguments if they can

be called arguments are these: 'Sentiment

clothes the title of emperor with bad

associations.' I very much doubt whether

sentiment does clothe the title of emperor
with bad associations. I can remember,
and many gentlemen can remember, the

immortal passage of the greatest of modern

historians [Gibbon], where he gives his

opinion that the happiness of mankind was

never so completely assured or so long a

time maintained as in the age of the

Antonines, and the Antonines were em-

perors. The right hon. gentleman may be

of opinion that an imperial title is a modern

invention, and its associations to him may
be derived from a limited experience, of

which he may be proud. But when so
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large a principle is laid down by one

distinguished for his historical knowledge,

that 'Sentiment clothes the title of emperor

with bad associations,' I may be allowed to

vindicate what I believe to be the truth

upon this matter. Then a second objection

was urged : it was said,
' This is a clumsy

periphrasis in which you are involving

the country, if you have not only royal but

imperial majesties.' Now, the right hon.

gentleman who made the remark, ought
to have recollected that there would be

no clumsy periphrasis of the kind. The

majesty of England requires for its support

no epithet. The queen is not Her Royal

Majesty. The queen is described properly

as Her Majesty. Therefore the clumsy

periphrasis of 'Royal and Imperial' Majesty
could never occur.

" There is, however, a stronger and more

important objection which has been brought
to this title of empress. Put briefly and

concisely it is this that we diminish the

supremacy of the queenly title by investing
Her Majesty, though only locally, with an

imperial dignity. I deny that any imperial

dignity is superior to the queenly title, and

I defy anyone to prove the reverse
; yet I

hear and read every day of an intention to

invest Her Majesty with a title superior
to that which she has inherited from an

illustrious line of ancestors. It is necessary,

therefore, to notice this statement. In tunes

which will guide us in any way upon such

a subject, I doubt whether there is any
precedent of an emperor ranking superior
to a crowned head, unless that crowned
head was his avowed feudatory. I will

take the most remarkable instance of

imperial sway in modern history. When
the Holy Roman Empire existed, and the

German emperor was crowned at Rome and
called Caesar, no doubt the princes of

Germany, who were his feudatories, acknow-

ledged his supremacy, whatever might be

his title.

"But in those days there were great

kings there were kings of France, and

kings of Spain, and kings of England

they never acknowledged the supremacy of

the head of the Holy Roman Empire ;
and

the origin, I have no doubt, of the expres-
sion of the Act of Henry VIII., where the

crown of England is described as an

imperial crown, was the determination of

that eminent monarch that at least there

should be no mistake upon the subject

between himself and the Emperor Charles

V. These may be considered antiquarian

illustrations, and 1 will not dwell upon
them, but will take more recent cases at a

time when the intercourse of nations and of

courts was regulated by the same system of

diplomacy which now prevails. Upon this

question, then, I say there can be no mis-

take, for it has been settled by the assent,

and the solemn assent, of Europe. In the

middle of the last century a remark-

able instance occurred which brought to a

crisis this controversy, if it were a point
of controversy. "When Peter the Great

emerged from his anomalous condition as a

powerful sovereign hardly recognized by
his brother sovereigns he changed the

style and title of his office from that of Czar

to Emperor. That addition was acknow-

ledged by England, and by England alone.

The rulers of Russia as emperors remained

unrecognized by the great comity of nations
;

and after Peter the Great they still con-

tinued to bear the titles of Czar and Czarina;

for more than one female sovereign flour-

ished in Russia about the middle of

the century. In 1745, Elizabeth, Czarina

of Russia, having by her armies and her

councils interfered considerably in the

affairs of Europe probably (though I am
not sure of this) influenced by the circum-

stance that the first congress of Aix la

Chapelle, in the middle of last century, was
about to meet announced to her allies and
to her brother sovereigns that she intended

in future to take the title of empress, in-

stead of Czarina. Considerable excitement

and commotion were caused at all the courts

and in all the governments of Europe in

consequence of this announcement
;
but the

new title was recognized on condition that
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Her Majesty should at the same time write

a letter, called in diplomatic language a

reversal, acknowledging that she thereby

made no difference in the etiquette and

precedence of the European courts, and

would only rank upon terms of equality

with the other crowned heads of Europe.

Upon these terms France, Spain, Austria,

and Hungary admitted the Empress of

Hussia into their equal society.
" For the next twenty years, under Peter

III., there were discussions on the subject ;

but he also gave a reversal, disclaiming

superiority to other crowned heads in

taking the title of emperor. When Cath-

erine II. came to the throne, she objected

to write this reversal, as being inconsistent

with the dignity of a crowned sovereign ;

and she herself issued an edict to her own

subjects, announcing, on her accession, her

rank, style, and title; and distinctly in-

forming her subjects that, though she took

that style and title, she only wished to rank

with the other sovereigns of Europe. I

should say that the whole of the diplomatic

proceedings of the world from that time

have acknowledged that result, and there

can he no question on the subject. There

was an attempt at the congress of Vienna

to introduce the subject of the classification

of sovereigns; but the difficulties of the

subject were acknowledged by Prince

Metternich, by Lord Castlereagh, and by
all the eminent statesmen of the time; the

subject was dropped ; theequality of crowned

heads was again acknowledged, and the

mode of precedence of their representatives

at the different courts was settled by an

alphabetical arrangement, or by the date of

their arrival and letters of credit to that

court, at once and for ever. The question
of equality between those sovereigns who

styled themselves emperors and those who
were crowned heads of ancient kingdoms,
without reference to population, revenue 1

,
or

extent of territory, was established and

permanently adopted.
"
Now, Sir, the honourable gentleman

the member for Glasgow [Mr. Anderson]
VOL. II.

said the other day,
'

If empress means

nothing more than queen, why should you
have empress? If it means something else,

then I am against adopting it.' Well, I

have proved to you that it does not mean

anything else. Then, why should you adopt
it ? Well, that is one of those questions

which, if pursued in the same spirit and

applied to all the elements of society, might
resolve it into its original elements. The

amplification of titles is no new system, no

new idea
;

it has marked all ages, and has

been in accordance with the manners and

customs of all countries. The amplification
of titles is founded upon a great respect

for local influences, for the memory of dis-

tinguished deeds and passages of interest

in the history of countries. It is only by
the amplification of titles that you can

often touch and satisfy the imagination

of nations; and that is an element which

governments must not despise. Well, then,

it is said that if this title of empress is

adopted, it would be un-English. But why
un-English ? I have sometimes heard the

ballot called un-English, and indignant
orators on the other side have protested

against the use of an epithet of that char-

acter which nobody could define, and which

nobody ought to employ. I should like to

know why the title is un-English.
"A gentleman the other day, referring to

this question now exciting parliament and

the country, recalled to the recollection of

the public the dedication of one of the most

beautiful productions of the English muse
to the sovereign of this country; and

speaking of the age distinguished by an

Elizabeth, by a Shakespeare, and by a

Bacon, he asked whether the use of the

word empress, applied by one who was

second in his power of expression and in

his poetic resources only to Shakespeare

himself, in the dedication of an immortal

work to Queen Elizabeth was not, at least,

an act which proved that the word and

the feeling were not un-English ? Then, of

course, it was immediately answered by
those who criticised the illustration that

45
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this was merely the fancy of a poet. But

I do not think it was the fancy of a poet.

The fancy of the most fanciful of poets was

exhausted in the exuberant imagination
which idealised his illustrious sovereign as

the 'Faery Queen.' He did not call her

empress then he called her the '

Faery

Queen.' But when his theme excited the

admiration of royalty when he had the

privilege of reciting some of his cantos to

Queen Elizabeth, and she expressed a wish

that the work should be dedicated to her

then Spencer had, no doubt, to consult the

friends in whom he could confide as to the

style in which he should approach so solemn

an occasion, and win to himself still more
the interest of his illustrious sovereign.
He was a man who lived among courtiers

and statesmen. He had as friends Sidney
and Raleigh ;

and I have little doubt that

it was by the advice of Sidney and Raleigh
that he addressed his sovereign as Empress,
' The Queen of England, of Ireland, and of

Virginia,' the hand of Sir Walter Raleigh

being probably shown in the title of the

Queen of Virginia ;
and it is not at all

improbable that Elizabeth herself, who

possessed so much literary taste, and
who prided herself upon improving the

phrases of the greatest poet, revised the

dedication. That example clearly shows
that the objection of this assumed adoption

by Her Majesty of the title of empress as

un-English could hardly exist in an age
when the word was used with so much
honour in an age of 'words which wise
Bacon and brave Raleigh spake.'*

"
I think it is obvious from these remarks,

made upon the assumption that the title

which Her Majesty would be pleased to

adopt by her proclamation would be
'

Empress,' that the title would be one to

which there could be no objection. I am
empowered, therefore, to say that the title

; "
I was interested in observing that in Camden's

'
Britannia' in the first English translation from the original

Latin it is described as 'The ue and Royal History of the
famous Empress Elizabeth, Queen of England.' So at any
rate Camden as well as Spenser may be quoted as authority
on that point" Mi: Ditraeli, March 23, 1876.

would be '

Empress,' and that Her Majesty
would be 'Victoria, by the Grace of God,
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith,

and Empress of India.' Now, I know it

may be said it was said at a recent debate

and urged strongly by the right hon.

gentleman the member for Bradford [Mr.
W. E. Forster] that in this addition to Her

Majesty's style, and in this addition alone,

we are treating without consideration the

colonies. I cannot in any way concur in

that opinion. No one honours more than

myself the colonial empire of England ;
no

one is more anxious to maintain it. No
one regrets more than I do that favourable

opportunities have been lost of identifying

the colonies with the royal race of England.
But we have to deal now with another

subject, and one essentially different from

the colonial condition. The condition of

India and the condition of the colonies have

no similarity. In the colonies you have,

first of all, a fluctuating population ;
a

man is member of parliament, it may be,

for Melbourne this year, and next year he

is member of parliament for Westminster.

A colonist finds a nugget, or he fleeces a

thousand flocks. He makes a fortune. He
returns to England ;

he buys an estate
;

he becomes a magistrate ;
he represents

Majesty; he becomes high sheriff: he has

a magnificent house near Hyde Park
;
he

goes to court, to levees, to drawing-rooms ;

he has an opportimity of plighting his troth

personally to his sovereign : he is in

frequent and direct communication with

her. But that is not the case with the

inhabitant of India.
" The condition of colonial society is of

a fluctuating character. Its political and

social elements change. I remember, twenty

years ago, a distinguished statesman who

willingly would have seen a Dukedom of

Canada. But Canada has now no separate
existence. It is called the '

Dominion/
and includes several other provinces. There

is no similarity between the circumstances

of our colonial fellow-subjects in India.
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Our colonists arc English ; they come, they
go, they are careful to make fortunes In

invest (lirir money in England; their

interests in this country are immense, ram-

ified, complicated, and they have constant

opportunities of improving and employ-
ing the relations which exist between

themselves and their countrymen in the

metropolis. Their relations to the sovereign
are ample ; they satisfy them. The colonists

are proud of those relations
; they are

interested in the titles of the queen ; they
look forward to return when they leave

Knulaiid; they do return; in short, they
are Englishmen.

" Now let me say one word, before I move
the second reading of this bill, upon the

effect it may have upon India. It is not

without consideration, it is not without the

utmost care, it is not until after the deepest

thought, that we have felt it our duty to

introduce this bill into parliament It is

desired in India
;

it is anxiously expected.
The princes and nations of India, unless we
are deceived, and we have omitted no means

by which we could obtain information and
form opinions, look to it with the utmost

interest They know exactly what it means,

though there may be some hon. members
in this House who do not They know in

India what this bill means, and they know
that what it means is what they wish. I

do myself most earnestly impress upon the

House to remove prejudice from their

minds, and to pass the second reading of

this bill without a division. Let not our

divisions be misconstrued. Let the people
of India feel that there is a sympathetic
chord between us and them, and do not let

Europe suppose for a moment that there

are any in this House who are not deeply
conscious of the importance of our Indian

empire. Unfortunate words have been
heard in the debate upon this subject, but

I will not believe that any member of this

House seriously contemplates the loss of

our Indian empire. I trust, therefore, that

the House will give to this bill a second

reading without a division. By permission

of the queen I have communicated, on the

part of my colleagues, the intention of Her

.Majesty, which she will express in her pro-

clamation. If you sanction the passing of

this bill, it will be an act, to my mind, that

will add splendour even to her throne, and

security even to her empire."
As on the first reading of the bill Mr.

Lowe was its bitterest opponent, so on the

second reading Mr. Gladstone, who occasion-

ally troubled Lord Hartington's leadership

by his spasmodic appearances and passion-
ate utterances, was the most hostile to the

measure. He was in favour, he said, of the

motion brought forward by Mr. Samuelson.

The bill had been introduced by Mr. Disraeli

with comments which were misleading.

The House of Commons had nothing what-

ever to do with the prerogative of the crown,

and had no intention of putting pressure

upon the prime minister so as to inter-

fere with that prerogative. Statute and

prerogative were logically exclusive of one

another. The prerogative of the crown

did not require and did not depend on

statute
;
the statutory power conferred on

the crown had no relation to or concern with

prerogative. The question before the House

was as to the policy of conferring any

statutory power upon the crown with

respect to its royal style and title, and

the question was what that power should

be, and how it should be used. Mr.

Gladstone next proceeded to argue that

the prime minister had no precedent for

his proceedings, and denied that there had

been any desire on the part of India to

place upon the brow of the queen an

imperial diadem. Then the ex-leader of

the Opposition, who, however, assumed the

leadership whenever it so pleased him,

indulged in one of those verbal quibbles

so dear to his heart. He denied that the

government of India that was the entire

India had ever yet by statute been vested

in the queen. The Act for the government
of India provided that

" the government of

the territories now in the possession, or

under the government of the East India
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Company," should be vested in Her Majesty
and exercised in her name. Not all India

therefore, but only those countries which had

been held in trust by the East India Com-

pany for the crown, had been vested in Her

Majesty. There were important princes

and states in India over which England
never assumed dominion, yet by the medi-

tated bill she was now to assume that

dominion. Was such a step wise, he in-

quired ? He had no wish to see the title

borne by Her Majesty, so rich in interest and

in associations, absorbed in the style and

title of empress. Whenever the two titles

had come into competition, the title of king
had been either subordinated to, or had

been swallowed up in the title of emperor.

Moreover, the title of emperor was elective

and not hereditary, and it assumed absolute

authority. Mr. Gladstone concluded by

begging the government to seriously re-

consider the matter, and not deal hurriedly
with so important a question.

The hostility of the Opposition was, how-

ever, of little avail. On a division, the

motion of Mr. Sarnuelson was rejected by
a large majority Ayes, 31; Noes, 284.

The bill was then read a second time and

committed.

The progress of the bill in committee

was at once barred by Lord Hartington,

who, at the very outset of the proceedings,
moved the following amendment :

" That
while -willing to consider a measure ena-

bling Her Majesty to make an addition to

the royal style and title, which shall include

such dominions of Her Majesty as to Her

Majesty may seem meet, this House is of

opinion that it is inexpedient to impair the

ancient and royal dignity of the crown by
the assumption of the style and title of

emperor." The amendment led to a very

interesting debate, during which both sides

of the question were fairly and fully dis-

cussed. According to the Liberals, the pro-

posed title of empress was as unpopular in

England as it was in India
;
the innovation

was as unnecessary as it was uncalled for
;

it would not increase the loyalty of India,

whilst it would excite the jealousy of the

colonies
;

if a new title must be invented,

why not call Her Majesty
"
sovereign lady,"

or
"
lady paramount," or any title save that

of empress, which was peculiarly disagree-

able to English ears ? Then followed much

historical and antiquarian talk, manu-

factured for the occasion, upon the origin

of the style and title of emperor, and the

power such title conveyed.
On the other hand, the Conservative

party cordially approved of the measure.

It was very desirable, they asserted, that

some step should be taken to mark the

imperial character of English rule in

India
;

in governing an eastern nation

it was right that the queen should hold

a title which would impress an oriental

race with the absolute sovereignty she

wielded. Because Her Majesty would be

Empress of India she would be none *he

less Queen of Great Britain, just as the

Prince of Wales was none the less prince

because he was also Duke of Cornwall.

The title of queen would not accurately

represent the relations which Her Majesty
bore to the states which were governed by
their own native princes ;

it meant at once

too much and too little too much, because

it would seem to imply that Her Majesty
had some direct concern in the government
of such a state as that of Indore or Gwalior

;

too little, because it would fail to convey to

the Indian mind that the queen occupied

the position of paramount power in India.

Then, finally, it was stated that there was

nothing new in the title. General Jacob,

in his scheme for the improvement of India,

had spoken of the queen as Empress of

India, Lord Northbrook had used the

phrase Empress of Hindostan, and the

title was of common occurrence in news-

paper articles and periodicals. The views

held by the Conservative party gained the

day. On a division, the motion of Lord

Hartington was rejected by a majority of

105 Ayes, 305
; Noes, 200.

During the progress of the bill in com-

mittee Mr. Disraeli was careful to correct
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a popular notion that Imil got abroad. Tt

was said that the queen was to be styled

empress in Kngland, and that her children

would be called imperial instead of royal
" I wish distinctly to state," said Mr. Dis-

raeli,
"
that there never was an intention

on the part of Her Majesty to substitute

any title Cor the superior and supreme title

of Her Majesty namely, that of Queen of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland. I am sure that under no circum-

stances would Her Majesty assume, by the

advice of her ministers, the title of empress
in England. I wish to make this declara-

tion, because I have reason to believe that

considerable error exists on this subject.

There is another point on which I should

like and on which it may be desirable

that I should on this occasion to make
one or two remarks. It is with reference

to a rumour which is very prevalent, that

in consequence of the assumption of the

imperial title in India by Her Majesty,
Her Majesty would be advised to confer

titles on her royal children and her agnates
that would denote their imperial connection,

so that they should be called not only royal
but imperial highnesses. Her Majesty's
ministers would under no circumstances

give such advice to Her Majesty; and
there never was the slightest foundation

for that rumour. It would be a step

entirely disapproved of." This explanation

greatly facilitated matters, and the bill

passed through committee with but little

all cration.

On the occasion of its third reading
(M:nvh 23, 1876) Mr. Disraeli spoke at

some length, refuting the objections of

the Opposition, and especially of Mr.

(Hailstone. He was very sarcastic as

to the statement made by Mr. Gladstone
that statute and prerogative could not co-

exist. "He," laughed Mr. Disraeli, "who
carried one of his most important measures

by statute and prerogative combined ! Be-

ginning by statute, and when the statutory

power failed him, having accomplished his

purpose to some extent by statute, he ran

to the throne and fetched the royal warrant

to complete his work !" Then, in reply to

the assertion that the proposed title of

empress was unpopular with the nation,

since it was considered as unconstitutional

and as lowering the dignity of the queen,
Mr. Disraeli asked what grounds there

were for such a statement? No petitions

had been received against it, no public

meetings had been held appealing against

it, none of the usual machinery of agitation

against an unpopular measure had been

put in motion. Yet the subject had been

before the country for the last five weeks.
"

I remember," he said,
"
asking one of

the most sagacious men who ever sat in

this House Mr. Walter, father of one of

our colleagues now in the House of Com-

mons, and a gentleman who had great

knowledge of the press and of public

opinion I asked him, 'How do you
ascertain what is public opinion ?

' He
said, 'Well, the way I ascertain public

opinion is this. Petitions may be got up,

and meetings may be got up, or the country

may feel a great deal without expressing
its opinion either by petitions or public

meetings ;
but there is an infallible test,

and that is the post. The way I always
know what is the real feeling of the country
is by the letter bag.' And it must be borne

in mind that Mr. Walter had at that time

the conduct of one of the most powerful

journals of the country those journals
which it is now the fashion to quote in

the House of Commons : it never was done

when I first entered it He said,
'
I receive

100 letters a day, and more when there is

anything stirring in the country ;
and I

thus understand and find out what is public

opinion from the post bag. It is that which

tells me what the feeling of the country is,

and I know it before petitions or public

meetings. They follow it.' Well, I think

a minister of state has as many letters as

the editor of a newspaper. I have some-

times 100 letters a day, and have had a

Lji'eat many lately. Generally speaking,
two-thirds of these refer to the business
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before parliament. They sometimes con-

tain very crude, but sometimes very critical

and useful hints. The other third consists

of what may be called
'

crazy correspond-
ence.' Now, I have a letter which I received

the day before yesterday, which I will

really venture to read to the House because

it lias a moral. It shows that while we
have been discussing with all this learning
and argument, and with an entire absence

of party feeling, and while we have been

listening to the Quixotic denunciations of

the right hon. gentleman the member for

Greenwich, the people out of doors are

astonished at our being ignorant of what

they thought was well known to everybody.
"
My correspondent is a young lady. She

is only twelve years of age, so there is nothing

compromising to her dignity or my own.

Her father was in the House of Commons
the other day listening to our debates

I do not of course mention her name, but

it is an extremely pretty one. They live a

few miles away from London. The young

lady asked her father what the debate was

about, and he told her the House of Com-
mons was discussing the question whether

the Queen of England should be called

empress or queen.
' What silly men they

must be,' said she,
'

I have known that for

three years!' 'And how did you know it?'

she was asked. '

Why,' she said,
'
it is in

my geography book.' Upon which she

brought the book to her father, who sent

it to me by post. Now, this is not a book

to be despised, for it is in its eighty-ninth
edition. I am informed by the most perfect

authority on the subject namely, the pub-
lishers themselves that there are at least,

at this moment, 250,000 copies of it in

circulation, educating young people and

others. On examining this book what do

I find? There is a chapter on India I

will not read it all, but merely give a

quotation.
'

Hindostan,' it says,
'

is in

general a flat country,' and so on. And
here I beg the House to remember that

I am reading from the edition of 1873,

which I need not say has not been printed

for the occasion. At paragraph six I read,

'British India is under the dominion of

Great Britain. Her Majesty, Queen Vic-

toria, bears there the title of Empress of

India.' This was known even in 1873 to

this young lady; and probably many people
knew it many years ago."

*

Mr. Disraeli concluded by alluding to

the changes occurring in the very heart

of Asia, and to the approach of Russia to

our Indian frontiers.
" There is a country,"

he said, "of vast extent which has been

known hitherto only by its having sent

forth hordes to conquer the world. That

country has at last been vanquished ;
and

the frontiers of Eussia I will not say a

rival power, but the frontiers of Eussia

are only a few days' march from those

of Her Majesty's dominions in India. I

venture to speak on this subject with

some frankness, because I am not of that

school who view the advances of Eussia in

Asia with those deep misgivings that some

do. I think that Asia is large enough for

the destinies of both Eussia and England.
But whatever may be my confidence in the

destiny of England, I know that empires
are only maintained by vigilance, by firm-

ness, by courage, by understanding the

temper of the times in which we live, and

by watching those significant indications

that may easily be observed. The popula-
tion of India is not the population it was

when we carried the bill of 1858. There

has been a great change in the habits of

the people. That which the press could

*
I am permitted to gratify public cariosity. The work

alluded to by Mr. Disraeli was the well-known "
Guy's

Geography," published by Messrs. Allman of Oxford Street.

The young lady was a Miss Lilian Constance Craven

(as Mr. Disraeli admitted 'an extremely pretty name').

The prime minister asked to keep the book over the third

reading of the bill; he then returned it to his fair informant,

writing on the fly leaf of the volume, beneath her name, "With

thanks. B. Disraeli. April 5, 1876." Some ridicule w.is

thrown upon this reference to a school-book. Lord Cairns

very wisely said, "I think that the public man who throws

contempt upon the school-books of the nation may be a man
of very keen wit and of a very sharp tongue, but he is not

a man of a very great deal of common sense." In spite of

the objections of the Opposition, it was also afterwards

discovered that the Duke of Argyll, when secretary of state

for India in the Gladstone cabinet, had himself altered the

wording of a telegram to
"
Kmpress of Hindostan."
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not do, that which our influence had failed

in doing, the introduction of railroads lias

done; and the people of India move about

in a manner which could never have been

anticipated, and are influenced by ideas

and knowledge which before never reached

or touched them. What was the gossip of

bazaars is now the conversation of villages.

You think they are ignorant of what is

going on in Central Asia? You think

they are unaware that Tartary, that great

conquering power of former times, is now
at last conquered ? No

;
not only do they

know what has occurred, not only are

they well acquainted with the power which

has accomplished this great change, but

they know well the title of the great

prince who has brought about so wonderful

a revolution. I have listened with surprise

night after night to lion, gentlemen, on both

sides of the House, translating the title of

empress into all sorts of languages, and

indicating to us what name would at last

be adopted. The nations and populations
that can pronounce the word emperor, and
that habitually use it, will not be slow to

accept the title of empress. That is the

word which will be adopted by the nations

and populations of India; and in announcing,
as Her Majesty will do by her proclamation,
that she adopts that title, confidence will

be given to her empire in that part of the

world, and it will be spoken in language
which cannot be mistaken, that the parlia-
ment of England have resolved to uphold
the empire of India."

The hope that Mr. Disraeli had expressed,
that the bill might pass without a division,

was not to be fulfilled. Mr. Cowen and
Mr. Lowe followed the prime minister, and
in two powerfully hostile speeches, urged
the House to record its verdict against the

measure. This special pleading was, how-
ever, not successful. On a division the

royal titles bill was carried by a majority
of seventy-fiveayes, 209

; noes, 134.

In the Upper House the bill passed its

first and second readings without a division,

though the Peers were far from unanimous

in approving of the measure. On the third

reading Lord Shaftesbury brought forward

an amendment, praying that the word

empress might not be used. His motion

was, however, defeated, and the bill was

sent down to the Commons without altera-

tion.

A new objection now made itself felt.

Shortly after receiving the royal assent, the

proclamation of the new title was made

by the sheriffs of London and Middlesex.

Ministers had promised that, instead of the

tedious process of inserting limitations

in the bill itself, the proclamation should

itself convey the statement that the title

of empress should be localized to India

alone. Yet when the proclamation was

issued, it was discovered that no such limi-

tation appeared. Upon this omission the

Opposition believed they had good grounds
to give battle. Sir Henry James accused

the government of having broken faith

with the nation, and moved a vote of want

of confidence on account of the vague terms

contained in the proclamation. A lively

debate ensued, the result of which was

that the government came triumphantly
out of the contest. It was proved that

ministers had honourably fulfilled their

pledges that Her Majesty was to be

Queen in England and Empress in India,

and so it was to appear in all public

documents. "The queen," said Mr. Dis-

raeli,
" would assume the title of empress

externally ;
but for the whole internal

government of the United Kingdom it

would not be used." The Opposition did

not certainly gain much by their move,

for a majority of 108 proved that parlia-

ment had every confidence in the cabinet,

and acknowledged that the language of the

proclamation had expressed the declarations

of the government
There can be little doubt, now that the

Royal Titles Act has been in force for some

years, that the ends Mr. Disraeli had in

view have been attained. The title empress,

in spite of the fears entertained at the time,

has not clashed with or absorbed the royal
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style in England, whilst it precisely implies

the sovereignty exercised by Her Majesty
over our Eastern empire. A large part of

India is governed directly as dominions of

the crown; but at the same time there are

enormous portions governed indirectly by
the crown. The title of empress exactly

meets the case. The styles once proposed,
of "

paramount power,"
"
lady paramount,"

and "
sovereign lady," were definitions, but

not titles
;

the style of queen was not

sufficiently exhaustive
;

whilst the word

empress, signifying a sovereign who governs
not directly, but through other sovereigns,

is most appropriate.
" The crown of Eng-

land," wrote Lord Canning,
" stands forth

the unquestioned ruler and paramount

power in all India, and is for the first

time brought face to face with its feuda-

tories. There is a reality in the suzerainty
of the sovereignty of England which has

never existed before, and which is not only
felt but eagerly acknowledged by the chiefs."

By placing the imperial diadem upon the

brow of Her Majesty, all invidious com-

parisons, which were at one time being

freely made by the natives of India be-

tween the titles borne by the Czar of

Eussia and the Queen of England, have

been removed
;
the title has exacted the

fealty of the feudatories without causing
them to be jealous as to the safety of their

territories
;

it has been hailed with accla-

mation by the natives, and has tended

greatly to consolidate and promote the

interests of our Indian empire by more

closely associating them with the home

government.
In connection with this bill a disgraceful

episode occurred, which those who love to

see malignant mendacity brought to bitter

punishment will not be quick to forget or

loath to record. During the Easter recess

Mr. Lowe made a speech at East Ketford,

in which he said, speaking of the queen's

change of title,
"
I strongly suspect that

this is not now brought forward for the

first time. I violate no confidence, because

I have received none ; but I am under a

conviction that at least two previous minis-

ters have entirely refused to have anything
to do with such a change. More pliant

persons have now been found, and I have

no doubt the thing will be done." In other

words, Mr. Lowe an ex-cabinet minister,

and consequently a privy councillor in

order to vent his spite upon Mr. Disraeli,

did not scruple to make an attack upon
the first lady of the land by stating that

she had made a request, and had been

rebuffed, and to accuse two previous

ministers of the crown of having broken

the oath of secrecy which they had sworn

to as privy councillors. It was impossible

that such a request could be made known

to any third person except either by Her

Majesty, who had preferred such request,

or by those by whom such request had

been refused. How did Mr. Lowe, then,

obtain the information upon which he

founded his
" conviction ?

"
Certainly not

from the queen. Then it must have been

from the " two previous ministers." Who
were these ministers, it was asked, who
had been so forgetful of the secrecy to

which they had pledged themselves ?

Could it have been Lord Derby, or Earl

Eussell, or Lord Palmerston ? To such a

question there could be but one answer

an indignant negative. Could it be Mr.

Disraeli, who had once resisted, but who
was now so

"
pliant ?

"
Scarcely. There

was then only Mr. Gladstone left
;
but Mr.

Gladstone, aware of the gravity of the

accusation, had written a letter to the public

press denying any participation in the mat-

ter.
"
It was rumoured some little time

back," wrote the ex -prime minister, "that

Her Majesty had been pleased to suggest

to two late prime ministers the proposal

which has now been embodied in the royal

titles bill. To the best of my belief, I was

not named as one of them
;
and for reasons

which seem to me important, I thought it

better to take no notice of an unauthen-

ticated report, which might at once die

away. Further attention has, however,
been "iven to the matter within the last
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few days ;
and although 1 deem that the

merits of the question cannot in the smallest

derive ilrju'iid upon the truth or untruth of

any such allegation, I think it my duty to

state, so far as I am myself concerned, that

neither this nor any other suggestion was

mentioned by me to Her Majesty during
the time when I had the honour to be in

her service." Where, then, and how did

Mr. Ix>we obtain the information neces-

sary to substantiate this charge of servility

against Mr. Disraeli ? Or had he stooped so

low as to gratify the spontaneous aversion

with which he had been so richly endowed,

by uttering a foul and malevolent lie in

order to do hurt to a hated political

opponent ?

The accusation was not permitted to "die

away." On the reassembling of parliament,
Mr. Charles Lewis drew attention to the

subject in the House of Commons, and

moved for returns of the form of oath

taken by privy councillors. He desired

to know the dates when the Earl of Derby,
Lord Palmerston, Earl Russell, and Messrs.

Disraeli, Gladstone, and Lowe were sworn

of the council, in order to ascertain, should

the statement by Mr. Lowe be true, whether

the oath had not been broken by at least

two of the above-mentioned ministers. The
accusation by Mr. Lowe had not been

thoughtlessly made. "
It was," said Mr.

Lewis,
"
a deliberate political attack by an

ex-minister on his opponents ;
and they

were entitled to ask him, as an ex-minister

of state and as an ex-privy councillor, on

what authority he had made the statement."

Mr. Lowe, charmingly unconscious that

he was delivering himself absolutely into

the hands of his enemy, was inclined to be

Hippant He congratulated Mr. Lewis upon

having found " a vocation in life," which

was that of interrogation. Still, like Eob

Roy, Mr. Lewis might be said to live too

late.
" He ought to have lived," said this

playful calumniator of his sovereign and her

advisers,
"
in the glorious times when inter-

rogation was seconded by certain physical

appliances which made it very difficult to

VOL. II.

refuse to answer anything that might be

asked. [It was certainly very fortunate

for Mr. Lowe's head that its owner had

not lived in
' those glorious times.'] There

is a mixture of questioning, and threatening,

and preaching in the lion, and learned

member's speech, which irresistibly takes

my mind back to the glorious days of the

Inquisition, and makes me feel how dread-

ful it would be if I had the hon. and learned

member to cross-examine me with a lever

in hand ready to crush my bom a if I did

not answer his questions." And these

questions Mr. Lowe refused to answer.

He was not to be called to account in the

House of Commons for what he had said

out of doors "
simply as a spouter." Was

the House of Commons, he asked, going to

undertake a kind of general censorship, and

punish freedom of speech exercised by
orators in the country ?

'

Every member
attended political and other meetings where

the language used was not always conven-

tional, and was he, therefore, to be liable

to be judged by the House of Commons
for words that had been said on those

occasions ? He refused to be bound by
such a ruling. He would not answer Mr.

Lewis' interrogatories ;
he would leave him

to the fate of the mother of Sisera, who

put questions to herself and answered them.

Mr. Lowe then concluded by haughtily

denying the right of the House of Commons
to criticise the remarks he had made at

East Retford.

Mr. Disraeli rose to address the House.

He had not commissioned Mr. Lewis to

introduce the subject, but since the motion

had been brought forward it was impossible

for him not to take part in the discussion.

Besides he had a little communication to

make, which would somewhat astonish his

loose and reckless detractor.
"
I regret," he said (May 2, 1876),

"
that

this motion has been brought before the

House
;
but I regret still more the speech

by which it has been met by the right hon.

gentleman. He has given us a picture

of what occurs at our usual provincial

4(5
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political meetings ;
and he lias very truly

said what every one must feel that

nothing would be more unwise, and nothing
could be more unnecessary, than that ex-

pressions used on these political occasions,

which may offend a party, which may be

deficient in taste and even in truth, should

be called in question and subject to the

criticism of the House of Commons. The

dinner which the right hon. gentleman

attended, and which has given rise to this

motion, was however, in my o'pinion, one to

be rather distinguished from the common
order of these provincial and political

gatherings. However we may indulge in

what is styled the rough and ready ex-

pression of our political opinions, whatever

they may be, and whether Conservative or

Liberal however we may sometimes ex-

ceed the limits of propriety, of gentleman-
like feeling or taste, it is not, I believe, the

practice in this country to seize that occasion

to make comments on the conduct of the

sovereign. And the right hon. gentleman
must have felt, during the whole time while

he was attempting to vindicate that freedom

of speech necessary at the meetings of

Englishmen, that it was not the boisterous

festivity of the East Eetford assembly that

led to these painful inquiries, but that it

was the circumstance that a politician and

a politician of a distinguished character

who had held high and responsible office

while the country was interested in the

discussion of a great public question, should

have taken the opportunity of making
statements which were monstrous if they
were true, but which, if they were not true,

must be described by an epithet I cannot find
in my vocabulary. Sir, did the right hon.

gentleman or did he not not merely
intimate, not insinuate, but I say broadly
state to the people of this country, that the

royal titles measure was introduced to the

notice of parliament by the unconstitutional

and personal influence of the sovereign ?

Did he or did he not take that occasion to

hold up to public prejudice, and I will say,

public infamy, the chief minister, asserting,

under circumstances detailed by the right

hon. gentleman with minuteness, that after

that gracious sovereign had been balked

and baffled in her appeals to previous

ministers, she had found a pliant and a

servile instrument who was now ready to

do her will ? [Opposition cheers.] I believe

I have stated the case fairly, as hon. gentle-

men opposite acknowledge by their cheers
;

and having done so, let us calmly examine

the facts.

" There were two chief ministers to whom
the sovereign of this country had appealed

to carry a measure similar to the royal

titles bill, a measure with that object at

least
;
and who had refused to undertake an

office which they believed was dangerous
to the state and to the honour df the crown.

That statement, made by a privy councillor

and by one who had been a cabinet minister,

naturally affected, and does affect to this

moment, the opinion and feeling of the

country. Was it true ? If the statement

were true, it ought not to have been made.

That, however, is a part of the case on

which I shall not pause to dwell. That

must be obvious to every hon. gentleman,
and it has been touched upon sufficiently.

I confine myself on the present occasion to

asking is it true ? Who were these two

preceding ministers ? The right hon.

gentleman the member for Greenwich

[Mr. Gladstone], was naturally one who
was immediately in the public mind

;
and

all of us admiring, and a large portion of

the country justly placing their trust and

confidence in him, must have been im-

mensely influenced by the conviction that

he had given such advice to Her Majesty,
and had refused his sanction to the intro-

duction of such a measure. The member for

the University of London [Mr. Lowe] served

in office under the right hon. gentleman, the

member for Greenwich, in more than one

post, and posts ultimately of extreme im-

portance, and such as would naturally
entitle him to the confidence of the right

hon. gentleman the member for Greenwich,
and therefore giving an additional plausi-
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bility to any statement he madu \vhieh

mi'jlii depend upon the degree of confidence

subsisting between him ami the member
for Greenwich. The member for Green-

wich took occasion in a most precise and,

1 will say, almost solemn letter, at once to

meet that Matement. Observe, in com-

parison with the conduct of the member for

Greenwich, the view of the position just

taken by the member for the University of

London. This is, it seems, according to him,

a rude boisterous meeting, according to the

custom of rough and ready Englishmen in

an obscure corner he hardly remembers

the name of the place, and really forgets

the name of the society which assembled.

It was nothing more than what happens

every day in England. We are pursuing
the most insignificant of objects, and it is

absurd that the House of Commons should

condescend to be aware of their existence.

But that was not the feeling of the right

lion, gentleman the member for Greenwich,

one of the leading members of this House,

and one exercising a just and great influence

on the opinions of his countrymen. The

right IKHI. gentleman felt it to be an occa-

sion on which his duty required that he

should at once meet it in a manner the

most precise and the most solemn, and he

told the country that it was false.

"How about the other ministers?" con-

tinued Mr. Disraeli; "there is another

minister to whom this might apply. 1

am myself not in the category, because

I do not suppose, being so servile at the

present moment, that I was much bolder

on a former occasion. But we come now
to the position of the late Karl of Derby,

unfortunately no longer among us. I

lived with him, so far as' political circum-

stances are concerned, in as much intimacy
as probably ever existed between two public
men. I believe I shared his confidence

entirely, and it so happens that at the

period to which the right hon. gentleman
ret'iTs, when at least the circumstances to

which ho refers would naturally have

occurred the change of the government

in India and the transference of India from

the* 'ompany to the Crown I was in hourly
communication with Lord Derby, because

at that time the new India bill was pre-

paring by Lord Ellenborough. ... I

freniie.it ly discussed with him and Lord

Ellenborough the subject whether the crown

should, under these circumstances, take a

new title in India, and there were reasons

of state which rendered it most expedient
on the whole that this question should be

postponed. Indeed, I was so acquainted
with these affairs that I was which is the

fact myself personally responsible for the

royal proclamation issued at that time, and

for that particular description of the queen's
titles which has been quoted more than

once in our debates. I think, therefore, I

am justified in saying that I express a most

profound conviction judging from my inti-

macy with Lord Derby, and my recollection

of all the circumstances of the time in

stating that no proposition of the kind

was ever made to I^ord Derby.
"
Well, there remain two other ministers

whose confidence I did not share, and

respecting whom personally I cannot speak.

There is the venerable Lord Kussell, and

there is Lord Palmerston, whom we all

recollect with regard and honour. Now,
this matter having agitated the country,

and having been brought before the atten-

tion of parliament, it is most unwise that

it should be left in doubt, or that there

should be any hesitation in the public

mind, because otherwise tlu.se calumnies

crop up again, and these reckless speeches

are again in time a source of authenticity

for statements which have not been authorita-

tively denied and destroyed. Sir, I speak
with the greatest difficulty at this moment,
and I can only speak with the indulgence

of the House. I have the authority of

Her Majesty to make a statement on her

part ;
but at the same time, as I have

felt it my duty to place before Her

Majesty the fact that it is not according

to the rules of the House that the name

of the sovereign ran be introduced into
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debate without the permission of the House

it therefore rests with fhe House whether

I shall go on. If the House desires it I

shall do so."

Mr. Disraeli here resumed his seat. The

House was hushed and expectant ;
Mr.

Lowe was uncomfortable
;

all his levity

had gone, and he seemed painfully con-

scious that the debate had taken a turn

for which he had been totally unprepared.
He had been so accustomed all his life, ever

since he had studied men and manners at

a colonial bar, to vent his malice when the

mood so prompted him, and to hurl his

reckless assertions with an indiscriminate

hand at all who barred his path or excited

his easily aroused dislike, without ever

being called to account for his statements,

that he could not believe that the moment
had at last arrived when he was to be

made seriously answerable for a venomous

and groundless accusation. He was, how-

ever, to find, in spite of the leniency that

Mr. Disraeli suggested should be extended

to him on account of his long residence at

the Antipodes, that to insult the crown

and to charge the premier with a pliant

toadyism were not matters of the trifling

importance he considered them. Amid
dead silence the speaker granted Mr. Dis-

raeli permission to introduce the name of

Her Majesty into his statement.
" It is merely this statement on the part

of Her Majesty," quietly continued Mr.

Disraeli,
"
that there is not the slightestfoun-

dation for the statement that was made,
that proposals, such as were described in

the Retford speech, were ever made to any
minister at any time. Sir, the whole thing
is utterly unfounded merely that sort of

calumnious gossip which unfortunately, I

suppose, must always prevail, but which

one certainly did not suppose would come

from the mouth of a privy councillor,

and one of Her Majesty's late cabinet

ministers."

Then Mr. Disraeli sat down. Never had

refutation been more crushing and com-

plete; never had the biter been more

severely bitten
;
never had the arts of an

unscrupulous malice been more made to

recoil upon the assailant. Mr. Lowe stood

convicted in the face of evidence that could

not be gainsaid, of having gratuitously
invented a calumnious piece of gossip in

order to hold up Mr. Disraeli to public

infamy. Such an act received the full

punishment it deserved. It was stigma-

tized as a base and craven proceeding, and

from both sides of the House expressions

scarcely parliamentary were freely indulged

in, denouncing both the author and the

deed. So direct and thorough had been

the contradiction of the prime minister to

this malevolent calumny, that Mr. Lowe
had no alternative but to make a full and

contrite apology. He acknowledged, he said,

that he ought not to have made the state-

ment; he had no doubt that he was entirely

mistaken, and he retracted all that he said.

So far so good. The character of Mr. Dis-

raeli was vindicated, and his denouncer had

donned the white sheet of the public and

abject penitent. But we think there are

certain offences which cannot be covered

and wiped out by an apology, however

handsome
;
and the offence committed by

Mr. Lowe was one of those unpardonable

political sins. We must also remember

that when arraigned by Mr. Lewis, the

offender declined to be called to account,

or to express any regret for the atrocious

slander he had circulated. He was jaunty,

amusing, triumphant. The apology had only
been wrung from him by the convincing
refutation advanced by Mr. Disraeli. When
a man has been found out, and has not a

loop-hole for escape, or a single fact to

suggest in extenuation of his guilt, he is

generally abject and sweeping in his contri-

tion. But had Mr. Lowe not been found

out, had Mr. Disraeli's refutation been less

satisfactory, had Her Majesty not authorized

her prime minister to make that statement,

or had the House of Commons not permitted
such statement to be brought forward, what

would have been the nature of Mr. Lowe's

apology ? Would he have apologized at
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all ? Is it ungenerous to suppose, that the

man who was capable for his own spiteful

ends of inventing so malicious a tale, would

not have been capable of Km/ruing it out

to the last ? An apology which has been

simply wrung from an offender, and which

has become absolutely necessary to proffer,

loses all its value
;
such was the case with

the apology made by Mr. Lowe. It cannot

be considered to have condoned so unpar-
donable an offence

;
and though both sides

of the House cheered the apparently peni-

tent politician, it was felt that Mr. Lowe

had given a blow to his reputation from

which it would never recover. It has never

recovered. From the day of the East Bet-

ford speech we may date the gradual aliena-

tion of his party from Mr. Lowe, and discover

one of the reasons of his present exclusion

from office. To invent a calumny in order

to provide a text for the indictment of a

minister is, even in these days of parlia-

mentary degeneracy, scarcely regarded as

a mode of legitimate warfare.

Meanwhile the development of the East-

ern question gave rise to much anxiety.

Nothing came of the Andrassy Note
;
the

rebels refused to put faith in the promises
of the Porte, and continued fighting. The

rebellion spread ;
and with the progress ot

the revolt the demands of the insurgents

became more sweeping and exacting.

Turkey, pressed by the schemes and de-

mands of her creditors, hampered by
ministerial feuds which led to the resigna-

tion and subsequent death of the Sultan

Abdul Az\z, and crippled by the action

of the powers, had to exert all her energies

and resources to thwart the opposition she

had encountered. Then the Christians,

stimulated by Russian intrigue, rose in a

mass against their oppressors in Bulgaria
and Roumelia, and essayed to gain their

freedom. We have no intention of dis-

cussing a thrice-told tale as to the nature

and extent of the "atrocities" that were

committed on that occasion by the " un-

speakable Turk." Undoubtedly terrible

deeds were perpetrated, both by the so-

called Christian against the Turk, and by
the Turk against the so-called Christian.-

Without pinning our faith upon the reports
of newspaper correspondents who, grafting
Hibernian mendacity upon Yankee exag-

geration, drew the most terrible pictures of

Turkish lust and cruelty, there can be little

doubt but that awful enormities were com-

mitted in the endeavour to suppress the

rebellion. And, with no wish to defend

the Turk, we would ask, has any insurrec-

tion, whether in ancient or modern history,

ever yet been put down without "atrocities"

having been the result of the revolt ?

If the conduct of the Turk on that

occasion had been the one crying exception
to the general rule, then the agitation and

indignation that were excited against the

Porte would be easily accounted for. But

the opportunity was not to be lost by the

Liberals of turning the ''

Bulgarian atroci-

ties
"

to good account, and using them as

weapons against the government. The
Turk was vehemently denounced, Russia

was lauded to the skies as the protector of

the Christians, and the country was flooded

with pamphlets narrating with sickly

minutiae the deeds of terrible barbarity
that had been, and had not been, enacted

in Bulgarian villages. The agitation was,

however, simply a party move and nothing
more. It was based neither on humanity
nor philanthropy. Mr. Gladstone saw that

the occasion was favourable, by disparaging
the Turk, to decry the Eastern policy of the

Conservative government He penned tracts

full of violent verbosity, he made speeches

by the furlong, he vowed that the hated

Ottoman should be expelled from Europe

"bag and baggaga" The whole thing,

however, was, as we have said, simply a

party move, and inspired neither by a love

of mercy, toleration, nor Christianity. The

Liberals wanted a good "cry" to work upon
the feelings of the country, and the " Bul-

garian atrocities" gave it them. As for the

pure love of humjmity, on which it was

asserted that the ngitation was based, the

less said the better. Recent events have
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proved that when Russia is the aggressor
-and not Turkey, and when the victims are

only Poles and Jews instead of disaffected

Bulgarians, Mr. Gladstone and his followers

can be as supremely indifferent to
"
atroci-

ties
"

as if they themselves had warred in

Central Asia or had suppressed a revolt in

Warsaw.

Mr. Disraeli was not to be deceived by
the agitation set on foot, or turned from

his purpose. He did not consider himself

bound to believe every bit of chatter cir-

culated by newspaper correspondents, or

every story told by travelling clergy, who
had mistaken wisps of straw on hop poles,

to frighten away crows, as unhappy Bulga-
rians impaled by the "

unspeakable Turk."

He knew that deeds of cruelty had been

committed in Bulgaria by the Porte, from

the despatches he received from the Eng-
lish ambassador at Constantinople. He was

not surprised at the facts recorded, for

he knew how Eastern powers, and also for

the matter of that how Western powers,

suppress a dangerous insurrection
; yet, he

deeply regretted the enormities that had

been perpetrated, and had sternly counselled

the Porte to resort to more moderate meas-

ures. From time to time he was called

upon, as the insurrection proceeded, to

state what he knew of the alleged crimes

committed in Bulgaria. Deriving his infor-

mation from official sources instead of

from daily journals; and being a responsible
minister of the crown, and not an imaginative

correspondent, Mr. Disraeli was naturally

guarded in his answers. Shortly after the

revolt had broken out, and when the columns

of the newspapers were full of the cruelties

perpetrated by the Turkish troops in the

suppression of the insurrection, he had been

asked by Mr. W. E. Forster whether such

distressing statements were true ? The

prime minister replied (June 26, 1876) that

he had no information which justified such

statements.
" Some time ago," he said,

" when troubles

first commenced in Bulgaria, they appear
to have begun by strangers entering the

country and burning the villages without

reference to religion or race. The Turkish

government at that time had no regular

troops in Bulgaria, and the inhabitants of

course were obliged to defend themselves.

The persons who are called Bashi-bazouks

and Circassians are persons who had settled

in the country, and had a stake in it. 1

have not the slightest doubt myself that

the war, if you can call it a war, between

the invaders and the Bashi-bazouks and

the Circassians, was carried on with great

ferocity.* One can easily understand, under

the circumstances under which these out-

rages occurred, and with such populations,
that that might happen. I am told that

no quarter was given ;
and no doubt scenes

took place which we must all entirely

deplore. But in the month of May the

attention of Sir Henry Elliot (the English
ambassador at Constantinople) was called

to this state of things from some information

which reached him, and he immediately
communicated with the Porte, who at once

ordered some regular troops to repair to

Bulgaria, and steps to be taken by which

the action of the Bashi-bazouks and Cir-

cassians might be arrested. Very shortly

after the disturbances in Bulgaria seem to

* " The Turkish government has been unjustly denounced

for having placed Circassian colonies in Bulgaria, purposely
to oppress and keep down the Christians. This is one

of those reckless accusations that have been made by the

ndvocates of Russia in England, and by no one else. The

facts were these. A large Mohammedan population were

driven by the Russians from the Caucasus. The Turkish

government received these people hospitably and placed
them in different parts of the empire. Some had lands and

villages assigned to them in Bulgaria proper, others to the

south of the Balkan; some in Asia Minor, others in Meso-

potamia. Whether placed near MoHDliBWU or Christians,

they unfortunately showed the same propensities; the same

complaints are made against them in Mesopotamia as in

Bulgaria. But it must be remembered that they came
infuriated and smarting from KnsMan tyranny, and they
were at one time the favourite heroes of the same persons in

England who are now making similar heroes of the Monte-

nrgrins, and who would have been the first to denounce the

Turks, had they not hospitably received and treated the

( 'iiva>Mans. Montenegrins are not less cruel in their treat-

ment of Mussulmans, than Circassians are of Christians;
witness the noses of mutilated Turks which they treasured

up in the late war, as an American Indian his trophies of

scalps. All such barbarians should Jind must be kept down
with a strong hand

; and the Turkish government could

have little difficulty in disarming the Circassians, and com-

pelling them to abstain from molesting their neighbours."

Quarterly Review The Eastern Question, January 1877.
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have ceased. That is nil the information

1 have to give tin: right lion. gentleman on

the subject; and I will merely repeat that

the information which we have at various

ti/iii-a ri'triml I/lira not justify the statements

made in the newspapers he has na/m/!."

Still, the history of the Bulgarian insur-

rection continued to be written, not from

official state papers, but fmm the gossip

and chatter of "our own correspondent."

Every morning the newspapers served up
new horrors, and satisfied to the full

the craving for the morbid their sickly

romancing had excited. The reports of the

English consuls in Turkey, and the des-

patches from Constantinople commenting

upon the cruelties that had been practised

in the suppression of the insurrection, were

anything but pleasant reading; yet, com-

pared with the narratives of the professional

horror-monger, they faded away into in-

significance. Men were imprisoned and

tortured, women were grossly outraged,

children were tossed about on bayonets,

girls were sold as slaves, whole villages

were depopulated ; houses, farms, and mon-

asteries were burnt to the ground, and

their inmates forced back in the flames

in short, the fiends of hell had been let

loose, and were confining their labours to

Bulgaria. Again Mr. Disraeli was asked,

liy Mi. \V. E. Forster, had these atrocities

really occurred ?

"\\iili respect to the reports of the

terrible atrocities," said the prime minister

(July 10, 1876), "to which the right

hon. gentleman has referred, I would still

express a hope that when we become

better informed I would express this

hope for the sake of human nature

itself when we are thoroughly informed

of what has occurred, it will be found

that the statements are scarcely warranted.

The House must recollect that we, are in

constant communication with our ambas-

sador at Constantinople. Every day we

hear from him. Sir Henry Elliot is not

a man to be insensible to such terrible

pro-^edings. On the contrary, he is a

stern assertor of humanity; and 1 know-

no man who would more firmly and

energetically interfere, if he were aware

of events such as those to which the

right hon. gentleman has referred. \\'e

are also represented in the seats of dis-

turbance by gentlemen, as Her Majesty's

consuls, eminent for their abilities and

high character at Belgrade, at Eagusa,
at Cettinje, and at other places; we are

in constant communication with those

gentlemen, and certainly no information

of the kind has as yet reached Her Ma-

jesty's government That there have been

proceedings of an atrocious character in

Bulgaria I never for a moment doubted.

Wars of insurrection are always atrocious.

These are not wars carried on by regular

troops in this case not even by irregular

troops but by a sort of posse comitatus of

an armed population. .We know in our

own experience that one of our colonies,

an ancient colony of England Jamaica

was the scene of transactions, and of a

panic which always accompanies insurrec-

tion, which no one can look back upon
without horror. I cannot doubt that

atrocities have been committed in Bul-

garia ;
but that girls were sold into slavery,

or that more than 10,000 persons have

been imprisoned, I doubt. In fact I doubt

whether there is prison accommodation for

so many, or that torture has been practised

on a great scale among an oriental people
who seldom, I believe, resort to torture,

but generally terminate their connection

with culprits in a more expeditious manner.

I can only repeat that every effort will be

made by Her Majesty's government, and

as hon. gentlemen will see when the papers
are before them has already been made to

impress on the government of Constan-

tinople that the utmost efforts should be

made to mitigate as much as possible the

terrible scenes that are now inevitably

occurring."

Undoubtedly at this time deeds of cruelty

had been committed in Bulgaria by the

Turks, which had not yet reached the ears
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of the government. It was not the business

of Mr. Disraeli to peruse the newspapers,
and to listen to every piece of

" coffee-house

babble
"
that was brought to him, and shape

his policy accordingly. He was a minister,

and not a mere politician ;
and he could

only speak upon what he knew from official

despatches. His information could only be

derived from state papers, and not from

newspapers. The newspaper correspondent

might write a true account, or he might
write an imaginative account

;
but the

ambassador, at the risk of his diplomatic

reputation, had to furnish particulars drawn

from authentic sources, which were to serve

as a brief to the minister. Until those

particulars reached him, Mr. Disraeli was

justified in limiting his statements strictly

to the official information he possessed.

What the despatches revealed he disclosed,

but he declined to consult any other source

for his knowledge. A few days after his

last statement, the necessary documents

arrived from Constantinople, and he pro-

ceeded (July 17, 1876) to lay their contents

before the House. The case appeared very
different from the one-sided sensational

accounts in the daily journals. Atrocities

had been perpetrated by both parties. The

Bulgarians, encouraged by revolutionary

agents, inspired by Eussia and the "
secret

societies," had risen in revolt, and Turkish

troops had endeavoured to crush out the

disaffection. Villages had been burnt, and

farms ravaged by the Bulgarians and the

Circassians "a courageous and armed

population
" had taken matters into their

own hands and avenged themselves. "There

is no doubt," said Mr. Disraeli,
" from the

evidence before the House, that acts on

both sides, as necessarily would be the case

under such circumstances, were equally
terrible and atrocious." Then he came to

the horrors which had been recorded with

such sickly details how villages had been

pillaged and burnt, how Bulgarian girls and

children had been sold publicly as slaves,

how women had been violated, how cart-

loads of the heads of murdered women and

children had been boastfully paraded in

the streets by the Bashi-bazouks after each

defeat, and the rest. The government had

at once written to the ambassador at Con-

stantinople as to the truth of these infernal

deeds. The replies from Sir Henry Elliot

had been received, and Mr. Disraeli pro-
ceeded to read extracts to the House. Let

us listen to some of them:
" The excesses committed in the sup-

pression of the insurrection have been

very great, as was inevitable from the

nature of the force which the Porte was

in the first emergency obliged to employ ;

but it is equally certain that the details

which have been given, coming almost

exclusively from Russian and Bulgarian

sources, are so monstrously exaggerated as

to deprive tliem of much claim to attention.

Cases of revolting cruelty have been men-

tioned to me in such a circumstantial

manner as to make it almost impossible
to doubt the truth, but which proved on

investigation to be entirely fictitious
;
and

without impartial agents on the spot I am
unable to say more than that I am satisfied

that while great atrocities have been com-

mitted both by Turks upon Christians and

Christians upon Turks, the former have

been by far the greatest, although the

Christians were undoubtedly the first to

commence them." Again,
" For weeks

past," writes Sir Henry,
"
I have never seen

one of the Turkish ministers without insist-

ing upon the necessity of at once putting

an end to the excesses, and the answer has

been invariably the same. They [the

Turkish ministers] deny that the cruelties

have been upon a scale at all approaching
to what they are represented; they point

out that the horrors committed upon
Turkish women and children are passed

over in silence
;
and they plead that they

had no alternative but to use the irregular

force at their disposal to put down an

unprovoked insurrection fomented from

abroad, the authors of which are responsible

for the sufferings which have been entailed

upon both Christians and Mohammedans."
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And again,
"

I asked whether any of the

Greek agents in Bulgaria had spoken of

children being sold as slaves, and he replied

that none of them had spoken of it." The

English ambassador then went on to say
that the instigators of the insurrection had

begun by committing atrocities on Moham-
medans and burning Bulgarian villages, in

order to create exasperation between the

two races
;
that the reports as to wholesale

slaughter had been much exaggerated ;
and

that lie had heard nothing of the cartloads

of heads being paraded, or of young women

being publicly sold. So much for the

difference between the romancings of a

newspaper article and the reality of a state

paper. Mr. Disraeli was right to found

his statements, not upon the information

of the journalist, but upon that of the

diplomatist.

The subject was not permitted, however,
to be shelved, and further refutation was

considered necessary. It had been shown

upon evidence that could not be disputed
that if the Turk was guilty of perpetrating

enormities, the Bulgarian was equally guilty ;

that the revolt had been stirred up by
Russia for her own ends

;
that little faith

could be placed in the accounts furnished

by either side
;
and that the Porte, provided

the integrity and independence of the

Ottoman empire were maintained, was

willing to redress grievances and institute

reforms. The friends of Russia were not

satisfied, and required further information.

On the order for the third reading of the

Appropriation Bill (August 11, 1876), Mr.

Evelyn Ashley, the member for Poole,

censured the government for their delay
in obtaining information from Bulgaria, and
for the manner in which they were uphold-

ing the interests of Turkey. He believed, he

said, in the truth of all the charges of cruelty

against the 1'orte, and he severely criticised

the conduct of Sir Henry Elliot in refuting
them. Turkey had been supported by Eng-
land long enough, and should now be aban-

doned. " In my opinion," said Mr. Ashley,
"the best thing that could happen for

VOL. II.

Turkey would be that her Christian pro-

vinces, which, under the present system
formed a gangrened limb, should be entirely

separated from her and formed into free

and independent states, which would act

as a barrier between herself and the rest

of Europe." Mr. W. K Forster and Sir

William Harcourt took the same view,

and were equally credulous as to. the nature

and extent of the Bulgarian atrocities, and

equally complimentary to our ambassador

at Constantinople. Upon Sir William

Harcourt taking his seat, Mr. Disraeli

rose to reply. He blamed Mr. Ashley for

the indirect course he was pursuing.
"
Sir," he said,

" the hon. gentleman the

member for Poole has called attention to an

important and interesting subject to-night
in a manner very irregular, I think, not to

say unprecedented. If the hon. gentleman

really believes that the conduct of Her

Majesty's government with respect to these

transactions and of the queen's ambassador

is deserving of censure and disapprobation,
I think he ought to have come forward with

a distinct motion on the subject. Although
we are on the point of prorogation, he

knows enough of me to know that my
advice to the sovereign would be not to

prorogue parliament if he desired to chal-

lenge our policy ;
and even in a House like

this, if he had given notice, the opinion of

the House of Commons might be taken

about it It appears to me to be a course

scarcely, I should think, pleasant to a man
of a mind such as 1 believe is possessed by
the hon. gentleman, to avail himself of a

parliamentary privilege, which I do not care

to admit or deny, to insinuate an offensive

opinion upon the advisers of the crown and

u
|

ii in the conduct of absent ambassadors,

when he knows we have no means, in the

present state of affairs, of testing the opinioi

of parliament or of the country upon the

subject. Let me at once place before the

House what I believe is the true view of

the circumstances which principally interest

us to-night; for after the IHiodian eloquence
to which we have just listened, it is rather

47
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difficult for the House to see clearly the

point which is before it. The queen's

ambassador at Constantinople, who has at

all times no easy duty to fulfil, found him-

self at the end of April and in the first

three weeks of May in a position of extreme

difficulty and danger. Affairs in Constan-

tinople never had assumed at least in our

time, certainly a more perilous character.

It was difficult to ascertain what was going
to happen. But that something was going
to happen, and something of a character

which might disturb the relations of the

Porte with all the powers of Europe, and

might even bring about a revolution the

effect of 'which would be felt in distant

countries, there was no doubt. The House
is well acquainted with the train of strange
incidents which occurred, all of them events

that tried the intelligence, the vigilance, and

the thought of our ambassador there to

the utmost
;
and in circumstances of great

difficulty I think he showed an intelligence,

a courage, and a calmness which were highly
beneficial to the course of public affairs.

The hon. and learned gentleman [Sir

William Harcourt] who has just addressed

us in so learned and powerful an oration

well, I speak what I feel : I look upon
him as one of the chief orators of the

House, although he sometimes lavishes,

as he has done on this occasion, his great

powers upon subjects which are not quite

adequate to the treatment. In the present
instance the hon. and learned gentleman
has made one assumption throughout his

speech that there has been no com-
munication whatever between the queen's
ambassador at Constantinople and Her

Majesty's ministers upon the subject in

discussion
;
that we never heard of these

affairs until the newspapers published
accounts which were brought under the

notice of both Houses of Parliament, and
from that assumption he draws all those

inferences, so flattering to Her Majesty's

government, which have been recently
communicated to the House.

"The state of the facts is the reverse.

From the very first period that these trans-

actions occurred from the very commence-

ment the ambassador was in constant

communication with Her Majesty's govern-
ment. (Criesof"No,No!") Why, that may
be proved by the papers on the table.

Throughout the months of May and June the

ambassador is constantly referring to the

atrocities occurring in Bulgaria, and to the re-

peatedprotests which he is malting to the Turk-

ish government, and informing Her Majesty's

government of interviews and conversations

with the Grand Vizier on that subject.

"The hon. and learned gentleman says,

that when questions were addressed to me
in this House I was perfectly ignorant of

what was taking place. But that is exactly
the question which we have to decide to-

night. I say we were not perfectly ignorant
of what was taking place, and that is the

very point I am now calling attention to.

I say, during all this period we were, I

will not say daily, but constantly receiving

communications from Her Majesty's ambas-

sador informing us of what was occurring
in Bulgaria, and apprising the government
of the steps he took to counteract evil

consequences. What did take place was

this : When certain statements were made
in this House we said we were in constant

communication with Sir Henry Elliot, and

that the information which reached us did

not warrant the statements that were made.

I agree with my hon. friend the under-

secretary of state for foreign affairs [Mr.

Bourke], who has on two occasions addressed

himself to the subject with great know-

ledge and ability, that even the slightest

estimate of the horrors that occurred in

Bulgaria is quite sufficient to excite the

indignation of the country and of parlia-

ment
;
but when you come to say we were

ignorant of all that was occurring and did

nothing to counteract it, because we said in

answer to questions that the information

which had reached us did not warrant the

statements that were quoted in the House

these are two entirely different questions ;

and therefore it becomes us to consider
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what were the statements made in this

House.
" In the newspaper which had been

referred to, the first account was, if I recol-

lect aright, that 30,000 or 32,000 persons
had been slain

;
that 10,000 persons were

in prison. It was also stated that 1000

girls had l.x:en sold in the open market, that

forty girls had been burnt alive in a stable,

and that cartloads of human heads had been

paraded through the streets of the cities of

Bulgaria. These were some of, though not

all the statements made
;
and I was perfectly

justified in saying that the information

which had reached us did not justify those

statements, and therefore we believed them

to be exaggerated. Is that fact true, or is

it not ? Now that we have arrived at a

position in some degree to realize the truth

of the terrible results that did occur, is

tin- truth most like what we believed to be

the case, or that which was brought forward

as the foundation of the questions of the

right hon. gentleman [Mr. W. E. Forster]?
I maintain that the statements we made
in parliament were quite justified. Lord

I'erl'v telegraphed* to Sir Henry Elliot a

second account, which appeared in the

Daily New*, stating that in the Tatar-

lia/nrdjik district six Bulgarian cartloads

of heads of women and children were

boastfully paraded, and that young women
were regular articles of traffic, and were

being sold publicly in the villages by Tartars

and Turks. Lord Derby added that it was

very importantthat Her Majesty's ministers

should \K\ able to reply to the inquiries

made in parliament respecting these and

other statements, and directed Sir Henry
Elliot to inquire by telegram of consuls,

rind report as soon as he could. All the

statements in this second account arc untrue.

There, never were forty maidens locked up
in a stable and burnt alive. That was
ascertained with great eare by Mr. Baring, -f-

and I am surprised that the right hon.

July 1:s. !S7i;.

t Mr. Walter Karini: Ii;iJ horn sent to Adrianople, .luly 10,

1 S7t, to report upon lln- :ltr>ntir*.

gentleman the member for Bradford should

still speak of it as a statement in which he

had confidence. I believe it is an entire

fabrication. I believe, also, it is an entire

fabrication that 1000 young women were

sold in the market as slaves. We have not

received the slightest evidence of a single

sale, even in those journals on which the

right hon. gentleman the member for Brad-

ford founded his erratic speech.
"

I have been attacked for saying that I

did not believe that it was possible to have

10,000 persons in prison in Bulgaria. So

far as 1 can ascertain from the papers, there

never could have been more than 3000.

As to the 10,000 cases of torture, what

evidence is there of any case of torture ?

We know very well there has been con-

siderable slaughter; that there must have

been isolated and individual cases of most

atrocious rapine, and outrages of a most

atrocious kind
;
but still we have had com-

munication with Sir Henry Elliot, and he

has always assumed from what he knew
that these cases of individual rapine and

outrage were occurring. He knew that

civil war was carried on there under con-

ditions of brutality which unfortunately

are not unprecedented in that country ;

and the question is, whether the informa-

tion we had justified the extravagant state-

ments repeated in parliament which no one

pretends to uphold and defend. We were

asked if we had information which justified

us in supposing they were authentic. We
replied that we were in daily communica-

tion with our ambassador, who was in con-

stant communication with consuls, and that

nothing which reached us warranted those

extravagant statements which nobody now

professes to believe. The hon. and learned

'_< ntli'iuan kindly excused me for not hav-

ing seen the report of Consul Reade.j on

the score of my multifarious duties ; but I

do not think my multifarious duties are

any excuse for the neglect of business, and

JThis report is dated June Ifi, 1X76. It stated that it

n:is nn olijirt with the Turks to diminish the Bulgarians a*

much ii possible.
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I can assure the House there is not a

despatch which reaches or leaves the

country which it is not my intention to

see, and I scrupulously fulfil that duty.

But it is a remarkable circumstance that

that despatch of Consul Eeade, through no

inadvertence of mine, was forwarded to

another person. A delay arose, and it never

reached me until ten days after the question

was asked. I wish to vindicate myself on

that point.
" The hon. and learned gentleman has

done full justice to the Bulgarian atrocities.

He has assumed as absolutely true every-

thing that criticism and more authentic

information had modified, and in some

instances had proved not merely to be

exaggerations, but to be absolute false-

hoods. And then the hon. and learned

gentleman says,
'

By your policy you have

depopulated a province.' Well, sir, cer-

tainly the slaughter of 12,000 individuals,

whether Turks or Bulgarians, whether they
were innocent peasants or even brigands,

is a horrible event which no one can think

of without emotion. But when I remember

that the population of Bulgaria is 3,700,000

persons, and that it is a very large country,
is it not a most extravagant abuse of rhetoric

to say that the slaughter of so considerable

a number as 12,000 persons is the depopu-
lation of a province ? Well, but then the

hon. and learned gentleman makes a severe

attack upon the hon. gentleman the under

secretary of state, because he referred as an

authority to the Levant Herald* Now, the

Levant Herald is a newspaper which, I

believe, is of considerable authority, and is

distinguished for its authentic information.

That article in the Levant Herald I may not

have read with all the critical acumen of

the hon. and learned member for Oxford
;

but certainly, as I read it, there were many
points which I felt as I went on were sub-

stantiated by official papers, the whole of

which, I believe, are now on the table of

* The Levant Herald took the government view of these

atrocities, whilst the Daily News was the organ which in-

spired the Opposition and furnished it with statements.

the House. And I cannot understand how
it is that those who are so ready sometimes

to exaggerate the importance of newspaper
communications, and to assert, as two hon.

gentlemen, members of the late government,
have done this evening, that they are more

authentic than diplomatic despatches, should

say that the Daily News should be such an

absolutely infallible authority upon those

matters, and that the Levant Herald should

be flouted and treated with all the scorn

which the hon. and learned member for

Oxford has poured upon it. I cannot see

why the information of the Levant Herald

is to be treated in that manner. It is to be

weighed fairly. Its statements are not to

be accepted without adequate consideration
;

but I do not place it, as regards having
confidence in its information, lower than

any other newspaper. And I have always
heard I know it was so in old times : I

do not know myself if it be so at present
that it was an authority much looked up
to

;
and I have never heard anything about

its management or character to give any
reason to treat its authority with contempt.
But when I find its statements agree and

tally with the statements in the published

despatches, I naturally say that it gives me
a prejudice in favour of its veracity. And
I have no doubt, sir, that if the Levant

Herald were to publish some evidence

to-morrow which would tell in favour of

the views of the right hon. gentleman the

member for Bradford, or the hon. and learned

gentleman the member for Oxford, we
should have that journal held up as con-

taining infallible proof of the fact, and

who should dare attempt to depreciate its

authority or question its veracity? We
should have had nothing but high laudation,

instead of the denouncing phrases which

full upon us to-night.
"
Well, the hon. and learned gentleman

said also that Her Majesty's government
had incurred a responsibility which is

not possessed by any other country, as

regards our relations with Turkey and

our influence with the Turks. I say
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we have incurred no responsibility which

is not slmred with us by all the other

contracting powers to the treaty of Paris.

I utterly disclaim any peculiar responsi-

bility. He asks, why did we not send a

consul to I'hilippopolis at once*' and why
did we not at once appoint a military

attache* to the Turkish army? Why should

we have sent a consular agent to Philip-

]><>]M>lis ? Why send a military attach^ to

the Turkish army ? To do so does not

involve us in any peculiar responsibility-
it is only the exercise by Her Majesty of

one of her rights and duties. It has noth-

ing to do with treaties or with diplomatic

responsibility. Her Majesty has the right

to send a consular agent to any place she

thinks fit, and she has a right, if the

sovereign of the country agrees to it, to

send a military attache" to the armies of

the belligerents. The very fact, that we were

obliged properly to appeal to the Porte

for their permission before we appointed
(lenenil Kemball, shows that it was no

intrusion and no undue or unjust inter-

im nee with I he government of the country,
but that we were only fulfilling our duties

as an independent state in connection with

another independent state; and to attempt
to mix up those two simple acts on the part
of the queen with diplomatic engagements,
and responsibility of a peculiar nature aris-

ing from those diplomatic engagements, is

really to introduce a preposterous element

into the debate. I am asked why it is that,

because we have. in August agreed to send

a vice-consul to Philippopolis, we did not

do so in May ? Does any one believe that

if a vice-consul had been sent to Philip-

popolis in May, it would have prevented
the disastrous events that have occurred ?

It is quite impossible to suppose anything
of the kind. AVhat we have done now, in a

place where I am sorry to say we have no

commercial relations, will at least lay the

basis of some better means of communica-

tion in that country ;
and we should have

better communication with Turkey at pre-

sent if, unfortunately, some years back there

had not been a Liberal assault on the con-

sular system which reduced the number of

Turkish vice-consuls.

" The lion, and learned gentleman told

the government, 'There is a question now
which you must face, and that question is,

why do you stand out as an obstacle to the

settlement of a great question from pure

jealousy of llussia ?
'

I should like to

know, in the first place, what is this

great question to the settlement of which

we stand out as an obstacle ? The hon.

and learned member, although he has

seldom had greater command of eloquence,
and although he appears to have given the

subject great consideration, never told us

what the real question was; and when he

taunted us so indignantly with being an

obstacle to the settlement of this great

question, he never ventured to define it,

except, indeed, that he did intimate that

it was the duty of England, in combination

with Russia and the other powers, to expel
the whole Turkish nation from eastern

Europe. That an hon. and learned gentle-

man, once a member of a government, and

an ornament of that government, and one

who would in future be one of our eminent

statesmen, that after having experienced a

'sense of political responsibility, he should

get up on the last day of the session, and

with the conviction that from his glowing
and animated words the country might be

disturbed for the next six months at least,

should counsel, as the solution of all these

difficulties, that Her Majesty's government
should enter into an immediate combi-

nation to expel the Turkish nation from

eastern Europe, does indeed surprise me.

And because we are not prepared to enter

into a scheme so Quixotic as that would be,

we are held up by the hon. and learned

gentleman and the right hon. gentleman
the member for Bradford as having given
our moral, not to say our material assistance,

to the Turkish people and the Turkish

government. We are always treated as if

we had some peculiar alliance with the

Turkish government, as if we were their
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peculiar friends, and even as if we were

expected to uphold them in any enormity

they might commit. I want to know what

evidence there is of that, what interest we

have in such a thing. We are, it is true,

the allies of the Sultan of Turkey so is

Russia, so is Austria, so is France, and so

are others. We are also their partners in

a tripartite treaty, in which we not only

generally, but singly, guarantee with France

and Austria the territorial integrity of

Turkey. These are our engagements, and

they are the engagements that we endeavour

to fulfil. And if these engagements, reno-

vated and repeated only four years ago by
the wisdom of Europe, are to be treated

by the hon. and learned gentleman as idle

wind and chaff, and if we are to be told

that our political duty is by force to expel
the Turks to the other side of the Bosphorus,
then politics cease to be an art, statesman-

ship becomes a mere mockery ;
and instead

of being a House of Commons faithful

to its traditions, and which is always

influenced, I have ever thought, by sound

principles of policy, whoever may be its

leaders, we had better at once resolve our-

selves into one of those revolutionary clubs

which settle all political and social questions

with the same ease as the hon. and learned

member.
"
Sir, we refused to join in the Berlin

Note, because we were convinced that if we
made that step we should very soon see

a material interference in Turkey; and

we were not of opinion that by a system
of material guarantees the great question
which the hon. and learned gentleman has

adverted to, would be solved either for the

general welfare of the world or for the

interests of England, which after all must
be our sovereign care. The Gov rnment of

the Porte was never for a moment misled

by the arrival of the British fleet at Besika

Bay. They were perfectly aware when that

fleet came there, that it was not to prop up
any decaying and obsolete government, nor

did its presence there sanction any of those

enormities which are the subjects of our

painful discussion to-night. What may be

the fate of the eastern part of Europe it

would be arrogant for me to speculate upon ;

and if I had any thoughts on the subject, I

trust I should not be so imprudent or so

indiscreet as to take this opportunity to

express them. But I am sure that as long

as England is ruled by English parties who
understand the principles on which our

empire is founded, and who are resolved to

maintain that empire, our influence in that

part of the world can never be looked upon
with indifference. If it should happen that

the 'government which controls the greater

portion of those fair lands is found to be

incompetent for its purpose, neither Eng-
land nor any of the great powers will shrink

from fulfilling the high political and moral

duty which will then devolve upon them.
"
But, sir, we must not jump at conclu-

sions so quickly as is now the fashion.

There is nothing to justify us in talking in

such a vein of Turkey as has, and is being,

at this moment entertained. The present
is a state of affairs which requires the most

vigilant examination and the most careful

management. But those who suppose that

England ever would uphold, or at this

moment particularly is upholding Turkey,
from blind superstition and from a want of

sympathy with the highest aspirations of

humanity, are deceived. What our duty is

at this critical moment is to maintain the

empire of England. Nor will we ever agree

to any step, though it may obtain for a

moment comparative quiet and a false pros-

perity, that hazards the existence of that

empire."

This speech possesses a peculiar in-

terest. It was the last which Mr. Disraeli

was to deliver in the House of Commons
in that chamber where he had won his

most brilliant successes, and where for

well-nigh forty years he had been among
the most prominent of its members. The
secret of his elevation had been well

kept. Mr. Disraeli was in the popular
chamber to a late hour

;
he made no

reference to the new honours about to
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be conferred upon liiin
;
he took his seat

and entered into the conduct of public

business as if no change was about to

take place in his life; then lie delivered

the- speech above given, and when he had

ended, quietly took up his hat and walked

out of the House never to return a^ain

as a member. The next morning it was

announced that Mr. Disraeli had been

raised to the peerage as Earl of Beacons-

field and Viscount Hughenden. No one

grudged him his coronet. Both friend and

foe felt that the late leader of the House

of Commons had well deserved the honour

bestowed on him, and that it was a fitting

end to a brilliant but arduous career. The

only regret expressed was that the new
earl had no son upon whom the title

could descend, to perpetuate the name

ami services of so distinguished a father.

A few also thought how dull would be

the House of Commons now that its most

finished orator, whose wit and keen in-

vective had so often in the past enlivened

many a dreary debate, had passed to
" another place."

One duty as a commoner still remained

for Mr. Disraeli to perform, to thank the

constituency which in prosperity or adver-

sity had ever been true and unswerving
in its loyalty to his interests.

"Gentlemen, The queen having been graciously

pleased to summon me to the House of Peers, I

return to you the trust which for so many years

you have confided to me as your member in the

House of Commons, an assembly in which I have

passed the greatest part of my life. It has been

a period of trying occasions and memorable events,

and if I have been permitted to take some part in

their management and control, next to the favour

of our sovereign I am deeply conscious I am in-

debted for that opportunity to the fidelity of your

feelings. Throughout my public life I have aimed

at two chief results. Not insensible to the prin-

ciple of progress, I have endeavoured to reconcile

change with that respect for tradition whirli is

one of the main elements of our social strength ;

and in external affairs I have endeavoured to

develop and strengthen our empire, believing that

a combination of achievement and responsibility

elevates the character and condition of a people.

It is not without emotion that I terminate n

connection endeared to me -by many memories

and many ties; but I have the consolation of

recollecting that, though I cease to be your

member, I shall still have the happiness of living

among you, and that though not directly your

representative, I may yet, in another House of

Parliament, have the privilege of guarding over

your interests and your honour. Your deeply

obliged and ever faithful servant,

B. DISRAELI.
HUGHKNDKS, Auyvit 21, 1876."



CHAPTER XIIL

THE EASTERN QUESTION.

THE Eastern question, as interpreted by
Lord Beaconsfield, signified the mainten-

ance of the integrity and independence of

Turkey, and the protection of our Indian

empire against any prospects of Eussian

aggression. To prevent the Muscovite from

establishing himself at Constantinople, and

from attaining a dominant influence over

dynastic intrigues in Afghanistan, were

the two prominent features of the foreign

policy of the late prime minister. The

Turk, like the Afghan, was to be upheld,

not because he was a favoured specimen of

humanity, but because he was a political

necessity. The existence of the Ottoman

empire, and of the turbulent region of

Afghanistan, was supported by England,
not on account of any intrinsic value those

countries might possess, but simply because

they served as barriers to the ever marching
south of the Eussian in Europe and in Asia.

If Turkey were allowed to fall by the great

powers, in the scramble for the partitioned

provinces Eussia would find herself at

Constantinople, and in possession of the

Dardanelles. With Eussia at Constan-

tinople, she would be a source of constant

menace to England. The Black Sea would

be one vast lake for the Czar to concen-

trate the whole of his naval strength and

resources, which might at any time have

orders to steam out of the Dardanelles and

bear down upon our ships in the Mediter-

ranean, and thus gravely put in jeopardy
our direct route to India. The existence

of a powerful Eussian fleet stationed in

the Black Sea, with the command of the

Dardanelles, would compel England to have

recourse to what Lord Palmerston called

the "mauvaise plaisanterie" of keeping a

fleet, equal in strength to that of Eussia,

perpetually riding at anchor in some con-

venient bay of Asia Minor, to check any

aggressive tactics that might be put into

operation. The possession of Constantin-

ople by the Czar would inflict a blow upon
Turkish rule from which it would never

recover
;
and the inevitable result would

be the gradual absorption of Asia Minor

by Eussia, and her certain march south-

wards in Central Asia to the Himalayas.
Such being the view of the Eastern

question as arrived at by Lord Beacons-

field, the object of his foreign policy was to

prevent any power obtaining possession of

Constantinople and the Dardanelles, which

in that position might be enabled to act

injuriously to English interests. And the

only power which, in the event of the decline

of Turkey in Europe, would become mistress

of her dominions would be our great rival

in the East, Eussia. The maintenance of

the Ottoman empire was therefore an ab-

solute necessity for the preservation of the

imperial interests of England. No one

more candidly admitted that reforms were

necessary in Turkish rule than Lord

Beaconsfield. He complained that the

Ottoman government was grossly corrupt,

that the Christians laboured under griev-

ances which demanded redress, and that

the dominant Ottomans did not display the

lenity which was desirable, in their rule

over those of their fellow -subjects who

were sprung from a different race and

held a different faith. That the Ottoman

empire should be compelled to introduce

reforms in its system of government, Lord

Beaconsfield was among the first to demand;
but he declined to sanction any course which

should make Eussia the sole dictator of

terms to the Turk, or lead to her becoming
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mistress of European Turkey, or permit her

agents to foment discontent in order to

hasten the disintegration of the empire
she so much desired. According to Lord

Beaconsh'eld, since it was necessary for the

security of English interests, Turkey was

to remain entire and independent. All the

grievances complained of by the Christians

could be redressed, all the reforms desired

could be effected, without pandering to

Russian scheming and agitation, and with-

out creating any disturbance of the political

state of Kastern Europe.
Meanwhile revolt and intrigue were

doing their best to favour the ambition

of Russia. The insurgents were still

holding their own against the Turks
;

an outbreak had occurred in Salonica, in

which the consuls of Germany and France

had lost their lives; and the English fleet was

ordered to anchor in Besika Bay, so as to

afford protection in case of need to British

residents in Constantinople. Abdul Aziz,

who had set himself up in opposition to

the reforms demanded by young Turkey,
was deposed by his ministers, and his

nephew reigned in his stead as Sultan

Murad V.; and the revolutionary com-

mittees were as active as ever in fomenting
discord in the disaffected provinces, and in

employing all their wiles to frustrate the

efforts of diplomacy : for during these

exciting times diplomacy had not been

idle. On the failure of the Andrassy
Note the chancellors of the three Imperial
courts Prince Gortschakoff representing

Russia, Count Andrassy Austria, and Prince

Bismarck Germany met at Berlin, and

framed the well-known Berlin memoran-

dum. In this document the Porte was

commanded to establish guarantees that

the reforms it had promised should be

carried out; to agree to an armistice of

two months, during which Bosnian and

Her/egovinian delegates should discuss

with the Porte the measures of relief to

oe adopted ;
to allow the Christians as well

as the Mussulmans to retain their arms
;

and to permit "the consuls or delegates of

VOL. II.

the powers to preside over the application

of the reforms in general, and of the

measures of repatriation in particular."

Then came the important clause, that if

the armistice expired without the objects

of the powers being attained, "the three

Imperial courts are of opinion that it will

become necessary to reinforce diplomatic

action by the sanction of an understanding
with a view to those efficacious measures

which would appear to be demanded in

the interest of general peace, to arrest the

mischief and prevent its further develop-

ment" France and Italy agreed to support
the note. England alone declined to have

any part in it She refused to accept a

plan in the preparation of which she had

not been consulted, and from which she

did not expect any good results to arise.

This firm conduct on our part caused the

three chancellors to reconsider their course

of action, and ultimately to abandon the

Berlin state paper.

"I believe," said Mr. Disraeli, in reply
to a question on the subject from Lord

Hartington (June 9, 1876),
"
I am quite

authorized in now saying that the Berlin

memorandum has been withdrawn. It has

been notified to us that its consideration is

adjourned sine die. No doubt the remark-

able events which have occurred at Con-

stantinople would in a great measure account

for that withdrawal, because already the

Porte although that note has not been

presented has made suggestions which

have anticipated more than one important

point expressed in the memorandum. And
I think that when I refer to the fact that

the Porte itself has spontaneously offered

an armistice, that alone might be a sufficient

reason for a considerable pause in the pre-

sentation of that document, even if that

which I look upon as a more satisfactory

result than the postponement of its presen-

tation had not occurred. At the same time

I wish to remark that, although we felt it

to be our duty not to give our sanction to

that diplomatic instrument, that notification

on the part of Her Majesty's government
48
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was received in no unfriendly spirit by

any of the powers that we had to address.

Quite the contrary. Great regret was

expressed as to the course which we felt

it our duty to take
;
and a lively desire

was also expressed that we should recon-

sider our decision on a step which they

believed to be important to the interests

of Europe. At this moment I think I am

justified in saying that there is more than

one point on which Her Majesty's govern-
ment are acting with the other great powers,
and acting I hope successfully. We have

concurred entirely with the other powers,
or rather the other powers may be said to

have entirely concurred with us
;
but at

any rate there is a complete understanding
between us and the other great powers,
that there should be no undue pressure

put upon the new sovereign of Turkey ;

that he and his counsellors should have

time to mature their measures and the

policy which they mean to pursue. Then

again which I look upon as not of less

importance we have added our represen-

tations to those certaiidy of Austria and

Eussia, and I believe also of France
;
and

I have little doubt that at this moment the

representations of all the great powers are

made to impress Servia with the importance
of a temperate conduct on her part. I hope
we have impressed those counsels of moder-

ation on Servia not unsuccessfully. There

is a third point on which all the great

powers have agreed to act, if not simul-

taneously, yet unanimously namely, as to

the recognition of the new Sultan. In our

opinion it was a matter of great importance
that that recognition should be accorded

without waiting for those delays which,

under the circumstances, the usual diplo-

matic etiquette must have produced, because

on that immediate recognition the ambas-

sador of the queen can exercise his privilege

of personal audience and conference with

the Sultan. I may also mention that, with

regard to the recognition of the Sultan,

that recognition has not been confined

merely to the great powers of Europe, but

I may say there certainly has been a general

feeling of adhesion from all sections, creeds,

and races, among the subjects of the Porte.

I think it is very important that the heads

of all the Christian communities have per-

sonally congratulated, or have requested

permission personally to congratulate the

Sultan on his accession to the throne, and

to express their confidence in the policy
which he will pursue. I do not of course

wish to exaggerate the importance of such

an incident, but I think it may have a

beneficial influence over the insurgents,
and will certainly not diminish, but rather

increase, the effect of the counsels which I

hope all the great powers of Europe are

giving the insurgents, to avail themselves

of the opportunity which now seems to

be offered of insuring the pacification of

Europe."
A few weeks later (July 31, 1876), Mr.

Disraeli again stated the reasons which had

led the government to reject the memoran-
dum. "

Why did we refuse to sanction the

Berlin memorandum ?" he asked. " We did

so because we knew that the Turkish

government and the Turkish nation could

not fulfil the conditions which were laid

down in the Berlin memorandum, and

because we knew that the Berlin memor-
andum ended with an intimation that if

this effort failed, very different measures

would be had recourse to. And, of course,

the very failure by the Turks to fulfil the

rash and reckless promises which, in their

miserable state of despair they were ready
to make every day, would have been the

foundation for that which we, who were

advocating a policy of non-intervention,

wished particularly to avoid. It was per-

fectly clear that as the Turks would

necessarily fail to observe the conditions

laid down, the Berlin memorandum would

have allowed active interference an occu-

pation perhaps, and an occupation in a

country like Turkey generally leads to war."

In vain England was begged to change
her mind and to sanction the Berlin memor-
andum. France "implored Her Majesty's
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government to reconsider their decision,"

since the standing aloof of England
"
at this

momentous crisis would be a public calam-

ity." Austria warned us as to the danger
which might arise from Turkey being under

the impression tliatshe enjoyed the support
of England in rejecting the memorandum,
whilst Germany politely offered to consider

any alterations in the memorandum which

Lord Derby might be pleased to suggest.

England, however, continued firm in her

refusal, and the powers soon saw that the

affairs of the Porte could not be arranged
without reckoning with a Conservative

government, and that another than Mr.

Gladstone was now at the head of affairs.

To the prime minister of England the

Berlin memorandum was only another word

for a little family agreement between the

three imperial chancellors, to enter upon a

scheme for the redistribution of Turkish

territory. The reforms demanded would

be impossible for Turkey to execute, and

then the powers would step in and share

the plunder. Lord Derby was careful to

explain that the refusal of England was

not due to pique.
" In taking this view,"

he said,
" we are not in any degree influ-

enced by a motive which I have seen

imputed to us, namely, that we had not

been consulted in framing the document to

which our consent was asked." Owing to

this refusal, the Berlin memorandum was

consigned to the same limbo as the Andrassy
Note, and continental diplomacy had to

recognize a second failure.

A new element of discord was now in-

troduced. Servia and Montenegro, worked

upon by Russia, proclaimed their intention

of uniting with Bosnia and Herzegovina
to secure the liberation of the Sclavonic

Christians from the yoke of the Porte.

"Our movement," cried Prince Milan of

Servia, "is purely national It excludes

every element of social revolution and

religious fanaticism. We do not carry
with us revolution, fire, and destruction,
but right, order, and security. Spare those

of foreign nationality, extend to them that

moral friendship which distinguishes the

Servian
; respect the borders of the neigh-

bouring monarchy ;
and give the imperial

and royal government no cause for dis-

content. That government has acquired

a claim to our respect by taking thousands

of Bosniaks and Ilerzegovinians under its

protection, giving them shelter and food.

Brothers, full of confidence in your patriot-

ism and your warrior qualities, I shall

inarch with you and at your head. With

us are our brave Montenegrin brothers,

led by their chivalrous chief, my brother

Nicholas. With us are those valiant heroes

the Herzegovinians, and those martyrs the

Bosniaks. Our brave brothers the Bulga-
rians are waiting for us; and we may expect
that the glorious Hellenes, the descend-

ants of Themistocles and Botzaris, will

not remain long away from off the field of

battle. Forward then noble heroes. Let

us march in the name of Almighty God, the

Protector of all the rights of nations; let

us march in the name of right, liberty,

and civilization."

Thus bankrupt and divided, Turkey
found that at one and the same time she

had to deal with the Bosnian and Herze-

govinian insurgents, with the Bulgarian

Christians, with the well-officered Servians,

and with the warlike Montenegrins. At first

Servia, owing to the wretched generalship
of the Porte, was successful

; then reverses

came in swift succession upon her, and she

was glad to implore the intervention of the

powers to bring about a cessation of hostili-

ties. England, though she had considered

the proceedings of Servia as most unwarrant-

able, here interposed her good offices, and

suggested that there should be an armistice

for one month. This Turkey refused to

accept, though she expressed herself ready
to offer peace on condition that Prince

Milan should do homage to the Sultan at

Constantinople ;
that four of the Servian

fortresses should be garrisoned by Turkish

troops ;
that the number of the Servian forces

should be limited; that Servia should pay
either an indemnity or a larger tribute

;
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and that the Porte should have a right to

construct and work a railway through the

principality. These demands were con-

sidered inadmissible by the powers, and all

negotiations for the moment fell through.

When next the question of an armistice

was discussed, a new Sultan had been raised

to power. Murad V. was discovered to be,

or, by the council that then swayed the

destinies of Turkey, was said to be insane,

and his brother Abdul Hamid was called to

the succession. Lord Derby now proposed
that hostilities should be suspended between

the Porte and Servia on a different basis

from, that recently suggested by Turkey.
The status quo was to be maintained in

Servia and Montenegro, and administrative

reforms for the purpose of establishing

local self-government, but not independence
of the Porte, were to be introduced into

Bosnia and Bulgaria. These terms were,

however, not considered sufficiently favour-

able by Servia, now raised to the dignity of

a kingdom, and who, from the sympathy
excited in England in favour of the Bul-

garians, was under the impression that we

intended to abandon Turkey to her fate;

consequently hostilities were resumed.

Meanwhile the agitation throughout

England as to the Bulgarian
"
atrocities

"

was not permitted to die out. The press,

the pulpit, and the platform, were all active

and mischievous agents in circulating fierce

and unsparing abuse of tlfe Turk and his

country, thus hampering the policy of

the government, encouraging Eussia in

her ambitious designs, and rendering the

Ottoman empire suspicious of its friends.

Scheming politicians, spiteful pedants, and

ritualistic clergy anxious for a union with

the Greek church, wandered from one

provincial town to another abusing Lord

Beaconsfield and his cabinet, praising the

humanity of Eussia, and vowing, that if it

were necessary for the security of our Indian

empire to maintain the integrity and inde-

pendence of the most infamous country in

Europe, why then, so far as England was

concerned, let India perish and all her re-

sources. The chief spokesman and worst

offender among this unpatriotic section

was, however, Mr. Gladstone. It suited

him to believe every foul deed that had

been committed, so long as the "
unspeak-

able Turk
"
was its author, and the tender,

humane Bulgarian the victim
;
he assailed

the Porte, and his abuse of the Sultan

was only equalled by the unparliamentary
strictures he passed upon Lord Beacons-

field and his doings. Turning over the

files of old newspapers, he studied a mass

of filthy and morbid details, and then gave
the result of his labours in a published
form under the catch-penny title of
"
Bulgarian horrors, and the question of the

East." In this violent and one-sided

pamphlet the Conservative party was grossly

and unjustly attacked. '' There have been

perpetrated," wrote its author " under the

immediate authority of a government to

which, all the time, we have been giving
the strongest moral, and for the time even

material support, crimes and outrages so

vast in scale as to exceed all modern

example, and so unnaturally vile as well as

fierce in character, that it passes the power
of heart to conceive, and of tongue and pen

adequately to describe them. These are

the Bulgarian horrors
;
and the question is,

' What can and should be done, either tc

punish, or to brand, or to prevent ?'
"

Then

the author proceeded to answer that query.

The Porte was greatly to blame, but not

less guilty were the Conservative ministers.
"
They have been remiss when they ought

to have been active
; namely, in efforts to

compose the Eastern revolts by making

provision against the terrible misgovern-
ment which provoked them. They have

been active where they ought to have been

circumspect and guarded. It is a grave

charge which cannot be withheld, that they
have given to a maritime measure of

humane precaution the character of a

military demonstration in support of the

Turkish government."
Mr. Gladstone then called upon Lord

Derby to put a stop to the plundering and
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murdering in "desolate 1'iulgaria," and lo

redeem the honour of the British name,
" more gravely compromised than I have

known il to lie at any former period." The

nuthor concluded by the following appeal

to his countrymen: "I entreat my country-

men," lie wrote, "upon whom fur more than

perhaps any other people of Europe it

depends, to require and to insist that our

government, which has been working in one

direction, shall work in the other, and shall

apply all its vigour to concur with the other

states of Europe in obtaining the extinction

of the Turkish executive power in Bulgaria.

Let the Turks now carry away their abuses

in the only possible manner, namely, by

carrying off themselves. If it be allowable

that the executive power of Turkey should

renew at this great crisis, by permission or

authority of Europe, the charter of its

existence in Bulgaria, then there is not

on record, since the beginnings of political

society, a protest that man has lodged

against intolerable government, or a stroke

that he has dealt at loathsome tyranny, that

ought not henceforward to be branded as

a crime. But we have not yet fallen to so

low a depth of degradation; and it may
cheerfully be hoped that before many weeks

have passed the wise and energetic counsels

of the powers again united may have begun
to afford relief to the overcharged emotion

of a shuddering world."

There had been no necessity for this

appeal or for this pamphlet. Lord Beacons-

field was as fully alive to the fact that sad

crimes had been committed by the Turks
in Bulgaria as was Mr. Gladstone, though
he did not consider it incumbent upon
himself to believe every exaggerated and
unsubstantiated report, or to jump to the

partial conclusion that it was the Turk who
was invariably the aggressor. The prime
minister was as humane and kindly a man
as was Mr. Gladstone, though happily for

the country, he was less impulsive and
more discriminating, and as fully alive to

"horrors," whether committed in Bulgaria
or elsewhere. The Turk had been sternly

reproved for his misconduct by the Con-

servative cabinet, and had been informed

that his outrages and excesses had excited

universal indignation throughout England;
reforms had been placed before him which

he was instructed to carry out
;
and he was

advised generally to amend his ways, and

bring all offenders to punishment. Still

Lord Beaconsfield did not feel inclined,

however heinous might have been the be-

haviour of the Turk, to place implicit faith

in the professions of Russia, and under cover

of her Christian pretensions, permit her

quietly to take possession of Constantinople.

At an agricultural dinner given in his

honour at Aylesbury, Lord Beaconsfield

took the opportunity of alluding to the

state of foreign affairs, and to the obstacles

which the agitation as to the Bulgarian
horrors had placed in the path of the

government.
"
I can truly say," he observed,

"
that I believe there never was a govern-

ment in this country which had more

difficult matters to deal with than the

government of the queen at this moment.

The noble lord the secretary of state (Lord

Derby), who, on the part of the govern-

ment, is now conducting negotiations, has

to fulfil two most difficult tasks, and to

accomplish two most important ends. He
has, at the same time, to secure permanent
British interests of the highest importance,
and he has to secure the maintenance of

peace in Europe*? Under ordinary circum-

stances, a British minister so placed, what-

ever might be his difficulties, would have

the consolation of knowing that he was

backed by the country. It would be

affectation for me to pretend that this is

the position of Her Majesty's government
at this moment. Unquestionably there is

a large party, a large portion of II :

Majesty's subjects, whose thoughts and

sentiments are attracted and absorbed by
other things than the maintenance of the

permanent interests of the country or the

maintenance of peace. These are matters

which require and are receiving the most

earnest and constant attention of the govern-
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merit But unhappily a great portion of

the people of this country, prompted by

feelings which have drawn their attention

to extraneous matters, have arrived at a

conclusion which, in the opinion of Her

Majesty's government, if carried into effect,

wouldalike beinjurious to the permanent and

important interests of England, and fatal to

anychanceofpreservingthe peace of Europe."
Lord Beaconsfield was aware how enthu-

siastic were the English people, and how
noble were their sympathies ;

but he feared

that "
designing politicians might take ad-

vautage ofsuch sublime sentiments,and apply
them for the furtherance of their sinister

aims." He also knew how politicians,

anxious for office, divines seeking for pre-

ferment, and journalists desirous of govern-
ment appointments, were employing the

indignation which the Bulgarian atrocities

had excited, simply as a convenient weapon
to attack ministers and overthrow the

cabinet, and so, by the most abject servi-

lity towards Mr. Gladstone, gain their ends

under a Liberal administration. The move
was based solely on party tactics, and not

on the instincts of humanity.
"
I do not

think," said Lord Beaconsfield,
"
that there

is any language which can denounce too

strongly conduct of this description. He
who at such a moment would avail himself

of such a commanding sentiment in order

to obtain his own individual ends, suggest-

ing a course which he may know to be

injurious to the interests of the country,
and not favourable to the welfare of man-

kind, is a man whose conduct no language
can too strongly condemn. He outrages
the principle of patriotism, which is the

soul of free communities. He does more
he influences in the most injurious manner
the common welfare of humanity. Such

conduct, if pursued by any man at this

moment, ought to be indignantly reprobated

by the people of England, for in the general
havoc and ruin which it may bring about

it may, I think, be fairly described as worse

than any of those Bulgarian atrocities which

now occupy attention."

Lord Beaconsfield then praised the con-

duct of Lord Derby in all his negotiations
with the Porte, and condemned the resump-
tion of hostilities by Servia as

"
outrageous

and wicked," as an act which violated

every principle of international law, every

principle of public morality, and every

principle of honour. Lord Beaconsfield

then concluded by asserting that if the

suggestions of the Opposition, as to the

expulsion of the Turks,
"
bag and baggage,"

from Turkey in Europe, were carried out, a

general war of uo slight duration would

ensue. " The country," he said,
" in some

of its exhibitions has completely out-

Heroded the most extravagant conceptions.

They tell us that nothing will satisfy them

but the expulsion of the Turks from Europe,
and the institution of Sclavonic govern-
ments whether imperial, royal, or repub-

lican, I am at a loss to know. Xow, Her

Majesty's government, and as I believe the

government of every country, are perfectly

aware that if such plans are attempted to

be carried into effect we shall be landed in

a European war of no slight duration. As
far as I can form an opinion, there is a

sincere desire on the part of all the great

powers at this moment, at once and without

any unnecessary waste of time, to come to

general conclusions on the subject, and the

principles on the English settlements are,

in my mind, principles which are favoured

by the other powers. Let us remember

that the sending a million Moors and Jews

out of Spain a good many years ago so

convulsed that nation that it has never

recovered itself, and Europe suffers even

at this moment from that act. I am quite

convinced that Mr. Gladstone on reflection

never intended anything of the kind. If

he had gone to the House of Commons,
and had proposed to the House of Com-
mons and the speaker to attend Greenwich

Fair, and go to the top of Greenwich Hill

and all roll down to the bottom, I declare

he could not have proposed anything more

absurdly incongruous."
Servia had soon reason to regret her
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harshness in resuming hostilities with the

Porte. Though supporti-il l>y a consider-

able reinforcement of Russian volunteers,

she was worsted in every encounter, and

her ranks speedily became demoralized by
the most craven cowardice. In vain the

Muscovite officers cheered on the Servian

soldiery ; they refused to charge upon the

bayonets of the dreaded Mussulman ;
their

artillery deserted their guns; and it was

often only after actual force had been em-

ployed that they could be roused up to

meet the enemy whose warfare they had so

gratuitously excited. Servia defeated and

disheartened, her friend Russia now stepped
in to offer assistance, and negotiations were

entered into with the Porte as to a short

armistice. At the same time, all through
these anxious September and October

months, the agents of the Czar were

sounding the views of the English cabinet

on the subject. Count Schouvaloff in-

formed Lord Derby that the Czar was of

opinion that force should be used tr stop

the war, and to put an end to Turkish mis-

rule. It was proposed that Bulgaria should

be occupied by Russian troops ; that Bosnia

should be occupied by Austrian soldiers;

and that the united fleets of the powers
should enter the Bosphorus. "The Czar,"

said Count Schouvaloff,
" would abandon

the idea of any occupation, if the naval

demonstration were considered sufficient by
Her Majesty's government"

In reply, Lord Derby said that England
would sanction an armistice of not less than

a month, but would not support the plan
of an armed demonstration. 'A difference

of opinion now existed between the Porte

and its enemies as to the duration of the

truce. Russia demanded an armistice of

a month or six weeks
;
the Porte, on the

other hand, was in favour of one of six

months. The English ambassador at Con-

stantinople was instructed to press the

Sultan to grant the armistice as demanded

by Russia, and in case of refusal to quit the

city, "as it would be evident," wrote Lord

Derby,
"
that all further exertions on the

part of Her Majesty's government to save

the Porte from ruin would have become

useless." It was also suggested that on

tiie armistice being accorded a conference

should be held. The situation was now

very delicate. The Porte stood out for a

long armistice; Russia declined any further

to argue the matter, but called upon Tur-

key, at the risk of immediate hostilities, to

agree to the demands of the Czar.

A new element was also at this time intro-

duced into the negotiations. The Porte

offered an armistice for six months, and pro-

mulgated what had been so much urged

upon her, a general scheme of reform for

the whole empire. These conditions were

accepted by England, France, and Austria.

Russia, however, adhered to her original

policy. She refused to ask Servia to accept

so long an armistice, as it would cause too

great a strain on Servian 'resources to keep
an army on a war footing for such a length

of time. Italy agreed with Russia. The

English government now appealed to Prince

Bismarck to exert the influence of Germany
in order to prevent the outbreak of a general

European war, by suggesting some com-

promise acceptable to all parties. The

prince replied that though the German

government was in favour of a six months'

armistice, yet it could not put pressure

upon any other power in order to arrive

at the same opinion. Meanwhile Russia

was most anxious to set at rest the sus-

picions which her conduct had excited in

England. In an interview with our ambas-

sador at Livadia the Czar pledged "his

sacred word of honour, in the most earnest

and most solemn manner, that he had no

intention of acquiring Constantinople ;
and

that if necessity should oblige him to occupy
a portion of Bulgaria, it would only be

provisionally, and until the peace and safety

of the Christian population were secured."

The short armistice was then agreed upon,

and it was also arranged that a conference

should meet at Constantinople, which Lord

Salisbury was to attend as the special

ambassador of England.
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Such was the condition of the
" Eastern

question
"
when Lord Mayor's day arrived,

and the ministers were entertained at the

civic banquet. It was known that Lord

Beaconsfield would attend
;
and though

the negotiations that had been proceeding

during the recess had been made public,

the country was most anxious to hear the

views of the premier upon the situation.

It has seldom been the fate of a Mansion

House speech to be awaited with such

keen curiosity as was the one which Lord

Beaconsfield delivered in the city, Novem-
ber 9, 1876. The prime minister discarded

all other topics, and confined himself ex-

clusively to the question of the hour. He

began with a historical review of what had

occurred since he last rose in the Guildhall

to return thanks for Her Majesty's ministers.

His speech is too important to bear much
condensation.

"
My lord mayor," he said,

" a year ago,

in this very hall, on this very day I might

say perhaps at this very hour making
some observations on the present state

and prospects of the country, I called the

attention of your predecessor to a partial

insurrection in a province of the Turkish

empire, and I then said that such a state

of things, in such a country, might lead to

critical consequences. My lord mayor, I

do not think that my forebodings were

altogether without foundation. During
the twelve months that have elapsed we
have seen in that part of the world revolts

and revolutions, the assembling of fleets and

armies, a sanguinary civil war, all the arts

of diplomacy, if not exhausted, at least

strained to their utmost, the promulgation,
I may say the accomplishment of an armis-

tice, and the proposal of a conference.

During these twelve months of anxiety
and agitation, my lord mayor, I would

take this opportunity of stating what have

been the two great objects which Her

Majesty's government have proposed with

reference to those critical circumstances

which have occurred since I had the

honour of addressing your predecessor.

The first has been the maintenance of the

general peace of Europe, which involves

almost every other consideration that may
affect the interests of this country and the

general welfare of humanity. We have

believed that that peace would be best

maintained by an observance of the treaties

in which all the great powers of Europe
have joined. Those treaties are not antique
and dusty obsolete documents. They are

not instruments devised under a state of

circumstances different from those that

exist, and ill adapted to the spirit of the

age in which we live. They are recent

documents. They are the most recent of

the important treaties to which England is

a party.

"I am amused sometimes when I hear

the great treaty of Paris spoken of as a

treaty negotiated some twenty years ago,

and, so far, entitled to respect, but not as

an instrument to regulate the conduct of

governments. But let me remind you,

my lord, that it is hardly five years since

in 1871 in this very capital, the treaty

of Paris was revised by the most eminent

statesmen of Europe, among whom I will

generously account those who preceded us

in office. It was revised and re-enacted

under circumstances which made that re-

enactment most solemn
;
and that treaty

lays, it down as the best security for the

peace of Europe, that we should maintain

the independence and territorial integrity of

the Turkish empire. That, then, has been

our first object during the last year. When,

shortly after I had the honour of addressing

your predecessor, that celebrated political

document, the Andrassy Note, drawn up

by an eminent statesman extremely well-

versed with the subject, was submitted to

the consideration of the cabinets of Europe,
we gave to it our assent, although at the

time we had little confidence in its proving
effective. When a country is in a state of

anarchy, with a national bankruptcy and

revolution threatened in the capital, it is

hardly to be expected that its government
should be able to effect great social and
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administrative reforms. The fatal fault of

the Andrassy Note was that it was in-

opportune; but, inasmuch as it comprised
and expressed what we. believed were the

measures which, if carried into eil'ect, would

adequately ameliorate the condition of the

subjects of the Porte, we gave it our sanction,

and thought it of some importance that all

the leading states of Europe and the Porte

itself should have agreed together in that

conclusion.

"When the Berlin memorandum was

submitted to us on a subsequent occasion,

we felt it our duty to refuse our assent

to it, because the Berlin memorandum

calling upon Turkey to perform tasks

which it was utterly impossible in its

then condition to accomplish, announced

that in the event of her failing to do these

things the powers must have recourse to

ulterior proceedings indirectly but unmis-

takably announcing the military occupation

<>/ tit r Tit rkixh provinces. That would have

been a violation of the independence and

territorial integrity of Turkey ;
and there-

fore we felt it our duty to reject the

proposition. Subsequently, almost simul-

taneously, we were called upon by the

queen's ambassador at the Porte, in the

state of anarchy which prevailed in Turkey,
to guard the Christian population of Con-

stantinople from menaced dangers, and we

agreed that the Mediterranean squadron
should repair to Turkish waters. Consider-

ing that revolution was then impending in

Constantinople, and having received inti-

mation that wild and daring schemes were

said to lie in agitation, we did not think

that a squadron of three or four ships

was adequate to the circumstances, and

we. determined that the Mediterranean

squadron should take the name of the

Mediterranean lleet. The effect of the

presence of that lleet tended to the tran-

quillity of the country ;
and I have yet

to learn that this was a course of action

which has met with the disapprobation of

the people of England.
"The next occasion on which we had

VOL. II.

to come to a decision which invol\>d

the maintenance of this principle of the

integrity and territorial independence of

Turkey was when a proposition was made
that Austria should occupy Bosnia and

Herzegovina, that Russia should occupy
the great region of Bulgaria, and at the

same time that the united fleets of Europe
should proceed to Constantinople. To that

proposal we could not assent, because it

violated the most solemn treaties to which

England was a party ;
and a year having

now elapsed, you will perceive, my lord,

that, trying as have been the emergencies,
and searching as have been the circum-

stances, so far as Great Britain is con-

cerned, lite independence and territorial

integrity of the Turkish empire Juive been

maintained, and tlie general peace has been

upheld. So much for the first great pur-

pose which Her Majesty's government

proposed to themselves in the trying

circumstances in which they found them-

selves. There was another great object,

not so great as the maintenance of the

general peace, but still one which appealed
to our sympathy and demanded our most

i ul attention to secure such an amelior-

ation of the condition of the subjects of these

provinces as, by their increasing prosperity

and welfare, would add in the surest manner

to tlte independence and integrity of the

country, and prevent the occasion of future
disturbances. It was with this view that

we accepted the Andrassy Note, which,

though it was ineffective at that moment,
remained a record to which even Turkey
had given her adhesion of the measures

that were necessary for the great object

contemplated.

"Now, how have we acted in that behalf?

The moment that Servia intimated to Her

Majesty's government that her resources

were exhausted, and she desired our good

offices, we immediately took the, necessary

steps to mediate to obtain an armistice and

a peace. We were successful in that media-

tioii; and although Turkey, from unwill-

ingness to treat with the revolted provinces

49
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.

'

to a

restored hi Serria ; diat the

quo should be restored i

negro; and, with regard to th.

of Bosnia and Herzegovina,

proposed tint diete should be

estaltidied which would gire to die popw-
their own local

of arbitrary authority. It was

die scheme propounded in detail

. . :
-

in die

Andrassy Hole should now be carried into

effect. With regard to Bulgaria, we pro-

posed also that its condition should be

considered. At that

her, diere was no special

why peace should not hare been obtained

in a rery brief time. Every power acceded

to these propositions, and, I am bound to

say, no power with more readiness and

cordiality than Russia. But what hap-

pened? An indignant burst offeeling in.

this couutry,c3ctited bynorrMe ertmU,cnalcd
at thepeople

of Serein, and the friends of tke people of

Scrna, natty believed tkat Oupeople ofEng-
land kad suddenly determined to yite up t&c

traditionary policy of the country tckiek the

eminent statesmen of Europe only fcte yean
ago including ike. members of the laU

was induced to retract what she had ex

pressed, and once more to engage in t

sanguinary struggle which every friend

of humanity must lament.

"Bat the time came when it was quite
dear that they could no longer continue

the war, and Her Majesty's government

again used all their efforts. They
ceased to attempt to bring about a pacific

settlement. What by common consent

;

: itknwasthe
7 ri_--~- -- r :

'

.

and not for a short period. The
~, _

- -
- 1 . r r ~ ~

dot it should be for six
-

-:..-. .-._.--. -

-. :- y .

i t jo, we in-

die Forte to accept our

sboridbean of not

: ;-.

of fire

we submitted that to the powers. Our

we found that die

objected to on account of its length; but

as we had asked for a long armistice, and

said it was not to be shorter than a month

that was die minimum we looked upon
die answer of tiw Porte on die subject as

an adequate and satisfactory answer, and

fell that, in honour, we were bound not to

press die Porte to change dot decision;

and, therefore, we declined to take any
farther step in die matter.

"Well,my lord mayor, you are acquainted

with die course of events upon that subject

that hare occurred. After a considerable

tjm an armistice was obtained I bare

heard a good deal about an ultimatum.

That is an ugly word when we are endea-

vouring to bring about a pacific settlement

But I believe, my lord, that die ultimatum

was something in this ca e like bringing an

action for debt when the whole som claimed

had previously been paid into court. How-

ever, here is the fact on which, I diink, I

may congratulate die country we have an

armistice. An armistice is certainly not

peace any more than courtship is wedlock;

but in general it is the auspicious harbinger

of a happy future. The armistice being

obtained, Her Majesty's government lost

no time in proposing to die powers to hold

a conference. And in proposing this con-

ference we have been of opinion that it

was desirable it should be upon a broader

basis than would be afforded by the mere

assemblage of die same diplomatic c-harac-
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If

ten who v*k* take too local and limited a

view of mattiii. and not always, I believe.

to the cultivation of a too cordial

Therefore, to bring to this

of the freshness and

natter ourselves

the statesmen of Europe are more likely to the

import into it, we have proposed that each

of the powen should be represented on this

mraiaffn by an imliaimdnr extraordinary

as weU as by the usual ambassadors. And
with this object Her Majesty has been

pleased to appoint my noble friend the

Marquis of Salisbury to be her iimijurti

tive at tike conference,whkh I am authorized

in saying all the powers have BOW agreed
.".".-..'.

"My noble friend," cuntinaed Lord

Beaconsfield, with that absence of all

rancour which was so characteristic of his

:'.""." ."" _ :. : - ".:;:.:
"

-

noble friend puiuuum die complete
fidence of hk colleagues. They have

fidence in his abilities, in hk grasp of

the subject, and in the tact and firmness

of bis character, and I have no doobt that

he will us* and exercise all his abilities to

which all statesmen agree can best be

secured by adhering to the treaties which

ell andnoneknows better

than my noble friend that the

dence and teuitoual integrity of Turkey
are not to be secured by mere pen-and-ink
work. Unless the great body of the people
find that they .are

which studies their welfare and

of their prosperity, even the i

and integrity of a country mas

vanish. But I am hopeful, in the

temper of Europe, we shall be able to

ntpfish the objects we have in view

Iwfflw
wfll go to war except for a

liberty, he
I : : -

is not a mantiy
to

or a third

-

till r*at u Aac My lord

I thank you on the part of my
and myself

you have done us i

to-day; and to att present I tender

for the manner in whkh the

ts been leceived. We do not

the spirit in which it i

We are!

party muting, but in a huge asnrmMayi of

for whose approbation we
: :

'

- -
- -

exerting ourselves. I can say
for myself and for them that we are sns-

tained in our labours the dimculties of

Tsreh CT wnfy ***
'"ggnratrnl by the

confidence that oar countrymen win give

as a fair trad, and pat upon our conduct a

liberal and just interpretation. For the

approbation of oar countrymen we work;

and so long as we possess it, we feel we
have a sure and certain reward.'

This speech was fondly applauded. It

proved that the cabinet had

without those terrible appeals to war, of

which. I think,we have beard too frequently
and too much. As the ford mayor has told

us to-njght, then is no country so interested the agitators among the Opposition.

in the maintenance of peace as England also showed that England, if necessary

Peace is especially an English pohcy. She prepared to go to war, not for

is not an aggressive power, for then is vation of Ottoman misrule, bat for the

-
-

beneficial reforms in the Turkish

as had been the noisiest and wordiest of

It
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preservation of those barriers necessary to

check the ambition of Russia. The patience
and patriotism which Lord Beaconsfield had

displayed throughout the recess, now had

their full reward. The tactics of the

atrocity-mongers were revealed in their

full light ;
these disturbers among the

Opposition had done their best to stimulate

an agitation for their own scheming, selfish

ends, and the indignation which they had

hoped to excite against the prime minister

recoiled upon themselves. Instead of help-

ing the Government in pursuing their work

of mercy, the Opposition had, by their

credulity, by their factious conduct, and

by their insane hate of the Ottoman

empire, excited mischievous hopes which

had only tended to prolong hostilities and

impede the progress of negotiations. If it

had not been for the pernicious and

unstatesmanlike example set by Mr. Glad-

stone and his vindictive and short-sighted

followers who followed his lead, Bussia

would not have been encouraged in her

mischievoxis interference, Turkey would not

have been rendered sullen and obstinate,

and Servia would not have entered upon
hostilities. The revolt, instead of being a

civil war merciless as are all civil wars

would have been limited to an insurrection,

which would soon have been suppressed,
and the desired reforms in the Ottoman

empire, at the instigation of diplomacy,
have been speedily carried into effect. This

famous Guildhall speech distinctly showed
that Lord Beaconsfield had accurately felt

the pulse of the nation, and that the public

passion aroused by his great rival had been

as mischievous as it had been uncalled for.*

* " The influence of England ought to be paramount at

Constantinople, and would be so, if properly exercised and
directed. It might and ought to be used for the good, and
in the interest of Turks, Christians, Jews, and all other races
and sects alike. That influence, men of high position
in Eiiyland hare unfortunately done their very best to

destroy by a foolish, irrational, and intolerant outcry
against the Turks ; forgetting that -whilst it never has
been and never could be exercised to uphold and maintain
Turkish oppression, cruelty, and mitrulp. it niaif be all-

powerful in restraining them, in insuring gnd govern-
ment, and in obtaining justice and prt'tcclion for all the.

subjects of the Porte. It is difficult to understand how

men, calling themselves Liberals, should advocate injustice

Late in November Lord Salisbury quitted

London for Constantinople. The following

instructions were to serve him. as the bases

of his deliberations the independence and

the integrity of the Ottoman empire were

to be maintained
;

a declaration to be

issued that the powers did not intend

to seek for any territorial advantage, any
exclusive influence, or any concession with

regard to the commerce of their subjects

which those of every other nation might
not equally obtain. The basis of pacifi-

cation to be proposed to the Porte to be as

follows : The status quo as regards Servia

and Montenegro ;
a system of local or

administrative autonomy to be granted by
the Porte to Bosnia and Herzegovina; guar-

antees of a similar kind also to be provided

against maladministration in Bulgaria, and

the reforms already agreed to by the Porte

to be introduced without delay. Then as

to the lax manner in which Turkey was

taking upon herself to punish the per-

petrators of the outrages in Bulgaria, Lord

Salisbury was instructed by the very

government which, it was said, had denied

the existence of the atrocities and was

completely indifferent in the matter, to
"
convey to the Porte a further and very

serious warning with regard to the manner

in which the outrages committed on the

population in Bulgaria are being allowed

by the Turkish government to remain with-

out adequate redress. Instead of examples

having being made on the spot, the inquiries

of the commission have been conducted at

a distance from the scene of the principal

outrages, and witnesses have had, conse-

quently, to be summoned from a consider-

or persecution against a whole, race, merely because that

race is not Christian
;

or that, because horrible cruelties

have been inflicted upon Christians, therefore even more

horrible and wholesale cruelties should be inflicted upon
Mussulmans by an internecine war, which would renew

the sufferings of the Christians also, and would only,
if successful, end in their exchanging one master

for another, an organised despotism for an irregular

tyranny. Although these persons may deny that such

is their intention, the policy advocated by Mr. Glad-
stone in his untoward pamphlet and re-echoed by men,

happily of little consideration and influence in the country,
could lead to no other result." Quarterly Review,

January 1877.
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til >le distance, the proceedings being thus

delayed, (he dl'ect of examples lost, and the

ends of justice to a great extent frustrated.

The conduct of the commission has also been

in many other respects most unsatisfactory ;

the few members of it who have shown any

capacity for judicial investigation have been

checked and hindered by the interruptions

of their colleagues, and months after the

massacre of hundreds of women and chil-

dren and of unarmed men, the commissioners

are still considering whether such murders

are crimes."

The deliberations of the conference, as

we know, came to nought. The represen-

tatives of the powers recommended reforms
;

but Turkey, aware that at one time or

another she would have to meet her foe in

the field, and being under the impression
lhat her interests were so bound up with

the stability of the English empire that she

never could be completely abandoned to

her own resources, was sullen, and would

yield nothing. The Ottoman constitution

had been promulgated, by which it had been

declared that the Sultan was to be a con-

stitutional sovereign, the liberty of the

subject was guaranteed, the press was to

be free, the Mussulman and the Christian

wen to l>e equal in the eye of the law and

eligible to all public offices, taxes were to be

impartially distributed, ministers were to be

held responsible, and a senate and a cham-

ber of deputies were to be instituted. These

reforms the Porte had granted, and she was

satisfied; she declined to be coerced into

making further concessions. Every demand
made by the powers was discussed by the

Turkish eoune.il, then postponed, and then

firmly and decidedly refused. In vain the

European plenipotentiaries yielded seven

points mit of nine; the Porte was not to

be propitiated, and the cry of the Grand

Council, in spite of the forcible pleading
of their grand vizier Midhat Pasha,
still "no surrender."

The conference thus came to an end. It

had met to establish an administrative

autonomy and sound guarantees against bad

administration in the revolted provinces, but

since Turkey refused to grant such guaran-

tees, the mission of the European representa-

tives was of course terminated. The causes

for this conduct on the part of the Porte have

been variously given. Turkey, it has been

alleged, was jealous of foreign interference ;

she believed that the resources of Russia

were much crippled, and she keenly de-

sired to wage war single-handed against her

hereditary foe. "All we ask," she said,
"

is

to be left alone face to face with Russia."

Her request was complied with, and we

know what came of it.
"
It seems to me,"

said Lord Salisbury subsequently, "as it

must to everybody else, that the refusal of

the Turks is a mystery, for the infatuation

of that course seems to be so tremendous.

I observe that the wonder at their con-

duct has been very general, for all kinds of

excellent and extraordinary reasons have

been suggested to explain it To myself,

certainly, it appears that one of the causes

which led the Turks to this unfortunate

resolution was the belief which was so

sedulously fostered, I know not by whom,
but by irresponsible advisers, that the

power of Russia was broken, that the armies

of Russia were suffering from disease, that

the mobilisation had failed, and that, conse-

quently, the fear of war was idle. They
counted upon, every possible contingency.

Their traditional policy had been to main-

tain themselves by dividing the powers, and

they imagined that the powers would still

be divided, and that a general European
war would save them." They were soon

made to rue their temerity.

Parliament opened February 8, 1877.

The speech from the throne was almost

wholly occupied with references to the

Eastern question.
" The hostilities," said

Her Majesty, "which before the close of

last session had broken out between Turkey
on the one hand, and Servia and Montenegro
on the other, engaged my most serious

attention, and I anxiously waited for an

opportunity- when my good offices, together

with those of my allies, might be usefully
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interposed. This opportunity presented

itself by the solicitation of Servia for our

mediation, the offer of which was ultimately

entertained by the Porte. In the course of

the negotiations I deemed it expedient to

lay down and, in concert with the other

powers, to submit to the Porte certain bases,

upon which I held that not only peace

might be brought about with the princi-

palities, but the permanent pacification of

the disturbed provinces, including Bulgaria,

and the amelioration of their condition

might be effected. Agreed to by the powers,

they required to be expanded and worked

out by negotiation or by conference, accom-

panied by an armistice. The Porte, though
not accepting the bases, and proposing other

terms, was willing to submit them to the

equitable consideration of the powers.

While proceeding to act in this mediation,

I thought it right, after inquiring into the

facts, to denounce to the Porte the excesses

ascertained to have been committed in

Bulgaria, and to express my reprobation

of their perpetrators. An armistice being

arranged, a conference met at Constan-

tinople for the consideration of extended

terms in accordance with the original bases,

in which conference I was represented by
a special envoy as well as by my am-

bassador. In taking these steps my object
has throughout been to maintain the peace
of Europe, and to bring about the better

government of the disturbed provinces, with-

out infringing upon the independence and

integrity of the Ottoman empire. The pro-

posals recommended by myself and my
allies have not, I regret to say, been

accepted by the Porte
;
but the result of

the conference has been to show the

existence of a general agreement among
the European powers, which cannot fail to

have a material effect upon the condition

and government of Turkey. In the mean-
time the armistice between Turkey and the

principalities has been prolonged and is

still unexpired, and may, I trust, yet lead

to the conclusion of an honourable peace."
The debate on the address in the Upper

House, except for the hot and wild accu-

sations directed against the government

by the Duke of Argyll, was temperate
and conciliatory. The fiery chieftain of

the Campbells blamed ministers for not

having resorted to force to compel the

Turks to render justice to the Christians
;

he justified the rising of the insurgents

against the authority of the Sultan, on the

ground that "every insurrection against

that government is a legitimate insurrec-

tion;" he declared that there would be no

peace in Europe until the well-being of

the Christians in the Ottoman empire had

been secured; and he found fault with

the action of the conference, attributing

much of its failure to Lord Salisbury

having consented to withdraw several of

the demands he was authorized to bring

forward, at the instigation of the Porte.

This speech roused Lord Beaconsfield to

address, for the first time, a few remarks

to the peers. His maiden effort was brief

and simple. The government had been

blamed, he said, for not having employed
coercion towards Turkey. Coercion was

not the policy of England in reference to

the Christian population of Turkey. "My
own opinion is," he said,

" that if we had

had recourse to coercion, or if coercion

had even been threatened, these massacres,

which we so much deplore, would have

been extended and aggravated." The Duke
of Argyll, he continued, had treated the

Eastern question as if it was solely confined

to the condition of the Christian subjects

of the Porte
; yet in that question there

were other matters to be considered.
"
Surely," he said,

" some of the elements

of the distribution of power in the world

are involved in it. It is a question in

which is involved the existence of

empires ;
and really it does appear to

me we shall never come to its solution

which probably may happen in the

lives of some whom I am now address-

ing, though not in my own if we are to

discard from it every political consideration

and to believe that the only element with
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which we have to deal is the amelioration

of the condition of tin- Christian subjects

i>r i lie Porte. To my mind it is quite clear

that if (In- powers of Kuropo work in that

direction only, and work as they probably
would if they worked in that direct inn

only without the eastgy necessary, their

interference would only aggravate the

condition of the Christian subjects of

the IVrte, and bring about those very
calamities of which we have had such

reeent and such bitter experience." Then

he warned that the question could only be

dealt with not by religious enthusiasts,

not by philanthropists, not by petulant
men of letters, not by prejudiced partisans,

but by statesmen. "If this matter is really

to be treated," said Lord Beaconsfield,
"

it

must be treated by statesmen; we must

accurately know who are to be responsible

hereafter for the condition of the population;
\ve must, know what changes in the dis-

tribution of territory in the most important

part of the globe are to be made as the

consequence of this attempted solution
;

and it is only by considerations of that

kind it is only l>y bringing our minds, free

from all passion, to a calm and sagacious

consideration of this subject, and viewing it

as statesmen, that we can secure the great

in ft irtifs of this country, which are too often

forgotten in declamatoi-y views of drcum-

xfuiitYx ivith which we have to deal practice 1
1;/

it is in this way only we can secure an

amelioration in the condition of the popu-
lation of the Ottoman empire."
An opportunity, however, was soon offered

to Lord Beaconsfield to explain more fully

the policy of the government upon the

Kastern question. The Duke of Argyll
was again the exponent of the discontent

which prevailed among a minority of the

<

tpposition. He wished to know whether

the government intended to persevere with

the instructions issued to Lord Salisbury
at the assembling of the conference, or was

the subject to be dropped
> The cabinet

hud been weak and vacillating; and as the

result of their feeble policy it appeared

that the Turkish question was to be in-

trusted entirely to Russia. The question

was a European one for that object the

Crimean war had been waged and should

not be left in the hands of one power.

Kngland was now isolated simply because

she had throughout offered a determined

opposition to a firm and effective concert

of the European powers. His Grace then

concluded with an appeal to the prime
minister to connect the history of his

government with the memory of some

measure in favour of the Christian sub-

jects of Turkey, which should alike preserve

them from the barbarism of the Turks and

the despotism of the Russians. Lord

Beaconsfield concluded the debate which

ensued upon the suggestions raised by the

Duke of Argyll.

He began by explaining the position

occupied by the Ottoman empire in

Europe.
" Let us for a moment," he

said (February 20, 1877), "take a broad

view of what has been the situation and

the conduct of the government. We have

been called upon, somewhat unexpectedly,

to deal with the largest and the most

difficult problem of modern politics. We
have been called upon, as many eminent

statesmen have been called upon before, to

consider this whether the Ottoman empire
could maintain itself; or whether, after

long and sanguinary wars, its vast posses-

sions might be doomed to partition, which

probably might affect, without any exag-

geration, even the fate of empires, ily

lords, the policy of Europe on this ques-

tion has been distinct, and is almost

traditional. I say absolutely the policy

of Europe, and not merely the policy of

England, as it is sometimes described, has

been this that by the maintenance of the

territorial integrity and independence of

the Ottoman empire great calamities may
be averted from Europe, wars may be

pre\ented, and wars of no ordinary dura-

tion, and such a disturbance of the distri-

bution of the power as might opei.it'' ino-t,

disadvantageous^ to the general welfare.
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The phrase,
' the territorial integrity and

independence of the Ottoman empire/ has

been frequently referred to to-night, and in

language of derision. The noble duke in

his opening speech alluded to it, and ques-
tioned scarcely supposing there could be

a doubt about the propriety of the phrase.

Another noble lord followed his example.
But your lordships will remember it em-

bodies a principle which has always been

accepted by statesmen
;
and the proof of it

is seen that in this very conference, whose

proceedings we are called upon to consider

to-night, the basis on which my noble

friend (Lord Derby) achieved the great

feat, which has been admired by the noble

duke and his friends, of bringing all the

powers to consent to this conference, was

their recognition of the territorial integrity
and independence of -the Ottoman empire.

" Therefore this is not a mere phrase of

newspapers, but it is one used by states-

men in authority, and it has recently been

used by statesmen in authority in these

\rery momentous transactions which are

now the subject of our discussion. I

think there is some misconception as to

the meaning of these words. By recog-

nizing the integrity of a country, you

recognize the integrity of its possessions
at the time that recognition takes place.

It is often said how absurd it is to main-

tain the territorial integrity of Turkey,
when Turkey has lost so many provinces
and so many kingdoms. What country is

there that has not been equally unfortunate

in this respect ? England has lost provinces
most precious provinces and was there

any time, even at the signature of the Act
of Independence, when any English states-

man would have hesitated to come forward

and maintain the integrity of the British

empire ? Our gifted neighbours have re-

cently lost two most valuable provinces ;

but I believe there is no man in France

who is not prepared to die for the integrity

of the French dominion. If I wished to

carry the illustration further I might point
to Austria, who too has lost provinces ;

but

it would be astonishing if any one pretended
it had no right to maintain the territorial

integrity of its empire. So I hold we should

view the territorial integrity of the Ottoman

empire as a political and material fact. It

may have lost Servia, Greece, the Danubian

principalities, and more than one kingdom
in Asia

;
still it has the right to maintain

its territorial integrity, and its territorial

integrity, as existing at this moment, is a

political and material fact.

"
I come now to the question of the

independence of Turkey. That is an ex-

pression considered to be entirely indefen-

sible. There is a great misapprehension
in that view. When we recognize the
'

independence of a country,' it is that

we contemplate in that country a durable

sovereignty; and such a durable sovereignty
is not impaired by any partial or limited

interference with its sovereign rights. For

example, the independence of Turkey was

not affected by the occupation of Syria ;

and I maintain further, that the independ-
ence of Turkey would not have been affected

if the policy recommended by my noble

friend at the conference had been adopted.

Take an illustrative case a case not of

remote times, but of this century, and in

the remembrance of our fathers. Take the

case of Prussia. Prussia is one of the most

powerful states in the world, certainly the

most powerful state of the German empire.

Only at the beginning of this century
Prussia was subjected to more humiliating
conditions than ever were imposed on

Turkey. Her strong places were occupied

by foreign garrisons ;
her sovereign was

prevented exercising the precious privilege

of enlisting his own subjects in his own
defence- at least in this respect his powers
were so limited that they amounted to

no importance and yet the independence
of Prussia was not lost by these passing

circumstances. Therefore I do protest that

in discussing these vast questions which

involve probably, as events proceed, prin-

ciples and consequences which may have

a great influence upon the condition of this
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country and tin' destinies of its
] pie,

wi-

de not too loosely adopt opinions wliii-li

clearly have no solidity and substance in

tin-in. All tin- statesmen who have hud to

doul with tin-si- uHiiirs have accepted, and

maintained, and enforced the principle that

we should uphold the territorial integrity
and independence of Turkey as the best

security for the peace of Europe.* Depart
from that principle, and we leave the ship
without a rudder in our discussions. AVhat

may happen in the future I pretend not to

foresee; but at present Turkey is by treaty
a member of the European concert, and we
must deal with her by the full recognition
of her rights and our own."

History repeats itself, and Lord Beacons-

field proceeded to lay before the House

proof that the aspect of the Eastern question

presented no wholly novel features. There

was, he said, a parallel to the existing state

of things. In 1862 there had been an

insurrection in Herzegovina, stimulated by
t lie Prince of Montenegro. On that occasion

the chancellor of Russia addressed to the

powers remonstrances precisely similar to

those which he had despatched within the

last few weeks. On that occasion Sir Henry
Bulwer had expressed his belief that the

revolt in Herzegovina was a conspiracy;
and in a despatch to Lord Napier, then

I'.rit ish ambassador at St. Petersburg heO
had expounded that view with great full-

ness, and had declared that the English

policy was that of maintaining the indepen-
dence and integrity of the Ottoman empire,
as provided by the various treaties on the

subject. The question had been discussed

in the House of Commons, and Lord 1'almt -r-

Mon hem- unable to be present through

indisposition, that view had been main-
tained by Mr. Gladstone. Again, when
the treaty of 18f>6 was torn up, and the

conference hastily summoned to cover that

'"The Ottoman empire," suid the Duke of Wellington
in 1M21I, "stands not for the beiiclit of the Turks, hut of

Christian Europi not to piv.-crve the Mohammedans in

!>ut tn >:ive rhri>tinns from a war of which m-ith.-r

tin' ..hj'rt* oouM lie ilctineil, nor the extent nor the duration
calculated." Kor th. u tin- territorial intei;iitv of
the Ottoman empire was Mouth- upheld hy Lord Faliiiemton.
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defeat of English foreign policy, although

four months were occupied in its delibera-

tions, the representatives at the conference

found no reason for taking active steps on

behalf of the ( 'hristian subjects of the Porte,

whilst Lord Enlield, who was then under-

secretary for foreign affairs, in the <

of his vindication of the conduct of the

governments of England and of Turkey,

distinctly stated that "the Dauubian pro-

vinces had secured autonomy, and the

Christian subjects of the Porte were no

longer as hostile to her rule as formerly."

As late as 1871, therefore, said Lord

Beaconsfield, the traditional policy of

England had not changed. What, then, he

asked, had occurred to change the views of

the Opposition ? There had been another

revolt in Herzegovina, another stimulative

action from the principality of Montenegro,
and fresh complaints from the government
of St. Petersburg of the conduct of the

Porte towards its Christian subjects.

Lord Beaconsfield then proceeded to

vindicate the conduct of the government

throughout the past negotiations. That

conduct had been prudent and circumspect.
He stated the reasons he had before given

why the government agreed to the Andrassy
Note, and why it had refused to sanction

the Berlin memorandum. Then he ex-

plained why the government had been so

late in acquiring its information as to the

Bulgarian atrocities. It was because, owing
to the economy practised by the late

cabinet, several parts of Turkey had been

denuded of consular supervision, and con-

sequently considerable time had to elapse
before ministers were in possession of the

necessary authentic information. He next

came to the policy which Russia had pro-

posed, and which he had felt it his duty
to oppose.

" Now there were two great policies be-

fore us," he continued, "with regard to the

Christian subjects of the Porte. There was

the Russian plan, and it was one deserving
of all respect. It was a plan for establish-

ing a chain of autonomous states, tributary

50
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to the Porte, but in every other sense in-

dependent. No one can deny that was a

large scheme worthy of statesmen and

worthy of the deepest consideration. But

the result of the deepest consideration

which Her Majesty's government could

give to it was, that they were forced

entirely to disapprove of that scheme.

This scheme of a chain of autonomous

states in the Balkan country, and indeed

in the whole of the country that during
the last half century has been known as

European Turkey, is a state of affairs that

has existed before. The Turks did not slip

from Asia and conquer Constantinople, as

is sometimes mentioned in speeches at

national conferences. It was very gradu-

ally that they entered and established in

Europe. As a rising military power they
obtained territories near the Black Sea,

and ultimately entered into Thracia, and

there they remained for some time in

company with all these independent and

autonomous states. There was, of course,

an emperor at Constantinople ;
there was

a king of Bulgaria ;
there was a king

of Servia
;

there was a hospodar of

Wallachia; there was a duke of Athens; and

there was a prince of Corinth. And what

happened ? The new military power that

had entered Europe gradually absorbed and

conquered all these independent states
;

and having conquered these independent
and autonomous states, these kingdoms
and duchies, the empire of Constantinople

being now limited to its matchless city,

and to what in modern diplomatic language
is called 'a cabbage garden,' was invested

and fell. And it did occur to us that if

there were a chain of autonomous states,

and the possessors of Constantinople were

again limited to 'a cabbage garden/ pro-

bably the same result might occur. \Yell,

I do not pretend to say who first intro-

duced this word autonomy into these

negotiations. If we did we must bear the

blame. But against this plan of the Russian

court we proposed what was called admin-

istrative autonomy, and we defined that

administrative autonomy to be institutions

that would secure to the Christian subjects
of the Porte some control over their local

affairs, and some security against the ex-

cesses of arbitrary power."
That proposition, continued Lord Beacons-

field, would have been accepted by Eussia

had not the Servian war broken out. The
next step in the negotiations was the con-

ference, and it had failed, laughed the

speaker, because it was said Lord Salis-

bury had not possessed the confidence of

his colleagues.
"
lie is supposed," said

Lord Beaconsfield,
" not to have had the

confidence of his colleagues, because he

seems to have been attacked by some news-

papers generally supporting the adminis-

tration, and because his colleagues have

not written leading articles in his defence.

Every public man is liable to such attacks.

No one has been more attacked in the

newspapers than myself. I dare say I

have had as many leading articles, mainly
of a vituperative nature, written against me
as any one ever had. And yet I declare

upon my honour that I do not know a

single colleague who ever wrote a single

line in my defence." And if the conference

had failed, it was from no fault of Lord

Salisbury. "Allow me to say," continued

the prime minister,
" when we are told that

the conference was a failure, that certainly

there was no failure of my noble friend in

the principal object of his visit to Constan-

tinople. When he went there what was

the situation ? Then the first sine qua non

was that Bulgaria should be occupied by a

Russian army. We had a great many other

demands of a similar kind. Who succeeded

in obtaining the withdrawal of those un-

reasonable proposals ? Why, my noble

friend. My noble friend fell only into

one error, which I should have fallen into

myself, and I believe every member of this

House would have done the same. He

gave too much credit to the Turks for

common sense, and he could not believe

that when he made so admirable an

arrangement in their favour they would
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have lost so happy an opportunity." Lord

Beaconsfield thus concluded:

"It has been said that the people of

this country arc deeply interested in the

humanitarian and philanthropic considera-

tions involved in it. All must appreciate

such feelings. But I am mistaken if there

be not a yet deeper sentiment on the part

of the people of this country, one with

which 1 cannot doubt your lordships will

ever sympathize, and that is the deter-

mination to maintain the empire of Eng-
land."

This was the only speech during the

session which Lord Beaconsfield delivered

upon the Eastern question. Whatever part

he took in the conduct of the negotiations

which preceded the hostilities between

Russia and Turkey, he intrusted all ex-

planations to his foreign secretary. Lord

I )erliy and Lord Salisbury were the spokes-

men of the policy of the cabinet in the

Upper House, and the prime minister was

content to remain silent. Indeed, during
the session of 1877 Lord Beaconsfield was

singularly reticent Upon one subject only
did he speak, and that was when a private

matter had been turned into a national

question by the hostile investigations of

the Opposition the appointment of Mr.

Pigott to the stationery office. It was

said to be the "
old, old story

"
of a job

perpetrated by a minister in acknowledg-
ment of political support, and the purists

among the Liberal party who had acquiesced

in the "Collier scandal," and had sanctioned

the " Ewelme rectory
"

preferment, were

loud in their indignant denunciations.

According to the information laid before

the House by certain aggrieved members
of the Opposition, the case against the

prime minister seemed apparently un-

answerable. It appeared that a select

eoimnittee of the House of Commons had

recommended that the post of controller

at the stationery office one of the best

permanent appointments in the civil ser-

vice of the country should, when a

vacancy occurred, be filled by a practical

stationer and printer; by one, in fact,

whose past training qualified him to deal

with the technical duties, of the office.

This recommendation Lord Beaconsfield

set aside. A vacancy occurred in the

stationery office
;
and instead of the

"
prac-

tical stationer and printer" suggested by
the select committee, the prime minister

promoted to the post Mr. Pigott, a junior

clerk in the war office, simply and solely

alleged the Opposition, because that for-

tunate civil servant happened to be the

son of a former vicar of Hughenden, who,
" with his family, had rendered valuable

assistance to the prime minister in the

county which he had so long and so

creditably represented." The appointment
led to much adverse criticism in parlia-

ment, in the press, and throughout the

country generally. The controllership of

the stationery office had been hitherto con-

sidered as a reward for literary services

to a political party. It had been held by
Mr. M'Culloch, and it had been held by
Mr. W. R Greg, both distinguished men
of letters, and now it was to be given to

"a mere war office clerk." What, it was

asked, had Mr. Pigott done that he should

be selected to a post of so much influence,

and of so much emolument ? He was not

a distinguished author
;
he was not a civil

servant of wide experience ; and, above all,

what did he know of printing and stationery?

Such an appointment, cried the Times, is

"too splendidly audacious."

The matter, of course, came before parlia-

ment. Mr. Holms,the member for Hackney,
introduced the subject to the House of Com-
mons. He stated that the stationery office

was one of those departments which, four

years ago, had been investigated by a special

committee appointed "to inquire into and

report upon the existing principles and

practice which, in the several public depart-

ments and bodies, regulate the purchase
and sale of materials and stores." As the

result of the investigation, it had been

discovered that the department had been

grossly mismanaged, numerous irregulari-
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ties had taken place, and the most extra-

vagant waste had prevailed. In the face of

such evidence, the select committee, there-

fore, recommended that for the future the

head of the stationery office should be one
"
practically as well acquainted with the

trade as if he were a stationer." Why,
then, asked Mr. Holms, had Lord Beacons-

field ignored the suggestions of the com-O O"

mittee, and appointed, not a man of letters,

not even an experienced civil servant, but

a man who " was one of a hundred-and-one

junior clerks in the war office, being sixty-

ninth upon the list ?
" The only reason, he

contended, that could be advanced for such

unheard-of promotion was, that " Mr. Pigott
was the son of the late rector of Hughenden,
who, he believed, with his family had ren-

dered valuable assistance to the premier."
Thus presented, it must be confessed, the

appointment had an ugly look. By some

mismanagement those who rose from the

treasury bench, either because they deemed
the matter too trivial, or because they were

too confident of their majority, had not

taken the precaution to make themselves

fully acquainted with the facts of the case
;

and the defence tendered was consequently
most weak and unsatisfactory. The result

was that a vote of censure against Lord

Beaconsfield was allowed to be carried

upon this ill-defended charge by a majority
of four.

Three days after this unexpected defeat,

Lord Beaconsfield rose in the House of

Lords to lay before his peers a vindication

of his conduct. His answer left nothing
to be desired, and was welcomed throughout
the country by a unanimous chorus of ap-

proval. It proved, said the Times, that the

prime minister's powers of defence were

not impaired. According to the Daily
Neivs, a journal certainly not favourable

to the Conservative party, the defence was

complete. Indeed, never was refutation

more thorough and satisfactory.

Lord Beaconsfield stated that he was per-

fectly aware of the suggestions made by the

select committee with regard to the stationery

office
;
some of those suggestions had been

adopted, whilst others had been disregarded.

Among the latter was the proposal that

the controller of the department should

possess a requisite technical knowledge of

stationery and printing. It would have

been impossible, contended Lord Beacons-

field, to have obtained the services of such

a person, since no one connected with great

commercial transactions would be tempted
to accept a post, the salary of which hardly
exceeded that of the manager of a first-

rate commercial establishment. What were

wanted for the discharge of the duties at

the stationery office were considerable ad-

ministrative ability, some official experience
and capacity for labour, coupled with edu-

cational and moral qualities. A man with

the mere technical knowledge of a printer
and stationer would not be fitted for the

post, as he would not possess those social

and educational advantages necessary for

one who was the head of a great public

department. Nor was technical knowledge

absolutely necessary, since there was in the

stationery department a permanent body of

men capable of supplying the controller

with all the requisite information. Under
the circumstances he had, therefore, come
to the conclusion to give the post in the

civil service as a reward of signal merit

and industry. A list of names had been

put before him
;
and from that list he had

selected Mr. Pigott, though that gentleman
was a total stranger to him. He had made
that selection simply because he believed it

would advance the public interest. Mr.

Pigott was not "a mere war office clerk ;"

he had served as private secretary to various

secretaries of state, and he had especially

distinguished himself as secretary to more
than one commission.*' Such a man, said

* Mr. Pigott was not
" a mere war office clerk." In 1870

he was private secretary to Lord Northbruok, and served

with him during the session in which purchase was abolished,
and until 1872 when Lord Northbrook went to India. Lord
Northbrouk publicly expressed his sense of Mr. Pigott's
services. From 1872 to 1874 Mr. Pigott was private

secretary to Lord Lansdowne, and from 1874 to 1875 was

private secretary to Lord Pembroke. Again, from 1874
to 1876 Mr. Pigott served as secretary to the royal commis-
sion on army promotion. For his services connected with
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Lord Beaoonsfleld, deserved to be promoted
Mr. I'igott had, however, tendered his

resignation of the office newly conferred

upon liini
;

hut as that gentleman was

entirely dependent upon the state for his

income, to accept such resignation would

be to leave an able and deserving civil

servant to absolute destitution. He there-

fore, said tin' prime minister, did not feel

justified in accepting the resignation of

Mr. Pigott. Lord Beaconsfield thus con-

cluded:
"
My lords, it has been said in an

assembly almost as classical as that which

1 am addressing, that this appointment was

a 'job' that the father of Mr. Tigott

was the parson of my parish, that I had

relations of long and intimate friendship

with him, that he busied himself in county

elections, and that in my earlier contests

in the county with which I am connected

I was indebted to his exertions. My lords,

this is really a romance. Thirty years ago
there was a vicar of my parish of the name
of I'v^ott, and he certainly was father to

Mr. Uigby Pigott. lie did not owe his

preferment to me, nor was he ever under

any obligation -to me. Shortly after I

succeeded to that property Mr. I'igntt

gave up the living and retired to a distant

county. 1 have never had any relation with

him. With regard to our intimate friend-

ship arid his electioneering assistance, all

1 know of his interference in county elec-

tions is that before he departed from the

county of Buckingham he registered his

vote against me. And, my lords, it is

the truth it may surprise you, but it is the

truth that I have no personal acquaintance
until his son, Mr. Pigott, irho ivas appointed
to this office the other day. I do not know
htm cri /t

/>?/ .-n'l/Jit."

After this in every way most satisfactory

explanation there was only one course to

the report on the eonniUsloD Mr. Picott was publicly
th:n:Kril hy Mr i liithnrne H.-inly ill his Iv '

ITVIOPI M':nec]v (
< nir uithin the inscription of "a

mere \v:ir "Hire clerk."
* "Tin 1 House," s:il Sir <'ienr;:e !'.. vi r. "w-cmU he ilnini;

no more than a simple act of justice if they rescinded the

be adopted. The House of Commons
rescinded its vote of censure* a vote of

censure which would never have been

carried had those on the Treasury bench

only taken the trouble to make themselves

acquainted with the real facts of the case.

Mr. 1'igott retained his post; and by the

reforms he has introduced, and the saving

he has already effected in the stationery

office, has fully justified his selection by
Lord Beaconsfield for the appointment, and

the high praise passed on him at the time

by those cabinet ministers to whom he had

acted as private secretary.

Though foreign affairs cast in the shade

all details of domestic legislation, the

government had not been idle as to the

supervision of internal matters. In spite

of the conduct of the Irish obstructives,

who, since they could not gain their own

ends, had determined to hamper by all the

wiles in their power the progress of legis-

lation, the more important of the measures

mentioned at the commencement of the

session, in the speech from the throne, had

been successfully carried. The prisons' bill,

which was a legacy of the previous session,

was ushered in by Mr. Cross, and enrolled

on the statute book. The object of the

measure was to place our gaols under

centralized instead of localized authority.

It secured the uniform treatment of pris-

oners throughout the country, vested the

prisons in the secretary of state, and charged
their cost on the consolidated fund instead

of on the rates. At the same time power
was taken to enable the secretary of state

to discontinue prisons, provided that in

every county there should remain at least

one gaol ;
also it was enacted that a visiting

committee should be annually appointed

for every prison. The measure has worked

well, and has effected considerable economy
in the administration of our prison system.

resolution. The resolution was agreed to because the II u-e

thought the appointment was a job But what was a job"
iutmmt made to serve private int. -

ai::i'inst the public interest. It having been shown that

the resolution was founded on a mistake, it ought to be

rescinded."
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The Oxford and Cambridge Universities

bill, which, like the prisons' bill, had been

introduced in the previous session, was now
consolidated into a single measure, and led

to much criticism on questions of detail,

especially as to the continuance of clerical

fellowships. After considerable discussion

the bill was passed ;
it placed ample power

in the hands of the commissioners, though
such power was to a certain extent controlled

by the disinclination of parliament to

countenance organic changes. To Lord

Carnarvon was intrusted the South Africa

confederation bill, which was somewhat

hastily hurried through parliament in order

to defeat the tactics of the Irish obstruct-

ives. The bill was in its nature permissive.
It presented the general framework of the

constitution of the future confederation, but

left all details to be filled in after com-

munication between the imperial govern-
ment and the local representatives. It

provided facilities for the union of the

colonies such union to be voluntary ;
and

proposed that there should be a governor-

general, a responsible ministry, a legislative

council, and house of assembly. Each

province was to be presided over by a chief

executive officer, and all native questions
were to be reserved for the sanction of the

queen. Lord Carnarvon was of opinion
that the scheme of confederation would be

acceptable generally in South Africa, and

that when carried out it would greatly
contribute to the strength and prosperity
of the colonies. The budget, in spite of the

continued depression of trade, was satis-

factory. "Although it is not a very brilliant

result for a chancellor of the exchequer to

arrive at," said Sir Stafford Northcote,
"
I

may say that I find some consolation and

I may even say I rejoice that I am in a

position to say that though you have at

present only a small surplus, yet there is

no deficiency ;
and if there is no chance

of any remission of taxation, there is on

the other hand no necessity for any addi-

tion." As the session advanced it became

impossible, owing to the delays occasioned

by the policy of the Irish obstructives, for

ministers to enrol on the statute-book several

measures of which they had given notice
;

and the " massacre of the innocents
"
was,

a few weeks after Easter, more than usually

sweeping and destructive.

During the session Lord Beaconsfield

was, as we have said, singularly silent.

With the exception of his remarks upon
the progress of the Eastern question,

he scarcely spoke at all. The only

subject not connected with foreign

affairs on which he briefly addressed the

House, was on the occasion of legislating

for the prevention of railway accidents.

Lord Bury had directed attention to the

report of the royal commission on railway

accidents, and hadmoved a resolution against

the adoption of the suggestions of the com-

missioners. The prime minister opposed
the resolution on the ground that it would

be wiser to let the railway companies
themselves carry out those improvements
which the public safety required, and

leave for future consideration, if neces-

sary, the threat of compulsory legislation.

Parliament was prorogued in the second

week in August.
Meanwhile affairs in the East had be-

come more and more threatening. With
the departure of the plenipotentiaries from

Constantinople the Eastern questionassumed

a new phase. The conference having failed,

diplomacy again busied itself with the

circulation of its despatches. Russia was

the first in the field, and issued a circular

note to her representatives at the various

courts in Europe. She begged to know the

intentions of the powers, now that Turkey
had refused to pay heed to the representa-

tions of Europe. The Eastern question,

said Russia, was a European question,

which should and could only be solved

by the unanimous accord of the great

powers. The question had been reduced

to one of humanity to compel the Turkish

government to rule the Christian subjects
of the Sultan in a just and tolerant manner,
so as not to expose Europe to a permanent
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crisis, revolting to her conscience and dis-

t Hi-bin;.,' her tninc[iiillity. The conference

had arrived at a complete understanding

both respecting the conditions of peace and

the reforms to be introduced; yet Otto-

man government refused to listen to the

firm and unanimous wish of Europe.

"Thus, after more than a year of diplo-

matic efforts," wrote Prince Gortschakoff,
"
demonstrating the price which the great

powers attach to the pacification of the

East, and the right which they possess

of insuring it in view of the general

interests involved, and their firm desire

to obtain it by means of a European

understanding, the cabinets again find

themselves in the same position as at

the commencement of this crisis, which is,

however, still further aggravated by the

blood that has been shed, the passions that

have been raised, the ruins accumulated,

and the prospect of an indefinite prolonga-
tion of the deplorable state of things which

weighs upon Europe, and justly pre-occupies

public opinion and the governments. The
Porte pays no regard to its former engage-

ments, to its duties as a member of the

European concert, or to the unanimous

wishes of the great powers. Far from

having made a step towards a satisfactory

solution, the state of the East has become

worse, and remains a permanent menace

for the peace of Europe, as well as for the

sentiments of humanity, and the conscience

of the Christian people. Under these cir-

cumstances, befpre deciding on the course

which he may think right to follow, His

Majesty the emperor wishes to know what

course will be determined upon by the

cabinets with whom we have acted up to

the present, and with whom we desire, as

far as possible, to continue proceeding in

common accord. The object which the

great powers have in view has been clearly

defined by the acts of the conference. The
refusal of the Turkish government touches

the dignity and peace of Europe. It is

important for us to know what the cabinets

with which we have acted in concert until

now intend to do in order to reply to this

refusal, and to insure the execution of their

\vi-l

The result of this despatch was, after

some two months' deliberation, to cause the

powers to draw up a joint protocol upon
the subject of Turkish affairs. In this

document Turkey was again pressed to

improve the condition of her Christian

population, and to introduce the reforms

she had already agreed upon in Bosnia,

Herzegovina, and Bulgaria. The fron-

tiers of Montenegro were to be rectified,

and the Bogana was to be open to free

navigation. The Ottoman armies were

to be replaced on a peace footing, and

the representatives of the powers would

carefully watch how Turkey carried her

promises into effect.
"
If," concluded the

protocol,
" the hopes of the powers should

once more be disappointed, and if the

condition of the Christian subjects of the

Sultan should not be improved in a manner

to prevent the return of the complications
which periodically disturb the peace of the

East, they think it right to declare that

such a state of affairs would be incompatible
with their interests and those of Europe in

general. In such case they reserve to them-

selves to consider in common as to the

means which they may deem best fitted

to secure the wellbeing of the Christian

populations and the interests of the general

peace." The document was dated March

31, 1877, and was signed by Germany,
Austria, France, England, Italy, and Russia

Two declarations, one made by Russia

and the other by England, were annexed

to the protocol. "If peace with Monte-

negro is concluded," said Count Schouvaloff,

"and the Porte accepts the advice of Europe,
and shows itself ready to replace its forces

on a peace footing, and seriously to under-

take the reforms mentioned in the protocol,

let it send to St. Petersburg a special envoy
to treat of disarmament, to which His

Majesty the emperor would also on his

part consent. If massacres similar to those

which have stained Bulgaria with blood
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take place, this would necessarily put a

stop to the measures of demobilization."

Then came the declaration of England.
"
Inasmuch," said Lord Derby,

"
as it is

solely in the interests of European peace
that Her Britannic Majesty's government
have consented to sign the protocol pro-

posed by that of Russia, it is understood

beforehand that in the event of the object

proposed not being attained namely, recip-

rocal disarmament on the part of Russia

and Turkey, and peace between them the

protocol in question shall be regarded as

null and void."

To this dictation the Porte declined to

submit. Turkey was still a power neither

conquered nor despairing and she had

no intention of placing herself under the

tutelage and supervision of Europe ;
such

a proceeding she deemed derogatory to her

dignity and independence. Accordingly,
she issued a circular note to the signatory

powers, giving the reasons which led her

to return a refusal to the demands of the

protocol. She began, not without reason,

by regretting that "the great friendly

powers did not think it necessary to

obtain the participation of the imperial

government at their deliberations, although

questions were discussed which concerned

the most vital interests of the empire."
She hoped that peace would ensue between

the Porte and Montenegro, and stated that

a rectification of frontier had already been

proposed.
" The imperial government is

prepared to apply all the promised reforms
;

but these reforms, in conformity with the

fundamental provisions of our constitution,

cannot have a special or exclusive charac-

ter, and it is in this spirit that the imperial

government, in its full and entire liberty,

will continue to apply its institutions." The
armaments of Turkey had an exclusively
defensive character

; therefore, when the

Porte saw Russia set the example of put-

ting her armies on a peace footing, that

example would at once be imitated by the

Ottoman government. For the disturbances

in Bulgaria Turkey was not responsible,

since they were due to foreign instigation ;

consequently the Russian government would

not be justified in making the demobiliza-

tion of its armies dependent upon such

contingencies. The Porte then concluded

by appealing to the treaty of Paris.
" The

imperial government, in fact, is not aware

how it can have deserved so ill of justice

and civilization as to see itself placed in

a humiliating position without example in

the world. The treaty of Paris gave an

explicit sanction to the principle of non-

intervention. This treaty, which binds

together the powers who participate in it

as well as Turkey, cannot be abolished by
a protocol in which Turkey has no share.

And if Turkey appeals to the stipulations

of the treaty of Paris, it is not that that

treaty has created in her favour any rights

which she would not possess without it,

but rather for the purpose of calling atten-

tion to the grave reasons which, in the

interests of the general peace of Europe,
induced the powers twenty years ago to

place the recognition of the inviolabilities

of this empire's right to sovereignty under

the guarantee of a collective promise.

Strong in the justice of her cause, and

trusting in God, she determines to ignore

what has been decided without her and

against her."

This refusal led to hostilities. Russia

quitting the European concert, issued of

her own accord a mainfesto declaring war

against the Porte. There was no alterna-

tive before the Czar, said the Russian

chancellor. All the proposals made to

Turkey, as a result of the understanding
come to between the cabinets of Europe,

had been met by her with obstinate resist-

ance. To the protocol she had returned a

new refusal. There was, therefore, no other

course to pursue between prolonging a state

of things which the powers had declared

to be incompatible with their interests and

with those of Europe in general, and obtain-

ing by force what the unanimous attempts
of the cabinets had failed to secure from

the Porte by persuasion. The latter appeared
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the wiser plan to adopt, and Russia felt that

in taking so grave a step she was fufilling

a duty imposed upon her by her own in-

terests, and was at the same time consulting

the views and interests of Europe. It was

in vain that the powers and especially

England remonstrated with the great
northern empire, and accused her of violat-

ing the treaty of Paris. The opportunity
was too favourable to Muscovite ambition

to be lost, and so under cover of protecting
the interests of the Sclavonic provinces of

Turkey, but in reality to secure her own

aggrandisement* Russia gave orders to her

troops to cross the frontier, and the dogs
of war were once more let loose in Europe.

The result of the conflict between two such

unequal forces was never in doubt. At
first the Ottoman gained a few triumphs,
then the resources and superior strength of

the Muscovite told their tale, and defeated in

Europe and in Asia, the proud and brave

Osnianli thought it prudent to appeal for

intercession.
" The imperial government,"

said the Porte, addressing the European

powers,
"

is conscious of having done noth-

ing to provoke war
;

it has done everything
to avoid it; it has vainly sought to discover

Russia's motives in her aggressive campaign.
The Porte has shown its desire for improve-
ment by reorganizing its judicial system,

by devising reforms without distinction of

race or religion, according to the constitu-

tion which has been everywhere well

received. The state of war simply retards

such reforms, and is disastrous to the

country generally, destroying agricultural

interests, killing industry, and ruining
financial reorganizations. Independently
of these arrangements for reform, what
reason can there be for continuing the

war ? Russia has declared she is not

animated by a spirit of conquest. The

military honour of both sides must be

abundantly satisfied. What object can

there be in prolonging a contest ruinous

to both countries ? The moment has arrived

for the belligerent powers to accept pence
without affecting their dignity. Europe

VOL. II.

might now usefully interpose her good

offices, since the Porte is ready to come

to terms. The country is not at the end

of its resources, and is still prepared to

fight in its own defence
;

it is ready, more-

over, to sacrifice all for the independence
and integrity of the fatherland. But the

Porte is desirous to stop the further effusion

of blood, and therefore appeals to the feel-

ings of justice which must animate the

great powers, hoping they will receive these

overtures favourably."

Whilst these hostilities were being waged,
the policy which England had to adopt
was clear and distinct. She had proclaimed
that so long as the integrity and indepen-

dence of the Ottoman empire did not suffer,

her position would be that of neutrality.

During the recess rumour was busy with

its reports, and gossip, with all its menda-

cious distortions, was freely circulated.

There were divisions, it was said, in the

cabinet
;
the old feuds between Lord Salis-

bury and Lord Beaconsfield had sprung up;

the advice of the war party had prevailed,

and assistance was to be sent ont to Tur-

key; and the like were copied from one

newspaper into another, and echoed from

one club to another. Yet there had been

no truth in all this
" hair-brained chatter

of irresponsible frivolity." The policy of

the government had been conditional

neutrality, and in spite of Russian aggres-

siveness and Ottoman helplessness, there

had been no occasion for ministers to

change their tactics. Turkey, though

crippled, nay, well-nigh crushed, was still

entire and independent, and as long as

those conditions were preserved, England
was content to keep her word and hold

herself aloof.

" No sooner had war been declared," said

Lord Beaconsfield (November 9, 1877), on

the occasion of the Mansion House banquet,
" than Her Majesty's government felt it to

be their duty to announce at once, in

language which could not be mistaken,

the policy which, under the circumstances,

they intended to pursue. It was not a

51
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policy framed for the occasion, and merely
because war had been declared. It was a

policy which, from the opportunities which

had been afforded us for some time, we
had deeply considered. That policy we

unanimously adopted, that policy we have

unanimously carried out, and from that

policy we have never swerved. What,

then, was that policy ? It was a policy
of conditional neutrality. In the circum-

stances of the case we did not believe it

was to the honour or the interests of Eng-
land or of Turkey that we should take any

part in the impending contest. But while

we announced that neutrality which we
were prepared to observe, we declared at

the same time that the neutrality must

cease if British interests were assailed or

menaced. Cosmopolitan critics men who
are the friends of every country save their

own have denounced this policy as a selfish

policy. My lord mayor, it is as selfish as

patriotism. But it is the policy of Her

Majesty's government it is the policy they
have adopted from the first. It is the

policy they have maintained, and it con-

tinues to be their policy to believe that it

is their duty to protect British interests

abroad; and it is a policy which they
believe the people of this country have

sanctioned and approved.
"I believe the policy of neutrality on

the part of this country was not more
for the benefit of England than it was
for the benefit of Turkey. For some

years it has been a dogma of diplomacy
that Turkey was a craze, and not a fact;

that its government was a phantom ;
that

its people were effete; and that it was used

merely by statesmen as a means to maintain

a fictitious balance of power and secure the

peace of Europe. If that were the case,

a repetition on the part of Her Majesty's

government of what took place in the

Crimea would have been the greatest error
;

and if the people were effete and the

government a pure fiction why, then,

the sooner that is proved in the eyes of

the civilized world the better. The

independence of Turkey was a subject of

ridicule a year ago ;
the independence of

Turkey, whatever may be the fortunes

of war and war changes like the moon
is not doubted now. It has been proved
by half a million of warriors, who have
devoted their lives to their country with-

out pay and without reward."

As to the prospects of peace, continued

the premier somewhat sarcastically, he did

not take the desponding view of some

people.
"
I cannot forget that the Em-

peror of Eussia, with a magnanimity char-

acteristic of his truly elevated character,

announced, on the eve of commencing
this war, that his only object was to secure

the safety and happiness of the Christian

subjects of the Porte, and that he pledged
his imperial word of honour that he

sought no increase of territory. I cannot

forget that His Highness the Sultan has

declared in the most formal manner that

he is prepared to secure all these changes
which will give to the Christian subjects
of the Porte that safety and that welfare

which the Emperor of Eussia desires.

Therefore, when I find these statements

made by those high authorities, and made
in a manner so solemn and earnest, I think

I have a right to say that peace ought not

to be an impossible achievement and con-

clusion of the struggle. . . .

"But, my lord mayor, you may say to

me,
' Have you really any hope ;

can you

encourage the citizens of London on this

occasion by giving them any hope of the

restoration of peace between these two

great powers ?
'

I would say, in answer to

such a question, that which was said by a

wise and witty gentleman of the eighteenth

century to a friend who came to him and

told him of his troubles. That gentleman
said he had no hope; and Horace Walpole
answered, 'Try a little patience.' Now
my lord mayor, with respect to the present
war Her Majesty's government have both

hope and patience ;
and I trust the time

may not be far distant when, with the

other powers of Europe, we may contribute
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In ;i settlement which will not only secure

|>e;iee,
hut ulsn the independence of Turkey."

When the e remarks were made Plevna hud

not t'iillen, and the I'orte had not pleaded
for the intercession of the powers.

The year closed with a striking proof of

the support and sympathy which the policy

of Lord licaconsfield received from the court.

Her Majesty paid a visit to Hughenden,
where she remained two hours, and before

leaving planted a tree on the lawn in front

of the house, to serve as a memorial of her

visit. It is seldom that an English sovereign

has accorded so marked an expression of

political approval and personal regard to a

minister. The royal visit greatly tended

to increase and strengthen the popularity

of Lord Beaconsfield throughout the country.

The presence of Her Majesty at Hughenden
was thus interpreted: "The Crown has the

fullest confidence in the policy of its chief

adviser
;

it believes, in spite of all the

reports to the contrary which private

malice and political opposition circulate,

that the prime minister is resolved to

uphold the interests of the British empire,

and to resent any conduct which places

those interests in jeopardy ;
the govern-

ment has been accused of indifference with

regard to the investigation of the dis-

turbances in Bulgaria, and with delay in

demanding the redress of such grievances
the Crown is of opinion that such strictures

are undeserved ; the action of the prime
minister, in his supervision of affairs in the

East, has been stigmatized as aggressive
and needlessly interfering the Crown con-

siders that action as only defensive and

prudently vigilant ; by honouring the chief

of the cabinet with a personal visit,the Crown
desires publicly to express the confidence

it reposes in its ministers, and especially

in the prescience and the patriotism of its

leading and most responsible adviser."



CHAPTER XIV.

"PEACE WITH HONOUR.'

THE advance of Russia after the fall of

Plevna, the isolation of Turkey, and her

proposals for an armistice, rendered it

advisable that parliament should be assem-

bled at an earlier period than had been

arranged upon. The Houses met January

17, 1878, and the greater portion of the

speech from the throne was naturally

occupied with the topics relating to

eastern affairs.
" I have thought fit to

assemble you," said the royal message,
"
before the usual period of meeting,

in order that you might become ac-

quainted with the efforts I have made
to terminate the war now devastating

Eastern Europe and Armenia, and that I

might have the advice and assistance of my
parliament in the present state of public

affairs. You are aware that, after having

unsuccessfully striven to avert that war, I

declared my intention to observe neutrality

in the contest, which I lamented but had

failed to prevent, so long as the interests of

my empire, as defined by my government,
were not threatened. I expressed at the

same time my earnest desire to avail myself
of any opportunity which might present

itself, for promoting a peaceful settlement

of the questions at issue between the belli-

gerent powers. The successes obtained by
the Eussian arms, both in Europe and in

Asia, convinced the Porte that it should

endeavour to bring to a close hostilities

which were causing immense sufferings to

its subjects. The government of the Sultan

accordingly addressed to the neutral powers

parties to the treaties relating to the

Turkish empire an appeal for their good
offices. It did not, however, appear to the

majority of the powers thus addressed, that

they could usefully comply with the request,

and they communicated this opinion to the

Porte. The Porte then determined on

making a separate appeal to my government,
and I at once agreed to make an inquiry of

the Emperor of Russia, whether his Imperial

Majesty would entertain overtures for peace
The emperor expressed in reply his earnest

desire for peace, and stated at the same time

his opinion as to the course which should

be pursued for its attainment. Upon this

subject communications have taken place
between the governments of Russia and

Turkey, through my good offices
;
and I

earnestly trust that they may lead to a

pacific solution of the points at issue, and

to a termination of the war. No efforts on

my part will be wanting to promote that

result."

Then followed this somewhat ominous

paragraph. "Hitherto, so far as the war

has proceeded, neither of the belligerents

has infringed the conditions on which my
neutrality is founded; and I willingly
believe that both parties are desirous to

respect them, so far as it may be in their

power. So long as these conditions are not

infringed, my attitude will continue the

same. But I cannot conceal from myself

that, should hostilities be unfortunately

prolonged, some unexpected occurrence may
render it incumbent on me to adopt measures

ofprecaution. Such measures could not be

effectually taken without adequate prepar-

ation, and I trust to the liberality of my
parliament to supply the means which may
be required for the purpose."

After the address had been moved and

seconded in the Upper House, Lord Granville

rose to comment upon the conduct of the

government. The important part, he said,

in the speech from the throne was the
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demand made for taking precautions in

expectation of a possible eventuality a

demand which would excite a great deal of

feeling throughout the country as being

contrary to the expectation of peace. He

complained of the isolation of England

throughout all the past vacillating proceed-

ings, consequent he said upon divisions in

the cabinet, and trusted that the country
was not about to drift into war. As for

the protection of British interests, the

highest interest of England, he exclaimed,

iras peace, though such interest was no

monopoly of our country, but one in which

every nation had a share. He considered

the assembling of parliament at so early a

period as unnecessary. The reason given
for such a proceeding was because of the

great change in the diplomatic state of

affairs
;
but he inquired, if it was necessary

to summon parliament, why had it not been

called together within a week or ten days ?

Lord Beacousfield replied. After having

justified the early meeting of parliament

owing to the diplomatic situation at Con-

stantinople, he proceeded to vindicate the

government from the charges of vacillation

and indecision which Lord Granville had

brought against it There had been, he said,

no indecision, and there had been no

difference of opinion in the cabinet "From
the very first," asserted Lord Beaconsfield,
"
there never has been any hesitation by

Her Majesty's government, as to the course

of policy which they would pursue with

regard to those great occurrences taking

place in Eastern Europe. Our policy was
not a hasty policy. It was not dependent
merely upon the Russians crossing the

1'ruth, or because some occurrences sud-

denly brought about a state of affairs which

might not have been anticipated. Long
before the war commenced long before my
noble friend [Lord Salisbury] attended the

conference at Constantinople, we had fore-

seen the possibility of the great struggle

occurring. We had to consider what was
the duty of English statesmen, and what
was the character of those Britisli interests

which might be affected by such a war, and

what was the course we ought to pursue.

We came, after long deliberation, to the

conclusion that it was for the interest of

this country to observe in that war a

neutrality. In arriving at that conclusion,

it was not merely the value of the fortress

of Kars or of the port of Batourn that we
alone considered. We had to take a large

view of the then existing circumstances
;

we had to consider the policy and the

condition of many other countries
;
and we

arrived at the unanimous decision not a

hasty one, but a unanimous decision that

it was our duty to observe a policy of

neutrality, in case of war between Russia

and the Ottoman empire. From that policy

we have never swerved."

Upon what ground then, asked the prime

minister, had the government been accused

of hesitation and ambiguity ? Throughout
ministers had declared their policy as one

of conditional neutrality the condition

being that the interests of the country
should not be imperilled; and from that

policy they had never deviated nor would be

induced to deviate.

Lord Beaconsfield then touched upon the

accusation, that the government by their

management of affairs had placed the

country in a state of isolation. Where was

the isolation he inquired ? The Berlin

memorandum was a document which had

ceased to exist, because England had refused

to sanction it Did that look like isolation

or want of influence ? Then again England
had not only joined a conference of the

great powers, but had proposed that such a

conference should assemble. Was that a sign

of want of influence ? Was that isolation ?

" If you really take a general view," said

Lord Beaconsfield, "of what has occurred in

all these transactions, the only power that

has done anything and it has done much

has been England ; England, which you

say is so isolated
; England whose conduct

defeated the Berlin memorandum; England
whose suggestion called into existence the

conference." It was England which ob-
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taincd the armistice for Servia. And it

was England not mighty Germany, not

anxious Austria, not France husbanding her

resources but that "isolated" England
which had interfered, so as to bring about

the negotiation then being conducted which

it was proposed might lead to peace. Eng-
land, cried Lord Beaconsfield, had never

isolated herself
;
she had never quitted the

European concert. Two powers had, how-

ever, withdrawn from that concert Eussia

and Turkey. By her rash and reckless

conduct Turkey had repudiated her position
and lost it. Then Eussia, who was bound
in every way by the most solemn treaties to

take no action without first conferring with

the signatories of the treaty of Paris, came

forward, and she too quitted the European
concert. But England had never withdrawn

from it had never been isolated.
" My lords, there are two kinds of isola-

tion," said Lord Beaconsfield. "There is an

isolation that comes from decay, that comes

from infirmity, that is a sign of impending

insignificance and all those symptoms
which denote a falling or an expiring state.

But there is also an isolation for a state

which may arise from qualities very different

from self-confidence, from extreme energy,
from abounding resources, and above all

from the inspiration of a great cause. This

country has before this been isolated. In

the early years of this century it was
isolated

;
but how and why was it isolated ?

It was isolated at the commencement of

this century, because among the craven

communities of Europe it alone asserted

and vindicated the cause of national in-

dependence. It was a great cause which

your forefathers then maintained
;
and how-

ever depressed trade may be, whatever may
be the circumstances brought forward to

enervate the national mind, whatever may
be the considerations introduced to prevent

you from acting as your forefathers then

acted it may be your duty to follow in their

footsteps. If that cause were again at stake,

if there were a power that threatened the

peace of the world with a predominance

fatal to public liberty and national indepen-

dence, I feel confident that your lordships
would not be afraid of the charge of being

isolated, if you stood alone in maintaining
such a cause and in fighting for such

precious interests. . . . If we are called

upon to vindicate our rights and to defend

the interests of this country ;
if our present

hopes and prospects of peace are baffled
;
if

there be circumstances which demand that

we should appeal to parliament again and

again for means to vindicate the honour of

the realm, and to preserve and maintain the

interests of the empire, I am sure that Her

Majesty's government will never hesitate to

take that course."

The conduct of Eussia in the East had fully

justified the policy of Lord Beaconsfield, in

being prepared for any emergency. On the

fall of Plevna, the Eussians marched further

south and penetrated the Balkans. Between

the invading force and the capital of the

Ottoman empire there was now no obstacle.

It was feared that the Eussians would push
on and make themselves masters of Constan-

tinople. Turkey was in despair ;
since the

European powers had declined to interest

themselves in her fate, she felt that she was

isolated and had to be dependent on her

own resources and suggestions. She pro-

posed an armistice which was agreed to, and

despatched a plenipotentiary to the Eussian

head-quarters to discuss the preliminary

conditions of peace, on which the truce was

to be founded. Whilst these negotiations

were proceeding the Eussians still pressed

forward, until their troops had almost reached

the walls of Adrianople. The capital of the

empire was panic-stricken, and a prey to

the most discordant counsels. Ministers

were deposed and a new cabinet formed; the

Sultan was meditating flight : whilst the

Softas, angry with the government, were

agitating to create an urban revolt and

threatening to set fire to the city. Happily

suspense was set at rest and disaffection

quieted, by the peace which was now signed

at Adrianople. The terms, however, were

severe. Bulgaria was to be established into a
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principality ; lloumania, Servia, and Monte-

aegTO were to be made independent; reforms

were to he introduced into Bosnia and

llcr/egovina ;
a war indemnity was to be

paid; the I)unul>c fortresses were to be

evacuated by the Turks ;
and lastly, an

ulterior understanding was to be arrived

at between Russia and Turkey as to the

question of the Straits.
"
I desire peace as

much as yourself," telegraphed the Czar to

the Sultan
;

" but it is necessary for me, and

it is necessary for us, that it should be a

solid and enduring peace."

A step was now taken by the English

government, which unfortunately led to a

division of opinion in the cabinet. For the

protection of the large colony of British

residents in Constantinople the English
Meet, then lying at anchor in Besika Bay,
had luien ordered to steam through the

Straits and proceed to Constantinople. This

move was strongly disapproved of by Lord

Carnarvon, who, finding all remonstrances

inellecUiul, felt he had no alternative but to

resign office, and accordingly laid before his

peers the reasons which induced him to

withdraw from the cabinet.

In reply I/ird Beaconsfield said (January

25, 1878) he was at a loss to comprehend
the reasons alleged for the retirement of

his hite colleague. The proposition that

the fleet should go into Turkish waters was

not a deviation from the policy which the

government had hitherto pursued. The

policy of the government was one of condi-

ii< utml it i/ ; and it had been expressly
laid down in di-spateh after despatch that

any movement which put in danger the

city of Constantinople, or interfered with

the navigation of the 1 hirdanelles, would not

lie viewed by Knglnnd with indillerence. The
licet had lieen sent into Turkish waters to

protect certain I'.ritish interests, according
I" the great [principle of the policy which

the government hud consistently and unani-

moii.-ly advocated. "I deeply ivgiv;

Lord Beaconsfield, "that my noble friend

should have thought that the mode in which
we attempted to vindicate the national

interests in reference to Constantinople, the

Straits, and the Dardanelles was such as

should deprive us of his valuable services

and companionship; but I must vindicate

myself and my colleagues, when I say that

we were not conscious that, in the advice

which we gave to the sovereign to send the

fleet into Turkish waters, we were doing

anything but supporting that policy which

we had frankly expounded to this and the

other House of Parliament, which parlia-

ment had adopted frankly, and which

the country has contentedly up to this

moment upheld us in maintaining. . . .

Although I deeply regret that proposing
these measures should have deprived me of

such a colleague as the noble earl, I must

tell the House frankly that they are part
of the consistent policy of Her Majesty's

government ; that we are resolved to pursue
the policy which we originally announced;
and that we are prepared to observe that

neutrality which we have loudly proclaimed
and which has been generally accepted.

Bid if neutrality depends on holding that

t)w great interests of this country are not

to be maintained and vindicated, then I am
no longer in favour of nettirality, but in

favour of the interests of tJie country and
the honour of the sovereign."

Sir Michael Hicks-Beach succeeded Lord

Carnarvon at the Colonial Office, while Mr.

Lowther became Chief Secretary for Ireland.

The fleet, however, did not proceed to

Constantinople ;
on receipt of the conditions

of peace the order was withdrawn, and the

admiral directed to remain at Besika Bay
until further instructions. The intention

of despatching the fleet to Constantinople
had also been opposed by Lord Derby ;

and the foreign secretary was about to

follow the example of Lord Carnarvon, had

not circumstances for the moment caused

the government to abandon their resolve.

The situation was, however, of such

extreme delicacy, that it became necessary

for England to be prepared for any

emergency that might arise. Sir Stafford

Nnrthcote accordingly asked for a vote of
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credit for 6,000,000, in order that the

country should not be taken by surprise,

or be destitute of resources at a moment
when the fortunes of Europe were in so

critical a condition. This request led to

much discussion, and to no little agitation

throughout the country. The nation was

divided into two distinct camps the war

party and the peace party. The war party
were not anxious for hostilities, but con-

sidering that the occasion might arise

when the dispute could only be settled by

aggressive interference, it appeared to them

only common prudence not to be taken un-

awares should Russia, intoxicated by her

victories, impose terms which the Porte

could not accept; then in default, should

the great northern power seize Con-

stantinople, assume command of the

Dardanelles, and acquire the coveted

ports on the Black Sea, it would be

the bounden duty of England, who had

pledged herself to maintain the integrity

and independence of Turkey, to offer naval

and military aid to the Porte. How could

she accord this assistance, unless she had

the necessary supplies at her disposal ?

Forewarned was to be forearmed
;
and the

command of 6,000,000 could not but

influence the decisions of the councils of

Europe, and prove that England was not

only earnest in her opposition to Muscovite

intrigues, but possessed the necessary
sinews to resist them. The views of this

party were supposed to be summed up in

the refrain of a music hall ballad very

popular at the time :

" We don't want to fight, but by Jingo ! if we do,

We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've

got the money too."

On the other hand, the peace party warmly
opposed the vote of credit. There was no

need, they said, for the grant; the conditions

of our neutrality had not been infringed,

ind nothing justified our departure from

the policy of peace. Mr. Bright, as a

commercial man, took the commercial view

of the situation business before patriotism.

|

He alluded to the difficulty manufacturers

found in finding employment for their work

people, and urged the government
"
to be

extremely careful that not one single word

is said, not one single act done, that can

shake confidence in business, and can bring

an increase of the troubles the inevitable

troubles with which for a time we are

likely to be surrounded." It was the old

old story, "the greatest happiness of the

greatest number, the greatest number,

number one." Trade was bad
;
Mr. Bright

was a manufacturer, and therefore regarded

the political situation from the lofty and

disinterested position of business. Yet

it may be urged that the one object which

impels nations to go to war is neither to

ruin trade nor to bolster it up ;
but to

preserve the great interests which they

have at stake, to carry out the guarantees

they have pledged themselves to fulfil, and

to maintain the policy they consider most

beneficial for the future welfare of their

country. It was to preserve
"
business," and

that alone, which had caused the govern-

ment of Mr. Gladstone to be an object of

scorn and derision throughout Europe, and

which had led to its overthrow amid the

contempt and dissatisfaction of all classes

" business men," somewhat ungenerously,

being among its most bitter detractors.

Mr. Lowe politely recommended a "simple

remedy" to his hearers. "Muzzle your

prime minister. If you cannot do that,

let it be known that in these frisky hours

he does not represent the opinions of the

government." Mr. Gladstone also forgot

his manners in the passion of his spite.

"My purpose has been," he said, speaking

at Oxford against the vote, and proving

how personal was his antagonism,
"
to the

best of my power, day and night, week by

week, month by month, to counterwork

what I believe to be the purposes of that

man "
that man being his successful rival

Lord Beaconsfield. The arguments, or

rather the diatribes, of the Liberals did

not succeed. The nation, as a majority,

was strongly in favour of the Tory policy
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conditional neutrality, with the condition,

however, to be observed and not evaded.

The country was of the opinion of Mr.

Gathoruc Hardy, that the vote was a

present expense incurred only to save

much future outlay.
"
It may be," said

Mr. Hardy,
"
that you grudge giving us

these 6,000,000 now
;
but if you refuse

them to us, perhaps you will have to spend
600,000,000 hereafter."

The vote of credit was carried through
the House of Commons by a large majority.
On moving the second reading of the meas-

ure in the Upper House, J/jrd Beaconsfield

said,
" What I wish to impress upon your

lordships is this, that whatever may occur,

whether we may be so fortunate as to

contribute to an honourable and durable

peace and I can assure your lordships
that no government is more ardently and

arduously labouring for that result than the

government of Her Majesty or whether,
on the other hand, those efforts may fail,

and the war be extended and the area of

hostilities even increased, there seems to

be in either of those alternatives no doubt

of the policy of this country that she

should be in a position to make her word

respected, that she should not at this

moment have recourse to feeble expression
or inefficient action, but that she should,

by the confidence and liberality of parlia-

ment, do what she thinks necessary to

assert a sound policy. ... I shall

only express my own feeling, that whether

England enters ipto conference or campaign,
it is of the utmost importance that she

should enter into it with the spirit and

influence of a united people."

And now for the next few weeks England
was worried and perplexed with rumours of

all kinds as to the two great questions which

absorbed all her thoughts and all her in-

terest. Was there to be war with Ilussia,

or was there not? For a time it seemed

as if the answer was to be returned in the

affirmative. The fleet, after various orders

and counter-orders, had sailed from Besika

Bay, and had anchored off Constantinople ;

VOL. n

at Woolwich the hands were working day
and night; at Chatham the vessels there

were being made ready to go to sea
;
and

at Malta orders had been given for the

men-of-war in the harbour to proceed with

all haste to join the fleet off Constantinople.

Lord Napier, of Magdala, had been sum-

moned from Gibraltar to take command of

the expedition in preparation ; and Sir

Garnet Wolseley was to be the chief of

his staff. From this activity the public

feared that war was inevitable. Then

there came a lull, and the hopes of a

peace were dominant Diplomacy had

stepped in and had been successful. The

treaty of San Stefano had been signed

between Russia and Turkey, securing for

the Christian provinces almost complete

independence of Turkey, and creating a

new Bulgarian state with a port on the

JEgean Sea.

But now a new difficulty arose ;
Lord

Derby maintained that a European sanction

must be given to this new settlement of

affairs, and insisted that the clauses of the

treaty of San Stefano should be submitted

to the criticism of a congress of the

European powers, such as Austria had

already proposed. Once more anxiety

prevailed. Russia had no objection to

the congress suggested by Austria; she

would send her representative to it
;
but

she declined to submit all matters con-

nected with the treaty she had signed
either to its investigation or its dictation ;

she reserved to herself, in spite of her

former pledges, the right of permitting or

not permitting the discussion upon certain

questions ;
the treaty simply concerned

Turkey and herself, and was for herself

and Turkey to settle. After such a resolve

all ideas of a congress had of course to

be abandoned, and England was compelled
to make preparations for the worst Her

treasury was full
;
her troops were ready

to march
;
her fleet was ready to sail

;
her

next step was therefore to call out the

reserve forces. And here again another

division in the cabinet occurred. As Lord

52
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Carnarvon had objected to the order com-

manding the Mediterranean fleet to steam

up the Dardanelles, and had quitted office

in consequence, so noW Lord Derby ob-

jected to the decision summoning the

aid of the reserves
;
and since the prime

minister was firm on the point, and de-

clined to change his resolve, the foreign

secretary tendered his resignation.
" My

lords," said Lord Derby, explaining his

retirement from office to the Peers, "the

cabinet have arrived at certain conclu-

sions which no doubt are of a grave
and important character. In the measures

which they propose I have not been able

to concur. My lords, to prevent needless

alarm from any words of mine, let me say
at once that I do not consider that those

measures necessarily or inevitably tend to

bring about a state of war. I give those

with whom I have acted entire credit for

desiring as much as I desire the mainte-

nance of the peace of Europe. We agree
as to the end, but unhappily we differ as

to the means
;
and I cannot in the exercise

of my deliberate judgment however willing

and anxious I may be to submit that

judgment to what I know to be in many
respects the better opinion of my colleagues

I cannot consider the measures upon
which they have decided as being prudent
in the interests of European peace, or

as being necessary for the safety of the

country, or as being warranted by the state

of matters abroad." This explanation was
succeeded by the statement of the prime
minister.

"My lords," said Lord Beaconsfield,

in a voice penetrated with emotion (March
28, 1878), "as your lordships have just

heard, the queen has lost to-day the

services of one of the ablest of her coun-

sellors. Those only who have served with

my noble friend can sufficiently appreciate
his capacity for affairs, the penetrating

power of his intelligence, and the judicial

impartiality of his general conduct. My
lords, I have served with my noble friend

in public life for more than a quarter of a

century, and during that long period the

cares of public life have been mitigated by
the consolations of private friendship. A
quarter of a century is a long period in the

life of any man
;
and I can truly say that,

so far as the relations between myself and

my noble friend are concerned, those years

have passed without a cloud. My noble

friend has to-night, with prudence and

perfect taste, avoided entering into the

particular reasons that have induced him
to take a step which on his part is so

momentous, and which to the country
must be of interest and importance. My
lords, I shall be quite willing to refrain

from entering into those topics myself,
until the period when they may be legiti-

mately considered by your lordships ;
but

I have learnt that so much public mischief

may occur from unnecessary mystery in

these matters, that I feel it my duty to-day
to say that in consequence of our belief

that the congress would not meet, for

reasons which it is now unnecessary to

touch upon especially as my noble friend,

with a becoming candour, has admitted

that upon this subject there was no differ-

ence of opinion between him and his late

colleagues it became matter of considera-

tion for Her Majesty's government at a

period like the present, when the balance

of power in the Mediterranean is so dis-

turbed, and when the hopes of rectifying

that balance by the meeting of the congress

seems altogether to have ceased, to decide

what steps should be taken in order to

countervail or resist the mischiefs which

were impending. It is therefore in the

interests of peace, and for the due pro-

tection of the rights of her empire, that

we have thought it our duty to advise

Her Majesty to avail herself of those

powers which she has of calling on the

services of her reserved forces. With that

view a message will be laid before parlia-

ment, according to the provisions of the

statute in the case.
" My lords, I felt it my duty to make

this announcement
;
and when the occa-
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sion which of course is near occurs,

your lordships will have the opportunity
of considering the whole question of the

policy and of the conduct of Her Majesty's

government. That we shall not be sup-

ported on that occasion by the abilities

of my noble friend, who has been so

long my companion, I deeply deplore.

These wrenches of feeling are among
the most terrible trials of public life

;

but we may draw from them at least one

noble and consolatory inference that the

sense of duty in our public men is so

great, that they can bear even these painful

trials. My lords, I have felt of late that

the political ties between myself and my
noble friend must soon terminate

;
but I

believed they would terminate in a very
different and a more natural manner that

I should myself disappear from the scene,

and that he would remain, in the maturity
of manhood, with his great talents and

experience, to take that leading part in

public affairs for which he is so well

qualified. We have lost his services. I

personally, of all his colleagues, suffer most

severely in that respect; but I am sustained

by the feeling at the present moment, that

I am conscious and confident that the policy
which we have recommended Her Majesty
to adopt is one which will tend to the

maintenance of her empire, to the freedom

of Europe, and to the greatness and security
of this country." Lord Salisbury succeeded

Ixird Derby at the foreign office; Mr.

Hardy, now created Viscount Cranbrook,
was transferred to the India office

;
and

Colonel Stanley, a brother of Lord Derby,
took office as minister of war.

A few days after this secession Lord

Beaconsfield laid before the Upper House the

reasons which had caused him to arrive at

the conclusion, that the reserves should be

called out. He began (April, 8, 1878) by
reading an extract from a despatch of Lord

Derby in reply to a communication from

Prince Gortschakoff, who had announced
and vindicated the commencement of the

war between Russia and Turkey.

" The course," wrote Lord Derby,
" on

which the Russian government has entered

involves graver and more serious consider-

ations. It is in contravention of the

stipulation of the treaty of Paris of March

30, 1856, by which Russia and the other

signatory powers engaged, each on its own

part, to respect the independence and the

territorial integrity of the Ottoman empire.

In the conference of London of 1871, at

the close of which the above stipulation

with others was again confirmed, the Russian

plenipotentiary, in common with those of

the other powers, signed a declaration

affirming it to be " an essential principle of

the law of nations that no power can liberate

itself from the engagements of a treaty, nor

modify the stipulations thereof, unless with

the consent of the contracting parties by means

of an amicable arrangement." In taking
action against Turkey on. his own part, and

having recourse to arms without further

consultation with his allies, the Emperor
of Russia has separated himself from the

European concert hitherto maintained, and

has at the same time departed from the rule

to which he himself had solemnly recorded

his consent"
" My lords," said Lord Beaconsfield,

"
the

reply from which I have read that

extract is dated May 1, 1877; and it is

of the greatest importance that the House

should bear in mind that, at the commence-

ment of the deplorable war which I trust

has now ceased, this announcement was so

deliberately made and this principle was

vindicated in a manner so distinct by Her

Majesty's government. My lords, the

extract which I have read conveys the

keystone of our policy ; it is the diapason

of our diplomacy ; upon it our policy was

founded; and had those engagements been

entered into by Russia, and had we not held

her bound by those engagements in the face of

Europe, no policy of neutrality would have

been sanctioned by this country. I believe,

my lords, I may say that, not alone for this,

but for other countries which adopted the

same policy."
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Lord Beaconsfield, then proceeded to lay

before the House the course English

diplomacy had adopted with regard to the

independent negotiations entered into by
Eussia with Turkey. "Since I had the

honour of addressing your lordships at the

beginning of this session," he continued, "cir-

cumstances which were just then occurring
and which continued afterwards have given
a new aspect to the state of affairs. Those

circumstances were as follows : About that

time Her Majesty's government received

private information that negotiations were

commencing or were about to commence

between the belligerent powers. No sooner

had that information reached us than the

secretary of state addressed to Her Majesty's
ambassador at St. Petersburg [Lord A.

Loftus], instructions which were as follows,

and were dated January 14 :

'Her Majesty's ambassador has been

instructed to state to Prince Gortschakoff

that, in order to avoid possible misconcep-
tion and in view of reports which have

reached Her Majesty's government, they are

of opinion that any treaty concluded between

the governments of Russia and the Porte

affecting the treaties of 1856 and 1871 must

be a European treaty, and would not be

valid without the assent of the powers who
were parties to those treaties.'

"My lords, on January 23, having re-

ceived no answer from Russia with respect
to those representations, the secretary of

state, pressing for an answer, telegraphed
in these terms :

' Have you received an answer from the

Eussian government to the communication

which you made on the 15th inst. re-

specting the validity of any future treaty?'
" On January 24, ten days after the

original representations, Her Majesty's
ambassador writes to say he had received

no answer himself, and adds :

'
I presume Prince Gortschakoff regarded

the communication as a statement to record

the opinion of Her Majesty's government,
which requirad no answer. If an answer

was to be given, it would probably be

made through the Russian ambassador in

London.'
"
Accordingly, my lords, on the day after

that message was received, Count Schou-

valoff read to my noble friend the following
extract of a telegram from Prince Gort-

schakoff :

' We repeat the assurance that we do not

intend to settle by ourselves European

questions having reference to the peace
which is to be made.'

"
Meanwhile, my lords, information

reached us that negotiations were now

being carried on between Russia and

Turkish delegates at Kezanlik,* and that

those negotiations were being conducted

with the utmost secrecy, I may say mystery,
which secrecy was held as against those who
had religiously and honourably observed

that policy of neutrality which had been

promised by the secretary of state. In

consequence of this, my lords, on January
29 the secretary of state addressed the fol-

lowing despatch to Lord A. Loftus :

' I have to instruct your Excellency to

state to the Eussian government that Her

Majesty's government, while recognizing

any arrangements made by the Eussian and

Turkish delegates at Kezanlik for the con-

clusion of an armistice and for the settlement

of bases of peace as binding between the two

belligerents, declare that, in so far as those

arrangements are calculated to modify

European treaties and to affect general and

British interests, they are unable to recognize

in them any validity unless they are made
the subject of a formal agreement among tJie

parties to the treaty of Paris.'

"At the same time, my lords, the secretary
of state sent the following circular in

identical language to Her Majesty's am-

bassadors at the courts of Paris, Vienna,

Berlin, and Eome. Your lordships will

perceive that it contains an additional

paragraph, but in other respects is sub-

*
Immediately after the occupation of Kezanlik by

generals Mirsky and SkobelofF, who had penetrated the

Balkans by the Trajan Pass, secret negotiations were
entered into between the Turkish plenipotentiaries and the

Grand duke Nicholas at Kezanlik.
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stantially the same as the communication

to Lord A. Loftus of January 29.

'

I have to request that your Excellency
will inform the government to which you are

accredited that Her Majesty's government,
while they are prepared to recognize any

arrangements which may be made by the

Russian delegates and those of Turkey at

Kezanlik, with a view to the conclusion of

an armistice and the settlement of bases of

peace as binding between the two belli-

gerents, declare, nevertheless, that in so

far as such arrangements may be found

calculated to modify European treaties, or

to affect general interests, or those of Great

Britain, they are unable to recognize in

them any validity unless they shall be made

the subject of a formal agreement by the

powers parties to the treaty of Paris.

'Her Majesty's government entertain the

hope that the view of the case above stated,

which is entirely based upon the treaties,

and more especially upon the treaty of

London of 1871, will receive the assent of

the other powers who were parties to those

treaties.'

" At length, my lords, there came the

following reply from the Russian govern-
ment :

'Sr. PKTF.RSBURO: January SO, 1878.

"
I have received your lordship's telegram of

yesterday, containing a declaration relative to the

question of the validity of the bases of peace, and

I have this morning communicated the substance

of it to Prince Gortschakoff. His Highness

replied that to effect an armistice certain bases

of peace were necessary, but they are only to be

considered as preliminaries, and not definitive as

regards Europe. His Highness stated categori-

cally that questions bearing <>n European interest*

will be concerted with European powers, and he

had given Her Majesty's government dear and

positive assurances to this effect.'

" Those positive assurances were repeated
in communications made by the Russian

ambassador to this country; and I am
bound to say, as so many remarks have been

made on the conduct of that plenipotentiary,

that I believe he has made no representations
to Her Majesty's government which are not

to be found in the instructions which he

received from his own government.
"
Well, my lords, this carried us through

the month of January, the month in which

parliament assembled, the month in which

those negotiations between Russia and

Turkey commenced, and the month in

which was received that declaration from

Prince Gortschakoff which Her Majesty's

government was induced to regard as satis-

factory." Lord Beaconsfield then proceeded

to tell the history of the proposed meeting

of the European powers to consider the

question.

"Early in February," he continued, "a

formal invitation was received by Her

Majesty's government from the govern-

ment of Austria to a conference to be held

at Vienna. That communication was made

with the knowledge of Russia, or to use the

language of a despatch, of the Austrian

ambassador, Russia 'fully appreciated it;'

and the object of the conference was stated

to be the establishment of
' a European

agreement as to the modifications which

it might become necessary to introduce in

existing treaties,' in order to make them

harmonize with the present situation. Your

lordships will observe the character in which

this government, the government of Austria,

and the other governments were to take part

in the conference. Avowedly, it was in her

character as a signatory of the treaties of

1856 that Austria addressed the invitation

to the other powers, and it was in their

character as signatories of those treaties

that the other powers received that invita-

tion. That carried us to the commencement

of February, and the month which follows is

not rich in diplomatic documents. But, my
lords, it was not an uneventful month.

During the whole of that period Austria

was busy in conferring with the different

courts of Europe, and in making arrange-

ments for the meeting of the conference.

There was the scheme of its meetings at

Vienna
;
there was the objection of some of

the powers to the meeting being held in a

capital city. There were discussions as to
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the presidency, as to the locality, and as to

the name of the assembly, as to whether it

should be held in a capital city or in a place
of more obscure character, as to whether it

should be called a conference or a congress,

and as to whether it should be presided over

by a secretary of state or by some other

minister. All those questions occupied the

minds of governments, but they did not

occupy the minds of Her Majesty's govern-
ment. Her Majesty's government never

made the slightest objection. There were

persons proposed whom we might not have

approved as the best president ;
there were

localities proposed which, perhaps, we did

not approve as the best
;
but we never made

any objection of the kind. We thought too

much of the interests of peace and of the

magnitude of the considerations involved in

a meeting of a conference or congress ;
so

that whether it was to be a conference or a

congress, or whether it was to be held at

Vienna, as originally proposed, or at Baden,
or at Berlin, or who was to preside over it,

were matters which Her Majesty's govern-
ment put on one side, because we were

anxious that there should be such a meeting,

believing that by it a means of securing the

peace of Europe might be obtained.
" My lords, an invitation arrived from

Austria to a congress at Berlin, the objection

to a capital city having, it appears, been

waived. Well, we stated without a moment's

delay that we would accept it, and we did

not for a moment ask why Berlin should be

preferred to Vienna. All we wanted was

that there should be such a meeting. But
mindful as we were of the events which

had been occurring during the month of

February when Austria was carrying on

those negotiations; remembering that during
the whole of that time secret negotiations

were being carried on between Eussia and

the Porte; remembering the fact that during
the whole time while those secret negotia-

tions were proceeding the Eussian army
was advancing, and, if not occupying,

encircling the capital of Turkey ;
and

remembering that we had felt it our duty

j

to advise Her Majesty to send a portion of

the fleet to the Dardanelles we considered

it was of importance when we assented to

attending a congress at Berlin that the

policy of Her Majesty's government should

be stated in an unmistakable form, and the

secretary of state on March 4, while agreeing

to that proposition, expressed to Count Beust

the views of Her Majesty's government in

these terms :

' Her Majesty's government, however,

consider that it would be desirable to have

it understood in the first place, that all

questions dealt with in the treaty of peace

between Russia and Turkey should be con-

sidered as subjects to be discussed in the con-

gress, and that no alteration in the condition

of things previously established by treaty

should be acknowledged as valid, until it

has received the assent of the powers.'
"
I think, my lords, I have shown you

that in the eventful month that elapsed

from the time to which I before alluded,

Her Majesty's government were consistently

maintaining that great principle which they
had vindicated before the war commenced,
which they had repeated on other occasions,

and which on this occasion, when the

meeting of the congress appeared to be

settled upon generally, they felt it their

duty to again affirm in the terms I have

just read to the House. A day or two

afterwards in consequence, probably, of

some rumours which may have reached us

or of some slight indications of feeling
which it was impossible to record, but

which the observant critic would not fail to

remark the secretary of state wrote in this

language to Her Majesty's ambassador at

Vienna :

'

I have to request your Excellency to

inform Count Andrassy that, in order to

avoid any misapprehension as to the

meaning of their recent declaration con-

tained in my note to Count Beust of the 9th

inst., Her Majesty's government desire to

state that they must distinctly understand,

before they enter into congress, that every

article in the treaty between Russia and
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Turkey will be placed before the congress, not

necessarily for acceptance, but in order that

it may be considered what articles require

acceptance or concurrence by the several

powers and what do not'
"
Now, my lords, after some slight delay,

we received a memorandum from Prince

Gortschakoff which was communicated by
Lord A. Loftus on March 17 :

' In answer to the communication by
Ix>rd Augustus Loftus of the despatch in

which Lord Derby has answered the

proposal of Count Beust respecting the

meeting of a congress at Berlin, I have the

honour to repeat the assurance which Count

Schouvaloff has already been instructed to

give to the government of Her Britannic

Majesty namely, that the preliminary

treaty of peace concluded between Russia

and Turkey will be textually communicated

to the great powers before the meeting of

the congress, and that in the congress itself

each power will have the full liberty of its

appreciations and of its action (" la pleine
libertf, de ses appreciations ct de son action ").'

"
Now, My lords, I may not, perhaps, be

an impartial judge, but 1 must say that the

phrase
'

la pleine liberty de ses appreciations
tt de son action

'

was one of which I was not

able to form a very clear conception. As to

what '

appreciation
'

and '

action
'

may be,

no doubt different interpretations may be

furnished. It is a phrase involved in some

degree of classical ambiguity. Delphi itself

could hardly have been more perplexing
and august. Well, my lords, Her Majesty's

government could place only one inter-

pretation on that communication. However

ambiguous the language of previous des-

patches, however various the expressions
that had been used, there was nothing in

the previous correspondence between the

two courts to induce us to assume that there

would be a refusal on the part of Russia to

that which England believed to be a natural,

just.and indispensablecondition of herenter-

ing into the congress. We are to understand

by implication that, now for the first time,
there was ground for that assumption."

Lord Beaconsfield next proceeded briefly

to criticse the clauses of the San Stefano

treaty :

"
My lords, let me make one or

two remarks on the character of this

treaty of San Stefano, which Her Majesty's

government felt so necessary to be sub-

mitted to the congress, and which we
believed and I think we believed so in

common with the other powers Russia

was bound by the treaties of 1856 and 1871

to submit to the congress. The treaty is in

your lordships' hands, and therefore I will

not enter into a minute criticism of its

every article; but it is necessary that I

should put before your lordships some of

its provisions, because, unless they be clear

in your lordships' minds, you would hardly
be in a position to impartially decide as to

the consequences to which the treaty would

lead, and as to the course which in respect
of it Her Majesty's government have

thought it their duty to pursue.
" The treaty is one of twenty-seven or

twenty-nine articles, and with the excep-
tion of a merely technical one, every one of

them is a deviation from the articles of the

treaties of 1856 and 1871. I do not say
that every article of the treaty of San

Stefano would be a violation of the treaties

of 1856 and 1871, because that would be a

hard phrase. If the government of Russia

were prepared, as we believed they were

prepared, to place the treaty of San Stefano

before the congress, I should look at

the deviations between the treaty of San

Stefano and the treaties of 1856 and 1871,

not as violations, but rather as suggestions
of the Russian government to be laid before

the congress in order that they might be

considered, and if just, be adopted by the

other powers of Europe. But let us look at

what this treaty does this treaty which

was negotiated in such secrecy and encircled

in mystery to such a degree, that the Porte

was commanded by Russia not to let a

single article of it be known to the neutral

powers, without whose neutrality she could

not have gained the advantages she enjoyed,

and which would not have been shown
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unless it had been believed that, as regarded
the other powers, Russia would feel bound by
the treaties of 1856 and 1871. Well, my
lords, the treaty of San Stefano completely

abrogates what is known as Turkey in Europe;
it abolishes the dominion of the Ottoman

empire in Europe; it creates a large state

which, under the name of Bulgaria, is

inhabited by many races not Bulgarians.
This Bulgaria goes to the shores of the Black

Sea and seizes the ports of that sea; it extends

to the coast of the dSgean, and appropriates
the ports of that coast. The treaty provides

for the government of this new Bulgaria,
under a prince who is to be selected by Russia;

its administration is to be organized and

supervised by a commissary of Russia; and
this new state is to be garrisoned, I say for
an indefinite period, but at all events for two

years certain, by Russia.

"My lords, it is not merely this vast district,

this vast space of country, which is taken

from the Porte, for which the power and

the government of Eussia is substituted by
the stipulations in this treaty; but for the

distant provinces of Bosnia, and Epirus, and

Thessaly there are instituted new laws,

which are to be revised by Eussia and

afterwards supervised by Eussia; so that

we say all the European dominions of the

Ottoman Porte are taken from the Porte

and put under the administration of Eussia.

My lords, it is not difficult to see that

the effect of all the stipulations combined

will be to make the Black Sea as much a

Eussian lake as the Caspian. The harbour

of Batoum, which is still in possession of

the Porte, is seized by Eussia, all the

strongholds in Armenia are seized by
Eussia, and the portion of that great province

nominally left to Turkey will be governed

by law supervised by Eussia. The next

point which I feel it necessary to bring
under the consideration of your lordships,

is that of the claim of Eussia to the district

of Bessarabia, of which she was deprived
after the Crimean war. My lords, I need

not recall to your recollection the distressing

circumstances which are now arriving and

which have arrived with reference to that

portion of the treaty of San Stefano
;
but I

want to point out to your lordships, that

here it is not a matter of trifling or local

interest which is at stake. The clause in

the treaty of Paris with regard to the

cession of Bessarabia was one on which

Lord Palmerston placed the utmost stress,

and to which he attached the very greatest

importance. It involved the emancipation
of the Danube; and accordingly Lord

Palmerston treated it as an article, not of

local, but of European interest. It was

inserted in the original preliminaries of the

treaty, and an attempt was made by Eussia

to evade it
;
but Lord Palmerston attached

such importance to it, that the congress of

Paris was nearly breaking up because of

the efforts made not to have that article

carried into effect

"The great interest felt at the congress
of Paris in taking security against the

closing of those seas and the closing of

the Danube, is a matter which your lord-

ships will bear in mind when examining
the treaty of San Stefano. The large

European commerce which is now carried

on from Trebizond to Eussia and Central

Asia may be stopped at the pleasure of

Eussia in consequence of cessions in Kur-

distan. But what would be the consequence
of the treaty if carried out with reference

to the navigation of the Straits ? By that

treaty the Sultan of Turkey is reduced to a

state of absolute subjugation to Eussia; and

either as to the opening of the navigation

of the Black Sea, or as to all those rights

and privileges with which the Sultan was

invested as an independent sovereign, he

would be no longer in the position in which

he was placed by the European treaties.

We therefore protest against an arrange-

ment which practically would place at the

command of Eussia, and Eussia alone, that

unrivalled situation and its resources which

the European Powers placed under the

government of the Porte.
"
Now, my lords, this treaty was signed

on March 3, but it was not delivered to
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Her Majesty's government till March 23.

I do not say that during the interval we
had not by extraordinary means obtained

some knowledge of its provisions, but that

was knowledge on which we could not

absolutely rely; it was knowledge which,

like all knowledge acquired in that way,
was likely to be in some degree erroneous.

Hut, at all events, it allowed us to avail

ourselves of the earliest opportunity of

endeavouring to avert what we conceived

to be mischievous results to all Europe.

My lords, we still hoped and still believed

that a congress might be obtained, and we
looked to it as the only means by which

the unsatisfactory state of public affairs

might be remedied. We were prepared,
if all the Powers entered into the congress,

and if it were a bond fide congress, and in

accordance with the positive engagements
as we believed of Russia we were prepared,
I say, to see the treaty of San Stefano

submitted to discussion by that congress in

order that, to use the words of the Austrian

government, a r^gldment definitif of the con-

ditions of future peace might be arrived at.

"
It appeared to us that the circumstances

of the world were not unfavourable to that.

All the great powers of Europe during the

last ten years, except Kngland, unfortunately
for them, had been involved in fearful wars,

and were suffering from the exhaustion

attendant on such wars; and we believed

that, with the general and natural inclina-

tion for peace arising from such circum-

stances, the discussions of a congress, carried

on as a European congress would be, would

prove favourable to a satisfactory solution

of difficulties. And, my lords, we, as far

as we were concerned, had a due considera-

tion for the circumstances in which Russia

was placed, in consequence of the war
between her and Turkey, because we could

not expect that Russia would appear at the

congress merely in the same character as

she assumed when she became a signatory
to the treaties of 1856 and 1871. We
.vere prepared to consider the events that

had occurred; but having regard to the
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temper with which we expected that

the proposals of Russia would be con-

sidered, we believed that Russia would

not disappoint the other powers. We
regarded it as being for her own advan-

tage to comply with the engagements into

which she had entered
;
and that, acting

as she had agreed to act by the treaties

of 1856 and 1871, she would have placed

before the congress the stipulations of all

the articles of the treaty.
" My lords, these hopes were disappointed,

and it was when these hopes were disap-

pointed, and when we found there was no

chance, by the aid of treaties or by the

public law of Europe, to bring about a

settlement of those great affairs, that we
had to consider what was our duty. My
lords, the congress could not meet after

that refusal on the part of Russia to con-

form to her engagements under previous

treaties, and the conditions which England

put forward when the treaty of San Stefano

was placed before the European powers
were conditions which she could never

relinquish. The justice of them has been

universally acknowledged. It is not denied

even by Russia. What, then, was the state

of affairs ? No congress was to meet, and a

most important portion of Eastern Europe
and a considerable portion of Western Asia

were either occupied by an invading army
or were in a state of actual rebellion. It

was impossible to say what might not

occur in circumstances of such difficulty

and distress. My lords, the country in

which these events were occurring is a

country which has always been subject

to strange and startling vicissitudes. In

the East there is only one step between

collapse and convulsion, and it was possible

that, with the British fleet in the Darda-

nelles, the chief highway between Europe
and Asia might be seized, and that the

commercial road from Trebizond to Persia

might be stopped.
" \Ve know that, if not in the memory

of the present generation, certainly in the

memory of some members of your Lord-

53
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ships' House, armies marched through Syria

and through Asia without firing a shot, and

held Constantinople in a state of trepidation.

Why not march armies in the same way,

and hold Egypt and the Suez Canal in the

same state of trepidation as Constantinople

and the Bosphorus was held at that time ?

In those circumstances there was, in our

opinion, only one course to take. When

everything was unsettled ;
when there was

no prospect of a settlement; when there

seemed no probability of the treaty of San

Stefano being submitted for discussion to

the European Powers, and of the public

law being vindicated
;
when all Europe was

armed, was England to be disarmed? Was

England to be deterred from doing/ her duty

to herself and to Europe by taunts and

threats because we were told that we were

menacing when we thought to conciliate ?

My lords, our fleet, which has reached the

waters of the Dardanelles, has acted in a

manner worthy of it, and in the manner it

might have been expected to act; but I

have always thought that when it is found

necessary to show our strength, certainly

England should not be limited to one of

her services that she should appeal to her

military force to maintain her honour and

her interests, as well as to her marine.
"
Well, my noble lords, in those circum-

stances we felt it our duty to advise Her

Majesty to send the message* to your

Lordships' House, the answer to which I

am about to propose. And here let me
make one remark upon the act of the

sovereign in that particular. It is the first

time the sovereign of this country has sent

down such a message to parliament, because

this message is in virtue of an Act of Par-

"Thus ran the message:" The present state of public
affairs in the East, and the necessity in connection therewith
of taking steps for the maintenance of peace and for the

protection of the interests of the empire, having constituted,
in the opinion of Her Majesty, a case of great emergency
within the meaning of the Acts of Parliament in that behalf,
Her Majesty deems it proper to provide additional means
for her military service

;
and therefore, in pursuance of

those Acts, Her Majesty has thought it right to com-
municate to the House of Commons that Her Majesty is

about to cause her Reserve Force and the Militia Reserve

Force, or such part thereof as Her Majesty shall think

necessary, to be forthwith called out for permanent service."

liament which was passed only a very few

years ago. That Act was in consequence
of a great military reform, which was

inaugurated by the last government, and

particularly by the noble viscount [Lord

Cardwell] opposite. My lords, that great

military reform gave rise to much contro-

versy and opposition in the country; but,

as has been the case in respect of all great

Acts of our legislature, when it became law

every man on both sides exerted himself

to carry it into effect. I am sure that

during the experience of the present

government and that has not been a

short one there has been an unceasing
effort to carry into effect the measures

and policy of the noble viscount opposite.

I feel at liberty to speak on this point,

because it is my lot to differ from many
of my friends in this matter. The great

principle which is the foundation of the

reserve system the principle of short

service is one which I have had the

honour to support. Well, my lords, it is

in consequence of that reform in our

military system, and the institution of

short service, that we are obliged to

recommend Her Majesty to call out our

reserves. Under the new military system
it was laid down that a battalion in time

of war or on active service should consist

of not less than 1000 men. A battalion in

time of peace consists of only 500 men,
and therefore the machinery of reserves,

the arrangement introduced by the noble

lord opposite, that there should be with

this short service a means by which when
men passed through their short service and

left their colours they might become, under

another title, the soldiers of Her Majesty,
was the only means by which you could

convert our battalions of 500 men, in case

of emergency, into battalions of 1000 men,
who should not be mere raw recruits.

"
Now, unfortunately, the name for this

force is not a very felicitous one
;

it is

called the Reserve Force, and it is called

the Militia Reserve Force
;
and the world

associates with the word '

reserves
' some
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resource that is left to the last, that is only

to be appealed to in great emergency, and is

to be the ultimate means by which you
can effect your purpose. But this is exactly

the reverse of what the reserve force

instituted by the noble lord opposite is.

It is not the last resource, but it is the first

resource under our system. At this moment

you really cannot put a corps d'armee into

the field in a manner which would satisfy

the country, unless Her Majesty was ad-

vised that the circumstances justified such

a message to the House from the crown

as I brought up the other day. Well, my
lords, if it was necessary in this state of

Europe that Her Majesty should have a

sufficient naval and military force, we could

take no step but that which we advised

the crown to adopt. And what was the

consequence of this step ? Her Majesty
will be able in a very brief space of time to

possess an army of 70,000 men fairly and

even completely disciplined. It is double

the force of Englishmen that Marlborough
or Wellington ever commanded

;
but it is

not a force sufficient to carry on a great

war. If England is involved in a great

war, our military resources are much more

considerable than those you may put in

motion by this statute
;
but it is the only

way in which you can place at the disposal

of the crown a considerable and adequate
force when the circumstances of the country
indicate an emergency.
"The noble lord the leader of the

Opposition [Lord Granville] the other night,

in his lively and satisfactory answer to

one of his own supporters, admitted and

approved the satisfactory state in which

the country was in regard to defence. He
said : -'We happen to know from the sec-

retary of state that he has a corps d'armee

ready, and that in a short time he can have

another.' These make up the 70,000 men
of whom I speak, and therefore the noble

lord admitted it was not an unreasonable

amount of force we were calling upon

parliament to grant. The question, there-

fore, between us and the noble lord is this

(I will not say between the noble lord and

us, but between us and many who differ

from the policy of the government in this

respect), are the circumstances that exist in

the East of Europe at this moment do the

circumstances that prevail in the Mediter-

ranean constitute an emergency which

justifies the demands that Her Majesty
shall not only have a powerful navy in

these waters, but shall command, if ne-

cessary, not a very considerable, but an

adequate and an efficient army ? Now, my
lords, I would say that this is a question
which comes home to every man's bosom.

I connot conceive myself that in the

position in which this country now finds

itself, when an immense revolution in an

important portion of the world has occurred

a revolution which involves the con-

sideration of some of the most important
interests of this country and, I may say,

even the freedom of Europe I say I

cannot conceive that any person who feels

a sense of responsibility in the conduct of

affairs could for a moment pretend that,

when all are armed, England alone should be

disarmed.
"
I am sure my noble friend [Lord Derby],

whose loss I so much deplore, would never

uphold that doctrine, or he would not have

added the sanction of his authority to the

meeting of parliament and the appeal we
made to parliament immediately for funds

adequate to the occasion of peril which we

believed to exist. No, I do not think such

things of him, and to the individual of whom
I did I should say, Naviget Anticyram ;

*

only I trust, for Heaven's sake, that his

lunacy would not imperil the British

empire. I have ever considered that Her

Majesty's government, of whatever party

formed, are the trustees of that empire. That

empire was formed by the enterprise and

energy of our ancestors, my lords
;
and it is

*
Anticyra was a city of Greece on the Bay of Anticyra,

noted for its hellebore. As this herb was considered ail

excellent medicine for those suffering from mental

derangement, Anticyra w much frequented by the insane

anxious to be cure<l. Hence the expression Xaviget Anticyram,
to be met with in Juvenal, Ptrsius, and Suetonius.
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one of a very peculiar character. I know

no example of it, either in ancient or

modern history. No Caesar or Charlemagne

ever presided over a dominion so peculiar.

Its flag floats on many waters
;

it has

provinces in every zone
; they are inhab-

ited by persons of different races, different

religion, different laws, manners, customs.

Some of these are bound to us by the ties of

liberty, fully conscious that without their

connection with the metropolis they have

no security for public freedom and self-

government; others are bound to us by
flesh and blood, and by material as well as

moral considerations. There are millions

who are bound to us by our military sway,

and they bow to that sway because they
know that they are indebted to it for order

and justice. All these communities agree
in recognizing the commanding spirit of

these islands that has formed and fashioned

in such a manner so great a portion of the

globe. My lords, that empire is no mean

heritage ;
but it is not a heritage that can

only be enjoyed; it must be maintained,

and it can only be maintained by the same

qualities that created it by courage, by

discipline, by patience, by determination,

and by a reverence for public law and

respect for national rights. My lords, in

the East of Europe at this moment some
securities of that empire are imperilled. I

never can believe that at such a moment
it is the Peers of England who will be

wanting to uphold the cause of this

country. I will not believe for a moment
but that you will unanimously vote the

address in answer to the message which I

now move :
-

' That an humble address be presented to

Her Majesty, thanking Her Majesty for her
most gracious message, communicating to

this House Her Majesty's intention to cause
the Eeserve Force and the Militia Reserve

Force, or such part thereof as Her Majesty
should think necessary, to be forthwith-

called out for permanent service.'
"

This step was cordially approved of by
the country ;

in the House of Lords no

division took place, and in the Lower

House a large majority accorded its

sanction to the vigorous and patriotic

policy of the government. Lord Beacons-

field had declared that England would

remain neutral, provided the integrity and

independence of the Ottoman empire were

strictly respected by Russia. The treaty

of San Stefano openly violated those con-

ditions
;
and the moment had now arrived

for the prime minister to prove his fidelity

to British interests, and his resolve to

uphold the guarantees we had entered into.

Nor did he permit Russia to remain long
in doubt as to the course intended to be

pursued. No sooner had the reserves been

called out than orders were issued for the

despatch of 7000 Indian soldiers to Malta.

This act was much criticised at the time,

and condemned by the Opposition as

unexampled and unconstitutional. Lord

Beaconsfield, however, disputed that ver-

dict, and explained that the step was

neither illegal nor without precedent.

Native Indian troops, he said, had been

despatched from India for service in the

Cape ;
for four years, during a period of

disturbance, the Straits settlements had

been garrisoned by the Madras native

infantry ;
and again Indian troops had

been employed in Hong-Kong, and during
the war in Abyssinia. So much for the

absence of precedent. Nor was there, he

asserted, any Act of Parliament forbidding

the use of native Indian troops for Euro-

pean warfare
;
the provisions of the Mutiny

Act but referred to the white army serving
in India, and not to the native soldiers

;

and since the native Indian army were

forces of the crown, the sovereign had an

absolute right a right not limited to

move such troops whither she pleased.

So much, he said, for the unconstitutional

character of the proceeding.
These vigorous measures caused Russia

to hesitate. She saw that England was
not only ready to maintain her demands

by proceeding to hostilities, but that she

was fully prepared, by appealing to her
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immense Indian reserve, to develop into

a military power of the first order. Once

more the pacific tactics of diplomacy were

employed, and this time with complete
success. Before the firm and united atti-

tude of England, the arrogance of Russia

became less and less domineering and un-

compromising; and finally the Czar thought
it prudent to give in his consent to attend

a congress, and there to lay before the

powers of Europe all the articles in the

treaty of San Stefano. Thus it was

that at the dictation of England the

Muscovite had been forced to abandon his

faithless and independent course of action.
"
England," cried Mr. Roebuck,

" now holds

as proud a position as she ever held, and

that is due to the sagacity, and power,
and conduct of the despised person once

called Benjamin Disraeli, but now Lord

Beaconsfield."

The congress was to meet, July 13, 1878,

at Berlin, under the presidency of Prince

Bismarck
;
at last it was hoped that a final

settlement would be effected of the much-
vexed Eastern question. When it became
known that the two English plenipoten-
tiaries who were to take part in the

deliberations of the congress were to be

Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury,
there was as much excitement as satis-

faction at the selection of the two most

prominent members of the cabinet for the

grave, duty of maintaining British interests.

"Our absence," said Lord Beacousfield

laughing,
"
will increase the importance of

our colleagues." Before the departure of

the' English plenipotentiaries two events

took place whicli much facilitated all

diplomatic proceedings, and shaped out

the course intended to be followed. The
first was a secret agreement entered into

t'nder this agreement the powers decided that Bulgaria
was to be divided into two j>rovinees, of which the northern

province was to be independent, whilst the southern province
was to be governed like an Knglish colony, the governor
bein-4 appointed for five or ten ve:irs with I lie ,

Kurojie. Southern llulgaru was not to reach the
Turkish troops wen t to enter Bulgaria in time of peace,
but only on war or insurrection being threatened. Knn.po
was to settle the organization of the Greek and other

between Lord Salisbury and Count Schou-

valoff, which official treachery, happily

rare in the civil service, had divulged,

as to certain matters in dispute between

England and Russia.* The second was the

conclusion of a convention (June 4, 1878)

of a defensive alliance between Great

Britain and Turkey, in which, among other

matters, the Sultan promised to introduce

the necessary reforms and to assign the

island of Cyprus to be occupied and

administered by England,^ whilst Eng-
land in her turn engaged for all future

time to defend the Asiatic dominions

of the Ottoman empire "by force of

arms."

Into the history of the congress we shall

not enter, since the results of its delibera-

tions were so fully laid before the country

by Lord Beaconsfield on his return home,
and will appear in their proper place. It

is no mark of hero-worship to assert that

the most talked of member who sat at the

horse-shoe table in the Radzivill palace,

the foreign office of Berlin, was the prime
minister of England. His movements were

closely watched
;
his appearance was eagerly

scanned
;

his remarks which leaked out

from the council chamber were printed in

every newspaper in the capital, and keenly
commented upon ; everything he said or

did was observed, criticised, and laid to

heart. Compared with Lord Beaconsfield,

so far as the Berlin population was con-

cerned, the other representatives might
never have entered the city. It was the

novelist, the debater, the orator, who had

conquered every obstacle that stood in the

way of his ambition until he had been

called upon to sway the destinies of his

country, that the caste -loving, Semitic-

hating, patient, laborious German people

Christian provinces. The Russian government was not to be

paid its indemnity in land. Bayazid was to be restored to

the Turks, but Batoum and Kars might become Russian.

Subject to these conditions the British government engaged
" not to dispute the articles of the preliminary treaty of San
Stefan"."

f
" The English want Cyprus and they will take it as

compensation. . . . The English will not do the business

of the Turks again for nothing." Tnncrtd.
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came to see.* And the presence of Lord

Beaconsfield caused the Teuton to arrive

at many humiliating reflections. He saw

before him an instance of what was impos-

sible in the fatherland the elevation of a

man to the highest post that a subject

can attain, without the advantages of birth,

the power of wealth, or the opportunities

afforded by social influence, but succeeding
in the struggle purely and solely by un-

aided genius, tact, and industry. Such a

career was an impossibility in Germany
with its social exclusiveness and caste-

restrictions
;
and in more than one Berlin

journal the rise of Benjamin Disraeli served

as a text on which to deliver a discourse

upon the arrogant pettiness and baneful

pride of lineage which so degrade and

restrict German social and political life.

The conference sat for one month and

then dissolved, having completed its labours

and restored peace to Europe. Not a little

of this result was due to the tone adopted

by Lord Beaconsfield. His eloquence, his

tenacity of purpose, his gift of seeing

instantaneously the consequences of cer-

tain propositions, and the uncompromising
fashion he maintained those points which

he deemed necessary for the preservation
of British interests, struck all who heard

him, and made a deep impression upon the

president of the congress, "f The treaty of

Berlin was looked upon not so much as

a European settlement, as a diplomatic

triumph for England. "It tends to prove,"

*
During the Berlin congress Lord Beaconsfield never

ceased for an instant to be the great attraction. None of

the other plenipotentiaries excited so much interest among
a whole people. From the moment he crossed the German
frontier he was the only subject of any ardent curiosity. At

every station at which he stopped a crowd had assembled,
and persons who did t ot know how to pronounce his name,
and whom I heard call him "

Israel," greeted with cheers

that striking physiognomy, which responded o well to the

popular imagination. At Berlin, at the doors of the Kaiser-

hof, it was he who was pointed out, and not only in the

streets, but in the diplomatic drawing-rooms he was the centre

of attraction. He had then already at times fits of lassitude,
and at a reception at Lord Odo Russell's, on a remark that

the congress must be very exhausting to him, he sadly

replied,
" Oh ! no ; it is time that tires me." At the con-

gress, however, he surprised everybody by the determined
stand he made, and Prince Bismarck, not easily astonished,
then said of him :

"
Schouvaloff and Beaconsfield are the two leading figures

wrote an Austrian journal,
" that war or no

war, the preponderance of English influence

in Asia is henceforth secured. Egypt with

the Suez Canal and the maritime route

to India, Asia Minor with Arabia, as also

Syria and the rich Euphrates districts,

Turkey on both sides of the Bosphorus,

together with the road over Persia to the

vassal states of Central Asia, are now all

under the powerful dominion of Great

Britain. The Empress of India spreads
her banners from Asia to Europe, just as

the kings of England in days bygone
carried the English flag from Europe to

Asia. Lord Beaconsfield has, indeed, little

to fear either from the judgment of parlia-

ment or people."

He had, indeed, little to fear. His return

was welcomed by the English people with

the utmost enthusiasm. At Dover, at

Charing Cross, and at Whitehall, vast

crowds assembled to cheer the man who
had been consistently loyal to the foreign

policy he had advocated, and who had

raised the England, scorned and rebuffed

under a Liberal administration, to the

rightful position her traditions claimed

for her among the family of nations.
"
I

assure you," said Lord Beaconsfield to the

crowd below his office window at White-

hall, "that no recognition of our labours

could be more grateful to my feelings than

this expression of the sentiments of those

among whom I see many of my oldest

and most cherished friends. Lord Salisbury

in this congress, and I am delighted with watching them.

Beaconsfield has wonderful presence of mind, is versatile

and energetic, lets nothing excite him, and hns admirably
defended his cause. English pride is safe in his hands;
and when the negotiations were broken off on the 21st of

June he was manfully leading his country to war. It was

then that I intervened. Both he and Schonvaloff have done

their duty, and have saved their countries from war. My
only merit was bringing them together at a moment when

they could not themselves make any advances." Times

Correspondent,

t Prince Bismarck was a warm admirer of Lord Beacons,

field. A well-known diplomatist here was not long ago

conferring with Prince Bismarck in the latter's private

cabinet, when the conversation chanced to turn on the

Berlin congress and the conspicuous part which the chief

plenipotentiary of Great Britain had taken at it.
"
There,"

said the chancellor, pointing to the wall, "there hangs the

portrait of my sovereign, there on the right that of my wife,

and on the left there that of Lord Beaconsfield." Times.
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and I have brought you back peace, I hope,

with honour, and such a peace as will

satisfy our sovereign and add to the fame

of our country. I can do no more than

express my gratitude and pride for the

sympathy which you have shown us at

this trying moment." It was understood

that Lord Beaconsfield did not wish to be

advanced to higher honours in the peerage;

but almost immediately after his return

from the Continent he was invested by the

queen, at a private audience at Osborne,

with the knighthood of the order of the

garter. The nation preferred to think that

the prime minister was the sole author of

the diplomatic arrangements that had been

entered into at Berlin. This flattering but

somewhat ungenerous interpretation Lord

1 ieaconsfield invariably contradicted
;
in all

his remarks upon the subject he was most

careful to associate the name of Lord Salis-

bury with his own, and he permitted no

distinction to be made wliich implied any

inequality in their labours. Lord Salisbury

was also rewarded with the garter.

The next great excitement was to hear

the premier's statement as to the results

of the congress.* On the night appointed

(July 18, 1878) the House of Lords was

crowded with a most brilliant audience.
" My lords," said Lord Beacousfield,

"
in

laying on the table of your Lordships'

House, as I am about to do, the protocols

of the congress of Berlin, I have thought
1 should be only doing my duty to your

Lordships' House, to parliament generally,

The Berlin Irenty consists of sixty-four articles. Briefly

condensed its provisions are as follows: Bulgaria to be an

autonomous and tributary principality under the suzerainty
of the Sultan, with a Christian government and a national

militia. A province to be formed south of the Balkans,

called " Eastern Roumelia
;

"
and subject to the Sultan,

under conditions of administrative autnnomy. Bosnia and

Herzegovina to be occupied and administered by Austria-

Hungary. Montenegro to be independent, and to possess
Antivari and its seaboard. The independence of Servia and
Roumania to be recognized under certain conditions. The
Hessarahian territory detached from Russia by the treaty of

Paris, 1856, to be restored to Russia. The territories of

Ardahan, liars, and Butnum with iu port, in Asia, to be

ceded to Russia. Turkey and Greece to agree between

themselves as to the rectification of their frontier; if nimble

to agree, the Great Powers reserve to themselves the right
of interfering so as to facilitate negotiations. The treaty
was signed July 13, and ratified August 3, 1878.

and to the country, if I made some remarks

on the policy which was supported by the

representatives of Her Majesty at the con-

gress, and which is embodied in the treaty

of Berlin and in the convention which was

placed on your Lordships' table during my
absence." He then explained that the treaty

of San Stefano had been looked upon with

much distrust and alarm by Her Majesty's

ministers, since they believed it was cal-

culated to bring about a state of affairs

dangerous to European independence and

injurious to the interests of the British

empire. He contended that the govern-
ment could show that, by the changes and

modifications which had been made in the

treaty of San Stefano, by the congress of

Berlin, and the convention of Constan-

tinople, the menace to European indepen-
dence had been removed, and the threatened

injury to the British empire had been

averted.
" Your lordships will recollect," pro-

ceeded Lord Beaconsfield, "that by the

treaty of San Stefano about one half of

Turkey in Europe was formed into a

state called Bulgaria a state consisting
of upwards of 50,000 geographical square

miles, and containing a population of

4,000,000, with harbours on either sea

both on the shores of the Euxine and

of the Archipelago. That disposition of

territory severed Constantinople and the

limited district which was still spared
to the possessors of that city severed

it from the provinces of Macedonia and

Thrace by Bulgaria descending to the very
shores of the ^Egean ; and, altogether, a

state was formed which, both from its

natural resources and its peculiarly favour-

able geographical position, must necessarily

have exercised a predominant influence

over the political and commercial interests

of that part of the world. The remaining

portion of Turkey in Europe was reduced

also to a considerable degree by affording

what was called compensation to previous

rebellious tributary principalities, which

have now become independent states so
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that the general result of the treaty of

San Stefano was, that while it spared the

authority of the Sultan so far as his capital

and its immediate vicinity, it reduced him

to a state of subjection to the great power
which had defeated his armies, and which

was present at the gates of Ivis capital.

Accordingly, though it might be said that

he still seemed to be invested with one of

the highest functions of public duty the

protection and custody of the Straits it

was apparent that his authority in that

respect could be exercised by him in

deference only to the superior power which

had vanquished him, and to whom the

]>roposed arrangements would have kept
him in subjection.

" My lords, in these matters the congress
of Berlin have made great changes. They
have restored to the Sultan two-thirds of

the territory which was to have formed the

great Bulgarian state. They have restored

to him upwards of 30,000 geographical

square miles, and 2,500,000 of population
that territory being the richest in the

Balkans, where most of the land is rich,

and the population one of the wealthiest,

most ingenious, and most loyal of his

subjects. The frontiers of his state have

been pushed forward from the mere en-

virons of Salonica and Adrianople to the

lines of the Balkans and Trajan's pass;
the new principality, which was to exercise

such an influence, and produce a revolution

in the disposition of the territory and policy
of that part of the globe, is now merely
a state in the valley of the Danube, and
both in its extent and its population
is reduced to one -third of what was

contemplated by the treaty of San Stefano.

My lords, it has been said that while the

congress of Berlin decided upon a policy
so bold as that of declaring the range of

the Balkans as the frontier of what may
now be called New Turkey, they have,

in fact, furnished it with a frontier which,

instead of being impregnable, is in some

parts undefended, and is altogether one of

an inadequate character.

" My lords, it is very difficult to decide,

so far as nature is concerned, whether any
combination of circumstances can ever be

brought about which would furnish what

is called an impregnable frontier. Whether
it be river, desert, or mountainous range, it

will be found, in the long run, that the

impregnability of a frontier must be sup-

plied by the vital spirit of man
;
and that

it is by the courage, discipline, patriotism,

and devotion of a population that impreg-
nable frontiers can alone be formed. And,

my lords, when I remember what race of

men it was that created and defended

Plevna, I must confess my confidence

that, if the cause be a good one, they
will not easily find that the frontier of

the Balkans is indefensible. But it is said

that although the congress has furnished

and it pretended to furnish nothing more

a competent military frontier to Turkey,
the disposition was so ill-managed, that at

the same time it failed to secure an effective

barrier
;
that in devising the frontier, it so

arranged matters that this very line of the

Balkans may be turned. The congress has

been charged with having committed one of

the greatest blunders that could possibly

have been accomplished by leaving Sofia

in the possession of a power really inde-

pendent of Turkey, and one which in the

course of time might become hostile to

Turkey. My lords, this is, in my opinion,

an error on the part of those who furnish

information of an authentic character to

the different populations of Europe, who

naturally desire to have correct information

on such matters.*
" It is said that the position of Sofia is

of a commanding character, and that of its

value the congress were not aware, and that

it was yielded to an imperious demand on

the part of one of the powers represented

at the congress. My lords, I can assure

your lordships that there is not a shadow

* The formation of an independent Bulgaria from the

Danube to tie Balkans, with an elected prince and army of

its own, was the outcome of the Bulgarian question. This

State was to be the owner of all the fortresses, including
Sofia and Varna.
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of truth in the statement. I shall show

that when tin: congress resolved to establish

the line of the Balkans as the frontier of

Turkey, they felt that there would have

been no difficulty, as a matter of course,

in Turkey retaining possession of Sofia.

What happened was this. The hiuhi- t

military authority of the Turks so I

think I may describe hirn was one of

the plenipotentiaries at the congress of the

I'orte: I allude to Mehemet Ali Pasha.

\\ 'el!, the moment the line of the Balkans

was spoken of, he brought under the notice

of his colleagues at the conference and

especially, I may say, of the plenipoten-
tiaries of England his views on the

subject ;
and speaking as he did, not only

with military authority, but also with

consummate acquaintance with all those

localities, he said nothing could be more

erroneous than the idea that Sofia was a

strong strategic position, and that those

who possessed it would immediately turn

the Balkans and march on Constantinople.
He said that as a strategical position it was

worthless, but that there was a position in

the Sandjak of Sofia which, if properly

defended, might be regarded as impreg-

nable, and that was the pass of Ichtiman.

He thought it of vital importance to the

Sultan that that position should be secured

to Turkey, as then His Majesty would have

an efficient defence to his capital
"
T/tat position was secured. It is a pass

which, if properly defended, will prevent

any host, however powerful, from taking

Constantinople by turning the Balkans.

But in consequence of that arrangement, it

bei-ime the duty of the plenipotentiaries

to see what would be the best arrangement
in rcgaid ol'Sotia and its immediate districts.

The population of Sofia and its districts

are, I believe, without exception, Bulgarian ;

and it was thought wise, they being Bul-

garians, that if possible it should be included

in Bulgaria. That was accomplished by

exchanging it for a district in which the

population, if not exclusively, are numeri-

cally Mohammedan, and which, so far as

VOL. II.

the fertility of the land is concerned, is an

exchange highly to the advantage of the

I'orte. That, my lords, is a short account

of an arrangement which I know has for a

month past given rise in Europe, and espe-

cially in this country, to a belief that it was

in deference to Russia that Sofia was not

retained
;
and that by its not having "been

retained, Turkey had lost the means of

defending herself in the event of her being

again plunged into war.
" My lords, it has also been said, with

regard to the line of the Balkans, that it

was not merely in respect of the possession

of Sofia that au error was committed, but

that the congress made a great mistake

in not retaining Varna. My lords, I know

that there are in this assembly many
members who have recollections glorious

recollections of that locality. They will

know at once that if the line of the Balkans

were established as the frontier, it would be

impossible to include Varna, which is to the

north of the Balkans. Varna itself is not

a place of importance, and only became so

in connection with a system of fortifications,

which are now to be razed. No doubt, in

connection with a line of strongholds, Varna

formed a part of a system of defence
;
but

of itself Varna is not a place of importance.

Of itself it is only a roadstead
;
and those

who dwell upon the importance of Varna,

and consider that it was a great error on

the part of the congress not to have secured

it for Turkey, quite forget that between the

Bosphorus and Varna, upon the coast of

the Black Sea, the congress has allotted

to Turkey a much more important point
on the Black Sea the harbour of Burgos.

My lords, I think I have shown that the

charges made against the congress on these

three grounds the frontiers of the Balkans,

the non-retention of Sofia, and the giving

up of Varna have no foundation whatever.
"
Well, my lords, having established the

Balkans as the frontier of Turkey in Europe,

the congress resolved that south of the

Balkans, to a certain extent, the country

should be formed into a province, to which

54
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should be given the name of Eastern Bou-

melia. At one time it was proposed by
some to call it South Bulgaria ;

but it was

manifest that with such a name between it

and North Bulgaria there would be constant

intriguing to bring about a union between

the two provinces. We therefore thought

that the province of East Koumelia should

be formed, and that there should be estab-

lished in it a government somewhat different

from that of contiguous provinces where the

authority of the Sultan might be more

unlimited. I am not myself of opinion

that, as a general rule, it is wise to inter-

fere with a military power which you

acknowledge; but though it might have

been erroneous as a political principle to

limit the military authority of the Sultan,

yet there are in this world other things

besides political principles ;
there are such

things as historical facts; and he would not

be a prudent statesman who did not take

into consideration historical facts as well as

political principles. The province which

we have formed into Eastern Eoumelia had

been the scene of many excesses, by parties

on both sides, to which human nature looks

with deep regret ;
and it was thought advis-

able, in making these arrangements for the

peace of Europe, that we should take steps

to prevent the probable recurrence of such

events. Yet to do this and not give the

Sultan a direct military authority in the

province would have been, in our opinion,
a grievous error. We have therefore decided

that the Sultan should have the power to

defend the barrier of the Balkans with all

his available force. He has power to defend

his frontiers by land and by sea, both by
the passes of the mountains and the ports
and strongholds of the Black Sea. No
limit has been placed on the amount of

force he may bring to bear with that object.

No one can dictate to him what the amount
of that force will be

;
but in respect to the

interior and internal government of the

province, we thought the time had arrived

when we should endeavour to carry into

effect some of those important proposals

intended for the better administration of

the states of the Sultan, which were dis-

cussed and projected at the conference of

Constantinople.

"My lords, I will not enter into any
minute details on these questions ; they

might weary you at this moment, and I

have several other matters on which I must

yet touch; but generally speaking, I imagine
there are three great points which we shall

have before us in any attempt to improve
the administration of Turkish dominion.

First of all, it is most important, and we
have so established it in Eastern Roumelia,
that the office of governor shall be for a

specific period; and that, as in India, it

should not be for less than five years. If

that system generally obtained in the

dominions of the Sultan, I believe it would

be of incalculable benefit. Secondly, we

thought it desirable that there should be

instituted public assemblies, in which the

popular element should be adequately re-

presented, and that the business of those

assemblies should be to levy and administer

the local finances of the province. And

thirdly, we thought it equally important
that order should be maintained in this

province, either by a gendarmerie of adequate

force, or by a local militia; in both cases

the officers holding their commission from

the Sultan. But the whole subject of the

administration of Eastern Eoumelia has

been referred to an Imperial Commission

at Constantinople; and this commission,

after making its investigations, will submit

recommendations to the Sultan, who will

issue firmans to carry these recommenda-

tions into effect. I may mention here, as

it may save time, that in all the arrange-

ments which have been made to improve
the condition of the subject-races of Turkey
in Europe, inquiry by local commissions

where investigation may be necessary is

contemplated. These commissions are to

report their results to the chief commission;
and after the firman of the Sultan has been

issued, the changes will take place. It is

supposed that, in the course of three months
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from the time of the ratification of the

treaty of Berlin, the principal arrangements

may be effected.

" My lords, I may now state what has

been effected by the congress in respect of

Bosnia that being a point on which, I

think, considerable error prevails. One of

the most difficult matters we had to en-

counter in attempting what was the object

of the congress of Berlin namely, to re-

establish the Sultan as a real and substan-

tial authority was the condition of some

of his distant provinces, and especially of

Bosnia. The state of Bosnia, and of those

provinces and principalities contiguous to

it, was one of chronic anarchy. There is

no language which can describe adequately
the condition of that large portion of the

Balkan peninsula occupied by Eoumania,

Servia, Bosnia, Herzegovina, and other pro-

vinces. Political intrigues, constant rival-

ries, a total absence of all public spirit and

of the pursuit of objects which patriotic

minds would wish to accomplish, the hatred

of races, the animosities of rival religions,

and, above all, the absence of any controlling

]
lower that could keep these large districts

in anything like order such were the sad

truths, which no one who has investigated

the subject could resist for a moment.

Hitherto, at least until within the last

two years, Turkey had some semblance

of authority which, though it was rarely

:ult'<(uate, and when adequate, was unwisely

exercised, still was an authority to which

the injured could appeal, and which some-

times might control violence. But the

Turkey of the present time was in no

condition to exercise that authority. I

inquired into the matter of those most

competent to give an opinion, and the

result of my investigation was a conviction

that nothing short of an army of 50,000

men of the best troops of Turkey would

produce anything like order in those parts,

and that, were the attempt to be made, it

would be contested and resisted, and might

finally be defeated.
" But what was to be said at a time when

all the statesmen of Europe were attempting
to concentrate and condense the resources of

the Porte with the view of strengthening
them whal would have been the position

of the Porte if it had to commence its

new career a career, it is to be hoped, of

amelioration and tranquillity by despatch-

ing a large army to Bosnia to deal with

those elements of difficulty and danger ?

It is quite clear, my lords, that such an

effort at this moment by Turkey might

bring about its absolute ruin. Then wha'

was to be done ? There have been before,

in the history of diplomacy, not unfrequent
instances in which, even in civilized parts

of the globe, states, having fallen into

decrepitude, have afforded no assistance

to keep order and tranquillity, and have

become, as these districts have become,

a source of danger to their neighbours.

Under such circumstances, the powers of

Europe have generally looked to see

whether there was any neighbouring power
of a character entirely different from those

disturbed and desolated regions, but deeply
interested in their welfare and prosperity,

who would undertake the task of attempting
to restore their tranquillity and prosperity.

" In the present case you will see that

the position of Austria is one that clearly

indicates her as fitted to undertake such

an office. It is not the first time that

Austria has occupied provinces at the

request of Europe, to insure that order

and tranquillity, which are European in-

terests, might prevail in them. Not once,

twice, or thrice has Austria undertaken

such an office. There may be differences

of opinion as to the policy on which

Austria has acted, or as to the principles

of government which she has maintained
;

but that has nothing to do with the fact

that, under circumstances similar to those

I have described as existing in Bosnia and

the provinces contiguous to it, Austria has

been invited and has interfered in the

manner I have described, and has brought
about order and tranquillity. Austria in

the present case was deeply interested that
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some arrangement should be made. Austria,

for now nearly three years, has had upwards
of 15,000 refugees from Bosnia, which have

been supported by her resources, and whose

demands notoriously have been of a vexa-

tious and exhausting character. It was

therefore thought expedient by the congress

that Austria should be invited to occupy

Bosnia, and not to leave it until she had

deeply laid the foundations of tranquillity

and order. My lords, I am the last man
who would wish, when objections are made
to our proceedings, to veil them under the

decision of the congress ;
it was a decision

which the plenipotentiaries of England

highly approved. It was a proposal which,

as your lordships will see when you refer

to the protocols which I shall lay on the

table, was made by my noble friend the

secretary of state, that Austria should

accept this trust and fulfil this duty ;
and

I earnestly supported him on that occasion.
" My lords, in consequence of that

arrangement cries have been raised against

our 'partition of Turkey.' My lords, our

object has been directly the reverse our

object has been to prevent partition. The

question of partition is one upon which,

it appears to me, very erroneous ideas

are in circulation. Some two years ago

before, I think, the war had commenced,
but when the disquietude and dangers of

the situation were very generally felt

there was a school of statesmen who were

highly in favour of what they believed

to be the only remedy, what they called

the partition of Turkey. Those who did

not agree with them were those who

thought we should, on the whole, attempt
the restoration of Turkey. Her Majesty's

government at all times have resisted the

partition of Turkey. They have done so

because, exclusive of the high moral con-

siderations that are mixed up with the

subject, they believed an attempt on a

great scale to accomplish the partition of

Turkey would inevitably lead to a long,
a sanguinary, and often-recurring struggle,
and that Europe and Asia would both be

involved in a series of troubles and sources

of disaster and danger of which no adequate

idea could be formed.

"These professors of partition quite

secure no doubt in their own views

have freely spoken to us on this subject.

We have been taken up to a high moun-

tain and shown all the kingdoms of the

earth, and they have said,
' All these shall

be yours if you will worship Partition.'

But we have declined to do so for the

reasons I have shortly given. And it is

a remarkable circumstance that aftr the

great war, and after the prolonged diplo-

matic negotiations which lasted during

nearly a period of three years on this

matter, the whole Powers of Europe, in-

cluding Eussia, have strictly, and as

completely as ever, come to the unanimous

conclusion that the best chance for the

tranquillity and order of the world is to

retain the Sultan as part of the acknow-

ledged political system of Europe. My
lords, unquestionably after a great war

and I call the late war a great war, because

the greatness of a war now must not be

calculated by its duration, but by the

amount of the forces brought into the field,

and where 1,000,000 of men have struggled

for supremacy, as has been the case recently,

I call that a great war but, I say, after a

great war like this, it is utterly impossible

that you can have a settlement of any

permanent character without a redistribution

of territory and considerable changes. But

that is not partition. My lords, a country

may have lost provinces, but that is not

partition. We know that not very long

ago a great country one of the foremost

countries of the world lost provinces ; yet

is not France one of the great powers of

the world, and with a future a com-

manding future ?

"Austria herself has lost provinces-
more provinces even than Turkey perhaps ;

even England has lost provinces the most

precious possessions the loss of which

every Englishman must deplore to this

moment. We lost them from bad govern-
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principles which now
obtain between the metropolis and her

dependencies prevailed then, we should

not perhaps have lost those provinces, and

the power of this empire would have been

proportionally increased. It is perfectly

true that the Sultan of Turkey has lost

provinces ;
it is true that his armies have

been defeated; it is true that his enemy
is even now at his gates ;

but all that has

happened to other powers. But a sovereign

who has not yet forfeited his capital, wlwse

capital has not been occupied by his enemy
and that capital one of the strongest in the

world who has armies and fleets at his

disposal, and who still rules over 20,000,000

nf inhabitants, cannot be described as a power
whose dominions have been partitioned. My
lords, it has been said that no limit has

been fixed to the occupation of Bosnia by
Austria. Well, I think that was a very
wise step. The moment you limit an

occupation you deprive it of half its virtue.

All those opposed to the principles which

occupation was devised to foster and

strengthen, feel that they have only to

hold .their breath and wait a certain time,

and the opportunity for their interference

would again present itself. Therefore, I

cannot agree with the objection which is

made to the arrangement, with regard to

the occupation of Bosnia by Austria, on the

question of its duration.
" My lords, there is a point on which I

feel it now my duty to trouble your lord-

ships, and that is the question of Greece.

A severe charge has been made against

the congress, and particularly against the

English plenipotentiaries, for not having

sutlicicntly attended to the interests and

claims of Greece.* My lords, I think you
will find on reflection that that charge is

utterly unfounded. The English govern-
ment were the first that expressed the

desire that Greece should be heard at

the congress. But, while they expressed
that desire, they communicated confiden-

"
It is said that one of the finest speeches Lord Bmcons-

fielj delivered at the congress was on the Greek question.

tially to Greece that it must on no account

associate that desire on the part of the

government with any engagement for tin 1

redistribution of territory. That was re-

lated, and not merely once repeated. The

3reek inhabitants, apart from the kingdom
of Greece, are a considerable element in

the Turkish empire, and it is of the greatest

mportance that their interests should be

sedulously attended to. One of the many
evils of that large Slav state the Bulgaria

of the San Stefano treaty was, that it

would have absorbed, and made utterly

to disappear from the earth, a considerable

Greek population. At the congress the

reeks were heard, and they were heard

by representatives of considerable eloquence
and ability; but it was quite clear, the

moment they put their case before the

icngress, that they had totally misappre-
hended the reason why the congress had

met together, and what were its objects

and character. The Greek representatives,

evidently, had not in any way relinquished

what they call their great idea
;
and your

lordships well know that it is one which

has no limit which does not reach as far

as Constantinople. But they did mention

at the congress, as a practical people, and

feeling that they had no chance of obtaining

at that moment all they desired, that they
were willing to accept as an instalment the

two large provinces of Epirus and Thessaly,

and the island of Crete. It was quite evident

to the congress, that the representatives of

Greece utterly misunderstood the objects

of our labours; that we were not there to

partition Turkey, and give them their share

of Turkey, but for a very contrary purpose ;

as far as we could, to re-establish the

dominion of the Sultan on a rational basis,

to condense and concentrate his authority,

and to take the opportunity of which we

have largely availed ourselves of improv-

ing the condition of his subjects.
"
I trust, therefore, when I have pointed

out to your lordships this cardinal error in

the views of Greece, that your lordships

will feel that the charge made against the
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congress has no substantial foundation.

But the interests of Greece were not

neglected, and least of all by Her Majesty's

government. Before the congress of Berlin,

believing that there was an opportunity of

which considerable advantage might be

made for Greece without deviating into

partition, we applied to the Porte to con-

sider the long -vexed question of the

boundaries of the two states. The bound-

aries of Greece have always been inadequate
and inconvenient; they are so formed as to

offer a premium to brigandage which is

the curse of both countries, and has led to

misunderstanding and violent intercourse

between the inhabitants of both. Now,
when some redistribution, and a consider-

able redistribution of territories was about

to take place now, we thought, was the

opportunity for Greece to urge her claim
;

and that claim we were ready to support,

and to reconcile the Porte to viewing it in

a large and liberal manner. And I am
bound to say that the manner in which our

overtures were received by the Porte was

encouraging, and more than encouraging.
For a long period Her Majesty's govern-
ment have urged upon both countries, and

especially upon Greece, the advantage of a

good understanding between them. We
urged that it was only by union between

Turks and Greeks that any reaction could

be obtained against that overpowering Slav

interest, which was then exercising such

power in the Peninsula, and which had led

to this fatal and disastrous war. More than

this, on more than one occasion I may
say, on many occasions we have been the

means of preventing serious misunderstand-

ings between Turkey and Greece, and on

every occasion we have received from both

states an acknowledgment of our good
offices.

" We were, therefore, in a position to

assist Greece in this matter. But, of

course, to give satisfaction to a state which

coveted Constantinople for its capital, and

which talked of accepting large provinces
and a powerful island as only an instalment

of its claims for the moment, was difficult.

It was difficult to get the views of that

government accepted by Turkey, however

inclined it might be to consider a recon-

struction of frontiers on a large and liberal

scale. My noble friend the secretary of

state did use all his influence, and the

result was that, in my opinion, Greece ha.

obtained a considerable accession of re-

sources and strength. But we did not find

on the part of the representatives of Greece

that response or that sympathy which we
should have desired. Their minds were in

another quarter. But though the congress
could not meet such extravagant and in-

consistent views as those urged by Greece

views which were not in any way within

the scope of the congress or the area of its

duty we have still, as will be found in the

treaty, or certainly in the protocol, indicated

what we believe to be a rectification of

frontier, which would add considerably to

the strength and the resources of Greece.

Therefore, I think, under all the circum-

stances, it will be acknowledged that Greece

has not been neglected. Greece is a country
so interesting, that it enlists the sympathies
of all educated men. Greece has a future

;

and I would say, if I might be permitted,

to Greece, what I would say to an individual

who has a future
' Learn to be patient.'

"
Now, my lords, I have touched upon

most of the points connected with Turkey
in Europe. My summary is that at this

moment of course, no longer counting
Servia or Eoumania, once tributary prin-

cipalities, as part of Turkey ;
not counting

even the New Bulgaria, though it is a

tributary principality, as part of Turkey ;

and that I may not be taunted with taking
an element which I am hardly entitled to

place in the calculation, omitting even

Bosnia European Turkey still remains a

dominion of 60,000 geographical square

miles, with a population of 6,000,000, and

that population in a very great degree
concentrated and condensed in the pro-
vinces contiguous to the capital. My lords,

it was said, when the line of the Balkans
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was carried and it was not carried until

after long and agitating discussions it was

said by that illustrious statesman who pre-

sided over our labours, that '

Turkey in

Europe once more exists." My lords, I do

not think that, so far as European Turkey
is concerned, this country has any right to

complain of the decisions of the congress,

or, I would hope, of the labours of the

plenipotentiaries. You cannot look at the

map of Turkey as it had been left by
the treaty of San Stefano, and as it has

been rearranged by the treaty of Berlin,

without seeing that great results have

accrued. If these results had been the

consequences of a long war if they had

been the results of a struggle like that we
underwent in the Crimea I do not think

they would have been even then unsub-

stantial or unsatisfactory. My lords, I

hope that you and the country will not

forget that these results have been obtained

without shedding the blood of a single

Englishman ;
and if there has been some

expenditure, it has been au expenditure

which, at least, has shown the resources

and determination of this country. Had

you entered into that war for which you
were prepared, and well prepared pro-

bably in a month you would have exceeded

the whole expenditure you have now
incurred.

" My lords, I now ask you for a short

time to quit Europe and to visit Asia, and

consider the labours of the congress in

another quarter of the world. My lords,

you well know that the Russian arms met

with great success in Asia, and that in the

treaty of San Stefano considerable terri-

tories were yielded by Turkey to Russia.

In point of population they may not

appear to be of that importance that they
are generally considered, because it is a

fact which should be borne in mind that

the population which was yielded to Russia

by Turkey amounted only to about 250,000
souls

; and, therefore, if you look to the

question of population, and to the increase

of strength in a state which depends on

population, you would hardly believe that

the acquisition of 250,000 new subjects is

a sufficient return for the terrible military

losses which inevitably must accrue from

campaigns in that country. But although
the amount of population was not consid-

erable, the strength which the Russians

acquired was of a very different character.

They obtained Kars by conquest ; they

obtained Ardahan, another stronghold ;

they obtained Bayazid, and the valley of

Alashkerd with the adjoining territory,

which contain the great commercial routes

in that part of the world. They also

obtained the port of Batoum.

"Now,my lords," continued Lord Beacons-

field, proceeding to give the reasons which

had caused him to abandon the points he

had on a former occasion considered neces-

sary to maintain a desertion, loudly de-

cried by his enemies, though perfectly

justified under the circumstances "the

congress of Berlin have so far sanctioned

the treaty of San Stefano that, with the

exception of Bayazid and the valley I

have mentioned no doubt very important

exceptions, and which were yielded by
Russia to the views of the congress

they have consented to the yielding of

the places I have named to Russia. The

congress have so far approved the treaty of

San Stefano that they have sanctioned the

retention by Russia of Kars and Batoum.

Now the question arises the congress

having come to that determination Was
it a wise step on the part of the pleni-

potentiaries of Her Majesty to agree to

that decision ? That is a question which

may legitimately be asked. We might
have broken up the congress and said,

' We
will not consent to the retention of these

places by Russia, and we will use our force

to oblige her to yield them up.' Now, my
lords, I wish fairly to consider what was

our position in this state of affairs. It is

often argued as if Russia and England had

been at war, and peace was negotiating

between the two powers. That was not

the case. The rest of Europe were critics
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over a treaty which was a real treaty that

existed between Eussia and Turkey. Turkey
had given up Batoum, she had given up
Ears and Ardahan, she had given up

Bayazid.
"In an examination of the question,

then, we must remember that Russia at

this moment, so far as Europe is concerned,

has acquired in Europe nothing but a

very small portion of territory, occupied by
130,000 inhabitants. Well, she naturally

expected to find some reward in her con-

quests in Armenia for the sacrifices which

she had made. Well, my lords, consider

what those conquests are. There was the

strong fort of Kars. We might have gone
to war with Russia in order to prevent
her acquiring Kars and Batoum, and other

places of less importance. The war would

not have been, probably, a very short war.

It would have been a very expensive war

and, like most wars, it would probably
have ended in some compromise, and we
should have got only half what we had

struggled for. Let us look these two con-

siderable points fairly in the face. Let us,

first of all, take the great stronghold of

Kars. Three times has Russia captured
Kars. Three times, either by our influence

or by other influences, it has been restored

to Turkey. Were we to go to war for

Kars and restore it to Turkey, and then to

wait till the next misunderstanding between

Russia and Turkey, when Kars should have

been taken again ? Was that an occasion

of a cams belli 1 I do not think your lord-

ships would ever sanction a war carried

on for such an object and under such

circumstances.

"Then, my lords, look at the case of

Batoum, of which your lordships have

heard so much. I should have been very

glad if Batoum had remained in the

possession of the Turks, on the general

principle that the less we had reduced its

territory in that particular portion of the

globe, the better it would be as regards

the prestige on which the influence of the

Ottoman Porte much depends there. But

let us see what is this Batoum, of which

you have heard so much. It is generally

spoken of in society and in the world as if

it were a sort of Portsmouth
; whereas, in

reality, it should rather be compared with

Cowes. It will hold three considerable

ships, and if it were packed like the London

docks it might hold six
;
but in that case

the danger, if the wind blew from the north,

would be iuimense. You cannot increase

the port seaward
;

for though the water

touching the shore is not absolutely fathom-

less, it is extremely deep, and you cannot

make any artificial harbour or breakwater.

Unquestionably, in the interior the port

might be increased
;
but it can only be

increased by first-rate engineers and the

expenditure of millions of capital; and if

we were to calculate the completion of the

port by the precedents which exist in many
countries, and certainly in the Black Sea,

it would not be completed under half a

century. Now, is that a question for which

England would be justified in going to war

with Russia ? My lords, we have, therefore,

thought it advisable not to grudge Russia

those conquests which have been made, espe-

cially after obtaining the restoration of the

town of Bayazid and its important district.

" But it seemed to us the time had come

when we ought to consider whether certain

efforts should not be made to put an end to

these perpetually recurring wars between

the Porte and Russia, ending, it may be.

sometimes apparently in comparatively in-

significant results
;
but always terminating

with one fatal consequence namely, shak-

ing to the centre the influence and the

prestige of the Porte in Asia, and dimin-

ishing its means of profitably and advan-

tageously governing that country. My
lords, it seemed to us that as we had now

taken, and as Europe generally had taken,

so avowedly deep an interest in the welfare

of the subjects of the Porte in Europe, the

time had come when we ought to consider

whether we could not do something which

would improve the general condition of

the dominions of the Sultan in Asia ; and
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instead of these most favoured portions of
i

the globe every year being in a more for-
j

lorn and disadvantageous position, whether
j

it would not be possible to take some steps

which would secure at least tranquillity
nnd order; and when tranquillity and order

were secured, whether some opportunity

might not be given to Europe to develop
the resources of a country which Nature

has made so rich and teeming.
"
My lords, we occupy with respect to

this part of the world a peculiar position,

which is shared by no other power. Our
Indian empire is on every occasion on

which these discussions occur, or these

troubles occur, or these settlements occur

our Indian empire is, to England a source of

grave anxiety ;
and the time appeared to

have arrived when, if possible, we should

terminate that anxiety. In all the questions
connected with European Turkey we had

the assistance and sympathy sometimes of

all, and often of many of the European

powers ;
because they were interested in

the question who should possess Constanti-

nople, and who should have the command
over the Danube and the freedom of the

Mediterranean. But when we came to

considerations connected with our Oriental

empire itself, they naturally are not so

generally interested as they are in those

which relate to the European portion of the

dominions of the Porte
;
and we have to

look to our own resources alone. There

has been no want, on our part, of invitations

to neutral powers to join with us in pre-

venting or in arresting war. Besides the

great treaty of Paris, there was the tripar-

tite treaty between England, France, and

Austria, which guaranteed the integrity of

Turkey, and which, if acted upon,would have

prevented war. But that treaty could not

be acted upon, from the unwillingness of

the parties to it to act; and therefore

we must clearly perceive that if anything
could be effectually arranged, as far as the

Oriental empire is concerned, the arrange-
ment') must be made by ourselves. Now,
this was the origin of the convention at

vol.. n.

Constantinople which is on your Lordships'

table, and in that convention our object

was not merely a military or chiefly a

military object Our object was to place

this country certainly in a position in which

its advice and in which its conduct might,
at least, have the advantage of being con-

nected with a military power and with that

force which it is necessary to possess often

in great transactions, though you may not

fortunately feel that it is necessary to have

recourse to that force.

"Our object in entering into that arrange-
ment with Turkey was, as I said before,

to produce tranquillity and order. When

tranquillity and order were produced, we
believed that the time would come when
the energy and enterprise of Europe might
be invited to what really is another

continent, as far as the experience of man
is concerned, and that its development will

add greatly not merely to the wealth and

the prosperity of the inhabitants, but to the

wealth and prosperity of Europe. My lords, I

am surprised to hear (for though I have not

heard it myself from any authority, it is so

generally in men's mouths that I am bound

to notice it) that the step we have taken

should be represented as one that is calcu-

lated to excite the suspicion or enmity of

any of our allies, or of any state. My lords,

I am convinced that when a little time

has elapsed, and when people are better

acquainted with this subject than they are

at present, no one will accuse England of

having acted in this matter but with frank-

ness and consideration for other powers.
And if there be a power in existence

to which we have endeavoured to show

most consideration from particular circum-

stances in this matter it is France. There

is no step of this kind that I would take

without considering the effect it might havo

upon the feelings of France a nation to

whom we are bound by almost every tie

that can unite a people, and with whom our

intimacy is daily increasing. If there could

be any step which of all others was least

calculated to excite the suspicion of France,

55
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it would appear ^o be this because we

avoided Egypt, knowing how susceptible

France is with regard to Egypt; we avoided

Syria, knowing how susceptible France is

on the subject of Syria; and we avoided

availing ourselves of any part of the terra

firma, because we would not hurt the

feelings or excite the suspicions of France.

France knows that for the last two or three

years we have listened to no appeal which

involved anything like an acquisition of

territory, because the territory which might
have come to us would have been territory

which France would see in our hands with

suspicion and dislike.

"But I must make this observation to

your lordships. We have a substantial

interest in the East ; it is a, commanding
interest, and its behest must lie obeyed. But

the interest of France in Egypt, and her

interest in Syria, are, as she acknowledges,
sentimental and traditionary interests

; and,

although I respect them, and although I

wish to see in the Lebanon and Egypt the

influence of France fairly and justly main-

tained, and although her officers and ours

in that part of the world and especially
in Egypt are acting together with confi-

dence and trust, we must remember that

our connection with the East is not merely
an affair of sentiment and tradition, but

that we have urgent and substantial and
enormous interests which we must guard
and keep. Therefore, when we find that

the progress of Kussia is a progress which,
whatever may be the intentions of Russia,

necessarily in that part of the world

produces such a state of disorganization
and want of confidence in the Porte, it

comes to this that if we do not interfere

in vindication of our own interests, that

part of Asia must become the victim of

anarchy, and ultimately become part of the

possessions of Kussia.

"Now, my lords, I have ventured to

review the chief points connected with the

subject on which I wished to address you
namely, what was the policy pursued by

us, both at the congress of Berlin and in

the convention of Constantinople ? I am

told, indeed, that we have incurred an awful

responsibility by the convention into which

we have entered. My lords, a prudent
minister certainly would not recklessly

enter into any responsibility ;
but a minister

who is afraid to enter into any responsibility

is, to my mind, not a prudent minister. We
do not, my lords, wish to enter into any

unnecessary responsibility ;
but there is one

responsibility from which we certainly

shrink we shrink from the responsibility

of handing to our successors a weakened

or a diminished empire. Our opinion is,

that the course we have taken will arrest

the great evils which are destroying Asia

Minor and the equally rich countries beyond.
We see in the present state of affairs the

Porte losing its influence over its subjects ;

we see a certainty, in our opinion, of in-

creasing anarchy, of the dissolution of all

those ties which, though feeble, yet still

exist, and which have kept society together
in those countries. We see the inevitable

result of such a state of things, and we
cannot blame Eussia for availing herself of

it. But, yielding to Russia what she has

obtained, we say to her ' Thus far, and no

farther.' Asia is large enough for both of

us. There is no reason for these constant

wars, or fears of wars, between Russia and

England. Before the circumstances which

led to the recent disastrous war, when none

of those events which we have seen agitating

the world had occurred, and when we were

speaking in 'another place' of the conduct of

Russia in Central Asia, I vindicated that

conduct, which I thought was unjustly

attacked, and I said then what I repeat

now there is room enough for Russia and

England in Asia.
" But the room that we require we must

secure. We have, therefore, entered into

an alliance a defensive alliance with

Turkey, to guard her against any further

attack from Russia. We believe that the

result of this convention will be order and

tranquillity. And then it will be for Europe
for we ask no exclusive privileges or
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commercial advantages it will then be

for Europe to assist England in availing

ourselves of the wealth which has been so

long neglected and undeveloped in regions

once so fertile and so favoured. We are

told, as I have said before, that we are

undertaking great responsibilities. From

those responsibilities we do not shrink.

We think that, with prudence and dis-

cretion, we shall bring about a state of

a Hairs as advantageous for Europe as for

ourselves
;
and in that conviction we cannot

bring ourselves to believe that the act

which we have recommended is one that

leads to trouble and to warfare. No, my
lords, I am sure there will be no jealousy

between England and France upon this

subject. In taking Cyprus the movement is

not Mediterranean, it is Indian. We have

taken a step there which we think necessary

for the maintenance of our empire and for

its preservation in peace.
'
If that be our first consideration, our

next is the development of the country-

And upon that subject I am told that it

was expected to-night, that I should in

detail lay before the House the minute

system by which all those results which

years may bring about are instantly to be

acquired. I, my lords, am prepared to do

nothing of the kind. We must act with

caution. We are acting with a power, let

me remind the House, which is an indepen-
dent power the Sultan

;
and we can decide

nothing but with his consent and sanction.

We have been in communication with that

prince, who, I may be allowed to remind

the House, has other things to think about

even than Asia Minor
;
for no man was ever

tried, from his accession to the throne till

this moment, so severely as the Sultan

has been. But he has invariably during
his reign expressed his desire to act with

England and to act with Europe, and

especially in the better administration and

management of his affairs. The time will

come and I hope it is not distant when

my noble friend the secretary of state for

foreign affairs may be able to communicate

to the House details of these matters,

which will be most interesting. But we
must protest against being forced into state-

ments on matters of importance, which are

necessarily still immature. And we must

remember that, formally speaking, even the

treaty of Berlin has not been ratified, and

there are many things which cannot even

be commenced until the ratification of that

treaty has occurred.

"My lords, I have now laid before you
the general outline of the policy we have

pursued, both in the congress of Berlin and

at Constantinople. They are intimately

connected with each other, and they must

be considered together. I only hope that

the House will not misunderstand and I

think the country will not misunderstand

our motives in occupying Cyprus, and

in encouraging those intimate relations

between ourselves and the government and

the population of Turkey. They are not

movements of war
; they are operations of

peace and civilization. We have no reason

to fear war. Her Majesty has fleets and

armies which are second to none. England
must have seen with pride the Mediter-

ranean covered with her ships; she must

have seen with pride the discipline and

devotion which have been shown to her and

her government by all her troops, drawn

from every part of her empire. I leave it

to the illustrious duke, in whose presence
I speak, to bear witness to the spirit of

imperial patriotism which has been ex-

hibited by the troops from India, which he

recently reviewed at Malta. But it is not

on our fleets and armies, however necessary

they may be for the maintenance of our

imperial strength, that I alone or mainly

depend in that enterprise on which this

country is about to enter. It is on what I

most highly value the consciousness that

in the Eastern nations there is confidence in

this country, and that, while they know we

can enforce our policy, at the same time

they know that our empire is an empire of

liberty, of truth, and of justice."

It was impossible that the settlement of
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a question which had so long agitated the

cabinets of Europe, should have been per-

mitted to pass without some adverse criti-

cism. To the nation at large the conclusions

arrived at thanks to the policy of spirited

intervention adopted by Lord Beaconsfield,

and as explained in his speech by the

Berlin congress were most acceptable. It

was felt that by the counsels of our pleni-

potentiaries war had been prevented, and

yet the prestige of England had not been

permitted to suffer
;

the interests of our

empire had been secured, and the integrity

and independence of Turkey preserved,

so far as they could be preserved. The

views which the government had set

before them had been attained amid a

chorus of approval, both at home and

abroad, such as is seldom bestowed upon
the successful labours of statesmen. It is

the duty of an Opposition, however, to

carp and cavil, and it therefore pleased a

splenetic section of the Liberal party, in-

spired by their jealous and disappointed

leader, to find fault with various of the

provisions of the Berlin treaty. Mr. Glad-

stone, addressing a body of his supporters
in the hall of a metropolitan borough, com-

plained that the engagements of the country
had been extended and its taxation increased,

not only without the assent, but without

the knowledge of the nation. He con-

demned the covenant to defend Asia Minor
as an " insane covenant," to which not

one of the statesmen he had known would

have ever been induced to put his name
;

whilst he branded thesecret proceedings that

had taken place as acts of duplicity
" not

surpassed, and I believe rarely equalled, in

the history of nations." Lord Hartington,
as was to be expected, was more temperate;
he contented himself with expressing

"
re-

grets
"

that Greece had been abandoned
;

that we had entered upon new liabilities in

Asia Minor
;
and that parliament had been

kept in the dark throughout the negotia-

tions, and only admitted into the confidence

of ministers when the proceedings had

terminated. Mr. W. E. Forster denounced

the folly of turning England into a great

continental power ;
whilst Mr. Eawcett

described the language employed by the

prime minister in the House of Lords with

regard to Greece, as contemptuously inso-

lent, and asserted that the Greeks,
"
relying

on the promises of a great and magnani-
mous people, had been grossly and basely

deceived." Then it was also made matter

of complaint that the island of Cyprus
was notoriously unhealthy, and would

prove a useless acquisition ;
whilst ob-

jections were raised against Bulgaria

having been divided into two separate

states, under different forms of govern-

ment; against Bosnia and Herzegovina

having been handed over to Austria
;

against the Bessarabian territory being an-

nexed to Eussia
; against the cession of the

port of Batoum; and again and again against

the conduct of the congress towards Greece.

This cavilling was, however, the excep-

tion, and but the shadows cast by a brilliant

success. Lord Beaconsfield was now at the

zenith of his power. He had all that a

subject could aspire after, and whatever of

rank or fortune the crown could bestow on

him would be useless to add to the fame

he already possessed. Next to Prince Bis-

marck, he was the best known statesman

in Europe. Unlike Walpole, who was for-

gotten as Orford, and Pulteney, who was

forgotten as Bath, he had made the name of

Beaconsfield as familiar in the mouths of

men as had been that of Disraeli, and had

burnished it with an additional lustre.

Fortune had been so lavish with her

favours, that there seemed to be nothing
more for her to grant. Honoured by his

sovereign ;
the star of the first order in

Europe glittering on his breast; a member
of the proudest aristocracy which privilege

possesses ; exercising an influence which

all obeyed ;
the favourite of society ;

the

hero of the people if rank, and power, and

popularity could satisfy ambition, what

more had Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of

Beaconsfield, to wish for ? He had run the

race and gained all the prizes.
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In honour of his diplomatic triumph, and

uf the policy he had carried out, a banquet
was given to him and his brilliant colleague

by the Conservative members of both

Houses of Parliament, in the riding school

at Knightsbridge, July 27, 1878. The guests

numbered 500, and the chair was taken

by the Duke of Buccleuch. "We have met

here," said the chairman, "to welcome home,

after nrduous and difficult duties, two noble

lords, though on this occasion I shall refer

only to one who holds the position of prime
minister of this country. It is not for me
OH this occasion to enter upon the career of

that noble lord, for it is well known as

a matter of history. His career and his

political character have been before us for

upwards of forty years. He has had one

great advantage I will not say at the end

of his career, for that, I hope, is still far

distant; but his career, like that of all

statesmen in this country, has been and

could not be otherwise than a chequered
one sometimes defeat, oftentimes victory ;

and now, at last, I hope he has achieved

the greatest victory of his life. He went

out with an apprehension on the part of

many, and with the declaration of others,

that he was going to produce war; but

he has returned crowned with peace.

Notwithstanding the difficult and arduous

position in which he has been placed,

assailed at home as well as abroad, but at

the same time well supported at home, his

motives and intentions well understood, we

have not at any time lost our confidence in

him. Nor have we doubted him, though in

all the struggles he has had to undergo in

parliament and elsewhere he was obliged,

of course, to speak with great reticence of

his policy. He has been able, at all events,

in the great council of nations to speak

openly and clearly with no uncertain sound,

producing the happy result which we now
celebrate. You have shown your apprecia-

tion of his merits by your presence, and

many more of his personal friends and

supporters would have been glad to be here

if there had been space for them. A gener-

ous foe is as welcome as the constant friend.

No one can appreciate more than I do a

noble, open, generous foe. We meet in the

field
;
let us have a fair fight, and he who

conquers wins. So it has been with my
noble friend. He has had many a hard

battle to fight, but on this occasion he has

fought with success, carrying with him, I

believe, the feeling of the whole country.

I propose now
' The health of Lord Beacons-

field,' and welcome home to him : welcome

to him as the greatest conqueror, who has

vanquished war and brought us back peace."

The toast was received with enthusiastic

cheering, the guests rising, and the band

playing
" Rule Britannia." When silence

had been restored, Lord Beaconsfield re-

plied.
"
I am sure," he said,

" that you will

acquit me of affectation if I say that it is

not without emotion that I have received

this expression of your goodwill and sym-

pathy. When I look around this chamber

I see the faces of some who entered public

life with myself, as my noble friend the

noble duke has reminded me, more than

forty years ago ;
I see more whose entrance

into public life I witnessed when I had

myself gained some experience of it
; and,

lastly, I see those who have only recently

entered upon public life, and whom it has

been my duty and my delight to encourage
and to counsel when they entered that

public career so characteristic of this coun-

try, and which is one of the main securities

of our liberty and welfare. My lords and

gentlemen, our chairman has referred to

my career, like that of all public men in

this country, as one of change and vicissi-

tude
;
but I have been sustained, even in

the darkest hours of our party, by the con-

viction that I possessed your confidence, I

will say your indulgent confidence, for in

the long course of my public life, that I

may have committed many mistakes is too

obvious a truth to touch upon ;
but that

you have been indulgent there is no doubt,

for I can, I hope I may say proudly, re-

member that it has been my lot to lead

1
in either House of Parliament this great
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party for a longer period than has ever

fallen to the lot of any public man in the

history of this country. That I have owed

that result to your generous indulgence
more than to any personal qualities of my
own, no man is more sensible than myself ;

but it is a fact that I may recur to with

some degree of proud satisfaction.
" Our noble chairman has referred to the

particular occasion which has made me

your guest to-day. I attended that high

assembly which has recently dispersed, with

much reluctance. I yielded to the earnest

solicitations of my noble friend near me,

my colleague in that great enterprise. He

thought that my presence might be of use

to him in the vast difficulties he had to

encounter
;
but I must say now, as I ever

shall say, that to his lot fell the labouring
oar in that great work, and that you are,

I will not say equally, but more indebted

to him than to myself for the satisfactory

result which you kindly recognize. I share

the conviction of our noble chairman that

it is one which has been received with

satisfaction by the country ;
but I am per-

fectly aware that that satisfaction is not

complete or unanimous, because 1 know
well that before eight-and-forty hours have

passed the marshalled hosts of opposition
will be prepared to challenge what has been

done, and to question the policy we hope we
have established. *

"My lords and gentlemen, as I can no

* In allusion to the resolution then about to be moved by
Lord Harrington in the House of Commons,

" That whilst
the House has learned with satisfaction that tbe troubles
which have arisen in ihe east of Europe have been termin-
ated by the treaty of Berlin, without a further recourse to

arms, and rejoices in the extension of the liberty and teif-

government of some of the populations of Kuropean Turk ey,
the House regrets that it has not been found practicable to

deal in a satisfactory manner with the claims of the kingdom
of Greece and of the Greek subjects of the Porle; that by
the assumption, under the Anglo-Turki-h convention, of a
sole guarantee of the integrity of the remaining territories

of Turkey in Asia, the military liabilities of this country
have been unnecessarily extended ; that the undefined en-

gagements entered into by Her Majesty's government, in

respect of the better administration of those provinces, have

imposed heavy responsibilities upon the state, whilst no
sufficient means have been indicated for securing their ful-

filment; and that such engagements have been entered into,
and responsibilities incurred, without the previous knowledge
of Parliament." The resolution was rejected by the large

majority of 143.

longer raise my voice in that House of

Parliament where this contest is to take

place, as I sit now in a House where our

opponents never unsheath their swords, a

House where although the two chief

plenipotentiaries of the queen sit they
are met only by innuendo and by question,
I hope you will permit me, though with

extreme brevity, to touch on one or two of

the points which in a few hours may much

engage the interest and attention of par-
liament. My lords and gentlemen, it is

difficult to describe the exact meaning of

the charge which is brought against the

plenipotentiaries of the queen, as it will

be introduced to the House of Commons.
Drawn as it is, it appears at first sight to

be only a series of congratulatory regrets.

But, my lords and gentlemen, if you pene-
trate the meaning of this movement it

would appear that there are two points in

which it is hoped that a successful onset

may be made on Her Majesty's govern-

ment; and on these two points, and these

alone, I hope with becoming brevity at

this moment, perhaps, you will allow me
to make one or two remarks. It is charged

against Her Majesty's government that

they have particularly deceived and deserted

Greece. Now, this is a subject which is, I

think, capable of simpler treatment than

hitherto it has encountered in public dis-

cussion. We have given at all times, in

public and in private, to the government
of Greece and to all who might influence

its decisions but one advice that on no

account should they be induced to inter-

fere in those coming disturbances which,

two years ago, threatened Europe and

which concluded in a devastating war.

And we gave that advice on these grounds,
which appear to me incontestable. If,

as Greece supposed and, as we thought,

erroneously supposed the partition of the

Ottoman empire was at hand, Greece

morally, geographically, ethnographicaHy,
was sure of receiving a considerable allot-

ment of that partition when it took place.

It would be impossible to make a resettle-
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incut of the East of Europe without largely

satisfying the claims of Greece
;
and great

as those claims might be, if that were the

case it was surely unwise in Greece to

waste its treasure and its blood. If, on

the other hand, as Her Majesty's govern-
ment believed, the end of this struggle

would not be a partition of the Ottoman

empire, but that the wisdom and experience
of all the powers and governments would

come to the conclusion that the existence

and strengthening of the Ottoman govern-
ment was necessary to the peace of Europe,
and without it long and sanguinary and

intermitting struggles must inevitably take

place, it was equally clear to us that when
the settlement occurred all those rebellious

tributary principalities that have lavished

their best blood and embarrassed their

finances for generations would necessarily

be but scurvily treated, and that Greece,

even under this alternative, would find

that she was wise in following the advice

of England and not mixing in a fray so

fatal.

"
Well, my lords and gentlemen, has not

the event groved the justice and accuracy
of that view ? At this moment, though
Greece has not interfered, fortunately for

herself though she has not lavished the

blood of her citizens and wasted her

treasure under the treaty of Berlin she

has the opportunity of obtaining a greater

increase of territory than will be attained

by any of the rebellious principalities that

have lavished their blood and wasted their

resources in this fierce contest. I should

like to see that view answered by those

who accuse us of misleading Greece. We
gave to her the best advice. Fortunately
for Greece, she followed it; and I will

hope that, following it with discretion and

moderation, she will not lose the oppor-

tunity we have secured for her in the

advantages she may yet reap. I would

make one more remark on this subject,

which will soon so occupy the attention

of many who are here present. It has

been said we have misled and deserted

Greece because we were the power which

took steps that Greece should be heard

before the congress. Why did we do that?

Because we had ever expressed our opinion

that in the elevation of the Greek race

not merely the subjects of the King of

Greece one of the best chances of the

improvement of society under the Ottoman

rule would be found, and that it was ex-

pedient that the rights of the Greek race

should be advocated by that portion of it

which enjoyed an independent political

existence
;
and all this time, too, let it

be recollected that my noble friend was

unceasing in his efforts to obtain such a

settlement of the claims, or rather I should

say the desires, of Greece with the Porte

as would conduce greatly to the advantage
of that kingdom. And not without success.

The proposition of Lord Salisbury for the

rectification of the frontiers of Greece really

includes all that moderate and sensible men
could desire

;
and that was the plan that

ultimately was adopted by the congress,

and which Greece might avail herself of

if there be prudence and moderation in

her councils.
" Let me here make one remark which,

indeed, is one that applies to other most

interesting portions of this great question
it refers to the personal character of the

Sultan. From the first the Sultan of Turkey
has expressed his desire to deal with Greece

in a spirit of friendliness and conciliation.

He has been perfectly aware that, in the

union of the Turkish and Greek races,

the only balance could be obtained and

secured against the Pan-Slavic monopoly
which was fast invading the whole of his

dominions. Therefore there was every

disposition on his part to meet the pro-

posals of the English government with

favour, and he did meet them with favour.

Remember the position of that prince. It

is one almost unprecedented. No prince,

probably, that ever lived has gone through
such a series of catastrophes. One of his

predecessors commits suicide
;

his imme-

diate predecessor is subject to a visitation
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more awful even than suicide. The moment
he ascends the throne his ministers are

assassinated. A conspiracy breaks out in

his own palace, and then he learns that his

kingdom is invaded, his armies, however

valiant, are defeated, and that the enemy
is at his gates; yet with all these trials>

and during all this period, he has never

swerved in the expression, and I believe

the feeling, of a desire to deal with Greece

in a spirit of friendship. Well, what

happened what was the last expression
of feeling on his part? He is apparently
a man whose every impulse is good ;

how-

ever great the difficulties he has to en-

counter, however evil the influences that

may sometimes control him, his impulses
are good; and where impulses are good
there is always hope. He is not a tyrant

he is not dissolute he is not a bigot
or corrupt. What was his last decision?

When my noble friend not encouraged,
I must say, by Greece, but still continuing
his efforts endeavoured to bring to some

practical result this question of the fron-

tiers, the Sultan said that what he was

prepared to do he wished should be looked

on as an act of grace on his part, and of

his sense of the friendliness of Greece in

not attacking him during his troubles
;
but

as a congress was now to meet, he should

like to hear the result of the wisdom of

congress on the subject.
" The congress has now spoken ;

and

though it declared that it did not feel

justified in compelling the Sultan to adopt
the steps it might think advantageous even

for his own interests, the congress expressed
an opinion which I doubt not the Sultan is

prepared to consider in the spirit of con-

ciliation he has so often displayed. And
this is the moment when a party for

factious purposes, and a party unhappily
not limited to England, is egging on Greece

to violent courses ! I may, perhaps, have

touched at too much length on this topic;

but the attacks made on Her Majesty's

government are nothing compared with

the public mischief that may occur if

misconception exists on this point. There

is one other point on which I would make
a remark, and that is with regard to the

convention of Constantinople of the 4th

of June. When J study the catalogue of

congratulatory regrets with attention, this

appears to be the ground on which a great

assault is to be made on the government.
It is said that we have increased, and

dangerously increased, our responsibilities

as a nation by that convention. In the

first place, I deny that we have increased

our responsibilities by that convention. 1

maintain that by that convention we have

lessened our responsibilities. Suppose now,

for example, the settlement of Europe had

not included the convention of Constan-

tinople and the occupation of the isle of

Cyprus ; suppose it had been limited to

the mere treaty of Berlin, what under all

probable circumstances might then have

occurred? In ten, fifteen, it might be in

twenty years, the power and resources of

Eussia having revived, some quarrel would

again have occurred, Bulgarian or other-

wise, and in all probability the armies of

Eussia would have been assailing the Otto-

man dominions both in Europe and Asia,

and enveloping and inclosing the city of

Constantinople and its all-powerful position.
"
Well, what would be the probable

conduct, under these circumstances, of the

government of this country, whoever the

ministers might be, whatever party might
be in power ? I fear there might be

hesitation for a time a want of decision

a want of firmness
;
but no one doubts that

ultimately England would have said,
' This

will never do
;
we must prevent the con-

quest of Asia Minor
;
we must interfere

in this matter and arrest the course of

Eussia.' No one, I am sure, in this country,

who impartially considers this question,

can for a moment doubt what under any
circumstances would have been the course

of this country. Well, then, that being
the case, I say it is extremely important
that this country should take a step before-

hand which should indicate what the policy
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of England would le ; that you should not

have your ministers meeting in a council

chamber, hesitating and doubting, and con-

sidering contingencies, and then acting at

last, but acting perhaps too late. I say,

therefore, that the responsibilities of this

country have not been increased ;
the

responsibilities already existed, though I,

for one, would never shrink from increasing

the responsibilities of this country if they
are responsibilities which ought to be

undertaken. The responsibilities of the

country are practically diminished by the

course we have taken. My lords and

gentlemen, one of the results of my
attending the congress of Berlin has been

to prove, what I always suspected to be

an absolute fact, that neither the Crimean

war nor this horrible devastating war which

has just terminated loould have taken place

if England had spoken with the necessary

firmness. Russia has complaints to make

against this country, that neither in the

case of the Crimean war nor on this

occasion and I don't shrink from my
share of the responsibility in this matter

was the voice of England so clear and

decided as to exercise a due share in

the guidance of European opinion. Well,

gentlemen, suppose my noble friend and

myself had come back with the treaty of

Berlin, and had not taken the step which

is to be questioned within the next eight
and forty hours, could we with any self-

respect have met our countrymen when

they asked, what securities have you made
for the peace of

, Europe how far have

you diminished the chance of perpetually

recurring war on this question of the East

by the treaty of Berlin ? Why, they could

say, all we have gained by the treaty of

Berlin is probably the peace of a few years,

and at the end of that time the same

phenomenon will arise, and the ministers

of England must patch up the affair as

well as they could.

"That was not the idea of public duty
entertained by my noble friend and myself.
We thought the time had come when we

VOL. II.

should take steps which would produce
some order out of the anarchy and chaos

that had so long prevailed. We asked

ourselves was it absolutely a necessity that

the fairest provinces of the world should be

the most devastated and most ill-used, and

for this reason that there is no security for

life or property so long as that country is in

perpetual fear of invasion and aggression ?

It was under these circumstances that we

recommended the course we had taken, and

I believe that the consequences of that policy

will tend to and even secure peace and order

in a portion of the globe which hitherto

has seldom been blessed by these celestial

visitants. I hold that we have laid the

foundation of a state of affairs which may
open a new continent to the civilization of

Europe, and that the welfare of the world

and the wealth of the world may be increased

by availing ourselves of that tranquillity

and order which the more intimate con-

nection of England with that country will

now produce. But I am sorry to say that,

though we taxed our brains and our thought
to establish a policy which might be bene-

ficial to the country, we have not satisfied

those who are our critics. I was astonished

to learn that the convention of the 4th of

June has been described as an 'insane'

convention. It is a strong epithet I do

not myself pretend to be as competent a

judge of insanity as my right hon. opponent.
I will not say to the right hon. gentleman

Navigct Anticyram, but I would put this

issue to an English jury Which do you
believe most likely to enter into an insane

convention, a body of English gentlemen
honoured by the favour of their sovereign

and the confidence of their fellow-subjects,

managing your affairs for five years, I hope
with prudence, and not altogether without

success, or a sophistical rhetorician, in-

ebriated with the exuberance of his own

verbosity, and gifted with an egotistical

imagination that can at all times command

an interminable and inconsistent series of

arguments to malign an opponent and to

glorify himself ?

56
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"My lords and gentlemen, I leave the

decision upon that convention to the par-

liament and the people of England. I

believe that in that policy are deeply laid

the seeds of future welfare, not merely to

England, but to Europe and to Asia
;
and

confident that the policy we have recom-

mended is one that will be supported by
the country, I and those that act with me
can endure these attacks. My lords and

gentlemen, let me thank you once more for

the manner in which you have welcomed

me to-day. These are the rewards of public

life that never pall the sympathy of those

who have known you long, who have worked

with you long, who have the same opinions

upon the policy that ought to be pursued
in this great and ancient empire. These

are sentiments which no language can

sufficiently appreciate, which are a con-

solation under all circumstances, and the

highest reward that a public man can

attain. The generous feeling that has

prompted you to welcome my colleague

and myself on our return to England will

inspire and strengthen our efforts to serve

our country ;
and it is not merely that in

this welcome you encourage those who are

doing their best for what they conceive to

be the public interests, but you tell to

Europe also that England is a grateful

country, and knows how to appreciate the

efforts of those of her public servants who
are resolved to maintain to the utmost the

empire of Great Britain."

The remarks which Lord Salisbury made
when acknowledging the toast of his health,

are also worthy of being preserved. He
began by alluding to the acceptance of

the post of chief plenipotentiary by Lord
Beaconsfield. "Gentlemen," said Lord

Salisbury, "my noble friend the prime
minister told you what was absolutely
accurate

;
that it was owing to my earnest

importunity that he undertook the great

office, in filling which he has added to his

country's lustre and fame. He naturally
was not ambitious for a post which was
certain to be fatiguing, and which might be

dangerous; but on consideration he felt

with me that his presence at Berlin was

too essential to the success of our negotia-

tions for him to refuse my request. I felt

certain and it was a hope in which I was

not deceived that his presence there,

speaking 'as he alone was able to do,

with the full mandate of the English

people, would produce an effect upon the

negotiations and the action of other

powers such as no other man could have

produced."

Then, after touching upon a few details,

Lord Salisbury thus concluded: "When
the congress was approaching its termina-

tion, and when the prospect of separating

was near, it was a favourite subject of

conversation what sort of reception the

plenipotentiaries would get in the various

countries to which they were returning.

I am sorry to say that the surmises were

generally gloomy ;
but these sad antici-

pations were never shared by the English

plenipotentiaries, for they knew they
had to deal with a people who judged
those who served them earnestly with

indulgence, and they knew that there were

many circumstances which would tend to

bias that judgment in their favour. In the

first place, probably no ministry has ever

passed through a difficult crisis of foreign

affairs amid such a storm of abuse as the

present government. Every calumny, every
misconstruction that malignant ingenuity

could invent, was paraded forth in order to

lessen our influence and hinder our efforts
;

and at the precise moment when it was of

vital importance that Europe should under-

stand that England was in earnest, every
nerve was strained to make England seem

infirm of purpose and impotent in action.

We in our diplomacy had to struggle against

a loud-mouthed diplomacy struggling in

another direction out of doors.

"And there was another reason which,

apart from any details of these negotia-

tions or the settlement which we have

arrived at, has, I think, predisposed the

English people in our favour. They have
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felt that, however imperfectly, we were

striving to pick up the thread the broken

thread of England's old imperial position.

For a short time there have been men
eminent in public affairs who have tried to

persuade you that all the past history of

England was a mistake, that the duty and

interest of England were to confine herself

solely to her own insular affairs, to cultivate

commerce, accumulate riches, and not, as

tvas said, to entangle herself in foreign

politics. Now, it seems a small answer to

these men to say that, even for their own
low purposes, their policy was mistaken.

The commerce of a great commercial country
like this will only nourish history attests it

again and again under the shadow of em-

pire, and those who give up empire to make
commerce prosper will end by losing both.

" But such are not the considerations

which should guide a country like this.

What are the principles that guide us in

the estimation of our fellow-men at home,
or in the conduct which we ourselves desire

to pursue ? We occasionally meet within

our own localities some one who thinks that

he will not entangle himself in his neigh-

bour's affairs, who will not undertake public
business lest it should injure his health, who
will not take part in politics lest it should

strain his fortune, who will not accept the

position of a trustee lest it should add to

his responsibilities. You all know what

you think of these men. They do not

increase their own happiness and power,'
and they generally end by losing the very

object for which they struggle. What we
desire is, that England should not occupy a

position, and fulfil a character among the

nations of the earth, such as we should

despise among our neighbours at home. I

do not know, gentlemen, if you have

observed it; but it struck me with a thrill

of gratulation when I saw that in taking

possession of Cyprus not one voice, not one

hand, was lifted up to resist the transfer,

and the proclamation of Queen Victoria's

name was everywhere received with enthu-

siasm, while other nations, perhaps militarily

more powerful than ourselves, have to

struggle with the deep reluctance of the

people to undergo the blessings they profess

to offer.

" What is the reason of the difference ?

It is that we, at all events, in the cause of

civilization, have won our spurs before

the world. We have shown in governing
India that where English rule and English
influence extend, peace and order revive,

prosperity and wealth increase, and there-

fore it is that the prospect of English rule

was welcomed by men of every race and

every creed. Have we a right to throw

away, to hide under a bushel, to conceal in

a corner, such influence as this, merely lest

we should at some distant time, and in some

inconceivable circumstances, add to our

responsibility ? I am told .that in the task of

aiding and counseling the Ottoman empire
to bring the blessings of civilization to some

of the fairest portions of the earth, we shall

be hampered by the jealousy of other

powers. I utterly refuse to believe it.

When they find what our policy really is,

that we are there merely to extend to others

the benefits we ourselves enjoy ;
when they

find that we welcome their competition,

that we invite every trade, that we grudge
success to no nationality, that the one object

we have in view is that peace and order

should be restored, and that races and

creeds which for centuries back have lived

in feud should henceforth live in amity and

goodwill, then I believe that all idea of

jealousy will vanish, and that they will

heartily co-operate with us in our civilizing

mission. At all events, we will not recoil

from such a task because it may seem to

add to our responsibilities or increase our

labours
;
and if we are able in ever so small

a degree to accomplish these results, we at

least shall have no cause to repent of the

labours we have undertaken, and you will

have no cause to be ashamed of us."



CHAPTER XV.

AFGHANISTAN.

LORD BEACONSFIELD had always been a

popular man in the city, where his wit

and eloquence had often enlivened many
a dull banquet at the Guildhall and

the Mansion House. Business men, though

they might shudder at some of the surprises

he prepared for them, and might shake their

heads ominously at his commercial theories,

were always kindly and favourable critics

of his career. They admired his great

genius, his splendid perseverance, and the

manly patriotism with which he upheld the

imperial interests of the country ; they re-

spected his courage, his noble independence
which never made him conceal what smaller

and more vulgar minds might have been

ashamed of, the tenacity of purpose which

characterized him, the humour which was

always so ready; and above all, they loved,

Englishmen-like, his hard hitting, yet un-

tinged by any vindictiveness, when his

opposition was aroused. It was not therefore

to be expected that the civic authorities

should allow such an opportunity as the

return of the two plenipotentiaries, after

having achieved a brilliant diplomatic

triumph, to pass without formal, yet en-

thusiastic recognition. In all pomp and

splendour, the two heroes of the hour

were made welcome to the Guildhall and

presented with the freedom of the city.

One of those banquets which corporations

only know how to give, and aldermen

only know how to appreciate, then fol-

lowed. The health of Her Majesty's
ministers was, of course, coupled with the

name of Lord Beaconsfield
;
and when the

prime minister rose to reply, cheer after

cheer rang through the vast hall, greeting
his presence, whilst his words were listened

to as if he had never spoken before upon

the subject. Yet in spite of his exhaustive

speech in the House of Lords, and his

after-dinner oration at Knightsbridge, the

statesman whom England delighted to

honour had still something fresh to say.

"My Lord Mayor," he said (August 3,

1878) "it is nearly three years since I,

addressing one of your predecessors, I think

in this hall, said that there were some dis-

turbances in a distant province of the

Turkish empire which could not be looked

upon without a conviction that they might
become more serious. At that time the

three imperial powers who, from their con-

tiguity to that province, necessarily had a

more direct and immediate connection with

it than England, had communicated with

this country upon the subject ;
and we had

said that, although their connection with the

province might be more direct, it was not

more considerable than that of England. I

also took the opportunity of expressing to

your predecessor that Her Majesty's govern-
ment had well considered those circum-

stances that the great interests of England
which might be involved should be sedu-

'lously guarded, and that we were resolved

to uphold and maintain them.
" My Lord Mayor, since that time many

things have happened of great moment.

For the last two years an impending

general war has been apprehended by every

country. There has been the absolute

occurrence of a great war, limited, no doubt,

in its area, but stupendous and sanguinary.
There have been fears, and well-founded

fears, that the balance of power in the

Mediterranean, in which England is so

deeply interested, might be subverted. There

have been fears that Russia would establish

ports in the JSgean, and that the restrictions
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on the navigation of the Straits, which have

been looked upon as a cardinal point l>y this

country, were about to be abolished. There

were apprehensions, and well-founded appre-

hensions, that Asia Minor was about to be

conquered, and that the establishment and

influence of Great Britain in the Persian

Gulf might be seriously endangered. There

has been in the interval a conference at

Constantinople, and there has been, as you
well know, a congress at Berlin. And what

has been the outcome of these great events,

these startling contingencies, and these

enormous vicissitudes ? The outcome has

been a general peace in Europe a peace

which I believe will be enduring. And

why, my Lord Mayor, do I believe that

peace will be enduring ? Because I see

that every one of the powers is benefited by
that peace, and no one is humiliated.

"
Ifyou takethetwo belligerents, beginning

with Eussia, there is no doubt that the

decision of the congress of Berlin forced

Eussia to relinquish the most important

conquest which she had made in Europe;
but, at the same time, there was a due

regard to the military honour of that great

power, and that was left in her hands which

could not be denied to a conquering foe

whose very armies were at the gates of the

metropolis of their opponent. With regard
to Eussia also there are other considerations

in this peace that must not be omitted.

The peace that has been made is a great
check to the restlessness of the military

authority of Eussia. A party by no means

essentially powerful, a party by no means

the most numerous, a party which does

not count in its ranks the most important
men in that country, but a party which has

taken advantage of military opportunities
when they have occurred and under govern-
ments which ought not to have permitted

them, a party which has made Europe
fearful and restless that party has now

learnt, for the first time, that the principles

of a settlement are established which will

not let them act with impunity and divert

the energies of Eussia from the development

of its resources which that country espe-

cially requires, and which if pursued would

add greatly to the happiness of its people.
"
Well, then, my Lord Mayor, let us see

what is the condition of the other belligerent

To form an accurate conception of his

position, you must remember that only a

few months ago countless legions of his foes

were rattling at the very gates of his capital,

his fairest provinces had been conquered,

and, notwithstanding the valour of his

troops which all recognize and admire

his resources were exhausted. The wisdom

of the congress of Berlin has made that

conquering foe relinquish the greater por-

tion and the wealthiest portion of his

conquests. The Sultan of Turkey, who had

scarcely a square mile of territory left in

Europe, has now in Europe a rich and

abounding country which in area is equal

to England and Wales
;
while in the Asiatic

portion of his dominions his anxieties are

terminated
;
and he knows well the oppor-

tunity has now come when the resources

of his country may be developed with the

advantage of that tranquillity which they

scarcely ever before enjoyed. So much, my
Lord Mayor, for the belligerents; let us

look for a moment to the position of the

neutral powers.
" The first and in these matters the most

important of the neutral powers is Austria,

and what has happened to Austria ? She,

as the trustee of Turkey, has occupied an

important province which was no source

of wealth, but a source of weakness

and devastation to the Porte, but in the

possession of Austria permits us to check, I

should hope for ever, that Panslavist con-

federacy and conspiracy which has already

proved so disadvantageous to the happiness

of the world. From the commanding posi-

tion she will now hold you may look

forward to peace, tranquillity, and order, in

countries where they have never before

flourished, and the condition of which lias

been a perpetual menace to Europe of

turmoil and of warfare. If you look at the

position of the two Mediterranean powers,
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France and Italy, they have the satisfaction

of knowing that the balance of power in

the Mediterranean has not been disturbed.

They have obtained that peace in which no

powers are more interested than themselves
;

and they know well that England is pur-

suing a policy in that part of the world

which may lead to the increase of the

wealth and happiness of society, but which

they are sincerely and even eagerly invited

by England to participate in and to share.

"Well, I need say nothing about the great

peacemaker, Germany. Germany was the

first to invite this congress, and Germany,
from the first, has said that all she required

was the peace of Europe. This object has

been attained. There remains, then, only
our own country ;

and I can appeal to what

has occurred I can appeal with confidence

to the great settlement which is now known
to all of you and in every one's mouth, and

ask you whether I have not redeemed the

pledge I gave three years ago, that Her

Majesty's ministers would maintain the

interests of their country. I feel confident

that they have not only maintained the

interests of their country, but they have

secured the independence of Europe. My
Lord Mayor, I need hardly have been at the

interesting scene of this morning to feel that,

although the citizens of London do justice,

and more than justice, to the operations of

the congress of Berlin and to the labours

of my noble friend and myself in that

assembly, the people of England are more

interested, I believe, in the convention of

Constantinople than even in the peace of-

Berlin.

"My Lord Mayor, Europe has a prospect
now before her which she has never previ-

ously enjoyed. She has brought before her

for her study and her development a great
continent which nature has gifted with

infinite wealth, but which, so far as its

government and administration are con-

cerned, has unhappily now for countless

ages fallen to races .deficient in the arts of

government. I know it is said that the

engagement which the Sultan of Turkey

has entered into with us may be a mere

paper engagement; and we are told that

before this year in 1856, at the peace of

Paris engagements of this kind were made
for the reformation of the government of his

dominions, and that, easily made, they have

been completely evaded. But, my Lord

Mayor, there is no similarity in the two

positions. In the treaty of Paris there was

no engagement on the part of the Sultan to

Europe. In the convention of Constanti-

nople there is a distinct engagement on the

part of the Sultan to England ; and, inde-

pendently of the immense differences of the

two situations independently of the right

and privilege of our interference, which

under the convention of Constantinople we

possess, we are not justified in saying that is

not a hopeful task, even if we had not the

right to appeal to the Sultan for the good

government of his dominions. We have no

right to assume that of his own motion he

would not initiate and commence reforms,

because I would call your recollection to

one of the most remarkable documents that

ever has appeared on this subject. I will

not quote the despatches of consuls, whether

English or Eussian
;
some of them are full

of valuable matter, but they may be

naturally affected by the bias of their

nations and parties. But," he said, alluding

to the evidence of the American missionaries,

who had warmly spoken in favour of Otto-

man tolerance, and had frankly asserted that

the so-called "Bulgarian atrocities" were

gross exaggerations,
" there was a body

of men in Turkey men of the highest

principle, of even a sublime character men
who devoted their lives to the benefit of

their fellow-creatures and sought no reward

but the convictions of their own con-

sciences and these were the American

missionaries.

"The American missionaries were scattered

over every part of Turkey, and when this

war commenced on false pretences, in a

great degree the American missionaries

addressed the Emperor of Germany and

said it was their duty to tell him that they
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had lived and laboured in every part of the

Ottoman empire, and since the Crimean

war and the treaty of Paris the improvement
intheconditionof theChristiansubjectsofthe
Porte was most remarkable. They mention

in that document that the regard for life

and property was now most striking. They
mention in that document that education

was very largely pursued, and that toleration

was almost complete. But these changes
could only be effected by the influence of

the Sultan himself
;
for there was no power

in Europe at that time which had the right

to appeal to him or interfere in the govern-
ment of his subjects. Therefore, I do not

believe that we shall find, as some suppose,

obstacles raised on the part of the Sultan

himself against those great changes which

are impending, and which if carried into

effect will contribute so much to the wealth

and welfare of the world.

"I will not dwell in detail on these

matters. I saw, the day before yester-

day, an Armenian of great reputation,
a man who may be described as a states-

man, and one who has held a great posi-

tion in the countries where he has been

employed. He said to me,
' There is only

one thing to be done, one word is sufficient

to describe the great experiment England
is about to undertake. Let your motto be

justice. If justice be exercised and main-

tained, you will find such a change in the

character and conduct of the people that at

the end of a very few years you will scarcely

believe they are the same race.' I, there-

fore, look forward with great confidence to

the policy of the government which has

occupied Cyprus. I believe it will exercise

a most beneficial influence over Asia Minor.

The first duty of the government will be to

secure tranquillity and order. When tran-

quillity and order are secured, which mainly

depend upon the administration of justice,

I should leave the rest with confidence to

the energy and enterprise of Europe. I

would not limit my hopes merely to the

energy and enterprise of my countrymen;
but I would welcome the ingenuity of Italy,

I would welcome the invention of France,

and I should rejoice if I saw those powers

profiting, and profiting greatly, from oper-

ations first conceived and first set on foot

by the determination of England.
"Before sitting down, my Lord Mayor,

there is one remark I would ask permission
to offer to your guests. Since I had any

acquaintance with or control over public

affairs, I never knew any time when the

relations between the great powers of

Europe were so essentially friendly as they
are at the present moment. I make no

exception with regard to Eussia. We did

not go to war, fortunately, with Eussia, and

the great statesmen with whom we were

placed in communication knew well the

great advantage in negotiating with England
that warfare had not occurred between the

two powers. I believe there are no men
more anxious to develop the resources of

their country than the leading men in

Eussia; and they feel the conviction that

a restless and warlike spirit is one that

must debase and perhaps even ruin their

empire. With regard to the other powers,

I will notice only one, and that is France,

because," he said, in allusion to the gossip

that France, irritated at first by the pur-
chase of the Suez Canal shares, was now

deeply offended at our occupation of

Cyprus, "wj have been favoured with

accounts which certainly are totally at

variance with those which reach my noble

friend and myself. I should look upon it

as one of the greatest misfortunes that ever

happened to England if any estrangement

occurred, between France and England, of

those feelings of sincere and complete

friendship which of late years have grown

up between the two countries. England
and France are united by so many bonds

there is so much sympathy between the

two populations, the history of both coun-

tries is so interesting to each other that I

cannot myself easily conceive that between

England and France there should ever

occur feelings that would lead to miscon-

ception and to consequences more direful.
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"
I hope, my Lord Mayor, the time has

come when I and my colleagues, who share

your hospitality, may no longer have our

conversation after dinner confined to wars

and rumours of wars. It has been my fate

for several years on these occasions to utter

a warning voice to my country, and I am

happy, I may say I am even proud, to feel

that time has proved that the warning
uttered was not without reason

;
but I

trust that time is now past, and that it is

upon the revival of trade, the development
of industry and all the arts of civilization,

that I shall have periodically to address the

chief magistrate of the greatest city in the

world. Then, my Lord Mayor, I shall feel

I have a right to be a citizen of London.

For my colleagues and myself permit me
now to offer what I have offered before, but

never with more sincerity and pride, my
best acknowledgments for the great distinc-

tion you have done us in drinking our

healths."

The hope with which Lord Beaconsfield

closed his speech was not to be realized.

After the feverish excitement of the past
session the country was anxious to turn

her attention to
"
all the arts of civilization,"

and enhance her commercial prosperity.

Yet there were various obstacles in the

path, barring the way to such a happy
result. Wars and rumours of wars were

still agitating the public mind. Trade was

depressed, and the commercial failures

notably the collapse of the City of Glasgow
bank which frequently occurred did not

tend to improve the condition of affairs.

Conflicts between labour and capital were

being waged in most of our shires. Eveiy
industry found that its receipts were

falling off, whilst the same rate of expendi-
ture had to be maintained coal, iron,

timber, cotton were all clamouring at the

hard times. The middle classes, and that

large portion of the community which lives

on small fixed incomes and ever seeks a

high rate of interest, were suffering severely
from their savings having been invested in

Turkish, Egyptian, and South American

bonds, and in various speculations which,
after promising large dividends, had ended

by being wound up. Famines in India and

China, and the fall in the price of silver,

had reduced the value of our exports to

those eastern markets, to such an extent

that shipments of manufactures could only
be carried on at a loss to the exporter.
But of all these interests, the one that

was in the most piteous condition was the

agricultural. Even with fine weather on

his side and his cattle free from plague, the

life of the farmer what with cheap grain
from abroad, foreign cheeses, American beef,

and Australian mutton was a keen struggle

for existence; but when it came to bad

harvest after bad harvest, and yet the same

rent to be paid and the same stand to be

made against foreign competition, then

indeed affairs began to wax desperate, not

only with Hodge, but with his master and

his master's master.

Whilst this state of things was render-

ing the country gloomy, and enabling

unscrupulous Liberals to attribute the

depression of trade to an ambitious

and extravagant government, evil news

reached our shores from the frontiers

of our Indian empire. To counteract the

influence of Russia on the Oxus and her

intrigues at Cabul, the government had

resolved to send a mission, headed by Sir

Neville Chamberlain, to Shere Ali, one of the

sons of Dost Mahomed, and at that time

the Ameer of Afghanistan. Sir Xeville was

described as, "an officer of the highest class,

a man carefully selected for the command
of a separate army, and an experienced
man in politics." It was expected that no

obstacle would be put in the way of the

envoy reaching Cabul; but no sooner had

Sir Neville crossed the Afghan frontier

than he was met at Ali Musjid by a

trusted officer of the Ameer and informed

that his advance, if persisted in, would

be resisted by force. On the hills com-

manding the defile, he saw Afghan troops
drawn up ready for action. To proceed
under such circumstances would have been
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criminal, since the English envoy had but

a handful of followers
;
and accordingly Sir

Neville came to a halt. Such a rebuff, in

the face of the critical and observant East,

was, however, not to be tolerated without

remonstrance, and the envoy at once wrote

to the Afghan commissioner in command
of Ali Musjid

"
I expect to receive a

reply not later than September 18, so please

understand that the matter is most urgent.

At the same time it is my duty to inform

you in a frank and friendly manner, that if

your answer be not what I trust it will be,

or if you delay to send an early reply, I

have no alternative but to make whatever

arrangements may seem to me best for

carrying out the instructions I have received

from my government."
The government was not prepared to

treat this insult with indifference. The

Ameer was to be taught that he was

helpless against England, if she chose to

exert her power. The mission was

dissolved and the envoy recalled; the

garrison of Quettah was strengthened, and

troops were massed at the entrance of the

Kurrum Valley. The route to the Kurrum

Valley was through an open country to

Cabul
;
and a force could advance to within

seventy miles of that town, by entirely

avoiding the Khyber Pass. The object of

this demonstration was not to meditate

an attack on Cabul, but to show the

Ameer how helpless was his position.

An additional interest was given to these

preparations from the fact, that whilst the

Ameer was refusing to receive an English

mission, a Russian envoy had been all

the time ensconced at Cabul
;
and that it

was through his instigations that so grave
a slight had been passed upon the power
of England. We might have ignored a

rebuff from a savage chieftain
; but it

was quite another matter to allow that

chieftain to be the puppet of the Muscovite,
and so suffer our rival in the East to quietly
obtain possession of a country which was
the gateway to India. "Russia may extend

herself," said our leading journal,
"
as she

VOL. II.

pleases in another direction. She must

leave Afghanistan alone. If the Ameer of

Cabul is not sensible of the danger which

he is courting by his intimacy with Russia,

we must be wise for him and for ourselves.

The Ameer must make his choice between

England as his enemy and as his friend.

He cannot continue to be independent in

name while he is becoming in reality a tool

of Russia, which she may use for her own

purposes. It is this which we are now

minded to prevent; and we shall not shrink

from employing whatever means we may
find necessary for so doing."

Nor was this resolve on the part of

England anything new in the history

of Indian diplomacy. Both at Cabul

and St Petersburg it had long been

known, that neither at Calcutta nor at

London would Russian influence be toler-

ated in Afghanistan. Russia bad herself

solemnly declared in several despatches to

the Indian government, that Cabul should

never come within the limits of her Asiatic

enterprise; and in her turn, Afghanistan
had promised that if ever the Muscovite

attempted to influence her proceedings, she

would turn a deaf ear to his counsels. Yet,

in spite of these sworn pledges, Russia had

despatched an embassy to Cabul, which

had been received with every sign of

welcome and cordiality. To the observant

Eastern mind, ever criticising the strength

of the rival powers, the reception of the

Muscovite at Cabul signified the overthrow

of English influence. To counteract this

impression Lord Lytton, the viceroy of

India selected by Lord Beaconsfield to

succeed the weak and hesitating Lord

Northbrook; had with admirable prompt-
itude despatched Sir Neville Chamberlain

at the head of a counter-embassy, to prove
to the sensitive East that if Russia was

welcomed at Cabul, England was equally

a favourite, and that the Ameer was

exhibiting no partiality. Then came the

order stopping the progress of the English

embassy; and the natives of India were

made plainly to see that in the opinion

57
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of Afghanistan the Czar was to be pro-

pitiated in preference to the newly-created

Empress of Hindostan. Such a verdict,

it was felt, if British influence in the

East was to be maintained, must at once

be set aside. There might be room, as

Lord Beaconsfield had said, for both

Eussia and England in the East so long
as both were regarded as powers of equal

strength ;
but there could be no room for

the two rivals when the one was considered

the superior, and was endeavouring to estab-

lish its influence on neutral territory.

Whilst the government of India was

making its preparations to chastise the

insolence of the Ameer, and Sir Frederick

Haines was collecting his troops to take

the field, the approaching hostilities led to

much discussion at home. The Liberals

failed to see that, because Lord Beacons-

field was no more in favour of submitting
to rebuffs in Asia than he had been in

Europe, we should go to war with the

Afghans. There is seldom much origin-

ality in the policy of an Opposition ;

it has but to take the contrary view to

the government of the day, and its policy
is complete. On this occasion the Liberals

banded themselves closely together, to

thwart the tactics of ministers, and to

vent their spite which had hitherto been

voided in vain upon the author of the

Berlin treaty. Once more they had the op-

portunity of proving themselves the friends

of Eussia, and the credulous believers in

her Central Asian policy. Eussia, they
cried, in spite of all their past experiences,
had no designs whatever upon our Indian

empire ;
she was ever marching southwards

over the snows, not because she envied the

sunny climes and gorgeous wealth of Hin-

dostan, but because she wished the savage
tribes of Central Asia to become her sub-

jects, in order to win them over to Christ-

ianity; the refusal of the Ameer to receive

the English embassy had not been due to

Eussian influence; Eussia had no other

object in Afghanistan than the promotion
of friendship and the development of com-

merce
;

it was only, sneered these peculiar

patriots, another instance of the monomania
of Lord Beaconsfield to imagine otherwise.

Eussia had herself declared, they in-

genuously said, that she entertained no

aggressive intentions, and surely a power
that had acted always so honourably and

with such good faith throughout all her

diplomatic negotiations was deserving of

the fullest credit. Indeed, so infatuated

were the Liberals with the Czar and all

his doings, that they formed themselves

into an "
Afghan committee," with the

patriotic object of hampering the action

of the government.
This factious opposition, though it em-

barrassed the cabinet and irritated Lord

Lytton, was, however, happily powerless
to cause ministers to swerve from the

policy they had set before them to

check Eussian interference in Afghan-

istan, and to have ample reparation

for the insult passed upon Sir Neville

Chamberlain. This reparation, it soon

appeared, could only be obtained by force

of arms. The Ameer declined to apologize,

and bade us "do our worst and let God
decide the issue." A term of grace was

accorded him
;
and he was clearly warned

of the consequences of his acts, did he

continue in his stubborn resistance. The

terms of the ultimatum were a full apology,

the reception of the mission, and the

rectification of the Afghan frontier. During
this feverish period of suspense, when the

one thought uppermost in the minds of

men both in England and in India was,

What answer will the Ameer return to this

second appeal ? the banquet to ministers

at the Guildhall took place. It was ex-

pected that Lord Beaccnsfield would take

the opportunity, now that parliament was,

not sitting, and that information could only
be obtained from the contradictory intel-

ligence contained in the newspapers, of

admitting the country into his confidence

as to the precise position which the Afghan

dispute had assumed. Nor was this expec-

tation disappointed, for the prime minister
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addressed himself with a welcome direct-

ness to the prevailing state of public feeling.

Two matters connected with the " Eastern

question
"
were then causing much anxiety

the first, that various details agreed upon
in the Berlin treaty had not been carried

out; and the second, that owing to the

complications in Afghanistan, a Hussian

invasion of India was not impossible by
the north-west frontier, and that such

frontier ought to be rearranged.
It was evident that the provisions of the

treaty of Berlin required time before they
could be earned into effect. At first difficul-

ties difficulties fully anticipated by Lord

Beaconsfield arose. Bosnia and Herzego-
vina objected to the Austrian occupation ;

Turkey ignored the claims of Greece, and

the latter country had appealed to the

powers in vain; Eastern Roumelia was

intriguing for union with the free Bulgaria;
Albania was in a state of revolt; and

Eoumauia objected to yield up Bessarabia.

Altogether the scene was one of discontent

and strife; and the Liberal party had

jumped to the conclusion that, after all

the pomp and noise with which the Berlin

treaty had been ushered into the world,

the document was but so much waste

1 taper, and would not be acted upon. This

impression, we shall see, Lord Beaconsfield

was not slow in correcting. Alterations in

the map of Europe, even when agreed upon,
cannot be carried into effect in a few weeks'

notice. The great diplomatist Time has to

be consulted and to be deferred to.

The rectification of the Afghan frontier

was the main subject upon which the minds
of all Anglo-Indians had been exercised

during the past autumn. One governor-

general took one view and imparted his

opinions to the journal he affected, and

another governor-general took another view
and also ventilated his opinions ;

but on

the whole, the balance of the discussion

was in favour of a rearrangement of the

north-west frontier. With Afghanistan in

the hands df Itussia an entrance into India

might be effected
;
and it was wise states-

manship to prevent even the possibility of

danger. It was therefore proposed that in

the north-west provinces we should improve
our position, by entering the mountains and

taking possession of the passes in our im-

mediate front. These suggestions had not

been lost upon the government, as we shall

gather from the following speech of Lord

Beaconsfield when replying to the toast

of "Her Majesty's ministers."

"My Lord Mayor," said the prime minister

(November 9, 1878), "a year ago, when I

had the honour of addressing your pre-

decessor in this hall upon a similar occasion

to the present, a terrible war was waging
in the East of Europe, the termination of

which was not visible, and a general fear

prevailed that the whole world might be

drawn into its vortex. I ventured then

to take not so gloomy a view as was

then prevalent; and I expressed a hope
that before we met again there would be

a congress of the great powers of Europe,
that peace would be obtained, and a settle-

ment made of the questions in controversy
which would be a satisfactory and enduring
one. Humours, however, are now rife, my
Lord Mayor, that the settlement which was

made at Berlin has failed in effecting the

end which, not merely for the interests of

this country, but of humanity, we counted

upon. We are told that it has already
broken down, and that the position of

affairs is unsatisfactory and even perilous.
"
I therefore think, my Lord Mayor, that

on this occasion it will be advantageous
that I should state the views of Her

Majesty's government on the present
situation of the country with regard to

its external relations. And first, let me
refer to a matter of immediate interest.

One would suppose, from all we hear, that

our Indian empire is on the eve of being

invaded, and that we were about to enter

into a straggle with some powerful and

unknown foe. Your lordship is well aware

of the present state of affairs on the north-

western frontier of India. In the first

place, my Lord Mayor, Her Majesty's
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government are by no means apprehensive
of any invasion of England by our north-

western frontier. The base of operations

of any possible foe is so remote, the com-

niunications are so difficult, the aspect of

the country is so forbidding, that we do

not believe under these circumstances any
invasion of our north-western frontier is

practicable.

"But our north-western frontier is a

haphazard and not a scientific frontier. It

is in the power of any foe so to embarrass

and disturb our dominion, that we should

be obliged to maintain the presence of a

great military force in that quarter, entail-

ing on the country a proportionate expendi-
ture. These are unquestionably great evils,

and former viceroys have had their atten-

tion called with anxiety to the state of our

frontier. Recently, however, some pecu-
liar circumstances have occurred in that

part of the world, which have convinced

Her Majesty's government that the time

has arrived when we must terminate all

this inconvenience and prevent all this

possible injury. With this view we have

made arrangements by which, when com-

pleted, in all probability at no distant day,
all anxiety respecting the north-western

frontier of India will be removed. "We

shall live, I hope, on good terms with our

immediate neighbours, and not on bad

terms, perhaps, with some neighbours that

are more remote.

"I do not wish, my Lord Mayor, in mak-

ing these remarks, that you should under-

stand that Her Majesty's government are of

opinion that an invasion of India is impos-
sible or impracticable. On the contrary, if

Asia Minor and the valley of the Euphrates
were in the possession of a very weak or

very powerful state, it would be by no
means impossible for an adequate army to

march through the passes of Asia Minor
and through Persia and absolutely menace
the dominions of the queen ;

but Her

Majesty's government have contemplated
such a result, and we have provided means
to prevent its occurrence

liy our convention

with Turkey and our occupation of the isle

of Cyprus. By that convention we have

secured that those regions should remain in

the possession of our ally, supported by

subjects growing in population and in

material wealth, who will thus add greatly

to the strength and authority of the Sultan.

In order to encourage, strengthen, and aid

the Sultan, we have felt that it was not

wise that he should look forward only to

an ambiguous or a distant assistance
;
but

that we should occupy, with his entire con-

currence, a place of arms where he would

feel that if any danger prevented him from

carrying into effect those changes for the

regeneration of his country which he has

agreed, and willingly agreed, to make, he

could look with confidence for the assist-

ance of an ally close and contiguous to his

own frontier.

"As I am touching on this subject,

perhaps it would not be uninteresting to

the citizens of London to learn that Cyprus
will be no burden to this country; and that

even this year, when the methods of

administration of England have neces-

sarily only partially been applied, it will

furnish not merely the sum annually accrued

to the Sultan, but the whole expendi-

ture of its civil government. There is no

doubt, my lord, that the administration of

Cyprus by England will exercise the most

beneficial and moral influence upon the

contiguous dominions of the Sultan. But

this was a secondary consideration in in-

ducing us to take the step which we have

done. It was as a strong place, of arms, for

which it is admirably calculated by its

geographical position and the variety of its

resources, that we fixed upon Cyprus, after

having examined all the other islands in the

east of the Mediterranean. My lord, I have

shown you that if the policy of Her Majesty's
ministers is carried into effect; if that recti-

fication of our north-western frontier is

consummated
;
and if Asia Minor remains

as, in niy opinion, it will remain in the

possession of our ally, and if it becomes a

country which, from the steps we are now
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taking, will I hope every year increase in

prosperity and power the English people

may dismiss from their minds all anxi* /// ;

to the external enemies of their Indian empire.
"
But, my Lord Mayor, the Eastern ques-

tion, -which is in everybody's mouth, has a

double aspect. It is not merely the safety

of our Indian empire which we should con-

sider not that this is a selfish consideration,

because the world is equally with England
interested in the prosperity and good govern-
ment of India

;
but there is another aspect

of the Eastern question, and that involves

the independence of Europe, and especially

of the Mediterranean powers. I will say
of all powers, because the policy which we
would pursue would prevent the fatal

supremacy of any individual state. How
that great end was to be secured, so far as

the opinion of England was concerned, was

by establishing the Sultan as a truly inde-

pendent prince. When we repaired to the

congress of Berlin that object was equally

professed by all the future signatory powers
of that treaty. It has been said that the

Sultan, by the negotiations of the treaty of

Berlin, has been deprived of provinces and

many millions of subjects. Now, the policy
that was pursued at the congress of Berlin

was this. It was to extricate the Sultan

from those ruinous relations with pseudo-
feudatories or small tribes differing in race

or religion, but who were the constant and

ready instruments of hostile external influ-

ences against the Porte, and who carried on

affairs in such a manner that really the

greater part of the European territories

of the Sultan was the scene of chronic

conspiracy, varied only by occasional insur-

rection it was to extricate the Sultan from

this source of constant exhaustion that the

provisions were agreed to at the congress of

Berlin which now regulate the position of

the Sultan in Europe.

"Following this policy, the congress of

Berlin secured for the Sultan an impreg-
nable capital, the custody, guardianship,
and possession of the Straits, rich provinces
in European Turkey, the most valuable

harbour in the Black Sea, and generally

speaking, an intelligible frontier. A prince

so circumstanced, if at the same time he

could rest upon the basis of 20,000,000

of Asian subjects, constantly improving by
their administration in their wealth, in

their resources and power a prince so

circumstanced would have no inconsider-

able influence, and could exercise that in-

fluence in the maintenance of the political

balance. I know, my Lord Mayor, it is said

that these views, however plausible, have

not been carried into effect, and that the

treaty of Berlin already has proved to be

inadequate to carry the results which it

aimed at into operation. If the grave

matters which were settled at Berlin could

have been settled in twenty-four hours a

congress was unnecessary. They might have

been settled by post or by the queen's

messengers. Whenever a treaty has ema-

nated from a great congress, it has always

provided that a certain time should be

allowed to carry the regulations into effect.

The treaty of Berlin is not different from

other treaties in this respect. A certain

period is provided for and prescribed, during
which interval the agreements and regula-

tions of the treaty were to be carried into

execution. Of that period not half not

much more than one-third has already

elapsed.
" Has nothing been done during that

time under the treaty of Berlin ? Under
the provisions of the treaty of Berlin Eussia

has retired from Constantinople, which was

within her grasp. Under the provisions
of the treaty of Berlin Eussia has retired

from the Straits of Gallipoli, second only
in importance to Constantinople, and by
some deemed equivalent to it. Under the

provisions of the treaty of Berlin Eussia

has restored to the Porte the city of

Erzeroum, which soon will in all prob-

ability be the scene of the strongest

fortifications in Asia Minor. Under the

provisions of the treaty of Berlin the Sultan

has surrendered his fortresses on the

Danube. Under the provisions of the
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treaty of Berlin the bay of Batoum, which

it was said could never be obtained except

by a sanguinary civil war, has been given

up without shedding a single drop of blood.

Under the provisions of the treaty of Berlin

at this moment there are committees and

commissions, formed of the most able sub-

jects of the different states of Europe,

arranging the lines of demarcation for the

different states and provinces created by
the treaty of Berlin. Why, these are the

most considerable points of the treaty. Little

more than three months have elapsed

hardly a third, or not much more than

one-third of the time provided by the treaty

has elapsed yet these great results have

been obtained
;
and why are we to believe

that all the others not so important,

generally speaking which remain uncon-

cluded, will not be consummated in the

time provided for by the treaty ? This I

can say for Her Majesty's government, that

we have never received any intimation

whatever from any of the signatories of that

treaty that it is their desire or their intention

to evade the complete fulfilment of its con-

ditions.

"Unquestionably, in settling the affairs

of Europe at Berlin, the claims of one of

the belligerents who, at immense sacrifices

of men and treasure, had conducted the war
to a triumphant end were considered, and
it was necessary that those claims should

be recognized and considered. In the first

place, if the powers were not prepared to

recognize and consider these claims, the

congress could never have been held, the

war might have gone on, and probably a

general war would have resulted
;
but sub-

ject to these considerations, which were the

necessary consequence of having conducted

a successful war as Eussia had done, the

principal object of the congress at Berlin

was to establish the Sultan as a truly

independent prince, with an adequate terri-

tory, both in Europe and Asia, to allow him
to become a member who would contribute

to the maintenance of the political equilib-

rium. That was the policy acknowledged,

and that was the policy which I believe

will be pursued. I must, therefore, dis-

claim and repudiate those notions, which I

am greatly surprised have been circulated,

that the signatories or any signatory of the

treaty contemplates the possibility of evad-

ing or avoiding his engagements.
"
They say, my lord, that in politics you

ought to contemplate the impossible. I

think it at this moment quite impossible
that any of the signatories of the treaty of

Berlin would attempt in any way to with-

draw from their engagements; but this I

can say, on tliepart of Her Majesty's govern-

ment, that they will not be the signatory to

retire. I can say this on the part of Her

Majesty's government, that it is their policy

and their determination that the treaty of

Berlin should be carried out in spirit and

to the letter
;
and believing that the settle-

ment of Berlin expressed in the treaty

is one that will advance the progress

and civilization of the world, and that it

includes provisions admirably adapted to

secure peace and the maintenance of peace,

Her Majesty's government would, if neccs-

ary, appeal with confidence to the people
of this country to support them in main-

taining to the letter and the complete spirit

the treaty of Berlin with all their energy
and all their resources. But, my Lord

Mayor, I will not believe that we can, under

any circumstances, be driven to a course

which otherwise we shall be determined to

pursue, because I will give credit to the

signatories of the treaty for an honourable

fulfilment of their engagements.
" I admit that there are paragraphs in

newspapers of a different import ;
I admit

that there is gossip, which may not even

be authentic, reported by the subalterns of

different states, who may have expressed a

different opinion. But the government of

the world is carried on by sovereigns and

statesmen, and not ly anonymous paragraph-
writers, or ly the Jiarebraincd chatter of irre-

sponsible frivolity ; and therefore, my Lord

Mayor, I look with confidence to the treaty

of Berlin being carried out completely within
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the period provided for the completion of

its arrangements ;
and I believe that by

carrying that treaty into effect, we shall

secure and maintain an enduring peace in

Europe.
" My Lord Mayor, I have observed that

the month of October is often rife with high
secrets of state. In the month of Novem-
ber they are not so numerous. I ascribe

that result to the beneficial influence, in

some respects, of Lord Mayor's Day. On
Lord Mayor's Day there is a chance of

hearing the voice of sense and truth ; but

when parliament meets it is astonishing

how the flock of all these political wild

fowl fly from the country, and seek a more

congenial clime of intrigue and imposture.

Well, my Lord Mayor, I have spoken of the

situation of affairs without reserve. I have

thought it not inexpedient on the part of

the government to tell you exactly what

our views of the situation are. That the

state of affairs at present is serious no

one can doubt, because they must ever be

srrious when a great settlement is taking

place and is not yet accomplished; but I

deny that they are affairs of danger. I know
there are some who think that the power
of England is on the wane. We have been

informed lately that ours will be the lot of

Genoa, and Venice, and Holland. But, my
Lord Mayor, there is a great difference

between the condition of England and those

picturesque and interesting communities.

We have during ages of prosperity created

a nation of 34,000,000 a nation who are

enjoying, and have, long enjoyed, the two

greatest blessings of civil life justice and

liberty. My Lord Mayor, a nation of that

character is more calculated to create em-

pires than to give them iip; and I feel

confident if England is true to herself, if

the English people prove themselves worthy
of their ancestors, if they possess still the

courage and the determination of their

forefathers, their honour will never be tar-

nished and their power will never diminish.

The fate of England is in the hands of

England ;
and you must place no credit on

those rumours which would induce you to

believe, that you have neither the power
nor the principle to assert that policy which

you believe is a policy of justice and truth."

A few days after this speech, war brok^

out between England and Afghanistan. The

Ameer declined to apologize ;
he denied that

he had exhibited any ill-feeling to the

British government. He had no wish to

be at enmity with any power ; but, he said,
" when any other power, without cause or

reason, shows enmity towards this govern-

ment, the matter is left in the hands of God
and to His will." Upon this refusal Lord

Lytton declared war. In the proclamation
that he issued on the occasion, he summed

up the complaints which the government
laid at the door of the Ameer. In spite of

the assistance which the Ameer had re-

ceived from the British government, and

the benefits he had enjoyed by free trade

with India, he had, complained the viceroy,

returned nothing but ill-will and dis-

courtesy; he had openly and assiduously

endeavoured to stir up religious hatred, and

to incite war against the British empire in

India
;
he had repelled all efforts to bring

about amicable intercourse with the Indian

government, and yet he had formally
received a Russian embassy ; finally, while

the Eussian embassy was still at Cabul, he

had forcibly repulsed an English envoy, of

whose coming he had timely notice. The

proclamation thus concluded "
Upon the

Ameer, Shere Ali, alone rests the responsi-

bility of having exchanged the friendship

for the hostility of the Empress of India."

The Ameer had soon reason to regret his

reckless obstinacy. The English troops,

under the valiant Sir Samuel Browne, at

the very outset of the invasion gained a

brilliant triumph. The fort of Ali Musjid
was captured, after a severe opposition on

the part of the enemy; and a few days
afterwards General Roberts defeated the

Afghans at Feiwar.

Such was the situation of affairs when

parliament was opened early in December.

The necessity for so early a meeting was
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explained in the speech from the throne.

" I regret," said Her Majesty,
" that I have

been obliged to call for your attendance

at an unusual, and probably to most of

you an inconvenient season. The hostility

towards my government manifested by the

Ameer of Afghanistan, and the manner in

which he repulsed my friendly mission,

left me no alternative but to make a per-

emptory demand for redress. The demand

having been disregarded, I have directed

an expedition to be sent into his territory,

and I have taken the earliest opportunity
of calling you together, and making to you
the communications required by law."

In the Upper House only a brief debate

ensued on the address, as it had been

arranged by Lord Granville, the leader of

the Opposition, that all discussion as to

the cause and necessity of the Afghan
war should be reserved for the following

Monday, when Viscount Cranbrook was to

bring a special motion as to the expendi-

dure of the war before the House. Lord

Granville, however, in spite of the sug-

gested adjournment of the debate, passed
some severe strictures upon the government
for having entered into hostilities with the

Ameer
;
and Earl Grey moved, for the first

time for many years, an amendment to the

address, to the effect that when ministers

considered war probable, parliament ought
to have been summoned to provide for the

expenses and to consider the grounds upon
which hostilities might be declared.

Lord Beaconsfield made a few remarks

on the occasion (December 5, 1878). He
could not, he said, support the amendment
of Earl Grey, though he quite agreed that

there were occasions when amendments
to the address were desirable, expedient,

and politic. He might speak with some

authority on the subject, since he was pro-

bably the only member of that House who

had, in his time, moved an amendment to the

address. Then passing to the matter before

the House, Lord Beaconsfield complained
that the leader of the Opposition had held

up
"
to depreciation and ridicule the viceroy

of the queen, who is at this moment incur-

ring the greatest responsibility, and on the

devotion of whose intelligence more, per-

haps, depends than on that of any other

individual in the country." He denied

that the war in Afghanistan was, as Lord

Granville had alleged, an unjust war. It

was mere assumption.
"
If the war is

unjust and impolitic, prove it. Bring for-

ward your reasons and your arguments.
Assail our policy and give us the proofs on

which your opinions are founded. Do this

and we will meet you, and the House and

the country will decide." Then he de-

fended the occupation of Cyprus from the

charge made against it by Lord Granville.
" When the noble earl turns round and

ridicules the occupation of Cyprus and the

objects for which we undertook that occu-

pation, I will tell him that it is not easy in

language to describe the advantages of that

position ;
and when the noble earl assumes

that the island is wanting in many quali-

ties which were announced and that its

acquisition was a blunder, I can assure him

that the conditions for which we agreed to

occupy that island have been entirely ful-

filled. I repeat without the slightest fear,

after communication with my colleagues

who have recently visited it,* that it will

be, as I formerly said, most important as
'

a place of arms,' as affording a capacious

harbour for our navy, and unlimited con-

venience for the quartering of Her Majesty's

forces. It has entirely fulfilled our expec-

tations, and I believe will soon be recognized

as one of the most important and influential

positions under the dominion of Her

Majesty."
On the appointed Monday (December

10, 1878), Lord Cranbrook moved, "That

Her Majesty, having directed a military

expedition of her forces, charged upon
Indian revenues, to be despatched against

the Ameer of Afghanistan, this House con-

sents that the revenues of India shall

be applied to defray the expenses of the

* Colonel Stanley and Mr. W. II. Smith visited Cyprus in

the autumn, and reported most favourably of the island.
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military operations which may be carried

on beyond the external frontiers of Her

Majesty's Indian possessions." In support

of his motion Lord Cranbrook delivered

an eloquent and closely-reasoned speech.

He proved how the Eussians had been

intriguing at Cabul, and having discovered

that Afghanistan was the weak point in our

armour, thought
"
they could turn our

watch-dog, the Ameer, into a bloodhound

against us." He explained that the whole

object of our entering into hostilities was

to obtain a safe frontier, and detailed at

some length the history of our connection

with Afghanistan. He defended Lord

Lytton from the attacks that had been

made upon him, and was careful to state

that the viceroy had only carried out the

policy of the government, which held itself

responsible for all that had been done. It

was impossible, argued Lord Cranbrook,

not to have resented the affront put upon
us by refusing the mission of Sir Neville

to proceed, whilst the Eussian envoy had

been received with every mark of warmth

and favour. There might be room in

Central Asia, he said amid loud cheers,

for both England and Eussia; but cer-

tainly there was not room for both powers
in Afghanistan. He then pointed out

that the finances of India were in such

a condition that the cost of the war,

for the present financial year, which he

estimated at some 1,200,000, would be

met by the surplus current revenue, and

that there would then remain a balance of

500,000. Lord , Cranbrook concluded by

asserting the justice of our cause, and called

upon the peers to support the original

motion for the sake of the honour and

safety of Her Majesty's Indian possessions.

In response to this appeal, Lord Halifax

rose to strongly condemn the war, and

moved an amendment to the effect that the

House,
" while ready to consent to provid-

ing the means necessary for bringing the

war in which we are unhappily engaged to

a safe and honourable conclusion, regrets

the conduct pursued by the government,
VOL. II.

which has unnecessarily engaged this coun-

try in the contest." An important debate

ensued, during which both sides of the

question were fully discussed. The Oppo-
sition were in favour of the amendment ;

they maintained that it would be unwise

to go beyond the present north-western

frontier of India, and thus anticipate the

attacks of Eussia
;
that we were bound by

our former treaties to respect the terri-

tory of the Ameer, and had no right to

force a resident on him
;

that the policy

adopted by the Conservative party towards

Eussia was of a very doubtful character,

and not such as was calculated to strengthen

England or her prestige in India
;
that the

affront passed upon Sir Neville Chamber-

lain was not one which deserved to be

wiped out in blood
;
and that the annexa-

tion of the Border territories, as proposed,
would entail a large expenditure to subju-

gate the brave and independent mountain-

eers by whom those territories were then

held. Both Lord Derby and Lord Carnar-

von held these views, and strongly con-

demned the recent policy of the government
On the other hand, the Conservative

party as warmly vindicated the course

that had been adopted. The House was

asked to imagine the northern part of Scot-

land in the hands of a warlike and inde-

pendent nation, with a vast and ambitious

empire to the north again, but "
tending to

the southward;" then to add a range of

high hills between England and Scotland,

and the analogy would be complete. Un-
der such a condition of things, would the

House, they inquired, trouble itself about
"
diplomatic etiquette ?

" Would it not

rather urge the government to take such

steps as would be absolutely necessary to

make secure the position of that country
in regard to that northern neighbour ? The

present boundary was a cause of much

danger and inconvenience, and all scientific

military officers were of opinion that, for

the safety of the Indian empire, it required

rectification. It was blind and idle to

undervalue the advance of Eussia in Central

58
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Asia. Energetic remonstrances had been

tried, and had failed. War had been de-

clared, not because the Ameer had received

a Russian envoy, but because he had refused

to receive an Knglish envoy.

Lord Bcaconsfield closed the debate. He

began (December 10, 1878) by deeming it

advisable that some general conception of

the north-western boundary should be laid

before the House. That boundary, that

north-western boundary of their Indian

empire, was a branch of a chain of moun-

tains the highest in tho world higher

even than the Andes yet no portion of

that frontier was in possession of the

inhabitants of the Indian empire or the

Indian government; thus through its passes

invading armies might make their raids,

or wild and turbulent tribes might ravage
tho fertile plains intrusted to the English

government in that part of the world. The

inconvenience of such a boundary was felt,

and had been more than once the subject

of cabinet consideration.

"Well now, my lords," proceeded the

prime minister,
"
let us look for a moment

to the facts of the case. We have been in

possession of this boundary for, I believe,

twenty-eight years. During that period
we have been obliged to lit out nineteen

considerable expeditions to control its in-

habitants, between fifty and sixty guerilla

enterprises, and have employed upon these

expeditions between 50,000 and 60,000 of

Her Majesty's troops. All I can say is

that if none of tho viceroys of India who
arc tho acquaintances of the noble lord

[Lord Halifax had stated that no viceroy
of his acquaintance had ever complained
of the state of the boundary] have felt tho

inconvenience, or if they have been in-

sensible to the injury of such a boundary,

they were not fit to be viceroys. But I

cannot believe that that is the case. My
information would lead me to a very

different result. The "..ycniment of India

is not merely a concern of viceroys, but

it is a concern of statesmen, both eminent

civilians and military leaders of world-wide

renown; and it was the information which

I derived from one of the most eminent

individuals of that character and class, that

inlliienced mo to make that observation

which I made. That, eminent personage
was for a considerable time a member of

the Indian administration. Ho was not,

prejudiced in favour of the views adopted

by Her Majesty's government. For a con-

siderable period, notwithstanding his sense

of the inconvenience and the injury of this

boundary, he was one of those who opposed

any change, because ho believed it was

better to incur that inconvenience and

injury than to embark on the dillicult

office of making a fresh boundary, and

disturbing arrangements which were neces-

sarily of a political character. Remembering
tho possibility of some power equal to our

own attacking us in that part of the world,

and remembering also that some ten years

ago that power was 2000 miles distant from

our boundaries, a man might consistently

have upheld the arrangement that then

existed, and yet might by tho force of

circumstances and the lapse of time be

now a sincere supporter of the policy

which Her Majesty's government now
recommends.

"
That, for instance, is the case of Lord

Napier of Magdala. It was only recently

that I received a telegram from him in

which ho says, 'A careful study of our

frontier convinces me that a rectification of
it is necessary.' Those are the words of

one of great experience and of consum-

mate ability and judgment, who for a

long time was opposed to that which he

now finds is absolutely necessary. lie

does not shrink from the use of the word
'

rectification ,' although definitions of thai

word have been given l>y many noble lords

opposite which are not to lie found in any

dictionary. The noble earl [Karl (!rey[.

who resumed the debate to-night, spoke of

rectification as though it were another

phrase for spoliation and annexation. I

expected those cheers and wished to receive

them. Another noble carl [Lord Carnar-
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von] wlio spoke in the debate yesterday
I wrote down his words, hecnuso unfortun-

ately on a previous occasion he seemed to

accuse me of misquoting him said,
'

1 hate

the word "
rectification." It seems to me

to savour of the worst traditions of the

French empire a word to conceal wrong
and robbery.' A noble marquis [Marquis
of Ilipon] described it as a dark word, and

he seemed to tremble as he uttered it. For

my own part I cannot agree in any of these

definitions. The rectification of our fron-

tier is a correct diplomat ie term, which is

accepted by the highest authorities and

which has a precise and a definite meanin

The rectification of frontiers, instead of

lining a word of (he French empire, had

been long adopted, and your lordships will

be surprised to find that the peace of the

world very much depends upon those

treaties. If all the treaties for the recti-

fication of frontiers were destroyed as

instruments of the terrible kind described

by noble lords opposite and by the noble

carl on the cross benches, the peace of ihe

world would be endangered, ami might be

destroyed.
"
Well, my lords, after that observation

the other night, I took a note of some
treaties for the rectification of frontiers,

and I took them on conditions which 1

am sure your lordships will agree are fair.

First of all, they are all modern I would

not produce old specimens. Secondly, they
arc not only modern t reatics, but treaties

none of which were entered into or nego-
tiated after a war. Therefore they are not

the consequences of force or fraud. Now,
I find that from !s;,t; to 1868 quite in

our own time there, were five treaties

between France and Spain for the rectifi-

cation o!' frontiers; and 1 have no hesitation

myself in saying that if any of those treaties

had not taken place, there would have been

war between Franco and Spain, and that

the existence of those treaties prevented
war. Jletweeii Fi.mce and Swit/erland

there \va ; a treaty for the rectification of

frontiers in December, 18G2 a treaty of

some celebrity one which was certainly

not a dark instrument. It was a treaty

which certainly bus contributed to the-

maintenance of peace. There is a treaty

between Great I'.ritain and France for the

rectification of frontiers, and it might

surprise one to find a treaty of that kind

between an island and u continent; but ii

had reference to their possessions in the

Indies. That is a modern treaty.

Tin -iv is a treaty for the rectification of

frontiers between Italy and Swit/erland,

and one between Portugal and the Trans-

vaal, of which I believe the noble earl on

the cross benches has some knowledge.
To make it complete, there is a treaty

for the rectification of frontiers between

Great I'.ritaiii and an Oriental kingdom
like Afghanistan the kingdom of Siam.

"Now, I believe the number of those

treaties I have mentioned some dozen

might bo doubled or even trebled if it

were necessary. The observation of the

noble earl [Earl Grey] deserves remark.

A rectification of frontiers does not neces-

sarily involve a diminution of territory.

Many such treaties are carried on by an

equivalent I made no application of those

treaties to any case like Afghanistan. I

have not touched upon that point yet. The

noble earl is impetuous. It has been said

that I stated the object of the war to be a

rectification of frontier the substitution of

a scientific for a haphazard frontier. But
in the first place, I never said that was the

object of the war
;
I treated it as a possible

fiHixi-'luence of tlic war, which is a very
different thing. Our application to the

Ameer was, in fact, founded upon the

principle of rectifying our frontier without

any disturbance of territory whatever.
" What was our difficulty with regard to

Afghanistan? We could gain no infor-

mation as to what was going on beyond the

mountain range, or what was preparing in

the numerous valleys of Afghanistan. What
\\e \\anled, therefore, were eyes to sec and

ears to hear, and we should have attained

our object had the Ameer made to us thoso
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concessions which are commonly granted by
all civilized states, and which even some

Oriental states do not deny us
; namely, to

have a minister at his capital a demand

which we did not press and men like our

consuls-general at some of his chief towns.

That virtually would have been a rectifi-

cation of our frontier, because we should

have got rid of those obstacles that rendered

it utterly impossible for us to conduct

public affairs with any knowledge of the

circumstances with which we had to deal

as regarded Afghanistan. Therefore, the

noble earl is precipitate in concluding,

because I am in favour of a rectification of

frontier, that necessarily any change would

occur. I only say that abstractedly there

is no absolute necessity for any change,

because you may rectify a frontier in dif-

ferent ways by equivalents, and so forth.

"
But, my lords, my observations on that

subject in another place* were made rather

with reference in my mind to certain wild

ideas that were prevalent, to the effect that

it was the intention of the government to

conquer Afghanistan and annex it to our

empire. I explained that that was not our

object, and that a scientific rectification

of our frontier would effect for us all the

is results we desired. And, my lords, what

is a scientific frontier compared with a

haphazard one ? Why, it is, as a great

military authority has said, this a scien-

tific frontier can be defended with a garri-
son of 5000 men, while with a haphazard
one you may require an army of 100,000

men, and even then not be safe from sudden

attack. It is not for us now to consider

what arrangements may be made with this

object, further than to say that Her

Majesty's ministers, after all that has

occurred, will feel it their duty to take care

of the security of the Indian empire.
Whatever may be the objections to the

present north-western frontier of our Indian

empire, I have no doubt things would have

gone on in the same way; members of

the Indian administration would have been

See Speech at Guildhall, Nov. 9 1878.

equally conscious of the deficiencies of that

frontier; and yet so difficult is the task

of amending the frontier, and so great are

the obstacles which certainly present them-

selves, things would have gone on, I dare

say, as they had gone on for twenty-eight

years, had it not been for the sudden

appearance of Eussia in the immediate

vicinity of Afghanistan.
"
I speak on that subject with frankness.

It is, no doubt, much easier to speak of it

now than it would have been a year ago,

or eight months ago. Eight months ago
war was more than probable between this

country and Eussia, and a word might have

precipitated that war. At present we know
from the language of the gracious speech
from the throne that Her Majesty's relations

with all powers are friendly, and they are

not less friendly with Eussia than with any
other power.f I will say of the expedition

which Eussia was preparing in Central Asia

at the time when she believed that war was

inevitable between our country and herself

I will say at once that I hold that all

those preparations on the part of Eussia

were perfectly allowable
;
and if war had

occurred of course they would have con-

tributed to bring about the ultimate result,

whatever it might have been. Had we

been in the position of Eussia, I doubt not

we might have undertaken some enterprise

of a similar kind. No doubt there were

a great many wild expressions uttered by

persons of some authority. No doubt there

have been dreams indulged in by individ-

uals which were never realized. I dare say

there are Eussian officers who would not

have disliked to cool the hoofs of their

horses in the waters of the Indus
;
on the

other hand, I dare say, there were some

English soldiers who would have liked to

catch a glance of the Caspian, and to have

exclaimed 6a\a-na, like the soldiers of

Xenophon. We may now dismiss from our

consideration all these dreams and wild

f
"

I receive from all foreign powers assurances of their

friendly feelings, and have every reason to believe that the

arrangements for the pacification of Europe, made by the

treaty of Berlin, will be successfully carried out."
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expressions, and admit that if war had

occurred between the two countries, all the

preparations in Central Asia against great

r.rituin in India were perfectly justifiable ;

but when it was found out that war

was not to be made, Her Majesty's govern-
ment made courteous representations to

St. Petersburg, and it was impossible that

anything could be more frank and satisfac-

tory than the manner in which they were

met. The Emperor of Eussia said,
'
It is

very true we did intend to injure you as

much as we could on your Indian border,

but war has not occurred. War, I trust,

will not occur between Kussia and England.
We have already given orders for the troops

to retire to their old stations beyond the

Oxus; our ambassador shall be merely
considered as a provisional ambassador on

a mission of courtesy, and as soon as

possible he shall return.' I think that was

sufficient and satisfactory conduct on the

part of llussia in regard to this matter.
" But it is totally impossible for us, after

all that has occurred, to leave things as

they were. After you had found the

Eussian armies almost in sight of Afghan-
istan, and their embassy within the walls of

Cabul, you could not go on with the old

system, and indulge in the fancy that your
frontier was a becoming and secure frontier

in the circumstances. It was, therefore,

absolutely necessary to consider what

course we should take. The noble earl,

who spoke last night from the cross bench,

made a most ingenious speech, marked by
all his characteristics. [Lord Derby had ap-

proved of the Afghan policy to the year 1877,

but after that date had strongly censured

it.] I never was more pleased. I listened

for a long time to what seemed a complete
vindication of the government ;

and remem-

bering it came from an old comrade in arms

with whom I had worked for a quarter of a

century with entire concert, who had left

me unfortunately from circumstances over

which he had no control, I thought he was

making the amende by taking an early

opportunity of vindicating the policy of the

government. But before sitting down, all

that romantic flutter of the heart which I

had experienced entirely ceased when I

found that, notwithstanding his approbation
of the government policy, he was going to

vote for the amendment. What surprised

me more than anything was the reason he

gave for it, and that was because we did

not go to war with Kussia. The noble lord

said,
'

If you acted logically and properly

you ought to have gone to war with Eussia,

and therefore I must vote for the amend-

ment.' ' You ought not only to have gone
to war with Eussia, but in regard to

Afghanistan you ought to have treated the

Ameer with more courtesy and kindness.

You ought to have made appeals to him,

and taken every step which might gain his

consideration and influence his policy.'

My lords, that is the course which we have

pursued. Eeally, the Ameer of Afghani-
stan has been treated like a spoiled child.

He has had messages sent to him, he has

had messengers offered to him. He has

sent messengers to us, who have been

courteously received. We have written

him letters, some of which he has not

answered, and others he has answered with

unkindness. What more could we do ?

Yet the noble earl is going to vote against

the government, because with, we think,

an imperfect conception of our conduct, he

says we have behaved harshly to the Ameer,
and not taken the proper course of behaving

hostilely to Eussia. But, then, remember

Eussia has taken every step in this business

so as to make honourable amends to Eng-
land, and her conduct presents the most

striking contrast to that furnished by the

Ameer.

"Then there was another point which

at this late hour of the night I can-

not dwell upon, but which I will notice,

because it has been treated with miscon-

ception. It refers to the financial part of

the question to the expenses. My noble

friend on the cross benches has no con-

fidence in our finance. He recalls the

instance of the Abyssinian invasion, and
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he says that there was an estimate of

3,000,000, and it turned out to be

9,000,000. My noble friend ought to be

well informed on that subject, because it

was at his instance and by his advice that

we made war upon Abyssinia. I believe

better advice was never given ;
a more

necessary war was never made
;
but when

that war took place it unfortunately occurred

very late in the season, and the cabinet

were of opinion and were informed by those

who were competent to advise them in

such matters, that the affair could not be

finished in one campaign. But information

reached the government which convinced

them that by great exertions and expense
it might be concluded in one campaign, and

we did not hesitate to incur that expense,
which amounted to a very large sum, and

which was chiefly spent in obtaining means

of transport. But it was through that

expenditure that Lord Napier, in addition

to his great qualities and skill, was enabled

to conclude the Abyssinian war in one

campaign. If you had had two campaigns,

you would have spent, not 9,000,000, but

more. In the second campaign you might
have had a very bad season instead of the

very fine season that we had; and you

might, instead of savages, have found

European officers who would have assisted

them in resisting their enemy. But instead

of that, Lord Napier conducted the one

campaign to a successful issue without, I

believe, the loss of a single life.

"
Well, my lords, the question is, What

is the course we ought to take at the

present moment ? I was in hopes, after

the debate the other night, in which no
one interfered with those members of your
Lordships' House whose conduct was im-

plicated in the various blue-books on the

table, that we might have discussed the

political character of the question much
more fully than we have done, and that we
should not be again lost in a series of what
I must call wrangles about the conduct of

ministers who are in office and who are

out. If the noble viscount [Cardwell] who

has just sat down is satisfied with the

triumphant speech of the late viceroy of

India [Lord Northbrook], as he describes

it, I can only say that it is not a speech
which will give to the people of England
that knowledge which is desirable, and
which they wish to have, of the great

question at issue. If I am to sum up the

three nights' debate which we virtually

have had upon this matter, I should say it

must be summed up in a sentence, so far

as the discussions have gone. We have

done something which in theory you

approve, and which, if England had acted

in time, you would have done yourselves.
In a despatch of the noble viceroy who
addressed us at such length this evening

your lordships will find this statement.

His government is alarmed by an account

that the Russians are going to occupy
Merv, and what is proposed is this : he

proposes that we should make I do not

know that it was not to be an offensive and

defensive alliance, but certainly a defensive

alliance with Afghanistan, and that English
officers should be immediately admitted to

Herat. What is the difference
"

Lord Northbrook :

"
I never made any

such proposal."

The Earl of Beaconsfield : "I am sorry

that the noble lord is in the habit of con-

tradicting without appealing to documents.

I can give the date to the noble lord. He
will find it in June, 1875. The despatch

says,
' Much discussion has recently taken

place as to the effect that would be pro-

duced by a Eussian advance to Merv. We
have before stated to Her Majesty's govern-
ment our apprehension that the assumption

by Eussia of authority over the whole

Turcoman country would create alarm in

Afghanistan, and we think it desirable to

express our opinion of the course which

should be adopted if it should take place.'

Here it is :

'

It would then become neces-

sary to give additional and more specific

assurances to the ruler of Afghanistan that

we are prepared to assist him to defend

Afghanistan against attack from without."
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'It would probably be desirable to enter

into a treaty engagement with him,' not

merely an assurance, but ' a treaty engage-
ment with him

;
and the establishment of

a British resident in Herat would be the

natural consequence of such an engagement
and of the nearer approach of the Russian

frontier.' I appeal to your lordships whether

this quotation does not entirely substantiate

any statement as to the policy of the noble

earl, and whether my summary comparison
between the policy of the late viceroy and

our own is not correct. I have no objection

at any time to be interrupted, and the only
reason why I regret it now is that it will

add to the few moments during which I

shall have to trouble you.

"I received yesterday a communication

from Lord Napier of Magdala, who could

not arrrive in time to take part in this

debate. He says, 'Afghanistan, if in the

hands of a hostile power, may at any time

deal a fatal blow to our empire. We cannot

i-imain on the defensive without a ruinous

drain on our resources. Our frontier is

ii-nik ; an advanced position is necessary for
our safety.' When I am told that no

military authority justifies Her Majesty's

government, I can appeal with confidence

to one who, I believe, must rank among the

very highest military authorities. I \vill

not detain your lordships, because it is im-

possible in your exhausted state, having
met at an extraordinarily early hour to-day,

to enter into any great discussion. What
I want to impress on your lordships before

you divide which yon will do in a very
few minutes is that you should not mis-

apprehend the issue on which yon have to

decide. It is a very grave one. It is not

a question of the Khyber Pass merely, and

of some small cantonments at Dakka or at

Jelalabad. It is a question which concerns

the character of England in Europe. And

your conduct to-day will animate this

country and "encourage Europe, if it be

euch as I would fain believe you are deter-

mined to accomplish.
' My lords, I object entirely to this

amendment of the noble lord. It is an

absurd position almost in which to put the

House of Lords, to come down and appeal
to them to stop the supplies to Her Majesty.
If the amendment is substituted for our

original motion, that would be the inevitable

result. I cannot believe that many noble lords

opposite, when they accurately understand

the issue which is before them, can sanction

such a course. They can scarcely have been

conscious of the dangerous precipice towhich

the noble viscount, the mover of the amend-

ment, was leading them. We have seen in

this debate an indignant spirit, hostile to

these tactics, evinced by some of the most

eminent members of the party. The speech
of the noble duke [the Duke of Somerset],

which was hailed from both sides of the

House, was one which expressed the senti-

ments which I am sure the great majority
must feel. What I sec in the amendment
is not an assertion of great "principles, which

no man honours more than myself. What
is at the bottom of it is rather that principle

of peace at any price which a certain party
in this country upholds. It is that danger-
ous dogma which I believe animates the

ranks before me at this moment, although

many of them may be unconscious of it.

That deleterious doctrine haunts the people
of this country in every form. Sometimes

it is a committee
;
sometimes it is a letter

;

sometimes it is an amendment to the

address; sometimes it is a proposition to

stop the supplies. TJiat doctrine has done

more mischief than any I can well recall

that have been afloat in this century. It

has occasioned more wars than the most

ruthless conquerors. It has disturbed and

nearly destroyed that political equilibrium,

so necessary to the liberties of nations and

the welfare of the world. It has dimmed

occasionally for a moment even the majesty

of England. And, my lords, to-night you
have an opportunity, which I trust you
will not lose, of branding these opinions,

these deleterious dogmas, with the repro-

bation of the peers of England."

The amendment of Lord Halifax was
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defeated by a majority of 136. The verdict

of the House of Commons was equally

favourable. Mr. Whitbread, the Liberal

member for Bedford, had moved, "That the

House disapproves the conduct of Her

Majesty's government, which has resulted

in the war with Afghanistan." In spite of

the denunciations of the leaders of the

Liberal party and those who appreciate

coarse invective and distorted statements

should read the speeches of Mr. Gladstone

and Sir William Harcourt on that occasion

the vote of censure was defeated by a

majority of I'Ol.

Shortly before parliament separated to

meet again in February, an event occurred

which gave rise to much real sorrow, not

only in England and in the little duchy
where she was chief mistress and bene-

factress, but wherever her name was known
and her actions remembered. Of all the

members of the royal family, few were

more honoured and respected by that large

community who only know those around a

throne by their public acts and by the

rumour of court gossip, than the Prin-

cess Alice, who had quitted the people she

loved, and by whom she was beloved, to

become the consort of the Grand-Duke of

Hesse-Darmstadt. Her winning grace of

manner, the natural sweetness of her dis-

position, the tender regard for suffering
which made her take a deep interest in all

efforts to relieve pain and misery, her

accomplishments, and the devotion she

displayed to those near and dear to her, had
all tended to make her one of those favour-

ites which the English people love to take

to their hearts, cherishing their deeds and

reverencing their names. She had sud-

denly been called to her rest, having fallen

a victim to diphtheria whilst nursing her

little children, all of whom had suffered

from the malady, and one of whom had

perished beneath its fell infection.

"My lords," said the prime minister

(December 17, 1878), in moving an address

of condolence to the throne, "My lords, you
are too well aware that a great calamity

has fallen on the royal family of this realm.

A princess, who loved us though she left

us, and who always revisited her fatherland

with delight one of those women the

brightness of whose being adorns society

and inspires the circle in which she lives

has been removed from this world, to

the anguish of her family, her friends,

and her subjects. The Princess Alice for

I will venture to call her by that name,

though she wore a crown afforded one of

the most striking instances that I can

remember of richness of culture and rare

intelligence, combined with the most pure
and refined domestic sentiments. You, my
lords, who knew her life well can recall

those agonizing hours when she attended

the dying bed of her illustrious father, who
had directed her studies and formed her

tastes. You can recall, too, the moment at

which she attended her royal brother at a

time when the hopes of England seemed

to depend on his life; and now you can

remember too well how, when the whole of

her own family were stricken by a malig-
nant disease, she had been to them the

angel in the house till, her own vital power

perhaps exhausted, she has herself fallen.

"My lords, there is something wonder-

fully piteous in the immediate cause of her

death. The physicians who permitted her

to watch over her suffering family enjoined

her under no circumstances whatever to be

tempted into an embrace. Her admirable

self-restraint guarded her through the crises

of this terrible complaint in safety. She

remembered and observed the injunctions

of her physicians. But it became her lot

to break to her son, quite a youth, the death

of his youngest sister, to whom he was

devotedly attached. The boy was so over-

come with misery that the agitated mother,

to console him, clasped him in her arms

and thus received the kiss of death. My
lords, I hardly know an incident more

pathetic. It is one by which poets might
be inspired, and in which the artist in every

class, whether in picture, in statue, or in

gem, might find a fitting subject for com-
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memoration. My lords, we will not dwell

at this moment on the sufferings of the

husband whom she has left behind, and of

the children who were so devoted to her;

but our immediate duty is to offer our con-

dolence to one whose happiness and whose

sorrows always excite and command the

loyalty and affectionate respect of this

House. Upon Her Majesty a great grief

has fallen, which none but the queen can

so completely and acutely feel. Seventeen

years ago Her Majesty experienced the

crushing sorrow of her life, and then she

was particularly sustained by the daughter
whom she has now lost, who assisted her

by her labours, and aided her by her pres-

ence and counsel. Her Majesty now feels

that the cup of sorrow was not then

exhausted. No language can express the

consolation we wish to extend to our

sovereign in her sorrow such suffering is

too fresh to allow of solace; but however

exalted, there are none but must be sus-

tained by the consciousness that they

possess the sympathy of a nation."

Meanwhile the insolence of the Ameer
of Afghanistan had been easily punished.

No formidable resistance, after the victory

of the Peiwar heights, was opposed to the

advance of the English troops, and all

active movements were for the moment,

suspended by the news of the flight of

the Ameer from Cabul. In his despair

Shere Ali, who, now that he was unsuc-

cessful, was called
" the madman "

by his

subjects, was anxious to cross the frontier

and visit General Ivauffman at Tashkent,

and implore aid from Russia, He was not,

however, permitted to enter the Russian

lines
;
and his envoy was informed that

the Czar decliued to intervene in the affairs
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of Afghanistan. Thus foiled in his am-

bition, the once proud and insolent Ameer

became a prey to the bitterest disappoint-

ment; and the iron so entered his soul

that, shortly after this rebuff from General

Kauffman, he pined away until death

released him from all further misery. His

son, Yakub Khan who had for years been

languishing in prison was now called to

reign in his stead. At first it was doubtful

what course the new successor to the

Afghan throne would take; but after a

brief interval of suspense, Yakub Khan
came of his own accord to the British

camp at Gandamuk, and sued for peace.

After some consideration the following

terms were agreed upon between Yakub
Khan and Lord Lytton. Peace and friend-

ship to subsist between the parties; the

foreign affairs of the Ameer to be con-

ducted under British advice; the Ameer
to be supported by the British government

against foreign aggression ;
a British resi-

dent, accompanied by a proper escort, to

be appointed at Cabul, with power to depute
British agents to the Afghan frontier on

special occasions
;

all the Afghan territory

in British occupation to be restored to the

Ameer, except certain valleys, to remain as

districts assigned to the British govern-
ment

;
the British authorities to have

complete control of the Khyber and Michni

passes ; and on the strict execution of the

clauses of the treaty, the Ameer to be

entitled to receive an annual subsidy
of 60,000. The treaty of Gandamuk
was signed, May 26, 1879. It was hoped
that its provisions would strengthen
the succession of Yakub Khan, and

restore his authority over the turbulent

tribesmen.

59



CHAPTER XVI.

AGRICULTURAL DEPRESSION.

THE lines of the Conservative party had

certainly not fallen in pleasant places.

Ever since the accession of Lord Beacons-

field to power difficulty after difficulty,

often the natural consequences of Liberal

shortsightedness and mismanagement, had

arisen. What with the Eastern question

and the carrying out of the clauses of the

Berlin treaty, Russian intrigue and the

troubles in Afghanistan, the depression in

the commercial world, and the grave con-

dition of the agricultural interest with its

consequent increase in the pauperism of the

country, the hands of the government were

fully occupied. Every department in the

state was working overtime to keep pace
with the current business which was daily

extending itself in every direction, whilst

the foreign office, the colonial office, the

Indian office, the board of trade, and the

local government board, seldom remembered

under any administration having been

pressed with correspondence more im-

portant and more incessant. On all sides

the cabinet saw ample opportunities for the

exercise of their supervision and their con-

trolling influence. This was the time when
discontent began to prevail, and pessimists

of Liberal views went about moaning that

we were paying too high a price for our

policy of imperialism and had better sub-

stitute one of a less ambitious nature.

And now a fresh trouble sprang up. We
had made war upon a fierce Zulu chieftain,

and at first fortune had not favoured

our arms. The original cause of the dis-

pute was the jealousy between the Dutch

Boers of the Transvaal and the tribes on

their frontier as to rights of territory.

The Boers laid a claim to certain lands as

within their boundary, which was resisted

by the native tribes. The quarrel developed
into hostilities, and the Boers sustained

reverses. As the aggressive character of

the Boers tended greatly to irritate several

of the native tribes, and especially the

warlike Zulus, the British government

thought it prudent to interfere and put a

stop to such grasping policy. Accordingly
Sir Theophilus Shepstoue was sent into the

Transvaal the territory of the Boers as

special commissioner to investigate matters;

arid finding that the half-savage Dutch

settlers were incapable either of checking
their greed for annexing lands, or of holding
their own against the natives whose temper

they had aroused by their proceedings, he

resolved to cut short all negotiations by

taking possession of the Transvaal. As we
had annexed the Punjaub and Oude in

order to put down the prevalent anarchy
and to keep the frontier of our Indian

empire from peril, so, in order not to

endanger our possessions in South Africa,

it was necessary to annex the Transvaal.
"
It was patent to every observer," writes

Sir T. Shepstone,
" that the government [of

the Transvaal] was powerless to control

either its white citizens or its native sub-

jects ;
that it was incapable of enforcing

its laws, or of collecting its taxes; that

the treasury was empty ;
that the salaries

of officials had been and are months in

arrear
;
that sums payable for the ordinary

and necessary expenditure of government
cannot be had, and that such services as

postal contracts were long and hopelessly
overdue

;
that the white inhabitants had

become split into factions; that the large
native populations within the boundaries

of the state ignore its authority and laws;

and that the powerful Zulu king, Cetchwayo
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is anxious to seize upon the first oppor-

tunity of attacking a country, the comlm-t

of whose warriors lias convinced him that

it can be easily conquered by his clamouring

regiments." He again writes, "I think it

necessary to explain, more at length than

I was able to do in my last despatch, the

circumstances which seem to me to forbid

all hope that the Transvaal Republic is

capable of maintaining the show even of

independent existence any longer, which

induced me to consider it my duty to

assume this position in my communications

with the president and Executive Council,

and which have convinced me that if I

were to leave the country in its present

condition, I should but expose the inhabit-

ants to anarchy among themselves and to

attack from the natives, that would prove
not only fatal to the republic, but in the

highest degree dangerous to Her Majesty's

possessions and subjects in South Africa."

This arrangement as to annexation,

however, did not please the bloodthirsty

Cetchwayo. He was irritated with the

Boers because they had refused to acknow-

ledge his suzerainty over them, and he was

still less pleased with their being placed
under the protection of the white man

;
he

was jealous that the honour of defeating the

Boers in the recent encounters should have

fallen to another; and above all he desired

an occasion for his young warriors "to wash

their spears
"
in the blood of his enemies

a gratification which had not been afforded

them since his accession. The Natal govern-
ment begged him. to be quiet, and to keep
the peace with his neighbours. At first

Cetchwayo was sullenly submissive
;
but

when the government of Natal proceeded
to remonstrate with him for 'having put
several young women to death for refusing
to marry his soldiers, and at the same time

complained that in having so acted the

Zulu king had not carried out the advice

given him by Sir Theophilus Shepstone,
then all that was savage in the fierce

chieftain broke loose. "Did I ever tell Mr.

Shepstone," he cried, "that I would not

kill ? Did Mr. Shepstone tell the white

people I made such an arrangement ? Be-

cause if he did, he. has deceived them. I do

kill
;
but do not consider that I have done

anything yet in the way of killing. Why
do the white people start at nothing? I

have not yet begun ;
I have yet to kill

;
it

is the custom of our nation, and I will not

depart from it. Why does the governor
of Natal speak to me about my laws ? Do
I go to Natal and speak to him about his

laws ? I shall not agree to any laws or

rules from Natal, and by so doing throw

the large kraal which I govern into the

water. My people will not listen unless

they are killed
;
and while wishing to be

friends with the English, I do not agree
to give my people over to be governed by
laws sent to me by them. Have I not

asked the English to allow me to wash

my spears since the death of my father

Umpandi ;
and they have kept playing

with me all this time, treating me as a

child ? Go back and tell the English that

I shall now act on my own account, and if

they wish me to agree to their laws, I shall

leave and become a wanderer; but before

1 go, it will be seen as I shall not go
without having acted. Go back and tell

the white men this, and let them hear it

'well. The governor of Natal and I are

equal ;
he is governor at Natal, and I am

governor here."

Such a ruffian close upon our border,

and with 40,000 brave and well-disciplined

troops eager for warfare, could not fail to be

a source of incessant danger to the colony of

Natal. At any moment it was feared that

Cetchwayo might let loose his young
warriors to

" wash their spears
"
in the gore

of English colonists. To remove the anxiety
the presence of the savage chieftain occa-

sioned, two different proposals were now

suggested. According to Sir Henry Bulwer

the governor of Natal, the proper course to

adopt was to allay the fears of the Zulu

king as to the intentions of the British

government, and to satisfy all his reason-

able demands. The annexation of the
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Transvaal had caused Cetchwayo to be

alarmed lest his own territory should

follow the same fate
;
let him therefore be

assured, said Sir Henry, that his kingdom
shall not be taken from him. For years
there had been disputes between the Zulus

and the Boers as to certain border lands,

and the Zulus had considered themselves

aggrieved in the matter
;

let a commission,

suggested the governor of Natal, investigate

the rival claims and settle the question by
arbitration. The safety of his kingdom
assured him, and the boundary dispute

decided by impartial evidence, Cetchwayo
would be satisfied, and all fears as to the

future movements of the Zulus be set at

rest. So argued the governor of Natal.

There was, however, an opposite opinion

expressed. The queen's high commissioner

in South Africa was Sir Bartle Frere, a

man who had seen much distinguished
service in India, whose abilities were of

the highest order, whose experience had

been vast, and in whose sound judgment
the most implicit confidence was placed.

Now Sir Bartle differed entirely from the

governor of Natal. He considered, and on

this point the feeling of the colony was

with him, that there could be no security

for South Africa so long as the military

organization of the Zulus was permitted to

remain as a standing menace on the bor-

ders of Natal. Sir Bartle was therefore in

favour of compelling Cetchwayo to reduce

his forces
;
and it was only after pressing

despatches from Sir Henry Bulwer, that

he had agreed to adopt the more pacific

alternative. The question of the bound-

aries had then been carefully gone into, the

commissioners deciding almost unanimously

against the claims of the Boers. It had

been adjudged that no cession of territory

had been made by the Zulu chieftains to the

Boers, and that even if such cession had

been agreed upon it would have been "
null

and void unless confirmed by the voice of the

nation according to the custom of the Zulus."

Still, as the Boers had held certain lands

to the west of the Blood River which had

been unchallenged by the Zulus, the com-

missioners confirmed the Dutch settlers in

their occupation of the same.

This decision was laid before Sir Bartle

Frere, who in ratifying it added certain

clauses of his own which he demanded the

Zulu chieftain to carry out. First, Cetch-

wayo was to act according to the guarantees
he had given, and not permit indiscriminate

shedding of blood within his territory.

Second, he was to abolish his present

military system, and substitute for it a

system of tribal quotas. Third, he was

to accept the presence and advice of a

British resident. Fourth, he was to pro-

tect the missionaries and their converts.

Lastly, certain criminals were to be surren-

dered and certain fines paid. A period of

thirty days was granted to the Zulu king
to consider these demands

;
at the expira-

tion of that time of grace, should the answer

be a refusal, war would ensue.

War ensued. Cetchwayo declined to

comply with the terms laid before him
;

and Lord Chelinslbrd, as commander-in-

chief of the forces of South Africa, crossed

the frontier and invaded Zululand. We
know what followed the terrible disaster

at Isandldwana, the gallant defence of

llorke's Drift, the despatch of reinforce-

ments from home, and the sharp strictures

passed upon the tactics of the commandcr-

in-chief. These are but the events of

yesterday, and need not be dilated upon.
Parliament met, February 13, 1879,

two days after the arrival of the news

of Isandhlwana. The subject of the Zulu

war naturally engrossed all thoughts.

Numerous questions were put as to the

strength of the reinforcements about to

be sent out, as to the necessity of the war,

as to the blunders of Lord Chelmsford,

and as to the high-handed action of Sir

Bartle Frere
;

still it was some weeks

before the campaign became the subject of

a pitched debate. Meanwhile the govern-

ment, whilst declining to withdraw their

confidence from the lord high commissioner,

passed upon him a most severe censure for
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liis hasty and independent proceedings.
Ministers were unable, wrote the secretary

for the colonies (March 19, 1879) to Sir

Bartle Frere, to find in the documents

placed before them "
that evidence of

urgi'iit necessity for immediate action

which alone could justify him in taking,

without their full knowledge and sanction,

a course almost certain to result in a war."

Still the government had a high appreciation
of his great experience, ability, and energy,
and " had no desire to withdraw in the

present crisis of affairs the confidence

hitherto reposed in him, the continuance

of which was now more than ever needed

to conduct our difficulties in South Africa

to a successful termination." Sir Bartle

was, however, strongly warned not to take

any decided steps in the future, nor to

commit himself to any positive conclusions,

until he had received instructions from

home.

The clay for the discussion of South

African affairs had now arrived. In the

Upper House Lord Lansdowne moved

(March 25, 1879), "That this House, while

willing to support Her Majesty's govern-
ment in .all necessary measures for defend-

ing the possessions of Her Majesty in South

Africa, regrets that the ultimatum, which

was calculated to produce immediate war,

should have heen presented to the Zulu

king without authority from the responsible

advisers of the crown, and that an offensive

war should have been commenced without

imperative and pressing necessity or ade-

quate preparation ;
and the House regrets

that, after the censure passed upon the high
commissioner by Her Majesty's government
in the despatch of March 19, 1879, the

conduct of affairs in South Africa should

be retained in his hnnds."

A keen debate ensued. The Opposition
asserted that Sir Bartle Frere ought to be

recalled, as the license he had permitted
himself to exercise would have a most

pernicious effect upon other distant repre-
sentatives of the crown

;
the war would

never have occurred, they also said, had it
j

not been for Lord Carnarvon's impatience
for South African confederation, and for his
"
incurable greed for extending the limits of

the colonies," whilst they declared that the

annexation of the Transvaal was a mistake,

unless the government were prepared to

send out a larger military force to South

Africa. On the ot'.ier hand, the government
combated these complaints. They denied

that they had even censured Sir Bartle

Frere; they had passed no opinion on his

policy, but had simply asserted the principle

that
" Her Majesty's advisers, and they only,

must decide the grave issues of peace and

war." War with Cctchwayo was sooner or

later inevitable, and the lord high commis-

sioner had thought it best not to delay in

the matter. It was true ministers had not

entirely approved of his conduct
;

still his

hasty proceedings were not sufficient to

outweigh the many considerations which

they felt required the continuance of his

services in South Africa. Every one knew
it was unwise to change horses when

crossing a stream.

Toward the close of the debate, Lord

Beaconslield addressed the House. "I gen-

erally find," he said "there is one advantage
at the end of a debate, besides the relief

which is afforded by its termination, and

that is that both sides of the House seem

pretty well agreed as to the particular

point that really is at issue
;
but the rich

humour of the noble duke [Duke of Somer-

set] has again diverted us from the consider-

ation of the motion really before the House.

If the noble duke and his friends were

desirous of knowing what was the policy
which Her Majesty's government were

prepared generally to pursue in South

Africa, if they were prepared to challenge

the policy of Sir Bartle Frere in all its

details, I should have thought they would

have produced a very different motion from

that which is now lying on your lordships'

table; for that is a motion of a most limited

character, and, according to the strict rules

of parliamentary discussion, precludes you
from most of the subjects which have lately
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been introduced to our consideration, and
which principally have emanated from

noble lords opposite. We have not been

summoned here to-day to consider the

policy of the acquisition of the Transvaal.

These are subjects on which I am sure the

government would be prepared to address

your lordships, if their conduct were clearly
and fairly impugned. And with regard to

the annexation of the province, which has

certainly very much filled the mouths of

men .of late, I can easily conceive that that

would have been a subject for fair discussion

in this House, and we should have heard,

as we have heard to-night, though in a

manner somewhat unexpected from the

nature of the resolution before us, from the

noble lord who was recently the secretary
of state for the colonies, the principal
reasons which induced the government to

sanction that policy a policy which I

believe can be defended, but which has not

been impugned to-night in any formal

manner.

"What has been impugned to-night is

the conduct of the government in sanction-

ing, not the policy of Sir Bartle Frere, but

his taking a most important step without

consulting them, vhich on such subjects
is the usual practice with all governments.
But the noble lord opposite who introduced

the subject does not even impugn the

policy of the lord high commissioner
;
and

it was left for the noble duke who has

just addressed us, and who ought to have

brought forward this question if his views

are so strongly entertained by him on the

matter, not in supporting a resolution such

as now lies on your lordships' table, but one
which would have involved a discussion of

the policy of the government and that of

the high officer who is particularly interested

in it.

" My noble friend, the noble marquis

[Lord Salisbury] who very recently ad-

dressed the House, touched the real question
which is before us, and it is a very important

question, although it is not of the expansive
character of the one which would have been

justified by the comments of noble lords

opposite. What we have to decide to-night

is this whether Her Majesty's government
shall have the power of recommending
to the sovereign the employment of a

high officer to fulfil duties of the utmost

importance, or whether that exercise of the

prerogative on their advice shall be suc-

cessfully impugned and that appointment

superseded by noble lords opposite. That

course is perfectly constitutional, if they
are prepared to take the consequences. But

let it be understood what the issue is. It

is this, that a censure upon the govern-
ment is called for, because they have

selected the individual who, on the whole,

they think is the best qualified successfully

to fulfil the duties of high commissioner.

The noble lords opposite make that propo-

sition, and if they succeed they will succeed

in that which has hitherto been considered

one of the most difficult tasks of the

executive government that is to say, they
will supersede the individual whom the

sovereign, in the exercise of her prerogative

under the advice of her ministers, has

selected for an important post. I cannot

agree in the general remark made by the

noble duke, that because an individual has

committed an error, and even a considerable

error, for that reason, without any reference

either to his past services or his present

qualifications, immediately a change should

be recommended and he should be recallec.

from the scene of his duties.
"
I remember myself a case not altogether

different from the present one," continued

Lord Beaconsfield, alluding to Sir James

Hudson, who when minister at Turin had

been charged with having expressed himself

unguardedly upon the subject of Italian

nationality.
"
It happened some years ago

when I sat in the other House. Then a

very high official a diplomatist of great

eminence, a member of the Liberal party
had committed what was deemed a great
indiscretion by several members of his own

party ;
and the government were asked in a

formal manner by a Liberal memberwhether
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that distinguished diplomatist had been in

consequence recalled. But the person who
was then responsible for the conduct of

public a Hairs in that House the humble

individual who is now addressing your

lordships made this answer with the full

concurrence of his colleagues denied that

that distinguished diplomatist was recalled,

and said that yratt services are not cancelled

by one act or one single error, however it

may be regretted at the moment. That is

what I said then with regard to Sir James

Hudson, and what I say now with regard

to Sir Bartle Frere. But I do not wish to

rest on that. I confess that, so keen is

my sense of responsibility and that of my
colleagues, and I am sure also that of noble

lords opposite, that we would not allow our

decisions in such matters to be unduly
influenced by personal considerations of any
kind. What we had to determine is this,

Was it wise that such an act on the part of

Sir Bartle Frere as, in fact, commencing
war without consulting the government at

home and without their sanction, should

be passed unnoticed ? Ought it not to be

noticed in a manner which should convey
to that eminent person a clear conviction of

the feelings of Her Majesty's government ;

and at the same time was it not their duty
to consider, were he superseded, whether

they could place in his position an individual

equally qualified to fulfil the great duties

and responsibility resting on him ? That is

what we had to consider. We considered

it entirely with reference to the public

interest, and the public interest alone
;
and

we arrived at a conviction that on the

whole the retention of Sir Bartle Frere in

that position was our duly, notwithstanding
the inconvenient observations and criticisms

to which we wnv, of course, conscious it

might subject us. And, that being our

conviction, we have acted upon it.

"
It is a very easy thing for a govern-

ment to make a- scapegoat; but that is

conduct which I hope no gentleman on
this side, and I believe no gentleman sitting

opposite, would easily adopt If Sir Bartle

Frere had been recalled if he had been

recalled in deference to the panic, the

thoughtless panic of the hour, in deference

to those who have no responsibility in the

matter, and who have not weighed well and

deeply investigated all the circumstances

and all the arguments which can be brought
forward, and whieh must be appealed to to

influence our opinions on such questions
no doubt a certain degree of odium might
have been diverted from the heads of Her

Majesty's ministers, and the world would

have been delighted, as it always is, to find

a victim. That was not the course which

we pursued, and it is one which I trust no

British government ever will pursue. We
had but one object in view, and that was
to take care that at this most critical period
the affairs of Her Majesty in South Africa

should be directed by one not only quali-

fied to direct them, but who was superior
to any other individual whom we could

have selected for that purpose. The solo

question that we really have to decide to-

night is Was it the duty of Her Majesty's

government to recall Sir Bartle Frere in

consequence of his having declared war

without our consent ? We did not think

it our duty to take that course, and we do

not think it our duty to take that course

now. Whether we are right in the de-

termination at which we have arrived is

the sole question which the House has to

determine upon the motion before it.

" The noble duke opposite [the Duke of

Somerset] has told us, that he should not be

contented without being made acquainted
with the whole policy which Her Majesty's

government are prepared to pursue in South

Africa. If the noble duke will introduce

that subject, we shall be happy to discuss

it with him. No one could introduce it in

a more interesting and, indeed, in a more

entertaining manner than the noble duke,

who possesses that sarcastic faculty that so

well qualities him to express his opinion on

such a matter. I think, however, that we

ought to have had rather longer notice

before we were called upon to discuss so
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large a theme which has now been brought

suddenly before us. If the noble marquis

who introduced this subject had given us

notice of a motion of this character, we

should not have hesitated for a moment

to meet it. I have, however, no desire to

avoid discussing the subject of our future

policy in South Africa, even on so general

a notice as we have in reference to it from

the noble duke. Sir Bartle Frere was

selected by the noble lord [Lord Carnarvon],

who formerly occupied the position of

secretary to the colonies, chiefly to secure

one great end namely, to carry out that

policy of confederation in South Africa

which the noble lord had successfully car-

ried out on a previous occasion with regard

to the North American colonies.

"Jf there is any policy which, in my
mind, is opposed to the policy of annexation

it is that of confederation. By pursuing
the policy of confederation we bind states

together, we consolidate their resources,

and we enable them to establish a strong

frontier; and where we have a strong fron-

tier, that is the best security against

annexation. I myself regard a policy of

annexation with great distrust. I believe

that the reasons of state which induced

us to annex the Transvaal -were not, on

the whole, perfectly sound. But what were

the circumstances under which that annex-

ation was effected ? The Transvaal was a

territory which was no longer defended by
its occupiers. The noble lord opposite

[Lord Kimberley], who formerly had the

colonies under his management, spoke of

the conduct of Sir Theophilus Shepstone
as though he had not taken due precautions
to effect the annexation of that province,
and said that he was not justified in

concealing that he had not successfully con-

summated his object. The noble lord said

he had not assembled troops enough in the

province to carry out properly the policy
of annexation. But Sir Theophilus Shep-
stone particularly refers to the very fact to

show, that so unanimous and so united was

the sentiment in the province in favour of

annexation, that it was unnecessary to send

any large force there to bring it about.

The annexation of that province was a

necessity a geographical necessity.

"But the annexation of the Transvaal

was one of the reasons why those who were

connected with that province might have

calculated upon the permanent existence

of Zululand as aa independent state. I

know it is said that when we are at war

as we unfortunately now are, with the

Zulus or any other savage nation, even

though we inflicted upon them some great

disaster and might effect an arrangement
with them of a peaceable character, before

long the same power would again attack

us unless we annexed the territory. I have

never considered that a legitimate argument
in favour of annexation of a barbarous

country. It is very true that if we defeated

the Zulus to-morrow, as I trust that we
shall shortly in a very significant manner,

in a few years another war may break out

between ourselves and them. But similar

results might occur in Europe if we went

to war with one of our neighbours, as we

unfortunately have done on previous occa-

sions ;
and even if we defeated our neigh-

bours, when their resources were revived,

when their population increased, and when

they had improved their arms of precision,

it would be very likely that they might
seize a favourable opportunity to go to war

with us again. But is that an argument

why we should not hold our hand until we

have completely crushed our adversary, and

is that any reason why we should pursue

a policy of extermination with regard to

a barbarous nation with whom we happen
to be at war? That is a policy which

I hope will never be sanctioned by this

House.
" It is, of course, possible that we may

again be involved in war with the Zulus
;

but it is an equal chance that, in the devel-

opment of circumstances in that part of

the world, the Zulu people may have to

invoke the aid and the alliance of England

against some other people, and that the
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policy dictated by feelings and influences

which have regulated our conduct with

regard to European states, may be success-

fully pursued with regard to less civilized

nations in a different part of the world.

This is the policy of Her Majesty's gov-

ernment, and therefore they cannot be in

favour of a policy of annexation, because

it is directly opposed to it I will not

enter into any minute discussion of the

various questions which, by means of their

association with the main question, have

been imported into the debate, They have

really nothing to do with the single issue

that is now before your lordships, and upon
which in a very short time you will record

your opinion. It is not the policy of Eng-
land with regard to South Africa now for

some years past that is called in question.

Different cabinets and different schools

of political opinion are equally interested

in maintaining that policy. It is not, in

fact, the annexation of the Transvaal pro-

vince upon which you are now called to

decide. It is not, in fact, any of the matters

that have been treated in detail to-night,

but which really do not branch out of the

resolution which is on the table, and to

which, if their correctness is questioned, the

noble lord will have a legitimate opportunity
of calling your lordships' attention.

" The question we have before us now

is, Whether Her Majesty's ministers have

acted with policy in retaining the services

of Sir Bartle Frere in the circumstances in

which they have been retained ? On the

part of the government, I give my opinion
here publicly that in taking that course we
took one for the public welfare

;
that we

were influenced by no personal considera-

tions; that we were influenced by none

of those feelings which it is difficult for

even honourable men when they find a

distinguished public officer in difficulty or

disgrace to be free from
;
that we divested

ourselves from any other sentiment but

doing that which, in a most difficult state

of affairs, was for the public advantage.
And if you wish the public advantage to

VOL. IT.

be first considered, and not the triumph of

a party, you will to-night give your decided

negative to the motion of the noble marquis."

The resolution was rejected by a large

majority non-contents, 156
; contents, 61.

A similar fate befell the same resolution

when brought forward two days afterwards

in the House of Commons by Sir Charles

Dilke. It was negatived by a majority of

60 ayes, 246
; noes, 306.

Lord Beaconsfield spoke but this once

upon the operations of the Zulu campaign
He said a few words, it is true, on the

Isandhlwana affair, which he criticised as

"a disaster, and not a defeat;" he passed a

brief but graceful tribute upon the young

prince whose promising life was so cravenly

sacrificed by his escort, to the eternal

infamy of the officer in charge; he made
a few remarks as to the despatch of

reinforcements; but with regard to all

the more important details touching the

progress of the war, the prime minister

was content to leave matters entirely in

the hands of those colleagues whose pro-

vince it was to superintend the control

of affairs in South Africa. Happily the

campaign was not of long duration. The

battle of Ulundi was to the fierce Cetch-

wayo what the fall of Magdala had been

to the savage potentate of Abyssinia, and

the burning of Coomassie to the Ashantee

despot By this victory Lord Chelmsford

retrieved his reputation as a general; the

king of the Zulus was taken prisoner and

his power crushed
;
our troops were then,

sent home; and banquets, congratulatory

addresses, and " swords of honour
"
became

the order of the day thus proving that

another "little war" was over, and had
been brought to a conclusion to the satis-

faction of Englishmen.
The question, however, which was now

keenly agitating the country, to the exclu-

sion of all subjects connected with our

foreign policy, was the serious condition

of the landed interest. Bad harvest after

bad harvest, and the enormous importation
of corn and cattle from abroad, had caused

CO
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the farmers to experience a distress which

they had not suffered for the last thirty

years. All over the country farms were

advertised to be let, or as vacant
;
tenants

were unable to pay their rents
;
and the

squirearchy, what with large holdings on

their hands and reductions of rents, felt

themselves compelled to practise a severe

economy in order to escape embarrassment.

And now the old and familiar cry of
"
pro-

tection" began to be raised, and the state

was implored to step in and interfere. All

the former arguments as to the advantage
to be derived from free trade when adopted

by all nations, and the disadvantages such

a system gave rise to when a country
had abolished its protective tariff before

other nations had done the same, were

freely advanced. Reciprocity, fair trade,

or protection pure and simple, was loudly
demanded by the anxious and impoverished
landed interest. But, as Lord Beaconsfield

said, the appeal had come too late
;

it was

useless to ask for protection when there

was nothing to protect ;
useless to beg for

reciprocity when we had no items on our

tariff wherewith to reciprocate. We were

in the position of a man who had given

away everything, and therefore had nothing
to exchange.
The question, however, came before the

Upper House, where the landlord interest

was naturally very strong. Towards the end

of March, the Marquis of Huntly rose to call

the attention of the Peers to the depressed
condition of agriculture, and to ask the

government if they intended to appoint a

royal commission to inquire into the

causes leading to such depression. The

speaker drew a piteous picture of the state

of the country. Landlords, he said, were

returning from 10 to 25 per cent, of their

rents to their tenants
;

whilst farmers,

unable to contend against the importation
of corn at low freights from America, of

cattle from Canada, and dead meat from

the United States, were busy resigning
their holdings and offering their services

to the emigration agents. Lord Huntly

then complained of the heavy and unjust
taxation the land was called upon to bear

for the support of the poor. The taxes, he

said, paid by an owner of land amounted

to 16J per cent, on his income
; by an

occupier of land, 12| ; by an owner of

house property, 14; by an owner of mineral

and railway property, 13 J; and by an owner

of personal propertys 8f on his income.

Those calculations had never been refuted.

In most of our rural parishes, he continued,

rates had risen so steadily that they had

quadrupled during the last twenty years.

The importation of food had also greatly

increased within the last twenty years. In

1858 the imports reached 25,000,000;

in 1868, 55,000,000; and in 1878,

99,000,000; the ratio for the population

per head being in 1858, 18s. 3d.; in 1868,

1 16s. 2d.; and in 1878, 2 19s. W. Some

measure, he concluded, should be introduced

by the state to relieve the land from such

partial and unjust taxation.

To this inquiry and to this appeal the

prime minister at once responded. The

attendance of the Peers was, however,

very scanty. "My lords," said Lord

Beaconsfield (March 28, 1879), "although
the appearance of this House to-night

is not one which shows that interest

in the subject which the noble marquis

probably anticipated, that is not, I am
sure, occasioned by any want of sym-

pathy with the suffering classes of this

country. Myself, I should have been quite

prepared to leave the matter in the hands

of those noble lords who have dealt with

it, had not a direct appeal been made to

the government by the noble marquis ;
but

I feel I should be wanting, not only in my
duty, but in courtesy to the noble marquis,
if I allowed that appeal to pass unnoticed.

The noble marquis has called our attention

to the depressed state of agriculture and of

commerce and trade in this country; but

he has not offered us any information in

detail upon any head of his motion or

rather of his inquiry except with regard

to agriculture. I am sure the noble
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marquis will pardon me if I venture to

observe, that I think his treatment of that

subject was not characterized by novelty,

or by that adequate acquaintance with the

proceedings which have occurred in both

Houses of Parliament upon the subject

upon which he chiefly dilated namely,
the peculiar burdens upon real property

which might have been expected. The

noble marquis seems to have founded his

inquiry to-night in a great degree upon
some speeches which I myself made

made in 'another place,' and in another

generation. Then I thought it my duty
to open a subject which had been very
seldom entered into; and at a time when
the agricultural interest of this country
was deeply suffering, and was by no means

hopeful as to the future, I endeavoured to

show that some relief might be obtained

by a more equitable adjustment of the

public burdens. It was impossible to

deny the justice of the principle upon
which those motions were made. Indeed,

although I was then, as the noble marquis
has reminded us to-night, the leader of the

Opposition in another House of Parliament,

on every occasion on which I brought that

subject before the consideration of the

House of Commons, my motions were sup-

ported by numbers which almost equalled

the majorities which, for the moment,
defeated them.

"
Many of your lordships will remember

that, though the justice of the plea is

undeniable, still at no time was the relief

contemplated of c a character or amount

adequate to meet a state of affairs like

the present, and to be a competent remedy
for the evils to which the noble marquis
has called attention to-night. The noble

marquis should remember that the answer

to my appeal to parliament at that time

made by those who resisted, not the justice,

but the adequacy of the remedy I proposed,
was that if a readjustment of local burdens

did take place, the relief of the land, which

then only was suffering, could not be

measured by the amount of local taxation.

It was shown at the time by the chancellor

of the exchequer that, taking the sum of

85,000,000 a year as the amount of rental

upon which rates were charged thirty years

ago, the amount on which landed interest

was assessed was only 40,000,000. But

the noble marquis should be, and no doubt is

aware, that during those thirty years two

things have happened. In the first place,

that there has been considerable relief

afforded to the real property of the country,

of which land forms a large portion; and

secondly, that the proportion of rates, in so

far as tliey fall upon land, is much reduced,

so as to be levied now on no more tlian one-

third of tJie real property of the country. If

these are facts and they are founded on

official returns I cannot for a moment

bring myself to believe that some small

readjustment of our local taxation can

bring such relief to the land as will

reanimate it under the unexampled de-

pression it now endures. Then the noble

marquis omitted to remember that there

has been, in fact, a considerable amount of
local taxation remitted from real property

during the period from which he originated

his speech ;
and he also should have

recollected the circumstances in which

that reduction was made. The adjustment
of our local taxation ceased to be a party

question in the House of Commons. The

gentleman who of late brought it forward

was a county member [Sir Massey Lopes],

and his political connection was with the

party that was then in Opposition, and of

which I was the representative and the

leader. But it was not a party motion,

and he carried it by a majority of 100,

because it was acknowledged on both sides

of the House not to be a party motion,

and because those who peculiarly repre-

sented the house population of the towns

perceived that they would themselves have

the lion's share and principal benefit of

any considerable remission of local taxa-

tion. All this must be known to the noble

marquis, and I am surprised that he did

not hesitate before he recommended a
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remedy for agricultural distress which, on

reflection, he must perceive to be utterly

inadequate to give the relief which is

required. No one, I think, can deny that

the depression of the agricultural interest

is excessive. Though I can recall several

periods of suffering, none of them have

ever equalled the present in its intense-

ness. Let us consider what may be the

principal causes of this distress.

"My noble friend who has addressed you

[Lord Norton] has very properly touched

upon the effect of the continuous bad

harvests in this country. If we are to

accept the figures of the highest authority

upon agricultural subjects and statistics, the

loss on a bad harvest, such as we had in

the year 1875, was no less than 26,000,000

sterling. It is, however, true that at that

time the loss and suffering were not experi-

enced or recognized as they were in the

old days when the system of protection

existed, because the price of the food of

the people was not immediately affected by
a bad harvest

;
and it was not till the

repetition of the misfortune, by two bad

harvests in further succession, that the

diminution of the wealth of the country

began to be severely felt by the people

generally not by the agriculturists only,

but by those who were interested in trade

and commerce generally. The remarkable

feature of the present agricultural depression
is this, that the agricultural interest is

suffering from a succession of lad harvests,

and that these bad harvests are accompanied

for the first time by exceedingly low prices.

That is a remarkable circumstance which

has never before occurred, a circumstance

which has never before been encountered.

In old days, when we had a bad harvest,

we had also the somewhat dismal com-

pensation of higher prices. That is not

the condition of the present; on the con-

trary, the harvests are bad, and the prices

are lower. That is a new feature that

requires consideration. There can be no

doubt that the diminution of the public

wealth by the amount of 80,000,000,

suffered by one class, begins to affect the

general wealth of the country, and is one

of the sources of the depression, not only
of agriculture, but also of commerce and

trade. No candid mind could deny that

this is one of the reasons for that depres-
sion. Nor is it open to doubt that foreign

competition has exercised a most injurious

influence on the agricultural interests of

the country. The country, however, was

perfectly warned that if we made a great

revolution in our industrial system, and

put an end to the policy of protection, such

would be one of the consequences which

would accrue. I may mention that the

great result of the returns we possess is

this, that the immense importations of

foreign agricultural produce have been

vastly in excess of what the increased

demands of our population actually require.

And that is why such low prices are main-

tained.

"I have here the average import of wheat

in the years 1867 and 1868 and in the years

1877 and 1878. Stated in quarters, the

quantity was 8,000,000 quarters in 1867

and 1868, and 13,848,000 quarters in 1877

and 1878. Now, 3,000,000 quarters would

have been quite sufficient to meet the wants

of our increased population ;
but the actual

increase of 5,000,000 quarters is equal to

the supply of more than one-sixth of our

whole population, or nearly twice what was

required by its actual increase. That is to

a great degree a cause of this depression.

You have, then, in the first place, con-

tinuous bad harvests, which would in any
case bring depression, not on the agricul-

tural interest only, but, by the diminution

of the public wealth, on trade and commerce

generally; and secondly, you have, as far

as the agricultural interest is concerned,

this greatly increased competition from

abroad. I think there is another cause,

but as it is not peculiar to agriculture, I

will leave it, while I make one or two

observations on a subject very slightly

treated by the noble marquis, and not so

fully as I could have desired by my noble
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friend who has addressed us. It has been

assumed throughout this debate that there

has been on the part of the trade and com-

merce of the country a depression, not only

equal to that which the agricultural interest

is labouring under, but that that depression

was identical and similar in its effects and

causes to those by which agricultural dis-

tress has been produced. Now, so far as I

can form an opinion from the documents I

have seen, the case is the reverse. That

there is immense depression in trade and

commerce no one can deny ; but instead of

the depression of trade and commerce

resembling at this moment that of agricul-

ture, it is quite the contrary. Agriculture

just now is producing much less than it did

before nearly 1,000,000 acres have gone
out of cereal cultivation and it is suffering

from foreign competition, which even in its

own home market it has unsuccessfully to

encounter. That, however, is not the con-

dition of our foreign trade. The volume of

our foreign trade is not at all diminished.
"
It is perfectly untrue, so far as I can

form an opinion on the subject, that we
have lost the markets of the world, or that

any branch of foreign industry generally

s] uking, of course is successfully com-

peting with the English. That there may
be occasionally, in the multifarious tran-

sactions of English commerce, some par-

ticular article that may find itself for a

moment shut out from the markets, or that,

owing to a combination of circumstances,

it might meet with a successful and unex-

pected competitor, 'is one of the necessary

consequences of that multifariousness. The

great fact nevertheless remains, that after a

period of c( ntinucd depression the volume
of production has been exactly the same.

TluTc; has been of course less profit; but

the volume of industry has been the same
;

the same quantity of goods has been manu-

factured; there are no markets from which

we have been successfully shut out, and no

competitors with whom we cannot satisfac-

torily enter into rivalry. Here is a return

which I think proves the case it is a

return of British and Irish exports. I find

that the exports in 1873 were, in round

numbers, 255,000,000; while in 1877 they
were only 198,000,000 showing an ap-

parent falling off of 57,000,000. But if

you value the products of 1877, which only

produced 198,000 :000, at the same rate as

the products of 1873, which were valued at

255,000,000, you will find that the differ-

ence between them is less than 1,000,000.

It is, therefore, clear that, although the

depression of trade and commerce is un-

deniable, that depression does not arise, as

in the case of the agricultural distress, from

the loss of the power of production, or from

severe and successful competition with

foreign industry. On the contrary, during
all these years of depression we have been

producing an equal quantity of goods ;
the

same volume of English manufacture has

been sent into the world, only we have

been obtaining for them lower and still

lower prices. That, it appears to me, is

an important circumstance, and one which

demands our deep consideration.
" I doubt not the depression in our home

trade is affected very much, as I freely

admitted at the first, by bad harvests,

totally irrespective of the principle on

which our industrial system may be estab-

lished, whether it be a protective one or

one of free imports. It is clear that a

series of bad harvests greatly diminishes

the sum of national wealth, and must

materially, in any circumstances, interfere

with the trade of the country. It is quite

possible, as we have known from our own

experience, that one bad harvest, which

years ago would have created discontent

and great suffering recognized by every

class, might be passed over in the circum-

stances in which we now find ourselves.

But if you cannot pass over two, you cer-

tainly cannot pass over three or four
; for,

although the last harvest was not bad, it

was garnered under such circumstances

that, so far as the farmer was concerned, it

was a bad harvest. I have said I admitted

that the causes of agricultural depression
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were principally these In the first place,

the bad harvests; in the second place,

foreign competition, which the country

adopted, not with haste or in rashness

which it had an opportunity of rejecting,

because a considerable party in parliament

gave it that opportunity, and on the merits

of which, after it was established, the

country was appealed to and a parliament
elected on the issue placed before it, and

yet which it did not choose to change.

The second cause, I say, is to be found in

this competition which you have, not pre-

cipitately, but determinedly adopted ;
and

there is besides another cause, which is, in

my mind, not peculiar to agricultural dis-

tress, but which is equally applicable to

commercial distress : and that is the effect

which the production of gold has exercised,

and is at this moment particularly exercis-

ing, not only on commercial transactions,

but on the value of the other precious

metals.

"I do not know that I can put the

matter more clearly before your lordships

than in this way. After the repeal of the

corn laws there was considerable suffering

among all classes. Not merely in the

agricultural classes, but in trade generally,

there was great discontent and dissatisfac-

tion. I do not myself believe it was the

immediate effect of the repeal of the corn

laws : it was probably a reaction after the

great stimulus, no doubt, which had been

created in consequence of the extraordi-

nary expenditure on the railway system, in

England. Be that as it may, very great
discontent existed. Suddenly, after three

or four years, there was an extraordinary
revival in trade and a great elevation in

prices. How did that occur ? One of the

most wonderful events in the history of the

world happened, and that was the discovery
of gold in California. In 1852 36,000,000

of gold were poured into Europe; and when

your lordships recollect that the business of

the world until that time had been carried

on by an amount of gold which, I believe,

never reached 0,000,000 a year, you can

at once apprehend the effect of this dis-

covery. In one year there came 36,000,000
of gold, and in five years 150,000,000 were

poured into Europe. The effect of this was

that prices were raised immensely. But a

marvellous thing occurred shortly after.

There was a commission of all the great

states of Europe, who took advantage of

the holding of the Exhibition at Paris to

meet there, with the consent of their

governments, to consider whether a uniform

system of coinage could not be established

in the world; and they came to a resolution

that a uniform system could be established,

and that advantage ought to be taken of the

gold discoveries to bring about this result.

"Whatever may have been the exact

circumstances of the case, which was in the

result such as I have indicated, the govern-
ment of Germany, which had 80,000,000

of silver, availed themselves of the great

change of which I am speaking, to substi-

tute gold for their 80,000,000 of silver.

France resolved that her bi-rnetallic cur-

rency should, if possible, be replaced by
entirely a gold currency, and the example
of those two countries was followed by
Holland and the smaller states of Europe ;

and the great process of converting silver

into gold currency continued. These vast

changes have been going on for ten years ;

and we cannot, therefore, be surprised at

the revolution which has occurred in the

price of silver, when both France and Ger-

many, the one with 60,000,000 and the

other with 80,000,000 of silver, were

anxious to avail themselves of the change
which has occurred, and to substitute a

gold currency. All this time the produce
in the gold mines in Australia and Cali-

fornia lias been regularly diminishing ;
and

the consequence is that, while these large

alterations of currency in favour of a gold

currency have been taking place in the

leading countries of Europe notwithstand-

ing an increase of population, which alone

requires always a considerable increase of

gold currency to carry on its transactions

the amount every year has diminished and
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is ^diminishing, until a state of affairs has

U'cii brought about by the gold discoveries,

exactly the reverse of those they produced
at first. Gold is every day appreciating in

value, and as it appreciates in value, the

lower become prices. This, then, I think,

is the third cause not dogmatically stated,

but only with the diffidence Avhich becomes

one who has to speak on an abstruse and

complicated subject which, I think, ear-

nestly requires the consideration of your

lordships, and which may lead to conse-

quences which may be of a very serious

character.
"
Now, my lords, I do not wish to speak

at too much length on this subject. I have

noticed, on the part of the government, a

series of causes which, I think, have led

to the present most unsatisfactory state of

the public fortunes. The greatest sufferers

at this moment, undoubtedly, are the culti-

vators of the soil and the farming class.

They are a class who, if you look to the

amount of labour they employ, if you look

to their general character, their connection

with local interests, and a variety of other

considerations, must ever be deeply valued

by those who value the order of society,

and, I will say, even the freedom of this

country. There is no other country in

which we find an identical class such as

the British farmer; and whatever may
have been the consequences of our legis-

lation that is past, if it should be the

disappearance or a great diminution of

the influence and numbers of that class, it

would be a political injury which never

could be compensated for by any fiscal or

financial results. I am sure your lordships
will sympathize with that class. You are

deeply connected with the land. You know
well all shades of rural life

; you have lived

among these men; and I feel confident that

the sympathy you profess is as cordial and
as profound as can animate the breast of

man. But, my lords, do not let us be afraid

of telling them at this moment that, while

we deeply sympathize withthem that while

we will lose no opportunity that we can

use of legitimately assisting them in the

hard trials which they have to encounter

there is nothing, in my mind, which would

be a more bitter mockery than to pretend
that by some small adjustment of local

taxation we can offer tJiem a remedy for
the distress which is produced by such

vast, such numerous, and such complicated

causes. If there is anything in the state

of our system of taxation which acts un-

fairly to the British farmer, I cannot doubt

that parliament that both parties in the

state will be prepared and even eager to

remedy it. We have shown that before by
the series of relief that we have given him.

" When an honourable member in the

other House, a county member [Sir Massey

Lopes], carried a resolution that it became

the duty of the government to revise the

local taxation of the country, and relieve

real property including land, of course,

as one of the most important portions of

real property from unjust burdens, he was

asked to define what were the burdens

which he thought were so peculiar and un-

just ;
and it was then that he said the rates

on government property ought to be assessed

as on all other property ;
that the care of

pauper lunatics should fall on the state;

that the registration of births, deaths, &c.,

should no longer be supplied by local taxa-

tion; that the metropolitan police should

be supported out of the consolidated fund ;

that the police of the counties and boroughs
of Great Britain omitting Ireland, because

that was already supplied should be borne

upon the consolidated fund; that local

prisons should be equally sustained by the

general revenue of the country ;
and so on.

That was a definition of the practical claims

which were then preferred, and which were

sanctioned by a majority of 100 in the

House. My lords, from every one of those

items during the last five years real prop-

erty has been relieved, and every one of

those burdens has been assisted from the

consolidated fund. Of these things the

noble marquis has omitted to tell us."

The advocates of reciprocity were not,
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however, to be silenced
;
in spite of the

relief granted to the landed interest, as the

prime minister had stated, the condition of

the country was most unsatisfactory, and

it was considered by them that such condi-

tion could only be improved by returning
to the old paths of protection or reciprocity.

A few weeks after the failure of the Mar-

quis of Huntly's motion, Lord Bateman,
who had taken a deep interest in the ques-

tion, and had published a pamphlet uphold-

ing the advantages of reciprocity as against
isolated free trade, moved, "That this House,

fully recognizing the benefits which would
result to the community if a system of real

free trade were fully adopted, it is expe-
dient in all future commercial negotiations
with other countries to advocate a policy
of reciprocity between all inter-trading
nations." He also moved,

" That the long-
continued depressed state of the commercial,

manufacturing, and agricultural interests

should form the subject of a full par-

liamentary inquiry with the view of

ascertaining the causes, the best means of

redress, and of counteracting the injurious

effects of the excessive tariffs levied by
foreign nations against the produce and

manufactures of this country."
He rose, said Lord Bateman, to call

attention to the past and present operation
of the free-trade policy of the country
without reciprocity, and to its effect on the

various home and colonial industries, and
on the revenue and taxation of the king-
dom. He was never an admirer of free

trade, and still less of free trade as it stood

at present. The object of his first resolu-

tion was to assert that they had no real

free trade that that which existed was
not real, fair, and unrestricted free trade.

He frankly admitted that the country had
derived very great benefits from the adop-
tion, to a certain extent, of free trade. The

experience of thirty years had convinced

him that the repeal of the corn laws, carried

as it was at a time of great depression and
threatened starvation, had been a wise and
beneficent measure, from which the work-

ing classes and people of England had

derived such advantages as had not been

calculated upon at the time. Still, when he

spoke of the benefits which had resulted

from the repeal of the corn laws, it did not

follow that free trade had been a real

benefit, as it had been carried out since that

time. Pree trade, as suggested and pro-

posed by Mr. Cobden > was supposed to be

universal free trade not free trade confined

to England and rejected by every other

country. The free trade Mr. Cobden

wished to establish was free trade all over

the world unrestricted, fair, free trade

a universal system of exchange and barter

all over the world. Nothing, commented

the speaker, could be more glorious than

such an idea if it had been carried out; but

it had not been carried out. This country
stood alone in its free-trade policy ;

it was

free trade on the part of England, and pro-

tective duties on the part of nearly every
other nation.

And what, he asked, had such one-

sided free trade brought us ? Why, every
branch of trade was depressed, enterprise

was languishing, and the imports of other

countries were over-stocking our markets.

Great Britain stood alone in her free-trade

theories. Not a single country in Europe,

beginning with France and Germany, and

ending with Spain and Switzerland to say

nothing of the United States, Australia, and

Canada could be cajoled by the most

specious temptations to follow our example,

by opening their ports unrestricted by safe-

guards in the shape of duties to protect

their native industry. Was that a good
result of the free-trade policy of the

country ? He had before him statistics

which showed that, whilst our imports had

increased, our exports had fallen off. Why,
then, continue a policy which was fatal to

our interests, and which no other country
would imitate ? He therefore suggested
that they should exchange such one-sided

free trade for reciprocity. His own defini-

tion of reciprocity was that it was not

necessarily protection, and that it was in
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reality mutual interchange and barter for

the benefit of both parties. They hail

reciprocity in feeling of love, and the only

thing in which there was not reciprocity

was in commercial affairs. He did not ask

for protection ;
but he contended that if

there were no reciprocity there could be

no free trade. Reciprocity ought to be re-

garded as the coping stone of the free-trade

system. It was the one thing wanting to

the establishment of that universal free

trade which every one desired, but which

had not yet been secured. To carry out

that principle of reciprocity, he proposed a

close federation between England and her

colonies in all parts of the world, establish-

ing between them free trade in the most

unrestricted sense. There was not that

cohesion between the mother country and

its dependencies which ought to exist. AVe

relied upon foreign imports, and shut out

entirely our own colonies from trading with

us. Under the system he proposed every

scrap of import duty on colonial produce
would be abolished, and the result would

be that we could snap our fingers at all

foreign countries, being no longer dependent

upon them. Should foreign nations not

accept the principle of reciprocity, England

ought, by way of inducing them, to impose
a certain small restriction on foreign im-

ports. Lord Bateman then concluded by

moving his resolutions.

The resolutions were supported by the

Duke of Rutland, who openly advocated

a system of protection. The manufacturing

interests and the agricultural interests, said

his Grace, were so closely connected that

when one suffered the other did also. Should

protection be granted to the manufacturing

interest, a boon would at the same time

be conferred upon the agricultural interest

If 5,000,000 were raised by putting a

moderate duty on textile fabrics imported
into this country, he saw no rason why that

sum should not be expended in the relief

of agricultural distress. Lord Airlie pro-

posed as an amendment, that the word "real"

should be omitted in the first resolution.

VOL. II.

The prime minister was not in favour of

the motion. "My lords," Lord Beaconslield

said (April 29, 1879), "it cannot be denied

that a state of great national prosperity is

quite consistent and compatible with legis-

lation in favour of the protection of native

industry. That proposition years ago was

denied
;
but viewing the position of things

around us, with the experience we have

had of France and the United States of

America the two most flourishing com-

munities probably in existence it cannot

for a moment be maintained that the

existence of a protective system to the

industry of an ancient country is incon-

sistent with a flourisliing condition. Well,

my lords, many years ago nearly forty

this country, which no one can say for a

moment did not flourish under the old

system of protection, deemed it necessary
to revise the principles upon which its

commerce was conducted There were

three courses to use a parliamentary

phrase common to those times which

were then open to the eminent man to

whom it fell to solve this problem. Sir

Robert Peel might, in the first place, have

reconstructed our commercial system on a

scale of low duties, but applied generally
to every item in the tariff. In the second

place, he might have endeavoured to recon-

struct our commercial system by those

commercial treaties of which we have

heard so much to-night. And lastly, it

lay before him to take a third course,

which was at once to determine to fight

hostile tariffs with free imports. It is

impossible to say what may have been

the reasons that ultimately induced that

great statesman to take the course which

he pursued. I dare say, if we knew it,

it probably was that the difficulties of the

two other courses, with our complicated

parliamentary system, were such that it

was impossible to carry them through
that he could not found a system upon a

scheme of small and universal duties, and

that the attempt to negotiate commercial

treaties upon the scale and in the number

61
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that were requisite was not possible at that

particular time, and with the passionate

feelings which the changes then proposed
would naturally excite.

" The scheme that was adopted was this

that we were to fight hostile tariffs with

free imports. I was among those who
looked upon that policy with fear I

believed it to be one very perilous ;
and

these feelings were shared by numerous

parties in both Houses of Parliament and

by a numerous and influential party in

the country. The decision of England
on the question was a decision which was

not hurried. Opportunity was offered to

discuss it
;
a whole session of parliament

was devoted to it, before the bill which

commenced and, I may say, was the crown

of the system, the repeal of the corn laws,

was carried. After that, two or three years

passed when the country experienced great

distress in its industry a distress perhaps
not inferior to that it is now going through-
There was, of course, much discontent.

There was, on the part of those who had

opposed the recent change, an earnest and

anxious desire naturally to avail themselves

of this sharp experience of the country, and

obtain a reversal of the policy which, in

their opinion, had produced these evils,

but which were naturally not produced by
the commercial changes of that day, for

sufficient time had not elapsed after they
had been carried to have produced the

evils which were then suffered by the

country. The question of free trade was

again discussed in both Houses of Parlia-

ment. It enlisted the abilities of leading
men on both sides. It was put before the

country by the press in all its forms. A
dissolution of parliament then occurred.

At the very time when there was great

public distress the country had thus the

opportunity of rescinding the national

resolution on which the new system was
based

;
and the country refrained from

taking that opportunity to pass a verdict

which would have forced a reconsideration

of the new commercial policy.

"Many of your lordships must know,
from your own individual experience, that

under these circumstances it was impossible
for public men, whatever might have been

their opinions upon these great commercial

questions when these important changes
were first introduced, to have had an open

controversy for a quarter of a century.

The government of the country could not

have been carried on. It was necessary to

bow to the decision of parliament and the

country, expressed by its representatives in

both Houses, and ultimately by an appeal
to the whole nation itself. That has been

the state of affairs as regards the two great

parties in the state, however they may have

differed originally upon this subject We
have watched, not without anxiety, all that

has occurred during this long period ;
we

have modified our opinions with great

precaution ;
we have felt the great sacrifices

that were to be made, for the sake of the

country, to the expression of the senti-

ments of the majority. We have not been

unaware of the remarkable circumstances,

such as the gold discoveries and others,

that happened, which could not have been

taken into calculation either by those who

proposed or those who opposed the great

commercial change. The country is now
in a state of much suffering and some

perplexity; and it is not unnatural your

lordships should be asked to consider

whether the principles upon which for

the last thirty-five years we have acted

are really sound and true. The question
has been brought before us by my noble

friend [Lord Bateman], who for some time

has given his attention to the subject.

My noble friend read to us some extracts

from a pamphlet he has written. We
know he has been in active communication

with experienced persons who are suffering

in the present state of the country. Though
I cannot agree that my noble friend ad-

dressed us as I fear I shall have to show

in a manner amounting to logical con-

viction, he at least showed us, by the

manner in which he treated the subject
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generally, that it was one with which he

was familiar and on which he was perfectly

justified in putting his opinions before the

House. I regret to say that with most of

his statements I cannot agree. I was very

much struck by the course my noble friend

took. I listened to him with an attention

which, I am sure, was not surpassed by any
of your lordships. My noble friend took

an early opportunity of saying that he was

in favour of the repeal of the corn laws,

and nothing would induce him to agree to

any recurrence to our old legislation upon
the subject. This statement did not seem

to be endorsed by the recent remarks of

the noble duke [the Duke of Rutland], who
seemed to look forward to the placing of

an import duty on corn as one of the

measures which might extricate us from

our present difficulty and perplexity.
" The noble lord who has devoted himself

to this subject commenced his speech with

the most formal declaration that, whatever

relief might be devised for the suffering

classes and trades of this country, the

landowner and the farmer are to have no

share in the solace and assistance which are

to be found in a duty upon corn. My noble

friend proceeded to state that he was entirely

opposed to all duties that were levied for

revenue, provided that they concerned the

food and sustenance of the people ;
and he

gave us one example one of a group
sufficient in itself, the duty on tea. That,

he said, is quite indefensible
; why not

repeal the duty on tea and put it on spirits?

Four millions is a sum which I believe the

most sanguine chancellor of the exchequer
would hardly anticipate that he could raise

by an increase of duties on spirits particu-

larly at this moment, as it is a declining
revenue. My noble friend asked why a

duty on tea should be defensible, if a duty
on corn of the same amount was not ? I

remind him that by his own position the

ditty on tea is a duty for revenue, and a duly

of the same amount on corn would be a duty

for protection. Having told us that he will

not bring back the corn duties
;
that he is

prepared to put an end to all duties for

revenue
;
and then having denounced com-

mercial treaties because he considered we

have nothing to offer, and we never get

anything by them
;
and having concluded

that it is not by any of these the country

can be saved, the noble lord said it could be

saved only by the principle of reciprocity.

Your lordships must Lave hung upon the

accents of the noble lord when he promised
to tell us what reciprocity is. At one

moment I thought we were to be enlightened

on the subject. He gave a picturesque

description of a person who had crossed his

path in these investigations he had prob-

ably lost his way. The opportunity seemed

to have arrived; but it passed, and never

recurred again.
" So far as I understand him, reciprocity

is barter. I have always understood that

barter was the first evidence of civilization

that it was exactly the state of human

exchange that separated civilization from

savagery ;
and if reciprocity is only barter,

I fear that would hardly help us out of

our difficulty. My noble friend read some

extracts from the speeches of those who had

the misfortune to be in parliament at that

time, and he honoured me by reading an

extract from the speech I then made in the

other House of Parliament That was a

speech in favour of reciprocity a speech
which defined what was then thought to be

reciprocity, and indicated the means by
which reciprocity could be obtained. I do

not want to enter into the discussion

whether the principle was right or wrong ;

but it was acknowledged in public life,

favoured and pursued by many statesmen

who conceived that by the negotiation of a

treaty of commerce, by reciprocal exchange
and the lowering of duties, the products of

the two negotiating countries would find a

freer access and consumption in the two

countries than they formerly possessed.

But when my noble friend taunts me with

a quotation of some rusty phrases of mine

forty years ago, I must remind him that we

had elements tlum on which treaties <//'
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rocity could lie negotiated. At that time,

although the great changes of Sir Robert Peel

had taken place, there were 168 articles in

the tariff which were materials by which you
could have negotiated, if that was a wise and

desirable policy, commercial treaties of recip-

rocity. What is the number you now have

in the tariff? Twenty-two. Those who talk

of negotiating treaties of reciprocity have

they materials for negotiating treaties of

reciprocity ? You have lost the opportunity.

I do not want to enter into the argument, at

the present moment, whether this was wise

or not; but the policy which was long ago
abandoned you cannot now resume.

" You have at this moment a great

number of commercial treaties. I will not

charge my memory with stating the exact

number of commercial treaties we have,

they are very numerous
;
but this I know,

you have nearly forty commercial treaties

with some of the most considerable countries

in the world the United States, Germany,
and others in which 'the most favoured

nation clause' is included. Well, suppose

you are for a system of reciprocity, as my
noble friend proposes. He enters into

negotiations with a state
;
he says

' You

complain of our high duties on some par-

ticular articles. We have not many, we
have a few left

;
we shall make seme great

sacrifice to induce you to enter into a

treaty for an exchange of products.' But

the moment you contemplate agreeing with

the state that you will make concessions by
lowering some duties on the few articles

remaining, every other of the forty states

with ' the most favoured nation clause
'

claims exactly the same privilege. The

fact is,practically speaking, reciprocity, what-

ever its merits, is dead. You cannot, if you

would, build up a reciprocal system of com-

mercial treaties. You have lost the power;

you, have given up the means by which you
could before obtain such a result as my noble

friend desires. But he has no other scheme

to put before us but the scheme of recip-

rocity, which I wish to show your lordships

does not exist. The noble lord sneered at

our last treaty with Servia. It secures us

the advantage of
' the most favoured nation

clause.' The noble earl who last addressed

us (the Earl of Morley) showed, according
to his views, the fallacy of the principle
of commercial reciprocity. I do not want
to get into that part of the case. I hold

myself free on that subject. But here it is

a phantom. There are no means, and no

men from whatever side the government
of the country may be drawn, whatever

members may form it who can come
forward now with a large system of com-

mercial exchange founded on the system
of reciprocity. The opportunity, like the

means, has been relinquished ;
and if this is

the only mode in which we are to extricate

ourselves from the great distress which

prevails, our situation is hopeless. I should

be very sorry to say, whatever the condition

of the country, its condition is hopeless. I

have had the opportunity, and it was my
duty, during the last six months to inves-

tigate the real condition of some of the

principal industries of this country, and T

cannot trace to our great commercial changes

any of the depression and evils which they

experience and complain of except, I

admit, in the case of land.
"
I cannot for a moment doubt that the

repeal of the corn laws on the policy

of which I do not enter has materially

affected the condition of those who are

interested in land. I do not mean to

say that this is the only cause of landed

distress. There are other reasons general

distress, the metallic changes, have all had

an effect
;
but / cannot shut my eyes to the

conviction that the termination of protection

to the landed interest has materially tended to

the condition in which it finds itself. But

that is no reason why we should come

suddenly to an opinion that we should

retrace our steps, and authorize and sanction

any violent changes. This state of affairs

is one which has long threatened it has

been contemplated by manyhigh authorities.

It has arrived. I cannot shut my eyes to

the fact, and we must consider every step
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we take with reference to it I cannot give

up the expectation that the energy of this

country will bring about a condition of

ail'airs more favourable to the various

classes -which form the landed interest of

this country. I should look upon it as a

great misfortune to this country that the

character, and power, and influence of the

landed interest and its valuable industry
should be diminished, and should experience

anything like a fatal and final blow. It

would in my opinion be a great misfortune,

not to this country alone, but to the world,

for it has contributed to the spirit of liberty

and order more than any other class that

has existed in modem times.
" My lords, I have put before you the

remarks that have occurred to me on

the motion of my noble friend. He has

got hold of a very good question in the

national distress; but it appears to me,
that before he proceeds in his adventure

of finding the remedy for it, it is absolutely

necessary that he should study more pre-

cision, both of thought and language. I

1 isteued with much attention to his agreeable

speech ;
but I really do not know what he

requires. He is against protection. I under-

stand the views of my noble friend the

noble duke [the Duke of Rutland]. They
are consistent. They are the same he

expressed when seated on my right hand

forty years ago, and he is still ready to act

upon them. He is prepared to propose
and carry out, if he can, a certain degree
of protection to the land. But my noble

friend who asks us to pass this resolution

utterly disclaims that
;
he utterly disclaims

everything but a phantom. I cannot sup-

port my noble friend when he asks us to

pass resolutions of this grave character,

and when he himself disclaims the very

grounds on which he might have framed,
not what I think was a correct, but a

plausible case. It is a very unwise course,

in my opinion, when the country is not in

a state so satisfactory as we could wish,
\vhen all classes, no doubt, of the industry
of the country are in a position of uneasi-

ness it is, in my opin on, an unwise course

to propose any inquiry which has not either

some definite object, or is likely to lead

to some action on the part of those who

bring it forward. I think it would be

most unwise for us to come to a resolution

to have an inquiry into the causes of public

distress, when that inquiry is evidently one

which would end only in asking questions.

It would lead to great disappointment and

uneasiness on the part of the country;
and the classes who are trying to realize

the exact difficulties they have to encounter,

j

and devising the best means to overpower
t and change them, would relapse into a lax

state which might render them incapable
of making the exertions it is necessary
for them to make. Therefore, I cannot

sanction, so far as my vote is concerned,

the course recommended by my noble

friend.
"
Looking into the state of the country,

I do not see there is any great mystery in

the causes which have produced a state of

which there is undoubted general complaint
What has happened in our own commercial

fortunes during the last ten years will

explain it The great collapse which

naturally followed the convulsion of pros-

perity which seemed to deluge the world,

and not merely this country ; the fact that

other countries have been placed in an

equally disagreeable situation, though their

commercial systems were founded upon

principles the contrary of our own these

are circumstances which appear to me to

render it quite unnecessary to enter into

an inquiry on this subject. I do not mean
to say that there are not moments, that

there are not circumstances, in which an

inquiry by parliament or by a royal com-

mission into the causes of national distress

may not be allowable may not be neces-

sary ; but it must be a distress of a very
different kind from that which we are now

experiencing. We must have the conscious-

ness that the great body of the people are

in a situation intolerable to them, and that

no persons with any sense of responsibility
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would think they had done their duty
without examining and reporting on the

causes of it. That is not the condition of

the people. That there is great suffering

that the leading personages of all classes

are suffering I admit
;
but the bulk of

the people are in a condition which every-
one must acknowledge it would be absurd

to describe as one of distress and despair. I

hope myself, and firmly believe, although
I know that many of great authority in

this matter are sceptical I believe that

there is a change for the better in the

industrial world; and though, after what
has been said to-night, I do not care again
to talk about America, much that I hear

from America confirms that belief. I am
sure there will be no want of sympathy
in this House with the sufferings of the

people of this country ;
and if to-night your

lordships do not accept the proposition
of my noble friend, it is because and the

country will understand what is meant it

is because it is a proposition which can

lead to no public benefit."

After this speech Lord Bateman declined

to divide the House. His main object, he

said, in bringing forward the subject had
been to provoke discussion upon it.

In opposing these two motions for in-

quiry into the state of the agricultural

interest, Lord Beaconsfield did not belie

the opinions he formerly held. He was
careful not to condemn the principles of

reciprocity or protection in the abstract;
he would not argue the point, as it was

useless; all he asserted was that "recent

legislation
"
had rendered a return to reci-

procity impossible, by the sweeping reduc-

tions which had taken place in our system
of tariffs. The country, after mature

deliberation, had abandoned the theory of

protection, and it was not the business

of one government to upset the legislation

of its predecessor. In the old days he had

upheld the corn laws, because the land

had been heavily burdened with exceptional
taxation

;
but such taxation had been re-

moved, and therefore there was now no

occasion to benefit the landed interest

at the expense of the consuming classes

generally. He frankly admitted that the

situation of the English farmer was grave ;

but he also admitted that the agricultural

interest in any country would suffer and

cry out when exposed to a succession of

bad harvests. The elements were more

to blame for the depression than the

abandonment of protection or the existence

of foreign competition. The agricultural

interest was passing through a crisis similar

to that which every interest and every
trade had at one time or another to pass

through ;
it would recover, as other interests

had recovered, and there was therefore no

need for exceptional legislation.

Nor did Lord Beaconsfield despair of

the future of the agriculture of the

country. He was of opinion that, with

the re-arrangement of rents then taking

place, with the land relieved of much
of the inequitable taxation imposed upon
it, with a just scale of compensation for

unexhausted improvements, with ample

security for the tenant's capital, with con-

sistent legislation to prevent the intro-

duction of contagious diseases from foreign

countries, and with the return of fine

seasons, which were sure to recur, farming
would once more be a prosperous occupa-
tion in the country. He was in favour of

any commission of inquiry in order to inves-

tigate the grievances complained of; but

he could not sanction a remedy which

would call into play a system of legislation

which had been deliberately abandoned by
the country. They could now no more

restore protection than they could restore

the heptarchy. If protection or reciprocity

were possible, then the subject might be

discussed
;
but since they were both out of

the question, it was idle to argue the matter.

Meanwhile the subject had given rise to

much discussion in the House of Commons.
Protection was not openly advocated, but

it was stoutly denied that the apostles of

free trade had proved themselves correct

in their surmises. " Free trade," said Mr.
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Chaplin, when moving for a commission of

inquiry,
"
I confess to myself, and probably

also to others of my generation, has always

presented itself as a question which, whether

for good or for evil, was settled during the

last generation with the deliberate sanction

and approval of the nation
;
and certainly,

therefore, I would not myself be prepared
to hastily or to lightly discard that which

has been so long accepted as the universal

decision of the country. At the same time,

I cannot shut my eyes to the fact that,

while the assurances and predictions of Mr.

Cobden and other distinguished men at

that time have not been fulfilled, but have,

on the other hand, in many respects been

proved by experience to have been entirely

and totally wrong, the circumstances of

to-day have entirely altered from those

under which free trade at that time was

adopted. When, for instance, the dangers
which might arise to this country if Eng-
land alone among nations adopted free

trade were pointed out by its opponents,

they were always met with the assurance,

repeated by Mr. Cobden over and over

again,
'

that these dangers could never arise,

because all other countries, seeing the

obvious benefits we should derive from free

trade, would follow our example.'" It was

also contended that, when the corn laws were

repealed, it had never been anticipated that

grain could be imported into this country
at so cheap a rate as to make it impossible
for the landed interest, under the most

favourable circumstances, to attempt to

compete with foreign corn. Farmers had

therefore relinquished all hope of obtaining

profit out of the growing of corn, and had

looked to their stock for compensation ;

but now, what with cattle from Canada,
beef from America, and mutton from

Australia, the agricultural interest found

itself utterly incapable of making any
headway against the overwhelming com-

petition from abroad.
" The growing of wheat at 40s. a quarter,"

said the Duke of Rutland,
" could not be

made to pay its cost on the great majority

of lands in this country. It was said,

'Why not turn your land into grass?'

But here again we were met by importa-

tions from abroad. America sent meat here

a great deal cheaper than it could be pro-

duced in this country. As a result of free

trade, land was going out of grain cultiva-

tion and being turned into grass. Mr.

Caird said that within the last ten years

2,000,000 of acres had been thrown out of

corn cultivation in this country. Was that

a safe or a profitable thing ? Was it safe to

rely on the caprice of the foreigner for our

food supply ? After the adoption of free

trade a one shilling import duty on corn

was retained, which produced 1,000,000

sterling of revenue; but that small duty
had since been gratuitously repealed [for

which remission farmers have to thank Mr.

Lowe]. Why should that have gone to

appease the frantic free traders ? The truth

was that it was, in the present circum-

stances, impossible to grow beef or corn

except at a loss. Ten years ago, nine-

tenths of the meat we consumed was of

home growth, whereas only one-third was

produced at home at the present time. It

was an alarming fact that each English

family sent abroad 15 annually for food

alone."

Even Lord Hartington had to admit that

the land system of England had broken

down. Various remedies were suggested

to meet the difficulty. There was, of course,

the hard political economist with his cut

and dry theory that it was not the business

of the state to
" cocker up

"
any particular

industry ;
and that if the agricultural in-

terest was a failure, it was a proof that the

country could do without the agricultural

interest, and therefore such interest had

better turn its attention to some more
remunerative calling. Then it was sug-

gested that the land laws should be revised.

"You have," said Mr. Bright, "land that

has always been boasted of as very fertile,

and a climate favourable to all kinds of

labour. I believe it would increase the

price of land all over the country if you
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were to abolish all the ancient, stupid, and

mischievous legislation by which you are

embarrassed at every step you take in

dealing with it. Let us have the inquiry,

then. Let us have it wide and honest.

Let us look this great spectre which you
are afraid of fairly in the face. You cannot

escape from it, and if you meet it wisely it

may prove, perhaps, to be no more than a

spectre. At least let us break down the

monopoly that has banished so much of

your labour from your farms, and that has

pauperized so much of the labour which

has remained. On the ruins of that mono-

poly, when you have broken it down, there

will arise a fairer fabric
;
and although it

is not possible that I should live to see it,

yet the time will come when you will have

a million homes of comfort and indepen-
dence throughout the land of England,
which will attest for ever the wisdom and

the blessedness of the new policy that you
have adopted." Others, again, suggested
that the cultivation of the soil should be

re-adjusted, and that farmers should raise

such produce as could, in spite of foreign

competition, be made to pay a fair profit.
" The business of agriculture in this coun-

try," wrote Mr. James Caird, perhaps the

highest living authority on agricultural

subjects,
"
is to feed 34,000,000 of people

with that portion of their daily food which

we can best supply, and at the same time

maintain many millions of horses, cattle,

sheep, and pigs, which minister to the

wants and comforts of our daily life. In

the household of all families above that of

the workman, nine-tenths of the expendi-
ture on articles of food of home produce
are for meat, butter, beer, milk, and only
one-tenth for bread

;
and in that of the

workman his bread does not amount to

more than one-third of his daily expendi-
ture on food. There is now, happily, little

risk of any season, however bad, creating a

dearth of bread; and as there is every
reason to believe that meat and cheese will

for some time be kept within moderate

prices, the outlook of the British farmer

should be encouraged towards the produc-
tion of these in the finest quality, and of

butter, milk, cream, lamb, veal, hay, straw,

and vegetables of every kind. These, with

barley and oats, so long as they maintain

their price, and a smaller reliance on wheat,

which of all kinds of corn is the most costly

to produce at home, and of the widest-

spread area of capable production abroad,

seem for the present the most likely

objects of home agriculture." At the

same time it was suggested that a minis-

ter of agriculture should be appointed,

especially to deal with the administra-

tive details of commerce and agriculture.

A few cynical country gentlemen also

gave it as their opinion that the Eng-
lish farmer had of late years expected too

much from the soil
; that, owing to many

seasons of prosperity, he had affected to be

less of the yeoman and more of the gentle-

man than had his forefathers
;
and that

now in the hour of adversity, owing to the

expenditure beyond his station which he

had maintained, 'he was crippled in his

resources and unable to pay his rent. He
had no doubt, they admitted, suffered from

foreign competition, but he had also suffered

from domestic competition with his social

superiors.

Whatever views ministers held as to

protection or reciprocity, there could be

no doubt but that the depressed condition

of the agricultural interest was a subject

at least fully deserving of investigation.

The royal commission on agriculture was

appointed, and its scheme of inquiry had

been made public. England was to be

divided into districts, and the following

matters were to be exhaustively gone
into : The condition of the farms

;
the

condition of the farmers
;
the condition of

the labourer; the land laws; land tenancy;

agricultural education
;

the condition of

estates
; agricultural statistics" to be fur-

nished by the Board of Trade
;
returns of

imports and exports of agricultural produce
to be furnished by the Customs

;
and im-

portations of agricultural produce from
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foreign countries. As the inquiry was to

be most elaborate it was expected that the

labours of the commission would occupy
some two years. Unkind friends predicted
no good from the appointment of the

commission, and said that it was only a

soothing syrup concocted by the Conser-

vative party to keep the farmers quiet
until the next general election was over.

At the same time certain farmers formed

themselves into a body called the " Farmers'

Alliance," to protect their interests and to

cope with the prevailing depression. This

alliance alleged that it had eight definite

objects in view: 1. To secure the better

representation of tenant-farmers in par-

liament; 2, to stimulate the improved
cultivation of the land, and obtain security
for the capital of tenants invested in the

improvement of their holdings; 3, to en-

courage greater freedom in the cultivation

of the soil and the disposal of its produce ;

4, to obtain the abolition of class privileges

involved in the laws of distress and hypo-

thec; 5, to promote the reform of the game
laws; 6, to obtain the alteration of all

legal presumptions which operate unfairly

against tenant-fanners
; 7, to secure to

ratepayers their legitimate share in county

government; and 8, to obtain a fair appor-
tionment of local burdens between landlord

and tenant. It cannot be said that this

active and disturbing programme has as yet
been carried out; the so-called Farmers'

Alliance appears, under its somewhat in-

terested directors, to have degenerated into

"
It is an organization, however, tin 1

importance of which
in n v. not lip ignored. I sincerely Mii'vp it to be mo.-t

dangerous, mischievous, and insidious in its character. It

li:id evidently IH-CII well c. n-i.l. ml and them;;!]! out in all its

bearings by its promoters, before tin 1

)-
launched it on the

public. I believe it tn lie far r, a. 'hing and widely compre-
hensive in its object*, ll embraces tin 1

a-piratiolls of the

Irish Home Htilcr
liy practically granting tixity of tenure

without requiring an equivalent from one party or granting
fcinpcn-ation t.i tl tlier. which is nothing less tint:

and confiscation: whilst it. at the -aim 1 ti , play- into the

hands of the Manchester and Birmingham si-hools. wln.se

objicts have ever heen to de-troy the bulwarks and uihlennine
the foundation upon which the agricultural interests .if this

country have Mo. d anil flourished f. r pnnlfani pa-t. The
line of action of the Farmers' Alliance 1-, tir-t to ,

feud between landlord and tenant ; hut it will not stop hen',
for its next move will be to set the labourer against his

employer, and having succeeded in producing this chaotic
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an advertising medium for the sale of

agricultural implements and of artificial

manures.*

During the recess the question of agri-

cultural depression was well ventilated

throughout the country, and furnished the

text for much extra-parliamentary oratory.

Lord Beaconsfield, whilst presiding at the

annual dinner of the Bucks agricultural

association, which was held at Aylesbury

(September 18, 1879), again spoke at

much length on the subject His speech
has not been republished, and deserves

attention. "There can be no question,"

he said, after a few observations passed

upon local topics,
" that there is at this

moment in the agricultural interests of

this country a strain certainly unprece-
dented in the lives of all present, and

probably not easily to be equalled even in

the records of our history. It has been

announced, as a subject . fit for popular

discussion, by one [Lord Hartington] who

may be considered a high authority, that

the present unsatisfactory state of affairs

may perhaps be traced to the constitution

of our system, and that the agricultural

system has, to use words with which you
are now familiar,

' broken down.' It has

broken down, we are told, because there are

general expressions of discontent with the

situation, and because there is undoubtedly
considerable distress. Well, a year ago,

when a bank in the commercial capital of

Scotland suddenly broke, when the fall

shook that highly civilized country to its

condition of things it expects to swamp the political influence

of the agricultural interest and turn it in its own favour.

It will be a sorry day for England when the three 1

great
interest landlord, tenant, and labourer become sci

fur from that day will date the downfall of British agriculture.
Is not, therefore, the action of the Radical party, through this

instrument in their hands the Farmers' Alliance most

unpatriotic, at a moment especially when the best endeavours

of all right-minded men ought to be directed towards ccment-

; and firmly the bonds that unite the interests

of Ian. llonl and tenant, and thus enabling them together to

this serious period of unparalleled depression,
instead of turning it to their own seltish and political

advantage? I see in the daily action of the present
incut how closely allied it is with the Fanners' Alliance,

which is a powerful lever in the hand- of Mr. Gladstone

lie thinks fit to make use ctf it for electioneer-

ing purposes." Speech of Jacob Wilton, Ftkmary 17,

IMS
G2
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very centre, when it affected some of the

greatest commercial houses carrying on

the greatest commercial business in the

world, when it produced a state of affairs,

a distress, which I can hardly describe a

condition of desolation nobody went about

and said that this was proof that the com-

mercial system of this country had broken

down. And a few years before, I recollect

that there was a day of deepest anxiety
for this country a day still remembered

as Black Friday when the commercial

credit of this country had ceased for four

and twenty hours to exist. Nobody then

went about and said that the commercial

system of England had broken down. Why,
if you were to pursue the subject further,

which at this moment it may not be con-

venient for want of time to do, I remember
even at an earlier period when one of the

highest authorities in the country said that

we were within four and twenty hours of

a state of bankruptcy this great country
with its many resources. But nobody went

about and said, because there was this

strain and distress, the commercial system
of England had broken down.

"
I admit, however, there is distress on

the part of the agricultural interest, and

I am sorry to say there are some who seem

eager to recognize, not only signs of distress,

but of decadence. Then we find them going
about and announcing that these circum-

stances are symptomatic of the break-down
of the agricultural system. I do not presume
to indicate what is the wisest course for all

classes of the agricultural interest to pursue
at the present moment

;
but I think it of

great importance that clear ideas as to your
situation, as to your position, as to your

responsibility should prevail, because you

may be hurried into conclusions and into

conduct which, if you had been better

informed or had given further thought to

the matter, you would not, perhaps, have

sanctioned and adopted. Now, it has been

intimated by a great authority that the

cause of our agricultural system having
broken down may probably be that it is

unlike the agricultural system of any other

country ;
that it is founded upon an un-

natural principle; that it is essentially

artificial; and that the essence of its

artificial character is that in this country
three classes are dependent upon the

produce of the soil, who are according to

the system necessary to its cultivation.

I have taken an opportunity, the earliest I

conveniently had, to combat opinions which

I think are most fallacious and must be

most disadvantageous to the country. I

have laid it down as a principle which can

be demonstrated in the most complete and

satisfactory manner, that whatever may be

your tenure of the land, whatever may
be the number of classes concerned in its

management and cultivation, there must

be what is now familiarly termed three

profits obtained from the land. The culti-

vator of the soil naturally says,
'

I will not

cultivate the soil without being fed, and

clothed, and nourished for my pay,' and that

I take to be a reward which is called wages.

Then the cultivator of the soil whatever

he may be called, farmer or otherwise

who furnishes the floating capital which is

to stock the soil, is the capitalist who finds

the capital, which, like that of the farmers,

must have a return, or the capital never

would be advanced. In the third instance,

I say that whether the cultivator of the

soil pays his farming from his savings, or,

as is usually the case under such circum-

stances, by borrowing it, his interest or the

return for his capital is, in fact, rent
;
and

when we are told that the agricultural

system has broken down because three

profits by our system are required from

the soil, it is as well to show that in a

system the most contrary to the system
which has existed in this country namely,
that which prevails in some continental

countries in the shape of peasant proprietor-

ship although only one individual takes

the three profits, still the three profits must

be claimed.
"
Well, then, public newspapers circulate

their views and express them with energy
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and propriety. I received very recently

one of those journals, and this is their

.scheme for the re-elevation of this country
and their method by which we are to pro-

tect those who are interested in the land,

and to enable them to extricate themselves

from their difficulties. What is the scheme ?

I will put it before you briefly, because on

an occasion like the present I know that

brevity must be studied. It is their opinion
that this country ought to institute a vast

body of small proprietors ; they have fixed

the amount of the proprietary at twelve

acres
; they have worked it out in complete

detail, and call upon the government of

the country to carry it into effect. Now,
what are these details ? I mention the

most important and those most interesting.

It is calculated that a quantity of land,

amounting to twelve acres, with a farm-

stead and necessary buildings, may be

obtained for a little more than 600 for

610; and they propose that the sum of

40 per annum should be paid for thirty

years for the holding ;
at the end of that

term it would become a freehold. But

they are not sanguine that those who em-

bark in those speculations will agree to pay
40 a year, which I will not call rent, but

on which you can form your own opinions.

They propose that the country should sup-

ply each holder of those 12-acre farms with

120 to stock the farm, and also they call

upon him not merely to return interest,

but they look to him to supply what we

may call wear and tear. What is that but

the duty which the farmer is now fulfilling?

Well, having bought his land under cir-

cumstances, paying a heavier rent than is

usual, and obtaining a floating capital by
the credit of the state, the man may pro-

bably cultivate twelve acres with effect.

But while he cultivates these twelve acres

he will expect to be paid, he will expect to

be lodged, he will expect to be clothed; and

the third profit will appear in the shape of

wages. Therefore, according to the very
accounts of those, to the very estimates of

those, who are offering these mild schemes

as the cure for one evil, three profits must

arise from the land.
"
I know, gentlemen, that these are ques-

tions which require some attention. Your

position is critical at this moment, and

you must give your minds to these ques-

tions. I know it may be said that, after

all, we do not care for, we do not fear, this

competition of Europe ;
but we do fear the

competition of America. Well, now, first

let me show you for a moment what is

the competition of Europe if this new

system, this new theory, is adopted that

the assumed break down of the agricultural

system of England is occasioned by its

having to support three classes. I have

shown you that, whether there is one class

or three classes, equally three profits must

be received
;
and for myself I believe that

it is much more advantageous to a country

that the three profits should be divided among
three classes than it should be received by one.

It is a system which has given to this

country an independent class. This, I

think, has worked well for the liberty of

England and its order. It has given us in

the farmer the most important portion of

the middle class, which all wise men have

looked upon as one of the best elements

for the security of the state
;
and it has

given you an agricultural peasantry, who,
whatever they may say and the charges

against us with respect to their position

are generally made by those who are not

acquainted with it I know myself, from

my own experience, at this moment is

prosperous and content.
"
Well, now, before I touch on America,

which my friends, naturally interested

in this question, wish me to do, let me
make one remark about this subject of

peasant proprietors. I introduced origi-

nally the question of peasant proprietors,

where one individual obtains the three

profits, as the complete answer to those

who said that because three profits were

obtained the unsatisfactory state of the

agricultural interest might be explained.

But in France we know, on the highest
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authority, the question of peasant pro-

prietorship has been tried upon the greatest

scale. There are, by the best accounts, in

France 5,000,000 of peasant proprietors

who do not hold each more than six acres

of land that is, 30,000,000 acres. The

experiment has been tried upon 30,000,000

acres, and what is the result of the experi-

ment ? You may refine and explain as

you like, but what is the result of the

experiment of these 5,000,000 of proprietors

occupying a superficies of 30,000,000 acres

compared with what our 500,000 farmers

have done ? Eemember what you are

trying this test on. France has a most

fertile soil, while that of England is un-

grateful. You are trying it when that

fertile soil is managed by the most ingeni-

ous and thrifty nation in the world a

nation that can make something out of.

nothing ;
that displays in its management

the greatest ability. But what is the re-

sult ? It is that the production of England
per acre is double that of France. The

average of England is twenty-eight bushels

per acre, in France it is fourteen. I say that

these are subjects that ought to be well

understood by all classes of agricultural

interests.

" My summing up is this that when we
are told that our agricultural system has

failed in consequence of three classes being
sustained by the land, I say that is a com-

plete fallacy ; for, whatever may be your
tenure, the same results will occur. Three

profits in all circumstances must be obtained

from the land, and the question arises whether

it is not letter that amount of profit should

be represented by three classes rather than by
one class. Proceeding in this argument,
let me refer to the exclamation of a gentle-
man respecting America. I do not deny
the great difficulties we have to encounter,
and I should have been glad at once to

have adverted to them
;

but with your

permission I would make some brief

remarks on the American question. We
hear every day that it is impossible to

compete with America. There may he

other causes which have prostrated our

energy at the present moment
;
but I will

not give any decided opinion on that mat-

ter. It is a singular circumstance, that at

this moment the greatest apprehension is

felt in the United States that they cannot

compete with Canada. The taxation of

America is so high, the rates of wages are

so high, that it is impossible, according to

some of the best American authorities, that

they can any longer continue to successfully

compete with Canada. What is the posi-

tion of Canada ? If we are to be fed by
Canada, it is at least satisfactory that we
shall be fed by our fellow-subjects ;

but

let us look for a moment at the situation

of Canada, which is most peculiar. Since

the surrender of the Hudson Bay Company
and the settlement of their affairs, the Do-

minion of Canada became possessed of what

I might almost describe as an illimitable

wilderness, and a wilderness of fertile land.

Now, it is a peculiar circumstance, but to

be noted, that the Dominion of Canada is

not in favour of peasant proprietorship.

What the Dominion of Canada is anxious

for is a great yeoman class. It has legis-

lated with that purpose. Its legislation is

now an influence for that purpose, and let

us see what is their legislation. Every
harvestman, every man of fair character

who comes to Canada, lias a right to apply
to the government agent, to claim and to

obtain what is called a quarter section of

land. Tliat quarter section of land consists

of 160 acres; he receives those 160 acres

on condition that at the end of three years

he will reduce them to perfect cultivation,

and that in the interval he will raise a

substantial and real building upon the land

At the end of those three years the govern-
ment inspector visits the allotment. If it

is found that the farmer has fulfilled the

conditions, that he has completely culti-

vated the 160 acres and raised the necessary

buildings, he is permitted to receive an

equal quantity that is to say, another

quarter-section of 160 acres on the pay-
ment of a dollar an acre

;
and no greater
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payment, even if the value of land in the

interval had utvally increased.

"You will observe from the first moment
that this is not a scheme of small peasant

proprietors; it is not likely that a man will

be able to reduce 320 acres to cultivation

and put buildings on the land through his

own efforts. He must begin and proceed
with hired labour. What is hired labour

in Canada ? Hired labour is not less than

hired labour in the United States. The

rudest labourer will get 12s. a day, and a

skilled labourer 1 6s. or 18s. The first thing
that the new yeoman does what I say I

say on the highest authority is to calcu-

late the value of his freehold. The value

of his freehold depends on the amount he

has to pay those six years in hired labour,

in buildings, and the amount he paid for

the last quarter-section ;
and at 4 per cent, he

writes off interest. What is that but rent?

Now, there is another very curious circum-

stance which I will venture to mention

on this occasion, because I have heard it

on as high an authority on the subject

as can be conceived, and that is, that the

sudden cultivation years ago of the extreme

Western states of the United States, which

first, I think, alarmed this country and drew

its attention to it, and, no doubt, affected

prices that in that country the production,
which was extreme at the commencement,
has been reduced one-third, generally

speaking, and in some instances one-half;

and that the chief pioneers who advanced

so greatly the cultivation of the extreme

Western states of the United States have

all sold, or to a great degree have sold

their farms, and have sold them, allow

me to say, at thirty and forty dollars an

acre, showing as an essential thing that

there was a basis of rent included in the

arrangement inseparable from the tenure.

They have sold their farms, and they are

now repairing to the illimitable wilderness

of Canada.

"You will ask me, What is my infer-

ence? My inference is a practical one. It

may not be an interesting one, it may not

be a satisfactory one
;
but I think you will,

on reflection, deem it a wise one that

where you are, as far as foreign competition
is concerned, it is wise not to take 1 speak
to the landlord and the occupier equally
it is wise not to take precipitate steps. But

take care that you do not conclude that

that is permanent which is only transitory,

though upon that subject I give no opinion,

because I think it would be presumption in

any one of us to give any opinion ;
but still

I feel convinced that where you have to

deal with new circumstances., that where

you find them of so transitory a nature

that the very land which four or five years

ago, by its extraordinary produce of fifty

bushels an acre, affected the market in

England and frightened all those who are

competent to think, to ponder, and to form

an opinion upon the subject, it is wise, when

you see circumstances so transitory that

the very place of competition is doubtful,

and when you hear that Canada expects

completely and successfully to beat the

United States from the European markets,

it is wise for us not to take any precipitate

steps.
" There is another reason why I think,

in considering the present position of the

agricultural interest, we should not act with

precipitation. Let us for a moment dismiss

from our minds all external considerations.

Let us look at what has passed in our own

country during the last five years. Has

nothing passed which may account for a

great deal of distress and suffering ? Is it

not a fact that for five years the farmer lias

sought in vain for a quick and matured

produce for his labours ? We have had

bad harvests
,
we have had as bad harvests

as any men have had to encounter, but

we have not had a lustre of bad harvests.

You have gone on and on, fairly hoping
that nature would reassert itself; and if

you had one or two bad harvests you have

always believed the time would naturally

come in which you would find a remedy.

Well, that is not the case
;
but it is neces-

sary that we should be conscious that there
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is a strain upon the proprietors of the land

which they have not in our experience ever

endured. Well, what is the natural course

we should take; what is the step we should

pursue in such circumstances ? I cannot

doubt what is the course we ought to take.

The rents of England have been calculated

upon a fair average of nature and our

experience of the results. What has

happened during the last five years has

been entirely contrary to those calculations,

and to my mind it is the duty and for all

I hear it may be the willing duty of the

proprietors of the soil to come forward, to

stand by that class with whom there had

never been any want of affection, and duty,
and devotion.

"I say that I believe the landlords of

England are prepared to do their duty
on this occasion

;
but what I want to

impress upon you, and if I may presume
to do so, upon numbers of the agricul-

tural interest who are not present in this

hall, is, that it is of vital importance
that they should thoroughly comprehend
the present state of affairs. Now, I do not

want to take refuge in general expressions.
I say, for one, that reduction of rent cal-

culated on the uniform percentage of the

rent does not appear to me to be a panacea
for the evils which we have to encounter,
or the remedy for those calamities which

most of us experience and all acknowledge.
When I consider the variety of the soils in

this country, the variety of climes even, I

would say, in this island
;
when I remember

the peculiar circumstances of districts, I

would even say the peculiar circumstances

of estates; when I mention what I know
is a fact, and which many of you must

know, that in the same district, with the

same conditions, with the same soil, with

the same climate, with the same amount of

labour, that the rents are very different as

to the rate at which they are apportioned
it seems to me that there is only one con-

clusion to arrive at, that we should examine

every individual instance, and that the aid

which landlord and tenant should give each

other should be from reciprocal acquaintance
of each other's duties and necessities. Ten

per cent, reduction of rent may be, in some

instances, a very agreeable Christmas-box, if

it comes at the time
;
but I know instances

in which 10 per cent, reduction of rent

would be utterly insufficient to meet the

circumstances of the case. I consider

myself, however, in a judicial position, and

therefore you will permit me to say that

there are some cases in which even 10 per
cent, reduction of rent is not necessary.

"
Gentlemen, this is the spirit in which

I think the present state of affairs ought to

be encountered. I would not too curiously

inquire into the question of the competition
of America, and I will tell you why. I

have had an opportunity lately of some

conversation on this subject with one who

may probably be considered the highest

living authority on such matters, which are

almost as political, I may say, as statistical
;

and he told me that he was quite perplexed,

after the deepest and most minute inquiry

as to what would be the result to Canada

of 200,000,000 of the acres of the wilderness

being gradually brought into cultivation.

He said he saw there were some who

believed, and he shared that opinion, that,

under all circumstances, the market of the

United States would be destroyed ;
but as

regards Canada itself, he said, if the influx

of population were to go on as it is going
on now but that we cannot expect in

consequence of those fertile acres being

placed at their disposal, he could not tell

what might be the consequence. That

population would demand itself, not only

sustenance, but extravagant and extreme

sustenance
;
and for his part he would

not be surprised, with the impulsive
character of humanity in the United

States, if that wilderness which now so

alarms us is not soon occupied by con-

suming millions. Therefore, I say that it

is not wise at this moment to attempt to

take into precise consideration the influence

of those markets. When that influence is

ascertained, it will be recognized and we
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must act upon it, but we ought to take

into consideration the influence of unfruit-

ful seasons in this country. This is a

subject which \ve cannot avoid, which is

fatally and painfully precise. It has had

an effect upon the condition of the farming
class that never was anticipated, and never

could have been wished by the owners of

land. We have, alas! heard that their

interests were identical, that between the

landlord and the tenant there were feelings

of regard and affection, and I have always
had a most solemn and sincere belief in

their operation; but if ever there were a

case in which that sympathy should be

shown, it is the present. It would be not

merely a great danger for ourselves, but it

would be a great danger for England, that

the farming class should be reduced either

in influence or in numbers.
"
I would make one more remark upon

the position in which we are placed, with

reference to the want of precise information

as to the effect of American produce on our

position in England. I may remind you
that we have, by a royal commission, sent

to the United States and Canada two men
of your own class, men of considerable

ability, men who have had the advantage
of enlightened opportunity in the House

of Commons for many years to become

acquainted with those principles on which

a state ought to be governed. These two

men two great ornaments of the farming
class in this country are visiting America,

and I await with confidence and interest

their communications. But let me say

there is no reason why, because we are

placed in an indefinite position with regard

to foreign supplies and have taken all these

means to obtain information, the farmers

of England should not take every legiti-

mate step to make their position more satis-

factory, if they have occasion to complain.
I want to remind you of a subject which

is sometimes forgotten- the introduction

by the present government of the Agricul-

tural Holdings Act. That Act is described

by a stupid word generally used by stupid

people the Act is called a sham by those

who have never read the Act and never

studied it, and never profited by it. I will

show you in a sentence or two that that

Act is a living Act. It is an Act of the

utmost advantage to the farmers already ;

and if they were wise, it would be pro-

ductive of great future advantage. That

Act in the first place, for the first time in

English legislation, gave the presumption
of all improvements in the land to the

credit of the farmer and not the landlord.

That alone was a very great affair. That

Act secured compensation to the farmer for

unexhausted improvements, and it did it in

a manner which met the wants of different

classes of improvements. It gave the best

security that no dissension and quarrels

should occur between landlord and occupier.

That Act also extended the period of notices

to quit from six to twelve months. You

may say, and I know it will be said by
those who know nothing about it, that all

the world have contracted themselves out

of this Act A great many persons have

contracted themselves out of that Act who

ought not to have done so, and a great

many men are now ashamed of having
contracted themselves out of it

;
but I let

that pass.
" Such an extraordinary stream of men-

dacity has been poured on this Act that I

need not dwell on the point at length. It

was said, for instance, that the noble duke

who brought the bill forward had contracted

himself out of the Act. My noble friend

the Duke of Richmond has always given
leases to his tenants; he prefers leases;

therefore it was impossible for him to

contract himself out of the Act. The other

minister who brought it forward in the

House of Commons was a gentleman who
was a member for the county of Bucking-

ham, and I defy any one to say that any of

his tenants contracted themselves out of it.

I have seen a good many of these contracts,

and they deal with the varying conditions

of the soil and climate of England. And
we find cases where the contracting parties,
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knowing nothing about it, have made

contracts agreeing to all the vital points in

the Act; and the only advantage the

occupier and tenant have is that their con-

tracts are drawn up in a manner which may
involve them in litigation ; whereas, if they
had stuck to the Act of Parliament, they
would have avoided that result. In most

of these contracts I find that notice to quit

is increased to one year ;
that is not as far

as I would wish to go, as I have often said,

but no doubt the arrangement was a prudent
one. Most of their contracts agree, as a

matter of course, that the tenant is to be

compensated for his investment in the soil.

" Before I sit down I must make one

remark, that I ought to apologize for having

spoken at this length. You will remember

that one gets garrulous when one meets

one's old friends. You will not forget the

various scenes that have taken place with

reference to this society the struggles we
have had and the contests that we have had

to encounter
;
and you will not forget that

for a term longer than a generation you
intrusted to me the greatest honour of my
life, the office of being your representative ;

and I did not think I should be doing my
duty to-day in merely meeting you at a

time of strain and trial like the present,

and indulging only in a few commonplace
remarks. There is no doubt that there is a

party in this England I don't believe a

very numerous party, but a very busy one

who always view with feelings of hostility

the agricultural interest. They do so because

they are opposed to the free and aristocratic

government. You may get rid of that

government, gentlemen; but if you do you
will have either a despotism that ends in

democracy, or a democracy that ends in

despotism. A year ago, when the pressure
was first touching us, when in addition to

the general sufferings of the country, it

began to be whispered that the agricultural

interest was suffering, that party sprung

immediately to their legs ; they saw a golden

opportunity, as they thought, and their first

step was an attempt to agitate the agricul-

tural labourers of the country. Fortunately,
these men who attempted to agitate in rural

England were thorough cockneys. They
were not, perhaps, born in London, but they
were born in another town that often makes

a greater noise. If they had known any-

thing of country life, they would have

known they had got the wrong end of the

stick; that if there were any class connected

with the land in England that was un-

usually prosperous, it was the agricultural

labourer. But when those meetings were

held and the dreadful news was announced

that agricultural labourers in some parts

of England were only getting 14s. a week

the absurdity of the whole affair was

too ludicrous for contemplation. Even the

agricultural labourers who made those

complaints could scarcely keep their coun-

tenances. They knew well that during the

forty years their wages had been raised 40

per cent. They knew very well, that with

those increased wages, their purchasing

power of all that was requisite for life was

immensely increased. They knew very well

that throughout England, to a great extent,

their habitations were immensely improved,
in themselves a source not only of health

but of income; and the agitation founded

upon data so fallacious quickly evaporated.

But a year ago they were setting the

agricultural labourers against the farmers ;

now they are attempting to set the farmers

against the landlords. This will never do.

The government of England will always be

supported by those who have the spirit of

justice and liberality and of affection. We
have stood together under many trials, and

England has recognized that in the influence,

the just influence, of the agricultural interest

there is the best security for liberty and

law."

With the exception of touching upon

agricultural topics, Lord Beaconsfield con-

fined himself during this year to questions

relating entirely to the development of his

foreign policy. Upon one subject, however,

of some domestic importance he made a few

remarks, which, consideringthat the agitation
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is ever being set on foot, are worthy of

lining preserved. The question as to the

observance of Sunday admits much that

can be said on both sides. It is undoubtedly
narrow and intolerant to expect that the

working man, engaged in close and severe

toil, and often in an unhealthy atmosphere,

during six long days in the week, should on

the seventh be debarred, by a spirit of

unkindly Puritanism, from all relaxation

and recreation. At the same time the

seventh day should be one of rest, and

however genial and philanthropic may be

the intentions of those who seek to relieve

the English Sunday from much of its

aggressive and unnecessary austerity, this

insertion of the thin end of the wedge is

not unaccompanied with danger. Of the

two evils it is better both for man and beast

that we keep our day of rest as we now

keep it, than that that day should develop
into the Sunday of the Continent. To the

wise and well-balanced mind the day of

rest will always be regarded as a divine gift

to man to be hallowed and yet to be enjoyed
a sacred day, and yet one on which legiti-

mate pleasure is not to be forbidden. Still

we do not legislate for the wise and well

balanced, but for the rude and easily led;

the middle course between Calvinism and

Continentalism, which so many kindly and

tolerant persons wish to see adopted, would,
if it once came into effect, soon blend and

lose itself with extravagances and results

which could only be pernicious to the moral

welfare of the commonwealth. The opening
of galleries and museums would shortly

be followed by the
1

opening of other and

more popular places of resort; from sacred

music we should get to secular music, and

from secular music the interval would soon

be bridged over which leads to the opening
of the opera house and the theatre

;
our

Sunday would speedily lose its sense of rest

and repose ;
it would develop into a day of

pure pleasure, of social festivities, and of

much gathering together, inspired by the

sole object of amusement ; finally, it would

be a da}- of much labour to those called

VOL. n

upon tosatisfy the wants of pleasure-seekers,

and as a day of rest its chief characteris-

tic it would be null and void. It is for

this last reason the gradual and insidious

abolition of a special interval set apart for

rest that the working classes of this

country have never regarded with any

particular favour the efforts of those who

are endeavouring to make the English

Sunday less dull and austere. They know
what must be the logical result of those

efforts, and they prefer to stand upon the

old paths. They look forward to their day
of rest; it is the one feature in their

laborious life which is ever welcome to

them, and they are wise enough to see that

from the opening of schools of art to the

opening of shops is not so distant a step as

some imagine. It was this development of

the question, and not the mere opening of

galleries and museums, that caused Lord

Beaconsfield to oppose any motion which

was calculated to interfere with the sanctity

of the rest expected and required from that

hallowed day. On the occasion of Lord

Thurlow moving a resolution to open mu-

seums and art galleries on Sundays, Lord

Beaconsfield thus expressed the views which

led him to vote against the proposal:

"Unquestionably," he said (May 5, 1879),
"
the resolution moved by the noble lord

needs greater consideration than would

appear on the surface. There is no doubt

it is desirable, that the working classes of

this country should be more familiar with

galleries of art and museums of science

than they probably are. But it is a wish

which I think ought not to be limited to

the working classes. There are other

classes in the country who would be

benefited by a nearer acquaintance than

they appear to me to possess with galleries

of art and museums of science
;
and the

tendency of our legislation of late years
has happily been to bring the population
of this country generally, irrespective of

class, under the civilizing influence of those

institutions to bring art and science into

nearer relation with the general life of the

63
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people. Within these few years public

holidays have been established by statute.

They have been secured to the people by
the action of parliament, and are not

dependent upon the will of the church
;

and there has been, besides, that great

revolution in manners known as the half-

Saturday movement a revolution not

legislative, but not less powerful, because

it is the result of general conviction

whereby you secure fifty-two half holidays
in the year. Therefore, since the question
now before your lordships was first started,

great changes, all favourable to the frequent

visiting by the people of this country of

galleries of art and museums of science,

have occurred.

"The proposal of 'the noble lord is in

favour of a very considerable advance

being made from the stage at which

we have arrived
;

and it 13 impossible
to consider that proposal without some
reference to the religious feelings of the

country. Now, my lords, I would not

take an exaggerated view of the circum-

stances connected with this proposition
in that respect. I am perfectly free to

admit that there is a difference between

the Christian Sunday and the Jewish

Sabbath
;
and I cannot agree with those

who M'ould extend to the observance of

the Christian Sunday the rules and regu-
lations of the Jewish Sabbath. If there

be any who desire to do it, they would

utterly fail to accomplish that purpose.
But of all divine institutions, I maintain

the most divine is that which secures a

day of rest for man. If there is a con-

sideration connected with this subject
which I think ought not to be absent

from your lordships' mind on this occasion

it is this Would it have been possible to

have secured a day of rest for man unless

it had been connected with the religious

sentiment? To my mind it would have
been utterly impossible ;

and it is the

religious principle, which to a certain

extent is admitted by all at least by all

classes that have influence and numbers

in this country it is that principle we
must take care should not be discarded

if we wish to maintain that day of rest

which I hold to be the most valuable

blessing ever conceded to man. It is the

corner-stone of all civilization
;

and it

would be very difficult to estimate what

might be the deleterious effects, even upon
the health of the people, if there were no

cessation from that constant toil and brain-

work which must ever characterize a country
like this, so advanced in its pursuits and

civilization.
" Under these circumstances I have ever

hesitated to support propositions which

have tended to diminish the observance

of the Christian Sunday. Another point

which ought to influence our decision

is this In all questions into which the

religious sentiment enters, it is highly
desirable that no change should be effected

that is not called for by the expression of a

predominant sentiment on the part of the

people. What evidence have we of this

predominance ? I ask really as much for

instruction as for any other object. I have

endeavoured to obtain some information,

and that information has not convinced me
that there is such a predominance of opinion
in favour of this great change. It is a

great change; and those who suppose for

a moment it can be limited to the proposal of

the noble lord will find they are mistaken.

I want to know what evidence we have that

there is this desire on the part of the people
of this country for a change which will

affect the conduct of their lives, and to a

great degree their opinions on the most

important and solemn subjects ? I venture

to refer to the proceedings in the other

House of parliament, the popular branch

of the legislature. This is not an old

subject; as a public question it has come

into prominence only within the last few

years. I remember the first occasion on

which it was brought forward in the other

House of parliament. The experiment has

been made three or four times, and it

has been made so recently as during the
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existence of the present government. If

I am not mistaken it was made during the

last year I sat in the other House. What
has been the principal feature of those

discussions, debates, and divisions ? Un-

questionably this that the proposal has

always been defeated by vast majorities,

and in those majorities you generally could

observe the members for the great com-

mercial towns and the great centres of

industry always voting against the propo-
sition.

" These are grave circumstances

though I do not say they ought to be

decisive. I do not say that the question
the noble lord has brought forward is not

one that deserves our consideration. But

we ought to bear in mind that the proposal
cannot rest where it is. I do not speak of

the 'thin end of the wedge,' which has

been denounced
;

I do not speak at all in

that sense. I say it is in the nature of

things that the proposition which the noble

lord has made must be followed by others
;

and the question will be the change in the

habits of the people, and perhaps in their

| opinions, the further the matter is pursued.
As a mere matter of politics any substantial

or considerable change in the legislation

which secures a day of weekly rest to the

people of this country should be, I will

not say viewed with the greatest suspicion,

but examined with the greatest vigilance.

I believe this proposed change is viewed

with suspicion by the working classes.

\Yliether it is just or not, I will not

discuss
;
but if such a feeling is entertained

by the labouring classes of this country, it

ought to be tenderly treated. I do not

think your lordships ought to make any
movement in the direction proposed unless

you have good assurance you are taking a

course with which the great body of the

people of the country sympathize. No
evidence has been given which convinces

me of that
;
and therefore it is my duty

to oppose a motion and I do it with

regret the apparent and I say it not

offensively the superficial object of which

would seem to be to civilize the people."

The resolution of Lord Thurlow was

rejected by a majority of eight.



CHAPTER XVH.

"
I M P E R I U M E T L I B E K T A S ."

Foit the first time since the passing of the

reform bill of 1832 the Tory party had

been in power with a large and tractable

majority. The constitutional views which

the prime minister had long entertained,

and which are visible in all his speeches
and woven with the texture of his novels,

he had proceeded to assert and carry out.

What his enemies called a
" bastard im-

perialism," but what he more correctly

designed as reducing the constitution to

its original elements before it had been

restricted by Whig tyranny or overwhelmed

by the democratic influx in the House of

Commons, had been the object both of his

European and Asiatic foreign policy. His

aim had been to restore the influence the

crown possessed before its usurpation by
the members of the "Venetian oligarchy"
for their own selfish ends. He wished, as

he said, to see
" a real throne

"
exercising

its legitimate and constitutional control,

emancipated on the one hand from aristo-

cratic despotism, and on the other from

parliamentary arrogance. Since govern-
ment by parliament had superseded govern-
ment by prerogative, it was not the crown
which had encroached upon the rights of

the subject, but the subject which had
encroached upon the rights of the crown.

These encroachments Lord Beaconsfield,
now that he was in power, had declined to

sanction or admit. Parliament was assem-

bled for counsel, not for control
; but since

Whig influence had been paramount the

Houses under the guidance of the "
govern-

ing families
"
had trespassed upon the con-

stitutional prerogatives of the crown, and

had wielded the authority which was the

due of the sovereign. This reversion of

the constitutional order of things Lord

Beaconsfield had aimed at setting aside. It

had been his object to restore the crown to

its original power to see it govern through
ministers responsible to parliament and

not to have it dictated to by a domineering

oligarchy ruling ministers by the aid of a

submissive House of Commons. It was for

this reason that, during the six years he

held office, he had proved that the head

of a constitutional monarchy was no mere

puppet made to act as ministers pulled the

strings, but an actual and practical sovereign.

The aim he set before him was very similar

to that which Baron Stockmar, the confi-

dential adviser of the Prince Consort, had

laid down as the rule of conduct which an

English sovereign ought to follow.

" Since the theory of the constitution,"

writes the Baron,
" has been brought more

into harmony with the spirit and the wants

of the age, its practical working has retro-

graded just as much as its theory has

advanced. Whigs and Tories saw that,

from the moment the democratic element

became so powerful, there was only one

thing which could keep this element within

safe bounds, and prevent it from swallowing

up first the aristocracy, and then itself.

This one thing was the upholding and

strengthening of the autonomy of the mon-

archical element, which the fundamental

idea of the English constitution had from

the first conceded to royalty. ... In

reference to the crown the secret is simply
this. Since 1830 the executive power has

been entirely in the hands of the ministry,

and these being more the servants of parlia-

ment particularly of the House of Com-

mons than of the crown, it is practically

in the hands of that House. This is a

distortion of the fundamental idea of the
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English constitution, which could not fail

to grow by degrees out of the incapacity of

her sovereigns rightly to understand and

to deal with their position, and out of the

encroachments on their privileges by the

House of Commons. This perversion of

the fundamental idea of the English con-

stitution is fraught with this great mischief

for the state, that the head of the minis-

try for a time can only be the head of a

party, and consequently must only too often

succumb to the temptation of advancing
the imagined interests of his party to the

prejudice of the public weal. To counteract

on the part of the crown this injurious

tendency must at the present moment be a

difficult task, inasmuch as ministers and

parliament will construe tlie legal powers of

the crown in accordance, not rith the original

spirit of the constitution, but with the practice

which has prevailed since 1830. Still, the

right of the crown to assert itself as perma-
nent head of the council over the temporary
leader of the ministry, and to act as such,

is not likely to be gainsaid even by those

who regard it through the spectacles of

party.
" In theory one of the first duties of

ministers is to protect and preserve intact

the traditional usages of royal prerogative.

. . . Our Whigs, again, are nothing but

partly conscious, partly unconscious repub-

'icans, who stand in the same relation to

the throne as the wolf does to the lamb.

And these Whigs must have a natural

inclination to push to extremity the con-

stitutional fiction 1 which, although UH-

doubtedly of old standing, is fraught with

danger that it is unconstitutional to intro-

duce and make use of the name and person
of the irresponsible sovereign in the public

debates on matters bearing on the constitu-

tion. But if the English crown permit a

Whig ministry to follow this rule in practice,

without exception, you must not wonder if

in a little time you find the majority of the

people impressed with the belief that the

king, in the view of the law, is nothing but a

mandarin figure, which has to nod its head

in assent, or shake it in denial, as the minis-

ter pleases. . . . Ministerial responsi

bility in these days, for such ministers as

are incapable, and at any rate for such as

are unscrupulous, is a mere bugbear. The

responsible minister may do the most stupid

and mischievous things. If they are not

found out he may even continue to be

popular; if they do come to light, it only
costs him his place. He resigns or is

removed that is all the whole punish-

ment, the whole restitution made, for the

mischief done to the common weal. But

who could have averted, whose duty was it

to avert, the danger, cither wholly or in

part? Assuredly he, and he alone, who,

being free from party passion, has listened

to the voice of an independent judgment
To exercise this judgment is, both in a

moral and constitutional point of view, a

matter of right, nay, a positive duty. The

sovereign may even take a part in the

initiation and maturing of the government

measures; for it would be unreasonable to

expect that a king, himself as able, as

accomplished, as patriotic as the best of his

ministers, should be prevented from making
use of these qualities at the deliberations of

his council. In practice, of course, the use

so made will be as various as the gifts and

personal character of the occupants of the

throne are various; and these are decided

not merely by the different degrees of

capability, but also by their varieties of

temperament and disposition. Although
the right has, since the time of William III.,

been frequently perverted and exercised in

the most pernicious way, since 1830, on the

other hand, it has scarcely been exercised

at all, which is fundamentally less injurious

to the state than in the other case. At the

same time it is obvious that its judicious

exercise, which certainly requires a master

mind, would not only be the best guarantee

for constitutional monarchy, but would raise

it to a height of power, stability, and sym-

metry which has never been attained. At

the same time, in the face of the exercise

of this merely moral right of the crown, the
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responsible ministers may, so far as the

substantial import, the excellence, and fit-

ness of their measures are concerned, act

with entire freedom and independence.

The relation between sovereign and minis-

ters becomes quite different whenever the

former has to decide as to the carrying out

of a measure which he has already sanc-

tioned; for then he is primarily charged
with a constitutional control of the honesty
and loyalty of his ministers, which is exer-

cised most safely for the rest of them

through the premier. Thus, then, do 1

vindicate for the sovereign the position of a

permanent premier, who takes rank above the

temporary head of the cabinet, and in matters

of discipline exercises supreme authority."

Without any invasion of the rights of the

constitution, Lord Beaconsfield strove to

carry out this policy. The queen was to

be the real chief of the state, and not the

mere agent of her advisers. The author-

ity of the crown, which had lain so long

dormant, was to be brought forward and

exercised, and thus made to counteract the

influence of the leaders of democracy, always

working within every state. A real throne,

with the sovereign as
"
permanent premier,"

with the princes of the blood issuing from

their seclusion to hold high office in the

state, with a generous aristocracy upholding
the influence of the crown, and not like the

Whigs upholding only their own order, and

a parliament suggestive, yet submissive

these were the ends which the "imperialism"
of Lord Beaconsfield sought to attain, and

which were the main characteristics of his

period of office.

This policy of "
imperialism

"
was, how-

ever, warmly opposed by the leaders of the

Liberal party. In their eyes England had

little or nothing to do with continental

politics ;
it was absurd for us, they said, to

attempt to become a great military power,
or hope to exercise a powerful influence in

the councils of Europe ;
whilst our jealousy

of Russia, our entering into guarantees for

the maintenance of the Ottoman empire,

our hankering after annexation of territory

and rectification of frontiers, simply entailed

upon us great expenditure and enormous

responsibilities. Why could not ministers,

they asked, be content with the foreign

policy of their predecessors, under which

the country had flourished and had been at

peace with its neighbours ? Why all this
"
swagger" and " bluster" and this "jingo-

ism," which really signified nothing but

bravado ?
" We can have no confidence in

the future," cried Mr. Eylands, when mourn-

ing over the necessary increase in the

expenditure,
"
so long as the imperial policy

of the present government exists."
" Since

this government," said Mr. Bright,
" came

into office, your great empire upon the map
has grown much greater. They have an-

nexed the country in the Transvaal, in

South Africa, which is said to be as large

as France
; they have annexed Zululand,

in South Africa
;
and they have practically

annexed Afghanistan. They have added

also to our dominions the isle of Cyprus, in

the Mediterranean, and they have incurred

enormous and incalculable responsibilities

in Egypt and Asia Minor. All this adds

to your burdens. Just listen to this
; they

add to the burdens, not of the empire
Canada and Australia and all those colonies

have nothing to do, as a rule, with these

things they add to the burdens, not of the

empire, but of 33,000,000 of people who
inhabit Great Britain and Ireland. We
take the burden and pay the charge. This

policy may lend a seeming glory to the

crown, and may give scope for patronage

and promotion, and pay a pension to a

limited and a favoured class. But to you,

the people, it brings expenditure of blood

and of treasure, increased debts and taxes,

and adds risk of war in every part of the

globe. Now, look at our position for one

moment : you have to meet the competition
of other countries. Your own race on the

American continent are your foremost

rivals. Now, nobody denies that statement.

I believe they are 50,000,000 now. Happily
for them they have not yet bred a Beacons-

field or a Salisbury to misdirect their policy
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nnd waste their resources. Now, if at some

distant period it may be centuries remote

an Englishman, one of that great English
nation which is now so rapidly peopling the

American continent, if such an Englishman
should visit and explore the source of his

race and the decayed and ruined home of

his fathers, he may exclaim,
' How are the

mighty fallen !

'

and ' whence comes this

ruin ?
'

and the answer will be ' la the

councils of the England of the past* I

pray that it may not be said in the days of

a virtuous queen that wisdom and justice

were scorned, and ignorance, passion, and

vain-glory directed her policy and wielded

her power."
Mr. Gladstone was still more hostile.

"
I

held before, as I have held in the House of

Commons, that the faith and honour of the

country have been gravely compromised in

the foreign policy of the ministry; that

by the disturbance of confidence, and lately

even of peace, which they have brought

about, they have prolonged and aggravated
the public distress; that they have aug-
mented the power and influence of the

IJussiiiii empire, even while estranging the

feelings of its population ;
that they have

embaiknl the crown and people in an

unjust war the Afghan war, that is full of

mischief if not of positive danger to India;

that by their use of the treaty-making and

war-making powers of the crown they

have abridged the just rights of parliament,
and have presented the prerogative of the

nation under an unconstitutional aspect
which tends to make it insecure." The

key-note thus struck by the leaders of the

Liberals was sounded throughout the coun-

try with less eloquence, but with equal

monotony, by their followers.

These severe but somewhat partial critics

of the foreign policy of the government

forgot, however, to state that since Great

Britain was not merely a cluster of islands

in a northern sea, but an empire, it must

necessarily have an imperial, and not an

insular policy. They forgot to explain that

the boasted prosperity which the country

enjoyed under the late administration had

been bought at the expense of the prestige

of the nation, and that the country was at

peace with its neighbours simply because

it had on the Continent been completely

ignored as one of the great powers. They
declined to remember that, when the Liberals

held office, guarantees which had been

solemnly entered into had been renounced,

that the judgments of foreign nations had

been meekly acquiesced in, and that we
had to go back to the worst days of the
"
Merry Monarch "

to find a parallel for our

condition as a country degraded, spiritless,

pliant, and submissive. Our aim, when
ruled by a Liberal administration, was not

to be a kingdom, but to be an active and

lucrative workshop. Under Mr. Gladstone

we were an emporium ;
under Lord Beacons-

field we were an empire. It was Lord

Beaconsfield who raised England to the

position she once occupied, who taught

Europe to respect and recognize her auth-

ority, who showed that treaties in which

her interests were concerned could not be

drawn up and entered into without her

sanction or interposition, and who proved

by her decided and patriotic attitude that

from those who ignored her or rejected her

counsels she was prepared to demand and

enforce a full and complete satisfaction.

One of the bitterest antagonists whom the

foreign policy of Lord Beaconsfield encoun-

tered was the Duke of Argyll. His Grace had

from the first opposed the attitude which the

government had taken up with regard to the

Eastern question, and his objections were

among the most sweeping and hostile which

the royal titles bill, the Berlin treaty, and

the rectification of the Afghan frontier had

to meet and refute. At the earliest op-

portunity, when the execution of the treaty

of Berlin was discussed in parliament, the

Duke of Argyll came forward to pass an ad-

verse judgment on the whole of the Eastern

policy of the government An important
debate was thus originated, in which the

most prominent among the peers on both

sides of the House took part. The Duke of
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Argyll laughed at the treaty of Berlin having

preserved the independence and integrity of

Turkey. He complained of the construction

put upon the evacuation of Eastern Roumelia

by the government. According to the Berlin

treaty, the Eussian troops were to have

completed the evacuation by May 3, 1879

being the nine months from August 3, 1878,

agreed upon ;
but it now transpired that

the evacuation was only to begin on that

date. The duke then ridiculed the preten-

sions of the government as to the advan-

tages to be derived from the treaty of Berlin,

which was nothing, he declared, but the

treaty of San Stefano drawn afresh with a

few unimportant modifications. The first

result of the policy of the government was

that Turkey was ruined. " Do not deceive

yourselves with fine phrases," he cried
;

"Turkey as an empire is dead and gone.
She has lost more than provinces she has

lost that which is essential to empire ;
she

has lost her independence." Passing on

to the subject of Afghanistan, and to the

treaty of Gandamuk, which was then being
considered by the cabinet, he accused the

government of double dealing with Shere

Ali, and opposed the view of the ministers

that India should be saddled with the ex-

penses of the campaign. "My lords," he

concluded,
"
you are beginning to be found

out. The people of this country or at

least that portion of the country on which

you have relied are beginning to see that

you have not obtained for them what they

expected. It is not we, the members of

the Opposition, who are accusing you. Time
is your great accuser

; the course of events

is summing up the case against you. What
have you to say I shall wait to hear

what have you to say why you should not

receive an adverse verdict at the hands of

your country, as you certainly will be called

up for judgment at the bar of history ?
"

His Grace had not long to wait before he

heard the defence of the government. Lord

Beaconsfield rose up at once to reply. He
had expressed a hope the day before that

as the treatv of Gandamuk was under

consideration, the Opposition would not

criticise at the present moment the policy
of the government in Afghanistan.

" My
lords," he said (May 16, 1879), alluding to

the arrival of Yakub Khan in the English

camp at Gandamuk,
" My lords, you are

aware, as the noble duke has just reminded

you, that at this moment the Ameer of

Afghanistan is a self-invited but honoured

guest in the English camp, with the avowed

object of negotiating a treaty of peace and

friendship with the Queen of England; and

I may say that under those circumstances,

when I heard of the intended motion of the

noble duke, and that he was going to call

the attention of the House to the results

of our foreign policy in Europe and Asia,

I think I had some reason yesterday to

remind him of that state of affairs to which

I have referred, and to leave it with confi-

dence to his discretion, as I left it then, to

observe a statesmanlike silence in the cir-

cumstances now existing. My lords, I have

been deeply disappointed in these expecta-

tions. At this very moment, when the

questions to which he has referred, such as

the appointment of a European resident in

the cities of that sovereign, when those

questions are still under consideration, and

which at this very moment are the subject

of negotiations, the noble duke has thought
it proper, referring, as he said, only to the

past, to treat these subjects in a manner

and in a manner which, in the present con-

ditions of communication, may in twenty-
four hours be known in those parts which

certainly may greatly affect the carriage of

these negotiations. When I consider these

circumstances, when I remember the posi-

tion of the noble duke, a man of eminence

for his ability and so exalted in his position,

a man who has more than once been the

trusted counsellor of his sovereign, when I

see that such a man as he conies forward,

and with a criticism which I will not call

malevolent, but which certainly was en-

venomed, attacks the policy of the govern-
ment which at this moment must be being

weighed and scanned with the most intense
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interest abroad, I must say that I am

greatly astonished. My parliamentary ex-

perience has not been little, but certainly

in the course of that experience I remember

no similar instance of a person in so High
a position adopting the course which the

noble duke has thought it right to take.
" For the reasons which I gave yesterday

I shall certainly not follow the noble duke

into the subject to which he has referred.

My noble friend, when he addresses your

lordships, will find that, although for the

moment he may have to sacrifice the

gratification of vindicating his personal

honour, there are still various matters with

respect to Afghanistan to which the noble

duke has referred, to which it is neces-

sary for him to allude. I, however, shall

not touch upon them. Unfortunately for

us, and perhaps still more unfortunately
for the noble duke himself, he was not

present when the debates in reference

to Afghanistan were held. Those of your

lordships who were present at those debates

can scarcely accept as accurate the picture

which the noble duke drew of those discus-

sions. Your lordships have been told by
the noble duke that you were obliged to

consent to a hurried vote, moved by Her

Majesty's government, who had already
committed the country to a certain policy

with regard to Afghanistan. Your lord-

ships will recollect that, on the contrary,

the subject of the conduct of Her Majesty's

government in reference to Afghanistan was

discussed for three nights in this House.

Your lordships will also remember that

with your indulgence I felt it to be my
duty to wind up the debate upon that

occasion, and that, after our policy had

been criticised and assailed for three nights,

I proved by the production of a despatch
written by the late Viceroy of India that if

the distinguished leaders of the Opposition
had been in office, they would have pursued

exactly the same policy which we conceived

and which we had the courage to pursue.
The result of that debate was, that when
the matter came to a division, one of the

VOL. II.

largest majorities which we have ever had

in this House sealed with its confidence

and its approbation the conduct of Her

Majesty's government.
"

I will endeavour to follow the noble

duke through the other subjects which he

dealt with, in the order in which he intro-

duced them. The noble duke, as some

compensation for the attack which he

made upon our Indian policy, commenced
his address by congratulating us. The

noble duke congratulated us upon the great
fact that, in part fulfilment of the treaty

of Berlin, the evacuation of Bosnia and

Roumania had been commenced. The

noble duke in congratulating us on that

circumstance said, that it was true at the

same time that the version which we now

gave of the obligatory provision in the

treaty of Berlin respecting the evacuation

of those provinces was not that which we
had originally given of it; still that the

fact that the evacuation had commenced
was so satisfactory, that he must con-

gratulate us upon our success in bringing
about an agreement under which Russia

was to be allowed three more months in

which to complete the evacuation. I

cannot accept the compliments of the

noble duke. I hnve always placed upon
the 22nd clause of the treaty of Berlin

exactly the same interpretation which I

understand the government of Russia now
does. My noble friend and myself, who
have worked together in these transactions,

have, I believe, never differed upon any

single point in reference to the treaty

except this
;

I certainly understood that

when nine months were appointed for

the occupation of these provinces by the

military forces of Russia, that period

should not include the time allowed for

the evacuation of them, which was to

commence at the termination of that

period of nine months. Occupation and

evacuation are different things; and if the

evacuation were to be commenced within

the nine months, the period of the occupa-

tion would be proportionately shortened.

fi4
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"
But, holding as I do that view of the

subject, that is no reason why we should

agree to an unreasonable length of time

being taken in conducting the evacuation

of those provinces. The noble duke treated

as a matter of course, and as a subject upon
which there could be no possible difference

of opinion, that Her Majesty's government
had agreed to extend the time for the

evacuation in those provinces to August 3.

There is not the slightest authority for

any statement of the kind. What we are

bound by is the view now taken by the

majority of the signatories of the Berlin

treaty, to the effect that the evacuation

was to commence on May 3
;
and it is to

be completed within a reasonable time,

which may be computed in weeks rather

than in months, but at all events in a

moderate time, as compared with the

statement which the noble duke has made.

Therefore the noble duke, who prides

himself upon his memory, has actually

complimented Her Majesty's government

upon the circumstances which, if correct,

would have been a disgrace to them.
" The noble duke then goes on to com-

plain very much of the manner in which

he and his colleagues and friends have

been treated not in, but out of this House,

and in so doing he exhibited that sensitive-

ness which I have already more than once

observed is peculiar to the present Opposi-
tion. On this point I did not think that the

evidence of the noble duke was adequate to

the occasion. He quoted an extract from

a speech of my noble friend, and he also

quoted from the anonymous correspondence
of an unknown society. When a subject
of this character is brought before your

lordships on a solemn occasion, and when

charges of this nature are made against

Her Majesty's government, I do not myself
much care what people say about me, and

I have not much time to make remarks

about others. Some distinguished members

of Her Majesty's Opposition, however, who
have appeared in different parts of the

country, seem to have spared no time in

the preparation of their attacks upon Her

Majesty's government. Upon that subject

I will say nothing further than this: I

make no charge against either of the two

noble lords, the leaders of the Opposition
in either House of Parliament. Their

conduct has at all times, and especially

at critical periods, been such as was to be

expected from gentlemen and distinguished

statesmen who felt the responsibilities of

their position.
"
That, however, cannot be said of all

the members of the party. Although I

shall notice nothing of a merely personal

nature, I must say that it is much to be

regretted that after so solemn an act as

the treaty of Berlin was executed, and

when united Europe had agreed to look

upon the treaty as some assurance for the

maintenance of peace and for the general

welfare of the world, certain members of

the Opposition should, not once, twice, nor

thrice, but month after month, habitually

declare to the world that the treaty was

utterly impracticable, and have used such

external influence as they might possess

to throw every obstacle and impediment
in the way of carrying that treaty into

practical effect. Look at the probable

result of such action. If statesmen have

pledged their opinion over and over again

that a treaty is impracticable, if they

become responsible ministers, they will be

called upon by those who do not wish the

treaty to be fulfilled to carry their opinions

into effect.

"Then says the noble duke,
'

I come now
to business. You have negotiated a treaty,

but what have you done for Turkey?' And
the noble duke for a considerable time

for more than half an hour made an im-

passioned appeal to the House, with a view

of showing us what ought to have been

done for Turkey. From a minister respon-

sible, I believe, for the Crimean War, such

a speech might have been expected, and,

in fact
;
the strongest part of the oration of

the noble duke was an impassioned argu-

ment in favour of going to war with Kussia
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in order to preserve the settlement made at

the end of the Crimean War. 'Well,'

says the noble duke,
' what have you done ?

See the losses to Turkey which you have

brought about. There is Batoum, a most

valuable harbour, which will be fortified

by the Russians whatever may be the

engagement they have made by the treaty

of Berlin. Do you mean to say, if you
had acted with sufficient vigour, that you
could not have prevented Russia taking

Batoum, with your great fleet in the

Black Sea ?' Well, no doubt we could

have prevented Russia taking Batoum, as

we prevented Russia taking Constantinople.
But is the noble duke prepared, or was he

prepared, to go to war to prevent Russia

taking Batoum a port which with derision

the noble duke describes as one which

Russia has made a free port. But the

noble duke quite forgot to say that it

was not only made by the treaty of

Berlin a free port, but a port essentially

commercial words which have some mean-

ing and by which the signatories of the

treaty of Berlin will always be bound.

The noble lord says also,
'

I can see what
will happen in Batoum. It will be a free

port, but a fortified one. It will be a strong

place and will control the commerce of

Persia.' But all this was said of the

treaties of 1828 with regard to the harbour

of Poti. The very same expression was

used, and England was warned that by

obtaining the harbour of Poti Russia had

obtained such a commanding position that

the Black Sea would be entirely at her

mercy. The noble duke quite forgot to

tell us this, that under the treaty of Berlin

the finest port in the Black Sea, the port
of Burgas, was restored to the Sultan.

This the noble duke, who is so candid,

omitted to bring to your lordships' recol-

lection.

"'Well,' then says the noble duke, 'how
can you reconcile yourselves to the fact

that you have agreed to the destruction of

the Danubian fortresses that Quadrilateral

of the East which would have commanded

the Danube?" One would suppose, from

the way in which the noble duke has

spoken to-night, that there had never been

any war between Russia and Turkey. One

would suppose that Turkey had never been

utterly vanquished, and that the army of

Russia had never been at the gates of Con-

stantinople. Surely the claims of Russia,

whether right or wrong, had to be con-

sidered. However we might approve or

disapprove the casus belli and the policy

of the war whatever differences of opinion

there might be upon these and similar

points no one could deny for a moment

that Russia had completely vanquished

Turkey ;
and to suppose in these circum-

stances that everything was to be left

exactly in the same position as at the

beginning of the war, is an assumption
which I think your lordships will agree

is not a very reasonable one. But look

at the merits of the case. These fortresses,

under the new system, would have become

Bulgarian fortresses, our policy being to

maintain the Turkish empire a policy,

allow me in passing to remind your lord-

ships, which is universal in Europe, because

every one of the great powers who have

signed the treaty of Berlin agreed in this

one point, that there was no substitute for

the Turkish power, and that that power,

though it might be reduced, should still

be substantially maintained. '

But," says
the noble duke, 'the proposal to destroy
these fortresses was made by the Russians

themselves.' It matters little, but I believe

the noble duke is inaccurate in that respect.

The proposal to destroy the fortresses of the

Quadrilateral was not a new one. It had

been made on previous occasions, and it

was always put forward by Russia in order

to show that the Russians themselves did

not wish to obtain these powerful strong-
holds.

"Then says the noble duke, 'You have

by the treaty of Berlin, which is but a

revised edition of the treaty of San Stefano

established Servia as an independent state

ami increased its territory 1

'

But the
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situation of Servia before the war with

reference to its connection with the Porte

was one of virtual independence. The

Porte certainly was the suzerain, and

possessed a claim to a very small tribute
;

but it was in reality a nominal one, for it

was never paid. To pretend that the public

acknowledgment of the independence of

Servia was a great blow to the Turkish

power, which it was our policy to maintain,

is really trifling with so serious a subject as

that which is now before your lordships.

Fourthly, the noble duke says that we have

deluded the people, who are, according to

him, so easily deceived by the arrangement
made concerning Eoumelia. The Sultan,

according to the noble duke, has no more

to do with Eoumelia than he has with

Eoumania itself. But the noble duke

forgets the fact that by the treaty of Berlin

the political and military authority of the

Sultan is not only asserted, but secured.
" It is not simply that he has the right

of occupying the Balkan chain
;
nor is it

simply that he has the power of occupying

Burgas, the most important port in the

Black Sea. Although we have secured

autonomy for Eoumelia, and although the

Sultan has not yet the blessing of the scheme

of local government, which I trust will soon

be tried, and which apparently, so far as I

can judge, is admirably adapted to the

circumstances of the case, his political

authority is still asserted. The noble duke

forgets the conditions in accordance with

which all the officers of the militia and

gendarmerie must be appointed by the

Sultan. Well, these are the different points

by which the noble duke has endeavoured

to show, that as regards the settlement of

Berlin, the interests of Turkey and of

the Sultan have been neglected and injured

by Her Majesty's government. My lords,

when the noble duke first gave notice, his

intention was to call the attention of the

House to the results of the foreign policy of

Her Majesty's government in Europe and

Asia. Well, yesterday we heard from the

noble duke that he would not trench upon

the future. But how you are to judge of a

policy if you are not to treat of the future

which will be the result of that policy, I

really find some difficulty in ascertaining.
" Let us take a larger and more candid

view than the noble duke has taken of

those important matters of four years'

duration in the East. What led to this

treaty of Berlin ? It was four years ago,

the noble duke reminds us, when certain

desires first arose among the border popu-
lations of Turkey in Europe. After two

months of disaster, during which there were

communications between the powers, there

came the famous instrument called the

Andrassy Note. That was in December,

1875, and was the commencement of those

diplomatic campaigns and wars. I am
sure your lordships do not wish to hear

much about the Andrassy Note, but I

believe the noble duke has completely

misapprehended the whole situation the

conduct of Her Majesty's government and

the principles on which their policy was

established. The Andrassy Note was the

very elaborate proposition of a mode of

ameliorating the subject populations in

European Turkey. Well, the first feeling

of Her Majesty's government was not to

accept that note. They remembered their

engagements under the treaty of Paris, and

they knew the danger which might occur

from again disturbing the settlement then

made. But, my lords, when we investigated

that document, we found really that the

Porte was not called upon to make any
concession or to enter into any engagement
which they had not by previous irades

themselves undertaken to concede and to

act upon. Well, it is impossible that our

fear of contributing to the disturbances in

Europe might have prevented our even then

acceding to that note. But I remember it

was at the solicitation of the Porte itself,

when it heard that there was a possibility

of England holding out, that we ultimately
acceded.

"
I believe, my lords, that after the An-

drassy Note there was a bond fide attempt
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on the part of the Porte to meet the dilH-

rultics of the case. But consider what

were the conditions of affairs at that moment
Those disturbances were in the border

provinces of the Turkish dominions. The
central power was wonderfully relaxed.

The provincial administration was incom-

petent and corrupt The chiefs in the

mountain districts were always at civil war

and plundering their neighbours who did

not resist them, and in this state of affairs

it was that we thought some decided action

should be taken
;
and after a few months

a proposition was made in the form of the

famous Berlin Memorandum, which if we
had agreed to we should then have joined
the other Powers in, in fact, making war

upon Turkey. We refused to do that, and

parliament and the country entirely sanc-

tioned the policy we then pursued in

declining to accept the Berlin Memorandum.

My lords, almost simultaneously with the

introduction of the Berlin Memorandum
there occurred the assassination of the

European consuls at Salonica. Soon after-

wards there was a revolution in Constan-

tinople, the deposition of the sovereign by
force, and other circumstances of the most

painful nature, which I need not recall to

the recollection of your lordships. Well,

after this came the Bulgarian insurrection,

and after that the Servian declaration of

war against Turkey, which ended in the

complete defeat of Servia by Turkey.
" Then what did Her Majesty's govern-

ment do ? It was at that time when

llussia, having interfered in consequence
of the prostrate state of Servia with her

vltiwiitii/n, and by her menace forced

Turkey to make peace, or grant an armis-

tice equivalent to peace with Servia it

was then that Her Majesty's government
came forward with a proposition which

became celebrated, and that was to estab-

lish autonomy in those provinces which had

been so long the scene and theatre of this

reckless misgovernment. And then the

noble duke says that our conduct has been

such that we have necessarily lost the

affections and confidence of the then sub-

ject races of Turkey. My lords, it was my
noble friend on the cross-benches [Lord

Derby] who had the honour of making
these distinct propositions with regard to

Bosnia and Herzegovina which were ulti-

mately to be applied to Bulgaria. And let

me remind the noble duke, who speaks
of us as on all occasions neglecting the

interests and not sympathizing with the

fortunes of the Christian races, that we
were the first government that laid down
the principle that the chief remedy for this

miserable state of affairs was the introduc-

tion of a large system of self-government,
and above all of the principle of civil and

religious liberty.
" My lords, I am obliged, on an occasion

like the present, to very much curtail re-

marks which I would wish to place before

you ;
but it is necessary after the speech

of the noble duke that I. should remove

impressions which are absolutely unfounded,

that I should recall to your recollection

what are the principles on which the policy

of Her Majesty's government is founded,

and show your lordships that the noble

duke has entirely mistaken that policy. I

must point out that the noble duke has

imputed to us motives which we never

apknowledged, and conduct and feelings

toward others which we never shared.

Now, has there been any inconsistency in

our policy? When war between Russia

and Turkey was so imminent that it was

a question of hours, my noble friend upon
the cross-benches proposed that there should

be a conference at Constantinople, at which

my noble friend near me should be our

plenipotentiary. Has the noble duke, who
studies these matters, who not only makes

long speeches, but writes long books about

them, has the noble duke ever heard, or

has he forgotten the instructions given to

my noble friend near me by my noble frieml

on the cross-benches instructions as to

the course he was to pursue at the con-

ference at Constantinople?
"
I cannot, my lords, venture to refer to
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those instructions which lie before me, at

any length; but I may remind you of some

of their salient points. In one paragraph

rny noble friend was instructed that it

became requisite in the then crisis to take

steps by an agreement between the powers
for the establishment of reform in the

Turkish provinces which would combine

the elective principle with external guaran-

tees for efficient administration. Then the

means are indicated by which that state of

things might be brought about. Well, my
lords, that is but a specimen to show the

purport of those instructions, which com-

pletely mastered the application of the

principle of autonomy; and no government
in Europe at this conference was so ready,

so prepared, or so practical in its proposi-

tions by which the welfare of the subject

races and a general reform of the admin-

istration of Turkey could be affected as was

the government of England, so represented
at the conference by my noble friend. And

yet the noble duke comes down here and

makes an inflammatory harangue, and

speaks of the deplorable consequences
which he fears will arise that we have

lost for ever the confidence and affection of

the subject races of Turkey by our utter

disregard of their feelings and neglect of

their interests. Why, my lords, if I were
to read to you this minute of my noble

friend near me of the proposition which
he himself made as regards Montenegro,
Servia, the two principalities Bosnia and

Herzegovina, and Bulgaria, and the reforms

that might be established in all the pro-
vinces of Turkey, you would see that at the

conference of Constantinople he endeav-

oured to have carried into effect as much
as he possibly could the policy of autonomy
which had been laid down in the instruc-

tions prepared by my noble friend on the

cross-benches.
"
Well, my lords, you know very well

what occurred. We failed not England
only, but Europe failed in preventing
war. Our objects were twofold. We
wished to maintain Turkey as an inde-

pendent political state. It is very easy to

talk of the Ottoman power being at the

point ot extinction. But when you come

practically to examine the question there

is no living statesman who has ever offered

or propounded any practical solution of

the difficulties which would occur if the

Ottoman empire were to fall to pieces.

One result would probably be a long and

general war, and that alone, I think, is a

sufficient reason for endeavouring to main-

tain as a state the Ottoman empire. But,

while holding as a principle that the

Ottoman empire must be maintained as a

state, we have always been of opinion that

the only way to strengthen it was to

improve the condition of its subjects. My
lords, I do not say this out of vague

philanthropy, or any of that wild senti-

mentalism which is vomited in the society

which is sometimes called political. No,

my lords, it was our conviction that that

was the only means by which the main-

tenance of the Ottoman empire could be

secured; and we have acted accordingly.
" Until the war commenced we consist-

ently endeavoured first, to prevent war,

and secondly, to ameliorate the condition

of the subject races of the Porte; and

when the war took place we determined

that when peace was negotiated it should

not be negotiated without the knowledge
and sanction of Great Britain. We are

told, my lords, that the treaty of Berlin

did nothing for the Sultan. Looking to

the first object of our policy, which was

the maintenance of the Sultan, let me
show what our signature to the treaty of

Berlin produced as regards the political

position. Bulgaria was confined to the

north of the Balkans instead of the ar-

rangement that was made under the treaty

of San Stefauo; Thrace, Macedonia, and

the littoral of the ^Egean were restored to

the Sultan; the Slav principalities of Servia

and Montenegro were restricted within

reasonable limits; the disturbed districts of

Bosnia and Herzegovina were placed under

the administration of Austria, which was
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thus offered as a barrier to Slav aggression ;

and Eastern Rouinelia was created with an

organic statute which, if wisely accepted

by the people of that province, would make
them one of the most prosperous com-

munities in the world. The noble duke

telh us that the treaty of Berlin is a

political imposture, and that we are found

out Let me place before your lordships

very briefly what was the state of affairs

effected by the treaty of San Stefano, and

what was the state of affairs effected by
the treaty of Berlin ; remembering that the

noble duke dinned into our ears that

the treaty of Berlin was only a copy of the

treaty of San Stefano.
" At the time the treaty of San Stefano

was signed, or immediately before it was

signed, the Russian armies were at the

gates of Constantinople They occupied the

greater part of the east and north of Euro-

pean Turkey. A vast Slav state was to

stretch from the Danube to the ^fffat

shores, extending inwards from Salonica

to the mountains of Albania a state which

when formed would have crushed the Greek

population, exterminated the Mussulmans,
and exercised over the celebrated Straits,

that have so long been the scene of political

interest, the baneful and irresistible in-

fluence of the Slavs. That was the state of

affairs when the treaty of San Stefano was

signed, and the British government, with

great difficulty but with equal determina-

tion, succeeded in having that treaty sub-

mitted to the consideration of the congress
the congress of Berlin. And what were

the results of that congress? I have placed
before your lordships the main features of

the settlement of San Stefano. Let me now

place before your lordships what were the

results of the treaty of Berlin. In the first

place, the Russian armies quitted their

menacing positions at the gates of Constan-

tinople. The city, notwithstanding many
promisev was not entered. The Russian

armies gradually retired, and at last quitted

Adrianople and all that district, and they
are now evacuating Bulgaria and Roumelia

in consequence of the treaty of Berlin.

Bulgaria itself, by the treaty of Berlin, be-

comes a vassal and tributary province of

the Porte. Eastern Roumelia becomes a

|
province governed by an organic statute

which secures local representation, provin-
cial administration, civil and religious

liberty, and many other conditions and

arrangements which it would be wearisome

now to enter into, bat which some day, and

shortly, I am sure your lordships will read

with interest
" The condition of Crete was one of the

most unsatisfactory, but it was met by an

organic statute which has the sympathy of

the whole population. Montenegro, by the

treaty of Berlin, got that accession of ter-

ritory which really was necessary to its

existence, and that access to the sea which

was necessary to its prosperity. Servia

obtained independence by fulfilling the

conditions of the congress of Berlin, that

the independence of no new state should

be acknowledged which did not secure

principles of religious liberty in its con-

stitution ; and Koumania also would have

been equally acknowledged had not diffi-

culties arisen on that subject, which, how-

ever, will be overcome, I have reason to

believe, and which certainly England, and no

doubt the other signatories of the treaty of

Berlin, will endeavour to overcome. Well,

my lords, I think, after that, it cannot be

said that the treaty of Berlin is a mere copy

of the treaty of San Stefano. I think, after

that, it cannot be said that it is not one of

those great instruments which in all prob-

ability will influence the life of Europe,
and possibly have an even more extended

influence for a considerable time. I look

upon it as an instrument which has in it

that principle of evolution which we hear

of in other matters equally interesting. I

believe it will not only effect the reforms

which it has immediately in view, but that

it will ultimately tend to the general wel-

fare of mankind.
" The noble duke laughs at the idea of

our effecting any beneficial change in Asia
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Minor. Well, my lords, there is nothing
difficult or great that is not laughed at in

the beginning. The noble duke is not the

man whom I should have thought would

have discredited the attempt that is making.
But nothing has been done in this way, says
the noble duke. Well, in the first place, if

the noble duke supposes that the regenera-
tion of Asia Minor is to be like the occu-

pation of Bulgaria, an affair of nine weeks,

he entertains views of Oriental life and

character which I venture to deny. But

are there no symptoms of change, and

change for the better, even in Asia Minor ?

I think the fact that an eminent statesman

like Midhat Pasha has been recalled from

exile and appointed governor of Syria the

first governor appointed for a term of years
which cannot be capriciously reduced is

one on which we may congratulate our-

selves; and I have reason to believe that

the influence of that statesman on his

government is great. We must also remem-
ber that under the treaty of Berlin there

are a variety of commissioners of demarca-

tion settling the boundaries of different

states, and so carrying out a work of

inestimable value. The noble duke has

made a warlike speech. He has told

Turkey that she has in us an ally on whom
she cannot depend. He has told Eussia

that she has only to pursue her policy of

aggression, and that it will be accepted by
the English government. And, as far as I

can understand him, the noble duke does

not treat with any disapprobation the policy
of Russia in that respect.

"
Now, I wish to speak in another tone,

but a sincere one, in regard to Russia. I

think I can, as an English minister, appeal
with pride on behalf of my colleagues and

myself to the fact, that those great results

in regard to the policy which we recom-

mended were, perhaps, not uninfluenced by
the presence of a magnificent British fleet,

and by the firm tone in which Her Majesty's

government communicated with St. Peters-

burg. Notwithstanding, I willingly acknow-

ledge there has been on the part of Russia

a spirit of wise forbearance, and I believe

that she is sincerely anxious to bring about

in that part of the world which has been

the scene of all these disasters and distress-

ing circumstances a state of affairs which,

not only for her own sake, but for the sake

of all, we should assist her in bringing
about. My lords, I have trespassed on your

attention, but the noble duke made so

serious and so elaborate a charge upon the

government that it was impossible for me
to be silent. I have not said many things

I ought to have said, and I may have said

some things which I ought not to have said
;

but this I know. The noble duke says we

are a most powerful government; but, says

he, 'If you are a most powerful government,
it is only because you are powerful in

parliament.' Well, that is a state of affairs

which it is very easy to parallel in the

history of this country. I know that in

Opposition men do indulge in dreams. I

have had experience of Opposition, and I

hope it has left me, it may be a wiser, even

if a sadder man. I know that there are

mirages that rise up before the political eye
which are extremely delightful and equally

deceptive ;
and I say, knowing of what

materials the parliament of England is

formed, knowing whom I address now, and

knowing who sit in the other House, where

I was one of their companions, I cannot but

believe that the large majorities which the

noble duke has dwelt upon have been

accorded to the present government because

it was believed they were a government
resolved to maintain the fame and strength

of England."

Shortly after parliament had risen to

enjoy the repose of the recess, sickening

news reached our shores from Afghanistan.

It will be remembered that, according to the

treaty signed at Gandamuk, a British resi-

dent was to be appointed at Cabul, with

power to depute British agents to the

Afghan frontier on special occasions. The

officer selected to fill this post was one, Sir

Louis Cavagnari, who, as deputy-commis-
sioner of Peshawur, had charge for many
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years of relations with the tribes of the

Khyber Pass, and who, as confidential

adviser of Lord Lytton, had been mainly
instrumental in drawing up the treaty of

Gandamuk. lie was a man of great

ability, unbounded energy, and of varied

and extensive experience in all affairs con-

nected with Oriental life and diplomacy.

Sanguine, courageous, and conscious of the

influence he was capable of exercising over

the minds of the natives of the East, he

felt certain that his residence in Afghanistan
would result in the promotion of our im-

perial interests, and serve as a grave check

to Russian manoeuvring. Attended by a

small escort, and accompanied by a sec-

retary and a surgeon, he reached Cabul in

perfect safety, and was received with every

sign of respect and cordiality by the Ameer.

For a few weeks the relations between the

ruler of Afghanistan and the resident were

of a friendly and almost intimate nature.

Then the Ameer became irritable and

jealous, and a certain coldness was apparent
in his behaviour. He objected to be inter-

fered with and to have advice tendered him

by the resident He disliked having
" the

envoy at his elbow to overshadow his

authority and to torture him with sug-

gestions of reform." He wanted to
"
rule

Afghanistan in the Afghan way," and not

to be dictated to by a foreigner. Actuated

by these motives, it was not long before the

resident saw that his position in the country
was one of danger. Restraints were put

upon his reception of visitors
; quarrels

broke out between the men of his escort

and the Afghan soldiers; and the Ameer

appeared powerless to quell the disturbances

that reigned around.

And now the end came. The mission

was composed of the resident, his sec-

retary, a Mr. Jenkins of the Punjab civil

service, the surgeon, a Dr. Kelly, and one,

Lieutenant Hamilton, in command of the

escort.which consisted of twenty-six troopers
and fifty infantry of the corps of

" Guides."

The houses assigned to Cavagnari and his

suite were in the Bala Hissar, or citadel of

VOL. II.

Cabul very comfortable as quarters, but

lacking all defences in case of attack.

Early in September some of the disaffected

troops of the Ameer came to the palace and

demanded their pay. On being refused

they at once went to the resident to obtain

from him the satisfaction denied them by
the Ameer. An altercation arose, which

was soon followed by aggressive measures

on the part of the Afghans. It was the

month of Ramazan, when Mussulmau

fanaticism was at its height, and the dis-

contented soldiery were soon joined by the

mob in the town, inspired by hatred of

the infidel or hope of plunder. In vain

the English, gallantly aided by their escort,

attempted to drive back their assailants.

The defenceless citadel was stormed, and

the members of the ill-fated mission, rush-

ing out to meet the foe, perished fighting

to a man. Of the separate fate of each

nothing certain is known.

Their murder was speedily avenged.

Preparations were at once' made for an

advance upon Cabul, and for the infliction

of signal punishment upon the mutineers.

The Ameer was helpless to check the dis-

affection rising within his dominions, but

what influence he possessed was exercised

to facilitate the movements of the British

troops. Shortly afterwards lie himself came

into the camp as a fugitive, and appealed
for protection. A month after the massacre

of the mission, General Roberts made his

formal entry into Cabul. He was received

by the inhabitants with sullen respect, and

delivered a short address to the people who
had assembled beneath the window of the

palace in which he had token his quarters.

He said that though the government might

justly destroy the city, yet Cabul would in

mercy be spared. Certain portions, how-

ever, would be levelled, and a heavy fine

imposed. The city and the district for ten

miles round would be placed under martial

law. All arms were to be at once sur-

rendered, and the carrying of weapons
was forbidden under penalty of death. A
military government would be aiijxjinted to

65
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see that these rules were carried out. This

address delivered, General Roberts pro-

ceeded to prepare quarters for his troops

during the winter. The Ameer resigned

his rulership, and his abdication was ac-

cepted ;
his absence from the country was

considered desirable, and he was sent as a

state prisoner into India. A rigid investi-

gation then took place, and those persons
who were found guilty of direct participa-

tion in the recent massacre of the mission

were publicly hanged.
Such was the condition of affairs in the

Eastwhen Lord Beaconsfield rose to acknow-

ledge the toast of "Her Majesty's ministers,"

at the banquet on Lord Mayor's day at the

Guildhall. He began by alluding to the

revival of trade, especially of the iron trade,

which was then happily beginning to make
itself felt.

" Since I last had the honour,"

he said (November 10, 1879), "of addressing

my fellow-citizens in our hall, the aspect of

public affairs has become much more satis-

factory. At that time the commercial

interests of this country were suffering

under a period of depression, which in

length and severity was almost unprece-

dented, and there were few a year ago, even

among the sanguine, who looked forward to

any early recovery in that direction. But

at the present moment, I am glad to say,

our marts are full and busy, and our ex-

changes are carrying on a traffic which even

three months ago we should have supposed

impossible ;
and the only question now is

.whether this revival of trade which has

occurred is temporary or permanent. That

is a question which is interesting to all

Englishmen, but especially to the city of

London. I hope, therefore, you will pardon
me if I venture to offer you the opinion of

Her Majesty's government that that revival

is of a permanent character. I think the

information which only within the last few

days has been in your possession may have

satisfied the country to that effect. Next

to agriculture, the manufacture of iron in

all its branches is the most important of

our industries. No doubt the revival of

that important trade has greatly been owing
to the demand of the United States. But

the returns which have now been published

by the Board of Trade prove to you, that

the activity of our iron trade is not occa-

sioned only by the demand of the United

States. On the contrary, they show you
that the demand for our iron extends to

several portions of Europe. Nor is that

demand limited to the United States or to

Europe. I am happy to say that the mis-

cellaneous demand for our domestic indus-

tries is equally active, and especially in the

shipbuilding trade.
"
If you take another instance namely,

our great commerce with the East it is a

fact at this moment that there has been a

demand for every article of tropical produce,
and that every article of tropical produce
has risen in value. This, so far as England
is concerned, has had a most beneficial

effect on the price of silvef, which has

greatly risen. In my opinion it will rise

more; and thus one of the perplexities of

statesmen has been removed, showing the

magic of patience. I would not on this

occasion dwell too much on this subject,

although the state and prospects of our

commerce must always be one of first-rate

interest to Englishmen ;
but I will take one

trade, and one trade only, the state of which

is usually recognized as significant of the

general prosperity, of commerce, and that is

our manufacture of chemicals. That is a

branch of our industry which at this

moment is so active that the orders which

pour in cannot easily be executed. If,

again, we look to the textile trades, we find

nothing that is not in harmony with all

these circumstances, whether in wool or in

cotton
;
and when we consider the increase

of traffic in our railways, the increase of

business in the clearing-house of the

bankers, and the general hardening of

money, I do not think Her Majesty's
ministers can be accused of rashness if

they have arrived at an opinion that the

revival of trade is of a permanent character.
" But in my mind there is one thing per-
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Imps more satisfactory even than the revival

of our commerce, and that is the admirable

((induct of the people of this country during
thrsn years of terrible trial. The strain on

their resources has, perhaps, never been

equalled, and yet there has never been a

murmur not of discontent The voice of

sedition has never been heard. There has

never been a public meeting to express dis-

content with the institutions under which

the people live. But such has been their

good sense, their good feeling, and their

patriotism, that they have proved how
much they value the institutions under

which they live. I wish I could say as

much of our brilliant brethren in Ireland.

I wish they had proved themselves a little

more emulous of the conduct of the English

people. The Irish are an imaginative race,

and it is said that imagination is too often

accompanied by somewhat irregular logic.

But I confess I cannot bring myself to

comprehend how the Irish people have

brought themselves to believe that the

best way to encounter economical distress

is political agitation and social confusion.

There is no doubt that there are portions of

Ireland where it may be necessary that

some means should be applied to avert

considerable suffering, and the subject has

duly received the attention of Her Majesty's

government. But I think Ireland ought
to remember that in her distress she has

never appealed to the sympathy of England
in vain

;
and that sympathy has generally

assumed a very substantial embodiment*
It will be the duty of Her Majesty's govern-
ment to watch, with the anxiety which the

situation requires, the state of those portions

of Ireland; but I would venture to hope
that the Irish people, convinced on reflection

that the sympathy of England is a sentiment

which is never scantily supplied to them,
will even condescend to recollect that if

they have had a bad harvest that harvest is

much better than that of England.

In-land was at this time in a more than usually turbulent

and impoverished condition; an anti-rent agitation was

Wing set on foot, and the cry was raised for state aid.

"
My Lord Mayor, when I had last the

honour of addressing your predecessor I

informed him that Her Majesty's govern-
ment were contemplating large military

operations in Central Asia, with the view

of strengthening and securing the north-

western frontier of our Indian empire.

These operations have been conducted with

signal success. We have strengthened and

secured our north-western frontier; we have

asserted our supremacy in Central Asia;
and the general result of our operations
will be, I hope, to establish tranquillity in

those regions, and increase the welfare of

their inhabitants. My Lord Mayor, in that

campaign there has been a dark calamity,

which even in this scene and at this hour

we cannot recall without emotion. A great

nation can endure the loss of a pitched
battle with dignity and self-control. They

may even find consolation under such cir-

cumstances in the consciousness of a good

cause, and in the heroic acts of their

countrymen, though defeated. But calami-

ties that commence with treachery, and

are consummated by assassination and

massacre where the victims are youth
and genius, unrivalled courage and the

highest patriotism these are the incidents

that rend the heart of nations. No time

has been lost in avenging the memory
of our countrymen, and in asserting the

supremacy of our arms
;
and I must here

express the sense of Her Majesty's govern-
ment of the great abilities of the queen's

viceroy of India. I do it the more will-

ingly because, although it is the business

of English ministers living among their

countrymen to meet hostile criticism and

depreciation with the firmness which be-

comes men, it is to be regretted that one so

distant, and on whom such arduous duties

have fallen, has been so little spared by
hostile criticism in his own land. For my
own part, I have rarely met a man in whom

genius and sagacity were more happily

allied than in Lord Lytton, a man of

greater resource, or one possessing in such

degree that highest quality of public life
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courage in adversity and firmness and con-

stancy in difficulty and danger.
" My Lord Mayor, there has been another

war, which was commenced and has been

concluded since we last met. I will not

now enter into the controversy whether that

war was necessary or not
;

I will only say

that the war occurred
;
and Her Majesty's

government have endeavoured to extract

from its occurrence the most advantageous

consequences for this country. We have

established the security of our colonial

fellow-subjects ;
and while we have poured

forth our treasure and our blood to defend

them, we have given them a lesson in that

art of self-preservation on which they must

for the future chiefly rely. At the same

time, we are entering into arrangements
which will tend, I hope, to the increased

welfare of the population among whom they

live, and lead probably to the civilizing

expansion of our commercial relations.

"My Lord Mayor, with regard to our ex-

ternal affairs generally, although Europe is

covered with armed millions of men, we still

hope, and I will venture to say believe,

that peace will be maintained. We are of

that opinion, because it seems to us that

peace is the interest of all the great powers.
I would not myself place it on so low a con-

sideration as the necessity we all have of

husbanding our resources, because I know
that the powers of Europe are influenced

by motives of a much higher character
;

but in assuming that peace will be main-

tained, I assume also that no great power
would shrink from its responsibilities. If

there be a country, for example, one of the

most extensive and wealthiest of empires
in the world if that country, from a per-

verse interpretation of its insular geograph-

ical position, turns an indifferent ear to the

feelings and the fortunes of Continental

Europe, such a course -would, I believe,

only end in its becoming an object of

general plunder. So long as the power and

advice of England are feit in the councils

of Europe, peace, I believe, will be main-

tained, and maintained for a long period.

Without their presence, war, as has hap-

pened before, and too frequently of late,

seems to me to be inevitable. I speak on

this subject with confidence to the citizens

of London, because I know that they are

men who are not ashamed of the empire
which their ancestors created

;
because I

know that they are not ashamed of the

noblest of human sentiments now described

by philosophers the sentiment of patriot-

ism
;
because I know they will not be be-

guiled into believing that in maintaining
their empire they may forfeit their liberties.

One of the greatest of Eomans, when asked

what were his politics, replied, Imperium et

libertas. That would not make a bad pro-

gramme for a British ministry. It is one

from which Her Majesty's advisers do not

shrink."

Lord Beaconsfield then concluded with a

high eulogium upon the position and labours

of the lord mayor, and, much to the amuse-

ment of the audience, prophesied that next

year he would again have the honour of

returning thanks for the cabinet.

This speech, if somewhat dull, was far

from unsatisfactory. It was gratifying to

find that trade was reviving; that there

was every prospect of continued peace in

Europe; and that the terrible disaster in

the East had been amply avenged, whilst

our north-western frontier had been secured

and strengthened, and our supremacy in

central Asia assured. The comments of

the prime minister on the political situation

gave rise to much discussion, and served as

the text for various discourses both hostile

and laudatory. It was evident that, as the

government of Lord Beaconsfield had been

in office for the last six years, the days
of the parliament which had borne it to

power were numbered, and that shortly the

excitement of a general election would be

inspiring with its party feeling the different

political sections throughout the kingdom.

Already Tory and Radical, Liberal and

Whig, Agitator and Home Ruler were busy

stumping the country, representing the past
labours of the Conservative cabinet accord-
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ing to the bias of the mind by which they
were regarded. To the adherent of the

Opposition the policy of the government
of Lord Beaconsfield had resulted in finan-

cial collapse, in an utter absence of all

worthy domestic legislation, and in an

empty parade of power and authority,

which some called Imperialism, but which

would be more rightly designated by the

word Chauvinism. On the other hand, the

leaders of the Conservative party had

opened their electoral campaign, and were

refuting by statistics which could not be

contradicted the charges brought against

the government by their opponents.
Nor was the defence a difficult one to

advance and substantiate. Viewed apart

from the jaundiced conclusions of party

prejudice, the six years of Tory rule had

furnished a chapter in English history which

can be read alike with pride and profit.

The views of the prime minister as to

the nature of the domestic legislation

which the country required, had been fully

carried out.
"
I have ever endeavoured,"

said Mr. Disraeli to his electors on the

dissolution of the parliament in 1874,
" and if returned to parliament I shall,

whether in or out of office, continue to

endeavour to propose or support all

measures calculated to improve the condi-

tion of the people of this kingdom. But I

do not think this great end is advanced by
incessant or harassing legislation." There

had been no "harassing legislation," and

yet the measures enrolled upon the statute-

book by the Conservative government, dur-

ing their six years' tenure of power, had
been among the 'most beneficial which the

people of this country has ever had occasion

to be grateful for.

The list speaks for itself. The savings
of the poor had been protected by the

law relating to building societies; the

transfer of land had been facilitated by
the passing of an act which simplified
title to land; the health of the working
classes had been improved by amend-
ments of the factory acts, by the facilities

given for the erection of artisans' dwell-

ings, by insuring the purity of drugs and

of food, by preventing the inclosure of

commons, by affording the public facili-

ties for the enjoyment of open spaces in

the metropolis, and by the passing of an

act for making better provision respecting

the contagious diseases of animals. The

prime minister had been laughed at for his

policy of sewage, yet such measures as the

following were certainly valuable additions

to our code of domestic legislation: "An
Act consolidating and amending the sani-

tary laws, providing mortuaries, preventing

overcrowding and other nuisances ;"
" an

Act for preventing the pollution of rivers;"
" an Act for the registration and regulation

of canal boats used as dwellings ;

" " an Act

empowering the establishment of public

swimming baths;" and "an Act auth-

orizing the Board of Works to enforce

strict regulations for insuring the safety of

buildings."

Every class, as it studied the enrol-

ments in the statute-book during the past

six years, found measures which afforded

it protection and relief. The Act placing
international copyright on a better footing

was of benefit to the man of letters; the

County Court Acts were amended to help
the struggling tradesman

;
the farmer found

relief in the clauses of the Agricultural

Holdings Act, and in the Act making penal
the adulteration of seeds ;

the working man
saw his social and industrial freedom ac-

complished as he read the clauses of the

Employers and Workmen Act, of the Act

amending the laws relating to friendly

societies, of the Act enlarging the powers
of county courts with regard to disputes

between employers and workmen, and of

the Act which amended the law relating

to industrial and provident societies; the

wretched wife, too often the butt of a brutal

husband, found freedom from her miseries

in the Act which gave magistrates the

power to grant a judicial separation to

wives whose husbands had committed ag-

gravated assaults upon them
;
the private
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soldier saw his position improved by the

Army Discipline and Regulation Act
;
the

common sailor felt the perils of the ocean

were mitigated by the Act which empow-
ered the Board of Trade to stop unseaworthy

ships ;
whilst justice saw evils redressed by

the appointment of a public prosecutor,

by the holding of additional assizes, and

by the Act amending the law relating to

prisons.

Important as these measures were, they
were but the minor details of Conservative

legislation. Of the graver measures we
have already spoken, but it may be useful

briefly to enumerate them. The licensed

victuallers had been relieved by Mr. Cross

of the more oppressive and degrading pro-

visions of the Licensing Act passed by the

late government; the Eating Act, which

provided for the rating of woodlands, of the

rights of shooting, fishing, &c., and of mines,

removed anomalies and injustices which

had long been complained of; the Church

of Scotland had been strengthened by
the Church Patronage Act introduced by the

Duke of Richmond
;
the functions of the

endowed schools commissioners had been

very wisely transferred to the charity com-

missioners, and the wishes of the "
pious

founder
"
thus preserved ;

the Regimental

Exchange Bill had authorized exchanges
between officers upon full pay on condition

of money payments, subject, of course, to

regulations against abuse; the Peace Preser-

vation Acts had been re-enacted, though
with many material alleviations

;
the Royal

Titles Bill
;
the Appellate Jurisdiction Act,

which restored to the House of Lords the

jurisdiction taken from it by the Judicature

Act of 1873, and which strengthened the

House of Lords as an appeal court by
the appointment of two lords of appeal

in ordinary ;
the Crossed Cheques Act,

introduced by Lord Cairns, which gave
to special and general crossings of cheques

the validity whidh the public had supposed

to attach to them, but which recent judicial

decisions had denied them
;
the Act which

amended the Elementary Education Act of

1870, granting justice to the denomina-

tional schools, and reconciling as much as

possible the enforcement upon parents of

the duty of educating their children with

a just regard for the rights of conscience
;

the Prisons Bill and the Universities Bill
;

the Act enabling the South African colonies

to unite themselves in a confederation
;

the Factories and Workshops Act
;

the

Bishoprics Act, creating four new sees;

the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act
;

the Army Discipline and Regulation Bill,

which provided for the first time an intel-

ligible code of military law ; the Summary
Jurisdiction Act

;
and the Irish University

Education Act. If we remember the reforms

effected by these measures, and the benefits

which the country still derives from them,
it can scarcely be brought as a charge

against the Conservative party that during
the years they were in power they were

completely idle so far as domestic legislation

was concerned.

Nor was their financial policy the failure

the Opposition described it. Upon this

point we cannot do better than quote the

defence brought forward by an able but

anonymous pamphleteer in the cause of

Conservatism.*
" A desperate effort has been made,"

writes the pamphleteer,
"
by Mr. Gladstone

and his lieutenants, Messrs. Lowe, Childers,

and Dodson, to establish a charge of ex-

travagant expenditure against the present

government, and to represent it as adding
to the burthens of the people, whereas Mr.

Gladstone and Mr. Lowe were continually

reducing them. There is not the slightest

justification for the charge. There is no

doubt, of course, that the expenditure is

greater now than it was in the year 1873-74,

but this no more proves that the expendi-
ture is unnecessary, extravagant, or more

burdensome to the people than the addition

of the cost of collecting the revenue, which

used to be deducted from the gross receipts,

* " Six Ytars of Conservative Government, 1874-79."
National Union of Conservative and Constitutional Associa-

tions. Westminster, February, 1880.
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to the estimates of expenditure, proves that

the expenditure lias increased. The Tories

have added, Mr. Gladstone says, eight and

a quarter millions to the annual expendi-
ture. These figures are grossly incorrect

;

but if we accept them, to what would the

charge amount ? The question for the

country is not whether more money is

spent now upon the army and navy, in

the reduction of the debt,* upon education

and in relief of local taxation, than during
Mr. Gladstone's administration; but whether

the additional expenditure is necessary and

has been judiciously made ? That question is

answered in the most satisfactory manner

by an analysis of the figures upon which

the opponents of the government profess to

rest their case.

"Mr. Gladstone, whose usual tactics

are to obscure all questions in a foam

of high-sounding words, ventured, during

his recent campaign in Midlothian, upon

specific charges against the financial

policy of the government, with a result

which will probably induce him to return

to his old system of vague and sweeping
indictments. He compared the expenditure
of the last year of his own government,

1873-74, with the expenditure of 1878-79,

and crediting himself with what he called

the extraordinary expenditure of the year,

such as the payment of the Alabama award,

and a payment on account of the Ashantee

war, but giving the present government no

credit for its extraordinary expenditure for

the Zulu war (which it as little desired as

Mr. Gladstone did the Ashantee war, for

which, however, he was distinctly respon-

The princip.il folium of the budget of 1875 was the

fdivine of Sir Stafford Northcote for a regular and steady
reduction of tlio national debt. The chancellor of the ex-

chequer's proposal was the payment of a sum of 28,000,000

regularly on account of the debt. At the time he spoke the

annual charge of the debt, including the exceptional expendi-
ture authorized by previous parliaments for its reduction in

ilii> way of terminable annuities, was 27,250,000. By
raising the nnnual payment from the consolidated fund to

the national debt commissioners to 28,000,000, to which
sum it was calculated it would only arrive in the course of

the financial year 1S77-78, Sir Stafford Northcote hoped to

n-ilure the debt in thirty years by the very eonMdi-rable sum
of 16.',000.000, altogether independently and apart from
th* othi r Arrangemriits adopted for that purpose.

sible), or the expenditure necessitated by
the events in Eastern Europe, he denounced

the government for having wantonly added

more than 8,000,000 to the national

expenditure. Mr. Gladstone's attack, which

was full of extraordinary blunders and mis-

statements, such as the assertion that the

income-tax had been raised to sixpence,

was promptly met by Sir Stafford North-

cote, who explained very clearly at Leeds

how the increase of expenditure, which

was not 8,250,000, but 7,500,000, had

been caused. 2,300,000 are asscribed to

an increase of the charges for the army and

navy ; 3,500,000 represent the increased

charge upon the civil service estimates on

account of Mr. Forster's Education Act, and

the relief of local taxation at the expense of

the national exchequer ;
whilst 1,937,000

are attributable to an increase of charge for

the management and redemption of the

debt The increase in the army and navy

charges needs no elaborate justification. It

would have been in large part necessary,

even if the state of affairs in Europe during
the last three years had not compelled the

government to put both forces in a condition

for immediate action. Mr. Gladstone and

Mr. Lowe, in order to manufacture their

bogus surpluses, had reduced the navy to

such a wretched condition that in the last

year of their administration they were com-

pelled to largely increase the estimates by
an augmentation of the vote for the con-

struction and repair of ships. Still, so

far had the mischief gone that Mr. Ward
Hunt found, as he declared in the House of

Commons, only a '

phantom fleet," and

was obliged to take immediate measures to

increase the number of ships, and put those

already available into proper condition.
" The increase in the army charges has

been quite as imperative. Lord Cardwell

left the army in a most disorganized and

dissatisfied condition. Officers and men

were alike discontented. Many of our regi-

ments were mere skeletons; our best non-

commissioned officers and private soldiers

were leaving the service as fast as they
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could, and such recruits as could be obtained

were mere boys. Mr. Hardy set himself at

once to work to improve the condition of

the service. He accepted frankly and

loyally the changes so wantonly introduced

by Lord Cardwell. To have returned to

the state of things which existed before

would have been to make confusion worse

confounded. He gradually, but surely,

redressed the grievances of all ranks, and

increased the inducements to enter the

army. The Eegimental Exchanges Act,

founded upon the report of a royal com-

mission appointed by Lord Cardwell, which

said that the prohibition of paying and

receiving money for exchanges between

officers on full pay was a serious hardship
to some and a serious loss to others, removed

a grievance which caused great discontent
;

whilst the Army Promotion and Retirement

Act secured at a considerable cost to the

country that flow of promotion so necessary
to the efficiency and satisfaction of the

service which the purchase system supplied,

and which Lord Cardwell, in abolishing

purchase, promised should be maintained.

Mr. Hardy also did much to make the

army reserve a reality. But the most

important of his measures is undoubtedly
the increase of pay to the private soldiers

and to the non-commissioned officers, which

he carried through in 1876. He gave the

men, in addition to their present pay, a

deferred pay of 2d. per day, so that at the

end of their six years' service there is a

sum of 18 to their credit. A stronger
inducement to good conduct and a better

check upon desertion can hardly be imagined
than this measure. Further, Mr. Hardy
added a penny to the pay of the Guards,
has given knee-corporals and lance-ser-

geants, who hitherto had performed onerous

duties for nothing, the pay of their ranks,

and has increased generally the pay of that

most important class, the non-commissioned

officers.

" In the civil expenditure a million and

a-half of the increase is due to the operation
of the Education Act. For this piece of

extravagance if extravagance it be Mr.

Gladstone himself, and his colleagues in the

late government, are in the first place re-

sponsible. The other two millions represent

charges previously paid out of the rates,

but transferred by the action of the present

government, and almost without opposition
from Mr. Gladstone and his friends, to the

national exchequer ; they are therefore not

an addition to, but a change in the incidence

of, the national burthens. Indeed, this

amount of two millions now paid out of

the Treasury falls far short of the whole

diminution of local taxation, and the full

saving to the ratepayers. The transfer to

the government of the management of

prisons throughout the United Kingdom,
enabled a large reduction to be made in the

cost of maintenance, and we should be

speaking quite within bounds if we were to

estimate the actual relief to the taxpayers
in the shape of a reduction of the demand

upon them for rates and local charges, at

two and a half millions.
" The increase of charge for the national

debt, 1,937,000, seems at first sight to

give some justification for Mr. Gladstone's

accusations
;

but when the figures are

examined they will be found to redound

very much to the credit of the government.
The only portion of this increase for which

the government is responsible, beyond the

small sum of 129,000, the interest upon
the exchequer bonds issued on account of

the two votes of credit, is an amount of

between 600,000 and 700,000, which

parliament in 1875, on the proposition

of Sir Stafford Northcote, voted, by

raising the charge for the permanent
debt to a fixed sum in excess of that

required, for the gradual reduction of the

debt. The balance of the increased charge
is merely a matter of account. The sum it

represents is the interest the government

pays for the moneys it has borrowed, under

the provisions of Acts like the Education

Act, to lend to local bodies, or to invest

under the direction of parliament, as in the

case of the Suez Canal, and for which an
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entry, approximately equivalent, ap]>'

the revenue side of the national balance-

sheet So far from having any need to

shun inquiry into the comparative amounts

of the debt, and the comparative annual

charges for it, at the time they entered

into office and at the present day, Lord

Beaconsfield and his colleagues may point
to the diminution they have effected in the

debt as one of the many proofs of the sound-

nessof theirfinancialpolicy. Tohave reduced

the national indebtedness in all its forms,

including not only the so-called permanent
debt a comparison confined to which

would be much more favourable to them
but all kinds of unfunded debt and other

obligations and liabilities, by the sum of

10,242,000 in the course of these three

troubled years, whilst putting the army
and navy into a thoroughly effective con-

dition, incurring an extraordinary expen-
diture of something like 8,000,000 to

maintain English interests in the East,

adding 1,500,000 yearly to the educa-

tion vote, and transferring 2,000,000 of

LM nl titxiition every year to the charge of

the Treasury, and to have done it all in a

time of commercial and agricultural depres-

sion, in a time of falling revenue receipts,

is an achievement of which any ministry

might be proud, and one which no Liberal

ministry ever accomplished. . . .The finan-

cial position of the country \vasneversounder

than it is at the present time. Efficiency

has been secured without any neglect of

economy, and the public burdens are now

considerably less than they were when Mr.

Gladstone left office. If the revival of trade,

which seems to have commenced, should

continue, the revenue will doubtless ad-

vance by
'

leaps and bounds,' as it did in

the prosperous times in which it was the

fortune of the Liberals to be in power.and the

government of the day will be able to make

large remissions of taxation. It is enough
for the present to remember that, whilst the

government has met great and extraordinary

charges, and reduced the national indebted-

nett more than 17,000,000, in spite of

Vill, M.

the revenue having fallen in consequence
of commercial and agricultural distress, it,

during the first part of its tenure of office,

removed taxes amounting to just 4,750,000

per annum; and that even now, when
it has been compelled to impose additional

taxation, the comparison between the

amount of taxes removed and taxes put
on shows that the additional burden is

not even, taking the official estimates,

1,000,000, whilst in effect it has been

much less. The million has not been put

upon the poor and struggling, but upon
the well-to-do and rich."

Upon the same subject let us also hear

the late chancellor of the exchequer. "The

country," said Sir Stafford Northcote at the

banquet given at the Guildhall on Lord

Mayor's day,
"
is not less rich now than

it was six years ago. On the contrary,

every penny of income tax would now, if

calculated on the same basis as formerly,

produce 100,000 at least more than at

the beginning of our administration. The

savings of the people are not affected.

The savings-banks deposits are at least

11,000,000 more than when we came

into office. Look where you will, you
will see that the credit and the position

of the country have not been shaken, and

that consols stand higher than they did.

Our debt has been reduced in one direction

and increased in another. But how has it

been increased? By raising money to make
advances to large bodies like the corpora-

tions of London and Birmingham, and many
others who desire to have such loans. But

look at matters fairly, and you will find

that the account which we have to render

is one of which there is no reason to be

ashamed."

So much for the domestic legislation

and financial policy of the party during
the leadership of Lord Beaconsfield. They

signified the establishment of beneficial

measures for the working classes, the

reduction of debt by 1,500,000, and

the imposition of no additional taxation.

When we remember the fierce diatribes

ftfi
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passed upon the Tory six years' tenure of

power by the leaders of the Liberal party,

and especially by the arch-agitator during

his Midlothian campaign, we fail to discover

the justice of their accusations, or any
amendment on their part of the state of

things they so eloquently deplored. The

Opposition attributed the depression of

trade to the extravagant expenditure and

harassing policy of the late Conservative

government ; yet in spite of the accession to

power of a Liberal cabinet, trade has not

revived with that activity and generosity

promised by Mr. Gladstone and his fol-

lowers when out of office. We know how

warmly the financial policy of Sir Stafford

Northcote was attacked by the late Oppo-
sition

; yet in spite of the Liberals having
crossed over to the ministerial side of the

House, in no material particular has that

financial policy been changed. The con-

duct of the Conservatives towards Ireland

was keenly criticised; and now, under

Liberal rule, we have seen the gaols of that

unhappy country crowded with untried

prisoners, a severe coercion Act in full

force, and the disaffected island on the

eve of civil war. All that the change of

government has as yet obtained for us has

been a peace with dishonour, increased taxa-

tion, and the cloture.

But it was against the foreign policy of

the Beaconsfield administration that the

late Opposition aimed their most venomous

shafts. Charge after charge was hurled

against the late Tory chief for the ambitious

and insatiable character of his "imperialism,"

for the straining of the prerogative to carry
out his views, and for the extravagant ex-

penditure which resulted- Yet time has

proved that those accusations were utterly

undeserved. If we institute a comparison
between the foreign and colonial policy

advocated by Lord Beaconsfield and that

now advanced by the government of Mr.

Gladstone, the result is certainly not

in favour of Liberal rule. Compare the

England under Lord Beaconsfield, honoured

and influential in the councils of Europe,

with its guarantees upheld, its promises

fulfilled, and its protecting hand extended

to all who had a claim upon the empire,

with the England under the guidance of

Mr. Gladstone, and see how the Liberal

policy has been weighed in the balance

and been found wanting. We have already
alluded to the results consequent upon the

purchase of the Suez Canal shares. The

object of that purchase was to secure

the safety of our route to India
;
and we

can remember with what hostility that

proceeding was assailed both as a financial

operation and a political move. " The

purchase of the shares," said Mr. Gladstone,

speaking at Glasgow towards the close of

the year 1879, and when bidding for the

Liberal vote at the approaching general

election,
" was a delusion. . . . You

were foolish enough to acquire a certain

number of shares in the Canal
; you have

chosen to complicate your already too

complicated transactions with a financial

operation of a ridiculous dcscrifition."

As the Liberal party invariably denied

that any political importance could be

attached to the purchase,* and as the

operation was foolish financially, Mr.

Gladstone was naturally asked by the

Conservative party whether,
"
seeing that

the present value of these shares is officially

stated at 8,826,000, he proposes to take

steps for realizing by their sale the accrued

profit to the country of 4,826,000." Such

a realization would have gone far to recoup
the 6,000,000 which the Beaconsfield

administration were accused of squandering
in upholding the honour of England. To

this question Mr. Gladstone thus replied:
" The object of the question is to obtain

from me a confession which I am. sorry
T cannot gratify. 1 do not wish to repeat

anything I said in the important discussion

that took place on the question of the

* "The shares bought by the government do not tend to

give us any influence whatever, cither indirect, direct, or

moral, or of any kind, in the council of the shareholders, and
onr interest is not identical with, but entirely opposed tc

that of the ordinary shareholders." Lord Httrtinyton
House nf Commons, Felrunry 8, 1870.
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purchase of these shares; but I wish to say
tliat my objection to questions of this kind

is that if the individual to whom they are

put is not prepared to confess, lie can

hardly do otherwise than go back upon
observations which he or others may have

made at some previous time. The censures

I passed on the transaction at the time or

during the time of the election had no

reference to it, considered as a financial

operation, conceived and executed by a

stockbroker, for I have been from the first

a recommender and promoter of the Suez

Canal; and when M. de Lesseps came to

this country I encouraged him to persevere
in his plan. The objection I had was that

the operation was a complex one, and I

cannot recede from that opinion, though
I think it would be invidious now to repeat
the reasons on which that opinion was

based." Yet in spite of this answer, it

was at Glasgow that Mr. Gladstone objected
to the purchase of these shares because it

was a financial operation of a ridiculous

character. Only one conclusion can be

drawn from this evasive and inconsistent

conduct If the purchase of these shares

has no political importance, and was a com-

mercial undertaking of a foolish character,

why have these shares been retained by
Mr. Gladstone when they can be sold at

a splendid profit ? The answer is that the

purchase of the Suez Canal shares is not

only a brilliant commercial success, but

that Mr. Gladstone has been compelled to

admit that considerable political import-
ance attaches to the possession of them,

and therefore he declines to part with

them. In other 'words, he acknowledges
and sup] orts the prescient and statesman-

like conduct of the late Conservative prime
minister in this matter.

Nor were the strictures passed upon the

conservative policy in Central Asia a whit

less unhappy. Events have proved that

Lord Beaconsfield was right in the course

he pursued, and Mr. Gladstone has been

wrong. The object of Russia in Central

Asia is apparent to all. By the annexation

of the Turkoman country she has estab-

lished for herself a solid base of military

operations from which she can control

Persia and Western Afghanistan. By hei

former campaign against Khiva she has

cleared the path for her armies along the

more eastern line of advance to Cabul, and

has thus by these two proceedings gained a

complete ascendency in Central Asia, and

has removed the obstacles which it was

said barred her progress to the frontier of

Afghanistan. The object of Lord Beacons-

field's Indian policy was to prevent Russia

dealing with Afghanistan as she has treated

Khiva, Bokhara, and the districts between

the Oxus and the Caspian. And since it

was acknowledged by all our greatest

authorities that it was absolutely neces-

sary for the safety of our Indian empire
that Afghanistan should either be an in-

dependent state united under the rule of

a friendly Ameer, or brought within the

sphere of those protected states whose

foreign relations were supervised by British

residents, and whose strong places wen-

controlled by British troops, Lord Beacons-

field aimed at obtaining one of these alter-

natives. He came to the conclusion and

the publication of recent despatches justified

the conclusion that the Ameer Shere Ali

was intriguing with Russia, and meditating

hostile designs against British India. War
was made against him and he was deposed.

As Lord Beaconsfield was still unwilling

to break up the Afghan kingdom, Yakub
Khan was recognized as the successor of

Shere Ali. Then came the massacre of Sir

Louis Cavagnari and the British mission,

the advance of the British troops, and the

treaty of Gandamuk. It was evident to

Lord Beaconsfield that no trust could be

placed in an Afghan prince, and that

l-'.i inland must keep a force permanently
stationed in Afghanistan to protect her

own interests. This was done, and all

danger was avoided, no matter who ruled

at Cabul, whilst British troops held Canda-

har. It has pleased, however, the present

I.ilieral government to reverse the policy of
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Lord Beaconsfield, in spite of the, opinions

given by the most eminent civil and mili-

tary authorities best acquainted with India,

and hence civil war between the rulers of

Herat and Afghanistan, the anarchy pre-

vailing in Southern Afghanistan, and the

spread of Russian intrigue. Under Lord

Beaconsfield we had the strong places in

Afghanistan held by British troops to check

the advance of Russia; under Mr. Gladstone

we have nothing between us and the Cos-

sack, eager to bask in the sunshine of India,

but a divided and disorganized Afghanistan,
soon to fall a prey to the greed of Muscovite

annexation. When a Russian army appears
in the valley of the Indus, it will then be

seen which was the wiser and more astute

the Indian policy of the late Conservative

chief or that of the present Liberal premier.
As was the Indian policy of Lord Bea-

consfield so was his colonial policy ;
it was

vigilant, comprehensive, and astute. And
this judgment must specially be passed

upon the statesmanship which directed

affairs in South Africa, and more particu-

larly in the Transvaal. The Transvaal was
annexed because it was in a state of anarchy
and bankruptcy, and because the Boers were

incapable of governing the district. The
Zulu war was waged because the military

organization of Cetchwayo was a constant

source of jeopardy to the colony of Natal.

The power of the Zulu chieftain was

crushed, his country divided between

chieftains whose policy was marked out

for them by the English government, and
who were to be controlled by English resi-

dents
;
and thus peace and freedom from

danger were restored to Natal.

Then came the revolt in the Transvaal,
and the reversal of the policy of Lord

Beaconsfield. We were defeated by the

Boers, yet such was the very moment when
a Liberal administration arrived at the con-

clusion to restore the annexed territory to

our half-savage victors. Mr. Gladstone, who
had been so callous as to the loss of life

in Ireland, was so touchingly humane and

sensitive, when it was proposed that the

turbulent and slave-advocating Boers were

to be attacked by our arms, that he declined

to be accused of
"
blood-guiltiness," and gave

orders for English troops, when smarting
under disaster, to retire from the conflict

and to concede what the rebellious section

of our victors demanded. Our authority in

South Africa therefore received a blow under

which it still reels. We have been con-

demned as poltroons and deserters from our

plighted word. The loyal inhabitants of

the Transvaal, who regarded themselves as

safe under the protection of the English

crown, have been left to the tender mercies

of the savage Dutchmen, and the friendly

natives of South Africa have been taught
the shameful lesson that, when it suits the

policy of an English minister, their past

fidelity will be disregarded, and they will

be abandoned to any fate that barbarity

may have in store for them. Defeat, dis-

honour, and discredit, such have been the

results of the Liberal colonial policy. The

dismemberment of our empire in South

Africa under such circumstances has been

the bitterest cup which Englishmen, both

abroad and at home, have had administered

to them during this century.
"
It has

already touched," said Lord Cairns, when

condemning the arrangements made by the

Liberal government with the Boers in the

Transvaal,
"
It has already touched, and

will every day touch more deeply, the heart

of the nation. Other reverses we have had

other disasters
;
but a reverse is not dis-

honour, and disaster does not necessarily

imply disgrace. To Her Majesty's govern-
ment we owe a sensation which to this

country of ours is new, and which certainly

is not agreeable.
" '

In all tlie ills we ever bore

We grieved, we sighed, we wept ; we nevor

blushed before."'

It was this policy, both domestic and

foreign, which the nation, now on the eve

of a general election, was called upon to

consider, and to decide whether the admin-

istration of Lord Beaconsfield was still

entitled to the confidence of the country.



CHAPTER XVIII.

TUB CONSERVATIVE COLLAPSE.

COMING events failed to cast the shadows

of Conservative overthrow before them.

At the meeting of parliament there was

nothing to show that a change in favour of

Liberal rule had come over the spirit of

the country. The government of Lord

Beaconsfield was apparently as strong and

as popular as ever. Its foreign policy, its

attitude towards the distress and the anti-

rent agitation in Ireland, and its financial

proposals, appeared still to enjoy the con-

fidence and approval of the nation. If the

pulse of public feeling could be felt by the

recent elections that had taken place, its

beats indicated a strong and healthy Con-

servatism. At Liverpool a Conservative

was returned by a large majority, whilst

at Southwark, one of the strongholds of

the Opposition, the Conservative candidate

received more votes than both of his

opponents put together. The turn of

events had also tended to consolidate the

position of the party in power. From

Afghanistan came the good news .that Sir

Frederick Roberts was master of the situa-

tion; that the armed gathering which had

lii'leaguered him at Cabul had dispersed, and

that the efforts of Mahomed Jan to create

an insurrection had collapsed. In the

Transvaal order had been restored, and Sir

Garnet Wolseley, his mission now accomp-
lished, was on the eve of returning home.

A little dispute we had with Turkey

touching religious oppression had been

settled by the Porte according to our

wishes. Indeed, everything appeared to

favour the Conservative cause, and from

the outward aspect of a flairs ministers

had every reason to believe that their

tenure of office was on no side endan-

gered.

Parliament met February 5, 1880. The

speech from the throne was encou/nging.
The relations between England ana all the

powers continued to be friendly. Since

the prorogation of parliament the course of

events had tended to furnish additional

security to the maintenance of European

peace, on the principles laid down by the

treaty of Berlin. The outrage at Cabul

had been avenged, though the unsettled

condition of the country rendered the

recall of the troops impossible for the

present ;

" but the principle on which my
government has hitherto acted remains

unchanged," said Her Majesty; "and while

determined to make the frontiers of my
Indian empire strong, I desire to be on

friendly relations alike with those who may
rule in Afghanistan and with the people

of that country." Peace had been estab-

lished in South Africa.
" The capture and

deposition of the Zulu king," continued the

sovereign,
" and the breaking up of the

luilitary organization on which his dynasty
was based, have released my possessions in

that part of the world from a danger which

has seriously impeded their advancement

and consolidation." As to home affairs,

the commission was still inquiring into the

causes of agricultural depression throughout
the United Kingdom ; owing to the serioua

deficiency in the crops in certain parts of

Ireland special precautions had been taken

to guard against the calamities with which

those districts might be threatened, and

ample preparations for the distribution of

food and fuel had been made, as well as the

employment of labour stimulated by excep-

tional advances from the state; the con-

sideration of the criminal code and of the

law of bankruptcy was to be resumed;
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bills were also to be introduced for enlarg-

ing the powers of owners of settled land,

for amending the lunacy laws, and for

simplifying the practice of conveyancing.
These were the chief features in the royal

message.
In the debate on the address Lord

Beaconsfield took a prominent part. His

speech was a reply to the charges brought
forward against the government by Lord

Granville. The leader of the Opposition in

the Upper House had compensated for his

silence during the recess by making one of

those quiet but no less effective attacks

upon the policy of ministers for which

his parliamentary oratory was remarkable.

Lord Granville regretted that not one word
of sympathy had been expressed in the

speech from the throne as to the depression
under which the whole agriculture of the

country was suffering. He objected to the

Berlin treaty, and branded the convention

as the most indefensible that England had

entered into during the century. He
asserted that the war in South Africa was

neither just nor necessary, and was only a

proof of the weakness of the government.
Then he concluded by condemning the

state of affairs in Afghanistan, which he

attributed to the absence of any fixed and

decided policy on the part of the cabinet.

Lord Beaconsfield refuted these charges.
The clauses of the treaty of Berlin, he said,

were being carried into effect, and arrange-
ments had been entered into conducive to

the maintenance of general peace. The
war in South Africa could not have been

avoided, and it had terminated with eveiy

prospect of the scheme of confederation

in South Africa being realized. With

regard to Afghanistan, the prime minister

spoke at greater length.
"
Well, then," he

continued,
" the noble earl [Lord Granville]

comes to the case of Afghanistan. I must

confess to being at a loss to know exactly
what the noble earl wants us to tell him.

He addresses to us a question which does

not appear to me to be founded on fact, or

to have any character of reality. lie

assumes certain opinions, and imputes them

to the chiefs and sirdars of Afghanistan.
He informs us that the whole country is

against us, whereas those who have studied

the question on the spot know that only a

very limited portion of the population is

against us. Then he wants to know what

the government are going to do ? Well,

that is a question which it is difficult to

answer, if only in this sense that it con-

cerns matters which are in an unfinished

state. You must consider the question,

first, of Afghanistan with reference to the

British empire, and secondly, with reference

to Afghanistan itself. So far as the rela-

tions between this country and Afghanistan

are concerned, our policy is perfectly clear.

It was adopted after due consideration, and

as we believed with complete and perfect

knowledge; and no mistake has been made

in carrying it into effect. It is true that a

great disaster has occurred, but to such

contingencies human affairs are always

subject. As regards Afghanistan, what we

aimed at was to secure an adequate and

powerful frontier for our Indian empire.

That we obtained, and we obtained it in

a very short time with brilliant military

success
;

and having obtained that we

negotiated the treaty of Gandamuk, which

described and sealed that policy. It is

unnecessary to recall to the notice of

noble lords the terrible circumstances which

have for a moment prevented that policy

from being carried into effect. No doubt

it is possible, in applying the same prin-

ciples which have always influenced us, that

circumstances may occur to alter some de-

tails of the scheme which were not contem-

plated at the outset. But our policy remains

the same. It is a policy opposed to annexa-

tion a policy in favour of the people of

Afghanistan being governed by their own
chief or chiefs they can decide who these

should be but which at the same time re-

tains our powerful and adequate military

frontier. That is our policy, so far as Eng-
land is concerned.

" As regards Afghanistan, we must be
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fTiiiilcd by circumstances over which \vc

have not always cut in; control. It is an

error to suppose that Afghanistan, gene-

rally speaking, was governed in past times

by one individual. On the contrary, the

grandfather of Yakul> Khan was, 1 believe,

the first ruler that collected under his

power all the tribes of the country. It may
be necessary that we should restore Afghan-
istan to the state in which it was previous
to the accession of Dost Mahomed in that

respect. That is possible. The noble earl

does not suppose that we are sitting down
with our hands in our pockets all this time.

Although we have our English interests

iirst of all to look to that is to say, the

security of our Indian empire our next

object is to have prosperous, happy, and

contented neighbours. Well, we are taking

those steps which we think are wise, and

which, in our opinion, are the best calcu-

lated to bring about the results which we

desire. But these are things which cannot

be. done in u day. You cannot settle them

as you would pay a morning visit. If j'ou

have got a vast country full of warlike

population*, and those populations ready to

enter into any engagements, provided you
meet their particular wishes, it is not

always easy to ascertain how far the gratifi-

cation of those wishes may tend to the

tranquillity of the country. If we sanction

in any way the position and authority of

individuals, we take upon ourselves a great

responsibility if we make a choice in which

the great body of the people have no con-

fidence. It is a work of labour to bring a

country like Afghanistan, in its present

state, into a condition of tranquillity and

prosperity. But there are in that country
all the dements of peace and prosperity,

and the noble earl is labouring under a

most erroneous impression in supposing
that the great body of the people there are

opposed to us. In reality, not one-tenth

are opposed to us. I am not talking of those

who are merely controlled by our regiments.

t am talkingofthose peoplewho reallyrepre-

sent masses the great chiefs and the great

who have placed them -elves in con-

fidential and friendly communication with

I ler .Majesty's government, and from whose

declarations, and a wise calculation of the

motives which actuate them, we have a

right to infer that they are sincere in

their desire to bring about a settlement

of the country. I believe such a settle-

ment will be brought about, and that we

shall have in Afghanistan a neighbour on

whom we can depend, on the whole, for its

tranquillity and its desire for commercial

intercourse
;
and that that result will be

accomplished totally irrespective of the

great object of strengthening our frontier,

while it will be highly favourable to the

Afghan people themselves."

Still this explanation failed to satisfy

the Opposition. Further information was

required as to the future policy of tho

government in Afghanistan. How, it was

asked, did ministers propose to restore

order ? Upon what principle were the

future relations with the -country to be

regulated \ Was the occupation of Afghan-
istan by British troops to be permanent
or temporary ? What territory was to be

annexed beyond the new frontier ? Was
the policy suggested by Sir Henry Uawlin-

son to be accepted, and were we to hold

permanently Candahar and Jelalabad, dis-

tribute the Ameer's lands among mutually

independent chiefs controlled by a resident

English agent, and enter into a new alliance

with Persia ? These were the questions

freely demanded of the government, and in

the Duke of Argyle the Opposition found

a spokesman competent and willing to

nt their views upon this phase of

the Eastern question. A blue-book of cor-

respondence relating to Afghanistan had

been issued early in the session, in which it

appeared, from certain despatches written

by General Roberts, that Russian intrigue

with the father of Yakub Khan had been

carried much deeper than had been gen-

erallv supposed. At the same time it

was also hinted that the government had

in their possession various documents dis-
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covered at Cabul of a much more com-

promising character for Russia than any
that had yet been published. Late in

February the Duke of Argyle, who had

made our Afghan policy his special study,

moved for the production of such documents,

at the same time seizing the opportunity to

deliver an attack upon the course recently

adopted by ministers in the East.

In an able but severely partial speech the

duke criticised the Afghan policy of the Con-

servative party. Every evil predicted by the

opponents of that policy, he asserted, had

actually happened. There had been no occa-

sion for the aggressive measures pursued by
ministers. The advances of Russia in the

East did not, he said, menace our position ;

the late Ameer had not been hostile to our

interests; all our troubles in Afghanistan
had been simply due to the disturbing tactics

of the government. Ministers had forced a

resident upon the Ameer; they had acted

contrary to the treaties with Afghanistan ;

and they had violated the traditional policy
of the Indian government during the last

forty years.
"
I am bound to sny," con-

cluded his Grace, "that the whole trans-

actions of this Afghan war are of a character

which, in my opinion, justify the severest

language which can be used in party war-

fare. I believe it is a policy which has

originated in weak and unmanly fear. It

has been a policy of violence sometimes

approaching deceit. It has been a policy
most injurious to the interests of the people
of England ; and, above all, a policy which

has cast a lasting stain upon the honour of

the British empire."

This special pleading, based upon the

ignoring of facts patent to all but those

who were blinded by party hostility, led

to an important debate, in which the

leaders on both sides of the House took

part. As the discussion proceeded it was

evident that the objections of the Opposi-
tion to the policy of the government could

not sustain examination, and that ministers

had had no alternative in the past but to

enter upon the aggressive with the Ameer.

"
I am well acquainted with all the official

correspondence on the subject," said Lord

Napier of Magdala,
" and I am quite satis-

fied that we had a sufficient and legitimate
cause for going to war with the Ameer.
When the Ameer received a Russian am-

bassador, but refused to admit our embassy,
and in other ways evinced hostility, it was

quite time to bring him to reason. He had
raised a large force of regular troops, he

had constructed fortifications, and had col-

lected large stores of war materials. Had
we remained quiescent the Russian embassy
would soon have been followed by Russian

officers, and a formidable force might have

been created, which would have been a

serious danger to our north-west frontier in

case of our being occupied in any other

quarter."

The debate was brought to a close

by Lord Beaconsfield. " What is the real

question at issue ?" he asked (February 20,

1880).
" That is what the country is looking

to. It is a clear conception of what really

is at issue that alone ought to guide us in

this matter. Well, my lords, you know
that some three years ago or more most

unexpectedly and most undesired by those

\vlio were advising the crown what is

called the Eastern question revived. It

is unnecessary to recall to your lordships'

recollection all the incidents of that period.

It is well known there was a moment when
the relations between Russia and Great

Britain were of the most delicate character;

when indeed there were those, certainly

in Russia, who looked on war not only
as impending, but as inevitable. Well, in

these circumstances, Russia naturally and

I do not blame her looked to a point

where she thought she might embarrass

the power of England, and weaken the

influence and authority which England was

exercising. She looked to Central Asia

the influence of Central Asia on India to

effect that great object. Well, we had to

consider what course we ought to pursue
in these circumstances. The question of

the north-western frontier of India was no
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new question. It has not grown up in

these few years, as one would suppose from
some speeches in this House. It is one

which lias long occupied the attention

and consideration of all Indian statesmen,
and I think I may also add of all those

statesmen in England who aspire at all to

the responsibility of the conduct of our
a Hairs.

" In this state of things we had to decide

what was the best step to counteract the

efforts Russia was then making; for though
war had not been declared her movements
had commenced in Central Asia, and the

struggle had commenced which was to

decide for ever which power should possess
the great gates of India. One would ima-

gine, listening to the noble duke at least

a stranger might, for we are accustomed to

his expositions but a stranger, charmed by
his eloquence, carried away by the fervour

of his phrase, and overwhelmed by the

multiplicity of his details a stranger

might listen to him to-night and never

form the slightest idea that the real ques-
tion at issue was whether England should

possess the gates of her own great empire
in India, and whether the time had not

arrived when we could no longer delay
that the problem should be solved, and

in a manner as it has been solved by
Her Majesty's government. . . . From
our declared policy we have not swerved

for a moment. We resolved that the time

had come when this country should acquire
the complete command and possession of the

gates of our Indian empire. Having come
to that resolution we took the most effective

steps to accomplish our purpose. That

purpose was accomplished and achieved

with complete success. We obtained the

gates of our Indian empire ; they are in

our possession now
;
and I trust the hour

will never arrive when they will not be

in the possession of this country. . . .

Nothing which has occurred though many
things have occurred which we did not con-

template, and which we deplore nothing
has occurred which would for a moment

VOL. II.

induce us to modify our policy. Nothing
has occurred which would induce us in any
way to change our policy. Nor has anything

happened though much has happened, I

admit, that one remembers with deep regret
and heartfelt pain nothing has happened
which, so far as our conduct and policy are

concerned, ought in the slightest degree to

influence us."

Lord Beaconsfield then contended that

the government had not been to blame
for the death of Cavagnari and his gallant

companions, and that ministers throughout
the proceedings in Afghanistan had acted

with perfect consistency a consistency
which could only arise from a clear con-

ception of the object they had to accom-

plish. That object had been attained. The
British troops were in military command of

the country, and had most of its strong

places in their possession. Why then, it

was asked, if the object of the government
had been attained why not now leave the

country ?

"We cannot leave the country now,"

replied Lord Beaconsfield,
" because it

would indeed be a stain upon our honour

if we left the country in a state of turbu-

lence and confusion. But the state of

turbulence and confusion does not originate

from our general policy or from the ac-

complishment of the great ends we have

achieved. It has originated from circum-

stances which no human foresight could

guard against, and the consequences must

be met by temper and decision, but cer-

tainly not by withdrawing. This is not a

moment in which England, in that part of

the world, should show diminished deter-

mination. Although your lordships unfor-

tunately have no opportunity of expressing

your opinion on this occasion, I think we
have a right to conclude that the feeling

and the convictions of your Lordships' House

upon this subject are the same as when,

more than a year ago, you recorded your
verdict by an overwhelming majority. I

am ready to admit that a change of circum-

stances may also induce a change of opinion,

67
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and you ought to enjoy the privilege of

recording it afresh in the most complete

degree, and with the utmost conviction-

But until there is evidence of a change of

opinion in this House much stronger than

we have yet witnessed, let me at least

believe that the Peers of England are still

determined to uphold not only the empire
but the honour of the country. Let me
believe that they will not sanction our

withdrawal from Afghanistan because we
have accomplished our particular purpose,

leaving the population of that country in a

state of comparative anarchy, according to

the description given by the noble earl

[Lord Granville] and his friends
;
but I do

not join in these descriptions of Afghanistan.
I believe there are considerable portions

of Afghanistan in a state of absolute

peace and great prosperity. The district

of Candahar alone is one that might make
noble lords hesitate before they accept these

opinions, so rashly enunciated, as to the

disorganized state of the country. It is I

will not say a corner but a remote district

of the country, and a crowd of turbulent

and unpaid soldiery, that have brought
about these great misfortunes. But, my
lords, you must not be distracted from the

pursuance of a great national policy by
accidents of this kind, and temporary cir-

cumstances which, you may rest assured,

will disappear. Be firm, be resolute, and

be determined. Let men know that while

you are ready to be just, you are resolved

to be obeyed, and all these difficulties and

complications will disappear at once."

After this sound and spirited protest

how different from the reasons advanced by
the Liberals for the abandonment of the

Transvaal ! the motion of the Duke of

Argyll, "That an humble address be pre-

sented to Her Majesty for copy of any

correspondence found at Cabul between the

late Ameer Shere Ali Khan and the Eus-

sian authorities in Turkestan or St. Peters-

burg," was withdrawn, and the matter for

the moment was allowed to drop. The

government did not consider it was for the

public interest that such papers should be

laid before parliament.

Affairs nearer home now occupied the

attention of the country. During the last

few months the Liberals had been strongly

urging upon the government to dissolve

parliament, and to appeal to the nation.

There had been no precedent, declared Mr.

Gladstone, for a parliament dealing with

the business of seven complete sessions.

Various matters had, however, tended to

compel the Conservative party to defer this

appeal to a later period, and chief among
them had been the sad state of Ireland.

Across St. George's Channel the distress

caused by a series of bad harvests had been

augmented by the action of the Home
Eulers, who openly advocated the dismem-

berment of the empire, and hampered

industry and enterprise by their disloyal

teaching and infamous restrictions. Lands

that could be tilled were left uncultivated,

rents that could be paid were kept back

by the intimidated tenant, and the whole

country was paralyzed by the state of ter-

rorism which had been introduced by the

Land Leaguers. The government had inter-

fered by state aid to mitigate the surround-

ing distress and to thwart the inflammatory

proceedings of the anti-rent agitators.
"
It

was not within our power," said Sir Stafford

Northeote, when explaining why parliament
had not been dissolved earlier,

"
to come to

a decision upon this subject before. In the

course of the autumn the state of Ireland

caused no inconsiderable amount of anxiety.

We perceived from an early period that we
should have to, and as time went 011 AVO

saw that it was necessary for us to take

measures, upon our own responsibility as

a government, to prevent distress or to alle-

viate distress in that country. Those

measures we took without the authority or

sanction of parliament, and it was necessary
that parliament should be called together
in order to consider and to give its sanction

to what we had done, and also to consider

what further measures should be taken."

The Opposition, however, now loudly
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declared that as the Irish business, whicl
had rendered the reassembling of the House!

necessary, had been disposed of, ministers

had no further excuse for putting off the

dissolution of parliament. At first it

appeared as if the seventh session woulc
lie completed ; important bills were intro-

duced, the business of the Houses was
carried on as usual, and no indications were

given of the probability of an approaching
general election. Then suddenly, and to the

surprise of all for so well had the secret

been kept Lord Beaconsfield announced,
March 8, 1880, that parliament would be

dissolved at Easter.

On the following day the prime minister

issued his manifesto, couched in the form
of a letter to the Duke of Marlborough, the

lord lieutenant of Ireland. Recent events

have only proved how clearly Lord Beacons-
field divined the future when he penned
this memorable document. We have seen

the Liberal party, inspired by its Radical

supporters, coquetting with the Home
Rulers, plunging Ireland into deeper dis-

tress, and stimulating her unhappy people
to commit deeper crimes

;
and we have

seen how the "passive principle of non-

interference
"
has lowered the authority of

England in the councils of Europe, and
militated against the preservation of peace.
Let us give heed to the teaching conveyed
in this masterly state paper.

"10 Dowsrao STREET, March 8, 1880.

"My LORD DUKE, The measures respecting
the state of Ireland which Her Majesty's govern-
1111 'lit so anxiously considered with your excellency,
and in which they were much aided by your
advice and authority, are now about to be sub-

mitted for the royal assent, and it is at length in

the power of the ministers to advise the queen to

recur to the sense of her people. The arts of

agitators, which represented that England, instead

of being the generous and sympathizing friend,
was indifferent to the dangers and the sufferings
of Ireland, have lieen defeated by the measures, at
once liberal and prudent, which parliament has
almost unanimously sanctioned.

"
During the six years of the present adminis-

tration the improvement of Ireland and the con-

tent of our fellow-countrymen in that island have

much occupied the care of the ministry, and they
may remember with satisfaction that in this period

they have solved one of the most difficult problems
connected with its government and people by
establishing a system of public education open to

all classes and all creeds.
"
Nevertheless, a danger, in ite ultimate results

scarcely less disastrous than pestilence and famine,
and which now engages your excellency's anxious

attention, distracts that country. A portion of
itt population it attempting to sever the constitu-

tional tie which unitet it to Great Britain in that

bond which hatfavoured thepower andprotperity
of both.

"
It is to be hoped that all men of light and

leading will resist this destructive doctrine. The

strength of this nation depends upon the unity of

feeling which should pervade the United King-
dom and its widespread dependencies. The first

duty of an English minister should be to consoli-

date that co-operation which renders irresistible

a community educated, as our own, in an equal
love of liberty and law.

" And yet there are some who challenge the ex-

pediency of the imperial character of this realm.

Having attempted and failed to enfeeble our

colonies by their policy of decomposition, they
may perhaps now recognize in the disintegra-
tion of the United Kingdom a mode which will

not only accomplish but precipitate their pur-

pose.
" The immediate dissolution of parliament will

afford an opportunity to the nation to decide upon
a course which will materially influence its future

fortunes and shape its destiny.

"Rarely in this century has there been an
occasion more critical. The power of England
and the peace of Europe will largely depend on
the verdict of the country. Her Majesty's present
ministers have hitherto been enabled to secure

that peace so necessary to the welfare of all

ivilized countries, and so peculiarly the interest

of our own. But this ineffable blessing cannot 'ue

obtained by the passive principle of non-inter-

"erence. Peace rests on the presence, not to say
;he ascendency, of England in the councils of

Europe. Even at this moment the doubt sup-

posed to be inseparable from popular election, if

t does not diminish, certainly arrests her influence,

and is a main reason for not delaying an appeal
to the national voice. Whatever may lie its

consequence to Her Majesty's present advisers,

may it return to Westminster a parliament not

inworthy of the power of England, and resolved

o maintain it !

"
I have the honour to be, my Lord Duke, your

aithful servant,
"
BEACONSFIELJX"
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The publication of tins letter led to

some adverse comment. Verbal critics

complained that there was too much sonor-

ousness in it for the fastidious ear, that

the phrase,
" men of light and leading," was

ungrammatical, and that the statement as

to the alleged "policy of decomposition"
was devoid of meaning. The Liberals

were indignant at being accused of com-

plicity with the Home Rulers (after the

Kilmainham treaty how justifiable was such

indignation!), and declared that they knew
of no party which challenged "the expe-

diency of the imperial character of this

realm." In their turn, the disaffected Irish
"
highly disapproved of the attempt of the

prime minister to stir up feelings of hatred

between England and Ireland for the

purpose of furnishing an election cry to his

followers, and regarded with indignation
his flagrant misrepresentation of the loyal

efforts of the Home Eule party to extend

the blessings of constitutional government
to Ireland" "loyal efforts," aided by the

hand of the political assassin ! Then, it

was asked, what were the grave dangers

threatening the peace of Europe, from

which deliverance was impossible without

the continuance of Lord Beaconsfield in

power ? What, too, was to be understood

by the ascendency of England in the

councils of Europe ? The prime minister

was called upon to reply to these queries.

On a motion by Lord Stratheden and'

Campbell for the production of an apocry-

phal letter from Shere Ali to the Sultan,

stirring up Turkey to make war upon
England, Lord Beaconsfield was invited

to explain himself as to these "terrifying
insinuations."

The introducer of the motion, in a long

speech which was more exhausting to his

hearers than exhaustive of his subject,

took the opportunity of condemning the

Eastern policy of the government. It

had not been, in his opinion, sufficiently

aggressive. The document he asked for,

said Lord Stratheden, must be utterly

obnoxious to ministers, since it stigmatized

in the gravest terms the conduct of the

government on the Eastern question, and

showed how the late Ameer had been

estranged from Great Britain on account

of the infidelity of a Conservative cabinet

to all existing treaties. He asserted, and

produced one-sided arguments to support
his statement, that the government, since

the autumn of 1874, were responsible in a

great degree for the late war between

Eussia and the Porte. He condemned the

treaty of Berlin, the responsibilities we had

entered into, and the neglect of the cabinet

in not availing themselves of the oppor-
tunities offered them to check Eussian

aggression, and to maintain the inde-

pendence and integrity of the Turkish

empire. Lord Stratheden thus concluded

his jaundiced lecture :

" The present," he

said, "is not one of the occasions when

anyone at all conversant with the subject

ought to insist on an Eastern danger which

he realizes, or urge the country to the path
of duty from the slumber of indifference,

or recommend a course of action to a

government whose hesitation and disunion

have been too openly revealed to us.

During the last five years, however, such

occasions have been frequent. They are

alone sufficient to condemn the policy

which leads to them. In this House

ministers are rich in parliamentary and

even oratorical ability. Great as it may be,

it will not entitle them to disprove a large

share of responsibility for the unhappy war

of 1877. They will never show that in

May, June, or July of that year the British

fleet might not have been despatched to the

Bosphorus to the incalculable benefit of

Europe. They will not be able, either, to

repudiate the parentage of the usurping

treaty which they afterwards contended

with, as I hold, unsuccessfully. The trans-

actions are voluminous and intricate. They
are beyond the range perhaps of industry to

grasp or utterance to mention them
;
but

yet their history may be given in a sentence.

It is the record of wisdom faintly and

imperfectly adhered to, of duty openly and
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systematically violated, of reparation eagerly
but ineffectually grasped at."

Lord Granville followed suit. After

declaring that, from the point of view of

Lord Stratheden, a strong case had been

brought forward against the government,
and after blaming ministers for so sud-

denly dissolving parliament, he proceeded
to examine the statements contained in

the letter to the Duke of Marlborough. He
would not describe the letter as an elec-

tioneering squib ;
still its form was a little

unusual. " I do not, however," he said

with suave acidity, "complain of that.

One hook is nearly as good as another

upon which to hang a declaration of prin-

ciples. My complaint is of another kind.

It relates to the absence from that declara-

tion of any principles of a tangible character.

Literary critics have fallen foul of the

language and the grammar, but I have no

pretence to be a literary critic. My only

object, if I write or speak, is to convey my
meaning as clearly as I can to others. I

am not convinced by the united authority
of Prince Talleyrand, Dr. South, and Car-

dinal de Ketz that language was given to

man to conceal his thoughts. And if I

find that a singularly brilliant writer, a

real master of English, puts together words

which are understood neither by friends

nor by opponents, I conclude that it is not

that he cannot, but that he does not wish

to explain his meaning. A first-rate judge,

speaking of this manifesto, said, 'You
must not look at this design as if it were a

picture intended to be hung on the eye
line. It is a bit of stage painting, intended

to be looked at from an immense distance

and to produce a general effect, utterly

irrespective of correct drawing or accurate

details.' Now, what is this general effect ?

It appears to me that it is something of

this sort that the government intend for

the future to soar above the details of

home reforms and social progress; that

with regard to Ireland they not only desire

to excite a firm desire to keep united the

kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, but

that they think it convenient for election

purposes to excite the popular feeling

against that country, and to convey an

impression that the Opposition are indiffer-

ent to the union of the two islands; that

the same difference of opinion exists l>e-

tween themselves and ourselves as to our

relations with India and with the colonies;

and that as to the influence of England in

Europe, this is the exclusive monopoly of

the present government, which has been

used in the past and which will be used

in the future with a splendid success per-

fectly unattainable by any other party
in the state." Then the leader of the

Opposition proceeded to criticise the de-

claration that the government had main-

tained peace. Where had they maintained

peace, he asked? In Europe? No. In

Africa? No. In Asia? No. Who were

the nations which wanted to fight, but

were prevented by the government ? Again,

as to ascendency. Where was the ascend-

ency of England over the councils of Europe
shown ? At Constantinople ? With the

Slavs? With the Greeks? Was it over

France and Egypt? Was it in Vienna

and Berlin ? Could anything, sneered

Lord Granville as he sat down, be less

judicious than to make such idle boasts

of ascendency ?

Lord Beaconsfield replied.
" There is

very great difficulty," he sarcastically be-

gan (March 15, 1880), "in following the

speech of the noble baron who introduced

this motion. His style of oratory is very

peculiar. We all willingly acknowledge
that he is acquainted with the countries of

which he speaks, and has made himself,

much to his honour and credit, master of

the diplomatic details of the last few years ;

and this combination gives a plausibility to

his assumptions, for which there is really

not the slightest foundation. His argu-

ments are sound enough, if the assumptions

could only be proved. The arguments and

deductions of the noble lord are always

illustrated by a certain degree of local

colouring, which, of course, recommended
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them to the consideration of the House; and

his personal experience, combined with his

deep study of the subject, naturally pro-

duces the impression that we are listening

to a noble lord eminently qualified to speak

on such topics. The noble lord says,
' You had a great opportunity in 1876,

and you lost it.' What was the oppor-

tunity? The noble lord never told us.

Throughout his speech, which was not a

short one, he dwelt upon the opportunity

which was lost; but he never told us what

the opportunity was. 'Then,' said the

noble lord, 'after 1876 you had another

opportunity.' Here, I must say, he did

condescend to give us some details for our

guidance.
' You ought to have sent an

embassy to St. Petersburg and not to Con-

stantinople; everything would then have

been settled to the satisfaction of Europe.'

But here again is an assumption of the

noble lord.

"
I suppose that we who are responsible

for the conduct of public affairs, or any

gentlemen in our situation, would not have

carried them on without some communi-

cation with St. Petersburg. The noble lord

seems to assume that two years elapsed and

there was not the slightest communication

between St. Petersburg and the Court of

St. James'. The noble lord made a sum-

mary of the six years, and the summary is

this: You have deprived Turkey of all

authority on the Bosphorus, and you have

impaired her to an extent which must

inevitably lead to her losing her position
there. Well, that is the opinion of the

noble lord, but it is not the general opinion;
it is not the opinion of the statesmen of
several countries. There are compromises
which necessarily have been made, arrange-
ments which have been agreed to, without

which no ultimate consent or decision

could have been arrived at; but if there

was one point on which all were agreed, it

was that command should be given to

Turkey over the Bosphorus, and arrange-
ments should be made with reference to

Constantinople which would render it cer-

tain, that it would remain in the hands

either of the Sultan or of some power
whose position there would not menace the

independence of Europe.
"I say, in answer to the noble lord, I

entirely deny his summary ;
and I say that

one weaker, less founded, less true, less

trustworthy, never came under the consi-

deration of your Lordships' House. The

noble lord has given us many specimens of

his peculiar kind of diplomatic oratory this

session, and some justice should be done to

its peculiarities and beauties. He forgets,

and thinks the House will also forget, there

is one great distinction between himself and

all on this side of the House, and I believe

all on the other side of the House. The

noble lord is a man of war. He says, 'You

lost a good opportunity; you should have

done this.' But all the things we ought to

have done would have been acts of war; and

our duty as an English ministry was to save

the country from being involved in war, and,

if possible, to prevent war in any part of

Europe. The noble lord, of course, disap-

proves the manner in which we managed
affairs. He has only one specific for the

settlement of the Eastern question war

in the beginning, in the middle, and

in the end. The object of Her Majesty's

ministers, as I doubt not it would have been

the object of our rivals if they had sat on

these benches, was to save this country from

war, and, if possible, other countries also.

The speech is made because the noble lord

is in possession of a letter from Shere Ali

to the Sultan, stirring up the Sultan to

make war against England, and to enter

into an alliance with that power which of

all powers is the one he should most avoid

allying himself to
;

it descants on the great

advantages of an alliance with Eussia. The

noble lord's motion is that, on the part of

the government, we should produce this

letter. We have no official knoivleclge of it;

we have it only in the form in which the

noble lord has it, through its having been

printed in the newspapers. The letter in

question is without doubt a forgery, and the
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iioble lord has made it the foundation of a

great debate, which has elicited some im-

portant revelations from the noble earl

opposite with reference to the condition of

his party. He has made them on a letter

which is apocryphal and spurious.
" The history of this letter is, I believe,

this it appeared in a Turkish paper, it was

copied into other papers, and a considerable

controversy was occasioned by it. A com-

munication was in consequence made to

the Turkish government, and the authen-

ticity of the letter was immediately denied.

The Sultan himself personally declared

that it was perfectly apocryphal, and there-

fore no copy came into our possession, nor

did we hear anything further about it. I

must say that the Russian newspapers seem

to have treated that letter in a spirit of very

judicious criticism. The Golos of the 15th

of July said :

' This correspondence, which

is undoubtedly false, has made a strong

impression upon the Mohammedan popu-
lation in India. It was reprinted in all

the leading Indian newspapers, and gave
rise to endless rumours in all the bazaars.'

I think if your lordships were to read the

letter and I have no doubt you read it

some time ago you would see immediately
that it was written by a European. It is

much too epigrammatic for an Oriental
;

and it is evidently that of some inexperi-

enced journalist who commenced his voca-

tion on a small Turkish newspaper which

then existed in Constantinople, and was

distinguished for its hostility to England.
This letter, disclaimed by the Sultan, and

by him personally denounced as utterly

apocryphal, is the foundation for the debate

of to-night.

'The noble earl opposite [Lord Gran-

ville] has taken fair advantage of this dis-

cussion to make some amiable remarks on

the state of public affairs
;
and the noble

earl has taken the letter which I addressed

to the lord lieutenant of Ireland as his

chief text. I do not collect from the noble

earl that his objections are oi'a very substan-

tial or serious character. The first objection

is that we have advised Her Majesty to dis-

solve parliament. Well, the noble earl is

the head of a powerful party, who have for

the last six months been denouncing the

government because they did not advise

Her Majesty to dissolve parliament, and

some members of his party actually used

language of invective on the subject I will

make great admissions to the noble earl. I

will admit that there is hardly a higher
function to exercise or a more responsible

duty to encounter than to advise your

sovereign to dissolve parliament in any cir-

cumstances, except when the absolute lapse
of time renders it the duty of a ministry
to do so. I look upon it as an act which

involves the highest responsibility on the

part of the ministry who advise it ...
" To advise a dissolution is an act which

involves great responsibility ;
and we have

considered it in all its bearings. Nothing
but a sense of duty, of overwhelming duty,

induced us to take the step ;
and no other

vindication, I think, is necessary, especially

as we are now appealing to our country.

The noble earl touched, I think, upon some

domestic subjects which I ought to have

noticed
;
but as the debate is on foreign

affairs I may perhaps be excused from

noticing them. I have already troubled

your lordships to-night with remarks upon
Ireland,* and I shall not touch upon that

subject again. I will rather come to that

point in the noble lord's speech in which

he questioned my right to describe what

my views were as to the relations between

this and other countries, and the degree of

danger or security that might arise from

them. He questioned my right, and I must

assert that right in a manner which cannot

be mistaken. I do not understand what

the noble lord means by perpetually im-

pressing us with the necessity of publishing

to the nation every single thing connected

Lord Beaconsfield bad stated, in reply to a question from

Lord Oranmore and Browne, that he did not consider it

necessary to introduce any special enactment to suppress the

mutiny then being held in Ireland to prevent the payment
of rent. The Pence Preservation Act, he said, had been

drawn np to meet such evils.
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with our foreign affairs, as if we were to

take every opportunity of shifting, shuffling

off, the responsibility which it is our duty-

as ministers to encounter. My lords, there

is not an expression in the letter to which

so much reference has been made which

was not well weighed and sincerely felt.

I believe the state of affairs is critical;

and when I look at the condition of Europe,
when I find these mighty hosts in battle-

array, when I find increased armaments

proposed, recommended, and agreed to with

facility if there were no other causes,

these alone would make me impress upon

my countrymen that this is not a time

when vigilance can be neglected and when

resolution can be

"'Sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.'

" The noble earl seemed to complain very
much of my using the word '

ascendency,'
and talked of my

'

boasting of the ascend-

ency which Her Majesty's government now

possesses in Europe.' I said nothing of

the kind. I only laid it down, as I do

now, that England ought to possess an

influence, not to say an ascendency, in the

councils of Europe. I laid that down, but

I did not say that we possess an ascendency.
I said that the principle I have just enun-

ciated should form the basis of a policy

which a wise minister would pursue, and

which he ought to endeavour to attain.

There are causes why England does not

possess that degree of influence and ascend-

ency in the councils of Europe which I

should desire her to possess. These causes

are the conduct, not of the noble lord, who
has always conducted himself as a states-

man should, but the conduct of those deeply

connected in public life with the noble lord,

who have held language which has impressed

the courts of Europe and the people ofEurope
with the idea that there is a want of sym-

pathy between the existing government and
their countrymen ; and that if one of those

trials should occur which demand the

utmost development of national energy
and the utmost display of national spirit,

the government would appeal to their

countrymen in vain. There is a great

difference between the word ascendency and

the word supremacy. The word ascendency
is one which involves important moral

actions, and is not a word of offence, but

one which will always be accepted in a

liberal and generous spirit. I maintain

that, unless we take our place in the coun-

cils of Europe in a becoming manner, the

peace of the world will be endangered. I

maintain that the best security for possess-

ing general peace lies in increasing and

upholding the influence of this country.

The opposite system has been tried by the

ministry of which the noble lord was one

of the ablest members, and what was the

result ? If we have had to encounter

trouble and to meet great difficulties in

Europe and Asia, those difficulties were

the consequence of the policy of those who

preceded us. That policy we have not

followed. Our policy we have fairly put
before the country, and its verdict will

soon be given. If it is our fortune to

remain upon these benches that policy

will be pursued ;
but if the noble lord and

his friends are destined to occupy our posi-

tions, I promise the noble lord that if the

honour and the interest of England are

ever concerned when he is minister, his

government will be supported by the Tory

party."

The matter then ended by Lord Strath-

eden withdrawing his motion, on the

ground that the authenticity of the letter

from the Ameer to the Sultan had been

disputed.

And now once moie, on the eve of a

general election, the advocates of protection

essayed to effect a breach in the citadel of

Free Trade. The attack was led by the

Duke of Rutland, ever the frank and con-

sistent supporter of the commercial policy

which preceded the repeal of the corn laws.

It was his wish, said his Grace, to call the

attention of the House to the depressed

state of agriculture and trade, and to

inquire how far it was owing to the present
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system of free importations. It was a

question which he feared might, in the

hurry and turmoil of a general election,

be overlooked, and yet none was of deeper

importance to the country. He admitted

Unit there had been a revival of trade,

owing to a rise in the price of iron conse-

quent upon a temporary demand for the

article in America
;
but when such demand

ceased iron would again decline and trade be

as dull as before. Nor had the depression in

trade been confined to iron, coal, cotton, or

agriculture ; every single interest had been

depressed, and that not by accident but in

consequence of the insane system of free

importations. His Grace complained of the

evils caused to special interests by the

commercial treaty with France. That treaty

he branded as a most one-sided arrange-
ment. If nothing were done in the shape
of retaliation to force France to take off

her protective duties, it was absurd, he

said, to suppose that there would be a

revival of English trade. A revival of

trade that would be lasting could only be

effected by an alteration in the present

unfair, unjust, and unequal arrangements.
Lord Beaconsfield deprecated the adoption

of any hasty measures. " My noble friend

the noble duke," he said (March 22, 1880),
" when he last brought this subject before

your lordships' consideration, had to dilate

upon the commercial depression which then

prevailed. On the part of Her Majesty's

government I expressed our opinion that

that commercial depression would not last

long, and we saw signs which, though they

might be deceptive, still in our opinion
indicated a great' revival in our com-

merce. The noble duke this evening
lias shown that there is a consider-

able improvement in our commerce. It

is very true that my noble friend based

his consolation upon the increased relations

between this country and the United States;

and though it is impossible for any one to

deny that there has been a very great im-

provement in our trade with America, and

although it is impossible to deny that our
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commercial relations amount at present to

several millions more than they did twelve

months ago, still the noble duke wished to

impress upon your lordships that it was a

sudden demand for one particular article

which occasioned this improvement Now,
there I differ from my noble friend. The

demand of the United States for iron has

been very great, but I would venture to say
that it is an error to suppose that there is

not a general improvement. It is an error

to suppose that our commerce, as regards

iron, is confined to the United States. There

are other states with whom we are now

carrying on an active commerce in iron.
"
Well, then, the noble duke having ac-

knowledged the improvement in our trade,

and having rested his illustration of our pre-

sent position in that respect mainly upon
one very important article of commerce

namely, iron the noble duke warned us

that we could not depend upon the con-

tinuance of our commerce in that respect,

and intimated those views which he has

always most consistently upheld and ex-

pressed. Upon that subject the noble

duke, wishing to show the fallacy of what

he regarded as the principle on which our

commercial system is now established, took

the case of France, and endeavoured to

show that our commercial treaty with

France had been one of immense benefit

to France, but very slightly beneficial to

this country.* But that, I venture to say,

is an error of my noble friend. I have

no doubt that the commercial treaty with

France has been of vast advantage to this

country. If it has not been of equal ad-

vantage to both countries, I maintain that
" In order to bring his observations within * reasonable

compass, he would confine his remarks to the effect of the

commercial treaty which was entered into with France in

1860 at the instance of Mr. Cobden. The exports and

imports of France in 1848 amounted to 72,000,000,
while they amounted to 284,000,000 in 1879 a fact

which showed beyond the possibility of doubt that she had

largely benefited by the working of that treaty. But how
had it affected England? In 1876 the value of English

goods imported into France was 26,000,000, while the

value of French goods imported into this country was

41,320,000, the value of French manufactured articles

which we imported exceeding that of those which we sent

her in return by 7,800,000." The Duke of Ru&md,
Marth 22, I860.

68
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it has been of vast advantage to this

country. But I must stop for a moment
to remark that, if my noble friend wishes

to advocate a commercial system based

upon protection of native industry, he ought
to a certain degree to be a supporter of the

commercial treaty with Fran 3e, because it

is a treaty entirely of reciprocity, and there is

no doubt that if that principle had not been

adopted in the negotiations which led to

the treaty, the commercial relations between

France and this country would have re-

mained probably much in the same state and

of the same amount as they were before that

treaty was entered into.
" The question of reciprocity and the

question of protection are utterly different

questions. If the whole nation chose to

adopt a protective policy, nothing could

resist that policy being carried into effect.

But, with regard to reciprocity, I have

always impressed upon those who brought
it forward as a remedial measure that it

was practically impossible; that we had

altered our tariff to such an extent that it

was by a chance that the British govern-
ment were able to carry the French treaty

into effect
;
and that, in fact, if the French

treaty were continued, as I believed was

the wish of many who are good judges of

what is good for this country, there would

be no materials by which we could adopt
this principle of reciprocity on which my
noble friend so much dilated, and which,

it appears from some cheers, would be very

popular in this House. Popular or not, it

is impossible. You could not obtain it

without the lapse of a considerable time,

even if you swept away the whole of your

present tariff. There are thirty or forty

commercial treaties every clause in which

would demand your attention, and consid-

erable time would elapse during the nego-

tiations.

"Now, the noble duke, after having
admitted that commercial depression has

disappeared, brought before your lordships

the state of agriculture. No one can deny
that there is great distress and depression

in our agricultural condition. That is

admitted by all classes. The question is

Is it in our power to relieve that distress?

That is a question from which we ought
not to shrink. My noble friend who spoke

just before me said the remedy was, that

there should be a further diminution of

local taxation. Well, if it can be shown

that there is still local taxation which

is unjustly imposed upon real property,
and not equally on all kinds of property,

nobody who has confidence in the wisdom

of parliament and in its sense of duty, can

doubt that, if a fair case be made out,

parliament will give relief in that respect.

Parliament has already shown that it sym-

pathizes with that class of property in this

country which was subject to taxation from

which all other classes of property were

exempt. And if it can be fairly demon-

strated that there are still taxes levied, not

on agriculture only, but on real property
which may exist in towns, I have no doubt

that, general election or not, the sense of

duty which influences members of parlia-

ment will induce them to do what is right

in that matter. But I must say that I do

not think that any further remission of

local taxation, though it may be just, could

be offered as a remedy at all adequate to

the distress from which the agricultural

world is now suffering.

"Now it appears to me that there are

many things which may be done, which

require consideration no doubt, but which

appear to me to be accepted by the general

opinion of the country as the result of dis-

cussion, debate, and public writing, which

may very much facilitate the improvement
of the soil, and, by facilitating the improve-
ment of the soil, may benefit the occupiers

of the soil. Whether we consider the ques-

tion of removing the restrictions on its

cultivation or that most important point as

to which I introduced in the other House of

parliament a remedy namely, the secur-

ing for a tenant a complete protection for

the capital which he has invested on the

farm which he occupies I think myself
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that before \vc can beneficially act to relieve

and improve the agriculture of this country,
ili'

1

MLjriculture of this country must be in a

normal condition, and that it would be most

unwise in a moment of distress to hurry a

measure when we arc not dealing with the

land of England in its usual state. I think

it must be acknowledged by all that it is

not so much competition, it is not so much
local taxation, but what is infinitely more

injurious and more powerful namely, an

almost unprecedented series of disastrous sea-

sons which has brought about the present
unfortunate state of agriculture in England.
That condition of the cultivators of the soil,

however, is not a permanent one, and, as

far as I can see, matters are tending towards

improvement. All the evidences of nature

that can guide us rather make us hope that

we are about to enjoy a season of prosperity
and abundance

;
and should this promise

be fulfilled, the agricultural mind will be

relieved from a great deal of the despond-

ency and distress which at this moment

paralyze, to a great degree, the energies of

the farmer. Then will be the time to con-

sider whether we cannot alter many things
in the relations of the farmer with the

landowner, and deal with other matters

which do not now beneficially act upon his

condition.
"
Among the measures which might then

be introduced are those which will place
the local taxation of the country upon a

just basis, should it be found unequal, and

secure to the tenant complete protection for

the capital which he has invested a direc-

tion in which the Agricultural Holdings
Bill, which from all one hears appears to

have received but very scant justice at the

hands of those who opposed it, proposed, at

all events, to commence to advance. When
the normal character of English agriculture

has been restored, we shall lie able to form

some more correct estimate of the degree of

competition which it has to encounter from

the importation of the produce of foreign
countries. I must confess that, although I

have read much concerning the estimates

which have been put forward with regard
to the prospective productions of the

Amrrican continent, I have not arrived at

those definite conclusions on the subject
which some of my friends have adopted.
We require more data, more opportunities
for examination, and more experience be-

fore we can come to any decided opinion
as to the effect of the importation of

foreign-grown corn upon our home produce.
When the Engli.sh fanner has been blessed

with a harvest worthy of his industry, and

when we have gained greater experience of

the effect of the produce of other countries

upon our own, then will be the time for us to

consider a variety of measures which un-

doubtedly may not appear very important in

themselves, but which will, in the aggregate,

place him in a more advantageous and im-

proved position than he now occupies. By
adopting that course we shall be able to

look back with satisfaction,when these times

of depression are passed, to .the fact that we
were guided by the dictates of prudence,

and did not rush into hasty legislation.
" I know that it may be said that it

is very easy to preach patience to those

who are suffering. Nobody can esteem

more than I do the character and endurance

of the British fanner. I think that the

patience and the high spirit with which he

has borne up against a series of disastrous

seasons, the few complaints he has made

notwithstanding the great suffering he has

experienced, exhibit his conduct in a light

in which it is impossible to view it without

a feeling of admiration. Whatever may
happen, the cultivator of the soil still forms

the largest class of the industrial world, and

he is the greatest employer of labour
;
and

your lordships and the country are bound

to him by those ties which the traditions

and the pleasantness of his occupation and

his good conduct and loyalty have rendered

so strong. Aristotle says that the agricul-

tural class is the least given to sedition.

That we have found in England, and we

have at the same time found among that

class some of the best exemplars not only
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of moral life, but of that duty to the sover-

eign and that strict performance of public

duty which have given such a very high
character to this country. My lords, when
we meet again I hope we shall do so with a

less gloomy feeling with regard to the for-

tunes of our agricultural friends. I do not

think that I could recommend any change
in our law affecting the agricultural inter-

est that might be brought about by hasty

legislation. Her Majesty has appointed a

royal commission, which is now engaged
in examining into this subject, and from the

labours of that body I augur considerable

results. I think that from them we shall

obtain much information as to the pro-
ductive powers of the American continent

which may guide us in our decision with

great advantage, and that they will also lay
before us the opinions of some of the most

experienced and practical men in England
as to the conditions under which the culti-

vation of the soil can be most beneficially

carried on. My lords, I shall be deeply

disappointed if one result of the labours of

that commission is not to afford the farmer

the most complete and absolute security for

the capital which he has invested in the

cultivation of the land."

Two days after this speech parliament
was prorogued by commission. "

I cannot

part from you," said Her Majesty,
" with-

out expressing my deep sense of the zeal

and ability which, during more than six

years, you have consistently displayed in

exercising your important functions, nor

without tendering to you my warm acknow-

'edgments for the useful measures which

you have submitted for my acceptance, and

especially for the manner in which you
have upheld a policy, the object of which
was at once to defend my empire and secure

the general peace."

As the rival camps examined their forces

and prepared for action, no indication was
afforded as to the result of the impending
battle. Both sides appeared equally strong,

equally popular, and equally confident of

victory. Yet never were appearances more

fallacious. It was one of those occasions

when a severe struggle was expected be-

tween the combatants, the issue of which

no one dared to predict; and then, to the

surprise of all concerned, instead of a con-

test there was only a collapse. From the

first day of the polling to the completion
of the returns for all the constituencies,

the progress of the Liberals, both in the

boroughs and the counties, was one series

of easy triumphs. As the general election

proceeded it was not difficult to ascertain

the causes which had led to the reversal of

opinion. The Liberals were no longer the

divided and mutinous party of former days.

Treaties of amity had been entered into

among the disaffected, and all feuds had

been buried in the one general effort to

oust Conservatism from the place of power.

The Nonconformists had made their peace
with Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Forster, and

such an accession of strength was in itself

alone sufficient to turn the scale against

the ministerialists. The Home Eulers,

whom the manifesto of Lord Beaconsfield

had keenly offended, went over as a body
to swell the following of Mr. Gladstone.

The exclusive Wiigs, too, found themselves

in curious company, for the extreme Eadicals

had agreed among themselves to give their

support to the Liberalism which it was their

intention on the first opportunity to blacken

and develop into a dangerous Republicanism.
A considerable section of business men,

whose political opinions had hitherto been

undecided, now pronounced in favour of

Mr. Gladstone, owing to the water bill

which had been introduced by Mr. Cross

a measure loudly decried at the time, but

which recent calculations now prove to

have been a just and temperate estimate

for the purchase of a monopoly by the

government. To these additions to the

Liberal ranks must also be included those

special interests which, in seasons of adver-

sity, invariably attribute their misfortunes

to the ruling of the party in power, to-

gether with that large vacillating com-

munitv which loves change for the sake
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of change, and ever votes against a govern-
ment after any lengthy tenure of office.

On the other hand, the Conservatives had

to content themselves, for the desertion of

many of their late supporters, with the co-

operation of the Roman Catholics, whom
the extraordinary pamphlets of Mr. Glad-

stone had offended, and with a large section

of the Hebrew body, who had warmly

approved of the foreign policy of Lord

Beaconsfield. Against such odds it was

hopeless for Conservatism, however active

or united, to contend. The verdict of 1874

was completely reversed, and the Liberals

were once more the dominant party in the

state. A comparison between the two

parliaments illustrates the result of the

struggle. The composition of the dissolved

parliament was 351 Conservatives, 250

Liberals, and 51 Home Rulers; in the

new parliament the composition was 349

Liberals, 243 Conservatives, and 60 Home
Rulers. The Liberals had been much in-

debted for their victory to the working
of the " caucus" system, and it was said

that the Farmers' Alliance had been

instrumental in causing the counties to

revolt.

After so marked an expression of the

political feeling of the country, it was use-

less for the Conservative cabinet to meet

the new parliament. Lord Beaconsfield and

his colleagues resigned their offices, and

after a brief delay a Liberal administration

was formed, with Mr. Gladstone as prima
minister.



CHAPTEE XIX.

THE LIBERAL POLICY.

THE administration formed by the incoming

prime minister was both strong and repre-

sentative. Save one or two exceptions, it

was composed of all that was eminent

among the Liberal party. Mr. Gladstone

added to his duties as leader of the cabinet

those of finance minister
;
Lord Granville

was foreign secretary ;
Lord Hartington

was secretary for India
;
Lord Northbrook

was first lord of the admiralty; Mr. Childers

was secretary for war; Mr. Forster con-

tented himself with the post of Irish sec-

retary ;
Lord Selborne was lord chancellor.

All these politicians had held office in the

former Gladstone government. As a reward

for the extreme Radical support accorded

to the Liberals during the election, Mr.

Chamberlain, who had exhibited great

administrative ability at Birmingham,

coupled with much political intolerance,

was offered a seat in the cabinet as presi-

dent of the Board of Trade. Mr. Fawcett

held the seals as postmaster-general, whilst

his fellow Radical, Sir Charles Dilke of

civil list notoriety, went to the foreign

office as under secretary of state for foreign

affairs. At the home office was Sir Wil-

liam Harcourt
;
Lord Kimberley, who had

approved of the colonial policy of Lord

Carnarvon, was secretary for the colonies
;

the Duke of Argyll, who might have been

mischievous at the India office, was harm-

less as lord privy seal
;
Mr. Bright, who

had always disapproved of sinecures, under-

took the arduous duties of chancellor of the

duchy of Lancaster
;
Mr. Adam was com-

missioner of works; and Lord Lytton, having

resigned his post as soon as the result of

the elections was known, was succeeded as

governor-general of India by the Marquis of

Ripon. From this catalogue there were cer-

tain omissions of well-remembered names.

Mr. Lowe was not permitted to mismanage
the finances, or to endanger a cabinet by
the indulgence of his personal antipathies,

but had to content himself with exclusion

and a viscount's coronet. Mr. Goschen, who
still differed from his party as to the

degradation of the franchise, did not hold

office, but shortly after the formation of the

cabinet was sent east, on the retirement of

Sir Henry Layard, as special ambassador to

Constantinople. Of Lord Cardwell nothing
was heard, probably because he did not

approve of the development upon which

Liberalism had now entered. The name of

Lord Aberdare was also among the omitted.

If the policy of Lord Beaconsfield was to be

reversed, no better agents could be found

than those who now swore fealty to Mr.

Gladstone.

The first acts of the new government
were not encouraging. Mr. Fawcett, with

that aggressiveness which a terrible physical

infirmity so often stimulates, had accused

Lord Cranbrook of being aware of the exist-

ence of a deficit in the Indian budget at

the very time when he as secretary for India

was stating he had a surplus in hand; a.id

the postmaster-general had felt himself

bound, though very ungraciously, to offer an

apology for the groundless accusation. The

conduct of Mr. Gladstone was equally gross

and inexcusable. Ever since the develop-

ment of the Eastern question had compelled
Austria to frame a foreign policy of her

own, she had encountered the keen dislike

of our Radical premier. Mr. Gladstone had

detested Austria from the first, on account

of her despotism towards Italy, and since

events had now caused her to be the pro-

minent foe of any pan-Slavonic movement,
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and of that burlesque of all forms of faith,

tlir (link Church, his hatred towards the

house of Hapsburg had deepened in its in-

tensity. During his memorable Alidlothian

c-uni]i:ii^n Mr. Gladstone had permitted
himself to be so far carried away by the

fervour of his rancour as to assert that

Austria a power with whom we were on

terms of amity had ever been the un-

ilinching foe of freedom in every country
of Europe.

" You cannot put your finger,"

said Sir. Gladstone,
" on any part of the

map, and say, 'Here Austria has done

good."' Such a statement totally opposed
to the facts of history naturally led to

much comment, and was strongly resented

at the Austrian court. A correspondence
ensued between Count Karolyi, the Austrian

ambassador, and Mr. Gladstone, and the

result was that the latter had no alternative

but to withdraw his hostile observations.

The excuses of Mr. Gladstone for the asser-

tion were very lame
;
he was assured, he

explained, on what he considered excellent

authority, that Austria had designs on

Constantinople, that she intended to go

beyond the clauses of the treaty of Berlin,

and that she was opposed to the liberty

to be enjoyed by the emancipated popu-
lations.

"
I will not conceal from your

Excellency," wrote the now abject prime

minister, meekly eating his words before

the frown of a foreign power, "that grave

apprehensions had been excited in my
mind lest Austria should play a part
in the Balkan peninsula hostile to the

freedom of the emancipated populations,

and to the reasonable and warranted hopes
of the subjects of the Sultan. These appre-
hensions were founded, it is true

"
what

an admission for a statesman to make !

"
upon secondary evidence

;
but it was not

the evidence of hostile witnesses, and it

was the best at my command. Your

Excellency is now good enough to assure

me that your government has no desire

whatever to extend or add to the rights it

has acquired under the treaty of Berlin,

and that any such extension would be

actually prejudicial to Austria-Hungary.
Permit me at once to state to your Excel-

lency that had I been in possession of such

an assurance as I have now been able to

receive
"

yet was it not the business of

Mr. Gladstone, both as a politician and a

gentleman, to have been convinced of the

truth of his information before he drew his

conclusions ? "I never would have uttered

any one of the words which your Excel-

lency justly describes as of a painful and

wounding character. Whether it was my
misfortune or ray fault that I was not so

supplied I will not now attempt to deter-

mine, but will at once express my serious

concern that I should in default of it have

been led to refer to transactions of an earlier

period, or to use terms of censure which I

can now wholly banish from my mind."

Not without justice was this apologetic

epistle described by Lord George Hamilton

as " shameful and shameless." Contrast it

with the manner in which Lord Beacons-

field, through a brief paragraph in the

Times, repudiated the application of his

phrase about "arbitrary arrests and domi-

ciliary visits
"

to Germany, and even the

blindest admirer of Mr. Gladstone can

scarcely admit that the comparison is in

favour of his idol.

The Houses met for the despatch of

public business. The earlier part of the

month had been occupied with the usual

parliamentary preliminaries and with the

degrading Bradlaugh episode May 20,

1880. The speech from the throne excited

the usual curiosity, without satisfying it.

The treaty of Berlin was to be carried out
" The cordial relations which I hold," said

Her Majesty,
" with all the other powers of

Europe will, I trust, enable me to promote,

in concert with them, the early and com-

plete fulfilment of the treaty of Berlin

with respect to effectual reforms and equal

laws in Turkey, as well as to such territorial

questions as have not yet been settled iu

conformity with the provisions of that

treaty. I regard such a fulfilment as

essential for the avoidance of further
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complications in the East. In accordance

with this view I have deemed it expedient
to despatch an ambassador-extraordinary
to the court of the Sultan." Affairs in

Afghan were not to be neglected. The

efforts of the government would "be un-

ceasingly directed towards the pacification

of Afghanistan, and towards the establish-

ment of such institutions as may be found

best fitted to secure the independence of

its people, and to restore their friendly

relations with my Indian empire." The

Conservative policy as to South Africa was

to be maintained. "I have continued to

commend to the favourable consideration

of the authorities and of the people in

the various settlements the project of con-

federation. In maintaining my supremacy
over the Transvaal, with its diversified

population, I desire both to make provision
for the security of the indigenous races, and

to extend to the European settlers institu-

tions based on large and liberal principles

of self-government." As regards Ireland

the Peace Preservation Act was not to be

renewed. "
I am persuaded that the loyalty

and good sense of my Irish subjects," said

Her Majesty, inspired by her prescient

prime minister,
"
will justify me in relying

on the provisions of the ordinary law,

firmly administered, for the maintenance

of peace and order." Though there was
little time during the session available

for useful legislation, still it was hoped
to introduce measures which would end

the controversies as to burials in church-

yards and cemeteries, which would afford

protection to the occupiers of land against

ground game, and which would extend

the borough franchise in Ireland. Such
were the salient features of the speech
from the throne.

In the debate on the address in the

Upper House, Lord Beaconsfield, now the

leader of the Opposition, took a prominent

part. He was brief but inquisitive. He
had heard with pleasure, he said (May 20,

1880), that the articles of the treaty of

Berlin were to be carried out, and that

"
active measures

"
were to be taken by

the government with that object.
" It

would, however," he remarked,
" be satis-

factory, in these circumstances, to know
that we are to receive ample information

as to the nature of the active measures

which Her Majesty's government propose
to take.

' Active measures
'

involve an

epithet to which many interpretations may
be applied; and as generally used it has

been applicable in many cases to a state of

affairs which the people of this country do

not view with approbation, because measures

so described have not unfrequently turned

out to possess a bellicose character." Then

as to the announcement that an ambassador-

extraordinary had been sent to Constanti-

nople, Lord Beaconsfield was also desirous

of more particular information. "We all

know," he said, "what an ambassador is.

An ambassador is an officer known to the

constitution. We know very well that

whatever he does the ministers in England
are responsible for his actions; and therefore

we have all those checks and securities

Avhich are required when he is dealing with

affairs of state upon which may depend

important results. No one, for example,
would venture to criticise Her Majesty's

government if they had changed the am-

bassador who is at present at Constanti-

nople for another individual who more

entirely may have possessed their confi-

dence. It is an act which would not be

noticed in parliament. It would be the

exercise of a prerogative which has never

been questioned. It would not be noticed

in parliament, and would not be alluded to

in a speech from the throne. But an

ambassador-extraordinary is a person in-

vested with powers of an unlimited charac-

ter, unless they are limited by instructions

which I trust the noble earl [Lord Gran-

ville] will not refuse to lay on the table in

the present case. An ambassador-extra-

ordinary may be so unlimited in his powers
that he may, unknown to this country,
involve it in war by an act of his own

completely, without any person being re-
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pponsible for tlie act And therefore, under

these, circumstances, we have a right to

expert that Her Majesty's government will

lay on the table the instructions which the

ambassador-extraordinary may be supposed
to possess."

llel'erring to the war in Afghanistan,
I, i n\l Beaconsfield was of opinion that if the

policy of the late viceroy of India were pur-

sued, a prompt and permanent settlement

of the affaire in Afghanistan would be

effected. "But I do not contemplate," he

playfully remarked,
"
that that result is to

be attained by the establishment of
'

insti-

tutions
'

in that country. I think we have

a right to inquire what those institutions

are. Is there to be a House of Lords

created there of Sirdars ? Or is there to

be, according to the doctrine of some ardent

members of the present government, only
one chamber, and that of a representative
character ? What are those institutions to

be ? Are they to be county boards ? But

it is not merely in Afghanistan," continued

the critic,
" that I find this. I find it also

in South Africa, where a not unfavourable

view is taken of our present position. There

also there is a question of establishing

institutions. Well, if the plan of the

government for the settlement of Afghan-
istan and the quietude of South Africa is

merely the establishment of institutions in

the usual sense of the British nation, I

must say that I prefer intrusting matters

to Sir Frederick Koberts, our general there,

or to any high commissioner who may at

present be resident in the country."
To the suspension of the Peace Preserva-

tion Act in Ireland', then on the eve of its

expiration, the leader of the Opposition was

warmly opposed. He reminded the House
that the late Conservative government had

remodeled the original Peace Preservation

Act, and that all the clauses which were

supposed to abridge the rights of the Irish

people had been studiously omitted. Yet,

in the speech iiom the throne, it was stated

that the principal reason for the repeal of

that Act was its infringement of the rights

VOI,. II.

of the subject. The government had been

forgetful, and were evidently of opinion
that the Peace Preservation Act then in

force and about to be suspended was the

original Act, with all its harsh and severe

restrictions still in full play. Lord Beacons-

tield objected to this suspension; and we who
now live under a vacillating and resource-

less administration, and watch and hear of

the bloodthirsty yet useless deeds daily

perpetrated across St George's Channel

under the reign of terrorism culpably
allowed there to exist, see how sound and

far-seeing were the objections of the late

leader of the Conservative party to such

suicidal reversal of policy.
"

I am not

myself going," he said,
"
to resist any action

on the part of Her Majesty's government
to discontinue the Peace Preservation Act

in Ireland. It is on their responsibility as

a government that they must act / think

it a serious step ; I deprecate it ; but it is a

step upon which the government, consider-

ing all the circumstances, must take upon
their responsibility, and scarcely with the

interference of parliament What I do

regret is that the result of the conduct of

Her Majesty's government will be, / fear,

an increase of the agrarian outrages which

first brought the subject under the considera-

tion of parliament, and the recurrence of an

evil second only to agrarian outrages, and

that is an autumnal session. I fear that

you are only postponing the consideration of
a question which, in my mind, will force you
to action. Whether the Peace Preservation

Act in its present form, as modified by the

late government, would be adequate to the

difficulties you may have to deal with

although I trust you will not have to en-

counter them I cannot say. But I think

it would have been a prudent act on the

part of Her Majesty's ministers, considering

that it was their own legislation originally,

and considering that their successors modi-

fied it in those points which are now alleged

as a reason for its repeal I say I think it

would, under these circumstances, have

been a in-ndcnt act, and one which would

69
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ft five been approved by the country and by

parliament, had Her Majesty's government
not thought fit to take the step which has been

announced." Then, as to the accusation of

Lord Spencer, who had said that if the

Peace Preservation Act which was to

expire on the following June was so

necessary for the welfare of Ireland, the

Conservatives had been culpably remiss in

postponing its renewal. Lord Beaconsfield

thus replied :

" With regard to the serious charge which,

according to the noble earl, we have in-

curred in taking no step for the continuing
of the Act, had we, after the general elec-

tion, sat on the seats now occupied by the

noble earl and his friends, I would remind

the noble earl that there would have been

ample time to have moved the continuance

of the Act, and it would have been our duty
to do so. Whether for a longer or shorter

time, whether with more modifications or

not, that would have depended entirely on

the information the government at that

time possessed ;
but as an act of prudence,

and an act as free from violence as any act

of a repressive character can be, I think it

would have been wiser ifHer Majesty's govern-
ment had continued the Act in question.

" My lords, I am glad that it is unneces-

sary for me to trouble you to-night at any

length upon the address which has been

proposed, and to which I willingly give my
sanction. The change in the government
may be alluded to because it is specifically

mentioned in the first paragraph of the

speech. If, my lords, I allude to it now, it

is not on this occasion to introduce any
controversy, to use any expression disparag-

ing to our successful opponents, or in vin-

dication of our past policy. But there is

one reason why I refer to that event. This

is the only occasion on which, on the part
of the late advisers of the crown, I have

had the opportunity of thanking this House
fur the great support which they gave to

Her Majesty's ministers on every important
occasion of state. They sustained and

strengthened that self-confidence which

becomes a great nation; and the House of

Lords, on more than one occasion as they
have done on many occasions in the history

of this country proved that they were the

guardians of the national honour, and were

prepared to vindicate that power which, I

believe, is the only sure basis of the pros-

perity of England."
In the course of the debate the queries

advanced by Lord Beaconsfield were fully

answered, and foreshadowed the policy the

Liberal government in the future intended

to pursue. In spite of the virulent hostility

to the diplomacy of the Conservative party

by the Liberals when in Opposition, little

radical change was to be effected in the

arrangement of foreign affairs. A special

ambassador, said Lord Granville, had been

sent to Constantinople to see that certain

portions of the treaty of Berlin the treaty

so reviled by the late Opposition ! which

related to Servia, Eoumelia, and Bulgaria,

were fully carried out. There were also the

questions as to the rectification of the

Greek frontier, the cession of territory to

Montenegro, and the reforms in Armenia,

to be settled. These matters would be

arranged by a vigorous and concerted union

with the great powers.
" We desire," said

Lord Granville,
" the maintenance of the

supremacy of the Sultan; we desire that

the limitation to that supremacy should not

be diminished as to territorial limits beyond
what it is at present; but we do say that

that supremacy must not be dissociated

from a proper and a righteous government
of the large populations subject to that

rule" as if Lord Beaconsfield had ever

desired otherwise! Affairs in Afghan were

not yet settled, but it was hoped that soon

an arrangement would be effected which

would secure the independence of the

people of that country, and establish the

foundation of future friendly relations to-

wards ourselves. Touching South Africa,

continued Lord Granville, the object of

the government would be to bring about

such a confederation of existing colonies

as would be calculated to increase their
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strength, and render tliem less dependent
fur their existence upon the aid uf I'.ntUh

arms. The assumption of the Transvaal

by the British had rendered the government
liable, to obligations to its vast population
which it would be impossible henceforth

to disregard we know how that promise
was fulfilled. Nor was Sir Bartle Frere

in spite of the past diatribes of the

Liberals against him and in spite of the

Zulu war to be recalled. With regard
to Ireland, the Peace Preservation Act was

a somewhat feeble one, and the government
had come to the conclusion that the wiser

course was not to renew it.
" Her Ma-

jesty's government," said Lord Granville,
" do feel their responsibility in this mat-

ter most strongly; they have weighed the

subject as carefully as they can, and they
have resolved that between the balance of

advantage and disadvantage it is better to

do away with this exceptional legislation,

in the hope that the people themselves

will rightly respond to the appeal that is

thus made to them." These explanations

having been offered, the address was agreed

to, "and ordered to be presented to Her

Majesty by the lords with white staves."

It was not to be expected, now that

parliament was sitting, that the Karolyi-
Gladstone episode would pass unnoticed.

Mr. Gladstone, in his electioneering

speeches, had too freely indulged in

vituperation to allow his own shortcom-

ings to be mercifully dealt with. I'olit-

ical enemies who read his humiliating
letter to the Austrian ambassador were too

mindful of charges flung at the leaders

of the Conservative party, of servility to

foreign powers, of hasty and unsound

statements only advanced to be meekly
withdrawn, and of bluster when challenged

only to be followed by confusion, to feel

inclined towards generosity especially to

a foe who was never generous. The matter

was introduced to the attention of the Peers

by Lord de L'Isle and Dudley The

apology of Mr. Gladstone had been made

public, but the letter of Count Karolyi

which hud forced the humiliating reply
from the prime minister, was still among
the undisclosed state papers. Lord de

L'Isle therefore moved since
"
the letter

to which I allude is one which is without

precedent in the annals of the history of

the country
"

that the whole of the cor-

respondence which had recently passed
between the Austrian ambassador and the

first lord of the Treasury should be laid

before the country. It was also pointed
out that Mr. Gladstone had not withdrawn

his accusation, and it was feared that his

jealousy of Austria might prejudice our

foreign policy.

Lord Salisbury supported the motion.

He agreed with the description passed

upon the letter of Mr. Gladstone by Lord

George Hamilton, that it was " shameful and

shameless." Nothing was more groundless
and gratuitous than the charge of Mr.

Gladstone against Austria. "What was

the accusation?" asked Lord Salisbury.
" That you could not put your finger on

any part of the map and say,
' Here

Austria has done good ;

'

that Austria had

been everywhere the enemy of freedom,

while Russia, though sometimes not the

friend of freedom, had shown herself the

friend of Slavonic freedom
;
but Austria

was not even the friend of Slavonic

freedom. It is astounding," commented
the critic,

" that any man who has read

the history of Poland, and knows that even

now the government of Poland is a terrible

blot on the civilization of the nineteenth

century, should make such a statement;

but it is still stranger that a man who was

about to become prime minister should say

that Russia was the friend of Slavonic

freedom. . . . Austria is now, and has

been since 1867, a free constitutional state,

and instead of being the enemy of Slavonic

freedom, has been the friend of that free-

dom. She has given what Russia never

will give parliamentary institutions to

ten millions of Slavs." Lord Salisbury

failed to see on what possible basis of fact

Mr. Gladstone could have raised such un
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accusation against Austria. Nor was the

letter of apology satisfactory. The accu-

sation had not been withdrawn. " Mr.

Gladstone," continued Lord Salisbury,
"
only promised not to make the accusation

again, and said lie would not defend it
;
but

the gist of his letter was this:
'

I believe

that Austria, in spite of her recent signa-

ture, intended to seek territorial advantages

beyond those given her by the treaty. I

thought 1 was justified in acting on that

belief until the statement on which it was
founded was contradicted; and because

that statement was not contradicted, and

because I entertained that belief, therefore

I accused Austria of being everywhere
hostile to freedom.'

"
But the statement

that Austria was hostile to freedom had

not been withdrawn, remarked Lord Salis-

bury; the imputation remained where it

was. All that Mr. Gladstone had done was
to promise, in recognition of the assurance

given him by Count Karolyi that Austria

would not advance beyond where she now

stood, that he would not renew the accu-

sation.
"

I think," concluded Lord Salis-

bury, "if it was necessary, Mr. Gladstone

having made this mistake, that he should

apologize for it, he should have apologized
in a manner less humiliating to England,
and more satisfactory to Austria. He

might have simply said in his place in

parliament that he had been hurried away
as he undoubtedly was by the heat of

electioneering speeches."

Lord Beaconsfield took a brief part in

the debate. He said but a few words, and

was very lenient. Had the position been

reversed
;
had Lord Beaconsfield been the

culprit and Mr. Gladstone the critic, how
virulent would have been the vituperation!

The leader of the Opposition was of opinion

(May 21, 1880), that the Peers were only

doing their duty in taking notice of so ex-

traordinary a document. He himself would

have alluded to it on the meeting of par-

liament, only he thought it desirable that

as little controversy as possible should be

introduced in the discussion on the motion

for the address in answer to the speech
from the throne. What was the document

in question ? Did it not imply a policy
hostile to Austria ? The original interpre-

tation put upon the character and conduct

of Austria had not been withdrawn. It was

said that the original speech was delivered

during the heat of an election contest,

but that was no satisfactory answer.

Though it might be the passionate ex-

pression of a vindictive memory, which

recalled the past of many years ago
with reference to the history of Austria,

that was an argument which did not really

alter the state of the case. The fact still

remained that a minister of the highest

position in this country, at a time very

critical, during negotiations on which ulti-

mately the peace of Europe might depend,
had spoken of one of the great powers of

Europe in a manner which, if it faithfully

represented the sentiments of that indi-

vidual, must be most injurious to the

course of the negotiations, so far as the

influence of that power, which at least was

once the ally of England, was concerned.

The country must not be misled. It must

not be supposed that because, by the inter-

ference of Count Karolyi, certain assur-

ances had been extracted from the prime
minister on that matter, the affair was en-

tirely closed. "There is nothing in that

answer," said Lord Beaconsfield,
"
though

there are many expressions in the letter

which are humiliating to this country,

though there are many expressions which

may be satisfactory to the honour of Austria,

there is nothing in that answer which at all

guards this country from future action, on

the part of the minister, which may imperil

the peace of Europe."

With this expression of opinion on the

part of the Peers the matter ended. No

reply was given to the question of Lord de

L'lsle and Dudley, and when it was found

that, in spite of the Midlothian strictures,

the government were in active and friendly

co-operation with Austria, the unpleasant

subject was quietly permitted to drop.
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A question now came up for final settle-

ment which, ever since its introduction, had
led to no little bitterness and ill-feeling

among those outside the pale of the Church
of England. It fell to the duty of the

Peers to frame a measure " which would
end the controversies as to burials in

churchyards and cemeteries." The argu-
ments of Mr. Osborne Morgan, constantly
reiterated, had prepared the country for the

ehange, and the task of drawing up the

Burials Bill now devolved upon the lord

chancellor. All the old reasons for and

against the movement were again brought
toi ward and warmly advocated. Still it

was felt throughout the country that the

painful controversy should be terminated,
and some satisfactory conclusion arrived at.

To attain this end a measure was proposed
which, whilst meeting the demands of the

Nonconformists at the same time made a

concession to the clergy of the Church of

England. The chief provision of the bill was
that a burial in churchyard or graveyard

might take place
"
at the option of the per-

son having the charge of or being responsible
for the same, either without any religious
service or with such Christian and orderly
service at the grave as such person shall

think fit
;
and any person or persons who

shall be thereunto invited, or be authorized

by the person having the charge of or being

responsible for such burial, may conduct

such service or take part in any religious
act thereat" It was also provided that the

Anglican clergy should be relieved from the

obligation to read the burial service over

any sectary for whom it might be demanded.

The measure suffered the usual fate of

all compromises, and encountered severe

<>]>]><
isition from all quarters. Unfortunately,

those who should have been the united

opponents of the new Burials Bill were

divided upon the subject: certain of the

bishops, following the lead of the arch-

bishop of Canterbury, held that if the

measure became law, it would strengthen the

position of the Church of England, and recall

bhe dissenting bodie? to that better mind

\\hieh they had displayed in former times;

whilst, on the other hand, several occupants
of the bench maintained that the bill, if

passed, would be "a dishonour to Almighty
God," would expose "the Church of England
to martyrdom," and would lead to

"
sacri-

lege and profaneness." The Conservative

party, though several among them saw that

no good purpose would be gained by voting

against the bill, disapproved of the tendency
of its clauses.

" The civil right of burial

in the churchyards," they said, "no one was

called upon to contest. But those who held

the churchyards held them for ecclesiastical

purposes. The old and the new church-

yards had received a distinct consecration

to ecclesiastical uses and religious purposes
with which the national church was asso-

ciated. Religious liberty was not infringed

by the present condition of things; the

Nonconformists had no real grievance to

complain of; nor if the bill was passed
would the controversy be settled. How,"
it was asked,

" could they have harmony
and peace in the churchyards, if every one

of the various sects in the country could

introduce its own service there 1 it would

be a license most unjust to the clergy, and

be greatly felt by the laity." The words of

Lord Craubrook sank deep in many hearts,

and expressed the feeling of several who
were neither bigoted nor intolerant "

I

hope, my lords," he said, "that while you
leave the national church in her position,

you will not consent to sap and mine that

position. I do not see why those who have

freely gone out from her, who have not

been expelled from her pale, but have

gone to seek what they deem a higher and

better form of worship, as they have found

their own chapels, should not also find their

own graveyards. If they object to the

Church of England services, I am quite

ready to concede to them silent burial in

her graveyards ;
but I trust, my lords, you

will not, by this mode of mixing up different

forms of religion, throw discredit upon all

religion whatsoever."

Then the limitation of the measure only
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to Christian services was objected to by
the more advanced of the Liberal party as

unnecessarily maintaining a shred of intol-

erance. The Liberation Society presented
a memorial demanding the restriction to be

omitted. If the right of burial in a parish

churchyard, they said, was a matter of

common citizenship, why accord privileges

to Nonconformists which were to be denied

to the Jew, the Positivist, and the Free-

thinker? How would they define the word

Christian ?
"
Is it wise," asked Lord Derby,

who held this view,
"
to put into an Act of

Parliament a term which you cannot define,

and a restriction which you cannot enforce?

You cannot deny to the Unitarian body
the title of Christians

;
their services are

undoubtedly Christian services
;
but the line

of demarcation between at least a part of

the Unitarian body and those who profess

simple Theism is a very vague one. I hope
that before this clause passes your lordships
will ask yourselves whether the words
' Christian service

'

are capable of accurate

definition for legal purposes. For instance,

is a service non-Christian in which the

name of the Founder of the Christian

religion is not simply mentioned ? Does it

become non-Christian by mere omission ?

Questions of that kind would be disagree-

able as well as difficult to have to argue in

a court of law."

The most uncompromising opponent of

the measure was, however, the Bishop of

Lincoln. In the opinion of Dr. Words-

worth, the Burials Bill would be disastrous

to church and state, and involve calamitous

consequences to both. It was the thin end

of the wedge. The political dissenter would
doubtless be very thankful for the removal

of his alleged grievance as to burial, and he

would then have a good hope that parlia-

ment would next proceed to remove another

grievance, which was the real grievance in

the background the Established Church

of England. Let the House take warning
from past events.

" A similar measure,"

said the bishop,
"
to the present was passed

in the year 1868 for the Church of Ireland.

I have been assured by the primate of

Ireland and bishop of 'Derry that it has

been of no use at all in that country ;
and

my lords, let us remember that it was

followed in the next year by the disestab-

lishment of that church, which was the

most loyal body in that kingdom." Dr.

Wordsworth concluded by moving, as an

amendment, that the bill be read a second

time that day three months. The amend-

ment was opposed by the archbishop of

Canterbury, who supported the government
measure, deeming it calculated to strengthen
the position of the Church of England.
The motion of Dr. Wordsworth was defeated

by a majority of twenty-five.

On the third reading of the bill (June

24, 1880) Lord Beaconsfield addressed the

House. He began by regretting the divided

opinions displayed by the Episcopal bench.
" The bill," he said,

"
is one of very great

difficulty, and the subject is rendered more

perplexing under the disadvantage of the

opinions given by the right reverend and

the most reverend prelates, which are so

contrary one to the other. I have not risen

to oppose the third reading, though my
opinion .is unchanged as to its character.

1 think it is an unjust and an unwise bill,

and I have not heard any arguments yet

which have shown me that all the reasons

which have been applied to the churchyards
do not equally apply to the churches them-

selves. I have heard remarks on the sub-

ject, but I have heard no arguments against

that view of the question. We have been

told in the course of the debate something
in reference to the Church of Ireland. It

was said you disestablished the Church of

Ireland, and that was a very much greater

measure than this
;
and that although the

Eoman Catholics had for some years the pri-

vilege of using the parish churchyards, they
never urged any claim to the possession of

the churches. There may be various reasons

for that course. \Yhatever may be said of

the errors of the Koman Catholic Church,

no one can impute to it a want of good

taste; and the Protestant churches of Ire-
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land arc not such as those who appreciate
tin 1

beauty of holiness would be particularly
iiiixious to possess. That, probably, was

one of the reasons why the Roman Catholic

population of Ireland never laid any claim

lu tlinse churches. But that will not apply
tn tin' churches of England, which are

beautiful, and are made more beautiful

e\ cry year by the devotion and the taste of

the wealthy congregations of this country ;

but whether that devotion and taste will

continue after this bill passes is, 1 think,

very doubtful.
" This bill appears to mo to be unjust

for many reasons, and particularly for one

primary one which no person has yet

grappled with. Every ordained clergyman
of the Church of England will be obliged
to open the churchyards tc all sects, while

he is not to enjoy the use of their grave-

yards for his parishioners in the same

parish ;
and I cannot understand how such

inequality could be brought forward in a

bill of this nature, which assumes that it is

founded on justice and equality. This is

not only an unjust bill, but an unwise one.

We hear much about God's acre, and there

are those who have called upon the House

not to sanction the desecration of God's

acre by allowing it to be used by people
whose religious opinions do not agree with

theirs. Then, again, there are others who

complain of the great hardship they suffer

from not being permitted to have a portion
of God's acre. But though I trust that the

hour may never arrive when the recognition

of a Supreme Governor of this world will

cease to be the profession of the inhabitants

of this country, still, my lords, I cannot but

feel that this institution of what is called

God's acre is one which is really not

adapted to the country which we inhabit,

the times in which we live, and the spirit

of the age. What I should like to see

would be a settlement of this question by
the shutting up of all God's acres through-
out the country. I think the churchyard
of the ordain wl minister ami the graveyard
of the dissenting minister alike are insti-

tutions which are very prejudicial to the

health of the people of this country, and

their health ought to be, if not the first, at

any rate one of the first considerations of a

statesman.
" Now we have been moving gradually in

the direction of these views, and there has

been for some years a notion, soon about to

amount, I believe, to a conviction, that the

institution of churchyards is one which is

highly prejudicial to the public health. I

think it would be a much wiser step if we,

were to say that the time has arrived, seeing

the vast increase of population in this

country and the increase which we may
contemplate, when we should close all these

churchyards, and when we should take

steps for furnishing every community with

a capacious and ample cemetery placed in

a situation in which, while it would meet

all the requirements of the society for

which it was intended, would exercise no

prejudicial influence on the public health.

These are views which I am convinced are

sound, and if they had been entertained, as

ultimately they must be, and if the health

of the country had been considered, there

would have been no reason whatever for

the legislation now before us, which in its

ultimate consequences may be highly pre-

judicial to this country, and which tends,

in my opinion, to keep alive feelings of

opposition and mutual distrust among dif-

ferent classes of the population which it

would be better to cause to subside and to

discourage. Well, then, I may be asked,
' If these be really your opinions, why do

you support this bill ? If you think that

it is a bill which in its ultimate conse-

quences will be hostile to the interests of

the Church of England, why are you allow-

ing it to pass without opposition?' To this

I must answer that / support the bill with

great regret, and only because, from what I

have observed in this House, I am coni

that opposition would be fruitless, and fruit-

less opposition is a kind of opposition which

I never care much to encourage. If it be

possible to fight what is called the battle of
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the church at other times, it is quite impos-
sible to stand up for a privilege which the

ordained clergy of this country enjoy, and

which, in my opinion, is exercised for the

welfare and benefit of the country, when

you find that you are opposed in such

attempts by the prelates of the Church of

England. When the two most reverend

prelates, and at least half the Episcopal

bench, support a particular course, you
cannot persuade the country that in resist-

ing a proposal sanctioned by such high

authority you are actuated by any but

party or factious motives.

"I listened with great attention to the

amendment of the right rev. prelate the

bishop of Lincoln, and it appeared to me
that a more able and earnest speech than

that which he delivered was never addressed

on this subject to your lordships. I entirely

agreed with the right rev. prelate, and I

thought to myself the effect that he has

produced is so decided, and the balance of

opinions upon subjects of this kind is so

equal, that it will be well to take the opinion
of the House before coming to a decision on

this measure. But when I found the right

rev. prelate was answered immediately by
the highest authority in the House on such

a subject, I felt that it would be utterly

impossible in the circumstances to resist

the appeal of the most rev. prelate. This

is why I think it is in vain to attempt to

prevent the progress of this measure. The

measure, I feel, in any circumstances would

have been a harsh and unjust measure,

though there could have been reasons of

state which would have justified it. It is

necessary sometimes to make proposals in

politics which are unjust to a very con-

siderable section of the community in

consequence of the demands of the public

welfare. But here it was otherwise. I

feel, however, that resistance was impos-

sible, and that, in these circumstances, what

we should most desire would be that the

bill should pass and should be sent to the

other House with those modified clauses in

it which have been introduced by the lord

chancellor and other members of your lord-

ships' House. If they as I cannot doubt

bear some balm to the injured feelings of

the great body of the clery of the country,
I think it highly desirable that they should

be passed. But even if they pass, I cannot

but express my regret that this bill should

have ever been introduced, or that there

should have been ever any necessity to

have recourse to such legislation. It is, in

my mind, legislation which is opposed to

the circumstances in which we live. I

think the direction in which we ought to

have moved would have been to shut all

these churchyards and graveyards, and to

have assisted the government in some

adequate proposal which would have fur-

nished the country with cemeteries in which

none of these painful controversies could

have occurred, and which would have con-

duced to the preservation of the health and

welfare of the country."

After a few words from Lord Granville,

stating if the advice of the leader of the

Opposition were accepted it would involve

the closing of 12,000 churchyards, many of

which were in country districts, and in a

condition not unsanitary, the Burials Bill

was read a third time, and passed. Its

passage through the House of Commons
was very rapid. The bill was intrusted to

Mr. Osborne Morgan, and led to much
animated discussion. The limitation to

Christian services was warmly contested,

and only carried by a majority of three.

The Peers had introduced an amendment

to the effect, that the concession to Dis-

senters should not apply where there was

an unconsecrated burial - ground in the

parish. This amendment was, however,

rejected by a large majority. No dispute

arose between the two Houses upon the

subject, and late in the session the bill be-

came law.

It must be admitted that none of the

evils anticipated by the opponents of the

measure have as yet been realized. At the

grave side of those outside the pale of the

Church of England nothing of the irrever-
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ence and indecency so confidently foretold

has been exhibited; Nonconformists, Deists,

Jews, and Freethinkers have been interred

without their sepulture giving rise to any

objectionable manifestation whatever. The
clauses relieving the clergy of the Church
of England from the duty of administering
the rite of burial over the bodies of persons
who have not died in the odour of sanctity,

or who have declined to accept the minis-

trations of the Anglican clergy in their

lifetime, have been appreciated by all save

the fanatical and the narrow-minded. A
sentimental grievance on the part of the

Dissenters has been redressed, and we have

yet to learn that it has in any way placed
the established church in jeopardy. We
have but permitted the same state of things
to exist in England which has long been

the law of the land in Prance, in Austria,

and in Hungary. The statement made by
LordSelborne when introducing the measure

has still to be disproved.
" I feel sure,"

said the lord chancellor,
" that no new

danger will be added by this measure, and

I hope and believe that by it a danger will

be removed. I commend it to your lord-

ships as a measure founded, in intention

certainly, and as I believe, in fact, upon

principles of justice and charity, upon a

sound view of the true interest of the

church, and containing nothing inconsistent

with her real principles. I commend it as

a measure calculated, as far as it goes

certainly much more calculated than the

present state of things to promote the

object for which we daily pray before com-

mencing our deliberations, when we ask God
to unite and knit' together the hearts of

all Her Majesty's subjects in true Christian

love and charity one towards another."

The question of Ireland was, however,

the one great question of the session, and

cast into the shade all other topics the

claim of Mr. Bradlaugh to
"
affirm," the

details of the budget, that sublime measure

the hares and rabbits bill, local option, the

employers' liability bill, and the rest of the

legislative labours which, under less excit-
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ing circumstances, might have attracted

considerable attention. In the terrible

state of disaffection into which Ireland had

then fallen, all public interest was absorbed.

Inspired by the degrading counsels of the

secret societies, and by the nefarious

teaching of the Land League, the Irish

tenant made open war upon his land-

lord. He refused to pay his rent unless

his demands were satisfied; if evicted,

it was death to any one to succeed him
in his holding, and the unhappy land-

lord was either deprived of all labour at

the very time his lands needed it most, or

mercilessly shot down as he was returning
from market or from petty sessions. Mur-

der, mutilation of stock, the burning of

hay-ricks and homesteads, and that pecu-
liar form of oppression and isolation known
as "

boycotting," these were the weapons

by which an embittered but short-sighted

peasantry sought to attain the ends they
had in view. The government, weak and

irresolute, and in no little measure intimi-

dated by the action of the Home Rulers,

instead of adopting a stern and uncompro-

mising course, coquetted with their oppo-

nents, and pandered to the suggestions of the

Land Leaguers. Had ministers been resolute

from the first
;
had they established martial

law in the disaffected districts
;
had they

dealt out swift punishment to the assassin,

the agitator, and the incendiary; had they,

in short, treated the mutinous Irish as they
had five lustres back treated the mutinous

sepoys much of the evils which subse-

quently ensued would have been avoided.

The government, however, preferred con-

ciliation to coercion, when coercion was the

only policy that could have been effectual
;

and the results of that false move are still,

as we write, even painfully apparent At
the suggestion of the Irish members, certain

clauses in the Land Act of 1870 were to be

amended, and the government, being led

instead of leading, introduced a bill for the

relief of distress in Ireland. The main

provision of the measure was the authoriz-

ing the employment of 750,000 out of th

70
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Irish Church surplus in loans to landlords

and others for relief works. This con-

ciliatory concession, in spite of encoun-

tering some opposition from the Home
Rulers, who objected to the granting of

any more loans to landlords, was rapidly
carried through committee. It had been

proposed to incorporate with this relief bill

a new clause known afterwards as the

Irish compensation for disturbance bill

which awarded compensation for disturb-

ance in cases of ejectment for non-payment
of rent

;
in other words, eviction for non-

payment of rent, under certain conditions,

was to be considered a " disturbance
"

within the meaning of the Land Act of

1870, and the evicted person was to be

entitled accordingly to compensation. From
the moment of its announcement this new

ruling was keenly opposed, and it became

necessary to separate the clause from the

relief bill, and introduce it as a distinct

measure. The relief of distress bill was

accepted as law, but the passage of the

compensation for disturbance bill through
the House of Commons was opposed at

every turn. It was characterized as an

act of sheer confiscation, as a measure to

relieve the distress of one class in Ireland at

the expense of the other, and an attempt to

excite the peasantry against the landlords.

In defence the government said the bill

was a necessity on account of the increase

of evictions, and the only means, in the

opinion of Mr. Gladstone, of preventing
civil war. But why, it was pertinently

asked, had evictions increased ? Simply, it

was answered, because of the anti - rent

agitation ;
tenants were incited not to pay

their rents, and consequently landlords had

no alternative but to resort to eviction.

Crush the teaching and the terrorism of

the Land League, and evictions would soon

cease. As the bill was discussed, various

amendments were proposed and withdrawn,
which led to no little difference of opinion

among the Home Eulers, who threatened

to vote against the measure unless their

demands were complied with
; finally, the

third reading was carried, after a hot de-

bate, by 303 to 237, and the bill was sent

up to the House of Lords. It was notori-

ous that the measure had been greatly
indebted to the support of the Home Eulers,

who, though they despised the bill, con-

sidered it a move in the right direction,

and a step towards the abolition of land-

lordism. The Whigs held themselves aloof

from the measure.

The labour of the House of Commons,

however, had been all in vain. The Peers,

in spite of the advocacy of Lord Granville

and the Duke of Argyll, rejected the com-

pensation for disturbance bill, after a two

nights' debate, by an immense majority.

The chief speaker on this occasion, and the

one whose words most powerfully influ-

enced the chamber, was certainly Lord

Beaconsfield, who opposed the bill on the

second reading. He totally objected to the

principle of the measure, and would have

none of it. It imposed, he said, amid the

approving cheers of his audience, a burden

upon a specific class, it brought insecurity

into all kinds of transactions, and it dele-

gated to a public officer the power of fixing

the rents of the country. It was unsound,

mischievous, and revolutionary.

"My lords," he said (August 3, 1880),
" the measure we are called upon to con-

sider to-night on the second reading is very
brief in its terms. It consists of only three

clauses, but they are clauses which in their

consideration require some reference to the

past, some deep attention to the urgent

present, and scarcely can be touched upon
without some speculation upon the conse-

quences to which, if this bill is adopted,

they will lead. My lords, the origin of the

question of landlord and tenant in Ireland

in modern days was the famous Devon

Commission. In the report of that com-

mission, drawn up by men of great ability,

admirably qualified for their office, and one

of the most valuable reports which was

ever presented to the consideration of

parliament in that great source of informa-

tion on a question the most complicated
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probably of ilio piiMie, questions thtat can

en^aire tin; attention of the Legislature, all

the, information \\hirh during subsequent

years astonished, alavnied, and engaged the

attention of the country, was furnished and

is to be found.

"From the moment the report of the

Devon Commission was presented to parlia-

ment for its consideration, there was a

general feeling among the public men of

both the great parties of the state that the

subject was one which would require legis-

lation, and that legislation of a comprehen-
sive and most careful character. To effect

the improvements of the condition of the

Irish people, there laid down as necessary,
and at the same time to reconcile any
changes that might be deemed expedient
with that respect for the rights of property
which all wise men know should be the

only, or at least the main basis of liberty

and civilization these are the questions
which engaged the attention of the late and

the present generation. Some delay may
have occurred in coming to any general
conclusions on the matter, but that delay

may have been occasioned, and was, no

doubt, in a great degree occasioned, by the

difficulty and the vastness of the questions
which had to be considered

;
and was also

occasioned, no doubt, by that system of

party government in this country among
whose many advantages may be accounted

certainly not this, that it often leads to

delay in the settlement of affairs of an

exigent nature.
" But I may remind your lordships that

ns early as the year 1852, after some

attempts had been made, but not of a very

large character, to legislate for the state

of Ireland, founded on the conclusions re-

commended by the Devon Commission, a

government was formed in this country, of

which I had the honour to be a member,
which resolved to deal with this question,

and if possible to grapple with it. I always
read quotations from 'Hansard' with regret,

but the quotation to which I am about to

refer is not long ;
it offers no opinion, but

at the same time it expresses in so condensed

a form the situation of the question of the

state of Ireland with respect to the Devon
Commission that I hope your lordships will

permit me to read it"

Lord Beaconsfield then proceeded to read

extracts from the speech he made in 1870

[related in its proper place in this work],
to the effect that four bills had been in-

troduced in 1852, in which the recom-

mendations of the Devon Commission had

been adopted, but that circumstances had

happened which prevented those bills from

passing, though in the interval between

1852 and 1860 every provision contained

in those bills, with one important exception,

had been passed piecemeal
" We live in an age," continued Lord

Beaconsfield, "so rapid that we have got
into a habit of forgetting what took place

as recently as five years ago, and the

Devon Commission, which is one of the

most important parliamentary events that

ever occurred, and which 'has had the

greatest influence upon the condition of the

relations between landlord and tenant, and

the general welfare of the empire, is prob-

ably known to few and forgotten by many.
It was in 1870 that the Land Act was

introduced in the House of Commons by
the present prime minister. What was our

conduct in Opposition upon that occasion ?

From the speeches of the noble duke [the

Duke of Argyll] and other noble lords who
have addressed the House, you would

suppose the Tory party had never made
the slightest effort to improve the condition

of the people of Ireland. You would sup-

pose that they hod listened in mute silence

or shown active opposition to every proposal

which had ever been made on the subject,

and that these proposals had only been made

by Her Majesty's present government. On
the contrary, I wish parliament to remem-

ber that we ourselves in 1852 brought

forward four bills that would have formed

a complete code for Ireland, founded upon
the recommendations of the Devon Com-

mission: that not one single recommendation
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of that committee was omitted
;
and that

the ^course of legislation which afterwards

brought about the same result as was then

contemplated, though we had not the

honour of initiating it, was universally

supported by the Tory party; and lastly,

that every improvement in the relations

of landlord and tenant in Ireland that

has taken place has been assisted by their

parliamentary support and vote.
" What was our condition when the Land

Act of 1870 was brought in ? Why, my
lords, we might, with a very clear con-

science, have said,
' Our opinions are upon

record upon the subject of the relations be-

tween landlord and tenant in Ireland
;
we

have agreed to the recommendations of the

Devon Commission, the highest authority

upon the subject, and those recommenda-

tions have by our means and with our

assent been universally adopted. This bill

of 1870 which you bring in is one which

appears to us to be unnecessary, when you
have not rested a sufficient time to allow the

great changes that have been passed to

mature and bear those fruits which the

country expect,' and we might, if necessary,

have plausibly opposed the Act. But your

lordships will find that that was not the

course which we took in Opposition. On
the contrary, though there were many pro-

visions in the Act of 1870 of which we disap-

proved, the general policy of that Act was

in harmony with the policy which we had

always supported, and we consented to the

second reading of the bill without opposi-

tion. It is very true that in committee we
endeavoured to enforce those views which

the government had not adopted, or rather

the rejection of those opinions which the

government ought not, according to our

view, to have adopted; and it is true that a

change was made in your Lordships' House,

as I think a very salutary change; but it is

upon record that the bill of 1870 was car-

ried in the House of Commons without any
resistance on the occasion of the second

reading.
"
Though there were provisions to which

we had objection, still we were perfectly

prepared and upon that opinion we have

always acted to accept the bill as a final

and conclusive settlement, believing that

its final and conclusive character was one

of its excellencies. The great object of all

this legislation was to produce in Ireland

that degree of tranquillity which would

encourage the flow of capital from England
and Scotland. Well, I believe that it did

have a very considerable effect in inducing
the introduction of new capital, and I am
not prepared to say myself at the present
moment that there is any portion of the

Act of 1870 which I would wish now to

be altered. But it is to be altered. We
have this short bill put on the table. Now,
when I read this bill I find in it three pro-

posals. / object to these three proposals. My
first objection is because it imposes a burden

upon a specific class; it acknowledges that

it has to deal with a national misfortune,

and then, I think most illogically and most

unwisely, it proceeds to say that the means

by which it will try to remedy the unex-

pected evils that have occurred shall be

means which shall have been furnished by

only one class in Ireland, and that class not

a numerous class, and above all a class that

is suffering as well as the rest of the popu-
lation. Well, I think the second objection

to this bill is that it introduces insecurity

into all kinds of transactions; and the third

objection which I have is, that it appoints
a public functionary to whom it delegates the

extraordinary power of fixing the rents of
the country.

"
Now, these are three objections which

appear upon the face of the bill, and which

I think all must acknowledge even

those who may ultimately support the

measure to require considerable explana-
tion and considerable hesitation before

these proposals can be adopted. They are

violations of those principles of public policy
which now have been recognized, practised,

and pursued by parliament for half a cen-

tury. . . .

"
Well, my lords, this question

naturally arises You having introduced a
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bill which contradicts all those principles of

political and public economy of which you
have hitherto been the avowed champions in

the state, what is the reason you allege for

doing so ? What is the cause of the intro-

duction of this measure ? Now it is a most

remarkable circumstance that the cause

alleged is certainly, were it a true cause,

one which no doubt must affect the feelings

and opinions, perhaps, of many. We are

told, and we are told by an authority that

cannot be well exceeded, that this measure

which, though slight in form and brief in

matter, is one which avowedly interferes

with the rights of property is brought for-

ward in consequence of the fear which the

government have that, if not passed, we
shall have, perhaps, to encounter civil war

in Ireland. My lords, I must say there is

no member of your Lordships' House who
would view the occurrence of any events

in Ireland of that character with more

profound sorrow than myself. These are

not words of form. I was a member of a

government that had to encounter some-

thing like a civil war in Ireland, and there-

fore I have some acquaintance with the

feelings and responsibility which, under

such circumstances, an individual would be

subject to. I am sure, had it not been for

the firmness of the noble duke who was

then viceroy in Ireland, the great resources

and courage of the ever-lamented Lord

Mayo, and though he is present, I cannot

refrain from saying it, because justice re-

quires it had it not been for the ceaseless

vigilance of my right honourable friend

behind me, the noble viscount, who was

then secretary of state [Lord Cranbrook], it

is possible very great evils might have

occurred. My lords, that insurrection, sup-

ported by a powerful and unprincipled

foreign conspiracy, failed. It failed, and

it terminated at the same time by the

exercise of the authority and the clemency
of the sovereign of this country, which,

under similar circumstances, has never been

exceeded or equalled. But if you ask me
whether I could consent, for the sake1

i>t'

preventing disturbance of that kind iu

Ireland, to go forward and sacrifice, as the

phrase is, the eternal principles of justice,

I believe I should, under these circum-

stances, be prepared to say,
'

I will not

make that sacrifice.' And I believe that if

civil war or any disturbance of that kind

can only be prevented by the ministers of

this country devising strange and fantastic

schemes which not only interfere with

and invade the rights of property, but which

lead, in my mind, to the very evil which

they wish to prevent, and excite the multi-

tude to the very catastrophe which they
hold up to us as a warning I should not

shrink from that responsibility.
"
But, my lords, it is a very strange thing

that when we hear accounts given us that

the country that a part of the United

Kingdom is in such a state, that if this

bill is not passed by parliament we must

be prepared in a time in a measurable

time for civil war, we have no evidence

of this desperate state of things. I want

to know what evidence has been given
to parliament of the possibility of such a

fearful state of affairs. We have not been

led to believe that such a state of things

was possible by the conduct of Her Majesty's

government When they advised Her

Majesty to address her parliament at the

beginning of the session, they put remark-

able words into Her Majesty's speech. The

passage has been read, and therefore I will

decline to read it now; but I call your lord-

ships' attention to this particular expres-

sion,
' But while determined to fulfil this

sacred obligation
' which was to provide

for the safety of the lives and property of

Her Majesty's subjects
' I am persuaded

that the loyalty and the good sense of my
Irish subjects will justify me in relying on

the provisions of the ordinary law, firmly

administered, for the maintenance of peace

and order.' Now that is a very peculiar

expression
'

ordinary law.' I do not re-

member ever having met it before in a

royal speech, and therefore there was noth-

ing in the royal speech which for a moment
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would lead the people of this country to

suppose that such a catastrophe as civil

war in Ireland was possible.

"Well, what happened afterwards? The

opening of Parliament took place. The

government had the opportunity of inti-

mating the fearful state of affairs in that

country. They introduced a bill for Irish

relief, but there was no indication whatever

of this bill. They advised Her Majesty to

issue a commission to inquire into the land

laws
; yet all this time elapsed, and the

poor people of Great Britain had not the

slightest idea of the danger they were in

not the slightest conception- while they
were assured by the sovereign that the pro-
visions of the ordinary law were all that

Her Majesty required to defend their lives

and property. When they heard of so

innocent an affair as a royal commission

to inquire into the land laws, not the

slightest communication was made to par-
liament respecting the imminence of civil

war. That is not the way in which par-
liament should be treated. In, I think, the

year 1871, the year after the famous Land

Act passed, the present secretary of state

for India, then chief secretary for Ireland

[Lord Hartington], came down to the House
of Commons and gave a most fearful account

of the state of Ireland, and proposed that

there should be a secret committee to inquire
into its condition. It is very true that the

House ultimately resisted the secret com-

mittee, and insisted that its proceedings
should be open, but that did not at all

alter the opinion of the government that the

revelations made to the committee were of

a nature that ought to have been secret.

Why have we no committee, if we are

within a measurable distance of civil war

in Ireland ? Why have we not had com-

munications made to parliament of this

threatened civil war in Ireland ? I think

even the present House of Commons might
have acceded to a secret committee in the

circumstances. But neither the House of

Commons nor your Lordships' House has

had the slightest intimation upon the sub-

ject; and it is only when this measure is

brought forward, originally introduced as a

clause in a bill of charity, that you are in-

formed by the prime minister you are within

a measurable distance of civil war.
" My lords, I believe it is possible there

may be disturbance in Ireland, and for this

reason because you have proposed this

bill, and whether it be adopted or whether

it is rejected, it is a measure calculated to

excite the minds of an imaginative people ;

and if the distress, which I trust may be

declining, proceeds in that country, I think

it is not impossible that in consequence of

the very measures brought forward to avoid

civil conflict, you may find yourselves in-

volved in trouble and disaster. There is

one feature about the present agitation in

Ireland which is most repulsive, and, I

think, most dangerous. Agitation in Ire-

land is not a novel subject. During the

last generation and the present it has been

extremely active. It has taken many
forms. It has been led by men of different

characters and idiosyncrasies. It has taken

the form of Eepeal ;
it has taken the form

of Fenianism
;

it has taken the form of

Home Eule
;
and you may observe that all

these movements had over them the var-

nish, no doubt but a mere varnish, of what

may be called generous feeling. Even a

Fenian was a patriot, or thought he was.

When you had to encounter disaffection

which was founded upon such transitory

and superficial feeling, the government had

a great advantage. The moment of material

prosperity generally terminated the most

active campaign for Eepeal or for Home
Eule. But if the present agitation is

fostered in Ireland, and I believe '

this

unhappy measure
'

to adopt as classical

the description which one of its chief sup-

porters [Lord Emly] gave of it will have

that effect
; if, I say, this agitation is

fostered by the government, it is one which

will not easily terminate, because it is

an agitation addressed not to the romantic

or imaginative, but, as the noble lord [the

Marquis of Lansdowne, who had seceded
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from the government rather than give his

sanction to so mischievous a measure], who
addressed us with so much power, so well

expressed it, 'to the sordid instincts' of the

Irish people. An agitation conducted by
men who have been taught to believe tliat the

property of others ought to belong to them, and
Ilint if they exert themselves must belong to

them an agitation conducted in such a

spirit and for such a result, is one which

Her Majesty's government will find more

difficult to deal with than the agitations of

previous years.
" The noble duke [the Duke of Argyll]

who has just addressed us takes a very
different view of these affairs. The noble

duke appears to have studied the condition

of the Irish people. He has given an

interesting narrative to the House, though
I am sure he is aware he made no state-

ment which had not been made before, and

adduced no facts with which the public

mind was not familiar. If, however, I had

entered the House at the time, I should

not have guessed what was the subject of

the debate from the speech of the noble

duke. We are all agreed that the condition

of Ireland is in some respects pitiable, and

that the policy of England should be to

elevate the condition of the Irish people.

But we believe, also, that for the last fifty

years, with almost a continuous effort, that

has been the policy of England, pursued by
both the great parties of the state. But I

could gather from the arguments of the

noble duke no inference of that nature.

The noble duke said that there was extra-

ordinary agricultural distress in Ireland.

Well, it is possible there is. We will

admit it. But I cannot understand that

the best way of alleviating the agricultural

distress is by plundering the landlords. The

noble duke brought before the House a

subject with which I think he should have

dealt either with more reserve or with more

frankness, and that was the argument for

the necessity of the measure in consequence

of there being bad landlords in Ireland,

hard, heartless, tyrannical, and cruel. He

should have been prepared either to give
a detailed statement on that subject, to

allege facts, to describe owners, to give

names, or I think he should have left the

matter alone. Here we are to-night, and

the noble duke tells us there are 173,000
cottier tenants in Ireland, and then he

says, 'Will you place these men at the

mercy of a person who does so-and-so ?
'

I did not catch the name of the person ;
I

do not think the name was given ;
but the

single instance of a bad landlord and that

an anonymous one is supposed to affect

the condition of 173,000 cottiers. There is

no proportion between the case alleged by
the noble duke and the remedy he recom-

mends. I know he would not shrink in

his view of public duty from making any
statement on the subject. The noble duke

commenced his speech by saying that he

was going to charge like the 'Six Hundred*

of Crimean fame. If he had been one of

the Six Hundred at Balaclava, I have no

doubt he would maintain his reputation for

courage. I thought he had got in his

mind," laughed Lord Beaconsfield, alluding

to Birmingham, "another Six Hundred,
connected with another place, which at

least resembles Balaclava in its initial

letter.

"I have now mentioned some of the

causes why in my opinion this is a measure

which it was unwise on the part of the

government to bring forward, and why I am
anxious that the bill should be rejected. I

have shown that the question of the govern-

ment of Ireland, and this question of the

relations between the landlords and tenants

of Ireland never were, never ought to have

been, and I trust never will be party

questions. I was therefore rejoiced to find

that it was not left to the regular Opposition,

whose motives might be, as they always are,

misconstrued, to ask the opinion of your

lordships on this grave subject. Notice

was given to move the rejection of the bill

by one who bears an illustrious name [Karl

Grey]; and we learn that the noble earl

did not stand alone, but that he had some,
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perhaps many political friends, who sym-

pathized with him. If the motion of the

noble earl for the rejection of the bill had

been one of which the tendency was in any

degree to arrest that great policy, which

now for nearly forty years has been sup-

ported by parliament, with respect to the

relations of landlord and tenant in Ireland,

I certainly should not have supported it.

But brought forward as it is, I feel it is my
duty to do so, and that the views of myself
and my friends on this subject ought not to

be misunderstood. I confess myself that

there is one more reason which makes me
anxious that this bill should be rejected;

and that is, the mode in which it has been

introduced to the notice of the country and

of parliament. There have been rumours,

ambiguous voices, circulated about for a

considerable time that some large measure

was about to be introduced, or would be in

due time, which would affect the character

of the landed constitution of the country.

Sometimes it was to be a great measure

for Ireland
;
sometimes we were assured

upon authority, though not the highest, that

England would not escape the careful

consideration of Her Majesty's ministers.

Upon every occasion there have always
been some of their many supporters in

parliament who have exulted at the intro-

duction of the bill, and who have announced

not only their hope, but their conviction

that the ministers next year would deal in

the same spirit, but in a far larger way,
with the question of land in England.
"Agentleman [Mr. Chamberlain] the other

day was summoned to one of the greatest

honours of the state to be a member of

Her Majesty's privy council he himself a

distinguished member of parliament and

one of the administration
;
and after he

had taken his seat at the board, he went
to another board, to a political dinner,

presided over by no less a personage than

the lord president of the council [Lord

Spencer], and here the new privy councillor,

in language of the most inflammatory

character, denounced the land, denounced

the landlords of England, and said they
had got a majority of the cabinet in their

favour, and next year there would be a

complete revolution of the land laws. The

lord president of the council on that occa-

sion did not reply to his right honourable

friend
; but, as far as we can judge, the

views of his right honourable friend had

the moral support certainly of his presence,

and, as we feared, of his convictions. /
know well there is a party hostile, and

avowedly hostile, to that constitutional posi-

tion which in our system of government had

been accorded to the landed interest. They
are men who would sooner see a govern-
ment established by the application of

abstract principles than resting upon the

influence of tradition and upon the strength

that results from experience. I do not

believe this is a numerous party, but it

is an intellectual party. It is intelligent

and persevering, and it is actuated by that

enthusiasm which novelty inspires, and by
all that energy which I believe is a charac-

teristic of minorities. This is the first time

in the history of England that the leaders of

this party have found a seat in the councils

of the queen.
" My lords, I look upon this bill as being

what military men would call a reconnais-

sance in force. It is a reconnaissance in

force to see what is the feeling of parlia-

ment and of the people of England upon
the present tenure of land in England, and

upon the constitutional position in our

system of government of the landed in-

terest. It has been a most effective recon-

naissance, though I cannot say it has been

a very successful one. If they wished to

know what is the opinion of the colossal

majority of 170 in the House of Commons

gained at the last general election with

regard to this subject, they have learned

that two-thirds of the majority on that

occasion either kept away or voted against
them. They have learned, also, that the

bill has been sent up to this House by a

majority consisting merely of that section

of the members of the House of Commons
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who treat the bill itself avowedly with

contempt, and who, with courageous can-

dour, tell us they only adopt it because

they consider it merely as a step to assist

them in the. transference of the soil from

the legal possessor to the casual occupier.
"
I know well that it is difficult to per-

suade some minds, that the opinions which
are now circulated with great confidence

are opinions that ought to be resisted by all

those who love the greatness and the glory
of their country. There is at the present

day too great a tendency to believe that it

is impossible to resist the progress of a

new idea. There is a fashionable phrase
now that everything is inevitable, and that

every event is the production of a com-

manding cause of Nature which human will

cannot resist. The despotism of public

opinion is in everybody's mouth. But I

should like to know, when we are called

upon to bow to this public opinion, who
will define public opinion. Any human
conclusion that is arrived at with adequate

knowledge and with sufficient thought is

entitled to respect, and the public opinion
of a great nation under such conditions is

irresistible, and ought to be so. But what
we call public opinion is generally public
sentiment. We who live in this busy age
and in this busy country know very well

how few there are who can obtain even the

knowledge necessary for the comprehen-
sion of great political subjects, and how
much fewer there are who, having obtained

that knowledge, can supply the thought
which would mature it into opinion. No,

my lords, it is public sentiment, not public

opinion, and frequently it is public passion.

My lords, you are now called upon to legis-

late in a needless spirit, by false represen-
tations of what is called the public mind.

This bill is only the first of a series, the

results of which will be to change the

character of this country and of the con-

stitution of this country. The argument
that you cannot stop upon this ground,

urged by my noble and learned friend, has

never been answered. If you intend to

VOL. II.

stop upon it you were not justified in mak-

ing this proposition. The proposition is

one I think most dangerous to the country,
and I trust your lordships will this night

reject it If you do that you will do a

deed for which your country will be

grateful, and of which your posterity will

be proud."

The House was of the same opinion as

Lord Beaconsfield. The compensation for

disturbance bill was rejected by a majority
of 282 to 51.

During the remainder of the session

Lord Beaconsfield took no part save utter-

ing a few words upon the employers' liability

bill and the game bill introduced by the

government in the discussion of measures

brought before the Peers. He was engaged
in more congenial pursuits, and was once

more wandering amid the pleasant paths
of fiction. Rumour had long been busy
with the report that the leader of the

Opposition was amusing himself, during
this period of political freedom, in writing
one of those works which had first brought
him into notice. A novel from the pen of

Lord Beaconsfield was no small event in

the literary world, and when "Endymion"
appeared the excitement it created was one

of the sensations of the year. The subject
of the book was one always beloved by the

author the story of ambition encountering
difficulties only to surmount them, and

finally attaining to the highest posts which

power can offer. Like its predecessors
"
Endymion

"
is a work of political fiction,

and like its predecessors it contains a

gallery of portraits easily identified with

the originals, many charming descriptions

of scenery, much brilliant dialogue, many
shrewd and sarcastic observations upon the

foibles of human nature, and a good deal of

what is professionally termed "
padding,"

which might have been omitted with ad-

vantage. It will be read because it was

written by Lord Beaconsfield; but like

"
Lothair," it will add little to the literary

reputation of the author of "
Coningsby

"

and "Sybil."
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CHAPTER XX.

FINIS.

WE are now approaching the end of a long
and distinguished life. Of late years the

health of Lord Beaconsfield had given evi-

dent signs that the anxieties and labours of

the past were beginning to tell upon a con-

stitution, the chief strength of which lay in

its marvellous nervous energy. At Berlin

it was remarked that the great statesman

looked pale and worn, and the attacks of

gout, coupled with an affection of the

bronchial organs, to which Lord Beacons-

field had been subject during the last two

or three years, had tended all the more to

enfeeble his frame and depress his vital

forces. Still there was nothing in the

physical state of the Conservative leader

to create alarm among his friends, or

to foreshadow that the end was nigh.

In spite of a figure which now stooped
a little more than had been its wont,
and in spite of that wearied look about

the eyes which ever denotes an ex-

hausted old age, Lord Beaconsfield pur-
sued his accustomed course of life without

interruption and without apparent incon-

venience. Since his wife's death he had

been a frequent diner out, nor were such

invitations now thought necessary to be

refused. During the autumn he had paid
his usual visits to the country houses he

affected; when in town he could often be

seen walking along the Strand a street

which he considered one of the finest in

* "
During his last years Lord Beaconsfield still took the

keenest interest in political, literary, and social matters.

For some time after the last dissolution of parliament he had
no home in town except in the house of Mr. Alfred de Roths-

child, who surrounded him with all that princely hospitality,

tried, warm friendship, and cultivated taste could offer. His

labours, however, continued unremitting. He suffered at

intervals from attacks of asthma, which usually ended in

gout. Dr. Kidd, in whom Lord Beaconsticld placed great

confidence, was very frequently successful in subduing the

advances of what the tver-amusing patient called 'the

enemy,' and his skill would generally enable Lord Bcacons-

the world; and he still occupied himself

with his customary activity in writing,

reading, and collecting material for future

parliamentary efforts.*

When the Houses met early in the

year 1881 the leader of the Opposition
was seated in his accustomed place, and

no one anticipated that a few weeks

after the assembling of parliament he

would be called away, and his familial-

presence be no more seen within the walls

of St. Stephen's. Indeed, so far as in-

tellectual activity was concerned, Lord

Beaconsfield delivered few weightier or

more closely reasoned speeches than those

which fell from his lips during the three

months which preceded his death. He

certainly, as it was remarked,
" looked old,"

as he rose to review the policy of the

government in the debate on the address;

but a man who is over seventy, who has

spent the best part of fifty years in the

active pursuit of literature and politics, who
has never known what indolence was, and

who has seldom indulged in what the

medical fraternity call
"
rest," must expect

to
" look old." The marvel would have

been had Lord Beaconsfield then looked

anything else. Men were, however, so

accustomed to his fire and energy, they
were so habituated to the sight of that

impassive face, those curling locks, and

that slight, active figure, that they could

field to return to his work with strength apparently but little

dimini*hcd. Latterly, however, these attacks recurred with

more frequency, and his friends rejoiced when he became

possessed of a home in London, where he could gather them
round him, and where his papers and his books would be

collected and arranged. He was fortunate in finding one

near the site of Chesterfield House, where he must have

passed so many brilliant evenings in former times. He
secured the lease for nine years, and in mentioning this to a

friend added, with his own peculiar smile,
l

That, I think,

will see me out.'" Some Personal Recollections of the later

years of Lord Beaconsfield, by Lady John Manners.
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not imagine a parliament without the pre-
sence of a Disraeli. His name had grown
ii]) with their growth, and had been so

woven into the texture of the political

history of their generation, that it seemed

unaccountable for such history to continue

unless inspired by his influence; and so

men forgot, as they seemed ever sure of

his presence and control, that they were

depending upon the health and resources

of a spent life of a man who was well-

nigh eighty years of age.

Yet in the speech of Lord Beaconsfield

on the address (Jan. 7, 1881), there were

no signs of waning vigour. The leader of

the Opposition among the Peers spoke with

his accustomed animation, and his voice

had all its old charm of tone and vibration

as it rang loud and clear through the

chamber. During the autumn the Liberal

government had set themselves to work
to reverse the policy, both domestic and

foreign, of the late Conservative adminis-

tration. A conference had been assembled

at Berlin with the alleged object of recon-

sidering the clauses of the Berlin treaty,

but really and practically to modify and

undo the work so satisfactorily settled by
Lord Beaconsfield and his colleague. The

questions of the Greek and Montenegrin
frontiers had been decided upon ; Turkeywas

obstinate as to ceding the districts demanded
of her, and at one time it appeared as if it

would be necessary for the powers to crush

her obstinacy by having recourse to hostil-

ities. At the moment when Lord Beacons-

lii'Id drew the attention of the Peers to

all'airs in the East, what with feuds between

the Albanians and the Montenegrins, and

the hatred between Turk and Greek, the

situation was fraught with danger and

pregnant with future warfare. Under
Conservative rule Afghanistan had been

brilliantly invaded, and its strongholds,

necessary for the safety of our Indian

frontier, occupied by British troops. Such

advantages were now to be abandoned.

In spite of the defeat of Ayoub Khan and

the brilliant march of General Eoberts from

Cabul to Candahar, .Mr. Gladstone had
arrived at the suicidal conclusion that our

hold upon Afghanistan should be with-

drawn, and Candahar, the one fortress

commanding the only route by which an

invading army could approach India, be

evacuated In South Africa the Boers,

encouraged by the speeches of Mr. Glad-

stone and his followers, who had condemned
the annexation of theTransvaal.now deemed
the accession of the Liberal party to power
a fitting moment to break out into open
revolt, and had risen as one man to defy

English rule.

But nearer home heavier troubles afflicted

us. The suppression of the Peace Pre-

servation Act had brought about the evils

predicted by Lord Beaconsfield. Never
in the history of turbulent and ill-

conditioned Ireland had murder and re-

bellion more openly stalked through the

island, and been less prevented in carrying
out their fell behests. The authority of

the Crown was scandalously set at nought ;

inoffensive landlords and harmless women
were shot down by masked ruffians, skulk-

ing behind the hedges of village roads; the

payment of all rents was ordered to be

withheld, by decree from the Land League,
under pain of death; labour was paralyzed,

juries were intimidated, and the whole

country lay prostrate beneath an active yet
unrestrained reign of terrorism. The govern-

ment, vacillating and undetermined at first,

did nothing; checked by Mr. Bright and

Mr. Chamberlain, the representatives of a

town which enriched itself by furnishing

the Irish malcontents with arms, and who,

regarding force as no remedy, had dis-

approved of all stringent coercive measures,

ministers were in a state of the most help-

less imbecility. To put down with the strong

arm of special enactments the crime and

cruelty allowed to run riot across St.

George's Channel would be to lose the able

counsels of the humane and far-seeing

members for Birmingham. Rather perish

Ireland, perish landlordism, suffer the

counsels of the agitator and the deeds of
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the assassin, let the innocent be cruelly

wronged, and the cry of the widowed and

the fatherless be ignored, than that the

services of a Bright and a Chamberlain

should be dispensed with !

So counselled the Gladstone cabinet,

and during that terrible autumn of 1880

no preventive measures were adopted
to silence the mischievous agitator, to

restrain the aim of the murderer, and

to limit the activity of the incendiary and

the cattle-mutilator. Then matters came
to a crisis, and the government felt itself

compelled, even at the risk of parting
with those of its colleagues who had advo-

cated license and patronized confiscation,

to adopt some decisive step to curb the

lawlessness which had been permitted to

prevail. The agitators were put upon their

trial
;
the "

boycotted
"
were assisted in

gathering in their crops; and since the

ordinary strength of the law had proved

insufficient, parliament was to be asked

for additional powers necessary for the

vindication of order and public law.
" There is a real reign of terror," said

Mr. "W. E. Forster, when introducing his

protection bill, "over the whole country.
Men dare not take a farm from which

another person has been evicted, or work
for a man who has paid his rent, or refuse

to join the Land League. Men dare not buy
from, or sell to, a person denounced by the

Land League. Men dare not claim compen-
sation for outrages committed upon them,
or inform against persons who have actually
committed outrages upon them, or prosecute
even in cases in which, in the first moment
of anger, they have given information.

They dare not give evidence with regard to

those outrages, either on their own behalf

or on behalf of others; and when appointed
on juries they dare not convict, even on

their oath. The fact is, those who defy the

existing law and break it are safe, whilst

those who keep it the honest men, in

short are in danger." What a commen-

tary upon the statement made by Mr.

Gladstone that Ireland had never been so

prosperous or so generally contented as at

the date of the change of ministry !

In the debate on the address Lord Bea-

consfield reviewed the policy of the govern-

ment, and complained of the conduct of

the Liberals in endeavouring to undo what

the Conservatives had effected. Emerging
from the stormy sea of politics, the two

rocks ahead Ireland and the East which

Lord Beaconsfield had pointed out in his

manifesto to the Duke of Marlborough,
were now plainly visible, and it seemed as

if the cabinet were steering straight towards

them, and about to wreck the ship of the

state intrusted to their care and command.

He agreed, began Lord Beaconsfield, with

his noble friend and neighbour, Lord Caring-

ton, the mover of the address, that the

times were critical; and although he was

sure that their lordships were not pessi-

mists, and although, whatever his own
errors were, pessimism was not generally

among the imputations made against him,

he confessed he had never addressed parlia-

ment with a more deep sense of anxiety
and gloom than that which the present
state of affairs brought him to feel. There

had been occasions on which their foreign

affairs had filled the country with anxiety,

occasions on which their colonial position

had been very critical. There had been

occasions on which their domestic interests,

influenced by Ireland, filled the nation with

alarm. There had been occasions also in

which events had occurred which had

demanded the serious attention of parlia-

ment, and which could not, perhaps, be

ranged under the heads he had noticed.

But he did not recollect a time in which,

not only their foreign relations, not only
their position in important colonies, not

only the almost unparalleled state of their

relations with Ireland, but the many other

troubles which might require their attention

that session, all at the same time had

occurred, and had demanded the deepest

consideration, the deepest sense of respon-

sibility, on the part of their lordships.

"And, my lords," continued Lord Bea-
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consfield,
"
I am bound to say that I cannot

help fueling that much of the disaster with

which we have to grapple at present, is to

be attributed in a great degree to the spirit

in which Her Majesty's present ministers

acceded to office. In old days, in times

within our experience, when there was a

change of administration it was always
considered the duty of both parties to

effect no more alteration in the general
conduct of our affairs than was absolutely

necessary. On former occasions it was

generally understood that though there

ought to be, and of course there was, a due

assertion of differences of party principle,

still, so far as it was possible, unnecessary

changes were to be discouraged in the

general conduct of our affairs, so that there

should be some continuity of policy; and

though there were imputations made, I fear

sometimes with justice, but often very un-

justly, against our parliamentary govern-

ment, of the inconsistency in which it

involved our affairs, very frequently parlia-

mentary government could not justly be

open to that imputation. Well, my lords,

it must be admitted that this action to

which I have referred introduced some

feeling of magnanimity into public life, and

its absence is very much to be regretted.

No doubt it added greatly to the strength
of our functions. But when the new
administration was formed nothing of the

kind was done. On the contrary, in every
manner and on every occasion it was

announced that the change of government
meant a change in every pai't and portion
of the government; that everything which

had been concluded was to be repudiated;
that everything consummated was to be

reversed, and upon the most important ques-

tions, either of our foreign relations, our

colonial situation, or our domestic policy
with regard to Ireland, upon all these ques-

tions the utmost change must immediately
and rapidly be accomplished. Perpetual
and complete reversal of all that had

occurred was the order that was given
and the profession that was announced.

"
See, my lords, how this has worked.

Take the case of our foreign relations.

Everything was to be altered Well,

though you might denounce and abuse the

treaty of Berlin, you could not repudiate
that treaty, and you could not reverse it.

The treaty of Berlin, being so completely

disapproved of by the new government,
it was proposed, most ingeniously, that, as

there had been a congress at Berlin there

should also be a conference at Berlin
;
and

it was generally understood and felt by

everyone that that meant that the regula-
tions of the congress of Berlin wore in fact

to be modified, changed, and superseded by
the determinations of the conference. Now,
how has that been accomplished ? In my
observations to-night I will avoid arguing
on matters of policy, for which there will

be other occasions ;
but all sensible men

will agree that, whatever may have been

the defects of the treaty of Berlin though
I admit none or the points that may have

been neglected or left unsettled, one thing
was quite clear and was generally admitted,

that at last the peace of Europe was secured.

I believe that the conference of Berlin had

the contrary effect, and I think I am not

using an unauthorized expression when I

say that the result of that conference was

that the war in the East of Europe and in

the West of Asia was on the point of being

revived, and England was near being a

belligerent, and a belligerent too against

our old ally. No one can say now that the

peace of Europe is certain, or that we are

perfectly secure. We have very little infor-

mation on this subject, though I presume
that more will be afforded; but from what

we see there is no doubt that even in the

space of twenty-four hours events may occur

which might shake that peace. What is

the cause of all this ? It is because Her

Majesty's government, directly they took

office, got into this system of superseding and

disturbing everything their predecessors had

settled.

" Now let me advert to another question

that, namely, of Afghanistan. That is a
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question that must come before the House,

and I believe my noble friend the late

governor-general of India will take an op-

portunity of bringing it before your lord-

ships' notice. Whatever may be our opinion
as to the policy or impolicy of the military

occupation of Afghanistan, in this, I think,

all will agree that it was an event of great

political moment, and that it was under-

taken in consequence of information, part
of which only has as yet been revealed

to the country, but which is adequate to

enable them to learn that it was preceded

by startling incidents of conduct on the part
of another great power, which demanded

serious consideration. Her Majesty's gov-
ernment may be perfectly right in the views

they take on the subject of Afghanistan.
The occupation of that country may have

been a most impolitic act, and it may be

their duty to counteract its effect, and to

terminate the policy that we attempted to

establish. All this may be perfectly true,

but all impartial persons will feel that such

a step should be taken with great prudence,
that it should be taken gradually, and that

ministers ought not to have gone to the

housetops to proclaim their peril to the

world their peril ;
I may rather say their

perplexity. We must remember also that

the military feat of the invasion and occu-

pation of Afghanistan was no mean one.

Rarely have the discipline and valour of

our troops, both British and native, been

more distinguished; and, above all, we have

produced a general equal to any conjuncture
of the war. These were all circumstances

that won respect in Asia and Europe ;
but

the ministers, as I say, go to the housetops
to proclaim to every bazaar in the East

that they do not know what to do, and

that, after all this anxiety, they are going
to scuttle out of the country as fast as

they can.

"What I want your lordships chiefly to

observe is the consequence of such conduct,

which is of the most destructive and dele-

terious kind. It may have been our policy
to quit Afghanistan; but if we quit it in

this spirit, and after such declarations,

every military adventurer feels,
' This is

my opportunity : the British are going to

leave this country, and I will succeed them

as far as I can.' Clearly you have produced
a state of anarchy, and at last you say that

you will consummate your confession of

impotence and blundering by giving up the

city of Candahar. But why has all this

taken place ? Because there have been

declarations made on the subject, declara-

tions of the most unmeasured kind; because

the country has been agitated to believe

that the change of government would in-

stantly terminate the dangerous occupation

of Afghanistan ;
and because pledges made

in total ignorance of the circumstances of

the case have now to be redeemed at the

cost of the credit of the country. Both in

foreign affairs and in Afghanistan in the

one because the peace of Europe is no

longer assured, but menaced, and in the

other because Central Asia is in a state of

anarchy you have now to pay the cost of

declarations made in a polemical, and not

in a political sense, to the people of the

country."

Then he proceeded to criticise the con-

dition of Ireland.
" I must now," said Lord Beaconsfield,

" touch on that subject which, after all,

absorbs all our thoughts at the present

moment, and that is the subject of Ireland.

When the late government were responsible

for the administration of affairs, the state of

Ireland undoubtedly caused much anxiety.

In ordinary circumstances, I believe the

skilful administration of my noble friend

near me would in no way have been dis-

turbed
;
but we had a terrible visitation,

and have at the same time .to deal with a

body of men who will take advantage of

distress to render the work of government
more difficult. Fortunately the famine was

not as fatal as we once feared, and the

measures taken by the government and

supported by private charity almost un-

precedented, which, under the direction of

a noble lady [the Duchess of Marl-
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borough], touched the hearts of the Irish

for the time, gave us every hope that we

iiii^ht proceed without further disaster.

The Peace Preservation Act certainly had

a beneficial effect, and greatly assisted the

government ;
and our opinion was, although

we had before us information which is, no

doubt, well known to the present ministers,

that it would be possible to carry affairs

safely through with the law that then

existed, and that, with the mitigation of

the calamity that then prevailed, we might

grapple with the conspirators, who seek not

merely separation from this country, but

the establishment of an independent foreign

power.
" Just before the general election I felt

it my duty, occupying the position I then

did, to place before the country issues

which I thought were of vast importance,
and which demanded at that critical time

the consideration of the country. Not

sitting in the other House of Parliament,

and therefore not having the privilege of

addressing my old constituents, as in old

days, I thought it becoming to address to

the lord-lieutenant of Ireland a letter, in

which I called the attention of the country
to the state of Ireland. I placed before

the country only two points. I warned it

to be most careful not to meddle thought-

lessly with foreign affairs, because I foresaw

that if it did, there would be a chance, and

more than a chance, of a European war.

What has occurred has, I think, quite

jusi iliod that warning ;
but we can at least

hope that, a war not having occurred, Her

Majesty's ministers, may have been success-

ful in preventing it. But as regards Ire-

land, in my letter to the lord-lieutenant, I

warned the country that if the government
did not show a becoming vigilance, some-

thing would happen which would be almost

as bad as famine and pestilence.
"
Now, what was the consequence of that

declaration ? The present government took

an early opportunity, soon after I had made

that declaration, to express a contrary

opinion. They said there was in Ireland

an absence of crime and outrage, with a

general sense of comfort and satisfaction

such as was unknown in the previous

history of the country. Now, my lords,

that was the issue placed before the country
to decide. I warned the constituencies

that there was going on in Ireland a con-

spiracy which aimed at the disunion of

the two countries, and probably something
more. I said that, if they were not careful,

something might happen almost as bad as

pestilence or famine. The country, on the

other hand, was immediately told that there

was in Ireland a general sense of comfort

and satisfaction unprecedented in the his-

tory of that country. Now there was a

complete issue to be decided, and the

country decided that Ireland was in a state

of comfort and satisfaction. My observa-

tions, of course, were treated with that

ridicule which a successful election always
secures. What has occurred in Ireland

since then ? What is the state of Ireland

at the present moment ? I do not want to

indulge in exaggerated phrases, nor do I

wish to use language that would adequately

express the horrors which have occurred in

that country. I think, however, I am not

using exaggerated language when I say that

in portions of Ireland the sovereignty of

our queen has been absolutely superseded.

I think I am not using exaggerated language
when I say, that Her Majesty's executive

in Ireland have absolutely abdicated their

functions. I think I am not using exag-

gerated language when I say, that there

have" been months of murder and incen-

diarism and of every conceivable outrage.

I think I am not using exaggerated language

when I say that the judges of the land have

been denounced and defied, and that the

administration of justice has altogether

ceased
;
and that the law the queen's law

is no longer respected by the majority in

that country.
" What has been the occasion of this ?

Why have not steps been taken in proper

time to prevent what everyone feels might
have been nipped in the bud ? Why, it was
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because of these declarations that Ireland

was in a state of comfort and content, and

because the person who made them, being
the most responsible person in the land, or

about to become so, felt it necessary to act

in his political position in harmony with

his polemical one. Now, my lords, what

happened when the change of government
took place ? The first thing that was done

was a very slight thing. We had estab-

lished a royal commission to inquire into

the state of agriculture, not only in England,
but in Ireland. That commission had

reached Ireland, and was very busy in its

operations. I believe there never before

was a royal commission formed with such

anxiety on the part of the government that

it should be an able, an adequate, and an

impartial commission. Every shadow of

opinion was represented, and the ablest

men were invited to sit upon it. I speak

with the greatest confidence on this subject,

as I myself undertook the task of form-

ing that commission. No sooner was the

government changed, however, than a new

royal commission was appointed to inquire

into the state of agriculture in Ireland.

What was the effect of that? Whatever

the intention might have been, the effect

was to make the country understand that

the new government could place no confi-

dence in the royal commission of the late

administration.
"
Well, Her Majesty's government being

in office, the late lord-lieutenant of Ireland

naturally thought the time had come when
he ought to give them his opinion with

regard to that country. There had been

very great anxiety to know what would be

the course of Her Majesty's government in

regard to the continuance of the Peace

Preservation Act. I think there was at

that time, if not a formal declaration, at

least a general understanding that probably
the new government would not propose to

continue that Act. But, however that may
be, the lord-lieutenant impressed upon Her

Majesty's ministers his opinion that the

Peace Preservation Act should certainly le

continued. Noble lords will perfectly recol-

lect what occurred on that occasion. It

has been said very frequently I do not

mean in this House, for that would give it

great authority but it has been said by
what are called organs of opinion, which

are in communication with political per-

sonages of influence, and which, therefore,

speak with authority, that it was never the

intention of the late government to continue

the Peace Preservation Act. That is not

true. It is fortunate that I can prove this

in a manner which will be satisfactory to

your lordships and to the country, for a

noble lord asked me a question on the sub-

ject before the dissolution of parliament.
In my reply to him, after deprecating the

assumption of the noble lord that, as a

matter of course, I should be prime minister

in the new parliament, of which I had very

great doubt, I used these words: ' But it

is by no means imprudent to assume that

the new parliament will do its duty to the

country, and that it will repeat that Act,

or, if necessary, support it with stronger

measures if they are required in the cir-

cumstances of the times.'

" My letter to the lord-lieutenant involved

the continuance of the Peace Preservation Act.

It remains as a positive fact that the late

government were pledged to it. In regard to

what happened out of this House there can

be no question. We had our own bill drawn,

and I am permitted to say that the late chief

secretary for Ireland [Mr. James Lowther],

who unfortunately is no longer a member

of parliament, offered that bill very cour-

teously to his successor. His successor

declined that offer, but he necessarily had

the advantage of the official information

upon which the late cabinet had deter-

mined to continue the Peace Preservation

Act. That information consisted of confi-

dential reports from seventy persons of the

highest authority in this matter. All that

he had, which alone ought to have convinced

him that the time had arrived when that

Act ought to be continued. However, Her

Majesty's government took quite a different
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view. Tln-y maili' u]> then iiiiiuls, not only
to give a good shake to the congress of

Berlin, and to do everything they could to

inl'i.rni every being in Central Asia, and
in every part of Asia, that they meant to

cut and run from the scene of a splendid

(<mi[uest, but, following the same plan of

throwing a stigma on everything which
their predecessors had proposed 01 executed,

they determined that Ireland was to be

considered as a country in a state of com-
fort and satisfaction, and they have from

that moment been legislating and admin-

istering affairs for a country in a state of

comfort and satisfaction.
" As time has advanced they have changed

their course. Now, at the last moment,

they are about to do so on a great scale,

because, unless they do it on a great scale,

it is useless. Why, if they had only deigned
to follow in the footsteps of their predecessors

if they had only partially done so they

would not have found themselves in tJieir

present difficulties. Was the country really

so devoid of incident that there was nothing
to guide them as to the immediate future ?

Parliament was prorogued on September 7,

and the only allusion in the Queen's Speech
to the state of Ireland was an expression of

satisfaction that the condition of the people
had been improved by the harvest. Only a

few days afterwards the murder of Lord

Mountmorres occurred.* Your lordships
know the condition of Ireland at the pre-

sent time. Europe knows it, Asia knows

it. It is no longer, unhappily, a mere

English question. The honour, perhaps
the existence of England, depends upon
our rallying our' forces, not only with

regard to Ireland, but with regard to other

scenes of disquietude and danger which

have been created by what has occurred in

Ireland.
"
It may be said, If these are your views

why do you not call upon parliament to

them? Well, I do not know any-

A> Lord Mi mitmorres was returning to Khor Hall

(.Si-pt. !:>. issin. from a im-rting ><t magistrates at Clnubar,

county (!alw:iy. a volley of ritlr builds was di.srliarj;nl .it

him, and lie was fount! dead half :i mile from liis residence.
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thing which would be more justifiable than

an amendment on the address expressing
our deep regret that measures for maintain-

ing peace and order, for guarding life and

property, and, let me add, liberty, which, I

think is equally in danger in Ireland, were

not taken in time, and pointing out that

if such measures had been taken in time

an enormous number of terrible incidents

might have been averted; that men would

now have been alive who have been mur-

dered; that houses would now have been

in existence which have been burned ;
that

cases of torture to man and beast would

never have happened for these things, as

your lordships are aware, have mainly
occurred within the past two months. But.

my lords, there are occasions when even

party considerations must be given up.

There are occasions when it may not be

wise, even for your lordships, to place your-

selves, as it were, at the head of public

opinion in indignant remonstrance at the

action of the ministry. The great dangers
and disasters which have been impending
or have happened in this country during
the past nine months have arisen from the

abuse of party feeling; and for that reason

alone, if there were no other, I would re-

commend your lordships to pause before

taking any step which would weaken the

movements of the administration at this

moment. I conclude that the government
have come to their determination in a bond

fide spirit I expect that their bills, when

introduced, will be found adequate to the

occasion, for I am convinced that only
ridicule will result if they are not conceived

in a comprehensive spirit I conclude also

that it is their intention to proceed with

these bills de die in diem, in order that

some hope, some courage, may be given

to our loyal and long-suffering sxibjects

in Ireland. When those bills have been

passed we shall be ready to consider any
other measures which Her Majesty's gov-

ernment may bring before parliament

But 1 think it utter mockery to discuss

any questions connected with Ireland now,

72
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except the restoration of peaco and order,

the re-establishment of the sovereignty of

the queen, and a policy that will announce

to Europe that the spirit of England has not

ceased, and that, great as are the dangers
that now environ ministers, the parliament
of England will be equal to the occasion."

The government were not slow in de-

manding additional powers from parlia-

ment to suppress the lawless state of things
across St. George's Channel. A fortnight
after the meeting of the Houses, Mr. W. E.

Forster who from the very first was the

only member of the cabinet who really

appreciated and understood the terrible

condition of affairs in Ireland introduced

the Protection to Person and Property Bill.

In spite of the most frantic and disorderly
efforts efforts which lowered the popular

chamber in the eyes of Europe of the

obstructionists to wreck the bill, it success-

fully passed the Commons, and was sent up
for the criticism of the Peers. By this

measure the lord-lieutenant of Ireland was

empowered to issue a warrant for the

arrest of any person suspected as being

guilty of high treason, treason-felony, or

treasonable practices ;
such person was to

be detained as one accused of crime, but

not as a convicted prisoner. At the same

time an Arms Bill was introduced by Sir

William Harcourt.

The bill, though he considered it a tardy

measure, received the full support of Lord

Beaconsfield. He sketched the causes

which had led to the disaffection in Ire-

land
;
he condemned the conduct of the

professional agitator and the interference

of the American Fenian
;
and he regretted

the course which the obstructionists had

adopted to hamper the progress of the bill

through the House of Commons.

"I rise to support," he said (March 1,

1881), "the second reading of the bill

which the noble earl [Lord Spencer] has

just moved
;
but I do it with reluctance.

I support the bill because I think it is

necessary- absolutely necessary in the

circumstances in which we find ourselves.

But I confess that I cannot divest myself
of some sense of shame that in the nine-

teenth century, in the very heart of our

empire, in the United Kingdom itself, such

scenes and circumstances should exist as

justify and not only justify and sanc-

tion, but render absolutely necessary- the

measure which has been brought before your

lordships' attention. My lords, this peri-

odical disquietude in Ireland has been

accounted for at various times by various

causes. When I first entered public life,

nearly half-a-century ago, there was then

in Ireland great disquietude. We were

then taught by great authorities that the

cause of that disquietude was political, and

that the only remedy for it would be to

extend to a portion of the community in

Ireland those civil privileges which were

enjoyed by only a part of the population.

But the political disquietude of Ireland

reappeared in a few years, and we were

then told that the cause was not political,

but ecclesiastical, and all philosophers and

politicians applied their minds to the con-

sideration of remedies. They commenced

by abolishing tithes; they ended by abolish-

ing the church, which those tithes were

intended to support. We are now told

that the cause is very different that it is

agrarian or territorial; and generally speak-

ing we are led to believe that the remedy
is in. fact to transfer the property of one

class to another. Now, my lords, I should

be very sorry, after such experience, and

the failure of even the wisest and most

experienced statesmen, to attempt to dis-

cover the sole cause of this state of affairs

in Ireland. I would not for a moment

pretend dogmatically to lay down my
opinion as to the cause; but I think it

will not be presumption in me if I attempt
on this occasion to indicate what I think

are the immediate causes which have pro-

duced disquietude, discontent, and outrage
in Ireland.

"
I think there are three causes to which

the present state of affairs is to be attrib-

uted. In the first place, there has been
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great suffering in Ireland from a series

of bad harvests. But Ireland has been

visited before by famine, and yet it did

not result in such a condition of outrage
and lawlessness as exists at the present
moment. At a former period England
contributed to the relief of distress in

Ireland with a readiness which cannot be

loo highly appreciated, and the good nature

of the Irish people themselves combined

for the purpose of alleviating the distress.

As far as the present instance of distress

is concerned, when that distress began to

pinch the people I do not observe that

there was organized disaffection. The Irish

people know very well that sterile harvests

were not peculiar to Ireland during the last

I'i'w years, and that they extended to all

European countries and even beyond the

limits of Europe ;
and England, which was

the one country which sympathized the

most with Ireland, was perhaps the one

which suffered the most from that calamity.
Then how is it that the present unfortunate

state of things has been brought about in

Ireland, when on former occasions it has

been avoided ? This brings me to the

second point which I wish to advert to.

It is most unfortunate that after a period
of agricultural distress which has rarely

been equalled and probably its continuity

has never been equalled it is most unfor-

tunate, 1 say, that at such a time the

United Kingdom should have become the

scene of a great party struggle, which has

not been equalled for many years in the

(ierceness of the passions which it elicited.

Those who appealed at such a time to

the country felt that they were in a

position of great advantage in appealing
to the passions of a population that was

suffering like the Irish. The most vio-

lent orations were addressed to the Irish

people, and in point of fact it was impressed

upon them by very accomplished orators

and by trained and skilled agitators, that

the sterile harvests under which they
suffered were in some degree connected

with the existence of the late government.

And they further sought to impress upon
them that the opponents of the late go\vru-

ment were the only men who could bring

forward measures equal to the occasion, and

rescue them from the full consequences of

those bad harvests. This style of oratory

unfortunately brought about that which

spreads like wildfire in Ireland namely,
an agitation of great fire and fierceness;

and the most preposterous opinions were

set afloat.

"Even in such circumstances I myself
should not have despaired of the good sense

of the country ultimately steering us through
all these difficulties and dangers ; but, un-

fortunately, the moment there springs up in

Ireland any considerable agitation, the Irish

people come under the influence of an

organized conspiracy of foreigners, living in

a foreign country, who immediately obtain

the control of the circumstances of the

country, and who no doubt recently placed

society in the United Kingdom in consider-

able peril. We have had it declared re-

cently in another place that there is very

great exaggeration in the statements which

have been made with regard to the state of

things in Ireland, and that there is no

foundation whatever for the assertion that

there is a body having considerable power
and resources in a foreign country that

acts upon Ireland. * I believe, however,

that Her Majesty's ministers are perfectly

aware of the truth of that assertion, and

that they have wisely acted in asking

parliament for the powers which the bill

will confer upon them. Those who have

served Her Majesty in troublous times in

Ireland especially of late years know

the truth of that assertion, and of the

existence of a state of things which makes

it absolutely necessary that Her Majesty's

government should possess the powers

asked for, to defend HIT Majesty, not

from her rebellious subjects, but from

foreign conspirators who are constancy

So said the Home Rolen in the House of Cumnwiu;

recent events, however, proved the value to be attached to

this dinial.
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passing to and fro between another con-

tinent and these islands, and whose efforts

are unceasing, and whose resources are vast.

" There are three causes which, in my
opinion, have brought about the present

state of affairs in Ireland, anything more

distressing than which it is impossible to

conceive. The moment the people of Ire-

land are suffering they have remedies

announced to them which amount, in fact,

to the acquisition of the property of their

neighbours, and they are bid to seize that

property at once. The country is no longer

safe when doctrines of that kind are taught,

and when no man is allowed to protect

his property by lawful process without peril

to his life. It is when the greed for the

acquisition of property attains its present

dimensions in Ireland that the foreigner

appears and preaches the doctrine of assass-

ination, of confiscation, and of the explosive

patriotism of dynamite. If that be the

state of things in Ireland at the present

moment, I cannot doubt the propriety of

the course which Her Majesty's govern-
ment are now pursuing, and the wisdom of

the measure which they have introduced

to our notice. I can only regret that so

long a time elapsed before Her Majesty's

government proposed a measure of this

character to parliament, and that such a

long time has been wasted in another place
in passing it before it reached your Lord-

ships' House. I am confident that your

lordships in supporting this bill are sup-

porting a measure which will command the

sympathy of all loyal subjects of Her

Majesty. I believe in its efficacy, and I

hope that its provisions will be tempered

by moderation and by mercy. I hope,

however, that the powers it confers will

not be too hastily withdrawn. I am in

hopes that, with the material condition of

Ireland improved by Providence, which I

think we have a right to count upon, with

a continuance of the good harvests which

have already commenced, the country will

return to that condition of common sense

which is absolutely necessary for good

government, and that when that position

is attained we may find the country nourish-

ing and contented without being coerced."

The bill encountered no opposition in its

passage through the House of Lords, and

towards the end of March received the

royal assent.

Second only to the suppression of crime

and turbulence in Ireland was the question
of the retention of Candahar. Upon this

subject Lord Beaconsfield felt strongly.

He disapproved, considering the loss of

life and terrible expense which the late

Afghan war had entailed upon England
and upon the resources of the empire, of

any of the positions which we had gained
in Afghanistan being abandoned. Be-

tween India and the advance of Russia

there stood only the disturbed regions of

Afghanistan, to bar the progress of the

Muscovite southwards in Central Asia. A
firm and united kingdom, friendly to Eng-
lish interests, might be an effectual obstacle

to Russian aggression; but Lord Beacons-

field rightly held, after the experience of

the past, that Afghanistan could never

be a strong and independent power, and

that we could ill afford to place much
confidence in its amity. The history of

Afghanistan was the history of anarchy
and civil war, and to create and maintain

a united Afghanistan was, he feared, though
he had once thought otherwise, impossible.

A country inhabited by a brave yet turbu-

lent people, ever being agitated by intestine

feuds and jealousies, and possessing no

fixed policy of its own, must inevitably fall

under the influence of one of its powerful

neighbours. The Afghan question therefore

resolved itself into this, Was Afghanistan
to be permitted to become the prey of

Russian intrigues and designs, or was the

district to be so guarded and controlled

as to prevent the Afghans, even if they de-

sired it, from becoming dangerous to English

interests, and to the welfare of wealthy
territories south of the Himalayas ?

The Liberals were of opinion that we had

no cause to be anxious at the advances of
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Russia in Central Asia, that Afghanistan left

to itself wus a most < n'rctual harrier against
Muscovite designs ii|ioii India, should they
ever be entertained, and that to hold the

positionswe had gained in A fuhanistan, under
the hrilliant generalship of Sir Frederick

Roberts, would entail upon us a vast anc

unnecessary expenditure. Lord Beacons-

h'eld, and with him the majority of the

Conservative party, held the opposite view.

He was opposed to any desertion of the

strongholds we had obtained in Afghan-
istan: but if the country was to be deserted

by British soldiery, Candahar at all hazards,
he asserted, must be retained. When it

therefore became known that Mr. Gladstone
had resolved upon abandoning Candahar,

deep was the indignation of the more

thoughtful among the patriotic party

throughout the country. The desertion

furnished the subject for an eloquent
debate in the House of Lords. Lord

Lytton, in a maiden speech which fully
deserved the high praise passed upon it,

brought forward a resolution " That noth-

ing in the information laid before the

House justifies the announced policy of

Her Majesty's government in regard to

Candahar." The chief opponents of the

resolution were Lord Northbrook, Lord

Derby, and the Duke of Argyll On the

Conservative side perhaps the ablest speech
was that delivered by Lord Cranbrook.

Clear, logical, and based upon facts which
were never disputed, its arguments and
conclusions appeared unanswerable. In

the debate Lord Beaconsfield took part, and
his speech the last speech he ever delivered

was among the most effective that the

discussion called forth. We now know that

when the leader of the Opposition felt him-

self compelled on this occasion to place his

* '

My lords, the last time at which Lord BeaconstieU

spoke in this House a speech of an argumentative character
W:IK a few weeks ago. I iliink it was at about twelve o'clock

on the second night of the debate on the Afghan question,
I.i'1-d Ilnicimstield sent me a message saying that he

|>urpiiM>d sinking directly. I sent him a strong remon-

strance, saying th.it two peers wh<> h.ul Uvn in office, and
it tliinl peer, one of the most remarkable speakers in

tlu House, desired to take part in the debate. But Lord

views before the country, he was sufl't-rin,'

such acute pain that he had to assuage the

agony he endured by swallowing drugs.*
"The question really before your lord-

ships," said Lord Beaconsfield (March 4,

1881), coming directly to the point,
"

is

whether it is or is not wise to evacuate

Candahar, and I shall endeavour to confine

my observations strictly to that subject, or

at least with one exception of a very slight

character. I see no use in reviewing again
the history of the Afghan war or of the

proceedings which preceded it Your lord-

ships, having been appealed to on that

subject, have given your opinion in great

numbers, and after long and deep discussion.

It would therefore, in my opinion, be un-

necessary for me now to enter upon a con-

sideration of that matter in detail. There

are one or two salient facts to guide us in

coming to a conclusion on this matter, and
which it occurs to me to allude to at this

moment, owing to the tone which the debate

has taken. It is on record that the Ameer
of Afghanistan appealed for succour some

years ago to the viceroy of the queen in

India, who is now first lord of the admiralty

[Lord Northbrook], and the viceroy thought
it his duty to reject the overtures made to

liim. It also stands upon record that this

rejection was the origin of all the misun-

derstandings and misfortunes which have

since occurred. It also stands upon record

ihat about three years afterwards, panic-

stricken, I suppose, by the rumour that the

Russians were approaching Merv, the then

viceroy decided on the plan which, in his

opinion, should be then adopted to meet
he difficulties and dangers of such a pro-

ceeding; and he proposed an offensive and

defensive treaty in Afghanistan, and tin-

establishment of a resident minister on the

leaconsfield persisted, and I thought I was justified

n making a rather strong complaint of his having dont

o. I hare since learned with regret that Lord Beacon*-

ield, just before he received the message, had swallowed

lie drag, and had inhaled another drug in quantities M>

icely adapted as to enable him to
speak

free from the

epression of his complaint during the time that that speech

required for delivery." Lord (iraarille, //owe of Aonfc,
, !>, 1881.
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British side of Herat. These are great

salient truths, and I must say that I am

quite surprised, remembering these histori-

cal facts, at the tone which the noble lord,

the first lord of the admiralty, took with

reference to my noble friend the late viceroy
of India. One would suppose that the

noble earl was not only a pupil of the peace
at any price school, but that he was also

graduating for higher honours in the more

refined school which would wage war and

at the same time negotiate, more especially

if our arms had been defeated. I was very
much disappointed, my lords, at the reply

the noble duke the lord privy seal [the

Duke of Argyll] made to my noble friend

[Lord Cranbrook] near me. I had listened,

as a very full House had listened, with

pleasure to that speech, and a speech more

exhaustive, more animated, more completely

touching every point of the subject I have

rarely heard. Well, I knew that my noble

friend was to be followed by one whose

ability was equal to any emergency one

who is an ornament of this House, and

invariably delights the audience which he

addresses. Well, my lords, what did we hear?

Was there any answer to the speech of

my noble friend ? On the contrary, we had

a series of biographies of Indian worthies,

and when the list closed it was, as usual,

flung at the head of my noble friend the

late viceroy. Under these circumstances I

think we have had enough of recurrence

to the past, and that we may confine our

consideration to the point before us.
" My lords, there is one point only, before

I touch upon the question of Candahar, on

which I would like to make one or two

remarks; and that is about our relations

with Russia, which have formed so import-
ant a portion of our discussion to-night as

on previous occasions. Now, my lords,

when my noble friend and myself were

commissioned to proceed as plenipoten-

tiaries to Berlin, nearly three years ago,

our instructions were to achieve, if possible,

two great objects one, of course, to secure

and guard the interests of our own country,

and the other to combine with the other

powers, if possible, for some general ar-

rangement or some unity of feeling which

might secure, if not the perpetual, at least

the lasting peace of Europe. Well, my lords,

when we came to consider our interests in

this subject, it was quite obvious that it was

quite impossible to arrive at any arrange-

ment which would give a fair probability

of a lasting European peace if there was

not sympathy on the part of Eussia
;
and

the time seemed to have arrived, when a

congress was called upon to settle the

affairs of Europe, to make some efforts to

come, if possible, to some direct under-

standing with Eussia which might tend to

the beneficial results we had in view.
" I must say that before we could take

any steps we were anticipated by the illus-

trious chancellor of that empire, who ex-

pressed a desire on the part of Eussia that

some attempt should be made to put an end

to that chronic misunderstanding which

seemed always to be recurring between the

two countries of Great Britain and Eussia.

I do not, my lords, mean to say that there

was at any time an intention of an alliance,

or a treaty, or a convention, but what we
all seemed to desire was that, if possible,

instead of hostile distrust, there should be,

at least, some approximation to confidence;

and that when any occurrence of a contro-

versial character took place in those parts

of the world where the interests of Eussia

and England clashed, there should be, at

least, a friendly and candid communication

of views between the two powers which

might remove causes which were not at

all adequate reasons for misunderstanding.

Well, my lords, when we returned to Eng-

land, I think I expressed the sentiments

which my noble colleague would have ex-

pressed on this matter. I took the earliest

opportunity of declaring in this House that

those circumstances which had occurred in

Central Asia with reference to efforts of

Eussia, the avowed object of which was to

embarrass and disturb English interests in
1 that part of the world I say I took the
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oarliest opportunity of announcing in this

House that, so far as those preparations
had been made by Russia with the belief

that war was immediately pending between

the two countries, we found that we had no

cause to complain, and that we were will-

ing to forget, and wished to forget, all that

had occurred in that respect. And in con-

sequence a formal communication of our

views, which I do not doubt will be found

in the annals of the foreign office, was
made on the subject, and we received, as

I stated at the time, an answer from St.

Petersburg of the most satisfactory kind

in fact, expressing all those views and sen-

timents which Prince Gortschakoff, the

chancellor of the empire, had expressed at

the congress.
" Your lordships are aware," continued

Lord Beaconsfield, alluding to the corre-

spondence between Shere Ali and General

Kaufman found in the autumn of 1879 at

Cabul, and which disclosed the existence

of a secret treaty between the Ameer and

Russia, hostile to England, and signed after

the conclusion of the treaty of Berlin
;

" Your lordships are aware that within a

short time there has been laid upon your
table a correspondence, which has been

described as a sinister correspondence, and

which has for so long a time been the sub-

ject of interest, I would say of suppressed

interest, in many political circles. Your

lordships may remark that at the end of

that correspondence the present Russian

ambassador alludes in a summary to a de-

spatch of Count Schouvaloff, in which there

is a long quotation or summary of what I

had expressed to Count Schouvaloff in a

conversation. I am sure, my lords, that

nobody who took up those papers would

believe that it was a publication which had

been for a long time suppressed even at

Cabul, with an account of the Russian am-

bassador's interview with me, entirely con-

doning the past and approving everything
that I'ussia had done. They could see no

reason for the publication of that despatch.

But, my lords, if you look at the date of

the despatch you will find that it was in

November, 1878, whereas the despatches
between the Russian authorities and the

Ameer which were discovered after tin;

second capture of Cabul were not obtaini-d

by the British government until exactly a

year afterwards namely, October or Nov-

ember, 1879. And therefore it does appear
to me most extraordinary that while the

despatch of Count Schouvaloff giving an

account of his interview with me, con-

doning the conduct of the Russian govern-
ment under certain conditions and circum-

stances which are almost verbatim what I

did express in this House about a month

before that anyone could think there was

any connection between those despatches
so found a year afterwards at Cabul and

that conversation.
" Your lordships may also remark that

in this curious publication there is in

inverted commas what purports to be an

announcement on my part, that in my
opinion the government of India had forced

our hands upon the subject of war, and had

occasioned a declaration of war not only
before it was necessary, but when it was,

perhaps, altogether unnecessary. The case

was exactly the opposite of that. Instead

of Her Majesty's government complaining
of being forced by the government of India

to make war, that government was most

anxious to avoid war. We were appealed
to by the government of India to know
what was our decision, as it fell upon them

to make preparations for war, if war were

decided upon ;
and when the affair came so

near that the government of India asked

for its final instructions, it pledged itself

voluntarily to make no single military-

operation without our sanction and advice.

The English government, as appears by the

papers, were anxious to give Shere Ali a

locus penitential, and instructed the govern-

ment of India to concede to him a period

of three weeks to consider what he would

do. We calculated every day, and consid-

ered the full time that would not interfere

with military operations if they became
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necessary. My lords, I am quite certain

that Count Schouvaloff was utterly incap-

able of misrepresentation as to anything I

expressed to him. He was well known to

every member of this House, a great orna-

ment of society, a most honourable man,
and I supposed at the time that it must

have been a misapprehension of the ambas-

sador. But I understand it referred, not

to our hand being forced by the govern-
ment of India to go to war that was ab-

solutely absurd but to the mission which

two months before had been sent by the

Indian government, with the sanction of

the English government. Your lordships

are well aware of the failure of that expe-
dition

;
but the expedition was not an

operation of war, but a mission of peace;

and we sent an individual who was the

friend of Shere Ali, and who we believed

would have succeeded in accomplishing a

great object. It was absolutely necessary
that I should call your lordships' attention

to the fact that the alleged conversation

with Count Schouvaloff appended to the

papers discovered at Cabul took place in

fact one year before they were discovered,

and consequently that the expressions

which excited my pain and surprise really

referred to other subjects. I propose now
to notice a remark as to why, when these

papers were discovered at Cabul, they were

not published by the late government.
"
Certainly it would not have been in

harmony with the existence of good feeling

between the English plenipotentiaries and

Prince Gortschakoff, if we took at the

earliest opportunity a step which would

not have tended to the cultivation of that

friendly feeling between the two countries

which was our object. Then we are asked

why we consented to that publication. I

am not the person who has consented to

the publication, but the minister. I always
took it for granted, from the extraordinary

proceedings with regard to Afghanistan

during the general election, that sooner or

later there must have been a discussion on

the subject. It was when in the frenzy of

the hustings the country was enlightened
on the subject of the war in Afghanistan,
and when it was denounced by the late

ministry as unnecessary and a great damage
to the country it was not until these

expressions were used that we found that

some steps should be taken on our part also

to enlighten the country. Who could have

supposed that our successors, with the

Cabul papers, not published, but in their

possession to guide them, should have an-

nounced in the manner they did that

the whole of our policy in Afghanistan
should be repudiated ? Our whole policy in

Afghanistan is described as a monstrous

romance, as if there had been no occasion

for a single incident that occurred. Our

recollection of the previous connection of

the first lord of the Admiralty with the

Ameer seemed to be entirely effaced from

the memory of the nation. And therefore

when my noble friend, the late viceroy,

found himself held up in so distorted a

form to this country, it is not surprising

that as a member of this House he

should have taken an opportunity of calling

your lordships' attention to the subject of

these despatches.
" Now, I would ask the lord privy seal

why he did not answer the two most im-

portant questions in this debate ? they were

asked by the noble viscount behind him.

The first is, What do the government mean
to do with Candahar when they evacuate it

in a month hence ? The next question is,

Why we are not favoured with the opinion

of Lord Eipon and his councillors? These

are two questions which we have certainly

a right to have answered. My noble friend

[Lord Derby], who made a very animated

speech and I do not know there is any-

thing that would excite enthusiasm in him

except when he contemplates the surrender

of some national possession made a dis-

tinct point on that subject. He asked why
we made such a great point of retaining
Candahar at present, when we were willing
when we made the treaty of Gandamuk to

restore it to the native prince. The answer
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is clear. When we negotiated the treaty of
Gandamtik our policy was to create a power-

ful mid iiK/i/i, -in/cut Afijhanistan,and there-

fare evert/body must feel tJiat an attempt to

fita in Candahar mttst baffle and defeat that

/in/icy.
"
My lords, you have an old policy with

regard to the relations of this country,

India, and Afghanistan, which has been

approved by all public men. Lord Law-

rence, whom we always speak of with

great respect though the lord privy seal

says we systematically insulted him was
most decided in his policy that there should

be an English interest in Afghanistan, and

(hat Russian influence in it should not for

a moment be tolerated. Well, what is your

policy now ? Where will English interests

be when you have evacuated Afghanistan ?

What will be the state of Afghanistan ? It

will be a state of anarchy. We have

always announced, as a reason for interfer-

ing in Afghanistan, that we cannot tolerate

a state of anarchy on our frontiers. Is not

that an argument as good for Russia as for

us ? Will not the Russians say,
'

Afghan-
istan is in a state of anarchy, and we cannot

go on civilizing Turkestan when Afghanis-
tan is in a state of anarchy?' Therefore

you are furnishing Russia with an occasion

for advancing. When I speak of this

policy of Russia I do not speak of it in a

hostile spirit. Russia has a right to its

policy as well as England. Russia has as

good a right to create an empire in Tartary
as we have in India. She must take the

consequences if the creation of her empire

endangers our power. I see nothing in

that fi'C'ling on the part of England which

should occasion any want of friendliness

between this country and Russia. We
must guard against what must be looked

upon as the inevitable designs of a very

great power. When Lord 1'almerston

carried one of the greatest measures of his

life the fortification of the channel, which

was of much more importance than the

retaining of Candahar was that looked

upon as a symbol of hostility to the French

VOL. II.

people? Everyone knows that Lord 1'alni-

erston was very friendly to the Frcm-h

alliance, and yet that was an operation
directed immediately against France for

the purpose of putting an end to the con-

tinual fluctuations of bluster and fear

which such a situation as England was in

at that time must necessarily entail.

I come now to the question of finance.

I will not discuss whether Sir Henry Nor-

man's helter-skelter estimates [under Lord

Lytton Sir Henry was president of the

council of India] or those of other persons
are the best or worst; but I will remind

your lordships of this, that everything that

has been alleged respecting the retention of

Candahar and the consequent expense was

said about the retention of the Punjaub. We
heard when the retention of the Punjaub
was proposed that it was impossible to

raise any respectable revenue there; that

the country was bare
;
that the population,

compared with India, was sparse; and that

it was quite impossible that the expenditure
of our government could be repaid. AH
these arguments were urged against annex-

ation of any kind. But eventually you
found a very prosperous country in the

Punjaub and Scinde, which proved a source

of wealth and strength to India. I will

not believe without much better proof that

the retaining Candahar the capital of an

extremely fertile district will entail upon

you a result less satisfactory than the result

of the retention of the Punjaub and Scinde.

The primd facie, evidence is, I think, in

favour of a rich district paying its expenses,

and, in time, probably paying more than its

expenses.
" There is another point connected with

Candahar of which much has been made in

this debate and on other occasions. It is

said that we are debarred from annexing
or retaining Candahar by our public decla-

rations and agreements, and in the front

of these is always placed the celebrated

proclamation of the queen when she

accepted the sovereignty of India I can

speak with some confidence upon that

73
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subject, for, to a certain extent, I am

responsible for that proclamation. It

never entered into my head that there

was anything in that proclamation which

should prevent the queen, if she went to

war with a foreign power, making such

terms at the conclusion of peace as she

might think fit, and availing herself of her

power to take any provinces by right of

conquest. The proclamation is essentially

a domestic proclamation addressed to the

princes of India, and the obligation of that

proclamation has been most rigidly ob-

served. There is no instance in which
Her Majesty has been counselled to deviate

from it, and I must repudiate the attempt
to treat the queen's proclamation on her

assumption of the full sovereignty of India

as a bar to the retention of Caudahar if

the government should deem that retention

wise and prudent. As to the observation

that the commanding officers announced to

the people that they were making war

against princes only and not upon subjects,

it may be easily disposed of. Such an

announcement is an Oriental custom. In

all the wars that have taken place of late

certainly in some of them similar

assurances have been given by the invad-

ing power; but it has not prevented rich

countries losing their capitals, and ancient

empires being dislocated. In fact, you can

generally drive a coach and six through
declarations of that kind.

"
I have now touched upon the principal

points in this question of the retention of

Candahar. I confess that I have not heard

an answer to the speeches of my noble

friend who introduced this subject to your
notice, of the noble marquis [Lord Salis-

bury], and of the noble viscount [Lord

Cranbrook] who addressed your lordships
first this evening. It will not be unreason-

able if I repeat a few points on which we

lay particular stress. We want to know

why we are not favoured with the views of

Lord Eipon and his council, and what
scheme the government have in view if

they evacuate Candahar in the short space

of time announced namely, in less than a

month. Noble lords opposite cheered the

noble lord [Lord Dunraven] who addressed

us from those benches with so much power,
and who seemed to admit that he would be

satisfied if Candahar were to be retained

for a certain period of time. Well, there is

nothing unusual in retaining possession of

a considerable town or province until the

country, after great disquietude, war, and

revolution, has subsided into comparative

tranquillity. That is not an Oriental prac-

tice. It has been practised in some coun-

tries in Europe. There have been such

things as military occupations before the

present time. If the government had

come forward and announced that they
intended to give up almost everything that

we had obtained, but that in the present

state of Afghanistan they did not see their

way to leave Candahar, though they did

not think fit to appropriate it absolutely, I

should still have regretted their not annex-

ing Candahar, but I should have felt that

they were making a reasonable and states-

manlike suggestion, which should be re-

ceived with attention. Such a course would

have received the respectful attention of

this House. I think that it becomes the

House of Lords to express its opinion upon
this subject. I had myself believed that, if

we abandoned Candahar, we should still be

able to retain our Indian empire. I do not

think that it is absolutely essential to us.

There are several places which are called

the keys of India. There is Merv. I do

not know whether that place has yet been

taken by the Russians. Perhaps the first

lord of the Admiralty will be able to

inform us."

The Earl of Northbrook: "It is not a

seaport."

The Earl of Beaconsfield:
"
No, it is not

a seaport. Still, there is Merv; then there

is a place whose name I forget there is

Ghuzni; then there is Balkh, then Can-

dahar. My opinion is, that though such

places may not be essential to iis, yet that

I should regret to see any great military
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in possession of them I should

look upon such an event with regret, and

ptTliiips witli sumo degree of apprehension;
but if the great military power were there,

I trust we might still be able to maintain

our empire. But, my lords, the key of

India is not Herat or Candahar. The key

of India is London. The majesty and sov-

ereignty, the spirit and vigour of your

parliament, the inexhaustible resources, the

ingenuity and determination of your people
these are the keys of India. But, my

lords, a wise statesman would be chary in

drawing upon what I may call the arterial

sources of his power. He would use selec-

tion, and would seek to sustain his empire

by recourse to local resources only, which

would meet his purpose. You have always
observed that system in this country for

the last hundred years. You have skil-

fully appropriated many strong places in

the world. You have erected a range of

fortifications; you have overcome countries

by the valour of your soldiers and the

efforts of your engineers. Well, my lords,

I hope that we shall pursue the same

policy. If we pursue the same policy,

Candahar is eminently one of those places

which would contribute to the maintenance

of that empire. It is advisable to retain it

on economical grounds, as it is now held by

us; and, as my noble friend said in his

speech, would it be a becoming course for

us now to withdraw, when the fact that

the power of England can be felt promptly
and on the spot is the best security for

peace, and the best security for peace must

be the best defence in case of war ?

" The views taken by my noble friend

[Lord Derby] below the gangway are essen-

tially erroneous views, and in no one point

are they more erroneous, I think, than in

what he said of the opportunity which the

House of Lords now has of expressing its

opinion. I do not wish in any way to

maintain an exaggerated view. Feeling

myself keenly upon the question of Can-

dahar, I believe there is a real and a deep

feeling, and what is more, an increasing

feeling, on the subject The subject is

being more considered; opinion will become

more matured. There cannot be, therefore,

a more legitimate occasion for the Peers of

England to come forward and to give to

the country the results of their wisdom

and their experience, as I hope they will

to-night, in reference to the empire of

India."

After a debate which occupied two

nights, the motion of Lord Lytton was

carried by a large majority contents, 165
;

non-contents, 76 : majority, 89.

All fears as to Russian activity in the

East were now for the moment set at rest

by the awful news which was flashed to

London from St. Petersburg. During the

last few years the huge, unwieldy empire
ruled by the Czar had been handed over

to the furies which so often attend upon
a hard and uncompromising despotism.

Revolutionary ideas, the counsels of secret

societies, the dagger and the dynamite of

the political conspirator, the fanaticism of

turbulent youth, had been of late busy at

work throughout the length and breadth of

Russia, bidding the nation rise against their

rulers, and shake off the iron hand which

kept down their liberties as a people. And,

as is so often the case when the name

of liberty is invoked to resist oppression,

crime and license gave their aid, and cast

their lurid glare upon the scene. Between

the earnest prayer for constitutional govern-

ment, for relief from a bitter taxation, for

escape from vindictive punishments, for

toleration and political emancipation, and

the wild shriek for communism with all

its attendant claims, there is but a step,

which men maddened by their sufferings

and restrictions often take, to the destruc-

tion of themselves and the ruin of their

cause.

It was so now with the advocates

for reform in the dominions of the Czar.

As long as the reformers limited their

demands to constitutional government,

with all the advantages consequent upon

such a system, the sympathy of enlightened
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Europe was with them
;

but when the

diabolical aid of the Nihilist was called in,

with his levelling creed and murderous

weapons, sympathy was quickly exchanged
for disgust and abhorrence. To the com-

munist the throne is the first object which

excites his keenest hate, and the Eussian

Nihilist, animated by the same views as

the rest of his execrable fraternity, now
vowed deadly enmity to the head of the

house of Eomanoff. With the Czar as

chief of the realm the spread of republican-

ism, in the eyes of the Nihilist, was an

impossibility. A few months before his

cruel death the unhappy Alexander had

been mercifully preserved from a plot
which had for its object the reduction of

his winter palace to ruins. The severest

precautions had been then taken by the

Russian authorities to guard the person of

their sovereign from future danger. Escorts,

police, spies, confidential advisers, were,

however, in vain. One day, whilst the

Czar was driving out, an infernal machine

was thrown under the wheels of his carriage.

The chariot was destroyed, but the sovereign
for the moment was preserved; then a second

bomb was flung, which severely mutilated

the body of its victim, and after a few

hours of semi-consciousness the autocrat

of all the Eussias had ceased to exist.

As an expression of the intense indigna
tion felt by the nation at so detestable a

deed, an address of condolence was drawn

up by the Peers of England and delivered

to the queen. A similar address was pre-
sented to the now fatherless Duchess of

Edinburgh. The circumstance served Lord

Beaconsfield as an occasion to make a few

remarks the last which were ever to fall

from his lips in public.
"
I am sure your lordships," he said

(March 15, 1881), "will express with

earnestness your respectful sympathy with

Her Majesty the queen in the affliction

which has fallen so unexpectedly upon her.

The relations between the queen of this

country and the Emperor Alexander II.

the most beneficent prince that ever filled

the throne of Eussia were of a peculiar

nature
; they cannot rank among the

ordinary ones which exist between sove-

reigns. Between Her Majesty and the

emperor there existed ties of intimate

and life-long friendship, strengthened by
domestic relations, of great facility and sat-

isfaction. This friendship, although it had

to endure, by the ordinance of Providence,

great trials, was one which, on more than

one occasion, was exercised in a beneficent

manner by both sovereigns for the welfare

of the two countries. The horrible murder

of a prince and an ally, of a connection so

near and dear, must have been the cause of

much agitation to Her Majesty. It has

disturbed the feelings of all Europe

Europe which, as one nation, is alarmed and

indignant. But of all countries of Europe
I know none not even Eussia itself that

can have heard of this catastrophe with

greater horror and greater sympathy than

our own. The Emperor of Eussia had one

daughter, to whom he was passionately

attached, and who returned to him an

adoration quite equal to his own. That

daughter is a princess of England. My
lords, her woe must be very great. I know
all your lordships will feel that in a case

like this consolation is vain. But though
solace may be impossible, sympathy will

have a voice; and I cannot but believe that

when it is now offered to our sovereign and

her suffering child it will be appreciated,

coming as it does from this illustrious and

ancient house."*

His own end was now drawing nigh.

Shortly after having delivered these few

words of condolence upon the death of the

Czar Alexander, the country heard with

regret that Lord Beaconsfield was confined

to his room by severe indisposition. His

old complaint of gout, coupled with bron-

chial irritation, was again troubling him.

At first it was hoped that the illness was

only temporary, and would be speedily
* These few words Lord Beaconsfield ainnsed himself by

correcting during his illness for the pages of Hantard,

saying that
u he would not go down to posterity speaking

bad grammar."
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conquered by the means that were at once

employed. Then it became apparent that

the malady was graver than at the outset

had been imagined ; complications earned

which required no little vital energy suc-

cessfully to resist, and every day the dis-

tinguished invalid was becoming weaker

and weaker. After a fortnight's suffering

it was no secret that, in that well-known

house in Curzon Street, the battle between

life and death was being keenly contested,

and those who remembered the age Lord

Bcaconsfield had attained felt that there

could be but one end to the struggle. Upon
that issue the eyes of all Europe were

turned. At every court, in every foreign

capital, in every cabinet, the state of Lord

Beaconsfield's health was the chief topic of

discussion. Every newspaper on the Con-

tinent, friendly or inimical to the dying

statesman, furnished its readers with the

latest particulars contained in the frequently
issued bulletins. In London the excite-

ment and suspense were intense
;
crowds

paced up and down Curzon Street eager to

catch any passing whisper which might

gratify curiosity; the evening journals were

quickly scanned to read the last medical

opinion ; almost the only subject which

sustained conversation was that which

touched upon the condition of the great

Tory chieftain slowly yet surely passing
on to his rest. In the interest and anxiety
of the moment all other matters were

hushed and held in abeyance politics

afforded no interest, speculation no activity,

art and literature no gratification ; every-

thing was absorbed in the one great topic

commented upon in every newspaper, "the

health of Lord Beaconsfield." Then the

end came an end for which the nation

was prepared by the alarming character

of the bulletins which had recently been

issued. Lord Beaconsfield died in his

house in Curzon Street, at half-past four

o'clock, in the morning of April 19, 1881.

We know what followed
;

the genuine
sorrow of the nation, the vast concourse of

people, which attended the funeral cere-

mony at Hughenden, and the graceful

eulogies delivered in both Houses of

Parliament. Never in the political history
of our country has an English minister

been called upon to obey the last summons
who was more cherished by his sovereign,
more regretted by those whom genius, birth,

and wealth have made conspicuous, and

more honoured and respected by a people
at large, than he who identified Conser-

vatism with the national policy, and spent
his life in illustrating its principles and

carrying out its aims.

On the occasion of the monument which

was proposed to be erected to the memory
of the Earl of Beaconsfield, the opponents
of the late statesman vied with each other

in giving expression to the loss sustained

by the nation in the removal of so great a

man. Friend and rival had but one end in

view at that moment to do full honour to

him who had so often led his party on

to unexpected victory, and so often had

defeated the intrigues of an opposition. In

the House of Lords, Lord Granville though
a political opponent a social friend of the

deceased* rose to move " That an humble

address be presented to Her Majesty, pray-

ing that Her Majesty will give directions

that a monument be erected in the col-

legiate church of St. Peter, Westminster, to

the memory of the late Right Hon. the

Earl of Beaconsfield, K.G., with an inscrip-

tion expressive of the high sense enter-

tained by the House of his rare and

splendid gifts, and of his devoted labours

in parliament and in great offices of state
;

and to assure Her Majesty that this House

will concur in giving effect to Her Majesty's

most gracious message."
The words with which this motion was

supported were few but well chosen. It

" Some lime before the last illness he gathered round

him one evening some friends, who may pardon the mention

of thfir names, as a proof that he nerer permitted politic!

to interfere with friendships. The Duke and Duchess of

Sutherland, Lord and I.ady Gmnville, Lord and [jtdjr Spen-
cer, Lady Cliestcrtield, Lady Dudley, Lady Lonsdale, Lord

and Lady Harrington, Lord and Lady Cadogan, Lord Brd-
fnrd, Mr. Alfred de Rothschild. Sir Frederick Leighton.

nil Mr. Henry Manners dined with him." Lady Jokn

Maiuurt.
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was not the moment, nor was he the man,
said Lord Granville (May 9, 1881), to give

any biographical sketch of one so well

known as Lord Beaconsfield, and still less

would it become him, a political opponent,
to analyse in any degree the policy of the

departed peer. Yet when great abilities

had been devoted to the service of the

state, they should be fully recognized and

acknowledged. It was impossible for any-

body to deny that Lord Beaconsfield had

played a great part in English history. No
one could deny his rare and splendid gifts

and his force of character. No one could

deny how long and how continuous his

services had been, both with regard to the

crown and parliament. Lord Beaconsfield

had achieved, by his own strong individu-

ality, without any adventitious circum-

stances, the great personal success to

which he had attained.
" My lords," said

Lord Granville,
" some men have obtained

influence over others by possessing in a

stronger degree the merits, qualities, and

faults of those they lead
; others have pro-

duced the same effect by exactly opposite
causes. I believe Lord Beaconsfield, a man
himself very free from prejudices, and more

or less tolerant of them, belonged to the

latter class. I have never known any man
so complete a master, in writing and speak-

ing and in conversation, of censure and of

eulogy. His long habit of sparkling literary

composition, his facility of dealing with

epigram, with metaphor, with antithesis,

and even with alliteration, gave him a

singular power of coining and applying

phrases which caught the popular mind,
and which attached praise and blame to

the actions of the great parties in the state.

My lords, the noble earl undoubtedly

possessed the power of appealing to the

imagination, not only of his countrymen,
but of foreigners, and that power is not

destroyed by death. With certain excep-

tions, Lord Beaconsfield was singularly
tolerant with regard to his political oppo-

nents, and singularly appreciative of their

merits. I believe no more happy compli-

ment was ever paid to Lord Falmerston

and Earl Russell than by Mr. Disraeli in

the House of Commons
;
and I have heard

one of Mr. Cobden's dearest friends quote,

as the most touching speech he ever heard,

the tribute which Mr. Disraeli paid in the

House of Commons to his great and vic-

torious free-trade opponent. I myself can

boast of having been treated in this House,

by successive leaders of the great Conserva-

tive party, with great kindness and great

fairness
;
but I am bound to say that by

none was that fairness and forbearance

more remarkably displayed than by Lord

Beaconsfield during the few years I have

had the honour of sitting opposite him.

He has shown me great friendliness and

fairness in regard to foreign affairs. Your

lordships have heard how kind and good-
natured a man Lord Beaconsfield was in

private life. I believe that to be perfectly

true, notwithstanding the singular power of

destructiveness he sometimes possessed and

exercised. I remember being told by one

with whom constant devotion to Lord

Beaconsfield during his life was one of

the characteristic traits of his character,

that not only was he a kind and good-

natured man, but that he was also singu-

larly sensitive of kindnesses shown to him

by others. There is one reason why we
should pay respect to the memory of Lord

Beaconsfield in this House, not always of a

disinterested character. The aristocracy of

this country, sometimes in praise, sometimes

in blame, has been described as proud,

powerful, and wealthy, and the democratic

element, combined with this aristocratic

institution, has certainly added to its

wealth, and to its strength, and possibly

to its life ;
and I can conceive no brighter

and no more brilliant example of the way
in which the portals of this assembly

smoothly roll back to admit eminent and

distinguished men, and welcome them to

the very first ranks in the assembly that

they so entered, than the example of the

late Lord Beaconsfield."

The motion was seconded by Lord Salis-
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Iniry in an appreciative and moving speech.
Not many words, he said, were needed to

commend such a motion to the acceptance
of parliament. Not many words were

needed, because one of the most striking

phenomena attending that brilliant and

remarkable career had been the deep inter-

est with which throughout his illness, and

after his death, his fate was followed not

(inly by his own friends and adherents, but

by meu of every class and every opinion in

the country, and by men of the greatest

influence and power in other countries also.

Whatever else might be said of the deceased

statesman, that at least could never be

gainsaid that while his memory would ever

be associated with many a controverted

issue, the historian must always add that

when the fierce struggle was over, and the

great career was closed, there was no doubt

what the verdict of his countrymen was
as to the services that had been rendered.

Such unanimity of opinion with respect to

one whose measures were necessarily much
contested would suggest various expla-
nations. That his friends and colleagues
should mourn his loss and revere his

memory was only too natural.
"

I have not the same title to speak,"

continued Lord Salisbury, "that many of

those beside me have, because my close

political connection with him was com-

paratively recent; but it lasted through
anxious and difficult times, when the char-

acter of men is plainly seen by those who
work with them, and to me, as I believe

to all others who have worked with him,

his patience, his gentleness, his unswerving
and unselfish loyalty to his colleagues and

fellow-labourers, have made an impression
which will never leave me so long as life

endures. But these feelings could only
affect a limited circle of his immediate

adherents. The impression which his career

and his character have made upon the vast

mass of his countrymen must be sought
elsewhere. To some extent to a great

extent, no doubt it is due to the peculiar

character of his genius, to its varied nature,

to the wonderful combination of qualities

which he displayed, and which rarely reside

in the same brain. To some extent, also, it

is no doubt that the circumstance to which

the noble earl has gracefully and eloquently
alluded the social difficulties which op-

posed themselves to his early rise, and the

splendid perseverance by which they were

overcome, have impressed his countrymen
who love to see exemplified that open career

to all persons, whatever their initial diffi-

culties may be, which is one of the

characteristics of their institutions of which

they are most proud. They saw in Lord

Beaconsfield a proof that whatever diffi-

culties may attend the beginning of a man's

fame, whatever he may have to struggle

against, if the genius and perseverance are

there, the most splendid position and the

widest influence are open to any subject
of the queen. But, my lords, there was

another cause. Lord Beaconsfield's feelings

and principles with respect to the greatness
of his country, more and more as life went

on, made an impression on his countrymen.
Zeal for the greatness of England was the

passion of his life. Opinions might differ,

and did differ deeply, as to the measures

and the steps by which expression was

given to that dominant feeling ;
but more

and more as his life went on and drew

near its close, as the heat and turmoil

of controversy were left behind, as the

gratification of every possible ambition nega-
tived the suggestion of any inferior motive,

and brought out into greater prominence
the purity and the strength of this one

intense feeling, the people of this country

recognized the force with which this desire

dominated his actions, and they repaid it

by an affection and reverence which did

not depend on and had no concern with

opinions as to the particular policy pursued.

This was his great title to their attachment,

that above all things he wished to see

England united, and powerful, and great

As to questions of interior policy, which

divide classes, he had to consider them, to

form his judgment upon them, and shape
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his course accordingly ;
but it seems to me

that he treated them always as of secondary

interest, compared with this one great

question How the country to which he

belonged might remain united and strong.

The feeling which he showed was repaid to

him abundantly, and it is because this

conviction spread itself through all classes,

both amongst those who were his friends

and those who were his opponents, that

this vote, which has been moved by the

noble earl and which I have risen to second,

is no expression of party or sectional feeling

it is no representation of any opinion on

any controverted question, but is the homage
and the recognition of an united people to

the splendid genius and the magnificent
service he rendered."

In the lower House the praise passed

upon the deceased statesman was equally

generous. The speech delivered by Mr.

Gladstone on the occasion was, though

guarded in its terms, yet manly, sympa-
thetic, and in the best taste a speech which

Sir Stafford Northcote justly criticised as
"
nobly expressed, and still more nobly

conceived." "
Every one," Mr. Gladstone

said,
"
will feel that this is not the occasion

to attempt an historical portraiture of Lord

Beaconsfield. Neither is it the occasion to

attempt, especially upon this side of the

House but from no side of the House will

I say to attempt a political eulogy of Lord

Beaconsfield. It will be mistaken. I will

go a little further and will admit that the

position of the House is in some respects
and in part peculiar. I do not know that

it has ever happened that a parliament in

sharp antagonism to the policy of a par-
ticular minister has been called upon to

accept a proposal of this kind with respect
to that minister whose policy it had opposed ;

but at the same time, though there is no

case exactly analogous to this, yet there are

cases which make a material approximation
to it in these respects. When Lord Eussell

proposed, in 1850, in a speech of great good
taste, a monument to the memory of Sir

Robert Peel, he very naturally looked back,

not merely to the crisis of the anti-corn law

movement which had brought them to-

gether, but to the long struggle of thirty

years, and Lord Eussell said, in very be-

coming language,
'

I will not enter into the

nature of the crisis with which his name
is associated,' and again,

' This is not the

time to consider particular occasions and

particular measures.' But he also quoted
an earlier case, in which it happened that

Colonel Barre" proposed a public monument
to Lord Chatham, with whom he had been,

no very long time before, in the sharpest

political opposition. And though the fea-

tures of this case are marked features, yet
we are not without guidance in proceedings
which have taken place before. This I will

venture to say, that the present is an occa-

sion in which we, who form the majority of

this House, should be on our guard against

giving way to our narrower political sym-

pathies. It would be better that propositions
of this kind were altogether abandoned

and forgotten, than that they should degene-
rate into the occasion of issuing a manifesto

of political alliances or of ordinary parti-

zanship.

"If I am asked, in endeavouring to look

without fear or favour upon this case, upon
its merits and upon nothing else, and de-

siring to speak the truth without constraint

and without exaggeration, why I venture to

recommend this proposition to the House,

why I think that the same reasons which

have led the House to give in the cases

of other prime ministers of this country
a testimony such as I now invite to the

memory of Lord Beaconsfield, I say, in my
judgment, we have to look to two questions

and to two questions only ;
and these are,

whether the tribute which it is proposed to

pay is proposed to be paid to one who, in

the first place, has sustained a great his-

torical part, and done great deeds written

on the page of parliamentary and national

history; and the other, whether these deeds

have been done with the full authority of

the constituted organs of the nation and

of the nation itself. I think an impartial
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regard to what has happened will satisfy
tin: House, that upon neither of these points
is there the smallest room for doubt It

may seem to be a sharp mental transition

lor us to take when we pass from the

balance of political opinion which now pre-

vails in this House to the balance of opinion
which subsisted here two, three, or four

years ago ;
but it is right, it is just, it is

necessary that we should recollect that

what was done by the late ministry, what
was done, above all, by Lord Beaconsfield as

the official head and as the guiding spirit

of the late ministry, was done under pre-

cisely the same constitutional title, and with

exactly the same charter and authority as

that under which we now claim to act

Therefore, I cast behind me for the moment
the question what I approve or what I dis-

approve what I rejoice in, or what I regret.

We are here to act on the part of the nation,

and to maintain that description of action

which is suitable to and which is required

by the nation's continuous life.

" The career of Lord Beaconsfield is, in

many respects, the most remarkable in our

parliamentary history. For my own part,

I know but one that can fairly be compared
to it in regard to the emotion of surprise,

and when viewed as a whole, the emotion

I minhl almost say of wonder, which it is

calculated to excite; and that is the career,

and especially the earlier career, of Mr. 1'itt.

Lord Beaconsfield's name is associated with

great constitutional changes, at least with

one great constitutional change, in regard
to which it will ever be admitted, at least

I never can scruple to admit, that its arri-

val was hastened by his personal act I

will nut dwell upon that, but I will simply
mention the close association of his name
with that important change in the princi-

ples of the parliamentary franchise. It is

also associated with great European trans-

actions and great European arrangements.
I put myself in the position, not necessarily

of a friend or admirer, who looks with

sympathy on the character of the action

of Lord Beaconsfield
;
but I look at the

VOL. II.

magnitude of the part which he played
on behalf of his country, and I say that one

who was his political friend might fairly

have said of him when he came back tim
Berlin

'

Aspicc, ut insignia siniliis Murcellns opium
Ingreditur victorque viroe supereminet onim >.

: *

" My duty is to look at these things in the

magnitude of their national and historical

character, and it is so looking at them that

I have not a doubt that the man who for

seven years sustained the office of prime
minister, the man who for nearly thirty

years led, either in one House or in both, a

great party in this country, the man who
so entwined himself in the interest of the

general heart as was shown on the occasion

of his illness, is a man in whom those

features meet which justify me in calling

upon the House for this vote. I have said

that, in my opinion, the magnitude of the

part which he played, and the authority
with which he played it, are the only matters

to which we can look. I would press tin's

point especially, for it is one many of us

might forget or only feebly or ineffectually

remember, viz., that he acted with the same

authority as that which we claim for our-

selves. The same Constitution, the same pop-
ular liberties, the same franchises, the same

principle of the prevalence of the majority,

placed him first at this box and then at the

House of Lords to give effect to the policy

which he believed to be for the benefit of

his country, and which has now placed

other men in his position to give effect to

what they, with equal sincerity, desire to

recommend to parliament.
"
I think that the somewhat perhaps dry

portion of my duty, which I have now per-

formed in directing the attention of the

House to those two points which I deem to

contain the whole estimate of the case, is

now concluded; and, as I have said, I will

not attempt to give anything like a historical

portrait. It would not be fair or just, even

Behold how adorned with triumphal spoils Marrrllui

stalks along, and shines victor above the heroes all. I'iryiL

74
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if it were appropriate in point of time, that

I, who have been separated from Lord

Beaconsfield by longer and larger differences

than perhaps ever separated any two per-

sons brought into constant contact in the

transaction of public business it would not

be fair to him, it would not be fair to his

friends, to draw a picture which must be

more faintly coloured, ay, and differently

coloured if executed by my hand, than that

which they could fairly claim
;
but yet, sir,

I will allow myself some satisfaction in

dwelling on matters on which I feel it is

pleasurable to myself, and on which I also

think it is useful for us all to dwell. There

were certain great qualities of the deceased

statesman that I think it right to dwell

upon. His extraordinary intellectual powers
are as well understood by others as by me,

and they are not proper subjects for our

present commendation
;

but there were

other great qualities qualities not merely
intellectual in the sense of being disso-

ciated from conduct, but qualities immedi-

ately connected with conduct with regard
to which I should say, were I a younger

man, that I should like to stamp the recol-

lection of them on myself for my own future

guidance, and with regard to which I would

confidently say to others who are younger
than myself that I strongly recommend
them for notice and imitation. They were

qualities not only written in a marked

manner on his career, but possessed by him

in a degree undoubtedly extraordinary. I

speak, for example, of such as these his

strength of will
;
his long-sighted persist-

ency of purpose, reaching from his first

entrance upon the avenue of life to its very
close

;
his remarkable power of self-govern-

ment
;
and last, but not least of all, his

great parliamentary courage a quality in

which I, who have been associated in the

course of my life with some scores of minis-

ters, have, I think, never known but two

whom I could pronounce his equal."

Mr. Gladstone, after alluding to the

loyalty with which Lord Beaconsfield ever

upheld the interests of the Jews, and to the

devotion which was so marked a feature in

the domestic life of the deceased states-

man,* thus concluded:
" There is one slight matter on which I

desire to give myself the satisfaction of a

brief reference to Lord Beaconsfield. The

feeling I am about to express is not a novel

feeling. It is one which for many long

years, in the occasions of private life, has

been made known to me by my friends.

There is much error and misapprehension
abroad as to the personal sentiments that

prevail among men who are divided in

politics. Their words must necessarily from

time to time be sharp; their judgments may
occasionally, may warrantably, may neces-

sarily be severe
;
but the general idea of

persons less informed than those within the

parliamentary circle is that they are ac-

tuated towards one another by sentiments

of intense antipathy and hatred. Now, I

wish to take this occasion, with the permis-

sion of the House, if for a moment I may
degenerate into egoism upon a subject much
too high for it I wish to record in this

place and at this hour my conviction, that

in all the judgments ever delivered by the

late Lord Beaconsfield on myself he never

was actuated by sentiments of personal

antipathy. It is a pleasure to me to make

that acknowledgment. It is not new,

although it is one which hardly with pro-

priety could be made on an earlier occasion,

and I am sure the House will excuse me
for having obtruded it now. I would again

* " It may not be inappropriate here to refer to a few words

spoken by Mr. Disraeli at the banquet given to him, in 1867,

by the Conservatives of Scotland, at Edinburgh. Mr. Baillie

Cochrane, now Lord Lamington (the
' Bucklmrt-t

'

of

'

Coningsby'), in proposing the health of Mrs. Disraeli, said,

that his friendship with that lady had lasted nearly half a

century, and that he was sure Mr. Disraeli would admit how
much of the success of his career was owing to the sympathy
he always received from her. In returning thanks, Mr.

Disraeli said that Mr. Baillie Cochrane certainly had every

opportunity of studying the subject to which he had drawn

attention.

While speaking, his manner, so happily adapted to the

occasion and the hour, became gradually very earnest, and

in an almost solemn tune he said, looking towards the

gallery where Lady Beaconsfield sat 'I do owe t<> th;it

lady all, I think, that I have ever accomplished, because

she has supported me by her counsel, and consoled me by
the sweetness of her mind and disposition.'" Lady Jiltn

Jfamm.
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call tlic attention of tlic House to tin.: fad

that what wo have here to look at is the

greatness of the man, the greatness of

the offices he sustained, the greatness of the

part he played, the greatness of the transac-

tions associated with his name, and finally,

the full and undisputed and constitutional

authority which he possessed for those

actions, whether they were gratifying to our

sense or taste or not the full, plenary, con-

stitutional authority which he possessed to

authorize beforehand and to sanction after-

wards these are the essential considera-

tions which ought to guide us
;
and I feel

convinced, unless it be my own grievous

fault, and if so I can but regret it, that I

have said enough to show this committee

that they will do well and wisely to accept
in a kindly spirit the motion I have now
the honour to submit on behalf of a public
monument to Lord Beaconsfield."

In the House of Lords the motion was

carried without a dissentient voice. Un-

fortunately such unanimity did not prevail

in the Commons. A Eadical minority

opposed the erection of a national memorial

in "Westminster Abbey to Lord Beacons-

field
;
and it pleased Mr. Labouchere to

pursue the ungenerous course adopted
under similar circumstances by Mr. Fox,

who, when Mr. Lascelles had risen to

move that a public memorial should be

erected to the memory of William Pitt,

strongly opposed the honour proposed to

be conferred on his late rival a proceed-

ing which history has branded as "not

magnanimous." In like manner Mr. Labou-

chere objected to the Beaconsfield memorial.

He admired, he said, the perseverance and

energy which had enabled Lord Beacons-

field to attain the highest position in the

state; they admired the tact and urbanity
which had characterized him as leader of a

great party; and they even shared in the

regret of his adherents for the loss of one

so remarkable. When, however, they were

asked to vote a national memorial to the

late earl, they were obliged to determine

whether a monument was merited, not by

tin-
]'

rsonal
([iialitii.'.s

nf tin- man, but l>y

the policy of tin- minihU-r. He was sur-

prised to hear the premier say that, in

proposing such a resolution, he was acting
in accordance with precedent During t lie-

last 125 years there had been a vast num-
ber of prime ministers, but only five had

received recognition of that sort from the

country.* Mr. Labouchere reminded tin-

House that it was not a question as to

whether Lord Beaconsfield should have a

monument in Westminster Abbey, but

whether it should be a national or a volun-

tary one. He concluded by asking Liberals

not to stultify themselves by voting for

the resolution, considering the opinions

they had expressed, both in the country
and in the House, with regard to Lord

Beaconsfield's policy.

Mr. Labouchere was, however, no more

successful than Mr. Fox. A majority of

169 voted in favour of a monument to

William Pitt, and a majority of 326 voted

in favour of a monument to -Lord Beacons-

field.
" The few detractors," comments

Lord Macaulay, in passing judgment upon
the employment of somewhat similar

tactics on the occasion of the erection of a

national memorial to the great Earl of

Chatham,
" who ventured to murmur, were

silenced by the indignant clamours of a

nation who remembered only the lofty

genius, the unsullied probity, the undis-

puted services of him who was no more."

Mourned by his friends, regretted by
the nation, his memory held in special

honour by the legislature, there remained

only one tribute to be paid to the teaching

and career of the departed statesman, and

it was gracefully rendered by Her who, in

this country, is the fountain of all distinc-

tion. Between the crown and its late

adviser-in-chief, relations existed, which it

has seldom been the good fortune of nny
minister to inspire. On the side of the

sovereign there was the fullest confidence

in the control and discretion exercised by
Lord Beaconsfield; whilst on the side of

Chatham, William Pitt, Canninff, Peel, and Palmenton.
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the statesman zeal for the welfare of his

country was so inseparably connected with

a rigid maintenance of the prerogative, that

it seemed to him impossible for the one to

exist without the other. To Lord Beacons-

field the power of England, the purity of

religion, the dispensation of justice, the

security of commerce, and the preserva-
tion of the lower classes from the counsels

of the agitator, were all dependent upon a

jealous upholding of the rights of the

crown, and were instantly put in jeopardy
if the lawful authority wielded by the

sovereign was once lessened. Under his

administration Lord Beaconsfield was

therefore ever the advocate of the pre-

rogative as against undue encroachments

of the House of Commons, and the influ-

ence formerly exercised by an interested

oligarchy. He did not re-create or extend

the power of the prerogative, he but main-

tained it
;
and the sovereign was grateful

to her loyal and exacting servant. In his

life-time the Earl of Beaconsfield had been

honoured by attentions and marks of ap-

proval seldom conferred by the throne

upon advisers however active and devoted.

Nor were his services to be forgotten, now
that he had passed out from the intrigues

of courts and the strifes of cabinets.

Against the walls of Hughenden Church,

immediately above the seat habitually oc-

cupied by the late Tory chief, there stands

.a monument, especially ordered by her

Majesty to be erected for the perpetuation
of the memory of her trusted chancellor.

Beneath the profile portrait of Lord

Beaconsfield, which occupies the centre

of the memorial, is a tablet bearing the

following dedication, penned by the Queen
herself :

TO

THE DEAR AND HONOURED MEMORY OF

BENJAMIN, EARL OF .BEACONSFIELD,
THIS MEMORIAL IS PLACED BY HIS

GRATEFUL AND AFFECTIONATE
SOVEREIGN AND FRIEND,

VICTORIA, R.I.

1

Kings love liim that speakcth right." PROVERBS, xvi. 13.

February 27, 1882.

Never has history had occasion to preserve
a more touching record of that friendship

which can so rarely exist between sove-

reign and subject.

The counsels and actions of Lord Beacons-

field stand too close to contemporary history

to be regarded in their true light, but

posterity will at least endorse this verdict,

that they were never proffered and per-

formed except that good might ensue to

the country. The sole object which Lord

Beaconsfield set before him throughout his

long political career, was that what he

advised and carried out should be instru-

mental in promoting the welfare of Eng-
land. No minister was ever more single-

minded in the pursuit of this aim. If Lord

Beaconsfield deemed a measure adverse to

English interests he strenuously opposed it;

but if the voice of the country was in its

favour, though he did not withdraw the

opinions he entertained upon the subject,

he never entered into factious opposition

to thwart the measure, but, on the contrary,

often exercised the authority he possessed

to facilitate its progress through parlia-

ment. He was eminently and the fact

was frankly admitted by his enemies a

fair opponent. An opposition which could

never be effectual he did not sanction
;

when he saw he could only hamper, but

not defeat a measure, he unselfishly aban-

doned the contest. He struck the key-note

of his opposition policy in his remarks upon
the Burials Bill.

"
J support the bill," he

said, "with great regret, and only because,

from what I have observed in this House,

I am convinced that opposition would be

fruitless, and fruitless opposition is a kind

of opposition which I never care much to en-

courage." When men come to reflect upon
the career of Lord Beaconsfield, and study

the speeches and analyse the motives of the

great Tory statesman, they will find that

he owed the authority he exercised as

much to his magnanimity when in Oppo-
sition as to his tact and prescience when

in power.
It has been said that Lord Beaconsfield
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was nn adventurer. Political history has

brought before us men who, from humble

surroundings, have attained to posts of

da//ling splendour, who have pillaged freely

I'll]' themselves I'loiu tllC possessions of the

state, who have burdened the country with

]H
MI ions for their relatives, who have

grasped every honour and distinction within

their reach, who have looked upon patriot-

ism and self-advancement as synonymous
terms, and who have retired after their

period of service to enjoy all the luxury
and magnificence which their ill-gotten

wealth could offer. Yet not to this class

did Lord Beaconsfield belong. If he was

an adventurer, considering the length of

his career and the opportunities he enjoyed,

he was a singularly unfortunate one. He
had been created a peer, and on his breast

glittered the star of the proudest order in

Europe ;
but the adventurer is seldom con-

tent with honours, however distinguished

their character, unless they assume a solid

and more practical form. Beyond his

official pay when in power the pay of a

partner in a second-rate commercial firm

Lord Beaconsfield drew no substantial ad-

vantages from his connection with the state.

Unlike Walpole, the Hughenden he retired

to was no palatial Houghton, furnished

and embellished out of the guineas of the

Treasury; nor, as in the case of the second

Pitt, was an admiring nation called upon to

pay his debts. Lord Beaconsfield lived

and died a comparatively poor man: what

wealth he possessed he owed to private

sources, and not to the public purse. A
statesman who, after nearly half a century

of active political life, was the leader

of a great and united party, who ruled

cabinets, who was the favoured adviser of

his sovereign, yet who, on the day when he

resigned the seals, went into retirement no

richer than when he acceded to power, may

perhaps be a noble and disinterested min-

ister, but he is certainly no adventurer. It

was power for its own sake, and not for

any meretricious advantages which might

be derived from power, that Lord Beacons-

field loved to wield. To be the head and

responsible chief of an administration; to

devote the activity and resources of his

genius to the sacred cause of a pure and

sensitive patriotism ;
to advise, since he was

sure of his competence to advise, his country

upon the course which it was best for her

interests to follow; to act, in all that he

counselled and achieved, so as to merit the

approval of his sovereign and the confi-

dence of parliament; to hold in supreme

contempt the baser motives which so often

influence an interested ambition; and to be,

if not blameless, at least spotless such

was the authority Lord Beaconsfield wished

to sway, such was the aim he set before

him to attain, such was the one reward he

cared to receive. Let us
give

heed to the

graceful words of a generous rival :

" It may be said that Lord Beaconsfield

is ambitious," said Lord Hartington, when

speaking to his constituents at the time of

the last general election.
" I should like to

know what man who has attained the posi-

tion which he has attained in the political

life of his country is not actuated by feel-

ings of ambition. No one certainly can

attribute any mean or unworthy feelings to

Lord Beaconsfield. We disagree with his

politics, but we must admire the genius and

talent which the man has shown under the

disadvantages he has had to contend with.

I firmly believe that Lord Beaconsfield has

had in view what he believes to be the

greatness of his country and the power of

the sovereign whom he serves."

Of the public work which Lord Beacons-

field performed, and of the reasons which

led him to oppose or uphold the measures

brought under his notice, we need here say

nothing more. It has been the object of

this work to trace the public life of Lord

Beaconsfield from its very beginning to its

final close; to comment upon the motives

by which he was influenced in all that he

undertook; to record the numerous speeches

by which he maintained the arguments he

advanced and the position he occupied.

The man and his labours, it is hoped, stand
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revealed
;
and it is for the reader to decide

how far the man was deserving of the ap-

plause he evoked, and how far his labours

have ministered to the good of the nation.

Nor have we any fear as to the result of

that decision. The closer the character of

Lord Beaconsfield is investigated, the deeper

his speeches are studied, the more will

political history reverence his name and

admire his achievements, as one of the few

great statesmen who have been called upon
to control the destinies of a people, and to

create a policy which it should be for the

future to preserve and develop.
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